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EDITORS ’ PREFACE

Warfare was the single biggest preoccupation of historians in antiquity,
but modern academic interest in the subject has revived only in the last
few decades. The narrowly focused studies of war written before the First
World War by Delbrück, Kromayer, Veith and others have now been super-
seded by a much wider spectrum of work, ranging from the individual
soldier’s experience of battle to the place of ancient warfare within wider
social, economic, political and cultural structures. Partly as a result of this
broader focus, and partly through richer textual analysis and a flood of new
archaeological discoveries, our understanding of ancient warfare has been
transformed.

With the exception of popular survey works, however, there is no compre-
hensive overview of this burgeoning field of study. The Cambridge History
of Greek and Roman Warfare aims to fill this gap: its two volumes survey
the advances made since the 1970s in all aspects of research on ancient
warfare, and provide an opportunity for a distinguished group of experts
in the field to take the subject further still by presenting an array of new
ideas and suggesting many new directions. Our aim in this work is not to
provide a narrative account of the countless wars which took place across a
period spanning fifteen centuries – such accounts are readily available from
any number of other sources, not least the Cambridge Ancient History – but
to offer a thematic analysis of the main aspects of warfare in the ancient
world.

Three important introductory chapters set the scene: the first puts the
present volumes in their historiographical context and explains further the
rationale for their publication; the other two address the nature of evidence
and the problems of its interpretation, two issues which are fundamental
to a new and better understanding of ancient warfare. The bulk of the
volumes is divided into four chronologically ordered parts, each covering a
span of three or four centuries. These chronological divisions serve to draw
attention to the broad changes which occurred in warfare and the societies
in which this warfare was practised and pursued. Detailed chronological
tables at the end of each volume also help readers to place the discussion
in its proper historical frame. The first part of volume i covers the earliest

xv
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xvi editors’ preface

centuries of Greek society, which generated our most famous accounts of
ancient warfare, Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey, as well as the first ‘proper’
historical accounts of conflicts, with Thucydides’ record of the Pelopon-
nesian War often regarded as the acme of ancient historiography. In the
second part, early Rome and the Hellenistic world are dealt with in parallel,
a rather unusual combination designed to stimulate a fresh analytical
perspective and to overcome the common tendency to keep the Greek
and Roman worlds in entirely separate compartments. The first part of
volume ii bridges one of the great political transitions of the ancient world,
that from the Roman Republic to the Principate of Augustus and his suc-
cessors, with the intention of highlighting continuing issues and recurrent
themes. The final part deals with the later Empire, a period long seen
through the prism of ‘Decline and Fall’ but one in which most scholars
now identify a robust and protracted defence of imperial interests in a
world which was experiencing profound changes, internally through the
adoption of Christianity and externally through the arrival of the Huns.

Within each chronological part, the sub-divisions are thematic and reflect
the key aspects of ancient warfare identified in modern historiography:
(1) the role of war and peace in international relations; (2) the nature, com-
position and status of different kinds of armed forces; (3) the practicalities
and ethics of the conduct of wars and campaigns; (4) the nature and experi-
ence of combat in pitched battles and sieges; (5) the political and economic
dimensions of war; and (6) the social and cultural dimensions of war. The
same sub-divisions are applied in each of the four parts, so as to enable
readers to make comparisons and to pursue particular themes throughout
antiquity. (All dates in volume i are bc unless indicated.)

‘War is terrible’, said Polybius, ‘but not so terrible that we should put up
with anything to avoid it’ (4.31.3). These volumes examine both the forms
taken by the terror of war in the ancient world and the forces which all
too often made it seem necessary to resort to violence at the cost of giving
up ‘the thing which we all pray that the gods may give us . . . the only
incontestable blessing among the so-called good things in life – I mean
peace’ (4.74.3).

Phil Sabin
Hans van Wees

Michael Whitby
2007
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CHAPTER 1

THE MODERN HIS TORIOGRAPHY OF

ANCIENT WARFARE

victor davis hanson

Western military scholarship has a long and distinguished history, begin-
ning with the classical Greeks themselves. Originally fourth-century bc

essays such as Xenophon’s Cavalry Commander or Aeneas Tacticus’ On the
Defence of Fortified Positions were probably intended as pragmatic guides
for commanders in the field. These works were not – as was often true of
contemporary military writing in the non-Western tradition – integrated
within larger religious or philosophical concerns. Nor were they subject to
political censorship by the state. The popularity of such treatises apparently
hinged on the degree to which they met real needs and were found useful
by generals and military planners of the city-state.

By Hellenistic and Roman times formal contemplation about war-
making became more academic and theoretical, both in the scientific realm
(Heron and Philo on the construction of war-catapults) and on matters
tactical (Posidonius and Asclepiodotus concerning the Macedonian pha-
lanx) – in addition to becoming simply antiquarian, such as the collections
of stratagems by Frontinus and Polyaenus. Most Roman handbooks are
lost, but Vegetius’ Epitoma Rei Militaris, written sometime around ad 400,
survives and provides some idea of the level of practical detail and stan-
dardization with which such manuals sought to provide Roman officials.

A number of excellent texts, translations and commentaries of nearly all
these ancient military theorists has now appeared to replace earlier and often
inexact editions. The recent interest in such work is not merely the result of
the continual advance of classical scholarship, but rather reflects a renewed
appreciation for the value of these observers as empiricists rather than dry
pedants. Often even the more abstract writers such as Asclepiodotus and
Onasander contain invaluable information on a variety of both narrow and
quite broad topics from the nomenclature of ancient drill to consideration
of what properly should constitute reasonable causes of war.1

1 Aeneas Tacticus: the reliable work of the Illinois Greek Club (1923) and Köchly and Rüstow
(1853–5) has now been expanded, and in some cases replaced, by Whitehead (1990); Polyaenus: Krentz
and Wheeler (1994); Arrian: Devoto (1993); Aelian: Devine (1989); Vegetius: Milner (1993). Marsden
(1969), (1971) on the mechanical writers remains invaluable. For the Notitia Dignitatum, a late Roman

3
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4 introduction: historiography

Figure 1.1 Page from a tenth-century Byzantine copy of Asclepiodotus’ Art of Tactics, with drawings of
‘chequerboard’ and other formations.

Although Greek philosophers accepted both the ubiquity and inevitabil-
ity of state conflict, no single analytical or philosophical monograph on the
nature of warfare exists in either Greek or Latin literature. The lamentable
absence of such systematic ancient discussions in part may explain the

treatise that outlines the structure of civilian and military governance of the Empire, see Goodburn
and Bartholomew (1976); Hoffmann (1969–70).
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modern historiography 5

similar dearth of a modern scholarly work on the place of war within Greek
and Roman intellectual life at large – and hence the legacy of the clas-
sical military tradition in later Western culture. Although there exists an
extensive scholarly bibliography about the conduct of war in the ancient
world, very little work has been devoted to how classical warfare was seen
abstractly by Greek and Roman thinkers themselves.2

Military scholarship about ancient warfare continued in both applied
and theoretical approaches through the Middle Ages (the works on Roman
military and civic foundations by Egidio Colonna and Christine Pisan), into
the Renaissance (Machiavelli and Maurice of Nassau) and early Enlight-
enment (Henri de Rohan and Chevalier de Folard).3 However, by the
nineteenth century the rise of industrial warfare and sophisticated mil-
itary technology meant that rarely were practical lessons any longer to
be learned from the catapults, pikes and swords of the ancient world.
Research into the classical world at war evolved into an armchair historical
rather than a didactic exercise. Europeans increasingly were more apt to
elucidate ancient fighting from their own combat experience than to look
back to the Greeks and Romans for contemporary guidance in killing one
another.4

While nineteenth-century ancient military historians themselves were
often officers, nevertheless the modern discipline was formally born under
the aegis of the renaissance in classical scholarship of the times. The appear-
ance by the mid-nineteenth century of comprehensive lexica of the clas-
sical languages, epigraphical compendia, scholarly journals and system-
atic archaeological exploration and publication meant that ancient fighting
would not remain the domain of retired officers or interested autodidacts.
Instead, serious thinking about classical war was properly to be explored
in universities through reference to ancient Greek and Roman texts and
inscriptions, and first-hand reconnaissance of the topography of Greece
and Rome. Consequently, at the dawn of ancient military historiography
a paradox arose: those in the university most qualified to analyse ancient
literary evidence, inscriptions and archaeological data concerning classical
warfare were by their very nature as academics often most removed from
pragmatic knowledge of the battlefield.

2 Dawson (1996), Kagan (1995), and Hanson (2001) emphasize the classical acceptance of the
inevitability of conflict and the influence of such attitudes about warfare in later Western culture.
Some preliminary work on perceptions of war in Greek literature are found in Arnould (1981) and
Spiegel (1990).

3 The interest in classical warfare shown by later European theorists is discussed in Dawson (1996)
169–91; Garlan (1975) 15–21; Earle (1971) 3–25, 260–86.

4 On occasion, however, nineteenth-century generals claimed to have benefited from classical mil-
itary doctrine, especially the tactics of envelopment such as Hannibal’s plan at Cannae. See Kersétz
(1980); von Schlieffen (1931); and in general Ardant du Picq (1987).
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6 introduction: historiography

Figure 1.2 Illustrations from the pamphlet Mars his Field, first printed by Roger Daniell in 1595, showing
drill positions for pikemen equipped with shield and spear, a type of infantry recently introduced under
the influence of ancient military treatises.
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At first, however, a gifted generation of Germans bridged the wide divide
between philology and the traditional prerequisites of military pragmatism.
True, it is easy now to find fault with the rigidity and narrowness of the
Handbücher of Delbrück, Droysen, Köchly and Rüstow, and Kromayer and
Veith, or the articles under the traditional rubrics such as legio or phalanx
in the multi-volume Real-Encyclopädie der klassischen Altertumswissenshaft.5

Most of these authors were exclusively aristocratic in outlook. They were
also occasionally overtly militaristic and nationalistic, viewing ancient war
either as a timeless tactical or strategic science of the ages, or simply an
extension of classical politics and diplomacy with little reference to social
and economic realities of the Greeks and Romans. Despite the inclusion of
the formal academic discipline of classical military history in the university,
the feeling still persisted in Germany that to write about ancient warfare,
scholars should have some real experience with contemporary command
and be sensitive to the interplay between conflict and politics. That spirit
is perhaps best epitomized in the career of Hans Delbrück, the author
of a multi-volume history of Western warfare, who was at various times
an officer in the Franco-Prussian War of 1870, member of the German
Reichstag, tutor to the German royal family and historian at the University
of Berlin.

This first generation of military historians is owed a great deal of credit,
inasmuch as their practical work never abandoned the philological basis
for military history – the Greek and Latin terms for military formations
and operations were established; the key classical passages identified and
collated, and the main battles of Greek and Roman history reconstructed
through a combination of topography and philology. But even more impor-
tantly these mostly German scholars also brought a utilitarian awareness of
how armies drilled and functioned in the field – essential in understanding
the close-ordered formations of the phalanx and legion. English histori-
ans, of course, have long been bothered by Delbrück’s ironclad method of
Sachkritik – critiquing military operations as recorded in ancient accounts
on the basis of perceived scientific plausibility – which often degenerated
into rejecting descriptions in Herodotus or Caesar through wooden com-
parisons with the experience and practice of the contemporary German
army. In addition, the aftermath of the First and Second World Wars only
accentuated the vast differences between German and British and American
approaches to writing about ancient armies, and perhaps led to a general
neglect in the English-speaking world of many Prussian-authored books
and articles on ancient tactics and drill.

5 Delbrück (1975); Droysen (1889); Köchly and Rustöw (1852); Kromayer and Veith (1928); Lammert
(1938); Ritterling (1925). Cf. the remarks of Craig (1971) 282: ‘The military historian has generally been
a kind of misfit, regarded with suspicion by both his professional colleagues and by the military men
whose activities he seeks to portray.’
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Nevertheless, Delbrück first enshrined the vital concept that military
historians must assess ancient figures concerning army size, casualties and
expenditures within scientific, geographical and demographic parameters –
Herodotus’ numbers for Xerxes’ invasion are as exaggerated as Caesar’s
boasts of the gargantuan size of enemy Helvetian migrations in Gaul. In
some sense, all later pragmatic work in areas as diverse as logistics, ship
design or agricultural devastation follow in Delbrück’s spirit of subjecting
ancient battle accounts to consideration of what men and their tools are
capable of in the physical world, to what he called ‘the reality of the thing’.6

If there is less use of Sachkritik in present studies of the ancient world at
war, it is not so much attributable to the excesses of Delbrück’s method –
albeit both real and documented – as to the dearth of first-hand experience
on the part of classicists with relevant army life and the changing nature of
war itself. Modern scholars have been just as ready as Delbrück to question
the accuracy of ancient descriptions, but rarely have they been able to draw
on any reservoir of similar practical military expertise. After the First World
War most European armies were without horses, abandoned edged weapons
and relied less on drilling and marching – and so for the first time in a
2,500-year Western military tradition contemporary soldiers were radically
different forces from phalangites and legionaries of the classical past. In
matters of equipment and tactics the combatants of the Second World War
or Vietnam, then, had little in common with Alexander’s phalangites.

In one instance at least, the blinkered Germanic interpretation of clas-
sical military history as the nexus of war and politics has endured and its
legacy is still felt today. The monumental work of W. K. Pritchett – in many
ways the pre-eminent ancient Greek military historian of the twentieth
century – and other standard texts on classical armies by F. E. Adcock, J. K.
Anderson, R. Davies, L. Keppie, J. Lazenby, R. E. Smith, G. R. Watson and
G. Webster follow in this hallowed tradition of identifying key vocabulary,
reviewing recruitment and equipment with attention to archaeological
finds, reconstructing tactical and strategic practices from ancient texts
and then interpreting war largely as an affair of the state. In none of
these fine surveys is there any expressed need to identify the purpose
of ancient military history. The authors instead assume that war always
was – and is – integral to European society, and thus serves as one of the
touchstones for understanding Greek and Roman civilization in general.7

6 See, e.g., the reliance on practical considerations concerning logistics: Adams (1976); Engels (1978);
Roth (1999); agriculture and warfare: Hanson (1998), (1999c); shipbuilding: Morrison and Coates
(1996).

7 See Pritchett (1971–1991), (1994a). Cf. the general surveys of Adcock (1957); Anderson (1970);
Davies (1989); Keppie (1984); Lazenby (1978), (1985), (1993), (1996); Parker (1971); Smith (1958); Watson
(1983); Webster (1985). It is sometimes forgotten that Grundy (1948) presents an invaluable cultural
and geographical analysis of classical Greek warfare. Knowledge from both Pritchett and Grundy is
incorporated into contemporary scholarship far more than is formally cited.
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None of these introductory studies could be dismissed as nineteenth-
century relics confined to mere tactics and strategy, despite their unques-
tioning adherence to the philological basis of classical scholarship and their
Clausewitzean assumption that war was primarily an affair of states to keep
or acquire political power. Despite the claims of social science and more
recent theoretical interpretations, there is no reason to think such tradi-
tional positivist approaches to classical military history will decline. For
now at least, questions as varied as the nature of the hoplite armour and
the organization of the Roman legion are answerable only through close
reliance on the hallowed triad of ancient texts, inscriptions and archaeo-
logical finds. Theory as of yet has not taught us how soldiers were armed,
arrayed in battle or conducted themselves in combat. In that sense, tradi-
tionalists were only following the predilections of ancient historians like
Thucydides, Xenophon, Polybius and Caesar who saw war first-hand and
wrote of it largely in the context of politics and statecraft.

After the First World War a few French, English and American students
of ancient warfare, perhaps under the influence of the new disciplines of
anthropology, linguistics, folk studies and sociology, broadened consider-
ably the scope of military enquiry – even though they were not always sure
that they could offer concrete answers to the broader questions that they had
raised. At first, the expansion of the field was topical, not one of method –
more fields of enquiry rather than revolutionary approaches and interpreta-
tions. Historians simply looked to a wider canvas without employing newer
ideas about the reliability of ancient evidence or necessarily even pursuing
the logical cultural ramifications of their own research. For example, new
books about Greek mercenary service in the 1930s broached social questions
of the conditions under which professional armies expanded, but they did
so only narrowly within the framework of philology: identifying and trac-
ing the vocabulary of bought soldiers through literature and inscriptions
rather than investigating the imbalance in wealth that prompted such mass
enlistments in the first places, much less recovering the ‘mentality’ of a
hired phalangite.8

By the same token the prior comprehensive work in military topogra-
phy by Kromayer and Veith was followed in spirit by W. K. Pritchett who
exhibited similar reverence for the authority of ancient texts, but surveyed
the military landscape of Greece through much wider lenses of religion,
economics and cultural life in his reconstructions of ancient battles and
campaigns.9 Many of the subsequent works of military topography and
archaeology reflect this widening interest in cultural and social questions.
How were fortifications financed and at what general cost to society? What

8 Contrast, e.g., the recent work of Marinovich (1988) and McKechnie (1989), on mercenaries and
outsiders that emphasize cultural issues, with the standard introductions by Parke (1933) and Griffith
(1935).

9 Pritchett (1965–92), (1971–91); Kromayer and Veith (1903–31).
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10 introduction: historiography

were the status and class of sailors who manned the fleet? Was the aris-
tocracy enriched or ruined by wars? Yet such histories were still entirely
empirical in their allegiance to the primacy of ‘facts’ drawn from excava-
tion, epigraphy and literary texts, rarely questioning accepted traditions of
conducting research.10

Changes in methods in addition to the expansion in the topics of enquiry,
however, followed, most notably in France – reflecting a trust in contem-
porary anthropology and especially analyses from theories of structuralism
that were in vogue by the 1960s. J.-P. Vernant, P. Vidal-Naquet, P. Ducrey
and Y. Garlan were interested in ancient armies as tools of the state to kill
enemies and occupy ground, less than as social institutions that reflected
class tensions in the polis and Republic, or served as rites of passage for
youths coming of age, or even relics of earlier and often pre-state tribal
rituals.11

Some of this continental influence upon English-speaking countries was
apparent in the work of M. I. Finley and his students and admirers, who
often wrote about classical warfare in terms of cult, ritual, psychology,
gender, demography and cultural issues in general – with the assumption
that ancient conflict was far more than the extension of politics by other
means, if not a tragic aberration in its own right.12 In that sense, by the
1970s the old species of military historian such as a Delbrück, Kromayer or
Tarn was almost extinct, except for a few Roman military archaeologists.

Very few classicists at this time would have identified themselves exclu-
sively as scholars of ancient warfare – or even have acknowledged that a
discipline of ‘military history’ existed apart from anthropology and sociol-
ogy. Less frequently did the terms of the past like ‘art’, ‘practice’ or ‘science’
find their way into titles connected with ancient warfare, inasmuch as clas-
sical scholarship was often uninterested in operations, battle narratives and
reconstruction, and tactics and strategy.

Indeed, there was some question whether traditional military study of
the ancient world would ever re-emerge with its emphasis on armies as

10 On the political and cultural aspects of fortifications, see, e.g., the representative work of Adam
(1982); Lawrence (1979); Munn (1993); Ober (1985a); Winter (1971). Garlan (1974) is a model blend of
archaeological, literary and practical information. For arms and armour, consult Bishop and Coulston
(1993); Jarva (1995); Snodgrass (1964), (1967).

11 See most prominently two collections from le Centre de Recherches Comparées sur les Sociétés
Anciennes, Vernant (1968) and Brisson (1969b). Cf. also the economic studies of Garlan (1989), and
Brulé and Oulhen (1997), in addition to those on religion by Lonis (1979), and sociology by Vidal-
Naquet (1986).

12 Finley (1981); and the respective collections on Greek and Roman warfare by Rich and Shipley
(1993a), (1993b). Cf. too van Wees (2000b). On the disdain that military history can incur among
humanists, see Oman (1969) 159: ‘Both the medieval chronicler and the modern liberal historiographer
had often no closer notion of the meaning of war than that it involves various horrors and is attended
by a lamentable loss of life. Both classes strove to disguise their personal ignorance or dislike of military
matters by deprecating their importance and significance in history.’
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fighting units and the story of wars between sovereign states. Other rea-
sons also contributed to this reluctance to embrace military history in the
ancient sense as the formal business of killing between national armies.
Given the hundreds of millions of soldiers and civilians who perished in
the twentieth century – a frightful carnage in comparison with the less
lethal war-making of the nineteenth – and a growing disgust with nation-
alism, it was understandable that traditional military historians in all fields
were in retreat. Many worried that their view of war as statecraft and as an
inherently natural human enterprise might suggest to some either empathy
with nationalist leaders who had caused such upheaval, or that their aca-
demic interest in ancient warfare was tantamount to approval of settling
differences by force. As trust in political, strategic and tactical narrative
declined, confidence grew that expertise in anthropology and sociology
possessed universal applicability and thus might offer answers to fields as
distant and unappealing as ancient military history in ways the so-called
‘experts’ of war could not.

The new theoretical treatment of military history as sociology for the
most part avoided the age-old stigma of militarism and soon became more
than a narrowly academic enterprise. Structuralist and comparative meth-
ods eventually found their way into handbooks for a general readership that
were also quite different from those of the past. For example, the intent
of introductions by Y. Garlan and P. Ducrey was not to provide concrete
answers to practical questions, but rather to raise controversies or unex-
plored issues.13 Many of these volumes are impractical for use as general
reference tools; they rather unsystematically and without a clear chronology
introduce questions of booty, the fate of the vanquished, and the role of
ritual in framing conflict. But implicit in their work is the idea that war is
important for what it can tell us about cultural tension, class strife, or deeply
embedded psychological urges among humans: the Greeks and Romans in
battle, then, share practices with people of every age, and cross-cultural
comparisons with pre-state Zulu or Amazon tribes can at times provide
as much elucidation of ancient conflict as Herodotus or Thucydides. The
use of comparative anthropology and sociology were seen as valid as ear-
lier references by positivists to nineteenth-century European armies of the
industrial state.

13 Ducrey (1985); Garlan (1975); Harmand (1973). Cf. the more pragmatic and systematic approach
of Bohec (1994). For the expressed aims of the French school, see Garlan (1975) 20: ‘In so far as historical
research is now carried out at a much deeper level, liberated from the grip of positivist and “humanist”
tendencies and opened to the influence of other human sciences, the total character of contemporary
wars, whether foreign or civic, has helped us to discern that ancient war has a reality, a manner of being,
a practice and a mode of behaviour that are as wide as society itself. We have rediscovered the function
of war on the community level, with its institutions, its rites, its ideology, representing the reactions
aroused in any given society by the natural, if not permanent threat of the foreigner.’
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The later emergence of feminist, postmodernist and post-Marxist dis-
cussion of ancient warfare, with reliance on theory and explicit scepticism
of ancient accounts of the major historians, were logical successors to the
French school. The early results have recently appeared in anthologies in
the English world devoted to the social experience of ancient warfare –
especially the deleterious effects of Greek conflict upon women, slaves and
foreigners. The challenge of such unorthodox approaches is to calibrate
the importance of the ‘other’ in ancient armies, inasmuch as battle was
ostensibly primarily the business of adult male citizens. Consequently, new
interest in sieges, postbellum commemoration, mourning and burial, and
the economic foundations of war-making received renewed attention, in
efforts to emphasize how the entire resident population was involved in
war. There arises a dilemma, however, inherent in the new social military
history. Turning attention away from the battlefield to noncombatants and
questions of class, gender and race is invaluable in expanding our gen-
eral knowledge of ancient conflict, but at some point there must be some
expressed interest in the fighting itself – discussion, in other words, of
the act for which ritual, training and commemoration were all ultimately
intended.14

The influence of such nontraditional methodologies that question
ancient sources or that raise problems but do not attempt to provide con-
crete solutions can be problematic in another regard. Until the appearance
of this present volume, there has never been a comprehensive successor
to the reference handbook of Kromayer and Veith (Heerwesen und
Kriegführung der Griechen und Römer) in any modern language – perhaps
because of the fragmentation of the discipline and the confusion about
what properly constitutes ancient military history. The result is that schol-
ars have had no encyclopedia of ancient warfare that includes both tactical
and strategic questions as well as cultural issues in a chronological review
from the early Iron Age to the end of the Roman Empire. Because of the
absence of accessible reference works, military history of the ancient world,
as in the case of ancient agriculture, in the last half century has never
enjoyed the popularity of religion, mythology, architecture or art, fields
replete with masterful scholarly guides. Yet one could make a convincing
argument that fighting and farming served as the foundations of the classical
civilizations.

14 For the role of slaves in classical warfare, see now Hunt (1998); Welwei (1974). Kern (1999) discusses
the fate of noncombatants during sieges. See Shipley (1993) 23, for summation of the new approach to
ancient military history: ‘The selection of war as the paramount activity can be regarded as an attempt
to direct energy towards maintaining a particular social structure, in which citizen was dominated by
aristocrat, non-citizen by citizen, female by male, and barbarian by Greek. It is only by understanding
the interplay between these social categories, and the ideological use made of them, that Greek warfare
can be understood.’
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Other more recent causes have contributed to the relative decline in tra-
ditional ancient military history in the mid-twentieth century. With the
end of the Second World War and the absence of universal conscription,
an increasingly hostile attitude arose towards military affairs on Western
university campuses during the era of the Cold War and third-world con-
flicts surrounding European decolonization. Rarely were ancient military
historians any longer veterans of conflict or even military service per se. And
those who wrote about war after 1970 were likely to be apologetic or at least
careful to suggest a social or cultural rather than an overtly military interest
in ancient fighting. Unlike their nineteenth-century German predecessors
whose own experience led them to believe that ancient warfare was a natural
occurrence, possessed of a science, and almost exclusively directed at fur-
thering the political interest of the city-state or republic, almost no classical
scholars had seen combat or even knew the rudiments of drill, and consid-
ered the entire business both odious and unnatural. This in part explained
why military history increasingly became interdisciplinary and written by
those isolated in the university; ancient war was seen less as an exercise –
much less an art – of killing, and more as a social phenomenon. The irony
was that in efforts to understand classical warfare as a very human experi-
ence beyond mere fighting, social historians became almost clinical in their
neglect of the awful encounters on the battlefield between soldiers who did
the actual fighting.

Nevertheless, despite wide differences in the manner of investigation of
ancient warfare, it would be misleading to suggest that ancient military
history has experienced any truly divisive schisms in ideology or methodol-
ogy – at least in comparison with other disciplines such as literary criticism
or archaeology. War, after all, is a relatively indisputable fact, not merely a
social construct. It is hard to argue over the reality of corpses or to doubt
the existence of excavated spear heads and body armour. There is no doubt
that Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon and Polybius centred their narra-
tives on conflict. Consequently, far more important than the employment
of new methods in changing the direction of ancient military history were
other major developments that had little to do with ideology.

First was the enormous increase in the archaeological record, particularly
in the case of Roman military history. The continuing excavation during
the half century of peace in postwar Europe of military camps, forts, walls
and burials – especially in England and along the Rhine and Danube –
has resulted in a marked reinterpretation of legionary daily life, imperial
military architecture, and the very nature of frontier studies. The general
effect of the new archaeological material has led to a renewed appreciation
of the competence and diversity of the Roman army, certainly the degree
to which legionaries were well supplied with provisions, medical care and
writing materials. The sheer extent of the equipment and baggage that was
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necessary to field a Roman legion is a world away from primitive warfare.
Indeed, no army until the eighteenth century marched with such a rich
supporting infrastructure. Archaeology at least seems to point to a better-
fed, better-equipped and better-organized Roman soldier than once was
believed.

Excavation of Roman sites will only accelerate with the end of the Cold
War and the gradual inclusion of eastern Europe into the European Union,
as universities receive increased budgets and operate in free environments.
The on-going withdrawal of modern armies from historic European border
defences and the demilitarization of the Rhine and Danube will invite new
efforts to excavate ancient forts and walls. The challenge will be simply to
publish in accessible formats the huge number of letters, diplomas, decora-
tions, medical instruments, kitchen utensils and sanitary appurtenances, so
that such information makes it way into standard histories of the Roman
army.15

The growing amount of material unearthed and published each year
also highlights the radical difference that is emerging between Greek and
Roman military studies – perhaps not surprising if we remember that there
is a millennium of history from the early Republic to the end of the Roman
Empire, in a geographic area ranging from Scotland to the Middle East, and
from the Rhine to the Sahara. Thousands of Roman archaeological sites are
now published in over a dozen modern European languages. Hundreds of
thousands of inscriptions and coins and a vast corpus of Greek and Latin
literature of the Imperial period have still not been adequately surveyed,
much less incorporated into general scholarly studies. To be candid, it is
simply much more difficult to master in any comprehensive sense Roman
rather than Greek military history; the latter’s parameters of epigraphic
and archaeological discovery are in a much more narrow geographical and
chronological landscape, and classical Greek armies as a rule were generally
less likely to leave behind substantial camps and garrisons.16

While there is always the chance that a spectacular find in Greece will
alter traditional ideas about Hellenic warfare, there is far less assurance that
any new Greek military sites will emerge. By the same token, it remains a
general rule that the growing preponderance of evidence for Roman military

15 New archaeological work on the Roman army derives from finds as diverse as camps, equipment,
graves, inscriptions and papyri. For a small sampling of recent work, see Anderson (1984); Bishop (1983);
Fink (1971); Junkelmann (1994), (1997); Mann (1983); Maxfield (1981).

16 The expansion of the corpus of Greek vases and inscriptions continues, together with re-
examination of previously unnoticed evidence that has allowed for new theories about early warfare
of the polis. See, e.g., Ahlberg (1971); Büchholz (1977); Greenhalgh (1973). On rare occasions work on
Greek warfare arises from fresh excavation; e.g., cf. McCredie (1966). And in the case of ancient cavalry,
new interpretations have recently emerged often based on finds of both artefacts and re-examination of
epigraphical evidence. For Greece, consult Bugh (1988); Spence (1993); Worley (1994); and for Rome,
cf. Dixon and Southern (1992); Hyland (1993); Speidel (1994).
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practice has made generalization about the Roman army over centuries and
a vast landscape nearly impossible, whereas the relative dearth of Greek
military finds and lacunae in our literary sources between 700–500 have
invited sometimes unsubstantiated ideas about Hellenic military practice.
The perils of narrow specialization that have characterized Roman military
studies are as great as the wide and often unsubstantiated speculation that
abounds about the classical Greek world at war.

Second, the completion and updating in the 1980s of the computerized
Thesaurus Linguae Graecae ensured that the key vocabulary of Greek and
occasionally Roman military protocols could be accessed both instanta-
neously and comprehensively. The increasing use of the TLG by military
historians has had two profound effects on classical military scholarship: a
number of old controversies – the use of slaves and mercenaries, the nature
of hoplite battle, the role of plundering and booty – could be reopened as
historians found previously overlooked philological evidence. For example,
in a few minutes, every single occurrence in the entire corpus of Greek
literature of any word such as ‘spear’ or mention of the general ‘Pelopidas’
could be accessed – sometimes in obscure and untranslated texts not readily
known even to classicists. The ultimate ramifications of this new tool in
revising past military history that relied on either incomplete and inexact
concordances or had no such resources at all are still not known.

Danger looms, however, in such an open-ended invitation to word-
gathering – if historians are not broadly trained enough to put their new
information in service to larger ideas rather than allowing philological
retrieval and analysis to be an end in itself. Some scholars equipped with
new information about the use of ancient terminology tried to apply those
results to larger issues at hand: not only were journal articles devoted to past
controversies, but entire books have emerged based on the particular usage
of just a few important items of vocabulary. In that sense the Thesaurus
has had the unintended effect of returning military studies to its original
nineteenth-century reliance on classical philology.17

A third development was a resurgence in studies of the the military forces
of the Hellenistic world, brought about by a general reawakening among
classicists of interest in the eastern Mediterranean between 323 and 31. In
theory, the transitional nature of the Hellenistic era between city-state and
republic, largely in an area outside both Greece and Rome, has tradition-
ally meant that literary and historical studies concentrated more on classical
times. In any case, the past scarcity of books devoted to Hellenistic war-
fare reflected larger trends prevalent in literary, archaeological and artistic

17 There is a number of philologically based studies that attempt to draw larger conclusions about
tactics, finance, generalship and military culture from a systematic collation of a few key terms: e.g.,
Austin and Rankov (1995); Gabrielsen (1997); Hamel (1998a); Kallet-Marx (1993); Roisman (1993);
Wheeler (1988d).
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studies. However, in the 1970s and 1980s the multi-culturalism of the Hel-
lenistic world invited obvious comparisons with the changing nature of
contemporary Western societies. In addition, many scholars realized that
truly novel insights about ancient literature and art were more likely found
in areas less well-studied outside classical Greece and Rome. Disappearing
too was the nineteenth-century sense of decadence that had prejudiced
attitudes towards Hellenistic culture, as its art, literature and politics were
reinvestigated on their own terms without an overt sense of either decline
from the classical polis or mere transition to the republic.

Evidence of this re-examination about the nature of Hellenistic society
is now beginning to be felt in ancient military historiography. Do the
inscriptions and texts that attest to local wars between militias in hundreds
of Greek city-states signify a continuity of practice from the classical world?
Or are such regional battles simply the natural backwaters of conflict, not
indicative of the enormous and largely mercenary national armies that were
in service to autocrats and not subject to traditional civilian review – a clear
departure, in other words, from the hoplite fighting before the battle of
Chaeronea (338)? Was the spread of mercenaries a sign of a general economic
collapse, once society became two-tiered, as a small élite lorded over a
vast peasantry? Or were hired soldiers indicative of economic expansion
and energy, as Greek adventurers flocked to Asia, Egypt and Italy to take
advantage of new land, plentiful employment and easy money?

Recently, new books on Hellenistic armies, fleets, pay, finance and merce-
nary service have appeared at rapid rate. Most incorporate research found
in journal articles and excavation reports, bolstered by the inclusion of
some epigraphic material available in computerized retrieval formats and
the on-going publication of new Hellenistic inscriptions, which appear in
greater numbers than either archaic or classical stone documents.18 As of
yet, however, this new material has not been synthesized into a comprehen-
sive account of Hellenistic fighting. Any proposed handbook of Hellenis-
tic warfare presents a daunting enterprise that would require philological
acquaintance with a number of little-known texts, knowledge of thousands
of mostly untranslated Greek inscriptions, and familiarity with archaeo-
logical sites throughout Asia and Egypt. In place of such an encyclopedic
treatment of Hellenistic war, the completion of first-rate commentaries on
Polybius and Arrian for the time being serves as the best guides to the nature
and composition of the Hellenistic militaries.19

A fourth landmark in the evolution of ancient military history was the
sudden interest in the actual conditions of war-making. Rarely does the

18 The accounts of various aspects of Hellenistic warfare by Bar-Kochva (1976); Launey (1949–50);
and Tarn (1930) have now been supplemented by Billows (1990); Gabrielsen (1997); Hammond (1989c),
(1993–7); Hatzopoulos (2001); McNicoll (1997); van’t Dack (1988).

19 Bosworth (1980–95); Walbank (1957–79).
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work of a single scholar outside classical studies prompt a new school of
thought. But the publication of John Keegan’s The Face of Battle in 1976

soon resulted in novel reinvestigations of Greek and Roman warfare from
the perspective of ‘what it was like’ for the actual combatants.20 For the
first time, phalanxes and legions were not seen either as tactical units or
social institutions alone, but rather as formations of young men asked to
kill and die under the most wretched of circumstances.21

This new field of battle studies also had the effect of legitimizing military
history as never before, as pragmatic discussion of the tools of war and the
conditions of giving and receiving blows were not seen so much as a cruel
science in service to the nation state, but as critical information in learning
how average soldiers fought, were wounded and died. The moral dilemma
inherent in ancient military scholarship now shifted somewhat, as those
who talked of the real conditions of warfare were not seen as militarists
in the spirit of the past German school, but rather as chroniclers of the
lives of ordinary people who fought often for reasons other than political
or economic aggrandizement. Empathy with, not glorification of, soldiers
was thematic, as misery rather than glory characterized battle narratives of
ancient armies.

The shift to battle history has also had a salutary effect of democratiz-
ing the sometimes narrow academic discipline of ancient military history.
Investigations of the reality of ancient battle have prompted a number of
non-academics to write about warfare, usually in the context of their own
professional medical expertise, past military service, or other professional
legal, artistic and government training. The effect has been more than just
the inclusion of war-gaming or ‘blood and guts’ aficionados: some of the
most popular recent studies of ancient military history have been written
by those outside the university – in addition to a number of novels about
ancient battles and armies that seek to capture general readers through
graphic accounts of fighting and campaigning.22

The ultimate contributions of this new direction in military history are
under debate, but its unique moral claims suggest that historians of the past
two decades who study war simply as social or cultural phenomena have an
obligation to think of battle’s concrete effects on hoplites and legionaries. In
theory, social scientists can be every bit as detached as nineteenth-century
tacticians when they write of war as something divorced from the battlefield.

20 Keegan (1976); and cf. chapters on Greece and Rome in Keegan (1993).
21 See Goldsworthy (1996); Hanson (2000b); and the various articles in Hanson (1991b); Lloyd

(1996a).
22 For work on ancient warfare by nonclassicists, see Gabriel and Metz (1991); Gabriel and Boose

(1994); Montagu (2000); Shay (1994). For novels about the battle of Thermopylae and the march of
the Ten Thousand, in which graphic accounts of battle are central, see Ford (2001) and Pressfield
(2000).
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In a more practical sense, the Keegan school of ancient military history
has also spawned an entirely new genre of introductory texts for the general
reader: richly illustrated and often replete with water-colour renditions
that attempt to capture visually how ancient soldiers looked and fought.23

The challenge for the next generation of battle historians is to ascertain
whether such a concentration on the nature of fighting is sustainable within
a comprehensive narrative history: can a full-length combat history of the
Peloponnesian or Persian Wars, for example, be written that presents the
major battles and campaigns through the eyes of those who did the fighting
and killing while still doing justice to larger political and strategic issues?
Do our ancient sources of warfare – mostly aristocratic writers who held
privileged positions in government and the military – provide enough
information about the rank-and-file in ancient combat to sustain a lengthy
combat history?24

Currently no particular school dominates classical military history. If
any single approach seems more pre-eminent than others it is a general
adherence to realism throughout many disciplines. Perhaps reflecting the
scepticism of the present age, or more likely attuned to past omissions
in military research and the renewed interests of the general public in
ancient war, scholars now strive to ask practical questions whenever possible:
Roman imperial frontiers are not mere static lines between civilization and
barbarism, but more amorphous zones of cultural osmosis akin to modern
borders with all the accompanying social and cultural paradoxes that arise.25

Alexander the Great is judged not on what he professed or the size of the
empire he conquered, but in terms of the millions of ordinary lives he
altered.26 Ancient navies are not mere tools of empire, but collections of
often fragile wooden ships powered by hundreds of slaves and poor, under
taxing if not dreadful conditions of service. A proper understanding of
triremes is not found solely in re-examining traditional sources of evidence,

23 Connolly (1981); Hackett (1989); Humble (1980); Warry (1980). Cf. also chapters on Greece and
Rome in Parker (1995). There is a large number of richly illustrated short paperbacks in the introductory
Osprey Men at War series on Greece and Rome by N. Sekunda; see, e.g., most prominently Sekunda
(1998), (2000).

24 John Keegan (1997–) has now edited a multi-volume series on the history of warfare, in which the
face of battle is central. For the initial two volumes on Greece and Rome, see Goldsworthy (2000b);
Hanson (1999e). For narrative history that includes emphasis on the conditions of battle, see Goldswor-
thy (2000a).

25 Frontier studies deal with a variety of topics and methodologies, ranging from the question of the
Empire’s collapse to the nature of what constitutes ‘aliens’ and ‘borders’ – ancient and modern. Much
of the controversy also surrounds methods of Roman protection, ranging from fortified lines to mobile
defence in depth. Cf. Elton (1996a); Ferrill (1986); Isaac (1990); Luttwak (1976); Whittaker (1994); and
the review of literature in Wheeler (1993). Specialized studies on border areas that incorporate recent
archaeological material: Burnham and Johnson (1979); Fentriss (1979); Holder (1982); Lieu (1991);
Mitchell (1983); Webster (1982); Wells (1972).

26 For a reassessment of Alexander, see Bosworth (1988a); traditional praise for his military exploits:
Ashley (1998); Hammond (1981); Fuller (1960).
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but in building a modern replica to traverse the Aegean.27 The nature of
Homeric warfare cannot be categorized as either mere myth or history, but
becomes comprehensible only through knowledge about the conditions of
oral poetry and epic delivery, in which in an era of nascent literacy oral
bards sang to mostly aristocratic and reactionary audiences folk tales that
evolved over centuries.28

If any trend has hampered ancient war studies, it remains the problem
of balance in assessing the relative importance of particular topics of inves-
tigation – indicative of the overspecialization that continues to characterize
graduate training in classics and the general neglect by ancient military his-
torians of comparative studies outside, and after, Greece and Rome. Often
the parameters of present investigations simply reflect old controversies of
the nineteenth century while fruitful new fields of enquiry are left unex-
plored. For example, there are dozens of new treatments of traditionally
narrow topics such as the hoplite push or the battle of Marathon while
we still have no comprehensive account of Epaminondas’ unconquerable
Boeotian army, much less a wider enquiry into the role of ancient political
organization – oligarchy, democracy and autocracy – on military efficacy.
Examination of ancient armour through excavation and vase-painting is
vital, but the implications of recent archaeological surveys of the Italian
and Greek countrysides have not been systematically woven into military
history in relating how the size and quality of particular landscapes affected
recruitment, logistics and the size of ancient armies.29

Often the questions that the general public, novelists and film mak-
ers pose about classical warfare go unanswered, while a preponderance of
published research remains unread by any outside the university and few
within. While efforts have been made to provide some general reference
work to meet obvious interest, more is probably needed – information
about the relative quality of particular legions, the effect of Roman armies
on the ancient countryside in peace and war, the ability of particular types
of land to support local militias, demographic analysis of the effects of
war casualties on communities for subsequent generations, and a system-
atic and comparative review of the battle efficacy of classical Greek armies
(Athenian, Spartan, Theban, Argive and Corinthian).

There are also renewed opportunities for classicists to apply their unique
expertise in the ancient world in the service of general military history, by

27 For the reality of service on ancient warships, see Morrison and Coates (1996), (1987); Morrison,
Coates, and Rankov (2000); Morrison and Williams (1968); Wallinga (1993).

28 The complexities of Homeric warfare are discussed in the context of both eighth-century land
warfare and the nature of oral poetry by Latacz (1977); van Wees (1992).

29 There are foundations for interesting analyses of military manpower in a demographic context in
Brunt (1971); Cartledge (1979); Cartledge (1987); Osborne (1987); Sallares (1991). A number of works
have outlined the social and cultural contexts of Roman military service, e.g., Alston (1995); MacMullen
(1963); Mann (1983).
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providing comparative studies of ancient, medieval and Renaissance mili-
tary foundations, tracing the legacy of classical Greek and Roman armies
on later Western militaries, and appreciating the radical originality of clas-
sical protocols such as civilian control of military practices or contractual
agreements of military recruitment. In some sense, classicists are the least
visible among general military historians and yet through their training the
best equipped to write general surveys of Western warfare.30

The standard practice in ancient history in the last two decades has
also been to understand the classical worlds in the general cultural con-
text of the eastern Mediterranean.31 An approach through Mediterranean
studies is understandable given the clear cross-fertilization that took place
between southern Europe and Asia and Africa in matters religious, artistic
and commercial – and past chauvinism concerning the European achieve-
ment. However, Greek and Roman armies proved themselves uniquely
lethal when pitted against their neighbours to the north, south, and east,
who nevertheless drew on much larger reservoirs of manpower, matériel
and territory. Consequently there is some need for perspective – or at least
a comparative study that seeks to account for this mystery of how and why
classical militaries were so deadly when pitted against Xerxes, Darius III
or the hosts of the Caesars’ enemies in north-western Europe, Asia and
Africa.

Classicists so far have not been prominent, in the past great tradition
of Oman, Delbrück and Fuller, in writing about the evolution of Western
military practice over some 2,500 years, which had its origin in classical
times – much less in identifying protocols unique to the Greeks and Romans
that gave their armies advantages not commensurate with the rather small
population and territory of Greece and Italy. Over a hundred years ago Hans
Delbrück believed that superior discipline and tactics alone accounted for
the success of classical armies. In an age in which we have vastly more
knowledge that did nineteenth-century military historians, it is worrisome
that we are reluctant to pose, much less, answer such sweeping questions.

Despite occasional controversies concerning the methods and topics of
investigating the ancient world at war, classical scholarship continues to
ground the field firmly in the philological and bibliographical traditions
of the last two centuries. In addition, narrative history is still in vogue,
especially lengthy and sometimes multi-volume accounts of the major wars
of Greece and Rome that are based closely on ancient historical accounts.
Especially welcome in this regard are general studies of the once neglected

30 For comparative studies that seek to place classical warfare in a larger chronological context, often
to highlight and contrast later military problems and challenges, see McCann and Strauss (2001);
Raaflaub and Rosenstein (1999); Strauss and Ober (1990). Cf also Hanson (1999c).

31 Carman and Harding (1999); Drews (1993); Ferrill (1985).
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area of Roman warfare in late antiquity.32 And in a narrower sense, at the
close of the millennium, there has been a continued interest in providing
new sourcebooks of primary evidence that describe ancient warfare, as well
as updated bibliographical essays and annotated lists of books and articles
in the major European languages.33

At no time in the past have scholars of ancient military history had access
to such wide-ranging research tools. A rare opportunity presently exists to
publish reference works, general history and popular accounts on ancient
war that draw on these specialized sources of information, reflecting the
energy of the creators of the field without blind allegiance to a single method
of enquiry of the past. In an era of the most sustained peace in Europe in
several centuries, the study of Greek and Roman warfare is nevertheless
enjoying a renaissance akin to the popularity that it once enjoyed toward
the close of the nineteenth century – suggesting that so far the widely
diverse approaches and methods of research have enhanced rather than
diluted interest in the story of the classical world at war.

32 Classical narratives of the major wars: Hignett (1963); Kagan (1969), (1974), (1981); Lazenby (1978),
(1993), (1996). For warfare in late antiquity, see, e.g., Austin (1979); Bachrach (1993); Elton (1996b);
Matthews (1989).

33 Two recent collections of translated primary texts concerning ancient warfare are Campbell (1994)
on Rome, and Sage (1996) for Greece. The earlier collation of scholarly books and articles about Greek
warfare by Lammert (1941), and the series of articles on Roman military bibliography by Blümlein (1925),
(1928), (1935), (1941), have recently been continued by Lonis (1985) for subsequent scholarship on Greek
warfare between 1968 and 1983. Ducrey (1997) more systematically attempts to update Lammert for
Greek warfare between 1945 and 1996. See Hanson (1999d) for recent appraisals of books on both Greek
and Roman warfare.
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CHAPTER 2

WARFARE IN ANCIENT LITERATURE: THE

PARADOX OF WAR ∗

s imon hornblower

i. introduction

Wars and fighting are very prominent in the literature of classical antiquity.
That is notoriously true of Greek historians from Thucydides on. It is true
of those early Greek poets who wrote about real events, like Simonides,1

and of those many others who wrote about a mythical world but one
realistically set. It is even true of a poet like Sappho for whom a troop of
horse, an infantry battalion, and a fleet of ships are numbers two, three
and four in a list of desirables in which number one is the love-object (fr.
16 LP); and L. H. Jeffery once pointed out that the names of the Spartan
girls in Alcman’s Partheneion, Astymeloisa and so on, stress that they are
the ‘daughters of a warrior aristocracy’.2 But in neither Greek nor even
Roman culture was war glorified or regarded as the natural state of affairs,3

though winners naturally ‘glorified’ one aspect of war – their own victories.
I will argue that war, at least of the full-scale ritual agonal sort found in
literature, was not so common a feature of actual life as is often thought;4

also that non-literary evidence attests a range of institutionalized ways of
avoiding armed conflict, about which literary sources are nearly silent. So
if this was the reality, why the literary prominence of crude male war? This
is the paradox of the sub-title of the present chapter; but there are really
two related paradoxes, first that literature professes a dislike of war, and is
yet fascinated by it; second, that the prominence of war is disproportionate
to its frequency and significance in practice.

At the end of the chapter I suggest how the paradox or paradoxes might
be explained or alleviated. But first I shall discuss the military but essen-
tially non-militaristic reality, inasfar as it can be treated separately from the
literary evidence from which our understanding of it mainly derives. Then

∗ In a different form, the material in this chapter formed the basis for the Gaisford Lecture on Greek
literature which I gave at Oxford University in May 2002, and I am grateful to several members of the
audience for their comments after the lecture.

1 See Boedeker and Sider (2001) for the extensive new fragment dealing with the battle of Plataea
in 479.

2 Jeffery (1976) 121. 3 See below, p. 27.
4 See also Shipley (1993) 23 (cited below, at n. 70), and ch. 9 in this volume.
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I look specifically at the literary sources and at the problems of using them;
I concentrate on their handling of three topics: archers, women, slaves.
Already in the previous section I shall prepare for this by introducing the
main literary sources and noting the way they interrelate, by exploiting
them for what they imply or take for granted about war and fighting,
by identifying recurrent historiographical themes, and by issuing cautions
to do with the essentially rhetorical and sometimes downright tendentious
character of much of the literary evidence, narrative as well as speeches. This
discussion will not attempt a comprehensive account but will have as its
main topic the interaction between military and non-military institutions:
the relationship between the state and organized violence, and attitudes to
that relationship as they are displayed in the literary sources, are topics of
central importance to the ancient historiography of warfare.

i i . the historical reality

I shall first try to deal with a simple and obvious objection. The objection
denies the paradox. That is, one could protest that natural and common are
not the same thing: to say that war was not thought natural is compatible
with its having nevertheless been very common and frequent; and we need
look no further than its commonness and frequency for an explanation of
why people wrote about it so much. It is often said that war was common.
We have recently been reminded5 that even minor Hellenistic cities, so far
from losing the ability or taste for petty fighting among themselves under
the umbrella of the great monarchies, went on doing so. For classical Greece,
scholars are fond of saying that down to 338 (and presumably from 490)
the Athenians were at war for on average two years out of three.6 An answer
to that might be to insist on the untypicality of Athens, an imperial and
notoriously meddlesome people, whose literature has skewed the picture
(the writings of the Athenians Thucydides and Aristophanes are full of war
but under-reported Argos was at peace and prosperous for thirty years from
451). But let that be. The orthodox view is that war was a common fact of
life. If that were right, an answer to my paradox might be to say Greeks
and Romans wrote about war so much not because they liked it; on the
contrary, they did not like it and were not militaristic and Greeks were even
less militaristic than Romans. No, they wrote about war so much because
it was a fact of life.

That argument would still I think leave unexplained the insistence on
the repulsive detail, what one might call ‘the Homeric paradox’: emphatic

5 Ma (2000).
6 See, e.g., Sage (1996) xi. Something similar can be found in many books about Greek history and

warfare, though I have never seen the case made out in detail.
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statements of dislike of war combined with a taste for relentlessly repeated
fighting and extreme attention to the anatomical detail of wounds and so
on. Richard Rutherford has collected a few extreme Homeric ones, brains
oozing out of eye-sockets along the spear, eyeballs popping out onto the
ground, not to mention medically impossible wounds: the classic example
has a non-existent vein running straight up the back to the neck.7 As for
later writers, I think the paradox remains here too even though the authors
in question rarely reproduce Homer’s anatomically repulsive detail. In any
case, I want to suggest that the literary sources are misleading about the
commonness of war. I want to make two points: the first has to do with
activities unrelated to war, the other has to do with conflict-avoidance.

First, other ways of spending time. Even if we accept that war was com-
mon, there were activities other than war which preoccupied Greeks much
of the time and which were part of their normal experience even more
than warfare was. Those who complain that there is too much about war
in ancient literature ought at least to say what else they think the ancients
might have written about and which could (unlike, say, drinking songs or
love poems) have satisfied a desire for the heroic and the exciting. There were
other activities which could have been presented heroically and excitingly,
unlike for instance farming – although there was nothing unaristocratic
about farming and agriculture, which must have preoccupied people of
every social class at all periods. There is no problem about why no decent
poems about farming were written between Hesiod and Virgil: it was just
too boring and static a topic. But not every mainstream Greek activity was
so dull.

At the élite level there was athletic competition, which was indeed the
subject of poetry by such great authors as Pindar and Bacchylides, but only
until the late fifth century. A more widely shared activity was exploration
by sea and its permanent product colonization, both linked with the sheer
delight in travel and the curiosity which must have accompanied such
voyages. Herodotus goes far to satisfy this kind of interest, but the only early
works of Greek literature which dealt specifically with this theme were the
now lost Argonautic epic and Pindar’s Pythian 4 about the same expedition.
The second certainly, the first possibly, were copied by Thucydides in his
picture of the excited departure of the Athenian expedition to Sicily in 415,
where in Pindaric language he refers to a pothos, longing, for unknown
sights.8 I do not quite put the Odyssey in this category of literature, though
historians of colonization have extracted material from the books about the
Phaeacians, and there is much in the poem that caters to a love of the exotic

7 Rutherford (1996) 43, 55 n. 54; but see Saunders (1999) for an attempt to show that some surprising
Homeric wounds are after all possible.

8 Thuc. 6.24.3. See Hornblower (2004) 40, 334.
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and the foreign. Odysseus however does not, with the fateful exception of
the visit to the Cyclopes, succumb to mere curiosity about what lies over the
horizon: he wants to get home. Odysseus’ focused desire to get home was
unusual; there must also have been, in much Greek sea-travel, a romantic
desire to see the world. A. J. Graham announced that ‘we may take it as
axiomatic that no one leaves home and embarks on colonization for fun’.9

Why should we accept any such ‘axiom’? It is not chance that the word
pothos or longing for far horizons is associated with Alexander and his drive
east to the unknown; he surely was not alone among the participants in that
expedition in feeling as he did. In Xenophon’s Anabasis not everyone wants
to go home; the Persian satrap who chivvies them along worries precisely
because he fears the Greek army may settle down and turn itself into a
permanent colony, exactly the Syracusan fear about the Athenian army in
415–413. We should not forget that colonization can be linked with violence
(‘it’s murder to found a colony’, as it has been wittily put),10 but there was
also often inter-marriage with locals, happy coexistence, and profit.

Again, consider Thucydides’ excursus on the fifty years between the
Persian and Peloponnesian Wars. It is designed to make a point about the
growth of Athenian power and does this almost exclusively by means of
war and fighting. This relentlessly war-based approach excludes specific
mention even of such diplomacy as the mid-century peace with Persia,
let alone the growth of the physical city of Athens and the non-military
processes which created its lure as a splendid imperial capital and a lucrative
employer, thus a magnet for immigration. Thucydides also ignores the
Athenian hankering for the west – Italy and Sicily – in this period. But
from fragments of lost plays of Sophocles such as the Antenoridai and the
Kamikioi we know that Athenian public drama was interested in western
colonization legends and in western myths like that of Daedalus. These are
the popular Athenian background to the Athenian expedition of 415 which
Thucydides eventually describes in his own way.

Now my second point. I want to make a bolder suggestion and challenge
the premise that war was common. Later I shall suggest that in the classical
period the character of much actual war was different from the way his-
torians and poets present it. Much of it was not agonal competitive male
ritual events but non-ritualized scrambles in defence of territory by entire
communities including women. But there is a more fundamental point.
There is a whole range of alternatives to warfare, in the sense of ways of
avoiding it, about which literary sources are almost completely silent, but
about which we are well informed from inscriptions.

The kinds of thing I mean are foreign judges and other forms of interstate
arbitration, kinship diplomacy, and federal institutions. In an essay on

9 Graham (1982) 157. 10 Dougherty (1993).
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Greek epigraphy in 1970, Louis Robert took foreign judges, the system
by which panels of outside judges from polis C were formally invited to
settle disputes between poleis A and B, as a classic case of an institution
known to have been extremely common and important but about which
literary texts say nearly nothing, though there are a few early and general
literary references to arbitration by famous individuals.11 Before Robert,
his teacher Maurice Holleaux12 had fastened on what is almost the sole
literary evidence, a passage of Polybius mentioning Rhodian judges, from
which the word ‘Rhodian’ had been emended away by editors. Holleaux
reinstated the word by invoking epigraphic evidence for Rhodian judges
as favourite recourses in Hellenistic times. Nor was this institution purely
Hellenistic, that is post-classical, because Martin Dreher, following the lead
of David Lewis,13 has reinterpreted some texts about the fourth-century bc

Athenian naval confederacy as attesting the institution there.
As for arbitration generally, I disagree with John Ma’s view (above,

n. 5) that the disputes it presupposes are further evidence for hostility
and violence, though it no doubt was at some times and places like that
notorious hot-spot, third-century bc Crete. I read Sheila Ager’s collection
of such decrees differently;14 it indicates to me conflict-avoidance, some-
times brokered by kings for obvious motives. As she puts it about a new
Ptolemaic arbitration between Arsinoe and Nagidos, ‘this case provides a
good example of the concerns and interests of the hellenistic kings and
their subordinates when it came to arbitration or mediation among the
Greek city-states. Peaceful relations were sure to lead to profitable ones, in
terms of goodwill and in terms of revenues.’15 Philip II crushed the Greeks
at Chaeronea but the same Philip constructed the system by which as an
inscription shows the Argives arbitrated between the islands of Melos and
Cimolos (Tod no. 179 = RO no. 82).

Finally there is what C. P. Jones has called kinship diplomacy,16 exploita-
tion of kinship ties between founding city and ‘daughter’-city. Jones studies
these complex networks, the basis for which was often invented or mythi-
cal. One important result was to create or cement good peaceful relations
between politically or geographically distinct poleis. I have myself argued
that though the bulk of detailed evidence is Hellenistic it was already going
strong in Herodotus’ and Thucydides’ time.17

If there were many suitable subjects for literature other than war, and if
war was in fact not as common as is widely believed, should we attribute

11 Robert (1970). From literature there are such passages as Aesch. Sept. 941–3; cf. Hutchinson (1985)
163f. n. on lines 727–33. I am grateful to Gregory Hutchinson for reminding me of this at Oxford
(n. ∗ above).

12 Holleaux (1938), elucidating Polyb. 28.7.8–10. 13 Dreher (1995) 143–52.
14 Ager (1996). 15 Ager (1996) 129.
16 Jones (1999). 17 Hornblower (1991–6) ii.61–80.
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the prominence of warfare in ancient literature to the militarism of ancient
societies? I define a ‘militaristic’ society as one geared virtually exclusively
for war, one whose male citizens enjoy war for its own sake and in which
the behaviour of its women mirrors that enjoyment, and in which preoc-
cupation with war overshadows most else. The contrast is with societies
with an instrumentalist view of war, which wage war for specific aims –
a crude distinction because you can have bloodthirsty individuals in tame
societies. In militaristic societies, military institutions determine civic. In
non-militaristic societies, it is the other way round: the civic is the dominant
model, which the army structure reproduces. Most societies have military
institutions, but only a few are militaristic. I argue that neither the Greeks –
not even the best fighters among them, the Spartans and Macedonians –
nor the Romans were militaristic, though on a sliding scale the Romans are
further towards the militaristic end.

I return to the question, was war considered the natural state of affairs
(as is commonly said)? I accept the view of Hans van Wees that Greeks
at any rate did not regard war as a normal or natural state, contrary to
the view of Vernant.18 Van Wees shows that a much-used passage of Plato
to the effect that Greek states are by nature in a state of permanent war
(Leg. 626a) is advanced purely theoretically. By contrast Homer, as we shall
see, is radically ambivalent on war, and Thucydides for all his relentless
coverage of it makes a favourite speaker, Hermocrates, echo Pindar for the
view that war is sweet to those who have no experience of it.19 Thucydides’
pages are full of war and fighting, but it is with personally and explicitly
expressed outrage and pity that he describes and comments on the massacre
of schoolchildren at Boeotian Mycalessus by some bloodthirsty Thracian
mercenaries let loose by the Athenians and their commander (7.29–30).

The idea that Greeks were less warlike than Romans is, however, stated
or implied not only by Roman writers but by Greek. Plutarch’s Parallel
Lives almost always have the Greek life first then the Roman. The main
exception20 is instructive, the Sertorius and Eumenes. Plutarch does not
explain his decision but a reason is, I suggest, implied in the comparative
essay at the end where he says Eumenes was a lover of war and strife, but
Sertorius was fond of peace and mildness. That is, the two men reverse
the national stereotypes so the order of the Lives is reversed. Polybius is
sometimes said to believe that Romans were more warlike than the Greeks
(see ch. 15 in this volume, p. 509). True, he says that ‘Romans carry out
everything by force’ and ‘all men value bravery, andreia, but especially the
Romans do’. These are not exactly comparisons; they can be read as such

18 Vernant (1990a) esp. 29, 47; van Wees (2001b) 38–9.
19 Thuc. 4.59.2; Pind. fr. 110. See Cobet (1986) 7.
20 The Flamininus and Philopoimen is another (but not all modern editions print them this way

round).
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only if we assume that there is an implied comparison in everything he as
a Greek says about Romans, and perhaps that is right. We shall see below
that his account of Roman military discipline as especially ferocious is in
contrast to Greek armies, so no doubt there is implied comparison there.

I have spoken so far of ‘the Greeks’ and ‘the Romans’ as if those expres-
sions were on all fours. ‘The Greeks’ is however too inclusive a term to
be helpful. We must distinguish between, for instance, the Ionian Greeks,
who had a reputation for softness, and the supposedly tougher Dorians.
But even the Dorian Spartans, who put their young males through a pun-
ishing period of military training and kept them thereafter in a high state
of military alertness, cannot be truly described as militaristic. Moses Finley
noted21 that the dedications at the Spartan sanctuary of Artemis Orthia
in the archaic period – 100,000 lead figurines – show no special obsession
with fighting or the symbolism of fighting. True, classical Spartans were
unusually prone to violence towards other Greeks, perhaps because they
sub-consciously assimilated foreigners to their own large under-class, the
‘helots’.22 But violence and militarism are not quite the same thing.

The civic organization of Greek societies mirrored the essential governing
idea that the community was defined as the totality of the heavy-armed
citizens: ‘the men are the city’, as the Athenian general Nicias is made to
say to his army in Sicily before their final defeat in 413. The Greek for
‘men are the city’ is andres gar polis, and it expresses an idea which can be
traced back to the archaic poets. A more prosaic and less rhetorical, but
just as valid and venerable, expression of this same idea is the closeness of
the relationship between political and civic categories on the one hand and
military on the other.

This point must be expanded, because of the complication that the non-
military categories themselves subdivide into kinship (gentilician) group-
ings and more contingent and artificial civic groupings based on residence
and the actions of political reformers. The names for Greek civic sub-
divisions and for kinship groupings varied somewhat from polis to polis
and between Dorians and Ionians. And civic categories were sometimes
parallel to and separate from kinship categories, and sometimes overlapped
with them. Thus the Ionian ‘phratry’ or brotherhood retained some – but
only some – of its social and religious functions at Athens after the demo-
cratic reforms of Cleisthenes in 508 sorted the Athenians into ten new
sub-divisions in whose definition and make-up the criterion of residence
played a part, unlike the old four descent-based Ionian sub-divisions which
they replaced. Old and new sub-divisions were alike called phylai, usually
translated ‘tribes’. The Dorian equivalent of the phratry was the patra, and
at for instance Dorian Aegina the patra retained its central importance well

21 Finley (1986) 171. 22 Hornblower (2000).
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into the fifth century, so that the poet Pindar regularly speaks of athletic
victories as bringing glory not only to the individual but to his patra.23

Thus his eighth Pythian ode praises both Aristomenes of Aegina and his
patra the Meidylidai (line 38).

Now the phratry is for the most part not at all prominent in the epics
of Homer,24 but early in the Iliad a speaker gives Agamemnon the advice
to ‘draw up the men by phylai and phratries’ (2.363). This may be an
anachronism in that the phratry has perhaps been grafted on to an assumed
background system which is generally earlier; but the line shows that it came
naturally to Homer to talk of phylai and phratries as brigading units. So too
in Thucydides’ account of the Athenian attack on Dorian Syracuse in Book
6, we hear of both Athenian and Syracusan phylai in the sense of ‘brigades’.25

But the Syracusans have three tribes in the normal Dorian way, and three
generals, presumably one for each tribe; while the Ionian Athenians and
their allies (both the Ionians among them and probably and interestingly
the Dorian minority of allies as well) operate according to the Cleisthenic
ten. Indeed one of the most important ingredients or consequences of
Cleisthenes’ decimal system at Athens was the creation of a new annually
elected panel of ten generals (strategoi), and this was a natural focus of
much political ambition after c. 460 bc when fresh changes dictated that
much else in the Athenian democracy should be determined by the lot.
Curiously the ten-tribe system does not seem to have been used as the basis
for the organization of the Athenian fleet (except that the ‘generals’ were
also admirals), though it was the city’s main weapon.

So far I have been developing the basic and uncontroversial point that
in the Greek world, military organization permeated civic life, a principle
to which I shall refer as the ‘men are the city’-principle. Just occasionally
we find expression of an opposite and more modern-sounding assumption,
one implying that the army is distinct from and subordinate to the civil
authority, like the professional armies of today. So in his account of the
year 411 Thucydides attributes to some dissident and absent Athenians the
view that under normal circumstances ‘good counsel is the justification for
the control of armies by the polis’ (8.76.6). The circumstances in that year
were far from normal, and the remark is rhetorically tendentious; but it is
remarkable that such a generalization could be made at all. Nevertheless it
is safe to say that the andres gar polis view is the ordinarily prevalent one.

Something similar can be said about Rome and with reference to sim-
ilar evidence: the voting blocs called ‘centuries’ were originally military
units, and the tribus (the Roman counterpart of the phylai and another

23 Parker (1996) 63 n. 26. 24 Andrewes (1961).
25 Thuc. 6.98.4 and 100.1. Diod. Sic. 18.10.2 shows that this tribal method of brigading was still in

use at Athens after the death of Alexander.
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sort of voting unit) were the basis of army recruitment; and the greatest
offices of state, such as dictator, consul and praetor, were military in origin
and continuing function. In addition, the peculiarly Roman concept of
imperium, which defined the powers of the top magistrates, meant among
other things command in war. On the other hand the Romans did not like
displays of military power inside the city of Rome, a dislike formalized in a
non-Greek fashion by the rule which deprived a home-coming commander
of his imperium once he had crossed the religious boundary of the city, the
pomerium. Like other enlightened-looking Roman rules, such as the strict
controls on extortion from provincials in and after the second century
(controls which again had no equivalent in Greek imperialisms), this may
reflect jealousies within an intensely competitive ruling élite at least as much
as high-minded principle. But it, and the clear distinction drawn between
imperium ‘at home’ and military imperium, shows that Roman militarism
was not crude and all-pervasive, though it was certainly more marked than
in any Greek state. It was more markedly military in ethos even than the
Sparta to whom the second-century Greek historian of Rome, Polybius,
compared Rome in his celebrated Book 6, which was dedicated mainly to
the Roman constitution and the Roman army. (That is itself, incidentally,
a revealing ‘men are the city’-bracketing.)

The ‘men are the city’-principle elaborated above, and applied to Greeks
and Romans alike, might seem to tend against the initial assertion of
this chapter, that war and fighting were not regarded as normal or auto-
matic states of affairs. After all, what more telling proof of the opposite
could there be than the near-complete equivalence of civic and military
structures? Things are however not so simple, at least not in the Greek
world, and here our treatment of Greeks and Romans must diverge, because
the writings of the Greek historians permit us to reverse the proposition
that civic institutions merely reflect a military organization which is thus
seen to be paramount. That is, I shall argue that Greek armies (unlike
Roman armies with their more rigid hierarchy and discipline) tend to func-
tion like miniature political entities, and the dominance of this political
model is both proof of the paramountcy of civic institutions and in a real
sense a disproof of the notion that war and fighting were basic to Greek
society.

The standard example of ‘army as polis’ is the Greek mercenary army of
the Ten Thousand. Its march back to the Mediterranean from the heart of
the Persian Empire in about 400 was the subject of the autobiographical
Anabasis of Xenophon, which ranks as one of the great military classics of
Greco-Roman antiquity alongside Julius Caesar’s Gallic Wars. Both works
are lucid and lively but in different ways deeply apologetic and need careful
reading where their authors’ motives for action are at issue. But for our
present purpose the Anabasis is good evidence. When the Ten Thousand’s
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commanders had been treacherously killed by the Persian satrap Tissa-
phernes, the decapitated army elected its own new commanders, includ-
ing Xenophon himself. Thenceforth, if intermittently, the Ten Thousand
made their decisions by voting methods familiar from the political decision-
making bodies back home, and not just the democratic ones either (i.e. the
Athenians and some of their dependencies) because Spartans and other
non-democratic Peloponnesians participated in the expedition as well. For
instance both the Spartan Chearisophus and the Athenian Xenophon invite
the soldiers to ‘raise their hands’ and vote as in an assembly, which they
duly do (3.2). The resulting decisions are duly registered in the language of
politics, ‘so it was decided’ (edoxe tauta).

This view of the Ten Thousand is far from new; long ago Edward Gibbon
contrasted the shameful capitulation of the Roman emperor Jovian, in the
same part of the world, with the behaviour many centuries earlier of the
Ten Thousand who, instead of ‘tamely resigning themselves to the secret
deliberations and private views of a single person’, were ‘inspired by the
generous enthusiasm of a popular assembly’.26 Recent work has refined
but not replaced this picture of army-as-polis: for instance it has been
plausibly suggested27 that the polis model for the Ten Thousand was not
so much the old polis of Greece but the polis abroad: the colonial polis, in
fact, where immediate dangers and a hostile environment created a new
blend of self-determining community and armed camp, which was run –
at least initially – on more or less autocratic lines by a founder-figure, an
oikist. Violence and fighting are after all at the very root of the colonial
experience, as has been stressed in studies of the Greek colonial myths
(above, n. 10). Another model for the Ten Thousand may have been literary,
namely the mechanisms attested in Homer for the distribution of booty,
that powerful engine of all ancient warfare.28 Such models should never,
in the study of the Greco-Roman world, be regarded as ‘purely’ literary,
and that is especially true where the model is Homer, because his epic
poems were, apart from some idiosyncratic complaints by the philosopher
Plato in the fourth century, considered a good guide to moral decision
and practical action, and were assumed to be historical even by so tough-
minded a critic as Thucydides. This fixation with Homer (for which see
further below, p. 48) generates special problems in the assessment of the
Alexander-historians, of whom the most important is Arrian, because there
are four, not mutually exclusive, explanations for the depiction of Alexander
as Homeric hero: Arrian imitated Homer, Arrian’s immediate sources such
as Ptolemy imitated Homer, Ptolemy’s own source Callisthenes imitated
Homer, and Alexander himself imitated the heroes in Homer.

26 Gibbon (1896–1900) ii.523 and n. 119. 27 Dalby (1992); cf. Marinovich (1988).
28 Dalby (1992).
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Let us return to the idea of army as polis, an idea generally accepted
for the Ten Thousand. Less familiar is the idea, which I have argued for
elsewhere,29 that the Ten Thousand were not unique and unusual30 but
merely an extreme instance of a regular feature of Greek armies: their
tendency to slide back into political habits at short notice and their more
or less permanent, but still very surprising and un-Roman, assumption that
they can call their commanders to account if they are displeased with them.
There are already glimpses of Ten Thousand-style behaviour in Thucydides’
account of the Athenian expedition against Sicily of 415–413.

This account, in two whole books of the History, a whole quarter of
Thucydides’ surviving work, ought to rank as another classic of ancient mil-
itary historiography, although the mechanisms of decision making which
it reveals or takes for granted have been curiously neglected by modern
scholars, who have perhaps been dazzled by the self-consciously epic and
tragic nature of the narrative. Well before the final defeat and partial dis-
integration of the expeditionary army as a fighting force, it is clear that the
Athenian commanders fear the adverse opinion of the ordinary soldiers.
Weighing the option of withdrawal from the island, Nicias predicts that
the troops who are now saying so loudly that they are in such a dire plight
will turn round when they get home and say that their generals had been
bribed to withdraw (7.48.4). This seems to treat the whole army as if it
was Athenian, whereas in fact it was a mixed force, and this (as with the
Ten Thousand, and as with many coalition armies up to the present day)
surely made for an atmosphere in which dissent was to be expected and
could be more readily expressed, a situation calling for special tact and
even deference on the part of the commanders. Most striking of all in this
Sicilian narrative is the statement that Nicias did not want the option of
retreat to be ‘voted on openly among many’ (7.48.1). The precise meaning
of the words ‘among many’ is not quite agreed, and some have desperately
but illegitimately tried to remove them from the text. But I take them to be
sound and to refer to a body considerably larger than just the commanders
and the senior officers, in fact something like the mass of the soldiery. One
must not exaggerate: even at this advanced stage of the campaign, when
communication with Athens was no longer a realistic possibility, the com-
manders in Sicily do not forget their masters back home in the Athenian
assembly. Nicias’ colleague Demosthenes is said to be well aware that it
will be impossible to abort the expedition without a vote of ‘the Athenians’
(7.48.3), where the reference is clearly to the Athenians back home, not
those present in the army.

One notable aspect of this phase of the expedition is religious, the super-
stitious interpretation of the eclipse which made ‘most of the Athenians’

29 Hornblower in Lane Fox (2004) 243–63. 30 So, e.g., Nussbaum (1967) 9, 11.
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urge their generals to wait (7.50.4). Now even Alexander the Great found
himself obliged to resort to a trick to overcome a religious scruple felt by
his men, before the battle of the River Granicus in 334. Some thought the
river was too deep, others were nervous about fighting contrary to (reli-
gious) custom in the month Daisios. Alexander ignores the first objection
but does something about the second, by the ‘Gordian knot’ solution of
renaming the month as a second Artemisios (Plut. Alex. 16.2). An army
felt more free to articulate discontent if it thought the god was on its side,
because the god outranked even the ‘top brass’. That was apparently true up
to a point even when the commander was a decisive and charismatic king
like Alexander, and it was certainly true when he was a pious susceptible
ditherer like Nicias.

Be that as it may, the armies of ancient Greece were, I suggest, in the
habit of voicing opinions and grievances, and expected to go on voting on
campaign in some of the ways they were used to voting at home, whether
‘home’ was a democracy or an oligarchy. Even Spartans felt able to criticize
their commanders. One example is the anonymous old soldier who in 418

bc shouts at king Agis from the ranks that he is ‘curing ill with ill’ (Thuc.
5.60). Or there is Amompharetos who in 479, before the battle of Plataea
against the Persians, throws a great stone at the foot of his commander
Pausanias and says, in a nice piece of non-verbal communication, that he is
‘casting his vote (pebble) against retreat’ (Hdt. 9.55), a parody of Athenian
voting habits. Good Spartan generals might even pre-empt criticism by
apologizing and taking the blame themselves, a most unusual procedure in
any walk of life, then or now. A striking example concerns Gylippus, the
Spartan commander sent to help the Syracusans in Sicily. After a minor
military fiasco, involving loss of life, he takes the risky course of apologizing
and so lifting morale (Thuc. 7.5) – risky, because of the ‘jealousies of their
first men’ inherent in Spartan public life (Thuc. 4.108.7).

Nor did the Macedonian soldiers of Alexander confine their views and
criticisms to religious matters, though outside the relative safety of religion
they could not expect impunity for rebuking their king in public. Cleitus
notoriously paid for his parrhesia (outspokenness) with his life when in
northern Afghanistan in 329 he criticized a tactical error of Alexander’s
by quoting lines spoken by Achilles’ old father Peleus to Menelaus, in
Euripides’ tragedy Andromache: ‘alas what a bad custom it is in Greece . . . ’.
He stopped short there, but Euripides at the end of his life moved to and
worked in Macedon, so that everybody present knew how the speech went
on: ‘when an army wins a victory,/ the soldiers get the sweat and trouble/
but the generals get the glory’.31 The lines were not only quoted by Cleitus
a century after the play’s original production at Athens in about 426, but

31 Eur. Andr. 693ff. with Plut. Alex. 51.10, brilliantly elucidated by Aymard (1967).
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are echoed in Xenophon’s Anabasis in 399: some disaffected Arcadians and
Achaeans grumble that ‘they did the hard work and others got the glory’
(Xen. An. 6.2.10). Peleus’ complaint thus neatly joins the disputatious world
of the democratic Athenian polis to the imperfectly autocratic Macedon of
Alexander, via the multi-polis and multi-ethnos army of the Ten Thousand.

‘Army-as-polis’ attitudes did not end with the end of the classical period
or even with Alexander. In the excellent military narrative of the wars of
Alexander’s Successors preserved in Books 18–20 of the universal history of
Diodorus of Sicily and traceable back to the lost account of Hieronymus
of Cardia, we hear of a interesting proposal made in 317 by Hieronymus’
uncle, the Greek commander Eumenes. Daily council meetings are to be
attended by ‘all the satraps and generals who had been chosen by the mass of
the army’. Diodorus/Hieronymus goes on ‘since all approved his proposal
as made in the general interest, he called a council each day like that of
some city ruling itself on democratic principles’ (hoion demokratoumenê polis).32

The Hieronyman narrative, which portrays on a vast canvas the struggle of
armies and their leaders for power previously concentrated in the hands of
one man, Alexander, has a parallel in and was perhaps one model for the
Histories of Tacitus, which deals with the Roman Civil Wars of ad 69, the
Year of the Four Emperors.33 In this book, armies proclaim emperors just
as in Hieronymus they sometimes unmake their commanders, including
Eumenes himself, but we do not find the explicitly democratic analogy, nor
is the military narrative nearly so good.34

I have so far written as if things stayed the same, but in fact there was
change in the fourth century bc, with the invention of artillery and wider
use of mercenaries. I have however deliberately stressed continuity, as a
provocative reaction against a modern tendency to see the years after 400

as ones of ‘ignoble warfare’ and the decline of the citizen-soldier. This is
itself based largely on rhetorical exaggerations in the orator Demosthenes,
and on modern failure to appreciate that there were mercenaries in plenty
before 400, and what have been neatly called citizen-mercenaries thereafter.

All this helps to explain a striking feature of ancient Greek as opposed to
Persian or Roman warfare: the marked lack of physical discipline and the
laxness of any other sort of discipline.35 At Athens, desertion was something
for which you could be civilly prosecuted, and an Aristotelian treatise on
the Athenian constitution tells us that the ten generals had certain limited
powers (fining and so on) in cases of insubordination; but nothing in this
treatise prepares us for the story that Lamachos, another of the generals
in Sicily, inflicted the death penalty on a man caught signalling to the

32 Diod. Sic. 19.15 with J. Hornblower (1981) 188 and n. 22; cf. Plut. Eum. 13.5, 15.3.
33 J. Hornblower (1981) 87 n. 46. 34 On the Histories, see Ash (1999b).
35 Pritchett (1971–91) ii.232–45.
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enemy. Even in Athenian civic contexts, corporal punishment was evidently
considered too demeaning to be inflicted on citizens by citizens and was
left to be administered by the Scythian slaves who policed the city.36 Such
evidence as there is for physical punishment of soldiers tends to be about
Spartans, and much of it comes from the writings of Xenophon who knew
a lot about Sparta. Spartan officers did go round threatening or hitting
people with sticks, bakteriai, but this was bitterly resented by other Greeks
because sticks were for helots, i.e. slaves, and to treat someone like a slave
was hybris or intentionally inflicted humiliation.37

There is even some negative evidence that the concept of military hierar-
chy was fundamentally un-Greek: Thucydides comments, as if on a pecu-
liarity, that the Spartan kings give orders to the polemarchoi, and the pole-
marchoi to the lochagoi, and so on down the line. It is almost as if, to
caricature slightly, he is saying ‘they have this strange thing, a chain of com-
mand’ (Thuc. 5.66). The implication for normal Greek armies is startling,
but perhaps no more so than the idea that Greek troops, including but
not only Athenians, lacked most conventional disciplinary structures and
might even expect to cast a vote on whether to fight or not. If this were
the entire and literal picture it would be hard to see how Greek armies
could ever win battles, even against each other. It is after all of the essence
of regular armies that they obey orders without questioning or discussing
them. And in fact a calm reading of the whole of Xenophon’s Anabasis
shows Xenophon himself giving orders of the usual brisk military sort and
expecting to be obeyed in the usual unquestioning military way. We must
be careful, in this whole area, of the polarities and exaggerations of the
literary sources: the Athenian statesman Pericles, in the Funeral Oration
put in his mouth by Thucydides, comments with pride on the casualness
of Athenian military arrangements compared to the ‘laborious exertions’
of the Spartans (2.39). This is not a very encouraging thing to be told,
and if Pericles really said anything of the sort (and speeches in Thucydides
and other Greek historians are not always much more historical than that
of Peleus in Euripides’ play), it is part of a conventional and misleading
rhetorical opposition between relaxed open Athens and rigid closed Sparta.

The Athenians may not have put their cadets through anything as fero-
cious as the Spartan agogê, but there are good reasons for thinking that the
initiation into public life of Athenian ‘ephebes’ (young men on the thresh-
old of citizen hoplite status) goes back into the fifth century and dates
well before the first attestation of the ‘ephebate’ on public inscriptions.38

We cannot be sure how much formal training this fifth-century institution

36 Dem. 21.103; Lys. 13.65; Hunter (1994) 181.
37 Hornblower (2000) on Thuc. 8.84 and many other passages; cf. above, p. 28.
38 Vidal Naquet (1986); Siewert (1977), adducing among other evidence the language of Greek

tragedies like the Antigone of Sophocles.
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involved, but it cannot surely have been merely ritual and religious. So
too the ‘chain of command’ remark cited above from Thucydides cannot
really imply that such notions were completely alien to Athenian military
practice. It is not from a speech, but may nevertheless be another echo of
unreliable Athenian wonder at the relatively greater efficiency of Spartan
drill.

If discipline was lax and non-physical, and hierarchy was loose, how did
Greek, especially Athenian, armies hold together? My answer cannot be
elaborated here but it would have to do with the cohesive hoplite ethos,
solemnized in soldierly oaths and expressed in poetry like that of Tyrtaeus
at Sparta. This made it a matter of shame to abandon or let down the man
standing next to you in line.

Persian and Roman methods were very different, as far as our literary
evidence allows us to say. Thus Herodotus has more than one story about
the harshness of Persian military discipline. At least one of these stories
illustrates, perhaps over-neatly, the clash between such methods and greater
Greek respect for bodily inviolability: the humiliating Persian punishment
of the Greek Scylax of Myndos (Hdt. 5.33). As for the Romans, Polybius in
Book 6 dwells at horrified but evidently fascinated length on the military
punishment of death by cudgelling (6.36–7). Polybius was, however, a
Greek studying Romans, and the earlier, political, part of Book 6 contains
gaps, misapprehensions, and exaggerations. So we should not drop our
guard when we come to the military section, just as it might be unsafe to
take at face value all the picturesque details in the account of a Roman
aristocratic funeral nearer the end of Book 6. So both the authors cited in
the present paragraph illlustrate a possibly distorting tendency in ancient
writers, a tendency from which modern anthropology is not always free, to
look to ‘the other’ (i.e. other and partly alien cultures) for symmetries and
opposites.39 But even allowing for such distortions, it it is likely enough
that Persian discipline was harsher than Greek, though the Persians as such
are not the subject of this chapter or this book and the question cannot be
further explored here. As for the Romans, the general picture of respect for
military order and hierarchy must correspond to Roman reality, or at least
to Roman self-perception as well as Greek perception, given the number of
stories in which, for instance, Romans are shown dutifully putting respect
for superior imperium above even paternal authority, something Romans
normally took very seriously indeed.40

In Roman historiography there is not much evidence for democratic
pressure exerted on commanders from below, of the kind I have noted

39 Another example: Polyb. 10.15–16 with Rich (2001) 65, possible exaggeration of the extent to which
Roman discipline was maintained when sacking cities.

40 Gell. 2.2.13, with Mommsen (1887–8) i.25 and n. 3
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for ancient Greece and even Macedon; nor is there much evidence for for
armies behaving like poleis. The big exception is the so-called triumviral
period, when Mark Antony, Lepidus and Octavian struggled for supreme
power in 40–30. In this exceptional period armies more than once forced
their commanders to find an alternative to battle, notably in 40 (App. B
Civ. 5.246). It may be significant that the main surviving sources for this
period – Appian and Cassius Dio – are both Greeks. Thereafter there are
instances of actual mutiny, the Greek word for which is a compound of
stasis or civil strife, estasiazon (App. B. Civ. 5.528). Neither Greek nor Latin
have a separate word for mutiny; both use civil vocabulary for unrest: stasis,
seditio. Alexander’s army mutinies at the Beas and at Opis but it is called
‘disturbance’ and ‘demoralization’, tarachê and athumia (Arr. Anab. 5.25.2;
7.8.3, 11.4).41 Both the triumviral armies and Alexander’s army on these
occasions are in effect mutinous armies and mutinies are not evidence for
the norm, however we define mutiny in English, which is not easy. For
regular non-mutinous popular voting or pressure from below in Roman
armies, evidence is sparse. The Greek Polybius says that Marcellus in 212 bc

held a council of military tribunes, at which ‘it was unanimously decided
to resort to any means rather than take Syracuse by storm’ (Polyb. 8.7.5).
But this is not surprising: senior councils of war happened even in Persia
and the armies of Macedon.

At this point it is very tempting to correlate Roman deference to military
authority on the one hand and Roman political arrangements on the other,
because the usual view is that Rome of the Republic was the preserve of an
imperium-wielding élite whose control of politics was exercised via factions
and deferential clients, and was tempered only by the activities of the
tribunes. But this view has seen some challenge in recent years. The more
democratic aspects of Roman politics have been strongly emphasized – or
rather re-emphasized because some of the ‘new’ view implies that things
said by Polybius were not so foolish after all.42 This is refreshing and largely
sound, but authoritarianism and its converse, obedience to authority, must
not be written out of the picture too completely. For instance, formal
popular meetings (comitia) were summoned by a magistrate, rather than
taking place at definite intervals as at Athens and even Sparta;43 and the same
was true even of informal meetings (contiones) which could not just happen
unbidden. And in the final century of the Republic the sheer vastness of the
financial and military power exercised by the military dynasts subverted the
democratic power of the mass assemblies and eventually the authority of
the Senate itself. But the final collapse of the Republic became a certainty

41 Note the ‘meetings’, syllogoi, between disgruntled soldiers, at Arr. Anab. 5.25.2, presumably recorded
because unusual.

42 Millar (1984b), (1986), (1989), (1995) and (1998); for reservations: Lintott (1987); North (1990).
43 For Sparta, see Plut. Lyc. 6.
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only as late as the end of the 60s, when the Senate obstinately chose to
refuse to ratify Pompey’s Eastern arrangements and his attempts to provide
land for his returning troops. That is, the landslide by which the freedom
of action of the political class was smothered by armed force was arguably
avoidable until that point.

A caution is however needed here. ‘The ‘political class’ is, on a cynical
but perfectly legitimate view, merely a way of saying ‘people like Cicero’,
who is our main source of day-to-day knowledge and hardly a disinterested
observer. He wrote no formal history of the period, except for a history of
oratory, the Brutus, which is historiographically valuable only for a period
rather earlier than his own active political career. But his correspondence is
a prime historiographic source for the last generation of the Republic. His
younger contemporary Sallust was a historian of a more recognizable sort,
but he wrote in some bitterness after the end of the Republic and these
contemporary preoccupations may tinge his account, which therefore also
lacks detachment. Such anachronism or historical ‘double vision’ is a feature
of ancient historiography. For instance it affects Sallust’s imitator the early
imperial historian Tacitus, whose picture in the Annals of the Julio-Claudian
dynasty inaugurated by Augustus is warped by his own experience of their
successors the Flavian emperors.

To conclude, the societies of Greece and Rome were not militaristic in
the sense that they were geared for war and organized their other institu-
tions accordingly; rather those other institutions had priority in the Greek
world and tended to invade the military sphere, and not just in Xenophon’s
Ten Thousand either. Roman militarism was more marked than Greek, as
recent students of Roman imperialism have insisted;44 for Virgil, his hero
Aeneas is conspicuous, insignis, for his pietas (dutifulness) and his excel-
lence in fighting (et armis). But even Roman militarism had its deliberately
built-in limitations, and the eventual triumph of armed force over ‘legit-
imate’ political authority seems not to have been an inevitability until a
relatively late date in the history of the Republic. Once the disguised mili-
tary monarchy had been established by Augustus, the relief expressed by the
poets (Virgil and Horace) at the end of the long century of the Civil Wars,
is hardly the response of a blindly militaristic society. People were simply
tired of fighting, and the millenarian fourth Eclogue of Virgil expresses this
in semi-mystical terms, as does the curiously prevalent poetic concept that
the Civil Wars were somehow a divine punishment for collective immoral-
ity. Poetry of this sort is however slippery evidence, and it is hard for the
historian to know how far to use poems which were neither at one extreme
written to commission (that is, they do not simply parrot the policies of the
régime) nor at the other extreme culturally all-pervasive at many levels of

44 Harris (1979) part 1.
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society in the way the Homeric epics had been. For one thing, the Greeks
who still formed a substantial part of the population of the Roman Empire
bothered very little with the literature of their conquerors.45

The conclusion we derive from the literary sources is thus that Romans
did indeed differ somewhat from the Greeks in their attitude to war. And
I have argued that these differences are a secondary expression of primary
facts about political and social structures, rather than vice versa. But liter-
ary sources are only part of the evidence and I end with a salutary story
about gladiatorial fighting, a military sport if ever there was one (Greek
athletic competition and warfare is something I shall say more about later).
The detail is known to us from inscriptions rather than from historiogra-
phy. Classical Greeks did not know gladiatorial fighting, which began in
Republican Italy. For this reason it was once thought that gladiators were
a nastiness characteristic of degenerate and bloodthirsty Roman taste. The
argument is however flawed, because sixty years ago Louis Robert showed
from inscriptions that as soon as the Greeks of the Eastern provinces got
acquainted with gladiatorial combat, it spread there like wild-fire.46 Peace-
loving cultured Greeks versus gory regimented Romans is a simplification.
But it is a simplification rather than an outright lie.

i i i . how far can we trust the ancient

historiography of war?

We have so far drawn heavily on the ancient literary sources, while noting
respects in which those sources are in certain respects treacherous – over-
schematic in their contrasts between Greeks and others, including Romans,
rhetorically tendentious, and so on. On war and battles in particular, there
are some very large areas of doubt, and this continues into the more militar-
ily proficient Roman period. Thus it has been shown that military narrative
in Roman historiography is shot through with influence from epic, what
has been called ‘cross-generic splicing’.47 Speeches in military historians are
even more obviously vulnerable to rhetorical embellishment – or worse. All
speeches in Greek historians are beset by problems of authenticity, although
it was only Thucydides among ancient writers who addressed this method-
ological problem directly, in a celebrated chapter (1.22). The best view is
that every speech must be examined on its merits. On one modern view,
speeches of pre-battle exhortation, which form so large a part of military
writing from Homer to the Roman historians of the imperial period, are to
be dismissed generically as rhetorical fabrications.48 My own view is that the

45 Williams (1978) 124–38 for the few exceptions.
46 Robert (1940) 13–15. 47 Ash (2002); cf. Ash (1999a).
48 Hansen (1993), but see Ehrhardt (1995); Pritchett (1994b), (2002); cf. Hornblower (1991–6) ii.82–3.
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general principle (each on its own merits) applies to this genre of speech as
to others; in particular I would place much weight on a chapter of Thucy-
dides (5.69.2) which is not direct speech at all. It summarizes the things
said in encouragement by the Spartans’ enemies on the eve of the battle
of Mantinea in 418, then says that the Spartans did not bother with any
of this because they knew that long previous training is more reliable than
eloquent exhortations. This casual authorial remark implies that the sort
of speech presupposed was a recognized and usual form of address in real
life. It is not the purpose of this section or this chapter to estimate how
far the poems or histories under discussion depict the way fighting was
actually done. Rather, I am concerned with mentalities and the extent to
which historiography is a reliable source of evidence for those values. But
our separation between the study of military practice on the one hand and
military ethos on the other cannot really be so complete.

Sir Michael Howard says at the beginning of a good short book called
War in European History that he will confine himself to the last milennium;
he starts in about 1000 ad, as being the period ‘for which we have reliable
records’.49 His implied dismissive position, if made explicit by a classically
minded critic, might go something like this. The battle and war descriptions
of Greek antiquity are more or less unvarying literary constructs, in which
highly organized bodies of élite citizen males make or listen to stylized
speeches, then fight each other in agonal ritualized fashion. And yet (the
sceptical critic might continue) Greek life and fighting can have been like
this only a fraction of the time. Peter Krentz (ch. 6 in this volume, pp. 169–
70) notes that even in Thucydides’ account of the Peloponnesian War
there were only five major land battles as opposed to 101 separate ‘poliorcetic
incidents’, as he calls them, assaults on, or sieges of cities. But it is the battles
that take up the space: a few not very decisive days and hours at Delium and
Mantinea occupy an amazing one-eighth of Books 4 and 5 of Thucydides,
which otherwise cover ten years of Greek history. The fraction has somehow
made itself the dominant element. Can we correct the dominant element
from evidence internal to those same literary sources? I think we can. I shall
take three types of fighter whose activity, properly considered, may help to
a more rounded view. The three are archers, women, slaves.

Archers can be painted as cowardly fighters who operate from a safe
unmanly distance (fig. 2.1). In Homer the Greek hero Diomedes aims at
the Trojan Paris a wonderful series of abusive words, of which the first is
‘you archer!’ (toxota) and the fourth is ‘you seducer of girls!’ (parthenopipa),
a reference to the abduction of Helen (Il. 11.385). Later writers voice much
the same attitude. Thucydides describes the mocking by Athenian allies
of some Spartan prisoners taken to Athens: ‘Did all the brave gentlemen

49 Howard (1976) ix.
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Figure 2.1 Scythian archers engaged in long-range missile combat while their
hoplite companions crouch behind their shields, on a late sixth-century Athenian
amphora in Berlin. The hoplites are presumably waiting for their turn to spring
into action and engage in shorter-range missile combat with the pair of throwing
spears which each man carries – instead of the usual single spear for close combat.

among you die, then?’, implying that the survivors were cowards. One
Spartan replies ‘the spindle, meaning the arrow, would be a fine weapon if
it could tell brave men from cowards’ (4.40.2). Part of the point of this good
retort consists in the feminine associations of ‘spindle’ (atrakton). Manly
hoplites, unlike marginal archers, stand their ground and fight at close
quarters on behalf of their polis. But things are not straightforward because
it is only Odysseus who has the strength as well as the skill to string his own
mighty bow at the end of the Odyssey; no feminine connotations here.50

50 But Jasper Griffin pointed out to me at Oxford (n. ∗ above) that in this final phase Odysseus starts
to behave in effect like a hoplite.
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It is often said that direct Achilles and wily Odysseus are two enduring
paradigms of warfare, force and guile, and there is some truth in this. But
Odysseus’ bow shows that its owner blends the two. And the Alexander-
historians knew the real value of auxiliary troops like archers. It is ridiculous
to suppose that archers, who in pre-artillery days before 400 held off many a
city-besieger, were held in universal contempt. Even at Athens, with its very
high citizen/outsider barriers, it is remarkable that in the official casualty
lists of the city ‘barbarian archers’ are honourably recorded alongside the
citizen dead.51

Some of the passages just considered raise the question of attitudes to
women as well as to archery, and women are my second example. The
passages cited might be thought to imply a crude sexism. But it has been
well observed by Jasper Griffin that although Agamemnon’s definition of
female virtue – beauty, stature, sense, handiwork – might seem to define
a woman in terms of her value to a man, nevertheless it is also true that
the ‘overriding emphasis on courage and strength as the virtues of a man
largely defines him, too, in terms of his value to his women-folk’.52 If this is
right, it shows that even the glorification of military values as undoubtedly
exists in the Homeric poems has an aim beyond itself.

How far did Homeric assumptions about women and war affect later
attitudes and later historiography? Homer was considered a good general
guide to conduct, as we have seen, but as with all revered but occasionally
inconvenient texts (the Bible, the Koran), much latitude of interpretation
was always available given sufficient ingenuity. ‘Let war be for men to take
care of’ were originally the consoling words of the Homeric Hector to
Andromache, and were spoken in a context full of concern for his family
(Il. 6.492). This famous half-line is entertainingly redirected in the Athens
of the 420s in the mouth of a male speaker in Aristophanes’ Lysistrata: here,
as Alan Sommerstein remarks, it merely serves as justification for ignoring
the opinions and feelings of his wife.53 A little later Aristophanes makes
his heroine Lysistrata neatly turn the Homeric tag round, ‘let war be for
women to take care of ’ (Lys. 492, 520). That war could be ‘for women to
take care of’ is not a totally un-Homeric notion, in that goddesses as well as
gods are depicted fighting against human beings in Book 5 of the Iliad and
against each other in Book 21. There is humour in the way this is presented:
Aphrodite, wounded by the human Diomedes, runs to her mother Dione
who says ‘who did this naughty thing to you?’ Zeus’s subsequent amused
rebuke to Aphrodite partly anticipates Hector’s comment to Andromache:
‘war’s work, my child, is not your province; you should busy yourself with
marriage and the work of love’, but then he goes on ‘all this will be for quick

51 Bradeen (1974) nos. 14.35, 17.27, and 22.252; cf. Loraux (1986) 32f.
52 Griffin (1980) 30, discussing Hom. Il. 1.113–15. 53 See Sommerstein (1990) 180.
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Ares and Athena to see to’ (Il. 5.428–30). In the last sentence, the addition
of the goddess alongside the god is a mild surprise: we expect a variant of
Hector’s comment, something on the lines of ‘war should be for male gods
to take care of’, but the actual formulation reminds us that Athena, the
goddess of the arts, had a martial aspect too.54 Military participation by
females is not quite ruled out by this: if goddesses fight, that conjures up,
if only to ridicule or reject, the idea that mortal women might do so too.

In the actual historiography of war, women’s role is – apart from a few
exotic foreign female commanders like the Carian Artemisia in Herodotus’
account of the battle of Salamis, the Macedonian Olympias in Hierony-
mus, Cleopatra in Plutarch – essentially marginal (like that of archers) and
disruptive. They throw tiles from roof-tops in sieges, and so on, down to
baking bread at the siege of Plataea (Thuc. 2.78).55 Historians record and
endorse male disapproval of female involvement in fighting: Herodotus says
that one Euelthon sent a golden spindle (atrakton) and distaff to Pheretime
of Cyrene, who had asked for an army. ‘That’s a present more suited to a
woman than an army’, he told her (Hdt. 4.162). Symbolic work is again
being done by the word atrakton and on this occasion by the physical object
itself. And in the Roman imperial period, Tacitus, who had himself gov-
erned a large Roman province (albeit a fairly peaceful one) and thus like
Thucydides five centuries earlier had troops at his disposal, shows a distinct
interest in the question of whether women should be allowed in camp.56

Tacitus does not commit himself on the desirability of the proposal.
On the other hand Plutarch, a Greek nostalgically interested in the

Greek past, records with evident admiration the extraordinary story of
the early fifth-century bc Argive poetess Telesilla who armed the women
of her city against a Spartan attack under king Cleomenes I and fought
them off. Plutarch’s Greek contemporary Pausanias adds that after their
initial repulse by Telesilla and her women, the enemy decided that whatever
happened they could not win, because to be defeated by the women would
be shameful but to defeat them would bring no glory. So they withdrew
(Plut. Mor. 245; Paus. 2.20.8–10).57 Scholars argue about the historicity
of this story, which tends to be rejected as patriotic Argive fabrication
because it does not feature in Herodotus’ full account of Spartan–Argive
hostilities at this period, and because Herodotus, unlike Thucydides, was
normally happy to give coverage to women and their doings. The truth or
falsity of the story matters less, I suggest, than the implication that patriotic
Argive historiography could take this particular form. It is possible that the

54 Deacy (2000). 55 Wiedemann (1983); Harvey (1985); Loraux (1985).
56 See esp. the senatorial debate at Tac. Ann. 3.33–4, with Marshall (1975) and Woodman and Martin

(1996) 11–17, 283–309.
57 Stadter (1965) 45–53. See now Piérart (2003) for the best discussion of Telesilla and the historicity

of her military achievement (her existence as poet is not in doubt).
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completeness of the invisibility of fighting women in the classical historians
is conditioned by literary convention and male bias. Nobody in their right
mind would want to suggest that unknown to modern historians women
might after all have fought in the hoplite phalanx, in one of the set-piece
battles which naturally attracted the historians of antiquity. But in reality
not all warfare was regular warfare, and the Telesilla-like role of women
in sieges and in the improvised defence of territory (surely a very frequent
occurrence) may have been much commoner than Homerically minded
male historians of antiquity allow us to think. So perhaps it is not just
the male Spartans of 494 who were ashamed to fight the women but the
male historians of Greece and Rome who were ashamed to mention them
(fig. 2.2).

A closely relevant example in which female participation is specifically
attested comes in Thucydides’ dry narrative of activity in the Peloponnese
in 417. It is relevant because, curiously enough, it concerns Telesilla’s home
city of Argos. There was a scramble in the face of oligarchic and Spartan
threats to build some Long Walls and Thucydides casually says the whole
population including women and slaves, oiketai, joined in, and carpenters
and stonemasons came from Athens to help (Thuc. 5.82.6).58 It would not
surprise me much if, say, the Peloponnesian booty-raid casually mentioned
by Thucydides in the course of his otherwise mainly Sicilian narrative
(6.95) involved in reality some impromptu female activity. Women certainly
feature in the great sieges of antiquity, and not just in the disruptive roof-
tile-throwing role modern historians have identified for them. Their gifts
of hair for torsion siege engines are well attested, as in the Greek historian
Appian’s account in his Libykê of the final siege of Carthage, where they
also help in improvised weapons-workshops in an equal and honourable
role alongside men (App. Pun. 93).

There is, to repeat, an important general point here. Historians and poets
tend to fasten on the big ‘agonal ’ or ritually competitive pitched battles,
but much fighting would have been what Germans call Kleinkrieg, guerrilla
warfare, attacks on cities or villages, impromptu raiding and response to
raiding (the Greek for impromptu being ex epidromês). The Iliad knows
about this sort of thing as well as about the great main siege, but tends to
refer to it retrospectively as explaining how female prisoners were acquired.
In such informal non-ritualized fighting, scope for Achillean heroism was
less, and involvement of women in an active role, not just as passive walking
booty, made it uncomfortable material for poets with pretensions. Such an
actual but historiographically suppressed female role as I am postulating
may be not altogether invisible because it helps to explain the striking

58 Schaps (1982). Thuc. 1.90.3 is also relevant; there is no need to doubt the authenticity of the
relevant words; see Alberti’s apparatus.
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Figure 2.2 Commemoration of female casualties of war. This monument was set up in the centre
of Messene, c. 200–150 bc, to honour those who had fallen in one of several recent attempts to
capture the city, perhaps on the occasion in 214 bc when Macedonian troops seized part of the
fortifications but were driven back by citizen troops and ‘women throwing tiles and stones’ (Paus.
4.29.5).

The inscription on the capping stones of the monument recorded six male and four female
names: the latter are shown here, in small letters at the top of the stone: ‘[Poly]ykrates, Theba,
Thelxippa, Gorgoi, Lysoi’. The inscription in larger letters at the bottom, ‘Farewell Theoklymenos’,
is one of many added later, again featuring both male and female names.
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prominence in Greek tragedy and myth of the notion of women as self-
sacrificing saviours of their cities. Emily Kearns has explored this topic
very well, and Joan Connelly has argued that the notion is reflected in
the Parthenon frieze.59 In tragedy we may compare the role of Macaria in
Euripides’ Children of Heracles.

In another aspect of war, namely the causes of wars, it might seem that
we have a clear case of literary convention determining historiographic
handling. Helen caused the war against Troy in Homer; accordingly the
narrative of Herodotus starts with a series of rapes and counter-rapes includ-
ing that of Helen but also of two other mythical females Io and Medea, and
in his account of the Ionian Revolt against Persia in 499 he borrows Home-
ric language about Helen when he calls the revolt a ‘beginning of troubles’
(because it escalated into the main Persian War: see 5.97.3 and other pas-
sages). Again, the non-Thucydidean tradition gave a prominent role to
Pericles’ mistress Aspasia in the origins of the Peloponnesian War. And for
Polybius, the Illyrian Wars, which first brought Rome in force across the
Adriatic, were in part provoked by the headstrong Illyrian queen Teuta and
her ‘natural female inability to think beyond short-term successes’ (Polyb.
2.4.8).

‘Obviously conventional and worthless’, later historians conclude about
this sort of thing; ‘how much wiser and more realistic was Thucydides who
leaves out the silly female angle altogether’. That would however be a pre-
mature and mistaken conclusion. If we go deeper into Thucydides’ account
of the origin of some sub-wars, we see that women were important after
all. Take the chapter where he traces the beginnings of the local Sicilian
war which brought the Athenians in force across the Adriatic (in the oppo-
site direction from the Roman contemporaries of Teuta), precipitated the
calamitous expedition of 415, and ultimately contributed to the fall of the
Athenian empire. Two communities in the far west of the island, Selinus
and Egesta, had gone to war ‘about certain matters to do with marriage and
disputed land’ (6.6.2). The word I have rendered ‘marriage matters’, gamika,
is usually translated ‘marriage rights’, but ‘rights’, I suggest is too narrow;
it also covers rejected proposals, broken betrothals, and all matters of that
sort, matters which in societies driven by a touchy Mediterranean sense
of honour60 could be highly inflammable, as anthropological fieldwork in
modern Greece shows.61 Naturally, marriage rights and thus questions of
inheritance are also implied by the Greek word Thucydides uses, and ‘dis-
puted land’ may be to that extent just an amplification of gamika. So even
Thucydides, read properly, shows that women did indeed, outside fable

59 Kearns (1990); Connelly (1996).
60 For honour as a motive for wars see Lendon (2000) and van Wees (2001b).
61 Campbell (1964) and du Boulay (1974); against, Herzfeld (1987), but for a vigorous reaffirmation

see Horden and Purcell (2000) 485–523.
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and fairy-tale, cause wars; and Thucydides sometimes recognized that they
did. But what he does not do is give detail. Was he embarrassed about doing
so? If so we have another instance of unconscious male editing.

Even Homer plays down the story of the ‘Judgement of Paris’ which
favoured Aphrodite, and ‘actually’ – i.e. in the traditional version of the
myth – led to the anger of the spurned goddesses Athena and Hera and
eventually the fall of Troy. He postpones it to the final book of the Iliad
and many have wished to excise even that apparently off-hand passage from
the text. On one view ‘the poet keeps it in the background because it does
not suit him to attribute the gods’ hostility to such a petty motivation’.62

But the idea that the slighting of a woman or goddess as unattractive or
otherwise unworthy could trigger male protective violence is very plausible:
Thucydides hints at it when he describes how the sister of the Athenian
Harmodios was, in a deliberate insult, sent home by the tyrant Hippias’
brother as unworthy to carry a basket in a sacred procession (Thuc. 6.56).
This led to the assassination of the brother and the worsening of the tyranny,
which fell four years later and was replaced by democracy after that. But
male historians – Herodotus is the chief exception – were not always com-
fortable with giving detailed coverage to the female dimension to fighting
and the causes of wars.

A comparable discomfort affects my third example, use of slaves in war;
the women and slaves helping build the Argive walls provide a bridge to this
topic. In all Thucydides, for instance, there are only two cases of slaves being
freed for military purposes (3.73, Corcyra; 8.15, Chios) and it is a well-known
puzzle why the Athenians did not shorten the Peloponnesian War by doing
more to stimulate helot unrest at Sparta. Peter Hunt suggests that there
was much more slave participation than literary texts allow us to see.63 The
reason for the unconscious ‘censorship’ of this aspect of ancient warfare is
(the suggestion goes) that recruitment of slaves was ideologically awkward
because of the close relation between military service and citizenship –
andres gar polis (‘men are the city’) again. If this is right, we have another
important area where the historiography of ancient warfare is crucially
unreliable.

iv. conclusion: the paradox and six suggestions

for its resolution

I now return to my initial paradox: why is there so much about war in
ancient literature if war was not regarded as the natural, normal state of

62 Richardson (1993) 277, summarizing Reinhardt (1960).
63 Hunt (1998), and ch. 5 in this volume, pp. 139–40. Note that slaves, like archers (above, n. 51)

sometimes feature on the Athenian casualty lists: Loraux (1986) 33.
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affairs? Homer’s Iliad, with its nearly incessant fighting, might seem to
provide a complete reply to any notion that war was viewed by Greeks
as unnatural. There is an abundance, even superabundance, of fighting in
the poem. Michael Silk dares to say ‘it is difficult not to feel that the long
sequence of fighting books in the middle of the Iliad is too long – not in
any one part, but simply too long overall: its elaboration is insufficiently
decisive – or incisive . . . The constructional problem represented by the
Iliad ’s central books is its most serious limitation.’64 Add to that general
relentlessness of military description, the gruesome precision of anatom-
ical detail which marks Homeric battle-wounds (above, p. 24). This is a
feature rarely imitated in later historiography, which took so much else
from Homer.65 It was not copied even by the detailed Thucydides; he
hardly ever describes a battle-wound except for the consciously Homeric
account of the wounding of Brasidas. (This is only a partial exception
because not very anatomically specific.) There is imitation of Homeric
wounds in the Alexander-historian Arrian, a self-declared prose Homer,
for instance in his description of Alexander’s wound at the Malli town
(Anab. 6.10). And Hieronymus of Cardia has an extraordinary Homeric
duel between Eumenes and Neoptolemus in 321 bc, so naturally he adds
Homeric wounding (Diod. Sic. 18.31). What ancient literature does do is
copy the epic, though not actually Homeric, depictions of the horrors of
the sack of a city, the Iliou Persis (Fall of Troy) theme.66 Some such Greek
epic may have been fleetingly in Thucydides’ mind when he compares the
suffering Athenians after their total defeat at Syracuse to refugees from a
sacked city (7.75.5). But the greatest and fullest example of a surviving work
influenced by this lost Greek genre is Virgil, Aeneid 2: Aeneas recounts the
fall of Troy to Dido.

A possible answer to the ‘constructional’ problem of the Iliad is that
fighting and wounds are there because the audience enjoyed them so much.
(I develop this later.) But, if so, Homer might, depending on his date and
that of the first sea-battle, have been expected to find a place somewhere
for some naval warfare, which many – not only Athenian – listeners would
have appreciated, and which is absent from the epics. Unless we count as
‘naval warfare’ the Cyclops throwing rocks at Odysseus’ ship.

So, there is a surfeit of land fighting in the Iliad. The poet himself
seems aware that you can have enough. He makes an indignant Menelaus
say ‘men reach their fill of all things, even of sleep, love, sweet music and
delightful dance, things in which a man would rather slake his pleasure than

64 Silk (1987) 45, 46.
65 But Shaw (1999) 133 strangely forgets Homer when he says that Procopius in the sixth century

ad was not dependent for his account of face-wounds on ‘rhetorical devices and images adopted from
earlier historians’.

66 See Paul (1982) and Anderson (1997).
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in war: but the Trojans cannot have their fill of battle’ (Il. 13.636ff.). And
in all the epithets applied to war, fighting or the war-god, ‘the vocabulary
of suffering predominates overwhelmingly’.67 Ares the war-god is told by
Zeus that he is ‘most hateful to me of all the gods that hold Olympus;
always your delight is in strife, war, fighting’ (Il. 5.891f.). There is no simple
glorification here, though it is acknowledged that war is a bringer of glory
to the victor. In the long similes, above all the description in Book 18 of
the scenes on the shield which Hephaestus made for Achilles, peaceful life
is presented without wistfulness or sentiment, but as a more desirable and
normal alternative to the war and bloodshed elsewhere in the poem – and
elsewhere on the shield. Thucydides does the same when in some tedious
military narrative he inserts a delightful picture, quoted from a Homeric
Hymn, of a Delian festival (3.104). Returning to Homer proper, if we see
poignancy in this sort of counterpoint, that is our interpretation not the
poet’s. The French critic Simone Weil quoted Homer about Hector’s wife
Andromache preparing a hot bath for him not knowing Achilles had felled
him far from hot baths. On this Weil commented ‘nearly all the Iliad takes
place far from hot baths. Nearly all human life has always passed far from
hot baths.’68

Despite the Iliad’s reservations about war and military death, the war and
fighting is there and it is prominent, and one answer to our paradox might
be in terms of the pervasive and possibly distorting influence of Homer on
all later ancient historiography, down to and including Procopius; the classic
exposition of this debt is by Hermann Strasburger.69 A recently discovered
poem about the Persian Wars by Simonides (above, n. 1) reinforces this
insight, because the parallel between the Trojan and Persian Wars is drawn
even more explicitly than in Herodotus. But the insight, though sound
in a general sort of way, takes us only some of the distance, because as
we have seen it was not until Procopius that ancient writers copied the
very detailed battle-wounds which are such a feature of Homeric narrative.
And it cannot be said that, for instance, Thucydides’ accounts of battles
owe much to Homer at the level of detail: there are Homeric aspects to
his books about Sicily but battle-detail is not where they are to be looked
for. The great military climax is anyway a sea-battle and so as we saw has
no exact counterpart in Homer, though rich in poetic unusual vocabulary.
Another simple point is that the Iliad is only half of Homer: the Odyssey is
notably short on fighting till Odysseus’ slaughter of the suitors at the end.
And finally, although there is a good deal of later imitation of Homer by
the classical historians, there is also imitation of reaction to and polemic
against each other, though admittedly there is a sort of snowballing effect

67 Silk (1987) 74. 68 Weil (1957) 25. 69 Strasburger (1972).
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in that once Homer and his early imitators had set the military trend it was
hard for anyone to escape it.

There is no easy replacement answer to the paradox; but I end this chapter
with six suggestions, building on my remarks so far. The first has to do with
my earlier point about women, and the prevalence of less organized non-
ritualized fighting at a level below that which poets and historians deigned
to put in the foreground, instead placing undue stress on formal combat
between groups and individuals. They did so to uphold an essentially male
ideology, one in which, admittedly, male excellence is defined by ability to
protect females. Graham Shipley has said something similar. He argued,
rightly, that Greek societies, even Spartan, were not militaristic, so that we
need a special explanation for the literary prominence of war. He concludes
‘the selection of war as the paramount activity can be regarded as an attempt
to direct energy towards maintaining a particular social structure, one in
which citizen was dominated by aristocrat, non-citizen by citizen, female
by male, and barbarian by Greek’.70

The second has to do with Thucydides. It is no new claim to say that
after Herodotus history-writing narrowed down so that war and fighting
take up a higher percentage of the total. This should not be overdone; on
the one hand there are ethnography and kinship mythology in Thucydides;
and it is Thucydides not Herodotus who imitates Pindar on the departure
of the Argonauts (above, p. 24). And on the other hand Oswyn Murray
showed thirty years ago that Herodotus not Thucydides was the preferred
model for Greek writers describing the cultural aftermath of Alexander’s
exotic conquests.71 But the point about Thucydidean narrowing stands,
and I have argued elsewhere that even in the fourth century and Hellenistic
period, not to mention the Roman imperial period, his influence stayed
strong.72 That influence, rather than vague notions about disappearance of
aristocratic values, may explain the end of epinician (victory) poetry after
Euripides’ ode for the equestrian successes of Alcibiades at Olympia in
416 bc. After all, Philip II of Macedon and Arybbas king of Molossia won
the chariot race at Olympia in the mid-fourth century (Tod no. 173 = RO
no. 70); why was there no Pindar to praise them?

My third suggestion is that some kinds of ancient writing describe and
reflect displaced rather than actual aggression, and are themselves a sort of
substitute for aggression. It is a commonplace that Pindar and Bacchylides
celebrate athletic victory in language resembling that of war.73 In a sense
this is evidence of the paramountcy of fighting: the stadium at Olympia was
festooned with decorated suits of armour, something which should make
us think twice before associating the ‘Olympic movement’ with peace. But
another view is possible: Catherine Morgan has shown that competition

70 Shipley (1993) 23. 71 Murray (1972). 72 Hornblower (1995). 73 Bowra (1964) 183–4.
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between individuals and communities for prestige at the great panhellenic
sanctuaries was an alternative to rather than a manifestation or extension
of actual fighting.74 That makes it comparable to such other Greek phe-
nomena as kinship diplomacy, arbitration, and federalism, all (as we have
seen, p. 25 above) mechanisms for the avoidance of bloodshed. In which
case the aggressive language of Pindar can also be seen as displacement,
like the race in hoplite armour which was one of the events which Pindar
celebrates (Pythian 9, for Telesicrates of Cyrene).

My fourth suggestion is that delight in battle technicality reflects delight
in technicality rather than delight in battle. A comparison from another
walk of life is provided by the Aristotelian treatise on Athens, which has
much unnecessary detail about mechanisms for jury-selection. The best
explanation is that of P. J. Rhodes: the author was proud of and fasci-
nated by the ingenuity of the methods used, wanted to write about it, and
assumed his readers would enjoy it too.75 So in the Peloponnesian War,
Euripides produced two plays (Children of Heracles, Phoenician Women)
containing military debates about tactics which are strictly unnecessary to
the plot and hard to explain except by supposing that male, wartime Athe-
nian audiences liked the exposition of a topical technical problem. Greek
tragedy tends to avoid glaring anachronism, as Pat Easterling has shown;76

but in the area of war her rule is close to being broken. So too Thucydides
and his imitators were writing for readers who may not have liked fighting
but liked hearing or reading about it at length and in detail because they
liked good professional exposition of any sort. So too the treatise On Siege-
craft by Aeneas the Tactician, written in about the 350s bc, surely catered
for more than a narrowly military readership: it has wide entertainment
appeal, particularly as an anthology of historical stratagems. Such collec-
tions, like those of Polyaenus, raise important questions about readership
and audience. I suggest that the taste catered for by Aeneas is not a thirst
for blood-curdling stories (there’s little of this and the treatise is anyway
as much political and financial as military) but that, like some later ‘how-
to-build-a-catapult’ treatises, it attests general enthusiasm for ingenuity.
There were comparable collections of financial ‘stratagems’ like the Hel-
lenistic treatise On Economics attributed to Aristotle. Here we enter the
intriguing world of such literary sub-genres as ‘pinacography’ (compiling
of lists) and ‘paradoxography’ (collections of marvels).

‘Mainstream’ historiography found space for plenty of this sort of thing:
there are some odd tales preserved in Polybius Book 12, which is about
historical method. It includes some sharp military criticism of Callisthenes,
but this does not prove the militarism of Greek historiography because

74 Morgan (1990); for the classical period Hornblower (1992).
75 Rhodes (1981) 697. 76 Easterling (1985).
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Polybius also criticizes Timaeus, the historian of the West, for including or
omitting some very non-military marvels: he is reproved for not mentioning
Libyan ostriches (12.3.5–6). Polybius’ criticisms of Callisthenes’ account of
Alexander’s battle at Issus are an essay not so much in the art of war as in
the art of historiography.

My fifth and related suggestion concerns Roman writers in the sense of
people who wrote in the Roman period. Some Greek literature has reached
us direct. But much other ancient Greek writing, particularly historiogra-
phy, is lost in the original but has been transmitted by ‘secondary’ writers of
the Roman period. Some of these later figures wrote in Greek (Diodorus,
Arrian, and Plutarch), some in Latin (thus much Polybius derives from
Livy). If it is right that Romans liked fighting rather more than Greeks
did, then Roman influence and taste may be partly responsible for the
unbalanced amount of military detail in surviving secondary accounts.
Greek writers of the Empire may from snobbery have disregarded Latin
literary achievements like Virgil’s Aeneid (cf. n. 45, above), but a Greek
like Arrian, with Roman military experience at a senior level, can hardly
have avoided being affected by the Roman military milieu. His imme-
diate source, Ptolemy, was king of Egypt and another fighter, and this
is admittedly one possible alternative explanation for all the fighting in
Arrian, as is the fact that Callisthenes, Ptolemy’s own source for the early
years, presented Alexander as a heroic fighter. But if we did not have
Arrian, we would know little more about Ptolemy the writer than that
he was an authority on trees (FGrH 138 T2), an item we owe to Pliny
the Elder (HN 1.12.13). So perhaps Ptolemy’s account was more varied
in the original. This might help to explain why the military Thucydides
came back into fashion, and was much imitated, in the imperial Roman
period.

My sixth and final suggestion stresses the vast amount of ancient literature
which, despite continuing and important papyrus finds, is lost to us even
in epitome or translation, including entire early epics. One was about Jason
and the Argonauts, which might have redressed the bias against the sea in
our sources. Again, we have seven plays of Sophocles but in fact he wrote
a three-figure total; fragments of one of these, the revenge tragedy Tereus,
indicate a play very unlike the surviving seven.77 This does not prevent
modern scholars writing confident seven-chapter books called ‘Sophoclean
tragedy’. Humility is called for in the face of such facts: our generalizations
about ancient literature are based on a statistically small sample. If we had
full texts of the Sophocles plays I mentioned above (p. 25) we would have
a better perspective on Athenian interest in the West in the fifth century.
As it is, Herodotus says Daedalus came from Crete with king Minos in

77 Zacharia (2001).
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pursuit and when Minos was killed his followers settled down to became
Messapians in the hinterland of Sparta’s colony Taras (7.170). This was a
way of giving a Greek pedigree to the non-Greek neighbours of Athens’ ally
Artas king of Messapia (Thuc. 7.33.4) and is part of the charter for Athenian
expansion in south Italy. All this passes Thucydides by, and Herodotus, to
whom we owe our knowledge of it, does not bring out its implications.

The above six suggestions certainly do not exclude each other and are
surely not the whole story. But they may go some way to explain parts of
the paradox of my sub-title. My main solution to the paradox is however
to accept it: in this area Greek literature may indeed be an unsafe and
rhetorical guide to the reality; so perhaps Michael Howard was right after
all to suspect us of not having ‘reliable records’. But we can read behind,
and between the lines of, the literary records, and we do have copious
documentary (mainly inscriptional) evidence with which to supplement
and even correct them.
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CHAPTER 3

RECONS TRUCTING ANCIENT WARFARE

michael whitby

Reconstruction of ancient warfare can be pursued in a variety of ways.
There is a long tradition of close attention to particular engagements:
the battle narratives of Herodotus or Caesar appear to permit analysis of
what happened and why in particular engagements. This focus, once much
more academically prevalent than now, has by no means lost its popular
appeal, thanks in part to the historical appetite of competing television
companies. Individual battles are also considered within the context of the
campaign or war to which they belong, since the strategy and tactics of a
successful general, an Alexander, Hannibal or Caesar, might suggest lessons
to contemporary commanders. The military activities of the ancient world
generated material evidence in the form of walls and specialist buildings
as well as equipment. This evidence does not often contribute crucially
to ‘battles and commanders’ studies, but rather invites questions about
purpose and operation at both the detailed level of the particular item and
the larger scale of strategic conception, structural organization or diplomatic
framework. Military activities were also depicted in a variety of artistic
media, from the grand monuments of public propaganda through the
scenes on particular painted vases to graffiti, all of which require sensitive
interpretation. There is an enduring interest in ‘what it was like for them’,
which embraces physical aspects of wielding an ancient weapon or sitting
on a rower’s bench, the personal experience of battle, and psychological
questions of the place of warfare in the mental framework of the population.
Close examination of ancient historical narratives, whose authors’ methods
and attitudes need to be evaluated, is essential for all reconstructions of
ancient warfare and the problems of this material will be central to this
chapter.

Basic questions to be asked of any reconstruction are what is supported
by reliable evidence, what depends on plausible inference from geogra-
phy or relevant comparative material, and what is speculation based on
assumptions that something must have happened along particular lines to
produce a specific outcome. The inevitable shortcomings of military nar-
ratives constructed from the memories of participants were analysed by

54
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Whatley:1 individuals only see a small part of an engagement, they preserve
distorted recollections even of their own contributions, and are unlikely to
appreciate broader issues. Ancient battles were far less complex occasions
than those of the First World War which Whatley used for comparative
purposes, but even the best ancient historians found some hard to describe
(Thuc. 7.44.1): the reality of battle was chaotic, and the truth of every aspect
of an encounter might never be known since memories would focus on the
outcome and significant incidents. Our difficulties are compounded by
different presuppositions of what is required of a reconstruction: we expect
maps or plans to illuminate campaign strategies, tactics, and the progress
of an engagement, whereas the ancient world operated very largely with-
out these aids. Ancient visual images of war celebrated victory through
selections of vignettes, for example the depiction of Marathon on the Stoa
Poikile at Athens (Paus. 1.15) or the Dacian campaigns on Trajan’s column
at Rome (fig. 3.1):2 viewers would see specific incidents, such as the fight
at the Persian ships or the end of Decebalus, and adopt the intended mes-
sage about divinely assisted Athenian success or disciplined organization of
imperial campaigns. The Stoa Poikile and Trajan’s column were propaganda
statements, as partisan as the paintings of action at Carthage in the Third
Punic War which L. Hostilius Mancinus displayed at Rome to further his
electoral chances in 146, to the annoyance of Scipio Aemilianus.3

Another complication is the limited viewpoints we have on any one
incident. It was rare for Greeks or Romans to fight an opponent who had
the same concern as classical culture to construct literary records of historical
events: Persians, whether Achaemenid or Sasanid, did not, although Darius’
Behistun inscription and the so-caled Res Gestae of Shapur I demonstrate
that there were alternative accounts to classical sources. Cunaxa in 401 was
recorded by Ctesias, a Greek doctor in the service of king Artaxerxes, as
well as Xenophon who accompanied the rebel Cyrus, but we can only
reconstruct Ctesias’ account at second or third hand; he may have been
more interested in highlighting his services to the wounded Persian king
than providing a clear account of the battle.4 Hannibal is an exception
since he employed the Spartan Sosylus to record his achievements, and this
account along with that of Silenus of Caleacte, another Greek in Hannibal’s
retinue, was used by Polybius.5 Internal conflicts in the Greek world or
Roman civil wars might also have generated alternative written versions,

1 Whatley (1964). 2 Lepper and Frere (1988).
3 Plin. HN 35.23, with Astin (1967) 70, 99 for the events; Pliny (35.22) refers to other military

paintings at Rome, probably equally publicist and contentious.
4 For discussion see Stevenson (1997) 84–93.
5 For brief discussion of Polybius’ sources, with further references, see Walbank (1972) 77–84.
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Figure 3.1 Death of Decebalus from Trajan’s column in Rome.

but in many cases history was written by the victor while the vanquished
chose not to recall their misfortune in detail.

Distinct accounts may, of course, create problems. For Callinicum (ad

530) Procopius, an advisor to Belisarius, produced a version which exoner-
ated his commander who behaved valiantly throughout but was betrayed
by allied Arabs (Wars 1.18). By contrast Malalas, a contemporary bureaucrat
in Antioch who could have had access to official reports, does not mention
Arab treachery and has Belisarius abandon the remnant of his army during
the fighting to escape across the Euphrates (18.60, 463.4–465.3). Procopius’
account long held the field, since he was a ‘proper’ classicizing historian as
opposed to the chronicler Malalas, but then the balance swung with Pro-
copius being challenged by Shahı̂d, the expert on Rome’s Christian Arab
allies whose writings consistently uphold the honesty of Arab behaviour.
This verdict has then been adopted by those who wish to query the overrid-
ing authority of Procopius as historian for Justinian’s reign.6 The scope for
Procopius’ bias is clear, but it is wrong to assume that Malalas was impartial

6 Shahı̂d (1995) 134–43; see the critical assessment by Whittow (1999). Shahı̂d’s approach is supported
by Cameron (1985) 125. Contrast Greatrex (1998) 200–7, who has questioned the tendency to accept
Malalas without sensible historiographical caveats, but he might be accused of excessive deference to
Procopius.
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or the reports on which he relied an entirely fair account of events since
military or court rivalries could have supervened. Our decisions on details
of military actions may not be free from the influence of extraneous factors.

i . the literary status of ancient historiography

Our fullest and most regular information about ancient warfare is provided
by the sequence of Greek and Latin historians whose accounts of signifi-
cant public events were usually dominated by military action,7 but these
are complex texts. A vital consideration in approaching this material is its
literary status: historiography was regarded as a branch of oratory, and the
structure and style of a narrative were as important for its reputation as
factual accuracy.8 Ancient audiences did expect true accounts, and histori-
ans frequently asserted their commitment to truth, but it was much easier
to assess a narrative’s literary merits than its veracity: credibility might be
enough to ensure acceptance. Practical experience was recognized as an
essential qualification for historiography by some writers, inevitably those
who possessed it such as Polybius who devoted a long digression (Book 12)
to the faults of Timaeus, of which excessive bookishness was one. Polybius
stipulated that men of experience should treat historiography more seri-
ously than was the current custom (12.28.3–4); this clearly left Polybius as
the ideal historian. By contrast Agathias explained that friends convinced
him that there was not much difference between history and poetry (at
which he was competent), since both aimed at decorous expression and
apportionment of moral praise and blame (pref. 4–13). Livy stated that new
historians would justify their narratives through superior literary skill just
as much as fresh material (pref. 1.2). Cicero, when searching for a writer
to record the vicissitudes of his career, stressed that a straight narrative was
not particularly interesting: an author had to make the most of whatever
dramatic incidents were available (Fam. 5.12.5).

A cynical review of what historiography might involve is provided by
Lucian’s essay How to Write History: armchair invention of Roman suc-
cesses might satisfy audiences’ desire for historical information on recent
campaigns; hard fact was swamped by literary imitation, repeated digres-
sions on minor details, and extravagant presentation of Roman victories.
Composition might be reduced to a formulaic exercise. The consequences
are illustrated by the account in Theophylact (Hist. 3.14) of the confronta-
tion of Romans and Persians near Melitene in 576:

Then the Romans also formed up and raised their standards. Next the trum-
pets sounded forth, the dust was whirled aloft; the clamour poured forth and,

7 Tacitus is a rare exception; and cf. Gilliver, ch. 4 in Volume ii.
8 Wiseman (1981) 389; Wheeldon (1989) 60.
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inundating the place, surging with the din of whinnying, and eddying with the
clashing of weapons, it naturally transformed everything to indistinctness . . .
Accordingly, a most memorable battle between Romans and Parthians occurred,
the Persian disposition was broken because their ranks were not organised in
depth, the rearguard of the Babylonian armament was at a loss, and there was no
counter-resistance; next when the opposing force pressed heavily, the barbarians
faced destruction and veered away in flight.

The whole account, composed fifty years after the event, extends for about
a page of text without casting much light on what happened: standard
elements of a battle are introduced, with the Persians relying on arrows
while the Romans preferred close combat, and the only clear aspects are
the luxurious booty from the capture of the Persian royal tent and the
Persian flight. Comparison with a near-contemporary Syriac account of
this campaign (Joh. Eph. Hist. eccl. 6.8–9) suggests that there was proba-
bly no battle: the victory might have been invented by Roman writers to
supplement information about the dispatch to Constantinople of spectac-
ular booty, and the drowning of numerous Persians while fleeing across the
Euphrates. Theophylact’s verbose imprecision has been widely accepted as
evidence for a major pitched battle.9

This is an extreme version of the problems caused by the literary charac-
ter of ancient historiography, but at a lesser level the impact of the literary
tradition may still distort our understanding. One example is the record
of pre-battle speeches: with few exceptions speeches reported by ancient
historians are their own invention, but a harangue was seen as sensible
motivation for troops. Hansen, however, argued that the practice was a
literary topos: this challenge is unconvincing, but it reflects the importance
of always considering the possibility of literary distortion.10 Accounts of
sieges are another suspect area: the influence of Thucydides’ narrative of
the siege of Plataea has been identified in much later writers such as Priscus
and Procopius;11 the recurrence in Diodorus of elements such as discharges
of missiles, exchanged shouts, sorties, and men fighting in relays, has sug-
gested that his siege narratives are a patchwork of literary motifs12 – indeed
Diodorus’ battle narratives may be conditioned by stereotypes.13

9 Discussion in Whitby (1988) 262–6; for a defence of the ancient accounts of the battle, see Syvänne
(2004) 443–4.

10 Hansen (1993); response in, e.g., Pritchett (2002); the fact that Xenophon (Cyr. 3.3.49–55), advised
against the practice, and the Roman tactical writer Syrianus composed a work on speeches, suggests
that speeches were delivered.

11 Sensible discussion of Priscus in Blockley (1981) 54; for Procopius, see Averil Cameron (1985) 37–46.
Thucydides’ account of the Athenian plague was another stimulus to imitation (Lucian, Hist. conscr.
15), including in Procop. Wars 2.22–3.

12 Hammond (1983b) ch. 1, esp. 13–16, 39–40, 47. Hammond attributes much of the invention to
Diodorus’ probable source, Clitarchus, but the consequences for the narrative are the same.

13 Welles (1963) 14; Vial (1977) xx–xxi.
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A complication for this analysis is that literature influenced not only
subsequent historiography but also historical participants. A standard ele-
ment in preparation for war, especially for command, was the study of
previous campaigns, either through narratives or collections of strategems
which included extracts from literary accounts: thus Alexander would have
informed his invasion of Persia through study of Herodotus and Xenophon,
while Julian’s similar project could exploit the Alexander historians as well as
Xenophon; a brief account of the accomplishments of Alexander and Trajan
was dedicated to the young Constantius II embarking on campaign against
the Persians.14 Alexander the Great’s devotion to Homer is well attested,
and his actions were given an epic gloss by his court historian Callisthenes,
but he also deliberately modelled his behaviour on Homeric heroes, espe-
cially his ancestor Achilles, so that the distinction between ‘reality’ and
representation is bound to be complex.15 Common sense and/or subjective
judgement are required to distinguish. Thus, the fact that Julian’s deathbed
resembled that of Socrates (Amm. Marc. 25.3.21–3) probably reflects the
wounded emperor’s deliberate imitation of his philosophical hero; by con-
trast a writer’s susceptibility to literary influences should account for sim-
ilarities between the battlefield deaths of Epaminondas at Mantinea in
362 bc and an anonymous hero after Solachon in 586 (Theophyl. Sim.
Hist. 2.6.1–9). Alexander probably did resort to sulking in his tent like
Achilles after the Hyphasis mutiny (Arr. Anab. 5.28.3); whether he also
adapted Achilles’ maltreatment of Hector’s corpse to drag Betis, the gal-
lant Persian commander at Gaza, to his death (Curt. 4.6.29) is debated,
since the story might have been invented to discredit Alexander’s changing
personality.

Not all historians, however, set out to produce works of literary qual-
ity. There once existed detailed but not particularly appealing accounts
of some campaigns; however, texts such as the continuation of Thucy-
dides known as the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia,16 or scraps from a narrative
of Alexander’s Balkan campaigns only survive directly on papyrus frag-
ments.17 Their failure to satisfy audiences’ literary expectations helped to
ensure their disappearance; they probably did not circulate widely in antiq-
uity, and were not chosen for copying by medieval scribes, especially if
more attractive narratives existed. Our best chance of substantial, if indi-
rect, knowledge of their contents is if they were reused by a historical

14 The so-called Itinerarium Alexandri (since only the Alexander section survives); see Barnes (1985)
135; Lane Fox (1997).

15 Lane Fox (1973) 60–7, 112–15.
16 If the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia should be ascribed to Cratippus, the most plausible of several sugges-

tions, then Cratippus’ distaste for speeches in historiography (Dion. Hal. Thuc. 17) might have reduced
the appeal of his work.

17 Bruce (1967); Clarysse and Schepens (1985). The arguments and reconstruction of Hammond
(1987), cf. (1988b), are not cogent; see Whitby (2004) 42–6.
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compiler. We can explain Polybius’ observation that Ephorus’ accounts of
the naval battles at Cyprus and Cnidus were better than those of Leuctra
and Mantinea (12.25f.1–4) since Ephorus used the Hellenica Oxyrhynchia for
the former; although Ephorus does not survive, Diodorus used his account
so that through his universal history we have a third-hand version of the
Hellenica Oxyrhynchia in addition to the papyrus remains. Hieronymus
of Cardia, secretary to Antigonus Monophthalmus and composer of an
authoritative account of Alexander’s successors, also survives only through
the medium of Diodorus; again Hieronymus’ attention to factual accuracy
and detailed narration may have counted against him.18

Size also mattered. Polybius composed forty books of which only the
first five books survive complete; there are substantial fragments from the
remaining thirty-five, but much has been lost. Under a quarter of Livy’s 145

books have come down to us, much the same is true of Cassius Dio’s eighty
books, and almost half of Ammianus is lost. Even the usefulness of some
narratives may have helped to condemn them. In the tenth century the
Eastern emperor Constantine Porphyrogenitus commissioned a massive
compilation of extracts from ancient writers, of which the sections on
diplomacy, plots, and moral sayings have survived. For historians such as
Priscus, Malchus and Menander we have substantial fragments primarily
concerned with diplomatic exchanges, which suggest that these writers
would have preserved interesting accounts of military operations, perhaps
of high quality. But once the Constantinian scribes had copied relevant
information into the imperial collection there may have been less need
to invest time and effort in recopying deteriorating manuscripts. Literary
accounts of ancient warfare undoubtedly pose plenty of problems, but it is
better to have the texts than not.

i i . author-participants

One escape from the dominance of literary tradition might be sought in
the works of authors with personal experience of warfare, especially if they
were reporting actions of which they had personal knowledge. Ammianus
Marcellinus, an imperial protector (junior staff officer), narrated a number
of military events in which he participated, between the suppression of Sil-
vanus’ revolt in ad 354 (where the extant portion of his Res Gestae begins)
and the death of Julian in 363. His account often conveys the conflicting
emotions of direct participation, for example the swirl of a sudden cavalry
skirmish and the crush of a mob seeking the safety of Amida (18.8.4–14),
and the reader may be lured into accepting such pictures as an accurate

18 See Hornblower (1981).
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presentation of events. But Ammianus only completed his account a gen-
eration later and his recollection may not always have been accurate: at
least he forgot the orientation of Amida whose siege he witnessed (18.9.2).
He was not privy to important imperial discussions: for example he catego-
rized Julian’s destruction of his supply boats on the Tigris near Ctesiphon as
folly (24.7.4), an accusation he would not have made if he had appreciated
the impossibility of dragging the ships upstream. He had strong biases,
especially against Constantius II and for Julian and the general Ursicinus,
and these influenced his reporting.19 He may also have had personal rea-
sons for keeping silent about certain events, for example his escape from
Amida as it fell to the Persians (19.8.5). Above all, this soldier–historian
emerges as a skilled literary author, whose delight in spectacular tableaux
and manipulation of material must ceaselessly be probed.20

Other author–participants present similar problems. Thucydides could
have said more about the circumstances and consequences of the Athe-
nian loss of Amphipolis in 424 bc (4.102–8), when he was commanding
the fleet responsible for the city’s safety, a misfortune for which he was
exiled.21 By contrast he brilliantly evokes the shifting emotions of the des-
perate Athenians watching the destruction of their fleet at Syracuse (7.71),
an engagement which he would not personally have witnessed: the descrip-
tion is a literary tour de force.22 Xenophon’s account of his involvement in
Cyrus the Younger’s bid for the Persian throne and the retreat of the Greek
mercenaries across the Armenian highlands, for which he had been chosen
as one of the generals, is analogous to Ammianus in first-hand colour, but
readers must again beware the assumption that they are receiving the whole
story. Xenophon had a case to argue about his actions, used the narrative to
project ideas about panhellenism, wrote up his memories over a generation
later, and could not, even with perfect recollection, have recorded all aspects
of the expedition (e.g. An. 1.8.23 refers to Ctesias for Artaxerxes’ wound at
Cunaxa).23 Caesar’s accounts of his actions in Gaul and during the Civil War
are comparable. Particularly with regard to the Gallic conquest he presented
a narrative to influence a contemporary Roman audience which included
prominent opponents whose enmity might be restrained if his achieve-
ments were received enthusiastically by the wider community. Potentially
contentious actions might be made to appear justified by circumstances,
the magnitude of a task overstated, errors by significant individuals such as

19 Matthews (1989) 35–41.
20 Barnes (1998); see also many of the contributions to Drijvers and Hunt (1999).
21 Noted by Gomme (1945–81) iii.584–8.
22 Macleod (1983) ch. 13, ‘Thucydides and tragedy’ at 141–6.
23 Cawkwell (1972) 16–23; cf. Dillery (1995) 109–14 for Xenophon’s version of the battle of Pactolus.
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Quintus Cicero treated with restraint (5.38–40), and the drama of action
highlighted, especially Caesar’s own participation.24

Quite apart from personal or political distortions, authors with military
experience may have shaped their narratives to demonstrate the operation
of what they regarded as significant factors in warfare: historians were
educators as well as reporters, and so had a duty to ensure that important
lessons were learnt. Lendon has urged the need to investigate what he terms
the ‘grammar’ of battle descriptions since experts had different conceptions
of what matters in battle.25 Xenophon observed fluctuations in morale,
whereas Polybius was attentive to geographical and tactical issues which
might affect the performance of Hellenistic phalanx or cavalry formations.
Caesar combined these approaches, although morale was more important
for him than tactics, and geographical factors are noticed less: disciplined
Roman troops with a good general should take variations in conditions in
their stride. The conflicting pull of such factors may confuse analyses, as for
Caesar’s account of his victory at Pharsalus (B Civ. 3.88–95); even a more
straightforward description, such as the defeat of the Nervii at the Sambre
(B Gall. 2.16–28), may be little more than an artistic series of incidents
whose relationship is not specifically stated but whose overall impression
conveys the desired message about how victory was secured.26

The status or political and military experience of these authors does not
guarantee the accuracy of the record. What might be termed the fallacy
of military knowledge can be seen in extreme form in interpretations of
accounts of Alexander’s first victory, at the River Granicus in 334 bc. Arrian,
writing over four centuries later, recorded that Alexander attacked diago-
nally across the river in the afternoon, after dismissing advice from Parmenio
to wait and plan to outflank the Persians who were massed on the opposite
bank; after a fierce cavalry skirmish, Alexander managed to force his way
onto the eastern side of the river and thereafter his army overwhelmed
the Persians (1.13–16). According to Diodorus (17.19–21), however, Alexan-
der’s actions paralleled Parmenio’s advice, although his battle did include
a fierce cavalry skirmish similar to Arrian’s. On timing most scholars have
sided with Arrian,27 the ‘better’ historian who followed named sources
including the ‘military’ Ptolemy, whereas Diodorus is a compiler, whose
‘descriptions of Alexander’s other battles are patently unreliable’.28 Arrian’s
account presents topographical problems, which are not resolved by local
investigation: examination of the river bed may explain why Alexander had

24 See Welch and Powell (1998), especially the contributions of K. Welch, ‘Caesar and his officers
in the Gallic War commentaries’ 85–110, and A. Goldsworthy, ‘“Instinctive genius”: the depiction of
Caesar the general’ 193–219.

25 Lendon (1999). 26 Lendon (1999) 279–81 (Pharsalus); 317–20 (Nervii).
27 E.g. Hammond (1980a).
28 Brunt (1976) 450. For discussion see also Bosworth (1980–95) i.114–16, who prefers Diodorus.
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Figure 3.2 Mosaic depicting Alexander and Darius at the battle of Issus.

to cross the river at an angle, to move from one gently sloping gravelled
approach to a comparable break in the steep banks on the other side29 –
contrary to the sources’ explanation about the strength of the current (Arr.
Anab. 1.14.7; Plut. Alex. 16.4) – but the precise locations of the Persian forces
cannot be identified and it is unclear why they stationed their powerful cav-
alry along the river bank where it was impossible to generate the momen-
tum of a charge. General Fuller cut through the problems by accepting
Arrian as accurate and failing to recognize that there was a historiographi-
cal problem.30 Brunt, in an uncharacteristic credulous mode, compounded
the ‘military fallacy’ by concluding his review of the sources’ tactical dis-
agreement with an appeal to higher authority: ‘General Fuller, a practised
soldier, accepted A.[Arrian] without demur.’31

Alexander’s determination to maximize his personal heroic glory, espe-
cially early in his career, may have distorted accounts of the Granicus beyond
all expectations: the unreliability of Diodorus has to be balanced against the
implausibility of Arrian. Confidence in the expertise of Alexander’s source
Ptolemy on warfare is undermined by consideration of Polybius’ critique
(12.17–22) of the account of Issus (fig. 3.2) by Callisthenes, Alexander’s
court historian. The relevant issue is not the specific faults which Poly-
bius identified, since they largely involve exaggerated numbers and reveal
some errors of his own – Polybius ‘at his worst’.32 But Polybius provides

29 Foss (1977). Hammond’s detailed analysis (1980a) adds little.
30 Fuller (1958) 147–54; for criticisms, see Badian (1977). 31 Brunt (1976) 450–1.
32 Walbank (1957–1979) ii.364; also Bosworth (1988b) 5–6.
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enough information to show that Arrian’s account (2.6–11) was essentially
the same as that being criticized: thus, far from being an independent and
reliable authority, Ptolemy adopted the battle narrative of his encomiastic
predecessor.33

i i i . priorities and assumptions

The dominance of literary convention affected even the earliest histori-
ans, Herodotus and Thucydides, since they were still subject to the influ-
ence of earlier traditions of narrative, especially the Homeric poems in
the case of Herodotus: he was tackling an epic project of preserving great
deeds from oblivion, and poetic accounts such as the ‘New’ Simonides
had already given epic treatment to the Persian Wars. Thucydides in addi-
tion worked against the background of Herodotus and Athenian tragedy.
Herodotus was attracted by the actions of individuals who could illustrate
wider themes, and by intriguing stories. Thus he notes that Cleomenes
defeated the Argives at Sepeia, a victory relevant to Greek opposition to
Persia, in order to explain the divine punishment suffered by Cleomenes
(6.75), for acts such as his treacherous murder of Argive fugitives after the
battle (6.79). The only specific information about the battle is the way in
which Cleomenes fooled the Argives into believing that the Spartans were
about to eat breakfast (6.77–8); Argive casualties are reported much later
(7.148.2).34

Sparta’s league of Peloponnesian allies, the backbone of Greek resistance
to Xerxes, was a fact of life for Herodotus’ audience, and he saw no need to
explain its evolution: again he focused on interesting stories. The acquisition
of the bones of Orestes explains how Sparta triumphed over neighbouring
Tegea (1.67–8), which had previously humiliated her in the ‘battle of the
Chains’ (1.66). We do not know precisely where or how this battle was
fought, nor how Sparta subsequently secured the upper hand: modern
scholars suggest, plausibly, that Sparta moved from a policy of conquest to
diplomatic domination with Tegea as one of the first states to be secured for
the Spartan network of alliances,35 but Herodotus does not record this and
instead refers to Spartan successes in battle. Herodotus also assumed that
his audience understood what a hoplite battle entailed: thus he describes the
unusual battle of the Champions, which pitted 300 Argives and Spartans
against each other (1.82), but not the full-scale encounter which followed

33 Detailed discussion in Bosworth (1980–95) i.198–219; see Brunt (1983) 546 for Ptolemy’s wider
dependence on Callisthenes, and Bosworth (1996) 41–53 for Ptolemy’s distorted record of his own
actions.

34 The campaign is reconstructed on the basis of sound geographical knowledge and inferences from
Herodotus by Cartledge (1979) 128–9.

35 Discussion in Cartledge (1979) 118–20.
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and decided the issue in Sparta’s favour. Herodotus shared this assumption
with other ancient writers: for example Xenophon commented that the
battle of Coronea was unlike any other battle (Hell. 4.3.16), but presupposed
that his readers would know what he meant. As a result we lack specific
information about the normal progress of a hoplite encounter, and scholars
disagree about the role of the othismos, the ‘shove’.36 Latin historians are no
better, and our understanding of the operation of Roman units depends
on military handbooks rather than idealized or vague claims in historians
(e.g. Livy 8.8).

Herodotus’ primary concern was the triumph of the Greeks through
half a dozen major engagements: colourful details are recorded, for exam-
ple the medical attention which the Persians provided for a heroic Greek
(7.181), but other issues remain obscure, for example the actual contribu-
tion of the 35,000 light-armed helots who accompanied the Spartans to
Plataea.37 The discrepancy between modern and Herodotean interests is
particularly evident with regard to strategy: Herodotus says little about the
principles behind Greek resistance to Xerxes. Modern scholars assume that
the Greeks recognized the need for cooperation between land and sea, so
that occupation of the defile of Thermopylae was coordinated with the
fleet’s station at Artemisium and the use of Salamis as a base assisted the
defence of the Isthmus of Corinth.38 This overall strategy seems so plausi-
ble that it is worrying to see signs in Herodotus that the Greeks were not
always aware of it: the first proposal, to oppose the Persians at the Vale of
Tempe (7.173), offered no opportunity for the Greek fleet to confront the
Persians along the open coastline of Thessaly. Herodotus does not note a
strategic link between Thermopylae and Artemisium, although he knew
that the engagements were contemporary and that the Greek fleet with-
drew after hearing of Leonidas’ death. His reports of Greek discussions
about withdrawing the fleet from Salamis do not contain any suggestion
of strategic thought in the selection of the site: Salamis had in fact been
chosen as the fleet’s base to assist in the evacuation of Attica (8.40), and its
advantages for an engagement are only noted at a later conference of the
commanders (8.60). Modern reconstructions of Greek campaign strategy
may be correct, but the Greeks’ thinking, especially that of their Spartan
leaders, may have been conditioned by cultural assumptions about the pri-
macy of hoplite warfare: these would have encouraged them to concentrate
on possible land barriers, Tempe, Thermopylae, and the Isthmus, whereas
the conditions for successful naval warfare were recognized belatedly and
only by some participants.39

36 Cawkwell (1989); Goldsworthy (1997). 37 Hunt (1997) claims that they served in phalanx.
38 Hignett (1963). 39 Cf. Lazenby (1964).
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Our ideas about strategic planning may help to articulate a facet of
warfare which ancients did not highlight, even if they recognized it on
occasions.40 On the other hand there are dangers in imposing modern
preconceptions on ancient evidence, as shown by explanations for Spar-
tan behaviour in 490.41 According to Herodotus the Spartans could not
respond to the Athenian plea for help at Marathon until after the full
moon (6.106), a reason now regarded as flimsy by some. This can be asso-
ciated with other occasions when the Spartans appear reluctant to commit
themselves to action outside the Peloponnese (Hdt. 7.206: Thermopylae;
9.7: before Plataea), and with the Thucydidean dictum that they were slow
to go to war unless compelled (1.118.2), to produce a theory that struc-
tural considerations determined Spartan behaviour: fear of the helots made
Spartiates wary of external commitments.42 Religion may have concealed
other motives, and Herodotus suggests as much before Plataea since the
Spartans were both enjoying the celebration of the Hyacinthia and work-
ing hard to finish the wall at the Isthmus (9.7). However, the strength of
Spartan commitment to correct religious practice is illustrated on the field
of Plataea, where their contingent endured heavy fire from Persian archers
while waiting for sacrifices to sanction an advance (9.60; 72). Modern scep-
ticism on religious matters can seriously distort reconstructions of tactics
and strategy.43

If any ancient historian were to provide us with a reasonable basis for
reconstructing an ancient war, Thucydides would be the prime candidate
since he secured a reputation for accuracy and reliability, partly at least
because of his own assertions about his methods (especially 1.22). How-
ever, even though Thucydides set himself high standards for research and
reporting, this did not result in a comprehensive account of the Pelopon-
nesian War: his narrative is sometimes paradigmatic, ‘a highly stylised and
selective treatment of key incidents and individuals’.44 Recent excavations
at Nemea have revealed evidence for fighting at the sacred site in the lat-
ter years of the Peloponnesian War which is unreported by any ancient
source.45 On religion Thucydides imposed his own rationality and disre-
garded a factor which influenced contemporary opinion; his treatment of
oracles is in marked contrast to Herodotus.46 Persia is a further issue of
general relevance to the Peloponnesian War whose importance Thucydides
may initially have underrated; in this case, though, there are signs that

40 E.g. the advice of the tactical writer Celsus on how best to attack Persia by means of a rapid advance
from the north, advice which Lydus (Mag. 3.33–4) implies was known to the emperor Constantine.

41 Note the important discussion by Parker (1989).
42 For a circumspect exposition of the theory, see Cartledge (1979) 132–3. 43 See Parker (1989).
44 Hornblower (1987) ch. 2; quotation from p. 43. 45 Andrewes (1992) 488–9.
46 Hornblower (1987) 81–3.
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Thucydides realized his error so that adjustments might have been made if
he had ever completed his work.47

Thucydides, though, was exceptional among ancient writers in recog-
nizing that wars cost money, especially naval expeditions, and he provided
specific evidence on Athenian revenues and resources at the start of the war
(2.13); his figures for imperial receipts (2.13.3) and the first tribute to the
Delian League (1.96.2) have been questioned, but the available evidence
does not demonstrate that Thucydides has provided exaggerated totals.48

And yet Thucydides is guilty of a serious, and probably deliberate, finan-
cial omission which affects our assessment of the war’s course and of the
individuals involved. According to Thucydides, Pericles alone understood
how to lead the Athenians and win the war, but after his death his careful
strategy was subverted by the competitive ambitions and lesser talents of his
successors (2.65). From Athenian inscriptions, however, it is clear that the
Periclean strategy came close to bankrupting Athens in the early stages of
the war and that energetic financial reorganization was necessary.49 Cleon
was certainly involved in this overhaul and was probably its architect, but
Cleon was used by Thucydides as the archetype of the new breed of dema-
gogic politician who destroyed the golden age of Periclean leadership; there
may also have been personal reasons for the hostility, since Thucydides was
active in Athenian public life when Cleon was at the height of his influence.
Thucydides may also have denigrated Cleon’s abilities as a commander, so
his biases could distort his presentation of military events at a tactical as
well as a strategic level.50 Individuals profoundly influenced Thucydides’
narrative, contrary to his protestations of objectivity.

Causation was important to Thucydides, and he presented a masterly
analysis in Book 1, but this also served to defend his idol Pericles against
accusations, reflected in Aristophanes, of responsibility for the discomforts
and misfortunes of war (Ach. 496–555; Pax. 603–14). Thucydides chose
to disregard key developments in the growth of Athenian power in the
decade before the war, for example the foundation of Amphipolis or the
decision to apply pressure to Megara, since these were initiatives which
could be directly connected with Pericles;51 he also overstated the security
of Pericles’ domination of Athenian politics by ignoring challenges which
nearly unseated him (Plut. Per. 31–2). Instead Thucydides baldly stated
that Pericles was supreme and focused on the earlier stages of the Athenian
rise. Pericles may also be relevant to Thucydides’ disregard for religion,
which was used to attack Pericles in the 430s, and perhaps also Persia which

47 Hornblower (1987) 140. 48 See Hornblower (1991–6) i.145–6 and 253–4 for discussion.
49 See Hornblower (1987) 167; (1991–6) i.341–2.
50 Woodhead (1960); denied by Cawkwell (1997) 67–8, but the detailed observations of Hornblower

(1991–6) ii.435–49, reveal where weighted language and comments are slipped in.
51 Cf. Hornblower (1987) 174.
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was not important in Pericles’ strategic thinking. The modernity of many
Thucydidean interests and presumptions, and the general quality of his
narrative, may blind readers to difficulties; his very intelligence may be a
problem, since he knew how to use his narrative to justify his views. By
contrast Xenophon’s defence of Spartan actions in the early fourth century
can be dissected, at least in part, without reference to external information
since he failed to write his narrative consistently to match his views.

Thucydides was capable of producing a clear military narrative of spe-
cific events, as in his account of operations in north-west Greece and the
Gulf of Corinth in 429 (2.80–92).52 This combines analysis of Spartan
strategy to increase their influence in the area with a description of relevant
local conditions,53 and then provides a detailed description of the tactics
of Peloponnesian and Athenian fleets to highlight the importance of naval
skill.54 The brilliance of Phormio in handling his small Athenian squadron
underlines points which Thucydides had made earlier about Athenian and
Spartan strengths (1.18.2; cf. 4.12.3), and his overall contrast between cau-
tious Spartans and energetic Athenians (8.96.5). It is not surprising that
Thucydides provides our clearest account of a hoplite battle, the Athenian
defeat by the Boeotians at Delium in 424, where the overall Athenian strat-
egy for a coordinated attack on Boeotia (4.76–7), the preliminaries to the
battle (4.89–95), the actual fighting (4.96), and the aftermath (4.97–101)
are clearly described.

Thucydides, though, is not perfect. He deserves considerable credit for
generally providing plausible numbers for the military forces,55 but he some-
times declined to record numbers which he apparently knew, for example
Ambraciot losses in 426 (3.113.6: too large to be credited) or Athenian
light-armed casualties at Delium (4.101.2). His most problematic military
numbers are for the Spartan contingent at Mantinea in 418, of whose reck-
oning he was in fact quite proud in the light of Spartan secrecy over such
matters (5.68). The issue is controversial, but it is at least plausible that
Thucydides omitted one whole level of organization in the Spartan army,
in which case the Spartan numbers at the battle were almost double what
he calculated.56 The uncertainty is not significant for Mantinea itself, but
affects our analysis of the decline in Spartan citizen manpower, an impor-
tant issue for their armies in the early fourth century. Overall, though, such
is Thucydides’ reputation for accuracy that scholars are tempted to correct
his text rather than admit error. Thus the figures which he gives (4.8.6) for

52 Cf. Keegan (1976) 68, for the superiority of Thucydides’ style of narrative, even over Caesar’s.
53 For analysis of this see Hornblower (1987) 194–202.
54 Cf. Hornblower (1991–6) i.364 and Hornblower (1987) 158–9 for other examples of clear informa-

tion on military details.
55 Hornblower (1987) 202–4.
56 Andrewes in Gomme et al. (1945–81) iv.111–17 argues for this; against Cawkwell (1983) 387ff.
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the size of Sphacteria (15 stades) and of the channels at its northern (suffi-
cient room for two or three triremes to sail in) and southern ends (eight or
nine triremes) are incorrect. Emendations to the text have been suggested,
but too many corrections are required here for any defence of Thucydides
to be conclusive.57 Thucydides is our best ancient military narrative, but
even he presents a literary text informed by subjective analysis which must
be treated with caution at all times.

iv. knowledge and memory

The basic business of gathering information created problems for construct-
ing a clear narrative, both of the chaos of battle and the wider dimensions
of warfare; in addition to the ‘Whatley’ problem of the partial memory of
any participants, personal interests of key informants and national agen-
das must be considered. When Herodotus began to collect information on
the Persian Wars, at least a generation had elapsed from the latest event.
Marathon illustrates the problems. Herodotus’ account is compatible in all
significant respects with Cornelius Nepos’ biography of the Athenian gen-
eral Miltiades, and the site of the battle is clear even if Herodotus appears
to know nothing of local topography; archaeological investigation of the
funeral mound on the Marathon plain confirms that the Athenian dead
were cremated and buried there. Questions remain, however, about where
the Persian cavalry were, and why the Athenians chose to attack when Spar-
tan help, for which they had been waiting, was on its way. One approach is
to step back from the ancient narratives and consider the overall geographi-
cal position, in particular the time required for the Persian fleet to sail from
Marathon round Cape Sunium and up to Phalerum, an approach argued by
Hodge.58 Hodge corroborated an older hypothesis that the Persian cavalry
had embarked before the land battle started: the Athenians had to attack
at once since they feared treachery in the city.59 Scholarly attention to the
tactics of the actual engagement, while helpful in clarifying the details of
what happened on the Marathon plain, may have ignored the conditions
which gave rise to the battle.

The interests of available informants were undoubtedly relevant:
although there were Ionian Greeks on the Persian side and a few hundred
Plataeans assisting the Athenians, the story was controlled by the Athenians
since the victory entered their national mythology, to be appropriately com-
memorated in the Stoa Poikile alongside Theseus’ defeat of the Amazons
(Paus. 1.15.1–4). The role of Miltiades may have been highlighted by his son
Cimon, the most successful Athenian leader of the next generation, who

57 For the problems and complexities, see Hornblower (1991–6) ii.159–60.
58 Hodge (1975). 59 E.g. Burn (1962) 246–7.
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also commissioned the Stoa Poikile. It was also not in Athenian interests
to suggest that they had only beaten part of the Persian army and, even
if accusations of Medism helped to fuel contemporary Athenian political
disputes, the notion that treachery was a major danger in this bastion of
Greek resistance was not something to be remembered in the longer run.
Herodotus, in particular, may have been helped in this direction by the
interests of some sources, since he preserved material connected with the
Alcmeonids, one of the families strongly suspected of Medizing.60

The naval engagement at Lade in 494 is another Herodotean battle
obscured by the memory of his main informants. He had good contacts
with the Samians,61 most of whose ships abandoned the battle and escaped
the catastrophe: Herodotus noted Samian concern for indiscipline among
the Ionians as well as their recognition of Persian superiority (6.13), but
then skirted over the details of the engagement, ‘once the fight had begun,
I cannot say for certain which of the Ionian contingents fought well and
which fought ill; for the reports are confused, everybody blaming everybody
else’ (6.14). With regard to Thermopylae, once one discounts his enormous
numbers for Persian forces (a failing for which he was criticized in antiquity,
but which he shared with most ancient writers), Herodotus provided quite
a clear account of the stages of the confrontation which can be related to
the local topography. On the other hand, while he acknowledged that other
Greeks were present, the impression of his narrative is that it was virtually
Spartans against Persians, partly because he naturally focused on the actions
of Leonidas, the Greek leader. The exiled Spartan king Demaratus, who
accompanied the Persian expedition, also ensured that Xerxes saw the con-
test as one between himself and the Spartans (7.209; 234): Demaratus, or a
member of his family or entourage, was very probably an important source
of information for Herodotus, which helps to explain why this quisling
received such favourable treament. It was to be the sacrifice of Leonidas
and the Spartan 300 whose memory dominated the engagement.

Latin historians constructed an account of the successes of the Roman
Republic whose distortions are very difficult to unravel, especially for the
period before the Punic Wars when Polybius provides some control. Fam-
ily traditions played their part, since much information about the earlier
centuries of Roman history passed down within families, being recalled for
example in the context of funeral celebrations (Polyb. 6.53–4). In the case
of the Fabii the fact that Rome’s earliest historian was Fabius Pictor will
have compounded the distortions. Politics also contributed. Events might
be rewritten to elevate or blacken the ancestor of a prominent figure of later
times, or to provide warning against later developments: different stories

60 Hdt. 6.121–4 presents an uncompelling argument against Alcmeonid treachery.
61 Mitchell (1975).
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grew up around the death of Sempronius Gracchus in 212 (Livy 25.16–
17), perhaps because of the reputations of his descendants, the reforming
tribunes, and stories about populist tyrants like Manlius emerged for sim-
ilar reasons (6.11.1–20.16).62 For Latin writers Rome went to war for good
reasons, secured victories when commanders behaved properly but was
rewarded with defeat if leaders were irresponsible, populist, or offended
the gods. Comparison between Polybius and Livy on the early years of the
Hannibalic War illustrates the nature and extent of change. Polybius could
describe battles and narrate campaigns with great clarity and was particu-
larly interested in the complexities of causation,63 whereas for Livy Hannibal
was responsible for the conflict and his early victories were the result of poor
leadership: before Lake Trasimene Flaminius ignored clear warnings against
the Roman march (Livy 22.3.11–13; contrast Polyb. 3.83.5–7). Livy some-
times preferred to disregard Polybius in favour of more congenial material
in the Latin tradition, or at least to include its exaggerated information: for
Cynoscephalae, he preserved the inflated Macedonian casualty figures in
Valerias Antias and Claudius Quadrigarius (33.10.7–10) as well as the more
measured 8,000 of Polybius (18.27.6). Livy also might misunderstand Poly-
bius’ Greek, with alarming consequences: again at Cynoscephalae, Polybius
recorded that the Macedonians lowered their sarissas to charge (18.24.9),
but Livy thought they put them down and so invented an explanation
for this surprising action, namely that the Macedonians found their long
weapons an encumbrance and wanted to use their swords (33.9.12).

v. alternatives to literature

One leading expert on Greek warfare declared that we must ‘proceed cau-
tiously before we jettison the battle accounts of ancient historians which
run counter to our preconceptions’,64 but the preceding consideration of
the literary tradition indicates that there are various possible distortions
in even the most authoritative accounts. Important supplementary sources
of evidence such as inscriptions and artistic depictions have already been
mentioned, but their limitations as well as insights need to be highlighted.
Athenian inscriptions enable us to interrogate Thucydides’ presentation of
Athenian finances (see above), and illustrate the parlous state of the Athe-
nian navy in the fourth century: Xenophon (Hell. 6.2.11–14) and forensic
oratory (Demosthenes 50) reveal problems in maintaining even a small fleet
in the 370s and 360s, but the dockyard superintendent lists record the full
extent of the equipment crisis.65 Inscriptions are also important for under-
standing diplomacy, for example the propaganda campaigns among Greek

62 Oakley (1997–8) i.476–93. 63 Derow (1994) 73–90.
64 Pritchett (1971–91) iv.53–4. 65 Extract in Harding (1985) no. 47.
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Figure 3.3 Column of Arcadius: the Goths expelled from Constantinople with divine assistance.

cities which accompanied the military competition of Hellenistic monarchs
or the operation of Roman power on the eastern Mediterranean.66 How-
ever, they rarely provide direct evidence for warfare: the Athenian inscrip-
tion honouring Callias of Sphettus for his efforts on behalf of Athens in
the 280s and 270s is a rare example, but needs to be read as a propagandist
text relevant to Athenian preparations for the Chremonidean War. The
Roman army is much better illustrated by epigraphy, and we have a rea-
sonable dossier of evidence on such things as the disposition of legions,
officers’ career patterns, relatons with emperor and civilians, and religious
practices, especially for the period down to about ad 250. This material is
most useful in revealing the background to the army’s military activities,
but less so about active warfare.

The propagandist nature of some artistic evidence has already been noted.
It is important to see how emperor Arcadius and his ministers wished the
people of Constantinople to remember the expulsion of Gaı̈nas and his
Goths through divine assistance (fig. 3.3), but this is merely one represen-
tation of the action and we can only approach the sequence of events more
closely by unpicking the various literary texts.67 Less public items may be

66 Burstein (1985) no. 55; Sherk (1984) no. 5. 67 Full discussion in Cameron and Long (1993).
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Figure 3.4 The southern watergate at Dara (early sixth century ad).

more neutral, but also less revealing.68 Thus the Chigi vase, which is promi-
nent in discussions of the date for the introduction of hoplite equipment
and tactics, does not add to our knowledge of the nature of hoplite warfare
with its depiction of men marching in time to music in orderly ranks, with
overlapping shields.69 There was no sufficiently detailed and clear depiction
of a Greek trireme to resolve scholarly disputes about the operation of the
tiers of rowers and guide efforts at reconstruction. Art often chose to depict
the general rather than the specific, the encounter of two orderly hoplite
units or the patriotic departure of the young warrior from home to defend
his country, but not a particular engagement. Even when an identifiable
battle or war may be represented, as for example in the Issus mosaic, what
is shown may be a distillation of Alexander’s triumphs rather than a single
battle.70 Similarly the rock relief at Naqsh-i Rustam represented Shapur
triumphing over Gordian, Philip and Valerian,71 the collective result of
Roman defeats over a period of fifteen years; the three emperors were never
simultaneously humiliated in this way. Art found it no easier than literature
to display the complexities of military reality, and so either generalized or
selected symbolic highlights.

Archaeology might seem to offer a better escape from the dominance
of literature, and in certain areas it has produced useful insights. Without
archaeological recovery of artifacts the study of ancient weapons would be
dependent upon literary descriptions and artistic representations; survival

68 Cf. Gilliver, ch. 4 in Volume ii, for a contrast between metropolitan monuments and better-
informed provincial works.

69 See discussion in Wheeler, ch. 7 in this volume. 70 Cohen (1997).
71 Ghirshman (1962) 152, pl. 195.
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of actual equipment gives a better idea of how material developed over
time, even though there is still disagreement about how specific items,
for example the Macedonian sarissa, might have been used.72 Analysis of
fortifications may reveal aspects of the defence of a particular region, for
example Attica in the fourth century, which do not receive comment in
the surviving literary evidence,73 or permit the construction of overarch-
ing hypotheses about defensive strategies, for example how Roman imperial
planning evolved in the first four centuries ad.74 On the other hand archae-
ological evidence is not neutral, and scholarly intrepretations are likely to
be contested.75 A wide-ranging critique of Procopius’ panegyrical account
of Justinian’s defensive constructions foundered because the material evi-
dence was not presented fairly; although Procopius undoubtedly magnified
Justinian’s actions and allocated him credit which belonged to others, his
information did have some basis in fact.76 Our understanding of Roman
attempts to conquer Scotland is largely informed by the physical remains of
defensive walls, major bases such as Inchtuthil and Ardoch, and the numer-
ous marching camps, since Tacitus’ account of his father-in-law Agricola’s
actions only covers a small part of the struggle and had a strong personal
interest. The material evidence points to the implementation of different
strategies at different times, close supervision of the Highland Line in the
late first century whereas in the early third century a widespread protec-
torate over southern Scotland and thorough ravaging and even deliberate
depopulation of areas beyond may have been practised; but different inter-
pretations are possible, however, and the chronology of sites can be disputed,
especially where aerial survey has not been backed up by excavation.77

There are limitations to what archaeology can provide. Naval battles
cannot be elucidated by underwater archaeology, which has done much
to improve other aspects of our understanding of ancient seafaring. The
trireme, the main element of most battles, was a fragile craft but was unlikely
to sink completely since it relied on its crew’s weight as ballast: boats would
be overwhelmed in storms, wrecked on shore, or incapacitated in bat-
tle, but they would not end up on the sea bed to be preserved in silt for
modern discovery. Olympias, the modern reconstruction of a Greek trireme
(fig. 3.5), was designed on the basis of a few and partial depictions of ancient
ships, coupled with intelligent speculation.78 The results of the investiga-
tion have enhanced our understanding of triremes, the prime importance
of training, the factors affecting performance, and their susceptibility to
poor weather, but the exercise might not have been initiated if there had

72 Markle (1978); contra Hammond (1980c). 73 Ober (1985a). 74 Luttwak (1976).
75 E.g. the debate about the nature of Roman frontiers, with Isaac (1990) and Whittaker (1994),

among others, challenging the fundamentals of the Luttwak hypothesis.
76 Croke and Crow (1983); response by Whitby (1986a), (1986b), and (1987); see fig. 3.4.
77 General survey in Richmond (1963) 41–60. 78 Morrison and Coates (1986).
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Figure 3.5 The replica trireme Olympias.

been sufficient archaeological evidence to establish the ship’s appearance
in the first place. Reconstructions have also been used to demonstrate the
operation and effectiveness of ancient artillery, a process which has com-
bined the information of ancient technical treatises, narratives of sieges and
common sense.79

Battlefield archaeology has been of minor help. Part of the problem
is that many engagements cannot be placed with sufficient precision for
detailed investigation to be undertaken: this applies to such major battles
as Ipsus, Raphia, Magnesia, Mursa, Adrianople, whose general locations
are known; some such as Mons Graupius float across a range of possible
sites. At others, topographical change has affected the landscape to varying
degrees: at Thermopylae the combination of centuries of silting and a rise
in sea levels makes it impossible to dig down to fifth-century levels, at
least without expensive pumping.80 Granted that most battles occurred at
points along major communication routes, it is not uncommon for more
than one engagement to have been fought at a particular site in antiquity

79 Marsden (1969), (1971).
80 Pritchett (2002) 82–3, who quotes S. N. Marinatos who conducted excavations at the site in 1939.
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(e.g. Chaeronea, Thermopylae, Mantinea) as well as more recently, with
consequent complications for any investigation. Further, it is likely that
many battlefields were quite effectively cleared: pillaging by the victors
and subsequent scavenging by camp-followers and others in the vicinity
removed most valuable or reusable items, corpses were usually collected
for burial, not necessarily at or near the actual battlefield, and temporary
constructions associated with an engagement, for example a palisade or
ditch, might disappear quickly. The experience of the embassy on which
Priscus served in 449, where they found outside Naissus that the whole
area towards the river banks was covered with the bones of those killed in
the fighting (Priscus fr. 11.1.54–5) was probably abnormal: there had not yet
been the opportunity to bury the dead, or the people interested in doing
so, though if one pressed Priscus’ words it would seem that the bodies had
been efficiently ransacked.

One exception, however, is the Varian disaster of ad 9 in the Teuto-
burger Forest.81 The site was not precisely known: the narratives in Cassius
Dio (56.20–2) and Tacitus (Ann. 1.61–2) left open several possibilities, and
even if the regular discovery of gold and silver coins pointed to a location
near Osnabrück other places were still canvassed. A combination of sur-
vey and limited excavation confirmed a site on the Kalkreiser-Niewedder
depression, and clarified the progress of an engagement which was poorly
known from the literary sources: the scatter of finds indicated where the
main fighting occurred as the army struggled to continue its march until it
became divided and units attempted to save themselves. The battlefield had
been thoroughly plundered, so significant remains were only discovered in
the burial pits dug by Germanicus’ army in ad 15 and near the Germans’
temporary turf walls, which had already begun to collapse during the battle
as the desperate Romans attempted to escape. The bones showed signs of
a period of exposure. The small finds reflected the diverse personnel of
a large expeditionary force, not only fighting units but varied craftsmen,
surveyors, clerks and medical personnel.

This site survived reasonably well since the battle was fought in a sparsely
populated area on marginal land where the prevailing agricultural practice
for most of the next two millennia consisted of dumping increasing quan-
tities of organic material to improve the poor soil: ancient levels were pre-
served from interference, even if the conditions were not good for preserving
organic remains. Another positive factor was that the fighting had some
affinities with a siege, since the Germans used barricades to hem the Romans
in. Sieges are slightly more likely than battles to produce archaeological evi-
dence, since at least the location of the engagement can usually be identified.
The evidence for many sieges was probably cleared quickly, since defenders

81 See Schlüter (1999) for a very useful summary of the various investigations.
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would not want other attackers to exploit offensive works, whether the
fortification was captured (e.g. Amida: captured by Persians in ad 502/3,
Roman counter-siege 503/4) or resisted attack (Edessa in 544). But, where
a site remained deserted after a successful siege, or only partially occupied,
the remains might be considerable. At Old Paphos on Cyprus (498 bc) and
Dura-Europus (c. ad 257) the remains of the Persian siege-works include
ramps and tunnels, including at Dura the Roman counter-tunnels which
contained the corpses of those killed in fierce fighting underground. At
Masada (ad 70–3) the enormous scale of a Roman siege is revealed through
the circumvallation with its associated forts and the siege mound up to the
hilltop fortress.

The case of Julius Caesar’s attack on Alesia in 52 bc demonstrates the
potential of archaeology at an abandoned site as well as various complica-
tions.82 Caesar himself provided a detailed account, including the complex
siege-works around the hilltop (B Gall. 7.68–89), but there are sufficient
imprecisions in the text to permit different identifications of the location.
Partly because the site was of great symbolic significance for Gallic national
identity, there was fierce provincial rivalry to claim it between Alesia in
Burgundy and Alaisa in Comté. Napoleon III patronized excavations at
Alesia, and even visited the site on 19 June 1861 to tour the trenches and
listen to a translation of Caesar’s narrative on the summit; finance was
available, but there was also strong imperial interest in results so that the
integrity of the investigation might be challenged. Many found the results
conclusive and a statue of Vercingetorix was erected as a memorial to a uni-
fied Gaul, but there was still sufficient argument between Burgundy and
Comté to thwart a national bimillenary celebration in 1949. Subsequent
archaeological work has confirmed beyond doubt that Napoleon’s inves-
tigators were right, but also revealed how their reconstructions had been
shaped by Caesar’s descriptions (B Gall. 7.72–4), which in fact contained
certain inaccuracies:83 the location given by Caesar for some of the outer
obstacles proved to be wrong, and, although the various items recorded
by Caesar did exist, their disposition varied around the circumvallation.
Caesar produced a homogenized description which embraced what might
be found at certain points on the circumference but did not correspond
precisely to any of the areas investigated. The constraints of memory, or
perhaps the demands for literary clarity affected the written record, but the
text then influenced the interpretation of the material remains for over a
century.

Archaeological discoveries provide our main insight into the routine of
military service, camp life with patrols, and the occasional skirmish which
would be too minor to attract the notice of an ancient author. The writing

82 See Le Gall (1980); Reddé in Goudineau (1994). 83 Reddé in Goudineau (1994) 255, 258–9.
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tablets from Vindolanda, the archive of Abbinaeus, and the papyrus records
of the camel corps at Nessana reveal the realities of the Roman army’s pres-
ence in different provinces at different times, the economic importance and
social connections of the army in terms of supplies, local patronage, own-
ership of property, delivery of justice, and maintenance of order (fig. 3.6).84

Even on active campaign there was considerable tedium: the story of
Socrates’ protracted immobility at the siege of Potidaea is preserved to
show his devotion to knowledge (Pl. Symp. 220), but the interest which his
odd behaviour generated among fellow besiegers also points to the bore-
dom of a protracted blockade. Camp life required its diversions, as the
antics of young Athenians on garrison duty illustrate (Dem. 54.3–4): we
know about them because the victim went to court and employed a famous
speech-writer, but otherwise such behaviour would pass unrecorded. Even
here there is no escape from literary texts.

Ancient evidence has to be supplemented wherever possible by other
information. Sound geographical knowledge of the battlefield or the area
of a campaign is an obvious prerequisite: Polybius’ critique of Callisthenes
shows its relevance was recognized by some writers in antiquity, but even
the careful Thucydides made mistakes, and it appears that Herodotus, for
all his enthusiasm for Greek triumphs, may not have visited Marathon.
Modern reconstructions must rectify these deficiencies: without detailed
local knowledge of relevant sites ancient descriptions of battle tactics will
remain obscure, while the realities underlying brief mentions of marches
or campaigns cannot be appreciated unless the ground traversed is familiar.
Ancient writers occasionally recorded the problems of a march, but these
tend to be exceptional cases such as the struggle of Alexander’s army to
cross the Pamirs in a winter storm (Curt. 7.3), his notorious crossing of the
Gedrosian desert (Arr. Anab. 6.22–6), or the crossing of marshes (Hannibal:
Polyb. 3.79; Caecina: Tac. Ann. 1.63–5). The armchair narrators of Lucian’s
pamphlet might misrepresent events without even realizing their error.
An extreme example is provided by Theophylact’s narratives of Roman
campaigns in the Balkans during the ad 590s, where the energy of the
defence conducted only emerges when the armies’ moves are plotted on a
map; Theophylact had been misled by a biased source.85

Logistics is another crucial aspect of military activity which can be
informed by modern calculations but is poorly recorded by ancient writers:
many armies travelled with wagon trains, but numbers are rarely noted;86

84 Bowman (1994); Bell et al. (1962); Kraemer (1958). See also the discussion by Adams, ch. 6 in
Volume ii.

85 Discussion in Whitby (1988) 92–109.
86 An army of 15,000 has 520 wagons (Marc. Com. sub anno 499); Romans capture 2,000 Gothic

wagons in ad 479 and do not need requisitioned transport (Malchus fr. 20.226–56).
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Figure 3.6 Cohort strength report on a writing tablet from Vindolanda
(c. ad 100, north Britain).
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civilians regularly provided food for soldiers, but the massive preparations at
Edessa in ad 504/5 are an isolated record (Ps.-Joshua Stylites 54, 77). Atten-
tion to supplies had always been essential, even in the much more localized
warfare of classical Greece:87 inadequate arrangements contributed to the
Athenian disorganization at Aegospotami in 405 bc (Xen. Hell. 2.1.27; con-
trast 6.2.28–9). Scattered evidence can be assembled to produce synthetic
accounts of how Roman Republican and imperial armies functioned,88 but
the only campaign for which we have reasonably sustained information
is Alexander’s conquest of Persia; even here the ancient evidence has to
be supplemented by assumptions about the composition of the baggage-
train, the nature and quantity of food consumed, and the availability of
local produce.89 Armies acted as economic magnets, for those keen to pur-
chase Alexander’s booty or to supply imperial forces at the exorbitant prices
bemoaned in the preamble to Diocletian’s Edict on Maximum Prices,90

but this vital aspect of military life was not preserved by many authors,
especially those with little experience of war.

Common sense and comparisons from more recent warfare are a further
supplement for defective ancient evidence, although they need to be applied
with caution. Numbers in ancient sources, especially for enemy armies, are
often impossible and reductions have to be made, but at a debatable scale.
Marathon is again relevant: in contrast to Hodge’s application of geog-
raphy, Holoka argued that it was physically impossible for the victorious
Athenians to return to Athens on the day of the battle,91 so that the ancient
evidence (Plut. Arist. 5.4) has to be discounted, the stories of treachery
disregarded, and the problem of the missing Persian horses left unsolved.
But Holoka’s common sense is itself vulnerable: a march of 26 miles after a
battle would be extremely arduous, but the Athenians’ physical condition
might not have been better the following day when limbs and wounds had
stiffened. Study of early modern warfare may help in understanding the
mechanics of combat before battlefields were dominated by gunpowder, but
such comparisons can only be illustrative rather than conclusive: conditions
may have been sufficiently different to weaken the parallel and there may
be uncertainties in our knowledge even of the more recent events. A good
example of the dangers of applying modern studies to ancient warfare is
provided by Goldsworthy’s work on Roman warfare.92 He accepted Amer-
ican combat experience in the Second World War which suggested that no
more than a quarter of men in a unit were likely to participate actively in

87 Statements of principle in Xen. Cyr. 1.6.9–12; Plut. Mor. 178a.
88 Erdkamp (1998); Roth (1999).
89 See Engels (1978); some of his assumptions, for example that the Macedonian training regime

described at Frontin. Str. 4.1.6, was normal practice on campaign, are questionable.
90 Discussion in Corcoran (1996) ch. 8; cf. Xen. An. 1.5.6.
91 Holoka (1997). 92 Goldsworthy (1996).
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an engagement, and reconstructed Roman battles around the belief that
there was a limited number of active champions in each unit. But the
modern analyses are far from conclusive, and the comparison is flawed.93

For Roman warfare the application by Luttwak of concepts from modern
strategic planning has been more fruitful in provoking debate about the
Roman conceptualization of war and the role of armies and frontiers in
the maintenance of their Empire. Luttwak’s modern ideas are not accepted
wholesale by many, but they have influenced the terms of the scholarly
debate.94

vi . conclusion

With reference to early Greek warfare, Cartledge referred to an unfortunate
tendency to use, or abuse, every scrap of evidence,95 and it is necessary to
accept the limits to our ability to appreciate the varied nature of ancient
warfare across a period of a millennium and a half involving many different
societies and forms of combat. Literary evidence is regularly problematic:
Herodotus chose warfare as the central theme for his Histories and his work
was a monumental achievement, but bias, at both national and personal
levels, a tendency to focus on personalities and their disputes but to ignore
broader questions of strategy, and a lack of awareness of relevant geographi-
cal and logistical factors, distort the account which is presented to us, quite
apart from his inevitable ignorance about certain aspects of the conflicts, or
disregard for events which were not of central importance or which did not
attract his attention in other ways. Commanders such as Julius Caesar may
have understood the progress of a campaign and the nature of opposing
strategies, but they might have decided that other matters were of greater
interest to their audiences. Battle would have been confusing for partici-
pants such as Xenophon or Ammianus, probably impenetrable for those
without the experience. The horror of the results will have been recognized,
if only from gory descriptions of wounds in Homer, but the panic or des-
peration of the actual event, revealed in a graffito from the doomed city of
Sirmium c. ad 580 (God smite the Avars and preserve Romania), will have
passed by most people in the ancient world with the education to produce
a historical narrative. Our reconstructions of ancient warfare must always
be tentative and recognize the significant gaps in our understanding.

93 See Wheeler (2001) 173. 94 Luttwak (1976); Mann (1979); Isaac (1990); Whittaker (1994).
95 Cartledge (2001) 154.
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CHAPTER 4

INTERNATIONAL REL ATIONS

jonathan m. hall

i . conceptualizing international relations

It is perhaps to be regretted that we no longer possess the treatise that
the fourth-century Athenian philosopher and statesman, Demetrius of
Phalerum, is supposed to have penned on the subject of international rela-
tions. If he owed any intellectual debt in this regard to Aristotle (whose
pupil Theophrastus had advised Demetrius during the ten years that he
ruled Athens as a Macedonian puppet), it is likely that the polis constituted
his primary level of analysis. Certainly, in general accounts of Greek his-
tory today the origins and nature of the polis are almost invariably discussed
prior to the protocols that governed relations between states. International
relations are conceived as the political outcomes of interaction between
individual states, each already endowed with a specific identity, interests
and agendas, and the external behaviour that is exhibited by such states
is conditioned by the internal or domestic structures that pertain in each
case. Thus, in Thucydides’ scheme of things, the conservative and archaiz-
ing tendencies of the Spartan state predispose it to launch old-fashioned
infantry raids on Attica in the early years of the Peloponnesian War, while
the disastrous Athenian expedition to Sicily in 415 bc is the inevitable over-
reach of a maritime imperialist ideology inextricably linked with the radical
democracy.1

Yet in some respects this ‘atomistic’ model of international relations (the
metaphor sometimes used is of ‘colliding billiard balls’) is not entirely sat-
isfactory.2 First, it is clear that there was interaction among communities
prior to the emergence of the polis – a process that was undoubtedly long
and gradual but in terms of proto-urban nucleation, consolidation of ter-
ritory and the formation of a ‘closed’ political community was already
under way by c. 750. It is difficult to believe that no mechanisms governed
the reception of a Lacedaemonian guest and his son whose visit is men-
tioned in thirteenth-century Linear B tablets from the Mycenaean palace
at Thebes,3 and the evidence of archaeology testifies to a continuing,

1 Garst (2000). 2 Reus-Smit (2001) 210. 3 TH 212, 217, 218: Aravantinos et al. (1995).
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if attenuated, traffic in goods and personnel across and beyond the Aegean
throughout the ‘Dark Ages’ of the eleventh, tenth and ninth centuries bc

which must have required at least a basic regulatory framework for its oper-
ation. Furthermore, there were areas of Greece such as Achaea which did
not witness the emergence of a polis structure of governance until the fifth
century – long after the earliest attested records of interstate transactions.4

Thucydides’ account of early Greece might initially lead one to assume that
settled communities preceded intercommunication (e.g., 1.3.4), but in fact
he notes that new poleis (i.e. those we can identify as the principal city-
states of the archaic period) were situated in different locations from their
predecessors after the introduction of maritime communications (1.7.1).

Second, the ‘atomistic’ model fails to account adequately for the fact
that actors with very different internal structures – be they a democratic
polis such as Athens, a looser, more federal organization such as the ethnos
of the Thessalians, or an autocrat such as Dionysius I of Syracuse or Philip
II of Macedon – may sometimes pursue markedly parallel external policies
by practically identical means.5 Third, an exclusive focus on the state as
the primary unit of analysis disregards the multiple personal relationships

that spilled across state boundaries. Élites maintained extensive networks of
contacts with Greek and non-Greek peers through intermarriage and guest-
friendship (xenia): the ruling Basilid family of Ephesus regularly took wives
from the Mermnad dynasty of Lydia in the seventh and sixth centuries and
Lydian rulers contracted bonds of xenia with the leading families of Miletus,
Athens, Sparta and the Aegean islands.6 Skilled professionals moved freely
from city to city seeking employment: Herodotus (3.131–7) describes the
travels of the doctor Democedes of Croton, hired as public physician in
both Aegina and Athens as well as by Polycrates of Samos and eventually
Darius himself, and craftsmen from the Ionian cities of Asia Minor are
attested in sixth-century documents from Babylon and Susa.7 Nor were
Greeks averse to serving in the armies of foreign potentates, as indicated
by the signatures of predominantly East Greek mercenaries carved into the
statue of Rameses II at Abu Simbel in Nubia in the first decade of the sixth
century (ML 7).

It is, then, perhaps preferable to conceptualize international relations
in terms of a dynamic interplay between (1) the identity, characteristics,
interests and objectives of actors (be they states or individuals), (2) the actual
process of interaction itself and (3) external structural determinants.8 Such
determinants might be material in nature (demographic and economic

4 Morgan and Hall (1996). 5 Cf. Burchill (2001) 86, 89–90.
6 Nicolaus of Damascus FGrH 90 F63; Ael. VH 3.26; Hdt. 1.22.4, 27.5, 69.3, 6.125. See generally

Baslez (1984); Herman (1987); Konstan (1997); and Mitchell (1997).
7 Balcer (1983) 260–2. 8 Cf. Reus-Smit (2001).
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factors were both involved in the foundation of new overseas settlements
during the second half of the eighth century bc, creating new contexts for
interactions),9 but they could also be ‘ideational’ – that is to say, conforming
to shared norms, expectations and values. The values that immediately
come to mind are those connected with religion and certainly many of
the protocols for interstate relations were, as we shall see, endowed with
religious legitimacy – at least originally.10 Yet the Greeks subscribed to a far
broader set of expectations about appropriate behaviour for which religious
strictures were as often the explanation as they were the cause.

Already in the Odyssey there is a developed concept of what constitutes
correct, or ‘civilized’, behaviour. The Phaeacians ‘who care not for the bow
or quiver, but for sails and oars and the balanced ships in which they
take pride in crossing the grey sea’ (6.270–2) inhabit a city endowed with
a double harbour, private berths, a meeting place (agora) and a temple
to Poseidon. It is a familiar world, diametrically opposed to that of their
former neighbours, the Cyclopes, who ‘have no deliberative assemblies or
laws, but inhabit the peaks of the tall mountains in hollow caves, each
one of them legislating over his own children and wife without taking
account of others . . . [They] have no red-cheeked ships, nor shipwrights
to build decked boats which would allow them to visit the various cities of
men as do other peoples who cross the sea in ships’ (9.112–15, 125–9). It is
sometimes suggested that the distinction drawn between the Phaeacians and
the Cyclopes reflects an early conception of what it means to be Greek,11 but
in truth ethnic considerations are not paramount in the Homeric epics. The
paradigm that is being established here concerns the correct and appropriate
behaviour to be adopted in all social transactions, be they with Greeks or
non-Greeks: Paris did not abuse Menelaus’ hospitality and steal his wife
because he was a Trojan.

What is striking about the Homeric descriptions of the Phaeacians and
the Cyclopes is the strict correlation between normative behaviour and
social intercourse: the Cyclopes are ignorant of the rules of civilized human-
ity because they have no interaction with the various cities of men. Thus the
interests and identities of the parties involved could actually be shaped and
defined through the very process of interaction. Furthermore, the exter-
nal structural determinants which facilitated and constrained interstate
relations were simultaneously reproduced and gradually transformed by
means of that same interaction. These two observations allow us to com-
prehend not only why similar protocols governed the relationships between
individuals, individuals and states and states of varying constitutions over
a long period of time but also why new geopolitical circumstances in the

9 Tandy (1997) 19–83. 10 Adcock and Mosley (1975) 11.
11 Buxton (1994) 80, 155; contra Hall (2002) 117–18.
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classical period – especially the emergence of hegemonic alliances – were
accompanied by new ideas concerning the nature of international relations.

i i . the agonistic age

For an earlier generation of scholars war was for the ancient Greeks an
omnipresent and almost permanent fact of life, punctuated only sporadi-
cally by short-lived peace-treaties and truces. Eric Havelock, for example,
declared war to be ‘a way of life in classical culture’ and Yvon Garlan esti-
mated that in the fifth century Athens was engaged in hostilities on average
two out of every three years.12 That assessment has been revised in recent
years: we know of few conflicts in which Athens was involved prior to the
end of the sixth century and even in the course of the twenty-seven years of
the Peloponnesian War there were only five major infantry battles.13 Yet, it
cannot be denied that images of war and the warrior loom large in the visual
arts and literature of archaic and classical Greece – war is the primary theme
in the works of all the great historians – and it may be that calculations of
formal states of hostility and concrete engagements underestimate the cul-
tural significance that war possessed for the Greeks.14 Rather than choosing
between the polar alternatives of war and peace as the default condition
of Greek society, it is perhaps preferable to view war as the most extreme
and bloody manifestation of what Jacob Burckhardt termed the ‘agonistic
spirit’ – a temperament that, for him, supremely characterized the archaic
period of Greek history (c. 700–479).15 This attitude is best summed up
in Hippolochus’ injunction to Glaucus ‘to be the best and to prevail over
all others’ (Hom. Il. 6.208); it is repeated some three centuries later when
Xenophon’s Socrates describes Critobulus as having decided ‘that the virtue
of man consists in being victorious over friends in works of kindness and
over enemies in inflicting ills’ (Mem. 2.6.35).

The agonistic spirit is sometimes viewed as arising from the rules of
reciprocity – the obligation ‘to help one’s friends and harm one’s enemies’ –
and certainly it is undeniable that reciprocity constituted an important
social logic for the Greeks, but the simple repayment of a debt or act of
aggression constituted the bare minimum. Instead, the agonistic condition
demanded that one of the partners to the transaction emerge as the clear
victor, making it a zero-sum game. The notion pervades every level of
Greek thought, from the battle of emotions within the Platonic soul to the
‘natural’ opposition Aristotle posits between men and women and between
slave and free. Even within the polis, there is a constant state of tension

12 Havelock (1972); Garlan (1975) 15; cf. Finley (1983) 60.
13 See chs. 2, 6 and 9 in the present volume. 14 Hölkeskamp (1997) 484–5.
15 Burckhardt (1998) 160, 168.
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between the rulers and the ruled (the innovation of democracy was that
rotation of office permitted citizens to perform both roles), and far from
being considered a threat to stability this delicately balanced tension was
believed to be the dynamic motor of the polis – the Greek term for civil war
(stasis) properly carries more the notion of a stalemate than an upheaval. In
fact, neutrality was regarded with suspicion, be it within the citizen body
(Solon is said to have made it a crime, punishable by exile, to adopt a
neutral position during a civil war)16 or in conflicts between states. In 433

the Corcyreans, desperate for an alliance with the Athenians in the face
of Corinthian aggression, are forced to concede that their earlier policy
of neutrality was ill-conceived. Conversely, the Corinthians maintain that
it had been deliberately designed to allow the Corcyreans carte blanche
to commit wrongs without any scrutiny by allies. Later, at the debate at
Camarina, the Syracusan statesman Hermocrates argues that a stance of
neutrality is unfair because inaction may in fact result in the victory of one
party over the other.17

It is hardly surprising that an agonistic code that had originally emerged
in the context of competitive conflict between individuals should, in the
course of the archaic period, come to be applied to relations between states.
This is, after all, the very period in which formerly élite honours and
obligations were communalized, with the kudos secured through victory
in the great athletic contests now redounding to the credit of the victor’s
polis and the martial prowess originally invested in early Iron Age chieftains
coming to be distributed among citizen hoplite armies. The fact that there
are few documented instances of Greek cities being destroyed in the archaic
period, together with the curiously ritualized (at least to modern thinking)
nature of infantry warfare at the time, would appear to indicate that it was
the prestige, rather than the survival, of the citizen community that was at
stake.18

The obligation to maintain (if not to enhance) one’s prestige by avenging
a wrong is assigned an important role in ancient explanations for the causes
of wars. Herodotus (7.5) claims that Xerxes’ campaign against Greece in
480–479 was launched to avenge the defeat the Persians had suffered on
the battlefield of Marathon a decade earlier and Thucydides (1.96.1) notes
that the Athenians established the Delian League in 478 on the pretext
‘of avenging the losses they had suffered by ravaging the territory of the

16 [Arist.] Ath. Pol. 8.5; cf. Thuc. 2.40.2, where Pericles notes that the citizen who refuses to participate
in public affairs is of no use to the polis.

17 Thuc. 1.32.4, 37.2–5, 6.80.1–2. Concept of neutrality: Nenci (1981a); Bauslaugh (1991).
18 Raaflaub (1997) 56; see also ch. 7 in the present volume, p. 237. For destructions of cities in the

archaic period, Karavites (1982) 33–5 and for the ritual nature of hoplite combat, Connor (1988). See,
however, Krentz (2002), and ch. 6 in the present volume, who argues that hoplite combat was not
‘ritualized’ until after the Persian Wars, and van Wees (2003), who argues that wars of conquest were
not uncommon in the archaic period.
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King’ – a motive that would be resuscitated more than a century later by
both Philip II and Alexander the Great. Overseas campaigns such as these
were, of course, the exception in the archaic period: most wars almost cer-
tainly concerned disputes over frontiers and concessions to borderlands,
which probably explains why the technical term used to indicate the viola-
tion of an accord (parabainein) literally means to cross a border.19 Herodotus
(1.82) documents a dispute between Sparta and Argos in the mid-sixth
century over the interjacent territory of Thyrea and a little earlier in the
century, according to Plutarch (Sol. 8.1), Athens conducted a war against
neighbouring Megara for possession of the offshore island of Salamis.

Yet while competition over scarce agricultural and pastoral resources
should not be underestimated in what was, for many citizens, little more
than a subsistence economy, it is nevertheless difficult to believe that con-
siderations of honour and prestige were any more absent from such con-
frontations than they are in land disputes in Greece today. Interesting
in this respect are the traditions concerning the Messenian War, by which
Sparta gained control of the south-west Peloponnese towards the end of the
eighth century. According to Pausanias (4.4–5), the Messenians attributed
the cause of the war to the Spartans’ rapacious desire for territory, but a
Laconian version maintained that the invasion was, in part, vengeance for
an earlier rape of Spartan virgins and the assassination of the Spartan king
Teleclus at the border sanctuary of Artemis Limnatis.

i i i . the mechanics of diplomacy

War itself, then, may not have been a universal or permanent feature of
everyday life in the archaic period but the nature of the agonistic condition
is such that every other state must necessarily be regarded, at best, as a
potent rival and, at worst, as a potential enemy. Within this conflictual
climate a neighbour’s city was, by definition, alien territory. Herodotus
(9.11.2) notes that the Spartans made no distinction between other Greek
populations and non-Greek ‘barbarian’ peoples, calling all outsiders xenoi
(strangers). Since the term ‘barbarian’ only began to take on specifically
ethnic characteristics in the period after the Persian Wars,20 it is highly likely
that the Spartans were retaining a convention that was once more universal,
and Giuseppe Nenci notes that in Aesop’s fables, which are thought to date
back to the archaic period and are precisely concerned with the correct
comportment towards others, the animal protagonists never confront other
partners of the same species.21 The figure of the xenos is a fundamentally
ambiguous one.22 On the one hand he was thought to enjoy the protection

19 Nenci (1981b) 58. 20 Hall (2002) 111–12, 172–89.
21 Nenci (1981b) 68–9. 22 Ehrenberg (1960) 103.
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Figure 4.1 Terracotta symbola from Athens. Each symbolon was irregularly cut in half so that the matching
halves could serve as tokens of recognition, for example between representatives of two parties bound
by xenia.

of the gods and especially Zeus Xenios – a reflection probably of the fact
that anyone might sooner or later find himself a xenos in a foreign city. On
the other, as an outsider he was often the object of suspicion, as Nausicaa
warns Odysseus in the Odyssey (6.272–88), and xenoi were sometimes refused
admission to certain sanctuaries as testified by inscribed lintels, dating
from the late fifth and early fourth centuries, from the sacred island of
Delos.23

To facilitate interaction and assuage the natural suspicions that the arrival
of xenoi might arouse, Greek cities appointed proxenoi – citizens of other
states who undertook to welcome and protect visitors from the state making
the appointment. The earliest example known to us is a certain Menecrates,
a resident of Oeanthea in Ozolian Locris, who was appointed proxenos by
the island-state of Corcyra, and whose death at sea towards the end of
the seventh century prompted the demos of the Corcyreans, together with
Menecrates’ brother Praximenes, to erect a gravestone in his memory just
outside the polis of Corcyra (ML 4). The institution of proxenia represents
the attempt of the polis to take control of the potentially disruptive bonds of
xenia that individual members of the élite had previously forged with their
peers in other cities, though in practice since a proxenos might be expected to

23 ID 68; cf. IG xii.5 225; cf. Hdt. 5.72.3. See Butz (1996).
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Figure 4.2 Alabaster vase given as a token of recognition by the Persian king
Xerxes, whose name is inscribed on it in four languages: Old Persian, Elamite,
Akkadian and Egyptian.

provide material as well as moral support it was generally wealthier citizens
who were chosen for the position and, like the institution of xenia, the office
was often hereditary.24 Thus a decree, resolved by the Athenian council and
assembly in 408/7, honoured Oeniades of Sciathos for his benefits to the
Athenian people and voted that he should be appointed proxenos along
with his descendants (ML 90), while according to Thucydides (5.43.2),
Alcibiades believed he had a right to be the proxenos of Sparta – a position
that he would presumably have inherited had his grandfather not given it

24 For xenia and proxenia, see Herman (1987).
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Figure 4.3 Grave monument for Pythagoras of Selymbria, a proxenos buried
with public honours in the Cerameicus cemetery at Athens, c. 460–450 bc.

up. Alcibiades clearly regarded the office of proxenos as a prestigious one
(and by the Hellenistic period it had become a largely tokenistic, honorific
award), but the suspicion that might surround the xenos could also attach
itself to the person who chose to protect him. The appropriately named
Xenias of Elis, proxenos of Sparta and the personal xenos of the Spartan
king Agis, was expelled from his home state in 400 on the charge of having
promoted an oligarchic revolution.25

From an early date, many of the visitors who arrived in other states were
engaged in commercial activities, and treaties known as symbolai were drawn
up in order to facilitate the dealings, and define the right to legal recourse,
of an individual in an alien state. In either the 460s or 450s the Athenians

25 Paus. 3.8.4; cf. Xen. Hell. 3.2.27.
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concluded an agreement with the commercial city of Phaselis in Asia Minor
in which it was decided that legal disputes arising between Athenians and
Phaselites should be tried in the court of the Polemarch at Athens – a court
that specialized in cases involving xenoi (ML 31). Another inscription, dating
to c. 450 and found at Chaleion (modern Galaxidhi), regulates dealings
with nearby Oeanthea. The treaty decrees that Oeanthean xenoi and their
property are to be immune from summary seizure in Chaleion and vice
versa – the penalty for infraction being a fine of four drachmas; residency
in the other state for more than a month renders the xenos liable to local
jurisdiction rather than the legal procedures of his home state; and in legal
cases brought by a xenos where the opinion of the jurors is divided, the
plaintiff may choose his own jurors from among the citizens of his host
state (exclusive of the proxenos or the plaintiff’s personal host). Interestingly,
it is also decreed that the proxenos who is derelict in his duties towards xenoi
may be fined twice the normal amount (IG ix.1 333).

Different procedures had to be adopted with regard to relations between
states (as opposed to relations between states and individuals). Within what
was essentially an anarchic system where every other city might be regarded
with suspicion, a neutral mechanism, transcending and external to the
machinations of individual states, was required. In the field of commercial
transactions, the introduction of coinage served to facilitate exchange on
the basis of widespread agreements as to the mode of its employment while
simultaneously offering expression to individual civic identities through
the specific weight-standards and insignia adopted by various cities. In the
case of foreign relations, diplomatic protocols served a similar function,
and it is probably not by accident that the Greeks seem to have adopted
the concept of both coinage and diplomacy from the Lydians, heirs to the
highly developed diplomatic conventions of the Hittites.26

The important point about Greek diplomatic procedures as they emerged
in the archaic period is that they were placed under the tutelage of the gods
and infractions – at least originally – were considered to be violations of
divine laws. Treaties, whether concerning peace, friendship or alliances,
were called either spondai (libations) or horkoi (oaths) after the ritual acts
and solemn declarations before the gods which guaranteed them. Shortly
after the middle of the sixth century the Sybarites and their allies concluded
a treaty with the Serdaioi in which they established ‘faithful friendship
without guile for all time’; as guarantors of the oath, they name – alongside
the city of Poseidonia – Zeus, Apollo and the other gods (interestingly
addressed with the epithet proxenoi; ML 10). The significance of oaths in
sealing treaties appears clearly in the events that marked the outbreak of
the Peloponnesian War in the spring of 431. The Thebans claimed that they

26 Nenci (1981b) 62–4, 68.
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had agreed to lift their siege of Plataea in return for the delivery of Theban
prisoners held captive in the city; by killing the prisoners, the Plataeans had
violated their sacred oath. The Plataeans, for their part, maintained that
the delivery of the prisoners had been contingent upon further negotiations
and denied that they had sworn any oath (Thuc. 2.5.5–6). The episode
demonstrates the traditional authority and constraining force that oaths
sworn to the gods were believed to exercise, but it also – as we shall see
shortly – betrays a new, more cavalier attitude towards sacred authority that
was to become more widespread towards the end of the fifth century.

The official intermediary between states was the herald (keryx), instantly
recognizable by his staff and considered to be under the inviolable protec-
tion of Zeus and Hermes. Herodotus (7.133–6) documents the anxiety that
seized hold of the Spartans after their murder of Persian heralds sent by
Darius to demand earth and water (the traditional signs of submission).
Plagued by ill omens at sacrifices, they eventually decided to send two
high-ranking citizens to Susa to attone for the crime with their lives, but
Xerxes tells them that even though they had ‘confounded the conventions
of all men by murdering the heralds, he himself would not do that for
which he censured them’. The historicity of the episode is not as relevant as
the idea that it conveys – namely, that there were recognized and accepted
diplomatic protocols that were as valid in dealings with non-Greeks as
in those with other Greek states. Thus in 367, when the Trichoneians of
Aetolia arrested Athenian heralds who had been dispatched to announce
the commencement of the Eleusinian mysteries, the Athenians protested
that such conduct was ‘contrary to the common laws of the Greeks’ (Tod
137).

The office of herald was often hereditary. The point behind this may
have been that the families who supplied heralds were generally old élite
families with supposed roots in the heroic age (at Sparta the Talthybioi
claimed descent from Agamemnon’s herald). In the sense that they pre-
dated the civic institutions of the polis and, like all élites, entertained bonds
of friendship and intermarriage with high-status families in other cities,
they stood partly outside the polis to which they nominally belonged. The
semblance of neutrality was further maintained by restricting the functions
that heralds could perform. Forbidden from playing an active part in nego-
tiations, their role was rather to deliver requests (for example, permission
to recover the dead and wounded after a battle) and declarations. In some
cases the mere dispatch of a herald – or, as in 431, the refusal to admit
a herald to the Athenian assembly – could signal the commencement of
hostilities.27

27 Thuc. 2.12. See generally Adcock and Mosley (1975) 152–4.
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Negotiations were instead conducted by ambassadors. The Greek term
(presbeis) originally meant ‘elders’ and in the city of Chalcis ambassadors
apparently had to be at least fifty years of age.28 Unlike heralds, ambassadors
were expected to further the interests of the state they represented and in
Athens they were directly elected by the citizen-assembly (Demosthenes
called for a capital charge against Aeschines on the grounds that, though
unelected, he had accompanied an embassy to Philip II: Dem. 19.126, 131).
Composed of anywhere between three and ten men, embassies were unpaid
but received a per diem allowance – Aristophanes (Ach. 65–7) calculates this
at two drachmas but this is probably an exaggeration – and as if to reinforce
their primary loyalty to the state they were forbidden from accepting bribes
or gifts on pain of death (Dem. 19.7–8). It seems that ambassadors did not
enjoy the same inviolability as heralds: the terms of the armistice between
Athens and Sparta in 423 provided for safe passage ‘for a herald, embassy
and followers who are involved in the cessation of the war and legal cases,
whether going to or coming from the Peloponnese by land or sea’, but this
may simply mean that embassies with a specific interest in ending the war
would be granted inviolability if accompanied by a herald (Thuc. 4.118.6).
In the summer of 430, at any rate, the Athenians seem to have regarded
the seizure in Thrace and summary execution of ambassadors from Sparta,
Corinth, Argos and Tegea as legitimate retaliation for Spartan assassinations
of Athenian and allied traders (Thuc. 2.67). Similarly, in 379, following the
Spartan general Sphodrias’ assault on the Attic countryside, the Athenians
arrested and detained a delegation of Spartan ambassadors in the city, only
releasing them when it became clear that Sphodrias’ actions had not been
authorized by the Spartan state.29

Since international relations in the archaic period were conceived as a
zero-sum game in which the gains of one party could only be secured at the
expense of the other, arbitration of disputes was from fairly early on referred
to third parties. There are some exceptions: a third-century inscription from
Priene refers to an earlier land dispute with Samos which was adjudicated
by Bias of Priene, though later tradition counted Bias among the seven
sages of the ancient world and his supposed Theban descent may have
served to dissociate him somewhat from a party-line (Inscr.Prien. 500.11–
24). Similarly, the sixteen women from Elis supposedly chosen to adjudicate
a dispute between Elis and Pisa in the early sixth century may have been
regarded as neutral parties in the sense that they were not citizens (Paus.
5.16.5). Normally, however, the arbitrator was an individual or group of
individuals from a city uninvolved in the dispute: tradition held that the
early sixth-century Corinthian tyrant Periander had adjudicated a conflict

28 Heraclid. Pont. fr. 3 Muller.
29 Xen. Hell. 5.4.22–3. See generally Adcock and Mosley (1975) 154–60.
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between Athens and Mytilene for possession of Sigeum near the mouth of
the Hellespont, while Themistocles is said to have arbitrated a disagreement
that arose between Corinth and Corcyra.30 Sometimes arbitrators appear
to have been chosen on the grounds of ethnic affiliation: Pausanias (4.5.2)
claims that the Messenians wanted to submit their differences with Sparta to
the arbitration of either the Athenian council of the Areopagus (as a neutral
third party) or else to the Argives ‘on the grounds that they were [Dorian]
kinsmen of both parties’, and Plutarch (Mor. 298a–b) maintains that the
Ionian cities of Chalcis and Andros referred their dispute over Acanthus to
the Ionian cities of Erythrae, Samos and Paros. Similarly, colonies might ask
their mother-city to settle a dispute, and the intervention c. 450 of Argos in
settling affairs between the Cretan city of Cnossus and its smaller neighbour,
Tylissus, may have been justified on the grounds that Argos was believed
to have founded several cities on Crete.31 Finally, religious organizations
were considered particularly effective arbitrators: in 433, Corcyrean envoys
offered to take their dispute with the Corinthians, if not to a number of
mutually agreed cities in the Peloponnese, then to the oracle at Delphi and
indeed a number of arbitration cases were referred to either the Pythian
oracle or to the league of states that administered it.32 It is to ‘supracivic’
organizations such as these that we now turn.

iv. supracivic organizations

It is commonly stated that interstate relations in the Greek world were
simultaneously shaped by both centrifugal and centripetal forces as cities
oscillated between the virtues and risks of competitive values and coopera-
tive values. In light of our discussion so far, it would seem that the desire for
cooperation may have been somewhat overstated. A state of hostilities was
normally (though not always) declared formally by heralds and in many
cases it was justified as a response to the violation of a peace-treaty, but
since peace-treaties themselves had to be declared and sworn to as a result
of a particular set of circumstances, it would be just as mistaken to assume
that peace was the ‘default condition’. By the same token, it took a spe-
cial effort on the part of states to conclude bilateral treaties of friendship
(philia) with one another and prior to the fourth century such treaties were
usually concluded for limited periods – the agreement between Sybaris
and the Serdaioi (see above) is rather exceptional in this respect.33 Amity
and harmony were not, then, the defining characteristics of international
relations in the archaic Greek world. Cooperation between states could, of
course, serve vital imperatives such as security and protection, but – just as

30 Hdt. 5.95.2; Plut. Them. 24.1. 31 ML 42. See Graham (1983) 239–44.
32 For interstate arbitration, see generally Piccirilli (1973). 33 Ehrenberg (1960) 105.
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importantly – the competitive ethos could not function in monadic
situations; it required a broader forum not only to provide peer-competitors
but also to communicate one’s achievements as publicly as possible. This
requirement was met by the establishment of supracivic leagues and amph-
ictyonies which provided a common arena for states to construct and express
their individual identities.

Some of the earliest leagues seem to have emerged on the coast of Asia
Minor. Twelve Ionian cities (Colophon, Miletus, Myus, Priene, Ephesus,
Lebedos, Teos, Clazomenae, Phocaea, Samos, Chios and Erythrae) founded
a league known as the Panionion, centred on the sanctuary of Poseidon
Heliconius on the Mycale peninsula: excavations in the sanctuary suggest
that the league was certainly in operation by c. 600 and perhaps rather
earlier.34 To the north, the Aeolian cities of north-west Asia Minor seem
to have established their own ‘dodecapolis’, while to the south the Dorian
cities of Lindus, Ialysus, Cameirus, Cos, Cnidus and Halicarnassus consti-
tuted a ‘hexapolis’ based on the sanctuary of Apollo Triopius near Cnidus;
archaeological confirmation for the existence of the Dorian hexapolis is
contested, but it is reasonable to suppose that it arose at about the same
time as the Panionion.35

Adcock and Mosley maintain that ‘ethnic considerations as such did not
act as a major factor in Greek diplomacy’,36 and there are some grounds
for supposing that the establishment of these leagues was not so much the
fulfilment of a pre-existing ethnic sentiment as it was the very constitutive
moment in the formation of the ethnic affiliations of the historical period,
forged in mutual opposition in a specific environment and under specific
conditions.37 In fact, Herodotus (1.143–4) makes precisely the point that
not all Ionians were admitted to the Panionion just as neighbouring Dorian
cities were excluded from the Dorian hexapolis. What is worth noting is
that the sanctuaries that served as a focus for the leagues seem to have been
outside the control of any one constituent city, thus providing a neutral
arena for the competitive expression of member-states’ identities. Further-
more, the meagre information we possess for these confederations actually
speaks more of conflict than of cooperation. Herodotus (1.144.2) notes that
Halicarnassus was expelled from the hexapolis for an infraction committed
by one of its citizens who had competed in games at the sanctuary of Apollo
Triopius, and similar disagreements and punitive expulsions may well lie
behind his statement that all the Ionian cities celebrated the festival of the
Apaturia ‘save for the Ephesians and the Colophonians . . . because of some
allegation of murder’ (1.147.2). None of the members of the Panionion,

34 Hdt. 1.142. For the archaeology of the Panionion: Kleiner et al. (1967).
35 Hdt. 1.144, 149. See generally Forrest (2000) 281–3; Hall (2002) 67–8, 83–4.
36 Adcock and Mosley (1975) 146. 37 Ulf (1996); Hall (2002) 67–73.
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save for Chios, came to the aid of Miletus during the twelve years that
the city suffered invasions at the hands of the early sixth-century Lydian
kings Sadyattes and his son Alyattes, and it is perhaps pertinent that the
later attempts of both Bias of Priene and Thales of Miletus to persuade
the Ionians to unite and to transform the Panionion into a single political
authority were spectacularly unsuccessful.38

Sanctuaries also served as the focal point for other non-ethnic, region-
ally based leagues. In modern scholarship they are frequently described as
‘amphictyonies’ – a term which Androtion (FGrH 324 F58) interpreted as
meaning ‘those who dwell around’ though the etymology is not, in fact, so
straightforward.39 The prototypical amphictyony was that which admin-
istered Apollo’s oracular sanctuary at Delphi. The league had originally
been based at the sanctuary of Demeter at Anthela near Thermopylae and
included local ethnê such as the Malians, the Phthiotid Achaeans and the
East Locrians. Before the end of the seventh century other states in central
Greece (notably, Thessaly, Boeotia and Phocis) as well as Athens, Eretria
and Sparta had joined the amphictyony, which now extended its control
over the sanctuary at Delphi as well.40 Administrative cooperation did not
necessarily entail a climate free of hostility. As far as we can gather from
the testimony of Aeschines (who was an amphictyonic official), members
swore an oath not to destroy the polis of fellow members, nor starve it out
nor cut off its water supply.41 A moment’s thought makes it clear that the
oath regulated, rather than prevented, conflict.

We hear of other regionally based leagues at Onchestus and Coronea in
Boeotia, Samicum in Triphylia, Asine in the Argolid and on the islands
of Delos and Calaureia (modern Poros), though since an amphictyony is
not explicitly attested on Delos prior to the fourth century and Strabo
(9.2.33) is the first author to mention an amphictyony at Onchestus, it
is possible that such organizations were modelled on their more famous
Delphic predecessor.42 Likewise, there is no independent testimony prior
to an inscription of the Hellenistic period for the amphictyony that Strabo
(8.6.14) says administered the sanctuary of Poseidon on Calaureia, though
it is often assumed that the league was already in existence in the archaic
period.43 Strabo says that the original members were the cities of Hermione,
Epidaurus, Aegina, Athens, Prasiae, Nauplia and Boeotian Orchomenus,
but that eventually Argos began to make contributions on behalf of Nauplia
and Sparta on behalf of Prasiae. Again, though, while the sanctuary of

38 Hdt. 1.18, 170. See Roebuck (1955) 29. 39 Hall (2002) 148–51.
40 For the members of the amphictyony: Aeschin. 2.115–16; Androtion FGrH 324 F58 and Theopomp.

FGrH 115 F63. See generally Hall (2002) 134–54.
41 Aeschin. 2.115–16, 3.109–10; cf. Tod no. 204.
42 Ehrenberg (1960) 109; see generally Tausend (1992). Delian amphictyony: IG xii.5 113.
43 Kelly (1966); Forrest (2000) 284; contra Hall (1995) 584–5. The inscription is IG iv. 842.
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Poseidon itself appears to have been neutral territory protected by divine
sanctions – Aristotle (fr. 597 Rose) even asserts that the island of Calaureia
had originally been called Eirene (the Greek word for ‘peace’) – relations
were not necessarily amicable between constituent members. It was because
of Athens’ bruising war with Aegina that Themistocles in 483 proposed to
employ the proceeds from new mining concessions to fund a fleet of 200

triremes and in 419 Argos felt no qualms about invading the territory of
Epidaurus.44

The primary purpose of such confederations was to administer a neu-
tral space for competitive interaction, free from the control of any single
state, in which states could forge and define their identities, interests and
achievements.45 We know from an inscription, dated to 380/79, that one
of the duties of the Delphic amphictyony was to maintain the roads and
bridges that conveyed pilgrims to Apollo’s sanctuary (IG ii

2
1126.40–4).

The position that sanctuaries typically occupied at the nodal conjunction
of transregional road networks stands in marked contrast to the situation
in urban centres where roads generally connected the conurbation with its
territory – indeed, to facilitate communication across boundaries was to
invite hostile threats.46 This required, however, certain measures for the
protection of sanctuaries and those who frequented them. The sanctuary
of Poseidon on Calaureia was noted as a place of asylia – offering the same
sort of inviolability that heralds enjoyed – and this seems to have been a fea-
ture shared by many sanctuaries in the Greek world.47 Furthermore, most
of the major religious festivals were marked by a sacred period (hierome-
nia), initiated by the announcement of the impending festival by sacred
envoys (theoroi). The hieromenia (which lasted fifty-five days in the case of
the Eleusinian mysteries and may even have been as long as a year for the
Pythian games at Delphi)48 did not demand a cessation of all hostilities, but
it initiated an armistice (ekecheiria) in the region hosting the festival and
offered safe passage to competitors and spectators wishing to attend. The
solemnity with which these religious obligations were originally endowed is
demonstrated by the measures Greek states would later take to circumvent
them. In 420 bc the Spartans were excluded from the Olympic games on
the grounds that they had failed to pay a fine levied when they had violated
the ekecheiria by invading the territory of Lepreum in Elis. Their protesta-
tion that they had been unaware of the ekecheiria because the hieromenia
had not, at that point, been declared at Sparta may have been legitimate,
though the Argives showed no scruples when, in the following year, they
postponed the hieromenia of the Carneia festival by continually repeating

44 Hdt. 7.144.1; Thuc. 5.54–5. 45 Forrest (2000) 284. 46 Lewis (1996) 30–1.
47 Sinn (1993). 48 Rougemont (1973).
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the fourth from last day of the previous month, thus allowing them to
prolong their invasion of Epidaurus (Thuc. 5.49, 54).

Within the orbit of such inter-regional sanctuaries, the most obvious
agonistic act was the athletic contest itself, where victory enhanced the
prestige not only of the individual athlete but also of the state to which he
belonged. States also, however, engaged in the competitive display of ded-
icatory monuments, including the characteristic treasury-houses that line
the Sacred Way at Delphi or jostle with one another on the terrace west (but
originally north) of the stadium at Olympia and, though it sometimes puz-
zles modern sensibilities, they funded and erected material records of their
most bloody contests with one another. The temple of Zeus at Olympia,
constructed between 472 and 457, was said to have been funded from the
spoils that Elis took after capturing the neighbouring community of Pisa,
while on the pediment above the entrance the Spartans suspended a gold
shield depicting the gorgon Medusa in order to commemorate their victory
over the Athenians and their allies at the battle of Tanagra in 457 bc (Paus.
5.10.2–4). Just in front of the temple stood the winged Nike by Paeonius
of Mende, paid for and dedicated from spoils that the Messenians and
the Naupactians won from the Spartans during the Peloponnesian War
(ML 74).

To recapitulate, international relations in the archaic and early classical
periods were conducted within a context characterized by competition, not
to say conflict, and other states were regarded with suspicion as potential
or actual rivals. Communal organizations, far from fostering a sentiment of
cooperative harmony, actually served to facilitate and promote this compet-
itive ethos by providing a neutral space and a universally applied regulatory
framework for the expression of civic or state consciousness. When commu-
nication and interaction between states was required, the Greeks appealed
to a series of consensually agreed protocols, placed under the tutelage of the
gods and believed to conform to basic codes of ‘civilized’ human behaviour.
All this was to change in the course of the fifth century.

v. the rise of hegemonic alliances

From time to time a state had to seek the help of an ally in order to assert
its primacy. The word symmachos (literally ‘a co-fighter’) is first attested in
the work of the poet Archilochus (fr. 108 West) and probably arose ini-
tially within the orbit of the connections that early archaic élites forged
with one another, indicating an ad hoc arrangement between individuals or
groups of individuals designed to address a specific military need. Thucy-
dides’ assertion that, in earlier times, ‘weaker cities did not unite under
the hegemony of greater cities, nor did they launch common expeditions
on the basis of equal participation, but each state waged war against its
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nearest neighbour’ (1.15.2) is not contradicted by the admittedly sparse evi-
dence that we possess. Even the exception that he makes for the so-called
‘Lelantine War’ between Eretria and Chalcis ‘in which the rest of the Greek
world participated in alliance with one or other of the two sides’ (1.15.3) is of
doubtful historical value.49 Eventually the term symmachoi was extended to
define other communities that agreed to lend military assistance according
to oaths sworn to the gods and the duration of such alliances became more
open-ended to cope with potential needs in the future. Thus, a bronze
tablet dating to c. 500 and found in excavations at Olympia describes an
alliance concluded for 100 years between Elis and Heraea (a city in western
Arcadia), in which both cities agree that ‘if the need arises, be it word or
deed, they shall stand by each other in all things but especially with regard
to war; but if they do not stand by one another, the offender is to pay a
talent of silver to Olympian Zeus to be used in his cult’.50

Thucydides appears to make a distinction between a symmachia (an
offensive and defensive alliance) and an epimachia (a purely defensive
alliance). In 433 the Athenians decided ‘not to enter into a symmachia with
the Corcyreans to have the same friends and enemies (for if the Corcyreans
asked them to sail against Corinth they would violate their treaty with the
Peloponnesians), but they made an epimachia to help one another in the
event that somebody attacked Corcyra or Athens or their respective allies’
(Thuc. 1.44.1). Similarly, both before and after the Peace of Nicias in 421,
the Corinthians declined to join the symmachia ‘to wage war and conduct
peace together with Elis, Argos and Mantinea’, declaring that ‘they were
happy with the previous epimachia, to come to the aid of one another but
to march out against nobody’ (Thuc. 5.48.2). To judge, however, from the
decree that established the Second Athenian Confederacy in 378 the term
symmachia could also designate a purely defensive alliance.51

The alliance between Elis and Heraea assumes a fundamental equality
between the two parties, but not all alliances were conceived in terms of a
parity between partners. From around the middle of the sixth century Sparta
began contracting a series of bilateral alliances with Peloponnesian states
such as Tegea, Elis, Sicyon and Corinth; by the middle of the fifth century
Aegina, Megara and most of the cities in Boeotia, Phocis and East Locris
had been added to the list. The unequal nature of such alliances is betrayed
by a fifth-century inscription which records an alliance between Sparta and
an Aetolian community named the Erxadieis, commanding them ‘to follow
wheresoever the Lacedaemonians lead by land and sea and to have the same

49 Burn (1929) and Forrest (1957), (2000) 286 believe in the fundamental historicity of the war and of
the alliances to which Thucydides alludes. Parker (1997) accepts the historicity of the war but is more
cautious about the alliances. Tausend (1987) believes the tradition to be exaggerated and mythologized
while Fehling (1979) regards it as utter fiction.

50 ML 17. See generally Baltrusch (1994). 51 Tod 123. See Adcock and Mosley (1975) 189–91.
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friends and enemies as they’.52 These alliances were probably modelled on
slightly earlier agreements that bound the ‘perioecic’ or surrounding towns
of Laconia to follow the lead of Sparta in times of war and it is highly likely
that a similar regional hegemony was already being exercised during the
archaic period by the Thessalians over their neighbours. Similarly, in the
second half of the fifth century the polis of Thebes had begun to assume
such a position of dominance over her Boeotian neighbours that by the
time of the King’s Peace of 386 she attempted to swear the oath on behalf
of all the Boeotians (Xen. Hell. 5.1.32).

By the fifth century the system of bilateral and unequal alliances that the
Spartans had contracted was organized on a more formal basis to constitute
what modern scholars call the ‘Peloponnesian League’, though the term that
the ancients used was ‘the Lacedaemonians and their allies’. The catalyst
for this formalization may have been an incident that Herodotus (5.74–5)
describes as having taken place in 506, when the Corinthians abandoned
midway an expedition led by king Cleomenes against Athens on the grounds
that it was unjust. From then on it was decided that future expeditions
should be ratified by a meeting of the league and that each ally should
have an equal vote, with a majority vote considered binding on all allies
‘unless there was some hindrance to do with gods and heroes’ – indeed
in 504 a proposal brought before the league to launch another invasion
of Attica was voted down after renewed Corinthian opposition.53 It is,
however, important to note that Sparta’s hegemony was maintained by the
fact that members of the Peloponnesian League entered into individual
alliances with Sparta and not one another, that only Sparta could call and
chair congresses of the league, that proposals put before the league congress
had already been ratified by the Spartan assembly and that expedition
commanders were always Spartans.54

The Peloponnesian League established a model for the other principal
alliances of the fifth and fourth centuries. Both the Delian League, set
up in 478 under the leadership of Athens to prosecute the war against
Persia, and the Second Athenian Confederacy, formed exactly a century
later to safeguard the freedom and independence of Greek cities from
Spartan aggression, were ‘bicameral’: the Athenian assembly (which nor-
mally discussed matters first) possessed an authority equal to that of the
synedrion (council) in which all the other allies had one vote.55 While meet-
ings of the Delian League initially took place on the island of Delos (the
league treasury was transferred to Athens in 454), the synedrion of the Sec-
ond Athenian Confederacy met at Athens right from the outset. In other

52 SEG xxvi 461; cf. Xen. Hell. 2.2.20, 5.3.26.
53 For the ‘constitution’ of the league: Thuc. 1.141.6, 5.30.1. Events of 504: Hdt. 5.90–3.
54 De Ste Croix (1972) 101–24. 55 [Arist.] Ath. Pol. 23.5. See de Ste Croix (1972) 298–307.
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respects, however, the original charter of the Second Athenian Confederacy
was designed to avoid some of the abuses of its predecessor. Thus, whereas
in the Delian League Athens and her allies seem to have sworn to have the
same friends and enemies as one another, the fourth-century confederacy
was intended to be more defensive in nature. Nor does it seem to have been
considered quite as permanently binding as its forerunner: in 478 Athens’
allies signalled their adherence to the alliance by casting iron ingots into
the sea and swearing to abide by the terms of the oath until the iron should
resurface, and it was the permanence of this oath that allowed Athens to feel
justified in retaliating brutally against cities that tried to secede from the
alliance. Finally, unlike the assessments that were made by Aristides for the
Delian League, the allies of the Second Athenian Confederacy were not ini-
tially required to pay any tribute (phoros), though ‘voluntary contributions’
eventually became more or less obligatory.56

After his defeat of a Greek army headed by Athens and Thebes at
Chaeronea in 338, Philip II ‘invited’ the Greek cities to Corinth in order
to enroll in a symmachia with him (only the Spartans refused the invita-
tion). The League of Corinth, known to contemporaries as ‘Philip and the
Hellenes’, was set up along the same ‘bicameral’ lines as the earlier leagues
of the fifth and fourth centuries: Philip (and later his son Alexander) served
as hegemon with authority equal to the synedrion in which the various Greek
cities were enrolled. Some semblance of decision making was ceded to the
synedrion – it was, for example, entrusted in 335 with the decision to raze the
city of Thebes to the ground and to enslave its citizenry – but ultimately,
just as with its predecessors, the council of the allies generally conformed to
the wishes of the hegemon. Unlike the Delian League, however, members of
the League of Corinth contributed councillors on the basis of proportional
representation. Thus, while Athens succeeded in obtaining majority deci-
sions by coercing weaker allies, Philip concentrated on securing the loyalty
of only the more populous and powerful states.57

vi . a new world order

It is sometimes assumed that one of the essential defining characteristics of
the polis was its autonomy – that is, its ability to conduct its own affairs free
from external interference or dictates. In truth, while the ideal of autonomy
is fully compatible with the social logic of the agonistic condition in the
archaic period there had always been poleis that found themselves dependent
upon more powerful neighbours. It is, however, undeniable that the advent
of hegemonic leagues encroached on the autonomy of Greek cities more

56 Diod. Sic. 15.28.3–4; Tod 123. 57 See generally Adcock and Mosley (1975) 243–6.
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than ever before and it is perhaps revealing that appeals to the principle
of autonomy became more vocal and more insistent in the course of the
fourth century – the very period in which the majority of poleis were not,
in fact, independent.58 Autonomy ‘for all poleis, both large and small’ was,
for example, guaranteed under the terms of the King’s Peace. In reality,
the autonomy clause was a cynical ploy on the part of Sparta, intended
to dismantle Thebes’ hegemony over the Boeotian cities, but the formula
remained central to the subsequent ‘common peaces’ concluded between
the Greek cities and was enshrined in the charters that established both the
Second Athenian Confederacy and the League of Corinth.59

While the contexts and procedures of international relations contin-
ued to be much the same as they had been in earlier centuries, the new
geopolitical circumstances occasioned by the ascendancy of a few powerful
states profoundly altered the material structures that governed and were
reproduced through such interactions: the increasing tendency to employ
mercenaries alongside citizen-soldiers and to conduct longer, more con-
tinuous campaigns with more professional élite corps are among the most
obvious examples.60 At the same time, a different set of ideational struc-
tures informed action from the fifth century onwards. In particular, there
are three interconnected areas in which the normative values of the later
classical period appear to be in stark contrast to those that prevailed in the
archaic period.

First, the agonistic spirit in international relations (if not in other areas
of Greek life) was now an anachronism. With the new asymmetric relations
of power created by the rise of hegemonic alliances, the imperative to secure
honour among peers and the satisfaction gained by achieving this became
increasingly redundant. Prior to the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War,
Thucydides (1.75.3) has the Athenians tell the Spartans that it was fear,
honour and self-interest that impelled them to acquire their empire, but by
the time of the Melian Dialogue in 416 considerations of honour appear to
hold little weight alongside the dictates of self-interest (5.90.1), and Athens
shows herself increasingly more concerned with survival than with winning
or even maintaining prestige. With the conduct of affairs now dictated by
hegemonic powers rather than by transcendent codes of behaviour, some
of the neutral mechanisms that had formerly facilitated dealings between
states were suspended. At some point – probably soon after the transfer of
the league treasury in 454 – Athens decreed that the arbitration of disputes
between her allies should henceforth be decided by Athenian courts rather
than by third parties while, in the economic sphere, a law was passed

58 Hansen (1995a). 59 For the common peaces: Ryder (1965).
60 See ch. 5 in the present volume.
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banning independent silver coinages, closing local mints and requiring all
allied cities to employ only Athenian coins, weights and measures.61

Second, the consensually agreed values – including religious sanctions –
that had hitherto guaranteed the conduct of international relations were
no longer as potent as they had once been. We have already had occasion
to note some of the devices that states adopted to circumvent oaths and
armistices. In his description of the plague of 430, Thucydides (2.47.4)
describes how the Athenians became disenchanted with prayers and orac-
ular consultations: ‘since this was all of no avail, they ended up turning
their backs on such practices, defeated by their sufferings’. Similarly, in his
account of the civil war that broke out on Corcyra in 427 he notes that soli-
darity among the revolutionaries was guaranteed not by any divine law but
by the common illegal enterprise in which all were engaged and that oaths
(horkoi) sworn for a temporary advantage, were swiftly broken (3.82.6–7).

It is probably unhelpful to suppose that people were ‘less religious’ in
the later classical period, not least because ancient Greek religion was prin-
cipally a matter of practice rather than of faith, and religious practices
certainly continued unabated for many centuries. The Athenian general
Nicias, whose fear of ill omens delayed the Athenian evacuation from Sicily
in 413, was clearly no less religious than his archaic predecessors while the
charge of atheism was evidently compelling enough to persuade a majority
of jurors to convict Socrates in 399. What had come under challenge was
not religion per se but all the established conventions that regulated one’s
social existence, and Thucydides (e.g. 2.53.4, 3.84.3) is careful to stress that
neglect of the gods was accompanied by an abandonment of normative
practices and common societal standards. For Thucydides, the blame lay
with the protracted war itself but it is worth noting that many of Athens’
educated statesmen had received their education at the hands of sophists
who were precisely concerned with demonstrating that all nomoi (‘laws’,
‘standards’, ‘norms’) were arbitrary conventions invented to mask the true
rule of nature (physis).62 The Athenians justify their hegemonic aspirations
to the Melians on the grounds that ‘it is under the compulsion of nature
that one rules over whatever one can’ (Thuc. 5.105.2).

Finally, whereas a climate of conflict and suspicion had prevailed in
international relations in the archaic period, the decline in the salience
of the agonistic mentality also had repercussions for the attitudes states
held towards one another. It is striking that references to philia – a bond
between partners that had required a special effort to secure in earlier
centuries – become ever more frequent in inscriptions from the fourth
century onwards. In fact, many cities went further and commemorated
their dealings with other states not only in terms of friendship but also

61 Plut. Per. 25; ML 45. 62 See generally Heinimann (1945).
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with reference to supposed ties of kinship (syngeneia).63 The practice of such
‘kinship diplomacy’ is already attested for the fifth century – Herodotus
(5.80.1) notes that Thebes sought an alliance with Aegina on the grounds
that the eponymous heroines Thebe and Aegina were daughters of the
river-god Asopus – but it is from the fourth century onwards that the
phenomenon becomes increasingly common.

We should not, of course, be duped by the apparent sincerity of such
transactions. The fact that friendship had to be proclaimed so frequently
with so many different parties could not fail to devalue the currency of the
concept and the genealogical routes by which cities established relationships
with one another were sometimes so tortuous that their credibility can
hardly have been seriously entertained by the signatories to the treaty. In
the late third century, for example, the Lycian city of Xanthus invoked its
kinship with the small town of Cytenium in Doris by claiming that Coronis,
the daughter of the eponymous Dorus, had been seduced by Apollo, whose
mother, Leto, was acknowledged as the founder of Xanthus.64 The practice
does, however, herald a new conception of international relations that was
to characterize the Hellenistic period – one which operated more along
the lines of interpersonal relationships than according to the impersonal
protocols of normative expectations. The form that such transactions took
was practically the same as before but the meaning-content with which
they were invested was now very different.

63 See Curty (1995); Jones (1999). 64 See Bousquet (1988).
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CHAPTER 5

MILITARY FORCES

peter hunt

i. introduction

In a passage extolling the virtues of order the fourth-century historian and
former general Xenophon waxes eloquent on the beauty of a well-organized
army.

An orderly army elates its watching supporters, but strikes gloom into its enemies.
I mean, who – if he is on the same side – could fail to be delighted at the sight of
massed hoplites marching in formation, or to admire cavalry riding in ranks? And
who – if he is on the other side – could fail to be terrified at the sight of hoplites,
cavalry, peltasts, archers, slingers all arranged and following their commanders in
a disciplined way?1

As we can see from Xenophon’s list, hoplites were the most conspicuous
and usually the most important Greek troops, followed by the four other
major types of land troops in descending order of status: cavalry, peltasts
(light-armed spearmen), archers and slingers.2 Most scholars argue that
the basic trend in military forces from the early archaic period through
the classical period was the establishment and then the decline of hoplite
primacy.3 According to this model, hoplite supremacy was established in
the early seventh century. All cities that wanted to win land battles had to
man large hoplite armies and fight it out on the small agricultural plains of
Greece. Light-armed troops and cavalry were of minimal significance. The
late fifth and the fourth centuries saw the dominance of hoplites challenged
as their vulnerabilities and the advantages of mixed armies became obvious.
It is for this reason that Victor Hanson entitled a chapter on fourth-century
warfare, ‘Hoplites as dinosaurs’.4

This view, although correct in the main, has been challenged on two
fronts. First, it may be that the hand-to-hand fighting method of the clas-
sical hoplite developed slowly and that hoplites coordinated with other

1 Xen. Oec. 8.6, trans. Tredennick and Waterfield (1990). Xenophon goes on to describe the impor-
tance of order on warships.

2 In a similar description in Xen. An. 5.6.15, the cavalry comes last, perhaps as the arm in which the
Ten Thousand were weakest.

3 E.g. Ober (1994); Garlan (1994); Hanson (1999b) 219–349. 4 Hanson (1999b) 321–49.
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types of forces throughout the archaic period:5 a throwing spear – rec-
ognizable by the throwing straps which added spin for a truer throw –
appears in addition to the classical thrusting spear on vase-paintings up
to the late seventh century; the seventh-century poet Tyrtaeus describes
light-armed troops interspersed with the hoplites; Attic vase-paintings in
the late sixth century depict archers among hoplites. Then, almost as soon
as we have detailed descriptions of wars between Greek city-states, that
is, in Thucydides’ account of the Peloponnesian War (431–404), we hear
of the defeat of unescorted hoplites in rough terrain. So the dominance
of the hoplites may not have been as long or as complete as previously
thought. Second, scholars have argued that the decline of hoplite warfare
in the fourth century is overstated.6 Hoplites may have been vulnerable
and slow on the rough terrain and passes that dominate the central Greek
landscape, but agricultural states need to control the fertile plains and
must fight set battles there. For this, no force was as good as the heav-
ily armed Greek hoplite formation, the phalanx – certainly according to
the many Near Eastern monarchs who hired Greek mercenary hoplites.
So while the hoplites may not have been the only important soldiers dur-
ing the archaic period, they were usually the most numerous and deci-
sive force in battles of the fourth century, the period of their supposed
demise.

This chapter considers the military capacities and costs of different mil-
itary forces. These capacities and costs, however, involved considerations
rather more complex than, for example, the limited ability of arrows to
pierce hoplite armour. Armies operate, not only against other types of
armies, but on a certain type of terrain: light-armed soldiers, who on the
plains were easy prey for the hoplite phalanx, could turn the tables on rough
ground. A military force can be used for, and is thus good or bad for, cer-
tain objectives, for example, disruption of trade, destruction of agriculture,
control of territory or attacks on walled cities. Armed forces also involve
different costs for the state that fields them. Such costs include obvious
ones such as the price of the weaponry. The economic costs of an army also
include the amount of time productive citizens need to spend on campaign,
in training at a difficult weapon, or the wherewithal required to maintain
either professional citizen units or mercenaries. For example, the hoplite
was an untrained amateur fighting a decisive battle during a break in the
agricultural schedule. He cost his society little. The professional soldiers of
Sparta were paid for by the exploitation – and consequent rebelliousness –
of a much larger population of serf-like helots.

5 Van Wees (2000a).
6 Holladay (1982). Anderson (1970) 111–64 presents a balanced picture of the role of hoplites and

other arms in fourth-century warfare.
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Capacities and costs were important determinants of the type of mil-
itary force a city fielded. The competition of warfare ensured that some
inefficiencies would not survive, or, at least, that defeated states would
have to consider improvements to match those of their enemies.7 Many
Greeks citizens and leaders clearly thought long and hard about all the
effects of waging war in this way or that: Athens in particular was inno-
vative in deliberately acquiring as mercenaries or training its own archers,
peltasts and cavalry; even the creation of its great navy was a matter of
policy.8 Calculations of military advantage and dynamism notwithstand-
ing, inertia and tradition were strong: states usually planned to fight the
way they had fought. The hoplite farmer did not reconsider the relative
weaknesses and strengths of his weapons and armour before going out
again to fight the hoplites of a neighbouring city. So the model of advan-
tages and costs will help organize and inform our treatment of Greek mil-
itary forces, but will not always re-create the thinking, if any, behind their
mobilization.

One preliminary issue requires treatment: a description of the advantages
and costs of military forces only holds true at a given point in time and for
a given type of state. But this chapter covers the period from the lifting of
the Dark Age (c. 750) to the end of the classical period (338).9 It covers a
Greece composed of hundreds of independent states. Many of these city-
states had similar social and political structures and fielded similar forces;
significant departures from the mainstream make a single description of
‘Greek’ military forces impossible. The lengthy and fragmented treatment
seemingly required by this temporal and geographic extent is somewhat
obviated by the paucity of evidence for many times and states.

Our evidence before the fifth century is scanty, difficult to interpret,
or both. But when our early sources – Homer, scraps of archaic poetry,
vase-paintings and stories passed down the generations – give way in the
fifth century to contemporary and detailed histories, speeches on issues
of war and peace and public records inscribed on stone, we can say more
about military forces and say it with more certainty. Without neglecting
the earlier development of military forces, our treatment concentrates on
the classical period rather than on the poorly known and thus inevitably
controversial forces of the archaic period.

Our evidence for the classical period, although relatively copious, is still
marred by a geographic bias. We know the most by far about Athens. The
famous Spartan army, the subject of a first-hand account by Xenophon,

7 Schmookler (1995) treats the general issue of selection of social traits through warfare. See Runciman
(1998b) on ‘selectionism’ and (1990) and (1998a) for attempts to apply it to ancient Greece.

8 Whether this navy was created ex nihilo or by the rapid expansion of a core of fifty ships is disputed:
see ch. 7, pp. 223–5, and ch. 8, pp. 252–6, in this volume.

9 For the innovations of Philip II in the Macedonian army, see ch. 11 in this volume.
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is also relatively well known. These two states can give us some idea of
Greek warfare, especially given the tendency of efficient military practices
to spread and given that both Athens and Sparta possessed a military prestige
and weight that ensured imitation. Nevertheless, each was atypical. Athens
was an exceptionally large Greek state, a sea-power and a democracy. The
military practices of oligarchic Corinth, little Megara, the Aegean islands,
and land-locked Thebes need not resemble Athens in detail. Spartans were
raised to be professional, full-time soldiers and were supported by the helots.
They were categorically different from any other force until the advent of
Philip’s professional Macedonian army in the fourth century.

Another class of Greek states did not fit the mould of the city-states at
all. Some large, often northern, Greek states were less urban. Most of their
people lived in villages rather than in walled cities. Their society was almost
feudal in its domination by landed aristocrats. The mass of the people
tended to be dependent peasants rather than the independent farmers who
made up the typical hoplite army. These states did not always field the same
types of troops as the southern and central Greek cities. Thessaly, Thrace
and Macedonia, for example, could field large cavalries from their nobles
and useful light-armed troops, sometimes mercenaries, from their peasants.
Until the mid-fourth century, these states did not usually field substantial
armies of hoplites, elsewhere the archetypal Greek soldier.10

All these regional differences in military forces are important, insofar as
the military of Argos, for example, can ever be known.11 Nevertheless, I will
make a virtue of necessity and focus on Athens – with some comparisons
with Sparta. Athens fielded all the different types of soldiers as well as a
large navy. Although scholars rightly decry an excessive Athenocentric and
classical focus, in a brief, general treatment of Greek military forces, such
a focus is a necessity.

i i . types of military forces

1. Hoplites

The elements of hoplite equipment, the panoply (from panoplos), begin to
appear in the second half of the eighth century (fig. 5.1).12 After a relatively
speedy introduction and equally quick spread of the panoply – if not close
formation fighting – within a generation, hoplite weaponry and armour

10 Macedon: Hammond et al. (1972–88) ii.405–49. Thessaly: Westlake (1969) 104–12. Thrace: Best
(1969); Archibald (1998) 197–209. See Hanson (2000a) on the geography of hoplite warfare.

11 Tomlinson (1972) 175–86 has only eleven pages on the Argive military in the archaic, classical, and
Hellenistic period.

12 See Hanson (1989/2000b) 55–88 for the panoply in practice; see Snodgrass (1999) 48–77, 136–8

for an archaeological approach to the introduction of the hoplite panoply with particular attention to
regional variations.
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Figure 5.1 Earliest-known hoplite panoply, from Argos. Late eighth century.
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underwent only slow and relatively minor alteration from 700 to 350. It
was not until the Macedonian phalanx of Philip II in the second half of the
fourth century that another type of infantry equalled the hoplite in close
combat.

The hoplite’s large and heavy circular shield, the hoplon or more com-
monly the aspis, was a Greek invention, a metre in diameter and weighing
perhaps 16 pounds.13 It was made primarily of wood and in some cases had
a thin metal outer shell. Its crucial feature was the double grip. A hoplite’s
upper forearm fitted within a metal armband in the middle of the shield
and his hand held another grip near the edge. This double grip reduced
the leverage on the shoulder and made it possible to carry a shield heavier
and more protective than the ox-hide shields of the Dark Ages. The weight
and forearm attachment reduced the mobility of the shield so hoplites were
relatively vulnerable on the sides and rear if their formation broke up. The
shield was concave, so hoplites could rest the upper rim on their shoulder
and hold the shield out at an angle in front of them as they stood sideways
to their opponents (fig. 5.2).14 When walking forward into battle, the shield
mainly protected each hoplite’s left side; armies tended to edge to the right
as each man tried to get close to the shield of his right-hand neighbour
(Thuc. 5.71).

The most expensive piece of equipment was the 30–40 pound bronze
breastplate that protected most of the hoplite’s torso, back as well as front.
The upper arms were uncovered for the sake of mobility. Early models had
an outward curve at the hips which allowed the legs to move freely and
may have deflected downward blows. Later this curve was eliminated and,
for a period, hinged strips of leather or metal hung down to protect the
groin and still allow mobility. A heavy, perhaps 5 pound, bronze helmet
protected the head, but early, heavy versions, such as the famous ‘Corinthian
helmet’, restricted the wearer’s vision and hearing. Greaves protected the
shins. Some examples are found of armour for the upper arms and thighs,
but these pieces seem never to have been common.

Although a hoplite’s body armour was not as complete as that of a fully
armed medieval knight, it was only the second line of defence after the
substantial shield. A fully armed hoplite would have been well protected
from missile weapons and from sword and spear thrusts. We hear of people
wounded through their armour or helmets, but just as often of spears
breaking. For an average, classical Greek man of about 5 foot 6 inches, the
armour had the disadvantage of being heavy, perhaps weighing 50 or 60

pounds, including the shield. It was also very hot and uncomfortable in

13 Hoplites were probably named after their equipment, arms or armour, hopla, rather than because
they carried a shield, hoplon, since the use of hoplon for shield, rather than equipment in general, is first
attested considerably later than the word hoplite. See Lazenby and Whitehead (1996).

14 I follow here the convincing account of van Wees (2000a) 126–31.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 5.2(a)–(c) Hoplite armour and the sideways-on stance adopted by hoplites in
combat represented by a statuette from Dodona, c. 500 bc, now in Berlin. Instead
of the circular hoplite shield of wood, this statuette has the lighter, oblong, scalloped
‘Boeotian’ shield, apparently made of wicker or leather. Such shields are represented
in art as having a central armband, like the hoplite shield, but a handle at the bottom
rather than the right-hand edge of the shield, which was therefore carried with arm
outstretched rather than bent at a ninety-degree angle.
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Figure 5.3 Two slave attendants assisting four hoplites as they arm themselves, on an Attic cup
of c. 480 bc. All four hoplites wear a one-piece corslet of thick linen or leather, rather than a
bronze cuirass: such corselets were folded around the torso and over the shoulders and fixed
with straps. The men wear a short, hitched-up tunic underneath and a short cloak (chlamys)
on top. On the far left, a hoplite and attendant are taking down a shield for use: while in
storage, shields were put in a cloth bag and hung on a peg in the wall of the dining room.

the Greek summer. Soldiers delayed putting on their armour and picking
up their shields until absolutely necessary and were regularly assisted with
their equipment by a slave attendant (fig. 5.3).15

The primary weapon of the classical hoplite was an 8-foot-long thrusting
spear. This spear had a pointed blade on one end and a spike, more sub-
stantial, on the other end for driving down through the armour of prone
enemies. The spike would also serve as a back-up point, if the blade broke.
Although hoplites also carried a short slashing-sword, this sword was used
only as a last resort. Spears could be used in an underarm position to go
under the shield into an opponent’s groin, a painful and eventually fatal
wound, or into his thighs, an injury often depicted in vase-paintings. Most
vases show hoplites using their spears in an overhand position. In this case,
they would attempt to hit the unprotected neck of their enemies above the
shield, or the opponent’s face, depending on the type of helmet worn.

The originally heavy and cumbersome, hot and uncomfortable hoplite
armour tended to get lighter over time, so that by the late fifth and fourth
centuries hoplites were not as fully protected – especially from missile
weapons – but more mobile than those of 200 years earlier (fig. 5.4).16

15 Hanson (1989=2000b) 56–7. See Hunt (1998) 166–8 and Cook (1990) 81 n. 45 on slave assistants.
16 Anderson (1970) 40–1; Hanson (1989=2000b) 57–8. In contrast, Jarva (1995) 63, 111–17, 143–4,

157 argues that, in the archaic period, not all members of the phalanx had a full set of metal defensive
armour. In particular, non-metal breastplates were common early.
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Figure 5.4 A light form of hoplite equipment common in
the classical period – a normal circular shield with central
armband and peripheral handle, but no other protection
except a type of open helmet known as ‘felt hat’ (pilos) and
a type of loose tunic called ‘off-the-shoulder’ (exomis) –
as represented on the grave monument of Lisas of Tegea,
buried in Attica in the late fifth century bc. Lisas must
have served in the Peloponnesian force at Decelea which
ravaged Attica from 413 to 404 bc.

Another explanation for the decreased protection may lie in the expense of
the full panoply, estimated to be 75–100 drachmas in the classical period.17

Cities wanting to field large armies may have welcomed soldiers too poor to
afford the full set of protective armour.18 For whatever reason, the almost

17 See van Wees (2001a) 66 n. 22 for the price of the hoplite panoply during the archaic and classical
period.

18 Van Wees (2001a) argues that thetes made up a significant portion of the largest Athenian hoplite
armies in the Peloponnesian War.
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complete protection of the heavy ‘Corinthian’ helmet gradually yielded
to a metal or leather cap. The solid metal breastplate was replaced by
lighter versions, sometimes just leather and felt. Greaves were discarded
early on by many hoplites. Since hoplites generally provided their own
equipment, individual variation predominated rather than a uniform set of
armour and weapons. Only during the classical period do even the painted
signs on shields become standard letters to identify the soldiers of a given
city, rather than insignia based on individual whim or family tradition.
Notwithstanding these variations over time and between different soldiers,
the heavy shield and thrusting spear remained the sine qua non of the hoplite
and assured his superiority at close-range fighting.

2. Cavalry

The early history of the use of horses in Greek warfare is complex and con-
troversial. Mycenaean states, influenced by Near Eastern kingdoms, placed
a high priority on two-horse chariots as mobile platforms either for archers
or, occasionally, for throwing spears.19 After the fall of the Mycenaean states
and the Dark Age, Homer presents a puzzling picture of chariot use: nobles
drive around the battlefield, but dismount to fight on foot. Perhaps the exis-
tence of Mycenaean chariots was preserved in the oral poetic tradition, so
Homer needed to incorporate them. Since late Dark Age and early archaic
soldiers rode horses as transport to fights waged on foot, Homer may have
assumed that chariots would have been used the same way.20

Cavalry, that is men fighting from horseback, may have played a role in
late Mycenaean armies, though most scholarship attributes the first signif-
icant cavalry to the Assyrians of the early ninth century bc. The history of
cavalry in archaic Greece is complex and obscure in the extreme. The prob-
lem of scanty evidence is compounded by the difficulties in distinguishing
cavalry from mounted hoplites, who would fight on foot, in archaic vase-
paintings.21 In addition, geographical variety is likely: although a small
force is probable, real doubts remain about the very existence of an Athe-
nian cavalry in the archaic period;22 the Thessalians, famous horsemen in

19 Drews (1993) 104–34. Kroll (1977) collects epigraphic evidence for Athenian cavalry in the fourth
century; Bugh (1988) concentrates on the Athenian cavalry as comprised of upper class Athenians serving
under the democracy and the ‘uneasy relationship between aristocratic and democratic ideologies’;
Spence (1993) argues that social and ideological factors limited the use of cavalry especially at Athens;
Worley (1994) believes that cavalry played a more important role in Greek warfare than is usually
acknowledged; Gaebel (2002) agrees and, more specifically, argues for a gradual increase in cavalry
effectiveness through the classical period.

20 Greenhalgh (1973) 7–62 followed by Worley (1994) 17–19; contra Van Wees (1994) 9–14.
21 So Greenhalgh (1973) 84–150 argues that real cavalry, as opposed to mounted hoplites, did not

appear outside of Thessaly until the sixth century; Worley (1994) 21–3 emphasizes the existence of Dark
Age cavalry and argues for the consistent use of true cavalry.

22 Bugh (1988) 3–38 (archaic Athens); Worley (1994) 21–58 (archaic Greece).
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Figure 5.5 Charging cavalrymen with light round single-grip shields and javelins on an archaic terracotta
plaque from Thasos.

the classical period, seem to have had cavalry from the eighth century on.
Other states may have possessed cavalry and then abandoned it after the
advent of the hoplite. Thus, Sparta’s hippeis, ‘horsemen’, consisted of an
élite infantry unit in the classical period.23

Weaponry varied between types of cavalry and even within a single unit.
In classical Athens it seems that some riders were armed with throwing
javelins and some with thrusting-spears, and some with both (fig. 5.5). In
both cases, a short slashing-sword provided a back-up for close combat –
since a long sword would be hard to wield without stirrups. Special corps
of horse-archers used bows and arrows: in 431 200 of these horse-archers
complemented Athens’ 1,000 regular cavalry.24

Cavalry men could be well protected with armour. The extra weight of
armour did not impinge as significantly on their horses’ mobility as on a
hoplite and the expense of armour was less onerous for the wealthy men
who typically made up the cavalry. Shields were rarely if ever used, since
one hand was needed to hold the reins. Although horse armour was rare,
riders were often protected with breastplates, helmets, greaves and boots.25

Although thigh-, arm-, and hand-armour existed, it does not seem to have
been commonly used.

23 Lazenby (1985) 10–12.
24 This corps was composed of poorer citizens and not always considered to be part of the élite

cavalry; it was probably subsidized to a greater extent by the state and disbanded in 403: Bugh (1988)
221–3. For prodromoi, mounted skirmishers or scouts, see Bugh (1998) 83–9.

25 Literary evidence and arguments from probability suggest that horsemen wore armour more often
than might be surmised from vase-paintings: Spence (1993) 64. Cavalry typically wore heavier body
armour than infantry did: Xen. An. 3.4.47–9.
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Greek cavalry faced several physical or technical limitations. To begin
with, the horses of the classical period were at most 15 hands (60 inches) in
height, scarcely larger than modern ponies.26 Compared to later cavalries,
Greek cavalry was not well equipped. Without horseshoes, laming on rough
ground was a greater problem. Even more important, the stirrup had not
been invented. Thus Greek cavalry men were, in general, less stable and,
in particular, not able to charge and make use of the power of the horses’
movement and weight with a couched lance. This last distinction, however,
between Greek and later cavalries should not be exaggerated. Greek horse-
men were able to fight effectively, though not decisively, against infantry
using both missile and hand-held weapons; even with stirrups, armoured
knights were unable consistently to break through closely massed and dis-
ciplined infantry.27

Nevertheless, these limitations ensured that Greek warfare in the classical
period was dominated by infantry and not cavalry. On rare occasions cav-
alry could defeat hoplites, but not until the armies of Philip and Alexander
do we see a consistent use of cavalry to decide battles. So, in the classical
period, cavalry served in a variety of other roles. They were often stationed
on the wings of the phalanx, since their mobility could prevent outflank-
ing. They were crucial as scouts on campaign. Horsemen were particularly
lethal against hoplites who were out of formation. They could pick off strag-
glers, foragers or looters. Cavalry was perhaps most important in pursuing
defeated enemies, especially those retreating in disorder.

3. Peltasts

Although the clash of hoplites usually decided set battles, other foot soldiers
often played an important auxiliary role and sometimes a decisive one. In
some circumstances – for example, in rough terrain – these troops could
rout unescorted hoplites. The most important of these, archers, peltasts and
slingers, used missile weapons. Since they wore less armour, they were more
mobile than hoplites. These types of soldiers are described by Thucydides as
‘prepared light-armed troops’ to distinguish them from the masses of poorly
and irregularly armed combatants that sometimes accompanied a hoplite
army and helped in ravaging the enemy’s countryside. We know little about
these latter men, usually drawn from a city’s poor. Many may merely have
thrown stones.28 Although a fist-sized stone thrown into the unprotected
face of a fourth-century hoplite could knock him out, it seems in general

26 Anderson (1961) 15, 153. In the mid-fourth century larger horses may have come to be used,
especially in Macedonia.

27 Spence (1993) 105–6. Gaebel (2002) 10–12, 29–31, 56–7 emphasizes the level of control and stability
attainable even without stirrups.

28 Xen. An. 5.2.12, 5.2.14; Hell. 2.4.33.
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that such generic light-armed soldiers were of little weight in battle. On
the other hand, peltasts, archers and slingers were often highly trained and
important. Each has his own, albeit imperfectly known, history.29

Spear-throwing specialists were often referred to as peltasts, since they
carried the peltê, a crescent-shaped shield of Thracian origin that protected
the arm and shoulder.30 This shield was light and suited to parrying missiles.
Spear-throwers were also called akontistai, after the two light throwing
spears, akontia, which they carried. A throwing strap imparted spin and
made for a smoother and thus more powerful and accurate throw. Peltasts
are occasionally depicted in hand-to-hand combat and unlike other light-
armed troops could sometimes hold a line against cavalry and, on rough
ground, even against hoplites.31 They carried a short slashing-sword as a
secondary weapon.

Peltasts excelled at quick sallies, ambushes, reconnaissance missions,
occupation of strong points and protecting or attacking marching routes.32

They tended to be particularly deadly in rough terrain, where hoplites could
neither maintain their formation nor catch the quicker peltasts. In actions
requiring speed and whenever an army had to move through the hills rather
than staying in the plains, peltasts were useful.

Peltast weapons resemble those described in Homer.33 When the city-
states had turned decisively to hoplites as the mainstay of their infantries,
the peltast persisted in less developed kingdoms of Thrace. Already in
the mid-sixth century, the Athenian tyrant Peisistratus had used Thracian
mercenaries, probably peltasts.34 The disastrous defeat of the Athenians at
Drabescus was probably the work of the peltasts, the main type of soldier
in that region.35 In the fifth century Thracian peltasts were often hired as
mercenaries and the Thracian remained the ‘peltast par excellence’ through
the fourth century (fig. 5.6).36 But, as the advantages of the relatively cheap
peltast equipment became obvious, peltasts were recruited throughout the
Greek world. Usually these soldiers were mercenaries, but some came from
less developed allies or even from the poor of a city’s own population.37 In
the late fifth and early fourth century the Athenian generals Demosthenes
and Iphicrates commanded peltasts of varied origins with great success,

29 Lippelt (1910) is the standard reference with detailed citations of the ancient evidence. Anderson
(1970) 111–40 is a concise and readable treatment.

30 Best (1969) provides the most complete treatment of peltasts. Since peltasts became the most
common type of mercenary, Parke (1981) also treats them at length.

31 Ferrill (1985) 179. E.g. Diod. Sic. 15.32.5. 32 Best (1969) 19–20, 73, passim.
33 Best (1969) 8–12. 34 [Arist.] Ath. Pol. 15.2 with archaeological evidence cited in Best (1969) 5.
35 Best (1969) 20 on Thuc. 1.100.3, 4.102.
36 Best (1969) 119. Best (1969) 110–19 refutes the argument of Griffith (1968) 239 that after Iphicrates,

Thracian peltasts were no longer used.
37 Best (1969) 93–9 rejects the possibility that many of Iphicrates’ peltasts would be Athenian citizens;

contra Parke (1981) 49.
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Figure 5.6 Peltast with characteristic crescent-shaped shield, car-
rying a spear underarm as if for thrusting rather than throwing,
and wearing Thracian-style boots and a fox-fur cap, with a fur
wrap around the waist. (Attic vase of c. 480 bc found in a grave in
Boeotia).

including Iphicrates’ decimation of a Spartan hoplite regiment near Corinth
(390). From this period on peltasts played an important role in many
Greek wars, usually serving in conjunction with hoplites, but occasionally
alone.

4. Archers

Already in the late third millennium bc composite bows had been con-
structed out of horn, sinew and wood in Mesopotamia.38 Linear B tablets
indicate that the Mycenaean palaces too possessed these potent weapons
in the late Bronze Age. During the Dark Age archery seems to have dis-
appeared from mainland Greece.39 Starting in the eighth century it spread
again from Crete, which had never lost it. In Homer several heroes use the
bow, but its reputation was mixed.40 Indeed, Homer seems unsure about

38 Gabriel and Metz (1991) 67. 39 See Snodgrass (1964) 141–56 and (1999) 80–4.
40 E.g. Hom. Il. 2.719, 8.266, 11.385, 13.713.
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the construction of the composite bow.41 In the archaic period archers often
seem to have been outsiders to the central world of the city-states. Scythian
mercenary archers for example, are depicted on Attic vases of the late sixth
century.42 Even in the classical period it was Crete that produced the most
famous mercenary archers: 300 of these accompanied the Spartan-led army
at the battle of Nemea, 394 (Xen. Hell. 4.2.16). But large numbers of local
archers are also sometimes attested: Athens had 1,600 archers and 200

mounted archers at the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War (Thuc. 2.13.8).
In the Persian empire the bow was an aristocratic weapon, and not

without reason. Composite bows, at least, required a delicate and lengthy
process of curing and construction.43 They could easily be destroyed by
water.44 So although they did not contain the large quantity of metal that
made hoplite armour so expensive, bows were not cheap and they were not
durable. Archers with composite bows could hit individuals at 60 metres
and were effective against formations at over 150 metres. The range of simple
and compound bows were significantly less. But, as the Persian Wars made
abundantly clear, Persian bowmen were not very effective against a hoplite
charge. Hoplites required at most a couple of minutes to get through the
effective range of the arrows. In addition, a fully armed hoplite was mainly
protected from arrows, except perhaps at point-blank range. Scholars have
calculated that even without counting the protection provided by shields,
only one arrow out of ten that landed in a hoplite formation would cause an
injury.45 And as soon as the hoplites reached the archers – as at Marathon
and Plataea – the fight was pretty much decided.

Where archers could be protected from being overrun, they were highly
effective even against hoplites: in areas of Asia Minor where hoplites regu-
larly faced massed archers, we find representations of hoplites with shield
curtains, designed to protect their legs from arrows.46 Archers, however,
had difficulty shooting from behind in support of hoplites engaged in
close combat. Some pictures of Scythian archers in late archaic Athens
show them interspersed with hoplites, but this scenario assumes a more
open hoplite formation than most scholars accept for the classical period.47

Bowmen could, however, attack armies on the move and harass stationary
formations before battles.

Archers were naturally lethal against other light-armed troops who lacked
protective armour.48 As hoplite armour became lighter over time and

41 Snodgrass (1999) 39.
42 Snodgrass (1999) 83–4. Lissarrague (1990) 125–49, less convincingly, interprets these Scythians as

products mainly of Athenian self-definition in opposition to the ‘other’.
43 Snodgrass (1999) 83. 44 Gabriel and Metz (1991) 68.
45 Gabriel and Metz (1991) 72. 46 Anderson (1970) 17.
47 Greenhalgh (1973) 91–2. See ch. 7, pp. 205–9, on the density of hoplite formations.
48 E.g. Thuc. 3.98.1.
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elements were discarded, archery must have become more of a threat.49

In open country, mounted archers could maintain their distance from the
enemy infantry while continuing to shoot at them. Another important use
of the bow was in sieges, either to clear the walls or to inflict injuries on
the attackers.

Athenian triremes carried four bowmen. These could wreak havoc if
they hit just a few of the entirely unarmoured crew. To protect against this,
linen, felt or leather screens – of unknown effectiveness but likely to make it
hotter and harder to breathe when rowing – were put up during combat.50

Archers at sea were also probably useful for killing the crews of rammed,
half-sunk triremes or for enforcing their surrender.51

5. Slingers

The sling is almost as old a weapon as the bow and arrow and the spear:
pictures of slingers have been found in the Neolithic site of Çatal Hüyük.52

In the classical period slingers played a subordinate role in warfare and
were of low social status.53 Accordingly, our information about slingers is
sketchy.

Slings were inexpensive weapons made from leather patches with strings
of sinew or gut attached to opposite ends. After loading the patch and
spinning it around, the slinger released one string and the missile flew off.
Rounded stones or balls of baked clay could be used. Heavy stones, some
the size of a fist, might do considerable damage, but lead bullets had a
much greater range and penetration (Xen. An. 3.3.16). Judging from the
inscriptions on bullets made of lead, their use began in the classical period.
These bullets are of historical interest when inscribed with the names of
cities such as Athens or commanders, such as Philip’s generals, rather than
the insults or jibes – ‘ouch’ or ‘pay attention’ are two – that often adorned
them.54

In contrast to archery which has a continuous history, slinging is a lost
art. So modern experiments on the speed and force of slings may underes-
timate their power due to inferior slings and untrained slingers.55 Ancient
sources insist that slingers had an effective range of about 200 metres and
could outdistance archers.56 Lead sling bullets, usually between 30 and 40

grammes,57 could penetrate the body and were hard to extract. Sling bullets

49 E.g. Xen. An. 4.1.18. 50 Jordan (1975) 208–9.
51 Shooting with a bow from a trireme would certainly be the easiest way to kill men in the water.

Cf. Thuc. 1.50.1.
52 Ferrill (1985) 24.
53 Pritchett (1971–91) v.1–67 collects and discusses the evidence for slingers in Greece and Rome.
54 Pritchett (1971–91) v.45. 55 Gabriel and Metz (1991) 59, 75.
56 Pritchett (1971–91) v.56. 57 Pritchett (1971–91) v.43.
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were fast and hard to see, so they could not be dodged (Veg. Mil. 1.16).
Hoplite armour could deflect all but the heaviest stones, so harassment
by slingers would primarily make it impossible to move around without
armour (Thuc. 2.81.8).

Slingers possessed many of the same virtues and drawbacks as archers:
easily overrun on their own, they could be an invaluable complement to
other forces. Slingers fought best on rough ground or against other light-
armed troops or against cavalry with its unprotected horses (Thuc. 6.22).
Slingers were not usually arrayed as closely as archers, since they needed
room to swing their slings.58 Slingers helped in the attack or defence of
walled cities. They served on triremes to harass other ships. Despite its low
status, the sling’s usefulness was such that Plato includes training with the
sling among the skills that children in the ideal state of the Laws should
learn.59

6. The navy

In the eighth century war galleys – such as the pentekontor, the fifty-
oared ship common in the archaic period – acquired a second row of
rowers above the first.60 Although Phoenician ships with three rows of
oars – and thus triremes of some sort – were depicted by 700,61 most
scholars follow Thucydides and put the development of the Greek trireme
in the mid-seventh century at Corinth.62 A recent full-scale reconstruction
has established with far greater precision and certainty the design of the
trireme.63 Out of a total crew of 200 men, 170 were oarsmen arranged
in three horizontal rows.64 In contrast to Renaissance galleys, each rower
pulled an oar by himself. Other crewmen included ten hoplite marines,
four archers, a carpenter, a piper and a variety of officers and deck-hands.

In hindsight the trireme was unmistakably superior in battle to the other
warships of the time, but its expense slowed its adoption.65 Until about
the mid-sixth century, the pentekontor was still more common.66 In the
early fourth century Dionysius of Syracuse built a powerful navy with larger
ships, ‘fours’ and ‘fives’.67 These ships probably had more than one oarsman
pulling on a single oar and thus had four or five rather than three rowers
in each rowing unit. By the 330s Athens itself was building ‘fours’ and

58 Cf. Ferrill (1985) 25. 59 Pl. Leg. 794c, 834a.
60 Casson (1994) 58. Wallinga (1993) 45–53 discusses the definition of pentekontor.
61 Morrison et al. (2000) 36.
62 E.g. Casson (1994) 60; Morrison et al. (2000) 38–40 on Thuc. 1.13. Cf. ch. 7 in this volume, p. 224.
63 Morrison et al. (2000) 191–275.
64 Wallinga (1993) 169–85 argues that triremes were not uncommonly undermanned.
65 Morrison et al. (2000) 40–1. See Gabrielsen (1994) on the expense of a large navy and the Athenian

system of trierarchies which contributed to paying for it.
66 Casson (1994) 53. 67 Casson (1994) 78.
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‘fives’.68 These types of ships dominated Hellenistic warfare, but were less
nimble than the triremes had been.

Land forces were ubiquitous. Navies were expensive and possessed by
only a few rich cities. Even in these the navy did not enjoy the prestige
often accorded to the hoplites or the cavalry. Navies were most effective in
interfering with or protecting trade and so were mobilized by large islands
or by other cities, such as Athens or Corinth to whom trade was important.
Navies were also by far the most mobile military force; under oar, triremes
could cover well over 100 miles in a day.69 As such they tended to play a key
role in the militaries of imperial or aspirant imperial states, which wanted
to project power far from home.

These capabilities of navies in the classical period were limited by the
specificity of trireme design. Unlike earlier warships, more versatile and with
some cargo room,70 triremes were made to be quick and agile and little else.
They were particularly vulnerable in rough seas. They had very little cargo
space. Triremes did not even carry much in the way of supplies for the crew.
Navies typically went ashore each evening so the crews could sleep – and
often for a mid-day meal. Food and water had to be procured almost every
day. So, although they could raid an enemy’s coast – as the Athenians did
in the early Peloponnesian War71 – navies preferred to have friendly bases
to spend the night. They could even be in danger from counter attack, if
they tarried too long, camped on a hostile shore – or were forced in by
bad weather. This dependence on land bases also made it expensive and
difficult to conduct even a quite small blockade, but raids against shipping
were possible and could be very disruptive.72 For, example, the Hellespont
region was a bottleneck for the important grain trade from the Black Sea to
Athens. Control of it was thus crucial and a focus of Athens’ naval strategy
throughout the classical period. The members of the boulê, the executive
council of the Athenian assembly, could not receive their traditional crowns
at the end of their tenure of office if they had not seen to the construction
of a certain number of triremes.73

7. The hierarchy of military forces

In Greece, as in many other cultures from the Neolithic to the present,
military service brought prestige as well as rights within the society. The
extent to which Greek city-states did, in fact, reward with political rights
those who fought in their armies – as the theories of the ‘hoplite revolution’
and the ‘naval democracy’ hold – is treated in Chapter 9. Here, we consider

68 Morrison (1987) 91–2; Morrison et al. (2000) 48. 69 Morrison et al. (2000) 97, 103–5.
70 Gabrielsen (1994) 25. 71 Thuc. 1.143.4, 2.25–6, 2.30–2.
72 Thuc. 4.26–27.1, cf. Thuc. 1.120.2; Dem. 5.25. 73 Dem. 22.8.
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a modification of the simple rewarding of soldiers. Instead of just rewarding
any military service, complex societies often establish a hierarchy among
their military forces: some ways of fighting mark the participants as brave
and estimable, while others do not. The status of a type of military force
depends more on the power of the people who serve in it than upon the
difficulty of the skills involved, its demands on participants’ courage or
military effectiveness.

Herodotus reports that Persian boys are taught three things only, ‘to ride,
to use the bow, and to tell the truth’ (Hdt. 1.136; trans. de Sélincourt 1996).
This succinct formulation idealized the frankness of the Persian aristocrat
and described his distinct way of fighting. The peasant levies which added
mass to the Persian army gained little social power from their military
participation. The horse, in particular, marked off the noble Persian in
war and in peace – as in a large variety of societies throughout history.
In contrast, the aristocratic and ambitious Mantitheus, on trial in Athens,
assured the jury that he fought as a hoplite even though his wealth would
have allowed him to join the cavalry (Lys. 13). Evidence from drama, poetry,
funeral orations and public and private law cases indicates that Mantitheus
knew what he was doing. The hoplite was the most valorized soldier in
classical Athens.74

This reversal, in which the military force associated with the élite, the
cavalry, is relegated to the second place is a historical anomaly. It corre-
sponds, though, to that great historical anomaly, the Athenian democracy.
At Athens public discourse, and thus the relative prestige of the cavalry
and hoplite, was in the sway of non-élite citizens – as was political power.
The Athenian navy was much more important to Athenian power than
its hoplites, but the motley origins of navy crews prevented the navy from
upstaging the traditional primacy accorded to hoplites.

But whenever we talk about status or prestige we must add ‘prestige with
whom?’ Imagine the long-haired, sometimes riotous, young aristocrats, the
most conspicuous members of the Athenian cavalry, together at a private
drinking party, a symposium. It is hard to imagine that they would so easily
admit the superiority of the sturdy hoplite farmer to themselves, as they
would on trial before a jury of their ‘inferiors’. Rather they were likely to
sing the praises of horsemanship, stress its difficulty, and, depending on
the era, bemoan their under-appreciated military contributions.75 On the
other end of the social spectrum stand the crews of Athenian warships or
the large numbers of people involved in shipbuilding. Only occasionally
emphasized in our élite sources, but clear all the same, is the pride and high
morale of the crews of the Athenian navy, the ‘naval mob’ of aristocratic

74 Loraux (1986) 161–71; Hunt (1998) 190–4.
75 Xen. Cyr. 4.3.4–23, albeit in a Persian context, suggests the line such talk could take.
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contempt.76 When Pericles’ strategy mandated that no hoplite battle be
fought and Athens would depend on its navy, one cannot help but imagine
that naval crews – picture them talking over lunch during one of the great
expeditions around the Peloponnese – would not easily grant their inferior
moral worth or civic contribution.

The relative status of military forces varied geographically as well as
between different classes. Thessalian nobles secure in their formidable rep-
utation as the best cavalry in Greece are unlikely to have esteemed the
peasant levies that composed their nugatory infantry. Mercenaries were
manifestly effective troops – or they would have been out of work. But,
they were by definition outsiders, so their professionalism and military
contributions did not prevent Athenians from considering them impov-
erished, thieving, brutish, semi-barbarians. The types of forces in which
mercenaries typically served suffered by association. Peltasts, archers and
slingers were often mercenary outsiders and less esteemed as a result.77

For example, despite the usefulness that made major city-states hire
slingers, their status was low: Xenophon calls slingers the ‘most slavish’ of
soldiers since no number of slingers alone could stand up against even a
few hoplites.78 Slingers were no more dependent on other forces than were
hoplites or cavalry, but their status was low because they were often merce-
naries from outside the world of the city-states and – given that slings were
cheap to make – poor ones at that. Slings also lacked the Homeric cachet
that may have counterbalanced some of the contempt for the peltast or
archers.79 Nor were there important military states that depended primar-
ily on the sling, as horsemen and archers were among the most important
troops of the Persians and Scythians. Yet even here prestige is in the eye of
the beholder: the city of Aspendus, which was probably a source of these
specialized troops, put a slinger on some of its coins to advertise its proudest
export.80

i i i . units and their officers

The Athenian general Iphicrates once compared an army to a person.81 His
analogy resembles the schema of Xenophon with which we started in that
it included different types of soldiers: the light-armed troops are the hands,
the cavalry the feet, the phalanx the heart and chest – but the navy is not

76 Strauss (1996), (2000); Pritchard (1998). 77 Xen. Cyr. 2.1.18 is revealing.
78 Xen. Cyr. 7.4.15; Dem. 23.148.
79 See Xen. Hell. 3.4.24, Thuc. 4.40.2 for attitudes towards peltasts and archers respectively.
80 Pritchett (1971–91) v.37, 46–7.
81 Plut. Pel. 2.1. I use ‘officer’ in this section in the broad sense with no reference to the modern

distinction between commissioned and non-commissioned officers. The roles of these different officers
on campaign and in battle are covered in chs. 6 and 7 in this volume.
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mentioned. He added, however, that the general was the army’s head – and
thus should not take unnecessary risks. This comparison reminds us that
armies are organized bodies of armed men: they comprise distinct units,
soldiers and officers.82 Nevertheless, a caveat is in order. Greek officers can
be fitted into a chain of command and Greek units can be subdivided
into smaller units, but this apparent organization and modernity conceals
fundamental differences. In general, most Greek armies were less elaborately
structured and rigorously controlled than modern ones. Even the generals
were not always full-time professionals: political prominence played as large
a role as military competence in their selection. More junior officers were
often few in number and as much part-time amateurs as the soldiers they
led. This low level of organization was sufficient for the rudimentary battle
tactics of most of the classical period.

Top military commands were connected closely with a state’s political
structure. Major Spartan armies, accompanied by their numerous allies,
were usually led by one of the two hereditary kings. Under the king were
six polemarchoi, ‘war-leaders’, each in command of one of the six divi-
sions of the Spartan army.83 The polemarchs may well have been elected
officers – they possessed authority independent of the king.84 The famous
Thessalian cavalry was the product of an almost feudal society and its orig-
inal organization reflected this: a noble officer from each area commanded
a unit composed of lesser local aristocrats and their retainers. In the fourth-
century Boeotian League, the seven Boeotarchs both possessed the greatest
political power in the state and commanded the army.85

So, too, did the strategoi, the generals of classical Athens. Originally, a
single polemarchos had commanded the Athenian army. In the late archaic
period he was elected from the upper two Solonian property classes. Early in
the fifth century overall command of the Athenian military, the land as well
as naval forces, was transferred to ten strategoi. These were elected annually
by the assembly and tended to include ambitious politicians. Originally
one general came from each of the ten geographically based ‘tribes’ of the
Athenian democracy, but later this requirement disappeared.86 By the mid-
fourth century, instead of an undifferentiated board of generals, some of
the generals were granted special spheres of activity such as the defence

82 Pritchett (1971–91) ii.4–132 contains a series of studies on matters pertinent to the command of
Greek armies. Hamel (1998a) treats the Athenian strategoi.

83 The units of the Spartan army present an obscure and difficult topic, due to call-ups involving
different age classes, the incorporation of perioikoi and perhaps helots in Spartan units, discrepancies in
unit sizes by a factor of two between Thucydides and Xenophon, and the likelihood of organizational
change. The most important passages are Thuc. 5.68 and Xen. Lac. 11.4–6: see ch. 6 in this volume, p.
157; Lazenby (1985) 5–20; Anderson (1970) 225–51.

84 Lazenby (1985) 20–5. 85 Buckler (1980b) 24–30. 86 Fornara (1971) 19–27.
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and protection of Attica.87 Even after these reforms, most of the generals
were assigned on an ad hoc basis to particular campaigns. Often several
generals jointly commanded a single force, but no hierarchy was necessarily
established and decisions were generally based on consensus or majority
vote.88

In the classical period the Athenian hoplite army was divided into ten
units, taxeis, from the ten tribes. Each was commanded by a taxiarchos
coming from that tribe, but elected annually by the whole assembly. The
1,000 horsemen of the Athenian cavalry’s acme were commanded by two
hipparchoi, also elected by the assembly. The phylarchs who commanded
the ten tribal sub-divisions of the cavalry were also elected. In the navy,
trierarchs, ship captains, usually answered directly to the general or gen-
erals in command of an expedition. The primary qualification for being a
trierarch was wealth, since the trierarchy involved the costly responsibility
for maintaining a ship for a year – the hull, equipment and the crew’s base
wages were supplied by the state. Almost any rich man could be a competent
trierarch, because, in nautical matters, he could rely on the helmsman, who
did not necessarily steer the ship, but was the senior professional officer on
board.89

So the Athenian navy depended on rich rather than military captains and,
in both the Athenian infantry and the cavalry, the top two levels of com-
mand, the officers who took part in deliberations,90 were officials elected
annually by the citizens. In addition, most officers were basically amateurs.
At Athens officers were paid only when on active duty, often a small portion
of the year, and not upon appointment or election.91 Few pieces of evidence
bear on the pay scale for officers: in his offer to the remaining mercenaries
of the Ten Thousand, the Spartan commander Thibron offered to pay the
lochagoi twice a soldier’s pay and the generals four times (Xen. An. 7.6.1).

The Athenian cavalry trained regularly and contained minor officers in
every file of ten men.92 In the navy, sub-groups such as the watch and
the marines required their own officers. In the hoplite phalanx, however,
the basic units were large and the chain of command simple. This reflects
the amateur status of the soldiers and officers and the consequently simple
tactics employed. In addition, small units rarely operated independently

87 Hamel (1998a) 14–16, 84–6, rightly rejecting the view that one general of the ten was regularly
given superior powers. See also Fornara (1971) 11–19.

88 Hamel (1998a) 99.
89 See Jordan (1975) 117–52 for the ship’s officers, specialists, and their origins. Thuc. 7.62.1, 69.2

mention a general’s consultation with helmsmen and exhortation of trierarchs.
90 Thuc. 4.4.1, 7.60.2; cf. Xen. Lac. 13.4.
91 Larsen (1946). Generals may have been an exception to the democratic ethos in being unpaid as

well as elected, but even they may have been given a salary when actually on campaign.
92 Worley (1994) 75.
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and so lower-ranking officers were not expected, in most cases, to wield
independent command.93 Rather they were responsible primarily for get-
ting the troops into line and fighting themselves to inspire the troops
(Xen. An. 5.2.11). They also saw to it that the commander’s orders were
communicated and obeyed – though trumpet signals were also used – and
kept their commanders informed about the army and its performance.94

At Athens, both full mobilizations – up to 13,000 hoplites are attested on
campaign – and partial ones could include all ten taxeis. So the taxeis cannot
have been a standard size.95 Each taxis was divided into lochoi of unknown
size, each commanded by a lochagos selected by his taxiarchos. These smaller
units tended to incorporate men from one area. Thus, the bonds of polis
loyalty that held a hoplite army together were often confirmed by those
between family, friends and neighbours.96

The professional Spartan army was exceptional also in its articulated
chain of command: Thucydides considered it worthy of note that the orders
of the king were passed along by different levels of officers to the whole
army, a sine qua non for any sort of army today.97 The Spartan army was
also distinguished by the fact that every front-rank fighter was an officer of
some sort and certainly a Spartan rather than a soldier from the perioikoi
or helots.98 Indeed, at least two grades of officers stood below the lochagoi,
while at Athens no officers below this level are attested.99

One might expect that most Greek armies would grow more to resemble
the more tightly organized Spartan rather than the Athenian army as they
became more professional and better trained in the fourth century. We do
know that Alexander’s Macedonian infantry, also professional, contained
as large a proportion of minor officers as had the Spartan army,100 but we
are ill-informed about earlier developments in the city-state armies.

The interrelated issues of military discipline and relations in general
between men and officers provide our next topic. In the armies Homer
depicts, officers were aristocrats who, as such, might hit common soldiers
to enforce their wills – as Odysseus hit Thersites – but mainly had to
admonish and exhort to get their men even to join the fight.101 With the

93 Anderson (1970) 40, 67.
94 See Hamel (1998a) 64–70 with criticism of Mitchell (1998) on the determination of official rewards

for bravery. For difficulties of communication and control in battle, see ch. 7A in this volume.
95 Anderson (1970) 97. 96 Hanson (1989/2000b) 121–5.
97 Thuc. 5.66.2–4. Anderson’s (1970) 67–83 excellent chapter on ‘the general and his officers’ is largely

confined to the Spartan army and thus not representative.
98 Xen. Lac. 11.5. See Thuc. 5.66.2 on the permeation of the army with officers. See Hunt (1997)

135–7 on the front rank in the Spartan army.
99 Thuc. 5.66.2; Anderson (1970) 97–8. I am more confident than Anderson that there were in fact

no infantry officers below the lochagoi in Athens.
100 See ch. 11, pp. 330–3, in this volume on the Macedonian army.
101 E.g. Hom. Il. 2.198–9, 265–77, 391–3; 4.240–50.
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growth of the state and the establishment of officers as its representatives,
they gained some measure of disciplinary power.102

In the Athenian army of the classical period the relationship of officers
and soldiers reflected the compromises between rich and poor citizens
within the democracy. Athens had no officer class,103 but generals were
the most important elected officials and even the taxiarchoi probably came
from the politically ambitious and thus from the wealthiest families.104

Officers were not the social peers of the men they commanded – except
in the cavalry. But, just as within the democracy a rich man could rarely
afford to act the haughty aristocrat, so too were the powers of the officer
curbed. Generals were sometimes condemned and often accused in lawsuits
concerning their tenure of office. That the soldiers under a general were a
sub-set of the citizens who not only had elected the general but who might
well also judge him coloured their whole relationship.105

Thus Athens rejected many of the distinctions that other armies through-
out history have established between men and officers. No formal salutes
were owed to officers. Nor were officers typically distinguished by a dif-
ferent uniform.106 Officers did not enjoy different rations or living condi-
tions.107 Many anecdotes show cases of men suggesting tactics or talking
back to officers in a way entirely alien to the strict and hierarchical modern
army.108

By the classical period Athenian generals on campaign could arrest,
cashier or fine insubordinate soldiers – but they rarely did the latter.109

Noteworthy is the lack of corporal punishment, excluded by the gravity of
laying hands on a citizen as if he were a slave.110 Summary execution was out
of the question.111 The specifically military crimes for which a soldier could
be tried were three.112 Astrateia was the failure to show up for required
service. Lipotaxia, leaving the ranks, was similar to our ‘desertion in the
face of the enemy’. Deilia, cowardice, was more general. The existence of
such laws and procedures gives the lie to exaggerated views of Athenian

102 See Pritchett (1971–91) ii.232–45. 103 Anderson (1970) 40.
104 Hansen (1991) 272–4. 105 Hamel (1998a) 62.
106 See Anderson (1970) 39–40 contra Wheeler (1991) 140–1 on the sketchy and ambiguous evidence

for officers’ uniforms.
107 Alcibiades was criticized for the luxuriousness of his altering the decks of his trireme to allow him

a more comfortable bed (Plut. Alc. 16.1). A modern admiral on his flagship would not need to alter
anything to enjoy larger and better living quarters than the enlisted men.

108 See Anderson (1970) 40, 47, 91, 99 and Pritchett (1971–91) ii.243–5 for the relatively egalitarian
relations of men and generals.

109 [Arist.] Ath. Pol. 61.2. See also Dem. 50.51.
110 Dem. 22.55, 24.167.
111 The execution – perhaps after a trial before the soldiers, the legal jury in such cases – mentioned

in Lys. 13.65 [67] and the threat in Xen. Hell. 1.1.15 do not prove a general’s right to summary execution.
112 Lipsius (1908) 452. Hamel (1998b) is an accessible, recent treatment.
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patriotism. But, given that every army employs such laws, their existence
does not imply an urgent problem or decline in moral fibre.113

Social pressure too kept citizen-soldiers at their posts and fighting. For
example, Athenians were prohibited by law from claiming that somebody
had thrown away his shield. Athenian men could bring each other to court
for lipotaxia, but were barred from idly slandering each other about such
an important matter. Community control was imposed directly through
trials for military misconduct rather than indirectly through punishments
by officers. These trials were martial in that soldiers were tried by their
fellow soldiers in a court presided over by generals.114 But the votes of the
common soldiers would always prevail and the act of presiding over an
Athenian court was strictly procedural, so generals were not at all in the
position of a modern judge.

Our information about discipline in other Greek armies is uneven. Many
city-states with strong notions of citizen rights, and especially democracies,
are likely to have resembled the Athenians in their military discipline.
In conspicuous contrast, Spartan leaders often inflicted corporal punish-
ment, a practice particularly unpopular when Spartans were commanding
armies of allies from other city-states unused to this sort of treatment.115

The exhortations of generals rarely included threats about punishments for
cowardice – other than its supposedly greater risks – and notably it is a
Spartan leader who provides an exception (Thuc. 2.87.9).

iv. training

Soldiers can vary not only in their armament and organization, but in
their training and the class of people from which they are recruited.116 The
training and practice Greek soldiers received could vary from almost none
for an archaic hoplite, to the two years required of every young citizen male
in late fourth-century Athens, to a few months per year for a good oarsman,
to full-time service for many years for mercenaries and the members of
élite, professional citizen units. Greek military forces could comprise metics
(resident foreigners), slaves or helots, and mercenaries. Although I will treat
them sequentially, these two topics, the training required and the type of
person recruited, are closely related. The availability of a given type of
recruit can determine the possible training and thus the types of military
forces that can be mobilized and at what cost. The need for a certain type

113 Burckhardt (1996) 23.
114 Lys. 15.1–4 and 14.7 with Hamel (1998a) 63 and Pritchett (1971–91) ii.234.
115 Hornblower (2000). E.g. Plut. Arist. 23.2; Thuc. 8.84.2; Xen. Hell. 3.1.9, 6.2.18–19.
116 For methods of mobilization, see ch. 6 in this volume, pp. 148–51. I use ‘men’ for Greek soldiers

advisedly. See Ehrenreich (1997) 97–131 on women in warfare in general and Schaps (1982) on women
in Greek warfare.
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of force, and thus the requirement of more or less training, can determine
the class of men a state turns to for its military.

There are few skills so natural or simple that they are not improved by
training.117 The Macedonian soldiers of Alexander the Great gained signif-
icant strategic advantages because of the simple fact that they could walk
further and faster than other armies. Training, even extensive training, is
always advantageous. Professional soldiers, such as Alexander’s soldiers with
their trained ability to walk, had plenty of time to practise whatever other
skills were militarily most effective. The armies of most Greek city-states,
on the other hand, consisted of part-time soldiers. The amount of training
required to be able to use a weapon at all, to use it well or completely to mas-
ter it vary greatly from weapon to weapon. For most states, the amount of
training that a type of soldier needed was a key consideration in whether to
attempt to train citizens, to forgo the advantages of having such soldiers, or
to hire mercenaries with the requisite skill. The amount of training required
to make a competent soldier of a given type also varies as the skills required
are more or less close to the activities that a culture practises anyway. Aris-
tocrats, whose culture emphasized the sporting enjoyment and prestige of
horseback riding could become cavalrymen much more easily than men
unfamiliar with horses. Athletic training and competition was thought to
make men better soldiers – and was often praised and encouraged for just
this reason.118 In addition, certain military skills seem to have been native
to certain areas. For a Rhodian boy, for example, learning to throw lead
bullets with a sling was probably just part of growing up a Rhodian.119

Greeks often affected to believe that hoplite warfare did not demand any
particular skill other than bravery and general fitness and was ‘as natural
as for a bull to use its horns’ (Xen. Cyr. 2.3.9–11). In the archaic period,
when busy farmers took a couple of weeks during the break in their agri-
cultural schedule to invade or ward off their neighbours, they had neither
the time nor inclination for serious training. Even then, the professional
and formidable Spartans did not fit this ideal of amateur warfare.120

Increased military competition between cities in the classical period led
to more slippage from the ideal of the hoplite amateur. In the late fifth
and fourth century, the hoplomachoi, teachers of hoplite fighting, found
paying pupils despite the reactionary scorn and derision reflected in some
sources.121 The élite units of the classical period also trained full-time to fight
as hoplites. In the fourth century the entire Theban army under Epaminon-
das – like some Spartan-led armies earlier in the century – impressed its

117 Pritchett (1971–91) ii.208–31 collects the evidence for military training.
118 Some athletic contests, such as the race carrying a hoplite shield and javelin-throwing from

horseback, directly involved military skills and came close to specifically military training.
119 Xen. An. 3.3.17–20; cf. Diod. Sic. 15.85.4–5. 120 Cf. Arist. Pol. 8.1338b9–29.
121 Wheeler (1982) and (1983) on teachers of hoplomachia.
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Figure 5.7 Hoplite performing a pyrrhic dance to the music of a double pipe, on an Attic cup
of c. 480 bc.

allies with its drilling and exercises.122 Later Athens formalized the ephebeia,
a two-year period of military training in hoplite and light-armed fighting
and garrison duty eventually required of all eighteen-to nineteen-year-old
citizens.123 Nevertheless, hoplites remained the least professional class of
soldiers. Regular citizens were satisfactory hoplites, so this was the last type
of military service that city-states delegated to mercenaries.

To fight effectively on horseback required expertise at mounting quickly,
riding in formation, wielding the sword or spear and throwing the javelin
from horseback – and all without stirrups. All these skills were much easier
to acquire for riders. Northern states, such as Macedonia, Thessaly and
even Boeotia, possessed large aristocracies with strong horseback-riding
traditions. Indeed, Thessaly and Macedonia rarely mobilized substantial

122 Plut. Mor. 788a; cf. Xen. Hell. 3.4.16.
123 Burckhardt (1996) 26–74 has a thorough and reasonable discussion with bibliography of the many

controversies surrounding this institution.
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hoplite armies, but were able to recruit nobles, and sometimes also their
retainers, for cavalry service. In contrast, some states, especially in the
Peloponnese, which lacked a strong tradition of aristocratic horsemanship
did without cavalry in the classical period. They used the cavalry of allies
or hired mercenaries. For example, the Spartans, ‘contrary to their usual
practice’, had to raise an emergency cavalry force to deal with helot unrest
in the Peloponnesian War (Thuc. 4.55.2).

At Athens the acquisition of a formidable cavalry was the result of delib-
erate policy. Although Athenian aristocrats manifestly liked racing horses,
the countryside did not support a large enough class of rural nobility to
field a large cavalry. To mobilize a greater number of horsemen than the
wealthy could otherwise provide, Athens provided a loan for the purchase
of a horse, an allowance for the horse’s maintenance and reimbursed the
value of horses lost in combat. Although not a full subsidy, this aid enabled
Athens to field a formidable cavalry of one thousand. At Athens cavalry
training was checked at public reviews before the boulê in the Lyceum,
Academy and Hippodrome. These involved throwing the javelin, riding in
formation, and, at the popular anthippasis, sham fights, charges and retreats
(fig. 5.8).124 So, although the Athenian cavalry were amateurs rather than
professional soldiers and probably shared in other normal occupations of
the Athenian rich, the state subsidized their horses and in return they were
required to train far more than hoplites.

As we saw, different types of light-armed soldiers were associated with
particular areas on the periphery of the world of the city-states. These
areas had traditions of a particular type of weapon use. They probably also
practised extensive agriculture without the year-round labour demand that
characterized the intensive farming of the advanced city-states.125

Thracian peltasts were famous and probably superior specialists at their
way of fighting. Nevertheless, throwing and dodging javelins was perhaps
not that difficult a skill for athletic young men to acquire – we hear of
javelin practice already in late fifth-century Athens and the Athenian general
Thrasyllus armed 5,000 of his rowers as peltasts during the Peloponnesian
War.126 The fact that so many peltasts were mercenaries may suggest a type
of force for whom training paid particular dividends. Or peltast equipment
may have been the best that many of the poor who became mercenaries
could afford.127

Despite the disdain of the hoplite class for archers, shooting the bow was
a difficult skill to acquire.128 As the story of Odysseus’ bow makes clear,
it required great strength even to string a bow. Indeed, modern archers

124 Xen. Eq. mag. 1.13, 18, 3.2–14. 125 Hanson (1999b) 89–176. 126 Antiph. 2; Xen. Hell. 1.2.1.
127 See McKechnie (1989) and (1994) contra Whitehead (1991) on whether employers usually equipped

mercenary troops.
128 Gabriel and Metz (1991) 67–8 for the difficulties of using the composite bow.
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Figure 5.8 Cavalrymen competing in target practice, on a fourth-century bc Attic crater. The target
consists of a suspended shield, below which lie broken javelins; the winner of the competition is about
to be crowned by winged ‘victories’.

lose accuracy and power after ten maximum pulls. In some armies the
strongest recruits were selected to learn to shoot the bow. So, for most
cities and through most of Greek history, developing a native archer corps
would have required significant investments of full-time manpower; most
cities tended to recruit mercenaries from areas with traditions of archery
rather than trying to train and equip their own archers. Athens, again an
innovative anomaly, adopted a weapon popular on the fringes of the Greek
world and had its own archer corps from early in the fifth century.129

Due to the training required, slingers were often mercenaries from areas
that specialized in the skill such as Rhodes and Acarnania. Sling bullets with
‘Athens’ inscribed on them have been found near Olynthus, probably from
an action in 421, so perhaps Athens trained its own slingers.130 Nevertheless,
the Athenians hired 700 Rhodian slingers for the Sicilian expedition (Thuc.
6.43).

Many sources agree that actual experience and hard training gave a navy a
significant edge.131 On a trireme, the officers – other than the trierarch – and

129 Hdt. 9.22.1, 60.3; Thuc. 2.13.8. 130 Pritchett (1971–91) v.55 n. 102.
131 E.g. Hdt. 6.11–12; Thuc 1.142.7–9, 2.85.2, 89.7, 7.7.4, 12.5, 14.1. The Athenian fleet at the battle

of Arginusae, many of whose rowers can have had only a month to train, was exceptional in defeating
a more experienced and approximately equal fleet in the open sea.
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specialists were manifestly professionals. Rowing, the job of the vast major-
ity of a trireme’s crew, also required skill and fitness. Conscientious tri-
erarchs sought out the best and most experienced rowers and paid them
extra. Rudimentary rowing skill was perhaps widespread in island, impe-
rial or commercial cities: the fifth-century oligarchic pamphlet of Pseudo-
Xenophon claims that Athenians are suited for the navy because they have
learned to row and steer on sea voyages for other purposes ([Xen.] Ath. Pol.
1.19–20). Neophyte rowers, if in good physical shape to begin with, could
learn to row during a couple of weeks in early season cruising to a battle
zone with a mostly more experienced crew – many of whom were in their
fifth or tenth season of rowing. Given the requirements for training and
practice, naval service was already dominated by professionals in the fifth
century. Thucydides has Pericles claim that naval skill is not a hobby, but,
indeed, leaves no time for other hobbies (Thuc. 1.142.9). Even at Athens
the pool of rowers contained a significant fraction of mercenaries, many
of them from the Ionian islands. So in a pre-Peloponnesian War speech,
Pericles was not able to deny that the Spartan alliance could man a navy by
hiring mercenary rowers.132

The overall tendency, especially in the late classical period, was for train-
ing to become more and more important to Greek military forces. Citizen
amateurs received more training, even at hoplite fighting. The growing
importance of a trireme-based navy and other types of soldiers with more
technical and specialized skills also increased the need for training. In the
fourth century especially this tendency encouraged the use of mercenaries
and state support of specialized units of professional soldiers – especially by
Athens, wealthy and large. But before we turn to these professional soldiers,
let us consider the standard sources of manpower.

v. manpower

1. Citizens

The most obvious source of manpower for a city’s army was its own popu-
lation.133 Citizens were numerous and available. By the fifth century at the
latest, Greek states were powerful enough to draft their citizens in whatever
numbers they and their economy could afford. Citizen-soldiers generally
fought bravely in front of the friends, neighbours and family members in
their units and for cities they felt were their own. In the classical period,
however, civil wars and conflicts based on class resentment were common.

132 Thuc. 1.143.1–2. He assuages Athenian anxiety by claiming that Athens itself had more and better
naval officers and specialists than the rest of Greece put together. See above p. 129 for the origins of the
officers on Athenian triremes.

133 See ch. 8 in this volume, pp. 257–8, 265–6, for military pay, and ch. 9, pp. 273–9, 296–8, for the
relationship of military service and political rights.
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So the loyalty of citizen-soldiers to their current government was not a sure
thing: when given arms, the poor of Mytilene forced the city to surrender;
the rich men of the cavalry betrayed Olynthus to Philip II. Suspicions of
the poor and a belief that those with a stake in society make the best soldiers
induced many Greek city-states to turn first to their more affluent citizens
for military manpower: trierarchs, cavalrymen and hoplites, rich enough
to own the panoply, were forced to serve.134 Only later, and perhaps occa-
sionally, were thetes, the poorer half or two-thirds of the citizens, drafted
for military service.

Furthermore, as we have seen, a universal cost of citizen-armies was
the financial loss involved in taking people away from their livelihoods
for training or for going on campaign. This loss became a much more
important factor as the fighting season grew longer with the advent of
naval warfare and then the general escalation of warfare in the classical
period.

The use of citizen-soldiers also varied depending on the type of military
force: the hoplites were the citizen-army par excellence. The small amount
of training required and the short fighting season in the archaic period
originally favoured this exclusivity. Over the centuries fighting as a hoplite
had become the most prestigious type of military service. This prestige
probably contributed to a reluctance to entrust it to foreigners (Xen. Vect.
2.2–5). Other services were less closely linked to citizenship and, requiring
special training, were often handed over to mercenaries.135

In addition to considerations of training, another factor induced states to
go beyond their own citizens for soldiers. In the classical period competing
cities were often financially able, at least for limited periods, to arm and
supply a greater number of soldiers and sailors than their citizen bodies
contained. To meet these contingencies, cities would mobilize their metic
population, use their slaves as soldiers, and hire mercenaries.

2. Metics and slaves

Athens, with the great commercial centre of the Piraeus, attracted a large
number of metics, especially during the fifth-century empire. Although
not citizens, metics were registered for taxation and liable to being called
up as hoplites. At the beginning of the Peloponnesian War metics made
up a large proportion of the Athenian hoplite forces – 3,000 out of a full

134 See ch. 6 in this volume, pp. 148–50, for the draft. Van Wees (2001a) argues that volunteers from
the thetes made up a large proportion of the largest Athenian hoplite forces.

135 Cavalry service had some aristocratic éclat, even at Athens, and the Thessalians, for example,
would be loath to hire foreign cavalry.
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mobilization of 16,000.136 Despite some grumbling about hoplite purity,
they were still being drafted into the hoplites in the mid-fourth century
(Xen. Vect. 2.3). But the recruitment of metics was first of all limited by
their fluctuating numbers. After the end of the Peloponnesian War (404),
or of the Social War (355), far fewer metics are likely to have been living
in a bankrupt Athens. Although other large commercial cities had sub-
stantial metic populations, few other city-states possessed such a pool of
manpower.

Slave populations were a potentially large and obvious source of available
manpower.137 Most developed Greek city-states possessed enough slaves
to make up a tempting source of military recruits. Other states con-
tained indigenous, serf-like classes, most conspicuously the helots subject
to Sparta. Given the prestige and claims to rights often arising from mili-
tary service – even in the navy – states may perhaps have been hesitant to
employ slaves – generally non-Greeks viewed with contempt – in their mil-
itary forces. I have recently argued that the pressure of military advantage
usually overwhelmed these objections, but that the slaves in the military
did not present a congenial topic for ancient authors and that their role
tended to be under-reported as a result.138 The mobilization of slaves fell
into three categories.

First, slaves could be armed as infantry. To entrust weapons to slaves,
often a discontented and restless group, was dangerous, so such slaves were
often given or promised freedom. The risks involved, the economic loss, and
the fact that slaves could only be freed once ensured that such recruitment
was employed only in rare emergencies.139

Second, controversy surrounds the use of slaves as navy rowers. Slaves
are attested in the navies of Corinth, Corcyra, Chios, Syracuse and Athens,
the five largest navies of the classical period. Some scholars believe that
this was a standard practice.140 Others argue that many of these cases are
reported only because they are exceptional.141 Mobilizing slaves as rowers
in the navy did not require giving them weapons, so they posed less of a
threat than slaves in the infantry. In a naval battle a ship’s crew survived
or perished together, so slaves would have ample motivation for rowing
hard and well. Slaves were always a sub-set of the rowers along with metics
and citizens; the ship’s complement also included armed citizen marines,
said by Aristotle to ‘control the crew’.142 Incentives as well as compulsion

136 Thuc. 2.31.2. See French (1993) for discussion with bibliography on the problem of Athenian
manpower resources at the start of the Peloponnesian War.

137 Sargent (1927); Garlan (1972); Welwei (1974) present the conventional view.
138 Hunt (1998). 139 E.g. Paus. 1.32.3, 7.15.7, 10.20.2.
140 Hunt (1998) 83–101. Graham (1992), (1998) focuses on the Athenian navy and the inscription IG

i
3.1032, on which see also Laing (1965).

141 Casson (1966); Amit (1965) 33; Morrison et al. (2000) 117–18. 142 Arist. Pol. 1327b8–11.
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motivated slave rowers. As in the case of the slave and free workers on the
Erechtheum, slaves were paid the same amount as free rowers and were
probably allowed to save some portion of their wages for their own uses,
including the eventual purchase of freedom.

Third, the helots of Sparta were both notoriously rebellious and recruited
as infantry far more often than Greek chattel slaves.143 This phenomenon
may be puzzling, but it is undeniable: Herodotus claims that seven helots
accompanied each Spartan at the battle of Plataea in the Persian Wars,
479;144 Thucydides reports several occasions when the Spartans and helots
‘mobilized in full’ for a campaign in the Peloponnese; helots, either
promised their freedom or already freed, called neodamodeis, played a key
strategic role for Sparta by undertaking lengthy and distant campaigns.
Some combination or variety of factors probably allowed the use of helot
soldiers. The promise of freedom from helotage or smaller and thus unat-
tested incentives may have motivated some Helots. Villages and families
under Spartan control must have served as hostages for the good behaviour
of Helots on campaign. Some helots may have wanted to prove their bravery,
and thus their own and their people’s worth. Helot soldiers compensated
for the small numbers of full Spartans and for their unwillingness to leave
the Peloponnese in large numbers. Thus they contributed greatly to the
power of a Spartan state that many of them manifestly hated.

The use of metics and slaves in warfare are cases where the advantages
of a practice overwhelmed the ideology which connected military service
with rights, if not rule, in a state. These two groups provided warm bodies
to fill the ranks and could, of course, be trained just as citizens could.

3. Mercenaries

Mercenaries too could increase the numbers of a city’s forces, for example
the navy. They often had the additional advantage of being professional
soldiers, able to serve year-round and of possessing specialized military skills
that the citizens of a city lacked. Although the role of mercenaries became
increasingly important in the fifth and fourth centuries bc, the history of
their use involved several phases. We shall first sketch a brief history of the
types of mercenary use, and then consider the reasons why cities wanted
mercenaries, the motives of the men who became mercenaries and their
military value.

In the early archaic period, Greek mercenaries already served in the armies
of Saite Egypt. Later, the Persian empire and its occasionally rebellious
satraps hired Greek hoplites in large numbers to make up their weakness in

143 Chambers (1977–8); Talbert (1989); Ducat (1990); Cartledge (1991); Hunt (1998) 53–82, 170–5.
144 Hunt (1997).
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heavy infantry.145 In the classical period, non-Greek monarchs occasionally
hired famous and successful Greek generals to command their armies. The
general’s ability to train an army was probably as important as his strategic
or tactical talents. In some cases, a large portion of a city-state’s army along
with its leaders was hired en masse by the Persian king. Despite periods of
foreign service, the theory that the Athenian generals who sometimes led
these mercenary armies in the fourth century were like condottieri without
any particular loyalty to their city-states has fallen into deserved disfavour.146

In Greece the use of mercenaries for internal purposes was also contin-
uous from the early archaic through to the classical period. Some of the
seventh-century tyrants, and, more definitely, those of the sixth century and
later, used mercenaries to bolster their power. Such troops did not possess
any other ties or power within the city and, beholden only to the tyrant
who paid their salaries, were often more loyal to him than the citizens.
Mercenaries also played a role in the class-based strife between democrats
and oligarchs in the classical period.

The employment of mercenaries by city-states in their mutual wars began
in the archaic period, but increased dramatically in the fifth and fourth
centuries. In the Peloponnesian War both sides used mercenaries to field
fleets larger than their citizens and slaves could man. Most professional
rowers came from cities belonging to the respective alliances of Sparta and
Athens, but the importance of competitive wages makes it clear that many
were willing to work for the highest bidder.147 On land the antagonists
made good their deficiencies in peltasts, archers and slingers by hiring
mercenaries. These uses of mercenary soldiers continued and grew in the
fourth century with the addition of mercenary cavalry.148 Indeed, by the
end of the fourth century, the term stratiotês, previously a neutral term for
soldier, meant mercenary and it was the citizen-soldier who needed to be
indicated with a modifier.149

Hoplites remained citizen-amateurs the longest. Hired hoplites were
occasionally used in the Peloponnesian War on long expeditions impracti-
cal for an amateur soldier with a farm or business to look after. By the
mid-fourth century mercenary hoplite forces occasionally matched the
citizen-levies in size and importance. Moralizing in the speeches of Demos-
thenes and Isocrates can leave the impression that a loss of moral fibre
led fourth-century Athenians to pay for mercenaries rather than fighting

145 See Parke (1981); cf. Garlan (1975) 93–8, for a socio-economic views of mercenary use, and Lavelle
(1997), for a more critical view of the evidence for early archaic mercenaries.

146 Pritchett (1971–91) ii.59–116; Kallet (1983). Athens did sometimes send out generals without
sufficient money to pay their mercenaries, in which case the generals did resort to brigandage and
extortion irrelevant or contrary to Athenian policies and purposes (Pritchett (1971–91) ii.85).

147 Xen. Hell. 1.5.4–7, 10, 15, 20, 1.6.3, 16.
148 Xen. Hell. 3.4.15; Dem. 4.21; cf. Xen. Eq. mag. 9.3–4. 149 Parke (1981) 21.
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in person. This view is exaggerated and tendentious. When Athens’ safety
or immediate interests were directly threatened, the citizens went out on
campaign, even against the professional troops of Philip.150 The economy
of fourth-century Athens, however, could not afford to have thousands of
citizens going on extended campaigns as had the powerful and wealthy
fifth-century empire. So when it came to a standing force to operate on the
borders of Macedonia, even Demosthenes admits the necessity of hiring a
large proportion of mercenary troops (Dem. 4.21).

Such use of mercenaries was not without costs and risks.151 Mercenaries
were no more expensive than citizen armies, but they were not free and were
often maintained throughout the year as citizen-levies were not – Isocrates
claims that Athens had recently wasted 1,000 talents on mercenaries (7.9).
Athenian attempts to have a war pay for itself by sending out just a general
with mercenaries, and then expecting the general to pay the mercenaries
out of the profits of war, were rarely successful.152 Such parsimony often
forced the general and his army to go after soft and rich targets rather than
the enemy, or to extort their pay from Athens’ allies.

For smaller cities the risks of mercenary armies were even greater. In
contrast to non-Greek practice, when a city-state hired mercenaries, it
generally appointed its own commanders to lead them.153 Nevertheless,
mercenaries could desert or change sides in a way inconceivable for a citizen-
army. Since mercenaries could even take over the city that employed them,
Aeneas Tacticus, in his book on surviving sieges, suggests elaborate pre-
cautions and advises that states never hire mercenaries in numbers greater
than their own citizens.154 Despite these caveats, mercenary use could bring
considerable advantages to a small city in a crisis situation by dramatically
enlarging its armed forces and supplementing citizen-amateurs with skilled
professionals.

Why did men become mercenaries? Mercenary service was a dangerous
career, with little job security and poor pay. Isocrates claims repeatedly that
poverty and civil strife provided desperate men eager to earn their money
as professional soldiers.155 One can well imagine that mainly poor men,
including political exiles, would be willing to become mercenaries – who
were stereotyped accordingly.156 But many mercenaries came from specific
areas on the outskirts of the city-state world. These areas were often marked
by endemic poverty, rural isolation and a weak state. Poor young men from

150 Pritchett (1971–91) ii.104–5; see Burckhardt (1996) 76–153 for Athens’ use of mercenaries and
citizen-soldiers as well as the continued prestige of military service in fourth-century Athens.

151 See Ducrey (2000). 152 E.g. Dem. 4.43–6.
153 Parke (1981) 73. But foreign, hired trierarchs served in the fourth century and Demosthenes

complains that a non-Athenian is commanding the Athenian cavalry at home (4.27).
154 Aen. Tact. 12.2–13.4; cf. Dem. 23.139. 155 E.g. Isoc. 5.120–3, 7.82–3, 8.44–7.
156 E.g. Isoc. 4.146; Pl. Leg. 630b.
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Arcadia, for example, like those from Switzerland in the late medieval
and early modern period, followed a traditional career path by leaving
home to become mercenaries.157 They were proud of the martial skills and
bravery that made them sought-after mercenaries and allowed them to
escape grinding rural poverty. General tendencies, however, do not explain
all mercenary recruits: in Menander, some characters become mercenaries to
escape personal problems; Xenophon joined the Ten Thousand to escape an
uncomfortable political situation in Athens. The motivations of twentieth-
century mercenaries reveal a similar complex of motives: marriage and
financial problems, escape and the desire for adventure, and the possession
of a saleable skill.158

It is difficult to evaluate how well mercenaries fought. On the one hand,
Xenophon, for example, emphasizes the fighting mettle of the Ten Thou-
sand and includes a speech in his history in which the merits of the merce-
nary army of Jason of Pherae are elaborated.159 But the relative experience of
citizens and mercenaries would have varied considerably depending on the
time period and type of military service. At the end of the Peloponnesian
War most Athenian citizens were seasoned veterans. In the mid-fourth
century, during which large-scale mobilization of the citizen population –
especially of Athens’ main land forces – was relatively rare, mercenaries
would have possessed a considerable advantage in experience and tech-
nique. In such a fourth-century context, Aristotle explains the advantages
of mercenaries, but also their ineluctable weak point:

Moreover, their experience makes them most capable in attack and defence, since
they are capable users of their weapons, and have the weapons that are best for
attack and defence. The result is that in fighting non-professionals they are like
armed troops fighting unarmed, or like trained athletes fighting ordinary people;
for in these contests also the best fighters are the strongest and physically fittest,
not the bravest. However, professional soldiers turn out to be cowards when the
danger overstrains them and they are inferior in numbers and equipment. For they
are the first to run, whereas the citizen troops stand firm and get killed; this was
what happened at the temple of Hermes. For the citizens find it shameful to run,
and find death more choice-worthy than safety at this cost.

(Arist. Eth. Nic. 3.8.7–9; trans. Irwin 1985)

Discipline in mercenary armies may sometimes have stood in for patrio-
tism and shame: stories about strict discipline tend to revolve around the
commanders of mercenary units, who were under less restraint than officers
commanding citizens.160 Most famously, when criticized for killing a sentry

157 Ducrey (1971). 158 Burchett and Roebuck (1977) 52, 61; Hoare (1989) 12, 18, 47.
159 Xen. An. 1.2.18, 5.6.15; Hell. 6.1.5–6.
160 Pritchett (1971–91) ii.237–8 contra Hamel (1998a) 62–3.
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who was sleeping even as the enemy approached, Iphicrates quipped, ‘I left
him as I found him.’161

A more satisfactory solution to this dilemma of expertise versus motiva-
tion was the professional, state army. Sparta was the only Greek state in the
classical period that through its exploitation of the helots could afford to
maintain a substantial professional army. The closest that most city-states
could come to a professional army of citizens was to pay to support an élite
corps.

4. Elite units

Elite units may have existed already in the amateur armies of the archaic
period;162 it was only in the late fifth and fourth centuries that several large
city-states devoted funds to making a small fraction of their military forces
professional.163 Since we typically know only a few details about the history
of each such unit – and these insecurely – it may well be that other cities
created such forces which have left us no trace.

Most élite units were armed as hoplites, still the most important soldiers
for winning the big battles. Although untrained farmers could make per-
fectly good hoplite armies, the example of Sparta showed that professionals
could have an edge even in this ostensibly unskilled brand of combat. In
fact, rivalry with Sparta contributed to the establishment of several of the
élite units, such as the Sacred Band of Thebes and the Arcadian eparitoi.

Elite units are attested at Syracuse and Athens, but it is not clear whether
they were professionals or just picked men in an amateur army.164 The
Sacred Band of Thebes was the most famous of the élite units. This band
of 300 men – the number probably chosen to match the 300 Spartan élite,
the hippeis – was made up of 150 pairs of lovers.165 They were maintained
and trained at public expense on the Cadmea. Originally established when
Thebes revolted from Sparta in 379, they were reorganized by Pelopidas,
who led them during their heyday. Before Pelopidas the Sacred Band had
been used in the front line of the Theban phalanx.166 This placement meant
that every one of them was likely to engage in hand-to-hand fighting in

161 Frontin. Str. 3.12.2–3. The story is also told of Epaminondas, so it may be apocryphal, but cf.
Xen. An. 2.6.9–10, 14–15; 5.8.8–25.

162 The Spartan élite infantry unit, the hippeis, may have derived its inappropriate name from the
mounted hoplites of the archic period. The Athenians possessed a group of 300 picked men at the
battle of Plataea (Plut. Arist. 14).

163 Pritchett (1971–91) ii.221–5 collects the ancient references. Ad hoc units of picked men or ships
crewed by selected rowers are attested, e.g. Polyaenus, Strat. 1.43.2; Thuc. 6.96.3. Their use was more
a matter of battlefield strategy than a change in the nature of Greek military forces.

164 Diod. Sic. 11.76.2; Aeschin. 2.169; Plut. Phoc. 13.2; see Tritle (1989).
165 Plut. Pel. 18–19; Plut. Mor. 761b; Ath. 13.561f, 13.602a.
166 There may have been also a Spartan inspiration for the use of different troops in the front rank,

see Hunt (1997).
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hoplite battles. This logical strategy for getting the most use out of their
investment in a professional corps had the drawback of spreading the Sacred
Band out. Pelopidas first stationed them all together. They could then be
used at a decisive place in the battle line. At the battle of Leuctra the
Sacred Band played such a decisive part in the victory that its commander
Pelopidas acquired honours equal to those of Epaminondas the commander
in chief.167 At the battle of Chaeronea, 338, the Sacred Band fought almost
to the last man in a famous stand against Philip II.

The organization and training of an élite unit could affect the political
balance in a state. If the state did not provide armour and good pay, only
the rich would be able to serve.168 The Argive unit of 1,000, maintained
by the state, was composed of wealthy young men. After it distinguished
itself in battle, it joined with Argos’ traditional enemies, the Spartans, and
overthrew the democracy.169 The Arcadian eparitoi, on the other hand, were
paid out of the sacred treasures of Olympia. They seem to have been hostile
to the aristocracy and to have aroused some resentment: when their pay
was eliminated, ‘quickly indeed those who were not able to belong to the
eparitoi without pay began to disperse’, while those who were able to serve
without pay urged each other on and enrolled so that ‘they would control
the unit rather than be controlled by it’ (Xen. Hell. 7.4.34).

vi . conclusion

In 338 the Macedonian army of Philip II defeated a coalition of the most
powerful Greek city-states, Athens, Thebes and Corinth, established Mace-
donian dominance over mainland Greece and put an end to hoplite domi-
nance of land warfare. The army with which he won is treated in detail in
Chapter 11. A brief description here will serve to sum up our treatment of
military forces, since the Macedonian army in many ways represented the
culmination of classical trends. The Macedonian army was powerful, not
only because of the phalangite who replaced the hoplite as the mainstay of
the infantry, but also because of the coordinated use of different types of
military forces: cavalry of different types, peltasts, slingers and archers. The
cavalry not the infantry usually decided battles by attacking a weak or disor-
dered point in the enemy’s line. A commander, who was often the monarch
himself and certainly subject to no oversight by his men, imposed strict
discipline and directed the often complex attacks of this variegated army.
Wealth from mines and continued successful conquests allowed Philip to
maintain his army on a full-time professional basis, so they campaigned or

167 Plut. Pel. 23.4; Diod. Sic. 15.81.2. Anderson (1970) 216–19 gives a plausible reconstruction of their
role.

168 Pritchett (1971–91) ii.221. 169 Thuc. 5.67.2, 81.2; Diod. Sic. 12.75.7, 79.6–7, 80.2–3.
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trained hard year round.170 Nevertheless, he supplemented his own men
with mercenaries, especially for garrison duty and distant expeditions. He
managed both to raise a superb cavalry from the quarrelsome nobles of
greater Macedonia and to train the peasants to be excellent infantry. Even
though the whole Macedonian army was professional, it still contained élite
units of picked men for difficult assignments and to accompany the king in
battle. Although Demosthenes claimed that Philip fought in an altogether
new and formidable way (Dem. 9.47–52), many of the features of his army
were symptomatic of the growing specialization and professionalization of
armed forces in the fourth century.

170 Dem. 8.11, 18.235.
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CHAPTER 6

WAR

peter krentz

i . introduction

Herodotus has the Persian commander Mardonius describe Greek warfare
as follows:1

Besides, from all I hear, the Greeks usually wage war in an extremely stupid fashion,
because they are ignorant and incompetent. When they declare war on one another
they seek out the best, most level piece of land, and that is where they go to fight.
The upshot is that the victors leave the battlefield with massive losses, not to
mention the losers, who are completely wiped out.

On this foundation, scholars have constructed an agonal model of Greek
warfare, describing it as an annual competition among farmers, fierce and
bloody but also limited and ritualized, aimed more at status than at the con-
quest of territory.2 As Mardonius learned, however, he was mostly wrong.
This chapter will set out a more nuanced view by following a campaign
from start to finish, emphasizing the decisions made along the way by both
sides.

Greeks normally invaded by land or by sea, but not both.3 Because
ships moved large numbers of troops, however, the two kinds of campaign
had much in common. Men who arrived on ships ravaged crops, looted
property, fought battles and besieged cities, just as did soldiers who came on
foot. Almost one-third of known archaic wars involved troops transported
by ships.4 Ships could blockade ports, intercept enemy ships at sea and show
the flag, but then as now, land troops had to go in to win territory.5 The
introduction of a purpose-built warship, the trireme, made little difference,

1 Hdt. 7.9b.1, trans. Waterfield (1998).
2 E.g. Vernant (1968); Pritchett (1971–91); Connor (1988); Ober (1996b) and Hanson (1995), (2000a),

(2000b). Krentz (1997), (2000), (2002) and van Wees (2003), (2004) challenge this view.
3 Combined operations most frequently occurred when local land troops joined a fleet from some-

where else, as in 428 when the Acarnanians joined Asopius’ twelve Athenian triremes for an attack on
Oeniadae (Thuc. 3.7.3–4).

4 See Scott (2000) for a list of archaic wars.
5 Pericles pointed out in 431 that the loyalty of Athens’ allies depended on the Athenians’ ability to

campaign against them with soldiers (Thuc. 1.143.5).
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for trireme fleets could also carry troops. In 494 the Chian ships each
had forty marines, and in 480 Xerxes’ triremes each had thirty Persian
infantry in addition to its native troops (Hdt. 6.15, 7.184.1–2). Athenian
triremes carried no fewer than ten marines (epibatai), armed as hoplites,
but could have many more soldiers. An Attic inscription from the early
Peloponnesian War records an expedition of thirty triremes, each with five
volunteer marines, forty hoplites, ten archers and ten (?) peltasts (IG i

3

60.9–18). Fleets mentioned in Thucydides often averaged more than thirty
soldiers per ship (see Table 6.1), and in fact most of the land battles in the
Peloponnesian War were fought against invaders who came by sea (see Table
6.2). This chapter will therefore treat land and sea campaigns in parallel
rather than separately.

i i . the call to arms (or oars)

When a Greek city decided to send out troops by land, it might mobilize all
its forces for an expedition panstratiai, ‘with the whole army’, or pandemei,
‘with the whole people’. Or it might call for a limited number of volun-
teers, as the Corinthians did when they sent volunteers and mercenaries to
Potidaea in 432 (Thuc. 1.60). Sparta and Athens, however, normally drafted
their soldiers.

At Sparta the ephors announced which morai (divisions) and which age
classes should go: before the battle of Leuctra, for instance, the ephors
summoned the men ‘up to thirty-five years from the age of manhood’ (that
is, ages twenty to fifty-four inclusive) from four of the six divisions. After
the Spartans lost the battle, the other two divisions marched out as well, and
all men up to forty years from the age of manhood (Xen. Hell. 6.1.1, 4.17).
A similar announcement summoned the cavalry and the various workmen
who accompanied the army.

Probably between 386 and 366 the Athenians began a similar system of
conscription by age-group.6 During the fifth century, the generals used
deme registers to create lists (katalogoi), one for each tribe, of the hoplites
drafted for each expedition. The taxiarchoi (elected commanders of the
ten tribes) assisted in this process. Generals were supposed to spread the
burden of military service equitably, but complaints about the fairness of
the system surface in Aristophanes and Lysias, and probably explain the
switch to the more indiscriminate draft by age-group.

Other cities presumably operated similarly, though we have little evi-
dence. Syracuse had a register of citizens by tribe – it fell into Athenian
hands on one occasion (Plut. Nic. 14.5) – and inscriptions show that Argos,
Corinth, Heraclea Pontica, Mantinea, Tegea and Thespiae also had a tribal
military organization.

6 See Christ (2001), with references to earlier studies.
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Table 6.1 Soldiers on ships in Thucydides7

Reference Date Fleet No. of ships No. of soldiers
Soldiers/
ship

1.29 435 Corinthian 75 2,000 hoplites 27

1.57.6 433 Athenian 30 1,000 hoplites 33

1.61.1 432 Athenian 40 2,000 hoplites 50

2.23.2 431 Athenian 100 1,000 hoplites, 400 archers 14

2.33.1 431/0 Corinthian 40 1,500 hoplites 38

2.56.1–2 430 Athenian 100 (plus horse
transports?)

4,000 hoplites, 300 cavalry 40 or 48

2.66 430 Peloponnesian 100 1,000 hoplites 10

2.80.2–4 429 Peloponnesian ‘a few’ 1,000 hoplites
3.18.3–4 428 Athenian 1,000 hoplites
3.75.1 427 Athenian 12 500 hoplites 42

3.91.1 426 Athenian 60 2,000 hoplites 33

3.91.1,
95.2

426 Athenian 30 300 marines 10

3.102.4 426 Athenian 30 1,000 hoplites 33

3.107.1 426/5 Athenian 20 200 hoplites, 60 archers 13

4.42.1 425 Athenian 80 2,000 hoplites 25

4.53.1,
54.1

424 Athenian 60 2,000 hoplites plus allied troops,
including 2,000 Milesian
hoplites

>66

4.129.2–4 423 Athenian 50 1,000 hoplites, 600 archers, 100

Thracians and some peltasts
34

5.2.1 422 Athenian 30 1,200 hoplites, 300 cavalry, and a
‘larger force’ of allies

>80

5.84.1 416 Athenian 38 1,200 hoplites, 300 archers, 20

mounted archers, and about
1,500 allied hoplites

79

6.31, 43 415 Athenian 134 (at least 40

transports)
5,100 hoplites, 480 archers, 700

slingers, 120 light-armed
45

7.33.4–5,
35.1,
42.1

413 Athenian 73 Almost 5,000 hoplites, at least 750

javelin-throwers, plus slingers
and archers

>79

8.25 412 Athenian 48 (some
transports)

3,500 hoplites 73

The enlisted men received simple orders, such as ‘bring X days’ rations
and report to Y on such-and-such a day’. The Spartans, whose allies agreed

7 The calculations of soldiers per ship assume that Thucydides’ figures include the marines, as at
6.43. Alternatively, his figures elsewhere are extra troops above and beyond the normal ten marines and
four archers per ship, and we should add fourteen to each average.

The soldiers were not necessarily divided equally among the triremes. In several cases we hear of
‘troop transports’ (stratiotides or hoplitagogoi) in a fleet, and they might have been used on other occasions
when they are not specifically mentioned. Troop transports apparently differed structurally from ‘fast’
triremes (Morrison and Williams 1968: 247). Coates (1993) calculates that by girdling (doubling the
planking at the waterline to increase stability), Olympias could safely carry 230 men. To accommodate
70 or 80 hoplites, troop transports must either have had a quite different design, or fewer than 170

rowers.
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to follow them on land and sea, issued instructions to their allies about
these matters. In 431, for instance, the allies received word to come with
two-thirds of their forces and appropriate provisions to the Isthmus by a
specified day (Thuc. 2.10.1–2), after which they invaded Attica.

Less is known about the manning of fleets than about the raising of land
troops. The Athenians assigned officers to individual ships by lot, while their
trierarchs, ship captains appointed by the generals, recruited the crews from
volunteers (citizens and foreigners) and slaves.8 Except for emergencies, the
draft was not used for rowers until the mid-fourth century – a fundamental
difference between army and navy. Slaves also rowed in the other large
navies of classical Greece, including those of Chios, Corcyra, Corinth and
Syracuse. In fact, of 1,000 Corcyraean prisoners captured after the battle
of Sybota, 800 were slaves. Peloponnesian crews typically contained 50–
80% slaves, with a somewhat lower proportion rowing in Athenian ships,
perhaps 20–40% as on the naval catalogue IG i

3
1032. The Paralus, one

of the Athenian state triremes, had a crew of ‘all free Athenians’, a point
Thucydides thought worth mentioning (8.73.5).9

Like soldiers, sailors were told to report at a certain place and time.
Athenian triremes then met at ‘the mole’ in Piraeus prior to departure as a
fleet [Dem. 50.6]. Like allied armies, allied fleets had designated meeting
points, such as Corcyra for the Sicilian Expedition in 415 (Thuc. 6.30.1).

i i i . supplies

On campaign Greeks took their armour and weapons, provisions, camping
supplies, tools, and medical supplies. Soldiers did not carry all, or even
most, of these things themselves. Greek expeditionary forces included large
numbers of porters, pack animals, carts and wagons.

The full set of armour and weapons, collectively called the hopla, of
a heavy-armed infantryman or hoplite included a shield, helmet, shin-
guards, breastplate, shoulder-guards, thigh-guards, plus one or two spears
and a sword.10 All together, the panoply might weigh 30 kg or more. But
because men provided their own equipment, variety ruled. Most hoplites
did without the thigh- and shoulder-guards and probably made do with a
lighter leather or linen corselet rather than a bronze breastplate. Helmets
tended to get lighter over time. A more realistic estimate for what most

8 Rosivach (1985) 56–7 n. 3.
9 See ch. 5 in this volume, pp. 139–40. Hunt (1998) 83–101 reviews the evidence for slave rowers and

argues against earlier scholars who maintained that slaves did not row in the Athenian navy.
10 On hoplite equipment, see ch. 5 in this volume, pp. 111–17; Snodgrass (1964); Anderson (1970)

13–42; Jarva (1995); Hanson (2000b) 55–88. Lissarrague (1990) shows that other troops wore some
pieces of ‘hoplite’ equipment. The fact that the two-handled shield was the distinguishing mark of the
‘hoplite’ explains Diodorus Siculus’ otherwise odd statement (see Lazenby and Whitehead 1996) that
hoplites got their name from their shield (aspis, 15.44.3).
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hoplites wore into battle would be about 20 kg. A poorer man, who fought
with only a helmet and shield for protection, might have carried only 12

kg, or even less if instead of a bronze-faced shield of solid wood he carried
one made of wicker and leather. An archaic army, to judge by the Iliad
and artistic representations, had no clear distinction between ‘heavy-’ and
‘light-armed’ men: archers, slingers and stone-throwers might all wear one
or more pieces of ‘hoplite’ armour.

Troops typically brought along rations for a limited number of days:
one, three, five, seven and thirty are all attested, with three being the most
common.11 An ancient soldier on campaign, smaller than his modern coun-
terpart, needed little more than 3,000 calories per day. The standard daily
ration of one Attic choinix of barley or (less often) wheat, weighing about
0.84 kg, would have provided about 2,800 calories. On the first few days
out, men got the remainder from onions (soldiers’ backpacks were said
to reek of onions), cheese, salted meat or fish, and perhaps figs. J. Roth
has recently put the total daily ration of the Roman soldier at 1–1.3 kg, an
estimate that seems reasonable for the Greek soldier too.12 Greeks normally
drank water mixed with wine, so they probably carried some wine, though
they could hope to seize more from their enemies. In 373 bc Mnasippus’
men looted so much wine on Corcyra that, it was said, they drank only
that with a fine bouquet (Xen. Hell. 6.2.6).

Camping supplies included extra clothing, blankets, tents and utensils
for cooking and eating. Blankets were fastened to the shield for carrying,
though Xenophon recommended leaving them behind and taking extra
clothing instead. Tents might have been optional; on summer campaigns
men could plan to sleep out dry under the stars. When tents were used
we have no evidence about their size or weight. (Eight-man Roman leather
tents have been estimated to weigh 40 kg.) For cooking, men needed stone
hand-mills, which might weigh 30 kg, or lighter, wooden mortars and
pestles, and pots or griddles or grills. Citing Homer, Plato recommended
that soldiers roasted meat instead of carrying pots and pans (Resp. 404c), but
though men might have brought along spits for roasting captured animals,
Greeks lived on meat only in emergencies. For drinking, they carried cups;
the Spartan cup called a kothôn was admired because it was easy to carry in
a backpack and its incurving rim caught impurities in water (Critias, DK
88 F 34).

Xenophon recommends rasps for smoothing spear shafts, files for sharp-
ening weapons, carpenter’s tools, shovels, mattocks, axes, sickles – plus
plenty of extra straps, for ‘when straps break everything stops, unless you
have extras’ (Cyr. 6.2.32). In Sparta, where workers were drafted to accom-
pany the army, the workers would have brought their tools with them, and

11 Pritchett (1971–91) i.30–51. 12 Roth (1999) 7–67; see ch. 12 in this volume.
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‘tools that an army requires in common’ were collected, presumably super-
vised by the officers in charge of the baggage train (Xen. Lac. 11.2, 13.4).
Other Greek cities probably operated much more haphazardly, but farmers
would have known what tools were needed to make field fortifications,
build campfires and cook food, and ravage (or harvest) enemy crops and
trees.

Xenophon also recommends medical supplies needed by sick people,
which he says are not heavy (Cyr. 6.2.32). In his recommendations for cities
preparing for a siege, Philon of Byzantium may give a hint about what
an expeditionary force would have: ‘There need to be very accomplished
doctors in the town, who are experienced in the treatment of wounds and
in the extraction of arrows, possessing the necessary drugs and instruments,
and the city must provide cerate, honey, dressings, and bandages’ (5.96.15–
19). Xenophon says that the Spartans brought doctors on their campaigns
(Lac. 13.7), but it is not clear that other armies regularly did so. At one point
during their retreat, Cyrus’ Greek mercenaries appointed eight doctors,
apparently from their own ranks (Xen. An. 3.4.30).

The typical hoplite had a porter, usually a slave. The Greek terms for
these men reflect their jobs: shield-bearer (hupaspistês), baggage-carrier
(skeuophoros), attendant (akolouthos), or servant (huperetês). Hoplites did
not normally carry their shields when marching, but took them from the
porters only when fighting was imminent. If they had to fight while march-
ing, they would not normally carry their food too (Thuc. 7.75.5).

Men could carry at most some 45 kg each. The animals Xenophon
called ‘co-workers (sunergoi) in war’ (Mem. 4.3.10) are usually termed only
‘under-the-yokers’ (hupozugoi). N. G. L. Hammond argued that the term
should be taken literally to refer to oxen, mules, or donkeys pulling two-
wheeled carts or four-wheeled wagons.13 Such carts might have a capac-
ity of 500 kg, and wagons of 650 kg. They would require a road (in his
Anabasis Xenophon paints an amusing picture of Persian nobles helping
to get a wagon out of the mud, 1.5.7), but recent studies have docu-
mented more and more roads with wheel-ruts, having a standard gauge
of 1.40 m (see below). Wagons carried grain, water, wine, armour and
weapons, tools, siege machinery, stones, prisoners, wounded men and
corpses.

Xenophon, however, speaks of wagons carrying some things and hupozu-
goi others (Lac. 11.2), so hupozugos can be a generic term for pack animal.
Romans preferred mules, but donkeys appear more commonly in Greek
sources. Either mules or donkeys could use paths rather than roads and
could move farther in a day than oxen, so they might actually have been

13 Hammond (1983a).
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more efficient.14 A team of two oxen pulling 650 kg would eat 36 kg of
fodder each day, while to move the same load five mules would eat 40 kg
and 6.5 donkeys would eat 42 kg. (Precise comparisons are difficult because
all these animals can obtain much of their nutrition from pasturage; don-
keys can even graze on thorns and thistles.) The pack animals might go
twice as far as the wagon. Estimates for oxen range from 15 to 32 km per
day, compared to 40–80 km per day for mules (with longer forced marches
possible), and probably less for the weaker donkeys. Aeneas Tacticus still
liked wagons, however: ‘to those who have it a plentiful supply of vehicles
is a great asset, for the swift conveyance of soldiers who are fresh to the
place where they are needed. Also the wagons could serve as impromptu
barricades to protect camps, and as a means of taking soldiers who have
been wounded or otherwise disabled back to town’ (16.15).

Merchants might go with an army, hoping to sell food and other sup-
plies, and later purchase plunder cheaply. The Spartan king Agesilaus earned
Xenophon’s praise for his humanitarianism when he rescued children aban-
doned by traders, presumably after the traders bought a family of captives
(Ages. 1.21). According to Diodorus Siculus, the crowd of merchants fol-
lowing Agesilaus’ army in Asia equalled his soldiers in number (14.79.2).
The typical Greek force did not travel light.

Limited storage space on oared warships – triremes less than 6 m wide
and more than 36 m long carried 200 men or more – meant that ships were
outfitted carefully. The marines (epibatai) and archers brought their own
equipment. Fourth-century Athenian naval inventories detail the ships’
gear received by the trierarchs from their predecessors. The trierarchs were
responsible for maintaining and returning both the ‘wooden gear’ (oars,
steering oars, masts and ladders) and the ‘hanging gear’ (sails, cables, ropes,
screens and anchors). One inventory lists a set of bronze and iron cooking
equipment: six water-buckets, six kraters (for mixing wine and water), six
pitchers, six large cooking pots, six axes, six spades, and six obeleia (perhaps
grills).15

Sailors ate what soldiers did: barley, olives, onions and cheese, washed
down with wine and water. In 427 the Mytilenians in Athens provided wine
and barley-cakes kneaded with oil and wine to stimulate the oarcrew sent
to overtake a trireme that had started for Mytilene the day before (Thuc.
3.49.3). We never hear of rowers asked to bring more than three days’ rations,
as the Corinthians did in 433 (Thuc. 1.48.1). What storage space there was
must have held water-skins. During the sea trials of Olympias rowers drank
a litre of water per hour. Ancient rowers could have consumed some water

14 Roth (1999) 61–7, 202–12 estimates that a donkey will carry 100 kg and eat 6.5 kg of fodder per
day, a mule will carry 135 kg and eat 8.0 kg per day, and an ox will eat 18 kg per day.

15 IG ii
2. 1631.404–9, with Casson (1995a).
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during breaks on shore, but if a fleet wanted to make good time it must
have carried plenty of water.

Naval commanders tried to stop at a port, or at least a beach near a
market, where sailors could spend their meal allowance. For expeditions to
hostile territory, however, merchant ships had to follow along. The Athenian
expedition to Sicily in 415, the best-equipped force Athens ever sent out,
included thirty merchant ships (holkades) that also brought grain-workers,
stonemasons, carpenters and tools for raising fortifications (Thuc. 6.44.1).
The typical round ship carried 3,000 medimnoi of grain, enough to feed the
crews of twenty-four triremes for a month. The Athenian expeditions that
ravaged the Peloponnesian coast during the Archidamian War would have
required supporting merchant ships; in 431, for example, 100 triremes were
away for up to 120 days, and the next summer 150 triremes spent perhaps
forty days around the Peloponnese. When Thucydides says the Spartans
began the war by executing all Athenian and allied traders they caught
around the Peloponnese (2.67.4), he probably refers not to random traders,
but to the merchants enabling the Athenian fleet to operate. Generals must
have paid much more attention to merchants than the extant sources do.
The occasional hint peeks through. When Eteonicus wanted to get his fleet
away from Mytilene before the Athenians arrived, he not only ordered his
men to eat and row the triremes to Chios, he also ordered the merchants
to load silently and sail to Chios (Xen. Hell. 1.6.37).

In his Acharnians Aristophanes vividly describes what the scene leading
up to a fleet’s departure would have been like:16

the city would have been full of the hubbub of soldiers, noisy crowds surrounding
ship’s captains, pay being handed out, Pallas emblems being gilded, the Colonnade
groaning, rations being measured out, leathers and oarloops and people buying
jars, garlic and olives and onions in nets, crowns and anchovies and flute-girls and
black eyes; and the dockyard full of the planning of oar-spars, the hammering of
dowel-pins, the boring of oarports, full of flutes and boatswains, of warbling and
piping.

iv. the timing of campaigns

At most times of the year invaders could damage some crop significantly,
since grains, vines and fruit-trees were harvested in different seasons.17 In
early spring invaders could interfere with the planting of chickpeas and
summer crops, and the grafting of olives and vines, though they had to cut
the green grain with sickles. In late May or June when the grain was ripe
but unharvested, they could burn it (or cut it and eat it). In July they could

16 Ar. Ach. 546–55, trans. Sommerstein (1980). 17 Hanson (1998) 32–40.
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interfere with the last of the grain crop, or with the threshing. Figs, almonds
and chickpeas matured in August; grapes, pears and apples in September,
and in October and November farmers normally planted legumes, barley
and wheat. Olives were gathered and then pruned beginning in November.
At any time of year invaders could cut down fruit trees. Young trees could
be trampled and cut, and if not watered might not survive the summer.

Not surprisingly, therefore, invasions are attested throughout the year.
The best times were in the spring or early summer – when the enemies’
food supplies were at their lowest and they were most susceptible to a threat
to the grain harvest – and in the autumn, when invaders could damage
grapes and olives and prevent the sowing of the next year’s grain crop.
During the early years of the Peloponnesian War the Athenians invaded
Megara twice annually with all their forces, in the spring and the autumn
(Thuc. 4.66.1). The weather was less cooperative in July and August when
it was uncomfortably hot, and in winter, from November to February,
when it was colder and wetter. The preferred sailing season for major naval
expeditions ran from late May to mid-September; they were all but ruled
out during the stormy season from the end of October until early March.
Experienced troops, however, saw it all. During the battle of Syracuse,
early in the winter of 415/14, thunder, lightning and heavy rain alarmed the
inexperienced Syracusans, while the Athenians realized it was normal for
that time of year (Thuc. 6.70.1). Thucydides’ account of the Archidamian
War includes quite a bit of winter activity both on land and sea, and there
is no reason to think these winter operations were something new.

The Greeks observed a truce, an ekecheiria (literally a ‘hands-off’), for
certain important festivals, including the Eleusinian Mysteries and the pan-
hellenic festivals at Olympia, Delphi, Isthmia and Nemea. An inscription
informs us that the ekecheiria for both the greater and lesser mysteries was
to last fifty-five days (IG i

3
6B, 17–27, 36–47). The Olympic truce probably

started about 1 July, a month before the games began, and ended about 15

August, ten days after the festival ended. These truces protected pilgrims
and contestants going to and from the festivals, as well as the state spon-
soring the festival. They did not prohibit all warfare. During the Isthmian
truce, for example, the Spartans could sail to Chios to support its revolt
from Athens, but the Corinthians could not, since they were presiding
over the festival (Thuc. 8.9.1). The Dorians would not fight during the
month-long festival of Apollo, the Carnea, a prohibition that kept most
Spartans from the battle of Thermopylae (Hdt. 7.206). The Argives, at
least on occasion, were less scrupulous. For their invasion of Epidaurus in
419, they stopped the calendar before the Carnea until the invasion ended
(Thuc. 5.54).

The major festivals tended to fall in the period between the grain and
the grape harvest, not the best time to invade anyway. A more specific
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consideration may have been what time of the month was most favourable.
Before departing, the Athenians waited for the first quarter of the month
and the Spartans for the full moon, a custom that caused the Spartans to
miss the battle of Marathon.18

v. departure

When the men, their porters, their pack animals, and their equipment
arrived at the appointed place, they were divided into groups. The Atheni-
ans formed ten tribal regiments or taxeis, each commanded by an elected
taxiarchês. The taxeis were subdivided into lochoi, each commanded by
a lochagos. We know of five other poleis that had tribal divisions, and
the Argive, Boeotian, Corinthian, Megarian and Spartan armies also had
lochoi,19 but with the exception of one passage mentioning ‘fives’ at Phlius
(Xen. Hell. 7.2.6), we hear of other divisions only at Sparta. For Sparta
the evidence is notoriously difficult, partly because Spartans were secretive,
but probably also because they reorganized their army, possibly more than
once.20 Thucydides describes seven Spartan lochoi, each divided into four
pentekostues, each divided into four enomotiai, each of about thirty-two
men (5.68.3). He may be using lochos loosely, for the Brasideans and the
six contingents Xenophon later calls morai. Xenophon says each mora has
one polemarchos, four lochagoi, eight pentekonteres, and sixteen enomotar-
choi (Lac. 11.4). At Leuctra the enomotiai were formed three abreast and not
more than twelve deep, giving about thirty-six men each. Here each lochos
has about 576 men. Elsewhere it normally has several hundred, though
Cyrus’ mercenaries were organized in lochoi of 100 men (Xen. An. 3.4.21,
4.8.15) and Xenophon has lochoi of twenty-four in his Cyropaedia (6.3.21).

Lochoi do not act independently, so their function may have been to
enable troops to form quickly into ranks. Spartan lochoi are the exception.
They could be detached for garrison duty, and Agis tried to move two
lochoi independently on the battlefield of Mantinea (Thuc. 5.71–2). Though
this particular attempt failed, almost disastrously, the Spartan commander
thought it worth trying, and the fact that the officers who refused to move
were later banished for cowardice suggests they could have carried out his
orders. In most Greek armies, however, soldiers were amateurs rather than
professionals, and there is no evidence that a lochos remained together as a
unit from one year to the next.

On the morning he left home, vase-paintings suggest, a warrior would
pour a libation and presumably say a prayer. A few vases show departing

18 Pritchett (1971–91) I.119; Hdt. 6.106.3. The Spartan custom perhaps applied only to the Carnea.
19 See in this volume ch. 2, pp. 28–30, and ch. 5, pp. 127–30. On lochoi, see also Lee (2004).
20 Lazenby (1985).
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Figure 6.1 A hoplite on the point of departure for war consults the omens by inspecting the liver of a
sacrificial animal (hepatoscopy) brought to him by a slave attendant, on an Attic amphora of c. 490–480

bc. A companion in Scythian dress, a woman with a libation bowl, and a dog react emotionally to the
result.

hoplites examining the entrails of sacrificed animals (fig. 6.1).21 Xenophon
advises cavalry commanders that ‘The first duty is to sacrifice to the gods
and pray them to grant you the thoughts, words and deeds likely to render
your command most pleasing to the gods and to bring yourself, your friends
and your city the fullest measure of affection and glory and advantage’ (Eq.
mag. 1.1). A pious soldier, of whatever rank, would take the appropriate
actions towards the gods before the campaign began.

The Spartans also held sacrifices for the whole army. Xenophon describes
the king sacrificing at home to Zeus Agetor (‘the Leader’) and the gods
associated with him, the Dioscuri and Athena. If the indications from
the sacrifice appeared favourable to the expedition, the pyrphoros (‘fire-
carrier’) took fire from the altar and led the way to the border. There the
king sacrificed again to Zeus and Athena. When the sacrifice indicated
their approval, he crossed the border. (On several occasions when these

21 Lissarrague (1989) 48 illustrates six examples of departure scenes with a hepatoscopy. On religion
in Greek warfare, see especially Pritchett (1971–91) iii and Jacquemin (2000).
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border sacrifices (diabateria) proved unfavourable, the Spartans cancelled
the expeditions: Thuc. 5.54.2, 55.3, 116.1.) The fire from these sacrifices was
never put out, and was used to start the fire for the king’s morning sacrifices
while on campaign. The Spartans brought along sheep and goats for these
daily sacrifices. Xenophon comments that if you could watch these rituals,
you would think everyone else to be improvisers in military affairs, and
only the Spartans to be artisans (technitai) in war (Lac. 13.2–5).

A seer (mantis) – the man Pindar called ‘the army’s eye’ (Ol. 6.19) –
examined the entrails of sacrificed animals to determine the future, that is,
whether the results would be good if they marched, or fought, or plundered.
Xenophon thought a general should learn enough of this interpretive art so
that his seer could not mislead him, or so that he could act as his own seer
(Cyr. 1.6.2). Greeks valued seers highly, as the placement of the seer Agias on
the victory monument for Aegospotami, next to the commander Lysander
illustrates (Paus. 10.9.7). They might come from anywhere, but Eleans seem
to have specialized in this line. The Spartans even granted citizenship to
Tisamenus of Elis and his brother, so eager were they to secure his services
(Hdt. 9.33–5).

Even unasked, the gods might send an omen. The flight of a bird, an
eclipse, thunder and lightning, even a sneeze might be a sign. Earthquakes
stopped more than one Spartan campaign, as they were believed to show
divine anger against impious behaviour.22 In 388 Agesipolis continued his
campaign against Argos after an earthquake during his first supper in Argive
territory, saying that an earthquake before he invaded would have discour-
aged him, but now it urged him on. He withdrew after lightning killed
several of his men in camp, and a sacrificial victim had a malformed liver
(Xen. Hell. 4.7.4–7).

We have only one detailed description of the departure of a fleet, but
it is a memorable one. Thucydides describes the Athenians’ departure for
Sicily in 415 as follows:23

The ships being now manned, and everything put on board with which they meant
to sail, the salpinx24 commanded silence, and the prayers customary before putting
out to sea were offered, not in each ship by itself, but by all together to the voice of
a herald; and bowls of wine were mixed through all the armament, and libations
made by the soldiers and their officers in gold and silver goblets. They were joined
in their prayers by the crowds on shore, by the citizens and all others who wished
them well. The paean [an apotropaic hymn] sung and the libations finished, they
put out to sea.

22 Thuc. 3.89, 6.95; Xen. Hell. 3.2.24; for the explanation, see Diod. Sic. 15.48.4.
23 Thuc. 6.32.1–2, trans. Crawley (1910), slightly modified.
24 On the salpinx, a reed instrument used to give military orders, see Krentz (1991).
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vi . marching and rowing

Xenophon, an experienced commander, stresses the importance of good
order on the march. ‘A disordered army is a complete mess, very easy to
defeat for enemies and inglorious to see and utterly useless for friends –
donkey, hoplite, porter, light-armed, horseman, wagon, all together. How
can they march when they get in each other’s way, one walking while
another runs, one running while another is stopped, wagon interfering
with horseman, donkey with wagon, porter with hoplite?’ (Oec. 8.4). In
a disorganized cavalry force men get in each other’s way as they do when
leaving a theatre (Eq. mag. 2.7).

What marching order, then, did Greeks use? They customarily let the
part of the army take the lead that was best suited to the ground, whether
hoplites, peltasts or cavalry. For a night march they arranged the forces in
order from slowest to fastest, that is, hoplites first, then peltasts, then cavalry
(Xen. An. 7.3.37–41). In the Cyropaedia, Xenophon’s model commander,
Cyrus, puts his cavalry first, then the wagons and pack animals, then the
hoplites. When the road narrows, the pack animals go between the hoplites,
who march on either side. The divisions march with their baggage next to
them; the baggage commanders have orders to stay with their divisions. The
division commander’s porter carries a standard (a flag?) for the baggage
carriers to follow, and the hoplites keep an eye on their own property
(6.3.2–4).

The usual response to trouble was to march with the hoplites in a square,
with the light-armed men and the pack animals inside. The first commander
known to have used the square is Brasidas in 423 bc (Thuc. 4.125.2–3). The
Athenians retreated from Syracuse in 413 in a similar formation (Thuc.
7.78.2), Agesilaus used the square when marching through Thessaly in 394

(Xen. Hell. 4.3.4; Ages. 2.2), and Timotheus did something similar as he
passed Olynthus in 364 (Polyaenus, Strat. 3.10.7). Agesilaus divided his
cavalry between front and back. Brasidas, who had no horsemen, put 300

picked troops to guard his rear. In Asia the Ten Thousand discovered the
square’s limitations: when the road narrowed the hoplites were squeezed
out of formation, and when it widened again they were scattered and
had difficulty regaining their formation (Xen. An. 3.4.19–23). The generals
solved the problem by forming special lochoi of 100 men, each with a
hierarchy of officers (lochagoi, pentekonteres and enomotarchoi, as in the
Spartan army) who could keep their lochos together as it dropped back or
moved ahead to fill the line.

Xenophon praises Agesilaus for marching in formation, moving as qui-
etly as a modest virgin, whenever he knew the enemy could fight if they
chose (Ages. 6.7). We should read this praise in contrast to the scene
Xenophon describes immediately before the battle of Cunaxa, when Cyrus
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was marching carelessly, riding on a chariot himself with only a few troops
in order in front of him, while the greater part of his army proceeded in
disorder, with much of the soldiers’ fighting equipment being carried on
wagons and pack animals (An. 1.7.19–20). Porters, at least, normally stayed
with the hoplites until just before a battle began, ready to hand over the
shields at the last moment.

Xenophon describes Spartan marching manoeuvres that other military
instructors found difficult (Lac. 11.8–9). When marching in column, each
enomotia follows the one in front of it. To widen his front into a bat-
tle formation, the commander has each contingent’s leader (enomotarchos)
advance to the front by the shield (that is, the left) side of the preceding
enomotia. If the enemy appears in the rear, each file counter-marches, so the
best men are always facing the enemy. This manoeuvre would put the com-
mander on the left wing. If he wanted to be on the right, Xenophon says
the Spartans could wheel the left flank and march in column to the right,
until the commander reached his preferred position. These manoeuvres do
not sound particularly difficult, but other Greek soldiers probably did have
trouble with them. For instance, when Cleon tried to withdraw his men
in front of Amphipolis in 422, Brasidas could tell by the movement of the
Athenians’ spears and heads that they were disorganized (Thuc. 5.10.5).

‘To discover the enemy as far off as possible’, Xenophon says (Eq. mag.
4.5), ‘is useful both for attack and defence.’ Cyrus always sends scouting
patrols ahead and look-outs up to heights with a good view (Xen. Cyr.
6.3.2). Xenophon advises cavalry commanders to send attendants in front
to find the best roads, and he says that in dangerous territory prudent
commanders will send scouting patrols too (Eg. Mag. 4.4–5). Then he adds
that although nearly everyone knows these precautions, few take them.
Spartan practice was to send the Sciritae (a light-armed contingent?) and
some horsemen ahead of the army (Xen. Lac. 13.6). Even the Spartans were
surprised at Mantinea in 418 when they saw the enemy in battle formation
a short distance away and had little time to prepare for battle themselves.
But this case may be an exception: Thucydides says the Spartans were more
dismayed than they could remember ever being (5.66.2).25

How fast an army could march depended on the condition of the roads
(or lack thereof ) and the size and composition of the army and its baggage
train. Roads may have been better than scholars usually assume. Y. A.
Pikoulas’ recent studies of roads in the Peloponnese have documented road
networks in Greece, and he has hypothesized that construction techniques
for wheel-roads spread from Mesopotamia to Persia to Ionia and reached

25 Pritchett (1971–91) i.127–33 argues that Greeks did not use scouts before the fourth century, but
Russell (1999) 11–22 rightly replies that reconnaissance failures do not mean there was no reconnaisance.
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the Cyclades, Attica and Laconia as early as the ninth or eighth centuries.26

Dating wheel-ruts is an uncertain business, but it seems plausible that one
ingredient in Spartan military success was an efficient road system.

Not surprisingly, the Spartans made the fastest reliably attested march:
in 490 bc, 2,000 Spartans (plus porters?) hiked from Sparta to Attica, some
1,200 stadia, in three days, which works out at an impressive – indeed,
unparalleled – average of about 70 km per day (Hdt. 6.120.1; Isoc. 4.87).
In 415 the Syracusans made what Thucydides calls a ‘long march’ – about
50 km – from the River Symaethus back to Syracuse in one day, eager to
defend the city against the Athenians (6.66). Demosthenes thought the
Macedonians could march 700 stadia from Chaeronea to Athens in three
days, about 41 km per day (18.195, 230).

These marches are exceptional. When Aristagoras of Miletus told
Cleomenes that Susa was a three months’ journey from the sea, an esti-
mate Herodotus approved (5.52–4), he was imagining 26 km progress every
day for three months – out of the question for an army with a full bag-
gage train. The figures in Xenophon’s Anabasis indicate that on his way
to Cunaxa, Cyrus managed about 30 km per day, but because he rested
slightly more days than he marched, his overall average was about half that.
Greek campaigns involved much shorter distances, but we should still take
26 km per day as a reasonable maximum.

Ships moved much faster, perhaps achieving an average speed of 7–8

knots (nautical miles per hour).27 Xenophon says that the journey from
Byzantium to Heraclea was ‘a long day’s voyage for a trireme under oar’
(An. 6.4.2), a total of about 129 nautical miles or 236 km. The trip from
Piraeus to Mytilene, some 184 nautical miles or 340 km, took one trireme,
not hurrying, at least two full days; a second, rowed throughout the night
to catch the first, made the journey in one day less (Thuc. 3.49). Fleets of
course moved more slowly than individual ships. The only detailed account
we have describes Mindarus reaching the Hellespont from Chios in two
days. His 73 ships managed 65 nautical miles (120 km) the first day, and
124 nautical miles (229 km) the second, starting before dawn and arriving
before midnight (Thuc. 8.101).

For a voyage, ships could have used their sails. But commanders could
have trained inexperienced crews by having them row, as Iphicrates did
on his way to Corcyra (Xen. Hell. 6.2.27–30). Xenophon’s description of

26 Pikoulas (1995), (1999); Pritchett (1980).
27 See Morrison et al. (2000) 94–106 for a succinct discussion of naval movements. In sea trials, the

‘floating hypothesis’ named Olympias has not yet achieved as much as 6 knots for a single hour, much
less an average of 7 or 8 knots over an entire day. To my mind, there is much to be said for the criticisms
of the Morrison–Coates hypothesis raised by Tilley (1992), (2000), (2004) and Jordan (2000), and the
alternative possibility that triremes had two levels of rowers with three rowers in each cross-section,
rather than three levels of rowers.
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Iphicrates’ journey also brings out how crews went ashore for meals and
to spend the night, even in enemy territory. Other passages confirm that
going ashore was regular practice. For example, Apollodorus stressed the
hardship his crew had to endure when stormy weather and hostile troops
prevented a landing, so that he had to spend the night at anchor in the
open sea, without food and without sleep ([Dem.] 50.22).

Scouting detachments of ships appear by 480, when the Greeks sent
three ships to Sciathus to watch out for Xerxes (Hdt. 7.179). When the
Athenians sailed to Syracuse in 415, they sent ten ships ahead to see if the
Syracusans had launched a fleet (Thuc. 6.50.4).

vii . camps

When stopping for the night, Greek soldiers made a camp. Aristotle men-
tions a general’s choice of campsite as an example of deliberation (Eth. Eud.
1227a), and Xenophon confirms that in the case of the Spartans the king
determined the site of the camp (Lac. 13.10). A good site offered security,
wood, pasturage and water.

Polybius commented that Greeks in contrast to Romans thought primar-
ily of security from the natural strength of the position (6.42). Greeks liked
to camp on hills which offered visibility and were difficult to attack, as the
Plataean campaign in the Persian Wars illustrates (Hdt. 9.19–51). Positions
beneath mountains were particularly vulnerable. In 370 Agesilaus had to
extricate his army after he camped in the valley behind Mantinea in a spot
surrounded by nearby mountains, and in 365 the Eleans, camped on rather
level ground, were dislodged and defeated by the Arcadians, who seized
the mountains above (Xen. Hell. 6.5.17, 7.4.13). Even the lower slopes of a
mountain could be dangerous. When Agesilaus camped on an Acarnanian
mountainside in 389, peltasts forced him to move by slinging and throwing
stones from above (Xen. Hell. 4.6.7).

The camp needed a good supply of wood for campfires, shelters and
stockades. With so many pack animals, fodder was an obvious concern.
Philip II, who earned a reputation for reducing his baggage train, had to
worry about food for the animals. Once he found a good spot for a camp,
but learned there was no pasturage for the pack animals. ‘What a life’, he
said, ‘if we have to suit the donkeys’ convenience!’ (Frontin. Str. 4.1.6; Plut.
Mor. 178a). Xenophon persuaded the Ten Thousand to burn their tents
and wagons, so that ‘the draught animals won’t be our generals’ (Xen. An.
3.2.27). The animals needed a lot of water, too, especially in the summer:
donkeys and mules drink 20 litres per day, oxen 30 litres. Armies often
stopped by rivers.

Greek soldiers also liked camping in sanctuaries, which offered good
practical advantages for military camps, since they were prepared to house
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large numbers of visitors.28 In addition to the inner precinct with the
altar and temple set off by a low wall or a terrace, sanctuaries typically
included a large outer precinct with trees and water. Of ninety-five fountains
found by archaeologists in Greece, fully thiry-six were in sanctuaries, and
sanctuaries often had many other installations for water as well: pools,
pipes, channels, basins, springs, baths, cisterns, drains and wells.29 Larger
sanctuaries had amenities such as stoas, dining rooms and guest houses for
visitors, and any sanctuary could at least provide shady areas for soldiers
to erect temporary wooden shelters or tents. A sanctuary might even have
shops, and archaeologists have found metal-working facilities at more than
a dozen. In addition to votives, the workshops at Bassae, Kalapodi, Kommos
and Philia produced weapons.30 It would be hard to imagine a kind of place
better suited to the practical needs of an army.

Polyaenus tells a story that illustrates the best and the worst possible
campsites (2.30.3). Clearchus of Heraclea, who wanted to strengthen his
position as dictator of Heraclea by eliminating many of the citizens, led
his entire army out to besiege Astacus during the heat of the summer. He
had the citizens camp in a marshy, windless spot full of standing water,
while he and his mercenaries occupied high, shaded ground with running
water. He then stretched out the siege until the citizen-troops died, and
returned home blaming a plague for their deaths. Even for an overnight
stop, high ground with trees and running water would have been preferable
to a low-lying marsh full of stagnant water.

Greek camps, unlike Roman, did not follow a rigid pattern. According to
Xenophon, the traditional Spartan camp was circular, ‘since the corners of a
square are useless’ (presumably referring to the fact that a circle encloses the
most possible space with the least perimeter to guard), except where it took
advantage of a hill, wall or river for protection (Xen. Lac. 12.1). Scholars
have disagreed about how commonly Greeks fortified their camps. The idea
was certainly familiar, both through contact with Asia and through Homer.
The Persians, who continued Assyrian traditions in this regard, dug ditches
around their camps (Xen. Cyr. 3.3.26), and a late source says they filled
sacks with the sand they dug out and piled the sand-bags up as a wall (Veg.
Mil. 3.10). During their invasion of Greece, where they encountered very
different soil, the Persians fortified their camp in Theban territory with a
wooden stockade, complete with towers, 10 stadia wide, even though they
had to cut down the trees of their allies to build it (Hdt. 9.15, 65, 70). The
Greeks in the Iliad protected themselves with a ditch in front of a stockade
with high two-leaved gates, towers and battlements.

In classical times a wooden barrier (charax) was more common than a
ditch. Polybius comments that the Greeks of his day did not like digging

28 Sinn (1993). 29 Cole (1988). 30 Risberg (1997).
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ditches (6.42), an understandable feeling given the rocky soil in Greece.
The charax might consist of thorny brushwood on top of a low field wall,
or a stockade on top of the stones and dirt thrown up from a ditch, or
simply a barrier of felled trees. Xenophon says that the Thebans regularly
used this last method (Hell. 6.5.30). Perhaps the Spartans, who left their city
unwalled, did not fortify their camps. On the other hand, Spartan camps
must have had some boundary to be described as circular. Xenophon attests
that the Spartans built a ditch and stockade in 392 (Hell. 4.4.9). Probably
most generals did not bother to fortify their marching camps on friendly
ground, but did in hostile territory, especially when they intended to stay
in one place for an extended period. The Athenian Iphicrates dug a ditch
and erected a stockade even in friendly territory. When asked what he was
afraid of, he replied that a good general should never have to say ‘I didn’t
think that . . .’ (Plut. Mor. 187a; Polyaenus, Strat. 3.9.17).

Polybius comments that because the Greeks adapted their camps to the
terrain, they had no fixed interior arrangements. Classical Greeks knew
the idea of ‘everything in its place’: Xenophon’s Cyropaedia describes the
legendary Persian king’s camp arrangements, which included the king’s tent
facing east, his guards quartered a certain distance away, then the bakers on
the right, the cooks on the left, the horses on the right, the pack animals
on the left (8.5.3). Cyrus has the men of each taxis not only sleep together,
but sleep in the same tent (Xenophon imagines tents that will hold 100

men!), and even in the same position relative to one another, as precisely as
when they were marching single file. They also eat together, to build strong
personal friendships (Cyr. 2.1.25–8). How far this theory reflects Greek
practice is unclear. The word lochos, from the Homeric verb legô, meaning
‘to put to bed’, probably means ‘men who sleep in a group’. The mercenaries
in Xenophon’s Anabasis march, sleep and forage in regular groups (5.8.5,
7.3.15). An anecdote in Polyaenus suggests that both the Spartans and the
Thebans normally slept and ate in the same units in which they fought
(Strat. 2.3.11), but an anecdote in Plato’s Symposium has Alcibiades and
Socrates, who came from different Athenian tribes, eating together during
the Potidaean campaign (219e).

Soldiers slept on the ground, on beds of reeds if available, by their armour
and weapons. Iphicrates tricked the enemy by having two soldiers use a
single bed, if he wanted the enemy to think he had fewer men than he did,
or having each soldier make two beds, if he wanted the enemy to fear his
large numbers. Then he moved to another site so the enemy could observe
the beds (Polyaenus, Strat. 3.9.19). Troops often erected tents (skenai).31

31 Anderson (1970) 62 suggests that skenai were often wooden lean-tos or huts, on the grounds that if
skenai were tents the Athenians would have taken down and stored the skenai burned by the Syracusans
at Catana in 415 (6.75.2). But the Athenians may have intended to return to Catana that winter (see
Thuc. 6.72.1), and elsewhere skenai are undoubtedly tents made of leather (Xen. An. 1.5.10, 3.2.27).
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Men ate twice a day, once at mid-day and once in the evening. An army
on the march, such as Cyrus’ Ten Thousand, would normally hike until
they made camp and took the mid-day meal. On the day of the battle of
Cunaxa, for example, ‘at the time of the full market’, some time before ‘mid-
day’, Cyrus’ forces had almost reached the spot where he intended to camp,
where they would have had their ariston, the first meal of the day (Xen.
An. 1.8.1, 8.8, 10.19). Preparing and cooking their barley maza would have
taken perhaps two hours if the grain had to be ground. Some scholars have
maintained that hot maza was a sort of porridge; others think it was baked
in the coals, or pan-fried on a clay griddle into a flatbread.32 The Spartans
had cooks (Hdt. 6.60), who made their infamous black broth, but in other
armies soldiers, or their attendants, cooked for themselves. Arrangements
were quite casual. In 366, when Chares surprised the Sicyonians building a
fort at Thyamia just before sunset, he found ‘some bathing, some cooking,
some kneading, and some making their beds’ (Xen. Hell. 7.2.22).

Camps did not have regular latrines, for Xenophon says Spartans ‘going
off for necessary purposes were not allowed to go farther from the others
or their weapons than was necessary to avoid giving offence’ (Lac. 12.4).
The rule aimed at safety. When the troops sent out by the Thirty in 403

were just waking up and each was going ‘where he needed to go’ away from
his weapons, Thrasybulus launched a successful surprise attack (Xen. Hell.
2.4.6).

We know little about soldiers’ entertainment in camp. The Spartans were
required to exercise before breakfast and again before dinner. In between,
there were ‘amusements and recreations’ (Xen. Lac. 12.5–6). After dinner
individual Spartans sang songs of Tyrtaeus, and the singer judged best
received a prize of meat (Philoch. FGrH 328 F216). Before going to bed,
they all sang in praise of the gods from whom they had obtained good omens
in a sacrifice (Xen. Lac. 12.7). Life in camp was not necessarily exciting.
Some Ionians at Potidaea brought their bedding outside so they could
see how long Socrates would stand still, lost in thought. They must have
become quite bored, since he did not move until dawn (Pl. Symp. 220c).

Good military practice required posting sentries.33 In the Iliad seven
Greek commanders, each with 100 men with spears, take their positions
between the ditch and the stockade where they kindle fires and eat supper
(9.80–8). Checking on them later, Nestor and the other kings find them
wide awake, sitting by their weapons, as restless as sheepdogs who hear a
wild animal (10.180–9). The Trojans have similar sentries and watchfires,
but their allies are more careless and leave the job to the Trojans (10.418–22).

32 Braun (1995) 28–30 suggests that maza was made from roasted barley, kneaded with water, milk or
oil and eaten raw. Braun tried it and pronounced it ‘tasty’, though it became mouldy in his refrigerator
after two days. Greeks preferred a hot meal in the evening; see Xen. Hell. 4.5.3–4.

33 Russell (1999) 24–37 has a good discussion.
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Figure 6.2 Night raid on an enemy camp: Odysseus massacres a group of sleeping Thracians whose
shields and swords are suspended from trees or shrubs, on a Chalcidian amphora of c. 540 bc.

Even the Thracians, who are camped separately, have no sentries. Odysseus
and Diomedes, on a night raid, kill thirteen of them and steal Rhesus’
horses (fig. 6.2). Later Greeks absorbed the lesson well, and sentries were
as normal a part of camp life as they were of a city under siege. Greeks
divided the night into four watches, which Aeneas Tacticus recommends
be timed by a water-clock, reset every ten days by adding or removing wax
in order to change the clock’s capacity as nights grow longer or shorter
(18.21). According to one story, the Spartan king Agesipolis used dogs to
patrol the outside of the camp (Polyaenus, Strat. 2.25). Xenophon says that
the Spartans posted day-time sentries as well, facing in to keep an eye on
what was going on inside the camp, while cavalry watched the enemy from
high places outside (Lac. 12.2).

When the march reached enemy territory the first order of business was
to make camp. One incident might give the false impression that the Greeks
like the Romans had an evocatio ceremony that invited the enemy’s gods
to desert. In 429 Archidamus prayed to the gods and heroes of Plataea,
claiming not to be the aggressor and asking them to punish the Plataeans,
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who rejected fair Spartan proposals (Thuc. 2.74.2). He made this prayer,
however, only after the Plataeans had come out and objected to the invasion.
When Archidamus first invaded, he made camp and was about to ravage
the land when the Plataean representatives arrived (2.71.1). His prayer was
not a normal part of a Spartan campaign.

vii i . defenders’ options

While the invaders were gathering and marching their men, pack animals
and supplies, their enemies had important decisions to make. Small raiding
parties might catch an enemy by surprise, and for that reason they were
common in wars between neighbours. In the winter of 419/18, for example,
the Argives and Epidaurians fought by raids and ambushes, with no battles
(Thuc. 5.56.4); in 382 the Olynthians, defeated by the Spartans in battle,
raided the territory of Sparta’s local allies, taking loot and killing people
(Xen. Hell. 5.2.43). Major invasions, however, were hard to conceal. Usually
attackers could only hope to catch their opponents off-guard by a cavalry
attack or a naval assault. Almost always the defenders knew the attack was
coming; the Thebans achieved a rare success in 373 when they caught the
Plataeans out in their fields and compelled them to leave their city for ever
(Diod. Sic. 15.46.4–6). Defenders had a number of options, and must have
weighed many different variables in deciding what to do.

Modern scholars, including the influential A. W. Gomme,34 have com-
mented on the ‘paradox’ that in such a mountainous country as Greece
not a single state developed a light-armed force to block the passes. The
‘paradox’ is usually explained by the supposed agonal character of Greek
warfare, maintained by farmers who did not want to lose their social status
or political power. But all the passes in Greece south of Thessaly can be
turned by alternate routes, and even if all the passes were held, most Greek
poleis were close to the sea, and hoplites might arrive by ship. Boeotia in
the 370s is an excellent test case. In 376 the Thebans and Athenians did
successfully hold the passes of Mt Cithaeron against Cleombrotus’ Pelo-
ponnesian army (Xen. Hell. 5.4.59). But in 379 Cleombrotus got through
by switching routes when he found his way blocked (5.4.14). In 378 and 377

Agesilaus or his friends occupied Cithaeron before the Thebans got there
(5.4.36–7, 47). After his failure in 376, Cleombrotus went to Phocis by sea
in 375, and in 371 he invaded Boeotia from Phocis by a difficult route when
the Thebans were guarding an easier one (6.1.1, 4.1–4).

J. Ober has argued that fourth-century Athens built a line of forts and
towers as part of a comprehensive strategy to avoid a repetition of the

34 Gomme et al. (1945–81) i.10–15; for a rebuttal, see Holladay (1982) 98–9.
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destructive invasions in the Peloponnesian War.35 Apart from the difficulty
of dating the constructions, however, some of them seem more likely to
have been Boeotian than Athenian. Archidamus’ failed assault on Oenoe
at the start of the Peloponnesian War shows that a fort could not stop an
invader, but could serve as an effective refuge for Athenians in the area
(Thuc. 2.18–19). Neither troops nor fortifications could keep determined
invaders out.

A scene in Euripides’ Phoenician Women portrays defenders’ options
vividly (710–53). Hearing of the Argives’ invasion, the Theban commander,
Eteocles, first wants to lead his men out to fight. Creon persuades him that
the Thebans are too badly outnumbered; ‘winning is entirely a matter of
good planning’, and Eteocles should try every possibility rather than take
a chance on a single battle. Eteocles then suggests an ambush by night, or
a surprise attack at mealtime, or a cavalry charge. Creon objects to all of
these suggestions; they are too risky, or will not produce a decisive result.
Eteocles finally gives in to Creon’s advice and decides to defend the city
walls.

Eteocles never considers two more desperate possibilities. If the defenders
judged the city unlikely to hold out, they could run or capitulate. When
the Mede came, the Byzantines, Chalcedonians, Naxians, Phocians and
even the Athenians abandoned their cities. Though the odds were never
so overwhelming when Greek invaded Greek, we know that Greeks took
to the hills on other occasions too: for instance, the Phocians disappeared
into the folds of Mt Parnassus before their famous night-time trick when
they convinced the Thessalians they were seeing ghosts (Hdt. 8.27). Alter-
natively, the defenders might reach an agreement with the invaders. The
Thasians and the Thebans submitted to the Persian fleet and army, respec-
tively. The Eleans, after suffering a minor invasion one year, a major one
the next, capitulated to the Spartans in the third year and agreed to let their
neighbours be independent (Xen. Hell. 3.2.30). After Brasidas threatened
to destroy their grapes, the Acanthians opted to believe his sweet talk about
liberation from the Athenians and went over to his side (Thuc. 4.84–8).

If they had enough soldiers or ships to match the invaders, defenders
usually chose to fight, hoping to protect their crops, their livestock and
their movable property. But battles were relatively rare. In the twenty-seven
years of the Peloponnesian War, Thucydides and Xenophon report forty-
seven battles in the Greek world (see Table 6.2). They mention 101 separate
poliorcetic incidents (assaults on or sieges of cities),36 plus numerous other
invasions limited to ravaging. There is no reason to think battles had ever
been more common. It is a modern myth that the typical Greek hoplite

35 Ober (1985a); for rebuttals, see Camp (1991); Munn (1993) 18–25; Cooper (2000).
36 Rusch (1997).
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Table 6.2 Land battles in the Peloponnesian War

Reference Date Place Invader Defender

Thucydides
2.25.3 431 Pheia Athenians Eleans
2.26.2 431 Alope Athenians Locrians
2.69.2 430/29 Lycia Athenians Lycians
2.79 429 Spartolus Athenians Chalcidians
2.81–2 429 Stratus Chaonians Stratians
3.5.2 428 Mytilene Athenians Mytilenians
3.7.4 428 Nericus Athenians Leucadians
3.18.2 428 Antissa Methymnians Antissans
3.90.2 426 Sicily Syracusans Athenians
3.91.3–5 426 Mylae Athenians Messanians
3.91.3–5 426 Tanagra Athenians Tanagrans and Thebans
3.97–8 426 Aegitium Athenians and allies Aetolians
3.99 426 Locris Athenians Locrians
3.103.3 426/5 Locris Athenians Locrians
3.107–8 426/5 Olpae Athenians Peloponnesians and Ambraciots
3.115.6 426/5 Locris Athenians Locrians
4.25.7–9 425 Naxos Messanians Naxians
4.25.10–11 425 Messana Leontinians and Athenians Messanians
4.42–4 425 Solygeia Athenians Corinthians
4.54.2 424 Cythera Athenians Cytherans
4.56.1 424 Cotyrta Athenians Spartan garrison
4.72 424 Nisaea Athenian cavalry Boeotian cavalry
4.75.1 424 Antandrus Athenians and allies Mytilenians
4.91–101.2 424 Delium Athenians Boeotians
4.101.3–4 424 Sicyon Athenians Sicyonians
4.124 423 Lyncestis Peloponnesians Macedonians
4.134 423/2 Laodoceum Mantineans Tegeans
5.7–11 422 Amphipolis Athenians Brasidas and allies
5.51 420/19 Heracleia Aenianians and allies Heracleots
5.66–76 418 Mantinea Spartans and allies Mantineans and allies
6.66–71 415/14 Syracuse Athenians and allies Syracusans and allies
6.97 414 Epipolae Athenians Syracusans
6.101 414 Syracuse Athenians Syracusans
7.5.1–3 414 Epipolae Athenians Syracusans
7.6 414 Epipolae Athenians Syracusans
7.50.2 413 Euesperitae Peloponnesians Libyans
8.24.1 412 Panormus Athenians Spartans and Milesians
8.24.3 412 Cardamyle Athenians Chians
8.24.3 412 Phanae Athenians Chians
8.24.3 412 Leuconium Athenians Chians
8.25 412 Miletus Athenians and allies Milesians and allies

Xenophon, Hellenica
1.2.2–3 409 Pygela Athenians Milesians
1.2.7–9 409 Ephesus Athenians Ephesians and allies
1.2.16 409/8 Abydus Athenians Pharnabazus’ cavalry
1.2.18 409/8 Heraclea Oetaeans Heracleots and Achaeans
1.3.5–6 408 Calcedon Athenians Spartans and Calcedonians
1.4.22 407 Gaurium Athenians Andrians and Laconians

Key: Bold type = invaders came by land
Normal type = invaders came by sea
Italic type = invaders came by land and sea
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walked out of town every summer, or even every other summer, and fought
in a pitched battle.

Polyaenus tells a revealing story about Cleandridas, who had one and
a half times as many men as did the enemy Lucanians (Strat. 2.10.4). He
deepened his formation for fear that if the enemy realized the size of his
army they would not fight. Once they were committed to battle he extended
his line and won a great victory. The story suggests that Greeks would not
fight when outnumbered by a ratio greater than 3:2, and when we have reli-
able figures they do typically fall somewhere between a 3:2 and a 1:1 ratio.
Most land battles in the Peloponnesian War were fought against seaborne
infantry because defenders felt they had a chance against the smaller number
of invaders, typically no more than a few thousand (see Table 6.1).

Refusing to fight a far greater opponent was perfectly acceptable accord-
ing to Homeric ethics, and it was the norm in classical Greece. As the
Athenians told the Melians, manliness and shame were at stake only in
an evenly matched contest (Thuc. 5.101). When the Athenians invaded
Megara twice every year with all their forces, they no more expected the
Megarians to fight than the Athenians themselves fought when the Spartans
invaded with two-thirds of the Peloponnesian League’s forces. In the fourth
century Aeneas Tacticus recommends that defenders do not respond to an
invasion immediately (16.5–8). Instead, he suggests, let the enemy devastate
your land. Wait until they become reckless and perhaps even drunk and
disobedient. Wait until they disperse to loot, and then counterattack.

Naval battles were even more rare than battles on land. The first known
naval battle of Greeks versus Greeks occurred in the seventh century (Thuc.
1.13.4), and state fleets of purpose-built warships really became common
only in the fifth century.37 Even then, Athens’ dominance at sea meant
naval battles were uncommon until the Sicilian expedition. The Athenians’
failure in Sicily, coupled with Persian money, encouraged their opponents
to fight repeatedly at sea.

ix . looting and ravaging

Unless the enemy came out to fight immediately, invaders promptly began
to ‘cut and burn’ the land and ‘carry and drive’ whatever loot they could
get their hands on. As A. Bernand says, ‘La guerre est un continuel brig-
andage.’38 Men would look for grain, wine, farm equipment, animals, peo-
ple – whatever they could eat, or use, or sell. They stripped houses and farm
buildings of bronze and iron implements and wood trim; during the Dece-
lean War the Thebans even carted off the Athenians’ rooftiles. Xenophon

37 See ch. 8 in this volume; and Wallinga (1993) 16–17; de Souza (1998); Scott (2000).
38 Bernand (1999) 341. For a comprehensive study of booty: Pritchett (1971–91) v.68–541.
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calls the allied invasion of Elis in 401 a ‘provisioning (episitismos) for the
Peloponnese’ (Hell. 3.2.26).

Unless they were surprised, defenders would try to get their portable
belongings out of the way – to a walled city, a rural fort or sanctuary,
hidden storage facilities in the hills, or friendly territory. But evacuation
efforts were always incomplete. Thucydides tells us that at the beginning
of the Peloponnesian War the Athenians brought their children, wives,
household furnishings and even their woodwork into Athens, while they
sent their sheep and cattle to adjacent islands (2.14.1). Later, however, he
says that the common people were deprived of the little they possessed, and
the rich lost fine properties with their furnishings (2.65.2).

What could not profitably be looted might be destroyed. In his valuable
study of ravaging during Greek warfare, V. D. Hanson has shown that
systematic crop devastation was difficult.39 Permanent agricultural damage
was rare. Temporary losses, however, could be crippling for a peasant farmer.
While it is difficult to kill a mature olive or fig tree without digging out the
roots, it is not difficult to destroy the year’s crop. The threat to trees was
sometimes expressed in clever one-liners. ‘Don’t be insolent,’ Stesichorus
told the Locrians, ‘so your cicadas don’t sing from the ground’ (Arist.
Rh. 1395a, 1412a). When Alexander of Pherae offered cattle at a low price
to his new Athenian allies, Epaminondas of Thebes commented ‘We’ll
supply them free wood to cook their meat, for we’ll cut down everything
in their land if they make trouble’ (Plut. Mor. 193e17). Greek armies could
cut a lot of trees in a hurry: In 428 Archidamus’ men cut enough fruit
trees to erect a stockade around the entire city of Plataea in a single day;
on another memorable day, the Athenians built a stockade around their
fleet at Syracuse (Thuc. 2.75.1, 6.66.2). One story said that after invading
Boeotia, the Spartan king Agesilaus moved his camp two or three times a
day so that his troops would have to cut down many trees for their own
use (Polyaenus, Strat. 2.1.21).

In a few days or weeks – the longest invasion of Attica in the Pelopon-
nesian War lasted forty days – invaders could not cut literally all the grain
of a large polis, given that the cereal harvest stretches over a long period.
It is amusing to read that under Agesilaus’ leadership the Spartans ravaged
‘all’ the Argives’ land in 391, only to hear that in the following year Age-
sipolis, like a competitor in the pentathlon, learned from the soldiers how
far Agis had gone and tried to ravage more land than Agis had (Xen. Hell.
4.4.19, 4.7.5). The Argive invasion of Epidaurus in 419, which Thucydides
estimates ravaged a third of Epidaurian land (5.55.4), may have been more
typical.

39 Hanson (1998).
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It is a mistake to think that hoplites always marched in a tight formation,
with their slave attendants glued to their sides, so that only the light-armed
troops ravaged enemy land. Thucydides explains that Archidamus kept his
troops in formation during the first invasion of the Peloponnesian War
because the usual practice was to spread out, once it became clear the
enemy would not fight – indeed Thucydides says Archidamus reasoned
that if the Athenians did not fight at first, the invaders could ravage the
plain more fearlessly in the future (2.20.4). When the Selinuntines invaded
Segesta in 410 they first deployed in battle formation and ravaged the land,
but then, since they were far superior to their enemies, they scattered over
the countryside (Diod. Sic. 13.44.3). The greater the number of soldiers,
the more likely they were to scatter, as Xenophon remarks in his advice to
cavalry commanders (Eq. mag. 7.9). Even in formation, hoplites could cut
grain. Because they walked across real plains, not parade grounds – real
plains full of field walls, scattered buildings, ditches and trees – they must
have marched in a formation loose enough to let them work, and most
hoplites were well acquainted with a sickle and an axe.

Slaves and rowers also participated in looting and ravaging. For ideolog-
ical reasons the extant sources downplay slaves’ role in Greek warfare,40 but
on one occasion, at least, we do hear of attendants (akolouthoi) scattering
for plunder: in 395, near Sardis, the Persian cavalry’s attack on the dispersed
attendants gave Agesilaus an opportunity he seized to defeat the Persians
with his united forces (Xen. Hell. 3.4.22). Nor is it credible that rowers
sat quietly beside their ships during naval ravaging expeditions. If neither
hoplites nor rowers participated in looting and ravaging, who did, when
Pericles ravaged Laconia in 431 with 100 triremes carrying 1,000 hoplites
and 400 archers (Thuc. 2.23.2, 25.1–2)? Only the archers?

Invaders could therefore do real damage to the annual harvest. They
could also damage the agricultural infrastructure: vine stakes and trel-
lises, beehives, wine-treading floors, threshing-floors, olive presses, irriga-
tion channels, houses, and outbuildings (barns, stables, storage bins) were
scattered around the Greek landscape. The labour force, if not evacuated,
was vulnerable too: slaves might be liberated or captured, draught animals
roasted or led away. The loss of oxen was triply costly: they worked, they
provided food, and they supplied manure (a character in Aristophanes (Ach.
1022–6), complaining that the Boeotians have taken his oxen, stresses the
loss of his fertilizer).

We should therefore give full weight to the many references to farmers’
fears. It is not surprising that, as Aeneas Tacticus notes (7.1), ‘An enemy in
the vicinity at harvest time will probably mean that much of the population
will remain in the countryside nearby, fearful for their crops.’ They had a lot

40 Hunt (1998).
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to lose. In the third century Athens included preserving the harvest among
the reasons for honoring generals.41 When defenders did choose to fight
for what Aeneas Tacticus calls ‘the fundamentals – shrines and fatherland
and parents and children and so on’, a victory meant ‘safety, intimidated
opponents, and the unlikelihood of attack in the future’ (Preface 2).

x. battles and their aftermath

Chapter 7 will discuss combat; this description of military campaigns will
resume when the fighting stopped. By the middle of the fifth century
unwritten rules governed the end of battles. The victors claimed victory by
erecting a simple trophy (tropaion) at the place where the enemy turned to
flee (tropaion derives from the same root as trepein, ‘to turn’) (fig. 6.3).42

The trophy consisted of captured armour and weapons hung on a post or
tree stump. After the battle of Coronea in 394 Agesilaus had his men deploy
in line of battle, erect a trophy and put on garlands, while the pipers played
(Xen. Hell. 4.3.21). Presumably they sang a paean; the Phliasians loudly
sang a paean, ‘as was natural’, when they erected a trophy in 366 (Xen. Hell.
7.2.15). On one occasion Xenophon mentions a sacrifice in connection with
the erection of a trophy (An. 4.6.27), and we should probably imagine a
sacrifice as a regular part of the ceremony, left unmentioned because it was
so common.

The losers admitted defeat by formally requesting a truce to bury their
dead. In the Iliad requests for a burial truce do not imply an admission
of defeat. But by the time of the Peloponnesian War the request conceded
the victory. Victors normally granted the truce, after stripping the enemy
corpses – it was noteworthy when, after the battle of Peiraeus in 403, the
democratic rebels did not take the tunics from the oligarchs’ corpses (Xen.
Hell. 2.4.19). In rare cases the winners refused to allow the retrieval of the
enemy dead, claiming the enemy had committed sacrilege. After the battle
of Delium in 424 the Thebans did not permit the Athenians to bury their
dead until they had recovered the sanctuary of Apollo that the Athenians
had fortified, seventeen days after the battle (Thuc. 4.97.2–101.1). Similarly
in 355 the Locrians refused to permit the burial of Phocian dead, since the
Phocians had seized and fortified Delphi (Diod. Sic. 16.25.2).

Some evidence suggests that Greeks mutilated their enemies’ corpses.43

Tyrtaeus’ reference to a dead man holding his genitals might refer to a
macabre joke (fr. 10.21–5 West). The story that in the Second Messenian
War the Spartans tied sticks inscribed with their names to their left hands

41 SEG xxviii 60.23–7; IG ii
2.682.35–6 and 1299.66–7.

42 Pritchett (1971–91) ii.246–75; Krentz (2002) points out that trophies do not appear in either
literature or vase-painting before the 450s bc.

43 Tritle (1997), (2000); see also Lendon (2000).
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Figure 6.3 One of the earliest representations of a tropaion, on an Attic vase of c. 450 bc.
A winged goddess of victory is shown attaching a full set of hoplite arms and armour to
a stripped tree trunk.

suggests that they expected horrible treatment if they fell (Diod. Sic. 8.27.2;
Polyaenus, Strat. 1.17). In the Iliad mutilation occurs not infrequently. The
gods disapprove. Nevertheless, the psychologist J. Shay has shown that
Homer accurately portrays a warrior’s intense emotional reaction to the
death of a close friend, and under stress later Greeks may also have done
what they knew the gods did not approve.44

Even if they were not mutilated, identifying nude, disfigured bodies
must sometimes have been difficult.45 Friends and relatives must have
looked through the corpses and reported to their officers, who had lists of

44 Shay (1994).
45 Vaughn (1991). On the burial of Greek war dead, see Pritchett (1971–91) iv.94–259.
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names. After their victory at Solygea in 425, the Athenians saw Corinthian
reinforcements coming before they had retrieved all of their dead, and hur-
riedly withdrew to the nearby islands, from which they had to send a herald
requesting a truce to recover the two missing bodies (Thuc. 4.44.4–6). Sym-
bolically this request turned the victory into a defeat, as Plutarch points
out (Nic. 6.5). But the Greeks expected their generals to recover corpses.
As Onasander wrote (Strat. 36.1–2), a general should make sure his dead
are buried, both to show reverence to the dead and to demonstrate to the
living that they will receive similar consideration when they die.

Weather conditions in Greece precluded taking the bodies home for
burial for all but the closest campaigns. The Athenians cremated their
dead. In the Persian Wars they buried the remains at Marathon (Thuc.
2.34.5) and Plataea (Hdt. 9.85.2). Later they normally brought the ashes,
bones and teeth home for burial; starting probably in the 460s they held
the annual funeral ceremony described by Thucydides (2.34). The Spar-
tans preferred to bury their dead by inhumation, on the field of battle or
in the territory of an ally close by, as after the battle of Mantinea in 418

when they brought the bodies to Tegea (Thuc. 5.74.2). Only a king, such as
Agesipolis who died on campaign in the Chalcidice (Xen. Hell. 5.3.19), or
Agesilaus, who died on his way home from Egypt (Diod. Sic. 15.93.4), was
carried home, packed in honey, for a royal burial. The evidence for what
other Greeks did is rather scattered. The Plataeans who fought at Marathon
were buried, like the Athenians, on the spot, together with the slaves (Paus.
1.32.3); if S. Marinatos has correctly identified a mound at Marathon with
the remains of ten adult males and one boy as the Plataeans’ tomb, they
were inhumed.46 All the Greeks who fought at Plataea were buried there –
Herodotus says cities that did not fight, embarrassed at their absence,
erected (empty) tombs there later (Hdt. 9.85). The Argives who died at
Tanagra in 457 were buried at Athens, as we know from their casualty list
(IG i

3
1149). The 254 skeletons found under the lion at Chaeronea are prob-

ably the remains of the Theban Sacred Band from the 338 battle against the
Macedonians; two were cremated, the rest inhumed.

Naval battles also resulted in trophies. In fact, the earliest literary refer-
ence to a battlefield trophy is to the naval battle of Leucimne in 434 (Thuc.
1.30.1), and no fewer than sixteen of the eighty-eight references to trophies
in Thucydides and Xenophon follow victories at sea. Naval trophies were
erected on nearby shores, but not necessarily at the nearest spot. In one
instance, a victorious Peloponnesian fleet sailed more than 80 km to erect
a trophy in enemy territory, evidently to make a statement (Thuc. 8.42.5).

Winners in naval battles normally returned the enemy dead from cap-
tured ships, and permitted the losers to recover what corpses they could

46 Petrakos (1995) summarizes the evidence for and against the conclusion of Marinatos (1970).
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from the water. Retrieving bodies at sea, however, must be done within a
few hours, before the corpses sink. Bacterial action produces enough gas
to bring the bodies back to the surface within a few days, but by then they
might scatter widely. After the naval battle of Arginusae in 406 the Athe-
nian generals did not turn immediately to rescuing the men and recovering
the dead. When a storm came up, most were lost, and corpses littered the
coasts of Cyme and Phocaea. Despite the storm, the Athenians held the
generals responsible and executed the six who returned to Athens.47

xi . epiteichismos and sieges

If the aggressors lost, the invasion was over. But if they won, the battle
might not terminate the campaign any more than Greek victories in the
Trojan plain decided that legendary conflict. If the defenders had good
fortifications, either around one town or in scattered forts, they could
move inside the walls just as the Trojans did in the Iliad (21.606–11):

all this time the rest of the Trojans fled in a body
gladly into the town, and the city was filled with their swarming.
They dared no longer outside the wall and outside the city
to wait for each other and find out which one had got away
and who had died in the battle, so hastily were they streaming
into the city, each man as his knees and feet could rescue him. (trans. Lattimore)

These lines would describe what happened after a number of classical Greek
battles. In 468, for example, the Argives, Cleoneans and Tegeans defeated
the Mycenaeans, but had to besiege the city.48 In 389 the Athenians beat
the Methymnaeans and shut them inside their walls.49 Aeneas Tacticus
advises special care in guarding the walls if the army is demoralized after
a defeat in battle (26.7). Men on top of the city walls would normally
deter the pursuers from coming too close, and the defeated soldiers would
get through the gates, which were then quickly shut behind them. There
were exceptions: Charidemus once captured Ilion when a horse fell in the
gateway, preventing the gate from closing (Plut. Sert. 1.3).

Whether most archaic Greek cities had circuit walls is a bedevilling
question. P. Ducrey and J. Camp have suggested that a wall could be con-
sidered a defining characteristic of a polis.50 Relatively few archaic walls have
been found. There is no trace of one at Athens, for example, though both
Herodotus and Thucydides attest a pre-Persian city wall there. Constructed
of mudbrick on a stone socle, such walls might have turned back into mud,
and lost their stones to later, wider circuits. Certainly most cities had ‘great

47 Xen. Hell. 1.6.34–7.35; Diod. Sic. 13.100–2. 48 Diod. Sic. 11.65.2–5; Paus. 5.23.3, 7.25.5–6.
49 Xen. Hell. 4.8.28–9; Diod. Sic. 14.94.4. 50 Ducrey (1995); Camp (2000).
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circuit’ walls by the classical period, for they are the norm in Thucydides.
Even without a wall, a town would not be easy to capture. When the The-
bans invaded Laconia after the battle of Leuctra, the Spartans successfully
defended their unwalled city by blocking the entrances and alleyways with
baskets of earth and stones taken from demolished houses, fences and walls,
and putting bronze tripods in the middle of the streets (Aen. Tact. 2.2).
Wagons could also block streets while women and slaves dropped rooftiles
down on enemy heads (Aen. Tact. 2.5–6), rooftiles that might weigh up
to 30 kg.51 (In this ignominious way king Pyrrhus of Epirus later died in
Argos.) It is understandable why Agis stopped short of the unwalled city
of Elis in 401 (Xen. Hell. 3.2.26–7).

Even if they won a battle, therefore, invaders might face the choice of
ravaging more thoroughly, assaulting the city directly, or beginning a siege.
Most often they preferred the first, least dangerous option. The defenders
could then use cavalry, if they had it, to restrict the ravaging, as the Athenians
did during the Peloponnesian War, or as the Thessalians did when the
Athenians tried to restore Orestes to Pharsalus in 454. Without fighting
a battle, the Thessalian cavalry prevented the Athenians from controlling
anything beyond the immediate vicinity of their camp (Thuc. 1.111.1). Light-
armed troops could help too: in 378 Phoebidas’ peltasts frightened the
Theban mule-drivers into throwing away the produce they had plundered
from Thespiae (Xen. Hell. 5.4.42).

A single ravaging expedition seldom made defenders capitulate. In the
half century after 417/16, the little polis of Phlius was invaded no fewer than
nine times, usually by its powerful neighbour Argos. The only invasion
that produced a capitulation was that of Agesilaus in 381, which led to a
siege and, a year and eight months later, a surrender (Xen. Hell. 5.3.10–
18). Repeated invasions might suffice. In 400 the Eleans came to terms
rather than undergo a third invasion (Xen. Hell. 3.2.30), and in 431 the
Peloponnesians thought (wrongly, as it turned out) the Athenians might
hold out for one, two, or at most three years before submitting (Thuc.
7.28.3).

A strategy to ravage more effectively was epiteichismos, the fortification
of a permanent post on enemy land. In his speech to the Athenians before
the outbreak of the Peloponnesian War, Pericles tells the Athenians not
to fear a Spartan fort in Attica, for while it might harm Athenian land
and provide a refuge for deserters, it could not stop the Athenians from
sailing to the Peloponnese and fortifying spots there for the same purpose
(Thuc. 1.142.2–4). In fact the Athenians tried epiteichismos first, with the
fortification of Pylos in 425. The fort survived a combined land and sea
assault by the Spartans, and served as a refuge for escaped helots until

51 Barry (1996).
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409.52 The Spartan fortification of Decelea in 413 proved a great success.
Even when the Peloponnesians were not present in force to ravage Attica,
the garrison looted the countryside. Thucydides laments that more than
20,000 slaves deserted, most of them skilled workers; that all the sheep and
draught animals were lost; that some of the horses were lamed by daily
rides to raid Decelea and to guard the country, while others were wounded
by the enemy; that provisions had to be imported by sea from Euboea,
rather than by the overland route from Oropus past Decelea; and that the
Athenians were worn out by keeping constant guard on their walls (Thuc.
7.27.4–28.2).

Military historians have wondered why the Spartans waited so long to
fortify Decelea. According to Thucydides, it actually took an Athenian in
exile, Alcibiades, to make the suggestion (6.91.6–7). The overall history of
epiteichismos, however, shows that it worked only in certain circumstances.
The Athenians had some success at Pylos and later at Methana (Thuc.
4.45.2) and a spot on the coast opposite Cythera (Thuc. 7.26). But the
Boeotians recaptured Delium seventeen days after the Athenians finished
fortifying it (Thuc. 4.101.1), and the Argives and Athenians recaptured
Orneae ‘not long’ after the Peloponnesians fortified it (Thuc. 6.7.2). Del-
phinium, a position near Chios town fortified by the Athenians in 412/11,
did better, lasting until 406 before the Peloponnesians took it (Xen. Hell.
1.5.16). In 389 the Athenians built a fort on Aegina, but they had to evac-
uate their troops five months after Teleutias drove their fleet away (Xen.
Hell. 5.1.1–5). In 366 the Phliasians and Athenians captured the fort the
Sicyonians were building at Thyamia (Xen. Hell. 7.2.20), and in 365 even
a relief expedition led by king Agesilaus could not prevent the Arcadians
from recapturing Cromnus, which the Spartans had fortified (Xen. Hell.
7.4.20–5, 27). The forts that survived had naval support. Decelea is there-
fore the great exception, and the puzzle is rather why the Athenians did not
take Demosthenes’ advice to assault it (7.47.4).

To capture a city, attackers either had to assault the wall or mount a full-
scale siege – unless a traitor could be found to open the gates. Pausanias
comments that ‘the most impious of all crimes, the betrayal for private gain
of fatherland and fellow-citizens . . . has never been absent from Greece
since the birth of time’ (7.10.1). Famous examples include the betrayal
of Eretria to the Persians in 490 (Hdt. 6.101), the betrayal of Plataea to
the Thebans in 431 (Thuc. 2.2–5), and the betrayal of Byzantium to the
Athenians in 409 (Xen. Hell. 1.3.14–22). But most revealing is the amount of
space Aeneas devotes in his treatise How to Survive under Siege to preventing
internal plots, including numerous examples of successful and unsuccessful
traitors. Of the forty chapters in his work, he devotes no fewer than three
to the locking of the city gates, including a dozen tricks involving the bolts.

52 Thuc. 4.3–5, 8–23, 26–39; Xen. Hell. 1.2.18.
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In the Archidamian War attempts to storm a city failed twice as often
as they succeeded.53 Attackers preferred odds greater than 3:1, but numer-
ical superiority did not guarantee success. Surprise attacks, by contrast,
succeeded three times as often as they failed – but of course the more fre-
quently surprise was tried, the harder it was to achieve. Results in the rest
of the Peloponnesian War followed a similar pattern. Compared to other
ancient armies, Greek forces were small, and democracies were reluctant
to sacrifice citizen troops in assaults against fortified sites. The states most
successful at assaults in our period – the Carthaginians, Syracusans and
Macedonians in the fourth century – were not democracies, and the first
two used thousands of mercenaries.

The Peloponnesians at Plataea tried one final idea before committing to
a siege: burning the town down. They managed to light a fire ‘larger than
anyone had ever seen made by human hands’, but instead of the wind they
hoped for, a rainstorm helped put the fire out (Thuc. 2.77). In 424 the
Boeotians had greater success with fire against the Athenian fortification
of Delium. They hollowed out a wooden beam, covered it with lead, and
used a bellows to blow through it past a cauldron filled with burning coals,
sulphur and pitch. They succeeded in setting fire to the wall, which was
made mostly of vines and wood at the point they attacked, and captured
the fort (Thuc. 4.100). A stone or mudbrick wall would not burn, but
attackers could try to burn gates and wooden parapets. Aeneas Tacticus
advises defenders to cover wooden walls and towers with protective felt
or hide screens, smear the wood with bird-lime to make it impossible to
ignite, and use vinegar to extinguish any fires that do start (33–4).

Chapter 7 discusses sieges, but some comments here will put them into
a broader perspective. The only practical way to keep supplies from getting
into a besieged city was to build a wall around the entire place. The Athe-
nians built the first attested Greek circumvallation wall at Samos in 440

(see Table 6.3). If the invading force was strong enough, defenders could
slow down but not stop the construction. In 414, the Syracusans were able
to build counter-walls across the line of the Athenian wall, but Syracuse
had a much larger population than the other cities on the list.

Once the wall was built, the defenders were in real trouble. They could
make sorties (attested at Melos and Phlius) or perhaps even escape (as at
Plataea). Reinforcements might get into the town (as at Mytilene). But if
the besiegers were willing to wait, the defenders could do little but cut
their rations. A city could typically hope to survive eight months or so
on the previous year’s harvest. Xenophon comments that Phlius, which
surrendered after twenty months, lasted twice as long as expected.

Although they almost always worked, these circumvallation sieges were
hugely expensive. The Athenians spent 1,200 talents on the siege of Samos

53 Rusch (1997), a good analytical study. For a general work on siege warfare, see Kern (1999).
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Table 6.3 Circumvallation sieges

Reference Date Besieged Besiegers Result

Thucydides
1.116–17 441–440 Samos Athenians Surrender after nine months
1.61.4–65, 2.70 432-winter

430/29

Potidaea Athenians Surrender after more than
two years

2.71, 75–8 429–427 Plataea Peloponnesians Surrender after more than
two years

3.18.3–5, 27–8 428–427 Mytilene Athenians Surrender after about eight
(?) months

4.69 424 Nisaea Athenians Immediate surrender
4.131, 133.4,

5.32.1
423–421 Scione Athenians Surrender after about two

years
5.75.5–6, 80.3 418 Epidaurus Athenians and allies Siege abandoned after a few

months when the Argives
made a treaty with Sparta

5.84–116 416 Melos Athenians and allies Surrender the following
winter

6.98–7. 414–413 Syracuse Athenians and allies Circumvallation wall never
completed, Athenians
defeated

Xenophon, Hellenica
1.3.14–22 409 Byzantium Athenians City captured through

treachery
3.2.11 398 Atarneus Peloponnesians Surrender after eight months
5.2.4–6 385 Mantinea Spartans Surrender after river was

rerouted to undermine the
city walls

5.3.10–18, 21–5 381–379 Phleius Spartans Surrender after year and
eight months

in 440 (IG i
3

363), and 2,000 talents on Potidaea (Thuc. 2.70.2). If similar
sieges did not take place earlier, the reason was lack of money, as Thucydides
saw. He argues that insufficient financial resources hampered the siege of
Troy, because the Greeks had to turn to farming and piracy to support
themselves, making the Trojans a match for the Greeks who remained at
Troy (1.11). This fundamental insight applies to archaic warfare as a whole,
during which the longest siege we hear of (discounting the unreliable fourth-
century story of the First Sacred War) is the forty days the Spartans spent
besieging Samos c. 523 (Hdt. 3.47, 54–6). The growth of the Athenian
empire marks a significant change in Greek siege warfare.

xii . after the fighting

Greeks followed the rule articulated by Xenophon: ‘it is a custom established
for all time among all people that when a city is captured in war, the persons
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Figure 6.4 Torture or execution by drowning of men who may be either victims of pirates or prisoners
of war after a naval battle, on an Attic vase of c. 490–480 bc.

and the property of the inhabitants belong to the captors. It will be no
injustice for you to keep what you have, but if you let them keep anything,
it will be only out of generosity that you do not take it away’ (Cyr. 7.5.73).
The agonal model of warfare holds that after battles prisoners were treated
less ruthlessly, ransomed rather than killed or sold (figs. 6.4 and 6.5). But
ransoming, which occurred throughout antiquity, was done for profit, not
humanitarian reasons, and by individuals rather than states.54 There is little
reason to think it was more common in the archaic period than at other
times. For instance, the sixth-century Phocaeans, thinking that they would
be killed and their women and children enslaved if they lost a battle to
the Thessalians, prepared to burn their families and their property if they
lost.55

P. Ducrey’s analysis of the evidence suggests that one-fifth to one-quarter
of prisoners were killed, and roughly one-third enslaved (see Table 6.4).
Besieged Greeks had a clear incentive to negotiate, even though the terms
might turn them into refugees. The Spartans let the Messenians leave Mt
Ithome on the condition that they leave the Peloponnese and never come
back (Thuc. 1.103.1). The Athenians let the Potidaeans leave with one gar-
ment for the men, two for the women, and a small sum of money (Thuc.
2.70.3). The Spartans let the Samians leave with only one garment each
(Xen. Hell. 2.3.6). The Messenians were resettled at Naupactus, but the
fate of the Potidaean and Samian families can only be imagined.

54 Pritchett (1971–91) v.245–312. Rosivach (1999), pointing to [Dem.] 53.6–11 and Antiph. 5.20,
suggests optimistically that prisoners were sold to middlemen who held them for ransom.

55 Paus. 10.1.6; Plut. Mor. 244; Polyaenus Strat. 8.65.
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Figure 6.5 The sack of a city: soldiers killing women and children in scenes from the sack of Troy, on
a large storage jar from Mykonos, c. 670 bc.
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Table 6.4 Fate of prisoners, sixth to second centuriesbc
56

Battles (land and sea) Captured cities

120 cases 100 cases

Killed 24 (20%) Killed 25 (25%)
Enslaved 28 (24%) Enslaved 34 (34%)
Undetermined 68 (56%) Surrendered 41 (41%)

Following a custom going back to Homer, Greeks believed that booty
ought to be collected and then redistributed fairly. The dekatê, the offering
of a tenth owed to the gods, and aristeiai, the awards for valour, were
taken from the common store before any further distributions.57 Allies
sometimes decided in advance how they would divide booty among the
different contingents. If there was no prior agreement, the division might
be made on the basis of the number of soldiers (as Diod. Sic. 11.33 says
happened after the battle of Plataea in 479), or on the basis of performance
(as Hdt. 8.121–2 indicates happened after the battle of Salamis).

The Spartans, who had official ‘booty-sellers’ (laphuropolai) to whom
they turned over loot to be sold (Xen. Lac. 13.11), normally sold their
plunder on the spot, even if they were in enemy territory. Agesilaus had
the prisoners and property captured at the Heraeum in Perachora sold the
very next day (Xen. Hell. 4.5.8). The Athenians often brought their male
prisoners home, where the assembly determined their disposal, and the
Syracusans too apparently preferred to conduct sales at home (fig. 6.6).

It is hard to know how much plunder, or profit from its sale, went to
individual soldiers. Generals sometimes sent large sums of money home,
and sometimes paid soldiers their regular pay out of the booty. At times,
however, soldiers stole loot and even prisoners (who must have been hard
to hide), and generals sometimes allowed their men to leave camp and seek
private plunder.58

x i i i . return

A defeated invader’s return home might be entirely helter-skelter, as when
the Athenians scattered after the battle of Delium. If the pursuit stopped
and the defeated army regrouped enough to ask permission to bury its
dead – which normally happened – the victors let them go.

56 Translated from Ducrey (1999) xv. Pritchett (1971–91) v.218–19, 226–34 lists 65 massacres and 173

enslavements, including Roman episodes.
57 See Pritchett (1971–91) i.93–100 on the dekatê and ii.276–90 on the aristeia.
58 Stolen prisoners, Thuc. 7.85; Plut. Tim. 29.1; private plundering, Xen. An. 6.6.2; Hell. 1.2.4–5.
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Figure 6.6 Prisoners of war, with hands tied behind their backs and kept on leads, led away by two
hoplites, with a pair of spears each, and an archer, on a late sixth-century bc Athenian vase.

Transporting the wounded must have caused some difficulties. J.-N.
Corvisier has done a suggestive study of wounds mentioned in Plutarch’s
Lives.59 Of the 141 usable cases, ranging from the fifth to the first centuries,
45 per cent died directly or indirectly from their wounds, while 55 per cent
survived. Of twelve cases mentioned by historians, half survived. Of eight
cases mentioned in the Hippocratic Corpus, only one survived – but of
course only those wounded badly enough to consult a physician would
appear here. There are difficulties in following this evidence blindly – the
‘heroic wound’ seems as much a literary topos as the ‘heroic death’60 – but it
suggests that many soldiers survived wounds and went home nursing some
hurt.

The most common wounds were to the leg. Of these 75 per cent survived,
but would have had trouble walking home. They might have ridden on

59 Corvisier (1994), summarized in Corvisier (1999) 60–5.
60 Salazar (2000).
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wagons. Like other equipment, wagons were privately owned, so wealthier
soldiers had a better chance of getting a ride. If wagons were not available,
pack animals could help. In desperate situations, the wounded were left
behind. During the Athenian retreat from Syracuse in 413, the wounded
and sick men wailed and begged their friends and relatives not to abandon
them (Thuc. 7.75).

After a victory, the return march, encumbered with whatever prisoners
and property had not been sold, must have proceeded more slowly than
the departure. The euangelia, the sacrifices for good news (Isoc. 7.10 has
an example), probably preceded the army’s arrival. Xenophon’s mercenar-
ies sacrificed seteria, sacrifices for reaching safety, when they first reached
friendly territory on their way back from Cunaxa (An. 3.2.9, 4.8.25). A sac-
rifice to celebrate the army’s safe return would seem likely, but is attested
only at the end of the Athenian civil war in 403, when Thrasybulus and
the men from Piraeus went up to the Acropolis under arms and sacrificed
to Athena (Xen. Hell. 2.4.39).

If Greeks had purification ceremonies to mark the end of campaigns
and the re-entry of combatants into peaceful life, like the Roman lustratio,
they have left little trace in the surviving evidence. Plutarch, a Boeotian
who wrote during Roman times, says that the Boeotians held a public
purification in which the army passed between the two halves of a dog
sacrificed for the occasion (Mor. 290d). The statue seen by Pausanias with
a dog cut in half next to Thrasybulus, an Elean seer active in the third
century bc, may allude to a similar ceremony (6.2.4). But classical evidence
is lacking. Perhaps Greek campaigns simply ended with a general dismissal
and a rush to get back pay.
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CHAPTER 7

BAT TLE

everett l. wheeler and barry strauss

A. LAND BATTLES

Everett L. Wheeler

i . introduction: defining the battlefield of debate

From a traditional perspective Greek warfare suffered two ‘revolutions’:
first, in the seventh century the emergence of heavy infantry in a dense
formation (phalanx) coincided with the birth of the polis and demarcated
the archaic period from the Dark Age warfare of Homeric epic, featur-
ing fluid battles of a few heroes. A stringent unwritten code of warrior
ethics and limited warfare came to govern operations within an in-group of
major Greek poleis, and the expansion of the warrior function to all citizens
capable of equipping themselves democratized warfare without abandoning
completely the aristocratic ethos of Homeric heroes.

The seeds of a second ‘revolution’ sprouted in the early fifth century. Con-
flicts with ‘outsiders’ (the Persian Wars, 490, 480–479) vindicated Greek
belief in heavy infantry’s superiority to mobile combat with the bow, cav-
alry and light infantry, but awakened both the concept of strategy, when
faced with opponents not recognizing the Greek rules of the game, and the
realization of the limited defensive resources of individual poleis vis-à-vis
wealthier, numerically superior ‘outside’ powers. A horizon, accented by the
length and horrors of the Peloponnesian War (431–404), had been crossed.
Gazing over this divide, fourth-century and later writers (e.g. Isocrates,
Demosthenes, Ephorus and Polybius) could romanticize ‘the good old days’
of the archaic period as a time of civilized warfare by an accepted code of
behaviour.

Expansion of war’s political goals had tactical ramifications. Frequency
of conflicts replaced seasonal, occasional clashes. Professionalism, spurred
by the increased scale, occurrence and duration of conflicts, rendered oper-
ations more technical. Diversity of terrain favoured a new emphasis on
cavalry and light infantry. Coordination of different types of armed con-
tingents made battles more complex than head-on collisions of phalanxes.
Generals became battle and campaign managers, not simply leaders of a
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charge. Cerebral capacity – even trickery – counted, when winning involved
outgeneralling as well as outfighting the enemy. Mercenaries with profes-
sional skills, often recruited from non-Greeks, supplemented or replaced
citizen levies. For mainland Greece Philip II of Macedon harvested the
fruits of this strategic and tactical revolution, which, with modifications
to the armament and deployment of the phalanx, forged the model for
subsequent Hellenistic armies.1

The traditional view of Greek warfare before Philip II’s reforms invites
revision, but recent trends in military historiography are not helpful. The
current idea of ‘revolutions’ in warfare, the legacy of Michael Roberts’
assessment of European practice ad 1550–1650,2 identifies major changes.
Endless debate about revising Roberts’ views, however, has only muddied
the waters: the definition of ‘revolution’ is no longer clear. History stud-
ies change and few societal phenomena are more developmental than war.
What degree of change constitutes a ‘revolution’? This debate among early
modernists suggests caution about applying the ‘revolution’ model to antiq-
uity. Further, the search for dramatic change can ignore continuities over
time and more subtle incremental changes (differences of degree rather
than innovation). Recounting archaic and classical Greek terrestrial com-
bat from the perspective of development and continuities may be more
enlightening than emphasizing ‘revolutions’.3

Assessment of Greek land warfare must also reckon with currently pop-
ular ‘face-of-battle’ studies. Viewed positively, the ‘face-of-battle’ approach
has revived attention to the role of morale in battle and the details of small
unit combat. On the negative side, this approach assumes the applicability
to antiquity of post-Second World War theories of unit cohesion, and its
proponents often exceed the limits of the ancient evidence in their enthu-
siasm to re-live as well as to reconstruct battles. This chapter’s assessment
of archaic and classical Greek land combat will not assume the correctness
of the ‘face-of-battle’ approach.4

Some traditional generalizations about archaic and classical warfare
derive from privileging the practices of the major mainland powers as
reported in Athenocentric literary sources. But the Greek world as a
whole hardly experienced uniform, simultaneous military development.
The heavy infantry phalanx, around which the traditional view of Greek
tactics revolves, did not develop in Thessaly and Thrace, famous for cavalry
and light infantry respectively, nor in Macedonia before the early fourth

1 Changes in Greek warfare: Wheeler (1991) 156 nn. 19–20 and this volume, chs. 5, 6, 11, 12.
2 Roberts (1956).
3 Critique of the Peloponnesian War as a military revolution: Lonis (1979) 17–21, 283–94, 318.
4 For a detailed critique of the ‘face-of-battle’ phenomenon, see Wheeler (2001) esp. 169–74, the

summary of a more extensive discussion of this topic in historiography and military theory now in
preparation.
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century bc. The extent to which Greeks of Asia Minor and the Aegean
islands, although users of hoplite equipment, employed the phalanx
can only be surmised. In rugged north-west Greece the Aetolians and
Acarnanians had little use for the heavy infantry phalanx. In contrast,
mountainous Arcadia exported mercenaries of heavy infantry. A phalanx
may denote the existence of a polis, but the converse may not be true.5

The diversity of development becomes most glaring in Sicily, often the
‘cutting edge’ of Greek intellectual as well as military affairs. Here, long
before Dionysius I (405–367) developed a true war machine, Gelon of
Syracuse (480) boasted the first major Greek army of combined arms, a
possible precursor of Philip II’s army. Against the Persians he offered the
mainland Greeks 20,000 heavy infantry, 2,000 cavalry, 2,000 archers, 2,000

slingers, and 2,000 hamippoi (light infantry in close coordination with
cavalry).6 But no tradition took root. Seventy-five years later a democratic
Syracuse would hardly know how to fight in a phalanx, although its cavalry
was still to be feared.7

Generalizations beset the traditional view of Greek combat in another
way. Open pitched battle, devoid of trickery or manoeuvre and decided
by the head-on clash of rival phalanxes, is taken as not only an idealistic
norm but a portrayal of Greek military reality, before the rules of the game
were bent and broken in the Peloponnesian War. But not all areas prac-
tised phalanx combat, and the Peloponnesian War scarcely initiated the
concept of stratagem in Greek warfare.8 In the Western tradition Homer
introduced the twin models of an unwritten warrior code in Achilles and
Odysseus, who epitomized the contrast of brawn versus brains in military
conduct: chivalrous, face-to-face confrontation, open battle, and use of
force (Achilles ethos), as opposed to trickery, deceit, indirect means, and
avoidance of pitched battle except in circumstances where the use of force is
advantageous (Odysseus ethos). Tension between these rival approaches is a
universal phenomenon not solely Western or Greek. Debate over the respec-
tive virtues of bravery and trickery raged in antiquity, especially as trickery,
less subject to uncertainty and chance than open battle, offered a more
economic and easier avenue to victory, although advocates of open battle
supported their views with moral posturing about honesty and fairness.9

Acknowledging a role for stratagems, however, does not discredit the
conventions governing set-piece battles of major mainland poleis, where a

5 For regional and other variations in Greek warfare, see also Hanson (2000a).
6 Hdt. 7.158.4; cf. Ephorus, FGrH 70 F186; Timaeus, FGrH 566 F94 (= Polyb. 12.26b). Hamippoi =

Herodotus’ hippodromoi psiloi: thus Spence (1993) 30; Herodotus’ term is unusual. For Dionysius I and
siege warfare, see below, pp. 241–2.

7 Thuc. 6.17.5, 68.2, 69.1, 98.3; 7.3.3.
8 Cf. Lonis (1980) on the Peloponnesian War as a non-factor in Greek attitudes toward keeping

oaths, and Wheeler (1984) on sophistic interpretation of oaths in truces and treaties.
9 See Wheeler (1988d) xiii–xiv, 92–110, and passim; Wheeler (1990) 122–5.
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system of limited warfare essentially eliminated the need for strategic plan-
ning, generally restricted the violence to a single bloody clash, and guaran-
teed the continued political survival of both belligerents.10 War, whether
in a context of limited or unlimited strategic aims, rarely is conducted
without rules (often unwritten) governing intensity (escalation versus reci-
procity) and ferocity (humanitarian concerns), although asymmetrical con-
flicts between different cultures, different tactical systems or very unequal
powers may bend or ignore the rules at times and increase the level of
trickery in operations.11 ‘Brains’ can compensate for a lack of numbers,
means or technology, but rules and maintenance of bona fides remain essen-
tial, if peace is to be re-established between belligerents. War is an affair
of honour, particularly between generals who consider themselves to be
comrades-in-arms and observe a transnational aristocratic ethos of ‘gentle-
manly’ conduct.

Restriction of war to a formal duel of armies at a definite time and well-
defined site with circumscribed tactical and strategic goals reduced war to
a bloody sport – war as agôn.12 Application of athletic metaphors to war
has been common in the West. The Greek system in fact resembles some
types of intra-cultural pre-state warfare, which included a ritualistic display
in a designated, demarcated site; some casualties might occur, although the
real blood-letting came in ambushes and raids, generally in inter-cultural
warfare.13

After the Persian and Peloponnesian wars exploded strategic restrictions,
war as agôn remained an ideal. Generals and historians frequently asserted
that open force was better than dishonest trickery. A cynical view that bel-
ligerents always resort to any means to win ignores the extent to which
unwritten rules and codes of honour have affected military operations
throughout history. Alexander the Great’s refusal to launch a surprise noc-
tural attack on Darius III’s Persian army at Gaugamela (331 bc) epito-
mizes the Achilles ethos,14 and Hellenistic and Roman armies continued to
observe unwritten warrior codes.15

A system of limited warfare prevailed among major poleis as an ideal,
but the origin of such ‘rules’ and their frequency of observance are
another matter.16 The conventions of international relations, the so-called

10 Hanson (2000a) argues for the historicity of such battle conventions 700–450 bc in both theory
and practice, although with much special pleading.

11 Cf. Wheeler (1988a) 8–9.
12 An attempt to distinguish Greek war as agôn from Johan Huizinga’s concept of ‘play’ (Huizinga

1950) is not convincing: Krischner (1988) 7–22; cf. on agôn Gröschel (1989) 20–4.
13 A view (Hunt 1998: 6–11; van Wees (2004) 232–40) that Greeks waged pre-state warfare till the

Persian Wars of the early fifth century seems too extreme.
14 Plut. Alex. 31.10–14; Arr. Anab. 3.10.2; Curt. 4.13.3–9; Lucian, Dial. mort. 12.3, 25.6.
15 On Hellenistic rules, see Brisson (1969a) 40–5, and chs. 12–13 in this volume.
16 Krentz (2002) argues that such agonal conventions developed only after the Persian Wars.
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‘laws of the Greeks’ (e.g. the sacrosanctity of heralds and religious sites,
observation of oaths, treaties and truces, etc.), had religious roots: the
gods guaranteed oaths and protected worshippers. Nascent panhellenism
was an additional factor. Greeks also distinguished two types of war
(polemos): a conflict ‘by the rules’, agonal warfare, and ‘war without her-
ald’ or ‘without truce’ (polemos akeryktos or aspondos), in which the regular
rules did not apply, giving free rein to trickery and ferocity.17 Both the
Phocian–Thessalian and the Athenian–Aeginetan wars of the early fifth
century belong to this unlimited category of war featuring small-scale raids,
ambushes and atrocities.

If the concept of polemos akeryktos resolves somewhat the conflict between
an ideal of agonistic warfare and trickery, the frequency of observance of
agonistic rules remains. No detailed account of a Greek battle exists before
Herodotus’ of Marathon (490), a Greek–barbarian clash not subject to
agonal rules and steeped in Athenian propaganda. No detailed account of
a Greek versus Greek battle appears in a contemporary source until Thucy-
dides on Delium (424), a contest during the Peloponnesian War when
‘the rules’ largely lacked observance. Only in the first Athenian battle at
Syracuse (415) does Thucydides (6.69.2) present pre-battle etiquette: a skir-
mish with missile weapons, sacrifice, infantry charge. Battles in Hellenistic
and Roman sources offer the danger of seeing archaic and classical events
through the lenses of fourth-century panhellenic propaganda and Hel-
lenistic military practices. Nor does a thesis tying rules of hoplite battle to
agricultural concerns and innovative farmers present more than a hypothe-
sis.18 The infrequency of large wars between major poleis while the phalanx
was developing on the mainland and the apparent absence of major bat-
tles in the archaic period can discount the possibility that enough battles
occurred to establish rules of conduct among forces that were (except for
the Spartans) essentially minuteman militias.

Indeed, based on literary sources, the agonal aspect of battle could be
dismissed as a fourth-century panhellenic fantasy, if not for Herodotus
(7.9b.1–2). Mardonius relates to Xerxes I how the Greek art of war is
absolutely silly: they fight for trivial reasons and limit battle to a level
playing field, where the victors take casualties and the losers are annihi-
lated.19 Herodotus puts in Mardonius’ mouth – the scene cannot be histor-
ical – how hard-core imperialist Persians viewed the Greeks’ strategically
limited and tactically ritualistic conduct of war. The passage is a satirical

17 See Myres (1943); Ilari (1980) 103–4. Cf. Xen. An. 3.2.8, 3.5: a polemos akeryktos with the Persians
after Tissaphernes’ murder of the Greek generals.

18 Hanson (1995) 222–3, 238, 242, 248, 255, 293, 298; (1999e) 64–8, 161.
19 See above, p. 147, and Krentz (1997) 60; cf. Krentz (2002) 36–9, tying Mardonius’ speech to his

view that the concept of war as agôn began in the fifth century. Contra Hanson (1995) 293.
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critique,20 but apart from Mardonius’ exaggeration about casualties, which
emphasized the satire, his comments accurately portray the characteristics
of battle under agonal rules: a sharp, single clash of forces on a plain in a
contest without manoeuvres or larger strategic aims.

A handful of passages have defined perceptions of archaic and classi-
cal battle. Besides Mardonius’ comments, and excluding Xenophon and
Tactica, the interpretation of the mechanics of a phalanx largely depend
on Thucydides’ account of Mantinea (418) and Polybius’ well-known com-
parison of phalanx and legion.21 As often, Polybius has a subtly concealed
agenda of Roman propaganda behind his analysis – in this case, a compar-
ison slanted to vaunt Roman tactical superiority and to discourage further
Greek resistance to Rome.22 Thucydides’ views will be discussed below. For
overviews, Demosthenes and Polybius are the most frequently cited (see also
ch. 13 in this volume, pp. 447–8). Demosthenes (341), cloaking himself in
the Achilles ethos, asserts that Philip II revolutionized warfare, and glorifies
the ‘good old days’ of open warfare with citizen armies, conflicts restricted to
spring and summer and without bribery (9.47–52). Demosthenes’ views of
contemporary warfare demand less caution than his idealized portrait of
the past. Polybius (13.3.2–8) sings the same tune about ‘the ancients’ in con-
trast to the miserable present. He condemns secrecy, surprise attacks and
trickery in war, while upholding the Romans as paragons of virtue. But
again, Polybius’ prejudices drain historical value from his complaints, part
of a series of outbursts against Philip V of Macedon.23 Nor does a supposed
archaic treaty banning missile weapons validate Polybius’ archaic chivalry.
This tale, the historian Ephorus’ invention, belongs to panhellenic glorifica-
tion of archaic Greece as a golden age.24 The historicity of agonal warfare,
however, does not depend exclusively on the evidence of Herodotus, as
the nature of the phalanx and its limited potential suggest circumscribed
rules.

The ferment of scholarly opinions on Greek land combat reflects not
only ‘new’ versus ‘traditional’ approaches, but also the limited evidence,
especially for the archaic period. For some a phalanx can be found in Homer
and the introduction of hoplite armour did not ‘revolutionize’ warfare.
From this perspective tactics and the warrior mentality remain basically
unchanged until the emergence of Hellenistic warfare under Philip II.

20 Cf. Aristagoras’ ridicule of Persian warfare, in an attempt (c. 499) to solicit Spartan support for
the Ionian revolt (Hdt. 5.49.3–4), and Cyrus the Great’s perverse understanding of activities in a Greek
agora (Hdt. 1.153.1–2); note also Grundy (1948) 251.

21 Thuc. 5.70–71.1; Polyb. 18.28–32. Cf. Wheeler (2004) 327, 331–2, 336–9.
22 Wheeler (1992); a fuller version for publication is in preparation.
23 Livy 42.47.4–9; Wheeler (1987) 161–2 with n. 25, and (1988c) 167–8.
24 Polyb. 13.3.2–4; Strabo 10.1.12 with Wheeler (1987).
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Others challenge the nature of the classical phalanx and argue for individual
fighters in an open formation; hence the pushing (othismos) of the collective
mass is a myth. Much remains unknown and probably unknowable on
present evidence. Uncertainties about individual battles (e.g. Marathon,
Leuctra) produce at least one article annually. Nor can all details of either
hoplite battle or the phalanx’s mechanics be recovered. The caveats of this
introduction provide a framework for examining the development and
continuities of archaic and classical land combat.

i i . development of the phalanx

What is a phalanx? Modern usage transfers a Hellenistic and Roman mean-
ing to the archaic and classical periods: the closely ordered, deep Macedo-
nian heavy infantry formation was called a phalanx as was a densely packed
body of German or Gallic infantry. The classical Greek phalanx consisted
of heavy infantry called hoplites, a term not attested until the late sixth
and early fifth centuries,25 although hoplite armour began to appear c. 725.
Thucydides did not use ‘phalanx’ as a technical term for a battle formation,
preferring taxis or parataxis (also a term for a set-piece battle). The rela-
tively late emergence of ‘phalanx’ and ‘hoplite’ as technical terms betrays
the developmental character of phalanx battle.

Definition of ‘phalanx’ requires distinguishing the term’s two meanings.
First, phalanx denotes a unit of any type of troops regardless of the forma-
tion’s shape.26 Mimnermus (fl. 630), writing when the term could hardly
be metaphorical, mentions dense phalanxes of Lydian cavalry.27 Second,
phalanx denotes a battle line, in contrast to a marching column (keras).28

Ambiguity between the word’s two senses obscures its meaning, and the
word in archaic and classical sources does not specify a deep deployment.
But if ‘phalanx’ is to be meaningful in a discussion of tactical develop-
ment, its definition as a deep heavy infantry formation, usually in a square
or rectangular shape, must be privileged, as this meaning accounts for its
transfer to the Macedonian formation of heavy infantry, and we know that
a classical battle line was many ranks deep.

Greeks, however, did not invent mass infantry combat, and linear for-
mations (i.e. formations with greater front than depth) are rarely in the
pre-gunpowder era so thin as a single rank. Yet not all linear formations
of heavy infantry constitute a phalanx, which derives its character from
the cohesion of the mass. In general, linear formations exploit the indi-
vidual combatant’s fighting skills – one of Polybius’ points in contrasting

25 Pind. Isthm. 2.32; IG v.1 1120; Snodgrass (1964) 204.
26 Asclep. Tact. 1.4; Syrianus (Anon.), Peri Strat. 15.1 (Dennis [1985] 46–7).
27 Fr. 14 West = Stob. Flor. 7.12. 28 LSJ s.v. i.3.
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the legion with the phalanx – or the effects of a particular weapon (e.g.,
the musket in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century European armies), as
opposed to the group action of the phalanx. No hard rule can be estab-
lished for how much depth distinguishes a linear from a phalanx formation.
After all, the probable depth of a legionary maniple in Polybius’ day was
six – only two less than the most frequent depth of a classical Greek phalanx
at eight. Topography of the battlefield or the ‘herd instinct’ of combatants’
bunching together for mutual support can produce a phalangical appear-
ance even in a linear army. Similarly, an attack in column (i.e. a formation
with greater depth than front) uses the phalangical principles of weight and
mass.

But did Greeks invent the phalanx? A definite command structure and
the use of column and line formations characterize state (as opposed to
pre-state) warfare, so the phalanx need not be a Greek peculiarity.29 A lack
of detailed information for Bronze and Iron Age Near Eastern infantry
deployments precludes proving either that the phalanx developed indepen-
dently or that it imitated Near Eastern practice. The real issues concerning
the creation of the phalanx are the transition from pre-state warfare in the
Dark Age to the phalanx of the polis and the question why the Greeks
developed heavy infantry as they did.

Traditionally, discussion of Greek warfare begins with Homer’s Iliad,
taken as the earliest literary evidence, combining distant memories of the
Mycenaeans, Dark Age conditions and traces of the emerging polis 750–700.
The duelling heroes of epic contrast nicely with the group warfare of the
phalanx, symbolic of the new polis. But recent intense scrutiny of militaria in
Homer raises doubts of the Iliad’s relevance for Greek tactical development.
A seventh-century date for the Iliad’s extant text enjoys growing scholarly
support; some put both the Iliad and the Odyssey in the sixth century.30 A
lower date, however, removes the Iliad’s distinction as the earliest literary
attestation of Greek warfare and privileges less contaminated evidence from
seventh-century lyric poets and archaeological material (fig. 7.1). A lower
date further signifies that the editor/poet of the Iliad, if aware of the phalanx
in some form, ignored it.31 Little about Homer’s significance for Greek
tactical development lacks controversy.32

The Iliad recounts four days of battle in the war’s tenth year, but each
day’s battle differs. The poet describes mass combat between larger groups,
small unit engagements, and individual confrontations.33 War chariots

29 Cf. Ferrill (1985) 144 and Pritchett (1971–91) iv.7–11.
30 See Stanley (1993) 283–93; Hellmann (2000) 180; Larson (2000) 219–22.
31 Hellmann (2000) 172–84.
32 Udwin (1999) and Hellmann (2000) represent reactions to excessive historicization of Homeric

warfare and argue for a return to understanding the epic as literature.
33 Hellmann (2000) 132–52.
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Figure 7.1 Mixed troops in combat over a fallen soldier, on a Geometric vase from Paros, c. 700 bc.
Two helmeted archers, one with shield and spear as well as bow and arrow, face a javelin-thrower and
two slingers. The rest of the scene features several horses and men armed with round shields and pairs
of spears.

in Homeric battle, if historical, still await a convincing interpretation.34

Homer uses the term ‘phalanx’ – only in the Iliad and usually in the plu-
ral – for both small and large warrior groups. Attempts to see organized
ranks and files in Homeric phalanxes are elusive,35 even if the supposed
occurrences of the phalangical formation do not depend on the poet’s use
of ‘phalanx’.36 In the Iliad Achaean war bands under individual chieftains
besiege a city with similar war bands as allies. Units of fifty men each
and attack groups of five units have occasional prominence, but Nestor’s
advice, which might anticipate later conditions or represent a later inser-
tion, to organize by tribes and phratries (Hom. Il. 2.362) is not developed.37

Organization of the armies like the battles is fluid and vague.
If some scenes suggest masses in close order (a phalanx?),38 closer scrutiny

yields that the groups are small, the topography (e.g. action among the
Achaean ships) compelled more compact bunching, or a group defends a
wounded or slain comrade.39 A conscious effort to form a large cohesive
mass of definite units is elusive. Ajax’s exhortations to stand fast in the
defence of the ships (Hom. Il. 15.561–4) and later for defence of Patroclus’
body (17.357–9) assert safety in numbers, not forming a phalanx, and recall
late Bronze Age Egyptian texts, where a phalanx does not come into ques-
tion.40 Even references to forces shield to shield and helmet to helmet reveal
nothing about the formation’s depth and could indicate only disordered
lines of warriors.41 If the traditional view of Homeric warfare as a series of
duels between heroes can now be abandoned as a function of the poet’s

34 Cartledge (1996) 690.
35 Leimbach (1980); Wheeler (1991) 128; Singor (1991) 20–4; van Wees (1986) 292–6, (1994) 3, (1997)

686.
36 Singor (1991) 21–7; van Wees (1994) 3, 15 n. 8; Hellmann (2000) 104–19.
37 Singor (1991) 35–7; van Wees (1997) 669, 671.
38 Hom. Il. 4.526–49, 8.60–5, 11.67–72, 13.125–34, 800–1, 16.212–17.
39 Snodgrass (1993) 52–6; cf. van Wees (1997) 683, 685; Hellmann (2000) 110–11.
40 Shaw (1996) 248; cf. van Wees (1996) 18. 41 Hom. Il. 13.125–34, 16.212–17.
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emphasis rather than as an accurate picture of the material presented, the
scholarly pendulum’s swing to the other extreme, mass battle, including
non-noble participants, yields unjustified conclusions about the rise of the
polis and the phalanx.42

Unless we reduce Homeric warfare to pure fiction – and neither the
gods’ role in determining outcomes nor the statistic that only 18 of 300

engagements in the Iliad exceed a single blow should be ignored – the
apposite parallel is German war bands of the Roman and early medieval
periods.43 Combat in the Iliad indicates warfare in transition from pre-state
to state warfare, as attempts to marshal the masses, organize definite attack
units, and maintain combat contact demonstrate.

The uncertainties of historicizing combat scenes in an epic of disputed
date lead the search for Greek tactical origins to the material evidence for
armour and fragments of lyric poets. But did changes in armour produce a
revolution immediately leading to the phalanx? How mobile and capable
of individual combat was the new style of heavy infantryman? Do archaic
vase paintings accurately depict contemporary warfare, or do they represent
archaism and heroicizing epic scenes?

Beginning c. 725, changes in armour can be detected, which eventually
created the classical heavily armoured hoplite, a term derived from his
total set of equipment (hopla).44 A helmet, spear, sword and double-grip
shield (aspis) became standard, but only the spear and shield were essential;
other equipment was at the individual’s discretion. Lightening the hoplite’s
defensive armour became the trend.45

As individuals furnished their own panoplies before the fourth century
and not everyone would have had a full set, arguments that all hoplites
carried about 30 kg (70 lbs) of armour and weapons (including the shield)
cannot be sustained, nor can weight of armour, implying the warrior’s
immobility, explain the phalanx. By the early fifth century hoplites with-
out greaves and cuirasses carried only about 12 kg (25 lbs) of equip-
ment46 – no doubt to increase manoeuvrability and stamina. Some armour
(e.g. arm guards, greaves) were ceremonial or displayed wealth and social
distinction.47

42 E.g. Morris (1987) 196–201; similarly, Raaflaub (1997) 50–1.
43 Fiction: Hellmann (2000) 197; German war bands: Wheeler (1991) 128 with nn. 34, 38; Singor

(1991) 45–6.
44 Lazenby and Whitehead (1996).
45 Many items of armour were little used or fashionable only briefly. The bronze cuirass, relatively

rare among finds in comparison to helmets, greaves, and shields, yielded to the leather or linen corslet,
introduced c. 550 and predominant by the time of the Persian Wars. See Jarva (1995) 28, 126; Anderson
(1970) 20–3.

46 A weight of 30 kg is based on modern reconstructions of equipment: Hanson (1989=2000b) 56,
(1991a) 78 nn. 1–2, (1995) 230, 244; contra Jarva (1995) 133–5, exploiting the unpublished findings of
Blythe (1977).

47 Snodgrass (1967) 93; Delbrück (1975) 265; cf. Jarva (1995) 125, 142–3.
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The introduction of the double-grip round shield, wooden with a bronze
rim and about three feet in diameter – the most significant change in
equipment – does not signify immediate creation of the phalanx. Hoplites
could fight one-on-one with adequate frontal protection from the aspis,
especially when warriors stood perpendicular to the shield’s projection
from their left arms.48 This sideways stance (often seen in vase-paintings)
provided maximum leverage in use of the thrusting-spear, but the shield
provided less protection for sword play, which required a frontal stance.
Moreover, the shield’s weight did not inhibit mobility. Hoplites could
run: the race in hoplite armour became an Olympic event in 520 (Paus.
5.8.10). The aspis at 7 kg (c. 15 lbs) is lighter than the projected weight
(10 kg/22 lbs) of the Roman Republican scutum found at Kasr el-Harit in
Egypt – and the scutum was a single-grip shield.49 Certainly no one argues
the immobility of Roman legionaries because of a heavy shield. Hoplites
fought individually in the last phase of battle after the enemy’s phalanx had
disintegrated.

Perhaps more importantly, invention of the double-grip aspis c. 700

cannot be tied to a pre-existing formation of massed infantry needing a
better shield.50 The new double-grip shield, in widespread use by c. 650,
demonstrates only desire for a larger, sturdier shield – perhaps a sign of
increased hand-to-hand combat – but neither the aspis nor other armour
produced a revolution. In vase-paintings the shield and cuirass remained
alternative equipment until the late seventh century. At Sparta dedications
of lead figurines in hoplite equipment at the sanctuary of Artemis Orthia
retain the single grip shield as late as 620–580. Likewise votive terracotta
shields with the single hand-grip from the Athenian Agora predominate
until c. 675.51

The seventh century also presents a transition in offensive weapons. The
prominence of swords in Geometric art might explain the desire for a stouter
shield, but the seventh century introduced an age of the spear. After c. 625

a single thrusting-spear became the norm in Greek art. Preference for the
thrusting-spear suggests declining combat skills and a closer formation of
combatants.52 Such developments were not uniform throughout the Greek
world and the extent of experimentation can only be surmised.

But whence the phalanx? A vase-painting and a Spartan poet’s fragments
offer some clues. On the Chigi vase (c. 640), the most coherent visual

48 Van Wees (2000a) 127–30; cf. Greenhalgh (1973) 72–3.
49 Bishop and Coulston (1993) 58–9. Other estimates put the Republican scutum at 9.65 kg and the

imperial at 6.1 kg: see Junkelmann (1994) 176, 178; note also Goldsworthy (1996) 211.
50 Contra Hanson (1991a) 63–84; cf. Latacz (1977) 237–8, who argued earlier that the phalanx

antedates the hoplite shield.
51 Snodgrass (1964) 67, 83; Lorimer (1947) 91–3.
52 Van Wees (2000a) 148–9; Greenhalgh (1973) 73.
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combat scene, two rows of hoplites, spears raised in the ‘overhand grip’,
prepare to clash, while additional rows of warriors on both sides rush up
from the rear (fig. 7.2).53 Organized linear tactics seem evident, although
the line lacks depth and how the reinforcements will insert themselves into
the battle is uncertain. But depiction of the phalanx in seventh-century
Greek or any classical art cannot be proved. Artists apparently had little
desire to represent it.54

Tyrtaeus, the Spartan poet of the Second Messenian War, offers the best
view of combat in a literary source – at least as it appeared after 650 in
the western Peloponnese. Heavy infantry (panoploi) with a thrusting-spear
or sword are distinguished from the unarmoured (gymnetes), stonethrowers
and javelin men but not archers. The gymnetes launch their missiles beside or
behind the panoploi’s shields; at other times they rush forward to skirmish.
Tyrtaeus’ exhortations to the panoploi, however, urge standing firm in the
line for close combat rather than running away. Mutual support between
men in line (forming a hedge with their hollow shields) occurs in one
fragment.55 Shield-to-shield combat with the enemy is anticipated, but
Tyrtaeus gives no hint of depth.56

Combat in Tyrtaeus and on the Chigi vase depict linear tactics before
creation of a deep phalanx.57 Denials of a distinction between combat in
Homer and Tyrtaeus enjoy some popularity,58 but Tyrtaeus reflects a slightly
later development: his Spartans are to find glory in death for the polis, a
concept still shadowy in Homer. Flight at the warrior’s own discretion,
permissible to the Homeric hero, is shameful in Tyrtaeus (fr. 11.14). The
benefit of the group now takes precedence. Elsewhere in the Aegean world,
however, a more fluid, open style of warfare probably persisted in the seventh
century. Despite throwing away their shields in retreat, neither Archilochus
nor Alcaeus offer proof of phalanx service.59

Creation of depth to the line probably belongs to the sixth century:
Greek armies in the Persian Wars are already customarily deep. Details are
absent in the poverty of literary sources, although the growing numbers
participating in war, especially small farmers, and the character of border
wars (Thuc. 1.15.2) provide a context for massed infantry in close formation
combined with limited strategic goals and a marginalization of light infantry
and cavalry.

53 For recent detailed analysis of the Chigi vase and seventh-century battle scenes on vases see van
Wees (2000a) 136–49. Cf. Salmon (1977) 84–101; Hurwitt (2002).

54 Bazant (1983) 206. 55 Fr. 19 West = P Berol. 11675 fr. A col. ii.
56 Wheeler (1991) 129–31 with n. 49.
57 Cf. Trundle (2001), who argues that the ‘hoplite revolution’ at Sparta belongs to the early sixth

century.
58 Latacz (1977) 233–8; van Wees (1994) 141–2, (2000a) 149–52.
59 Schwertfeger (1982) 262–4, 273–80.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7.2(a)–(c) Early hoplites in action, on the Chigi vase from Corinth, c. 640 bc. In
the centre two groups stand face to face with raised spears, while each man holds a second,
larger spear (faded) upright in his left hand. Behind them, larger groups of men are running
forward, with spears held upright on the left, but lowered on the right. On the far left, two men
are arming themselves; they each have a pair of spears of unequal size, with throwing-loops
attached to the shaft.
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Mounted warriors and archers beside hoplites in vase-paintings do not
contradict this view. As now agreed, some hoplites rode to the battlefield
where they fought on foot. True cavalry in mainland Greece belonged to the
great plains of Boeotia and especially Thessaly, where the vast plains con-
trolled by aristocratic houses hardly favoured the development of hoplites.
For mainland poleis cavalry became a military necessity only from the late
fifth century on.

Light infantry (archers, slingers, javelin men) between the late seventh
and early fifth centuries also became marginal, as the mainland phalanx
developed. A significant role for Spartan light infantry between Tyrtaeus’
day and the fifth century seems elusive. For Athens, Thucydides’ asser-
tion (4.93.1) that as late as 424 the Athenians never maintained regular
light infantry clashes with the frequency of peltasts and archers in Attic
vase-paintings besides occasional references to light infantry in operations
(fig. 7.3).60 The combination of hoplites, archers and horsemen on late
archaic vases reflects colonial warfare in the northern Aegean, as Greeks
expanded into the Chalcidice, Thrace and the Black Sea. Colonial war-
fare with barbarians did not follow the agonal concept of set-piece heavy
infantry clashes.

Organization, cohesion and discipline (not technology) distinguish
asymmetrical clashes between state and pre-state peoples (cf. Thuc. 4.126).
In colonial conflicts small-group or even individual combats must have
been common. In the final stage of phalanx battle when the opponent’s
formation had disintegrated, hoplites fought individually. Hoplites also
participated in raids, amphibious operations and sieges, besides naval ser-
vice as marines – situations outside a phalanx. The hoplite was a more
flexible fighter than often supposed, a flexibility increased by a long-term
trend of lightening or disposing of the individual’s body armour. The notion
of hoplites helpless outside the phalanx is a myth.

In sum, the phalanx did not appear everywhere in the Greek world
and certainly not simultaneously even on the mainland; it was hardly an
inevitable phenomenon.61 Hoplite equipment, not synonymous with the
phalanx, did not instigate suddenly a tactical ‘revolution’. The evolution
from fluid engagements of individuals and small bands to masses in line
to a closely ordered mass in depth operating as a unit progressed over the
course of the seventh and sixth centuries. Precise details are lost. Perhaps
only among Sicilian tyrants (e.g. Gelon) did forces of ‘all arms’ develop
in any degree comparable to Persian armies. On the mainland, however,
after initial imperialistic urges were largely spent, the agonal system and
the phalanx marginalized cavalry and light infantry in conflicts of limited

60 Van Wees (1995a) 163, although I do not find his attempt to argue away Thuc. 4.93.1 convincing.
61 Snodgrass (1993) 59; cf. Hanson (1999e) 67: Greeks had no alternative to the phalanx.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.3(a)–(d) Mixed troops in combat, on an early sixth-century bc Attic cup in the Louvre. The
hoplites are facing and/or supported by various types of cavalry, most equipped only with javelins, but
including one horseman with a helmet and shield, one with a thrusting spear, and one with bow and
arrow.
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(c)

(d)

Figure 7.3 (cont.)
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aims within a closed system of poleis. The Persian Wars and fifth-century
Athenian imperialism would call the agonal system into question and begin
teaching the art of generalship.

i i i . the mechanics of hoplite battles

When the clouds obscuring Greek tactics of the fifth century finally break
with Thucydides’ narrative of the Peloponnesian War, a new military world
seems revealed, although one evolving throughout the fifth century. Like
the so-called ‘hoplite revolution’ leading to the phalanx, the ‘military revo-
lution’ initiated by the Peloponnesian War was incremental, not dramatic
and sudden, and in many ways more strategic than tactical. Nevertheless,
the seeds of Philip II of Macedon’s all-arms army were sown in the Pelopon-
nesian War. But before addressing changes, the nature of combat between
rival phalanxes should be addressed. A model of phalanx battle is highly
problematic, as no single battle satisfies all the criteria and the most reli-
able sources, Thucydides and Xenophon, belong to a period of change in
strategic aims and tactics. Here a mosaic of combat – however imperfect –
will be composed.

First, the geographical paradox of the phalanx: mountainous Greece
developed a heavy infantry formation as its national tactical characteristic
despite the relative scarcity of level, unbroken terrain suitable for it. Geogra-
phy explains why Epaminondas called the plains of Boeotia the ‘dance floor
of Ares’.62 A well-defined level playing field for combat suggests the preva-
lence of agonal rules for set-piece battles, as do a general lack of scouting and
tactical reconnaissance before the fourth century and the non-exploitation
of terrain for surprise attacks when large armies were involved on both
sides. After all, a phalanx of non-professionals on short-term service was
hardly suitable for quick strikes and surprise operations.63

Mardonius (Hdt. 7.9b.1) demonstrates the lack of Greek strategic insight
in choosing a battlefield. Indeed the laws of gravity and the phalanx’s
bulk dictated avoidance of attacks uphill and the disadvantage of meeting
a downhill charge. Yet a level field devoid of natural obstacles was rare
on the mainland. Trees, rivulets, ditches and other obstacles disrupted
the phalanx’s continuity of files, as Aristotle (Pol. 1303b2) and Polybius
(18.31.5) emphasize. Polybius, however, exaggerates the differences between
legion and phalanx: Romans also preferred a level battlefield and Nemea,
the largest Greek versus Greek battle of the fourth century, occurred on
overgrown terrain.64

62 Plut. Marc. 21.2 and Mor. 193e (‘dance floor of war’); cf. Pind. Pyth. 2.1: ‘precinct of Ares plunged
deep in war’; note also Wheeler (1999).

63 Pritchett (1971–91) i.127–33, ii.147–78, iii.87–9.
64 On terrain and exaggerations about the effects of natural obstacles on the phalanx, see Pritchett

(1971–91) iv.76–85, although he does not distinguish classical from Hellenistic examples.
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‘Battle by mutual consent’ (machê ex homologou), a Polybian term,
describes the agonal clash of rival phalanxes. The contest might begin
immediately upon encountering the opposing force, or the two armies
might face-off for several days. In any event, one side ‘offered’ battle to
the other by deploying and awaiting the other’s preparation. Declining
the ‘offer’ or retreating meant a loss of honour besides sowing disenchant-
ment with the commander in the rank and file. The tacit offer of battle no
doubt evolved from an older practice, an explicit verbal challenge to battle
‘by appointment’ at a specified place and time. Indeed the whole process
probably owes its conceptual and procedural roots to pre-state duels of
champions or small groups (monomachiai) to decide conflicts, such as the
Menelaus–Paris duel in the Iliad, where Homer describes firm rules for a
duel to decide the Trojan War:65 an oath, a sacrifice and representatives of
both sides marking off the ‘lists’.66 A duel of champions in a circumscribed
arena bespeaks a heritage of pre-state warfare, and monomachiai are often
associated with settlement of border disputes.67 The rules of agonal battle
may well have evolved from those for monomachiai.

If an ‘offer’ was accepted, deployment occurred without the opponent’s
interference. Each party rendered its phalanx of equal length to prevent
outflanking. At this point, if not earlier, a general harangued his army to
boost morale and kindle passion for the fight.68 Finding ‘liquid courage’
in wine or alcohol before battle, attested essentially only for Spartan offi-
cers before Leuctra (371), did not characterize classical Greek battles: wine
consumption with meals was ubiquitous in Mediterranean cultures and the
single source for the anecdote is the pro-Spartan Xenophon, eager to excuse
a Spartan defeat.69

In Hellenistic practice a battle often opened with skirmishing of light
infantry with missile weapons in the no man’s land (metaichmion) between
the two armies. The duration and purpose of this preliminary clash, which
did not probe the enemy’s heavy infantry, is unclear. For the classical period
the pre-battle skirmish of light infantry is attested only once, by Thucy-
dides (6.69.2), on the only occasion for which he recounts the pattern
of general’s speech, skirmish, sacrifice and hoplite clash.70 Was the light
infantry skirmish not mentioned elsewhere because it was commonplace

65 Hom. Il. 3.74–461; cf. 7.55–311 (Hector vs. Ajax).
66 On the protocols of duels in epic see Udwin (1999) 107–8; cf. van Wees’ scepticism about chivalry

in Homeric monomachiai: (1996) 40, 74 n. 105.
67 A list of monomachiai in Pritchett (1971–91) iv.15–21; cf. Wheeler (1982) 224 with n. 9; a catalogue

of Greek border disputes in Hanson (2000a) 216–18.
68 The historicity of generals’ speeches need not be doubted: see the responses of Pritchett (1994b),

(2002) and Clark (1995) 375–6 to Hansen (1993).
69 Xen. Hell. 6.4.8; likewise Plut. Dion 30.5, where Dionysius II (a tyrant) gives wine to mercenaries

attacking the Syracusans (357). Note Lazenby’s scepticism (1991: 90) of Hanson’s exaggerations of
pre-battle drinking (1989=2000b: 126–31).

70 Except for Thucydides, Pritchett (1971–91) iv.51–4 has only Hellenistic and Roman examples.
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or because it was new in the late fifth century? A firm answer is elusive. For
the Athenians, the absence of a regular citizens’ corps of light infantry at
Delium (Thuc. 4.93.1) does not preclude use of allies and mercenaries as
light infantry, and we do not know whether the Athenian archers at Plataea
(Hdt. 9.60.3) but earlier absent at Marathon were citizens.71 The ritualistic
character of pre-battle skirmishing, and Thucydides’ failure to note it as an
innovation, may betray its traditional nature.

But battle could not begin without a sacrifice. Usually even before deploy-
ment a sacrifice (hiera) to ascertain the gods’ will occurred in an army’s
camp. Negative signs justified declining battle. Indeed both sides could
fight with a belief in the gods’ favour (cf. Diod. Sic. 15.85.1 for Mantinea,
362). A second sacrifice (sphagia) – propitiatory rather than for divination
– occurred in the metaichmion just before the signal to advance. Athenians
and Spartans addressed this sacrifice to Artemis Agrotera.72 The propi-
tiatory pre-battle sacrifice, absent in Homer, surely has archaic roots and
disappeared in the Hellenistic period. Connection of the sacrifice with
Artemis Agrotera, however, suggests its association with border wars and
marginal territory rather than prime farmland.73 The sacrifice ended pre-
battle rituals.74

A trumpet sounded ‘the charge’ and the advance began. The king or
general might also signal the attack by singing the paean, a hymn to avert
evils (Ath. 781d), before the trumpet call. Then the whole army joined
in the chant before raising the war-cry as they reached combat range.75

Spartans preferred a hymn to Castor (Plut. Lyc. 22.2–3) to the paean.
Reconstruction of a phalanx’s advance defies modelling. Spartan prac-

tice differed from that of other poleis and the drill of professionals (mer-
cenaries) in Xenophon’s Anabasis need not completely coincide with what
citizen levies did. The width of the metaichmion could determine the rate
of advance: breaking into a run too soon exhausted an army before engage-
ment. Thucydides (5.70) contrasted at Mantinea (418) the orderly slow
Spartan advance in step to the sound of the pipe (aulos) – a means to
ensure the close integrity of the phalanx’s ranks and files – with the norm
that units (taxeis) of large armies lost their tactical cohesion in the attack.
In allied armies (e.g. Mantinea, 418; Nemea, 394) each polis’ contingent
operated as a separate unit and the battle line of an allied army did not
form a continuous mass; gaps of indeterminable width (but no doubt small)

71 Some epigraphical evidence suggests Athenian use of peltasts by c. 430, if not earlier. See Pritchett
(1971–91) iv.58 n. 173.

72 On pre-battle sacrifices see Pritchett (1971–91) i.108–15, iii.78–90; Jameson (1991) 197–27; Parker
(2000) 299–314.

73 Jameson (1991) 210.
74 On magic and pre-battle rituals see Eur. Phoen. 1377; Pritchett (1971–91) iii.88 n. 158.
75 On the paean see Pritchett (1971–91) i.105–8.
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separated the units of each polis. Coordination of all parts of the line was
not possible. Some sections might rush ahead of others like the Tegeates
at Plataea while Pausanias was still sacrificing for the Spartans, or Herip-
pidas’ early dash from Agesilaus’ phalanx at Coronea (Xen. Hell. 4.3.17).
Well-trained units initially advanced with their spears resting on their right
shoulders and awaited a trumpet signal to lower the spears for a charge in
the ‘underhand’ grip (the thumb closest to the spearhead) at waist level.
At some point the hoplites would switch their spears to an ‘overhand’ grip
(spear head closest to the little finger) and held beside or above the head.76

How and when this occurred and how many ranks (1–3 only?) changed
to the overhand grip are unclear. Hoplites could not charge long distances
with upraised spears, nor does a change of grip after contact with the enemy
seem feasible.77

Various aspects of the charge and the initial stage of combat have aroused
controversy – even about the phalanx as a closed formation and Thucydides’
accuracy (esp. 5.71.1) on how a phalanx advanced. Addressing these issues
requires dissection of the phalanx’s anatomy. The cumbersome phalanx,
chiefly designed for forward movement, changed fronts awkwardly; its
flanks and rear were vulnerable, if unprotected. The phalanx, however,
concealed the limited combat skills of its members within its mass, and was
thus a convenient formation for militias on short-term service. In other
contexts the phalanx’s bulk became a defence against cavalry, as it absorbed
or deterred mounted charges, if its men had the nerve to maintain their
position and formation. Further, in Hellenistic and Roman Imperial use
by professionals the phalanx provided a central tactical base or defensive
bulwark (probolê), which stalemated assault on its front, while other units
of an army launched offensive strikes.

The phalanx’s effectiveness depends on cohesion of its files, and its nature
assumes an opponent of heavy infantry, likewise lacking speed and mobil-
ity.78 Polybius’ assertion (18.31.2) of the phalanx’s suitability for only one sort
of battle in a singular type of battlefield imposes anachronistically a concept
of idealized agonal warfare on Hellenistic armies. His point is valid for a
much earlier period, as the lack of attention to cavalry and light infantry
among major mainland poleis before the later fifth century confirms.

For Aristotle (Pol. 1297b19–20) the hoplitikon (i.e. the phalanx) was use-
less without organization (syntaxis). He implies that the key to the phalanx’s
character lies not in numbers, nor in its depth, but in the ordered coordi-
nation of the group. Syntaxis has both horizontal and vertical dimensions:
continuity of files, whereby the formation’s front presented a closely ordered

76 Xen. An. 6.5.25; Lazenby (1991) 90; cf. Hanson (1989=2000b) 136–51.
77 Cf. Hanson (1989=2000b) 84, 163–5; Anderson (1991) 31–2; Lazenby (1991) 92–3; van Wees

(2000a) 138.
78 Cf. Ferrill (1985) 144; Grundy (1948) 267.
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rank of shields and thrusting-spears, and depth, which (in theory at least)
rendered the formation difficult to penetrate and added weight to the for-
mation’s momentum. The sources repeatedly emphasize the importance
of continuity of front – not only the militarily astute Thucydides but also
Sophocles, once an Athenian general.79 The shield (aspis) is particularly sin-
gled out: unlike the helmet or cuirass, the loss of a shield brought shame,
for the safety of the whole line depended on the shield.80 In Athenian law
rhipsaspia (throwing away the shield), equated with lipotaxia (abandoning
one’s place in the phalanx), could be prosecuted.81 Men who did not keep
formation, but ran forward from their place in line were ataktoi (in disorder:
Xen. An. 5.4.21).

Most literally, syntaxis denotes a combination of units (taxeis). A classical
phalanx was not an indivisible mass. Sub-divisions are known at both Sparta
(e.g. morai, lochoi) and Athens (taxeis, lochoi).82 Officers (protostatês) led
the files. Blank files (an officer in the first rank but standing beside his
unit without a file behind him) did not occur. These sub-divisions could
function (although rarely) as independent units, as Agis II’s attempt to
realign Spartan deployment at Mantinea (418) demonstrates (Thuc. 5.71.3–
72.1). The lochos seems the most common tactical sub-unit of a phalanx,
although the Spartans also occasionally used the mora independently. An
Athenian tribal taxis could also act independently (Thuc. 6.98.4).

Depth, the vertical dimension, is more problematic. The favoured depth
for a classical phalanx was eight, although figures, such as four, ten, twelve,
sixteen, or even (for Thebans) twenty-five and fifty, are known.83 Obvi-
ously depth adds momentum in attack and in defence renders the line
more impenetrable. The front ranks receive psychological support from
the rear ranks, whose mass checks any hesitation to engage and deters
desertion. Depth also ensures immediate replacements for front-rankers
killed or wounded (Arr. Tact. 12.4). Not least, depth, imposing in itself,
exerts psychological pressure on an opponent.

Unclear, however, is the preference for eight deep, when, given the length
of the Greek thrusting-spear (dory) at about eight feet, only ranks 1–2 (or
possibly 1–3) actually fought. Eighteenth-century debates over the relative
virtues of column and line formations produced a theory that eight deep
produced the maximum effect of shock when the attacking line collided
with the defenders; formations beyond eight yielded diminishing returns,

79 Thuc. 5.71.1; Soph. Ant. 668–74; cf. Eur. HF 190–2.
80 Plut. Mor. 220a, 241f.; cf. Eur. HF 190.
81 See Schwertfeger (1982) 264–6; cf. the fourth-century ephebic oath: Tod ii.204.
82 Sparta: Xen. Lac. 11.4; cf. Thuc. 5.68.2–3; Athens: Hdt. 6.111.1 with Lazenby (1993) 62–3; variations

in size of lochoi: Xen. Cyr. 2.3.2, 4.4; An. 3.4.21. Cf. ch. 5 in this volume, pp. 127–30.
83 See Pritchett (1971–91) i.134–43, who refutes Cawkwell’s (1989: 380) inconclusive argument for a

basic depth of four.
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with depths beyond sixteen producing no additional shock at all. Although
Ardant du Picq misunderstood this theory as actual experiments,84 the the-
ory merits at least prima facie credence, if the principle of shock (a physical
collision of attackers with defenders) is conceded.

Paradoxically, given the phalanx’s emphasis on lateral continuity of files,
that is, the horizontal dimension of ranks (zuga), the file (stichos) served as
the organizational building block of the phalanx. All file-leaders (protostatai)
were considered officers, and commanders of larger sub-units of the phalanx
(e.g. enomotarchês, lochagos) supervised combinations of files.85 Ranks qua
ranks lacked officers. Each file was self-sufficient with a protostatês at its head
and a ‘tail-officer’ (ouragos) in the rear to maintain the file’s straightness and
prevent desertion.86 Further, the phalanx’s depth could vary both within
a polis’ phalanx and between allied contingents. At Leuctra (371) Spartan
depth was not uniformily twelve and at Mantinea (418) Spartans were
generally eight deep but at the discretion of the lochagoi.87 Allies at Delium
(424) did not follow Thebes’ lead with a formation twenty-five deep.88

Topography and the desire for equal frontage with the enemy could also
affect depth. Even so, the reason for a preference for eight deep remains a
mystery.

Yet the file was ordered not only by the protostatês and the ouragos, but
also by assigned places. Sensibly these front and rear officers should be of
superior quality and likewise the epistatês behind the protostatês.89 At Sparta
the enomotia, in theory one man from each of the forty age-groups and
deployed in three or six files,90 probably lined up according to age.91 For
other armies details are lacking. Mantitheus claimed that he arranged to
have himself placed in the first rank at Nemea (Lys. 16.15). Whether Athe-
nians assigned protostatês so cavalierly remains unknown and testimony in
Athenian courts can rarely be trusted. But doubt that poleis (except Sparta)
organized their phalanx files is too extreme.92 Onasander (10.2–3), whose
Strategikos (despite its first-century ad date) constitutes a compendium of
classical Greek military theory,93 recommends drilling men to know their
spots in formation, including their place in the files and who stands beside
them (parastatai). Further, Syracusan defeats in their first battles with the

84 Ardant du Picq (1987) 169.
85 Xen. Lac. 11.5, 13.9; Thuc. 5.66.3–4. Cartledge’s scepticism (1987: 204) of Thuc. 5.66.4 seems

unjustified, as Thucydides is describing a chain of command.
86 Xen. Lac. 11.5; Asclep. Tact. 3.6. Xenophon (An. 4.3.29; Cyr. 2.3.22; cf. Cyr. 6.3.25) proves that the

ouragos was not a Macedonian or Hellenistic invention.
87 Xen. Hell. 6.4.12; Thuc. 5.68.3. 88 Thuc. 4.93.4; Xen. Hell. 4.2.13.
89 Asclep. Tact. 3.5–6; cf. Xen. Mem. 3.1.8. 90 Anderson (1970) 392–3.
91 Lazenby (1991) 89.
92 Sic Lazenby (1991) 89, followed by Hornblower (1991–6) ii.447 and Goldsworthy (1997) 9; cf.

Hanson (1989=2000b) 100. Thuc. 5.10.5, a frequently cited (and misunderstood) passage, does not
support this view.

93 Ambaglio (1981).
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Athenians (415) resulted from the failure of soldiers in a newly organized
army to know their specific places in the phalanx.94 Thucydides implies that
the Athenian hoplites knew precisely how to deploy in their files. Indeed
when deploying an army of hundreds, if not thousands, the individual sol-
diers (in order to avoid mass confusion) must have at least some idea of
their supposed place in a formation, as any member of a marching band
could attest. Sub-divisions of the phalanx and assignments to specific files,
if not to definite slots within a file, solved this elementary organizational
problem.

The emphasis of the sources (besides Thucydides) on the absolute neces-
sity of a phalanx’s continuity of front and the shield’s significance justifies
the idea of a phalanx as a closed formation stressing collective action of
the unit despite the hoplite’s capability for individual combat. Hellenistic
tactical manuals attest that offensive action required rank and file intervals
of three feet (pyknosis),95 and we need not assume that Philip II’s reform
of the phalanx and Hellenistic practice altered the classical file interval.96

Certainly the aspis’ three-foot breadth offered full protection to hoplites in
combat standing sideways with the left foot forward, but hoplites did not
rush across the metaichmion already in the sideways stance. The advance
required coverage of the hoplite’s exposed right side as he ran forward.

Thucydides’ observation (5.71.1) that phalanxes tended to defeat each
other’s right flank because hoplites constantly edged to the right to avoid
exposure of their left sides, cannot mean individuals independently, grad-
ually edging to the right during head-on advances of two armies. Such
could only result in hoplites being nudged or tripped during the charge –
and potential disaster for the order of ranks and files. Rather, the phalanx
probably charged not straight ahead but with a slight veer to the right –
almost in echelon – with the general’s file on the extreme right taking the
lead and each successive file angling to cover its right side from the hoplites
of each file to the right.97 Technical data from a militarily sophisticated
source like Thucydides cannot be rejected out of hand. The direct head-on
charge of a Macedonian phalanx with smaller shields and the sixteen-foot
sarissa may indeed be Philip II’s innovation.

Clearly the phalanx of the classical period required some practice in
order to function. Hundreds or thousands of men running together as
a unit, even if wearing only 12 kg (25 lbs) or so of equipment, required
preliminary training. Otherwise the formation would lose its cohesion, as
faster runners outstripped the slower, or men within the formation tripped

94 Thuc. 6.69.1, 7.3.3; cf. Nep. Iphicrates. 2.2.
95 Asclep. Tact. 4.1–3; Ael. Tact. 11.2–5; Arr. Tact. 11.1–4; cf. Polyb. 18.29.2, 7.
96 Pritchett’s attempt to discredit the Hellenistic Tactica (1971–91) i.144–54, followed with some

additional arguments by Krentz (1985a) 51–4, is invalid: see Wheeler (1979) 308–9.
97 Woodhouse (1933) 77–8.
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or caused others to trip during the charge. The three-foot interval between
ranks avoided ‘friendly fire’ injuries to the rear-rankers from the butt spikes
of the front ranks, as the spears swung to and fro in the underhand grip
during the last stage of the advance.

In a battle by mutual consent both sides charged. As Caesar noted
(B Civ. 3.92), when Pompey at Pharsalus (48) declined the customary con-
cursus (a stratagem to exhaust Caesar’s men and to exploit the disarray from
the charge), the advance to battle increased the men’s morale and fighting
spirit. Morale was important. When the enemy approached, some parts of
the phalanx or the whole force might lose its nerve and run away, as the
Argives did at Mantinea (418) and Coronea (394). At the so-called ‘tear-
less battle’ (368) an Arcadian army disintegrated before contact with the
Spartans.98

Two phalanxes charging at each other could not smash together in a
horrendous crash,99 as few in the first two ranks, officers and the best
fighters, would have survived. Agesilaus’ head-on collision with the The-
bans at Coronea evoked Xenophon’s disapproval, and this literal crashing
of the two armies may be one reason why Coronea was judged a unique
battle.100 The Spartans’ slow, orderly advance in step to the tune of pipers
indicates that intimidation through a display of discipline rather than phys-
ical shock governed their approach to battle (Thuc. 5.70). In all probabi-
lity two armies, if at a run, slowed before contact.101 As the two phalanxes
joined in combat, gaps opened between files or taxeis during the approach
were plugged or, if such were irreparable, the rout of one section or another
of the battle line was inevitable. If the opposing lines stabilized their
fronts, individuals attempted to maintain their alignment in rank, since
dashing forward endangered themselves and the formation’s integrity as a
whole.102

At some point one side began pushing the other back. Considerable
ink has been spilled debating whether this pushing (othismos) is literal or
metaphorical.103 Evidence from Homer and Tyrtaeus – neither of whom
knew the deep phalanx – can be dismissed immediately and the analogy
of phalanx battle with the game of rugby has been excessively emphasized.
The ferocity of the ‘killing zone’, where opposing hoplites stood toe-to-toe,

98 Lazenby (1991) with references; cf. Goldsworthy (1997) 17.
99 Sic Hanson (1989=2000b) 152–9; cf. Pritchett (1971–91) iv.73.

100 Xen. Hell. 4.3.16; Ages. 12.2; Plut. Ages. 18.2–3.
101 Lazenby (1991) 92. 102 Cf. Ardant du Picq (1987) 113–14.
103 Fraser (1942) initiated the metaphorical view, which has been elaborated into a case for the

phalanx as an open formation of individual combatants by Cawkwell (1978) 151–3, (1989); Krentz
(1985b), (1994); Goldsworthy (1997); and van Wees (2000a) 127–31; the traditional view of literal
pushing is represented by Woodhouse (1933) 79; Grundy (1948) 267–9; Cartledge (1977) 16; Holladay
(1982); Anderson (1984); Pritchett (1971–91) iv.65–8, 71–3, 91–2; Hanson (1989=2000b) 172–5, (1995)
232–3, 262, 300; Lazenby (1991) 97; Luginbill (1994); Hutchinson (2000) 27, 169.
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shield-to-shield, stabbing and struggling in a confined space, defies descrip-
tion. Many references to shoving are surely metaphorical for the tide of a
battle’s momentum swinging in one direction and forcing an enemy back-
wards. But metaphor less validly applies to the momentum of the Theban
right’s downhill charge at Delium, although the Athenian left advanced
to meet them (Thuc. 4.96.2), or to Agesilaus’ head-on collision at full
speed at Coronea, where Xenophon explicitly notes ‘they were pushing,
fighting, killing, dying’.104 At issue cannot be the advantage of depth and
number, for a priori a deeper, more numerous body of physically stronger
troops will bowl over a numerically smaller and thinner unit. But did the
rear ranks of a phalanx physically shove the men in front of them in the
files?

At the fictitious battle of Thymbrara, Xenophon’s scenario for testing
rival tactical theories,105 Cyrus the Great’s phalanx two ranks deep, armed
with a single-hand-grip shield, opposed Croesus’ Egyptians 100 deep and
equipped with full-body shields suitable for pushing. As expected, the Egyp-
tians locked shields and pushed back the Persians, although Cyrus had
planned a fighting withdrawal to lure the Egyptians into a position for his
attacks on their flanks and rear. Pushing by the rear Egyptian ranks, not
explicitly stated, is certainly implied, and the pressure of the rear ranks –
by their physical presence regardless of any shoving – on the front ranks
to advance cannot be questioned. The contrast of 2 versus 100 deep is an
exaggerated example of the futility of excessive depth, not an advocacy of
two deep as the ‘ideal formation’.106

For cavalry the ancients already knew that depth did not increase the
force of attack: horses cannot push each other,107 although charging massed
cavalry is terribly intimidating. But infantry could push each other. The
eighteenth-century theorists, whose views Ardant du Picq canonized, also
knew that a bayonet charge against a defender in place was a game of
‘chicken’: hand-to-hand combat rarely ensued, for either the defenders fled
before the attackers reached them, or the attackers ‘lost heart’ before the
blaze of musket fire. But hand-to-hand combat of infantry was a reality
in antiquity, especially when forces charged each other. Depth compelled
the front-rankers forward and prohibited flight. The very presence of men
behind the front-rankers in a file pressured their advance. Polybius and
the Hellenistic tacticians explicitly assert that ranks 6–16 of the Hellenistic

104 See above, n. 100; cf. Amm. Marc. 16.12.37: pushing (?) by Alemanni against the Romans at
Strasbourg.

105 Anderson (1970) 165–6.
106 Xen. Cyr. 6.3.21–3, 4.17, 7.1.33–4. Cf. van Wees (2000a) 131–2, who ignores the ‘bait and trap’

aspect of Cyrus’ battle plan and speaks of the Persians ‘successfully resisting’ the Egyptians.
107 Arr. Tact. 16.13; Ps.-Maurice, Strat. 2.6.5–11 Dennis (1981).
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phalanx pressured those in front by the weight of their bodies.108 Shoving
the enemy or pushing comrades forward with the shield does not come into
question for the smaller shields and long sarissas of the Hellenistic phalanx,
but alleging the irrelevancy of this information because it is Hellenistic is
excessive. Philip II’s reforms seem unlikely to have altered all the phalanx’s
basic principles. Polybius’ three-foot interval between ranks probably dis-
appeared during battle. Indeed Arrian (Tact. 16.13), in the same passage
denying pushing for cavalry, asserts its validity for infantry who pushed
with their shoulders and sides. And Arrian, a Roman general, had practical
experience with phalanxes: he planned to deploy his legions as a phalanx
against the Alans in ad 135, the year before he wrote the Tactica.109 Pushing
by the rear-rankers of a Hellenistic phalanx should not be doubted.

For the classical phalanx in combat we can imagine a close bunching
in the front ranks of both parties with a loss of clear intervals of files and
ranks. During the intense, ferocious combat along the front line the rear
ranks would have exerted constant pressure (not necessarily shoving) to
move forward. If a battle stalemated without a breakthrough for either
side, then the battle could evolve into a shoving match, although perhaps
not at every part of the line and not simultaneously. Positing a dichotomy
between fighting and pushing is erroneous.

But just as a hoplite battle should not be conceived as rugby game,
two metaphorical references to pushing (othismos, otheô) may be significant
evidence against the view that pushing is only a metaphor. In Aristophanes
(Vesp. 1085) the veterans of Marathon equate fighting and pushing: ‘we
pushed them with the gods’ help until evening’. The equation has no claim
to accuracy about the tactical details of Marathon, nor does it support a
view that a phalanx battle was primarily a shoving contest. Aristophanes’
equation does, however, verify that an Athenian audience would recognize
the role of othismos in hoplite battle. In the same vein, Herodotus (8.78)
describes the Greek generals’ debate just before Salamis as an othismos –
a metaphor certainly, but metaphors contrive figurative usage from real
practice. If defining hoplite battle as a shoving match is too extreme, denying
othismos likewise goes too far.

Eventually one side tore a gap into the opponent’s line or one party was
bested in the test of wills. Either case produced a general collapse of the
enemy’s formation, for despite its depth the phalanx was fragile. Du Picq’s
theory that psychological pressure in the rear ranks of mass formations
induces collapse cannot be supported by ancient Greek evidence.110 The

108 Polyb. 18.30.4; Asclep. Tact. 5.2; Ael. Tact. 14.6; Arr. Tact. 12.3–4, 10.
109 Cf. Wheeler (1978), (1979).
110 Ardant du Picq (1987) 79, 89, 114, 116, 169, 171, followed by Hanson (1989=2000b) 189–90.
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battle now became a rout (tropê) and entered a new phase. Unit combat
gave way to individual duels, where hoplites displayed their personal skills
(Pl. Lach. 181a). Casualties, relatively even between the two armies in
formation, now multiplied for the defeated. Sometimes the defeated tram-
pled their own comrades in haste to escape (e.g. the Argives at Mantinea:
Thuc. 5.72.4) and in the heat of battle ‘friendly fire’ casualties sometimes
happened: Athenians killed each other after outflanking the Theban left at
Delium (Thuc. 4.96.3).

In a ‘battle by mutual consent’ by agonal rules an extended pursuit of the
defeated was irrelevant. Hoplites were ill-equipped for long pursuits any-
way. Possession of the battlefield and stripping the armour from the enemy
dead were what mattered, for total annihilation of the opponent or political
gains did not belong to the battle’s strategic context. Spartans in particular –
supposedly under the injunction of Lycurgus’ prescripts – would forego
pursuit.111 Under non-agonal rules circumstances differed.112 The formal
conclusion of battle came only when the defeated sent a herald requesting
a truce for the return of their dead. Failure of the victors to recover all of
their dead could mean losing credit for victory after they abandoned the
battlefield. The Athenians defeated the Corinthians at Solygeia (425), but
later had to retrieve two Athenian dead by herald, thus conceding defeat.113

Greeks took recovery and proper burial of battle dead very seriously
(cf. Onasander 36.1). The failure of Athenian commanders to recover all
their dead from the naval battle at Arginusae (406) resulted in the trial and
execution of six generals.

The sources generally say only that a battle lasted ‘for a long time’. The
late fourth-century ad Vegetius (Mil. 3.9) claims Roman battles lasted two
or three hours, but of course when the stopwatch was started and stopped
is anyone’s guess. How much time for deployment and pre-battle rituals,
or how much of the rout was included cannot be calculated.114 A recent
fascination with reconstructing battle mechanics in minute detail leads
to fruitless speculation about unattested lulls in combat, when hoplites
would take ‘a breather’, but it is difficult to imagine once hand-to-hand
combat commenced how someone called for a ‘time-out’. Firmer ground
appears with estimates of casualties: the victors lost about 5 per cent and the
losers about 14 per cent with the discrepancy coming in the second phase
of the battle, the rout. Further estimates assert that about 80 per cent of

111 Possession of the field: Hdt. 1.82.5; Thuc. 4.44.1–4; Plut. Nic. 6.5–6; Diod. Sic. 15.87.2; Polyaenus,
Strat. 2.32; Connor (1988) 15; Lycurgus; Plut. Lyc. 22.5, Mor. 228f; Polyaenus, Strat. 1.16.3; cf. Thuc.
1.70.5, 5.73.4.

112 Krentz (2002) 30–1.
113 On the rules for recovery of the dead, see Pritchett (1971–91) iv.97–99, 190–2, 246–9. Nicias:

Thuc. 4.44; Plut. Nic. 6.5–6.
114 See the collection of evidence at Pritchett (1971–91) iv.46–51.
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the seriously wounded died on the day of battle, 30–5 per cent died after
returning home, and probably half of the survivors incurred permanent
disabilities.115 But these rather favourable statistics obscure the fact that
some poleis suffered more drastic casualties than others. Boeotian Thespiae
incurred such losses in the fifth and fourth centuries that it ceased to exist
after Leuctra (371).116

What inspired the hoplites to do the actual dirty work of fighting? Patri-
otism, the justice of the cause (guaranteed by favourable sacrifices) and
confidence in an army’s leaders can be surmised, but the sources scarcely
offer specific discussions of this topic. Disciples of the ‘face-of-battle’ school
would qualify motivation from abstract factors like patriotism with a post-
Second World War theory, which emphasizes fighting for the survival of the
‘primary group’ (‘buddies’) of the individual combatant’s immediate envi-
ronment – for antiquity the friends, relatives, neighbours and comrades
of his taxis, in some cases a tribal unit.117 But application of this mod-
ern theory to Greek antiquity finds only limited support in the sources.
Combat motivation for the hoplite was certainly no less complex than for
modern soldiers. Some served from coercion, others for pay, still others for
patriotism and hope of glory. The hoplite’s ‘buddies’ cannot be excluded
as a motive as well, but especially for short-term campaigns application of
‘buddy theory’ to ancient Greek armies seems too facile.

iv. the emergence of generalship, 479–362 bc

By the last third of the fifth century itinerant instructors of military arts
(hoplomachoi) made the rounds of Greek cities. They secured employment
from the courts of Persian satraps to Sicilian Syracuse and prompted rebukes
from Xenophon and Plato for charlatanry.118 Apparently the Athenian mar-
ket for their services was lucrative: war in the fifth century – by its frequency
coupled with the demands of empire – was becoming a technical skill
(technê); professionalism was on the rise; military competency and defini-
tion of the ‘good general’ emerged as issues during the Peloponnesian War
and in democratic procedures for the annual election of the ten strategoi,
now leaders of the state.119 Military training at Athens (in contrast to Sparta:
Thuc. 2.39.1–2), a private and family affair, no longer sufficed for the

115 Krentz (1985a); Brulé (1999); cf. Mälzer (1912).
116 Hanson (1999a) 208–15. On recovery and identification of the dead see Vaughn (1991); care

of wounded: Jacob (1932); Hanson (1989=2000b) 210–18; Salazar (2000); Sternberg (1999); burials:
Pritchett (1971–91) iv.94–259.

117 So e.g. Hanson (1989=2000b) 117–25; cf. van Wees (1996): a ‘face-of-battle’ view of the Homeric
warrior’s motivation.

118 See Wheeler (1983) 1–9. 119 Cf. Wheeler (1991) 137–8.
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ambitious. Grumblings about the inferiority of Athenian infantry were
also heard.120

The hoplomachoi taught tactics (taktika), that is, weapons handling, indi-
vidual and unit drill121 – the basics required of a hoplite or officer in a battle
by agonal rules. But Xenophon protested against tactics as the totality of
generalship (strategika), for a general must not only provide supplies, pay
and medical care for his army, but also know how to use different types of
troops, exploit changing circumstances, outwit an opponent and respond
to the unexpected.122 The criteria for generalship had changed by the early
fourth century. Criticisms of the hoplomachoi demonstrate that the con-
cept of how to deploy a phalanx for a ‘battle by mutual consent’ was well
established, but the notion of generalship in a wider sense was not.

A general’s expanded duties reflected the disappearing agonal context of
large-scale set-piece battles. The use of rival citizen levies likewise eventually
declined with the influx of mercenaries and professionals. Battles of course
derive their significance from the strategic and political contexts in which
they are fought. From the Persian conflicts on, war outgrew the limits of
polis versus polis contests. Imperialism – both Persian against the Greeks
and the Greek counter-offensive from 479, Athens’ pretext for empire –
erased limits on strategic aims: campaigns for conquest or control and sub-
jugation had real political consequences for the losers. Greek cities could
now be annihilated by other Greeks. A single battle between major powers
was no longer decisive. The ruthlessness of ‘heraldless’ or ‘truceless’ war
predominated. Tactically, set-piece battles became relatively rare between
479 and 362, although little is known of their frequency before 479. Athens
avoided them whenever possible in the Peloponnesian War, as did the var-
ious alliances combating first Spartan, then Theban hegemony from 395

to 362. Armies manoeuvred instead of choosing the first suitable plain
and could be surprised like Cleon’s disastrous reconnaissance in force at
Amphipolis (422). Often battles were by encounter rather than ‘by appoint-
ment’, as armies groped in the fog of rudimentary scouting and intelligence
services.123 Imperialistic aims brought armies further from their home poleis
and through rugged terrain unsuitable for the typical phalanx clash. The
hoplite, capable of individual combat under equal conditions, was still slow
afoot and his thrusting-spear had a limited offensive range, in comparison
to the missile weapons of light infantry and cavalry. Without proper protec-
tion of its flanks and rear, the phalanx’s relative invulnerability against more
lightly armed forces in face-to-face confrontations disappeared, and rugged

120 [Xen.] Ath. Pol. 2.1; Pl. Leg. 706b–c; Plut. Them. 4.3; on military training see Anderson (1970)
84–110; Pritchett (1971–91) 208–31; Wheeler (1982); cf. Rawlings (2000).

121 See Ael. Tact. 3.4 ( = Aeneas Tacticus’ definition of tactics); cf. 3.1–3.
122 Xen. Mem. 1.6, Cyr. 1.6.9–42.
123 Field reconnaissance: Pritchett (1971–91) i.127–33, now qualified by Russell (1999) 10–19.
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terrain, use of ambush, and opponents exploiting superior speed, mobility
and range of fire could either demolish a phalanx outright or harass it to
death.

Nevertheless, such ‘changes’ are not new with the Peloponnesian War.
Light infantry, cavalry and mercenaries were employed before the Persian
Wars. Greek tactics between 479 and 362 saw changes of degree and scale,
not kind. The importance of cavalry and light infantry in Athenian oper-
ations around Potidaea (431–429) and the Chalcidice at the beginning of
the war suggest that the Peloponnesian War did not introduce the increas-
ing role of these arms, but rather that the non-agonal, colonial style of
warfare practised before the fifth century, and no doubt prominent in
the amphibious operations and expeditionary forces of Athens during the
Pentecontaetia, became the norm. In short, the style of warfare on the
periphery replaced that of the centre.

Yet the tactics of the phalanx also continued to evolve – more in the
fourth than the fifth century. The formation required more flexibility. Just
as the changed strategic circumstances of the fifth century called for cam-
paign managers, so the coordination of cavalry, light infantry and hoplites
on the battlefield, the ability to react to developments, or to plan an engage-
ment solicited the skills of a battle manager – a slow process, as the general
could not forsake his leadership role on the front line. But these devel-
opments should be addressed in more detail, beginning with the heavy
infantry.

Between 479 and 431 some major hoplite clashes are on record for the
mainland, especially the period 448–447 (e.g. Megara, Tanagra, Oenophyta,
Coronea), although tactical details are lacking. In this period Athenian
heavy infantry illustrates the growing diversity of the hoplite’s functions in
seaborne operations, sieges, and as marines. The Spartan army, in contrast,
represents perfection of the phalanx. Tradition recognized the Spartans as
virtuosi of phalanx combat.124 Their perfection of drill and organization,
described by Thucydides and Xenophon,125 and their reliance on intimi-
dation through a slow orderly approach in step found no parallels in other
Greek citizen-armies. The proverbial rigour of Spartan discipline and the
militarized society of the ‘Lycurgan system’ facilitated tactical perfection,
but also fostered the mirage of tactical superiority. Indeed the Spartan code
of ‘death before dishonour’ (i.e. retreat or surrender) may be a myth no older
than Leonidas at Thermopylae (480).126 Discipline and order as psycho-
logical tools could prevail only so long. Athenians lost their awe of Spartan
hoplites, which their light infantry mangled into surrender at Sphacteria
(425), and again when Iphicrates exposed their vulnerability to well-trained

124 Xen. Lac. 13.5; Plut. Pel. 23.3; cf. Hdt. 7.102–4, 209, 234.
125 Thuc. 5.66.3–4, 68.2–3; Xen. Lac. 11, 13. 126 Lazenby (1985) 83.
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peltasts at Lechaeum (390).127 Tegyra (375) and Leuctra (371) would render
the coup de grâce to the reputation of the Spartan hoplite’s invincibility
(Plut. Pel. 18.5–6).

The fifth-century contrast of diverse Athenian hoplite functions and
Spartan perfection of the phalanx yielded to a different set of political
circumstances after the Athenian defeat in 404. Despite large hoplite con-
tingents in allied forces at Nemea (394) and Mantinea (362), Athens empha-
sized light infantry, mercenaries, cavalry, and smaller-scale employment of
hoplites in amphibious operations, as the new age of mercenary captains like
Iphicrates, Chabrias and Timotheus emerged. In the first third of the fourth
century the chief protagonists for political hegemony, Sparta and Thebes,
competed with rival tactical systems. Labelling the contrast as manoeuvre
versus depth is too facile, for both exploited basic characteristics of the
phalanx but in different ways.

The custom of placing the best troops and the general on the right flank
coincided with the phalanx’s tendency to charge obliquely to the right,
as Thucydides (5.71.1) noted at Mantinea (418). Consequently the rival
right flanks of each army could emerge as victors in their respective sectors
of the battlefield – a phenomenon already attested at Potidaea (431) and
Laodicium (winter 423/2).128 Rival right flanks also prevailed at Delium
(424), before a surprise Theban cavalry attack routed the Athenian right.
Often the attacker’s right flank could get beyond the opponent’s left and
envelop it, as Agis did to the Athenians at Mantinea and the Athenians
to the Thespians at Delium. Success on the right permitted pursuit and
plunder of the routed wing or wheeling to the left to advance at a ninety-
degree angle to the original battle line and to attack the flank (the hoplite’s
unshielded right side) and rear of the opponent’s right wing. At Mantinea,
Agis chose the latter course of action, which set a precedent in Spartan
tactical thinking.

Twenty-four years later at Nemea (394) the Spartans abandoned the direct
advance altogether. Rather, the polemarchs moved the Spartan phalanx off
to the right in column and wheeled it to the left to attack the Athenians at
a ninety-degree angle to the original front.129 After routing the Athenians
they advanced across the enemy’s rear to catch the victorious enemy centre
and right in the flank. As the initial move in column to the right was an
immediate response to what was almost a surprise attack (Xen. Hell. 4.2.19),
it surely reflected doctrine, not a spur-of-the-moment decision.

The allies opposing Sparta at Nemea also knew the ‘lesson’ of Mantinea.
In pre-battle negotiations about the phalanx’s depth the issue was not depth
for pushing, but avoiding a deeper, shorter line that invited outflanking.

127 Thuc. 4.34.1; Xen. Hell. 4.5.15–16. 128 Thuc. 1.61.6, 4.134.1.
129 Anderson (1970) 144–50, 398–9; cf. Lazenby (1985) 138–43; Hutchinson (2000) 258–9.
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In fact the Thebans led the attack from the allied right by veering off to
the right to encircle the Spartan allies on the left (Xen. Hell. 4.2.13, 18), but
subsequently chose pursuit of the fleeing over wheeling left to move across
the Spartan rear.

At Coronea both rights again prevailed but without outflanking. Both
victorious wings subsequently reformed to charge each other from what
had been the other’s rear. A fearful head-on collision ensued, in which the
Thebans succeeded in breaking through Agesilaus’ phalanx or, if Plutarch
is correct, the Spartans eventually opened ranks and yielded a passage to the
Thebans.130 Xenophon’s criticism (Hell. 4.3.19) of Agesilaus’ preference for a
collision is an endorsement of Agis’ manoeuvre at Mantinea, although what
Plutarch describes is conceivable: Greek mercenaries opened their ranks to
let the Persian scythed chariots through at Cunaxa (401), and at Tegyra
(375) the Spartans opened ranks to let Pelopidas’ Thebans escape; Pelopidas
exploited the opportunity for Spartan slaughter.131 Again at Leuctra (371) –
politically the most important battle of the early fourth century, but also an
engagement of which the tactical details swirl in uncertainty – the Spartans
preferred manoeuvre. Possibly the Spartans attempted behind a cavalry
screen to repeat the Spartan manoeuvre at Nemea.132

In any case, the days of head-on clashes of rival phalanxes were numbered.
Traditionally generals could do little to influence the outcome of a battle
after deployment, except to lead the charge and provide leadership by exam-
ple. Nemea, it is said,133 was the first Greek battle won by tactics, and clearly
both the Spartans and the Thebans in that engagement had planned their
movements in advance. But the Corinthian general Aristeus had planned
his battle with the Athenians at Potidaea (431); Brasidas planned his surprise
attack on Cleon at Amphipolis (422); and even if Agis at Mantinea (418)
found his right fortuitously outflanking the Athenians, the decision to cross
the enemy’s rear to attack his victorious right indicates tactical thinking.134

Certainly some aspects of battle management appeared long before Nemea.
Yet equally significant, the Spartan preference for outflanking the enemy
right both avoided the head-on collision (thus minimizing casualties in a
period of decreasing numbers of Spartiates) and sacrificed willingly the left

130 Xen. Hell. 4.3.19; Ages. 2.12; Plut. Ages. 18.4; cf. Frontin. Str. 2.6.6; Polyaenus, Strat. 2.1.19.
131 Cunaxa: Xen. An. 1.8.20; Tegyra: Plut. Pel. 17.4. Buckler (1995) 53 erroneously equates Xenophon’s

criticism of Agesilaus with the events at Cunaxa and Tegyra.
132 Anderson (1970) 210–11, 324 n. 61; Hutchinson (2000) 169–70; contra Cartledge (1987) 240;

for other theories see Buckler (1980a) 84–6; Lazenby (1985) 158–9; cf. Hammond (1997b) 361 with n.
17, who accepts Diodorus (15.53.5) that the Spartans were in a crescent formation. But note Anderson
(1970) 207–8 for why Diodorus is incredible.

133 Lazenby (1993) 251.
134 Thuc. 1.62.3 (Aristeus); 5.8–10 (Brasidas), 73.1–2 (Agis). Pagondas’ dispatch of Theban cavalry

to surprise the Athenians on his left may not have been planned, but rather illustrates a spontaneous
stratagem: Thuc. 4.96.5; cf. Onasander 32.9–10.
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flank to the enemy. This Spartan manoeuvre exploited their superior drill,
organization and discipline and represented one means of breaking up the
phalanx. Thebes developed another.

At Delium (424) – the earliest evidence – the Thebans were twenty-five
deep, at Nemea somewhat deeper than the agreed-upon depth of sixteen,
and at Leuctra at least fifty deep. Figures for depth are lacking for Coro-
nea and Mantinea (362), although Epaminondas clearly constructed an
extremely deep left similar to that at Leuctra (Xen. Hell. 7.5.22–3). The
assumption (ancient as well as modern: Arr. Tact. 11.1–2) that Theban depth
increased the attack’s weight in pushing seems erroneous: as noted earlier,
depths beyond sixteen yield no increase in ‘the push’. At Delium the The-
bans had the advantage of downhill momentum, and Xenophon’s sparse
account of Coronea permits no conclusions. At Nemea the Theban empha-
sis on mass contradicts their intention to outflank the Spartan left – the
same battle plan that the Spartans (with superior tactical sophistication)
executed against the allied left (Xen. Hell. 4.2.18). Width, not depth,
was required to overlap a flank. If Xenophon’s ‘100-deep Egyptians’ at
Thymbrara are meant to represent Thebans, then a Boeotian blind belief
in numbers and mass similar to what the Greeks attributed to the Persians,
or (to cite a modern example) Napoleon’s reliance on bulky columns of
attack in the later stages of his career, could be postulated.135

Epaminondas does not clarify Theban doctrine: his massive left wing
(of unknown depth) was hardly the decisive factor at Mantinea136 and
his intentions at Leuctra lie mired in the controversies about tactical
details.137 Epaminondas seems to have combined Theban mass with Spar-
tan manoeuvre. Whereas the Spartans sacrificed their left to win on the
right, Epaminondas made his left the preferred flank and spared his right
altogether. Precedents for commanding from the left existed, but none
were in contests of the magnitude of Leuctra or Mantinea.138 Concentra-
tion on the left not only pitted the Theban best against the opponent’s best,
but also attacked the enemy’s command structure, if the opposing general
could be killed or wounded – a factor in deflating enemy morale.139 For
Epaminondas mass was not an end in itself.

135 Xen. Cyr. 6.3.22–3, 4.17; Persian numbers: Hdt. 7.111.3; Sen. Ben. 6.31.11; Nep. Milt. 5.5; cf. Hdt.
1.136.1. At Thymbrara, Cyrus the Great, according to Xenophon (by no means an admirer of Thebes),
premised his battle plan in part on the futility of the enemy’s excessive depth: fewer would actually
fight.

136 Xen. Hell. 7.5.21–6.
137 For various theories see Buckler (1980b) 63, (1985); Devine (1983); Lazenby (1985) 156; Hutchinson

(2000) 171, 174 n. 9; Hammond (1997b) 355–61; Anderson (1970) 165–220, accepted by Pritchett
(1994b) 71.

138 Cf. Hanson (1988) 193–4.
139 Xen. Hell. 6.4.12; Polyaenus, Strat. 2.3.15; Hutchinson (2000) 172–3.
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Besides Spartan outflanking on the right and Theban massing on the
left, a third method of breaking up the phalanx’s continuity appears at the
end of the fifth century. In attacking in rough terrain, especially uphill
and against light infantry, a phalanx could hardly maintain its continuity.
Xenophon’s Ten Thousand used orthioi lochoi (‘straight’ or ‘uphill’ lochoi),
units of 100 men each in column with large gaps between the lochoi.140 The
practice, inspired by Spartan doctrine for responding to sudden threats to
a marching column (Xen. Lac. 11.10), surely anticipates the break-up of the
legionary phalanx into maniples when the Romans faced the Samnites and
other hill peoples.

Fragmentation of the phalanx also appears in maintaining a reserve of
infantry or cavalry in the rear to relieve exhausted troops in the phalanx
or to surprise the enemy’s flank or rear (Onasander 22.1–3). At Solygea
(424) a Corinthian lochos appeared suddenly on the Athenian right and
routed it (Thuc. 4.43.4). Later the same year at Delium the Theban general
Pagondas had two cavalry units circle a hill behind his line and hit the
victorious Athenian right flank – the deciding move in the battle (Thuc.
4.96.5). Brasidas’ surprise attack on Cleon and the Athenians at Amphipolis
(422) had an initial charge on the Athenian centre from one direction and
a second contingent attacking later from another (Thuc. 5.8–10). The Ten
Thousand’s attack on the satrap Pharnabazus in Bithynia (400) featured
600 men in three units of 200 each, each placed about 100 feet behind
both flanks and the centre,141 and at Thymbrara a reserve of 2,000 infantry
and cavalry became Cyrus’ outflankers of the outflankers.142 Clearly by the
420s the concept of a reserve was well known and even appears in Euripides’
Phoenician Women (1093–8) of 410 or 409. The timing for the insertion of
reserves, however, often lay at the discretion of their officers rather than the
commanding general.

Vegetius’ view (3.17) that Spartans invented the concept of a reserve
rehearses part of the Spartan mirage, as the examples from the 420s show
Corinthians, Athenians and Thebans using reserves in 424 before Brasidas
the Spartan in 422. But if Sosylus, the Spartan historian of Hannibal, is
credible, the use of reserves dates already to the Ionian Revolt (499–494):
Heraclides of Mylasa’s reserves as ‘ambushers’ in a naval battle at (Carian?)
Artemisium against the Persians.143 As Heraclides had ambushed a Persian
land force in 497 (Hdt. 5.121), any assumption of the priority of naval use
of reserves demands caution; a terrestrial origin is more likely.

140 Xen. An. 4.8.9–13; cf. 4.2.11, 3.17, 5.4.22; Cyr. 3.2.6; Anderson (1970) 108–10; cf. 396–7.
141 Xen. An. 6.5.9–11; cf. 3.4.21.
142 Xen. Cyr. 6.3.30–2, 7.1.25–6; Anderson (1970) 185–7; other examples: Thuc. 4.93.2, 6.67.1.
143 Sosylus, FGrH 176 F1 (III); Taillardat (1968) 204 with n. 119.
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Besides making the phalanx more flexible, various poleis developed élite
units for special assignments or as a core around which to form their
cadres of citizen levies in the phalanx. These élite units, often called ‘the
selected’ (epilektoi) and numbering 300, received year-round training and
state support. Temporary special units of 300 sometimes called logades
appear already in the Persian Wars and earlier.144 The earliest permanent
unit may be the Six Hundred at Syracuse, formed in 461 and later trained
by Diomilus of Andros (a probable hoplomachos) for service against the
Athenian besiegers in 415–414.145 The epilektoi, of which Thebes’ Sacred
Band became the most famous, reflected a need for at least some highly
trained troops who could equal the tactical sophistication of the Spartans
or respond to mercenaries and the trend toward professionalization.

Especially on the mainland this trend of professionalization particularly
affected light infantry (archers, javelin men, slingers), already prominent in
the sixth century as imported, hired specialists. Novel in the Peloponnesian
War was not their character but their numbers. Heavy infantry in rough
terrain and fighting mobile opponents with missile weapons demanded
flank protection and the ability to strike back in kind. Hoplites without
proper support from light infantry and cavalry could be roughly handled, as
the Athenians learned at Spartolus (429) from the Chalcidians (Thuc. 2.79).
In rugged, wooded Aetolia Demosthenes’ hoplites, although supported by
archers, were no match for javelin men (427: Thuc. 3.97–8). Demosthenes’
Aetolian experience played some role in harassing Spartan hoplites, trapped
in a crossfire of missile weapons, into surrender on Sphacteria (425: Thuc.
4.30–40). Whether Demosthenes was a revolutionary innovator can be
debated,146 for in the absence of military academies some ‘lessons’ had to
learned more than once.

Iphicrates’ demolition with peltasts of an isolated Sparta mora of hoplites
at Lechaeum is often cited as a defining moment of Greek warfare, although
the peltasts prevailed only because Athenian hoplites provided a tactical base
for hit-and-run tactics.147 Light infantry often proved most effective when
combined with hoplites, as in this case, and also, for example, in Demos-
thenes’ ambush at Olpae, 426 (Thuc. 3.107–8).148 Nevertheless, Iphicrates
was remembered as the general par excellence of light infantry. If supposed

144 Tritle (1989) 55–6; Lazenby (1985) 11, 54–6. Such units are found at Thebes (Sacred Band):
Pritchett (1971–91) ii.221–2; cf. Leitao (2002); Sparta and Phlius: Cartledge (1987) 229; cf. Xen. Hell.
7.2.10, 12; Elis and Arcadian League: Pritchett (1971–91) ii.223; Hutchinson (2000) 100–1; Argos:
Pritchett (1971–91) ii.221–2; Athens: Tritle (1989). See further ch. 5 in this volume, pp. 144–5.

145 Pritchett (1971–91) ii.221; Wheeler (1983) 3–4. Further on epilektoi: Wheeler (1991) 156 n. 20.
146 See Roisman’s scepticism (1993) 27, 29, 40.
147 Xen. Hell. 4.5.11–17; Best (1969) 89; Anderson (1970) 125; a detailed ‘face-of-battle’ analysis of

the operation in Konecny (2001).
148 Best’s attempt (1969) 84–5 to find a significant role for peltasts at Coronea is unconvincing.
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reforms of Iphicrates can be questioned,149 his fame as a rusé general (the
most stratagems – sixty-three – of any general in Polyaenus) and his empha-
sis on training and discipline represent the increasing specialization and
professionalization of warfare.150

The supposed new prominence of light infantry in the Peloponnesian
War actually continued the tactics of the colonial periphery in the centre
stage of mainland inter-polis warfare. If Thracian javelin men (peltasts)
symbolized this development – in the Peloponnesian War demand for them
as mercenaries skyrocketed – Greek use of Thracian equipment, and other
types of light infantry (archers, slingers) should not be ignored. ‘Peltast’
became a general term for light infantry and was applied, for example,
to the Acarnanian slingers (Thuc. 2.81.8).151 Likewise if the sources often
ignore light infantry, their presence can often be assumed,152 although poleis
preferred hiring specialists or obtaining them via alliance to establishing
regular units of light infantry. Hoplites remained the dominant force on
the battlefield, but the non-agonal nature of war exposed their vulnerability
and light infantry became a regular component of Greek armies in the
second half of the fifth century.153

Likewise the emergence of cavalry, although (in contrast) mainland
poleis in the fifth and fourth centuries generally preferred ‘home-grown’
to ‘imports’. From the plains of Boeotia to Thrace cavalry had long been
an established arm, as it was in Sicily.154 Cavalry used for shock can be
dismissed for the period treated here. The Scythian cavalry wedge, adopted
by the Thracians and later Philip II of Macedon,155 probably had its origin
in bursting through bands of light infantry. Its penetration of a hoplite
phalanx is fanciful, although the truism that cavalry cannot break the ser-
ried ranks of heavy infantry assumes that the infantry will have the nerve
to maintain its position against a cavalry charge.156 Rather, cavalry chiefly
served the same functions of light infantry: reconnaissance, harassment
and in battle (defensively) protection of its heavy infantry’s flanks and rear
or (offensively) a means to strike those of the enemy. In essence cavalry
provided mounted units of javelin men or in some cases horse-archers.

The combination of cavalry and light infantry, natural in the fluid warfare
of the Greek periphery, appears in the north Aegean theatre already at the

149 See Diod. Sic. 15.44.2–4; Nep. Iphicrates 1.3–4; Best (1969) 102–10; Anderson (1970) 129–31;
Pritchett (1974) 117–25; cf. Ferrill (1985) 160.

150 Polyaenus, Strat. 3.9; his career is studied by Pritchett (1971–91) ii.62–72; Bianco (1997).
151 Best (1969) 5–6, 13, 44–7, 93–7, 101.
152 See Best (1969) 56–7, 67 n.149; van Wees (1995a) 162–3.
153 Cf. Holladay (1982) 99–103; Best (1969) 75, 134, 139.
154 Athenian fear of Syracusan cavalry: Thuc. 6.22, 37.1–2; additional references in Bauer (1891) 407.
155 Asclep. Tact. 7.3; Ael. Tact. 18.3; Arr. Tact. 16.6–9.
156 Discussion (not completely convincing) of cavalry shock and the wedge in Spence (1993) 27, 45,

105–9; cf. Hutchinson (2000) 102–3, 108–9.
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start of the war – again, it is not an innovation of the Peloponnesian War.157

Integrated units of light infantry, called hamippoi, charged alongside the
cavalry or trailed behind them as ambushers.158 They seem common to
not only pre-state Thracians of the Balkans but also the later Germans of
central Europe (Tac. Germ. 6.3). Gelon of Syracuse already had hamippoi
in 480. Among mainland powers they are first attested in a Boeotian force
in 419/18 (Thuc. 5.57.2). Hamippoi became a standard feature of Greek
mainland armies in the first half of the fourth century.159

The ‘new’ emphasis on cavalry, however, cannot be explained solely by
the influence of the periphery on the centre. Clearly Greek poleis without
cavalry in their regular armed forces began to feel a need for them by
the late fifth and fourth centuries.160 But the need was not exclusively
tactical. Sparta’s first regular units of cavalry and archers (425) were created
in response to the losses of Sphacteria and Cythera (Thuc. 4.55.2) and aimed
at territorial defence. The various scenarios for cavalry and light infantry
in Aeneas Tacticus and Xenophon’s Cavalry Commander pertain to a polis’
defence of its territory, not pitched battle. But tactically cavalry became
a necessity in the absence of agonal rules and the increasing variation in
terrain. Agesilaus (396) soon learned that he could not hope to achieve
much in Asia Minor without strong cavalry.161 Even Xenophon, an avid
proponent of cavalry, had not yet grasped the full potential of that arm,
especially for pursuit.162 That aspect would await Alexander the Great.

Between 479 and 362 Greek warfare saw numerous changes – but incre-
mental rather than dramatic or novel and, if progressive, slow to make
themselves felt. Lessons had to be learned and relearned several times. The
‘military revolution’ of the period was in strategy more than tactics, as seen
not least in the criticisms of what the hoplomachoi taught. Tactically the
new strategic context of battle placed greater demands on the commander.
Battles often were by encounter, the effects of terrain had to be considered,
and proper use of one’s forces to exploit strengths or to take advantage of
weaknesses came into play. Battles could now be – and often were – planned.
Trickery, surprise and deceit became factors, and one side often no longer
permitted the other to deploy before attacking. The cerebral demands of
generalship required a new type of commander, although the traditional
role of the general in physically leading his troops could not be ignored.
The change from combat leader to battle manager emerged gradually.163

157 Thuc. 2.79; cf. 5.10.9–11. 158 Xen. Eq. mag. 5.13, 8.19.
159 Gelon: n. 6 above; a survey of hamippoi in Spence (1993) 58–9.
160 The trend is clear in Spence (1993) 2–30.
161 Xen. Hell. 3.4.15. Rahe’s claim (1980) 79–96 for a ‘revolution’ seems overstated.
162 Cf. Hutchinson (2000) 181–3; Xen. Cyr. 4.2.24, 3.5–4.1.
163 A study of this change in Wheeler (1991).
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Tactically the proper coordination of heavy infantry, cavalry, light
infantry and reserves required skill. The Spartan Gylippus (414) realized
that he failed to make proper use of his cavalry and light infantry in his
first battle against the Athenians at Syracuse; he corrected his error in the
next engagement.164 Agesilaus’ coordination of arms against the Persians at
the Pactolus River near Sardis (395) represents an advance on the learning
curve of generalship, although the Persians lacked heavy infantry in the
battle (Xen. Hell. 3.4.22–4), and the engagements of Pelopidas at Tegyra
(375) and at Cynoscephalae (364) likewise represent valuable experiments
in infantry/cavalry coordination.165

Yet the battle of Mantinea (362), although indecisive, best illustrates what
Greek tactics had become.166 Epaminondas first deployed, but instead of
joining battle he marched off to the left and gave the impression that he
would encamp. As the Spartans and their allies relaxed their own readiness,
Epaminondas strengthened his left wing with additional lochoi. Suddenly
this immense Theban wedge charged forward against the enemy now out of
formation and scattered. A wedge of cavalry and hamippoi likewise charged
forward to cover the infantry wedge’s right against a cavalry force six deep
and unsupported by light infantry. A second force of cavalry and infantry
on the Theban far right blocked the Athenians on the allied left from join-
ing the main battle. Epaminondas planned the battle to combine surprise
through stratagem, mass, attack from a single wing, and a coordinated use
of cavalry and light infantry. But he died in the fighting and decisive victory
slipped away. Classical Greek tactics had progressed as far as they could.
Philip II of Macedon would ‘re-think’ the phalanx.

B. NAVAL BATTLES AND SIEGES

Barry Strauss

Naval and siege warfare played central roles in classical Greece, but they were
much simpler, inexpensive and less lethal before c. 500 bc. Siege warfare
was little known in the Greek mainland before that time; naval warfare
was more common but still relatively undeveloped. New developments
in these two spheres tended to begin at the eastern and western fringes
of the Greek world, as a result of contact with foreign peoples, and then
to make their way dramatically to centre stage on the Greek mainland.
Relatively backward Greeks were schooled in war with more technically

164 Thuc. 7.5.2–3; cf. 7.6.3. 165 Plut. Pel. 17.2–4, 32.2–7; cf. Buckler (1995).
166 Xen. Hell. 7.5.21–6. Diodorus’ account (15.82–7), totally unreliable, already drew criticism from

Polybius (12.25f.4–5).
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advanced neighbours and eventually outstripped them. It was a long, slow
and bloody revolution.167

i . naval battles

Oared warships or galleys were a common feature of Greek warfare from
the Bronze Age onwards. Greece is a sea-girt peninsula, surrounded by
roughly 1,500 islands. The lands into which Greek colonists expanded,
Anatolia, the Black Sea, southern Italy and Sicily, and places further afield
in the Mediterranean, tended also to furnish excellent launching grounds
for navies. But ships are expensive to build, maintain and staff. So the story
of the rise and fall of Greek navies is also the story of the rise and fall of
concentrated political wealth in the Greek city-states.168

The Greek warship evolved in many ways. The waterline ram, intro-
duced perhaps in the eighth century, was the most important of several
innovations in shipbuilding. Another very significant process was the evo-
lution from the simple, long ships of Homer to the bireme, or two-level
ship, which was also known, from its fifty oars, as a penteconter, and finally
to the three-level ship or trireme. The wealth generated by the creation of
the Persian empire in the mid-sixth century seems to have played a key
role in the original spread of the trireme. Persia’s Greek subjects in the
Aegean had triremes, as did its Phoenician subjects. Miletus, for exam-
ple, had 200 triremes, furnished by Persia, which it used in a campaign
around 500 against the Cycladic islands. Shortly afterwards, triremes fig-
ured prominently in the Ionian Greek Revolt against Persia (499–494): its
climactic battle was the sea fight off Lade. The Greeks mustered 353 triremes
against 600 Phoenician ships for Persia. The odds frightened the Persians,
some of whose ships were perhaps not triremes or not well manned. The
Greeks cracked first, however, and on the day of the battle, most turned
tail: only the largest Greek contingent, 100 ships from Chios, stayed and
fought – and fought well, although Persia won the battle and crushed the
revolt.169

Persia’s invasion of Greece in 480 brought the trireme front and cen-
tre in the Aegean. Aware of what sea-power had accomplished at Lade,
Athens’ prescient leader Themistocles sponsored a plan in 483 to build a
new Athenian fleet to meet a Persian invasion. A windfall of silver in the
Athenian mines financed this new force of 200 triremes (fig. 7.4). Three
years later, they reached their finest hour, providing the core of Greece’s
naval victory at Salamis in the autumn of 480. With its fleet crushed,

167 Different interpretations of the extent of the transformation: ch. 6 in this volume; Hanson
(1995).

168 On the expense of Greek naval warfare, see ch. 8 in this volume and Kallet-Marx (1993).
169 Persian influence: Wallinga (1993).
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Figure 7.4 Rowers, tightly packed in three tiers, inside the
replica trireme Olympias.

Persia’s land army of invasion lost its mobility and the guarantor of its food
supplies, which were carried on merchantmen. Persia was consequently
forced to withdraw most of its land army from Greece. Greek infantry-
men, spearheaded by Sparta, went on to defeat the rest of the Persian force
at Plataea in 479. Around the same time the Greeks followed up their
naval victory at Salamis by a seaborne victory over Persia at Mycale, on the
Anatolian coast.170

Far from disbanding its fleet, Athens went on to form a naval confed-
eracy, known from its foundation on the island of Delos as the Delian
League. The number of members grew from about 150 in 477 to about
250 in 431, at the height of the league. Athens provided the overwhelming

170 Green (1996).
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majority of the ships, while most other states contributed money to fund
them. Athenian power inspired opposition, but Athens did not hesitate to
put down revolts with naval expeditions and sieges, as in the important
island-states of Naxos, Thasos, Samos and Lesbos. Afraid of the rise of
Athenian power, the Spartan-led Peloponnesian League made war with the
Athenian alliance, first in a conflict known today as the First Peloponnesian
War (c. 460–445), and again in the great clash between the Athenian and
Peloponnesian alliances known today as the Peloponnesian War (431–404).
Eventually, a combination of cunning leadership at Sparta under Lysander
and of factionalism at Athens, as well as of Athenian over-confidence,
allowed Sparta to capture Athens’ fleet in the Hellespont without a battle
at Aegospotami in 405. After a six-month siege by Spartan army and navy,
Athens surrendered, giving up its remaining ships, naval fortifications and
empire (404).171

Athens rebuilt its naval power over the next several decades. During
the 370s, while Thebes advanced on land, Athens regained its sea-power,
forming what scholars call the Second Athenian Confederacy in 377. The
confederacy never matched the size or power of Athens’ fifth-century league,
however, and by the 350s it had been gutted by the revolts of important
allies.172 However, during this decade Athens’ navy enjoyed a renaissance.
Under the careful financial leadership of Eubulus, Athens rebuilt the size of
its fleet to 300 triremes, matching its fifth-century acme. Under the same
Eubulus new ship sheds and an arsenal were built in Piraeus. Until Macedon
eclipsed it, thanks to the resources generated by Alexander’s conquests,
Athens was once again the chief naval power of the Aegean.173

1. Training

Men worked the trireme; human physiology and psychology played crucial
roles in sea battles. To be successful, a fleet needed good men as well as good
ships, and a general (the Athenians made no distinction between a general,
commanding land troops, and an admiral, commanding ships) who knew
how to manage both. A capable general had to be part commander and
part coach; he had to have a trainer’s skill as well; and he had to know his
equipment.

Rowing is hard work and the ancients knew it. Virgil, for example,
described rowers striving in a race with the comment, ‘thick breathing /

171 For the military history of the war, see Kagan (1969)–(1987); on the Sicilian expedition, see also
Green (1974). On the last phase of the Peloponnesian War, the Iono-Decelean War, see Kagan (1987).
For an overview of the war, see Strauss and Ober (1990) 45–74.

172 Barbieri (1955); Hamilton (1979); Strauss (1987). Second Athenian Confederacy: Cargill (1981).
173 On the finances of the Athenian fleet, see Gabrielsen (1994), and ch. 8 in this volume.
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shakes their limbs and parched mouths; sweat flows in streams everywhere’
(Aen 5.199–200). Apollonius of Rhodes describes the effect of the rowers
of the Argo: ‘Here and there the dark brine gushed with foam / roaring
terribly through the strength of the mighty men’ (Argon. 1.540–4). But not
all Greeks were Argonauts. In 494, for example, discipline broke down in the
fleet of the Ionian Greeks in revolt against Persia, because the sailors could
not stomach the hard work or the heat of the sun. Calling their training
programme slavery, they refused to board ships or practise manoeuvres.
The result was no surprise: on the day of battle, most of the ships fled. The
Greeks were routed, although some of their triremes, remarkably, captured
large numbers of enemy ships (Hdt. 6.12–15).

Herodotus, who preserves the account of this débâcle, lays the blame at
the feet of the men, but it is worth speculating about a failure of leadership
on the part of the general in charge of training, Dionysius of Phocaea.
The trireme was no place for a martinet. Oarsmen were sensitive to and
intolerant of mistreatment by their commander. A little encouragement
went a long way on the trireme: a tactful boatswain could bring out the
best in his oarsmen while a tactless one would end up being hated by them
and hating them in turn (Xen. Oec. 21.3). Fail to pay him and an oarsman
was liable to complain or desert (Thuc. 7.13.2, 8.84.2); threaten to beat
his commander for speaking up about the need to pay the men, and an
oarsman was likely to riot on his behalf (8.84.2–3).174

Contrast Dionysius of Phocaea with the Athenian general Phormio, a
master of naval warfare. In 429 he saw the discomfiture of his men before a
battle with a numerically superior Peloponnesian fleet, outnumbering the
Athenians by seventy-seven ships to twenty. Athenian crews broke into small
groups and shared their worries about the odds against them. Phormio had
already made a point of indoctrinating the men in the superiority of Athens
at sea against all comers and now he called them together for a pep talk.
He reminded them that ‘a small, fast, well-handled squadron’ will defeat
‘a number of clumsily managed vessels’ as long as it chooses its ground
carefully and its men stay disciplined and attentive (Thuc. 2.88–9). As it
turned out, Phormio could not choose his ground: he wanted to fight at
sea but the Peloponnesians forced him into the narrows. Yet his remarkably
well-trained crews won the day, even after losing nearly half their fleet –
nine of twenty ships – in the first part of the battle. The reason was their
professionalism. They did not lose their cool in adversity. Instead, one of
the eleven surviving Athenian ships turned and unexpectedly rammed the
leading Peloponnesian ship. The enemy crews fell apart. As Thucydides
reports:

174 See Strauss (1996).
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An exploit so sudden and unexpected produced a panic among the Peloponnesians;
and having fallen out of order in the excitement of victory, some of them dropped
their oars and stopped their way in order to let the main body come up – an unsafe
thing to do considering how near they were to the enemy’s prows; while others ran
aground in the shallows, in their ignorance of the localities.

(Thuc. 2.91.4, trans. Crawley rev. Strassler 1996)

The elated Athenians put the Peloponnesians to flight, took six enemy ships
and recovered their own captured vessels.175

Athens laid the groundwork for its victories by fostering a cadre of expe-
rienced naval personnel. Early in the fifth century, the rise of the Athenian
navy encouraged country folk around Attica to move to Piraeus and make
a living from the sea. Foreign immigrants followed suit. Under Pericles
(active 460–429), the state sent out sixty ships each year on training exer-
cises (Plut. Per. 11.4). Athenian captains bid for the services of the best
rowers. Meanwhile, ordinary maritime activities trained Athenians in the
skills for war, as a contemporary author attests:

It is inevitable that a man who goes on frequent voyages will take an oar, and learn
nautical terminology, and the same is true of his servant. Experience of voyages
and practice makes them good helmsmen, some learning in smaller boats, others
in merchantmen, and others graduating to triremes; the majority are competent
rowers as soon as they board their ships because of previous practice throughout
their lives.

([Xen.] Ath. Pol. 1.19–20, trans. Moore 1983).

No wonder Thucydides remarked that Athens’ great advantage at sea in
the Peloponnesian War was its ‘long experience’ compared to Sparta’s ‘little
practice’ (Thuc. 2.85.2).176

2. Operations other than battle

The ancient sources focus on set battles between triremes. These were, of
course, the most dramatic form of naval warfare and so made good copy
but they were also usually the most decisive naval engagements to states and
the most dangerous to participants. They were not, however, the only form
of war at sea. Triremes were also involved in guerre de course, amphibious
operations, piracy and blockades.

As an example of the use of triremes in guerre de course, consider the case
of six Peloponnesian ships (mostly Thurian) which in 412/11, during the
Peloponnesian War, cruised around Cape Triopium in Cnidus and seized
all merchant ships arriving from Egypt. When the Athenians found out,
they sailed from Samos and captured the six ships. The crews, however,

175 Kagan (1974) 107–15; Morrison et al. (2000) 69–78. 176 Amit (1965).
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escaped and continued the fight. After making it back to Cnidus, they
helped the inhabitants fight off an assault on Cnidus town by the Athenian
fleet, which had nearly succeeded because the town was unfortified (Thuc.
8.35.1–4).

This case also illustrates the considerable number of occasions on which
trireme personnel fought on land. In principle, deck-soldiers were respon-
sible for land operations. If heavy fighting was expected, then the number
of deck-soldiers per ship could be increased. In some cases ships could be
converted into troop carriers, that is, hoplites would man some or all of
the oars and, when the ships landed, do the fighting. On one occasion, at
Sphacteria in 425 bc, Athenian oarsmen were outfitted with light arms and
armour to fight on land.177

The use of triremes in piracy could be the upshot of defeat. For exam-
ple, Dionysius of Phocaea, an escapee from the defeat at Lade in 494 bc,
captured three enemy ships and sailed off to Phoenicia. There he sank
cargo-ships and took much money and finally sailed to Sicily which he
used as base for piracy. In Sicily he patriotically sank many Carthaginian
and Etruscan ships but never Hellenes (Hdt. 6.17). He was following in the
footsteps of Histiaeus of Miletus and eight Lesbian triremes in Byzantium,
a base for seizing all ships bound for the Black Sea except those whose
crews obeyed their orders (Hdt. 6.5). Histiaeus seized Ionian merchantmen
outward bound from the Black Sea (6.26.1). After Histiaeus departed for
Chios he left his business in the Hellespont in the hands of Bisaltes of
Abydos, son of Apollophanes (6.26.1).

Triremes could not mount a blockade in the modern sense of the term.
They were too light to stay at sea night and day, day after day, nor could
they have patrolled a large area efficiently. What they could do, however,
was to close off a narrow body of water, like Histiaeus and his Lesbian
ships in the Bosphorus, or lie in wait off a well-travelled sea lane, like the
Peloponnesians off Cape Tropium in Cnidus.

3. Battle

Once two hostile fleets caught sight of each other, battle might not follow
immediately. One fleet might try to draw the other into a more favourable
position for battle or wait to strike until complacency made the enemy drop
its guard. Surprise is a force multiplier, and catching an enemy unawares
was an enormous advantage. For example, both sides tried to employ force
on the eve of the battle of Salamis in September 480 bc. The Persians, who
were based on the mainland of Attica, sailed into the Salamis Straits at night,

177 Thuc. 4.32.2. For troop carriers, see Morrison et al. (2000) 226–7; Gomme et al. (1945–81)
iv.308–10. For the use of naval personnel on land, see ch. 6 in this volume.
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hoping to surround the Greeks in their harbours on the island of Salamis and
terrify them into surrender at daybreak. To this end, the Persians no doubt
hugged the mainland shore and used the various techniques of muffling a
trireme’s noise; for example, keeping time by striking two stones together
instead of playing the pipe. But the Greeks got wind of the enemy’s plan –
indeed, the Persians had been tricked by a messenger of Themistocles. At
dawn the Greeks surprised the Persians by mustering for battle; the Greek
rowers had spent the night on land while the Persian rowers suffered the
disadvantage of having rowed, in teams, all night long. They also found
themselves forced to fight in a narrow channel where they could not deploy
their advantage in numbers; much better for them to have fought in the
open sea.178

Before a battle each fleet might practise manoeuvres. Before going into
battle the crews would remove the ships’ masts, to lighten the load. They
would put up side screens made of canvas, hair or leather, which served
as protection from spears and arrows for the top level of rowers, who
were visible targets on an outrigger whose side was normally kept open
for ventilation. Eventually the two fleets would engage. What followed
next, especially in the Athenian way of war, was a function of speed and
manoeuvrability. Athenian commanders aimed to evade the enemy’s ram,
then to effect a quick turn and ram him in his stern or amidships – where
a trireme was at its most vulnerable – and then immediately to back away
before the enemy could attack with archers or a boarding party of marines.
Alternatively, the Athenians would have their crews row at the enemy and
turn at just the proper angle to break his oars, having first shipped their
own oars on the engaged side.179

The ancient sources refer to, inter alia, the diekplous, periplous, and anas-
trophê, commonly translated respectively as ‘breakthrough’, ‘encirclement’
and ‘turn’, but those translations as well as the details of these various
manoeuvres are much debated among scholars. Whether, for example, the
‘breakthrough’ was carried out by individual ships or by squadrons in line
ahead, is a matter of controversy. A defensive manoeuvre consisted of form-
ing a circle, bows outward, and then, at a signal, attacking the enemy. The
well-trained Athenian fleet carried out this manoeuvre successfully against a
larger and faster Persian navy at Artemisium in 480. Less than 300 Greek
ships rammed and towed off thirty ships out of an enemy fleet of more
than 600. By the same token, a poorly trained fleet might fall afoul of this
defensive manoeuvre, as the Peloponnesians did in 429 (see below).180

178 On Salamis see Strauss (2004). 179 Athenian way of war: Strauss (2000a).
180 See Morrison et al. (2000) index, s.vv. ‘breakthrough’, ‘encirclement’; Morrison and Coates

(1996) 359–69; Lazenby (1988) with reply by Morrison (1991); Lazenby (1987); Whitehead (1987);
Holladay (1988). Ram and then quickly back away: Phormio at Thuc. 2.89.8; Polyb. 16.3.4; Morrison
and Coates (1996) 361, 363. On breaking the enemy’s oars, see e.g. Conon at Mytilene in 406, Diod.
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In order to carry out complex tactics Athenian ships had to be light,
and their crews had to include as few extraneous men as possible. Athenian
warships were stripped down: the hulls were light, the decks were slotted in
the middle and lacked bulwarks along the sides. Athenian crews normally
included only a small armed contingent – ten marines and four archers –
unlike some crews that contained up to forty-four marines and archers.
Athenian naval personnel had to train constantly, because practice was
necessary to perfect the requisite techniques. Javelin men, for example,
had to be able to throw from a sitting position, because standing would
cause the ship to roll and upset the oars. The manoeuvre of backing off
after ramming required coordination among helmsman, pulling-master and
rowers.181

This meant that when it came to war at sea, Athenians had a competitive
advantage at ramming and breaking oars; they were correspondingly at a
disadvantage in boarding tactics. But given the naval technology of the
classical period, especially of the fifth century, this was a good place to be.
So long as the trireme was the ship of the line, Mediterranean warships
were better suited as guided missiles than fighting platforms. Later, in the
Hellenistic era, with the invention of heavier warships, boarding tactics
could compete with ramming tactics. For classical Athenians, however, as
long as they could avoid fighting in the narrows where the ramming tactic
was difficult to deploy, they could dominate at sea. And if they had to fight
in the narrows, even there they might find room to manoeuvre, so skilled
were Athenian helmsmen.182

The main alternative to the Athenian way of fighting at sea is found in
the battle of Sybota. This engagement between the fleets of Corinth and
Corcyra took place in the channel between Corcyra and the mainland in
433. A fleet of 150 Corinthian ships faced 120 Corcyreans, reinforced by
ten Athenian ships; late in the day, a reinforcement of twenty Athenian
ships joined the fray. It was the largest intra-Greek battle to that date,
although it would soon be outstripped by battles of the Peloponnesian
War. Ordered for political reasons to do everything they could to avoid
combat, the Athenian ships largely played a deterrent role; a few did engage
in ramming. Thucydides describes the action:

Both sides had a large number of hoplites on their decks, and a large number of
archers and javelin throwers, the old imperfect armament still prevailing. The sea
fight was an obstinate one, though not remarkable for its science; indeed it was

Sic. 13.78.1, and in general, Holladay (1988) 149–50; Morrison and Coates (1996) 368–9; contra Lazenby
(1987) 169.

181 Ten marines: e.g. Thuc. 1.49.1–2, 50.1, 7.23.4; cf. Xen. Hell. 1.6.19, 2.1.22. Forty marines: Hdt.
6.15.1 (Chians at Lade), 7.184.1–2 (Persians at Salamis). Javelin men: Thuc. 7.67.2; Morrison et al.
(2000) 161.

182 Guided missiles rather than fighting platforms: Morrison et al. (2000) 46. Hellenistic period:
see Morrison and Coates (1996).
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more like a battle by land. Whenever they charged each other, the multitude and
crush of the triremes made it by no means easy to get loose; besides, their hopes of
victory lay principally in the hoplites on the decks, who stood and fought in order,
the ships remaining stationary. The maneuver of passing through the line was not
tried: in short, strength and pluck had more share in the fight than science.

(Thuc. 1.49.1–3, trans. Crawley rev. Strassler 1996)

The result was a Corinthian victory, although the Athenians prevented them
from following it up with an assault on Corcyra itself. The hard, confused
fighting may have ignited unusual passion; at any rate, the Corinthians
engaged in butchery before finally taking prisoners.183

A set battle among triremes could involve a few ships or a thousand.
A battle involving about a hundred ships was perhaps the most common
scenario. The normal naval formation was a single line of ships. But when
facing an enemy whose ships were faster and more manoeuvrable, it could
be advantageous to arrange one’s ships in a double line as a defence against
an enemy breakthrough. One Heraclides of Mylasa, a refugee from Persian
rule, used this tactic against Phoenician ships in the Persian fleet at a battle
of Artemisium (whether this was the famous battle of Artemisium when
Xerxes invaded Greece in 480 is unclear). The Athenians employed the
tactic successfully against the Peloponnesians at the battle of Arginusae in
406.184

Big fleets had to be divided into wings, in order to maintain communi-
cations. Signals were given by means of flags and pennants, or by sounding
the trumpet or even by flashing a shield or sword; acknowledgment some-
times took the form of the men singing the paean. At Sybota, for example,
the Athenians held the Corcyrean right wing, while the rest of the line was
occupied by three Corcyrean squadrons, each commanded by a Corcyrean
general. The Corinthians in turn placed their best ships on the left wing, to
face the Athenians and what they presumed to be the best Corcyrean ships
beside them; they put the relatively large contingents of their Megarian and
Ambraciot allies on the right wing, while assigning their odd-lot allies to
the centre.

Another common feature of trireme battle was the local nature of engage-
ment. It was not unusual to win on one wing while losing on another. Sybota
is again a good example. The Corcyreans routed the enemy’s right wing,
composed of Megarian and Ambraciot ships. They chased them back in
disorder to the land and burned and plundered their camp. Meanwhile,
however, the Corinthians crushed the Corcyrean right wing. Both sides
claimed victory, symbolized by each setting up a trophy. Corinth, however,

183 On Sybota, see Thuc. 1.45–55 and commentary ad loc. in Gomme et al. (1945–81) i.177–99; and
Hornblower (1991–6) i.88–97; cf. Kagan (1969) 243–50.

184 On Heracleides of Mylasa, see Sosylus of Lacedaemon, FGrH 176 F1.2.
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had the numbers in its favour, having disabled seventy enemy ships while
losing only thirty ships of its own; it took possession of more dead than did
Corcyra, another sign of victory; and it took a thousand or more prisoners
of war.

Battle sometimes depended on individual match-ups between ships and
sometimes the face-off of lines devolved into a mêlée. This was the case
at Salamis. Once the Athenians (possibly with the help of the Aeginetans)
finished off the Phoenicians, the enemy’s best ships, they turned on the
rest of the Persian line, whose ships began to flee. Meanwhile, additional
Persian triremes were still trying to make their way to the front, so the
result was a murderous back-up. Greek captains like Ameinias of Athens,
Polycritus of Aegina, Democritus and Diodorus of Corinth, and Phayllos
of Croton, all picked off enemy ships. But the most famous Persian captain
and her ship escaped. Artemisia of Halicarnassus was a close advisor to
Xerxes and one of the few female commanders in all of history to take ships
into battle. When she saw Ameinias’ trireme bearing down on her ship,
the wily Artemisia ordered her helmsman to ram one of her own ships, in
order to trick Ameinias into thinking that hers was a Greek ship. It worked
and Artemisia escaped.185

Going into battle on a trireme may have been a primitive, even tribal
experience. The deck-soldiers and other men on top were seated, in order
to keep the boat stable. Below, the rowing-master and his assistant called
out commands while 170 men worked theirs oars in silence. They worked
in unison, all but rubbing shoulders with the men around them. It was
hard work, filling the small and very cramped space of the boat with the
smell of sweat and other bodily odours. The seat cushions on the modern
reconstructed trireme Olympias were soaked and grimy after rowing, while
Aristophanes makes fun of flatulent oarsmen (Ran. 1074).

Looking towards the bow from the stern down the line of rowers’ empty
platforms, a rower might have felt himself in an enclosed, separate, almost
claustrophobic world. The movement of the men in unison – eighty-five on
each side of the boat – might have come as close to the sense of a machine
as the classical world could achieve.186

A well-run trireme may have worked like clockwork but a sea-battle
was not silent. The clamours, shouting and cheers of a naval engagement
are too common to need to describe, said Isocrates (4.97). As the ships
approached the enemy, there would have been a mix of exhilaration and
terror. Lysias, for example, imagines the fear of the Athenian sailors on the
eve of the climactic sea-battle against the Persians at Salamis in 480 bc (Lys.
2.35–9). As their ships approached the enemy fleet, trumpets would sound

185 Hdt. 8.86–9; Aesch. Pers. 409–20; Plut. Them. 15.2; Diod. Sic. 11.18.6–19.3.
186 Experience of trireme: see Rankov (1994).
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and the men would sing the paean (e.g. Thuc. 2.91.2; Aesch. Pers. 392–5).
At a moment of success in battle the command would go out for all the
men to cheer (Thuc. 2.92.1).

When ships crashed into each other they made a huge din (Thuc. 6.70.6).
Afterwards came the screams of the dying (Lys. 2.38). Well-trained crews
knew the importance of keeping silent, both to preserve energy and to be
able to hear orders from boatswains and captains (Thuc. 2.89.9). Even if
boatswains shouted out orders (Thuc. 6.70.7) they could be drowned out
by the shouting and swearing of unruly men in the heat of action (Thuc.
2.84.3). On the Olympias the rowing-master (or boatswain: keleustês) could
not be heard up and down the ship, even with all the rowers silent. On a
trireme he must have had an assistant. Without having someone keeping
time and counting out the strokes, the crew would not have been able to
keep together.187

It is difficult to imagine the experience of an individual rower in a battle
commonly involving 10,000 men. There is a natural tendency in navies to
focus on ships rather than individuals. The ancient literary sources are little
help because they do not mention the name of a single individual rower.
Several hundred such names do survive in a lengthy Athenian inscription,
where we learn, for instance, of one Demochares of Thoricus, an Athenian
citizen; of Telesippus of Piraeus, a metic (resident alien); of Assyrios the
property of Alexippos, a slave; and of Simos of Thasos, a foreigner (IG i

3.
1032 = IG ii

2. 1951). Yet we can only guess what combat meant to individuals
like each of them.188

For the ship as a whole the key to victory was tactics, and that depended
in turn on the quality of the ships and the men. Because of its wealth and
perhaps its prestige, Athens was able to attract the best rowers and to train
them to work together. No other fleet could match the Athenian navy’s
technical skill: its ability to switch formation, to break through enemy
lines, or to back water while still threatening to spring into attack. No
other fleet was as fast as Athens’ and that too was a function of Athenian
wealth: wealth meant enough ships for rotation into regular maintenance,
which required drying out vessels and otherwise providing for their upkeep
ashore. Unless they were dried out, triremes quickly lost their speed.189

Leadership and specialized personnel mattered immensely as well. Athe-
nian captains and generals (Athens used no special word for admiral) at their
best displayed creativity, flexibility and cunning. Athens likewise prided
itself on the quality of its helmsmen, all of whom were citizens at the start
of the Peloponnesian War in 431 (Thuc. 1.143.1); in some battles, steering

187 See Morrison et al. (2000) 248–56.
188 Inscription: Laing (1960). Various statuses of rowers in the Athenian fleet: Morrison et al. (2000)

107–18; Rosivach (1985); Graham (1992); Hunt (1998) 83–101.
189 See Morrison et al. (2000) 150–2.
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provided the margin of victory. At Cynossema in the Hellespont in 411,
for an example, an Athenian fleet was outnumbered and forced to fight
in the narrows, where the enemy’s deck-soldiers had a chance of mauling
the Athenians. Yet Athens’ helmsmen managed not only to avoid Pelopon-
nesian ramming but also Peloponnesian attempts to grapple with Athenian
ships and fight deck-to-deck; instead, the Athenians turned the tables and
rammed the enemy.190

In the work of Thucydides, the great historian of Athens’ struggle with
Sparta (the Peloponnesian War, 431–404), the rowers come off as profes-
sional, disciplined and self-confident. They moved with a precision and
flair that turned ordinary manoeuvres into showpieces. Even when out-
numbered they rowed circles around the enemy – literally. For example,
consider an engagement in 429 in the Gulf of Corinth. The Athenians were
led by Phormio, perhaps the complete trireme commander.191

A Peloponnesian fleet of forty-seven ships outnumbered an Athenian
fleet of only twenty ships, but the Athenian ships were faster and better-
outfitted for sea-battle. The Peloponnesians tried to block the Athenians
and then have their best ships break out and attack them. They underrated
their opponent, however. Thucydides describes the battle as follows:

The Peloponnesians arranged their ships in as big a circle as they could – bows
outward, sterns inward – without leaving the enemy space to row through. They
also placed inside the circle the small craft that had accompanied them and the five
fastest-rowing ships, so that, standing by a short distance away, they could row out
if the enemy approached anywhere. The Athenians, arranged in single file, kept
rowing around them in a circle and hemming them into a narrow space, rowing
right next to them. Phormio had pre-arranged with his men, however, not to attack
until he gave the signal. For he hoped that the enemy would not remain in order, as
foot-soldiers would have on land, but that the ships would fall upon each other and
the small craft add to the confusion; if, moreover, the breeze should blow up from
the gulf, which he was awaiting as he rowed round and which usually came around
dawn, they would lose their cool in no time at all. He thought that the initiative
was his to take whenever he wished. As the breeze began to blow and the ships,
already in a narrow space, were thrown into confusion both by the wind and the
small craft, ship fell upon ship and they tried to push them apart with poles. The
Peloponnesian rowers employed such cries and warnings and abuse of each other
that they paid no heed to the commands or the time-keepers, and since they were
inexperienced they were unable to keep the blades clear of the rough water, and
so they rendered the ships less obedient to the captains. At that crucial moment
Phormio gave the signal. The Athenians fell upon them; first they sank one of the
commanders’ ships and then they destroyed whichever of the others they came
upon, and they brought it about that none of them, in their confusion, began to

190 Athenian helmsmen citizens: Morrison (1984).
191 Rowers in Thucydides: Strauss (1996), (2000b). Phormio: Kagan (1974) 101–23.
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fight, but they fled to Patras and Dyme in Achaea. The Athenians pursued them
and, after capturing twelve ships and picking up most of the men who had been
on them, they sailed off to Molykreon. They set up a trophy on Rhion, dedicated
a ship to Poseidon, and returned to Naupactus.

(Thuc. 2.83.5–84.4, trans. Crawley rev. Strassler 1996)

This engagement was followed shortly afterwards by a second battle, already
referred to above: this battle took place inside the Corinthian Gulf and it
resulted in another stunning victory for an outnumbered Athenian fleet.

Casualties in a classical Greek naval battle were not necessarily high.
Although the ancient historians consider an infantry battle without casu-
alties extraordinary, they pass over without comment several naval engage-
ments in which no one seems to have died. Yet battle deaths at sea there
were indeed, and from a variety of causes. Some men died by ramming,
but it was probably more common to die by a spear, sword, arrow or stone,
at the hand of enemy marines or archers; some drowned in storms; some
drowned because they were poor swimmers; some were killed by enemy
hoplites waiting on the shore.192

At sea as on land, the general was responsible for the retrieval and burial
of the dead. Dead bodies in the hold of a ship would be relatively easy to
recover, since the ultra-light trireme continued to float even when rammed.
Recovering dead men from the sea proved more difficult. A corpse floats at
first and then, as it loses the air from its lungs, it sinks, a process that takes
one to three hours. Begin picking up the dead within a few hours of the
battle, then, and it should be possible to find many of them still floating in
the water, as the Corinthians found after the battle of Sybota in 433 (Thuc.
1.50.3) and the Persians at Salamis in 480 (Aesch. Pers. 419–21). Any enemy
corpses recovered were supposed to be returned under truce. Yet it was not
always possible to reach the dead in time, and sometimes the search was
bedevilled by such factors as wind and current. Some corpses, therefore,
went unrecovered, at least by their own men: it was common for corpses
to wash ashore days after a battle. Greek religious customs required that
the locals provide decent disposal of the remains. But first they would have
taken anything of value: clothing, armour or jewellery (worn by Persian
nobles). Booty belonged to the army as a whole, but some individuals
tried to take something for themselves. In the Athenian fleet, the bodies of
the dead would be cremated ashore. The ashes, bones and teeth would be
brought home for burial, probably in the annual public funeral of the war
dead. An empty coffin in the funeral procession to symbolize the missing
was perhaps understood as referring mainly to those lost at sea (Thuc.
2.34.3).193

192 On death and burial at sea, see Strauss (2000b). 193 See Pritchett (1971–91) iv.
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i i . s ieges

Siege warfare played a prominent role in the mythic landscape of Greek
warfare, especially in Attic tragedy and comedy. Its actual importance,
however, was much less before classical times.194 Early Greece lacked the
wealth needed to sustain sieges. As a result, walls were generally simple, and
sometimes only enclosed the acropolis. Wars tended to consist of raids or
set-piece battles between infantry armies. In Homer the Achaeans attempt
to storm the walls of Troy and they eventually capture the city through a ruse
but they do not lay siege to Troy. Whether or not this reflects Bronze Age
reality, the absence of a siege certainly would have resonated with Homer’s
audience and its way of war. Defensive technology was somewhat more
advanced in the Greek colonies of the eastern and western Mediterranean.
Carthaginians, Lydians and Persians all had more resources to mount sieges
and better technology than did the mainland Greeks, and Greek colonists
and their descendants consequently built better walls than those in the
homeland. Beginning in the sixth century bc, these walls included such
features as two-storey towers, gate corridors and, at Samos, a harbour mole,
a protective ditch in front of lower-lying walls, and an aqueduct tunnelling
through a hill to bring water to the city in case of siege. Then and for the next
two centuries, walls were generally made of mud brick on stone plinths.195

1. Developments in classical siege warfare

As with so much in Greek history, the Persian Wars proved the turning
point in siege warfare. When a Persian expeditionary force attacked Athens
in 480, the Athenians, except for a few stragglers, abandoned their city
rather than risk a siege. The Persians took the city against token resistance
and burned its temples. After Greece’s subsequent destruction of Persia’s
invading army and navy, the Athenians resolved to refortify their city. They
moved quickly and worked cheaply, overcoming Spartan opposition by
holding its diplomatic representatives hostage while Athenians threw up
walls around both the city and the harbour town of Piraeus. Sparta itself
remained famously unfortified, trusting in its army for defence, thereby
remaining true to its methods of labour-intensive, money-shy warfare.

The creation in 477 of an Athenian-led naval alliance, however, and
its transformation over the next few decades into the Athenian empire,
allowed Athens to think big when it came to siege warfare: imperial tribute
gave Athens the money to do so. In the 450s, the Athenians built Long

194 For a well-illustrated introduction to Greek military architecture, see Adam (1982) 8–114.
195 Winter (1971) 295–6, 299; Garlan (1974) 19–28; Lawrence (1979) 35–7, 41; Kern (1999) 89–93.

On the Trojan War, see Strauss (2006).
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Figure 7.5 Bronze head of a battering ram, decorated with a
ram’s head motif, dedicated at Olympia, c. 450 bc.

Walls connecting Athens to Piraeus, a little more than three miles away,
to create a circuit of walls of more than twenty-one miles. The Athens–
Piraeus complex was able to withstand sieges by land while permitting a
steady inflow of supplies by sea.196

Meanwhile, Athens resorted to siege warfare abroad to maintain control
of its alliance. The revolt of Naxos in 470, of Thasos in 465, of Samos in
440, and of Mytilene in 428 all provoked Athenian sieges. The siege of
Thasos lasted three years. Samos took only nine months, but it was hotly
contested. Ancient sources say that the Athenian besiegers used battering
rams (fig. 7.5) and protective sheds, and that they crucified élite Samian
prisoners after conquering the town. These points were contested even
in antiquity, but it is tempting to think them genuine and evidence of
borrowing from Persian siegecraft. More certain is the price paid by Athens
in blood. Pericles, the Athenian general and statesman, is said in his funeral
oration to have compared the siege to a year without spring.197

196 On the Athens–Piraeus walls, see Lawrence (1979) 419; Adam (1982) 201–3.
197 Samos: Diod. Sic. 12.26; Plut. Per. 24–8; Winter (1971) 156–7, 307; Lawrence (1979) 41.
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If there were improvements in Greek besieging techniques, the defence
kept pace with them. Greek fortification walls tended to become longer,
stronger and better protected by towers, gateways and sally ports for sorties
by defenders. In general, the defender maintained the advantage, which
tended to make sieges long and costly.198

The Peloponnesian War proved a hothouse for siege warfare, with major
sieges carried on by the combatants in nearly every part of the Greek world,
from central Greece (Plataea 431–427) to northern Greece (Potidaea 432–
430/29) to the Cyclades (Melos 416) to the Sporades (Mytilene 428–427) to
Sicily (Syracuse 415–413) and finally to Athens itself (405–404). There were
many smaller sieges as well. Perhaps the most important was the Spartan
Brasidas’ lightning strike on Amphipolis in 424. Within twenty-four hours
he achieved the surrender of one of the most strategic positions in the
Athenian empire, and without suffering a single casualty.199

Although the help of traitors remained the main alternative to a long siege
aimed at starving a city out, some innovative tactics did appear. At Plataea,
for example, the Spartans built a large mound on which they attacked the
city with battering rams and fire; perhaps the Athenians were the first to
introduce this tactic of Near Eastern warfare to the Greek mainland. The
Thebans used a flame thrower against the Athenians at Delium (424) and
the Spartan Brasidas used a similar device at Torone in 423. None of these
machines, however, succeeded in taking a city.200

Perhaps more leverage was applied by another expedient made use of in
the war, that is, establishing a fortified position in the enemy’s territory and
using it for raids to damage economic infrastructure and foment desertion
by slaves or serfs. Athens employed this device at Pylos, on the Messenian
coast, from 425 to 409 and the Peloponnesians followed suit at Decelea, in
the mountains of northern Attica, from 413 to 404. Although neither side
inflicted a knock-out blow, they each gained considerable success from these
measures. Athens, for instance, acquired hostages at Pylos that extracted a
truce from Sparta and a halt to Spartan attacks on Athenian soil (see below).
The Peloponnesians damaged the Athenian economy and hurt Athenian
morale.201

Defence also witnessed a great innovation in the Athenian response to
the Peloponnesians’ original strategy in the war of invading Attica each
summer and ravaging Athenian farms. Rather than making the tradi-
tional reply of sending out their own army to fight, the Athenians, led

198 Garlan (1974) 148–53; Lawrence (1979) 42, 419; Ducrey (1985) 166–8; Kern (1999) 95–6.
199 Kern (1999) 97–134.
200 Garlan (1974) 125–47; Lawrence (1979) 37; Kern (1999) 97–134.
201 On construction of forts in and ravaging of an enemy’s territory, see Winter (1971) 302; Garlan

(1974) 33–40; Hanson (2000b). On effect of Peloponnesian raids on Athenian economy, see Strauss
(1987), Hanson (2000b) and ch. 6 in this volume.
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by Pericles, stayed on the defensive behind their walls (at least on land:
they did raid the Peloponnese by sea). Recognizing Athens’ inability to
match the Peloponnesian army, Pericles gathered the entire population
within the walls of the Athens–Piraeus fortified complex, supplying them
with seaborne provisions. This stymied the enemy’s attempt to fight a bat-
tle on his terms, but it took a heavy material and psychological toll on the
Athenian home front. What is more, the concentration of the population
within the walls provided fertile breeding grounds for the epidemic that
struck in 430 and which killed between one-fourth and one-third of the
Athenian population, including Pericles himself. His successors moved to
the strategic offensive.202

Siege warfare seems to have become more cruel during the Peloponnesian
War. In Greek warfare the victor always had absolute rights over the fruits
of victory, but he seems to have used them with newfound inhumanity. We
have far more examples of the massacre of conquered populations (or at least
of the adult males; women and children were usually enslaved) during the
war than in the earlier period or, for that matter, than in the fourth century
before the rise of Macedon. Caution is advisable because far more evidence
survives from the Peloponnesian War than from the earlier period and no
surviving history of the fourth century sheds a spotlight on that era equal to
the light shed by Thucydides on the late fifth century. Yet Thucydides’ own
judgement, that the Peloponnesian War marked a brutalization of Greek
warfare, commands attention. Euripides too, writing in the era of the war,
condemned the massacre of civilians.203

Whenever foreign troops entered a city after a siege, whether they had
an easy entry or a hard one, it was a dangerous moment for the inhabitants.
When traitors opened the gates of Mende to Athenians in 423, the Athenians
‘sacked it just as if they had taken it by storm, the generals even finding
some difficulty in restraining them from also massacring the inhabitants’
(Thuc. 4.130.6). When the Athenians stormed Torone in 422 they enslaved
the women and children and sent the men to Athens; eventually they
made it home in a prisoner exchange (Thuc. 5.3.4). It must have been a
rude awakening after Torone’s lenient treatment by Brasidas when traitors
handed the town over to his men in winter 424/3 (Thuc. 4.114.3–5). Yet
Torone’s mistreatment did not compare to that awaiting other cities in the
Peloponnesian War, to say nothing of the Sicilian cities that were bathed
in blood by the wars between Carthage and Syracuse.204

Several massacres following sieges stand out from Thucydides’ pages,
among them, on the Spartan side, the execution in 427 of the 200 Plataeans

202 Kagan (1974) 17–100; Garlan (1974) 44–65; Ober (1985b).
203 Ducrey (1999) 60–8; Lonis (1969) 31–40; Garlan (1975) 68–9; Panagopoluos (1978) 219–23; Ober

(1994) 18–19, 21–4; Kern (1999) 97–134.
204 Lonis (1969) 37–40; Caven (1990) 100–6; Kern (1999) 135–93.
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and 25 Athenians who surrendered after a two-year siege while selling the
Plataean women into slavery; the slaughter of the Athenian defenders of
Lecythus in 424; and the killing of all the free adult males after the capture
of Hysiae in 417. Athenians in 421 massacred the men of Scione after a two-
year siege and sold the women and children into slavery; in 415 they did the
same to the population of Melos, after a year’s siege. The worst butchery
of the war took place in the little central Greek town of Mycalessus in 413,
when a party of Thracian mercenaries took the crumbling walls by assault
and killed every man, woman and child they found (Thuc. 7.29–30)

Other cities were treated more leniently, particularly if they surrendered
without a protracted resistance. Yet even so-called lenient treatment was
usually draconian. When Potidaea surrendered to Athens in a state of star-
vation after a three-year siege in 429, the entire population was forced into
exile; the men had to leave with only the clothes on their back, the women
were allowed to take one change of clothing (Thuc. 2.70.3). In 427, after
the six-month siege of Mytilene, Athens executed only the guiltiest parties,
yet these amounted to over 1,000 men (Thuc. 3.50.1). When the Spartan
Lysander captured Cedreae in Caria in 405, he sold all the inhabitants into
slavery (Xen. Hell. 2.1.15).

The approximate half century between the end of the Peloponnesian War
(404) and the rise of Macedon under Philip (359–336) witnessed another rev-
olutionary era in Greek siege warfare. Warfare in Sicily between Carthagini-
ans and Greeks in the late fifth century and throughout the fourth century
was the testing ground for new techniques. The Carthaginians brought with
them, via their Phoenician cousins, a knowledge of Near Eastern siegecraft,
including battering rams and siege towers, and they made extensive use of
mercenaries as special attack troops. The Greeks, in turn, quickly learned
from their enemy and made advances in artillery. The wars in Sicily were
bloody, destructive and expensive. The new ways quickly made their way
eastward to the Greek mainland.205

The biggest development in Greek siege warfare in the fourth century
was the invention of artillery. Non-torsion arrow-shooters were invented
by the engineers of Dionysius of Syracuse in the siege of Motya in 399.
Within about a half century, the true torsion catapult had been invented
as well. These new machines, when coupled with battering rams and siege
towers, made it possible to knock down walls and capture cities in a matter
of weeks rather than years. When supplemented by specialized troops like
archers or firemen (to put out blazes in the equipment set by defenders),
besieging armies could prove devastatingly effective.206

205 Garlan (1974) 156–69; Caven (1990); Kern (1999) 163–93. On fourth-century Greek warfare
generally, see Anderson (1970).

206 Marsden (1969); Ober (1987).
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Figure 7.6 Hoplites in full gear climbing a scaling ladder, while squatting archers aim covering fire at
the defenders on the city wall. Nereid Monument, from Xanthus, c. 400 bc.

The new technology opened a revolution in fortress building. Engineers
designed forts and city walls to be thicker, higher and more stable. Thirty-
foot-tall towers featured shuttered windows from which small catapults
could be shot. Perhaps most striking of all, the era of full-scale stone walls
and towers was at hand. The new city of Messene in 369–368, built by The-
ban engineers, was the first Greek town whose walls were all of stone. Yet few
walls could withstand the siegecraft ability developed by the Macedonians
under Philip and Alexander (fig. 7.6).207

The fourth century also witnessed the building of massive fortresses
and watch posts astride the mountain passes between Attica and Boeotia.
Although scholars differ on the interpretation, dating and even the identity
of these forts – were they Athenian or Boeotian? – perhaps the most con-
vincing theory sees them as an Athenian system to offer stationary frontier
defence to the countryside of Attica, perhaps in reaction to the devastation
of Attica during the Peloponnesian War. They thus represent a new defen-
sive mentality. Ironically, however, by the time they were tested in war with
Macedon, advances in technology had rendered them obsolete.208

207 Winter (1971); Lawrence (1979); Garlan (1974) 183–226; Adam (1982) 171–5.
208 For illustrations, plans and a general discussion, see Adam (1982) 203–17; for the theory, Ober

(1985b); for a contrary point of view, see Munn (1993); Cooper (2000).
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2. The experience of siege warfare

Much of the evidence of ancient siege warfare comes from the archaeological
remains of walls and forts. Several detailed literary accounts of siege warfare,
however, have survived from fifth- and fourth-century Greece before the
Macedonian era, and they are vivid. Thucydides provides detailed accounts
of the siege of Syracuse by Athens (415–413) and of the debate on the
treatment of prisoners after Athens’ successful siege of Mytilene (428–427).
But his masterpiece is the siege of Plataea by the Peloponnesians (431, 429–
427) – or perhaps his account of the epidemic that struck the Athenian
population under siege, hunkered down behind the walls of the Athens–
Piraeus fortified complex, between 430 and 427. To learn about the sieges
in the wars between Carthaginians and Greeks in fifth- and fourth-century
Sicily, we depend mainly on Diodorus of Sicily, a Roman-era writer who
borrowed from earlier Greek sources. Perhaps the most fascinating account
of Greek siege warfare, and by far the most idiosyncratic, is the treatise
on siegecraft, How to Survive under Siege, written perhaps in the 350s. The
author of this work cannot be identified precisely, though he might have
been the general Aeneas from the city of Stymphalos in Arcadia; he is known
today only as Aeneas Tacticus, that is, Aeneas the Tactician.209

For the attacker, sieges were unpleasant and expensive and it is no wonder
that they were avoided when possible. Before the artillery revolution of
the fourth century, generally the only way to take a city was to starve it
out, which would take months or years. The siege of Potidaea, to take an
extreme case, lasted over two years and cost Athens 2,000 talents, which
amounted to perhaps 25 per cent of Athens’ financial reserves. As a result,
Athens imposed special taxes both at home and in the empire (Thuc. 2.70.2,
3.17.4, 3.19.1).

The attackers usually built a wall of circumvallation around the besieged
city, to prevent supplies or reinforcements from reaching it and to thwart
break-outs. The Athenians, for example, built a circumvallation wall at
Mytilene in 428; the Peloponnesians surrounded Plataea in 429 with a com-
plex, double set of circumvallation walls built of clay bricks and complete
with battlement, towers and moats. Infantrymen on siege duty were often
drafted into the heavy labour of building walls. A determined and resource-
ful defender might thwart the completion of a circumvallation wall, as the
Syracusans did to the Athenians during their failed siege of 415–413.210

The besiegers often had to live out in the open, which meant heat in
summer, rain from autumn to spring, and in the winter sometimes snow.

209 For an introduction to Aeneas Tacticus, as well as a translation and commentary, see Whitehead
(1990); cf. Garlan (1974) 169–82.

210 Garlan (1974) 106–24.
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Plato’s Alcibiades, for instance, who served at Potidaea in northern Greece,
marvels at the endurance of his fellow Athenian soldier there – Socrates:

As for the hardships of winter – and the winters there are very severe – he performed
prodigies; on one occasion in particular, when there was a tremendous frost, and
everybody either remained indoors or, if they did go out, muffled themselves up
in a quite unheard-of way, and tied and swathed their feet in felt and sheepskin,
Socrates went out with nothing on but his ordinary clothes and without anything
on his feet, and walked over the ice barefoot more easily than other people in their
boots.

(Pl. Symp. 220a–b, trans. Hamilton 1967)

Besiegers had to feed themselves by raiding the countryside and by estab-
lishing markets to attract traders. They weren’t always successful, however,
and some besiegers suffered shortages of food or water. Alcibiades, again,
referring to Potidaea, refers to times when supplies were abundant and other
times when the soldiers were forced to go without food (Pl. Symp. 219e).

Disease was a possibility, as the Athenians discovered at Syracuse and
at Potidaea and as the Carthaginians learned in Sicily. The Athenian army
besieging Syracuse in summer 413 was rife with disease ‘owing to its being
the sickly season of the year, and to the marshy and unhealthy nature of the
spot in which they were encamped’ (Thuc. 7.47.2). At Potidaea in 430, an
Athenian expedition lost 1,500 out of 4,000 hoplites in forty days, mainly
because of the plague, the now-unidentifiable epidemic that ravaged Athens
(Thuc. 2.58.3).211

Faced with these realities, besiegers tried to speed up the pace. The alter-
natives to digging in and sitting in front of a besieged city were treason,
intimidation, trickery and assault. Before the artillery revolution assault was
rare and rarely successful. Among the few examples, the Spartan Lysander
took Lampsacus on the Hellespont in 405, while the Athenians under
Cleon took Torone in 422, thanks largely to the city’s under-strength garri-
son.212 Several Sicilian cities fell to assault in the wars between Carthage and
Syracuse, but these campaigns involved siege engines, specialized troops or
artillery.213

Treason and intimidation were far more common ways to take a town.
For example, traitors opened the gates of Torone to Sparta in 424 and the
gates of Mende to Athens in 423, turned over the Cadmea or acropolis
of Thebes to Sparta in 382, turned over the Athenian border fortress of
Panactum to the Boeotians in 422, and let down nets from the walls of
Chios around the mid-fourth century which were successfully scaled by
an enemy (whose identity is no longer known to us).214 The Persians at
Marathon in 490 hoped to have the help of traitors in Athens. After the

211 Kern (1999) 116–18. 212 Xen. Hell. 2.1.19; Diod. Sic. 13.104.8; Thuc. 5.2.2–5.3.6.
213 Garlan (1974) 125–47. 214 Thuc. 4.130, 5.3.5; Xen. Hell. 5.2.25–36; Aen. Tact. 11.3–6.
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Persian defeat the remainder of the Persian army rowed around Attica for the
city, spurred on by a shield signal, flashed from the mountains by Athenian
traitors. The news was that the city was largely undefended; unfortunately
for the Persians, the Athenian army beat them back to town by land.215

Brasidas, described by Thucydides as ‘not being a bad speaker for a
Spartan’, was the master of intimidation (Thuc. 4.84.2). In 424 he talked
the people of Acanthus, Stagirus, Amphipolis and other Athenian allies
in north-eastern Greece into surrendering to Sparta. He offered favourable
terms, appealed to panhellenic ideals, and threatened to ravage the territory
of any city that resisted. He also had the advantage of shock and the relative
distance of Athenian aid.

Finally, there is trickery. A familiar motif in the history of Greek warfare,
common trickery – and not brute force or tactical sophistication – wins
the day in Aeneas Tacticus’ description of siege warfare in fourth-century
Greece. Or, one should say, wins the night, because in Aeneas Tacticus’
world, nighttime is often the moment of truth. One night c. 362–359, for
example, Iphiades of Abydus captured the city of Parium by filling wagons
with twigs and brambles and sending them, ‘once the gates were already
closed, up to the wall, as if they belonged to the Parians’ (28.6). The wagons
were left for the night but Iphiades waited for the right moment to set them
on fire. Once the flames spread to the gates, the Parians rushed out to douse
them – and Iphiades’ troops took advantage of the distraction to scale the
walls at another point and take the city.216

So much for the besiegers. The greatest miseries of siege warfare, how-
ever, were generally reserved for the besieged. Greek literature is full of
descriptions of the horrors of living under siege, a theme of poetry from
Homer onward. There is little reason to think the bloody picture represents
mere literary licence. The usual plan of the attacker was to starve a city out
and when it succeeded, the results were not pretty. Besieged Athenians in
404, for example, thronged negotiators returning from Sparta, desperate
for an agreement because of the masses of those who had died of starvation
(Xen. Hell. 2.2.22). At Potidaea in 429 the starving defenders resorted to
cannibalism (Thuc. 2.70.1). When enemy troops forced their way into a
city, whether via assault or treason, the results were usually terrible for the
defenders, as discussed in the preceding section.217

Within the walls, the besieged had to pay nearly as much attention to fifth
columns as they did to the enemy outside. There was always a traitor who
might open the gates. For example, Aeneas Tacticus is full of references to
plots, conspiracies, treason, class-warfare and coups d’état. The author urges

215 Hdt. 6.115–16; see Losada (1970).
216 On trickery, see Wheeler (1998); on Parium, see commentary in Whitehead (1990) 179–80.
217 Greek literature: Kern (1999) 134–62 passim.
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careful counter-measures, down to and including a ban on taking lanterns
to bed, because they might be used to signal the enemy (10.25–6). He paints
a picture of a besieged population that is frightened and wriggling under the
thumb of a nervous and omni-present élite. In times of siege, as he advises,
private meetings have to be banned, weddings and funerals monitored,
parades patrolled by armed guards, private arms and armour registered,
identity tokens issued, foreigners catalogued by innkeepers, ambassadors
trailed, revolutionaries co-opted, stool pigeons encouraged by cash prizes.
Sentries have to be rotated, gate-keepers looked over the shoulder, spies
and deserters sniffed after by dogs. It all sounds disturbingly modern.218

One of the few good things about life under siege was a slight relaxation
of the usual restrictions on women’s freedom. For example, when oligarchic
traitors let a party of Theban soldiers into Plataea in 431, women played
an active military role in the democratic counterattack by going up on the
rooftops and throwing down stones and tiles onto the enemy. Slaves joined
them in this activity (Thuc. 2.4.2; Aen. Tact. 2.6). Women, slaves and
children did the same in the street fighting in the civil war in Corcyra in
428 bc and in the defence of Selinus in Sicily against Carthaginian attack
in 411.219

Another case comes from around 370 bc when the city of Sinope was
attacked by the forces of Datamas, satrap of the province of Cappadocia.
Short of men, the Sinopeans adopted the following ruse:

they disguised and equipped the most physically suitable of their women to make
them look as much as possible like men, giving them jugs and similar bronze
utensils in place of shields and helmets, and promenading them on the side of the
wall where they were in fullest view of the enemy.

(Aen. Tact. 40.4, trans. Whitehead 1990)

While letting women play a masculine role, the men of Sinope none the
less maintained gender policing by forbidding the women from throwing
anything, since ‘a woman is recognizable a long way off by the way she
throws’ (40.5). Whether the ruse worked is unclear. Datamas eventually
conquered Sinope, but it took him two separate attempts, and it is not
known on which one the Sinopeans employed their stratagem.220

One wonders what happened to the women of Sinope when the town
fell. Greek women were far less likely to be massacred than men. They
did, however, face enslavement. Rape, moreover, was always a possibility.
The Greek historians do not discuss rape, but Homer and the tragedians

218 On treason in Aeneas Tacticus, see Garlan (1974) 179–83; Whitehead (1990) 25–34.
219 Thuc. 3.74.1; Diod. Sic. 13.56.
220 Plataea: Whitehead (1990) 103; Schaps (1982) 195–6. Sinope: Whitehead (1990) 205–6. Two

centuries earlier, Peisistratus is said to have used Athenian women, disguised as captives, to lure the
Megarian enemy into an ambush by dagger-wielding Athenian soldiers, Aen. Tact. 4.8–11.
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do. Normally, one would prefer the historians as a guide to what actually
happened, but they – especially Thucydides, our most important source
on sieges – are often reticent about sex. In any case, unwanted sexual
encounters were the common lot of the slave. The enslaved woman of
Melos who ended up as Alcibiades’ concubine was considered one of the
lucky ones, since he actually brought up the child he had by her (Plut. Alc.
16.4).221

221 On rape and siege warfare, see Garlan (1975) 46–7; Kern (1999) 158–62.
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CHAPTER 8

WARFARE AND THE S TATE

vincent gabrielsen

i . introduction: concepts and approach

‘States make war and war makes states.’ Charles Tilly’s dictum represents a
view widely shared by political scientists, sociologists and anthropologists.
‘State’ and ‘war’ are not self-explanatory or uncomplicated concepts.1 Max
Weber’s immensely influential definition posited that the state encapsulated
a human community, a definite territory and a monopoly of legitimate
physical force (Gewaltsamkeit).2 That force is usually understood to have
two functions: an internal one, consisting of the enforcement of legal order
by a police force; and an external one, consisting of the defence of the
state’s territorial sovereignty by the army and navy. Guided largely by this
thinking, several scholars classify ancient Greek communities, particularly
the polis, as stateless societies: legal order was not ensured by a police force
but through the custom of self-help practised by the community members
themselves, and with rare exceptions there were no standing armies.3 In
short, in most places legitimate violence had not yet become the monopoly
of a central political authority.

Recently, however, Mogens Hansen has pointed out that Weber’s cri-
terion of a monopoly of legitimate violence was not met even by major
European states in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries; while it was
often posited as an ideal, this monopoly seems never to have been realized
in full.4 Such a partial emancipation from Weberian influence is a great
leap forward. The present chapter argues that the concept of state is per-
fectly compatible also with polities in which legitimate force exists within
an oligopolistic rather than a monopolistic system.

In his seminal War in the Ancient World: A Social History, Yvon Garlan
distinguishes between, on the one hand, war proper or a ‘true state of

1 Tilly (1975b) 73–6, (1992) 20–8; cf. Hansen (2002) 39, ‘poleis make war and war makes poleis’. See
Fried (1967) 204–5; Carneiro (1970) 734–6, (1994); Gellner (1983) 3; Gallie (1991) 31; Held (1995) 48;
Pierson (1996) 7; Ferguson (1999) 417–18.

2 Weber (1972) 822. Contrast the unselfconscious use of the terms ‘state’ and ‘war’ by e.g. Delbrück
(1962); Pritchett (1971–91).

3 Berent (1996), (2000). On self-help: Lintott (1982); Fisher (1998); Hunter (1994).
4 Hansen (1998) 96, 118, 120, (2002) esp. 38–9. Cf. Mann (1986) 11.
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war’, as it had emerged through a process of legal formalization in the
world of the classical Greek city-states, and on the other hand its precursor,
a pre-juridical (or pre-state) phase of war characteristic of earlier, primi-
tive communities. Concretely, the distinction is one between two forms
of organized violence: (1) communally organized armed conflict, which in
principle involved a polity’s entire fighting population; and (2) privately
organized predatory enterprises, smaller in scale, whose primary objective
was the acquisition of material gain, that is brigandage and piracy. For
Garlan the latter were ‘anti-wars’ lacking the validation of law and ulti-
mate victory. The evolutionary scenario is explained as follows: ‘before
conflicts could emerge from their pre-legal framework the political struc-
ture of the communities . . . had to develop internally’.5 Resistance to that
tranformation is seen as a sure sign of cultural backwardness and atrophied
statehood. A process of ‘legal formalization’ – the establishment of rules,
conventions, battle protocols and, above all, the very concept of ‘legit-
imate’ warfare – is indeed a well-documented phenomenon.6 But fairly
well-documented, too, are blatant manipulation of the concept of legiti-
macy and frequent transgression of these rules, not least by states which
prided themselves on having long passed the threshold of primitiveness.7

Such distinct and chronic lapses into (to use Garlan’s terminology) prim-
itive, pre-droit conditions are enough to make the following remark by St
Augustine applicable to the whole period treated here: ‘For what are states
but large bandit bands, and what are bandit bands but small states?’ (De civ.
D. 4.4).

In the classical period and beyond, the question of what did or did not
constitute war, especially legitimate war, was itself a bone of contention and
a frequently used weapon in the ideological fight among polities over the
issue of who was civilized and central and who was primitive and peripheral.
Certainly, as will become clear, there were profound changes, particularly
from c. 500 onwards, in both the nature and scale of organized violence.
In principle, the distinction drawn by Garlan and others between private
raids and public military campaigns is valid. Yet no simple evolutionary
scenario of ‘war reaching its civilized, adulthood stage within the developed
state’ seems credible today. From the ranks of anthropologists, furthermore,
dissenting voices now insist that ‘the venerable distinction of “primitive”
from “civilized” war obscures a fundamental similarity. War is war.’8 And
so it is. In archaic and classical Greece (just as other regions in different
periods) several violence-producing agencies, each generating its particular
product in the form of raids and community-wide campaigns, existed side-
by-side.

5 Garlan (1975) 77, with 23–4, 31, 37. 6 Ober (1996b); Hanson (1989).
7 See Krentz (2000). 8 Ferguson (1999) 429, cf. (1984a) 26.
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i i . the producers of violence and the profits of war

Thinkers of the classical period occasionally reminded their contemporaries
that the appropriation of wealth in connection with armed conflict was a
normal and perfectly justified act. Xenophon, for instance, held this to be
a timeless and universally accepted convention: ‘for it is a law established
for all time (nomos aidios) among all men that, when a city is taken in
war, the persons and the property of the inhabitants thereof belong to the
captors’.9 Such seizures may be denounced as ‘theft’ (harpagê) but to the
victors they constitute the legitimate acquisition of ‘booty’ (leia).10 The
very concept of booty unites in itself the two most central ingredients of
warfare: wealth and military power. ‘In the ancient world power and wealth
were not independent notions: each fed on the other . . . power was used
to seize wealth . . . wealth was seized in order to enhance power.’11 That
was as true of Alexander’s campaign of conquest, ‘a booty raid on an epic
scale’, as it was of Homer’s Trojan expedition, an epic raid that yielded
booty on an immense scale.12 For all the tactical and technical innovations
of the centuries separating Homer and Alexander, one element remained
remarkably constant throughout: war brought profits.13

Booty was both a raison d’être and an indispensable means of warfare; this,
it will be argued in the following section, proved to be particularly true of
the monopolistic type of state. Yet the fruits of war seldom feature among
the causes of war.14 The reason appears to be that those who acquired
booty were placed into two separate compartments. The private raider
retained throughout a name directly associating him to his trade, ‘booty-
chaser’ (Homeric: leistêr; later: leistês), but his public counterpart shook off
this association completely: the terms for warrior, soldier, hoplite and so
forth, and for the collectivity to which they belonged, the army (strateia,
strateuma), all flagged the notion that communal interests superseded purely
personal interests. An individual’s contribution to the collective endeavour
was defined as a cardinal duty – indeed, a hallmark of citizenship.15 A set
of special terms (xenos, epikouros, misthophoros) singled out those who put
their skills at the service of a community other than their own.

Thus the two kinds of violence producers were set apart. At one end stood
the ‘booty-chaser’ (leistês), often a socially prominent figure in command
of the necessary material and human resources, represented by Homer’s
Odysseus (e.g. Od. 17.424–33) and his historical successor, the Phocaean
Dionysius (Hdt. 6.17). At the other end stood the fighting potential of an
entire community, mustered and fielded by the central political authority.

9 Xen. Cyr. 7.4.73; cf. 3.3.45, 4.2.26. 10 For the terminology, see Pritchett (1971–91) v.77–86.
11 Garlan (1975) 183. 12 Austin (1986) 454; cf. Nowag (1983); van Wees (1992) esp. 299–310.
13 Aymard (1957); Garlan (1977). Finley (1985) ch. 5, esp. 76–7.
14 On which see Momigliano (1966a). 15 Manville (1990); Raaflaub (1997).
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Figure 8.1 Fighting around a beached warship, on a late eighth-century Attic vase. On the left two men
fighting with swords, and trying to grab each other’s hair; in the centre two spearmen attacking and an
archer defending the ship; on the right a line of soldiers each armed with a so-called Dipylon shield (an
early, single-grip, version of the Boeotian shield: see fig. 5.2), a pair of spears and a sword.

Its activation was formally justified by the need to preserve collective liberty
and pride, demand respect from potential rivals and retaliate for rectifying
an injustice committed against itself or against a valuable ally – the usual
assortment of causes of war. None the less, the material proceeds of orga-
nized violence constituted just as strong and lasting a concern for this kind
of producer of violence as they did for his private counterpart.

In the early Greek world, as elsewhere, however, neither these two agen-
cies of violence nor their respective spheres of activity were yet completely
separated.16 The borderline between them remained rather fluid for at least
three reasons. First, because in most archaic communities – Sparta after the
occupation of Messenia may have been a notable exception – private and
public producers of violence enjoyed a symbiotic relationship which con-
stitutes the defining characteristic of the oligopolistic type of state. Their
political regimes possessed legal mechanisms capable of accommodating
the private opérateur – if not because he himself was a prominent figure in
their power-structure, then because the universal principle of mobilization
and funding, a reliance on ‘those able to arm themselves’ (hoi (ta) hopla
parechomenoi), rendered his personal abilities and resources indispensable
when an all-out effort was called for. Second, because such all-out military
enterprises invariably demanded that communal forces be placed under a
single command structure, all early states tended to behave in a monopo-
listic fashion during short spells of ‘national’ hostilities, only to revert to
their original status as soon as fighting or campaigning was over. And third,
because in this area private action often had public repercussions. Owing to
the time-honoured and pervasive custom of reprisals (sylê, rhysia agein), pri-
vately organized, small-scale predation was likely to instigate a full-blown
clash between the armed forces of the communities of the perpetrator and
the retaliating victim.17

16 See Raaflaub (1997) 51–3. On archaic Rome, see Rawlings (1999).
17 E.g. Nestor’s story in Hom. Il. 11.670–761. See Bravo (1980); Pritchett (1971–91) v.68–132.
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When the complete separation of the two kinds of violence producer
did occur, it had the historic effect of creating two diametrically opposed
notions of state. It meant the fully fledged emergence of the monopolistic
type, which gradually became a fierce ideological rival of its older coun-
terpart, the oligopolistic state, because the latter continued to embrace an
element which the former considered inimical to its very existence. The
oligopolistic type of state, in sharp contrast to its counterpart, was inher-
ently unable to enforce the observance of widely accepted conventions
of warfare, an inability with often disastrous consequences for those who
abided by such conventions. The private opérateur, showing little respect
for those most basic protocols which limited armed conflict spatially, tem-
porally and in terms of personnel, was wont to hit at random anyone, in
any place and at any time. Hence the conceptual segregation of his modus
operandi – the ‘raid’ – from ‘war’. For the monopolistic state, the raid
was (and still is) demographically and economically destructive; besides,
it strongly challenged the central political authority’s ability to meet its
primary obligation of protecting those under its control.

Although this was fundamentally an ideological opposition, spokesmen
for the monopolistic state tended to express it in cultural terms by situating
their rival either in an uncivilized past or among the ‘primitive’ remnants
of a civilized present. In the second half of the fifth century Thucydides
gave the following account of the situation:

In earlier times both the Greeks and the barbarians who dwelled on the mainland
near the sea, as well as those on the islands . . . turned to leisteia, under the lead of
their most powerful men, whose motive was their private gain and the sustenance of
their weaker followers, and falling upon cities which were unprotected by walls and
indeed consisted of only scattered settlements, they plundered them and gained
their livelihood from that source. At this time such a profession, so far from being
regarded as disgraceful, was considered quite honorable. It is an attitude that can
be illustrated even today by some of the inhabitants of the mainland, among whom
success in the performance of this act [sc. leisteia] is regarded as something to be
proud of . . . and even up to the present day much of Greece still follows the old
way of life – among the Ozolian Locrians, for instance, and the Aetolians and the
Acarnanians and the others who live on the mainland in that area.

(Thuc. 1.5.1–3; Loeb edn, adapted)

Thucydides also points to the circumstances that conditioned the emer-
gence of the most pre-eminent classical Greek example of the monopolistic
state and establishes the approximate date of this momentous event. Prior
to the Persian wars, he explains:

there was no war by land from which any considerable accession of power resulted;
all those wars that did occur were border wars between neighbours, and foreign
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expeditions far from their own country for the conquest of others were not under-
taken by the Greeks. For they had not yet been brought into union as subjects of
the greatest states, nor, on the other hand, did they carry out common expeditions
as equals; it was rather against one another that the neighbouring peoples severally
made war.

(1.15.2; Loeb edn, adapted)

Here, as also in the analysis he offers in the archaeology-section of his work
(esp. 1.11–17), Thucydides highlights two principal preconditions for large-
scale power expansion, both of which have recently been rediscovered by
historical sociologists and anthropologists: (1) current military technology
and infrastructure must be able to meet the logistical challenges posed by
such a project; and (2) a single polity must be able to mobilize and organize
under its leadership a wide-ranging military potential.18 The one Greek
state to succeed where all others had failed is of course classical Athens.
What ensured that success was partly possession of two major violence-
related institutions – sea-power and hegemony – and partly a determined
effort to achieve a high degree of financial independence. These are the
themes on which the rest of this chapter will focus.

i i i . warfare and the state: the historical example

However spectacular and costly a project, the enlargement by 480 of Athens’
fleet to 200 war vessels of the most powerful type, the trireme, in itself was a
mere precondition to power accretion. Absolutely essential for turning the
new acquisition into an effective war machine with which to amass and to
sustain power was the build-up of a naval organization. That was a vastly
more demanding, complex and long-term project, since it involved a series
of crucial, even daring, political decisions with profound and far-reaching
consequences – political, economic and social. The distinctive organization
which early fifth-century Athens chose to erect ushered her squarely into
monopolistic statehood and made her the exemplar of such a polity in the
classical Greek world – matched only later on by Macedon. Conversely, a
lack or limited development of such an organization remained the principal
structural weakness impeding a number of other poleis, notably Sparta. The
main components of the Athenian naval organization from its inception in
the early fifth century to 323/2 and the relationship of these components
to the remaining, land-based, military apparatus therefore deserve close
scrutiny.

18 Mann (1986) esp. 7–10; Reyna (1994) (‘hegemonic domination’ and the concept of ‘war’).
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1. Centralization

One vital component of Athenian naval organization was a long process
of centralization, already adumbrated in the Peisistratid step to bring war
finance into the public sector,19 and set in motion by the decision that new
accretions to the existing fleet – primarily the purchase of twenty ships from
Corinth in 491 bc and the large-scale shipbuilding programme of 483/220 –
should be entirely paid from public funds and thus become Athenian
property.

By 478 that decision had brought about two major changes. One was
of political import: the principal authorities of democratic Athens, that
is the council and the assembly, had now assumed complete control over
the existing naval resources and hence a monopoly over the exertion of
armed violence at sea. Later, in 423, Athens tried formally to externalize
that prerogative by trying to restrict the use of warships by her adversaries
(Thuc. 4.118.5). How jealously that prerogative was thereafter guarded is
indicated by the fits of political hysteria that swept Athens any time some
of her citizens deployed public war vessels for unauthorized purposes (Hell.
Oxy. A1, 1–27 Chambers), particularly for conducting private plundering
raids ([Dem.] 51.13–14), or even when some citizen went off to operate
as a privateer on a trireme he himself had purchased (Isae. 11.48). That
monopoly almost instantly set the naval branch apart from the remaining
military organization: for all other branches the general rule continued to
apply that the citizen-infantryman, whether heavy- or light-armed, fought
with his own equipment and the cavalryman (for yet some time) on his
own mount.21

The other change had social consequences. Not only was the private
opérateur deprived of his freedom to act of his own accord and to partake
in communally organized exploits, but in addition his person was now
viewed as an outlaw and his kind of violence as illegitimate. Henceforward,
the independent aristocratic raider – the erstwhile main naval contributor
within the ‘oligopolistic’ state – could only engage in his time-honoured
pursuits as a civic outcast branded with the dishonourable label of a mere
‘booty-chaser’. Unless of course he chose, as most representatives of this
class of people did, to let his personal energies, abilities and resources be
harnessed to communal decisions and actions.

An illustration of that dramatic expansion of the public sphere at the
expense of the private one is offered by the activities, under Peisistratid rule
and under the democracy, of two members of a single aristocratic family.
The principality which the elder Miltiades, son of Cypselus, carved out in

19 Thuc. 6.54.5: financing of warfare out of a 5 per cent tax, cf. Lewis (1990) 246.
20 Hdt. 6.89, 7.144.1–2; Thuc. 1.14.1–2; [Arist.] Ath. Pol. 22.7.
21 Infantry: ML 14.8–12. Cavalry: Bugh (1988) 37.
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the Thracian Chersonese c. 550 can hardly be called Athenian in any real
sense; Miltiades, styling himself oikistês and tyrant, commanded adequate
local manpower and military resource, including ships, to lead independent
military campaigns.22 However, by the time of his nephew, Miltiades, son
of Cimon, who in 493 possessed five triremes,23 things had begun to change.
Shortly before 493, Miltiades conducted in private a raid against Lemnos,
captured the island and then ‘handed it over to the Athenians’ – private
conquest was thus turned into public property.24 The next and decisive
step is evidenced by the story about Miltiades’ expedition against Paros in
489, which is characterized by Herodotus (6.132–3) as a raid undertaken
out of personal motives. This time Miltiades could deploy the force of
seventy ships as well as the appropriate amount of funds and manpower
only after the Athenian assembly had authorized the expedition, and only
after Miltiades had assured his home authorities that his personal venture
would enrich all the Athenians with an abundance of gold – publicly owned
means were now to be used exclusively for hauling home publicly owned
profits (Hdt. 6.132.1–2).

In stark contrast to this, polities adhering to oligopolistic statehood
continued to allow the principle ‘war is a natural method of acquisition’
(Arist. Pol. 1256b23–6) to be operative for private individuals as well, except
in special circumstances and always for the benefit of a particular group or
community.25 ‘Booty-chasing’ remained in Thucydides’ times a national
habit in ‘many parts of Greece’ (cf. Thuc. 1.5.3, quoted p. 252). Some two
centuries later it could still boast its resistance to reform; in 230, the Illyrian
queen Teuta answered a Roman complaint about her peoples’ raids against
Italian shipping with the words: ‘as far as private activities are concerned
it [is] not customary for Illyrian rulers to preclude their subjects from
increasing their fortunes at sea’.26

In fifth-century democratic Athens the raid had been entirely depriva-
tized to become the sole prerogative of the state. As a result, the proceeds
of armed violence, whether at sea or on land, were by law regarded as state
property, a principle that was enforced rigorously throughout the fourth
century.27 Determined and creative individuals might of course still try,
with greater or lesser success, to evade that rule. Thucydides (6.15.2) more
than implies that Alcibiades warmly supported the expedition to Sicily in
415 because he intended to use his commandership as a means of private
enrichment.28 Again, in 355, two publicly appointed captains commanding

22 Hdt. 6.34–6, 37.1; Paus. 6.19.6 (dedication at Olympia); cf. Figueira (1991) 133–7, 260–2.
23 Hdt. 6.41.1–2, with Lewis (1988) 298. 24 Hdt. 1.136.2–3; cf. Figueira (1991) 138, 253–6.
25 See e.g. the agreement of c. 450 between two Locrian communities: Tod i no. 34.
26 Polyb. 2.8.8, with Davies (1984) 287.
27 Pritchett (1971–91) v.398–438, esp. 416–25; Gabrielsen (2001a) 78–9.
28 On generals profiting from war booty, see Davies (1981) 66–7.
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an Athenian trireme looted, on the high seas, the cargo of a merchant-
man from Naucratis worth 57,000 drachmas; their profiteering venture,
though, was spoiled when the assembly confirmed the legitimacy of the act
but considered the loot to be state property (Dem. 24.11–14).

2. Finance

Another vital component of Athens’ naval organization was a tightly con-
trolled and efficient fiscal system which for the first time made it possible to
transfer to the public sphere financial responsibility for the running of the
entire machinery. To understand fully the character of this system one must
appreciate the unprecedented pressure on resources, especially cash, which
had to be met from the late 480s onwards, and consider the alternative
modes of finance available.

First, the pressures. One set of these emanated from the amount and
value of the materials needed for the building and maintenance of the
ships. Above all, the procurement of high-quality ship-timber, a commodity
whose monetary and strategic worth was fully recognized by those in power
at the source of supply (e.g. Hdt. 5.23.2), required hard currency and adept
diplomatic footwork. Evidence from the second part of the fifth century
onwards attests to Athens’ cultivation of political relations with a main
supplier, Macedon,29 and her use of imperial muscle to extract the materials
she needed: ‘If some city is rich in ship-timber’, Pseudo-Xenophon (Ath.
Pol. 2.11–12) wrote, ‘where will it distribute it without the consent of the
leading power at sea? And if some city is rich in iron, copper or flax,
where will it distribute it without the consent of the leading sea-power?
In all these things, however, I see the very materials of which also my [sc.
Athens’] ships are built.’ Very few places were as blessed with possession
of both timber and revenue as were, for instance, Thasos and its mainland
territories, Amphipolis or south Italy and Sicily30 – and those which were
fell prey, at one point or another, to a naval power coveting their riches.

Expenditure on a grand scale, furthermore, was a requisite for the devel-
opment and upkeep of spacious harbours equipped with ship sheds, storage
buldings and other facilities, all manned with an appropriate workforce and
administrative personnel. The vast project that resulted in the transforma-
tion of Piraeus’ three natural harbours, Zea, Munichia and Cantharus, into
fortified naval bases proper – the headquarters of the Athenian fleet – had

29 Contacts with Macedon: IG i
3. 89, 117; Andoc. 2.11: for the fourth-century: Tod ii no. 111; Xen.

Hell. 6.1.11. SEG xxxvii.573 records Alexander’s temporary prohibition, in 335 bc, to sell timber from
Mt Dysoron, cf. Demosthenes’ complaint (17.28) that timber was difficult to acquire. Cf. Meiggs (1982)
116–53; Borza (1987).

30 Thasos: Hdt. 6.46–7; Thuc. 1.103.3. Amphipolis: Thuc. 1.98.1, 4.102.3–4, 108.1. Syracuse: Thuc.
6.90.3, 7.25.2; Diod. Sic. 14.41.1–6, cf. Meiggs (1982) 117, 119, 124.
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been initiated by Themistocles already in 494 and represented a distinct
contribution to the centralization process.31

Considerably greater were the pressures arising from operating the fleet.
With a complement of 200 men on each trireme, the manpower require-
ments posed by 200 ships amounted to some 40,000 men; manning even
half that force with citizen crews was a demographic impossibility for any
single polis, Athens included. To the need for sheer muscle should be added
the need for skill, since the combat effectiveness of this particular type of
war vessel depended heavily upon the expertise of its ratings and oarsmen.32

These factors rendered it necessary to supplement the pool of locally
based manpower with often very large numbers of mercenary naval labour:
what was said of Athens in 431 bc – that her navy relied on ‘purchased rather
than home-grown’ manpower (Thuc. 1.121.3) – almost certainly applied also
to the preceeding period as it did throughout the fourth century. The large-
scale employment of outsiders to crew fleets therefore spearheaded a pivotal
military development: the increasing use of mercenary soldiers.33

Probably, it was also within the naval sphere that the organization of
an effective commissariat and the supply of pay (misthos) were for the first
time defined as responsibilities predominantly, if not entirely, falling on the
state,34 a novelty that almost certainly affected directly the coinage-issuing
policies of several poleis which possessed fleets.35 Already between 525 and
500 Eretria saw the need to institutionalize, by law, the provision of misthos
to oarsmen who were sent on distant campaigns, that is beyond Euboean
waters.36 With armies, on the other hand, private expenditure seems to
have held a prominent place for a longer time. Even in the mid-fifth cen-
tury, when the establishment of an army commissariat is in evidence,37

the switch to public funding in this area was not complete, and it never
really became so: our earliest surviving document securely attesting mis-
thos for hoplite service, a decree of Lindos that may date as early as 440,
distinguishes between soldiers paid from public funds and those paid by
private individuals.38 Again, part of the 200 talents spent on the campaign
to Thermopylae in 352 (5,000 hoplites and 400 cavalry) was made up of

31 Thuc. 1.90–3; Ar. Eq. 815; Diod. Sic. 11.39–40; Plut. Them. 19. Cf. Frost (1980) 175–7; Kallet-Marx
(1994).

32 Gabrielsen (1994) 121–3. 33 Parke (1933); Marinovic (1988); Baker (1999).
34 Main evidence: Pritchett (1971–91) i.3–52. Cf. Gabrielsen (1994) 110–14; contra Eddy (1968) (i.e.

naval pay was introduced after the Peace of Callias or even after 445).
35 Pritchett (1971–91) i.13–14, quoting Seltman (1955) 108–9.
36 SEG xli.725, with Cairns (1991); contra Pritchett (1971–91) v.378 n. 541.
37 Pritchett (1971–91) i.30–41, esp. 32–3; Anderson (1970) 43–66; Hammond (1983a).
38 IK 38 no. 251 (of 440–420), providing that those who set out from Lindos on an expedition either

damosiai or idiai shall pay to the war god Enyalios one-sixtieth of their pay. I agree with Pritchett
(1971–91) iii.325–6 (cf. v.168 n. 228) that the contrast is not between citizens and mercenaries, but
between at public and private expense. However, since idiai in the inscription is used of soldiers who
received misthos, Pritchett’s view that ‘private’ refers to volunteers who paid their own expenses cannot
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the money paid by the soldiers themselves from their own means (Dem.
19.84).

As fleets grew larger and more numerous, pay became a prominent factor
in the attempts to attract swarms of men to perform hard and hazardous
work. This was the means, for instance, to which the Corinthians resorted
when in 434/3 they swept the Peloponnese and the rest of Greece to find
rowing labour for their newly enlarged navy (Thuc. 1.31.1). Keeping such
huge numbers of men adequately fed and paid constituted one of the most
formidable financial challenges facing a naval state. Adequate pay meant
wages at rates high enough to pre-empt mutiny or to induce crews to
stay through often lengthy and distant campaigns. For post-480 Athens, of
course, these challenges were of enormous proportions. Because of the high
demand for skilled manpower, naval pay developed into a tactical device:
the offer of higher rates was used to paralyse an enemy fleet by enticing
its crews to defect to one’s own side (e.g. Xen. Hell. 1.5.4). As a counter-
measure part of the sailors’ pay could be withheld until disembarkation
(Thuc. 8.45.2), though that meant no relief at all for naval budgets, which in
certain circumstances were further burdened by payments of extra bonuses
to especially important teams of crewmen.39

The cumulative impact of these pressures on naval budgets remains an
elusive question, mainly because of the interplay of two factors. One is
that we lack even the most basic of the relevant figures. For instance, even
though a widely held view sets the cost of a trireme at one talent (6,000

dr.), our sources are practically silent on that matter.40 Moreover, recurrent
outlays on ship maintenance, a far from negligible item of expenditure,
are virtually unretrievable. We are no better off with the operational costs,
of which naval pay – at the rates of 3 obols or, perhaps more usually,
1 drachma per day – constituted only one part. The costs of naval operations
usually reached exceedingly high and incalculable levels. ‘War’, an orator
reportedly said, ‘is not fed by fixed contributions’.41

The second factor rendering naval budgets quantitatively intractable was
the constant need to deal with unforeseeable outlay instantly and on the
spot. In 351, anticipating an escalation of Athens’ conflict with Philip of
Macedon, Demosthenes tried to introduce some improvements in this area
by proposing a scheme that was intended to make the operational costs of
a standing force amenable to budgetary planning. Yet even that scheme
(which did not win support) had to make allowance for a fleet’s resort to

be right: see Thuc. 8.100.3 and Lys. 16.14, to be contrasted with instances in which the soldiers, in part
or wholly, served at their own expenses, e.g. Dem. 19.84.

39 Thuc. 6.31.3. Cf. Gabrielsen (1994) 122–4.
40 Gabrielsen (1994) 139–45 (hulls), 152–3 (equipment); contra Amit (1965) 16–18.
41 Plut. Dem. 17.4, quoting Theophrastus, who quoted Crobylus (= the orator Hegesippus of

Sounion).
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self-help and improvisation in order to find supplementary sources of fund-
ing (Dem. 4.16–29). Fleets of triremes afloat swallowed up huge amounts
of money; in theory, their resource demands were infinite; a point made by
a fourth-century orator when he described the triremes as ‘devouring’ (Lys.
fr. 39 Thalheim). Due appreciation of the same phenomenon informed
Thucydides’ decision to base his account of fifth-century Athenian naval
power on four key concepts: naval preparedness (paraskeuê), expenditure
(dapanê), revenue (prosodos) and surplus of money (periousia chrematôn).42

Essentially, none of this was new by 480. What did constitute a novelty,
however, was the unparalleled scale on which funds were needed by a single
state, Athens.

Next, the alternative modes of naval finance available. One consisted of
regularizing and upgrading to state level the customary ad hoc ‘fund-raising’
expeditions, that is plundering raids and extortion. The assaults by a Samian
force on wealthy Siphnos and by Themistocles on Aegean Medizers right
after Salamis are just two examples (Hdt. 3.57–8, 8.111–12). Alternatively,
one might lay hands on temple treasure: either by force, as Histiaeus of
Miletus advised the commanders of the rebelling Ionian fleet to do if they
wanted to prevail over the Persians at sea in 499;43 or by contracting loans,
as the Corinthians proposed that Sparta and her Peloponnesian League
should do from Olympia and Delphi (Thuc. 1.121.3). A final means of
raising money was to get a cash-rich foreign power, Greek or non-Greek,
to assume the role of paymaster, as Sparta was compelled to do with Persia
from 412 onwards.44 The flaws of all these methods, chiefly their inadequacy
in ensuring a sufficiently steady and substantial flow of money, are fairly
obvious. Besides, loans had to be repaid,45 forceful acquisition of sacred
funds was likely to meet with general hostility,46 and the services of a
foreign paymaster had to be repaid dearly in political currency, that is the
partial surrender by the recipient of his right to independent action – exit
hegemony. Athens chose not to rely on any of these, but opted instead for
a system that rerouted domestic, private wealth towards public utility. A
new fiscal device took shape.

Its core was the old ethic that publicly oriented toil and largesse (leitour-
gia) deserve public acclaim, which was now applied to personal responsi-
bility for captaining a warship (trierarchia).47 To each state-owned trireme
there was assigned a rich man, the trierarch, who from his private wealth

42 Kallet-Marx (1993) 1–20.
43 Hdt. 5.36.2–4. On the proposal of the Mantineans in 363, the Arcadian Confederation stopped

using the treasure of Zeus at Olympia for war purposes: Xen. Hell. 7.4.33–4.
44 Pritchett (1971–91) i.47–8 (principal evidence); David (1979–80); Lewis (1989) (discussion).
45 Migeotte (1984).
46 E.g. Thuc. 4.118.3, with Parker (1983) 170–5; Davies (2001b) 125.
47 Gabrielsen (1994) 7, 19–39.
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had to assist the public treasury; as we shall see below (p. 266), a comparable
arrangement was introduced about mid-fifth century in the cavalry. This
device bore the clear imprint of Athenian democratic law and ideology, in
that it imposed a potentially onerous public obligation on a specific social
class: wealthy citizens were legally required, for one year at a time, to cap-
tain a warship and at the same time to become financially responsible for
both the ship itself and part of its running expenses. Thus the independent
raider came to be supplanted by a state appointee whose primary, but not
sole, qualification was the size of his purse. Virtually all other Greek naval
states too had their ships captained by trierarchs.48 What gave the Athenian
institution its special style, however, was its being the work of a particular
political regime.

Concentration on domestic, private wealth, then, offered itself as a solu-
tion to a major problem of war finance. But at the same time it created
a new one: how to keep the volume and frequency of fiscal exactions at
levels which, on the one hand, met on-going military demands and, on
the other hand, did not overcharge or even exhaust the economic poten-
tial of the social stratum afflicted by these exactions. Maintaining a balance
between these two concerns clashed directly with the pre-eminent ‘national’
objective of pursuing sea-power. At a later date, Thucydides made Pericles
stress the limitless character of that objective by saying that mastery of the
sea consists not only of Athens’ ‘present hold’ (i.e. the empire) but ‘any
extension you [sc. the Athenians] may wish for, because of your current
naval preparedness [paraskeuê]’ (2.62.2). So, additional, preferably non-
domestic, mechanisms were needed to absorb the financial shocks of a
constant increase of military activity.

3. Imperial revenue

The expansion of power and the acquisition of the wealth were made to
feed each other by the creation of the Delian League, which from 478/7
onwards enriched the domestic fiscal system with a massive external branch.
The proposition that the Delian League became yet another component
of Athens’ naval organization does not require a stand on the issue of
when one can appropriately describe it as an ‘empire’. This is not the
place to rehearse the league’s history; nor is it immediately relevant to
decide whether the main motive for its formation was revenge against the
barbarian, which Thucydides (1.96.1) calls ‘a pretext’, or pure and simple
gain (kerdos),49 which would make Athens’ hegemonic league look like a

48 E.g. Hdt. 6.14.2 (Samos); Thuc. 4.11.4 (Sparta).
49 Thuc. 1.8.3, with Kallet-Marx (1993) 53–4. See also Sealey (1966) 253, contra Jackson (1969); Raaflaub

(1979).
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grander and more sophisticated version of such ad hoc corporate bodies as
‘those sailing away for booty’ of Solonian times (Dig. 47.22.4). What matters
here is the effect of three long-term trends: the gradual conversion of league
funds to a purely Athenian resource; the increasing monetization of that
resource, that is a priority of coin (chremata) over all else; and the piecemeal
centralization, physical and administrative, of financial potential into a
few easily supervised depositories. All three trends intersected and even
coalesced at several points. They helped put hegemony and monopolistic
statehood on a much firmer footing.

Foremost amongst the effects of the resource-conversion process stands
the momentous expansion of Athens’ own naval capacity. One part of this
growth was secured by the confiscation of whole league fleets, either after
the suppression of a revolt, or after the compulsory inclusion into the league
of a new member. Suppliers of the first kind include Thasos in 465, Samos
in 440, Mytilene in 427 and probably also Naxos in the early 460s. To those
of the second kind belong perhaps Carystus, the first polis to be coerced
into joining the league, and definitely Aegina, which with her entrance
into the league in 457 surrendered the part of her navy that had not already
fallen into Athenian hands. For each take-over of a fleet we can confidently
assume a corresponding seizure from the polis concerned of its land-based
naval infrastructure, ship sheds and all.50

A presumably bigger number of ships was secured by captures. The
considerable haul of Phoenician triremes after Eurymedon in the 460s,51 a
league exploit that surely resulted in tangible Athenian gains,52 prefigured
what was to become a habitual and appreciable source of supply of naval
matériel.53 The prize from a single naval victory alone, that over Aegina in
459, amounted to no less than seventy ships (Thuc. 1.105.2), a number of
which are reported to have been brand-new (Diod. Sic. 11.78.4). We have
neither the full list of confiscations and captures nor the number of vessels
involved in each case. But what we do know so far is sufficient both to render
it likely that, in aggregate, such gains more than counterbalanced running
losses – including those suffered in Egypt in 454 (Thuc. 1.101.4), the most
severe in the pre-413 record – and to explain the absence of trustworthy,
contemporary evidence about large-scale shipbuilding programmes before
the disaster in Sicily in 413.54 The exact impact of these accretions on Athens’
naval strength remains beyond calculation.

50 Thuc. 1.101.3 (Thasos), 1.116.1, 117.3 (Samos), 3.50.2 (Mytilene), 1.98.1 (Naxos), 1.98.3; cf. Hdt.
8.66.2 (Carystus); Thuc. 1.108.4 (Aegina). See Meiggs (1972) 63 n. 2, 70; Hornblower (1991–6) i.151 (on
Thuc. 1.98.4), contra Schuller (1974) 104–7.

51 Thuc. 1.100.1: a total of 200 Phoenician triremes were seized and destroyed.
52 For a parallel: Hdt. 9.119–21 (siege of Sestos, 479), with Kallet-Marx (1993) 52–3.
53 E.g. IG ii

2. 1604–7; Dem. 20.77.
54 Several such programmes have been postulated: Wade-Gery and Meritt (1957) 183, 187–8; Blackman

(1969) 208, 211–12; Jordan (1975) 25–30.
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Some figures do become available with Thucydides’ enumeration of the
resources possessed by Athens when at the peak of her power, but these
figures seem to give two mutually inconsistent pictures. On the one hand,
it is said that just prior to the war of 431 there were ‘300 seaworthy triremes’
(Thuc. 2.13.8; cf. Ar. Ach. 545); and Thucydides mentions a resolution that
‘100 of the best triremes’ be set aside every year for use in dire emergency
only, specifically in the event that Attica was threatened by a seaborne
invasion (Thuc. 2.24.2). Thus Athens appears to have had an effective force
of only 200 triremes. But on the other hand, Thucydides also registers naval
activity by a larger fleet in 428, when 250 triremes were simultaneously
in commission (Thuc. 3.17.2); another contemporary author, moreover,
refers to 400 trierarchs being appointed annually during the Archidamian
War ([Xen.] Ath. Pol. 3.4). On this evidence, then, Athens’ effective force
numbered over 200 triremes, while her total came up to 400 triremes.

Modern scholarship has generally upheld the figure of 300 triremes and
tried in various ways to explain away the ‘problematic’ figures.55 Yet the size
of fleets in commission, whether in 428 or any other year, is an unreliable
guide to total naval strength, and Thucydides’ ‘300 seaworthy triremes’
(triereis ploimous) is simply a reference to those ships only that were currently
fitted out for immediate deployment, as opposed to additional hulls that
were not – but, if necessary, could be – fitted out for action.56 Since the
recently enhanced carrying capacity of the three naval bases at Piraeus (c.
434/3: IG i

3. 52 = ML 58) still remained well below 372 ships, the total
reached through a much later expansion (330 bc: IG ii

2. 1627.398–405),
Thucydides’ figure of 300 plus ships probably strictly pertains to what the
bases of Piraeus were capable of housing in about 431 – the residue being
stationed at overseas bases.57 Finally, there are no compelling reasons why
we should doubt that the net number of Athenian trierarchs appointed
every year was indeed 400. The view that imperial Athens had a core fleet
of 400 ships thus fits with the main figures and can better accommodate

55 One suggestion is that the resolution about the 100-ship reserve was not maintained: Hornblower
(1991–6) i.280; Andrewes in Gomme et al. (1945–81) v.6 (on Thuc. 8.1.2). If the Athenians used the
reserve in 428 (Thuc. 3.15.1–2, 16.1), then they acted in accord with the pertinent decree, not contrary
to it. Another idea is that the passage about 250 active ships is not authentic: see Gomme in Gomme et
al. (1945–81) ii.272–7; Hornblower (1991–6) i.401; and Kallet-Marx (1993) 130–4, 150–1, for the earlier
views; their own view is that the passage should retain its place but be read as relating to 430. It has
also been argued that fifty new ships were built in winter 431/30 (Gomme in Gomme et al. (1945–81)
ii.276) and that only 300 of 400 trierarchs were actually appointed: Davies (1981) 16; Gabrielsen (1994)
74–5, 176–7.

56 When used of warships, ploimos usually has a technical meaning, cf. Thuc. 1.29.3: the Corcyraeans
‘fitted out their old ships with hypozomata in order to make them seaworthy (ploimous)’. At Thuc.
1.50.4, ploimoi nees are contrasted with those disabled in combat (Hornblower 1991–6: i ad loc.). On
the hypozomata, see IG i

3. 153.6–11, with Morrison et al. (2000) 169–71, 196–9, 220–1.
57 A practice that continued in the fourth century, e.g. the use of Oeniadae as a naval base: Xen. Hell.

4.6.14, with Kolonas (1989–90) with pls. 9, 10, 14 and fig. 5.
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the significant gains from confiscations and captures. Its implication that
there were actually even more ships than there were Athenian trierarchs is
not really an obstacle, if the ‘loan’ of a naval squadron to Samos in 405 is
seen as typifying a particular way of favouring loyal allies (IG i

3. 127 = ML
94.25–33). In 392/1, Andocides (3.38) said that it was a matter of imperial
policy ‘that such poleis as possessed no triremes should be supplied with
them by us’.

Even more important were the effects of the other two processes,
monetization and centralization. The veritable chremato-mania which they
unleashed58 was solidly grounded in current military wisdom: ‘War is not a
matter of weapons, but of money which gives weapons their usefulness.’59

Some of the most conspicuous and familiar signposts of these two processes
are: (1) the establishment of a league treasury, based on Delos and start-
ing off with an annual total of 460 talents paid by non-ship-contributing
league members;60 (2) the removal in 454 of that treasury to Athens and
the high-handed rerouting – either via the portion dedicated to Athena
(aparchê) or otherwise – of its contents to Athenian treasuries; (3) the con-
version of allied ship contributions to cash payments, through which ‘the
Athenian fleet grew strong’ (Thuc. 1.99.3);61 (4) the blatant squeezing of
allied financial potential,62 most clearly exemplified by the assessment of
425 (which boosted the number of tribute-paying cities to some 400 and
the annual yield to slightly less than 1,500 (or, alternatively, 1,000) talents,
as compared to 175 cities and 400 talents in 433/2;63 and (5) the creation of
an all-Athenian, tribute-managing bureaucracy (Hellenotamiai, assessors,
collectors, auditors, etc.), placed under the supervision of the council.

Less conspicuous, but still contributing to the cash-stockpiling process,
are the fines for late payment (epiphorai), the war indemnities, and also such
innovative steps as the creation in the 420s of a new type of tribute-payer
(Cythera and six Thracian cities) who were not also ‘allies’.64 Financially
inseparable from all of the above are the setting up of a fund from the 10-per-
cent-tax, possibly levied on shipping passing through the Hellespont; the

58 One that continued in the fourth century: Lewis (1954) 49; Davies (2001b) 126, referring to the
material cited by Ferguson (1932) 85–95, 111–27.

59 Thuc. 1.83.2–3, trans. Hornblower (1991–6) i.128. The use of money as a weapon is a theme that
reappears in the King’s Peace of 387/6: king Artaxerxes promises to fight those who do not accept the
peace ‘both by land and by sea, with ships and with money’: Xen. Hell. 5.1.30–1.

60 Aristides’ assessement of 478/7: Thuc. 1.96.2.
61 See Hdt. 3.19: the Persians refrained from using force on the Phoenicians because their naval

strength relied on them. On allied ship contributions, see Blackman (1969).
62 Cf. Ar. Vesp. 656–60. Imperial income other than tribute: Kallet-Marx (1993) 100–1, 141–9, 167,

176, 199; Hornblower (1991–6) ii.97. Part of tribute spent locally: Unz (1985).
63 Thudippus decree: IG i

3. 71 (= ML 69); Kallet-Marx (1993) 270, rightly stresses the psychological
and symbolic value of the 425 assessment, but cf. Hornblower (1991–6) ii.95–6.

64 Indemnities: e.g. Samos: Thuc. 1.117.3; Hornblower and Greenstock (1986) 125. Cythera: Thuc.
4.57.4. Thrace: Thuc. 5.18.5; Kallet-Marx (1993) 160, 181–2; Hornblower (1991–6) ii.476.
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concentration of almost all the sacred treasuries of Attica on the Acropolis,
accompanied with an order to use their funds for paying what was owed
to the gods and to apply the residue to ‘the dockyards and the walls’;65 and
last but not least, the establishment, in 431, of the ‘iron reserve’ of 1,000

talents – which remained untouched until 412 (Thuc. 2.24.1, 8.15.1).
Monetization and centralization were thus made to work in tandem

towards the amassing of revenue from which the Athenians were ‘feed-
ing their navy’ (Thuc. 1.81.4) – primarily thanks to their command, for a
remarkably long period of time, over an expansive external fiscal base. It was
only natural, then, that the destruction of that base would become a prin-
cipal strategic goal for Athens’ adversaries (Thuc. 1.81.4, 122.1, cf. 2.13.2).
Yet, for as long as it lasted, imperial revenue helped also to attenuate an
unsettling incongruity that resided in the double function of the Athenian
propertied class as both a tax-paying entity and as a managerial elite who
provided the skills required for running the empire; the lesser their burdens
in the former area, the greater their enthusiasm to perform in the latter.
In the long run, therefore, the non-domestic branch of the fiscal system
contributed substantially to maintaining a balance between the financial
demands of the ‘national’ objective of sea-power (thalassokratia) and the
strain on domestic, private wealth.

4. War and state in Athens, 431–322

The balance was disrupted soon after 431, when warfare moved into a much
higher gear, and even more so after 404, with the loss of the empire and
the revenue derived from it. In response, naval organization and the entire
system of war finance underwent a series of fundamental adjustments.
Ironically, the cracks in the system become visible in one of the most signal
expressions of Athenian self-confidence on record, Pericles’ stocktaking of
Athens’ financial power just before the Great War (Thuc. 2.13.2–5). His
listing of not only the annual tribute of 600 talents and the accumulated
surplus of 6,000 talents but also the 500 talents of uncoined gold and silver
on the Acropolis, unspecified but considerable amounts of money in other
temples, and finally the gold plating on Athena’s statue, 40 talents of pure
gold, is an implicit admission that the revenue from the empire might
ultimately fail to support an escalated and sustained war effort. And so it
proved.

First, there was a serious discrepancy between the annual amount of
tribute payable by the allies and the sum actually reaching Athens. A handful
of decrees, most of them from the early 420s, attest not only to widespread

65 For both of these measures, see the first Callias Decree (IG i
3. 52 = ML 58), usually dated to 434/3,

but Kallet-Marx (1989) argues for 431 bc.
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defaulting in payment, but also to systematic administrative malfeasance.
Problems in tribute collection, probably going back to the early 440s, seem
to have persisted despite repeated attempts to impose tighter control over
the process.66 Such evidence discloses the unreliabilty of tribute as the chief
source of imperial revenue,67 not because there was an overall decline in
the amount of allied obligations nor because outstanding payments were
ultimately given up, but because one could not count on the year’s revenue
to be at hand precisely when it was needed: for massive, short-term war
expenditure.

Second, from 431 onwards just that kind of expenditure became the norm
even more than before. Hard figures are in short supply. Expenditure of
slightly over 1,400 talents is registered for the ten-month siege of Samos in
440–439.68 Payments probably adding up to 76 talents were made to the
two squadrons of ten and twenty ships respectively sent to assist Corcyra
in 433

69 – and each of these amounts relates only to what came from the
treasury of Athena, so that further outlay cannot be excluded. A ‘real’ total is
the 2,000 talents reported by Thucydides (2.70.2) to have been spent on the
two-and-a-half years’ siege of Potidaea, an enterprise which in conjunction
with intense naval activity in 428 put a severe strain on Athens’ financial
resources (Thuc. 3.17.3–4). Heavy, mostly war-oriented borrowing from
sacred treasuries in the years 433/2–423/2 (heaviest from 432/1 to 430/29

and totalling nearly 6,000 talents) indicates that imperial revenue, even if
impressive on paper, was unable to follow the pace at which fleet operations
swallowed up cash.70

Third, land warfare added considerably to the overall pressures. Sheer
manpower requirements constituted one major determinant. The turn-out
of a full muster (pandemei, panstratia) for the first of a series of twice-yearly
invasions of the Megarid in 431 produced ‘the largest army of Athenians
[and metics] that had ever assembled in one body’, 13,000 men (Thuc.
2.31.1–2, with 4.66.1 and 2.13.6). Considerable, too, were the contingents
of light-armed skirmishers. Such mass armies were by now being paid and
provisioned predominantly from the public coffers.71 Other funds had to be
earmarked for Athens’ incipient employment of land-fighting mercenaries:
1,000 Thracians in 423; ‘as many Thracians as possible’ in 422; again, 1,300

66 IG i
3. 34 (= ML 46), of 447 bc (? or the early 420s, see ML pp. 120–1); IG i

3. 60, of c. 430 bc; IG
i
3. 68 (= ML 68), of 426 bc; IG i

3. 71 (= ML 69), of 425 bc, lines 44–8.
67 Kallet-Marx (1993) 190–4.
68 IG i

3. 363 (= ML 55); cf. Thuc. 1.116.1; Isoc. 15.111; Nep. Timoth. 1; Diod. Sic. 12.28. For the
amount, see Fornara (1979).

69 IG i
3. 364 (= ML 61); cf. Thuc. 1.45, 50–1.

70 IG i
3. 369 (= ML 72; commentary 216–17). Cf. Kallet-Marx (1993) 194–8, (1989) 102–3: such

borrowing was quite normal financial practice and constitutes no evidence that Athens’ resources were
depleted.

71 [Arist.] Ath. Pol. 27.2; Cf. Pritchett (1971–91) i.7–14, 23–4, 30–52.
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Thracians, each paid 1 drachma a day, in 413.72 Such instances presaged the
transformation of extraneously recruited, light-armed combatants into a
tactical asset in the fourth century (particularly, Iphicrates’ peltasts)73 and
the heavy expense incurred thereby – 1,000 talents on mercenary pay during
the Social War (357–355) alone (Isoc. 7.9).

Further demands issued from the Athenian cavalry. A higher degree of
public financial concern with that branch is reflected in the katastasis, a state
loan that enabled the newly enrolled cavalryman to purchase his mount,
and which had to be repaid in full upon retirement from service; the sitos,
a fodder grant received in coin, presumably throughout the year; and the
daily misthos given to the cavalryman while in active service.74 Regardless
of whether all three arrangements originated with the reform of c. 445 that
raised the number of horsemen from 300 to 1,200,75 they certainly brought
this branch, much more than before, into the purview (and so under the
control) of the state.76 In the fourth century public expenditure on the
cavalry (presumably the cost of the fodder allowance only) amounted to 40

talents a year;77 surely, the corresponding figure in the fifth century would
have been at least of the same order.

A closer interaction between army, cavalry and navy turned most naval
expeditions into amphibious affairs.78 Warships especially constructed as
troop and horse carriers (stratiotides/hoplitagogoi and hippagogoi) greatly
enhanced the mobility of land forces by transporting them en masse to
distant fields of operations.79 Tactics thus made the land forces into yet
another component of Athens’ naval organization and expenditure. Thucy-
dides registers the point at which their aggregate cost reached heights that
rendered it mandatory to restructure the entire range of sources of revenue:
‘For the siege of Mytilene’ in 428/7, he writes, ‘the Athenians needed funds
over and above those provided by their regular sources’ (3.19.1). From that
moment on, down to 323/2, alternative forms of revenue, previously dis-
carded or given low priority, came with shifting intensity and duration to
play a new role: the foreign paymaster, allied contributions and the almost

72 Thuc. 4.129.2 (423 bc), 5.6.2 (422 bc), 7.27.1, 29.1 (413 bc).
73 Best (1969); Pritchett (1971–91) ii.117–25.
74 Katastasis, evaluation, inspection: Lys. 16.6–7; [Arist.] Ath. Pol. 49.1, with Rhodes (1981) 565; Kroll

(1977) esp. 97–9. Sitos: IG i
3. 375 (= ML 84, 410/9 bc), 4, 8, 9, 11–12; Xen. Eq. mag. 1.19. Misthos: Tod

i no. 72 (= IG i
3. 83); Thuc. 5.47.6 (quadruple alliance of 420 bc), both of which term the 1 Aiginetan

drachma for each cavalryman sitos; but cf. Lys. fr. 6 Budé: 1 dr. daily misthos at least until 403/2, when
a reduction of pay from 1 dr. to 2 ob. was proposed for 1,000 hippeis and a raise from 2 to 8 ob. a day
for 200 mounted archers (hippotoxotai). Demosthenes (4.28) calculated with 1 dr. per day. On all this,
see Bugh (1988) 52–62, who assumes that the state provided horses for the hippotoxotai (135, 156–8).

75 So Bugh (1988) 39–78, esp. 53, 60–1. 76 Keil (1902) 142.
77 Xen. Eq. mag. 1.19. Cf. Bugh (1988) 60. 78 See Hanson (1991b) 369–75.
79 Stratiotides/hoplitagogoi: Thuc. 6.31.3, 8.62.2; cf. IG i

3. 60. Hippagogoi: Thuc. 2.56.2, 6.25.2, 31.3,
43; Ar. Eq. 595–610; IG ii

2. 1627.241; cf. Morrison et al. (2000) 94, 157.
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inseparable trio ‘plunder, extortion and sale of protection’ constituted one
set; fiscal mechanisms at home made up another.

Inevitably, the stress on external sources persisted. Persian gold exercised
a greater attraction for needy Sparta, but eventually Athens, too, was forced
by post-404 financial exigency to get on the King’s payroll as a recipient
of the aid given to the anti-Spartan coalition in 393–388 and of a special
donation with which to rebuild the Long Walls at home.80 Strictly, these
instances must be distinguished from the few occasions on which Athens
secured satrapal (not royal) cash through ‘leasing out’ commanders and
their forces (e.g. Chares, who in 356 took service under Artabazus ‘in order
to relieve the Athenian finances’ and who used the satrap’s generous pay
to feed his men).81 On the whole, money from the King himself – a cash-
rich but niggardly paymaster (Hell. Oxy. D16, 537–44 Chambers; Isoc.
4.142) – was received in unimpressive quantities and for short spells of
time. Yet far more telling than what the Athenians actually got is what
they wished to have: serious flirting with the idea of financing their warfare
with Persian gold is attested already in the ‘optimistic’ years, 431 and 424,82

while the possibility of using that source continued to be aired as late as
in 340.83

Better exploited was the option of securing allied financial support
that was legally and terminologically dissociated from the imperial tribute
(phoros) system. Early specimens include the ad hoc contributions (some
of over 50 talents) made by Sicilian allies probably in 427/6,84 and the
sixty talents of uncoined silver given by Segesta as a month’s pay for sixty
Athenian ships in 415 (Thuc. 6.8). Then, with the formation of the Sec-
ond Athenian League in 378/7, a larger and more permanent arrangement
was formally established, one based on the consent of the membership to
fund league expeditions through regular money contributions, for which
the term syntaxeis (not phoros) was judiciously applied.85

Our evidence about that arrangement is too patchy to yield a coherent
picture: Aeschines (2.71) reports that Chabrias annually collected 60 talents
from the islanders; Demosthenes (18.234) sets a single year’s total in the early
340s at 45 talents; individual assessments are only known for two cities,
Oreos and Eretria, each of which paid 5 talents (Aeschin. 3.94, 100).86

However, two things are reasonably clear. First, from 378/7 to 338/7 Athens
did, indeed, avail herself again of an external fiscal base, though payers now

80 Xen. Hell. 4.4.2, 4.8.8–10, 12; Diod. Sic. 14.84.5. For Conon and naval petty-officers (hyperesiai),
see Hell. Oxy. A1, 28–30 Chambers. In 388, Lysias (33.5) called the King ‘paymaster’ (tamias) of the
Greeks and ‘possessor of many ships’.

81 Diod. Sic. 16.22.1–2; Dem. 4.24. Remaining examples: Pritchett (1971–91) i.59–116.
82 Thuc. 2.7.1, 4.50.3; Ar. Ach. Cf. Lewis (1989) 230. 83 Dem. 10.31; cf. Dem. 11.5–6; Isoc. 12.159.
84 IG i

3. 291. For the date, see Ampolo (1987). 85 IG ii
2. 43.23, cf. Theopomp. FGrH 115 F98.

86 See generally Cargill (1981); Brun (1983) 74–142.
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handed their contributions directly to Athenian commanders and only after
two separate authorizations – one by the league council, the other by the
Athenian assembly – had been issued to that effect.87 Second, despite such
differences, this new system inherited almost all the defects of the old one:
recalcitrance among payers; use of force against contributors by Athenian
commanders of underfunded expeditionary forces;88 defection of allies,
resulting in increased war expenditure and the diminution of the group of
syntaxeis-payers (Dem. 18.234). On top of all of this, the Athenians refused
to let their fleet commanders use the syntaxeis, which caused Demosthenes
to exclaim: ‘For where else do you suppose that he [sc. a commander] looks
for the maintenance of his troops, if he gets nothing from you and has no
private fortune to furnish their pay? To the sky?’ (8.26, cf. 21). In the face
of such failings, which are attested both when the public treasury suffered
from abject poverty and when it experienced a relative recovery,89 one
other option gained considerably in appeal: the disreputable trio plunder,
extortion and the sale of protection.

As financial expedients, plunder and extortion had been operative in the
fifth century. In 428, to obtain additional funds for the siege of Mytilene
(Thuc. 3.19.1; cf. p. 266), a squadron was sent on a ‘money-collecting’
mission, argyrologia, an innocent-sounding label for what in fact was a
forceful exaction from allies of money other than tribute.90 With a sin-
gle known precedent in 430/29, that procedure was repeated in 425/4 and
again in 424.91 Incidentally, the Spartans resorted to the same methods: in
413, argyrologia was used to finance their fleet, while in 399 booty fed their
armies throughout the Peloponnese.92 Plunder made its own contribution
to Athenian war expenditure in 415, when the expeditionary force to Sicily
raided Hyccara in the north-west of the island and captured all its inhabi-
tants, whom the admiral Nicias then sold for 120 talents (Thuc. 6.62.3–4).
These occurences, however, count for little in comparison with those from
the period after 411, during which plunder and extortion became two of the
financial props of naval campaigns. The relevant evidence is too copious to
be cited in full here,93 but documents the incontrovertible fact of a major
hegemonial power ‘going raider’.

The heavy hand of Athenian fleet commanders was felt in 411 by Cyzi-
cus, Halicarnassus and Meropis in Cos, the latter plundered by Alcibiades
in order to pay his fleet at Samos; by the Hellespontine area and Thasos

87 IG ii
2. 123 (= Tod ii no. 156); [Dem.] 49.49; [Dem.] 50.53; Plut. Phoc. 7.1–2.

88 On both of these: Isoc. 8.36, 29, 15.123; IG ii
2. 111.12–14.

89 Pritchett (1971–91) v.459–61, for the public treasury before and after 346.
90 Kallet-Marx (1993) 136–8, 160–4, 200–1; cf. Meiggs (1972) 254; Hornblower (1991–6) ii.94–5.
91 Thuc. 2.69.1, 4.50.1, 4.75.1; cf. Cleon’s connection with argyrologia in Ar. Eq. 1070–1.
92 Thuc. 8.3.1; Xen. Hell. 3.2.26. For contributions to the ‘Spartan War Fund’, see the document

treated by Loomis (1992) esp. 75–6 (suggested date c. 427).
93 Much of the material is in Pritchett (1971–91) v esp. 381, 385–7. Cf. de Ste Croix (1953) 50–1.
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in 411/10; by Cyzicus again, Selymbria and Lydia in 410; by Bithynia, the
Hellespontine cities and the Thracian Chersonese in 408, in which year
Alcibiades, besides collecting 100 talents from Caria, also plundered Cos
and Rhodes to maintain his troops.94 Thrasybulus’ and Ergocles’ ‘fund-
raising’ enterprises in 389–388 – that is, plunder in the Hellespont and
extortion (argyrologia) in Pamphylia – typify almost every naval expedition
in the fourth century.95 The booty brought by Chabrias to Athens after
the battle off Naxos consisted of 3,000 captives and more than 110 tal-
ents. Operating with seventy ships in 373–372, Iphicrates sold captives for
60 talents with which he fed his crews and exacted money from Cephal-
lenia. Having received no money from Athens for his ten-months campaign
against Samos in 366, Timotheus paid his men (8,000 light-armed troops
and thirty triremes) from booty. In 360 Chares plundered Corcyra and in
353 Sestos. Exactly the same methods were used by Diopeithes during his
operations in the north Aegean, 343–340.96 Xenophon (Eq. mag. 7.7) rec-
ommended the use of cavalry as raiders (leistai). Predatory activity, or rather
its product (leia), had become an essential part of the naval organization.
Yet the label leistês was invariably reserved for the enemy – for example,
Alexander of Pherae, leistês on land and at sea, or Philip of Macedon, ‘the
plunderer of the Greeks’.97

A lucrative target of state-licensed predation was commercial traffic at
sea. Whenever opportune, Athenian fleet commanders raised funds by
seizing merchantmen (e.g. Dem. 2.28, 8.9, 28, 24.11–14; Aeschin. 2.71).
This had two intimately connected consequences. First, it brought the
state-sponsored predator into sharp competition with the private opérateur,
whose activities Athens therefore endeavoured to curb by extending her
avowed monopoly over armed violence at sea to the entire area under her
hegemony: a resolution from shortly after 344, formally motivated by the
wish to protect merchants against raiders, forbade all Athenian allies to
receive ‘booty-chasers’ into their harbours. In 342/1 the Melians were fined
50 talents for having breached that ban ([Dem.] 58.53–6); at that time,
Athens’ protection monopoly in the Aegean was being seriously challenged
by Philip of Macedon.98

Second, the predatory activities of both the public and the private
opérateur raised the demand for – and hence also the value of – protec-
tion as a commodity perennially on offer by a maritime power. According

94 Thuc. 8.107.1, 108.2; Diod. Sic. 13.40.6, 42.2–3, 69.5; Xen. Hell. 1.1.8, 12, 20–2, 1.2.41, 1.3.3, 8, 1.4.8;
Plut. Alc. 30.3, 35.4.

95 Xen. Hell. 4.8.25–30; Lys. 28.2, 5ff. Pritchett (1971–91) i.50–1, ii.101–2.
96 Xen. Hell. 5.4.61, 6.2.33, 35–6, 38; Diod. Sic. 15.34.3–35.2, 47.7, 95.3, 16.34, 57.2–3; Isoc. 15.111;

[Dem.] 12.3; Dem. 8.21–9, 20.77; Polyaenus, Strat. 3.9.55, 3.10.9.
97 Xen. Hell. 6.4.35; Dem. 10.34; see de Souza (1999) 33–4, 36–9, 241.
98 See [Dem.] 7.14–15; de Souza (1999) 38–9; Gabrielsen (2001b) 232.
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to Demosthenes (8.24–5), Athenian generals routinely received payments
(euphemistically called ‘benevolences’, eunoiai) from merchants and their
cities in return for protection against pirates. In 340 Chares convoyed no
less than 230 corn-ships of various nationalities from south Russia.99 A key
area for this kind of business was the Hellespont (e.g. Xen. Hell. 1.1.22, 36).
Operating there with a fleet in 388, Diotimus collected a substantial sum
from shippers and merchants, though he failed to observe the law and hand
all of it to his home treasury; the sum he kept to himself allegedly amounted
to 40 talents (Lys. 19.50). In the late 340s Diopeithes was exploiting the
potential of organized violence to the limit by both seizing merchantmen
(Dem. 8.9, 28) and receiving money to protect them (ibid. 24–5). On the
whole, then, the ‘disreputable trio’ was gaining ground already in the fifth
century, while in the next century it tended to outdo in profitability all other
external sources of revenue. Yet, its inherent hazards and unpredictability
still required the presence of a complementary system, which, at least in
theory, would be a dependable safety mechanism by raising revenue from
domestic wealth.

The relevant institutions were the irregularly levied war tax (eisphora)
and the annually imposed trierarchies. They cannot be discussed in detail
here,100 but what does need to be noted is that the monetary exactions
made through these institutions began to increase in size and frequency
in the 420s (for the trierarchy, cf. [Xen.] Ath. Pol 1.13). Simultaneously
with the argyrologia of 428/7 through which extra funds were to be raised
for the Mytilene campaign, the Athenians levied for the first time an eisphora
of 200 talents (Thuc. 3.19.1). Here, the expression ‘for the first time’ most
likely means ‘the first time an amount as high as 200 talents was raised by
means of the war-tax’, rather than ‘this was the first ever eisphora’.101 In the
period to follow, Athens’ propertied class was all the more often required to
make its wealth available for war-expenditure through payment of eisphorai
and performance of trierarchies.102

Both systems underwent a series of reforms or simply adjustments that
aimed at enhancing their efficiency, primarily by means of introducing
better collection procedures and more rigorous controls against evasion. Just
as with the allied contributions, the amounts paid in eisphora became part
of a central fund, the Military Fund (stratiotika, instituted by 373), which in
time of war was by law also to receive surplus money from the other public

99 Didymus Papyrus (Theopomp. FGrH 115 F292, and Philoch. FGrH 328 F162). See, in addition,
[Dem.] 50.17–21; Dem. 21.167; IG ii

2. 408, 1623.276–80, 1628.37–42.
100 See further, on eisphora: de Ste Croix (1953); Thomsen (1964), (1977); Brun (1983) 3–73; on the

trierarchy: Cawkwell (1984); Gabrielsen (1994) 173–217.
101 Griffith (1977), followed by Hornblower (1991–6) i.404, contra Kallet-Marx (1993) 134–6, (1989);

cf. IG i
3. 52 (= ML 58 B), lines 17, 19, a document usually dated to 434.

102 E.g. Ar. Eq. 924; Lys. 21.3. Cf. Brun (1983) 24–5.
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treasuries.103 From 378/7, the proeisphora (i.e. advance payment of the entire
eisphora-levy by the 300 richest citizens, who then had to recoup their money
from a larger group of taxpayers) was used to ensure the timely collection
of the whole amount voted for a campaign;104 from 347/6, an eisphora of
10 talents was imposed each year, though extra levies could be voted.105

Furthermore, those liable to pay were arranged into groups, the symmories
(one set for the eisphora, another for the trierarchy), chiefly for the purpose
of affording better control over the payers themselves and the flow of their
contributions. Finally, the syntrierarchy (i.e. permission for two or more men
to share between them a single trierarchy) and the sub-division of symmory-
members into groups of naval synteleis (‘joint contributors’), were intended
to spread the financial burdens and to distribute them more equitably.
Public awards of honours promoted voluntarism. And constantly lurking
in the background was the dreaded antidosis, the mechanism rendering it
compulsory for members of the propertied class to uncover dodgers among
their number.106

All these measures contributed to a more effective mobilization of domes-
tic wealth for war purposes. Almost certainly, those liable to these obliga-
tions, especially the onerous trierarchy, were forced to expand or intensify
their economic operations in order to generate the surplus capital needed
to meet them.107 However, success was limited. None of the reforms of the
trierarchy produced an entirely satisfactory system, primarily because the
Athenians abstained from applying further coercion because they wished
to preserve the goodwill of their naval financiers.108 With the eisphora,
the main problems were unwillingness to vote levies,109 unwillingness to
pay those that were voted110 and inadequacy of the amounts collected to
finance campaigns ([Dem.] 50.8, 15). To this should be added the ten-
dency after the Social War to starve the Military Fund for the benefit of
the Theoric Fund.111 Athenian democracy had indeed managed to trans-
form the aristocratic warrior into an honourable taxpayer. Less honourably,
however, he sometimes was apt to lament his pecuniary plight as a naval
financier ([Dem.] 50.59–61), while at other times he had to flee over the roof-
tops not to be caught by over-zealous war tax-collectors (Dem. 22.50, 53).

103 On the Military Fund, see e.g. Dem. 1.19. Instituted by 373: [Dem.] 49.12, 16. Its administration:
[Arist.] Ath. Pol. 43.1, with Rhodes (1981) 513–16. Eisphorai going into the Fund: [Dem.] 50.8, 10. The
law about surpluses: [Dem.] 59.4. Cf. Brun (1983) 170–6.

104 [Dem.] 50.8–9, 42.25. 105 IG ii
2. 244.12–13 and 505.14–17; Din. 1.69. Cf. Brun (1983) 54–5.

106 Gabrielsen (1994) 91–5. 107 Osborne (1991), stressing an increase in agricultural production.
108 Gabrielsen (1994) 182–213, esp. 212. 109 Dem. 8.21–3, and Ex. 41.2.
110 Dem. 2.24, 27, 31, 3.20, 4.7, 22.42–5; Lys. 29.9. Puzzlingly, in the period 378/7–356/5, 14 talents

were owed in arrears from levies totalling 300 talents, despite the existence of the proeisphora: Dem.
22.44–5.

111 Dem. 1.19–20 with hyp. 4–5, 3.10–13, 31, 19.291; [Dem.] 59.4–6; Philoch. FGrH 328 F56a. Cf.
Buchanan (1962); Cawkwell (1963); Hansen (1976).
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Symptomatic of the deep-seated weaknesses of the existing fiscal devices
is the increasing use of ‘extra-fiscal’ schemes for mobilizing private wealth,
notably by means of canvassing voluntary contributions, epidoseis.112

In the end, of the several options available to achieve an adequate degree
of financial independence, plunder and extortion proved indispensable:
to ensure its survival the truly hegemonial state had to give high priority
to the time-honoured craft of predatory acquisition. An ancient author
twice explained the decision of Athenian commanders to conduct plun-
dering raids with their wish ‘to relieve the Athenian demos of the eisphorai’
(Diod. Sic. 13.47.6–7, 64.4). After 338, however, the pursuit of financial
independence began to lose its justification. Athens’ status as a hegemo-
nial power practically vanished with Chaeronea. Sea-power continued for
a little longer, but it, too, evanesced in 323/2. By that time, another state,
Macedon, was emerging as the quintessential monopolistic state. But the
particular trajectory she followed is a different story.

112 Migeotte (1992) 10–21 nos. 1–8; Gabrielsen (1994) 199–206.
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CHAPTER 9

WAR AND SOCIET Y

hans van wees

War was a holiday for the Spartans, a relief from the rigours of military train-
ing to which they dedicated their lives, according to Plutarch (Lyc. 22.1–2).
The Spartan reputation for discipline, professionalism and even militarism
was – and is – second to none in the ancient world. But if the Spartans
stood out, it was more because military standards in the rest of Greece were
remarkably low than because their dedication was extreme in comparison
with, say, a modern soldier’s. The other Greeks hardly engaged in any mili-
tary training at all and showed no true dedication to warfare, as Xenophon
was always keen to point out.1 For all the accounts and images of war in
art and literature, for all the temples littered with dedications of booty and
victory monuments, the impact of war on Greek society was rather limited.
The demands of war usually did not dictate the daily routine of citizens,
or shape social and political structures, or dominate economic activity. On
the contrary, in archaic and classical Greece it was the demands of social,
political and economic life which shaped warfare.2

i . war and the leisure class

A defining feature of Greek society was the distinction between those who
could afford to live off the labour of others – ‘the rich’ (plousioi) or leisured
classes – and those who had to earn a livelihood – ‘the poor’ (penetes)
or working classes. How best to spend one’s leisure was a much-debated
moral issue from the seventh century onwards, with poets and philosophers
warning against idle displays of luxury and increasingly urging that a man’s
leisure should be spent actively participating in civic life, above all in politics
and warfare. Conversely, it was commonly held that only men of leisure
and wealth were able to play their political, military and other civic roles
effectively: ‘a community which is to have a fine political system must enjoy

1 Xen. Lac. 13.5; Hell. 6.1.5; Mem. 3.5.15, 21, 3.12.5; cf. Arist. Pol. 1338b25–39; Thuc. 2.39.1, 4.
2 For the exaggerated prominence of war in our sources, see ch. 2 in this volume, and Shipley (1993).

The following draws and builds on ideas developed in more detail in van Wees (2004).
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leisure from the works of necessity’.3 It was therefore a widely accepted
principle that only the leisured classes ought to hold political office and
serve in the citizen militia, while the ‘poor’ confined themselves to manual
labour. In an ideal world, there would be no poor citizens at all, but every
free man would live a life of leisure, devoted to politics and warfare, while
slaves laboured away on farms and in workshops.

One way or another, ‘the community must be separated into classes,
a warrior class and a farming class’, said Aristotle, who believed that this
had been a fundamental principle of social organization ever since the
days of the legendary lawgivers Sesostris in Egypt and Minos in Crete, a
thousand years ago (Pol. 1329a40–b39). Earlier Greek political thinkers had
also adopted this principle, and if their schemes had a weakness, Aristotle
felt, it was that they did not push the separation between cultivators and
soldiers far enough: Hippodamus of Miletus in the early fifth century
had left the farmers some citizen rights, which seemed unnecessary and
unworkable (1267b31–4, 1268a16–b4), while Plato had allowed the farmers
to own the land, which Aristotle thought would make them too hard to
control, ‘unmanageable and full of big ideas’ (1264a33–6, b34–7). In his
own view,

the cultivators should ideally – in a perfect world – be slaves who are neither all of
the same origin nor of spirited character . . . Second best are barbarian ‘neighbours’
[perioikoi] who are similar in nature to the above.

(1330a26–9)

It was in the same spirit that Isocrates advocated a war of conquest against
the Persian empire which would turn all Greeks into leisured owners of
barbarian serfs (4.131; Ep. 3.5).

Sparta, Crete, Thessaly and at least a few colonial Greek cities such as
Heraclea on the Black Sea came close to Aristotle’s ideal insofar as their
territories were indeed cultivated by native populations reduced to a serf-
like status while their citizens devoted themselves to war, politics and leisure
pursuits. In the cities of Thessaly, the two groups were even physically
segregated: farmers and craftsmen were not allowed to enter the agora
where citizens spent their leisure.4 The ideal of the warrior (fig. 9.1) living
at the expense of his serfs was proclaimed with great pride and gusto in an
archaic Cretan drinking song, known as the Song of Hybrias:

I have great wealth: a spear, a sword, and the fine leather shield which protects
one’s skin. For with this I plough, with this I harvest, with this I trample the sweet

3 Arist. Pol. 1269a34–6. Leisure: e.g. Anastasiadis (2004); de Ste Croix (1981) 114–17; contra Wood
(1988) 137–45. Warnings against luxury: e.g. Kurke (1992); Morris (1996).

4 Arist. Pol. 1331a31–b14; cf. 1269a37–b12, 1264a20–3 on serfs in Sparta, Thessaly and Crete. In Sparta
citizens were not allowed to work as craftsmen: Xen. Lac. 7.1–2; Plut. Ages. 26.2; cf. Hodkinson (2000)
177–8.
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Figure 9.1 Early fifth-century Laconian statuette
which reflects the ideal of the leisure-class soldier:
the elaborately dressed hair, which was regarded
as typical of Spartan soldiers, and the large and
carefully draped cloak, which greatly inhibited the
wearer’s freedom of movement, are both leisure-
class status symbols. Note also the showy trans-
verse crest.

wine from the vines, with this I am called master of the serfs. Those who dare not
hold a spear, a sword, or the fine leather shield which protects one’s skin, all cower
at my knee and prostrate themselves, calling me ‘Master’ and ‘Great King’.

(Skolion 909 Page)

In the archaic period there had been still other subject populations – the
‘naked men’ in Argos, ‘katonakê-wearers’ in Sicyon, ‘dusty-feet’ in Epidau-
rus, the non-Greek Kyllyrioi in Syracuse, and others. Their origins and
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status are obscure, but at least some of these, too, were almost certainly
cultivators whose labour supported an élite of leisured citizen-soldiers.5

Even where soldier and farmer were not quite so radically separated,
political rights and military obligations were often linked to a property
qualification which might be set so high that it excluded all but the wealth-
iest landowners. The only property qualification for which we have a precise
figure is that of an annual harvest of 200 medimnoi of barley – about 6,400

kg – which from the early sixth century onwards was the minimum needed
in Athens to be eligible for political office and liable to service in the hoplite
militia. It has usually been assumed that this minimum must have included
farmers with about 4–6 ha (10–15 acres), just enough land to ensure that
they remained economically independent and could afford to buy hoplite
arms and armour.6 Yet a farm of that size could only have produced about
100 medimnoi of barley, half of the property requirement. An annual harvest
of 200 medimnoi, at a conservative estimate, was enough to sustain fifteen
people, and required some 10 ha (25 acres) of land, an estate worth about
one talent (6,000 drachmas) at classical Athenian land prices.7 A property
worth one talent just about put its owner in the leisure-class bracket, and
this is precisely why the line was drawn here: the Athenians extended the
right to hold office and the duty to serve in the militia only to the leisured
élite, not to working farmers or craftsmen.8

The introduction of pay for both political office and military service in
Athens in the 450s marked a radical break with tradition: it enabled men
not wealthy enough to serve at their own expense to take an active part
in civic life, and amounted to a formal acknowledgement that politics and
war were no longer the exclusive domain of the leisure class. The old ideals
did not disappear, however. A coup d’état in 411 not only abolished pay for
office but eventually led to a short-lived regime which restricted political
rights to those who ‘brought the greatest benefit to the city by means of
their possessions and persons’ (Thuc. 8.65.3; cf. 97.1), that is, who served
as hoplites or cavalry and made financial contributions. This group was
envisaged as including only 5,000 men, although Athens at the time had
at least twice as many citizens who owned hoplite equipment. Evidently,
only the wealthiest hoplites were included – no more than 15 per cent of
the total citizen population – and Athens in effect temporarily reverted
to the leisure-class-dominated system which had existed before the 450s.9

5 See in detail van Wees (2003); Lotze (2000); Garlan (1988) 93–106.
6 Burford (1993) 67–72, 113–16; Hanson (1995) 188–9, (1996) 291–2; cf. Gallant (1991) 82–7.
7 Property classes: Foxhall (1997) 129–32; van Wees (2001a); cf. Raaflaub (1999) 138 with n. 49.
8 Leisure-class bracket: Davies (1981) 28–9; Ober (1989) 128–9. Note also that the next highest

property class, the hippeis, i.e. those who could afford to own horses, the ultimate status symbol in
classical Athens, had an annual income only 50 per cent higher than this.

9 Pay for service: see ch. 5 in this volume; pay for office: [Arist.] Ath. Pol. 27.3–4. Total number
of hoplites in 411: Lys. 20.13 says that 9,000, rather than 5,000, actually turned up to enrol, and the
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The praise lavished on this regime shows that the ideal of the leisured
hoplite-citizen remained powerful.10

The democratic response to such attitudes was to make a leisured lifestyle
as widely available as possible. Xenophon devoted a pamphlet, Revenues, to
proposals for raising enough money from the labour of slaves and foreigners
to ‘create for every Athenian a suitable livelihood at public expense’ and
specifically enable citizens to engage in military training (1.1, 4.33, 6.1). It
never quite came to that, but by the end of the fourth century Athens had
come very close, thanks to the cumulative effect of extending public pay
to mass political participation in jury courts and assemblies, organizing a
large number of public festivals and subsidizing attendance at some of these,
constructing gymnasia for public use, and finally providing a set of basic
hoplite equipment and a two-year military training programme for every
citizen, all at public expense.11 It took Athens’ exceptionally large revenues
and constant financial reform to pay for all this, and such developments
can hardly have been matched in many other Greek states. Elsewhere, the
domination of the leisure classes in politics and war must have continued.

This is not to say that the ‘poor’, the working classes, were ever excluded
from warfare. In 431, Athens had a total of 30,000 hoplites and cavalry, the
majority of whom clearly must have come from outside the leisured classes,
and thousands of whom were not citizens at all but resident foreigners
without political rights (Thuc. 2.13.6–7). In 425, about 60 per cent of the
Spartan hoplite army consisted, not of full citizens, but of perioikoi, men of
outlying communities with much-reduced citizen rights (Thuc. 4.38.5). At
the same time, the Spartans also employed as hoplites thousands of their
serfs, whom they eventually made ‘new citizens’ (neodamodeis), but again
with only limited political rights.12 There is no reason to assume, as scholars
often do, that the recruitment of hoplites of lower social status is a new phe-
nomenon of the classical period, the result of a military or manpower crisis.
Already at the battle of Marathon in 490, Athens fielded 9,000 hoplites, far
too many to have been recruited from the highest property classes alone.
Again, already at the battle of Thermopylae in 480, the famous 300 Spartans
were accompanied by 700 hoplite perioikoi, while at Plataea a year later the
numbers of Spartan citizens and perioikoi were evenly matched.13

numbers of hoplites and cavalry in 431 as given by Thucydides (2.13.6–7) suggest that there must
have been some 12,500 left at this time: see van Wees (2004) 81, 241–3, with Hansen (1988) 20–8, for
manpower losses and total population figures.

10 Thuc. 8.97.2; [Arist.] Ath. Pol. 33.2. Contrast the regime of the 3,000 in 404/3 bc, which is
denounced as too restrictive: Xen. Hell. 2.3.10; [Arist.] Ath. Pol. 36.2.

11 See Fisher (1998) for the extension of the leisure class to the lower classes in Athens, contra
Pritchard (2003); for the training programme, see ch. 5 in this volume.

12 See e.g. Thuc. 4.80.5; discussion in van Wees (2004) 45, 83–5.
13 Hoplites: 9,000 at Marathon: Paus. 10.20.2 (cf. 8,000 at Plataea: Hdt. 9.28.6). The presence of

700 perioikoi at Thermopylae is not mentioned by Herodotus (whose total numbers, however, do not
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Earlier still, in Homer’s Iliad we find a similar distinction between an
élite of ‘chiefs’ (basileis) who dominate decision making in assembly and law
court and are expected to fight in the front ranks, and a mass of ‘men of the
people’ who are told in no uncertain terms: ‘You are no warrior; you have
no strength; you are of no account in war or counsel’ (2.198–202). Yet these
commoners are equipped, like their chiefs, with bronze armour, shields,
spears and swords, and in action even the greatest warriors appeal for help
to the masses, right down to ‘you who are average and you who are rather
bad’ (12.265–72; cf. 12.409–12, 20.353–7). The occasions on which a single
hero appears to decide the outcome of battle are balanced by occasions on
which Homer attributes success to collective effort, and the ‘worst’ man
in the Greek army is given a speech in which he alleges that all the hard
fighting is in fact done, not by the great chiefs, but by himself and his fellow
commoners.14

Clearly the classical situation in which a heavy-armed élite enjoying
political privileges fought alongside large numbers of heavy-armed soldiers
of lesser political and social status had very early antecedents. In military
terms, the distinction between the two groups was that élite hoplites were
under greater pressure to arm and train themselves and be available for
service. In Homer this was apparently merely a matter of a stronger moral
obligation. In Sparta all full citizens were obliged to arm and serve as
hoplites, while perioikoi were required to provide only select troops.15 In
Athens, those who met the property qualification of 200 medimnoi were
legally obliged to provide themselves with hoplite arms and armour and to
serve in expeditionary forces when called upon, while for the less wealthy
it was at most a moral obligation to buy hoplite equipment if they could
afford it and to turn out to fight for their country in cases of general
mobilization.16 According to Aristotle, such arrangements were common:
elsewhere, too, the politically enfranchised rich were liable to fines for not
arming and training themselves, while the less well-off were ‘allowed not
to possess any equipment’; he added that high property qualifications need

add up without at least the extra 700 men: 7.202, 228), but is implied by Isoc. 4.90, 92, 6.99–100; Diod.
Sic. 11.4.2, 5, who say that ‘1,000 Lacedaemonians’ fought there. Plataea: Hdt. 9.10–11. Cf. Cartledge
(1987) 37–43; Hodkinson (2000) 420–2; Mertens (2002) 288, 292–3, 295.

14 Hom. Il. 2.229–38 (see below, p. 297). In detail van Wees (1988), (1995a).
15 Herodotus calls the 5,000 perioikoi at Plataea ‘picked troops’ (9.11.3). The proportion of perioikoi

in the Spartan army appears to have varied between 50 and 70 per cent, but the total population of
perioikoi in their dozens of towns must have far outnumbered full Spartan citizens, so it seems clear
that only a small proportion was called up for active service.

16 This follows from the fact that those who met this property qualification served because they
were ‘listed’ by the generals and could be prosecuted for failing to serve as required. Since this legal
obligation evidently did not apply to those who fell below the qualification, they must have served on
a voluntary basis. See van Wees (2004) 55–7, 103–4, (2001a) 59–61; Christ (2001), (2004); and ch. 5 in
this volume; contra Rosivach (2002a); Gabrielsen (2002a) 86–8, 92–8.
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not reduce military manpower, because poorer men would still serve when
required (Pol. 1297a29–35, b2–13).

In practice, then, the majority of hoplites in any given community were
usually not leisured property owners, but working farmers and craftsmen.
It was acknowledged that such people were potentially good soldiers: vig-
orous outdoor labour made farmers and shepherds fit and tough, inured
to deprivation and danger, while the fact that their livelihoods depended
on the countryside ensured that they were keen to fight any invading
enemy.17 (Craftsmen, on the other hand, were regarded as ‘effeminate’
fighters because they worked indoors, usually sitting down and sometimes
‘in front of a fire’, and had little interest in defending the countryside.18)
Plato felt the need to remind the upper classes that the working man, ‘wiry
and sunburnt’, would prove a much more effective hoplite than the rich
man who neglected his training and whose life of ease had made him fat,
‘breathless and clueless’ (Resp. 556c–d). Yet for Plato, as for so many others,
the best soldiers and the citizens most deserving of political power remained,
not tough working farmers, but leisured gentlemen who did train to keep
fit for war.

The prevalence of this leisure-class ideal helps explain why training took
the peculiar forms of athletic exercise, hunting and dancing, rather than
weapons- or formation-drill. Given that most training was undertaken pri-
vately, it is perhaps not surprising that formation training is almost unheard
of, but one might have expected that the techniques of fighting with shield,
spear and sword would have been intensively practised. Weapons training
(hoplomachia) was indeed available from travelling specialists, but it was
rather unusual, and seen by some as a pointless luxury. The normal form of
training consisted of a range of athletic exercises: running, wrestling, jump-
ing and boxing, throwing the javelin and discus. Even Sparta’s regimented
programme of training appears to have consisted primarily of athletics:
each Spartan unit had its own running track in camp. These exercises all
contributed to general strength, stamina and agility, but very little to the
specific requirements of combat. The same is even more obviously true of
dancing and even of hunting, which was much praised as good preparation
for warfare, but at best – in big game hunting – only approximated some
of the conditions of war, and usually – in the common pursuit of hare
coursing, where hunters clubbed to death hares caught in nets – had next
to nothing in common with war at all.19

17 Farmers: e.g. Xen. Oec. 4.2–3, 5.5, 7, 14, 16, 6.6–7. Shepherds: Arist. Pol. 1319a20–4. See further
Hanson (1995) 221–71.

18 Xen. Oec. 4.2–3, 6.5–8. For craftsmen as hoplites: Plut. Ages. 26.4–5; Mor. 214a.
19 See ch. 5 in this volume, pp. 133–7. Athletics and war: Mann (2002); Golden (1998) 23–8; Pleket

(1998); Poliakoff (1987) 93–103. Hunting and war: Barringer (2001) 10–14; Anderson (1985) 17–29.
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The explanation for why there was so little training in specialist military
skills is surely that physical exercise was seen primarily as a leisure pursuit,
a fitting pastime for the upper classes, geared to the goal of general physical
fitness rather than specific fitness for combat. And physical exercise was
itself only part of a broader leisured lifestyle which also required a profi-
ciency in playing musical instruments and performing a wide repertoire of
songs. Archaic Sparta prided itself as much on its musical as on its mar-
tial excellence, and the more austere and militarized Sparta of the classical
period was criticized by Plato and Aristotle for going too far in its dedica-
tion to war. Being a fit soldier was not seen as a goal in itself, but merely
a part of the wider goal of achieving all-round physical fitness, which in
turn was supposed to be only one part of the ultimate goal of living a fully
rounded life of leisure. The demands of warfare thus remained subordinate
to the social and cultural ideals of the Greek upper classes to a remarkable
degree. Sparta and Crete may have come close to producing a class of ded-
icated soldiers, but the rest of Greece was dominated by élites of leisured
gentlemen whose interest in warfare was great, yet never primary, and who
took pride in remaining amateurs of war.20

Working-class hoplites were of course by necessity amateur soldiers and
where they formed a large part of the militia, as at Athens, amateur ideology
took even more extreme forms. For a long time, training seems to have been
left to private initiative in Athens to an even greater extent than anywhere
else, and indeed it was a matter of pride for the Athenians that they could be
said to rely on native courage rather than on training of any sort. A common
man might even argue that, without training or experience, he would be
the equal of any aristocrat in battle, because all men know instinctively how
to handle weapons.21

The leisure-class ideal was, finally, not only an important influence on
Greek attitudes to warfare, but also a structural cause of war. Where every
self-respecting man aims to live off the labour of others and strives to
avoid productive work as much as possible, the economic resources of a
community will inevitably be put under great strain. Even Athens, with
its exceptional natural advantages and resources, relied heavily on military
means to lift its citizens out of ‘poverty’, that is, save them from the need to
work for a living (Xen. Vect. 1.1). Plato identified as ‘the origin of war’ the
‘unlimited acquisition of wealth’ inspired by the need of human beings for
‘couches, tables and other furniture, and fine foods of course, and perfumes
and incense, courtesans and cakes’ (Resp. 373a, d–e) – all paraphernalia of
the symposium (fig. 9.2), the drinking party which epitomized the leisured

20 For élite lifestyles, see e.g. Murray (1993) 201–19; Donlan (1980) 155–76.
21 Xen. Cyr. 2.3.9–11 and cf. n. 1 above, on lack of training. Also Anderson (1970) 84–110; Pritchett

(1971–91) ii.208–31; Rawlings (2000).
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Figure 9.2 An early Greek symposium, on a Corinthian vase of c. 600 bc. The symposium was central
to the social life of the Greek leisured classes; in some early scenes such as this, the walls of the dining
room are covered with pieces of armour.

lifestyle of the upper classes. Plunder, conquest and imperialism were indeed
the only realistic means of making the ideal life of leisure a reality for more
than a narrow non-productive upper class.

i i . war, competition and pleonex ia

A second defining feature of Greek society was pervasive competitiveness.
The highlight of many a religious festival was formal contests in sport, song
and dance – all the main leisure-class pursuits. Some festivals even fea-
tured beauty contests. At all social levels people engaged in informal rivalry
with their peers: ‘potter resents potter and carpenter resents carpenter; beg-
gar envies beggar and singer envies singer’ (Hes. Op. 25–6). Even slaves
might turn a chore such as doing the laundry into a competition (Hom.
Od. 6.91–2). Alongside these forms of what Hesiod called ‘good strife’ and
what modern scholars have labelled ‘agonal’, game-like, competition, Greek
communities knew a great deal of ‘bad strife’. Rivalries for power, wealth
and honour spilled over into active hostility, from punch-ups in the streets
and feuding in the courts to the all-too-common civil wars and coups d’état.
These different kinds of competition were two sides of the same coin, two
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expressions of the ideal summed up in the famous Homeric motto: ‘always
be the best and excel above others’.22

Competition for wealth within a community aggravated the pressure
on resources created by the leisure-class aspirations of its citizens. Archaic
poets and classical philosophers constantly voiced their disapproval of greed,
but for their contemporaries the proverb ‘a man is what he owns’ was a
truism. Fierce and sometimes violent competition for wealth led the upper
classes to exploit their poorer neighbours, labourers and debtors to the
hilt. Demands for the redistribution of land and the cancellation of debt
punctuated Greek history from the seventh century onwards and are clear
evidence of the extreme and persistent greed of Greek élites.23

Acquisitiveness at the expense of outsiders, including friends abroad, was
positively celebrated. Homer’s Odysseus prided himself on never letting
his emotions get in the way of an opportunity for profit in the course of
his travels, and was always prepared to postpone his homecoming for the
sake of gain. The Alcmeonid family similarly took pride in a forefather’s
uninhibited exploitation of a foreign king’s offer of ‘as much gold as he
could carry’:

He first stuffed around his shins as much gold as the boots would hold, then filled
with gold the whole fold of his tunic, sprinkled gold dust over his hair, took some
more in his mouth, and came out of the treasury. He was barely able to drag his
boots and looked anything but human, with his mouth stuffed and everything
bulging.24

In the fourth century Athenians still cultivated friendships with wealthy and
influential foreigners by doing them ‘favours’ with a view ‘to get back more’
(Lys. 19.23). Since even friendships with foreigners were exploited for gain,
it is no surprise that the Greeks also resorted to violence against outsiders
in their quest for wealth, both privately and publicly. Tens of thousands of
men went abroad as mercenaries, raiders and settlers in the hope of finding
themselves a livelihood or even making a fortune, while hundreds of small
and great wars must have been fought with at least one eye on the chance
of enriching the community and its citizens by seizing plunder, ransoming
or enslaving captives, or occupying territory.

The importance of economic motives for war should not, however, be
overestimated. Booty taken while ravaging the countryside might be a
useful bonus, but was hardly ever a significant economic resource. Except

22 Hom. Il. 6.208, 11.784. See references in n. 20, above, and, for the idea of an ‘agonal’ culture,
Burckhardt (1998) 160–213, with historiographical analysis of this notion in Ulf (2004).

23 See van Wees (1999a) and (1999b) on exploitation in archaic Greece, and e.g. Asheri (1966); de
Ste Croix (1981); Gehrke (1985) on economic exploitation as a cause of civil war in classical Greece.

24 Hdt. 6.125. See van Wees (1992) 207–48 (on acquisitiveness in Homer); (2002a) 341–4 (on
Alcmeon; contra Thomas 1989: 264–81; Kurke 1999: 142–6).
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in the rare event that the enemy was completely taken by surprise, most
of the countryside would have been evacuated already, and armies could
count themselves lucky to find enough plunder left to sustain them for the
duration of the campaign. The number of prisoners taken in battle would
not often be so great as to raise large sums when they were sold or ransomed.
A ransom of 200 drachmas was standard around 500; a century later, the
rate had fallen to 100 drachmas, only marginally more than a prisoner was
likely to fetch as a slave.25 Moreover, since most warring communities were
pretty evenly matched, one year’s gains were as likely as not to be wiped
out by next year’s losses.

Greater economic gains were made when entire cities were sacked or
held to ransom. Attackers were known to demand half of all the mov-
able property of enemy cities as the price of peace in the Homeric world
(Il. 18.509–13, 23.111–28) and down to the time of the Persian Wars, they
regularly extorted sums of up to 100 talents, probably not much less than
half of most cities’ movable wealth.26 Conquerors, by ‘universal and eternal
custom’, had a right to seize all property and sell into slavery the entire
population of a captured city.27 The exercise of this right was inhibited by
pragmatic and ethical restraints, including qualms about the morality of
enslaving fellow Greeks,28 but when the victors exploited their success to
the full, the sack of a city could bring in hundreds of talents. A decade of
spectacular successes brought the Spartans thousands of talents in booty.29

The sacking of temples, with their wealth of precious dedications, could
be more profitable still – Dionysius I of Syracuse once made 1,000 tal-
ents from plundering a single Etruscan temple, twice as much as he made
from his sack of a nearby city30 – but such acts of impiety were quite
rare.

Predatory profits on this scale could only be made where the odds
were clearly in favour of the attacker. Athens and Sparta in their heyday
enjoyed a military superiority which enabled them in principle to make
sustained profits from warfare, but few other states were in this position.
In any case, revenues will usually have been much smaller than the sums
cited above, which are on record because they were notable windfalls, and
even more importantly the income from war was balanced by its cost:
even the amounts realized from sacking major cities barely made up for

25 On 200 dr.: Hdt. 6.79.1; cf. 5.77.3. 100 dr.: Androtion FGrH 324 F44; SEG xxxiii. 17; Diod. Sic.
14.102.2, 111.4; Arist. Eth. Nic. 1134b. See Ducrey (1968) 238–54; Pritchett (1971–91) v.245–97.

26 Hdt. 3.58, 6.132 (100 talents), 8.29 (50 talents), 8.111–12 (‘large sums’), 9.87.
27 Xen. Cyr. 7.5.73; Mem. 4.2.15; cf. Arist. Pol. 1255a6–7.
28 See Ducrey (1968); Garlan (1975) 68; Karavites (1982).
29 Diod. Sic. 13.106.8 (1,500 talents); Xen. Hell. 4.3.21 with 3.4.24 (1,000 talents); Thuc. 6.62.4;

Dem. 20.77 (120 talents each). The remaining evidence (see Pritchett 1971–91: i.53–84, v.68–541) is of
little use, unreliable, or both.

30 Diod. Sic. 15.14.4; cf. 16.24.3–25.2 (Phocis seizes Delphic oracle) and 16.57.2.
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the great expense of lengthy sieges. Booty, ransom and enslavement were
generally a useful means of meeting the cost of warfare rather than a primary
goal of war.

The only truly significant economic gains required long-term subjection
of the enemy, which took a variety of forms. At one extreme stood the
annexation of a city’s entire territory and the reduction of its population to a
serf-like status, working the land for the conquerors. The Spartans inflicted
this fate on the entire region of Messenia in the seventh century, and several
groups of Greek settlers abroad did the same to native populations in Sicily
and on the coast of the Black Sea. It is generally thought that these were
rare exceptions, but we have already seen that there were numerous other
serf-like populations – in Thessaly, Crete, Argos, Sicyon, Epidaurus and
perhaps other states – and most or all of these are quite likely to have been
created by wars of conquest in the archaic period.31

A less abject form of subjection was suffered by the so-called perioikoi,
‘neighbours’, whose communities became subordinate settlements of a more
powerful city, to which they paid tribute and sent troops on demand. Sparta
had about eighty such communities; Elis and the main cities of Thessaly and
Crete also had a sizeable number each. Classical Elis received one talent per
year from subject Lepreon, and later treaties suggest that in Crete Praesus
demanded 10 per cent of the main revenues of Stalae while Gortyn creamed
off 10 per cent of the annual harvest of almost all crops grown in Caudus.32

How a community ended up in such a position varied: some gave in to
intimidation, others accepted an offer of ‘protection’, but again most were
probably reduced to perioikoi by outright conquest.33

Around the middle of the sixth century Sparta appears to have stopped
reducing its neighbours to the status of serfs or perioikoi and instead turned
to a milder form of subjection: the imposition of treaties which made
defeated enemies into subordinate allies who retained their autonomy and
paid no tribute, but were obliged to send troops or ships as required by
Sparta. Athens later also reduced defeated opponents to subject allies, but
demanded a financial ‘contribution’ (phoros) rather than troops, and by 431

the annual revenue thus collected amounted to about 600 talents – the
equivalent of sacking a large city every year.34

In the classical age, when a conquering state annexed a territory along
with its inhabitants – which did not often happen – the latter were not

31 See above, pp. 274–6, with n. 5.
32 Crete: Chaniotis (1996b) 160–8 and texts 64, 69. Elis: Thuc. 5.31.2–4. Compare Xen. Hell. 6.1.9,

19 (Thessaly). [Pl.] Alc. I 123a (Sparta); cf. Xen. Lac. 15.3. On perioikoi, see Larsen (1937) (general);
Shipley (2002); Mertens (2002) (Sparta).

33 Hdt. 4.148 (conquest); Thuc. 5.31.2 (Lepreon, ‘protection’); cf. 2.25.3; Xen. Hell. 3.2.30 (Epeion,
intimidation); Strabo 8.355.

34 Thuc. 1.96.2, 2.13.3; Diod. Sic. 11.47.1–2; Plut. Arist. 24.
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reduced to subordinate status but given equal citizen rights. The first known
example is the expansion of Syracuse from 484 bc onwards, which led to the
incorporation of the entire population of Camarina, half the population of
Gela, and the upper classes of Megara Hyblaea, Naxos and Catana into the
Syracusan citizen-body.35 Soon after, Argos began swallowing up a series
of neighbouring towns, including Mycenae, and extending citizen rights
to those of their inhabitants who did not choose to go into exile.36 In
the early fourth century Olynthus similarly absorbed many cities in the
northern Aegean by a mixture of persuasion, intimidation and force (Xen.
Hell. 5.2.12–19).

A final form of expansion was to massacre the natives or drive them
out of their territory, and occupy the vacated land. Over the centuries,
many non-Greek populations must have suffered this fate when Greek
settlers arrived to found one of their many ‘colonies’ (apoikia) around the
Mediterranean and the Black Sea, or when a second wave of settlers arrived
to reinforce these new cities. ‘The scum of all Greece flocked to Thasos’
to fight the Thracians for their gold mines,37 while the Delphic oracle in a
most un-oracular manner encouraged a massive land-grab in north Africa:
‘I say unto you: whoever comes to lovely Libya late, when the land has been
divided up, he will regret it afterwards.’38 In wars between Greek states, such
behaviour was uncommon, but Athens did send out groups of hundreds or
thousands of ‘allotment-holders’ (klerouchoi) to occupy the sites of a dozen
or so conquered territories.39

The search for land and resources, important as it was, does not explain all
Greek wars. Border disputes, for instance, were ubiquitous and often inter-
minable, but, although some border regions were of vital economic impor-
tance, whether for their farmland, pasture or other natural resources,40

there is some truth in the ancient claim that Greek cities generally fought
over ‘little bits of not particularly good land’ (Hdt. 5.49). Samos and Priene,
for example, spent centuries waging an intermittent war over an area called
‘The Brambles’, which does not suggest rich natural resources.41 Sparta and
Argos long contested the region of Cynouria, but the Spartans had so little

35 Hdt 7.156; Thuc. 6.4.2, 6.5.3; Diod. Sic.11.49.1–2.
36 Paus. 8.27.1; cf. Strabo 8.6.10–11. See further van Wees (2003) 41–5.
37 Archil. fr. 102 West; fighting Thracians: T4 (Greek lambic Poetry, ed. Gerber), frs. 92–8 (not for

agricultural resources: frs. 21–2). Gold mines: Hdt. 6.46.3–47.2; Thuc. 1.100.2, 101.3.
38 Hdt. 4.159. Compare the classical colonizations of Brea (ML 49 = Fornara 100); Thurii (Diod. Sic.

12.10f.); Amphipolis (Thuc. 4.102). On overseas settlement generally, see e.g. Graham (1964), (2001);
Osborne (1998) and, for violent expulsion of natives, Rihll (1993).

39 See e.g. Cargill (1995); Figueira (1991); Meiggs (1972) 260–2.
40 Pasture: Hell. Oxy. 18.3. Other resources: see Ma (2000) 350.
41 Arist. fr. 576 Rose (= Plut. Mor. 296ab); Ager (1996) nos. 26, 74, 99, 160, 171 (Inscr. Prien. 37

and 41). Compare the conflict between Sparta and Messenia over the marshy land around the temple
of Artemis of the Lake: Tac. Ann. 4.43; IG v 1.1431; see Ager (1996) nos. 50, 150, 159, and esp. p. 450.
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need of it that they gave it away to their allies.42 In quite a few border
conflicts the material value of the land seems to have mattered less than the
opportunity to prove one’s superiority in a trial of military strength with
one’s neighbours: the chief goal of war was status rather than wealth.43

Not even wars which ended with the enemy being annihilated or driven
out of town with nothing but the clothes on their backs were always fought
for the sake of territory, as is clear from the fact that the victors did not
always occupy the vacated land. The site of Sybaris was flooded to make
it uninhabitable after the city was sacked in 510; the Spartans in 427 could
think of nothing better to do with the conquered territory of Plataea than
lease the land to farmers from Thebes and convert the ruins of the city
into a temple of Hera with adjoining two-storey hotel.44 Even Athens at
its most expansionist regularly passed up opportunities to annex land: in
a campaign which later became a byword for Athenian aggression, they
sacked three cities, Mende, Torone and Scione, but later gave the first two
back to their surviving inhabitants and gave the third away to the survivors
of the Spartan sack of Plataea.45

Why one city might destroy another, if not for its land or other resources,
is shown, for example, by the behaviour of the Athenians in first expelling
the Aeginetans from their original home, then, a few years later, sacking
their new home in Thyrea, and finally transporting all captured Aeginetans
to Athens to be executed in cold blood ‘on account of the enmity which had
always existed between them’ (Thuc. 4.57.3–4). Deep-seated hatred, great
anger and the desire for revenge are often cited in our evidence as causes of
war. We should take such explanations seriously, because these were indeed
the emotions stirred up by the other form of competition central to Greek
society: the rivalry for honour.46

A Greek’s ‘honour’ (timê) was both his social status and the respect for
his status shown by others.47 Communities no less than individuals had a
place in a ranking-order of honour and demanded the appropriate level of
deference from others. It is said that the people of Aigion, a small town,
were so proud at having captured a single small warship from an enemy
that they immediately asked the Delphic oracle: ‘Who are the greatest of

42 Thuc. 2.27.2; history of conflict: Hdt. 1.82; Thuc. 5.14.4, 41.2, 6.95.1; Paus. 7.11.1, 10.9.6. See e.g.
Kelly (1970).

43 On the symbolic value of disputed borderland, see Sartre (1979); Ma (2000) esp. 353.
44 Sybaris: Strabo 6.1.13 (cf. the site of Cirrha: Aeschin. 3.109), Plataea: Thuc. 3.68.2–3; Sparta sacked

many other cities for the sake of booty alone: Hysiae (5.83.2); Iasus (8.28.4); Cedreae and Lampsacus
(Xen. Hell. 2.1.15, 18–19); Caryae (Xen. Hell. 7.1.28).

45 Thuc. 4.130, 5.3.4, 5.32.1; cf. Xen. Hell. 2.2.3. Athens also gave away Naupactus to Messenian
refugees, c. 455: Thuc. 1.103.3.

46 Anger and revenge are also cited as motivations for e.g. the annihilation of the Hestiaeans (Plut.
Per. 23.4) and the destruction of Sybaris (Diod. Sic. 12.9.1–10.1; Strabo 6.1.3; Ath. 12.521d).

47 On timê, see esp. Riedinger (1976); van Wees (1992) 69–77; Lendon (2000) 3–11.
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the Greeks?’ The oracle told them exactly which parts of Greece had the
best land, the best horses, the best women, the second-best men and the
very best men, and witheringly concluded: ‘You, Aigians, are not third or
fourth; you are not even twelfth.’48 True or not, the story vividly illustrates
the notion of a hierarchy of states, and the universal obsession with being
recognized as number one.

International etiquette required that communities should ‘stand their
ground before equals, be well-behaved towards superiors, and treat inferiors
with moderation’ (Thuc. 5.111.4). Specifically, a state with ‘colonies’ abroad
would expect to receive certain ritual privileges from these communities,
and a state which claimed a position of ‘leadership’ (hêgemonia, archê) over
others would expect to have the privilege of providing supreme commanders
and picking the most prestigious battle stations in any joint campaigns.
The Spartans guarded their status as leaders so jealously that they chose to
lose two major allies in the Persian Wars rather than share the leadership
with them. The Athenians on this occasion were prepared to accept the
superiority of Sparta, but did insist on getting at least the second most
prestigious place in the line of battle. A century later, their sense of honour
was so prickly that they were not even prepared to command the allied
navy while Sparta led the allied army, because this would have given Athens
authority only over low-status naval personnel, while Sparta was in charge
of high-status infantry. One can see why Athenians said that they built up
their leading position, first in self-defence, but ‘then for the sake of honour,
and later for the sake of profit’.49

Any hint of disrespect from another community, especially one seen as
an equal or inferior, constituted a challenge to one’s honour. Sparta’s dec-
larations of war on Elis, c. 400, and on Thebes in 395 were motivated by a
string of insults which the Spartans felt they had suffered at the hands of
these enemies over the preceding years, and indeed decades. These included
the prevention and interruption of Spartan attempts to make grand public
sacrifices, the banning of Spartans from the Olympic games, and chal-
lenging decisions made by Sparta as leader of military alliance.50 All our
sources agree that, whatever the official justification, it was these insults
which really caused both wars, and we must accept that for the Greeks
repeated acts of disrespect – especially widely witnessed snubs and chal-
lenges at international religious festivals or large gatherings of allies – were

48 Suda and Photius, s.v. Humeis, ô Megareis; Strabo 10.1.13; Anth. Pal. 14.73. On ranking of states,
see further Lendon (2000) 13–15, (2007).

49 Thuc. 1.75.3. Ritual privileges from colonies: Thuc. 1.25–6, 38. Leadership in Persian Wars: Hdt.
7.148–9, 157–62, 9.26–7; later: Xen. Hell. 7.1.12–14.

50 Elis: Xen. Hell. 3.2.21–2, 26; Thuc. 5.31, 43–50; Diod. Sic. 14.17.4–6; Paus. 3.8.3; cf. Lendon
(2000) 1–2, 21; Roy (1998b). Thebes: Xen. Hell. 3.5.5 (and 7.1.34); Hell. Oxy. 13.1; Diod. Sic. 14.18.1;
Paus. 3.9.3–10; Plut. Ages. 27; cf. Hornblower (2002) 210–26; Seager (1994) 97–119.
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serious and valid reasons to go to war. Power and material resources were
inevitably also at stake in the unending struggles for hegemony, whether
local, regional or embracing all of Greece, but the Greeks themselves clearly
saw these conflicts primarily as contests for ‘honour’.

This habit of seeing international relations, not in terms of unavoidable
clashes of interest between states, but in terms of deliberate and gratuitous
attempts by rivals to inflict dishonour, encouraged escalation of violence.
The Greeks called such unprovoked, humiliating aggression hybris, and
generally lived up to the proverbial advice ‘When treated with injustice,
reach a settlement; when treated with hybris, take revenge’ (Stob. 3.1.172).51

A cycle of revenge often meant that enmity persisted for many generations,
or even centuries. Several of the main rivalries in classical Greece – between
Athens and Aegina, Corinth and Corcyra, Thessaly and Phocis – were
in oral tradition traced back to the very beginning of their existence as
independent states.52 ‘Friendly’ or ‘agonal’ rivalry between communities
was thus just as liable to take a violent turn as it was between individuals,
and since in the international arena restraints were fewer, wars over matters
of honour were a common occurrence.

The competition for honour and profit was widely recognized as the
greatest cause of war, with honour and profit carrying equal weight.53 Often,
the two went hand-in-hand, but sometimes communities and individuals
were forced to choose. The heroes of the Iliad and Odyssey repeatedly find
themselves having to decide whether to satisfy honour by killing their ene-
mies or to spare them for the sake of rich gifts in ransom and compensation.
They always choose honour above profit, as one would expect in the ideal
world of the epics.54 In the real world, the choice was harder. In 427 the
Athenians regarded the rebellion of Mytilene as an act of hybris, and thus as
a matter of honour, but could not decide whether to insist on the demands
of honour and massacre the entire male population (Thuc. 3.38.1, 39.4–6,
40.4–7) or to ignore the insult and to punish only those most responsible
for the revolt, which was seen as the solution which would in the long
term be most economically profitable (3.42.1, 44.1–4, 46.4, 47.5). Initially,
the demands of honour prevailed, but when the assembly was reconvened
considerations of profit won the day – if only by ‘an almost equal show of
hands’ (3.49.1). What was never in doubt, however, was that the pursuit of
honour was the more respectable motivation of the two. Belligerents would

51 E.g. Thuc. 1.68.2; Xen. Hell. 3.5.5, 24, 5.2.38. For the meaning of hybris (not to be confused with
its modern sense of ‘overreaching arrogance’), see Fisher (1992).

52 Athens and Aegina: Hdt. 5.81–9. Corinth and Corcyra: Hdt. 3.49; Thuc. 1.25.4. Thessaly and
Phocis: Hdt. 7.176, 215, 8.29–30.

53 Thuc. 1.75.3, 76.2 (‘honour, fear and profit’); Pl. Prt. 354b (‘security, rule over others and
possessions’); Xen. Hell. 3.5.12 (‘leadership, honour and possessions’); Dem. 15.17; Arist. Pol. 1266b38–9.

54 Hom. Il. 6.45–65, 9.645–8, 18.498–501, 21.99–105, 22.111–28; Hom. Od. 22.54–64. See van Wees
(1992) 131–5; Wilson (2002).
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always claim to fight for honour while accusing their opponents of being
driven by sheer greed, and the Greeks at large liked to flatter themselves
that barbarians witnessing them in action would wonder ‘What manner of
men are these, who contend not for money but for excellence?’55

Modern scholars sometimes say that profit and honour were merely
two aspects of the ultimate objective of war, power.56 The Greek terms
hegemonia and archê are commonly translated as ‘hegemony’ and ‘empire’,
words which in modern languages evoke positions of power rather than the
prestige and privileges of ‘leadership’. Power certainly was a recognized goal
of war: ‘we believe that it is the way of the gods, and we know for certain
that it is universally the way of human beings, by natural compulsion, to
rule whatever one can’ (Thuc. 5.105.2; cf. 1.76.2). Yet for the Greeks power
was merely a means to a further end, which was precisely to win prestige and
wealth.57 If we subordinate the latter to a supposed ultimate goal of power,
we not only invert the Greek hierarchy of values but risk losing sight of the
important structural tension between honour and profit as causes of war.

An even more remarkable difference between modern and ancient ideas
is that we are inclined to seek the origins of conflict in absolute shortages
of resources whereas the Greeks unanimously attributed wars and rivalries
to an ambitious and greedy ‘desire for more’ (pleonexia). In other words,
the central problem as the Greeks saw it was not that those who had little
or no wealth or prestige would try to gain some by force, but that those
who already had abundant wealth and prestige would resort to violence to
win still more. As we saw, Plato found the cause of war not in a shortage
of food, but in the need for the paraphernalia of a leisure-class lifestyle,
without which a community would be no better than a city of pigs (Resp.
372d–373e; cf. Phd. 66c). Similarly Aristotle noted that ‘people commit
the greatest acts of injustice for the sake of superiority, not for the sake of
necessity’: the root of conflict was pleonexia ‘whether for property or honour
or both’.58 ‘Surfeit breeds hybris’, said archaic poets; ‘abundance inspires a
desire for more through hybris and ambition’ and ‘god has ordained that
people’s ambitions grow in direct proportion to their power’, elaborated
others.59 All three surviving classical historians took it for granted that a
prosperous community would develop a sense of ambition (phronema) and
a feeling of aggressive contempt towards others (hybris), two sentiments
which together would inspire pleonexia and finally lead to war.60

55 Hdt. 8.26. Examples of honour versus greed in the justification of wars, see e.g. Paus. 4.4.1–5.5
(Messenia); Hdt. 6.137–40 (Lemnos).

56 So Ma (2000) 353; Garlan (1975) 183; cf. Garlan (1989) 28–30.
57 See esp. Xen. Hiero 7.1–3, and the texts cited above in n. 53.
58 Arist. Pol. 1266b38–9, 1267a14; cf. Fisher (2000) 84–90 on honour; Balot (2001) on pleonexia.
59 Solon fr. 6.3 West; Theognis 153; Thuc. 3.45.4; Xen. Hell. 5.2.18.
60 So Hdt. 1.66 (on Sparta); 5.81 (Aegina); Thuc. 1.25.4, 38.6 (Corcyra); 3.39.4–5 (Mytilene); Xen.

Hel. 5.2.16–18, 38 (Olynthus); 7.1.23–6, 32 (Arcadia).
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These ancient Greek ideas about the causes for war make perfect sense
in a pervasively competitive world. The more abundant a state’s resources,
the better its chances of defeating its rivals, and the greater the likelihood
of it going to war. Moreover, the greater honour a state claimed for itself,
the more deference it had to demand from others, and the less defiance it
could tolerate. Hence Athens at the peak of its naval power felt obliged to
wipe out the entire population of Melos because to let an island population
maintain its neutrality might seem a ‘sign of weakness’ (Thuc. 5.95–7, 116.2–
4), while Sparta, when it in turn reached the height of its power, felt the
need to attack the remote city of Olynthus simply because it looked as if
it might one day become a rival (Xen. Hell. 5.2.12–20). Campaigns like
these vindicate the Greeks’ own view that their wars were not struggles for
survival, but ever-escalating rivalries: every success bred a desire and need
for greater success.

This rivalry, then, was a constant factor, but the balance between honour
and profit as the twin goals of competition appears to have undergone a
shift over the centuries. Serf populations were probably still being created
by Argos and Sicyon in the early sixth century, but the subjection of the
Mariandynians by the Heracleans on the Black Sea, c. 550, is the last known
instance of this process. Not coincidentally it is also around the middle of
the sixth century that formal treaties of alliance are first recorded in the
Greek world. Conversely, no instances of states being completely absorbed
by their conquerors, with full citizen rights for the defeated, are known
before the early fifth century. It looks, therefore, as if the Greeks gradu-
ally moved from highly hierarchical and economically exploitative forms
of expansion to more egalitarian forms of imperialism which brought more
honour than profit. There is an intriguing parallel with developments in
social relations within Greek cities: in the sixth century legislation and polit-
ical action to mitigate the worst excesses of social inequality and economic
exploitation became widespread, and from the mid-sixth century onwards
ideals of moderation and egalitarianism gained particular prominence.61 It
was presumably this social change which brought about a transformation
of attitudes to war and international relations.

i i i . war, society and politics

For thirteen years Spartan boys and youths lived away from home under
public supervision while they were educated in so-called ‘herds’ (bouai).
Their adult social lives continued to be centrally regulated, as they were
required to dine every night in one of the public messes (phiditia). These
herds and messes were and are regarded as the secret of Sparta’s military

61 See n. 23 above, and on the development of a ‘middling’ ideology, see Morris (1996).
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success, and count among the most ‘militaristic’ institutions known to the
ancient world. Yet it is far from clear how strongly geared towards war-
fare they really were. Our sources do not explain how mess-groups related
to military units or how messes and herds trained for combat, but stress
instead that the Spartan regime instilled general physical and mental qual-
ities such as fitness, toughness, self-control and obedience. These qualities
are highly desirable in war, but not in war alone, and they may well have
been cultivated also for non-military purposes.

Each mess-group may have formed the core of a ‘sworn band’ (enomotia),
Sparta’s smallest military unit. Classical sworn bands consisted of about
forty men, but 60–70 per cent of these were perioikoi, so that each band
contained only twelve to sixteen full citizens, which fits well with the claim
of one source that the messes consisted of fifteen men on average.62 Dining
groups of this size were certainly not unique to Sparta: a classical Greek
dining room typically held seven couches with two places each. Despite their
peculiarities of organization and lifestyle, Sparta’s social groups were thus
fundamentally similar to those of other Greek states. They were integrated
into military organization to an exceptional degree, but did not actually
coincide with army units and were evidently not shaped by strictly military
requirements.

The evidence of archaic Spartan poetry and vase-painting suggests that
the system of public messes was introduced only after 550, that is, after
Sparta established itself as the most powerful state in Greece. If so, Sparta’s
centralized social system will have been designed less to create an effective
army than to create a tight-knit community capable of dominating vast
numbers of serfs, perioikoi and subject allies. The cities of Crete, which also
operated a system of public messes, faced a similar challenge in controlling
their subject populations.63

In Athens, and probably elsewhere in Greece, social and political struc-
tures very much dictated military organization, rather than vice versa. The
Athenian army from 501 onwards was divided into ten regiments corre-
sponding to the ten tribes into which citizens were organized for administra-
tive purposes. Each regiment combined forces from three separate regions
of Attica and in a general levy included some 1,000 men, making it an
incoherent and unwieldy military unit. Clearly, the tribe was primarily a
political institution, not designed with a view to efficiency in combat. At
the lowest level of organization, informal social groups formed the basis
of military organization: Athenian soldiers simply travelled, camped and

62 Plut. Lyc. 12.2 for size of messes; cf. Hodkinson (2000) 190–9, 216–18, 356–8; Singor (1999). For
Sparta’s military organization, see e.g. van Wees (2004) 243–9; Cartledge (1987) 427–31; Lazenby (1985);
Anderson (1970) 225–51; on the perioikoi, see above p. 277, with n. 13.

63 Introduction of messes and centralized education in Sparta: Hodkinson (1997) esp. 90–1, 97–8;
Finley (1981) 24–40. Control: e.g. Powell (2002) 90–103. Crete: Link (1994); Willetts (1955).
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fought in the company of relatives, friends and neighbours, without any
attempt by central authority to forge them into regular units.64

Before Sparta introduced its sworn bands and Athens its tribal regi-
ments, armies were still more loosely organized. The epic world described
by Homer knows only war bands consisting of a chieftain and his retain-
ers (therapontes), including kinsmen, friends, dependants and anyone he
could talk or intimidate into following him as a personal ‘favour’. Hier-
archy within and between these bands rests on how much respect (timê)
any individual commands. Battle in the Homeric world is fought in loose
formation: archers, spearmen and chariots mingle and move freely around
the battlefield. This mixing of arms, and in particular the chariots riding
among the foot soldiers rather than forming separate mounted units, has
seemed unrealistic to many, but may be explained by the nature of military
organization. Where the leader of a war band rides in a chariot and his
followers are equipped with a great variety of arms, depending on personal
preference and status, the different troop-types cannot be separated into
distinct forces but must fight together in an open, fluid, mixed formation.
In other words, Homeric social structure dictated military organization
which in turn dictated the nature of battle.65

In the course of the archaic period informal units were overlaid or
replaced with more formal and centralized forms of organization, and many
scholars see this as a result of developments in the nature of battle. It is
more likely, however, that the impetus for changes in battle came from
social and political developments. If, with the majority of scholars, one
dates the emergence of the closed hoplite phalanx to the seventh century, it
coincided with the first stages of state-formation in Greece. Alternatively,
it has been argued that private retinues continued to be an integral part of
most armies until the end of the sixth century, when Greek cities finally
reached a sufficient level of state-formation to replace war bands with cen-
tralized armed forces, and a case can be made that the classical hoplite style
of fighting in fact did not emerge until this time.66

Historians have long argued that war had a formative influence on society
and politics, and of course the experience of war can have a deep impact
on people’s lives, especially when men are cut off from their normal social
ties and have their normal moral values suspended for long periods of
time while they are exposed to extreme danger and deprivation. But not
all warfare is like that, and it is equally possible for war to be a relatively
routine experience which does not leave a great mark on those who fight,
let alone on the wider community.

64 See ch. 5 in this volume. For ‘tribes’ in war, see also ch. 2, pp. 28–30 (cf. Fornara 1971: 1–39; Hamel
1998a: 59–99); informal groups: Schmitz (2004); Whitehead (1986) 224–6; Osborne (1985) 82–3.

65 War bands: van Wees (1986), (1995b), (1997). Combat: van Wees (1988), (1994), (2004), 153–65.
66 See ch. 7 in this volume, pp. 192–223; further Frost (1984); van Wees (2004) 166–83, 232–40.
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Most Greek warfare hovered at the less influential end of the spectrum.
At one extreme, a select expeditionary force might get bogged down in siege
operations lasting more than two years and taking a heavy toll, but at the
other, more common, extreme, a general levy might take the field for only a
few days or a week during the summer, and this was much more common.
Soldiers in general levies banded together with those they knew at home,
rather than being thrown into the company of strangers and forced to form
new bonds with their comrades-at-arms. Travelling and camping outdoors
were hardly arduous experiences at this time of year (certainly not for those
who brought their own servants and pack animals) and many a campaign
consisted largely of trashing evacuated farms. A short period away from
home every few years, in familiar company, under agreeable conditions
and with quite low levels of danger, was not a life-changing experience on
a par with the First World War.67

Nevertheless, even a limited shared experience of war might stimulate
a sense of identity among certain social groups. The ability to fight as a
hoplite, at any rate, was a vital part of being a man and a Greek. Courage
in war was so central to masculinity that it was known simply as andreia,
‘manliness’, and dying in combat was referred to as ‘becoming a good
man’. Conversely, exclusion from hoplite service was the equivalent of
being ‘turned from a man into a woman’ (Pl. Leg. 944d–e). From Homer
onwards, fighting at close range was rated above all other kinds of combat,
and increasingly it was the only reputable kind of combat. Whereas Home-
ric heroes relied on missiles and hit-and-run tactics as well, and archaic
soldiers were not ashamed to write poems about abandoning their shields
as they ran for safety, the classical hoplite who did not stand his ground
in hand-to-hand combat was liable to prosecution, not to mention endless
mockery. This privileging of hoplite-style bravery as a male gender charac-
teristic meant that those who fought differently – horsemen, light infantry,
marines, rowers – came to be regarded as cowardly, effeminate and even
un-Greek.68

All hoplites thus had something important in common which non-
hoplites lacked, and this inevitably turned them into a distinct social group.
But it did not turn them into a homogenous social group. In the Spartan
army, every hoplite wore a red tunic and a standard bronze panoply, includ-
ing a shield with the simplest of emblems: the letter L for ‘Lacedaemon’.
This picture of uniformity has created in modern minds the image of the
hoplite army as a group of peers, men of the same social and economic back-
ground, whose similarity and solidarity were further reinforced by their

67 See ch. 6 in this volume on the nature of campaigns.
68 Andreia: see esp. Roisman (2003). Homer: van Wees (1996). Archaic poets: Archil. fr. 5 West; Alc.

fr. 428a LP. Attitudes to light-armed, cavalry, etc.: Pritchard (1998).
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Figure 9.3 An ornate piece of armour from Afrati in Crete, c. 650–600 bc.
Such spectacular equipment set the wealthy hoplite apart from his fellow
soldiers. This piece and similar items appear to have been captured in battle
and hung up on the walls of a men’s communal dining hall, with inscriptions
naming those who took these spoils.

experience of fighting as identical cogs in their city’s war-machine. But
outside Sparta hoplite armies presented a very variegated appearance. The
richest men wore ornate and precious body armour and helmets with mul-
tiple crests; they carried shields with personalized, sometimes idiosyncratic,
devices, and rode to war on expensive horses accompanied by shield-bearers
and other servants (fig. 9.3). The poorest wore nothing but a simple tunic
and a plain helmet; they carried a plain shield, and walked, alone.69 As they
watched one another on campaign, hoplites will have noticed what they
had in common, but they must have been reminded no less forcefully of
the social and economic distances which separated them.

The common idea that hoplites saw themselves not just as a unified
social group but specifically as a middle class is almost entirely a modern

69 Sparta: esp. Xen. Lac. 11.3; Eup. fr. 394 KA. Equipment of the élite: e.g. Ar. Ach. 1074, 1103–11;
Pax 1172–8; Xen. Mem. 3.10.9–14; An. 3.2.7, 3.4.46–9; see further van Wees (2004) 47–54, 57–8, 68–71.
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invention.70 Only once in ancient literature was heavy infantry linked to a
‘middle group’ (meson). Aristotle briefly argued in his Politics that the growth
of hoplite forces had led to wider political participation (see below), and
added that it was in particular the small size of the ‘middle group’ which had
previously allowed oligarchic regimes to flourish (1297b16–28). Whether he
meant that this middle class and the hoplite army coincided or that the
middle class merely formed one important element of the hoplite army is
not clear. Either way, the passage is almost meaningless, since Aristotle used
the term ‘middle’, a central concept in his philosophy, very freely indeed.
It could cover anyone not ‘extremely rich’ or ‘extremely poor’ (1295b2–4),
even a person as eminent as a regent of Sparta, just because he was not
actually a king (1296a20). What is more, elsewhere Aristotle pointedly did
not identify hoplites with the ‘middle’: ‘some are necessarily rich, some poor
and some middling [mesoi], and the rich are hoplites while the poor do not
have hoplite equipment’ (1289b30–2); ‘wherever the territory is suitable for
hoplites, conditions are favourable for [a form of] oligarchy, for the hoplite
force belongs more to the rich than to the poor’ (1321a10–14). Finally he
concedes that the ‘middle group’ rarely if ever became large enough to be
significant (1295a23–6): this class was clearly more of a philosophical ideal
than a social reality. Aristotle’s vague and inconsistent attempt to apply a
pet concept to a flawed historical scheme tells us nothing about the status
or self-image of hoplites.71

The impact of naval warfare on the development of a lower-class iden-
tity – in cities like Athens which employed a substantial number of citizen
rowers and sailors – is hard to gauge. On the one hand, with the excep-
tion of the captain, the citizens who served on a trireme were normally all
working-class men, professional sailors and rowers. Even the hoplites who
served as marines usually belonged to the lower classes.72 Close teamwork
between more than a dozen sailors on deck and 170 oarsmen on the benches
below was absolutely essential to the functioning of the trireme, and might
well create a strong sense of solidarity.73 On the other hand, the crews of
classical Athenian warships were divided by an internal hierarchy. Citizen-
rowers hogged the highest of the three tiers of benches, where ventilation
and other working conditions were best, and they could expect bonuses on
top of their regular pay. Non-citizens sat on the lower benches, with the
slaves probably seated lowest in the hold, where the lack of air and stench
of sweat were intolerable. Sailors ranked above rowers, and helmsmen in
particular enjoyed considerable authority and recognition for their vital
expertise. Marines not only shared the prestige of all hoplites but spent

70 See esp. Hanson (1995); also e.g. Forrest (1966) 94–7; Andrewes (1956) 34–8; Nilsson (1929).
71 For a detailed critique of Aristotle’s views on this point, see van Wees (2002b) 72–7.
72 See in this volume ch. 5, pp. 125–7, 138–40.
73 See esp. Strauss (1996) 317–18.
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most of their time idling on deck – reading, for example – and were tem-
porarily elevated to the company and leisured lifestyle of their captains,
who were appointed from among the very wealthiest families in Athens.74

Tight cooperation on board a warship was thus structured in a hierarchi-
cal manner, and once again social distinctions might be reinforced rather
than effaced in war. The lower classes were associated with the navy pri-
marily by the élite, who scathingly spoke of working-class citizens as ‘the
naval mob’ (nautikos ochlos) and ‘the yo-heave-hos’ (to rhupappai). Even
comic plays, a popular genre, featured little more than back-handed com-
pliments about rowers suffering blistered bottoms for their country, and
completely failed to acknowledge that oarsmen ran real risks of drowning
and of enslavement or execution by the enemy.75 When the war at sea
was not going well, comic poets were not slow to turn against the rowers
and call them indisciplined, criminal scum (Ar. Ran. 1071–6). Whether
the Athenian poor were able to derive any sense of identity from serving
in a military role which met with such hostility and contempt – a role in
which they were in any case outnumbered by foreigners and slaves – must
remain doubtful. Perhaps the rare positive evaluations which we encounter,
such as Aristophanes’ reference to ‘the top-bench oarsmen, saviours of the
city’ (Ach. 162–3), reveal something of how citizen-rowers saw themselves.
Perhaps the total absence of naval imagery in public and private monu-
ments, dominated by the figure of the hoplite, is misleading and hides a
lively, oral, counter-culture which does not survive.76 Or perhaps rowing
was for the Athenian working classes just a job, and one from which they
derived little pride.

Ancient political thinkers, however, did believe that the experience of
war might turn sections of the hoplite and naval forces into politically
aware and active groups. Plato imagined that the working classes would
begin to despise their rulers and to plot their overthrow if the rich betrayed
a lack of physical or moral fitness anywhere in public, but above all in
war: ‘as they walk down the street or attend some other gathering, during
a religious festival or during a military campaign, when they are fellow
crewmen or fellow soldiers, and indeed in the very midst of battle’ (Resp.
556c–d). Aristotle must have had something similar in mind when he argued
that once upon a time most cities had been ruled by narrow élites but that
wider political participation had begun when hoplite forces became larger,
better organized and more effective in battle (Pol. 1297b16–24). He also
thought that Athenian democracy emerged when the navy became Athens’
most important military force, so that the working classes who manned

74 Hierarchy: van Wees (2004) 230–1; working conditions: Morrison et al. (2000) 237–8.
75 Comedy: Ar. Vesp. 1118–19; Eq. 784–5, 1366–8.
76 Strauss (1996) 320–2, (2000b), for lack of naval imagery and possibility of a lost counter-culture.
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the ships ‘began to have big ideas and took worthless leaders in political
opposition to the decent people’ (1274a13–15). He was not alone in his
views, and one author was even prepared to play devil’s advocate and argue
that the naval role of ‘the poor and common people’ of Athens meant that
these ‘wretches and poor men’ actually deserved greater power than ‘the
hoplites, the well-born and the worthy’.77

Modern scholars have generally adopted this ancient perspective and
concluded that service in the navy did indeed politicize Athens’ poorest
citizens in the classical period, while service in the heavy infantry forged
small but independent working farmers into a self-aware and politically
active middle class during the seventh century bc, if not earlier.78 We
must remember, however, that what our sources offer us are theories rather
than historical facts. Moreover, these theories were based, not on historical
research, but on a central Greek political ideal: the notion that those who
held power ought to prove themselves worthy of it by displaying excellence
in war. It followed logically from this ideal that a ruling élite which failed to
demonstrate its military superiority ought to be overthrown by its subjects –
like Plato’s ineffective rich men, ‘breathless and clueless’ in hoplite combat.
It also followed that any group which found itself playing a decisive military
role ought to feel entitled to political dominance – like Aristotle’s rowers
with their ‘big ideas’. But what ought to have happened according to political
ideology is not necessarily what did happen.

There was never any agreement on who excelled or dominated in war.
Already in Homer, we find an aristocrat shouting that all commoners are
cowards, of no use in combat or council, while the ‘worst’ of the sol-
diers shouts back that it is precisely common men like himself who do
all the fighting (Il. 2.198–202, 229–38). Aristotle could claim that hoplites
were the only defenders of their country who deserved political rights (Pol.
1297b1–2), at a time when the historical record shows that not only naval
forces, but cavalry, light infantry and mercenaries were indispensable in
warfare. After the battle of Salamis most credit for the victory was given,
not to the lower-class sailors and oarsmen, but to the hoplite marines and to
the rich ship captains who had paid the crews’ wages.79 Almost any group
with political ambitions could and would claim a decisive military role for
itself – but groups without such ambitions might not realize, or capitalize
on, their own military importance.

Hence Plato imagined that, so long as the élite performed adequately
in battle, working-class hoplites would happily fight alongside them with-
out enjoying the same political rights. Only if the ruling class positively

77 [Xen.] Ath. Pol. 1.2, 4; cf. Ar. Ach. 162–3; Vesp. 1117–21. For the hostile view, see Pl. Leg. 707c;
Arist. Pol. 1304a22–4; Plut. Them. 19.4; Arist. 22.1.

78 Hoplite middle class: above n. 66; navy and democracy: esp. Strauss (1996).
79 See further van Wees (1995a); Ceccarelli (1993).
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disgraced itself in action would the poor begin to rebel. Aristotle took the
same line: he assumed that the poorer hoplites would be content to serve
without laying claim to any political rights so long as they were decently
treated and fed on campaign, and indeed that a city could develop a large
fleet without giving citizen rights to any member of the ‘naval mob’ except
a small number of hoplite marines (Pol. 1297b2–13, 1327a40–b11). History
bears out these assumptions. As we saw, Athens fielded large numbers of
working-class hoplites but granted the right to hold political office only to
men who could live in leisure on their income – and until 457 even some
of these were excluded from for the highest offices ([Arist.] Ath. Pol. 7.3–
8.1, 26.2). Half or more of the Spartan hoplite army consisted of perioikoi
who never staked a claim to full citizen rights, and the same goes for the
thousands of resident aliens in Athens who served as hoplites without even
claiming the right to own land. Athenian warships were manned not only
by poor citizens but by large numbers of resident aliens and slaves, while
elsewhere slaves or serfs formed the bulk of naval manpower, but again
their services inspired no movement to grant them citizen rights.80

The experience of warfare thus did not in itself politicize social groups –
but those who were politically active never failed to cite this experience in
justification of their claims to power.

iv. conclusion

Accused of treachery in 343 bc, Aeschines asserted his patriotism in court
by reciting his record of military service, supported by eye-witness testi-
mony, while calling his accuser a coward and deserter. Modern politicians
whose devotion to their country is questioned tend to react in a similar
way, although they might not follow Aeschines all the way and also roll
out the military records of their brothers, brothers-in-law and 94-year-old
fathers while calling their opponents sexual perverts (2.147–51, 167–70).
The idea that risking one’s life in war is the only true test of patriotism and
manhood has a long history and remains very familiar to us. In ancient
Greece, however, this idea was of exceptional significance: it served to jus-
tify an entire social and political order. The power of the ruling élite, or the
political ambitions of their subjects, were legitimate only if a decisive role in
war could be claimed in support. High status seemed deserved only when
matched by military excellence. In classical Athens the possession of great
wealth could only be justified by spending much of it on meeting the cost
of war through voluntary donations, liturgies and taxes. The greater self-
discipline and courage in war which the Greeks attributed to themselves

80 Hoplites and political rights: see above, pp. 273–9; non-citizens in naval crews, see ch. 5 in this
volume, pp. 138–40; contra e.g. Morrison et al. (2000) 117–18; Rosivach (1985).
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were central to the notion that they were superior to, and ought to rule over,
barbarians. The role of men in protecting women from enemy invasion –
like sheepdogs protecting the flock from wolves (Xen. Mem. 2.7.7) – was
equally central to the notion that men ought to rule over women.81

War was highly prominent in the literature and art of ancient Greece,
then, because it played a vital ideological role, rather than because it was
an ever-present and all-absorbing reality. Wars were common, and links
between social and political structures on the one hand and military insti-
tutions on the other were close. Yet Greek societies cannot be said to have
been shaped to a significant extent by the demands of warfare. Weapon
and combat training took up no more than a fraction of the élite’s ample
leisure time, which was devoted to athletic exercise instead, even in Sparta.
The social groups to which citizens belonged did not coincide with mili-
tary units and were not designed to serve primarily military functions; at
best they were incorporated into larger army units – either informally, as
in Athens, or formally, as in Sparta. Political rights were allocated on the
basis of property qualifications, not military roles.

We may gain some perspective on the place of war in the Greek world if we
remember not only that there were always young men impatiently waiting
for war to break out, hoping for a chance to prove themselves, but that
such attitudes were denounced as deeply misguided by many others, who
lamented the miseries of war, and who not only advocated but positively
glorified peace.82 And we should remember not only Homer’s heroes but
also Hesiod’s farmers. The heroes’ lives are filled with fighting, raiding and
waging war, and they represent the dangerous, conflict-ridden world in
which the Greeks needed to believe if war was to justify their social and
political order. In the lives of Hesiod’s farmers, by contrast, warfare plays
no role, and if they think about war at all, it is only as a disaster which the
gods may send to punish an unjust community. In a straight competition,
according to an apocryphal but significant ancient story, it was Hesiod who
beat Homer, ‘because it was right that the winner should be the one who
encouraged agriculture and peace, not the one who kept going on about
war and slaughter’.83

81 See van Wees (1992) 138–57, (1998a) 44–6; Shipley (1993) 23. On justification of wealth in Athens,
see Whitehead (1983).

82 Keen young men: Thuc. 2.8.1. Attitudes to war and peace: van Wees (2001b); Spiegel (1990);
Arnould (1981); de Romilly (1968).

83 Certamen 13 (Loeb trans.); cf. Hes. Op. 225–47, on war as punishment; van Wees (1992) on war
in Homer.
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CHAPTER 10

INTERNATIONAL REL ATIONS

richard billows

The Hellenistic age ushered in a new era in the international relations
of the Greek world, in that it drew the relatively small-scale system of
Greek city-states and ethnê into the much larger system of the Hellenistic
monarchies; and in that the Hellenistic monarchies were dominated by
royal families and élites drawn from the hitherto remote and backward
region of Macedonia in northern Greece. For centuries, down to the middle
of the fourth century bc, Macedonia had stood on the fringe of – some
would say entirely outside – Greek civilization and its developments.1 It
seems legitimate to wonder therefore whether, in taking over the Greek
world and expanding the horizons of Greek civilization to encompass the
lands of the old Persian empire, the Macedonians brought to the practice
of international relations any special ideas, policies, systems or formulas of
their own, distinct from those of the city-state Greeks.

They did not. In unifying Macedonia and leading it to a position of
dominance in the Greek world during the third quarter of the fourth cen-
tury, king Philip II necessarily adapted his diplomacy and his practice of
international relations – modes of negotiation, style of treaties, alliances,
and other agreements – to the ideas and systems of the more advanced
city-state Greeks. Even his role as a near-absolute monarch, able to con-
duct diplomacy and international relations more or less as he saw fit, was
paralleled in the world of the Greek city-states by the great tyrants they
from time to time produced, like Dionysius I of Syracuse, for instance.
What the Macedonians introduced into Greek international relations that
was new was, on the one hand, the existence of a small set of super-states –
the Hellenistic empires – and how they related to each other; and on the
other hand, the relation between the new super-states and the Greek city-
states inside and outside these empires.

i . relations between the hellenistic empires

The relationship existing between the three major Hellenistic empires – the
Antigonid in Macedonia and the rest of Greece, the Seleucid in western

1 Borza (1990) esp. 1–97; also Billows (1995a) 1–11.
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Asia, the Ptolemaic in Egypt and adjacent territories – was one of uneasy
peace interrupted at quite frequent intervals by outbreaks of warfare in
certain disputed border regions. The Hellenistic monarchs held their lands
by right of conquest, and overtly advertised that fact by deriving their
right to rule from the principle of doriktetos chora – ‘spear-won land’. This
created problems in their mutual relations in that during the complex wars
of the succession to Alexander out of which the three empires emerged,
the ebb and flow of military success left the heirs of the Successors with
competing claims to various lands. The most notorious example of this
was southern or koilê (‘hollow’) Syria and Palestine, bitterly fought over by
the Seleucids and Ptolemies in a whole series of wars in the third and early
second centuries, each dynasty claiming a right to the territory based on
conquest by their dynastic founders Ptolemy I and Seleucus Nicator.2

The other major zones of conflict were western Asia Minor, where all
three empires sought power and influence complicated by the rise of the
Attalid kingdom after the mid-third century; and the islands of the Aegean,
where Ptolemaic and Antigonid fleets fought for primacy over the ‘League of
the Islanders’. But these intermittent conflicts aside, there existed a real and
acknowledged balance of power, illustrated by various phenomena: frequent
dynastic inter-marriage, ready acknowledgement of each other’s royal status
and frequent ambassadorial exchanges, to name a few.3 One might also
point to Polybius’ sense of the great unfairness of the two kings Philip V
and Antiochus III allying to seize territory from the child-king Ptolemy V
(Polyb. 15.20) as exemplifying the widespread sense in the Hellenistic world
of a natural balance of power between the three kingdoms that ought not
to be upset. It was natural for the Hellenistic kings to fight and jockey for
power, but they should not go so far as to seek each other’s destruction. This
notion of limited warfare was no doubt, like almost all Hellenistic ideas
in international relations, a development from the views of fourth-century
city-state Greeks: in this case the idea that Greek cities should not pursue
enmity to the point of destruction (e.g. Pl. Resp. 470–1).

A sense of common Macedonian identity and heritage is likely also
to have been a factor in the relations between the Hellenistic monarchs
and their élite officers and officials. They all looked back to the same
glorious age of Philip II, Alexander the Great and Alexander’s Successors,
and justified their power and wealth as inheritances from those great two
generations of Macedonians.4 At every level of the Hellenistic world, as
we shall see, one is always aware of the great interconnectedness of that
world, the oikoumenê as the Greeks referred to it, and this is certainly and

2 On ‘spear-won land’: Mehl (1980–1); Billows (1995a) 24–33; on the formation of the Hellenistic
kingdoms and resultant conflicts: Billows (1990); Grainger (1990); Braund (2003); Ager (2003).

3 Hellenistic Aegean: Buraselis (1982); ambassadorial exchanges: Olshausen (1974).
4 Billows (1995a) 33–44, (1995b).
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inevitably true of the great kingdoms among themselves. The process of
inter-marriage among the dynasties meant that by the middle Hellenistic
era they could even to a certain degree pride themselves on, and justify their
claims by reference to, the same royal and heroic progonoi (ancestors): thus
we find Antiochus III in 219 citing Antigonus Monophthalmus – ancestor
of the Antigonid dynasty – among his progonoi who had ruled over and
so justified his claim to Syria/Palestine (Polyb. 5.67; also Polyb. 28.1 on
Antiochus IV’s same claim); for Antigonus’ granddaughter Stratonice was
Antiochus III’s great-grandmother, making Antigonus himself Antiochus’
great-great-great-grandfather! So, too, we find Seleucid rulers of the mid-
to late second century using the Antigonid name Demetrius; and Ptolemy
III invading the Seleucid realm in support of his sister and nephew – the
wife and son of the Seleucid king Antiochus II – against that monarch’s
older sons by his first marriage. As ever in Greek affairs, interconnectedness
was as much a cause of strife as a limiting factor on the consequences of
strife.

i i . relations between empires and cities

The relations between the Greek cities of the Hellenistic era and the empires
founded by Alexander’s Successors were founded on two brute facts: the
Hellenistic kings needed the Greek cities as vital sources of manpower, nodes
of administration and communications, centres of economic activity, and
the like; the cities had not the power, by and large, to escape domination
by one king or another, and simply had to find ways to accommodate
themselves to that reality. The problem was to find a way to mitigate and
disguise royal domination such that the kings could retain a sufficient level
of goodwill from the Greek cities, and the cities could regard themselves
as in important respects still autonomous political entities. The solution to
this problem that was adopted was an adaptation of the city-states’ system
of honouring benefactors.

Greek city-states, which had no administrative bureaucracies worth men-
tioning and generally rather slender public financial resources, tended to
rely on wealthy benefactors to both finance and carry out much public
business; and by the late fourth century not a few such benefactors tended
to be foreigners. Such benefactors were recognized and rewarded by the
cities with an array of honours intended to publicize the honorand’s good
deeds and the city’s gratitude. In the case of relations between cities and
kings, the kings adopted the role of public benefactors, graciously granting
the cities a limited degree of local autonomy, and an array of protections,
privileges and immunities according to circumstances; in return the cities
hailed the kings as their benefactors and voted them a variety of quasi-
religious and other honours in gratitude. Under this relationship, royal
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commands were phrased as polite requests, and were acceded to by the
cities ostensibly out of a sense of proper gratitude to their benefactors.
By thus respecting the principle of the Greek city-states’ autonomy and
treating them with courtesy and a certain forbearance, the kings permitted
the cities to retain their self-respect as descendants of the independent city-
states of archaic and classical times, and won a measure of genuine goodwill
while retaining as much real control as they saw fit.5

This system of relations was not followed everywhere at all times of
course. The greater a king’s real control, the more forbearing he could
afford to be. Much also depended on the personality of the king. Some
kings, naturally, were more inclined towards outright domination, others
more to observing the niceties. Antigonus Gonatas, for example, in his
relations with city-states in southern Greece, did not trust in goodwill to
maintain his influence and control: he installed partisan tyrants and placed
garrisons in key cities, thus earning himself considerable ill-will but holding
on to his key positions in southern Greece in the face of local disaffection
fomented, or at least encouraged, by Ptolemaic intrigues.6

One can in general usefully distinguish the cities of Greece proper from
those in Asia. The latter, more firmly within the spheres of Seleucid and
Ptolemaic rulers – many of them in fact new foundations organized by
royal founders – and also perhaps simply more used, from Achaemenid
times already, to having to accommodate themselves to royal power, were
by and large content with the limited local autonomy the kings granted
them and the system of benefactions and honours outlined above. The
former, the cities of southern Greece, had always behind them the mem-
ory of their glorious and successful resistance to the Persian invasions of
490 to 479, which made them resentful of outside domination. And since
the Ptolemaic rulers, in their need for Greek manpower, competed with
the Antigonids for influence in southern Greece, there was a perpetual
source of potential funding for those southern Greeks seeking to disrupt or
cast off Antigonid domination. One should not forget, either, the growth
of the federal ideal, in the form of the Aetolian and Achaean Leagues
that offered to those southern Greek cities willing to merge themselves
into a larger federal identity, an alternative to submitting to Macedonian
domination.7

i i i . relations between greek cities

Early Greek communities tended to be rather isolated from each other,
and regarded foreigners with a good deal of suspicion, treating other

5 Billows (1995a) 56–80, (2003) 211–13. 6 See Gabbert (1997) on Antigonus Gonatas.
7 Achaean League: Urban (1979); Aetolian League: Scholten (1999).
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communities as real or potential enemies unless they had specific reasons
not to, such as a current peace treaty, an alliance, an established tradi-
tion of friendly or cooperative interaction, or something of the sort.8 The
frequency and respectability of raiding and piracy in Homeric times is an
indication of this, continuing among some ‘backward’ peoples into classical
and even Hellenistic times.9 At the same time, of course, there was a great
deal of friendly and cooperative interaction between individuals and fami-
lies of different communities, and even between different communities as
a whole; and gradually the notion arose that peace ought to be the normal
state of affairs within the Greek community of states. The fifth and fourth
centuries saw the development of quite an array of mechanisms and modes
of peaceful, cooperative, friendly interstate interaction, and a pronounced
feature of international relations of the Hellenistic era is the further devel-
opment of such mechanisms and modes, and of the interconnectedness of
the Greek world through them.

The various forms of interstate relations in this period can usefully be
grouped, for purposes of discussion, into three basic types: formal secu-
lar agreements; formal sacred agreements; and informal arrangements and
policies of various sorts. These categories, it perhaps needs to be said, are
loose and ignore a certain degree of overlap between secular and sacred,
formal and informal, but will nevertheless serve, I believe, as a useful way of
organizing the topic. The formal secular agreements in use between Greek
states in the Hellenistic period were, in ascending order of intrusiveness:
symbolai, interstate arbitration, treaties, isopolity agreements, sympolity
agreements.

Symbolai were agreements made between states with respect to the issue
of legal redress for citizens of the states in each other’s court systems
(fig. 10.1).10 The normal situation in the Greek world was that only cit-
izens of a given state or community could sue and obtain legal redress in
that state’s courts. Foreigners might hope to gain some form of redress
through the intervention of a local patron, but of course that approach was
problematic. As interstate trade increased in the Greek world, and with
it the incidence of Greeks visiting each other’s communities, the absence
of legal redress for various forms of malfeasance in business transactions
became a problem, and symbolai agreements were adopted to address this.
Such agreements essentially gave the citizens of the agreeing states access
to each other’s court systems under specified terms and conditions, thus to
a degree equalizing the citizens of the two states for the purposes of trans-
acting business with each other. The heyday of symbolai agreements lay in
the sixth and fifth centuries, since by the late fourth century Greek states

8 See ch. 4, in this volume. 9 See ch. 8, in this volume.
10 See Goodwin (1880); Ziegler (1975); Cataldi (1983); Gauthier (1999).
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Figure 10.1 Damaged right hand of bronze, from southern France, second century bc,
inscribed ‘symbolon with the Velaunians’, and evidently designed to commemorate a formal
treaty between a Greek and a native community.

had available to them more effective and comprehensive forms of agree-
ment that could better accomplish the same ends among others, notably
the isopolity agreement, on which see below.

Like symbolai, interstate arbitrations had a venerable tradition in Greek
international relations. In the Hellenistic era neutral arbitrations became
the normal way for Greek cities to settle disputes with each other, and are
very frequently attested in our literary and epigraphic sources.11 Treaties
and other formal agreements frequently specified an agreed-upon neu-
tral community to arbitrate any disputes that might arise (Rhodes was a
favourite); and if no pre-specified arbitrator existed, disputing cities would
generally agree upon one readily enough. Naturally, there was something
of a tendency for cities to refer their disputes to the kings for settlement,
but the kings – no doubt reluctant both to take on the work involved, and
to be put in the invidious position of deciding for one city and against
another – often delegated the task to an appropriately neutral Greek city:
so, for instance, Antigonus Monophthalmus arranged for Mytilene to arbi-
trate disputes between the peoples of Teos and Lebedos (Syll.3 344, lines
27–30). In some cases, though, the kings could not avoid arbitrating: the
infamous dispute between Samos and Priene was arbitrated successively
by Alexander, Antigonus, Lysimachus, an Antiochus (probably Antiochus
III), Philip V and the Rhodians before finally being settled by the Romans
(Inscr. Prien. 37).

Treaties form the broadest of these categories: the term is really just a
catch-all for any agreements besides the other categories here discussed,
some of which (symbolai, isopolity) are in effect treaties of a sort. Greek

11 See Tod (1913); Ager (1996).
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cities of the Hellenistic era engaged in a multitude of treaty relations.12 At
one end there is of course the full treaty of alliance for whatever purpose.
More limited forms of treaty are also common: we find treaties between
coastal Greek cities and traditional pirate communities on Crete binding
the pirates to respect citizens of the contracting state and their property
(e.g. SV iii.482); agreements of partially shared citizenship (i.e. more lim-
ited than isopolity: see e.g. SV iii.554); agreements on financial matters
like import and export taxes and tolls; trade agreements; treaties regard-
ing cultic matters; and so on. Again, the Hellenistic oikoumenê was highly
interconnected, and this interconnectedness found expression in part in
the making of a very wide variety of interstate agreements.

Agreements of shared citizenship, or isopolity, are a characteristic feature
of inter-city-state relations in our period.13 Isopolity agreements offered
states and their citizens a way to share most fully in each other’s judicial
systems, political processes, religious and cultural life, without giving up
their prized mutual autonomy. In theory, at least, a citizen of a state with
an isopolity agreement with another state, could move to that other state
and enjoy all of the rights, privileges and duties of citizenship there, so
long as he remained a resident. If and when he left, his ‘citizenship’ of
that state lapsed, and he never of course gave up his home citizenship.
For most Greek citizens, therefore, those who travelled rarely or not at all,
isopolity agreements offered only a potential shared citizenship that was
never actualized; but for those who did travel between communities –
traders most obviously, and people with other business to transact –
isopolity agreements must often have been a great convenience. Just as
important, though, if not more important, must have been the sense of
community such agreements fostered between city-states, however little or
much their citizens actually took advantage of them.

Sympolity arrangements, occasionally also called homopoliteiai, are by far
the most intrusive form of agreements between Greek city-states, involving
as they did (at any rate in principle) the melding of the two or more states
making the agreement into one state with one citizenship, and they are
correspondingly rare. Such agreements are essentially of two types: equal
and unequal. Equal sympolity agreements need not involve states of equal
size or importance, but imply an equal result, in which the contracting
states became full and equal partners in the shared citizenship. This might
involve full synoecism – in which the inhabitants of the communities
actually moved together to live in one newly constructed or enlarged city –
or else an agreement on a political and administrative centre that would

12 Schmitt (1969) iii, for a representative collection.
13 A representative example is the agreement between Chios and Aetolia (Austin 52); in general see

Gawantka (1975); Elwyn (1988).
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not leave some parties feeling subordinated: a central cult sanctuary as in
the case of Thermon in the Aetolian League, or rotating meeting sites at
constituent cities of the sympolity, as in the Achaean League. The Aetolian
and Achaean Leagues are indeed notable examples of the equal type of
sympolity agreement involving multiple parties (above, n. 7). An example
of such an agreement between just two cities is that between Stiris and
Medeon in Phocis (Syll.3 647) in which it was decided that the assembly
and magistracies of the Stirians should be open to all and serve for all.
Examples of unequal sympolities, whereby one city essentially absorbed,
in a friendly and reasonably egalitarian way, one or more neighbouring
communities, are for example the absorption of Calymnos by Cos around
205 (SV iii.545) and the would-be incorporation of the nearby communities
of Magnesia and Palaemagnesia by Smyrna around 240 (SV iv.492).

The most common type of formal sacred agreement in the Hellenistic
age was that generally called asylia.14 The term asylia, the origin of the
English word ‘asylum’ in its various meanings, has at its root the word
sylê, meaning the right of seizure especially of ships or cargo, or booty
(that which has been seized). Asylia means freedom from being seized or
plundered: it referred among other things to the guarantee of personal
safety that was supposed to adhere to those seeking refuge (asylum!) at an
altar or in a temple; but in the present context of interstate agreements it
referred to the safety, the freedom from being attacked and plundered, that
Greek cult sanctuaries ought to have in view of their sacredness. In point
of fact, the sacred inviolability of temples and sanctuaries was not always
observed by Greeks in war; and in the course of the fourth century even
the greatest and most sacred of the panhellenic sanctuaries had not proved
securely inviolable – the Delphic oracle being plundered by Phocians in the
course of the Third Sacred War (356–347), and Olympia by the Arcadian
League in the 360s. Consequently, the Hellenistic age saw the development
of a movement to secure the inviolability of key sanctuaries by persuading
as many Greek states as possible – monarchs, dynasts, tribal communities
and cities alike – individually to guarantee a given sanctuary’s asylia: sacred
inviolability, generally including the right to grant asylum.

A number of instances of this are particularly well known thanks to epi-
graphic discoveries: a whole dossier of inscriptions attests to the successful
efforts of the Magnesians (by the Maeander) to win panhellenic agreement
to asylia for their sanctuary of the goddess Artemis Leucophryene (see Syll.3

554–62); likewise inscriptions attest to efforts of the Smyrnaeans on behalf
of their sanctuary of Aphrodite Stratonicis, strongly supported by king
Seleucus II (SV iii.492, lines 10–14). A special case is that of the city of
Teos, which was accorded the status of ‘holy and inviolate’ in virtue of its

14 See Rigsby (1996); also Chaniotis (1996a).
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role as the home base of the company of ‘Dionysiac artists’.15 This was a set
of international acting troupes which travelled the Hellenistic world stag-
ing dramatic performances at local festivals. From the start Greek theatre
had been in honour of and under the protection of Dionysus, and acting
troupes were therefore thought of as under the protection of the god and
so inviolate. This inviolability was now extended to the whole city they
made their base, and over time numerous Greek cities aspired to the status
of ‘holy and inviolate’ in view of their inviolate sanctuaries: Elis as the city
in whose territory Olympia lay (Polyb. 4.73.5–74.2); Ephesus in view of the
great temple of Artemis; and in the course of time even newer cities such
as Seleucia-in-Pieria (OGIS 257).

Besides asylia agreements, the other main types of sacred international
agreements were those concerning the panhellenic, or at any rate more
than purely local, festivals. For the original great panhellenic festivals – the
Olympic, Pythian, Nemean and Isthmian games – there had existed from
early times the concept of a ‘sacred truce’: a cessation of hostilities among
the warring Greek states for the duration of the festival and the avoidance of
hostile interference with travellers on their way to attend such a festival. The
idea of the sacred truce for these four great festivals – known in Hellenistic
times as the ‘crowned’ festivals – was strengthened during the Hellenistic era
by widespread agreements to expand the number of panhellenic festivals
and to extend the concept of the sacred truce to other festivals. Among
the old and new festivals that were widely accorded panhellenic status,
for example, were the great Panathenaea held every fourth year at Athens,
the Heraea at Argos, the festival of Artemis Leucophryene at Magnesia-
on-the-Maeander; and (to name some notable newcomers) the festival of
Soteria (lit. ‘Saviour Games’) established at Delphi by the Aetolians to
commemorate the saving of Greece from the Gallic attack in 279, and the
Ptolemaea established at Alexandria by (of course) the Ptolemies.

These kinds of international agreements on sacred matters emphasize
yet again what I have called the ‘interconnectedness’ of the Hellenistic oik-
oumenê, the widespread sense that – frequent strife and warfare notwith-
standing – the normal state of affairs between states ought to be peace and
friendly cooperation. Various other phenomena of Hellenistic interstate
relations that do not fit into any of the above categories further strengthen
this point. One such is the attempts that were made to create collective
forms of governance on certain important issues that would not inter-
fere with city-state autonomy on most matters. An example is a decree
of the Delphic Amphictyony from the late second century instructing all
Greeks to use the Athenian tetradrachma as a standard unit of currency
(Syll.3 729). Though replete with measures for enforcement, this attempt

15 See the inscription published and analysed by Herrman (1965).
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to create by fiat a universal currency was a fantasy, but a very interesting
one in view of the mindset that produced it. Another such phenomenon
is the establishment or renewal of various so-called leagues: collections of
city-states banded together, usually around a religious centre, for various
sacred and secular purposes, without seriously infringing upon the member-
states’ basic autonomy. Examples are revived forms of the old Ionian and
Aeolic Leagues of the archaic period, centered on the Panionion on Cape
Mycale and the temple of Athena at Ilion respectively; the Nesiotic League
or ‘League of the Islanders’ founded by Antigonus Monophthalmus and
perpetuated through the third and early second centuries successively under
Ptolemaic and Rhodian patronage; and Antigonus Monophthalmus’ brief
creation of a ‘Hellenic League’ in 302, which was revived in a more lasting
form by Antigonus Doson and Philip V in the closing decades of the third
century.16 These leagues are of course to be distinguished from the federal
states proper – the Aetolian and Achaean Leagues – though the success of
those two organizations at attracting member-states in the third century is
not irrelevant to the point here at issue.

Two other related phenomena have to do more with relations between
states and individual foreign citizens, though interstate relations certainly
hover to a greater or lesser extent in the background, and they in any
case further illustrate the interconnectedness I have been discussing. The
Hellenistic era saw a huge proliferation of so-called ‘proxenies’, grants of
the status of official friend of the granting community. As pro forma as the
status no doubt was in many cases, it created a network of links between
Hellenistic cities and (often) hundreds of citizens of dozens of other com-
munities.17 During the Hellenistic era too, Greek cities – finding their
traditional internal judicial system inadequate to meet the case load of dis-
putes and complaints that came before them – came increasingly to rely
on inviting panels of respected citizens from neutral cities to act as impar-
tial and expeditious arbitrators. This procedure seems to be an invention
of the Hellenistic age, for the first known instance appears to be that of
311 when – at the suggestion of Antigonus Monophthalmus – a panel of
Magnesians settled a backlog of courts cases at Cyme (OGIS 7); we possess
numerous decrees honouring such panels of foreign judges for their work,
and several thanking the community from which they came for sending
them.18 The relationship here is therefore both between two cities, and
between a city and individual foreign citizens, and it illustrates perhaps
more clearly than anything else the degree to which friendly cooperation
was considered to be the proper mode of interaction between Greek cities
in the Hellenistic era.

16 On these various leagues, see e.g. Billows (1990) 217–25, 228–30. 17 See Marek (1984).
18 See Crowther (1995), (1998), (1999) for examples.
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iv. early rome

Unwary readers of the first few books of Livy’s monumental history of
Rome or of Dionysius of Halicarnassus’ Roman Antiquities may be led to
believe that we are very well informed about the early history of Rome;
and indeed some modern scholars are inclined to take a good deal of the
‘history’ of early Rome purveyed in these works more or less seriously. How-
ever, even the ancient Romans themselves were aware of how tenuous and
often tendentious the traditions concerning the regal and early Republican
periods were: Livy himself noted this fact at the start of his sixth book,
indicating that it was only for the period after the Gallic sack of Rome
(386) that reliable records survived (Livy 6.1); and about two generations
before Livy, the historian Claudius Quadrigarius had already noted that few
records of early Rome had survived the Gallic sack to form the basis for an
account of early Rome, a period he therefore passed over in silence.19 Mod-
ern scholars would do well to heed these ancient warnings, with the added
proviso that it is in fact doubtful whether any substantial written records
were even produced at Rome before the third century. Consequently, no
reliable political or military history of early Rome – earlier, that is, than the
late fourth century – can be reconstructed, and hence no reliable account
of Rome’s early relations with foreign communities.

What can be offered is a broad outline of Rome’s situation with respect to
other states and communities with which it had contacts, and an account of
early Rome’s basic attitude, rules and institutions governing international
relations as first-century Roman antiquarians reconstructed them based on
what they knew – or thought they knew – of early Rome’s so-called ius
fetiale (fetial law). As the largest and northernmost of the Latin-speaking
agrarian towns of the plain of Latium, Rome’s international relations in the
fifth and early fourth centuries were dominated by three issues: competition
with the other Latin towns for primacy over the ‘Latin League’; relations
between the Latins and the older and more highly developed Etruscan cities
to their north; and relations between the settled agriculturalists of the Latin
plain and the restless (from the Latin perspective, predatory) pastoralists
of the Apennine foothills to the east – the Volsci and Aequi who figure so
prominently in Livy’s account of fifth-century Rome.20

From the second half of the sixth century on, Rome was the largest of
the Latin communities by a substantial margin, and in spite of all distor-
tion and outright invention in the standard (Romanocentric) accounts of
Rome’s relations with the Latin League, it is clear that the Romans sought

19 Plut. Num. 1.2, with analysis of Frier (1975) 92–3; in general on the fabrication of early Roman
history Wiseman (1979) 3–53, is crucial.

20 On fifth-century Rome see Drummond (1989); Cornell (1989c), (1995) esp. 293–326.
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to dominate the other Latin towns from this time. The story of Rome’s
membership and domination of the Latin League culminated in the 340s
in war between the Romans and the other Latins (and Campanians) as a
result of which the Latins were incorporated into the Roman state. In the
sixth century Rome may have been dominated by the Etruscans, as the
tradition of the Etruscan origins of some of the kings of Rome (the Tar-
quinii) may suggest. In the fifth century, despite heavy Etruscan influence
on many aspects of Roman religion and culture, relations between Rome
and the Etruscan cities cannot be reconstructed except in the case of Veii,
the city nearest Rome, which was hostile until it was destroyed by Rome in
the early fourth century. In the late fourth and early third centuries Rome
fought the other Etruscan cities several times, eventually subduing them
and forcing them into a subordinate alliance. Much of Livy’s account of the
fifth century is dominated by repeated warfare between the Latin League,
with Rome as purported leader, and the Volsci and Aequi. Although the
details of this warfare are largely invented and certainly exaggerated, there
seems no reason to doubt that a great deal of mutual raiding and fighting
characterized relations between these peoples at this early time. Eventually,
of course, the Volsci and Aequi were defeated and incorporated into the
Roman state, like the Latins.21

When we turn to examine Rome’s ideas and institutions regarding inter-
national relations, the influence of these perpetual local, mostly small-scale
hostilities is palpable. Associated with the fetial procedures, which pur-
portedly governed Rome’s international relations, was a concept of bellum
iustum (just war) that – as little as it often coincided with Roman actions –
was to have a profound impact on moral ideas regarding warfare all the
way into the modern period.22 According to this notion, a war was just –
and so approved of by the gods – only if it was fought in self-defence, and
the fetial procedures were designed with great elaboration to demonstrate
that whenever Rome declared war she was doing so defensively. A college of
priests called the fetiales had the responsibility of seeing to it that only just,
defensive wars were fought. Whenever the Romans wished to go to war
against another community, the causes of complaint against that commu-
nity had to be declared to the fetiales. A committee of three fetiales would
then be dispatched to the offending community to demand redress for the
wrongs done and return of the goods and persons carried off, a process
called rerum repetitio (lit. ‘asking for things back’). Exact rules specified
how the fetiales were to enter the potential enemy’s territory, how and from
whom they were to demand redress, how much time was to be allowed

21 A good account of all this is Cornell (1995) 293–326, 345–68.
22 On the Roman notion of bellum iustum, see e.g. Cascione (1992); Achard (1994); on the modern

influence of the idea a good review is Klaasen (1978).
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for a response and for redress to be made. If the process of seeking redress
failed – the enemy refused to make reparations – one of the fetiales, who had
been nominated pater patratus (fathered father) of the Roman people for
these procedures, would have the responsibility to declare war by formally
going to the border and hurling a spear into the enemy’s territory.23

The assumptions underlying these procedures are that Rome is the
wronged party, and that war is only made against those who have wronged
Rome and refused to set the wrongs right. The elaborate spoken formulas
and precisely specified time periods required by the procedure are highly
characteristic of Roman religion. In time the procedure was extended so that
Rome might legitimately seek redress on behalf of allied communities with
which Rome had an offensive and defensive alliance, and ultimately even
‘friends’ of the Roman people, with whom Rome had the friendly officium
(duty, obligation) of mutual aid. The fetial law also envisaged the possibility
that Romans might be the wrongdoers, and had a procedure intended to
ensure that Rome would not fight attackers who had right on their side. In
effect, any community with a complaint against Rome or Roman citizens
could seek redress from Rome via the fetiales, and it was the responsibility
of these priests to investigate the grounds for such demands and to ensure
that, if they were well founded, appropriate redress was made including
even the handing over of offending Romans to the wronged community
for punishment. Of course if any community ignored the fetial procedure
and simply attacked Rome to take revenge for wrongs done, by that act they
placed themselves in the wrong in Roman eyes and – according to Roman
notions – in the eyes of the gods. By following these procedures, therefore,
it was from Rome’s perspective impossible for Rome to fight anything but
a just, defensive war.

The fetiales, as overseers of Rome’s international relations also oversaw
the making of treaties. The decision to make a treaty, and as to the precise
terms, was taken by the Roman authorities, but it fell to the fetiales to
formalize the treaty by giving it religious sanction. Again, one of the fetiales
was nominated pater patratus, and he then swore an oath on behalf of the
Roman people, recited the terms of the treaty, and, striking a sacrificial
pig with a special flint, called on Jupiter to smite the Roman people as he
was smiting the pig, if the Romans failed to fulfil and abide by the terms
just recited by the priest. The representative of the other community was
present for this oath and sacrifice, and committed his people to the treaty
in his own way at the same time.

Our sources place the elaboration of this system of international relations
in the early regal period of Roman history, replete with highly detailed and

23 See e.g. Wiedemann (1986); Cappelletti (1997).
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obviously fictional examples of the process in action.24 One may certainly
doubt whether the procedure, in all its elaboration, was ever in fact carried
out in reality; but the ambience, the thought-patterns revealed in this fetial
procedure – the visits of fetiales to hostile territory, the precise formulas
of speech and behaviour, the exactly specified time periods involved, the
whole concept of ‘asking back’ (or giving back, as the case might be) the
things carried off – are those of the primitive community whose notion of
international relations is limited to the process of raid and counter-raid, of
aid given and received in the course of such raiding, with a set of immedi-
ately neighbouring communities. Precisely the ambience, in other words,
of a sixth- and fifth-century Rome engaged in perpetual but small-scale
hostilities against, or in alliance with, Latin towns to the south, Etruscan
towns to the north, and hill tribes to the east.

Two traditions suggest that Rome’s international horizons may in fact
have extended beyond these neighbouring communities at this time: on
the one hand, there are traditions of embassies sent to Greece – Delphi and
Athens – for advice on a handful of crucial occasions in the late sixth and
fifth centuries; on the other, there is the treaty between Rome and Carthage
traditionally dated to the first year of the Republic, supposedly 509 bc. The
embassies purportedly sent to Greece in the late sixth and fifth centuries
are almost certainly fictitious. Very few scholars are prepared to credit the
stories of an embassy sent to Delphi by king Tarquin the Proud (Livy 1.56–
57), of an embassy sent to Delphi during the war with Veii (Livy 5.15), or of
an embassy sent to Athens at the time of the Decemvirate (traditional date
453) to copy the laws of Solon (Livy 3.32). The story of a golden mixing
bowl dedicated to Apollo at Delphi by Furius Camillus at the conclusion of
the Veientine War (Livy 5.25, 28; Plut. Cam. 8.3–8) may seem more credible
in view of Appian’s statement (Italica 8.1) that the base was still standing,
though the bowl itself had been melted down on the orders of the Phocian
general Onomarchus during the Phocian despoiling of Delphi at the time
of the Third Sacred War (356–347). However, a golden mixing bowl was
dedicated by Rome at Delphi in honour of Marcellus’ victory in Gallia
Cisalpina in 222 (Plut. Marc. 8.6), and it seems likely it was the base of this
dedication that was still to be seen in Appian’s day – if Appian’s testimony is
to be taken seriously. While there was contact between Romans and Greeks
at a private level, public dealings between the Roman state and the Greek
world are not in fact likely to have occurred earlier than the third century.25

24 Plut. Num. 12.3–7, attributes foundation of the fetiales to Numa; Livy 1.23 describes the fetial
procedure under Tullus Hostilius; see also Livy 9.45.5–9, 10.12.1–3 for some later examples of the fetiales
in action.

25 This was demonstrated in a groundbreaking study by Holleaux (1935); see further the massive
study of Gruen (1984).
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Only the treaty with Carthage remains, then, to suggest that Rome’s
international relations in the sixth and fifth centuries extended beyond
west central Italy. If it is true that Rome ratified a treaty with Carthage
in 509, that is certainly remarkable; but it should be pointed out that the
treaty stands as a completely isolated phenomenon for over a century and
a half, that it is clearly Punic, not Roman or Latin in form, and that it was
hence apparently made at the request of and according to the diplomatic
forms and notions of the Carthaginians.26 The text of the treaty was still
extant, on a bronze tablet in the treasury of the aediles, in Polybius’ day;
and Polybius quotes its text and asserts that it dates from the first year of the
Republic on the authority of unnamed Roman informants (Polyb. 3.22). In
point of fact, however, it is far from certain that Polybius’ dating of Rome’s
first treaty with Carthage should be accepted. Livy (7.27) and Diodorus
of Sicily (16.69.1) both date Rome’s first treaty with Carthage to 348, a far
more plausible date for the inception of Romano-Carthaginian relations.
Polybius’ account of Rome’s relations with Carthage was unfortunately
heavily influenced by Roman self-glorifying and exculpatory propaganda –
note his categorical rejection of the treaty mentioned by Philinus barring
the Romans from Sicily and Carthaginians from Italy, for instance (Polyb.
3.26) – and his dating of the putative first treaty between Rome and Carthage
seems to be a case in point.27

It is really, therefore, in the second half of the fourth century, when Rome
had recovered from the devastating shock of the Gallic sack, that Rome’s
international horizons began to expand beyond her immediate neighbours,
at the same time that Rome was rising to dominance over all of peninsular
Italy. For between the 340s and 270s the Romans engaged in a series of wars,
nominally defensive but highly expansionist in effect, as a result of which
they bound to themselves in a network of hegemonial alliances all the other
peoples and cities of Italy south of the Po valley. All of these alliances were
bilateral, between Rome and another community; and all were unequal,
subordinating the partner to Rome, despite the long-held supposition that
some of these foedera (treaties) were aequa (equal), a notion neatly exploded
by Erich Gruen some years ago when he showed the distinction between
foedus aequum and foedus iniquum to be a modern fabrication unsupported
by the ancient evidence.28 The effect of this network of bilateral treaties was
to make Rome the clear master of Italy and to place the military manpower

26 So Taeubler (1913) 254–76.
27 Rome’s treaties with Carthage have generated much scholarly controversy: Toynbee (1965) i.519–55,

is still a good review; cf. Palmer (1997). The text of the treaty quoted by Polybius contains no dating
formula or mention of magistrates, and Polybius himself could not read the archaic Latin of the text,
as he reveals. We therefore have only the word of Polybius’ unnamed Roman informant(s) for the date
and context of the first treaty.

28 Gruen (1984) 14–15.
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of Italy at Rome’s service, an effect summed up in the so-called formula
togatorum, the roster of the various Italian communities’ military manpower
resources and treaty obligations to Rome, according to which the Romans
called up allied troops to serve in their various wars of the third and second
centuries.29

It is interesting to note that just around the beginning of this process
(c. 353–351) the Romans concluded treaties with the Etruscan cities Caere
and Tarquinii that in one important respect look Greek in form: they
established peace and friendship between Rome and these two cities for a
specified number of years – 100 in the case of Caere, and 40 for Tarquinii
(Livy 7.20, 22). In the course of the next decades Rome came into lasting
contact with the Greek cities of Italy, beginning with Neapolis in 328 and
culminating with the conquest of Tarentum in 272. During this same period
the beginning of the impact of Greek culture on the Romans can be seen
in Roman naming habits, with prominent leaders adopting as cognomina
(surnames) such Greek names or words as Philo (see Q. Publilius Philo,
consul for the first time in 339), Sophus (see P. Sempronius Sophus, consul
in 304), and Philippus (see Q. Marcius Philippus, consul in 281). It was,
of course, Rome’s war against that infamous Hellenistic condottiere king
Pyrrhus of Epirus in 280 to 275 that finally brought Rome fully into the
purview of Hellenistic international relations.

v. rome and the hellenistic world

In embarking on the process of dominating the Hellenistic world, the
Romans entered into relations with a culture older and far more sophisti-
cated than their own, not least in regard to diplomacy and international
relations. It was only natural therefore, as Erich Gruen showed in The Hel-
lenistic World and the Coming of Rome, that in dealing with the Hellenistic
powers the Romans should have adapted themselves to Hellenistic norms
and institutions of international relations, just as when making their early
treaties with Carthage they acceded to Punic forms.30 Like the Macedo-
nians before them, the Romans had little or nothing to teach the highly
developed world of the Greek cities, but much to learn. The Romans’
own forms of war and treaty making as formalized in fetial law were quite
inadequate to the new situations Rome found herself confronted with, and
so we see that from the first – as for instance with Rome’s treaty with
Aetolia of 211 – the Romans accepted Greek forms, norms and notions
when dealing with the Hellenistic world, up to a point.31 For it must be

29 See e.g. Brunt (1971) esp. 545–8. 30 Gruen (1984) 13–200.
31 Note that, though the fetiales are mentioned in 200 when Rome declared war on Philip V of

Macedonia (the so-called ‘Second Macedonian War’), their role was simply to advise the consul P.
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said that despite Rome’s acceptance of Greek diplomatic forms, in the end
the Romans always retained and insisted upon some form of their own
notion of bellum iustum, and held on throughout to their ingrained sense
of their own fundamental superiority in everything but civilized sophisti-
cation.

The first formal contacts between the Romans and the Greek world of
which our sources speak are embassies reputedly sent to Rome by Alexan-
der the Great and Demetrius the Besieger in the late fourth and early third
centuries to protest about Roman and Etruscan piracy in Greek waters, and
an embassy of Romans included by some but not all sources among the
numerous embassies from all around the civilized world that visited Alexan-
der in Babylon in the months before his untimely death.32 After Rome’s
surprising (to the Hellenistic world) and remarkable defeat of Pyrrhus’
invasion of Italy, king Ptolemy II of Egypt sent ambassadors to Rome with
congratulations, and the Romans sent an embassy to Alexandria in return,
initiating friendly relations with Ptolemaic Egypt that were to endure for
several centuries (Livy, Per. 14; Dio fr. 41; App. Sicelica 1). Through the
middle decades of the third century, while Rome was preoccupied with
her first great war against Carthage (264–241), Rome’s diplomatic relations
with the Greek world were sporadic at best, if not nonexistent. But after her
victory in that great war, Rome began during the 230s to receive embassies
from the Greek cities of south Italy complaining about Illyrian piracy in
the Adriatic, and this issue led in 230 to Rome’s first serious entanglement
(as Polybius put it: 2.12) with the Hellenistic world.

Rome’s two brief and victorious campaigns against the Illyrians in 230

and 220 led to the establishment of a variety of relationships between
the Romans and a number of mainland Greek states, after which Rome
never again stepped back entirely from the Hellenistic world. For in addi-
tion to creating a kind of protectorate over several semi- and non-Greek
peoples on the east coast of the Adriatic – Atintanes, Parthini, Issa, Apol-
lonia – the Romans also entered into friendly diplomatic relations with
such Greek states as Corcyra, the Achaean League and Athens.33 These
friendly relations, characterized as philia by the Greeks and amicitia by the
Romans, were quite informal and seemingly innocuous, but in fact were
highly ominous for the Hellenistic world, for Roman amicitia was really
not quite the same thing as Greek philia, and in any case the Romans had
developed interstate amicitia into a very effective – be it extraordinarily

Sulpicius where to send the envoy declaring war, with no sign of the old complex fetial procedures
(Livy 31.8.3).

32 Strabo 5.3.5 records the embassies concerning piracy from Alexander and Demetrius; Cleitarchus
recorded a Roman embassy to Alexander in Babylon according to Plin. HN 3.57, and so did the otherwise
little-known Aristus and Asclepiades (Arr. Anab. 7.15.5–6).

33 A good review of all this is still Gruen (1984) 359–441.
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hypocritical – tool of aggression under the guise of bellum iustum. To
explain what I mean, I will first go into the Roman concept of amicitia and
then examine two famous instances in which Rome used amicitia to justify
declarations of war.

Amicitia, like the Greek term philia, is usually translated into English as
‘friendship’, but though that translation serves well enough for the Greek
term, it is a misleading translation of the Roman term. To Romans, amici
were not friends in the normal sense of that English word: to denote friends
proper, the Romans used several other words – familiares, necessarii, propin-
qui – each of which in different ways indicated a relationship of genuine
intimacy and closeness. The word amicus can better be translated ‘associate’:
it denoted a relationship of mutual officia (duties, obligations) between
approximate social equals; as opposed to the patronus/cliens relationship
with its quite different officia that was the norm between non-equals.34 In
point of fact, Roman amici might not like each other at all: for example,
Caesar and Cicero were amici during the 50s and 40s bc, though Cicero
never really liked or trusted Caesar and came to loathe him. Moreover,
though amicitia was a relationship between social equals, it was actually
rarely an equal relationship: one amicus frequently owed gratitude to the
other for help or benefits granted, and was thus in an inferior position in
the balance of officia received and bestowed, as Cicero was to his amici
Pompey and Caesar.35

As transferred to the arena of international relations, amicitia was never
an equal relationship. The Romans always viewed themselves, rightly or
wrongly, as the superiors in the relationship, the ones to whom gratitude
and its accompanying officium of deference were owed.36 And they were
quite ruthless, as well as hypocritical, in exploiting relations of amicitia to
their advantage in pursuit of their international policies and objectives. A
case in point is their manipulation of amicitia with the city of Saguntum
in Spain to justify their second war against Carthage.

Spain was not an area in which Rome had had any interest prior to
the 220s: so far as we know, no Roman had ever set foot in Spain in
any official capacity before that decade, when the Romans became aware
of growing Carthaginian power there. Southern Spain had been an area
of Punic interest and activity for centuries, and when Sicily and Sardinia
were lost to Carthage after their first Roman war, the Carthaginian leader
Hamilcar sought to make good those losses by extending Carthage’s power
and control in Spain. Aware of the successes of Hamilcar and his successor
Hasdrubal, and perhaps concerned about Carthaginian power extending

34 See Cic. Off. for the Roman notion of officia.
35 See e.g. Spielvogel (1993) on Cicero’s political amicitiae.
36 See Burton (2000) on amicitia in Roman international relations.
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too close along the north Mediterranean coast to Italy, the Romans in 226

sent an embassy to Hasdrubal that negotiated the so-called Ebro treaty,
by which the Carthaginians bound themselves not to extend their power
north of that river.37 Even if, as Polybius indicates (3.29), the treaty was
just that one-sided in its terms, it nevertheless clearly implied that Spain
south of the Ebro was Carthage’s sphere of interest, particularly given that
Romans had no history or relations there whatsoever.

Nevertheless, within a year or two, the Romans entered into relations of
amicitia with Saguntum, a city well south of the Ebro and directly in the
Carthaginian line of advance. When in due course the Carthaginians sought
to bring Saguntum under their control, the Saguntines resisted and appealed
to their amici the Romans for aid. The Romans, so far as we can tell, did
nothing concrete while the young and energetic new Carthaginian leader
Hannibal besieged Saguntum; but after the city’s capture and destruction,
Rome sent an embassy to Hannibal and then Carthage to express outrage
and demand reparations and punishment of the Carthaginians responsible –
note the echoes here of rerum repetitio procedure. When the Carthagini-
ans refused to comply with these demands, the Romans self-righteously
declared war in defence of their wronged amici, and prepared to invade
Africa and the Carthaginian territories in Spain (Polyb. 3.6–33). We see
here an egregious example of a very common Roman method of satisfying
the letter of bellum iustum ideology while actually waging an aggressive war:
they would make amicitia with a community with whom the power they
wished to attack was likely to get into conflict, and then use that conflict
and the relationship of amicitia as a justification for declaring war.

The same procedure can be seen operating in Rome’s relations with
the Hellenistic world, for example with regard to the so-called Second
Macedonian War. At the height of the unsuccessful opening phase of Rome’s
second war against Carthage, after the Romans had been catastrophically
defeated by Hannibal at the battle of Cannae in 216, king Philip V of
Macedonia decided that Rome was going to lose the war and that it would
be wise to be on good terms with the winner. He concluded an alliance with
Hannibal and Carthage, declared war on Rome and invaded the Roman
‘protectorate’ in north Epirus and south Illyria. The Romans hastily made
an alliance with Philip’s enemies the Aetolians, but finding that Philip
lacked the naval power to mount a serious threat to them, and preoccupied
with fighting the Carthaginians, the Romans prosecuted war with Philip
only very desultorily and in the end made a compromise peace with him
in 205. After the victorious conclusion of the war with Carthage, however,
in 201 the Romans turned their attention to Philip once more. Having
made peace with him, the principle of bellum iustum would not allow

37 See e.g. Eckstein (1984).
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Rome simply to declare war and attack him. However, over the years the
Romans had developed relations of amicitia with a number of Greek states,
notably Athens, Rhodes and the Attalid kingdom. Rome sent a roving
embassy to Greece to visit ‘friendly’ states and collect grievances against
Philip, encouraging the states in question to send embassies to Rome to air
their grievances and ask for Roman help. These grievances then gave the
Romans all the justification they felt in need of to declare war on Philip,
a war whose real and transparent motive was in fact revenge for Philip’s
treaty with Hannibal in 216.38

We see, therefore, that though in outward form the Romans operated
in terms of the Greek concept of philia, in fact they understood philia in
terms of their own rather different notion of amicitia, and applied it in a
very one-sided way at that. And that was typical of Rome’s adoption or
adaptation of Greek concepts of international relations. The Greek ideal
of city-state autonomy was deeply ingrained by the Hellenistic era, for
instance, and finding themselves – after their victory over Macedonia in
197 – in physical control of mainland Greece from Thessaly on south, the
Romans – on the advice of their general Flamininus – found it convenient
to espouse this concept.39 But what did it actually mean when the Romans,
at the Isthmian games of 196, announced to rapturous applause that they
proposed to leave all Greek cities ‘free, ungarrisoned, not subject to tribute,
and using their own laws’ (Polyb. 18.46.5; cf. Livy 33.32.5), and subsequently
withdrew all their forces from mainland Greece? What the Romans meant
by this was a topic of dispute among Greek politicians at the time: some,
like the Achaean Philopoemen, thought it should be taken literally and that
the Greeks, while showing the Romans proper gratitude, should behave as
independent states; others, such as Philopoemen’s Achaean rival Aristaenus,
believed that regardless of words, the Romans expected fairly complete
subservience from the Greeks, and that the only sensible policy for Greek
states was therefore to consult Rome’s wishes on every serious matter.40

The correct view was made plain by the Romans in the aftermath of
the so-called Third Macedonian War (172–169): all Greek states that had
shown less than full and cheerful allegiance to Rome were disciplined by the
deportation to Italy of politicians who showed any signs of independence
and threats of harsher punishment to follow if sufficient subservience were
not shown in future, with the horrific example of Epirus’ devastation by
Aemilius Paullus’ army to clarify any doubts. Greece was left in the hands of
wholeheartedly pro-Roman politicians like the Epirote Charops, the Aeto-
lian Lyciscus, the Achaean Callicrates; politicians who interpreted Greek

38 Derow (1979); Gruen (1984) 438–47; Meadows (1993); cf. Hoyos (1998).
39 Briscoe (1972); Walsh (1988), (1996).
40 Polyb. 24.11–13 for this dispute, and cf. Gruen (1984) 331–3.
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autonomy to mean that with regard to local matters too insignificant to
interest Rome, they might govern themselves, but on all other matters they
must consult Rome’s wishes and follow Rome’s dictates. In other words,
autonomy was important to the Greeks and the Romans were hence willing
to pay lip service to it insofar as it did not impinge on Roman interests;
when and where it did, Roman notions of the gratia owed to Rome by
the recipients of Roman beneficia, which required nothing less than sub-
servience, took precedence.41

The same kind of interpretatio Romana can be seen with respect to the
typically Greek practice of interstate arbitration. Once they entered the
Hellenistic world as a major power at the beginning of the second century,
the Romans began very quickly to be appealed to by Greek disputants of
all sorts, and the Roman Senate and magistrates were by and large quite
willing to act as ‘neutral’ arbitrators. However, it is clear that they viewed
this practice through the lens of their own idea of themselves as superiors
granting favours to their inferiors. When, during the Third Macedonian
War, the Romans seemed to be doing badly and the Rhodians hence took
the very normal step, by Greek principles of diplomacy, of offering to
arbitrate a fair end to the hostilities between Rome and Macedonia – an
offer that by Greek notions in no wise undermined or detracted from the
Rhodians’ friendship with Rome – the Romans did not merely reject the
offer, but subsequently threatened the Rhodians with war on this account
and relented only after obliging the Rhodians to make abject and grovelling
apologies.42 It was made clear that Rome did not play by the same rules as the
Hellenistic states: friends of Rome must show unconditional support; Rome
might arbitrate between other states, but would settle her own disputes in
her own way, usually by force, and required no friendly or well-meaning
interventions by others.

The fact that the Romans had no desire during the first half of the
second century to assume the burden of direct governance of Hellenistic
states and regions is irrelevant to the matter of Rome’s attitude towards
Hellenistic international relations. In point of fact, two episodes during this
crucial half century well illustrate the basic mismatch between Roman and
Hellenistic ideas, and the way in which in the end the Romans imposed
their own wishes. In 191 the Roman consul M’ Acilius Glabrio, making
war on the Aetolians, entered into peace negotiations and persuaded them
to perform what the Romans called a deditio in fidem populi Romani –
literally ‘handing themselves over to the faith of the Roman people’ –
a form of unconditional surrender in which the very helplessness of the
surrendered party was supposed to require the victor to exercise moderation.

41 Full sources and discussion, and a contrasting interpretation, in Gruen (1984) 481–523.
42 See Gabrielsen (1993); also Gruen (1975).
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The Aetolians, misunderstanding the nature of such a deditio, complied on
the assumption that putting themselves into Roman ‘faith’ would be a good
starting point for negotiating final peace terms, a handsome gesture of trust
in Rome. When the consul then began to make peremptory demands, the
Aetolian representatives protested in shock, and when the impatient Roman
then put them in chains, they were even more shocked. Eventually, the
misunderstanding was explained to Glabrio, and he released the Aetolians;
negotiations thus failed and hostilities continued for several more years
during which no pressure could induce the Aetolians to perform deditio
once more: they demanded and got exactly defined peace terms, having no
trust any longer in Roman ‘faith’ or moderation.43

In 168, on the other hand, a Roman embassy of three senators led by C.
Popillius Laenas was sent to intervene in the war between Antiochus IV of
Syria and Ptolemy VI of Egypt. The successful Antiochus was in the act
of besieging Ptolemy’s capital Alexandria when the Roman ambassadors
arrived on the scene. In accordance with Hellenistic diplomatic protocol
and his formal friendship with Rome, Antiochus advanced from his camp to
meet the approaching ambassadors and hailed them with friendly greetings.
He was stunned to be met, not with words of greeting in response, nor with
diplomatic talk, but with a blunt demand that he remove his army from
Ptolemy’s territories. When, once again in accordance with Hellenistic
protocol, he requested some time to meet with his philoi (friends: in this
context officers and advisors) to consider his response, Popillius drew a
circle around him in the sand with his staff and required that Antiochus
agree to Rome’s demand before stepping out of that circle, or face war with
Rome. Antiochus, who knew he could not hope to defeat the Romans in
war, caved in, and only then did Popillius greet him as a king and friend
of the Roman people.44 Since Ptolemy VI was formally an amicus of the
Roman people, this blunt, arrogant, warlike behaviour could be justified
by the Romans and their just-war ideology as defence of a friend; but it was
plain to all that it was in fact mere imposition of Roman will, not desiring
one Hellenistic state to grow stronger at the expense of another. The real
rules of Roman international relations were hereafter plain to all: Rome
made demands and all others acceded to those demands or faced Roman
military might.

43 Eckstein (1995) on Glabrio and the Aetolians; on deditio generally Ziegler (1991); Sordi (1998a).
44 Polyb. 29.27.1–10 is the main source; see also e.g. Livy 45.12.3–8; Diod. 31.2; App. Syr. 66.
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CHAPTER 11

MILITAR Y FORCES

nicholas sekunda and philip de souza

A. LAND FORCES

Nicholas Sekunda

i . the age of philip and alexander

1. Military demography

In the classical Greek poleis, the exclusive nature of citizenship restricted the
expansion of armies, while the lack of state finances limited the development
of tactical diversity. Mass emancipation into the citizenry had taken place
during the archaic period, but during the classical period citizenship became
increasingly exclusive. The manpower losses suffered in many states (such
as Athens) during the Peloponnesian War were never replaced.

Another factor reducing the size of hoplite forces was the decline in per-
sonal wealth evident during the fourth century. Fewer Greeks were able to
provide themselves with hoplite weaponry, either for the service of their own
state or for mercenary service abroad. In 401 the 10,000 ‘Cyrean’ mercenar-
ies consisted of 10,400 hoplites and only 2,500 peltasts: a proportion of four
to one. By 374/3, when Iphicrates was appointed to command the Greek
mercenaries assembled for the planned invasion of Egypt, it would seem
that the majority of these ‘Iphicrateans’ were without hoplite equipment.

As the territory of the Macedonian state grew, Philip was able to expand
its demographic and financial base. This led to an increase in the size
and efficiency of the armed forces, which in turn led to further territo-
rial expansion. It was this dynamic which generated Macedonian military
imperialism.1 This cycle of military imperialism ultimately necessitated the
invasion of Asia. In 358 Philip’s army numbered 10,000 infantry and 600

horsemen (Diod. Sic. 16.4.3). The expeditionary force Alexander took to
Asia in 334 numbered 32,000 foot, including a Macdonian phalanx 12,000

strong, and 5,100 horse. He also left 12,000 foot and 1,500 horse behind
in Europe under the command of Antipater.2 Colonization of captured

1 Ellis (1976), (1977). 2 Diod. Sic. 17.3–5; Brunt (1976) lxix–lxxxii; Milns (1966).
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territories, transfers of populations along Persian lines and the admixture of
the Macedonian population all ensured the expansion of the army. Regular
pay enabled troops to operate outside the campaigning season, and to
become better trained than the armies of neighbouring states. In many
ways, the Macedonian forces came to resemble a standing army.

The Roman recruiting base also began to expand dramatically. Following
the defeat of, and treaty with, the Latins in 338, the towns of Lanuvium,
Aricia, Nomentum, Pedum, Velitrae and Antium were all given Roman cit-
izenship. Civitas sine suffragio, citizenship consisting of liability for taxation
and military service but without voting rights, was given to the Campanian
towns of Capua, Suessula, Cumae and later (in 332) Acerrae, and also to
the Volscian towns of Fundi, Formiae and later (in 329) Privernum. The
Sabines received civitas sine suffragio in 290. Land was confiscated from
other defeated enemy states and colonized by Roman citizens.3 In all, the
land occupied by Roman citizens more than tripled from an original 1,500

sq. km. The size and population of the Roman commonwealth after the
Latin Wars has been calculated by the Danish scholar Afzelius.4 He esti-
mated the ager romanus would have had an area of 5,525 sq. km and a
population of 347,300, while allied territories amounted to 2,980 sq. km
with a population of 137,100. It was this expansion in military manpower,
and in particular the expansion of Rome’s alliance system in Campania,
which allowed Rome to conquer Samnium, and then the whole Mediter-
ranean world.

The expansion of the Macedonian and Roman manpower bases, which
in turn enabled military and territorial expansion, was due to a willing-
ness to extend citizenship and to incorporate allied contingents fully into
their military structures. The exclusive nature of citizenship in the contem-
porary Greek and Italian city-state did not permit this. Similar attempts
to transcend the politico-military limitations of the Greek city-state by
breaking up the citizenry, mixing populations and colonization had been
made previously by the Sicilian tyrants. In Greece Jason of Pherae had tried
other methods to make Thessaly a unitary state with a large unified army to
which significant allied contingents were added. None of these attempts had
met with long-term success, but the successful methods developed by the
Roman and Macedonian states did not originate ab nihilo. They represent
the successful culmination of a process of politico-military experimentation
running parallel in the Balkan and Italian peninsulas.

2. New types of troops

Diodorus (15.44), in a somewhat garbled passage, describes the way in
which Iphicrates equipped his Greek mercenaries. Instead of hoplite shields,

3 Harris (1990) 502–3. 4 Afzelius (1942) 153.
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Figure 11.1 This oinochoe, dated 410–400 bc, shows
a Greek hoplite in combat with an Achaemenid
takabara infantryman. Though roughly the same
size as the hoplite shield, the taka was made of
leather and other materials, had a different system
of handles, and was distinguished by the crescent
cut out of the upper edge of the shield as an aid
to visibility. It was this Persian type of peltê which
Iphicrates borrowed to equip his peltasts.

they carried peltai described by Diodorus as symmetrous, which I would
understand as meaning ‘of the same size’. Shields of this type were currently
in use among Persian infantry (fig. 11.1). The essential difference between
the hoplite shield and the peltê was neither the size nor the fabric, but rather
the shape. The hoplite shield always had a distinctive offset rim, which the
peltê lacked. This is confirmed by a fragment of Aristotle (498 Rose) which
classifies a peltê as a shield without a rim. So these troops continued to
be called peltasts after their principal defensive weapon, even though they
were not javelin men of the traditional peltast type. Iphicrates also increased
the length of the spears by half. The hoplite spear was about 8 feet long, so
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Figure 11.2 Stone base showing an Athenian cavalryman riding down a Greek infantry-
man. The infantryman is not armed with a hoplite shield, but with a peltê of similar
size, distinguished by the crescent cut out of the upper edge of the shield. The scene
could commemorate an event which saw Athenian cavalry fight against the Arcadian
peltastikon, perhaps during the Mantinean campaign of 362.

the spear of the ‘Iphicratean peltast’ was about 12. He also made the sword
about twice as long. Presumably this means that he gave them Greek swords
of the standard length, rather than the short swords of the Lacedaemonian
type.

Henceforward, when ‘peltasts’ appear in literary passages or epigraphic
documents, it is most likely that they are front-line ‘Iphicratean’ peltasts.
They are, in effect, ‘ersatz’ hoplites. The peltasts mentioned in a decree
of the Arcadian League from Elis are probably of this type, as may be the
Mantinean peltastikon mentioned by Lucian and the force of 1,000 select
Phocians ‘called peltasts’ raised by Philomelus in 355.5 Representations of
this new kind of troop are unfortunately rare (fig. 11.2).6

5 Elis: SEG xxii 339; cf. SEG xxix 405; Mantinea: Lucian, Dial. Mort. 12(14).2; Phocians: Diod.
Sic. 16.24.2; cf. 25.1.

6 Sekunda (1994a) nos. 204–6.
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In 359 Philip ii found himself with a large force of infantry, but without
the resources to equip them as hoplites. It was at this point that Philip cre-
ated the ‘Macedonian phalanx’. They were equipped with helmets, peltai,
greaves and sarissas.7 My interpretation is that he equipped his infantry as
‘Iphicratean peltasts’. Few modern historians have given sufficient credit to
the reforms of Iphicrates as being the inspiration for Philip’s innovations.8

The sources describe the equipment and training programme introduced
by Philip over the winter of 359–358. This was an emergency measure, not
an evolutionary reform stretching over a number of years. As state finances
improved, it seems that part of the Macedonian phalanx was given heavier
equipment (see below).

Sarissa seems to be a Macedonian word applied to the spear in general.9

As was universally the case with pikes in sixteenth-century Europe, the
Macedonian sarissa had a shaft of ash and a small iron head.10 Later, the
sarissa was to reach enormous lengths.11 Polyaenus (Strat. 2.29.2) mentions
sarissas 24 feet (16 cubits) long, but those introduced to the Macedonian
phalanx by Philip could have been about the same size as the ‘Iphicratean’
pike. Indeed, Aelian (Tact. 12) recommends that sarissas should be no shorter
than 8 cubits (12 feet). The sarissa was designed exclusively as an infantry
weapon. Cavalry under Alexander and the Successors used a cavalry spear
called a xyston.12 At the beginning of Alexander’s reign some of the scout
cavalry units are termed sarissophoroi.13 Like the mounted pikemen which
appear fleetingly in seventeenth-century European armies, these units seem
to represent an experiment. Perhaps they were equipped with infantry pikes
to ‘fix’ the enemy cavalry and keep them at bay. They are last attested in
329 (Arr. Anab. 4.4.6).

The phalanx was augmented by mercenaries and allied contingents, not
only Greek hoplites, but also specialized troops. We hear of Agrianian
light infantry, trained to fight alongside the cavalry like hamippoi, and of
Thracian scout cavalry (prodromoi). The Balkan peoples supplied missile
troops. The Cretan archers in Philip and Alexander’s army were probably
mercenaries. It is possible that the 2,000 cavalry (Diod. Sic. 16.85.6) at whose
head Alexander delivered the decisive charge at the battle of Chaeronea
were Thessalian. The Companions may have only emerged as a significant
force in the first years of Alexander’s reign.

At first, the term ‘Companion’ seems to have been a court title. The Com-
panion’s characteristic long-sleeved purple tunic was a direct borrowing

7 Polyaenus, Strat. 4.2.10; Diod. Sic. 16.3.1–2; Frontin. Str. 4.1.6; Hammond (1980a).
8 But cf. Anderson (1970) 131, 306. 9 Cf. Noguera (1999).

10 Sekunda (2001b). The sarissa has generated a plethora of speculative articles which need to be
read with great caution. In addition to the works listed in O’Brien (1992) 307–10, see Mixter (1992);
Manti (1992), (1994); Devine (1996).

11 Lumpkin (1975) 197; Mixter (1992).
12 Plut. Alex. 16.11; Arr. Anab. 1.15.5–8, 16.1. 13 Brunt (1976) lxxx; Sekunda (1984) 20.
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from the Persian King’s ‘Friends’. According to Anaximenes (FGrH 72 F4),
a certain Alexander ‘made the most renowned men accustomed to serving
as cavalry and gave them the name of hetairoi’. Under Philip there were
600 Companions (Theopompus FGrH 115 F225).14 The number was later
expanded by successive grants of estates of sufficient size to guarantee the
wealth to raise horses. Alexander III is alleged to have alienated nearly all
crown lands to the Companions prior to the Asian campaign (Plut. Alex.
15.3–4).

The prominent role played by Thessalians in early Macedonian military
affairs can be paralleled with the reliance which Rome placed on Campanian
allied horse. Campania was a major source of mercenary cavalry to all
armies of the western Mediterranean. Campanian cavalry are first recorded
fighting for the Athenians in Sicily in 414, and were a constant feature
of Sicilian warfare during the Hellenistic period.15 In the fourth century,
the Campanian cities became particularly important for the cavalry they
supplied to Rome. In 340, 1,600 Campanian equites were granted Roman
citizenship as a reward for their loyalty to Rome, and the Capuans were
forced to provide each cavalryman with 450 denarii to pay for the upkeep
of their horses (Livy 8.11.16). Later on, Capua could mobilize 4,000 cavalry
and 30,000 infantry (Livy 23.5.5): ‘such a high ratio of cavalry was rarely
achieved by Greek armies and never by Roman ones’.16

3. Alexander’s army

The literature dealing with all aspects of the military conquests of Alexander
is vast and growing constantly. Articles dealing with questions such as the
evolution of individual regiments, for example the Argyraspides, abound.
Some aspects of Alexander’s military arrangements, such as his logistics,
have been studied in detail.17 The organization of the army is reasonably
clear, especially at the outset of the Persian expedition, although the restruc-
turing of the army later in Alexander’s reign is still poorly understood.18

The building block of the Macedonian infantry was the file, called a
dekas – clearly once of ten men. Later, the dekas expanded to sixteen, in
line with standard Greek practice. Each dekas was commanded by a dekadar-
chos in the front rank. It split into two half-files, the second half-file being

14 Cf. Develin (1985). 15 Frederiksen (1968) 12–13; Nicolet (1962) 515–16.
16 Frederiksen (1968) 7.
17 The bibliography of works dealing with Alexandrine military matters given in O’Brien (1992)

307–10 is extremely useful. In general I have avoid duplicating this bibliography except for additional
titles and works referred to directly. On the argyraspides, see Lock (1977); Anson (1981); Hammond
(1984a); Foulon (1996a), (1996b). On logistics, see Engels (1978) but cf. the criticisms of Devine (1979);
Cawkwell (1980); Hammond (1980b); Foxhall and Forbes (1982) 80. The problem is dealt with at
further length in Hammond (1983a).

18 Brunt (1983) 483–90.
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commanded by a dimoirites ‘double-pay man’ standing in the ninth rank.
The rear of each half-file was brought up by two dekastateroi ‘ten-stater-
men’ in the eighth and sixteenth ranks. The infantry lochos (company)
of 512 men comprised thirty-two files and occupied a frontage of thirty-
two paces. In open order it advanced in double files (thirty-two deep)
occupying two paces each, whilst in normal order it advanced in files of
sixteen each occupying a frontage of a pace. In close order, the rear half-file
inserted itself between the front half-files, and each man was squeezed into
a frontage of a cubit. The Macedonian infantry comprised the Hypaspists
(hypaspistai) and Foot Companions (pezetairoi). The 9,000 Foot Compan-
ions were organized on a territorial basis into six taxeis, each of three lochoi.
Some taxeis were termed asthetairoi, though the significance of this term
is uncertain.19 The 3,000 Hypaspists were divided into three chiliarchiai
(units of a thousand men), each of two lochoi.20

Macedonian cavalry was organized into the ilê (squadron) of 200 men
divided into four tetrarchiai. My calculations are based on the statement
that the eight squadrons of the Companion cavalry numbered 1,800 (Diod.
Sic. 17.17.4), and allow for a double-strength Royal Squadron, numbering
400 like the Antigonid court cavalry mentioned in Polybius (4.67.6). Arrian
(Anab. 1.18.1.) mentions a unit of 200 Companions. The tetrarchia is men-
tioned at Arrian, Anabasis 3.18.5. Burn assumed it to be ‘evidently more
than one squadron’, whereas I took it to be a quarter of a squadron, as does
Hatzopoulos.21 The ilê would have to be divided into smaller sub-units
to manoeuvre effectively. A variable number of ilai were grouped into hip-
parchiai (brigades). In the later part of the reign the Companion cavalry was
also grouped into hipparchies, although the details of this reorganization
are unclear.

Each fifty-man tetrarchia was arrayed in wedge formation, borrowed
by Philip from the Thracians and Scythians (Arr. Tact. 16.6), presumably
after facing it in battle (fig. 11.3). Earlier Thessalians had used a rhomboid
formation, which Jason of Pherae had devised (Arr. Tact. 16.3). The essence
of cavalry tactics is the ability to manoeuvre: to change the axis of attack
quickly without disrupting the formation, in order to deliver a rapid and
decisive attack to whatever weak point the enemy line develops in battle.
The fluid, non-linear cavalry formations so typical of steppe peoples from
the Scythians onwards were perfectly suited to the role cavalry played in
Alexander’s battle plan. The linear formations adopted by earlier Greek
cavalry only allowed the cavalry to advance and wheel with difficulty. The
adoption of the wedge formation by the tetrarchia brought cavalry to the
fore as the striking force of Alexander’s army.

19 Noguera Borel (1997). 20 Milns (1976); Sekunda (1984).
21 Brunt (1976) 285 n. 6; Sekunda (1984) 14; Hatzopoulos (2001) 38.
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(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11.3 Diagrams of the rhomboid and wedge cavalry formations copied from ancient tactical
manuscripts. (a)–(c) show rhomboid formations drawn up by file but not by rank, while (d) shows
a wedge drawn up by rank but not by file.
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In a series of army reforms introduced in Sittacene, Mesopotamia, soon
after the battle of Gaugamela, Alexander divided his cavalry ilai into two
lochoi (Arr. Anab. 3.16.11). Later in the reign, we hear of provisions being
distributed by ilê and ‘hundred’ (hekatostys): an alternative title for the
cavalry lochos and so confirming the strength of the ilê as 200 (Arr. Anab.
6.27.6, 7.24.4). The organization of the infantry was also standardized,
the chiliarchy of two lochoi becoming the unit for both the phalanx and
Hypaspists.22

Towards the end of his reign Alexander attempted an interesting experi-
ment with his infantry, creating a ‘mixed’ phalanx of Macedonian pikemen
and Persian missile troops (Arr. Anab. 7.23.3–4). Macedonians occupied the
first three and the rear rank of each dekas, while the twelve ranks between
were filled out with Persians armed with bows or javelins. The Persians
numbered ‘about’ 20,000, so there would have been ‘about’ 6,500 Mace-
donians. This would have been sufficient to form a phalanx of ‘about’
fifty-three ‘mixed’ lochoi. Xenophon described a similar ‘mixed’ infantry
formation in his Cyropaedia (6.3.23), with troops equipped with cuirasses
in the first ranks, then javelin men, and finally archers in the rear. Intrigu-
ingly, the Persians in both Xenophon’s and Alexander’s ‘mixed’ phalanx
include javelin men, not a traditional Persian speciality. It may be that
Xenophon was describing a fourth-century Persian experiment, which was
also known and implemented by Alexander. But just as likely, Alexander
took his inspiration from reading Xenophon.

In contrast to the structures of the army, we still lack a reasonable picture
of how the various branches of the army were equipped. Without this, it
is difficult to be sure how Alexander’s combined-arms tactics worked in
detail. It is clear that the army created by Philip in 359/8 was quite different
from the force inherited by Alexander. As resources increased, part at least
of the phalanx appears to have been issued with heavier equipment. The
Alexander Sarcophagus shows Macedonian infantry armed with hoplite
shields and cuirasses, and it is clear from the literary sources that different
battalions of the phalanx were armed with different types of armour. The
Hypaspists seem to have been more lightly equipped than the main body
of the phalanx, and acted as a mobile link between it and the main striking
force of cavalry operating on the right flank.23

i i . the successor era

1. Military demography

The degree to which casualties, recruitment and settlement abroad
depleted the Macedonian demographic base and its future potential is

22 Curt. 5.2.3; Daniel (1992); Hatzopoulos (1996) 443–60. 23 Sekunda (1984).
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disputed.24 Macedon remained the only Hellenistic kingdom with an
already existing manpower base. Military and physical training was carried
out in gymnasia, and the phalanx continued to be mobilized by territorial
division and by age-class in time of war. Military obligation existed up to
the age of fifty-five.25

The other Successor kingdoms had no recruiting base for the Greco-
Macedonian phalanx, and these had to be created. Papyrological evidence
from Ptolemaic Egypt elucidates the system of colonization. As discussed
in Chapter 14 in this volume, colonists (kleruchoi) of Macedonian, Greek
and other nationalities were settled in the Arsinoite nome near the Delta.26

In return for the land grant, the cleruch was liable for service in time of
war. His heir was liable to physical and military training in the gymnasia
which the Ptolemies founded throughout Egypt, and took on the liability
for military service when he inherited the kleros.27 Land grants began in
the reign of Ptolemy I Soter, and were especially common during the reign
of Ptolemy II Philadelphus. Part of the defeated army of Perdiccas may
have been settled on kleroi as early as 321, as the 8,000 prisoners taken at
the battle of Gaza in 312 certainly were.28 The system worked well for a
generation, for the cleruchic army took part in the invasion of Syria during
the First Syrian War of 274–271. During the major mobilization of 219 prior
to the Fourth Syrian War, the Ptolemaic generals Agathocles and Sosibius
found it necessary to reorganize the army completely, though they were
still able to constitute forces of 700 ‘Household’ cavalry, an infantry agema
(an élite ‘vanguard’ regiment) numbering 3,000, perhaps 2,000 peltasts, a
phalanx perhaps numbering as much as 25,000, plus 4,000 descendants of
Thracians and Gauls from among the kleruchoi (Polyb. 5.64–5).

The situation in the Seleucid kingdom is less well understood. Seleucus
had ended up with the élite cavalry regiments of Alexander’s army: two Ira-
nian regiments, the agema and Nisaeans, together with the Companions,
as well as the Argyraspides or ‘silver-shields’. These units retained their reg-
imental identities down to the second century. The phalanx seems to have
been recruited from a class of ‘Macedonian’ citizens. These are presum-
ably descendants of Macedonian troops settled in colonies in Asia.29 It has
been argued that the Argyraspides was a permanently embodied regiment
through which the young men passed for training. They were then placed
in a reserve which formed the main body of the phalanx in time of war.30 It
has also been argued that a system of ‘military settlements’, called katoikiai,
existed, as in Egypt, in which the citizen-soldiers were settled in return for

24 Brunt (1976) 526–32; Bosworth (1986); Hammond (1989b).
25 Gauthier and Hatzopoulos (1993); Hatzopoulos (2001) 34.
26 Lévêque (1968) 265–6. 27 Launey (1949–50) ii.836–74; Crawford (1971) 55–85.
28 Diod. Sic. 19.85.4; Bevan (1927) 40; Griffith (1935) 116; Bagnall (1984).
29 Listed in Cohen (1995); Billows (1995a) 179–82. 30 Bar-Kochva (1976) 59–62.
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an obligation to perform military service, but the surviving evidence does
not support this view.31

The systems implemented by the various Hellenistic kingdoms to create
pools of settler-citizen-soldiers were limited by the extent of crown land
available for alienation. New land ceased to become available through con-
quest, and it became increasingly difficult to expand the system beyond
its existing territorial and numerical limits. In Egypt extensive engineering
work was carried out during the reigns of Philadelphus and Euergetes I to
reclaim land in the Fayyum for cleruchic settlements. This was part of a gen-
eral effort to increase crown land, but such efforts could hardly guarantee
a dynamic increase in the settler-citizen-soldier demographic base. During
the third century the manpower resources available to the Hellenistic
monarchies stabilized, and in the case of Egypt at least, decreased.

The only other path open to the Hellenistic monarchs was to recruit
troops from among their native populations. The Seleucid army at
Magnesia was truly multi-national. We have no evidence, however, that
the Seleucids ever admitted orientals into the phalanx: they fought in other
units. The Ptolemies made use of Egyptian troops from the beginning, and
prior to the battle of Raphia they were trained as phalangites. Increasing use
was made of native troops throughout the second and first centuries. This
was an experiment with dangerous consequences. According to Polybius
(5.107.1–3), the victory at Raphia was immediately followed by the first of
a series of Egyptian revolts, which he attributes directly to the arming of
the Egyptians for the battle.32

The smaller states of the Greek world continued to give military training
to their young men. The men of military age were generally called neaniskoi,
which replaced the classical neotas, though neoi was also used and neaniskoi
could be used for other classes of young males.33 In the political convul-
sions of the late third and early second centuries, the neoi were particularly
susceptible to politicization. We find the neoi standing against the rest of
the citizen-body in a number of states. Even the smaller independent city-
states of Anatolia continued to give military training to their citizens, and
supplied auxiliary contingents to the armies of the Hellenistic kingdoms
and Rome.34 Military affairs were placed in the hands of a college of strat-
egoi or polemarchoi.35 So the battle line of an allied army might consist of
numerous contingents all equipped quite differently.

In contrast, the population base of Rome continued to expand. By 264,
the ager romanus had quintupled to 26,805 sq. km, supporting a population
of around 900,000.36 Polybius estimated that in 225 the total number of

31 Launey (1949) 336; Cohen (1978); Griffith (1935) 153–61. The Anatolian katoikiai have been most
recently discussed in Schuler (1998) 33–41. See also Cohen (1995); Briant (1978) 86.

32 Griffith (1935) 112–13. 33 Sacco (1979); cf. Roesch (1982) 323–46.
34 Ma (2000) 357; Sion-Jenkins (2001) 33. 35 Baker (2001) 65. 36 Afzelius (1942) 192.
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Romans and allies able to bear arms was 700,000 foot and 70,000 horse.
De Sanctis, followed by Brunt, has calculated that at the period of her
maximum effort during the Second Punic War in 212 the Romans were able
to field around 80,000 citizens in twenty-five legions. Statistics gathered
by Afzelius (with Brunt’s corrections) demonstrate that, from 200 down
to 168, Rome rarely had a force of less than 100,000 men mobilized, and
normally fielded eight legions. Where statistics are known over the same
period, there were over 6,500 Italian allies per legion. The allies generally
furnished separate contingents as well as units serving with the legions.37

Each year the allied communities supplied the consuls with a list of their
iuniores, regularly updated. The total requirement for allied numbers was
divided equally between the allies, so all communities were obliged to levy
the same percentage of their iuniores.38

The disparity between the manpower reserves available to Rome and to
any Hellenistic monarch had profound influence on the way in which the
opponents made war. Roman commanders could risk defeat in battle since
a second army could always be levied in place of the first. The total size and
relative dynamism of the manpower reserve of the heavy infantry main force
was particularly important, for this element suffered disproportionately
heavy casualties in defeat. In major campaigns the Hellenistic monarchs
mobilized a large proportion of their ‘citizen’ manpower pool to field as
large a phalanx as possible, the phalanx now being the principal force on
the battlefield. If a major defeat was suffered, the manpower base was
crippled for a whole generation. Hence, the pitched battle was an all-or-
nothing affair, and this could sometimes induce an air of over-caution in
command.

2. The Hellenistic phalanx

Both the empire and the army of Alexander were divided up among his
Successors, so all Hellenistic armies tended to have similar systems of orga-
nization. Hellenistic infantry retained the file of sixteen men, which, despite
its number, retained the traditional title of a ‘ten’ (dekas) commanded by
a decurion bearing some title such as dekadarchês. Thirty-two files formed
a pike-block of 512 men, termed a lochos as in the early days of Alexander’s
reign, or a speira in the Antigonid army.39 A unit of this size was commanded
by a pentakosiarchos in the Ptolemaic army. In the winter of 331/30 Alexan-
der had reorganized the infantry into chiliarchiai with an establishment
strength of 1,024 men commaded by a chiliarchos.40 The rank of chiliarchos
survived in the Ptolemaic and Antigonid armies. One term which changes

37 Baronowski (1993). 38 Baronowski (1984) 248–52.
39 Le Bohec (1993) 300–1; Hatzopoulos (2001) 76–80. 40 Hatzopoulos (1996) 443–60.
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Figure 11.4 A bronze strip, 24 cm long and found at Pergamum, shows infantry equipped with the
larger type of Macedonian shield, long spears, helmets and cuirasses fighting an enemy force consisting
of infantry of thureophoros type and cavalry with helmets and large round shields. The enemy could be
Galatians. It is possible that a standard is being shown at the extreme left of the scene. If so this would
be a unique indication that Macedonian infantry formations used standards before the reforms of the
160s bc.

in meaning is lochos. It regularly continued to be used for the infantry
company or battalion during the third and second centuries. During the
second century it changes its meaning and is henceforth used of the file.
This is how it is used in the Tactica, which start to be written in the early
first century.

Modern literature dealing with the equipment of the Hellenistic phalanx
is complex in the extreme, and opinions differ wildly. What follows is a
personal view. Most historians believe that the Macedonian phalanx was
equipped with small shields for two reasons. The first is an assumption that
the sarissa could not be held at the same time as a large shield. The second
is a statement by Asclepiodotus (5.1) that the best shield which can be used
by the phalanx is ‘the Macedonian bronze shield of eight palms’ width
and not too concave’. The majority of representations show Macedonian
shields measuring about 80 cm across, deeply concave, but without the rim
of the hoplite shield (fig. 11.4).41 So there were at least two sizes of Macedo-
nian shields.42 This conclusion has been confirmed by three recent finds of
bronze shields in Macedon, with diameters of 74, 73.6 and 66 cm.43 Ascle-
piodotus is describing the smaller type of Macedonian shield, an example
of which (with a diameter of 65–7 cm) was discovered at Pergamum.44

So the Hellenistic phalanx included two types of troops carrying different
types of shields. Both types of shield could be decorated with ‘Macedonian’

41 Anderson (1976). 42 Though cf. Markle (1999) who would have more.
43 Pandermalis (2000) xxi. 44 Hammond (1996); Sekunda (1994a) 193 no. 219.
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Figure 11.5 This representation of a Macedonian heavy infantryman
shown on the Monument of Aemilius Paullus in Delphi may show the
inside of the larger type of Macedonian shield. The handle arrange-
ments are similar to those of a hoplite shield, in which case it is difficult
to imagine how the sarissa was held with both hands.

embossed designs, and the central field was often surrounded with the name
of the king.

The larger shields were carried by heavily armoured infantrymen, still
called hoplites, wearing helmets, cuirasses and greaves. The inside of a shield
of this type is shown on the Aemilius Paullus monument from Delphi
(fig. 11.5).45 It seemingly shows the shield being held by one loop handle
attached to the edge of the bowl inside the shield. Presumably the forearm
was first passed through another loop handle, which is not shown in the
sculpture. In 228 Cleomenes III of Sparta was able to form a phalanx of
4,000 hoplites, holding a sarissa in both hands and carrying their shields
(aspides) by an ochanê (strap) rather than the hoplite shield’s porpax (Plut.
Cleom. 11.2). This is presumably the same handle arrangement as that shown
on the Aemilius Paullus monument. Experimental archaeology has shown
that it is possible to use shields of this type in conjunction with a 5.8 m
long sarissa carried underarm.46

Regiments were frequently given a title relating to the colour of their
shields. Hatzopoulos (2001: 75) suggested that the main body of the
Antigonid phalanx consisted of two regiments: the Chalcaspides ‘Bronze-
shields’ and the Leucaspides ‘White-shields’, each with a maximum strength
of 12,000 men. A member of the Leucaspides regiment is possibly shown in
one of the Agios Athanasios friezes, and a regiment of Tarentine Leucaspides
is mentioned at the battle of Asculum in 279.47 Cleomenes created a second

45 Kähler (1965) taf. 10. 46 Connolly (2000a) 112.
47 Tsibidou-Avloniti (2002) pl. 23 B; Dion. Hal. 20.1.2–4.
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Lacedaemonian phalanx by arming 2,000 freed Helots ‘in Macedonian
fashion as a counter to the Leucaspides’ (Plut. Cleom. 23.1). The Seleucid
army contained the famous Argyraspides inherited from the army of
Alexander the Great. These were presumably troops armed with the larger
type of shield. A Seleucid regiment of Chalcaspides also features in the
Daphnae parade in 166. The text of Polybius describing the parade is defec-
tive, and the text has been restored by Kaibel to make reference to a further
Seleucid regiment of Chrysaspides ‘Gold-shields’, but the supporting evi-
dence for this is flimsy.48 The Pontic army also included a regiment of
Chalcaspides, who are described as advancing into battle with sarissas and
locked shields (Plut. Sull. 16.7).

The smaller type of shield, called a peltê, was carried by other regiments
of the phalanx called peltasts or peltophoroi. These inherited the equip-
ment of the ‘Iphicratean peltast’. Asclepiodotus (Tact. 1.2) defines peltasts
as lying between ‘hoplites’ (with their shields of the largest type, cuirasses,
greaves and long spears of Macedonian type), and missile troops, because
their peltai were smaller and lighter, and their spears were much shorter.
Hatzopoulos identifies a warrior shown on a grave-stele from Idomene car-
rying a small shield as well as a helmet and cuirass as a peltast.49 So peltasts
may have also been equipped with cuirasses and helmets. Nepos (11.1–2)
records that Iphicrates gave his peltasts linen cuirasses. Sometimes, how-
ever, the peltasts operated without body armour (fig. 11.6). They should
not be confused with the other regiments of the phalanx (as Foulon 1996a,
1996b does). Hatzopoulos has suggested that the Antigonid army fielded
5,000 peltasts of whom 2,000 comprised the agema.50 The Ptolemaic army
at Raphia included 2,000 peltasts commanded by Socrates the Boeotian
(Polyb. 5.65.2). Hiero of Syracuse sent 1,000 peltasts to help the Romans
against Hannibal (Polyb. 3.75.7). The Seleucid army had at least 10,000

peltasts during the Bactrian campaign of Antiochus the Great in 208.
Livy (37.40.14) mentions 4,000 peltasts, or caetrati, at Magnesia: Pisidians,
Pamphylians and Lycians. Philetaerus of Pergamum gave 600 bronze peltai
to Cyme, fifty for each tribe, and the Cymaeans wrote the name Philetaerus
on them.51

3. Thureophoroi

In the early third century, a third type of infantryman appears, the
thureophoros, named after the oval thureos shield.52 Thureos means ‘door’,
and is presumably a nickname given to the shield on account of its size. It
was oval in shape, but its name has often resulted in it being mis-translated

48 Sekunda (1994b) 14–15. 49 Hatzopoulos (2001) 71. 50 Hatzopoulos (2001) 66–9.
51 Manganaro (2000). 52 Domaradzki (1977).
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Figure 11.6 Pompeian copy of a Hellenistic painting showing the fall of Troy, possibly by Theoros of
Samos, who is known to have painted the portrait of king Demetrios and the Trojan War in a cycle
of paintings (Plin. HN 35.135). The figure on the left may show the young Antigonus Gonatas in the
guise of Menelaus. The figure of Ajax on the right is equipped as a Hellenistic peltast, this time without
a cuirass. His physiognomy could likewise be based on a figure of the Antigonid court. House of the
Menander, Pompeii I 10, 4, exedra 23.
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as ‘oblong shield’. Couissin (1932: 77), then Maule and Smith suggested
the thureos was first employed in Hellenistic armies after the Italian cam-
paigns of Pyrrhus, borrowed from the scutum of his Oscan allies and
Roman enemies.53 Alternatively, the Galatian invasions of 281 onwards may
have brought the new type of shield into Hellenistic armies.54 Gauls and
Galatians were renowned for their charge with sword and thureos, though
they also used missile weapons.55

The thureophoros was better suited to the tactical needs of many smaller
Greek armies than was the less mobile phalangite.56 The chief function of
these armies was defence of border areas. The thureophoros could move more
rapidly over more varied terrain than the phalangite. The size of the thureos
used by Greek armies was noticeably smaller than its Celtic or Roman
counterparts, and the thureoi of Achaean League troops were too narrow to
fully protect the body (Plut. Phil. 9.1). This can be explained by the need
to increase mobility. The thureophoroi could fight both at a distance with
their javelins, and at close quarters relying on their thureoi, although close-
up they were at a disadvantage when facing more heavily armed troops
(Plut. Phil. 9.1). So the neaniskoi of many Greek states would be trained as
thureophoroi. In a number of Greek states, the thureomachia, combat with
swords and thureoi, was introduced into the range of athletic competitions.
It is depicted on a number of Hellenistic terracottas (fig. 11.7).57 Many other
terracottas show Greek neaniskoi, not Galatians as is sometimes supposed,
holding thureoi. The thureos is also attested at Carthage.58 Thureoi may have
been used by native Carthaginian troops, as well as by Celtic and Iberian
mercenaries. The thureos was adopted by both the Achaean and Boeotian
Leagues, presumably during the 270s.

Boeotian funerary monuments of the second quarter of the third century
show thureoi and Boeotian helmets (fig. 11.8).59 Later in the third century the
Boeotian infantry were re-equipped as peltophoroi at an uncertain date.60

Feyel suggested 245, connecting the reform with the defeat inflicted by the
Aetolians at Chaeronea (Plut. Arat. 16.1).61 The Boeotian neaniskoi were
trained to use a bow and javelin as well as in the manoeuvres of heavy
infantry.62 This was the case in other Hellenistic armies, the Athenian
([Arist.] Ath. Pol. 42.3) and Macedonian (Gauthier and Hatzopoulos 1993:
20) for example. The army was under the overall command of the college
of Boeotarchs.63 The cities of the league were divided into seven military
districts. Apart from its infantry contingent, each district had to supply four

53 Maule and Smith (1959) 6. 54 Eg. Santosuosso (1997) 149; Ma (2000) 354.
55 Zhmodikov (2000) 73. 56 Ma (2000) 357.
57 Hausmann (1983) tav. lii, 6–7. 58 Maule and Smith (1959) 52 n. 144.
59 Fraser-Rönne (1957) pls. 1.1, 2.4; von Bothmer (1961) no. 109.
60 Roesch (1982) 352–4. 61 Feyel (1942) 194.
62 Roesch (1982) 307–54. 63 Knoepfler (2000).
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Figure 11.7 Terracotta group in Berlin showing two ephebes, from a Greek city of
Asia Minor, competing in the thureomachia. The terracotta was supposedly found
at Pergamum. Representations of Greek thureophoroi have often been wrongly
identified as Galatians.

Figure 11.8 Tombstone of Eubolos from Tanagra c. 275–250 bc. The two thureoi and the Boeotian
helmet shown in the pediment reflect the contemporary equipment of the infantry of the Boeotian
League as thureophoroi.

squadrons of cavalry, each commanded by an ilarchos, under the command
of a hipparch.64

Achaean infantry also abandoned the thureos and adopted Macedonian
equipment, but in stages.65 Prior to the battle of Sellasia in 222 Megalopolis

64 Roesch (1979); Corsten (1999) 43–7. 65 Anderson (1967).
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received a gift of 1,000 bronze shields from Antigonus Doson. They fielded
a contingent of epilektoi, ‘picked troops’, armed as chalkaspides for the
army of the Achaean League.66 The contingents of the other Achaean
League cities were equipped as thureophoroi until 207 when Philopoemen
equipped at least part of them with shields, sarissas, helmets, breastplates
and greaves.67 Later, we hear of Achaean peltophoroi (caetrati) at the battle
of Magnesia in 190 (Livy 37.39.9). The following year, Ptolemy V sent a gift
of 6,000 bronze peltast panoplies to the Achaean League, enabling them
to extend their force of peltophoroi (Polyb. 22.9.3). Achaean peltasts are
again mentioned in 182 (Polyb. 23.16.10). In 209 Philopoemen reformed
the league cavalry. From the description in Polybius (10.23.4) we learn that
the league cavalry was divided into hipparchiai and ilai, as in Boeotia,
and that the ilê was further divided into oulamoi. The cavalry file is here
already called a lochos, and a double file a dilochia.

4. Mercenaries

The ‘citizen-phalanx’ was the key element in Hellenistic military systems,
forming the core of most Hellenistic armies. The view that Hellenistic
armies were mainly composed of mercenaries is now seen as misleading.68

Nevertheless, peacetime Hellenistic standing armies were indeed composed
of mercenaries, often dispersed in garrisons. There seems to be no differ-
ence in meaning between xenoi, misthophoroi or other related terms used
to describe mercenaries.69 The remuneration of such mercenaries took
two forms. Pay was given in cash (opsonion, misthos), while rations (sitos,
metrema) could be paid in kind, or partly or wholly in cash.70

Hellenistic armies relied on mercenaries to supply specialist units to
supplement the main force, such as light infantry (euzonoi). Cretan archers,
able to fight at close quarters thanks to their bronze peltai, as well as at a
distance with their bow, were highly valued.71 Hellenistic armies sought to
enlist contingents of Cretans and formed units of troops ‘equipped in the
Cretan manner’ to supplement them, such as that fielded by Antiochus
III at Magnesia.72 Units of mercenary light infantry were especially suited
for plundering since the main body had to stay in close order while on
the march to confront any counterattack.73 In 219 some of the Cretan
mercenaries serving in the Antigonid army were captured, having left the
ranks in search of plunder (Polyb. 4.68.3). Mercenaries might hand over all
the booty they had taken in return for regular pay.74

66 Polyb. 2.65.3, 4.69.4–5, 5.91.6–8. 67 Plut. Phil. 9.2; cf. Polyaenus, Strat. 6.4.3; Paus. 8.50.1.
68 Griffith (1935) passim; Lévêque (1968) 262. 69 Foulon (1995). 70 Garlan (1984) 355.
71 Sekunda (2001c) 20–1. 72 Livy 37.40.13; App. Syr. 32.
73 Krasilnikoff (1992) 27–8. 74 Krasilnikoff (1992) 30.
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Mercenaries were recruited in two ways. The first was by direct individual
recruitment. Such units formed the standing mercenary regiments manning
garrisons during peace and providing specialist units in time of war. We
hear of regiments of Cretan archers maintained by the various kings, which
would be composed of Cretans recruited from any number of different
states of the island. The strength of these units could be ‘topped up’ by
recruitment on the ‘open market’, and also by recruiting drives undertaken
on the island with the permission of as many states as could be persuaded
to give it. ‘Retained’ mercenary units such as these ‘belonged’ solely to the
monarch, who was responsible for their pay, equipment, training etc.

A force of mercenaries might otherwise be recruited by virtue of a treaty
of alliance (symmachia) with a specific city or nation.75 These treaties con-
tained clauses outlining the circumstances under which the king could ask
the second party to send a military contingent, and detailing the service
conditions, including pay, which would be in force during the period of
service. The agreement could be concluded immediately on the eve of war,
or took the form of a standing treaty. Treaties of the latter type have been
preserved in Cretan inscriptions. The formation raised, generally termed
a ‘symmachic contingent’, was properly an allied contingent, under the
command of the king to whom it had been ‘leased’. It has been suggested
that Hellenistic policy was often aimed at controlling territory which could
supply contingents of mercenaries, or, more often, guaranteeing access to
a recruitment area of valuable mercenaries.76

The Carthaginians relied heavily on mercenaries. Polybius (6.52.4)
believed the Roman army was superior to the Carthaginian because Rome
fielded armies of citizens while Carthage employed foreign mercenaries.
The most famous mercenaries employed by the Carthaginians were the
Numidian horsemen. Equipped with light leather shields (Sall. Iug. 94.1),
they would sometimes fight from two horses, to prolong the stamina of
their mounts (Livy 23.29.5). However, in its earlier wars with the Greeks,
Carthage relied also on its own citizen forces. Plutarch (Tim. 27–9) notes
that at the battle of the River Crimisus in 341, the 10,000 Carthaginian
hoplites were equipped with iron cuirasses, bronze helmets and large white
shields, and were drawn up as a phalanx in 400 files each twenty-five deep.
The élite unit of the army was the Sacred Band, numbering 2,500 (Diod.
Sic. 16.80.4). This suggests the infantry was organized in units of 500 men.77

5. Cavalry

The strike force of Hellenistic armies continued to be élite heavy cav-
alrymen. Hellenistic cavalry continued to be organized into ilai and

75 Griffith (1935) 257–9. 76 Adcock (1957) 72.
77 Polybius (10.12.2) describes how later, during the siege of New Carthage in 210, the garrison

commander Mago divided his syntagma of 1,000 men into two.
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hipparchies. There is evidence that the ilê was further divided into lochoi,
or troops, and then into decuries (dekaniai) commanded by a dekanikoi. The
Ptolemies maintained a cleruch regiment of ‘Household’ or ‘Macedonian’
cavalry, while the Antigonids also formed a ‘Household’ cavalry regiment.78

Elite cavalrymen, shown in equestrian statues and grave stelai, wore saffron
cloaks with crimson or purple borders like Alexander’s Companions, and
helmets and cuirasses but not greaves.79 Greek cavalry wore boots to pre-
vent their legs chafing on the horse’s rough hair. Before the development of
advanced saddles and stirrups, horsemen gripped and controlled the horse
with the lower legs.

According to Asclepiodotus (1.3) and the other writers of Tactica, cavalry
of this type was called either doratophoroi ‘spear-bearing’ or xystophoroi
‘lance-bearing’: the xyston being the ‘whittled down’ cavalry spear (xuô
meaning ‘to whittle’), fitted with both head and butt, as used by Alexander’s
Companions and their Hellenistic successors (Anth. Pal. 6.131). Fourth-
century Greek cavalry had not used shields. After the first quarter of the
third century, we find Greek heavy cavalry using round cavalry shields of
Celtic type, with a boss in the centre and sometimes with a spine running
from top to bottom. As with the thureos we do not know if these shields
were adopted from the Galatians after their invasion, or if they were intro-
duced to the Greek mainland by Pyrrhus after his experiences in the Italian
expeditions.80

The cataphract is a latecomer to the Hellenistic battle line. Cavalry of
this type, where both horse and rider were covered as completely as possible
in armour, developed first among the Iranian peoples. Antiochus III seems
to have been the first Hellenistic monarch to employ cataphracts. They
would be a significant military development later on, as horses of increasing
strength were bred to carry the heavy burden.81

Philip and Alexander had also used lighter cavalry, especially contingents
supplied by their Thracian allies, for scouting and flank defence during
battle. This type of cavalry, usually unarmoured, was called prodromoi or
‘scouts’, in historical texts as late as the second century. Their principal
weapon was the cavalry spear, and it is not clear whether they also fell
under the category of either doratophoroi or xystophoroi. Many regiments of
mercenary cavalry mentioned in the literary sources were probably light,
unarmoured cavalry of this type.

Asclepiodotus (1.3) mentions a branch of cavalry, also engaging the
enemy, as being termed thureophoroi from the long shields they carried
to defend horse and rider alike. They should be considered as belonging
to the light cavalry branch. There is some late Hellenistic representational
evidence for unarmoured cavalry equipped with thureoi. One suspects the

78 Polyb. 4.67.6; cf. Hatzopoulos (2001) 33–8. 79 Siedentopf (1968).
80 Lévêque (1968) 268. 81 Tarn (1930) 76ff.
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Figure 11.9 Roman copy, made in the Severan period, of a late Hellenistic statue of a non-oriental,
possibly Greek, horse-archer. The statue illustrates the diversity of late Hellenistic cavalry.

mounted thureophoroi, in fact mounted troops with infantry shields, may
have sometimes fought dismounted, like dragoons in the early modern
period. Such troops would have been ideal to garrison the rebellious
provinces of the Seleucid empire.

Most mounted missile troops in Hellenistic armies, such as horse-archers,
were supplied by native contingents. Nevertheless it is possible that Greeks
served as horse-archers (fig. 11.9).82 A special type of mounted javelin man
was the so-called ‘Tarentine’. He threw his javelins from afar, sometimes
dismounting to do so, and, despite being frequently equipped with a shield
for protection, he generally did not close with the enemy.83 At first, cavalry
of this type was trained exclusively in the city of Tarentum, but many
Hellenistic states maintained units trained in these tactics, which are also
termed ‘Tarentines’, so the term becomes a pseudo-ethnic.

82 Cf. Sekunda (1994b) 73 and pl. 8a, with as source Schweitzer (1936) 173 Abb. 9.
83 Arr. Tact. 4.5–6; Sekunda (1994a) no. 196.
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The army with which Alexander crossed into Asia numbered 32,000

foot and 5,100 horse, a proportion of six to one. This is a remarkably high
proportion for any period in history. Alexander’s army can in all respects
be regarded as a cavalry-based army. Despite the intention of Hellenistic
states to maintain large forces of effective cavalry, and to keep them at the
centre of the battle plan, no state could find the resources to maintain such
a high proportion of cavalry.84 In part this was due to the overall rise in the
size of armies. At Raphia the Ptolemaic army numbered 50,000 infantry
and 5,000 cavalry, while the Seleucid army numbered 62,000 infantry and
6,000 cavalry.85 So, rather than constituting the firm base from which the
cavalry-based battle plan could be developed, the phalanx had now become
the main arm deciding the battle.86 Occasionally we find Hellenistic armies
with higher proportions of cavalry. The precise numbers of the Seleucid
army at Magnesia are not known, but the cavalry proportion was very high.
The army Hannibal took to Italy had a cavalry ratio of one to four.87 In
general, though, we are back down to the proportions of one to ten which
were normal for the city-states of classical Greece.

Not only did Hellenistic cavalry decline in number during the third
century, it also declined in quality, especially in its tactical handling. During
the third century knowledge of the rhomboid and wedge was effectively
lost, and cavalry are found drawn up in the linear formations typical of
the classical period. Polybius (12.18.3) demonstrates this when he enters
into a critical discussion of Callisthenes’ account of the battle of Issus. He
assumes that a cavalry squadron (ile) should be drawn up in a rectangular
block no more than eight ranks deep, and that there should be an empty
space equal to the frontage of the squadron between each of them to allow
them to wheel or about-face. The standard tactical formation and sub-unit
in which Hellenistic cavalry was now drawn up was once again the oulamos
of classical Greece. We have already seen that the cavalry of the Achaean
League was organized into oulamoi. Philostephanus, general of Ptolemy IX
Soter II (Lathyrus) and the last Greek military writer before Poseidonius
Rhodius started the tradition of the Tactica, recommended that cavalry be
drawn up in oulamoi fifty strong in a square: that is five deep and ten wide
(Plut. Lyc. 23.1).

6. Exotic troop types

Little attempt was made to standardize Hellenistic troop types. On the
contrary, the Hellenistic states reacted to contact with non-Greek mil-
itary systems by incorporating yet further weapons and troop types of
foreign inspiration within their lines of battle, and by devising further

84 Santosuosso (1997) 203. 85 Griffith (1935) 118, 143.
86 Adcock (1957) 26. 87 Santosuosso (1997) 170.
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formations of their own. The equipment and tactical role of some of these
troop types, such as the ‘cuirassed’ infantry (thorakitai) of the Seleucid and
Achaean armies, remain obscure.88 Others can be explained only thanks to
the surviving archaeological evidence.

The scythed chariot was probably an Achaemenid invention and as such
seems to have been adopted exclusively by the Seleucids. Somewhat after
our period, such chariots were fielded by the armies of Mithridates of
Pontus.89 Scythed chariots are mentioned in the Seleucid army from the
very beginning in the armies of Seleucus I (Plut. Demetr. 48.2) down to 163

in the army of Antiochus V which attacked Judaea (2 Macc. 13.2). The war-
chariot was introduced to the Panathenaic games in the second century,
possibly under the influence of Antiochus IV. An inscription lists king
Eumenes as victor for 170/69, and others for the years 166/5 and 162/1.90

Chariots were also used by the Carthaginians. They are first mentioned at
the battle of the Crimisus River in 341. Like Seleucid chariots they were
quadrigas and were drawn up in front of the main line (Plut. Tim. 25.1,
27.2).

Elephants were employed by those Hellenistic armies able to procure
them.91 At first, the elephant was ridden by a mahout and one or two war-
riors. Later on, elephants were fitted with towers which offered protection
to the crew, and the elephants themselves were increasingly armoured. The
Carthaginians adopted war elephants in place of their outdated chariots,
probably after suffering at the hands of Pyrrhus’ beasts. Elephants became
perhaps the most distinctive feature of battles in this era, and their impact
will be explored further in Chapter 13 below.

i i i . the confrontation with rome

As already discussed, Rome enjoyed a key strategic advantage over the
Hellenistic states, thanks to its much greater reserves of available man-
power. This advantage was complemented at the tactical level by important
contrasts between the respective military systems of the opposed powers.
Although often viewed (following Polybius) in the narrow terms of the
contrast between legion and phalanx, this was actually a much broader
contrast between the armies as a whole.

The principal difference between the Macedonian and Roman army
systems lay in their relative complexity. Macedonian battle-tactics evolved
according to what new troop types became available as new forces of mer-
cenary or allied troops, each with their own distinctive national equipment
and tactics, were incorporated into the army. Consequently, Hellenistic

88 Walbank (1957–79) ii.239; Foulon (1995) 217 n. 43. 89 Nefedkin (2001) 281–310.
90 Hesp. 60 (1991) 188–9. 91 Adcock (1957) 53–6; Scullard (1974) passim.
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armies were a complex amalgam of elements with highly differing com-
bat characteristics. The commander had to devise a discrete plan for each
battle, and then coordinate all the separate tactical elements at his disposal
to achieve his aim. This called for a degree of staff work and tactical flair
that would have tasked the best command elements of any army.

Philip, Alexander and later Hannibal can be regarded as military com-
manders of genius, capable of guaranteeing the command and control of
such a heterogeneous military force. Furthermore, they had the support
of a cadre of subordinate commanders schooled by constant service to
appreciate the intent of the commander, and who developed an instinct
for reacting to emergencies in such a way as to achieve the commander’s
ultimate aim.92 However, less experienced and capable leaders were much
less able to provide the sophisticated planning and execution which the
increasingly complex Hellenistic combined arms forces needed if they were
to achieve the synergistic effects desired.

In contrast, the Roman legions were more uniform structures as far as
command and control was concerned. The procedures were the same in
whatever legion one found oneself a commander. Success was much more
dependent on clearly understood battle drills rather than quality of com-
mand. The Roman battle plan was contained within the three manipular
lines of the legion itself, and in the light infantry and cavalry attached to
each. The commander did not need to draw up a fresh plan for each battle.
Roman command and control was kept simple. Furthermore, whatever the
quality of Roman generalship, the whole system was kept in motion by
the cadre of centurions ‘of a peculiar virtue for war’.93 The qualities of the
Roman soldiery had been formed by almost constant war, and by a system
of punishment and discipline designed to nurture anger in battle.94

1. Polybius on the legion

The description of the Roman legion in Polybius Book 6 is fundamental
to our knowledge of the Roman Republican army. Book 6 was written
about 160, but its military chapters are possibly based on earlier commen-
tarii of military tribunes. The account of legionary equipment given in
Chapter 23 is probably based on Polybius’ own observation rather than a
written source.95 There are two drawbacks to Polybius’ account. First, prob-
lems exist in understanding precisely what he says. Second, he conveys an
impression that Roman arrangements were fixed and never varied. In fact,
and notwithstanding my remarks above, commanders exercised consider-
able initiative in adapting armament to the prevailing tactical situation.

92 Adcock (1957) 91. 93 Adcock (1940) 5, 101–11. 94 Santosuosso (1997) 151, 156–8.
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Polybius describes the scutum as having a palm’s thickness (10 cm) at the
rim. He probably had in mind the total distance the rim curved back from
the middle of the shield.96 More difficult to explain is why he describes
the rim as having iron edging on its upper and lower parts, to protect
the shield from blows from above, and from damage when resting on the
ground. There is no indication of this in any representation of the Roman
shield.97 Legionaries also carry a sword, Polybius continues, hanging at the
right thigh and called a Spanish sword.98 In addition they had a bronze
helmet and a single greave. No representation of a legionary so equipped
has survived, and greaves seem to have been abandoned early in the second
century or at the beginning of the first.99

Two types of armour are mentioned by Polybius – the mail cuirass worn
by members of the first Servian class, and the heart-protector (kardio-
phylax or pectorale) worn by the rest. As the different types of maniple
were selected on the basis of age, not wealth, this implies that the type of
armour worn in any maniple was not uniform. Most scholars agree that the
mail cuirass was of Celtic origin, while heart-protectors of various shapes
and sizes are a common Italian military fashion, going back to Villanovan
times.100 Polybius describes the heart-protector as made of bronze and
a span (about 23 cm) square. No square heart-protectors have survived,
although pairs of square breast- and back-plates have. These are earlier in
date, and may be the ancestor of the square heart-protector. It has been
suggested that circular plates c. 25 cm in diameter from Numantia may be
heart-protectors.101 Early representations of legionaries show them in tunics
without even the heart-protector. So practice may not have been as uniform
as Polybius would have us believe. The Aemilius Paullus monument shows
Roman infantry, possibly allied, wearing muscle cuirasses as well as mail
cuirasses.

Polybius states that the hastati and principes carried two pila, while the
triarii carried a fighting spear (hasta). The pilum was the principal weapon
of the legionary, and eventually all three lines of maniples used it.102 Polybius
describes the pila used by the legionaries as being of two types: stout and fine.
He describes both types as having an iron shank, secured to the wooden shaft
by rivets, below the iron rod leading to the head. Archaeological examples
of the lighter version are usually socketed, and modern experiments have
established that the effective range of the pilum was about 25 m.103

Light infantry, first termed rorarii and then velites, supported the mani-
ples of the legion. Lucilius (7.290 rorarius veles) suggests the two words
were interchangeable, one gradually superseding the other during the third

95 Rawson (1971) 13–15, 19. 96 Treloar (1971). 97 Eichberg (1987).
98 Quesada Sanz (1997). 99 Sekunda (1996) 9; Feugère (1993) 92.

100 Saulnier (1980) 31. 101 Bishop and Coulston (1993) 59.
102 Zhmodikov (2000). 103 Bishop and Coulston (1993) 50; Connolly (2000b) 45.
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and second centuries.104 Polybius (6.21.7) says that the velites were chosen
out of the youngest and poorest of the levy, not the swiftest. It may be
that in the second century the velites were selected from the youngest,
whereas earlier they had been selected from the lowest classes.105 Polybius
(6.22) describes the equipment of the velites. They carry a sword, a round
shield (parma) three feet in diameter, and a helmet often covered with a
wolf skin or something similar. The hasta velitaris had a wooden shaft a
finger thick and 2 cubits long. The head was a span long, beaten out and
hammered to a fine point, which bent on impact, rendering it useless to the
enemy. Livy (24.34.5) confirms this last detail. Lucilius (7.290) states that
five javelins were carried. The hasta velitaris had an effective range of 40 m
and a maximum of over 50 m.106 The parma and Spanish sword enabled
the velites to fight at close quarters if necessary, transferring their remain-
ing javelins to the left hand and drawing their swords (Livy 38.21.12; cf.
31.35.3).

Many modern authorities, following Valerius Maximus 2.3.3, maintain
that the velites were first employed during the siege of Capua in 211.107

This statement is wrong on two counts. First, the velites existed earlier. Livy
(21.55.11) mentions velites fighting Carthaginian elephants at the battle of
the Trebia in 218, where they aimed their javelins (veruta) at the soft skin
under the elephant’s tail. According to Ogilvie the verutum was a short
throwing spear, somewhat smaller than the hasta velitaris.108 In reality,
our sources do not make clear distinctions between the hasta velitaris, the
gaesum and the verutum.109 Second, the troops at the siege of Capua were
not velites. In his passage dealing with these events, Livy (26.4) discusses
an improvisation made due to the inspiration of the centurion Quintus
Navius. Young men were picked out of all the legions who, because of their
strength or lightness of build, were the swiftest: not the youngest or poorest
as in Polybius. They were equipped with round shields (parmae) smaller
than those used by the cavalry, seven javelins (iacula), each 4 feet long with
iron heads such as those on the hasta velitaris. These javelins were longer
than the five (not seven) 3-foot hasta velitaris given to the velites. According
to Frontinus (Strat. 4.7.29) they were also given swords. They rode into
battle, Livy continues, on the cruppers of the cavalry’s horses, and on a
signal leapt to the ground and threw their javelins (iacula) at the enemy.
The hamippoi of the Greek classical world probably inspired the whole
experiment.110 Livy concludes with the enigmatic statement (26.4.9) that
henceforth it was made the practice to have the velites in the legions. It
is difficult to believe that this was not the practice before. Perhaps Livy
himself misunderstood the significance of events at Capua.

104 Oakley (1997–8) ii.471. 105 Cf. Rathbone (1993) 147. 106 Connolly (2000b) 45.
107 E.g. Ogilvie (1965) 169. 108 Ogilvie (1965) 170. 109 Oakley (1997–8) ii.468.
110 Sekunda (1986) 53–8; Sekunda (1994), 184.
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Figure 11.10 The original type of light leather
cavalry shield used by the Romans, described
by Polybius as being in the shape of a popanum,
a round, bossed cake used in temple sacrifices, is
shown on this silver denarius of Augustus, struck
in Lyons c. 2 bc. The evidence of this and other
coins suggests that this shield continued in use
alongside the heavier Greek-style shields.

Figure 11.11 This Roman denarius, struck by C.
Servilius to commemorate a military exploit of
one of his ancestors, shows the heavier type of
Roman cavalry shield, which Polybius says was
borrowed from the Greeks. It has a metal rim,
spine and umbo. His enemy, perhaps a Gaul,
carries a similar shield. This may have been, in
fact, the ultimate source for both the Greek and
Roman cavalry shield.

According to Polybius (3.107.10–11), the legion normally numbered
4,000 foot and 200 horse, rising to 5,000 foot and 300 horse in times
of exceptional danger. This conflicts with his account of legionary cavalry
(6.25.1–2) which has the legionary cavalry divided into ten squadrons, each
squadron commanded by three decuriones, giving a total normal strength
of 300 horsemen.

2. Roman cavalry

Roman cavalry adopted heavier equipment some time during the third
century. In an enigmatic passage, Polybius (6.25.3–11) states that ‘in the old
days’ Roman cavalry had fought without cuirasses, which enabled them
to mount and dismount with ease, but which exposed them to danger
in combat. Dismounting to fight as infantry remained a tactic specific to
Roman cavalry even after heavier equipment had been adopted.111 Also,
Polybius continues, they had used light, easily broken spears fitted only
with a head and no butt, and light leather shields the shape of a popanum,
a round, bossed cake used in temple sacrifices, but later on they adopted
Greek cavalry equipment (fig. 11.10).

Opinion as to when this change in equipment took place varies. The
most recent study by McCall puts the change during the middle years
of the Second Punic War, around 211, following the defeat at Cannae
and the defection of Capua.112 Second-century representations of Roman
cavalry, such as the Aemilius Paullus monument, show Roman cavalry
with mail cuirasses and shields with umbo and spina (fig. 11.11). How-
ever, the popanum shield was never completely displaced.113 Rather than
being divided into a multitude of different cavalry types using differ-
ent equipment and tactics, the cavalry fielded by the Romans and their

111 McCall (2002) 63–9. 112 McCall (2002) 42. 113 Sekunda (1996) 19–20, 38.
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Italian allies seems to have been uniformly equipped. It was able to oper-
ate as heavy cavalry of the line, but also to carry out scouting and other
tasks.

As we have seen, it was also in 211, during the siege of Capua, that exper-
iments began in cavalry and light infantry cooperation. Henceforward,
combined arms formations of cavalry and velites are a recurring feature
of Roman warfare. According to Isidore of Seville (Etymologiarum 9.3.43),
the velites received their name from the practice of sitting on the back
of the horse and ‘flying’ (volitando). This is false etymology, but it displays
the close cooperation of velites and cavalry. The disastrous opening years
of the Second Punic War forced serious thought about tactical doctrine.
Henceforward, Rome strove to incorporate the diverse troop types available
through its system of alliances, from Numidian cavalry to elephants, into
a more flexible combined arms force. ‘The success of Rome’s cavalry late
in the Second Punic War in part must have been due to the addition of
Numidian auxiliary cavalry.’114

The last references to Roman citizen cavalry come in the 90s. The lack of
citizen manpower to staff the legions during the Social War (90–88) brought
it to an end.115 Perhaps the availability of superior Numidian and Spanish
cavalry was a further factor. Henceforward the ordo equester became a purely
social institution. The process by which the 1,200 equi publici also became
honorific is not understood. Rome rarely, if ever, fielded more than the
four consular legions down to the Second Punic War, so the 1,200 equites
equo publico would be sufficient to provide their cavalry. An equestrian
census, that is a minimum property qualification for service in the cavalry,
probably existed as early as the beginning of the third century.116 Clearly
the equites equo publico would have been insufficient in number to staff
the vastly expanded numbers of legions fielded during the Second Punic
War.

Livy (24.18.6) states that, following the disaster at Cannae in 216, the
censors took back the horses of those in receipt of the equo publico, as they
were judged to have abandoned the state. It is unclear whether this is to be
understood literally, or rather that the censors took back the aes equestre,
and the equites continued to serve as cavalry on their own horses. Livy adds
that those punished by the censors were sent to serve on foot in Sicily. This
is contradicted by a later passage (27.11.14) where Livy notes that the equites
from the army defeated at Cannae were still serving in the legions in Sicily
in 209. As well as depriving them of the equus publicus, the censors had also
decreed that their years spent in service in the cavalry equo publico should
not count, and they should all serve a further ten years on their own horses
(equis privatis).117

114 McCall (2002) 98. 115 McCall (2002) 100–6; cf. Nicolet (1966). 116 McCall (2002) 5.
117 Cavalry normally served ten years in the Roman army, infantry sixteen (Polyb. 19.5).
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These are the last references to a definite connection between possession
of an equus publicus and service in the cavalry. In future, the cavalryman
was obliged to provide his own horse and was compensated if it was lost
in combat. This system seems to have been in operation from at least the
second quarter of the third century, for Cato’s grandfather was reimbursed
for five horses he had lost in combat.118 Cavalrymen with public and pri-
vate horses served alongside one another. The twelve centuries of equites
equo publico lost all military significance with the demise of Roman citizen
cavalry, but survived as ‘fossils’ in the comitia centuriata alongside the six
centuries which had previously been ‘demilitarized’.

3. Military reform in Hellenistic states

The defeats of Philip V at Cynoscephalae in 197 and Antiochus III at
Magnesia in 190 forced both kingdoms to military reform. A major concern
was their citizen military manpower. Prior to Cynoscephalae, Philip V had
fought almost non-stop for two decades. After the defeat, he put his efforts
into trying to expand the population and the finances of the kingdom. Some
of the methods employed by Philip II were used again. The population was
encouraged to increase by natural methods, and Thracians were settled in
Macedon. The result was a dramatic expansion in the strength of the army
(Livy 39.24.4; cf. 42.11.6).

Antiochus III died in 187. There is no evidence indicating that his
successor Seleucus IV implemented a deliberate policy aimed at expand-
ing military manpower. Nevertheless, we notice a rise in the strength
of the Seleucid phalanx from 16,000 at Magnesia to over 25,000 at
the Parade of Daphne.119 The reign of Seleucus IV (187–175) was an
unusual period of peace in the turbulent history of the Seleucid king-
dom, and Seleucus acquired the reputation of being over-cautious,
weak and inactive. It is difficult to decide whether this reputation was
deserved.

Neither king thought it necessary to reform the tactics and equipment
of their infantry: presumably both still believed in the superiority of the
phalanx. This changed after the defeat at Pydna. During the 160s there is
evidence for infantry reform along Roman lines in both the Seleucid and
Ptolemaic armies. Infantry equipped in the Roman fashion appear at the
Daphne Parade in 166. In Egypt, the maniple and ranks consistent with
the reorganization of the Ptolemaic army along Roman lines first appear
at about the same time (fig. 11.12).120 The extent and significance of these
changes is difficult to assess.

118 McCall (2002) 2. 119 Griffith (1935) 146. 120 Sekunda (2001b).
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Figure 11.12 Grave-stele of Salamas son of Moles from Adada from the ‘Sol-
diers Tomb’ in Sidon, now in Istanbul. The deceased was probably a member
of the Ptolemaic garrison stationed in Sidon in 150 and 147–145 bc. The mail
cuirass worn by this figure is part of the evidence pointing to the at least
partial ‘Romanization’ of Ptolemaic infantry equipment.

The adoption of Roman weapons by Hannibal’s African infantry before
Cannae anticipated this process, but it is uncertain whether he also adopted
Roman tactics.121 Appian (Hann. 22) describes Hannibal’s Libyan infantry
at Cannae as drawn up in speirai. Bell (1965: 406) noted that this term is
‘Polybius’ word for maniples’, but it is also used of the phalanx battalion.
It does not follow that Appian’s source implied Hannibal’s Carthaginian
infantry were drawn up in manipular formation. At the same battle,
Polybius (3.114.4) has the Spanish and Gallic infantry also drawn up in
speirai, and these troops were surely not in manipular formation.

121 Polyb. 3.87.3, 114.1, 18.28.9; Livy 22.46.4; Zhmodikov (2000) 74.
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In the first century, the adoption of Roman equipment and tactics
increased. During the First Mithridatic War, the Pontic army fielded a
mixed force, including both Chalcaspides and troops armed in the Roman
manner.122 When Mithridates raised a new army to replace the one defeated
in Greece in 86, he reputedly raised a force of 120,000 men armed with
Roman-style equipment and trained in Roman tactics (Plut. Luc. 7.4). A
Pontic legion is later found in Roman service fighting Pharnaces the son
of Mithridates (Caes. B Alex. 39–40). At the battle of Tigranocerta in 69,
150,000 Armenian heavy infantry were drawn up partly in Roman cohorts
and partly as a Greek phalanx (Plut. Luc. 26.6). By the Roman civil wars,
the heavy infantry of most states was organized into legions and cohorts.
Such was the case with the army Juba fielded against Caesar, and with the
legions equipped and trained along Roman lines by Deiotarus of Galatia.123

During the civil wars the territories of the Greek East also supplied consid-
erable numbers of specialist light infantry, archers and slingers, and cavalry
as allied contingents.

4. Changes in Roman military organization and tactics

The first certain reference to a legionary cohort comes in 210 against the
Carthaginians (Livy 25.39.1). The ten cohorts of the legion were each formed
from a maniple of hastati, principes and triarii. From at least this date
onwards, both maniple and cohort were available as administrative and
combat formations. In the first century, the cohort becomes universal,
though the maniple continued to exist well into the imperial period.124

Difficulties in supplying Roman armies in Spain required the sub-division
of the legion as an operational unit; hence, according to Bell (1965), the
gradual emergence of the cohort as the principal sub-unit employed on
operations. Bell argued that this change was accompanied by a shift in
tactics away from the arrangement of maniples separated by gaps of equal
size towards three continuous lines without gaps. The reasons for the change
are, however, still obscure.

The last certain reference to velites comes in Sallust’s description (Iug.
46.7) of the army commanded by Metellus against Jugurtha in 109, though
Bell has argued that the reference in Frontinus (Str. 2.3.17) to velites fighting
at the battle of Orchomenus in 86 should stand.125 Bell attributes their
disappearance to Lucullus, against a background of greater availability of
allied missile troops including archers and slingers, which were generally
more effective in the changed conditions of warfare. However, it is equally
plausible that Marius’ definitive removal of the property qualification for

122 Frontin. Str. 2.3.17; Plut. Sull. 16.7.
123 Caes. B Afr. 48, 55, 59; Caes. B Alex. 34; Cic. Att. 6.1.14.
124 Speidel (1992) 10. 125 Bell (1965) 421–2.
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legionary service simply eliminated the recruiting base for the velites. The
larger context of recruiting problems faced by Roman armies in the later
second century represents a significant change from the days of massive
Roman manpower reserves, and the extent and causes of this shift will be
discussed further in Chapter 14 below and in Volume II, Chapter 5.

B. NAVAL FORCES

Philip de Souza

i . the development of polyremes

As discussed in Chapter 5 above, the standard warship of the classical period
was the trierês, a Greek word usually rendered as trireme or ‘three’, so
called because the oarsmen along the side of the ship were seated at three
levels, one above the other. In the fourth and early third centuries, war-
ships were developed which our sources call ‘fours’, ‘fives’, ‘sixes’, ‘sevens’,
‘eights’, ‘nines’, etc. It is clear from practical considerations that these ship
types, often referred to as polyremes, did not simply involve the addition
of more and more levels of oarsmen, each rowing from a position that
was slightly higher above the waterline. Indeed, it seems that three such
levels of oarsmen was the maximum that could be effectively deployed.
The higher rating numbers applied to these polyremes indicate instead the
number of files of oarsmen seated, or sometimes standing, along each side of
a ship.

In a ‘four’ it is likely that there were oars at only two levels, but each one
was pulled by two men. In a ‘five’ there were oars either at two levels, pulled
by three and two men each, or three levels, with two oarsmen pulling at
the two higher levels and one at the lowest. A ‘six’ would have had three
levels and two oarsmen at each, with the addition of an extra oarsman at
the lowest level increasing the rating to a ‘seven’. As the numbers of men
pulling each individual oar rose, the oars would have to be lengthened
and the overall width of the ship would have to be gradually increased,
as would the ship’s height above the waterline, although with the use of
oarboxes and outriggers these dimensions did not need to rise by much
for each additional oarsman.126 The highest rating that ever seems to have
been used in battle were ‘tens’. Larger ships, such as a ‘thirteen’ and a
‘sixteen’ were used by some of the Hellenistic monarchs for state visits and
diplomatic missions, presumably because they were impressive to behold.
Eventually a ‘twenty’ and a ‘thirty’ were built for Ptolemy II Philadelphus,
and finally a ‘forty’ was built for Ptolemy IV Philopator, but these ships

126 For attempts to reconstruct such ships see Morrison and Coates (1996) chs. 6–7. Morrison argues
that ‘tens’ and larger ships would have been rowed at only two levels.
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were most likely double-hulled and certainly could not have been used in
battle.127

Diodorus Siculus says that Dionysius I of Syracuse began building ‘fours’
and ‘fives’ in 399, and that his shipwrights were the first to design and
build the latter (Diod. Sic. 14.41.3, 42.2, 44.7). Dionysius II of Syracuse
(367–44) is credited with the building of the first ‘sixes’ (Ael. VH 6.12).
Thus, the original impetus for the development of the polyremes would
seem to have come from the naval ambitions of the Syracusan rulers.
Their rivalries with Carthage provide a political context for the decision to
build larger warships. The ‘four’ may originally have been a Carthaginian
creation (Plin. HN 7.207), so it is not impossible that an early ‘five’ might
also have been developed there, independently of the Syracusans. The
Phoenician city of Sidon had ‘fives’ in its fleet by 351 (Diod. Sic. 16.44.6).
Gradually the use of these new ship types spread across the Mediterranean.
In 330 the Athenians had eighteen fours, as well as 492 triremes, accord-
ing to their naval inventories (IG ii

2.1627.275–8). By 324 the inventories
show that the Athenians had forty-three fours and seven fives (IG ii

2.
1629.808–11).

The increase in ratings from six to ten occurred quite quickly towards
the end of the fourth century, apparently at the instigation of Antigonus
I Monophthalmus. For a brief period, the building of larger ships became
something of an obsession. By 315/14, Antigonus had some 240 warships at
his disposal in Phoenicia. Of these, 210 were designated by the Greek word
kataphraktos (covered in), meaning they had a fighting deck for marines
and catapults above the highest level of oarsmen, and might also have heavy
screens along the sides to protect the oarsmen in an outrigger. Antigonus’
cataphracts comprised ninety-seven triremes, ninety ‘fours’, ten ‘fives’, three
‘nines’ and ten ‘tens’ (Diod. Sic. 19.62). The fleet with which his son
Demetrius I Poliorcetes defeated the forces of Ptolemy I Soter at Salamis on
Cyprus in 306 contained sixty-eight ‘threes’, thirty ‘fours’, thirty-five ‘fives’,
ten ‘sixes’ and seven ‘sevens’.128 In 301, Demetrius, who could now use the
excellent timber resources of Cyprus for his ships, also had ‘elevens’ and a
‘thirteen’, and by 288 he had even added a ‘fifteen’ and ‘sixteen’, which latter
was still able to sail 150 years later. The ‘sixteen’ was probably never suitable
for naval battle and it was not used by Demetrius’ descendant Philip V of
Macedon at the battle of Chios in 201, but it was retained by him after his
defeat by the Romans in 197. The terms of his treaty with Rome specifically
debarred him from keeping any cataphracts other than the sixteen (Polyb.
18.44.6). Livy says of this flagship that it was ‘of an almost unmanageable
size’ (33.30.5). Over thirty years later, it was used by the victorious general

127 See Casson (1971) 107–16, 137–40. 128 Diod. Sic. 20.49–50; Polyaenus, Strat. 4.7.7.
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Lucius Aemilius Paullus to head the triumphal procession of the spoils from
the newly conquered Macedonian kingdom up the River Tiber to Rome
(Livy 45.35). Most warships were not so long-lasting, however, and needed
to be replaced after about twenty-five to thirty years.

Several explanations can be offered for the development of these large
warships. One is that having some or all of the oars rowed by more than one
individual meant that the techniques and skills of all the individual oarsmen
need not have been very well developed, as long as one man on each oar
could lead the others. In this sense it may be argued that the polyremes were
developed to utilize masses of untrained, or at least inexperienced, oarsmen
who might provide muscle power without needing to have the experience
that would make them expensive to hire.129 A counter-argument is that
naval commanders often went to great lengths to ensure that their oarsmen
did get good training. For example, in 261 the Romans trained the oarsmen
for their new fleet on both land and sea (Polyb. 1.21). Indeed, it could be
argued that rowing with more than one person at an oar demands more,
not less skill and practice to be effective, as it requires coordination between
the men on each oar, in addition to that between the groups of oarsmen in
each vertical unit of two or three oars along the side of the ship.130 It should
also be noted that polyremes seem to have been inferior in speed not only
to triremes, which continued to feature in the navies of the period, but
even to smaller ships, so the application of increased muscle power to the
oars was not intended to make the warships faster.

Probably the most important advantage that the polyremes had over
smaller, lower-rated ships was their increased carrying capacity. They were
broader in the beam and could accommodate larger numbers of marines
on their fighting decks. This was particularly the case for the bigger vessels,
such as ‘tens’, which were probably rowed at two levels only, and could
perhaps accommodate up to 200 marines.131 This led to a greater reliance
on grappling and boarding enemy ships than was the case in the classical
period. It has even been suggested that the Romans developed a type of ‘five’
with single banks of oars, each rowed by five men, so that they could be built
very broad across the beam and accommodate a very large complement of
marines, up to 120 at the battle of Ecnomus in 256.132 Against this view

129 Casson (1971) 104–5.
130 On the problems of coordinating the vertical units of oarsmen see Coates, Platis and Shaw

(1990).
131 The basic problem was that the third (highest) level of oarsmen needed to be offset and positioned

only half as high above the second as the second was above the first so that their oars were not rowed
at an impossibly steep angle. The use of the outrigger facilitated this, but it would have been very
difficult to build outriggers of sufficient size to accommodate three or more men to an oar. See the
reconstruction diagrams in Morrison and Coates (1996) 294–310.

132 See Casson (1971) 104–5.
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is the fact that Polybius (1.20.15) explicitly says that the Romans copied a
Carthaginian design of the ‘five’, in which case there would have been no
great difference between their ships and those in the Roman fleet.

A further advantage that the larger ships offered was that their decks
were higher above the waterline, offering not only greater space for marines
and catapults, but also better elevation for the launching and throwing
of missiles by hand or from catapults. As the beam of the ship increased
so its steadiness in relatively calm water would be improved, making it
an ideal missile platform. Also, a higher deck would make the ships more
difficult for opposing marines to attack from smaller ships. Towers were
constructed on the fighting decks of some ships to enable the marines to
shoot arrows and hurl javelins from a still greater elevation. It also seems
that these large, broad ships were significantly heavier and sturdier of build
than their classical predecessors, since they were not built for speed. This
will have made them more resistant to damage when rammed.

As noted above, the ships rated higher than ‘ten’ seem not to have been
used for ship-to-ship combat, so an additional explanation must be sought
for their design. The use of ships as fighting platforms to attack city and
harbour defences, for example by Demetrius I Poliorcetes against Rhodes
in 305 (Diod. Sic. 20.85–8), suggests that the very large polyremes may have
been designed with this function in mind. Demetrius’ fleet of 500 ships
was likely to have been deployed against the coastal cities of Asia Minor,
had he not been ousted from Macedon by Pyrrhus in 287. In this respect,
the largest polyremes are analogous to the very large siege towers built for
Demetrius’ attacks on Salamis and Rhodes in 306 and 305 respectively (see
ch. 13 in this volume).

By no means all the ships used in the naval warfare of this period were
triremes or polyremes. The Rhodian navy contained a substantial number
of vessels of a type known as trihêmioliai, which means something like ‘three
and a half’. This ship was probably a variation of the trireme, or ‘three’.
The Rhodian trihêmioliai seem to have had a crew of 144, as compared to
an Athenian trireme which had 200. It seems that about 120 of the crew
were oarsmen, compared to the 170 used on the trireme. It is most likely
that the reduction was effected by having fewer men on the lowest level,
enabling the ships to be narrower towards the bows and stern than a trireme,
thus compensating for the loss of oar power with a sleeker shape. As they
also carried fewer marines and sailors, they would have been significantly
cheaper to operate.133 Trihêmioliai are also found in the fleets of Athens,
Pergamum and Ptolemaic Egypt. Another commonly used type was the
lembos, a word which describes a variety of small galleys, rowed by fifty or

133 See Morrison and Coates (1996) 319–21; Rice (1991) 29–32.
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fewer men. They were often cataphracts, but sometimes lacked a fighting
deck and a ram. They were especially cheap to build and could be used for
fast raids, as dispatch and reconnaissance craft and as transports for small
groups of soldiers.134

i i . shipbuilding and timber supplies
135

Although Macedonia had some of the best sources of shipbuilding timber in
the eastern Mediterranean, neither Philip II nor Alexander embarked upon
major programmes of warship construction. Philip was probably content to
make use of the modest naval forces of some of the coastal cities that came
under his control early in his reign, particularly Amphipolis and Pagasae.
Thus, in the late 350s, when Demosthenes urged the Athenians to create
an élite squadron of warships to support their land forces against Philip, he
seemed to think that a mere ten ships would be sufficient (Dem. 4.34).136

Similarly, Alexander utilized the ships of his Greek allies for naval support
in the early stages of his campaign against the Persian empire, although
he disbanded this fleet rather than risk its loyalty and competence in a
major confrontation with the Phoenician and Cypriot ships of Darius III.
In 333 Alexander had to order a new fleet because the Persian navy was able
to operate unimpeded in areas where his military forces were not strong
enough. This fleet had to be provided by the Corinthian League, mostly
using the same ships, but at considerable cost. The admirals Amphoterus
and Hegelochus were provided with 500 talents to refit the ships and hire
the crews (Curt. 3.1.19–20).

Alexander did build some ships in India, from the abundant pine, fir
and cedar that his men found in the mountains. The ships were light gal-
leys, the largest of which were powered by thirty oars and would not have
had rams; Arrian (Anab. 5.85) records that they were cut into sections for
transportation overland between rivers. Alexander used them to transport
his army across the River Hydaspes and then down the Indus to the sea.
His friend Nearchus used these vessels and other local ships to sail back
to Babylon and explore the coastline. At his death, Alexander seems to
have been planning a series of expeditions against Arabia, Carthage and
the western Mediterranean for which he planned to build a fleet of ‘over
1,000 warships larger than triremes’ (Diod. Sic. 18.4.5). These naval plans
were to some extent realized by his successors. The various Macedonian
generals who fought over all or part of Alexander’s empire were gifted

134 On the lembos see Casson (1971) 125–7; Morrison and Coates (1996) 263–5, 316–17.
135 For a detailed survey of timber supplies and their exploitation by the naval powers in this

period see Meiggs (1982) 132–47.
136 See Hammond et al. (1972–88) ii.310–12.
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with vast ambitions, enormous funds and manpower resources, plus access
to the timber supplies of Cilicia, Syria, Phoenicia, Cyprus and Macedo-
nia. Hence they were able to build substantial fleets of increasingly large
ships. Antigonus Monophthalmus established three shipbuilding yards in
Phoenicia, one in Cilicia and another on Rhodes to create the ships for
his contest with Ptolemy I Soter. These facilities produced an impressive
number of ships in the period 314–302, so many that Antigonus had nearly
400 warships, plus at least 100 transports.137

The most grandiose shipbuilding scheme of all was that of Antigonus’
son, Demetrius I Poliorcetes, who began preparations for an invasion of
Asia in 288, gathering a large army and supervising a building programme
of 500 ships at yards in Pella, Chalcis, Corinth and Athens. This included
the construction of huge warships, the like of which had never before been
seen, and which were said to be remarkably swift and manoeuvrable for
their size. Unfortunately, his fleet was never put to the test. Demetrius’ rivals
combined against him and Pyrrhus took his place as king of Macedon (Plut.
Demetr. 43–4).138

i i i . naval manpower

1. The Hellenistic states

The standard warships of the Hellenistic period needed crews of c. 150–300,
or more in the case of the larger polyremes. Although there is some evidence
of a general problem in obtaining naval manpower in the second half of
the fourth century, neither Alexander, nor his Macedonian commanders,
nor the Successors experienced much difficulty in operating large fleets of
warships. In 323/2 Antipater had 110 triremes available, and a further 130

ships, mostly ‘fours’ and ‘fives’, were operating in the Hellespont. At the
same time, there were several Greek naval forces at large, the biggest of
which was the Athenian fleet of 170, presumably made up of triremes and
‘fours’. The Athenians even planned to build a fleet of 200 ‘fours’ (Diod. Sic.
18.10.1–3). Cleitus united the Macedonian forces and, after initial victories
over the other Greeks, defeated the survivors along with the Athenian fleet
in the Maliac Gulf.139 This defeat marked the effective end of Athens as a
major naval power.

137 See Billows (1990) 357–60 for details of Antigonus’ fleets.
138 The strains that Demetrius’ naval and military preparations put on the Macedonians and Greeks

contributed to his unpopularity and aided the swift usurpation of the Macedonian crown by Pyrrhus;
see Hammond et al. (1972–88) iii.226–9.

139 The sources for these naval actions are very poor; see Hammond et al. (1972–88) iii.107–15. Mor-
rison (1987) interprets Diodorus’ use of paraskeuê at 18.10.2 to mean that these ships were not intended
for immediate service, but rather were to be prepared for later use. For an alternative interpretation see
Hammond et al. (1972–88) iii.108 and 122.
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The rulers of the Hellenistic kingdoms which emerged out of Alexander’s
empire drew upon several pools of manpower for their fleets, which often
numbered between 150 and 200 ships.140 The Antigonid kings of Macedon
seem to have recruited their oarsmen principally from the population of
Macedonia, the cities of mainland Greece, the western coast of Asia Minor
and the Aegean islands. The Ptolemaic kings could call upon the population
of Egypt, supplemented by their overseas possessions. They also recruited
from Asia Minor and the Aegean islands, as well as some of the states of the
Greek mainland. The Seleucid kings’ principal sources of manpower were
the maritime populations of Syria, Phoenicia and Cilicia, supplemented
by the Greeks and non-Greeks of Asia Minor and the islands. The Attalids
could take men from their own relatively small kingdom, but seem to have
relied heavily upon allies, notably Rhodes and Byzantium, as well as the
Aegean islands. It is clear that there would have been competition among
these monarchs and their allies for the best naval manpower, such as the
coastal populations of Cilicia, Syria and Phoenicia. Experienced sailors,
helmsmen and captains were the most eagerly sought after, but good oars-
men would also have been in demand during major conflicts. The ability
to pay the crews was probably the most decisive factor in the establishment
and maintenance of substantial fleets, hence the fund-raising activities of
Dicaearchus the Aetolian on behalf of Philip V of Macedon in 205.141

Smaller political entities like the Achaean and the Aetolian Leagues, or
the island of Rhodes, did not attempt to operate large fleets. In 191–190

the Rhodians played a significant part in the naval conflict between Rome
and her allies and Antiochus III, but the largest Rhodian fleet assembled
consisted of only thirty-two ‘fours’ and four triremes (Livy 37.22–3). The
Rhodians had a good supply of experienced sailors, marines and naval
officers, as well as well-trained oarsmen. It is likely that naval service was
required of all young men with full or partial Rhodian citizenship, but even
these reserves had to be supplemented by foreign oarsmen and sailors.142

2. Rome

Roman naval tactics in the third century were not very sophisticated, and
their commanders generally relied upon superior resources. They won their
naval encounters because they had more ships, or if the fleets were roughly
equal in size, then the Romans deployed more marines. In spite of the huge

140 E.g. Billows (1990) 357–60, a detailed analysis of the naval forces of Antigonus I Monphthalmus
and his son Demetrius. For an attempt at a general survey see Morrison and Coates (1996) chs. 1–3,
but note the comments in de Souza (2001).

141 See de Souza (1999) 81–3. In 219 Philip V had trained his own soldiers and mercenaries as oarsmen
for his fleet of lemboi (Polyb. 5.1–2).

142 On the crews of Rhodian ships see Gabrielsen (1997) 35–6, 94–7, 125–7; Rice (1991), 30–6.
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costs involved in both building and crewing their fleets of warships, the
Romans managed to put into action sufficient naval forces to gain the upper
hand in both the Punic Wars, as well as the parallel contest with Philip of
Macedon, known as the First Macedonian War (215–205). Thereafter, they
continued to operate fleets of varying sizes in both the eastern and western
Mediterranean. The huge fleets with which Rome challenged and ulti-
mately overcame the naval power of Carthage during the First Punic War
required the greatest numbers of oarsmen, as Polybius repeatedly empha-
sizes (Polyb. 1.26, 37, 49, 63–4). The naval effort in the Second Punic War
was not as great as it had been in the First, but nevertheless there were often
well over 100 Roman warships on active service.143

The standard warships in these Roman fleets were ‘fives’, crewed by
300 oarsmen and sailors per ship. Many of the personnel for these crews
must have come from the socii navales (naval allies), mainly Greek coastal
cities of southern Italy and Sicily, which had long-established traditions of
seafaring and some experience of operating rowed warships. By the terms
of their treaties of alliance with Rome, some of these cities were obliged to
provide a few smaller ships, probably triremes, complete with crews (e.g.
Livy 26.39), but they would also have been a good source of recruits for
the sailors and oarsmen needed for the larger ships, the ‘fours’ and ‘fives’.
Significantly, Polybius (2.24) does not include Rome’s allies among the
Greeks of southern Italy in his list of those who were obliged to provide
soldiers to Rome in 225. From this it may be deduced that most of the
Greek cities were classified as socii navales, and regularly furnished large
numbers of naval personnel. Most of the population of Sicily would also
have been available for recruitment into Rome’s navies by the start of the
Second Punic War. The Romans conscripted crews from other Italian allies,
like the Samnites, although in the First Punic War some of these oarsmen
proved to be less than perfect.144 It is clear, however, that the manpower
provided by these naval allies was not sufficient to crew all the warships that
Rome deployed in both Punic wars. Tens of thousands of Roman citizens,
freedmen and occasionally even slaves were also required.

The citizens of Rome’s maritime colonies (coloniae maritimae), which
included Ostia, Antium and Tarracina, were another major source of
crews.145 In addition, there were the ordinary Roman citizens of the lowest
property class, known as the proletarii. Polybius (6.19.3) says that those
citizens rated below 400 asses served in the navy rather than the infantry,
which suggests that they rowed ships, rather than fighting as marines.146 A

143 E.g. Brunt (1971) 65–6 estimates that over 54,000 men were required to man the 160 or so Roman
warships operating in 215.

144 Zonar. 8.11; Oros. 4.7.12.
145 For a list of the colonies liable for naval service in 191 see Livy 36.2–3.
146 Thiel (1954) 73–8 and (1946) 12, argues that the proletarii were normally enlisted as marines.
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final category of Roman citizens serving in the fleets is freedmen, who were
only drafted into the legions in extreme emergencies but seem to have been
used regularly as oarsmen. The proportions of naval personnel drawn from
these groups of citizens and non-citizens are impossible to calculate, but
in this context it is worth considering a story told by much later sources
about the sister of Publius Claudius Pulcher, the consul of 249 who lost the
battle of Drepana. In 246 Claudia is said to have expressed the wish that
her brother were still alive to lose another fleet and thus clear away more
of the populace who were impeding her progress through the streets of
Rome.147 This colourful anecdote implies that the lowest classes of Roman
citizens furnished many of the tens of thousands of oarsmen who rowed the
ships.

Pulcher’s disastrous experience in 249 can also be taken as an example
of the potential disadvantages of emergency recruitments of oarsmen. The
Romans urgently needed to replace naval personnel who had been lost
in the fighting and conflagrations around the siege-works at Lilybaeum.
Accordingly, 10,000 new oarsmen were found and sent to Pulcher in Sicily
(Polyb. 1.49.1–2). It was only with the addition of these men that he felt
able to take to sea and challenge the Carthaginian fleet. But these hastily
assembled reinforcement crews were inexperienced and poorly trained,
especially in comparison with their Carthaginian opponents. It is likely
that this relative inferiority was a significant factor in the ensuing Roman
naval defeat at Drepana. The sharp drop in the attested census figures for
the Roman citizen population from 297,797 in 252/1 to 241,712 in 247/6
may be a result of the extremely heavy losses of this period. However,
there does not seem to have been a similar drop from the figure of 264/5
(292,234) to that of 252/1, in spite of what should be severe losses in 255 and
254.148

There is no direct evidence that the Romans used slaves to man any of
their warships during the First Punic War.149 At critical points in the Second
Punic War, however, they did turn to slaves to provide crews, requisitioning
them, along with pay and rations, from the slave establishments of the richer
citizens. The first occasion was in 214, when the wealth qualification for
military service seems to have been lowered in order to increase the pool
of eligible citizens. This would have made it more difficult than usual to
find oarsmen for the fleet (Livy 24.11). The second occasion was in 210,
shortly after the fall of Capua. At this point in the war, many of the south
Italian and Sicilian socii navales who usually provided naval personnel were
still alienated from Rome, further increasing the strain on the resources

147 Suet. Tib. 2.3; Gell. NA 10.6.
148 On all of this see Brunt (1971) 26–33 and 666–70; Goldsworthy (2000a) 122.
149 Contra Thiel (1954) 73–4.
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of the Republic. On this occasion, the demand for wealthy citizens to
furnish both men and pay apparently met with widespread opposition.
Livy (26.35–6) makes it the setting for a patriotic speech by one of the
consuls, Marcus Valerius Laevinus, urging the senators to set an example to
others by lending their private wealth to the state to provide pay for these
crews. It is open to debate whether the contributions of the aristocracy and
the richer citizens would have made as great a difference as Livy suggests,
but the whole episode does demonstrate the difficulty faced by the Romans
in maintaining such large naval forces along with their armies in Italy, Sicily
and Spain.150

The final source of oarsmen was prisoners of war. In 209, for example,
Publius Cornelius Scipio assigned captive non-citizens and slaves from New
Carthage to his fleet, some of whom seem to have been used to man ships
captured in the harbour, while the rest increased the crews on the Romans’
own ships, which is an indication that they were severely undermanned at
this point.151 Such undermanning was not a serious problem as long as there
was little risk of encountering an enemy fleet, and Brunt has even suggested
that Roman fleets departing from Ostia were often undermanned on the
expectation that they would be able to acquire sufficient oarsmen in the
regions where they were to operate.152

3. Carthage

It is very difficult to establish the sources of Carthaginian naval manpower,
partly because so little is known about the subjects of the Carthaginian
empire, which included Phoenician colonies like Utica and Hadrumetum
as well as most of north Africa as far east as Cyrenaica. Carthage had estab-
lished many settlements on the western coast of Sicily, as well as Sardinia
and the Lipari Islands, where there was a Carthaginian naval base by 264

at the latest (Diod. Sic. 22.13.7). The loss of Sicily and Sardinia as a result
of the First Punic War was to some extent compensated for by gains in
Spain. The inhabitants of the Carthaginian maritime colonies may have
provided the bulk of Carthaginian naval manpower in the First Punic War,
but a definitive statement is not possible. Given that during this war the
Carthaginians were able to send out fleets of similar size and composition
to those of the Romans, it would seem likely that their manpower resources
were roughly comparable.153 Carthage’s marines were probably taken from
her regular mercenary infantry. For example, the Carthaginian comman-
der Hanno took on the best of the mercenaries serving in Sicily for the
decisive naval engagement off the Aegates islands in 241 (Polyb. 1.60.3).

150 See Lazenby (1978) 100–1, 169–70, 291 n. 21; Brunt (1971) 417–22.
151 Livy 26.47.1–2; Polyb. 10.17. 152 Brunt (1971) 669. 153 See Lazenby (1996) 21–9.
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Unlike their Roman counterparts, Carthaginian citizens seem by now to
have been exempt from military service abroad, hence the greater reliance
on mercenaries; this may also have been the case with naval service, but
Diodorus seems to imply that the fleet defeated off the Aegates islands was
largely manned by Carthaginians:

In this battle the Carthaginians lost 117 ships, 20 of them with all the men on
board (the Romans lost 80 ships, 30 of them completely, while 50 were partially
destroyed), while the number of Carthaginians taken prisoner was, according to
the account of Philinus, 6,000, but according to certain others, 4,040. The rest of
the ships, aided by a favouring wind, fled to Carthage.

(Diod. Sic. 24.11.2 tr. F. R. Walton, Loeb)

During the Second Punic War the Carthaginian naval effort was not as
extensive as that of Rome, but it was still far from negligible. In 212 and
211, for example, Bomilcar took fleets of ninety and sixty-five warships
across from Africa to Syracuse. Like the Romans, however, the Carthagini-
ans must have found the second lengthy war a tremendous strain on their
manpower resources. In 204, Hasdrubal, in anticipation of a Roman inva-
sion of Africa, purchased 5,000 slaves as rowers for the Carthaginian fleet,
but this was presumably an exceptional measure. As with most aspects of
ancient Carthage, lack of reliable evidence imposes very severe limits on
our understanding.
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CHAPTER 12

WAR

jonathan p. roth

i. introduction

In the first half of the fourth century a number of factors coincided to
foster revolutionary change in military practice. These included a move to
a new and bolder type of strategy, innovations in equipment and tactics,
the increasing use of mercenaries, a heightened sense of military profes-
sionalism, improvement in methods of fortification, experimentation in
innovative weapons (such as torsion artillery) and the development of mil-
itary training manuals. Some of these innovations were developed within
Greece: for example, a general lightening of equipment, the deepening of
phalanxes, and the use of combined arms. Others were borrowed, as the
Greeks came into contact with various other styles of fighting: the pelta
or crescent shield was borrowed from the Thracians and the long spear
for light infantry (apparently) brought back from Egypt by Iphicrates.
The expanding boundaries of the oikoumenê in the latter fourth and third
centuries both spread Greek innovations to other peoples – such as the
Romans – and brought the Greeks new military techniques and practices.
Contact with the Celts promoted increased use of the sword and, possibly,
a new type of saddle. The Parthians contributed armoured cavalry and the
Indians battle elephants.1

The role of the Carthaginians in the military developments of the fourth
century has generally been undervalued. During a century-long struggle
over control of Sicily, the Phoenicians of north Africa certainly influenced
Greek development of siege equipment and quite possibly the use of relays
in attacks on city walls. Punic armies were remarkably large for the period,
ranging up to 70,000 men, with the sort of combined force – heavy and
light infantry and cavalry – that is associated with later Hellenistic warfare.
Their forces were moved by sea and supported by a complex logistical
infrastructure.

1 Older works such as Kromayer and Veith (1928); Tarn (1930); Adcock (1940), (1957); Anderson
(1970); Keppie (1984); Ducrey (1985); and Watson (1987) are still useful. Newer works on Hellenistic
and Roman Republican warfare include Sage (1996); Ashley (1998); Connolly (1998); and Goldsworthy
(2000b).
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A remarkable number of innovative military figures arose in Greece in the
fourth century: Iphicrates and Chabrias of Athens, Epaminondas, Pelopidas
and Pammenes of Thebes, Agesilaus of Sparta and Bolis of Crete, to name
only a few. It was, however, Philip II of Macedon who drew many of the
new elements of fourth-century warfare together, creating a formidable
military machine. The Macedonian king fashioned a true combined arms
force, streamlined the logistics of his army, and fashioned an up-to-date
siege train. Philip also seems to have brought military engineers into his
court specifically to develop a new type of torsion artillery. This use of
technicians not only to maintain, but also to improve, military technology
is practically unprecedented and is an example of the period’s spirit of
innovation and invention. Perhaps most significantly, Philip wrought a
new form of political organization, the Greek monarchy, able to direct this
new military machine with a single will. It was Philip’s army that Alexander
the Great, his son and heir, used so effectively in his conquest of western
Asia.

i i . strategy

There is some semantic overlap between the English term ‘strategy’ and the
Greek strategeia, but the latter term generally referred more to the clever use
of stratagems or tricks than to the employment of military resources on a
large scale. Much of the technical Greek military writing of the period was
devoted to the collection of such stratagems.2 Nevertheless, it is clear that in
the fourth century the Greek understanding of strategy in the modern sense
grew more sophisticated. There was a general trend toward professional-
ization, or in Greek terms, in viewing warfare as a special skill (technê).
The military reforms of Philip II and others, the rising importance of
military engineering and complex logistics, and finally the appearance of
military handbooks, all contributed to a culture of professional command.
Xenophon, a professional soldier for much of his life, wrote a handbook on
cavalry, and his Anabasis and Hellenica, with their detailed descriptions of
battles and military operations, were intended, at least in part, to explain
strategy to a rising generation of military men.3

The portrayal of Hellenistic military leaders in our sources was certainly
influenced by literary conventions.4 Nevertheless, it is possible to come to
some conclusions about the various aspects of command in this period.
Hellenistic monarchs routinely had a number of armies operating in the
field simultaneously. While coordination between such disparate forces was
difficult, due to communication problems, one sometimes finds armies

2 Wheeler (1988d). 3 Anderson (1970); Hanson (1988); Beston (2000). 4 Beston (2000).
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being brought together at crucial moments, or one such force reinforcing
another. An example is the fighting between Cassander’s general Lyciscus
and the Epirotes in 312. Just after Lyciscus’ army was defeated, another
army under Deinas arrived fortuitously, and the Epirotes were beaten.
Cassander, hearing of the first defeat but not the second victory, moved
into the region with more forces, showing the willingness, and ability, to
feed troops gradually into a combat zone as necessary.5 The need to keep
garrisons in various parts of an empire naturally created an ad hoc strategic
reserve. When Ptolemy I annihilated Demetrius’ army at Gaza in 312, the
latter was able to raise another one by stripping occupation forces from
various provinces (Diod. Sic. 19.80.5). There is no recorded case, however,
of forces being left concentrated in the rear of an area of operations solely
to serve as a strategic reserve.

The increasing complexity of campaigns led to more sophisticated strate-
gic thinking. As noted in Chapter 6, Greek hoplite warfare had generally
focused on marching directly to the enemy and either engaging him in open
battle or besieging his city. In contrast, Xenophon wrote: ‘Wise generalship
consists of attacking where the enemy is weakest, even if the point is in
some way distant’ (Eq. mag. 4.14.14). By the second century, Polybius noted,
the straightforward classical Greek strategy of seeking out the enemy and
fighting him was considered ‘bad generalship’ (13.3). Commanders were
exhibiting a level of strategic thinking completely absent in previous cen-
turies. This period saw the introduction of what modern military writers
would term the ‘indirect approach’, that is, the object of a war, campaign
or battle is to affect something or someone remote from the area of oper-
ations. Planning this, much less carrying it out, requires a high level of
abstract strategic thinking and an appreciation of the realities of the situa-
tion. An early use of this strategy is the Theban campaign to free the helots
after the battle of Leuctra (371) – the object being to cripple the Spartan
army in the long term by striking at its economic base (Xen. Hell. 6.5.28).
Another instance is Alexander’s destruction of the Persian fleet by capturing
its ports along the eastern Mediterranean coast with his army.6 Antigonus
I displayed remarkable skill – as well as boldness – in his strategic thinking.
A good example is his manoeuvring of Cassander out of Greece in 313.
He sent a small force under his nephew Ptolemaeus to Greece by ship and
then feinted toward Macedonia from Asia Minor. Cassander was forced to
march north to defend his home base and Ptolemaeus took central Greece.
Antigonus did not actually invade Macedonia, not wishing to risk defeat,
but he gained his objective none the less (Diod. Sic. 19.77.5–6). One finds
the same grasp of strategic principle in the wars of later Antigonid kings,
for example Antigonus Doson’s campaign against Sparta, that ended at

5 Diod. Sic. 19.88.1–89.1. 6 Diod. Sic. 17.22ff.; Curt. 3.26ff.; Plut. Alex. 18ff.; Arr. Anab. 1.83ff.
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Sellasia (Polyb. 2.65.1–69.11), and Philip V’s actions in the Social War (Polyb.
4.22.1).

As noted above, a number of important military figures of the fourth
century, such as Iphicrates, Epaminondas and Philip II, had been respon-
sible for important strategic and tactical innovations. It was Alexander the
Great, however, who became the model for the Hellenistic (and Roman)
generals of succeeding generations. His willingness to take strategic risks
was an important element in his success – indeed, the invasion of the
Persian empire was an enormous gamble. Risk-taking remained a central
feature of Hellenistic strategy, and in this the model of Alexander was very
important.7 A good case in point is the reaction of Agathocles, the tyrant of
Syracuse, to his defeat by the Carthaginians at the battle of Himeras River
in 310. The Carthaginians took control of all of Sicily, except Syracuse, but
Agathocles, in a completely unexpected move, invaded northern Africa. He
gambled that Carthage would withdraw its army in order to defend itself,
and, in a move reminiscent of Cortés in Mexico, burned his ships upon his
arrival. While Agathocles was driven from Africa in disarray, his indirect
approach succeeded in forcing the Carthaginians to give up the siege of
Syracuse and return home (Diod. Sic. 20.2.3).

Of course, Hellenistic strategic decisions were generally based on military
circumstances and the desire to defeat the enemy and secure victory.8 There
were, however, other factors in the military decision making of Hellenistic
monarchs. Profit, whether short- or long-term, has always been a motivation
for war. In the Hellenistic period, however, with the constant need for
funds to support expensive standing armies, both with pay and supplies,
it took on enormous importance (see ch. 14 in this volume).9 Roman
Republican generals (with imperium) had the authority to allocate booty
to their soldiers, the state, the gods and, significantly, to themselves. The
possibilities of profit certainly influenced their military decisions at times.

Given the personal nature of both military and political command in
the Hellenistic world, such profit–loss calculations at times drove strate-
gic decision making. When Antigonus was planning an invasion of Egypt
in 312, for example, he first attacked the Nabataeans in Arabia. This had
no strategic purpose, but Antigonus expected to garner an immense for-
tune and money was certainly the sole motivation for this attack (Diod.
Sic. 19.94.1ff.). Indeed, war was a major source of income for Hellenistic
monarchs. Ptolemy IV took 40,000 silver talents’ worth of booty in the
Third Syrian War (246–245), much of which came from the sale of cap-
tives (Jerome, Comm. Dan. 11.6–9). This represented more than twice the
annual revenue of Egypt, about 15,000 talents of silver. One should not
make the mistake, however, of assuming that all strategic decisions were

7 Billows (1990); Beston (2000). 8 Garlan (1973); Gabbert (1983). 9 Austin (1986).
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based on rational analysis of profit and loss. Emotions run high in war, and
Hellenistic monarchs, as well as Roman generals, were high-spirited men,
with large and sometimes fragile egos as well as elevated senses of honour
and personal dignity. Military and strategic decisions were at times made
in anger or despair.

Despite the monarchical command structure of Alexander and his Suc-
cessors, strategic decisions were restrained, and sometimes controlled, by
the armies themselves.10 Alexander called Macedonian army assemblies fre-
quently, for example after the death of Darius in 330, and in 326, when the
soldiers’ wishes forced the end of the Indian campaign.11 In the confusion
after Alexander’s death, one finds Macedonian armies sometimes elect-
ing commanders and even making policy decisions. In some cases armies,
unhappy with a general, might murder him, as happened to the unfortunate
Perdiccas in 320 (Diod. Sic. 18.40.2–4). Antigonus I was able to convince
the army of Eumenes to surrender itself – and its general – in exchange for
the army’s baggage, which he had captured (Diod. Sic. 19.43.8–9). After
the Hellenistic monarchies stabilized in the late fourth century, the power
of army assemblies faded. Nevertheless, kings still had to make strategic
decisions with the need to maintain the loyalty of their professional armies
in mind. Another restraint on Hellenistic generalship was that too much
ability on the part of sub-commanders could be seen as dangerous to the
ruler, and rewarded with death. Such was the fate of Nicanor, the overly
successful admiral of Cassander (Diod. Sic. 18.75.1).

Since ancient republican systems were designed to prevent any individ-
ual from gaining too much political power, they often put institutionalized
barriers on the sort of strategic risk-taking that was the characteristic of
Hellenistic kings. In addition, republican generals were elected as much for
political as military reasons. Polybius criticizes the Aetolian League gener-
als for their incompetence, although one should note that most Achaean
League commanders were hardly any better (Polyb. 11.8.1–3). Carthage and
Rome are interesting exceptions, as both created empires with republi-
can governments. By the fourth century Carthage was the strongest state
in the western Mediterranean. Unfortunately, we know virtually nothing
about how Carthaginian generals were chosen, but it seems that, in con-
trast to other ancient republics, commanders seem to have held long-term
commands. This certainly increased their experience, and allowed them
to create a workable command structure, especially important since the
Carthaginian army was made up of such disparate ethnic and linguis-
tic elements. It is remarkable that virtually all the main commanders we
know of during the Second Punic War came from a single family: the
Barcids. Hannibal, the most famous of this family, was one of the most

10 Carney (1996). 11 Anson (1991).
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capable military leaders of any age. It is not known if other Carthaginian
generals belonged to such military families, but it is not unlikely. This
would have fostered the sort of informal military training of commanders
which was necessary in ancient societies with no concept of formal military
academies.

The Romans, of course, organized a remarkably successful imperial
Republic.12 Over the course of the third and second centuries they became
the rulers, directly or indirectly, of virtually the entire Mediterranean region.
There were many factors involved in this achievement, one of which was the
extraordinarily bellicose nature of Roman society.13 The Roman concept
of strategy and strategic decision making was, however, crucial. The dual
consulship, which made in effect two equally empowered commanders in
chief was more of a theoretical than a real problem, as normally the consuls
operated independently. When necessary, the dictatorship also existed to
establish a temporary unitary command. Unquestionably, there was always
a political component to the election of Roman military commanders, and
the rivalry of clans and individuals played a role. Nevertheless, the Roman
electorate often matched the skill and character of a commander to the task
at hand, choosing a bold or meticulous individual, for example, depending
on the circumstances.

One of the advantages of the Roman politico-military system was the
creation of a pool of experienced potential generals.14 Roman aristocrats
were expected to serve in the army for long periods and from an early
age. In addition, young nobles certainly heard a great deal about military
theory and practice from older relatives and family friends who had served
as consular or praetorian commanders. Formal dinners and drinking parties
played an important role by bringing older and younger aristocrats together.
These get-togethers constituted a sort of military training analogous to, and
perhaps in some ways superior to, that in contemporary military academies.
Experience, of course, does not always translate into skill, and there were
incompetent Roman commanders.15 On the whole, though, the quality of
Roman generals was high. Occasionally, a truly outstanding commander
took control of the mid-Republican army. Fabius Rullianus, a brilliant and
underrated commander, defeated the Etruscans and Samnites at the decisive
battle at Sentinum (295).16 This victory was Rome’s most important in its
rise to domination of Italy. Scipio Africanus was a remarkable strategist,
though capable of mistakes – for example, after the battle of Baecula (208)
he allowed Hasdrubal to escape from Spain and invade Italy.17 However,
the capture of New Carthage, which involved a bold strategic move, as well

12 Oakley (1993); Rosenstein (1999); Sabin (2000); Zhmodikov (2000); Goldsworthy (2000a).
13 Harris (1979). 14 Eckstein (1987); Rosenstein (1990). 15 Samuels (1990).
16 Livy 10.27–30; Polyb. 2.19.6–7. 17 Polyb. 10.39.9; Livy 27.19.1.
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as tactical skill and risk-taking, is one of the greatest military achievements
of the period.

In contrast to Hellenistic kings, Roman generals were not expected to
lead their armies from the front or fight personally, a custom that extended
their lives and value to the state. Roman generals did tend to be aggressive
strategically, a function of a system that rewarded military success both
socially and economically. Roman victory, however, often had less to do with
dramatic strokes than a sort of stubborn resilience. For example, while the
Romans never developed any masterful admirals during their key struggle
with Carthage over control of the sea during the First Punic War, they won
by replacing every fleet destroyed by storm or enemy action. They were
willing to outspend the enemy in a long-term arms race.

The ordered nature of Roman warfare, with its measured marches and
daily camps, tended to discourage tactical initiative (or rashness) on the
part of commanders. On the other hand, it gave guidance to the unskilled,
and made administration easier, leaving time for the commander to focus
on strategic decisions. In addition, because of their reliance on regularity,
Roman generalship could be shared among the various aristocratic clans
with less fear that an incompetent commander would automatically lose a
war. The relatively small size and regular nature of the Roman forces also
reduced the stress on a commander’s capabilities. Occasionally, this meant
that opportunities for swift decisive action were squandered, but in the
long run the system worked well.

While the political parameters of war were usually firmly set by the
Senate, the Romans did give the general in the field a great deal of autonomy
in terms of military action. The system of imperium (absolute authority)
within a provincia (area of operations) put the commander firmly in control
and prevented the sort of political interference that had plagued the Greek
city-states. There were exceptions to this rule: for example, the Senate
ordered the consuls to come to a decisive battle with Hannibal, and the
disaster at Cannae was the result (Polyb. 3.108.1–2). Ultimately, though,
it was the collective authority and prestige of the Senate that kept the
Roman command system working. While the Romans did not have a
‘general staff’ per se, the Senate, made up of former, present and future
generals, functioned as a sort of collective military and strategic command.
The aristocracy, both through the Senate and more informally as a class,
also provided a collective for the discussion not only of foreign affairs,
but military policy as well. Polybius has Aemilius Paullus complain about
‘armchair generals’ in Rome, criticizing the army’s actions in Macedonia.18

While this sort of discussion may have been annoying to generals, many of
the individuals involved in such debate would have had significant military

18 Polyb. 19.1.1 (cf. Livy 44.22.8; Plut. Aem. 11).
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experience and have been leaders in the Senate. This meant that Rome
had an effective, if unofficial, method of scrutinizing and improving its
military. Despite their commitment to system, the Romans were not set in
their ways. They learned from their defeats and were perfectly willing to
borrow from their enemies.19

Hellenistic commanders generally tried to avoid unnecessary fighting.20

This was partly due to the great expense of raising armies and the difficulty
of replacing troops, as well as a new appreciation of war as a tool of a
wider political strategy, rather than an end in itself. Realizing that the
ends of warfare were more important than its means, various methods
were undertaken to gain strategic advantage without resorting to battle.
During the fourth and third centuries, there was an increasing sense that
battles should be fought only if there was a good chance of destroying an
enemy army without too much risk to one’s own. A more sophisticated
sense of warfare, which focused on policy and profit, rather than revenge,
also meant an inclination to minimize the damage to enemy property, if
not lives. Polybius wrote that war should not destroy the fruits of victory
(13.4.8). A battle was seen not as an end in itself, but rather as a means
to an end. If the same result could be achieved without fighting, so much
the better. For example, in 305, Antigonus tried to negotiate with Rhodes,
to win it over from Ptolemy’s side to his own. Failing in this, and before
taking military action, he tried to institute an economic blockade, sending
ships to seize Rhodian vessels on their way to Egypt. These ‘sanctions’
were unsuccessful, as the Rhodian fleet was powerful enough to protect its
transports. Only when non-military means were exhausted did Antigonus
send an invasion fleet to the island (Diod. Sic. 20.81.2–3).

As war became more political, politics became an increasing part of war.
Since the rise of democracy in the late sixth century, Greek city-states had
been increasingly divided by factional fighting. Invaders found that there
were often elements in the city that would prefer to live under a foreigner
than their domestic rivals. This attitude made treachery an important ele-
ment of warfare, both in order to take besieged cities and to change the
course of a battle or a war. Despite his sophisticated, and expensive, siege
train, nearly every city Philip II took was through treachery. In fact, Philip’s
use of treason to capture cities became proverbial (Hor. Carm. 3.16.13–14).
A large part of Aeneas Tacticus’ fourth-century manual on sieges has to do
with preventing politically motivated treachery, an indication of how com-
mon it was.21 Livy explicitly notes that during the Punic Wars many Roman
positions in Sicily were taken by treachery (24.36.1), and the Romans also

19 Goldsworthy (2000b); Zhmodikov (2000); Sabin (1996).
20 Sinclair (1966); Hamilton (1999).
21 Aen. Tact. 1, 2, 5, 10, 11, 14, 17, 18, 22, cf. Frontin. Str. 3.16, ‘How to Meet the Menace of Treason

and Desertion’.
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used traitors to capture enemy cities.22 Treachery and political machinations
played a role beyond sieges as well. Especially in the complicated political
situation in the few decades after Alexander’s death, it was very difficult
to rely on the automatic loyalty of one’s troops. Negotiating the desertion
of key parts of the enemy’s force could therefore increase the chances of
victory and the risk of defeat. At times, such defections made battle unnec-
essary. Outnumbered two to one by Eumenes in 319, Antigonus was able to
get the enemy cavalry commander, Apollonides, to desert in mid-battle.23

Polyperchon convinced the entire army of Eurydice to defect before any
battle was fought (Diod. Sic. 19.10.2–3).

Factional fighting between democratic and aristocratic elements some-
times led to treachery. The Carthaginians, for example, took advantage of
it during their fourth-century invasion of Sicily.24 Even after the monar-
chy became the normal political system in the Greek world, the factional
hostility between democratic and aristocratic forces did not stop: in their
attempt to undermine the power of Cassander, a coalition under Polyper-
chon offered democratic governments to the Greek cities.25 Democracy
gradually faded away under the increasing influence of both the Hellenis-
tic monarchies and Rome, but factional fighting certainly continued. Livy
noted the role of aristocratic and popular parties in the betrayal of cities
during Hannibal’s invasion of Italy.26 Although the expression ‘divide and
conquer’ is a modern one, the Romans practised the method expertly. They
often used internal disputes among their enemies to gain military and polit-
ical advantage. Factionalism also existed outside the world of the city-state,
and was exploited by both Hellenistic and Roman commanders. For exam-
ple, Ptolemies and Seleucids exploited factionalism among the Jews to gain
control over Palestine.27 We happen to have Jewish sources describing this
sort of struggle, but such factions doubtless existed in most, if not all, of
the small cities and states of the Mediterranean region. Factional rivalry
was not, of course, the only motivation for treason. Military commanders
might offer a bribe to induce enemies to defect or to betray their side in
other ways.28

In addition to the use of treachery, commanders employed other methods
to achieve victory without fighting. When Alexander besieged the Rock of
Aornus in Bactria, he deliberately left the enemy an escape route, so that he
could take the place without fighting.29 During Agathocles’ second African
campaign, in 307, the Carthaginians refused to leave their fortified camp,
hoping that the Greeks would run out of supplies, and thus they could win

22 Livy 24.47.4–11, 34.3–7, 27.5.17–18. 23 Diod. Sic. 18.40.5–8; Plut. Eum. 9.2.
24 Diod. Sic. 19.4.3–7, 103; cf. Livy 24.2.8–9.
25 Diod. Sic. 18.69.3–4; Nep. 19.3.2, Plut. Phoc. 33.1–5.
26 E.g. Livy 23.2.1–8, 16.2–3, 30.9; 25.8.1–11.20. 27 Joseph. AJ 12.9–10, 246–7; Macc. 2.3.4ff.
28 Diod. Sic. 13.88.5, 7. 29 Diod. Sic. 17.85; Curt. 8.2.1–3; Arr. Anab. 4.24.8–9.
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the war without a battle (Diod. Sic. 20.64.3). Of course, the best-known
use of strategic battle avoidance is that of Fabius Maximus in the Second
Punic War after whom ‘Fabian tactics’ are named.30 This method – staying
close enough to the enemy to hinder his operations, but far enough away
to avoid fighting – was practised already in Hellenistic times. Cassander
succeeded against Antipater in Greece in 316 and 317 largely by avoiding
combat.31 When Agathocles returned to Sicily from Africa in 307, he was
opposed by a larger force under Deinocrates. Diodorus Siculus describes
how Agathocles ‘steadily followed on [Deinocrates’] heels; having secured
victory without a struggle’ (20.57.2–3). Fabius’ success with this strategy
was made possible by the strong points – colonies and garrisons – which
the Romans had placed strategically around Italy. There were simply too
many of them for Hannibal to take and hold.

The fact that soldiers and officers in the Roman army were also citizens,
who could vote, discouraged unnecessary risk-taking among Roman com-
manders. A reputation for not considering the lives of one’s troops could
jeopardize a commander’s political career. The need for popular support
and the conventions for granting triumphs might also have had something
to do with the tendency of the Romans to try to annihilate, rather than
simply defeat, their enemies, as this certainly was the more popular type
of victory. The oligarchic nature of the Roman state is often emphasized,
but it is worth noting that the lives of junior officers, from wealthy and
important families, needed to be considered by a politically savvy general.
After the mid-second century, there are indications of some reluctance on
the part of the Romans to get involved in overseas wars. Increasingly, the
Senate used its prestige, and a pretence at impartiality, to try and solve
political problems without recourse to military action. This approach was
not always effective, however, and the Romans certainly did serious fighting
in this period. Prestige was often more important than strategic thinking,
and this, and greed, often led to a lack of fair dealing with subjects, clients
and others. The persistent Spanish wars of the second century were due in
no small part to Roman bad faith and poor policy. There were times in
which a disinclination to fight ultimately led to more warfare, not less.

While it is difficult to quantify (as it can be a function of the survival
of sources), the frequency and intensity of warfare in the Mediterranean
region appears to have increased during the fourth century. The Greek
city-states were involved in a struggle for hegemony and the development
of federal leagues did not ameliorate the fighting. Indeed, the constitution
of the Aetolian League, also written in the fourth century, assumed that
the state would normally be at war (IG ix

2.1). Even before its conquest by

30 Frontin. Str. 1.3.3; Livy 22.12.2ff.; Polyb. 3.89.2–90.6; Erdkamp (1992).
31 Adams (1984) 87–8.
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Alexander, the Persian monarchy was increasingly involved in civil wars
and rebellions, which often involved Greek forces on one or both sides.
The Hellenistic monarchies were incessantly at war, particularly in their
first hundred years of existence. Carthage expanded aggressively, in Africa,
Sicily and ultimately Spain. The Roman Republic was involved in at least
one military campaign, if not several, during almost every year of the period
in question.

Not only did the frequency of warfare increase, but its scale did as well.
Between the fourth and second centuries the Hellenistic monarchies carried
out military campaigns over a wider area than any previous state in the west.
Alexander the Great fought his way from Greece to India. The Hellenistic
kings also operated on a vast scale. Antigonus I fought frequently on two
or even three fronts, and demonstrated the use of interior lines to gain an
advantage over superior numbers. Between 319 and 317 his armies fought
as far west as Greece and as far east as Iran. Like Alexander, the Seleucid
monarch Antiochus III fought from the Mediterranean coast to north-west
India. By the third century Rome was campaigning throughout the western
Mediterranean, and in the second century in its eastern part as well. The
Hellenistic states, Carthage and Rome all frequently fought wars on two,
or even three fronts simultaneously.

Greek armies in the fourth century, while increasingly complex in make-
up, were still about the same size as classical ones: around 20,000–30,000

troops tended to be the upper limit. Fourth-century Roman military forces
also remained relatively small – a consular army usually had only some
10,000 men in it down to 311, when it was doubled in size. Around the
same time, the Carthaginians were probably fielding significantly larger
armies, reflecting a logistical infrastructure more sophisticated than that
possessed by the Greeks or Romans of the time. In 345, if our sources are to
be trusted, the Carthaginians transported an army of over 50,000 men by
ship from Africa to Sicily (Diod. Sic. 16.67.1–2), and in 339, they sent an even
larger force, 70,000 infantry, cavalry and chariots, backed by a naval force
of 1,000 transport ships and 200 warships.32 Clearly, they were running
a supply line back to Africa, as well as relying on local resources. These
large armies, however, were not always successful against the smaller, more
efficient, contemporary Greek forces. The force of 70,000 Carthaginians,
for example, was defeated by a Greek army of 20,000 under Timoleon at
the battle of the River Crimisus (Diod. Sic. 16.79.1).

The rise of Macedonia did not, at first, result in a significant increase
in army size. Although Philip II had the financial resources and military
manpower to build up a much larger force, his army almost always remained

32 Diod. Sic. 16.77.4. The size of the Carthaginian armies mentioned in Diod. Sic. 11.20.2 and 3.54.5,
numbering in the hundreds of thousands, is clearly exaggerated.
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under 40,000 men. The army that Alexander took with him into Asia had
only around 35,000 combatants.33 Over the course of his campaign the size
of Alexander’s force steadily increased. By the time he had reached India
his army probably contained over 100,000 soldiers.34 Antipater brought an
army of almost 50,000 men to suppress the Greek revolt of 331, although
the rebels were able to field only 20,000 infantry and 2,000 cavalry. In the
decades after Alexander’s death, the size of Hellenistic armies increased.
While Hellenistic armies of 30,000 were typical, Antigonus I had a force
of 60,000 infantry, 10,000 cavalry and thirty elephants in 319 (Diod. Sic.
18.50.3). In 306 he invaded Egypt with a force of almost 90,000 men. In
addition, Antigonus’ fleet, which followed the army along the coast, had
150 warships, with crews of at least 30,000 men, as well as 100 transports,
representing thousands more (Diod. Sic. 20.73.2).

At the end of the fourth and into the third century, armies of 60, 70 or
even 80,000 men (excluding non-combatants) were not unusual. At Ipsus
(301), for example, there were a combined 155,000 men on the field, and at
Raphia (217), both sides together totalled some 140,000 combatants (Polyb.
5.79.1–13; Plut. Dem. 28). Some individual armies, such as that of Antiochus
III during his expedition to the east (212–205), may have reached 100,000

in size.35 Not all armies, of course, were this large – smaller armies also
operated routinely. The armies of Macedonia, fighting in Greece, generally
hovered around 25,000 to 35,000. At the land battle of Salamis (Cyprus)
in 307, which preceded the more famous naval engagement of the same
name, there were less than 30,000 soldiers, total, on the battlefield (Diod.
Sic. 20.47.1–4). As the fortunes of the Hellenistic kingdoms declined in
the second century, there was less money available for the enormous armies
that had characterized the third.

During the same period the rise of Roman power over Italy was giving
it access to enormous manpower. Despite the fact that the total numbers
in their military forces could, and did, exceed hundreds of thousands of
men in a year, the individual armies of the Romans never approached
the enormous ones that the Hellenistic monarchs had led, except for the
disastrous campaign of Cannae in 216.36 The Romans had learned the
lesson of ‘smaller is better’. While a small force could be overwhelmed by
a significantly larger one, in general an army of around 30,000 men was
sufficient for most tasks and easier to maintain in the field.

All states in this period made frequent use of military alliances, often
merging armies into multi-state forces. In the twenty years after Alexander’s
death his Successors made and broke alliances at a dizzying rate. Alliance
had always been part of war, but an important change in this period was

33 Diod. Sic. 17.17.3; Justin, Apol. 11.6.2; Plut. Alex. 15.2; De Alex. fort. 1.3.327d; Frontin. Str. 4.2.4.
34 Engels (1978) 150. 35 Bar-Kochva (1976) 10. 36 Brunt (1971); Rosenstein (2004).
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the switch from the use of the traditional alliance, a long-term relationship
based on real or notional kinship, to short-term partnerships based solely
on immediate strategic advantage. Hellenistic states would regularly form
coalitions against a common enemy. There were two such coalitions formed
against Antigonus I, eventually leading to his demise. The idea of kinship
as a legitimate foundation for alliance did not disappear entirely. One sees
an interesting example in the rather unlikely claim of the Jews to an ethnic
relationship with the Spartans, which they made in the second century in
a bid to garner aid against the Seleucids (Joseph. AJ 13.166–70).

The Romans used strategic alliances very effectively as early as the fourth
century, for example during the Samnite Wars. Indeed, Roman military
success was in large part based on their skilful use of alliance. First in Italy,
and later as they expanded into the Mediterranean, the Romans broke up
possible enemy coalitions through targeted alliances and military action.
Alliances were also made to provide staging points, to obtain supplies and to
supplement Roman forces, especially in ancillary arms such as light infantry
and cavalry. The Carthaginian strategy in the Second Punic War appears
to have been to break up the Roman system of alliance, which would have
crippled them without the necessity of actually attacking Rome. When this
failed, Carthage attempted to create a counter-alliance, made up of states in
Sicily and the Balkans (including Macedonia) in order to contain Roman
expansion.

Alliances, of course, were not always a matter of voluntary action.
Throughout the period, a major objective of war was to force weaker states
into ‘alliance’ with (that is to say dependence on) more powerful ones. In
other cases, a single strong individual or state created a league or alliance,
which drew manpower, ships, supplies and money from a group of states
or cities, with but a single commander. The treaties that Rome made with
its ‘allies’ stipulated exactly what military support it expected. Even agree-
ments made between equals sometimes specifically set out what was to be
provided. For example, a treaty between the Romans and the Carthagini-
ans, signed in 279, stipulated that Carthage would furnish the transport
ships for any joint operation to be taken against Pyrrhus of Epirus (Polyb.
3.25.4).

i i i . logistics

The Carthaginians seem to have been the first to combine the sophisticated
organization of Near Eastern logistics, the technology of sea-travel and the
advantages of the more sophisticated monetized economy pioneered by the
Greeks. By the middle of the fourth century, one finds the Carthaginians
moving and supplying armies of 50,000 to 70,000 men by sea. Large Punic
fleets made up of hundreds of transports, guarded by warships, travelled
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between north Africa and Sicily during their struggle to take control of
that island. Unfortunately, we are not informed about any of the basics of
Carthaginian supply, such as how food was transported with the army, or
in what form it was issued to the troops.37

Beginning with the Peloponnesian War and continuing into the fourth
century, one sees Greek logistics improving significantly.38 During this
period, the Persian monarchs poured substantial amounts of money into
Greece in order to influence the course of both political and military events
to their advantage. This allowed the Greeks to purchase and move supplies
on a much larger scale than had been possible during the classical period.
Although the relatively small scale of Greek warfare, as long as it was con-
fined more or less to the Aegean region, meant that logistics developed more
slowly than other aspects of warfare, the fourth century saw an increasing
awareness of the importance of supply in war. For example, during his
Samian campaign of 366, Timotheus forced the merchants following his
army to sell in bulk. This meant that food would be purchased by unit
commanders and distributed, rather than bought by individual soldiers for
their own use.

Philip II’s military reforms included a number of logistical innovations.
Most importantly, he had military servants carry portable mills on pack
animals, for grinding grain into flour (Frontin. Str. 4.1.6). Unground grain
takes much longer to spoil than flour, which makes storage easier. Philip’s
method became the norm for both Hellenistic and Roman armies. Rather
than soldiers purchasing their own food, or having cooks accompany the
army, Hellenistic and Roman soldiers – or their servants – ground the
grain supplied to them. This was then baked into bread, the main staple,
supplemented by meat, wine, oil and vegetables. When necessary ‘hard
tack’ was prepared, when the soldiers had to make a forced march or when
cooking fires were undesirable. Such pre-cooked provisions, which could
be carried by the soldiers, were also used when baggage trains had to be
kept to a minimum. This was the case in desert campaigns, such as during
Demetrius’ foray into Nabataea in 312 (Diod. Sic. 19.96.4).

We have little direct evidence for the logistics of Alexander’s invasion of
the Persian empire.39 He generally seems to have relied on local resources,
requisitioned from surrendered provinces, cities and tribes. At times Alexan-
der set up sophisticated supply systems, particularly when his army was sta-
tionary for long periods, such as at the siege of Tyre (332). Usually, however,
he was moving too rapidly to make much use of supply lines. At times,
his logistical planning seems to have been haphazard, as indicated by his
disastrous march across the Gedrosian desert in 325, during which he lost
much of his army to hunger and thirst.

37 Shean (1996). 38 Engels (1978); Hammond (1983a). 39 Engels (1978); Seibert (1986).
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Hellenistic armies, generally larger than classical Greek forces, conse-
quently needed more provisions. The higher proportion of cavalry, at least
in the earlier periods, added more logistical strain, as a cavalryman and
horse require much more in the way of supply than an infantryman. In
addition, a characteristic element of Hellenistic warfare was the widespread
use of elephants. One finds them being used all over the Mediterranean
world: in Spain, Gaul, Italy, Greece and north Africa, as well as in western
Asia. Their tactical advantages and disadvantages have been much debated
by military historians, but there is no question that they represented a drain
on an army’s supply system. Hellenistic armies generally relied on supply
lines rather than living off the land. Armies had grown too big to live off
local resources, campaigns were conducted in larger theatres of operations,
and the proliferation of sieges necessitated a more sophisticated supply sys-
tem. The increased use of camels as pack animals improved overland supply
lines, at least when armies were operating in western Asia.

The scale and complexity of supply in the Hellenistic period are illus-
trated by Antigonus I’s invasion of Egypt in 306. Diodorus Siculus, relying
on an eye-witness, Hieronymus of Cardia, gives an unusually vivid descrip-
tion of the logistics of the operation. Antigonus I moved an enormous
army, almost 90,000 men, across the Sinai desert, with an accompanying
force of 100 transports and 150 warships sailing along the coast. Antigonus
used camels with Arab drivers to carry 130,000 medimnoi of grain plus an
unstated, but certainly substantial, amount of fodder. In addition, each sol-
dier carried ten days of prepared rations, probably in the form of hard tack.
Heavy equipment, such as torsion artillery and siege engines, was moved in
wagons. Antigonus set out in late October, to take advantage of the cooler
weather – his march across the Sinai took about eight days. The amount
of grain carried by the army was sufficient for the desert march, and the
provisions brought by the fleet were intended to replenish its stores in case
it was held up at the Nile. Indeed, Ptolemaic resistance kept Antigonus’
army stuck in the eastern desert. The fleet, though, was not able to play its
intended role: a winter storm destroyed part of the fleet and drove another
part of it back to Palestine. The remainder was unable to use the Nile ports,
which were occupied by the enemy, and so had to ride at sea, which ancient
ships were not designed to do. The sailors almost died of thirst and had
to be supplied by the army – an ironic role-reversal. The stores the army
brought with it gave out, and shortages of both food and fodder forced
Antigonus to retreat back to Syria (Diod. Sic. 20.73.3–74.5).

The rising importance of siege warfare in the Hellenistic period placed
new demands on those supplying armies.40 For example, torsion artillery
required the use of special ropes, and while animal sinew was used, the

40 Garlan (1984).
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best material was women’s hair. By the third century, enormous amounts
of it were being collected and shipped around the Mediterranean. In one
instance, Rhodes transported 680 kg of hair for military purposes. On cam-
paign, armies generally brought only the non-wooden parts of artillery and
other siege equipment along with them. Sufficient wood was usually avail-
able on the site of a siege to build the catapults, towers and other necessary
items. The number of missiles expended in battle could be substantial:
during a single night during the siege of Rhodes in 305, the defenders fired
2,300 missiles from their torsion artillery (Diod. Sic. 20.97.2). Although
this might not be a typical rate of fire, it shows that the number of missiles
that needed to be stored or transported might reach the tens of thousands.
For the defence of cities or forts, of course, entire pieces of artillery, and their
ammunition, had to be manufactured and stored. The numbers could be
quite large – by 149, Carthage possessed some 2,000 artillery pieces (Polyb.
36.6.1–7).

Roman Republican armies also employed sophisticated logistics.41 They
often moved provisions over a considerable distance, using magazines and
supply depots. During the Third Macedonian War the Romans operated a
supply line overland from Ambracia on the Gulf of Actium across the Balkan
peninsula to Larissa in Thessaly, a distance of some 100 km over moun-
tainous terrain (Livy 42.48.9–10, 55.5). The conquest of Cisalpine Gaul
(northern Italy) was made more difficult by the need for overland supply
(Livy 21.48.8–10). The use of supply bases, such as that at Clastidium,
played an important role. By the end of the third century, the Romans
had begun constructing a sophisticated network of roads throughout Italy
(fig. 12.1). The Romans almost certainly invented the modern road, using
built-in drainage to prevent roadways washing away due to flooding. This
was a major advance, and as the Roman Republic expanded, so did their
road system. The Romans used their road network to facilitate the move-
ment of troops, but more importantly supply trains. By the end of the
second century the Romans were using quite sophisticated overland logis-
tics. They were able, for example, to conduct a forty-day siege in the midst
of the Sahara desert, that of Thala in Numidia in 108 (Sall. Iug. 75.1ff.).

By the end of the fourth century most large Mediterranean states had
developed the capability to move and supply quite large forces overseas.
The transportation of armies by sea had become completely routine. An
example is Antigonus I’s invasion of Rhodes in which more than 40,000

men were transported to the island in 170 transports and 100 warships
(Diod. Sic. 20.82.4). The warships were not only escorts, but also could tow
the transports bringing men and horses, if necessary. Moving large amounts
of staple goods by ship had also become normal, and so armies could be

41 Garnsey, Gallant and Rathbone (1984); Erdkamp (1995), (1998); Roth (1999).
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Figure 12.1 A section of the Via Appia, leading from Rome to Campania and Brundisium, the first
paved road in Italy, constructed in 312 bc, which was instrumental in helping Rome maintain and
extend its conquests.

supplied relatively easily, although at great expense. Seaborne transport
was, however, vulnerable to destruction, primarily by storms. Although
there were a few cases of warships attacking and destroying convoys, it was
in fact rare. While the relatively slow speed of warships made it difficult
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to maintain blockades, or raid enemy shipping, the fear of such action
may have been greater than the reality. Another problem facing ancient
commanders was the need to coordinate between supply ships and land
forces. In 198, for example, Flamininus had to send scouts to discover
where his supply ships had landed (Livy 32.15.5–7). The Roman army in
Macedonia in 169 almost ran out of supplies because the supply ships had
been sent to the wrong port (Livy 44.7.10–12).

Ships were not only the bearers of supplies, but were great consumers
of them as well. It was very expensive to build and maintain fleets. In
addition, piloting and steering ships under ancient conditions called for
high levels of skill, and finding sufficient numbers of experienced captains
and skilled oarsmen was a great challenge. Crews needed extensive training
to row effectively. The use of slaves and criminals to row is a phenomenon
of the early modern period: free men manned ancient warships, and they
demanded, and usually received, high wages. In addition to crews, ships
needed hides, rope, pitch and above all, timber, the latter a product in
short supply in the Mediterranean. Controlling one or more regions with
large forests was absolutely necessary to any naval power. The Ptolemaic
kingdom’s determination to retain control of Syria, and particularly the
Lebanon, had much to do with the need for timber to supply its fleets. The
Romans benefited by the presence of such forests in Italy, and this was an
important factor in their wresting control of the western Mediterranean
from the Carthaginians.

As overseas supply grew more sophisticated, certain places, key to sup-
plying armies, gained in strategic importance. The island of Cyprus was
one of these, as its position made it vital to the support of operations in the
entire eastern Mediterranean. Cyprus was a major element in the strategic
planning of Alexander the Great, Antigonus I and all the early Ptolemies.
Whenever possible, fortified cities or towns were used as strategic bases,
as they not only had pre-existing storage facilities (particularly granaries),
but also walls to protect them. Strategic bases were sometimes built and
fortified from scratch. As an example, in 309 Lysimachus founded the city
of Lysimachea to serve as a base for his operations in the Balkans (Diod.
Sic. 20.29.1). Smaller depots were also established: in 215 Fabius Maximus
set up the Claudian Camp near Suessula as a base for Roman operations in
Campania. By 212 it had become so important that a praetor was assigned
to administer it (Livy 23.48.1–2, 25.3.2). Second-century Spain did not have
sufficient inland cities to serve as operational bases, so Aemilius Lepidus
had to build and fortify an operational base when he besieged Pallantia in
136 (App. Hisp. 13, 81).

Even when armies relied on supply lines to bring up food for the soldiers,
they still had to forage locally for fodder, wood and water. Foraging parties
are mentioned frequently in the sources. Soldiers were normally used to
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forage, although at times military slaves were present to do at least some
of the work. As in all periods, such foraging parties were vulnerable to
attack, and battles sometimes began as skirmishes between hostile foragers
roaming around the countryside. At times, armies operated in regions in
which supply lines were impossible or forces were too large to live off local
resources. In such cases we read of serious supply shortages. For example,
when Antigonus I and Eumenes were fighting in the arid regions of southern
Iran in 317, their strategic movements – and battles – were often determined
by a need to supply their armies. At one point, although their armies
were camped directly in front of one another, the two generals found it
impossible to fight, as they needed to forage constantly in order to feed the
troops (Diod. Sic. 19.25.2).

The Hellenistic monarchies had access to substantial resources for the
support of armies. When Antigonus I besieged Tyre in 315, for example,
he ordered his Syrian governors to provide him with 450,000 medimnoi
(16,800 metric tons) of wheat, enough to supply his army for a year. In
addition, he requisitioned enormous amounts of timber – 8,000 men and
1,000 animals were employed just to move it (Diod. Sic. 19.58.2). The
economies of the Hellenistic monarchies were highly monetized by ancient
standards. Thus, they could rely on networks of private merchants to supply
armies, either in addition to, or instead of, the traditional state bureaucracy.
Armies also used requisition, called in Greek angaria, a term and institution
borrowed from the Persians. Cavalry horses and baggage animals were often
obtained in this way – when Agathocles invaded Africa in 310, he brought
along cavalry gear and trained riders, but no horses, which he requisitioned
from locals on his arrival (Diod. Sic. 20.3.4).

At times, Hellenistic armies had supply problems, either through lack of
resources or poor planning. When Alexander entered regions with limited
cultivation, for example, he routinely broke his army into smaller units.
Ophellas, the Ptolemaic governor of Cyrene, who invaded Carthaginian
Africa in 309, planned to have his army of 10,000 men, accompanied by
an equal number of non-combatants, survive on hard tack, due to the lack
of water to make bread. He did not, however, bring sufficient quantities,
and his army almost starved (Diod. Sic. 20.41.1, 42.1).

During Rome’s conquest of central Italy in the fourth century, its logisti-
cal system was fairly simple: most campaigns, such as the repeated Samnite
Wars, were fought close to Roman territory. After conquering the mid-
peninsula, the Romans used the food supplies of Campania and Samnium
for fighting in northern and southern Italy. As they began their conquest
of the Mediterranean, the Romans were still having difficulty with overseas
supply. During the First Punic War, Hiero I supplied the Romans during
their invasion of Sicily in 263, but half of Regulus’ army had to be with-
drawn during the winter to ease the supply burden (Polyb. 1.16–17). The
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Romans’ logistical capabilities, however, improved over the course of the
century. Convoys transporting provisions to armies grew in size: by 249

the Romans were using 800 transports, guarded by 120 warships to bring
supplies to the army besieging Lilybaeum (Polyb. 1.52.8).

There is reason to think that, until the Second Punic War, Roman logisti-
cal administration remained fairly rudimentary. By the end of the third cen-
tury, though, the Romans were regularly moving provisions from Etruria,
Sardinia and Sicily to armies operating not only in Italy, but also in Spain,
Macedonia and Africa. Large Roman fleets carried more than just supplies,
they also transported troops and other equipment. When, in 204, Scipio
Africanus invaded Africa, 16,000 infantry and 1,600 cavalry travelled in
400 transports convoyed by 52 warships (App. Pun. 3, 13). By the second
century the Romans had succeeded in spreading the logistical support of
their armies over an even wider area: for the Third Macedonian War (172–
167), the Romans obtained food supplies for the army from strategic bases
in Italy, Thessaly, Sardinia, Sicily, Numidia and probably Egypt.42 The
Roman armies used enormous amounts of supply in this period: after the
Second Macedonian War (200–196) the government sold off 1,000,000

modii (6,700 metric tons) of surplus grain (Livy 33.42.8).
The Carthaginians showed great logistical capability in the overseas sup-

ply of their Sicilian campaigns in the first part of the fourth century. It is
ironic, therefore, that in the Carthaginian campaign about which we are
best informed – Hannibal’s invasion of Italy – there is little evidence for
Punic overseas supply. For whatever reason, Hannibal seems to have relied
exclusively on resources within the peninsula, using depots and land-based
supply lines.43 Evidence of the continued sophistication of Carthaginian
logistics is provided by the list of the supplies captured by the Romans in
New Carthage, the Carthaginian strategic base in Spain. When Scipio took
the city in 209, he found 400,000 modii of wheat and 270,000 of barley,
476 artillery pieces, 18,300 Roman pounds of silver coin and bullion, as well
as sixty-three cargo vessels loaded with grain, weapons, bronze, iron, linen,
timber and esparto, a local product for making rope (Livy 26.47.5–10).

The logistics of coalition or allied forces could be complicated. When
seven Macedonian satraps formed a coalition with Eumenes of Cardia,
each undertook to supply his own forces (Diod. Sic. 19.15.6). Thus, there
were supply lines running from each one’s territory to the area of oper-
ations – a complex and unsatisfactory arrangement. Alternatively, allied
states might provide logistical support without directly getting involved
in the fighting. Ptolemy, Cassander and Lysander all sent provisions to
the besieged city of Rhodes in 305, although only Ptolemy sent any troops
(Diod. Sic. 20.88.9, 96.1–3). The best solution was to have a single command

42 Livy 42.27.8, 29.7–8; App. Mac. 19. 43 Shean (1996).
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to which all supplies were sent, and which then distributed food to all
forces, including allies. For example, in his campaign against Olympias in
317, Cassander demanded ships, missiles and torsion artillery from allied
forces (Diod. Sic. 19.36.1). This was the way in which the Roman military
normally operated. Allies (socii) were financially responsible for supplying
the troops the Romans required of them by treaty. The actual money and
provisions, however, were given over to the Romans, who administered their
distribution.44

Logistics often played an important role in strategic decision making.
For example, when Ptolemy decided to meet Antigonus’ invasion at the
Egyptian border, rather than in Syria, it was to take advantage of shorter
supply lines (Diod. Sic. 20.73.1ff.) The movement of large amounts of sta-
ple goods around the Mediterranean, both for military purposes and as
part of regular trade, had became commonplace, and so the control of
food supply gained a strategic importance. Athens was already importing
most of its grain supply in the classical period. As a result, the Dardanelles,
controlling access to the wheat fields of southern Russia, early became a
key element of Athenian strategic thinking. In the fourth century Philip II
tried to exploit this potential weakness by capturing the ports of Perinthus
and Byzantium, but could not. Failing to capture Athens by seizing the
Dardenelles, Philip then took control of the Dardanelles by taking Athens.
This shows a very sophisticated level of thinking about supply. During the
Hellenistic period cutting supply lines became an increasingly important
strategy: Antigonus I used it effectively during his campaign against Lysi-
machus in 302. Cutting off a mountain pass over which provisions were
transported, Antigonus forced his enemy to retreat (Diod. Sic. 10.108.5–7).
The Romans were also skilled at the use of logistics as a weapon: an exam-
ple is Fabius Maximus putting pressure on Hannibal’s supplies during the
Italian campaign. Scipio’s lightning strike on New Carthage took out a key
element in the Carthaginian logistical infrastructure (Livy 26.47.5–10).

iv. campaign mechanics

The increased use of mercenary and professional troops by the Greeks in
the fourth century meant that armies did not necessarily have to disperse
after the campaigning season, as was the case with citizen forces made up
primarily of farmers. Alexander fought in the winter when he found it
necessary or convenient. The battle of Issus, for example, took place in
November 333. During his relentless pursuit of Bessus into Bactria (329/8),
Alexander did not go into winter quarters at all. He crossed the Hindu
Kush mountains in the early months of 328, a remarkable achievement.

44 Roth (1999).
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In Sogdiana (328/7), Alexander went into ‘winter quarters’ in autumn, in
order to rest his men for fighting during the winter months. He knew that
the snow would drive the hill tribes out of their mountains into the valleys,
where the Greeks could find and defeat them.

Alexander’s Successors sometimes followed his example. Craterus in
Greece fought during the winter of 322/321 in the Lamian War (Diod.
Sic. 18.25.1), and Antigonus undertook a forced march against Eumenes of
Cardia in late December 317 (Diod. Sic. 19.37.3). Antigonus I invaded Egypt
at the beginning of November 306, although bad weather hampered his
naval contingent, which led to the invasion’s failure (Diod. Sic. 20.73.3). In
general, however, commanders in the Hellenistic era did not take up win-
ter fighting on a regular basis. Wars continued to be fought mainly during
the period of May to October: indeed, mercenary companies still generally
signed on for a nine- or ten-month ‘military year’. This was partly due to
tradition, but there were also logistical and practical constraints to fighting
in the winter. Fodder was not available for the animals and the supply of
stored grain was low in the months before the spring harvest.

Traditional Roman society was strictly organized around a ritual cal-
endar, and going to war was a part of it. Armies would begin fighting at
the beginning of spring (primum ver). The consuls served as the military
commanders of the army for a single year, and when they came into office,
one of their first jobs was to raise an army. In 222, the beginning of the
consular year was moved to 15 March, which meant that wars would begin
in April or May. In 153, 1 January became the date consuls took office so
that Roman armies could take the field earlier in the year, particularly when
fighting overseas. By the fourth century Roman Republican soldiers were
receiving pay, unlike Greek hoplites, so that they could campaign beyond
the normal end of the campaigning season in October.45

Long sieges were, however, rare in Roman warfare until the First Punic
War, and there was little need to keep armies in the field over the winter. As
a result, the Roman army, like Hellenistic ones, generally did not campaign
during the winter months. If a war had not ended by this time, the army
would retire into winter quarters (hiberna) until the spring. After the institu-
tion of overseas provinces in the third century, armies were more frequently
left in garrisons over the winter, and their commanders were ‘prorogued’
(i.e. consuls were made into proconsuls and praetors into propraetors).
Under the pressures of frequent wars, the Romans more commonly con-
tinued fighting after the onset of winter. For example, during the siege
of Carthage, Scipio took the city of Nepheris ‘at the beginning of winter’
(App. Pun. 18, 120). Gaius Flaminius fought several battles in Hither Spain
during the winter of 193 (Livy 35.7.7).

45 Rosenstein (2004).
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Beginning in the fourth century, more conscious attention began to be
paid to such matters as deception and surprise, and these subjects became
an important part of military handbooks. There were some remarkable
examples of the use of deception. For example, when Eumenes of Cardia
had to gather scattered forces to oppose Antigonus’ surprise winter march
in 317, he had a small force build a fortified camp on a hill using camp fires
and empty tents to simulate a much larger army (Diod. Sic. 19.37.4). This
worked, and Antigonus delayed his advance long enough for Eumenes to
gather his forces. In the third century Hannibal became one of antiquity’s
most accomplished practitioners of stratagem. Indeed, the success of his
famous march on Italy in 218 relied on convincing the Romans for as long as
possible that he intended to stay in Spain. Hannibal also used deception on
the tactical level. In 212 he captured the city of Tarentum through stealth,
and in a famous incident once fooled a Roman army by tying torches to
the horns of oxen (Polyb. 3.93.1).

Although the military literature of the period stresses the need to get
information about the enemy, reconnaissance seems to have been fairly
rudimentary in practice.46 Xenophon discusses the use of scouts, but one
usually finds a remarkable lack of the most basic type of scouting and field
intelligence among Hellenistic and Roman Republican armies. To some
extent, this was because the enormous amounts of dust kicked up by an
army on the move announced its presence for miles around. Nevertheless,
the lack of scouting could lead to surprises. Before the battle of Issus, for
example, Alexander the Great passed by Darius’ army completely unaware
of its existence – although to be fair, there was a mountain range between
the forces (Diod. Sic. 17.32.2). Subsequently, Alexander’s army was easily
ambushed at the Susian Rocks in 331, where apparently he had done no
scouting whatsoever (Diod. Sic. 17.68.2).

There were inherent limits to an army’s ability to detect enemy move-
ments. It seems that, unless they were very fortunate, even good scouts could
spot the enemy only about a day’s march away. Some Hellenistic generals,
however, such as Eumenes of Cardia and Antigonus I, did use scouts effec-
tively both strategically and tactically. The Romans, despite their penchant
for careful security on the march, were generally ineffective in scouting
until late Republican times. At Cynoscephalae in 197 they marched past
the enemy force entirely unawares.47 Livy (35.4) refers to the sending out
of scouts while on the march as an unusual event, and thus Roman armies
were vulnerable to ambush: notable examples are the Caudine Forks (321)
and Trasimene (217).

46 Engels (1986); Austin and Rankov (1995); Zlattner (1997); Russell (1999).
47 Polyb. 18.20.4; Livy 33.6.
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In addition, Hellenistic commanders seem to have had little inclination
to gather up-to-date intelligence on the route over which an army was to
move. Antigonus had one of the better intelligence systems among the
Hellenistic monarchs, but when he moved his army through the Taurus
mountains in 314, he was surprised by the large amount of snow present
in the passes. This took a heavy toll of his soldiers and forced him to
retreat to Cilicia (Diod. Sic. 19.69.1–2). The Romans seem to have been
somewhat more proactive in gathering geographical information. When
Aemilius Paullus took over the army in Macedonia in 168, he sent legates
to investigate the army’s logistical situation, including its overland and
seaborne supply lines (Livy 44.18.2–4). To some extent, military comman-
ders must have relied on the growing body of geographical literature for
strategic intelligence – indeed this might have been one of the motivations
for such writing. Nevertheless, strategic intelligence was not gathered in
any systematic way either by Hellenistic states or the Romans.

As has been the case throughout military history, much intelligence seems
to have been obtained opportunistically from locals or from deserters. Dis-
affected individuals frequently would come forward with vital informa-
tion. This aided Alexander’s victory at Gaugamela (331). One of Antigonus
I’s generals, his nephew Ptolemaeus, learned from deserters of a plan by
Cassander’s general Eupolemus to ambush him. This intelligence allowed
him to plan and carry out a successful night attack on Eupolemus’ camp,
capturing him (Diod. Sic. 19.68.5–7). The Romans learned of the weak-
ness of a Carthaginian camp in Spain through Celtiberian deserters, which
facilitated a surprise attack in 207 (Livy 28.1.6–7). Naturally, commanders
tried to confuse their enemies by sending disinformation via false defectors.
Torture was used to try to ferret out such false defectors, but this was not
always successful. The most serious defect of intelligence gathering in this
period was the lack of any sort of systematic analysis. The commander him-
self virtually always personally decided the truth or falsity of information,
whatever its source. Occasionally, he might seek advice from his military
advisors or council, but this was never done methodically. Professional
intelligence analysis is a completely modern phenomenon.

From the beginning of the fourth century armies contained significantly
higher numbers of light infantry and cavalry than classical ones had fielded.
Even the heavy infantry often wore lighter armour: a linen corselet generally
replaced the earlier plate bronze breastplate, and greaves were abandoned
altogether. The shield was also reduced considerably in size. These changes
made it easier for armies to move rapidly. Under combat conditions, a
Hellenistic army usually covered about 24 km (15 miles) a day, although,
as seen below, faster movement was possible. Overall, mobility became
more important than individual protection. While the more frequent use
of artillery and other siege equipment would have increased the size of
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the army’s train, these slow-moving elements could be left behind when
speed was of the essence. Unless it was considered necessary, armies did
not normally fortify their camps, which saved time on the march. Philip
II’s reforms of the mid-fourth-century Macedonian army were intended, in
part, to speed up his army’s movement rate. The king eliminated wheeled
transport, reduced the number of non-combatants (to one servant for each
cavalryman and for each ten infantrymen), and had soldiers carry their
own rations. For the first time, one hears of armies carrying out practice
marches – Philip II trained his army to achieve a rate of approximately 50 km
(32 miles) a day, under arms and carrying their own provisions, though this
rate of march could not have been kept up on campaign.48

Rapid marches became a staple feature of Hellenistic warfare. These
were carried out to obtain strategic or tactical advantage, but also to move
quickly through terrain with limited resources, such as deserts. Alexander’s
relief force sent to Maracanda (Samarcand) marched 215 km (135 miles) in
72 consecutive hours, a rate of 72 km (45 miles) a day. In 319 Antigonus
I marched 2,500 stades (440 km or 275 miles), in seven days and nights,
an average of 64 km (almost 40 miles) a day. At the end of this march
Antigonus attacked and defeated the forces of Alcetas, who was caught
by surprise by his rapid approach. This feat is made more remarkable by
the fact that Antigonus brought not only his infantry and cavalry, but his
elephants as well (Diod. Sic. 18.44.1–5). In June of 217, on his way to Raphia,
Ptolemy IV led his army on a remarkable 180 km, five-day forced march
though the scorching Sinai desert, averaging 36 km a day (Polyb. 5.80.1).

Forced marches, however, could be costly. When Demetrius made a six-
day, 660 km march from Coele-Syria into Cilicia, he lost most of his horses
from exhaustion (Diod. Sic. 19.80.2). Although Hellenistic military leaders
understood the importance of march security, it was often thwarted by the
lack of discipline shown by their armies, particularly in the early period. An
example is the nine-day forced march Antigonus I made around 316, in order
to surprise the army of Eumenes of Cardia. The march was undertaken in
the depth of winter, and Antigonus’ troops, against orders, lit campfires,
which gave away their approach to the enemy (Diod. Sic. 19.37.5).

A Roman Republican army generally moved more slowly than a Hel-
lenistic one, trading speed for security. Their custom of building fortified
camps each day may have begun as early as the fourth century, although
its origin is obscure. It tended to slow their rate of movement. Neverthe-
less, Roman armies could move rapidly when necessary. Forced marches
are known, particularly during the Second Punic War: Scipio Africanus
marched swiftly from northern Spain to New Carthage, completely sur-
prising the Carthaginian garrison in 209 (Polyb. 10.6.4). In another case,

48 Diod. Sic. 16.3.1; Polyaenus, Strat. 4.2.10; Frontin. Str. 4.1.6.
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the Romans slipped an army of 6,000 away from Hannibal in southern
Italy and forced marched it north to help defeat Hasdrubal at the battle of
the Metaurus (207). The distance covered in six days was about 420 km, a
march rate of some 70 km (44 miles) a day (Livy 27.44ff.).

Another change in this period is the more common use of night marches.
These were normally done to ensure secrecy and to achieve surprise. In other
cases, operations in very hot climates made night marching desirable, for
example during Antigonus I’s operations in southern Iran in June and July
of 317 (Diod. Sic. 19.18.1). Some night marches were quite rapid, such as
the one that Perdiccas made to the Nile in his campaign against Ptolemy
in 321 (Diod. Sic. 18.33.5–6) or that of Demetrius against Cilles in 312

(Diod. Sic. 19.93.2). Night attacks also become more common, particularly
in assaulting an enemy camp by surprise. Such attacks were usually timed
to occur at the second or third watch, in the hours after midnight and
just before dawn. Both Hellenistic and Roman armies made night assaults
on city walls, as at Rhodes in 305 (Diod. Sic. 20.97.4ff.), and Arpi in
213 (Livy 24.46.4). While rare, one does occasionally find fleets operating
at night: Nicanor, Antigonus I’s admiral, launched a night attack against
Polyperchon’s fleet under Cleitus in 318 (Diod. Sic. 18.72.2–5).

In the fourth century some Greek city-states, such as Athens, invested
heavily in frontier defences, although there is little evidence that they had
much effect.49 Hellenistic states could better afford to build and garri-
son extensive forts, and in some areas, such as the border between Egypt
and Palestine, they became strategically important. In the fourth and third
centuries fortified positions and sieges become increasingly important ele-
ments of war. As discussed in Chapter 13, the development of torsion
artillery inspired new approaches to defensive walls. While both offence
and defence were enhanced, in general attackers gained the advantage and
cities were less secure. Some campaigns developed into a series of sieges,
such as Cassander’s in Greece and Ptolemy I’s in Cyrenaica. Sieges were
very expensive, however, and their use was decided not only by military
considerations, but financial ones as well. During the wars of the Succes-
sors (322–301) most sieges were successful, despite the well-known failure
of Demetrius I at Rhodes. To some extent this was the result of technical
advances such as torsion artillery, but at least as important were the financial
resources available to Hellenistic monarchs, and their willingness to spend
them on war.

By the second century, however, there was an increasing reluctance
among Hellenistic commanders to undertake sieges. This was partly due to
lack of funds, but perhaps may also be explained by the decreasing number
of military engineers available. The stories about Archimedes inventing a

49 Ober (1985a); Harding (1998).
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number of extraordinary machines to defend Syracuse against the Romans
may be apocryphal. Nevertheless, Livy says he directed the placement of
torsion artillery effectively along the city’s walls, which is perfectly plausible
(24.34.3). The main emphasis during sieges continued to be breaking down,
undermining or storming the walls. Traditionally, most cities surrendered
as soon as their walls were breached. One finds, however, some cases in
which resistance continued and intense street fighting took place within
the city (Plut. Pyrrh. 34.2; Livy 29.18.6). This occurred famously at Argos
in 272, where a tile thrown from a rooftop killed Pyrrhus of Epirus during
street fighting. The new techniques, however, were not universally applied,
and besiegers still tried to simply starve out defenders, as at Lamia in 322.

The Romans did not invent any new elements of military engineering,
but they readily borrowed from the Greeks. The so-called Servian Wall
of the city of Rome shows the use of the most modern fortification tech-
niques in the fourth century. However, Roman adoption of certain siege
techniques seems to have been somewhat tardy – there is no reference to
them using a battering ram before the Second Punic War. The Romans
continued to make siege warfare a key element in their strategy during the
second century, when its importance in the Greek world was on the wane.
However, it was only in the late Republic that the Roman army perfected
its siegecraft.

Already in the classical period the Greeks had used strategically placed
fortifications to put pressure on the enemy – a practice they called epiteichis-
mos.50 This was practised during the Peloponnesian War and then increas-
ingly in the fourth century. It was the Romans, however, who brought
this method to a refined art, although they lacked a specific term for it.
The development of military colonies, and roads to connect them, was a
key element in Roman control over Italy. The effectiveness of this strate-
gic approach was borne out during the Second Punic War. The practice
was extended overseas in a limited way, particularly in Spain. Aquileia was
founded as a colony in 181 to control the route to the Balkans, and the
Romans used their ally, Massilia, in a similar role to the west. Despite
the increasing sophistication of siege warfare, open battles continued to be
important, as evidenced by such key encounters as Raphia (217) and Zama
(202).

v. the human cost

Battle casualties are discussed in Chapter 13, but both military and civilian
deaths often occurred off the battlefield.51 For example, one traditional

50 Lawrence (1979); Ober (1985a).
51 Krentz (1985a); Hammond (1989a); Ziolkowski (1990); Salazar (2000); Rosenstein (2004).
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means of taking cities, by starvation, had the potential of bringing enormous
death rates in the besieged cities. Of course, a large percentage of these
would have been civilian deaths. There was a chance of malnutrition not
only for the besieged, but unless logistical arrangements were good, for the
besieger as well. The improved means of assaulting cities adopted in the
Hellenistic period also meant that there were higher casualty rates during
the course of sieges: from missiles, sorties and storming parties.

Navies were particularly vulnerable to catastrophic loss of manpower in
storms. While our sources usually focus on the number of ships lost in
such storms, it must be remembered that these forces often included tens
of thousands of sailors. The increasing use of naval power in the fourth
and third centuries led to increased casualties. During both the First and
Second Punic Wars, for example, large fleets on both sides were lost. In 255,
a fleet of some 350 ships was hit by a storm off the coast of Sicily and only
eighty ships survived (Polyb. 1.37.2). The casualties must have numbered
in the tens of thousands.

Of course, not all casualties involve immediate death. Many soldiers
would have been wounded, and the availability and quality of medical
care had a large impact on survival.52 Hellenistic military doctors could
successfully treat a number of battle wounds, though they had no way
of stopping massive bleeding, as the Romans later did. The practice of
encouraging infection, which was erroneously thought to be a natural part
of the healing process, doubtless led to many deaths. In any case, while
there is evidence of Alexander bringing physicians along with his army,
these were probably only for the treatment of high officers. There is no
evidence of a regular medical service among the Hellenistic monarchies.
The Romans were later to develop the most advanced military medical
practices of pre-modern times, but during the middle Republic, medicine
in general, and military medicine in particular, were quite primitive. The
Romans did, however, take their wounded with them after battle, although
it is questionable whether this practice raised or lowered death rates.

While ancient historians often conscientiously (if not necessarily accu-
rately) record battle losses, they almost always ignore the losses suffered
from exposure, accident, desertion and disease. It is important to note that
some of the epidemic diseases that caused enormous losses in early modern
armies – such as bubonic plague, cholera and syphilis – were not present
in the Mediterranean world in Hellenistic and Roman Republican times.
However, other diseases were certainly present, such as typhus, malaria and
dysentery. It is striking, given the increasing frequency of sieges, in which
armies remained stationary for long periods, that death from epidemic
diseases is rarely mentioned. The constant diminution of military strength

52 Gabriel and Metz (1992).
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from disease, combat and accidental injury, fatigue and desertion, was a
constant factor in early modern warfare. There is very little direct evidence
for it, or its rate, in ancient times, but it must have occurred.

In general, during the period covered in this chapter, one sees an increase
in commonly accepted conventions of war. Of course, such conventions
about the treatment of non-combatants and prisoners continued to be cul-
turally bound: as late as the end of the fourth century, we hear of Carthagini-
ans sacrificing prisoners of war to their gods (Diod. Sic. 20.65.1). Never-
theless, rules of warfare did develop in the Hellenistic period and spread
around the Mediterranean world. By the fourth century, the Greek idea
of Hellene versus barbarian was well established and affected military atti-
tudes, and the massacre of women and children was considered ‘barbarian’
in both our and their senses of the word. This is why Alexander’s massacre
of some 6,000 Thebans so shocked contemporary public opinion.

The sort of atrocities that characterized earlier Greek warfare were mostly
absent from Hellenistic practice. Polybius notes that, for a century after
Alexander’s death, no Greek city was destroyed by war (18.3.4–8). By the
Hellenistic period, the relatively humane treatment of Greek prisoners had
become standard: for example, before the siege of Rhodes in 305, both sides
agreed on a price to be paid for the ransom of captives – 1,000 drachmas for
a free man, and 500 drachmas for a slave. Mercenaries, however, were an
exception to this rule (Diod. Sic. 20.84.6). Such individuals were sometimes
recruited into the victorious army after being defeated in battle. When this
was not possible or convenient, mercenary forces might be massacred, either
out of vengeance or because leaving them at liberty would be dangerous.

Despite the existence of such rules and conventions, Greeks were still
capable of enormous cruelty to Greeks. When Argos revolted against Cas-
sander and Apollonides in 314, one of the latter’s generals burned 500

Argives alive (Diod. Sic. 19.63.2). The army of Peithon massacred Greeks
who had rebelled against Macedonian rule in Iran, despite the fact that they
had surrendered with the promise of being spared. Indeed, the massacre of
enemy prisoners was common during civil wars, and routine in the case of
rebellions. When Agathocles and Deinocrates were fighting over control of
Syracuse, the former massacred 4,000 to 7,000 prisoners (Diodorus Sicu-
lus’ sources vary as to the number) captured at the battle of Torgium in 305

(Diod. Sic. 20.89.5).
In the case of non-Greeks, even less restraint was shown. The fighting

between Greeks and Carthaginians in Sicily in the fourth century was
characterized by extraordinary brutality. After his capture of Tyre, Alexander
crucified all the men of military age, and sold the women and children into
slavery.53 At Sangala in his Indian campaign, he killed wounded captives

53 Diod. Sic. 17.46.3; Curt. 4.4.17.
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and massacred a large portion of the population. Such slaughter served the
purpose of terrorizing the enemy, although this could be counter-productive
if it encouraged more desperate resistance. Indeed, when he saw his brutal
actions in India were not working, Alexander changed to a more benign
policy of taking hostages, which encouraged negotiated surrenders.

Polybius expressed horror at the cruelty of the Romans in war.54 His
attitude is striking given his general sympathy toward their state. Roman
policy in Greece itself tended to be ameliorated by phil-Hellenism among
a number of Roman aristocratic clans. The Romans seem to have felt
that the Greeks were in a separate category from other enemies of Rome
and were to be treated differently. It is clear, however, that the Romans
were still capable of great cruelty and ruthlessness, even against Greeks.
The Romans understood the psychological effect of brutality, and used
it effectively in war. They mutilated the corpses of dead enemy soldiers,
and even animals, a practice graphically described by Polybius. After the
Carthaginian general (and Hannibal’s brother), Hasdrubal, was killed at
the battle of the Metaurus in 207, the Roman commander had his head
hurled into Hannibal’s camp, in an attempt to demoralize the enemy.55

Prisoners of war were sometimes enslaved, and either sold, or, in the case
of the Ptolemies and Rome, consigned to work in mines.

The looting of captured cities was routine, and rapes, beatings and
killings were certainly a normal feature of war.56 At times, a general might
try to control the soldiers’ violence: Marcellus ordered that free Syracusans
not be killed during plundering. That such orders were very effective might
be doubted. The Romans did, however, instil a high level of discipline into
their armies, and this may have extended even to such circumstances. Con-
ventionally, a city that surrendered to a besieger was spared the pillaging that
routinely came if it had been stormed. This rule seems to have been gener-
ally followed by Greeks and Romans during this period. Livy says that when
Aemilius Regillus’ soldiers wished to sack the town of Phocaea after it had
surrendered in 190, he said that ‘cities were sacked after capture, not after
surrender’ (37.32). In the second century Romans were still capable of great
cruelty (note for example the total destruction of Carthage and Corinth),
but clemency (clementia) was becoming an increasingly important mili-
tary virtue. Of course, such rules and conventions were not universally
followed: when the Numidian city of Capsa surrendered, Marius had the
men slaughtered and the rest of the population sold into slavery. Sallust,
however, notes that this was ‘against the law of war’ (Sall. Iug. 91.7).

The fourth century was a watershed in the military history of the Western
world. The combination of the Greek mode of war with the resources and

54 Polyb. 10.15.4ff.; cf. Gilliver (1996).
55 Livy 27.51; Frontin. Str. 2.9.2; Volkmann (1961); Ziolkowski (1993). 56 Ziolkowski (1993).
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sophisticated organization of Near Eastern and north African societies led
to a military revolution. New methods of fighting, as well as supplying
and organizing armies, dramatically increased the military capability of
states. This new methodology spread to the Romans, who continued and
extended the reforms. Warfare reached a high level of sophistication, both
on the tactical and the strategic level. While the Roman army certainly
had its own path, there is no doubt that the highly professional Hellenistic
armies were very influential in Roman military developments of the late
Republican and imperial periods.
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CHAPTER 13

BATTLE

philip sabin and philip de souza

A. LAND BATTLES

Philip Sabin

i . introduction

The great land battles of the Hellenistic and mid-Republican era are per-
haps the most striking single aspect of warfare at that time. In the largest,
100,000 or more troops clashed in climactic contests which in just a few
hours transformed one army from a fearsome military force into a shat-
tered mixture of corpses, captives and panic-stricken fugitives. These battles
might not in themselves be ‘decisive’ if the losing side had both the resources
and the commitment to raise further forces to continue the fight. However,
they did profoundly affect the course of conflicts, and spelt doom for any
antagonist without the means to recover from defeat.

Historians both ancient and modern have felt the dramatic power of these
set-piece contests, and have accorded them special attention in their works.
In the ancient world, the ‘battle piece’ was a staple ingredient of historical
writing, and incorporated various more or less formulaic elements – a
description of the composition and deployment of the opposing armies, a
recitation of (impossibly long and high-flown) speeches by the opposing
generals, a comparatively brief account of the fighting itself, focusing on
anecdotal aspects such as the heroic conduct or death of a commander or
the contribution of ‘exotic’ weapons like elephants or chariots, and finally a
tailpiece detailing the respective losses and the aftermath of the engagement.

These ‘battle pieces’ are highly variable in length, quality and reliability.
Unlike Xenophon and Caesar, our surviving sources for this era were not
present themselves at the battles they describe, and were often writing
hundreds of years later. Hence we are at the mercy not only of their varying
historical standards and degree of military understanding, but also of the
limitations of their own sources. Some writers, such as Polybius and Arrian,
were themselves experienced commanders and hence had an eye for military
absurdities, but others were armchair historians capable of egregious errors
(as when Livy mis-translated Polybius’ account of the Macedonian phalanx
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levelling their pikes at Cynoscephalae, and wrote instead that they discarded
the pikes completely and relied on their swords).1

Diodorus is a good example of a writer whose reliability varies greatly
depending on the quality of his sources. For the early Successor era, when
he followed Hieronymus, his battle accounts are detailed and persuasive,
but at other times his claims are more dubious. The trouble is that some
ancient writers, faced with inadequate sources on a battle, were not above
sheer invention for dramatic effect. Where we have multiple surviving
sources, the result is often long-running and inconclusive academic debate
over which of the claims to believe (as seen in the continuing controversy
over the relative credibility of the differing accounts given by Diodorus,
Arrian and Plutarch of Alexander’s victory at the Granicus).2 Where we have
only one surviving source, such debates are perforce limited, but we must
always remember that reliability comes through corroboration, not simply
through lack of contradiction. Delbrück quoted the whole of Appian’s long
and widely ignored description of the battle of Cannae, as a very salutary
reminder that ‘if, by chance, this were the only one that had come down
to us, it would be absolutely impossible to gain from it an account having
even the faintest resemblance to the truth’.3

Modern writers have sought to supplement the rather thin and unreli-
able ancient accounts in various ways. The most prominent such addition
has been topographical, with scholars visiting the actual battle sites and
attempting to pinpoint the exact ground on which the fighting took place.
For more recent battles like Towton and Naseby, such studies have been
very fruitful, since battlefield archaeology can reveal actual remnants such
as grave pits and cartridge cases which give hard additional evidence about
the engagement.4 However, for the much more distant battles of the clas-
sical era, topographical study is far less conclusive. Over the intervening
two millennia, identifiable remains even of the opposing camps have disap-
peared, and features such as rivers and shorelines have shifted in uncertain
ways. Hence, disagreement about exactly where battles like Issus or Can-
nae were fought remains so pervasive that independent deductions about
factors such as the width of the battle lines or the obstructions posed by
watercourses are problematic at best.5

The other major input which modern scholars have made is to attempt to
draw lessons from more recent military experience, regarding such matters
as combat psychology and the problems of deploying and manoeuvring
massed formations of horse and foot (as was still common until a cen-
tury ago). This is obviously a perilous endeavour, since it risks neglecting

1 Livy 33.8; cf. Polyb. 18.24. 2 Badian (1977); Bosworth (1980–95) i.114–27.
3 Delbrück (1990) 328–31. 4 Fiorato et al. (2000); Foard (1995).
5 Hammond (1989a) 95–101; Devine (1985c); Daly (2002) 32–5.
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significant changes in the nature of warfare. Some recent scholars tend as a
consequence to distrust any attempt to extrapolate backwards from more
modern experience, and see the ancient evidence as the only really credi-
ble source of insight.6 However, the physical and psychological constraints
on men in battle have not changed fundamentally across the millennia,
and as long as care is taken to identify and exclude the more evanescent
impact of changing military technology, recent experience can indeed give
some insights to supplement the picture we get from the ancient writers
themselves.

Modern scholarship on ancient battles has been characterized for gen-
erations by this mixture of textual analysis, topographical study and com-
parison with more recent experience, as seen in classic works by writers
such as Ardant du Picq, Dodge, Delbrück, Kromayer and Veith.7 Scholars
of the Hellenistic and mid-Republican eras have tended to focus most on
straightforward historical analysis of individual engagements. The general
surveys of entire wars and campaigns in books by authors like Hammond,
Bosworth, Lazenby and Goldsworthy contain brief but often insight-
ful treatments of each successive clash, while Lendon, Santosuosso and
Montagu concentrate more on the battles themselves.8 Scholars such as
Hammond, Pritchett and Devine have written numerous articles focusing
in more detail on individual battles, often based on personal surveys of
the supposed battle sites.9 There have even been one or two entire mono-
graphs devoted to better documented engagements like Gaugamela and
Cannae – Daly’s recent work on the latter is a particularly detailed study
which casts significant light on battle mechanics in general.10 Books on
particular armies or troop types also contain some useful discussions of
battles in this era, with the more general works by Head and Connolly
providing interesting though ill-referenced treatments.11

What has not happened much in recent years is scholarly study of the
generic ‘face of battle’ in the Hellenistic and/or mid-Republican eras, as
distinct from specific study of individual engagements. Keegan’s seminal
work The Face of Battle (1976) did encourage ancient historians such as
Hanson and Goldsworthy to ask similar questions about the classical era,
and to seek to build up from diverse literary and archaeological sources a
‘generic’ image of battle, going well beyond the relatively little we know of

6 Cf. Wheeler (2001).
7 Ardant du Picq (1987); Dodge (1993); Delbrück (1990); Kromayer and Veith (1903–31) esp. iii.
8 Hammond (1989a); Bosworth (1988a); Billows (1990); Garoufalias (1979); Lazenby (1978), (1996);

Goldsworthy (2000a); Montagu (2000), (2006); Santosuosso (1997); Lendon (2005).
9 Hammond (1938), (1980a), (1984b), (1988a), (1992); Devine (1984), (1985a), (1985b), (1985c), (1986),

(1987), (1988); Samuels (1990); Pritchett (1965), (1969).
10 Marsden (1964); Daly (2002).
11 Bar-Kochva (1976); Scullard (1974); McCall (2002); Head (1982); Connolly (1981).
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any individual contest.12 However, such studies have tended to focus either
on the hoplite era or on the late Republican and early imperial periods,
where the combination of eye-witness accounts and relative continuity in
troop types and tactics makes this kind of generic approach rather easier
to follow. Apart from my own new book, only a few recent chapters and
articles have tried to apply similar methodologies to the intervening period,
with its wider variety of tactical characteristics.13

In this chapter, I will pursue exactly such a generic approach to the battles
of the Hellenistic and mid-Republican era, not treating them individually
or successively as most modern scholars have done, but seeking to analyse
them thematically in order to highlight differences and similarities and
to cast light on battle as an overall phenomenon. This more thematic
approach is in line with that adopted by several ancient authors. Polybius’
short sections on generalship (9.12–16) and on the respective strengths and
weaknesses of legion and phalanx (18.28–32) are the only ones which survive
from the period itself, but there is quite a lot of later material, either in the
form of collections of stratagems (Frontinus and Polyaenus), or in the form
of tactical and organizational treatises (Aelian, Arrian, Asclepiodotus and
Onasander), all of which hark back very much to Hellenistic precedent.
These writings neatly complement the battle accounts themselves, and help
us to build an overall picture of battle dynamics.

The biggest difference between the engagements of this era and the
preceding hoplite period is that the battles were larger and more complex,
involving wide-ranging manoeuvres by combined arms forces rather than
just the traditional frontal clash of hoplite phalanxes. Because of this greater
size and complexity, the battles need to be analysed on two distinct levels. I
will first address the grand tactical level, examining the ‘general’s battle’ of
deployment, command and manoeuvre at the level of the army as a whole.
I will then narrow the focus to the tactical level, and analyse the ‘soldier’s
battle’ at the sharp end itself, focusing on the interaction of differing troop
types in actual combat. I will close by discussing the determinants of success
in these engagements, and I will argue that only through an integrated
understanding of battle dynamics at the two different levels can the clashes
truly be understood.

i i . the grand tactical level

In the pre-gunpowder era, the advantages conferred by natural or artificial
defensive positions were such that an inferior army could often deter enemy
attack simply by standing on a hill or staying within a fortified camp, while

12 Hanson (1989), (1991b); Goldsworthy (1996).
13 Lloyd (1996b); Sabin (1996), (2000), (2007) chs. 3–4; Zhmodikov (2000); McCall (2002) chs.

4–5.
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relying on city walls to protect its civilian population. Pitched battles were
fought only when neither side felt at a disadvantage, and so they often
occurred only after months or even years of cautious campaigning. When
they did occur, this dependence on a degree of mutual consent tended to
give the battles a certain set-piece formality almost akin to a duel.

The other key contextual feature of ancient land battle was its extreme
compression in time and space. Although the armies, each a few tens
of thousands strong, were significantly larger than during the preceding
hoplite era, they were small enough not to have to disperse to live off
the land, as Napoleonic corps had to do. Their primitive command and
communications and their reliance on deep formations meant that battle-
fields spanned only a few miles at most. Also, close-quarters combat was
such an intense and stressful activity that it usually took only a few
hours, if that, for one army to be completely shattered. I will now anal-
yse the key grand tactical features of these sporadic and highly focused
contests.

1. Deployment

By no means all battles in this era were fought between forces drawn up
neatly on a plain in opposing battle lines. Sometimes the ignorance of one
or both sides about the proximity of the enemy (due to obscuration by
terrain features or weather conditions) produced a surprise engagement.
At Cynoscephalae patrols blundered into one another on fog-shrouded
hills, and as both sides sent reinforcements, the clash escalated into a full-
scale battle.14 Where the ignorance was one-sided, the result could be the
ambush of an enemy force in marching order, as when Timoleon caught
the Carthaginians crossing the River Crimisus, and as in Hannibal’s classic
ambush of the Romans at Lake Trasimene.15 Armies occasionally used the
cover of night to launch a surprise attack on the enemy camp – for Scipio
this worked perfectly against Hasdrubal and Syphax, but for Pyrrhus at
Beneventum the delays caused by a night approach through difficult terrain
stymied the operation and left the Greeks facing a disadvantageous battle
when dawn broke.16

More often, the opposing forces were aware of one another’s presence,
and could take steps to prepare themselves for action. Armies which felt
themselves inferior in open battle would often defend hills or river lines
as at the Granicus, Baecula or the Metaurus, sometimes even strengthen-
ing these positions with man-made fortifications as at Issus and Sellasia.17

However, these defences by no means always succeeded in deterring enemy
attack, since they imposed a defensive posture and mindset, hindering

14 Hammond (1988a). 15 Plut. Tim. 27; Polyb. 3.83–4.
16 Livy 30.3–6; Plut. Pyrrh. 25. 17 Arr. Anab. 1.14, 2.10; Livy 27.18, 48; Polyb. 2.65.
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counter-offensives and allowing the opposing force to strike wherever they
chose. It is noteworthy that, in every instance just quoted, the defenders
were beaten when their opponents proved bold enough to launch a direct
attack.

The more usual approach which armies adopted in the face of the enemy
was to pitch camp a few miles apart, and to draw up battle lines on the plain
in front of the respective camps, thereby offering a more active deterrent
stance than was possible through the defence of linear obstacles. Greek
camps were initially unfortified, but from the early third century, it became
the norm for most armies to protect their camps with field fortifications
in the face of the enemy, so as to guard against surprise attack and provide
a refuge and rallying point in the event of a reverse. Frontinus claims that
Pyrrhus took the lead in this development, but Plutarch says that Pyrrhus
himself was impressed by Roman camp discipline, and Polybius makes clear
the superiority of Roman arrangements to the more ad hoc approach of the
Greeks.18

The standard army deployment throughout this period consisted of
heavy infantry in the centre in one or more lines, with cavalry on both
flanks, and light infantry skirmishing in front. If one wing rested on rough
terrain, then light infantry rather than cavalry might be deployed there, as
at first Chaeronea and Issus.19 Elephants or chariots, if present, were usually
spread out in front of part or all of the battle line. The result of this rather
formulaic deployment pattern is that, in battles between combined arms
forces, similar troop types tended to find themselves fighting one another –
cavalry against cavalry, light infantry against light infantry, elephants against
elephants, and so on. Only after their enemy counterparts had been
defeated, or if the enemy lacked any similar troops of his own, were the
various fighting arms able to engage dissimilar troop types and thereby to
exploit the offsetting strengths and weaknesses within the combined arms
mix.

The most striking overall contrast within deployment patterns in this
era was between the Greeks, who tended to weight one wing more than the
other, and other nations such as the Persians, Carthaginians and Romans,
who adopted much more symmetrical battle lines in which each wing was
usually a mirror image of the other wing unless terrain dictated otherwise
(as at Issus and Magnesia).20 The Greeks saw the right wing as the place of
honour, and this right-handed perception persisted throughout the ancient
period, as witness Vegetius’ description of the left wing as playing a much
more ‘maimed’ and defensive role.21 Hence, Alexander’s classic battle tactic
was to lead his picked troops forward on the right while Parmenio guarded

18 Frontin. Str. 4.1.14; Plut. Pyrrh. 16; Polyb. 6.42. 19 Hammond (1938); Devine (1985c).
20 Devine (1985c); Bar-Kochva (1976) ch. 14. 21 Veg. Mil. 3.18; cf. Thuc. 5.71.
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the left – an approach emulated by Successor kings such as Antiochus III and
Philip V.22 Epaminondas had earlier reversed this emphasis by massing his
Thebans on the left wing instead, and later Greek leaders such as Eumenes
at Gabiene and Demetrius at Gaza sometimes adopted similar tactics (with
rather less success), but such reversals did not alter the underlying ten-
dency for Greek commanders to emphasize one wing at the expense of the
other.23

The battle deployments of other nations were usually much more sym-
metrical. The best troops were normally placed in the centre of the battle
line rather than on either wing. Persian kings traditionally led from the
centre, and this also fitted in with the Roman emphasis on heavy infantry
rather than cavalry as the decisive arm. Carthaginian armies placed more
reliance on cavalry to outflank the fearsome legionaries, but (even under
the Greek mercenary commander Xanthippus) they tended to divide their
cavalry between both flanks on a roughly even basis.24 The same applied
when able commanders such as Hannibal and Scipio broke with tradition
by deploying their crack heavy infantry on the wings rather than in the
centre – at Cannae and Ilipa, these contingents were split equally between
both wings rather than being concentrated on one or the other.25 The result
was that non-Greek battles assumed a rather more symmetrical appearance,
with double envelopments being more common than the single outflanking
moves which the Spartans had pioneered.26

Another interesting aspect of symmetry occurred between rather than
within the opposing armies. Although in Alexander’s battles it was quite
common for cavalry to be deployed opposite enemy infantry, in later
engagements in which both sides had large numbers of good-quality heavy
infantry, the norm was for the infantry lines to be of roughly equal length
even if one side had a significant numerical advantage. Armies with large
numbers of heavy infantry tended to deploy their men in greater depth (as
at Cannae and as with the thirty-two deep Seleucid phalanx at Magnesia)
instead of extending their infantry line beyond that of the opponent.27 The
reason is unclear, but it probably has to do with the command problems
posed by an unduly long infantry line and the difficulty of outflanking the
enemy infantry in the face of intact enemy cavalry forces. Although cavalry
made up only around 10 per cent of armies in this period, we should envisage
the cavalry wings covering a significant frontage compared to the infantry
centre, given Polybius’ statements (12.18) that horsemen were not much use
more than eight deep and that gaps were left between the squadrons equal
to the width of the squadrons themselves.

22 Montagu (2000) 101–6, 122–32. 23 Anderson (1970) 192–224; Devine (1984), (1985b).
24 Lazenby (1996) 104–6. 25 Lazenby (1978) 79–85, 145–50.
26 Lazenby (1985) chs. 7–8. 27 Daly (2002) 36–8; Bar-Kochva (1976) 167–9.
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Maintaining a reserve of uncommitted troops behind the main fighting
line has become an axiom of modern military wisdom, and this principle
was far from unknown in antiquity.28 However, in this period, the principle
was honoured more in the breach than in the observance. Leaving aside
skirmishers, elephants, chariots and camp guards, the troops in non-Roman
armies were usually deployed in a single fighting line. Alexander did field
a second infantry line at Arbela to guard against encirclement by the mass
of Persian cavalry, and Hannibal emulated the Romans by deploying his
infantry in three lines at Zama, but Sekunda’s arguments that a similar
‘double phalanx’ was used more frequently in Hellenistic warfare rest on
decidedly ambiguous evidence from Sellasia and Pydna.29 The one nation
which did make routine use of reserves was Rome, with its famous three-
line formation of hastati, principes and triarii, and this had more to do at
first with the nature of Roman infantry tactics than with the grand tactics
of the battlefield as a whole. To understand why reserves played such a
limited role in antiquity, it is necessary to turn our attention to battlefield
command.

2. Command

The most important contribution which generals made to victory or defeat
in battle in this period usually occurred before the battle itself. This was
for two main reasons. First, a key priority was to deceive or provoke the
opposing general into engaging in unfavourable circumstances – a situation
perfectly captured in the precepts of Sun Tzu and in the stress which
Onasander, Frontinus and Vegetius all place on the intelligence contest and
on the need sometimes to restrain the eagerness of the troops.30 Second,
since battlefield communications were so primitive and ancient armies
so unwieldy, most forces could do little more in battle than to put into
practice what had been planned and ordered beforehand, and they would
hear nothing from the general except perhaps a brief pre-battle speech to
their section of the line.31

The sources tell us frustratingly little of the planning and intelligence
dimension underlying command in this era. We have several accounts of
debates between commanders as to whether and how to attack, but these
are highly stereotypical and heavily influenced by hindsight.32 It is clear
that generals did hold ‘councils of war’ with their senior officers, but the

28 Veg. Mil. 3.17; Onasander 22.
29 Marsden (1964) ch. 4; Lazenby (1978) 219–25; Sekunda (1989) 132–3.
30 Griffith (1963); Onasander 10, 14; Frontin. Str. 1.1–2, 10; Veg. Mil. 3.9, 12.
31 Cf. Thuc. 4.94–6; Polyb. 15.10–11. 32 Arr. Anab. 1.13–14, 3.10–11; Polyb. 3.100–5, 110–13.
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absence of formal staff structures placed a greater personal burden on the
general himself, especially with regard to the collection and interpretation
of intelligence from scouts, spies and deserters.33

Roman efforts to deceive Hasdrubal in 207 into giving battle despite
the arrival of Nero’s reinforcements illustrate the importance of the intel-
ligence contest. The deception failed when Hasdrubal noticed unfamiliar
shields and unusually lean horses in the Roman ranks, but his subsequent
retreat was hindered by a fresh intelligence failure as his guides deserted,
and he was cornered and defeated at the River Metaurus (Livy 27.43–9).
Usually, outclassed armies could not be forced into battle in this way, and
so the typical clash of the period was between a larger force confident in
its numerical superiority and a smaller one relying (usually correctly) on
troop quality and clever generalship.

Onasander (29–30) later advised generals that they should sometimes let
the enemy form their battle line first, so that the army’s counter-deployment
might be tailored accordingly. However, it is hard to see how complex grand
tactical plans like those of the Carthaginians at Cannae could have been
improvised on the spur of the moment in this way, and it seems more
likely that Hannibal had advance intelligence of how the Romans would
form up, allowing him to make his own plans the day before. Scipio’s
stratagems at Ilipa offer a perfect illustration of how a talented comman-
der could obtain the best of all worlds. After several days of deploying
opposite the Carthaginians with the best troops of both sides in the cen-
tre as usual, Scipio reversed this pattern and marched boldly towards the
Punic camp at dawn, screened by his light infantry. Hasdrubal hurriedly
deployed his troops in the normal way, and they were then left to stew
for several hours on empty stomachs, not daring to change their forma-
tion, before the Romans finally launched their devastating flank attacks
(Polyb. 11.22).

Once battle was actually joined, the role of commanders in this era
underwent a gradual transition from that of ‘heroic leader’ to that of ‘battle
manager’.34 Alexander is often seen as the epitome of the first model, and
Arrian’s account of the Granicus (Anab. 1.15–16) focuses almost exclusively
on the wild Homeric duelling around the king, to the exclusion of any
coherent overview of the battle as a whole. However, in his later battles,
Alexander is seen coolly directing the preliminary manoeuvre and engage-
ment of his forces as a whole, before plunging in at the head of his men
towards the decisive point.35 This combination of the two models became
the epitome of successful generalship in this period, and found expression

33 Daly (2002) ch. 5; Austin and Rankov (1995) ch. 3.
34 Wheeler (1991). 35 Hammond (1989a).
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later in Caesar’s memoirs.36 Plutarch’s description of Pyrrhus’ conduct at
Heraclea perfectly illustrates the integrated ideal:

Above all, although he exposed himself in personal combat and drove back all
who encountered him, he kept throughout a complete grasp of the progress of
the battle and never lost his presence of mind. He directed the action as though
he were watching it from a distance, yet he was everywhere himself, and always
managed to be at hand to support his troops wherever the pressure was greatest.37

To obtain a less rose-tinted and formulaic view of the nature of battlefield
command in this era, it is first necessary to recognize the stultifying effect
of limited visibility and poor communications. Although the black powder
smoke which would obscure later battlefields was not yet present, the dust
clouds raised by the mass of men and horses would do a similar job of
obscuring everything outside the commander’s immediate vicinity.38 In this
situation, generals had little option but to delegate command of other parts
of their army to trusted subordinates whom they had briefed in advance. At
Cannae, Hannibal’s personal contribution was to stiffen his hard-pressed
centre, while the all-important double envelopment was in the hands of
lieutenants such as Hasdrubal.39 Scipio placed similar reliance on Laelius
and others to help accomplish his own grand tactical manoeuvres.40

This helps to explain why reserves in the modern sense played such a
limited role in warfare in this period. The very nature of reserves is that
they are held back to respond to some unforeseen contingency, but in order
for this to occur, the general must first perceive the contingency and then
get orders to the reserve. By the time this happened in antiquity, it might
well be too late, so it was often preferable to commit the forces to the
main battle line in the first place. The most that might be done was for
the general to lead his own guards to relieve a crisis, as Alexander did at
Arbela, and even this was problematic – by the time Antiochus III learnt at
Raphia and Magnesia that the rest of his forces had not been as successful
as his own right wing, it was already too late to help.41 The triumph of the
Roman system was that the reserve infantry units originally intended for
routine line replacement in frontal combat could be used by more inspired
commanders such as Scipio for unplanned manoeuvres at the grand tactical
level, but even here, it was just as often the initiative of junior officers rather
than the generals themselves which allowed the Romans to counter enemy
successes as they did at Cynoscephalae, Magnesia and Second Chaeronea.42

If commanders could do little during the action to manage the battle
as a whole, then how did they assist their own part of the line? We know

36 Goldsworthy (1996) ch. 4. 37 Plut. Pyrrh. 16, trans. Scott-Kilvert (1979).
38 Cf. Diod. Sic. 19.42; Livy 22.46. 39 Daly (2002) ch. 5.
40 Scullard (1970). 41 Arr. Anab. 3.15; Bar-Kochva (1976) chs. 10, 14.
42 Scullard (1970); Livy 33.9, 37.43; Plut. Sull. 19.
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from the close shaves suffered by Alexander at the Granicus, Eumenes at
the Hellespont, and Pyrrhus at Heraclea that some Hellenistic generals did
still lead from the very front rank.43 However, this seems to have been
less common than in hoplite warfare, to judge by the lack of casualties
among victorious commanders in this era compared to the earlier loss of
generals like Callimachus, Brasidas and Epaminondas at their moment of
triumph.44 Roman generals did still have a tradition of personal combat
as late as 222 when Marcellus killed the Gallic chieftain Virdumarus, but
when Marcellus himself was later killed by Hannibal’s men, this was as a
result of being overwhelmed with his consular colleague during a stupidly
rash personal reconnaissance (Plut. Marc. 7; 29). Other Roman and Punic
commanders took greater care of their personal safety, at least until all was
clearly lost, as is well illustrated by Polybius’ description (11.2) of Hasdrubal’s
conduct at the Metaurus. I will return in my final section to discuss how
generalship and the fate of the general affected the fortunes of the army as
a whole.

3. Manoeuvre

Even before this period, hoplite battle tactics had already come a long way
from the traditional image in which both lines simply charged each other
in a straightforward frontal assault. The grand tactical innovations of the
Spartans and Thebans were developed further thereafter, and the growing
importance of combined arms forces meant that grand tactics reached a
peak of sophistication in this era, before descending back into the rather
dour heavy infantry slogging matches of the late Republic.

The first to engage were normally the light infantry skirmishers, who
screened the deployment of the rest of the line, and who duelled with
their counterparts (sometimes for several hours) until their missiles were
exhausted, at which point they retired through gaps in the main fighting
line and played little or no role in the battle thereafter. Cavalry often
joined in the preliminary skirmishing, but this did not prevent them from
taking part in the main engagement. The horsemen might even engage
one another more decisively at this initial stage – Polybius (3.115) says that
the Roman cavalry by the river at Cannae were broken just before the
light infantry in the centre was withdrawn. If either army fielded elephants
or chariots, then the light infantry might play a more important role in
protecting or opposing these instruments, but otherwise, it was only in
unusual circumstances that the skirmishers had much effect on the battle
proper.

43 Arr. Anab. 1.16; Diod. Sic. 18.31; Plut. Pyrrh. 16–17. 44 Wheeler (1991).
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Once the skirmishing was over, part or all of the main battle lines
would move forward to the attack. The ‘oblique approach’ pioneered by
Epaminondas was adopted by later Greek commanders, and it became a
common (though by no means universal) tactic for Greek armies to advance
with their stronger wing while ‘refusing’ their weaker flank. Alexander did
just this with his famous oblique attack at Arbela, and similar tactics were
employed by Antigonus at Paraetacene, Demetrius at Gaza , and Philip V
at Cynoscephalae.45 Roman and Punic armies, with their greater emphasis
on symmetry, were less prone to use such an angled advance, but Scipio at
Ilipa did adopt a symmetrical variant by attacking with his Roman forces
on both wings while holding back his less reliable Spanish centre.46 Troops
faced by such ‘refused’ sections of an enemy line seem to have been easily
deterred from advancing by the threat to their exposed flanks. Certainly, at
Cannae, when Hannibal expressly wanted the Roman infantry to pocket
itself in this way, he drew up his thin Gallic and Spanish centre in a cres-
cent pointing towards the Romans, precisely in order to tempt them into
an ill-judged and over-eager advance.47

Whereas Theban grand tactics focused on engaging only with the
strongest part of the line, Spartan battlefield manoeuvres as developed at
First Mantinea and the Nemea revolved around outflanking the enemy line
and ‘rolling it up’ by defeating each contingent in turn.48 In later battles
there was still the same preoccupation with trying to take the enemy in
flank or rear, but this was seen as something to be achieved by exploit-
ing gaps caused by earlier frontal combat, rather than through pre-battle
manoeuvre. Only by concealing forces in ambush, as Hannibal did at the
Trebia and then on a much larger scale at Lake Trasimene, were armies of
this era able to outflank their opponents without first achieving a frontal
breakthrough.49

Alexander achieved a triumphant unification of the Spartan and Theban
systems in his victories at Issus and Arbela, by driving his wedge into a weak
point of the Persian line, and then exploiting laterally against the flank of
stronger contingents such as the Greek mercenaries.50 Later generals, faced
with enemy armies which were more resilient but in less overwhelming
numbers, tended to focus on the flanks as the location for the crucial
enabling breakthrough. This was because cavalry combat tended to be
decided much more quickly than infantry clashes, so that there was time
to exploit the cavalry victory before the infantry duel ended.

Unlike in hoplite battles, the contests of our era contain what I have called
a ‘battlefield clock’, which gives some sense of the relative and absolute

45 Devine (1984), (1985a), (1986); Hammond (1988a). 46 Lazenby (1978) 146–50.
47 Daly (2002) 38–43. 48 Lazenby (1985) chs. 7–8. 49 Lazenby (1978) ch. 3.
50 Hammond (1989a) chs. 5–6.
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duration of different types of combat.51 In hoplite warfare, it is almost
impossible to judge whether clashes between individual contingents lasted
minutes, tens of minutes or mere seconds – all we know is that one side
fled long before an outflanking force like that of the Spartans at the Nemea
could come to the rescue.52 In later battles, by contrast, there are plenty
of instances in which frontal infantry fighting raged on undecided until
troops from elsewhere on the field intervened by attacking the antagonists
in flank or rear. Perhaps the clearest instance is the Metaurus, where Nero,
frustrated by the difficult terrain protecting the Gauls on the Punic left,
detached ‘several cohorts’ from the rear of the Roman right, marched them
round behind the hotly engaged Roman centre and left, and outflanked
the Spaniards and Ligurians on the Punic right (Livy 27.48). Given the size
of the armies and the nature of the terrain, it must have taken at least an
hour to make this wide-ranging manoeuvre, showing that infantry fighting
in our era could be a fairly drawn-out process.53

What this meant is that many of the battles in this period became some-
thing of a ‘race against time’, as one or both sides struggled to exploit a
breakthrough on the wings before the central heavy infantry contest turned
against them. Although the cavalry contests themselves were usually decided
quickly, it could take time to rally the troopers from pursuing the fleeing
enemy horsemen, and to bring them back onto the field as a coherent force.
Scipio’s victorious cavalry at Zama only returned in the nick of time, despite
the hard-fought nature of the multi-stage infantry contest, and Antiochus’
horsemen at Raphia came back too late to save the day (Polyb. 5.85, 15.14).
It was also far from guaranteed that cavalry intervention by itself would
be decisive, so generals like Hannibal and Scipio preferred to exploit the
resultant open flanks with infantry as well.

Cannae was an iconic triumph of grand tactical manoeuvre, in which
the exploitation of the cavalry victory by specially prepared columns of
veteran African infantry allowed the encirclement and annihilation of a
far larger Roman army.54 Such tactics were decidedly risky, because they
involved weakening the infantry centre itself – 10,000 Romans managed to
punch through the centre and escape when Hannibal used similar tactics
at Trebia two years earlier, and when Hasdrubal tried to repeat his brother’s
achievement at Ibera the following year, his Spanish centre collapsed in
short order, allowing the elder Scipio to turn against the stronger Punic
wings and defeat them in turn (Livy 21.56, 23.29). Scipio the younger
achieved more consistent success with his flanking tactics, and the has-
tati were able to hold the centre long enough by themselves even when
the principes and triarii were moved out onto the wings as at the Great

51 Sabin (1996) 66, (2007) chs. 3–4. 52 Anderson (1970) ch. 8.
53 Lazenby (1978) 187–90. 54 Daly (2002) 38–43, 192–5.
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Figure 13.1 Frieze showing Carthaginian armour and shield from a triumphal monument in Tunisia.

Plains and Zama, rather than being used in direct support of the frontal
engagement.55

We know from various battles that infantry lines could push one another
back over significant distances during the course of the contest, without
the withdrawing side being definitively beaten. At Sellasia the Macedonian
phalanx allegedly fell back several hundred yards in the face of Spartan
pressure before recovering and going on to win, while at Cannae the ini-
tially convex Punic crescent formation was compressed into a concave net
without breaking at any point.56 The differential success of the Macedonian
right and left wings at Cynoscephalae was Philip’s downfall, since it opened
a gap which was exploited by twenty maniples to attack the hitherto vic-
torious part of the phalanx in the rear.57 Polybius (18.32) identified this
vulnerability to differential fortunes as a key weakness of the pike phalanx,
which depended above all on maintaining a continuous hedge of spear
points. However, he is perhaps a little harsh about the inflexibility of the
phalanx, since Eumenes’ infantry at Gabiene and the Seleucid pikemen at
Magnesia formed a hollow square and sought to withdraw in good order
when their flanks were exposed.58

55 Scullard (1970) 129–31, 152–4. 56 Plut. Cleom. 28; Polyb. 2.69, 3.115; Daly (2002) 184–91.
57 Hammond (1988a) 75–6. 58 Diod. Sic. 19.43; App. Syr. 11.35.
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It is interesting that Roman infantry themselves were so vulnerable to
Punic attacks in flank and rear, despite the theoretical ability of their rear
lines to turn and face the enemy. What seems to have been crucial is the
unexpected nature of the attacks, and the lack of any room for outflanked
Romans to recoil without becoming tangled up with their fellows. When
the Gauls at Telamon were sandwiched between two Roman armies, they
resisted successfully for a long while by drawing up in two separate lines
facing in opposite directions (Polyb. 2.27–31). Where the more integrated
Roman multi-line system came into its own was in its provision for the
passage of lines, allowing fresh troops to support or relieve spent ones
during a drawn-out contest. Other armies did not enjoy this luxury, and
when Hannibal used a multi-line deployment himself at Zama, the result
was a fiasco in which the various lines came to blows with one another in
their desperation to escape the trap in which they found themselves (Polyb.
15.13).

4. Outcomes

The usual outcome of major land battles in this era was that one side suf-
fered a clear (and often overwhelming) defeat. Fighting rarely lasted long
enough for it to be ended indecisively by nightfall, as happened at Parae-
tacene.59 Instead, one army was in full flight, and would be saved only by
the proximity of a secure refuge or by the exhaustion of its pursuers. Losses
tended to be highly asymmetric, with the victors escaping far more lightly
than in the mutual bloodbaths of gunpowder era clashes. The abandonment
of equipment and the impact of the battle on both sides’ morale served to
compound this asymmetry, and the only thing which might prevent the
contest being decisive in the war as a whole was if the losers had both the
manpower reserves and the determination to hold out in their fortified
cities and raise new armies, as the Romans did after reverses like Cannae.
For less populous or less resolute states like the Hellenistic kingdoms, or for
Successor generals vying for control of the spoils of empire, a single defeat
might be enough to decide the war.

The first priority of troops in the losing army was to escape their vulner-
ability to one-sided slaughter. If they were encircled or penned against an
impassable obstacle as at Trasimene and Cannae, this was often impossible,
and a grisly massacre would result (Polyb. 3.84, 116). Even if they had a line
of retreat, infantry in particular would be desperately exposed to pursuing
cavalry in open terrain. The only way for a broken army to escape such a
catastrophe was for it to seek shelter within a nearby fortified camp, which
is probably why armies sometimes stood opposite one another for days as

59 Devine (1985a).
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at Ilipa without engaging, each side being reluctant to move away from the
favourable (often elevated) terrain just outside its camp (Polyb. 11.20–1).

Unfortified camps were, of course, useless in this regard, and were some-
times even raided by enemy detachments while the battle was still in
progress. This happened to Alexander at Arbela, and proved disastrous
for Eumenes at Gabiene, when his undefeated ‘Silver-shields’ (Argyraspi-
des) handed him over for execution in exchange for the return of their
plundered baggage.60 Even fortified camps might prove untenable for the
panicking men – at Sentinum, the Samnite general was killed while trying
to organize the defence, while at Magnesia, the Romans forced their way
in after a stiff fight, and continued the slaughter (Livy 10.29, 37.43). How-
ever, armies which had been less resoundingly defeated in the open field
did sometimes benefit from having a nearby camp in which to rally, even
if they could not hold it indefinitely. The Romans survived bloodied but
intact at Asculum thanks to the proximity of their camp, while Hasdrubal
found temporary refuge at Ilipa before slipping away the following night
as his Spanish allies deserted.61

The ancient sources provide numerous specific figures for the losses
suffered by each side in these various battles. These figures are obviously
rather suspect, since the general unreliability of ancient historiography is
compounded in this case by the partisan nature of casualty claims through-
out all eras of military history. Contradictions between different ancient
sources are commonplace, as at the Metaurus, where Polybius (11.3) says
that 2,000 Romans and 10,000 Punic troops fell, compared to Livy’s fig-
ures (27.49) of 8,000 and 57,000 respectively. However, it is still worth
discussing the various claims, since they bear directly on the asymmetry of
losses discussed earlier, and are a key element when trying to understand
the nature of ancient combat at the tactical level.

It is interesting to start with the most indecisive battles. At Paraetacene,
Diodorus (19.31) claims that Antigonus had 3,700 foot and 54 horsemen
killed and over 4,000 wounded, compared to 540 dead and 900 wounded
for Eumenes. At Heraclea, Plutarch tells us that Hieronymus recorded
losses of 7,000 for the Romans and 4,000 for the Greeks, while at Asculum
the following year he apparently claimed that there were 6,000 Romans
killed compared to Pyrrhus’ 3,505 casualties. Dionysius inflated the total
losses for the two sides to 28,000 at Heraclea and 15,000 at Asculum, but
this probably reflects exaggeration based on the legendarily bloody nature
of these ‘Pyrrhic victories’ (Plut. Pyrrh. 17, 21). If one accepts the lower
figures, one is looking at overall casualties of between 4 and 20 per cent of
the forces engaged across these three battles – an interesting parallel with
Krentz’s conclusion from similar statistics regarding hoplite engagements

60 Arr. Anab. 14–15; Diod. Sic. 19.42–3. 61 Plut. Pyrrh. 21; Livy 28.15.
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that the victors lost around 5 per cent and the vanquished an average of 14

per cent of their total strength.62

In more decisive battles the losses of the defeated side were often increased
by the wholesale surrender of infantry contingents, especially in Successor
conflicts when they might hope to transfer their allegiance to the victors.
Hence, the losing infantry surrendered en masse at Gabiene, while at Gaza,
Diodorus (19.82, 85) records that Demetrius lost 500 killed and 8,000

captured from his 17,400 strong army.63 In other battles, surrender was less
likely to be accepted, as at the Granicus when Alexander refused to come to
terms with the Greek mercenaries and butchered all but 2,000 as traitors to
the Hellenic cause (Arr. Anab. 1.16). However, prisoners still usually made
up a sizeable proportion of overall recorded losses – 25,000 killed and 8,000

captured at Sentinum, 10,300 killed and 4,000 captured at Raphia, 8,000

killed and 12,000 captured at Baecula, 8,000 killed and 5,000 captured at
Cynoscephalae, and 20,000 killed and 11,000 captured at Pydna.64

Sometimes, the overall losses of the defeated are claimed to have
approached 90 per cent of their original force. Polybius (1.34) says that out
of Regulus’ 15,500 strong army, only 2,000 got away, 500 were captured,
and the rest were slaughtered in the battle or the pursuit. Livy (22.49–52)
claims that only some 14,500 Romans escaped the disaster at Cannae, with
around 19,300 being taken prisoner on the field or in the surrounded camps,
and a further 48,200 being massacred in the encirclement. Polybius (15.14)
states that only a few of Hannibal’s infantry escaped the Roman vengeance
at Zama, with more than 20,000 being killed and almost as many captured
as they fled across the open plain.

The victors sometimes suffered significant losses of their own in inflicting
such crushing defeats. At Cannae, Polybius (3.117) tells us that Hannibal’s
dead included 4,000 Gauls, 1,500 Spaniards and Africans, and 200 cavalry,
which altogether represented 11 per cent of his total force. As this breakdown
of casualties suggests, losses tended to be greatest among those parts of the
victorious army which had been driven back or even shattered before the
overall triumph had been achieved. Livy (10.29) claims that at Sentinum,
Fabius’ wing suffered 1,700 casualties and Decius’ more hard-pressed wing
no less than 7,000, while Polybius (1.32–4) states that the 16,000-strong
Punic army led by Xanthippus lost 800 from the mercenary contingent
which was broken through by the 2,000 Romans who managed to escape.

Recorded losses for other victorious armies were more moderate – 1,500

infantry and 700 cavalry for the Ptolemaic forces at Raphia, 1,500 for Han-
nibal at Lake Trasimene, and 1,500 for the Romans at Zama (Polyb. 3.85,
5.86, 15.14). What is most striking of all is that, in two sets of battles in this

62 Krentz (1985a). 63 Devine (1984), (1985b).
64 Livy 10.29, 27.18–19, 44.42; Polyb. 5.86, 10.40, 18.27.
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period, the victors are said to have escaped incredibly lightly, despite the
slaughter which they managed to inflict. The first such case involves Alexan-
der’s victories. Arrian (Anab. 1.17, 3.16, 5.18) claims that the Macedonians
lost only 105 dead at the Granicus, 100 men and 1,000 horses at Arbela,
and 310 troops at the Hydaspes. The second case involves Rome’s defeat
of the Hellenistic kingdoms. Polybius (18.27) reports that the Romans lost
just 700 dead at Cynoscephalae, while Livy (37.44, 44.42) says that they
suffered only 350 fatalities at Magnesia and not more than 100 at Pydna,
mostly from among the Paeligni who had been driven back by the élite
Macedonian pikemen.

It is easy to dismiss these incredibly low casualty figures as mere propa-
ganda, especially since Diodorus (17.36, 61, 89) gives losses for Alexander’s
battles which are several times higher. The sources also admit that the
victors suffered large numbers of wounded in addition to the fatalities,
whereas most of the wounded on the defeated side would subsequently
be killed or captured – one reading of Curtius (3.11.27) has him claim-
ing that Macedonian losses at Issus were 450 killed and no less than 4,500

wounded.65 However, even if one believes that Arrian and Livy are seriously
understating the true casualties, the overall picture which emerges from the
sources is still one in which the victors usually get off far more lightly than
the vanquished, with those contingents which did not sustain a reverse
during the battle suffering very few fatalities despite often participating in
sustained combat (as did Hasdrubal’s cavalry at Cannae). We know from
recent experience in Iraq and elsewhere that superior forces can sometimes
win sweeping battlefield victories with only miniscule casualties, and rather
than assuming that this simply could not happen in antiquity, we need to
examine possible models of tactical combat which might explain the grand
tactical patterns we can discern.

i i i . the tactical level

A major limitation of our sources on battles in any period of antiquity is
that we lack the soldier’s eye view which is available in profusion for more
modern engagements. Even the tactical treatises, where one might hope to
find such details, instead consist either of collections of clever stratagems
used by the opposing generals or highly theoretical handbooks of drill and
organization like that by the philosopher Asclepiodotus, which reflect the
ideal order and symmetry of the school room much more than they do the
practicalities of the battlefield.

Compounding this problem in our period is the more complex com-
bined arms mix within opposing armies, which made the range of tactical

65 On the proportion of wounded in ancient battles, see Gabriel and Metz (1991) ch. 4.
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interactions far broader than in the heavy infantry clashes of the hoplite
era. Each troop type had its own strengths and weaknesses relative to other
troop types, giving the interaction a ‘rock, paper, scissors’ dimension – for
example, light infantry could generally outshoot light cavalry, but could
be caught and ridden down by heavier cavalry unless they had their own
heavy infantry in support.66 In this part of the chapter, I will outline what
we know or can surmise about this wide variety of tactical interactions, by
considering each troop type in turn and how it fought its various possible
opponents.

1. Exotic weapons

This period of antiquity was the golden age of ‘exotic’ weaponry going
beyond the enduring matrix of heavy and light infantry and cavalry. Chari-
ots, though now largely replaced by cavalry as the dominant mounted arm,
still retained some battlefield role, especially the notorious ‘scythed’ vehi-
cles. The newly invented catapults, although designed primarily for siege
warfare, also had some utility in the open field. But above all, this era was
characterized by the rise and fall of the war elephant, which spread from
its Indian roots and was adopted by all the major Mediterranean armies at
one time or another between 350 and 150, before falling into disuse until
its revival by Sasanid Persia over four centuries later.67 I will discuss the
tactical employment of each of these ‘exotic’ instruments in turn.

Two- or four-horse chariots continued to serve alongside cavalry in
Indian, Punic and Gallic armies, but we have nothing comparable to
Caesar’s later eye-witness account of British chariot tactics (B Gall. 4.33)
(fig. 13.2). The chariots in our period seem to have operated mainly in
conjunction with friendly cavalry. At Sentinum, this worked, and a chariot
counterattack was instrumental in routing the whole Roman left, but at
the Hydaspes, Porus’ chariots got stuck in the mud and were countered
by horse-archers whom they were too unwieldy to catch.68 At the Crim-
isus the Punic chariots protected the deploying infantry from Timoleon’s
cavalry by threatening to break up their formation (Plut. Tim. 27), while
in the later battle against Agathocles, both chariots and cavalry are said by
Diodorus (20.12) to have launched an unusual frontal charge against the
Greek infantry, being countered by missile fire and by the opening of gaps
in the line. It appears that these traditional forms of war chariots added
little to the combined arms mix once true cavalry were available, and it is
hardly surprising that they died out over time.

Slightly more enduring were the specialist four-horse scythed chariots
employed on occasion by Achaemenid Persia, the Seleucids and later the

66 Jones (1988) 2–45. 67 Scullard (1974). 68 Livy 10.28; Arr. Anab. 5.14–18.
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Figure 13.2 Gravestone from Padua showing a Celtic chariot with a double-hoop side, c. 300 bc.

kingdom of Pontus. These were designed as ‘expendable’ weapons to be
deployed in front of the fighting line and intended to charge headlong into
the enemy in order to break up their formations, with the drivers ‘bailing
out’ before contact.69 However, they were almost universally unsuccessful,
being defeated (as at Cunaxa and Arbela) by a combination of missile fire
and the opening of lanes to allow them to pass harmlessly through the
line.70 Had the chariots been followed up immediately by more conven-
tional troops then it might have been possible to exploit the temporary
disruption, but as it was, any troops deployed in the vicinity were them-
selves vulnerable to these double-edged weapons getting out of hand. This
happened at Magnesia, where the panic of the scythed chariots under a hail
of missiles was instrumental in starting the rout of the entire Seleucid left
(Livy 37.41–2). The final indignity came at second Chaeronea, where
Plutarch tells us (Sull. 18) that Sulla’s men not only saw the vehicles off
in short order but then laughed and clapped as if they were at the races,
exhorting the enemy to ‘Bring on more!’.

Catapults were a much more potent device, which changed the face
of siege warfare through their impact on the attack and defence of cities.

69 Head (1982) 177–8. 70 Xen. An. 1.8; Arr. Anab. 3.14.
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Figure 13.3 Decadrachm minted in Babylon showing Alexander
attacking Porus on an elephant.

However, they were too unwieldy and immobile to be used more than
very occasionally in field battles. Polyaenus (Strat. 2.38) records how Ono-
marchus beat Philip II by emplacing catapults overlooking a hillside up
which he lured the Macedonians by a feigned retreat, but at third Man-
tinea, Philipoemen seems to have foiled the Spartan use of catapults at
intervals in front of their line simply by launching a rapid attack (Polyb.
11.12). Catapults were more useful in static situations such as the defence
of mountain passes, and one of the most inspired uses of them in the field
was by Alexander at the Jaxartes, when he employed their superior range to
drive the Saka horse-archers away from the opposite river bank, allowing
his own men to cross and seize a bridgehead.71

War elephants were much more potent battlefield weapons than either
chariots or catapults, and they were present in one or both armies during
over half of the major battles in this era (fig. 13.3). They were generally
deployed in a single line in front of part or all of the army, with 50 to 100

feet between each beast.72 This was the same location as the light infantry,
and the two arms seem often to have worked closely together, with each
elephant being guarded by around fifty light infantrymen.73 However, there

71 Marsden (1969) 164–8. 72 Arr. Anab. 5.15; Polyaenus, Strat. 4.3.22.
73 Bar-Kochva (1976) 82.
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was no question of deployed elephants withdrawing through the main line
as unaccompanied skirmishers did, so armies instead sometimes placed
them initially in reserve just behind the fighting line, as seems to have
happened at Asculum and Magnesia.74

If both sides had elephants, as at Paraetacene and Gabiene, they seem
to have rather cancelled each other out, leaving the battle to be decided
by other arms.75 We know most about duels between opposing elephants
from Polybius’ account of Raphia (5. 84–5), where Ptolemy’s African ele-
phants (the small ‘forest’ variety) were easily defeated by the larger and
more numerous Indian elephants on Antiochus’ side.76 However, this did
not prevent Ptolemy’s right-wing cavalry from seeing off their counterparts,
by the simple expedient of riding round the flank of their own intimidated
pachyderms and charging the enemy horsemen in flank and rear. It was
when elephants did not face enemy pachyderms and fought directly against
infantry or cavalry that they tended to have the greatest impact, one way
or the other, on the wider battle.

They were at their best against enemy cavalry, because they could make
horses which were unaccustomed to them unmanageable with fright. This
helped to protect the Indian forces at the Hydaspes from Alexander’s horse-
men, and it was the decisive factor at Ipsus when a screen of hundreds of
elephants shuffled along to block every effort by Demetrius’ victorious cav-
alry to return to the battlefield and save his father.77 Even smaller numbers
of beasts could be decisive in appropriate circumstances. Pyrrhus’ twenty
elephants finally won the battle at Heraclea by routing the Roman horse-
men, and Antiochus I used just sixteen pachyderms to panic the Galatian
cavalry and chariots and win his so-called ‘Elephant victory’.78 However,
cavalry were not always so intimidated, and they might even be able to
assail elephants with missile fire, as at Paraetacene and Zama.79

Against infantry, the honours were more even. Sometimes, as at the
Hydaspes and the Metaurus, the elephants became embroiled in a drawn-
out infantry slogging match.80 On other occasions, as at Cynoscephalae
and Pydna, the presence of elephants at the spearhead of an infantry attack
helped put the enemy infantry quickly to flight (Livy 33.9, 44.41). Exactly
how elephants and supporting heavy infantry worked together in combat
is something of an enigma. We know from the defeat of Regulus that the
elephant line usually remained out in front of the heavy infantry, since
Polybius (1.34) says that some Romans were able to fight their way past the
beasts and regroup, only to be cut to pieces by the unbroken Punic spear-
men. When Antiochus at Magnesia adopted a more integrated deployment

74 Garoufalias (1979) 91–2; Bar-Kochva (1976) 166–9. 75 Devine (1985a), (1985b).
76 Scullard (1974) 60–3. 77 Devine (1987); Bar-Kochva (1976) ch. 6.
78 Scullard (1974) 103–5, 121–3. 79 Diod. Sic. 19.30; Polyb. 15.12.
80 Arr. Anab. 5.17–18; Polyb. 11.1.
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with elephants in the gaps between brigades of the phalanx, this proved
disastrous, as missile fire panicked the beasts, breaking up the infantry
formation (App. Syr. 11.31–5). However, it is hard to see how a separate
forward line, even of dozens of elephants, could physically defeat upwards
of 10,000 enemy heavy infantry. Perhaps part of the explanation is that
the vanquished tended to over-emphasize the role of the elephants, since it
provided a better excuse for their defeat than more mundane factors such
as Pyrrhus’ generalship or Xanthippus’ 8:1 cavalry superiority.

In fact, it was perfectly possible for determined infantry to see off ele-
phants as happened at Gaza and Zama, and to turn them against their own
side.81 The key lay not in exotic counter-measures like the Roman anti-
elephant wagons at Asculum or Perseus’ anti-elephant corps with spiked
shields and helmets (though burning pigs did allegedly discomfit the pachy-
derms of Antigonus Gonatas).82 It was more a matter of avoiding the charges
of the beasts (as with the lanes left between the maniples at Zama) and using
light infantry to deluge them with missiles and to attack them from the
flanks (Polyb. 15.9–12). Even cheers and trumpet calls might be effective
against ill-trained pachyderms, and sometimes (as at Gabiene and Ben-
eventum) it only took the death or wounding of one elephant to panic
the rest.83 Thereafter, the same trade-off arose as with scythed chariots –
the closer that supporting troops were deployed, the more vulnerable they
themselves were to the beasts getting out of hand. The ‘self-destruct’ sys-
tem of mallet and spike employed by Hasdrubal at the Metaurus (if the
mahouts remained alive to implement it) does not seem to have been in
general use, and elephants often caused as much harm to their own side as
they did to the enemy.84

Despite all the lurid tales of the physical damage done by exotic weapons,
their primary impact seems to have been psychological. There were usually
too few of them to cause widespread direct devastation, and the sources lay
great stress on the terrifying sights, sounds and smells which they created.
(Perseus even apparently attempted to immunize his horses against these
effects by hiding trumpeters inside dummy elephants coated in noxious
paste.)85 Troops themselves were not immune to the terror which these
unfamiliar weapons could cause, as at Sentinum, where Livy (10.28) says that
the din of the hooves and wheels of the Celtic chariots triggered blind panic
among men and horses alike. Unfortunately, not only did this unfamiliarity
sooner or later wear off, but the elephants and chariot horses themselves
proved just as vulnerable to panic when things went wrong. Hence, it is
not surprising that these double-edged devices gradually fell into disuse in
favour of more tried and trusted means of securing battlefield success.

81 Diod. Sic. 19.83–4; Polyb. 15.12. 82 Scullard (1974) 107–9, 113–16, 184.
83 Diod. Sic. 19.42; Dion. Hal. 20.12. 84 Livy 27.49. 85 Scullard (1974) 184.
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2. Cavalry

Of all the many troop types in antiquity, cavalry is the one which has
attracted the greatest scholarly attention over the past few decades, with
several entire books by authors such as Hyland, Spence, Gaebel and McCall
focusing on this specific topic.86 However, although these works provide
invaluable discussions of the logistics and sociology of ancient cavalry, they
do not (despite the authors’ best efforts) entirely resolve the uncertainties
concerning the face of cavalry battle. As with other tactical aspects of ancient
warfare, this is because the ancient battle accounts are too vague, whereas
the tactical treatises on cavalry by Xenophon and Arrian focus more on
command, training exercises and horsemanship than on how the different
forms of cavalry actually fought.

We do know that horsemen tended to operate in individual squadrons
of between fifty and a few hundred men, rather than as a solid battle line.
Alexander’s cavalry manoeuvred in ilai of this kind, and Diodorus’ detailed
descriptions of the cavalry deployments at Paraetacene and Gaza reveal
a complex pattern of advance units and flank guards, reminiscent of the
precepts of Byzantine tactical treatises like that attributed to the emperor
Maurice.87 Asclepiodotus (7) tells us that Macedonian cavalry used wedge
formations copied from the Thracians and Scythians, whereas Thessalian
cavalry used rhomboid formations and other Greek and Persian horsemen
employed square or oblong ones.

It is easiest to understand the tactics of the lightest form of cavalry,
namely horse-archers and javelin skirmishers such as the Numidians, who
avoided close combat and sought to fight entirely from a distance. This
could be a very potent form of combat against opponents not equipped
to counter it, as witness Darius I’s travails with the Scythians and Crassus’
destruction by the Parthians.88 It took all of Alexander’s tactical ingenuity
to surround and trap the elusive Saka horse-archers at the Jaxartes, and
a detached Macedonian column of over 800 cavalry and 2,000 infantry
was shot to pieces and massacred by such opponents.89 They were experts
at harassing and outflanking their enemies, scattering before a charge but
then attacking again as their adversaries regrouped. In theory, a good way
of countering such mounted skirmishers would have been to use light
infantry to outshoot them, as with the Athenian archers at Plataea who
brought down the Persian cavalry commander Masistius (Hdt. 9.20–4).
However, it was evidently not so easy in practice, probably because the
horsemen had the mobility to focus their attacks on less well-defended
parts of the line.

86 Hyland (1990), (2003); Spence (1993); Gaebel (2002); McCall (2002).
87 Devine (1984), (1985a), (1986), (1987); Dennis (1984).
88 Hdt. 4.120–42; Plut. Crass. 23–31. 89 Hammond (1989a) 194–5.
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A key tactical characteristic of mounted skirmishing is that it could take
time, certainly compared to the swiftness of other forms of cavalry com-
bat. This applied even if one side fielded heavier cavalry. Polybius (3.116)
describes how Hannibal’s Numidians stymied the Roman allied horsemen
at Cannae by drawing them off and attacking from different quarters – nei-
ther side suffered serious casualties until Hasdrubal’s victorious horse from
the other wing approached from the rear, at which point the allied cav-
alry broke and the Numidians took up the pursuit which was their forte.90

Greek armies often deployed their lighter cavalry on their refused wing, as
at Paraetacene and Gabiene, so as to exploit this delaying effect.91 However,
the differential did not always exist – at Zama, Masinissa’s Numidians put
the opposing Numidians to flight just as quickly as Laelius’ Italian cavalry
routed the Carthaginian horsemen on the other wing (Polyb. 15.12).

At the other extreme from mounted skirmishers, there were shock cavalry
equipped purely for close combat. Alexander’s Companions were heavy
lancers armed with the xyston (as portrayed on the Issus mosaic: fig. 3.2),
and these lances were so effective against the shorter weapons of the Persian
horse that Darius apparently re-equipped some of his own cavalry with
similar arms.92 Hellenistic heavy cavalry continued to consist largely of
such xystophoroi, and the marriage of the lance with the heavy armour
long worn by Scythian nobles and their mounts gave rise to the cataphract
lancers fielded by the Parthians and the Seleucids.93 Old ideas that the
lack of stirrups made ancient cavalry incapable of effective shock action
have long ago been exploded by practical experimentation, and the very
prevalence of such armoured lancers shows how ridiculous the supposition
was.94

We get some feel for the nature of close-in cavalry combat from the
accounts of the duels surrounding the generals at the Granicus, the Helle-
spont and Heraclea.95 Clearly, these were confused and fast-moving con-
tests, in which front-line commanders played a key role, and in which the
loss of a leader could easily trigger flight. The combats must have been very
swiftly decided, since this seems the only way to reconcile the sheer danger
of the situation with the low overall casualties which the horsemen suffered
(for example, only fifty-four of Antigonus’ cavalrymen were reported killed
at Paraetacene, compared to 3,700 of his infantry).96 It is often assumed that
even armoured lancers could never defeat close-order infantry in a frontal
contest – Hammond argued on this basis that Alexander’s attack on the
Cardaces at Issus was at the head of his infantry rather than cavalry guard.97

However, Antiochus III was able to break experienced Roman legionaries

90 Daly (2002) 182–4. 91 Devine (1985a), (1985b). 92 Arr. Anab. 1.15–16; Diod. Sic. 17.53.
93 Head (1982) 102–35. 94 Connolly (2000a).
95 Arr. Anab. 15–16; Diod. Sic. 18.31; Plut. Pyrrh. 16. 96 Diod. Sic. 19.31.
97 Hammond (1992).
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at Magnesia using a combination of cataphracts, guard lancers and guard
pikemen, so it was not impossible (albeit surely very difficult) for shock
cavalry to prevail in this way.98

The majority of ancient horsemen, especially in Achaemenid Persia
and in the western Mediterranean, fell somewhere in between these two
extremes of pure skirmishers and armoured lancers. Many seem to have
been able to fight either at close quarters or with missiles from a short
distance, though the exact tactics varied according to circumstance and the
cavalry involved. Livy’s account of a clash in 200 between around 1,400

Macedonian cavalry and Illyrian and Cretan skirmishers and a similar num-
ber of Roman cavalry and light infantry is particularly interesting in this
regard:

The king’s forces took it for granted that the type of fighting would be what
they were used to, that is, that the cavalry would advance and retreat alternately,
discharging their weapons and then retiring; and that the speed of the Illyrians
would be effective in quick dashes and sudden charges, and that the Cretans would
pour volleys of arrows on an enemy pressing forward in disorder. But the Roman
attack was as stubborn as it was spirited, and this threw the enemy’s tactics out of
gear. The Romans behaved as if it were a general engagement in line; the skirmishers
began by hurling their spears and then proceeded to hand-to-hand combat with
their swords; and the cavalry, as soon as they had reached the enemy, reined in
their horses and either fought from horseback or jumped down and mingled with
the footsoldiers in the fight. Thus the king’s cavalry, unaccustomed to a stationary
fight, were no match for the Roman horse, nor could his footmen hold their own
against their Roman counterparts.99

This passage highlights several key features of ancient cavalry combat. It
was quite common for light infantry to cooperate with horsemen, perhaps
even riding pillion behind them as Spanish caetrati did, before dismount-
ing to fight.100 Sometimes this combination proved disastrous (as at the
Ticinus), but more often it yielded synergistic benefits (as at the Granicus
and at Capua).101 Livy’s account clearly brings out the contrast between the
running fights which must have characterized the protracted initial skir-
mishing between light infantry and cavalry screens, and the much briefer
and more decisive close-quarters combat. There are many references (as
at Cannae) to horsemen dismounting during such harder-fought contests,
though this seems not to have occurred among Greek and Persian cavalry.102

Perhaps here we do see some reflection of the absence of stirrups, in that
the boundary between foot and mounted combat was less clear cut than it
would become in more recent times.103

98 Bar-Kochva (1976) ch. 14. 99 Livy 31.35, trans. H. Bettenson. 100 Head (1982) 56.
101 Polyb. 3.65; Arr. Anab. 1.16; Livy 26.4. 102 McCall (2002) 62–73; Daly (2002) 178–82.
103 Cf. Xen. An. 3.2, for an understandably partisan view.
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We do not know exactly how general-purpose cavalry like that of Xan-
thippus, Hannibal and Scipio, having won the cavalry contest, would attack
enemy heavy infantry in flank or rear with such decisive effect. Presumably
missile fire was just as important as a full-blooded charge, given that the
rear ranks of the infantry would surely have had sufficient awareness to turn
to face the threat. However, as I argued earlier, the primary determinant of
the outcome was almost certainly psychological, with the terrifying sight
and sound of a mass of thundering horseflesh looming from an unexpected
direction being enough to cause tired and unprepared individuals to panic,
thereby encouraging the cavalry to charge home after all, and triggering the
all-important moral collapse.104

3. Infantry

Even in armies like those of Alexander and Hannibal, in which cavalry
played such a key role, foot soldiers continued to make up the great major-
ity of the troops deployed. Persian armies which relied predominantly on
horsemen, as at the Granicus and Arbela, suffered abject defeat.105 Infantry
remained the ‘queen of battle’ in this period, so it is worth examining in
some detail the mechanics of infantry combat.

Light infantry skirmishers armed with javelin, sling or bow sometimes
made up a significant proportion of the total infantry force – 18,000 out
of 35,000 in Eumenes’ army at Paraetacene, 9,000 out of 29,000 in Han-
nibal’s army at the Trebia, and 25,000 out of 59,000 in Antiochus’ army at
Magnesia.106 However, as in hoplite battles, many of these light infantry
seem to have been of dubious quality, and they rarely made an impact at all
commensurate with their numbers. I have already discussed the role they
played in the initial skirmishing and in fighting with and against cavalry,
elephants and chariots.107 They do not seem to have been able to defeat
the main line of heavy infantry, as elusive javelin men had earlier defeated
detachments of Spartan hoplites at Sphacteria and Lechaeum.108 An impor-
tant exception to this is that Gallic and Galatian infantry were particularly
vulnerable to skirmishers because of their own lack of light infantry and
of body armour, and both Greeks and Romans exploited this weakness by
wearing them down with prolonged missile fire, as at Thermopylae, Tela-
mon and Mount Olympus.109 In general, however, the contest which really
mattered was that between opposing heavy infantry.

There were many different types of close-order infantry in this period,
ranging from Greek hoplites and phalangites to Roman legionaries, Spanish

104 McCall (2002) 55–62; Daly (2002) 195–6; cf. Polyb. 3.116.
105 Hammond (1989a) 69–77, 137–49.
106 Devine (1985a) 77–8; Polyb. 3.71–2; Bar-Kochva (1976) 166–9. 107 Daly (2002) 172–8.
108 Thuc. 4.31–38; Xen. Hell. 4.5.11–18. 109 Paus. 10.19–23; Polyb. 2.29–30; Livy 38.19–27.
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and Celtic swordsmen, Persian Cardaces, and even massed ranks of archers
as at the Hydaspes and Raphia.110 The standard frontage seems to have
been 3 feet per man, though pikemen might pack more closely together,
whereas legionaries and others might sometimes fight in a looser array.111

It may well have been possible to vary this spacing simply by having the
men in each even-numbered rank step into or out of the gaps in the rank
in front.112 The number of ranks in the infantry line would also obviously
vary if this expedient were adopted, so one should not get too preoccupied
with exact figures for frontage and depth. What is clear is that, as in hoplite
warfare, heavy infantry usually formed up in far more ranks than could
engage the enemy in close combat. Polybius does say that the pikes of the
first five ranks of phalangites projected beyond the front of the formation,
but the usual depth for pikemen seems to have been sixteen ranks, and
depths of twenty-four or thirty-two ranks were not uncommon, even when
(as at Raphia) this left archers to hold part of the main line.113

As with cavalry, it is clear from the differing armament of close-order
infantry that fighting tactics would be distinctly variable. Archers would
obviously prefer to stand off and shoot, and even better-protected infantry
sometimes preferred to use javelins rather than getting stuck in at close
quarters – Livy (28.2) says that Celtiberian foot normally fought through
a series of rapid skirmishing attacks. The thureophoroi who progressively
replaced both peltasts and hoplites in Hellenistic armies seem to have been
a cross between light and heavy infantry, skirmishing in open order, but
able to close up for hand to hand combat against their own kind.114 Roman
velites had similar dual capabilities after they were given helmets, swords and
shields, as Livy’s account in the previous section makes clear.115 Conversely,
some infantry, such as hoplites, lacked missile weapons altogether, and
could only engage by charging into close combat.

The heavy infantry contest which we understand best is the asymmetric
duel between legion and phalanx, because here the battle accounts are sup-
plemented by Polybius’ detailed tactical analysis (18.28–32). The first stage
was for the leading pikes to thud into the foremost Roman shields, and for
the Greeks to use their superior depth to start shoving the legions back.
Romans who tried to hack their way through the intact pike hedge, as at
Asculum, often came to grief from the mass of blades (Plut. Pyrrh. 21). A
defensive phalanx with secure flanks could hold out almost indefinitely (as
at Atrax and Thermopylae), whereas an attacking phalanx would gradu-
ally push the Romans back (as at Cynoscephalae and Pydna) (fig. 13.4).116

However, the combination of Roman determination and the flexibility of

110 Head (1982). 111 Asclep. Tact. 4; Polyb. 18.29–30; Veg. Mil. 3.14.
112 Sabin (2000) 10; Daly (2002) 62–3. 113 Polyb. 18.29–30; Bar-Kochva (1976) 134–5.
114 Head (1982) 47, 114–15. 115 Head (1982) 159–60.
116 Livy 32.17, 33.8–9, 36.18, 44.41; Plut. Aem. 20.
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Figure 13.4 Painting of a legion versus a phalanx at Pydna.

the manipular system meant that it was almost impossible for the phalanx
alone to put the enemy to flight. This being the case, it was often only a
matter of time before some combination of Roman javelin fire, the dis-
ruptive impact of rough terrain or an attack in flank or rear broke up the
pike hedge and allowed the legionaries to begin a one-sided slaughter of
the hapless phalangites.117

Much harder to understand is what happened when pikemen fought
pikemen, or when legionaries or hoplites fought Samnite, Gallic, Spanish
or Punic infantry. This is where we need to bring to bear deductions from
the grand tactical context and from experience in different eras to fill the
gaps in the ancient sources themselves. As I discussed earlier, heavy infantry
clashes could last an hour or more, but at least one side (and probably both)
suffered only light casualties before the panic which exposed the losers to
a one-sided massacre. This obviously rules out the ‘Hollywood image’ in
which opposing infantry charge through each other’s ranks and become
inextricably intermingled. It also casts grave doubt on the alternative models
of extended individual duelling between two front ranks of increasingly
exhausted men, or of a protracted othismos or ‘shoving contest’ with shield
pressed against shield, like that suggested for the much shorter clashes in

117 See Connolly’s telling illustration in fig. 13.4.
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hoplite warfare.118 We need a new model, based on our wider experience of
men in battle.

A marked feature of more recent military experience has been a visceral
terror of ‘cold steel’, far greater than any fear of missile weapons. Troops who
have stood for extended periods literally blasting each other to pieces with
close range musketry would nevertheless turn and flee if the enemy nerved
themselves to launch a bayonet charge.119 Duels with sword and spear in
antiquity would have been equally psychologically traumatic, and probably
only occurred sporadically, punctuated by longer intervals of close-range
stand-off. It is in this context that Livy’s references to the continued role
of missiles long after a clash began, and to the ‘repeated charges’ launched
by the Punic infantry at Zama, start to make some sense.120 How else can
we explain the combination of long duration and low mutual casualties
observed in these heavy infantry contests? With missile ammunition much
more limited than in the gunpowder era, and with most javelins being
intercepted by the large infantry shields, it is understandable why Livy
(28.33) described missiles as ‘more of an irritant than a weapon capable of
forcing a decision’.121

The very fact that the two-handed pike, with all its obvious failings,
became such a popular infantry weapon in both ancient and early modern
times suggests a deeply rooted need to find a close-combat weapon long
enough to reach the enemy without the risk of being stabbed oneself. Why
else would pike length escalate to an absurdly unwieldy 24 feet?122 Clashes
between Hellenistic phalangites surely involved neither ‘mutual kebabs’
nor man to man shoving with the pikes held uselessly up at an angle as in
some modern reconstructions, but rather cautious long-range fencing as is
recorded in some early modern accounts.123 Like Spartan hoplites before
them, élite units such as the Silver-shields would be not only braver in push-
ing forward but also more intimidating to their opponents, which helps to
explain how they won the all-important psychological edge and so defeated
much larger numbers of enemy phalangites at Paraetacene and Gabiene.124

This model also makes it easier to understand the enigma of the Roman
line relief system and chequerboard formation, as described in Livy 8.8, and
as confirmed indirectly by Polybius’ description (15.9) of the non-standard
Roman deployment at Zama. Many scholars have argued that the front-
line maniples must have filled the gaps between them before engaging,
as Livy says the triarii did, but then how did they open the gaps again
once engaged, so as to allow line relief?125 If there were frequent periods

118 Goldsworthy (1997). 119 Griffith (1990) ch. 2.
120 Sabin (2000) 12–17; Zhmodikov (2000).
121 Cf. Wheeler (2001) for a different view of missile effectiveness. 122 Polyb. 18.29.
123 Connolly (2000a) 109–12; Reid (1987) 24–6. 124 Devine (1985a), (1985b).
125 Connolly (1981) 140–2; Daly (2002) 60–3.
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of stand-off, it is not only much easier to envisage a passage of lines, but
it also becomes plausible that the hastati and principes actually sometimes
fought with gaps between the maniples, each covered by the troops of the
following line. After all, if the entire Punic centre at Ilipa was deterred
from advancing into the pocket created by Scipio’s refused Spanish centre
(Polybius 11.24), then enemy infantry would presumably be even more
deterred from breaking their line to push forward on the frontage of a
single maniple. Conversely, the individual front-line maniples would seem
ideal for surging forward the few extra yards into contact from a stand-off
position, on the initiative of the centurions involved.126

What all this suggests is that asymmetric clashes between legion and
phalanx may actually have been exceptional in being determined so heavily
by physical factors such as rough terrain and the respective strengths and
weaknesses of Greek and Roman weaponry. In other infantry clashes, psy-
chology and morale probably played a much more decisive role. As in more
recent times, opposed formations of close-order infantry would be held
in a dynamic balance of mutual dread, until one side became convinced
that its enemies would no longer stand, in which case it would launch a
full-blooded charge which would indeed put the enemy to flight.127 Livy’s
constant emphasis on the greater willingness of the Romans than of their
enemies to fight at close quarters is suspiciously jingoistic, but it may well
capture a very important truth about how ancient battles were actually
decided at the tactical level.

iv. determinants of success

It does not take much to discern that numerical advantage was not the key
to victory in battle. Even allowing for propagandistic distortion, it is clear
that the losers often significantly outnumbered the victors (as at Issus and
Magnesia).128 Nor was superiority in exotic weapons such as elephants any
guarantee of success, as indicated by the contrary experiences at Hydaspes,
Gaza, Raphia and Zama.129 A stronger case can be made that numerical
advantage in cavalry was a decisive element. Polybius explicitly argued that
Cannae ‘demonstrated to posterity that it is more effective to have half as
many infantry as the enemy and an overwhelming superiority in cavalry
than to engage him with absolutely equal numbers’.130 However, although
this correlation holds up pretty well in other Punic Wars battles like the
Trebia, Zama, and the defeat of Regulus, it falls apart in other instances
such as the Granicus, Arbela and Magnesia.131

126 Sabin (2000). 127 Cf. Thuc. 5.10.
128 Hammond (1989a) 95–111; Bar-Kochva (1976) ch. 14. 129 Scullard (1974).
130 Polyb. 3.117, trans. Scott-Kilvert (1979). 131 Gaebel (2002); Sabin (2007).
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If we look for evidence that certain nationalities and military systems were
routinely victorious, the findings are similarly equivocal. Although Mace-
donian and Hellenistic armies enjoyed the same battlefield dominance over
the Persians as had their hoplite predecessors, the honours were much more
even when Pyrrhus fought the Romans, and the balance swung decisively
against the Greeks a century later. Roman and Carthaginian armies, for
their part, were not immune to disastrous defeats at one another’s hands,
and later humiliations by the Germans and Parthians showed that Rome’s
military system was far from unbeatable, despite its success in conquering
the Mediterranean world.

The one overall factor which shows a strong and enduring correlation
with victory and defeat in battle is generalship. The three ‘great captains’
of this period – Alexander, Hannibal and Scipio – were undefeated in
major battle, except at Zama where Hannibal faced Scipio in the ‘Water-
loo’ of the ancient world.132 Hellenistic forces did better against the Romans
under Pyrrhus than under any later commander, and Xanthippus trans-
formed Punic fortunes against Regulus, even though his accompanying
Greek mercenary contingent proved far from successful.133 It is hard to
escape the conclusion that generalship was probably the most important
single factor in determining which army prevailed. However, since the influ-
ence of the general was a complex and wide-ranging phenomenon affecting
the preparation and inspiration of the troops as well as battlefield tactics
themselves, we need to look in more detail at exactly how the benefits of
superior generalship made themselves felt.134

As Lendon has very insightfully pointed out, there is a striking contrast
between Greek and Roman explanations for success in battle.135 For Greek
writers such as Polybius, it was physical factors such as clever deployment,
cavalry superiority, formation cohesion and the shortcomings of the pha-
lanx’s weaponry which were key. For Roman writers such as Livy, it was
morale and fighting spirit which mattered more. Livy spends far less time
than Polybius detailing the physical handicaps faced by Hellenistic pikemen
when confronting the Roman legions, and instead stresses the demoraliza-
tion caused among the Greeks when they saw the terrible slashing wounds
caused by Roman swords.136 Although Livy is in general a much less reliable
source than Polybius, his more psychological model of battle finds strong
support in the writings of Caesar, who was in a better position than either
of them to know what combat really involved.

If it is true that mutual deterrence and the relative ineffectiveness of
missile fire limited the casualties inflicted even in extended confrontations
between opposing infantry or cavalry, then we need to explain why one

132 Lazenby (1978) 218–27. 133 Garoufalias (1979) chs. 3, 5; Lazenby (1996) 102–6.
134 Daly (2002) ch. 5. 135 Lendon (1999), (2005). 136 Livy 31.34, 44.41.
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side or the other eventually broke and fled, thereby exposing themselves to
one-sided slaughter at the hands of pursuers whose own previous fear and
anxiety would instantly be transformed into a vengeful blood lust. Viewed
from this perspective, flight (at least for heavy infantry) was a distinctly
irrational act, since it placed the troops in far greater danger than they were
in while they remained steady. Clearly, something must have happened in
the minds of individual soldiers, either to make them give way to irrational
panic, or to make them lose confidence in their fellow soldiers or in the
overall outcome such that running away, with all its dangers, seemed a lesser
evil than standing their ground alone and hence being killed for certain as
the formation as a whole disintegrated.

One trigger for flight was clearly dread at facing a charge by what was
perceived to be a superior enemy. At Cunaxa, the Allia, Ibera, the Great
Plains and elsewhere, raw or dispirited troops broke at (or even before) the
first onset by a more fearsome opponent.137 Another factor associated with
quick victories was lack of formation cohesion. At Lake Trasimene, Baecula
and Cynoscephalae, troops who would in other circumstances have put up
much more of a fight were broken when they were charged before they
could properly form up.138 Even formed troops were liable to panic if their
formation was disordered by retreating comrades or rampaging elephants
or chariots, as happened at Beneventum, Zama and Magnesia.139

If troops did manage to weather the first onset, then fatigue seems to have
been an important factor in deciding which side eventually gave way. Lack
of endurance due to previous exertions or debauches, empty stomachs, or
heightened vulnerability to heat or cold is said to have been a key influence
at several battles, including Arbela, the Trebia, the Metaurus and Ilipa.140

However, it is interesting that the sources do not give much sense in practice
of Roman armies enjoying an in-built advantage in this regard thanks to
being able to replace tired men with fresh ones using the line relief system
described in Livy 8.8. Instead, it is Hannibal’s much more ad hoc multi-
line system at Zama which Polybius (15.16) said kept his veterans fresh
and allowed them almost to overcome the tired legionaries. Perhaps this
indicates that the hastati and principes did usually fight in a more closely
integrated fashion with interleaved lines as I have suggested above, instead
of the latter being held back at some distance from the fight until called
upon to relieve the former.

A common trigger for flight after a drawn-out contest was some form of
physical or psychological shock. In those cases where the death of generals
did precede rather than follow the defeat of their army, it could have a
significant demoralizing effect. The loss of leading Persian commanders

137 Xen. An. 1.8, 10; Livy 5.37–9, 23.29, 30.8. 138 Polyb. 3.84, 10.39, 18.25.
139 Plut. Pyrrh. 25; Livy 30.33–4, 37.41–2. 140 Arr. Anab. 3.11; Livy 21.54, 27.48, 28.15.
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at the Granicus and the deaths of both Craterus and Neoptolemus at the
Hellespont contributed greatly to the rout of their forces, and when the
‘substitute’ to whom Pyrrhus gave his distinctive armour at Heraclea was
killed, it caused widespread demoralization until Pyrrhus showed his men
that he was still alive.141 Loss of the commander to enemy action did not
always cause a panic, as shown by the legend of the self-sacrificial devotio of
consuls called Decius Mus at Suessa and Sentinum, which allegedly inspired
their men to go on and win (Livy 8.9, 10.28–9). However, in both cases the
other consul was doing better on the opposite wing, and the whole story
may be no more than a patriotic fiction to cover up an embarrassing reverse.
What certainly did demoralize troops was for their general to flee in panic,
and the flight of Darius seems to have been a key element in Alexander’s
victories at Issus and Arbela (Arr. Anab. 2.11, 3.14).

A more common cause of shock (as discussed earlier) was an attack on
the flank or rear of engaged forces. This proved decisive at Issus, the Trebia,
Cannae, Baecula, the Metaurus, the Great Plains, Zama, Cynoscephalae
and Thermopylae.142 No doubt there were physical reasons for the success
of such attacks, in terms of the inability of the defenders to recoil without
routing, as I have suggested that troops did routinely during frontal combat.
However, probably at least as important was the transformation of the
psychological relationship between the two sides. The attackers would be
emboldened by the unpreparedness of the enemy into launching a less
circumspect onslaught, while those individuals facing the attack would be
demoralized both by the fact that they had not expected to find themselves
in the front line and by this obvious indication that their own army’s battle
plan had gone very seriously awry.143 In these circumstances, it was not just
Hellenistic phalangites who broke and ran – most other troops also fled,
for all Polybius’ rhetoric (18.32) about Romans being able to meet an attack
from any quarter.

So how does all this relate to the correlation between good generalship
and victory in battle? The simple fact seems to be that good generals were
able to stack the odds in favour of their own side, across the whole range
of physical and psychological factors highlighted by Greek and Roman
writers respectively. Long before battle, such generals trained their men
more effectively, won their confidence and admiration, and inspired them
into thinking themselves unbeatable, thereby transforming even a polyglot
army like that of Hannibal into a cohesive and resilient fighting force.
When battle was imminent, good generals won the intelligence contest
and devised clever tactics and stratagems which not only brought physical

141 Arr. Anab. 1.15–16; Diod. Sic. 18.30–2; Plut. Pyrrh. 17. 142 Head (1982) 65–81.
143 Sabin (1996) 75–7; Daly (2002) 191–9.
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benefits such as weakening or surprising the enemy, but also gave their own
troops the all-important confidence to take on superior numbers, tackle
enemy elephants, or whatever the challenge might be. Finally, during the
battle itself, such generals exploited their charisma to provide inspirational
leadership at the decisive point, as well as overcoming the problems of
battlefield command by redirecting at least some of their forces in response
to unfolding events. Unfashionable as it may seem in our age of social
history, this really does seem to have been a period in which the strengths
or limitations of the man at the top could make a very big difference
indeed.

Why, then, did the Romans, with their oft-criticized consular com-
mand system, eventually prevail over adversaries like the Carthaginians and
Greeks? This was partly because Rome had the manpower and determina-
tion to fight on despite initial reverses like Heraclea or Cannae, but it was
also because Roman armies (especially after years of campaigning) managed
to ‘institutionalize’ many of the above benefits and so became better able to
succeed in later engagements like Beneventum and the Metaurus.144 Roman
equipment and tactics underwent continual improvement, and became a
model for their adversaries (as with the re-equipment of Hannibal’s veterans
with captured Roman arms, and as with the fielding by later Hellenistic
states of ‘imitation legionaries’).145 Roman troops developed the same con-
fidence and ferocity that had earlier allowed Greeks and Macedonians to
rout Persian opponents on fields from Marathon to Arbela. And, just as
important, the rotational and competitive nature of the Roman command
system meant that leaders eventually emerged who were at least the equals
of their foreign counterparts.

Hence, although generalship was indeed the most important single deter-
minant of victory or defeat in individual battles, the Romans enjoyed overall
structural advantages which in the end proved decisive. When faced by tal-
ented generals such as Pyrrhus, Xanthippus and Hannibal, run-of-the-mill
Roman commanders were usually defeated, but even then, the ferocious,
flexible and stubborn legionaries were able to sell their lives dearly and inflict
substantial casualties on their opponents. Against mediocre generals, even
unremarkable Roman leaders were often able to win sweeping victories like
those at Cynoscephalae, Magnesia and Pydna. When a military genius such
as Scipio, Marius or Caesar came along, Roman armies were able to achieve
strategically decisive victories of which other conquerors like Pyrrhus and
Hannibal could only dream. The net result was that Rome, despite suf-
fering frequent battlefield defeats, rose inexorably to dominate the entire
ancient world.

144 Garoufalias (1979) chs. 3, 5; Lazenby (1978) chs. 3–7. 145 Polyb. 3.114; Sekunda (1994b) 16.
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B. NAVAL BATTLES AND SIEGES

Philip de Souza

i . naval combat

Fleets were always of secondary importance when compared to armies in
Greek and Roman warfare. No ancient state ever attempted to deploy
naval forces without a land objective, so major naval engagements were
normally fought for the purpose of eliminating an opposing fleet, forcing a
passage to or from a harbour or coastline, defending a flotilla of transport or
cargo vessels, or supporting or disrupting siege operations. Furthermore,
due to the limitations of Hellenistic naval forces in terms of range and
seaworthiness, almost all naval battles were fought very close to land and
might even involve land-based forces.

It must be stressed from the outset that there are few detailed accounts
of naval warfare in the surviving sources for this period. The situation
is particularly acute for naval actions that did not involve the Romans.
Aside from the narratives of the Punic Wars, the only two major naval
battles that are described in detail are Salamis in 306 and Chios in 201.
Livy and some of the later sources do provide us with accounts of smaller
engagements between Roman and allied naval forces and the Antigonid or
Seleucid monarchs in the second century, but it remains difficult to make
general statements about the naval warfare of the eastern Mediterranean
in this period with any sense of certainty. Yet there were numerous battles
between large fleets in the fourth and third centuries. To take two examples,
we know that in 322 the Athenians and their allies suffered a devastating
defeat at the hands of a Macedonian fleet under Cleitus, which followed
separate defeats for allied Greek fleets off Abydus and Amorgus, but we
have no details at all for these engagements. Similarly, a major naval battle
was apparently fought off the island of Cos during the Second Syrian War
(260–253) between the forces of Antigonus II Gonatas and Ptolemy II
Philadelphus, but the precise date is unclear and, although the battle was
a decisive victory for Antigonus, we again have no details of the action or
the composition of the fleets involved.146

1. Tactics

What was the normal method of engaging the enemy in Hellenistic naval
warfare? Was it ramming and sinking, or ramming, grappling and boarding?
Most warships of this period seem to have been equipped with rams, and

146 On these two battles and their significance, see Hammond et al. (1972–88) iii.107–13, 122, 290–5.
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many rams were lost in combat (breaking off and sinking), or were removed
from captured ships to act as trophies. Yet only one example of a solid bronze
ram has been found so far, off the coast at Athlit in Israel. It seems to be of a
size appropriate for use on a ‘four’ or a ‘five’, and it was made in the late third
or early second century. It is relatively short (a little over 2 metres), blunt-
ended and wider at its forward end. It seems designed only to penetrate
a short distance into an enemy hull, perhaps to lessen the likelihood of
the ship becoming caught on its victim. It has fins that would encourage
splitting of the timbers of a ship’s hull, making penetration easier. It weighs
462 kg and still had some of the heavy timbers from the ship’s prow attached
to it when it was discovered. These timbers will have been an integral part
of the ram, bracing it and ensuring that the forces generated on contact
were absorbed and distributed in such a way as to minimize damage and
disruption to the ramming vessel.147

Ramming was common in the naval warfare of this period, but for it to
be used as the primary method of disabling enemy vessels probably required
fast, relatively light ships and high levels of training and experience on the
part of the warship crews. It was best to approach from the rear or at an
acute angle, which normally meant outmanoeuvring an enemy ship in open
water. The ship’s captain and helmsman would need skill and judgement to
time the attack. The ramming ship would then aim to withdraw and attack
another ship while its first victim flooded and sank, although the lack of
heavy ballast in warships usually meant that they only sank until their decks
were awash. The best way to position a ship for ramming involved rowing
through the opposing line and sailing round enemy ships to ram at an acute
angle from the side or rear. These two stages were called the diekplous and
the periplous (see ch. 7b in this volume). They required the application of
superior speed, manoeuvrability and seamanship to be effective. A variation
on actual ramming was to use the ram or the projecting beams alongside
a ship’s prow (Greek epotides) to break the oars and oarboxes of an enemy
ship. Again, this will have been done by a stern or an acute-angled side
approach.148 The Rhodians seem to have favoured these tactics, for which
their favoured warships, the ‘four’ and the trihemiolia, were well suited.
Thus in the battle of Side in 190 the Rhodians defeated the forces of king
Antiochus III under the command of Hannibal through their superior
seamanship (Livy 37.23–4).

At Chios in 201 the Rhodians were unable to adopt their preferred tactics
of diekplous and periplous because of the spoiling tactics adopted by Philip
V’s lemboi. These lighter vessels were interspersed among the heavier, decked
ships, preventing the Rhodian ships from sailing in between the latter, and

147 See Casson and Steffy (1991); Morrison and Coates (1996) 22, 366–9.
148 See further Lazenby (1987); Whitehead (1987).
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harassing them from all sides. Consequently the Rhodians were drawn into
the same kind of close, confused fighting as their Pergamene and Byzantine
allies. The lemboi attacked in groups, breaching the hulls of some Rhodian
ships and damaging the oars and steering oars of others. Polybius says
that the Macedonian marines fought particularly well. He describes the
‘five’ of the Rhodian admiral Theophiliscus ramming two enemy ships
but then getting trapped in a swarm of vessels whose marines boarded his
ship and killed most of the marines before another Rhodian ship came to
the admiral’s rescue. Theophiliscus carried on directing the Rhodians in
the battle but he had been severely wounded and died the following day.
Polybius (16.4.11–12) gives details of the special ramming tactics employed
by the Rhodians against the Macedonian lemboi:

When it came to the prow to prow clashes they used a certain technique. For
by depressing their own ships towards the prow they took the strikes above the
waterline, whilst striking their enemies below the waterline, inflicting irreparable
damage.149

The precise meaning of the Greek phrase translated as ‘depressing their
ships towards the prow’ is obscure. If it has been correctly transmitted
from Polybius’ original text, and presumably by him from his Rhodian
sources, then it must refer to a technique which only the Rhodians were
capable of employing, for it is not mentioned in any other context. One
suggestion is that the men who were on the forward parts of the deck
may have moved towards the prow at a given signal. Their weight and
movement could have lowered the prow of the ship, enabling the ram to
strike at a point well below the waterline of the enemy vessel.150 Clearly
this technique would only have worked with decked vessels, which includes
the ‘fives’, ‘fours’, triremes and trihemioliai. It is significant that Polybius
says that the Rhodians ‘rarely’ used this particular technique, preferring
to avoid direct clashes with the Macedonian ships, whose marines were
fearsome adversaries in close combat. The Rhodians’ reluctance was prob-
ably also due to the hazardous and unreliable nature of the manoeuvre.
The only men who could possibly have moved forward as the ships closed
in to ram an enemy vessels will have been the marines. In order to avoid
being thrown across, or even off the deck when the ships collided, they
will have had to move quickly and precisely, then sit or crouch on the
deck. Even with careful coordination and considerable practice it seems
unlikely that this technique could have been successful on more than

149 See Walbank (1957–79) ii. 503–11

150 Morrison and Coates (1996) 364. An alternative suggestion is that the Rhodian ships had prows
designed in such a way as to force the rams of enemy ships upwards, thus striking them well above the
waterline; Tarn (1930) 146–7.
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50 per cent of the occasions that it was attempted. A failed attempt might
severely damage the ship and leave its complement of marines significantly
weakened.

It was easier to ram a ship from the front, or square on to the side, but this
could result in serious damage to the attacking ship. The prows of warships
were heavily reinforced in order to withstand the impact of ramming, but
they were prone to break off or become stuck if the attack was made in
this way. When two ships were very close together, or even stuck fast,
the marines would attempt to capture the enemy vessel by fighting with
missile weapons and then by fighting hand-to-hand. This meant boarding
the opposing ship, which could be difficult to manage even in calm seas
unless the distance between the fighting decks was very small. One way to
make it easier was to use a grappling hook to secure the enemy ship. This
device was a regular feature of naval combat when ships were operating in
confined spaces such as harbours and it was used in all the naval warfare
of this period.151 Fleets whose captains were not confident in the speed and
agility of their ships would tend to prefer to ram prow-to-prow or obliquely,
and then grapple and board their opponents’ ships.

2. The corvus

Like the Rhodians, the Carthaginians had a long tradition of naval war-
fare, and their experience in this area meant that in the First Punic War
their main tactic was ramming, whereas the Romans preferred to grap-
ple and board.152 Early in the First Punic War, the Romans introduced a
new form of boarding involving the use of a special piece of equipment,
a boarding-bridge called the ‘crow’(Latin corvus).153 The circumstances of
this development are sketchy. The Romans had built a fleet in the latter
part of 260, based on a captured Carthaginian vessel (see ch. 11b in this
volume). The first proper voyage for this new fleet took it the along western
coast of Italy towards the Straits of Messina. An advance force of seven-
teen ships, under the command of Gnaeus Cornelius Scipio, one of the
consuls of 260/59, headed directly to Messana. Its aim was to arrange for
supplies and other facilities for the main fleet (Polyb. 1.21.4). Scipio was
diverted to the Lipari Islands, possibly by the promise that they would be

151 The Greek term for this devices in the sources is cheires siderai, literally ‘iron hands’. The Latin
term, harpago, is derived from the Greek harpagê, which is a general word for a hook.

152 Carthaginian naval endeavours went back as far as the sixth century. In the early fourth century,
Carthage had a substantial fleet (perhaps as many as 200 ships in their war against Dionysios of Syracuse
in 398). Excavations of the naval harbour at Carthage indicate a capacity of c. 200 shipsheds; see Hurst
(1976), (1977).

153 Our source for this innovation, Polybius, uses the Greek word korax/korakes meaning crow(s);
no extant Latin author uses corvus/corvi, but modern scholars prefer the Latin name.
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betrayed to him, but he was captured by Boodes, a Carthaginian comman-
der who sailed out with a large naval force from Panormus and caught
Scipio off guard. He abandoned his small squadron of ships and surren-
dered, earning the nick-name ‘Asina’ (she-ass). It is most likely that the
new Roman ships did not have the corvus fitted to them, otherwise the
Carthaginians would have been better prepared for it in the battle at Mylae,
which occurred soon afterwards. Similarly, when the Carthaginian admiral
Hannibal went out to reconnoitre the approaching Roman fleet with fifty
ships and lost most of them, having come upon the Romans unexpectedly,
it was a straightforward naval encounter, again not featuring the corvus
(Polyb. 1.21.9–11).

It was apparently after these two episodes that the Romans introduced
the corvus, probably as a result of appraising their tactical performance in
the recent clash with the fifty Carthaginian ships under Hannibal. It would
certainly seem logical for them to have introduced such a tactical innovation
in order to counter a perceived weakness in their combat methods.154 For a
description of the corvus we are reliant upon Polybius (1.22). The key details
are as follows. It consisted of a pole 7.3 m (24 feet) high and 22–5 cm (9–10

inches) thick, with a pulley on top, from which was suspended the boarding
bridge itself. This was 11 m (36 feet) long and 1.2 m (4 feet) wide. It had
a spike on the underside at the far end to fix it into the deck of an enemy
ship. A slot 3.65 m (12 feet) from the lowest end enabled it to slide up the
pole (probably less than all the way to the top) and to be swung around.
Rings were used to attach ropes to the far end so that it could be raised and
lowered via the pulley. Polybius says it was mounted on the prows of the
Roman warships, but it must have been set some way back from the very
end of the prow, as it seems to have been swivelled around to grapple with
ships on either side of the Roman vessel. The device was designed for a
dual function: it held enemy ships fast and provided a relatively easy means
for the Roman marines to board them. It also offered an alternative naval
combat tactic to ramming.155

Polybius implies that the corvi were a late addition to the Roman ships,
a last-minute modification in anticipation of imminent naval combat. It is
not unlikely, therefore, that the Romans made as much use as possible of

154 Thiel (1954) 183 suggests it was an invention of Archimedes, who was then living in Syracuse, a city
allied to Rome. It certainly has some affinities with his celebrated inventions, but such an attribution is
speculative and unnecessary. It was not beyond the collective ingenuity of the ship captains and military
commanders of the Roman fleet to come up with the new device themselves. Scullard (1989) 550 implies
that the corvus was already on the ships as they sailed south, but this must be wrong; Polybius’ narrative
sequence puts the introduction of the corvus after Scipio’s capture and the initial clash with Hannibal.

155 For a full description and analysis see Wallinga (1956); also Lazenby (1993) 67–70; Scullard (1989)
551.
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existing fixtures and fittings. They may even have incorporated the footings
or tabernacle used for masts. The fact that they are described as being
on the prows of the Roman ships and swivelled around to grapple ships
approaching from the sides could indicate that they were positioned where
the foremast would have been.156

The invention of the corvus could be characterized as a typical Roman
response to a military problem by engineering a technological solution.
Alternatively, it could just be seen as a desperate gamble aimed at turning
sea-battles into land-battles and relying on the training and determination
of the Roman legionaries turned marines to succeed in close-quarter fight-
ing. However it is viewed, this bold tactical innovation certainly worked.
The ensuing battle of Mylae in 260 was the first major naval battle of
the First Punic War (Polyb. 1.23; Diod. Sic. 33.10). About 100 Roman ships
defeated about 130 Carthaginians. The Carthaginians were puzzled by their
first sight of the corvi, but attacked the Roman fleet with determination.
They lost their thirty lead ships immediately, all having been grappled by
corvi and boarded. This included the admiral Hannibal’s flagship, a ‘seven’,
but he escaped in a skiff. The remaining Carthaginian ships tried to use
their superior speed and manoeuvrability to get at the Romans from better
angles to avoid the corvi, but the swivel mechanism allowed the Romans
to grapple some of these as well. The Carthaginians retreated after losing
about fifty ships, and the victorious Roman commander, the consul Gaius
Duilius, was honoured with a column in the forum, decorated with the
prows of the captured ships.

Four years later, another major sea-battle at Ecnomus also ended in
defeat for the Carthaginians. This battle was a deliberate attempt by one
large naval expeditionary force to intercept and destroy another. It produced
a sprawling, multi-part confrontation which happened within sight of the
land, and may have been partly influenced by the proximity of the shoreline,
but it was essentially a battle at sea between two fleets of warships heavily
laden with marines. The Romans won because their various squadrons
were able to defeat and drive off the Carthaginian squadrons in direct
confrontations and then come to the aid of their fellows. Polybius insists
that Carthaginian ships were faster (1.26.10, 1.27.10), but that does not
seem to have made a great deal of difference. Most of the Roman captains
were able to avoid being rammed in their vulnerable stern quarters and
either grapple with the enemy or keep them at bay. For all their speed, the
Carthaginians seem to have been too intimidated by the corvi to engage
the Romans properly on the open sea.157

156 See the reconstruction drawings of a ‘five’ in Morrison and Coates (1996) 302, 330 and the trireme
rigging described in Morrison and Coates (1986) 222–5.

157 See further Lazenby (1993) 81–96.
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3. Casualties

Casualty rates are unlikely to have been very high among the crews of
warships engaged on the open sea. It is likely that many rowers, marines and
even sailors would not have been strong swimmers, especially after exerting
themselves in a battle, so they were perhaps as likely to die from drowning
as from wounds or injuries. The proximity of an accessible shoreline was
bound to be a major factor. Hence many of the Tyrian crews whose ships
were attacked by Alexander during their own sortie against the Cypriot fleet
at Tyre in 332 were able to abandon their ships and swim back to the island
city (Arr. Anab. 2.22.5). Oarsmen were probably more likely to be captured
with their ships than the marines whose duty it was to defend them. In a
naval battle there seem to have been two principal ways that a ship might
be ‘lost’ in combat. At the battle of Salamis in 306 the defeated Ptolemy
I Soter lost forty ships ‘captured with their crews’ (Diod. Sic. 20.52.6),
implying that the marines and sailors on them may not have fought too
long before surrendering, either because they were overwhelmed, or their
ships were so disabled that they could not escape. Diodorus says a further
eighty were disabled to the point of being swamped and were towed away
‘full of sea water’, which implies that the marines on them were either all
killed (probably a rare occurrence) or left to swim, drown or, if they were
lucky, be picked up by friendly ships. Isolated ships were more likely to
be lost than those which kept formation, as were flotillas which could not
manoeuvre against their opponents, or were caught between two groups of
enemy ships. Transport ships were particularly vulnerable if their escorting
warships were defeated. At Salamis Ptolemy lost nearly 8,000 soldiers who
were captured on over 100 transport ships.

The heaviest casualties among the oarsmen, who are rarely considered
worthy of special mention in the ancient sources, were likely to be from
ramming manoeuvres, either when the ships were breached or the oars
and oarboxes were broken. In the cramped conditions of a rowed warship,
almost unimaginable carnage would have been caused by heavy oars being
forced against bones, or splintering into flesh, as well as planks bursting
inwards and outriggers being torn apart by the heavy prows of enemy ships.
Even a successful ramming might have caused broken bones and soft-tissue
injuries among the crew of the ramming ship.

Heavy losses were sometimes suffered by fleets caught out by bad weather.
The Romans lost 264 out of 284 ships in a storm off Camarina when trying
to rescue elements of their African invasion force in 255. Polybius says that
over 100,000 Romans and Italians perished and this was their worst ever
disaster at sea (Polyb. 1.37.2–3). His sources seem to have blamed the com-
manders of the Roman fleet for overriding their helmsmens’ advice (1.37.4).
It is also possible that the heavy and unwieldy corvi may have made ships
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particularly vulnerable, which would explain why they were not used by
later Roman fleets.158 Adverse weather could sometimes be used to gain
an advantage. In 258, under the cover of a mist, the Roman commander
Sulpicius Paterculus made a surprise attack on the Carthaginians’ base in
Sardinia and sank most of their ships. The rest were abandoned and cap-
tured by the Romans (Zonar. 8.12; Oros. 4.8.4). In 213 and 212 Carthaginian
fleets commanded by Bomilcar were able to supply and partly reinforce the
defenders of Syracuse by sea. They managed to enter and escape from the
Great Harbour, in spite of the presence of a Roman fleet of 100 ships. On
the occasion of Bomilcar’s second escape, which occurred as the Romans
were capturing the Euryalus fortress, Livy explains his success by saying that
a storm was blowing too hard for the Roman fleet to maintain their station
out to sea. Bomilcar was later able to return with a fleet of 100 warships
(Livy 25.25.11–13).

4. Catapults in naval warfare

Torsion catapults, hurling either bolts or stones, are first clearly attested
in a naval battle when used by Demetrius I Poliorcetes against the fleet
of Ptolemy I Soter at Salamis in 306. Diodorus (20.49.4) says he put
stone-throwing catapults on his ships, along with arrow-shooting catapults
on their prows.159 Prior to the fleets closing for ramming and boarding,
Demetrius’ men, ‘using bows, stone-throwers and numerous javelins, kept
inflicting wounds on those who came within their field of fire’ (Diod. Sic.
20.51.2). These kinds of artillery weapons were of most use in naval war-
fare in the initial stage of a ship-to-ship encounter, when the vessels were
still a considerable distance from each other. They could be used at this
point against the fighting personnel of an enemy ship (and possibly its
artillery), but accounts of naval battles suggest that once the ships were
at close quarters ordinary javelins and bows were used to clear away the
personnel of the enemy ship so that the marines could board it. In the naval
battle between Prusias of Bithynia and Eumenes II of Pergamum in 184,
Hannibal, commander of the Bithynian fleet, used his catapults to fire pots
filled with poisonous snakes onto the decks of the Pergamene ships. The
initial amusement of Eumenes’ men turned to horror when the contents
of the pots were revealed, and the panic caused on the ships made them
flee rather than fight, although their numbers were superior, and thus the
stratagem helped to achieve a victory for Prusias’ fleet.160 Although the

158 Lazenby (1993) 122.
159 It should be noted that in this battle Demetrius had over fifty ships rated ‘five’ or higher and he had

recently been assaulting the Cypriot city of Salamis, employing a range of catapults (Diod. Sic. 20.48).
It would have been relatively easy for his men to transfer some of the catapults onto the larger ships.

160 Frontin. Str. 4.7.10–11; Nep. Hannibal. 10.4–11.6; Just. Epit. 32.4.6–7.
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precise nature of the missiles was rather unusual in this instance, they nev-
ertheless demonstrate quite clearly the basic purpose of missile weapons
in ancient naval warfare, namely to neutralize enemy crews, particularly
marines and sailors, prior to boarding.

One reason for building the larger, higher-rated polyremes that
Demetrius Poliorcetes especially favoured might have been the scope they
offered for mounting artillery, but there can be no doubt that the principal
use of catapults in the period covered by this chapter was in siege war-
fare. Even if they were effective in disabling helmsmen and clearing decks
for boarding, Hellenistic and Roman naval commanders would have been
reluctant to place too much reliance on weapons which required lengthy
preparation, careful maintenance, specific ammunition, expert operation
and a steady firing platform.161 Very large catapults might have been effec-
tive at close range, but they do not seem to have been used at all, probably
because their additional weight caused such a loss of speed as to make the
ships too vulnerable to smaller, less heavily armed vessels. In order to sink
or seriously disable a ship by artillery alone, large stone-throwing machines
with considerable numbers of heavy missiles would have been required.
Such devices would not have been feasible on ancient warships. The main
function of artillery at sea was to clear the way for a boarding party, much
as the use of torsion artillery on land was particularly to clear the walls so
that infantry could advance and establish a foothold. Even if only a few
ships in a given fleet had machines, their opponents still had to be prepared
to deal with them, which might require them also to have vessels equipped
with artillery to counter those of the enemy. Hence there was a need to
include some large ships in a fleet, which could carry significant artillery as
well as extra marines.162 The fact that specialist catapult officers are listed
among the crews of Rhodian warships, which were never very large, is an
indication that one or two catapults might have become standard on any
ship with a fighting deck.163

An exceptional case of heavy artillery being used in naval combat
occurred when the Roman fleet commanded by Scipio Africanus was

161 Philo (Belopoeica 57) draws attention to one of the key problems of using torsion catapults in
naval or land battles, namely that a damaged catapult takes far too long to repair and is thus rendered
inoperable for the remainder of the engagement; Marsden (1969) 168. In the time scale of a siege, this
problem would have been far less significant.

162 Marsden argues that while a ‘five’ could carry up to 120 armed men in addition to its normal
crew (as the Romans did at the battle of Ecnomus in 256), creating a weight of 9 tons (120 men at c.
12 stone each), a three-span arrow-firing catapult weighs only 1 hundredweight. He therefore suggests
that a ‘five’ could readily accommodate, in addition to its full crew: ten three-span arrow-firers (10
cwt), two small lithoboloi, or stone-firing catapults (2 × 2 = 4 tons), the artillerymen and ammunition
(11/2 tons), plus forty marines (3 tons). This does not take account of whether there would be sufficient
space on deck. See Marsden (1969) 169–73.

163 Gabrielsen (1997) 94–7. Tarn (1930) 120–1, 152, says catapults were definitely not used in naval
warfare, but the counter-evidence is strong.
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attacked at Tunis in 203 by a Carthaginian fleet. Many of Scipio’s ships
were equipped with catapults, but these were intended for siege operations.
Consequently the ships were far too heavily laden to contemplate a proper
naval engagement. He had his ships gathered together and surrounded
by merchant vessels that were rigged for siege activities with ladders and
towers, to form a floating fortress, which he hoped would be deemed too
formidable for the Carthaginians to risk attacking. After a day of contempla-
tion the Carthaginians summoned up the courage to attack and discovered
that the immobile warships and merchant vessels were unable to mount an
effective defensive bombardment, mainly through fear of hitting their own
men. They made a series of raids and captured around sixty of the specially
prepared merchantmen (Livy 30.10.8–21; Polyb. 14.10.9).

Another unusual device employed in exceptional circumstances in naval
warfare was fire. In 190 a Rhodian fleet commanded by the admiral Pausis-
tratus was trapped in the harbour at Panhormus on the island of Samos. In
order to force a path out through the waiting enemy ships, Pausistratus had
two poles with funnel-shaped iron baskets fixed onto the prows of some
of his ships. The baskets were filled with flaming material and could be
tipped over to deposit the flames onto an enemy ship. The opposing fleet
of Antiochus III, commanded by the Rhodian exile Polyxenidas, gave way
before these terrifying devices, but the ships that were not so equipped were
overwhelmed (Polyb. 21.7; Livy 37.11; App. Syr. 24).164 Fire-ships were also
used, such as when the Tyrians launched them against Alexander’s siege
machines in 332, but this tactic was only effective in a confined area, close
to land (Arr. Anab. 2.19).

5. Controlling access to harbours

Ancient naval warfare was never about the control of the open sea. Ancient
ships, especially warships, could not stay at sea for more than a few days
at a time. Whenever possible, the crews of warships would put into shore
at least once a day for rest, water and food. Hence their fleets needed to
operate between secure beaches, or, preferably, harbours. The First and
Second Punic Wars illustrate perfectly the vital importance of access to
good harbours. Most of the First Punic War resolved itself into a struggle
for control of key harbours. Without such bases as Caralis, Lilybaeum and
Drepana the Carthaginians were unable to supply and reinforce their armies
in Sicily and Sardinia during the first war. By the same token, the Romans
were unable to drive the Carthaginians out of Sicily and Sardinia unless

164 Appian (Syr. 27) says that these fire-pots were later fitted as standard equipment in the Rhodian
fleet, but that is to be doubted because of the extreme risk involved in carrying any sort of fire on a
wooden vessel. At the very least they cannot have been used after the end of the war with Antiochus.
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they could defeat them in naval confrontations and isolate these bases.
In the second war, the naval contest once again focused on controlling
harbours, at Syracuse and Tarentum in particular, but it also required the
guarding of standard routes, such as that along the coast of Spain, by which
reinforcements might be sent to Italy. The alliance between Hannibal and
Philip V of Macedon necessitated a strong Roman naval presence on the
southern Adriatic coast, and turned several of the ports and islands of the
Ionian Sea into battlegrounds in what is known as the First Macedonian
War.165

6. Surprise attacks

Surprise attacks were less easy to bring off in naval warfare than on land, for
the simple reason that the approach of a substantial force by sea could not
be hidden from the enemy except in cases where the coastal topography was
particularly favourable, or the approach could be made at night or in poor
visibility. The attack launched by a flotilla of warships from Tyre against
Alexander’s Cypriot fleet during the siege of 332 achieved initial surprise
because the embarkation and departure of the Tyrian vessels was literally
‘screened’ from view through the erection of sails across the harbour to
mask their preparations (Arr. Anab. 2.21.8). Once the ships reached the
open sea they were visible to their targets and had to rely on the speed
of their assault. In 249 when the Roman consul Publius Claudius Pulcher
decided to take his newly re-manned fleet and launch a surprise attack on
Drepana, which was now the Carthaginians’ main supply base in Sicily, he
set out at night to avoid detection. His plan might have worked, but his fleet
became dispersed in the darkness, possibly because of inexperienced crews,
especially the recently arrived oarsmen. When they began to reach Drepana
they lacked the formation to carry out the intended assault on the harbour,
trapping the enemy inside. The Carthaginian commander, Adherbal, took
his fleet out in good order and forced the Romans back towards the shore
south of Drepana. The ensuing battle was the one occasion in which the
Carthaginians were able to put their superior speed and manoeuvrability
to good effect, employing the tactics of diekplous and periplous (Polyb.
1.51.4–6).166

165 For the First Punic War see Lazenby (1993) chs. 5–9; Scullard (1989). Rankov (1996) analyses the
naval strategies of the Second Punic War in the light of the practical limitations of ancient seafaring.

166 Why did these tactics succeed here, when they had conspicuously failed at the battle of Ecnomus
in 256? The most obvious explanation would seem to be that the Romans were no longer able to rely
on the intimidating presence of the corvi to keep their opponents away. The absence of the corvi is not
explicitly commented on by Polybius, but it can be inferred from his failure to mention them in his
account of the battle (1.49–51).
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7. Communication and coordination

Communication between ships, or between land forces and fleets, was
another area of weakness in naval warfare. When the Tyrians launched their
surprise attack on the Cypriot fleet in 332, they were themselves attacked
and caught out in the open sea by the rest of Alexander’s naval forces. The
Tyrians in the besieged city tried frantic shouts of warning and, when these
were not heard above the din of battle, visual signals to warn their fleet
of the approach of Alexander’s ships. By the time the message had been
received and understood it was too late to avoid Alexander’s ships (Arr.
Anab. 2.22.3–5).

Coordinating the activities of many large fleets would have been made
even more difficult by the fact that often they were composed of vari-
ous allied contingents, who may not always have shared a single common
language. For example, Alexander’s naval forces at Tyre in 332 included
Macedonians, southern and Asian Greeks, Cilicians and Phoenicians. The
Persian kings had several fleets, mainly drawn from the coasts of Anatolia
and Phoenicia, but also with a substantial Egyptian contingent. When the
commander in chief was Persian, or Greek as in the case of Memnon of
Rhodes, it is not clear what the language of command would have been.
It is quite likely that such commanders used interpreters to talk to some
squadrons. The Roman fleets in the Punic Wars and the conflicts with the
Hellenistic Greeks in the third and second centuries will have comprised a
mixture of Latin-, Oscan- and Greek-speaking contingents, supplemented
by some who spoke Punic and Sicel and Sardinian. It seems most likely
that Greek was the language of command, but among the oarsmen there
may not have been one common language.

When fleets were split up and operating in separate flotillas, the biggest
problem was the speed at which information could be relayed. Most ancient
naval commanders seem to have used scout ships of some kind or another
to carry out reconnaissance of the enemy positions and movements. For
example, the Roman commander Cn. Cornelius Scipio Calvus in 217 used
two fast ships from Massilia to scout ahead of his fleet along the Spanish
coast (Polyb. 3.95.6). Land-based observers and signallers were also a com-
mon feature of ancient naval warfare. Thus Scipio’s Carthaginian opponent
Hasdrubal was given early warning of the Roman fleet’s approach in 217 by
his lookout on the shore (Polyb. 3.96.1). Simple fire or smoke signals could
be used to warn of imminent danger, but often naval commanders needed
to know more than whether or not the enemy were only a few miles away.
Reports on the observation of enemy vessels and their movements could
only be carried out at close quarters and the information relayed back to
commanders as fast as ships could be rowed or sailed, or men on foot or
horseback could travel overland.
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In 190 a Rhodian fleet was heading east along the Pamphylian coastline
looking for the ships of Antiochus III under Hannibal the Carthaginian.
At the mouth of the River Eurymedon they were told by people from
Aspendus that Hannibal was at Side, further east (Livy 37.8.3). This seems
to be a typical example of the phenomenon of news of naval forces travelling
quickly along the established sea lanes. Livy does not specify whether the
information came from eye-witnesses, such as sailors or merchants in cargo
ships who had actually seen Hannibal’s fleet, or whether it was passed
on by locals who had already spoken to such people. Hannibal had been
ordered by Antiochus in the previous winter to gather a new fleet, and he
had spent a considerable time assembling ships from Cilicia and Phoenicia
(App. Syr. 22). The creation of such a large fleet, which Livy says comprised
ten triremes, thirty ‘fives’, four ‘sixes’ and three ‘sevens’, plus an unspecified
number of undecked ships (Livy 37.23.5, 24.6), must have been the major
talking point in all the cities along the Pamphylian and Cilician coastline.167

8. Kings, admirals, captains and helmsmen

The importance of having skilled personnel in naval forces can easily be
taken for granted. The basic tactical unit in any ancient naval force was the
individual vessel. The ships’ captains were, therefore, primarily responsible
for the success or failure of the fleet, not just in tactical terms, but also when
it came to basic navigation. An experienced captain and helmsman were
probably the most important elements in making a warship effective. We
only occasionally hear the names of such people, but in Polybius’ account
of the battle of Chios, which derives from mostly Rhodian sources, an
individual helmsman is named – Autolycus, who was piloting the ship
captained by Nicostratus. Polybius also names, besides the Rhodian admiral
Theophiliscus, another ship’s captain (nauarchos) called Philostratus (Polyb.
16.5.1–3).

The overall commander of a fleet was probably more restricted in his
capacity to influence the outcome of a naval encounter than a land-based
one, although there were stratagems, tactical approaches and aspects of the
deployment of naval forces which did allow the commanders to display
the extent of their military skills. To what extent did any commanders spe-
cialize solely in naval, rather than land-based warfare? In the Hellenistic
period there is no clear case of a commander whose expertise was consid-
ered exclusive to naval warfare. Roman fleet commanders cannot be seen as
specialists, and the Carthaginian Hannibal had very little naval experience
when he was put in charge of naval forces for Antiochus III. Nevertheless,
at the level of subordinate commanders there are some indications of

167 See de Souza (2002) for further discussion and examples.
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specialization and reliance on acknowledged experts. The presence of sev-
eral Rhodian commanders among the fleets which were active in the eastern
Mediterranean in the early second century is one indication that there was
a pool of élite naval specialists. For example, Pausistratus and Polyxenidas,
who were on opposing sides at Panhormus in 190, were both Rhodians and
seem to have known each other quite well (Livy 37.10–11).

Accounts of naval warfare demonstrate the importance of identifying
the ‘flagship’, which normally carried the commander of a fleet. If this was
captured, then the fleet would make the assumption that their leader had
been lost, which often badly affected their morale. Cornelius Nepos says
that in a battle between the forces of Prusias of Bithynia and Eumenes II of
Pergamum in 184, Hannibal, commander of the Bithynian fleet, used a fake
message to Eumenes, which the latter assumed would be an offer of peace,
in order to find out which vessel the king was sailing on, so that his ships
could direct their attacks against it and force the king to withdraw from the
battle, to the detriment of his fleet’s morale (Nep. Hann. 10.5–11.4). Signals
are often mentioned in accounts of naval battles. They allowed admirals to
communicate with all or part of their fleet. Presumably they were by means
of flags or pennants and it would have been necessary for someone on each
ship to keep an eye on the flagship for them.

i i . s ieges

In a speech delivered to the Athenian assembly in the summer of 341, the
Athenian orator and statesman Demosthenes drew a contrast between the
old style of warfare that was typical of the Greek city-states in the early
classical period and what he saw as the realities of the present day:

So archaic were their practices, or rather so citizen-based (politikos), that no-one
ever even bribed anyone, but the conduct of war was all open and above board.
Yet nowadays, without doubt, you see that most total defeats are due to treachery,
and none of them happen as the result of pitched battles.

Demosthenes went on to complain that it was no longer phalanxes of heavy
infantry that were the dominant factor in Greek warfare, but the mixed
forces of Philip II of Macedon:

Whenever, with these forces, he attacks those who are at odds with each other, and
who, through distrust, do not put any forces in the field, he sets up his engines
and besieges them.

(Dem. 9.48–50)

This was the third of Demosthenes’ celebrated Philippics, a series of political
speeches directed against Philip and his supporters. Although treachery is
emphasized by Demosthenes as a way of taking cities, the history of the
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next 200 years shows that the 340s were the beginning of an era in which
siege warfare was transformed. By the end of the second century sieges
had become commonplace and were probably more typical of the combat
experience of Greek and Roman soldiers than pitched battles.168

1. Commanding siege operations

The role of the commander in a siege, whether on the defensive or the
offensive side, was significantly different from that of the commander on
the battlefield. In the context of a siege, the ancient commander could
exercise a greater degree of coordination and direction of the efforts of his
forces. Indeed, it might be argued that siege warfare offered the greatest
and most comprehensive challenges to the military skills of Hellenistic
and Roman commanders, because they involved large forces and the many
different types of equipment needed careful coordination.

The combat conditions of ancient sieges seem to have provided some-
thing of a dilemma for commanders in this period. While personal presence
and involvement in the action could have a significant morale-boosting
effect at key moments, it also exposed them to the possibility of being
struck by missiles, whether intentional or lucky shots. Perhaps it is no coin-
cidence that Philip II and Alexander were both wounded during sieges.
Philip famously lost an eye in the siege of Methone in 354 (Diod. Sic.
16.34.5; Just. Epit. 7.6.14). The arrow that gave him this distinctive disfig-
urement might very easily have ended his life. During the siege of Tyre in
332 Alexander personally led an expedition into the Anti-Lebanon region
to enforce his authority in an area which supplied much-needed timber
for his siege towers and other devices. He also led a naval counterattack
against the Tyrian forces after they had raided the Cypriot fleet as it lay at
anchor to the north of the city, but Alexander’s bravery and inspirational
leadership verged on recklessness, and at Gaza in 332 he was wounded by
a catapult bolt shot from the walls (Arr. Anab. 2.27.2). Alexander can be
seen as a good example of a successful field commander who found it diffi-
cult to adapt to the role of siege coordinator. He seems to have lacked the
patience and methodical temperament appropriate to long-duration siege
warfare. This is not to say that Alexander was unsuccessful, for he captured
many cities and strongholds in his brief but action-filled reign as king of
Macedon. Nevertheless his impulsive nature resulted in rash and sometimes
very costly decisions, not just for Alexander himself, but for the men under
his command.169 His insistence on assaulting those Indians who had taken

168 For a survey of sieges in this period see Kern (1999) chs. 8–11.
169 See the evaluation of Kern (1999) 201.
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refuge on the so-called rock of Heracles in 327 is but one example (Arr.
Anab. 4.28–30).

In contrast to Alexander, Roman generals like Marcus Claudius Mar-
cellus, who took two years over the siege of Syracuse (214–12), can seem
models of patience and restraint. Marcellus proceeded in stages, gradu-
ally capturing some of the outlying fortifications and gradually penning
the defenders up in the old city. He made several attempts to gain entry by
negotiation and treachery, and eventually his troops were admitted through
a side gate guarded by Spanish mercenaries whose commander had been
tempted to change sides (Livy 25.30). Even the young Publius Cornelius
Scipio Africanus comes across as cautious in comparison with Alexander.
When he ventured near to the front lines at New Carthage in 209 he was
accompanied by three personal shield-bearers (Livy 26.44.6). Although he
needed to capture that city quickly he did not throw everything into a
single assault, but probed the defences at several places and used both ships
and an ingenious crossing of the lagoon as the tide was receding to find the
weakest points in the defences (Livy 26.44–6). We are also told that, when
there was a dispute over whether a marine or a legionary soldier should
be rewarded with the prestigious honour of a crown for being the very
first over the city wall, Scipio diplomatically awarded it to both of them,
avoiding a feud between his fleet and army (Livy 26.48).

2. Personnel

The conflicting needs of the charismatic battle commander and the
methodical siege coordinator may have been partly responsible for the
emergence of specialists in siege warfare. We see the appearance of spe-
cialized military engineers in the second half of the fourth century. It can
reasonably be argued that there was a general trend towards specialization
in many walks of life across the Greek world in the fourth century. This
trend was particularly marked in warfare and it seems to be a result of the
increasing technical complexity of combat. As the requirements of military
strategy expanded to include the capture or defence of cities, men like the
Thessalians Polyidus, catapult-maker for Philip II, and Diades and Charias,
siege engineers of Alexander the Great, rose to prominence. Archimedes
is best known today as a scientist, but he spent his last years inventing
ways to defend his home city of Syracuse against the Romans. The famous
intellectual centre of Ptolemaic Alexandria was home to Ctesibius, a mili-
tary engineer who wrote a technical treatise on torsion artillery in the third
century. It also seems that the rise of these specialists was closely linked to
the rise of what might be called the military monarchs in the fourth cen-
tury bc. The unitary authority and autonomy of the king or tyrant was a
prerequisite for the type of command structure in which a specialist could
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operate effectively, building up a corps of well-equipped and technically
proficient engineers.

The military operations of Philip V of Macedon in Greece in the latter
part of the third century show that he could deploy a wide range of siege
and assault methods. He took Ambracus and Psophis by storm in 219

and 218 (Polyb. 4.61–3, 70–2), he surrounded Phthiotic Thebes with a
double rampart, protected by stone- and bolt-throwing catapults, and then
undermined a section of the walls in 217 (Polyb. 5.99–100), undermined
both the outer wall and a newly built inner one at Abydus in 201 (Polyb.
16.30–4), and in 198 at Eretria on Euboea he made a surprise attack at night
and took the city virtually unopposed (Livy 32.16). This brief survey of
the sieges of Philip V includes examples of the three main forms which
attacks on cities and fortifications took in this period – assault, blockade
and surprise.

3. Assault

The simplest way to overcome city walls was with ladders. In Bactria in
329, Alexander took a succession of small towns by direct assault, using
scaling ladders under the cover of a barrage from his catapults, javelins
men archers, slingers. No siege works were required, although at the largest
town, Cyropolis, he was preparing to use his siege engines to assault the
walls and make a breach when it was discovered that the channels of a dried-
up water course provided a much easier entry (Arr. Anab. 4.2–3). When
the walls could not be easily scaled, the preferred method of assaulting a
strong fortification was to create a breach or weakness in it and exploit the
opening with a strong force. This was the approach favoured by Philip II
and Alexander, when circumstances permitted. The capture of Amphipolis
in 357, Philip II’s earliest siege victory, resulted from the rapid exploitation of
a breach in the city walls created by battering rams (Diod. Sic. 16.8.2–3). At
Tyre in 332, Alexander’s breakthrough was achieved through his successful
deployment of his ship-borne artillery and rams against one of the weaker
sections of the city wall on the southern side. Having created a breach, he
waited for calm weather before he moved other engines into place to widen
it, then he personally led his élite troops, the Hypaspists, into the breach
and took control of a substantial section of the city walls. He quickly poured
more of his Macedonian troops into the city and forced the defenders to
abandon their walls. Tyre fell very quickly once this assault had achieved
its primary objective (Arr. Anab. 2.18–24).

Defenders often tried to forestall such attacks by building a second wall
inside the one being battered or undermined, as was done at Perinthus
in 340 (Diod. Sic. 16.74) and Lilybaeum in 250 (Polyb. 1.42–8). The
determination of both attackers and defenders would lead to protracted
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contests of battering, mining, re-building and counter-mining. So Polybius
describes the siege of Abydus by Philip V of Macedon in 201. The king’s
engineers mined underneath the city’s outer wall and caused sections of it
to collapse, but the defenders had by this time erected a second wall, which
the sappers also undermined. The defenders began a counter-mining oper-
ation, but abandoned this in favour of fighting to defend the breach in
the second wall (Polyb. 16.30–4). Mining and battering, or boring, were
the most commonly used methods of breaching walls throughout this
period.

4. Siege artillery

The invention of the catapult seems to have occurred around 399 in Syracuse
in the reign of Dionysius I, who gathered together experts in armaments
to prepare for his campaign against the Carthaginians. Diodorus says
(14.42.1): ‘Artillery was discovered at that time in Syracuse, a natural conse-
quence of the assembly in one place of the most skilful craftsmen from
all over the world.’ According to Diodorus, this was also the context for
the developments of the polyremes (see ch. 11b in this volume). The ear-
liest form of artillery was the gastraphetes or ‘belly bow’, an early form of
crossbow. It was a large composite bow, of such power that it could not
be drawn and fired by hand alone, so it required devices to enable firing,
including ratchets, a slider and a trigger mechanism, plus the characteristic
stock with its semi-circular belly rest, to enable the operator to lean his
full weight against the bow as he drew it back. In the mid-fourth century,
the size and power of the machines was increased by mounting them on
solid frames and using winches to pull back the arms of the bow. These
non-torsion catapults could fire bolts of great length (1.8 m/6 feet or more)
over long distances (up to 274m/300 yards). The next development, which
occurred in the second half of the fourth century, was the invention of
torsion artillery, utilizing tightly wound and stretched hair or sinew ropes
to increase the power of the bow element.

The invention of torsion catapults seems to have occurred as a result of a
concentration upon improving the techniques of siege warfare in Macedo-
nia at this time. It was centred on Philip’s leading siege engineer, Polyidus
the Thessalian. By 345 an Athenian comic writer could raise a laugh by
describing the warlike Macedonians as swallowing swords, eating spears
and arrow heads, sitting on shields with slings and bows as their footstools,
‘crowned with catapults’.170 Philip captured Amphipolis in 357 by breach-
ing the walls with the use of siege engines (mechanas) and battering rams
(Diod. 16.8.2). This suggests a keen early interest in siege warfare. Polyidus

170 Mnesimachus Philip F7 (Edmonds 1957: 366–8).
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Figure 13.5 Bronze triple-finned triple bolt head inscribed for Philip of Macedon.

had developed his torsion catapults by 340, when they were used against
Perinthus and Byzantium. The defensive uses of catapults were gradually
recognized across the Greek world. In 340 Perinthus was defended against
Philip II by catapults, with ammunition supplied by Byzantium (Diod.
16.74.4; 75.2). Philip’s siege of Olynthus certainly involved the use of cata-
pults by both sides, as the numerous bolt heads that have been found there
show (fig. 13.5).171

In the period covered by this chapter most cities had to incorporate cat-
apults into their defences and to train men to operate them.172 In 295–294,
Agathocles made a successful attack against Croton and Hipponion using a
combination of stone-throwers, mining and boring operations (Diod. Sic.
21 4.1; 8.1), which suggests that by about 300, torsion catapults were to be
found in Sicily. An inscription from Ceos records an early third-century
law about duties of the gymnasiarch in preparation for a festival that appar-
ently included javelin-throwing, archery and catapult-firing competitions
for the young men, compulsory three times per month (Syll.3 iii.958). The
Rhodians had a special interest in artillery and kept up with the latest
developments, helped by close ties with Alexandria. Philo says that he
inspected a catapult in the Rhodian arsenal that had been constructed by

171 Snodgrass (1967) 116–17. 172 See Marsden (1969) ch. 3.
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Dioynsius of Alexandria (Philo, Belopoeica 73).173 Catapults also became
essential for anyone attempting to assault a city. Philip V of Macedon
was regularly employing artillerymen towards the end of the third century.
His use of catapults included deploying both bolt- and stone-throwing
types to prevent the defenders of Palos in Cephallenia from interfering
with siege works (Polyb. 5.4.6). The following year at Phthiotic Thebes he
positioned 150 bolt-throwers and 25 stone-throwers in towers along his for-
tifications (Polyb. 5.99.9). Just as important as the catapults and the skilled
operators was ammunition of the right size for these increasingly well-
calibrated machines. In 218 the city of Psophis fell to Philip V’s assault partly
because the defenders ran out of bolts and shot for their catapults (Polyb.
4.71).

Philip V used catapults against the Aetolians in his siege of Phthiotic
Thebes in 217. He had 150 bolt-throwing and 25 stone-throwing cata-
pults (Polyb. 5.99.7). A similar ratio of bolt- to stone-throwers (6:1) can be
observed among those captured by Scipio at New Carthage in 209 (Livy
26.47.5–6). Catapults hurling bolts could be used to clear away defenders
on walls to allow easy access for ladders or towers or for the approach of
sappers. The larger stone-throwers were used to disable defensive catapults
and knock down sections of battlements, depriving the defenders of cover.
When Demetrius I attacked Salamis in 306 and Rhodes in 305 he used
stone- and bolt-throwers in a huge mobile siege tower (the helepolis or ‘city
taker’) to bombard the walls, covering the work of battering rams.

Catapults were also deployed on ships in order to bombard a besieged
maritime city, as in the case of Alexander at Tyre in 332, who used his horse-
transport ships and his triremes to provide firing platforms. Demetrius
Poliorcetes’ attacks against Rhodes in 305–4 made effective use of ship-
mounted catapults against the city’s harbour areas (Diod. Sic. 20.85–90).174

Ships were used as platforms for assault towers and ladders, which were
sometimes called sambucae, as at Syracuse in 214. In response, Archimedes
devised a machine to hook onto approaching ships, pull them up and cause
them to capsize (Livy 24.34).

The development of technically complex machinery like catapults put
greater emphasis on the need for the professionals who designed, built and
operated them. In addition, large armies, like those of Alexander, or Philip

173 The Rhodians kept themselves well supplied with catapults, hair and sinew cords, bolts and
stones. After the earthquake of 227, gifts to the Rhodians from cities and monarchs anxious to see their
power and security maintained included catapults, hair and resin, which was probably used to protect
springs from water (Polyb. 5.88–9).

174 Further examples of (siege) artillery mounted on ships: 213–11, siege of Syracuse (Livy 24.34.5);
211, Roman ships at Anticyra (Livy 26.26.3); 209, Roman warships and merchantmen at Tarentum (Livy
27.14.5); 209, Laelius has artillery on ships at siege of New Carthage (Livy 26.44.10; Polyb. 10.12.2);
204, Scipio at Utica (Livy 30.4.10; App. Pun. 16).
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V of Macedon, needed knowledgeable and skilled men to make siege towers
and battering rams and to supervise mining operations. A corps of such
men was certainly in existence by the end of Philip II of Macedon’s reign.
They also operated under Alexander in his early campaign in the Balkans in
335, where Arrian mentions them covering his withdrawal at a river crossing
(Arr. Anab. 1.6.8). A siege train would consist of a relatively small group
of men who carried with them specialist equipment, like the metal fittings
for torsion catapults, and who could easily manufacture other items. They
certainly did not do all the construction work. Basic work like digging
ditches and making scaling ladders would be done by the companies of
men that were going to use them. The siege train may also have included
skilled carpenters and joiners, who could have doubled up as soldiers. If
a general or king knew that he was setting out on a campaign of siege
warfare then he would probably take such men with him, but otherwise
they could be recruited on the spot. The key specialists were the engineers
(mechanopoioi), men like those whom Alexander collected for the siege of
Tyre in 332 from Cyprus and Phoenicia, who combined their expertise
with that of Alexander’s own engineers to devise and construct the various
machines which were used against the city (Arr. Anab. 2.21.1).

5. Defensive fortifications

An increasing sophistication and determination was exhibited by besiegers
during the fourth and third centuries, partly as a necessary response to
improvements in fortification walls that had been introduced in the pre-
vious hundred years. A wealthy state like Syracuse or Athens could afford
to have numerous well-fortified centres of defence.175 With the increase in
attempts to batter walls and storm fortifications, and the adoption of tor-
sion artillery, walls had to be strengthened and defences made more robust
(fig. 13.6). Bossed stonework was one solution to the problem of batter-
ing. Towers and battlements, strong enough to withstand stone-throwing
catapults, were added to allow defenders more scope for firing missiles at
would-be attackers, including sappers (fig. 13.7). Sally ports were used in
city walls to allow the defenders to counterattack. Ditches and moats were
added to make mining more challenging and also to try to push catapults
back from the walls, but they could quite easily be overcome by filling and
bridging.176 At Syracuse in 213 Archimedes had the existing walls pierced at
lower points to enable missiles to be fired at attackers who were very close
to the walls (Polyb. 8.5.6; Livy 24.34.9). In general, the advantage lay with
the attackers, provided they had sufficient resources of men and materials
to see the job through.

175 See Lauter (1992). 176 See McNicoll (1982), (1997);Winter (1982); Lawrence (1979).
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Figure 13.6 The walls of Heraclea under Latmos in Asia Minor.

6. Blockade

If a city could not be taken by a direct assault, then it might be forced to
surrender through a blockade. Often this would involve a circumvallation,
such as those which the Romans erected around Lilybaeum in 250 and
Capua in 212. They comprised double rows of ditches and ramparts, usually
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Figure 13.7 Tower at Perge with three large artillery ports.

linking larger fortified camps, and were aimed as much at keeping relieving
forces out as hemming the besieged population in. At Capua, Hannibal
almost managed to break through to the city with the aid of some elephants,
but he was driven back (Livy 26.5–6). Sometimes circumvallation was just
the prelude to an assault, as in the case of the Syracusan attack on Croton
in 295 (Diod. Sic. 21.4.1).

Where a city was on the coast and had good harbour facilities, effective
blockading was very difficult. During the siege of Perinthus in 340, Philip II
was compelled to break off his attempts to storm the city in order to attack
Byzantium, which was supplying Perinthus by sea. In the Second Punic
War the length of the siege of Syracuse was partly due to the impossibility
of stopping Carthaginian fleets from getting in and out of the harbour with
supplies, reinforcements and communications. The exploits of Hannibal
the Rhodian at Lilybaeum are a good example of ‘blockade running’ and
attempts to prevent it (Polyb. 1.46.4–13). Hannibal used a particularly well-
built, fast ship with an experienced crew and determined marines, plus local
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knowledge of shoals, to run the Romans’ attempted blockade several times
and encourage others to do so as well, Thus he kept the Carthaginians in
communication with their commander Adherbal at Drepana, in spite of
efforts of the Romans in their ten fastest ships. He was captured, however,
when the Romans took over a particularly well-built Carthaginian ‘four’
that had run aground and been abandoned. They put their own hand-
picked crew and marines on board and chased him on one of his night-
time sorties out of the harbour. They overhauled his ship and succeeded
in boarding and capturing it. The defenders of Lilybaeum eventually took
advantage of a fierce gale to set fire to the Romans’ siege towers, engines,
battering rams and protective penthouses. Because of the strong winds the
Romans found it very difficult to put the fires out and were hampered by
missile fire from the city’s defenders. So complete was the destruction that
the Romans abandoned their attempt to assault the city and break through
the walls, settling instead for a very long siege that became the focus of the
entire war.

The psychological impact of the various mechanical devices which were
deployed in sieges in this period may have been almost as important as
their tactical effectiveness. Philip II’s siege train was a new and shocking
development in the Greek world. Constructions like the mole built by
Alexander’s men at Tyre, the Helepolis towers of Demetrius I Poliorcetes,
and Archimedes’ devices used in the siege of Syracuse, had a tremendous
impact on the morale of both attackers and defenders.

7. Surprise

A sudden, unheralded attack on a city or fortress might succeed if there
were not good defences in place. Alexander tried to surprise Myndus in
334 with an attack that was swift because he did not bring any of his siege
train, but after collapsing one of its towers he failed to breach the walls and
withdrew (Arr. Anab. 1.7.10). In 251 the Achaeans captured the city of Sicyon
by scaling its walls on ladders that could be taken to pieces, transported by
cart and quickly reassembled (Plut. Arat. 4–8). When the Romans attacked
Chalcis on Euboea in 200 just before dawn, they achieved complete surprise
because the defenders were still asleep (Livy 31.23.4). Philip V managed a
similar attack on Eretria in 198 (Livy 32.16.5). Another often successful way
of capturing a city was through treachery. The final capitulation of Syracuse
in 212 is a good example of this. The Roman commander Marcus Claudius
Marcellus used the opportunity provided by the visit of a delegation from
the city to infiltrate an agent who suborned one of the Spanish mercenary
commanders. It was this commander who allowed Marcellus’ soldiers into
the city via a gate in the section of the wall that his men were supposed
to be guarding (Livy 25.30). In the same year, the Romans lost control of
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Tarentum because some of the local aristocracy arranged to let his troops in
through a gate that one of their number had regularly been using at night,
pretending to be going out hunting (Livy 25.7–8).

8. Food supplies and logistics

There were major logistical problems for the commanders of all ancient
armies, but siege warfare created particular difficulties. All ancient armies
were voracious consumers of basic necessities, such as water, food and
fodder, and to keep an army in a single place for a long period of time the
commander needed to have a secure and dependable supply of water, food
and, if there were significant numbers of horses and other animals, good
forage and fodder. The siege operations conducted by Alexander the Great
along the Levantine coast in 332 have been studied by Engels in his detailed
analysis of Alexander’s logistical requirements and the methods which he
employed to meet them.177 Engels has shown how, when a besieging army
devoted a substantial amount of its forces to the secondary task of obtaining
supplies and materials, its offensive capacity would be reduced accordingly.
The obvious solution to this dilemma was to obtain the supplies without
deploying too large a proportion of the combat personnel, which is what led
Alexander to demand provisions from the Jewish high priests at Jerusalem in
332, while he was engaged in the siege of Tyre (Joseph. AJ 11.317–19). Engels’
study demonstrates, however, that the meagre resources of the Palestinian
coastal plain could not possibly have been sufficient to provide Alexander
and his forces with adequate supplies of essentials like grain and water.
The considerable naval forces which he accumulated at Tyre and also used
at Gaza must have been vital for his logistical needs, helping to bring in
supplies from further afield.

If the besiegers did run short of basic supplies, they ran the risk of having
to abandon a siege. The Roman siege of Agrigentum (262/1) was marked
by supply problems for both sides. The Romans encircled the city with
double ditches, pickets and fortified posts to prevent the secret infiltra-
tion of supplies that Polybius says was usual when cities were besieged
(Polyb. 1.18.3). Since the city was very crowded, with at least 50,000 peo-
ple according to Polybius (1.18.7), it soon began to run short of supplies.
However, the Romans also suffered from illness and deprivation, especially
after a Carthaginian relief force under Hanno captured their supply depot
at Herbesus. Only the provision of supplies by their ally Hiero of Syracuse
kept the Romans going (Polyb. 1.18.9–11).178

177 Engels (1978) 54–60. 178 See Lazenby (1993) 56–8.
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9. Siege conditions for defenders

It is clear from several ancient accounts that the defenders and inhabitants
of a city under siege might have to endure extremely harsh conditions. If
a city was so closely invested that the blockade on supplies was total, then
the population would eventually suffer from malnutrition and starvation,
as happened at Numantia in 133 (App. Hisp. 96). Water might also be a
problem, although most ancient cities had good supplies. In the summer
of 212 a plague swept through both attackers and defenders at Syracuse,
causing great loss of life in the city and prompting the Carthaginian admiral
Bomilcar to risk attack by the Roman fleet rather than keep his ships in
the harbour (Livy 25.26–7).179 In some cases cities that had anticipated
unpleasant sieges removed their non-combatants to safety. Some of the
women and children of Tyre were sent to Carthage in 332 and so avoided
the fate of those captured by Alexander (Diod. Sic. 17.46.4).

For Aeneas the Tactician, writing in the first half of the fourth century,
the active role of women in a city that was under attack was limited to
hurling roof-tiles at the enemy once they were inside the walls, a desperate
measure which could occasionally have a significant impact. Pyrrhus of
Epirus was killed as the result of being hit by a tile (reputedly thrown by
a woman) at Argos in 272 (Plut. Pyrrh. 34).180 Aeneas also mentions an
instance of women being used to swell the numbers of the defenders on the
walls, although it is noticeable that they were equipped with bronze utensils,
rather than real weapons and armour (Aen. Tac. 40). In the desperation of a
siege, other social and political distinctions might be abandoned. According
to Diodorus, the Thebans recruited metics and freed slaves to man the
walls of their city against Alexander’s army in 335 (Diod. Sic. 17.11.2). The
Syracusans offered freedom to slaves in 214 to boost the numbers of those
prepared to defend the city against the Romans (Livy 24.32.4). The desire to
avoid the humiliation of submission to the enemy was sometimes so great
that besieged populations committed suicide rather than surrender. In 201

the citizen men of Abydus, realizing that they could no longer resist the
assaults of Philip V of Macedon, resolved together to kill themselves and
their families; the king granted them three days to carry out their wishes,
which they did by a variety of means, including hanging, cutting throats,
burning and jumping off roof-tops (Polyb. 16.32–5).

The consequences of defeat varied considerably, but they were often
disastrous. Defeated populations could expect to be despoiled, dispossessed,
enslaved or even executed, depending upon the victorious commander’s
attitude to their resistance. In 353 the Athenian general Chares captured

179 See Lazenby (1978) 117. 180 See Barry (1996).
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Sestos and massacred the citizens, selling their women and children into
slavery. In the same year Philip II allowed the inhabitants of Methone to
leave their city dressed only in a single garment. Thus the treatment of the
famous city of Thebes by Alexander and the Greeks in 336 was considered
harsh in antiquity, but it was by no means rare. Many of the inhabitants
were slaughtered in the capture of the city, which was then destroyed and the
survivors sold into slavery (Diod. Sic. 17.14.3). Alexander’s attitude could be
quite different, as in the case of the city of Miletus. He allowed some of its
Greek defenders to join his army, but his men killed the Persians. Fierce or
stubborn resistance would be answered by brutal slaughter of survivors, as
happened to the Tyrians in 332, 2,000 of whom were crucified after the fall
of the city (Diod. Sic. 17.46.4; Curt. 4.4.17). The ancient sources include
stories of chivalry and barbarity after the end of sieges in roughly equal
measure.181 Livy and Polybius try to present the Romans as more restrained
by virtue of their superior discipline, but it is clear from their accounts that
the emotions of soldiers who had endured the physical and mental stresses
and strains of a siege were regularly released in an orgy of rape, murder,
pillage and destruction over which their commanders exercised little direct
control.182

The settling of old scores was also a common reason for harsh treatment.
At Iliturgi in 207 Scipio Africanus’ men massacred the inhabitants after
they stormed the city. Appian claims that this was a spontaneous reaction
to the fact that their commander had been wounded in the assault, but
it seems more likely that, as Livy suggests, the Romans were exacting a
deliberate revenge for the betrayal of Roman refugees to the Carthaginians
after the defeat of Scipio’s father and uncle in 211 (App. Hisp. 32; Livy
28.19).183 Plundering by the victorious army was almost inevitable. It is
arguable that there were no commonly agreed conventions, and that the
particular circumstance of each siege determined what would be done with
the inhabitants.184 In 146 the Romans displayed a ruthless indifference,
sacking and destroying both Carthage and Corinth, bringing ruin to two
of the greatest cities of the ancient world.185

181 For discussions of the treatment of captured cities see Kern (1999) chs. 9, 13.
182 See Harris (1979) 50–3, 263–4; Ziolkowski (1993). 183 See Richardson (2001) 131.
184 This was often the case in medieval warfare, for which see France (forthcoming).
185 The former had held out for three years and was a long-standing enemy of Rome, whereas the

latter had surrendered after a pitched battle. Nevertheless in both cases the populations were enslaved
and the cities destroyed.
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CHAPTER 14

WAR FARE AND THE STATE

john serrati

i . the hellenistic world

The defining element of the Hellenistic world is most certainly warfare.
The age was characterized by almost endless military struggles, with up
to five major powers battling each other over the remnants of Alexander’s
empire. Warfare in the Hellenistic world was so ubiquitous that general
narratives of the period often skip over entire military campaigns, due to
their tangled politics and lack of enduring impact. Although there are some
excellent modern studies of Hellenistic warfare, some areas remain largely
elusive and have traditionally been given short shrift. Imperialism, finance
and in particular the links between the two, are subjects that, while of
tremendous importance to Hellenistic warfare, have rarely been studied in
depth.1 This section, while too brief to redress the balance, none the less
aims to be a starting point for further study.

Modern scholars often forget about the tribal roots of the Macedonians,
and that their society in the fourth and third centuries was still one of warrior
élites. Macedonian generals of the Hellenistic world still fought from the
front as their predecessors had, and kings were traditionally seen as the first
among equals.2 Although modern scholarship tends to assign credit for the
conquest of the East exclusively to Alexander, the sources suggest that the
Diadochoi viewed it as a more broadly Macedonian achievement.3 This goes
part of the way towards explaining the ubiquity of warfare in the Hellenistic
period; warfare was what the Successors did, they were both generals and
warriors, and in theory they, like all Macedonian kings, should have had
the ability to plan and undertake a massive campaign, and at the same time
to fight the enemy in the thick of combat. The wars fought by the early

1 With notable exceptions. Apart from Archibald et al. (2001), the study of these areas has largely
been confined to French scholarship; see Austin (1986); Lévêque (1968); Préaux (1989).

2 Diod. Sic. 20.9.1; Plut. Mor. 183d; Pyrrh. 9; Polyb. 5.6, 69, 71, 84, 7.15, 9.41, 10.28–30, 16.3–6,
22.3, 31.29. See Austin (1986) 458; Bar-Kochva (1976) 85–6; Préaux (1989) 196–8. For the idea of the
warrior king in Hellenistic literature see Beston (2000); Walbank (1984) 81–4. Contrast ideas of weak
and feeble Hellenistic monarchs: Livy 44.42.1–2; Plut. Aem. 19.3, 23, 33; Polyb. 5.34.4–10, 87.3, 22.17,
29.17.3, 36.15.

3 Diod. Sic. 18.50.2, 5, 54.4, 19.41.1, 20.37.4; Plut. Demetr. 15.3, Eum. 12.1. See Austin (1986) 455.
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Successors may be seen as the logical extension of this. As the empire was
Macedonian and had been won by themselves, and as no obvious successor
to Alexander had emerged, why should they not fight each other for the
spoils for which they had spent over a decade campaigning? Why should
the strongest not triumph and take control of the empire? This was what
would have happened in the age before Philip II, and therefore it should
come as no surprise that this happened in 323. Only the scale of the warfare
had changed.

1. Philip and Alexander

This era was essentially initiated by Philip II himself, and although it is
likely that changes to the Macedonian military structure were already afoot
before he took the throne in 359, there is no doubt that his twenty-three-
year reign represented a watershed in the development of the Macedonian
army as the most successful fighting force of its time. Philip was able to
achieve this because of his successful management of several areas of political
and military dynamics, not the least of which was Macedonia’s finances.
Macedonia was certainly not poor upon Philip’s assumption of the throne;
he could count upon a good amount of monies coming into his coffers via
the export of timber (upon which a royal monopoly existed), taxes on land,
and his mineral reserves, which were always substantial.4 Nevertheless, these
reserves increased dramatically once Philip occupied southern Edonis in 356

and Chalcidice in 348, tapping into the rich veins of gold and silver there.
The wealth of Thessaly also made a major contribution. This increased
financial strength gave Philip the freedom to engage in imperialism first
towards Greece and then Persia, not only paying for his army but also
allowing him to attract desirable men to his beautified court and to conduct
extensive economic diplomacy.5

With his new found sources of wealth Philip was able to bolster his already
large native force with troops of every kind. Thousands of infantry, cavalry
and missile troops could be hired from all over the Mediterranean, and he
used cash incentives to attract scientists and engineers to his court in order
to build him a siege train. Siege trains were relatively new in Greek warfare,
and had previously only been employed with any effect by Dionysius I
of Sicily (405–367); afterwards, Syracuse continued to be a centre of the
study of siege technology, and this process culminated with the machines
of Archimedes in the third century. Thus we may presume that Philip’s
wealth attracted many a Syracuse-based engineer. Although this siege train
was not always successful at first (Perinthus and Byzantium both resisting

4 Arr. Anab. 1.16.5. See Billows (1995a) 5–7; Errington (1990) 7–8 n. 10.
5 See Diod. Sic. 16.8.6. See also Bosworth (1988a) 8–10; Hammond et al. (1972–88) ii.69–73.
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attack), the size of Philip’s army allowed him the time to conduct lengthy
sieges as he now had the ability to fight on multiple fronts.6

Philip’s resources also allowed him to conduct extensive, and aggressive,
diplomatic efforts that largely centred on financial inducements and bribery
(as long used by the Persian empire). In order that he might turn to Greece,
he first used his wealth to pacify his northern border, and throughout
his reign he acquired many allies in that region through payments, while
those who would not side with him were often paid off so that he could
concentrate his efforts elsewhere (Diod. Sic. 16.3.4).

Most of Philip’s purchases of goodwill were, however, reserved for the
Greeks. He used his wealth as a diplomatic tool as much as he used the
threat of force; money could buy him either allies, neutrality, or outright
peace. For those who would not acquiesce, Philip could and did fund fifth-
column elements within many states, and paid several parties who staged
successful coups in many poleis, the party in power then becoming both
his ally and his client.7 The skilled use of his resources purchased allies
for him all over Greece, and eliminated many potential obstacles to his
plans for a greater integration of Macedonia into the political culture of
the Greek world. And when these plans turned to categoric imperialism,
these previous efforts made his invasion and eventual take-over of Greece
all the easier.

Notwithstanding the advantages this gave him when he did turn to
military imperialism, Philip’s exercise of diplomatic imperialism should in
no way be seen as overly aggressive; in fact it was normal for the times in
which he lived.8 This type of behaviour was characteristic of all Greek states
in the fourth century, as it was simply expected that one’s wealth would
be used to win these sorts of gains over opponents. Because of the end
result of Philip’s dealings, namely the loss of autonomy of the Greek poleis,
one is tempted to see Philip as introducing a seditious element into Greek
politics, but the affairs of the Greek states before his ascendancy illustrate
that his actions, although acted out on a larger scale, were in fact canonical.

Alexander’s finances are much more straightforward than his father’s,
since he used his wealth largely for the purpose of conquest. Although he
had the funds to launch his expedition, this depended on heavy borrowing
after the large expenditures of Philip’s reign, and it is questionable how
long he could have maintained it.9 During the early years he relied on
his Macedonian coffers and requisitions of supplies from the locals, but his
finances still appear to have been taxed, as evidenced by the disbanding of his
navy, which would have proved invaluable during the siege of Halicarnassus
and against the Persian counter-offensive in Greece. However, this soon

6 See Dem. 9.58; Garlan (1994) 689. 7 Dem. 9.56–66; Diod. Sic. 16.53.2.
8 Bosworth (1988a) 9. 9 Arr. Anab.7.9.6; Curt. 10.2.24; Plut. Alex. 15.2.
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changed as his finances were bolstered by periodic influxes of plunder, as
at Sardis in 334, Issus in 333 and Damascus the following year. Even greater
wealth came once he ventured into the Persian heartland and took Babylon
and Susa in 331 and Persepolis and Ecbatana in 330; these places, the latter
in particular, provided Alexander with the full resources of the Persian
kings.10 From this point onward, he shows a marked disregard for finances,
and funding was no longer something about which he had to worry.

A significant amount of the movable plunder that was seized from the
main urban centres of the Persian empire was melted down in order to mint
coins.11 From the early 320s Alexander coinage went into heavy circulation,
and managed to displace some local coinages within a short time. Several
mints were set up within his realm.12 Used mostly by Alexander personally
to pay his mercenaries, these coins served a greater purpose in that they
promoted Alexander himself, his new universal empire, and perhaps even
his divinity.13

Alexander appears to have cared little for the tribute that was ostensibly
paid to him by various parts of his empire, largely because it was simply not
required. A similar reason surely lies behind the fact that he did not bother
to seize most of the satrapal treasuries that he came across, with the notable
exception of those already mentioned. Ironically, left intact, some of these
treasuries were seized upon his death, and they allowed the Successors a
measure of financial independence which they used to strike out on their
own.14

2. The early Successors

As already mentioned, the level of warfare undertaken by the Successors
(Diadochoi) was different to anything that the Mediterranean world had
seen previously. This scale was made possible through the increased wealth
of each of the individual Diadochoi. Hellenistic armies were massive com-
pared to their classical predecessors – in 317 at Paraetacene, Antigonus
and Eumenes fielded armies with a combined total of nearly 80,000 troops
(Diod. Sic. 19.27–8), while by the time of Raphia exactly a century later, the
forces of Antiochus III and Ptolemy IV Philopater totalled nearly 140,000

(Polyb. 5.79). Furthermore, these forces were composed of professional sol-
diers, in the form of both mercenaries and regular standing units. Concern-
ing the former, the bullion of Darius and Alexander that was in circulation
in the early Hellenistic world, coupled with the increased demands of the
Diadochoi for troops, drove up the prices of mercenaries considerably. It has

10 Diod. Sic. 17.80.3; Just. Epit. 12.1.3; Strabo 731. See Bellinger (1963) 68–70; Bosworth (1994) 865.
11 Curt. 8.12.16; Plut. Alex. 59.5.
12 Bosworth (1994) 866; Bellinger (1963) 41–61; Head (1911) 224–8, 777, 833–4.
13 Bosworth (1988a) 287; Cawkwell (1994). 14 Diod. Sic. 18.14.1, 19.46.6, 48.7–8, 56.5.
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Figure 14.1 Hellenistic inscription from Locri which includes at the bottom a simple sketch plan of a
defensive tower constructed with the money listed in the text above.

been calculated that standard pay for mercenaries actually doubled from
the average of 4 Attic obols a day for a hoplite and 8 Attic obols a day for a
cavalryman in classical Greece and under Philip and Alexander, to 8 obols
a day and 16 obols a day respectively.

Another cost to Hellenistic warfare that had risen considerably from its
classical predecessor was that of siege warfare. As defensive works quickly
caught up to the Macedonian advances in siege technology from the mid-
fourth century, so offensive siege weapons had to improve. As witnessed
at Demetrius Poliorcetes’ siege of Rhodes from 305 to 304 (Diod. Sic.
20.81–100), this now became a business unto itself, and as a business it
is likely to have had no small effect upon the economies where produc-
tion of machines was greatest.15 Highly experienced and highly expensive
scientists and engineers now began to build massive and complex engines in
order to topple the walls of Hellenistic cities. As a result of this, defensive
works again experienced a technological advancement, with many cities
now beginning major fortification projects (fig. 14.1). More remembered
today for his mathematical genius, during his own age the great Archimedes
was actually a master of defensive siege warfare, and his devices significantly
delayed the Roman capture of Syracuse.16

15 Davies (2001a) 36

16 Diod. Sic. 26.18; Livy 24.33.9–34.16; Plut. Marc. 14.3, 15.1–17.3; Polyb. 8.3–7.10; Tzetz. Chil. 2.103–
49; Zonar. 9.4.
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In terms of numbers of warships, Hellenistic fleets did not balloon as
much as the land forces did in comparison with their classical predecessors.
In 315, while making preparations for the coalition war that was about to
be waged against him, Antigonus Monophthalmus created a navy that was
240 vessels strong. However, nearly half of these warships were quadriremes
or larger (Diod. Sic. 19.62.8), suggesting that Antigonus’ navy, never mind
those of his adversaries, was manned by between 85,000 and 90,000 men.
These numbers exceeded even those seen in the fleets of the Athenian
empire, and were enormous by ancient Greek standards. It is for these
reasons that warfare in the Hellenistic age was such an expensive prospect,
as the maintenance of these massive forces taxed the finances of even the
most economically astute of the Successors.17

Little can be said concerning the finances of many of the original
Diadochoi, largely because they were not around long enough. They and
their armies seem to have lived mainly off plunder and the seizing of vari-
ous mints and treasuries containing bullion and coinage that had belonged
to Alexander, Philip and the Achaemenids, though taxation of rich areas
such as Asia Minor must have played an increasingly important role as the
bullion was gradually expended. Antipater and Craterus did receive addi-
tional funding from their peers to fight the Lamian war (323–322), but both
died within three years of the War’s conclusion. Antipater’s son Cassander
joined the fray in 318 and was originally funded for his invasion of Greece
and conquest of Macedonia by Antigonus Monophthalmus, but he later
turned against his patron and joined the coalition war against him (315–311).
From 316 he was the ruler of Macedonia, where he could rely on the funds
of the mints, especially that of Pella, and the mines of the region. These
however, fell drastically short of what the other dynasts had in their cof-
fers, particularly the massive wealth of his former patron Antigonus, who
funded cities to ally against him. He also suffered from a lack of troops,
as Macedonia’s manpower had been severely tapped by the Alexandrian
conquest. Only another coalition war against Antigonus saved him from a
massive invasion by Demetrius Poliorcetes, Antigonus’ son.

Cassander’s death in 297 once again left Macedonia in chaos. His main
rival in Greece during these years was Polyperchon. In 321 Polyperchon
was allotted funds for the coalition war against Perdiccas, and afterwards
was able to fund his forces in Greece out of the resources in Macedonia.
From his expulsion from Macedonia in 316 by Cassander until at least
303, he maintained himself mostly in the Peloponnese. At first he seems to
have received some funding from Eumenes of Cardia, but after the latter’s
death, he sustained himself and his army by ‘plundering the greater part of
Greece’ (Diod. Sic. 20.100.6). Eumenes himself was provided with funding

17 See Reger (2002) 147–8.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 14.2 (a)–(e) Macedonian coinage: (a) a bronze coin of Cassander;
(b) and (c) silver tetradrachms of Demetrius Poliorcetes; (d) and (e) silver
tetradrachms of Antigonus Gonatas.
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by Perdiccas for his subjugation of Cappadocia in 322, and afterwards mostly
lived on what he seized in Asia Minor. That his income was gradually run-
ning dry is illustrated by the disastrous campaign in the Iranian highlands
that led to his death at the hands of Antigonus in 316.

Lysimachus did not fare well financially with Thrace as his province –
the place generated little wealth, and his early expenditures were high as
he first had to fight against the natives. After Ipsus in 301, however, he was
granted much of western Asia Minor as an extension to his province. This
brought with it some of the wealthiest lands of Alexander’s former empire,
and they included several treasuries. Over time he amassed a fortune of
over 9,000 talents, much of it contained in his main treasury at Pergamum.
Lysimachus also forced a heavy burden of tribute onto the cities in his realm,
and these sources funded his campaigns to the north and his conquest of
Macedonia in 285. In the same year we are told that a large hidden treasure
hoard in Thrace was revealed to him, increasing his wealth yet again (Diod.
Sic. 21.13). Now at the height of his power and wealth, he was defeated and
killed by Seleucus I at the battle of Corupedium in 281.

Each ruler needed to maintain an economic system that was specifically
designed to finance his aims in the sphere of war. This is what largely fuelled
the efforts of Antigonus Monophthalmus in his bid to reunite Alexander’s
empire. Plunder taken in actual campaigns was certainly a very important
source of income for Antigonus,18 but his chief sources of finance were the
treasuries that he possessed and those that he subsequently seized after 318.
As one of Alexander’s satraps, Antigonus already controlled the treasuries
at Pergamum, Sardis and Synnada in Phrygia, and perhaps others as well;
from early on, he began to use the contents of these treasuries to fund his
personal army and navy.19 Most importantly, at the outset of his bid for
power he seized control of the treasuries at Ecbatana, Susa and Cyinda in
Cilicia (Diod. Sic. 19.46.6, 48.7–8, 56.4–5). These all held taxes, tribute and
plunder that had been collected not just by Alexander, but also by Darius
III and his Achaemenid predecessors. To this he added what Diodorus calls
the ‘treasures of Asia’ (18.50.2), with Anatolia offering both a major source
of wealth and a huge recruiting ground.

While plunder and the lands and treasuries that he already con-
trolled made Antigonus formidable, those that he seized made him nearly
unstoppable; the wealth he now possessed in the form of Macedonian and
Persian bullion was overwhelming, and his fortune has been estimated at
35,000 talents.20 In fact it is doubtful that he even needed a significant

18 Diod. Sic. 20.49–52.6; Plut. Dem. 16.2–3.
19 Diod. Sic. 20.107.3–5. See also Paus. 1.8.1; Polyaenus, Strat. 4.9.4; Strabo 13.623.
20 Billows (1990) 256.
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percentage of this to achieve his aims, and he would probably never even
have come close to using most of it. This is illustrated by the fact that a
substantial war chest was left for his son Demetrius to carry on the fight
(Plut. Dem. 32.1). So, from this point forward, Antigonus could comfort-
ably afford to hire as many troops and construct as large a navy as manpower
availability allowed.21 Although he was certainly not struggling for funds,
the loss of Greece in 308 was a blow to his ambitions. Greece represented
a large recruiting ground for both soldiers and sailors, possessed several
well-trained navies, and was a source of additional income; this helps to
explain the celerity with which he sought to retake the place the following
year.22

On campaign, both in Greece and elsewhere, Antigonus carried with
him a large mobile treasury so that he could quickly raise, equip, and pay
armies and navies.23 Additionally, both Monophthalmus and subsequent
Antigonid leaders often received payments from cities within their realm;
these took the form of voluntary gifts and of extraordinary payments that
were demanded on top of any tribute, taxes, or payments towards the main-
tenance of a garrison.24 While never a major source of income, this practice
nevertheless could represent a useful top-up to a dynast in a particular time
of need.

Antigonus made deliberate efforts to lessen his need for imports such as
grain, and to run a partially closed economy.25 Such measures could well
have been forced upon him by his enemies refusing to trade with cities
within the Antigonid sphere. However, even if this was not the case and
the scheme was initiated by Antigonus, it was not a planned economy by
any modern definition of the term, but in fact represented an extension
of Antigonid military policy by other means. It was not designed to aid
his own producers by forcing consumers to buy products made within his
realm, but rather to offset imports from the rest of the Hellenistic world
and thus strike an economic blow at his enemies, in particular Ptolemy I
from whom Asia annually imported a large amount of grain. It would also
have had the effect of making Antigonus and his forces less dependent upon
outsiders for supplies. The scheme’s intention was purely military, and as a
result we should see it as no different from the grain tithe of Ptolemy and
the royal estate taxes of Seleucus; it was designed by Antigonus with the

21 Billows (1990) 107–8.
22 On Greece as a source of money and manpower see Austin (1981) 31–2; SEG xlii.1069, 1803; RC

1. See also Billows (1990) 147–8, 215–16.
23 SEG xxxii.102; Diod. Sic. 19.57.5, 61.5.
24 SEG xlii.1069; Plut. Mor. 182a. On cities paying for their own garrisons see Panagopoulou (2001)

348; Préaux (1989) i.309–10.
25 RC 3; Diod. Sic. 19.58.1–6, 20.82.1–2; Plin. HN 12.56, 13.73; Polyaenus, Strat. 4.6.16; Theophr.

Hist. pl. 4.8.4, 9.4.8.
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aim of giving himself an advantage in warfare.26 The success of the plan
is unknown, but Antigonus is unlikely to have been around long enough
to have seen its full implementation. The fact that there is no evidence for
its continuance under the Seleucids, despite their own struggles with the
Ptolemies, is highly significant.

3. The Hellenistic states

One of the main characteristics of warfare among the Diadochoi was the
fact they were not yet tied to states and were largely fighting over the empire
that had been left by Alexander. This had little administrative and financial
infrastructure, and as such it took decades before anything like stable states
developed. Once this did happen, leaders still could derive a great deal of
income from plunder, and war was still lucrative, but it could also be costly
due to the size of the forces involved, and thus other sources of funding
needed to be found to maintain the dynasts and their armies. So monarchies
became less imperialist over time, and settled into non-aggressive means
of raising capital. The most famous instance is Ptolemy II Philadelphus’
system of taxation in Egypt in the 260s, which was designed not only to
finance his military ventures but also to feed his armies. This Ptolemaic
agricultural tithe system later went on to become the chief source of income
for the dynasty. Its function was based upon a combination of state, regional
and local officials mixed with a heavy dose of private enterprise.27 As the
army was dependent for its financing upon the tithe, the heavy government
involvement should come as no surprise.

The Ptolemaic government was involved on nearly every level of the
tithe. Although private estates never ceased to exist in Egypt, the king
himself was in theory the owner of all land, and various portions were
rented out or given away as gifts and rewards.28 The office of dioiketês ran
the tithe system from the highest level, and under him worked an army of
civil servants who judged the yields of people’s farms, collected the tithe
and at times even transported it. The relationship between the Ptolemies
and the farmers was in theory reciprocal, where the former supplied the
seed and the necessary implements and at harvest the farmers would be
expected to hand over a fixed amount of grain, which by the standards of

26 Panagopoulou (2001) 346–8; Reger (2002) 146–9; contra Billows (1990) 291–2; Rostovtzeff (1941)
iii.1354, who argue for a planned economy. While Billows does admit that the profits went to make
war, he does not see the attempt to form a closed economy as a belligerent act in itself.

27 For the Ptolemaic tithe’s influence see Lintott (1993) 75 n. 29; Prichard (1970) 365–8; contra Serrati
(2000) 125, who argues that most tithe systems developed in isolation. For the tithe’s history see Bowman
(1996) 71–113; Shipley (2000) 225–32.

28 For private land see Mattha (1975) col. 6.3–4; POxy. 46.3285, fr. 1.1–3; P Teb. 1.5; W Chrest.
110.12.
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other ancient and medieval tithe systems was excessively large, at times as
much as sixty per cent, and must have been difficult to bear.29

Although some cases of royal collection and transport are known, for the
most part individuals and conglomerates would bid for the right to collect
the tithe, exact the agreed percentage from each farmer on the threshing-
floor, pay the king his due, and sell the rest for profit.30 Transport of the
grain was also largely handled by private river boats under sub-contract,
but it seems that at least a small merchant marine was used by the Ptolemies
when the proceeds of the tithe went directly to supplying their armies in
the field.31 The high degree of centralization, in which extensive records
were kept, and where codes and edicts governed nearly every foreseeable
scenario, also appears to have been a heavy burden for the native Egyptian
farmer. The proceeds of the tithe that went to feed the Ptolemaic armies
included both grain and products manufactured in royal factories from the
tithe’s produce, such as beer, wine and oil.

The system was far from perfect, but overall it was a success. The
Ptolemies took steps towards maximizing the Egyptian economy, but the
excessive bureaucracy and the heavy burdens shouldered by the peasants
meant that the full potential of such a tithe would never be realized.32 Nev-
ertheless, this would have made little difference to the Ptolemies, since it
was never their intention to maximize the profits so that their kingdom
as a whole could be wealthy. The Ptolemies were not capitalists, mercan-
tilists or even shrewd financiers; they were unabashedly military dynasts
and imperialists, and their tithe system existed to provide them with the
means to wage war.33 The economic growth of Egypt was only furthered if
it could provide the Ptolemies with greater resources for combat.

The success of the tithe, combined with the fact that Egypt was difficult
to invade, go a long way towards explaining why the Ptolemies were the least
aggressive of the Hellenistic dynasties but were able to maintain themselves
as major players in the eastern Mediterranean longer than any of the other
Diadochoi. Not only did they survive for longer, but the Ptolemies were
considered fantastically wealthy, even by Hellenistic standards – Cicero tells
us that even as late as the first century, the annual revenues of the Ptolemies
were 12,500 talents.34 And the rulers did not hesitate to show this off, since
among the Hellenistic monarchs wealth was intrinsically tied to military
power.35 None the less, it was the maximization of the economy for war

29 P Bour. 42; W Chrest. 341. 30 Turner (1984) 149, 150, 152–3 n. 96.
31 Thompson (Crawford) (1983) 75. Although much of the transport was private, the Ptolemies

nevertheless were known to have financed several vessels; see P Ryl. 4.576.
32 See Davies (2001a) 44. 33 See Will (1979–82) i.180–200.
34 Cic. ap. Strabo 17.1.13. This figure has been questioned by Hopkins (2002) 196. Diod. Sic. 17.52

reports that the annual income of the Ptolemies was 6,000 talents, but even this is a very formidable
sum for a kingdom to be amassing on a yearly basis.

35 See Callixeinos of Rhodes, FGrH 627 F2; Theoc. 17.75–6.
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that eventually led to cracks in the system, as the constant and large scale
warfare of the Hellenistic age created too much of a strain and eventually
led to social unrest and acute economic problems that irrevocably curtailed
Ptolemaic ambition.36

Although smallholders made up the majority of farmers in Ptolemaic
Egypt, a proportion of the land was occupied by military settlers known
as cleruchs.37 Previously, the pharaohs had given land to Greek soldiers
in their service, and Macedonian precedents for the cleruchy system also
existed in terms of Alexander’s grants of land to mercenaries in the East
and Philip’s policy of attracting good soldiers to his army by promises
of agricultural plots. The Ptolemies not only continued this practice, but
widened it both in terms of numbers and in terms of the ethnic origin of
the military settlers.38 The original settlers were from the Macedonian army
and the mercenaries of Ptolemy I Soter, and in the first half of the third
century the grant of land was one of the main incentives towards service
in the Ptolemaic army. While Greeks themselves were the most numerous,
and formed the highest class of cleruch, a great number also migrated from
Judaea and Caria; many other soldiers came from Arabia, Galatia, Idumaea,
Cyrenaica, Nabataea, Palestine, Syria and Thrace. Some Persian garrison
forces who remained after the Macedonian conquest became cleruchs, while
the success of the system in attracting quality soldiers is attested by the fact
that it also featured more than a few Campanians, Sicels and southern
Italian Greeks.39 These cleruchs would have been allotted a parcel of land –
varying in size according to their rank – in Egypt in return for loyal service.
Other cleruchs were ex-mercenaries hired by the king and then issued with
the land after a campaign or a period of service. Still others were prisoners
of war, who are also known to have been forcibly settled. Although they
were a privileged class, cleruch land was subject to the same tithe that the
native farmers paid.40

The command structure of the Ptolemaic military cleruchies is not
fully known, but at the lowest level they were commanded by eponymous

36 See POxy. 1415; see also Austin (1986) 451; Bowman (1996) 72; Shipley (2000) 229, 232. For the
revenues of the tithe see Préaux (1939) 364 n. 1. To an extent, this goes against the thesis of Rostovtzeff
(1941) i.269, 271–4, which argues that the Ptolemies scrupulously planned and managed every aspect of
their economy. In fact, Rostovtzeff manages to argue this about nearly every Hellenistic economy. While
the work in question remains seminal, that specific thesis has long since been refuted. See Archibald
(2001).

37 For the cleruchy system in Egypt see C. Ord. Ptol. 22; P Enteux 8; P Hib. 81, 110; P Rev. cols 24,
36; P Teb. 5; see also Crawford (1971) 53–85, 147–73, 185–7; Launey (1949–50) 45–50; Lesquier (1911)
192–201; Préaux (1939) 463–77; Rostovtzeff (1941) i.284–7; Turner (1984) 124–5; Uebel (1968).

38 See Rathbone (2002) 160–1.
39 P Petr. 2.47, 3.19, 55; P Stras. 2.115; P Teb. 64, 815; SB 417–18, 599; see Fraser (1972) i.58 n. 171,

154–5; Launey (1949–50) i.570–1, 605, ii.1231–45, 1252, 1261–3.
40 P Petr. 2.38; P Rev. 259; P. Teb. 5, 746. See Crawford (1971) 15–18, 139.
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officers, whose units were simply referred to as belonging to them, such as
the ‘foot soldiers of Nautos’ or the ‘horsemen of Heraklides’.41 These men
were responsible for the mobilization of their units at designated muster
points. Called a ‘state within a state’, cleruchs made up a separate class in
Egyptian society, one that was privileged both socially and economically
over the natives, and with its own language, culture, social structure, and
even religious associations and festivals.42 Within this class was another
hierarchy, with Greeks of high rank at the top and foreign (i.e. non-Greek)
foot soldiers at the bottom.43

Cleruchies were scattered all over Egypt, but were particularly numerous
in the north, where it has been estimated that up to 37 per cent of the
land was given over to cleruchs in some places.44 Following Ipsus in 301,
the system spread to southern Coele-Syria, and by the mid-third century it
was almost certainly in use in Cyprus and Cyrenaica as well.45 This spread,
however, was not accompanied by any increase in troops from these areas,
as over half the soldiers entering into Ptolemaic service as cleruchs in the
third century continued to come from areas outside of direct Ptolemaic
control, in particular Macedonia, Greece, Caria and Thrace.46 This is in
contrast to the practices we find all over the Hellenistic East for recruiting
mercenaries, where rulers tended to hire (or, more likely, were only able
to hire) soldiers from within their own lands or from lands where they
enjoyed strong influence.47 Although the Ptolemies did have significant
influence in Greece and (at times) in parts of Thrace and Caria, the fact
that so many new cleruchs came from areas controlled by rival dynasts
illustrates just how good the offer of land was as an incentive to individual
soldiers.

One of the reasons why Ptolemy I adopted the system of land grants to
foreign troops was to offset the influence of the machimoi, the traditional
warrior class of Egypt, who had on several occasions proved to be a seditious
element for the Ptolemies’ pharaonic predecessors, even staging a coup in

41 BGU 1226–7, 1264–6, 1270, 1273, 1275–7; P Frankf. 2, 4; P Hib. i.90–1; SB 6303.5; P Petr. 1.11, 2.38;
P Teb. 61a, 62, 87; P Würzb. 4.

42 Quotation from Bagnall (1976) 4; see also Thompson (2000). For the religious associations and
festivals of the cleruch class see P. Teb. 61b; Austin (1981) 234; Richter (1884) 137 no. 8; Robert and
Robert (1977) no. 566; SEG xlvii.1870. See also Fraser (1972) i.48, 280–1.

43 For the class system amongst Hellenistic Egyptian cleruchs see P Mich. Zen. 9.6–7; Turner (1984)
173.

44 Bagnall (1984) 9; Crawford (1971) 44, 111, 160–1; Thompson (2000).
45 Bagnall (1976) 240. 46 Bagnall (1984) 14–16; Griffith (1935) 254–63.
47 The pattern was not universally the same in the West with Carthage and Syracuse, the two great

mercenary employers of that area; the former, with the notable exception of the Gallic forces in its
service, tended to hire its mercenaries from within the lands that it controlled in north Africa and
Spain (see Ameling 1993: 210–21), while the latter relied more upon central and southern Italians (see
Tagliamonte 1994: 191–216).
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570. In fact, the pharaohs had also taken to combating the power of the
machimoi by hiring substantial mercenary forces, and these troops, who
were predominantly Greek and Carian, had been used to fight openly
against the machimoi during civil wars.48 The machimoi, often doubling as
civil servants, have been calculated as making up a substantial percentage of
the population, perhaps as high as 15 per cent of adult males at certain times;
thus, when they were motivated into action, they would have represented
a significant threat to royal power, be it pharaonic, Persian or Ptolemaic.49

It would therefore make sense for these rulers to have at their disposal a
large group of professional, and most importantly foreign, soldiers, loyal
only to them.

Nevertheless, while cleruchies served their purpose for a time during
the first half of the third century, by the mid-third century recruitment
of cleruchs had dropped off, especially among Greeks. By the time of
Raphia in 217 nearly a third of the Ptolemaic army were native Egyptians
(Polyb. 5.65, 79), and the number of non-Greeks in Ptolemaic service only
accelerated in the second century. The reasons for the system’s decline and
lack of success are not fully known, but (as with the Achaemenid system of
military colonists) it is likely to have something to do with the rights held
over cleruch land.

In theory, cleruch land, like any other in Egypt, belonged to the king; the
cleruch did not have the right to sell, mortgage, or bequeath it, and it was
revocable upon his death. In practice however, from the very outset of the
scheme, cleruch land tended to be owned for life and then passed down to
a succeeding generation. Although the descendants still served in the same
capacity as their predecessors, many cleruchs very quickly became more
like landed gentry than soldiers, holding on to land well beyond the age at
which they were still fit for service.50 By the mid-second century, cleruch
land was being bought and sold, and by the first century we see women
inheriting cleruchies, meaning that military service and the grant of land
were no longer intrinsically linked.51 Moreover, if land was not available in
certain places, then the king would often force the native farmers from their
plots in order to convert their lands to cleruchies, and when space for a
dwelling was not available, such as in places already overcrowded, the king
would billet cleruchs upon the local population. Both of these policies
were a source of frequent tension between the foreign military settlers
and the native Egyptians, and these tensions at times erupted into violent

48 Hdt. 2.154. See also Lloyd (1975–88) i.16. For relations between the Ptolemies and the machimoi
see Launey (1949–50) i.58; Lesquier (1911) 5–7; Lloyd (1975–88) iii.184–5.

49 Lloyd (1975–88) iii.190–1, 198–9; (1982) 169.
50 BGU 8; P Hib. 48; P Lille 4; SB 16.12720; P Petr. 1.19; P Teb. 61a, 73, 107; for the military service

of cleruch descendants see Polyb. 5.65.10.
51 P Berl. inv. no. 16223; BGU 1261.
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clashes, thus making the entire cleruchy system very unpopular in parts of
Egypt.52

The system would appear to have been largely the brainchild of Ptolemy
I and II, the latter of whom settled a massive number of cleruchs in 268

and 267, dispossessing and angering many native farmers in the process.53

Subsequent rulers usually left the number of cleruchs alone, most probably
because the system had not illustrated its worth, as the cleruchs did not prove
to be markedly better than the mercenary forces that continued to be hired.
New military settlers did still come to Egypt in greatly reduced numbers
from Ptolemy III Euergetes onwards, but after the mid-third century more
and more cleruchs tended to be heirs to the first few generations of settlers.
Recruitment from this point falls off sharply, and the scheme attracted
almost no new foreign recruits after c. 130.54 The real legacy of the system of
Hellenistic military klerouchoi is measured in the fact that these settlements
served as powerful instruments of Hellenization in Egypt and the Near
East, both among the natives and among the foreigners who joined their
ranks.55

The cleruchy system is also known to have been used by the Seleucids,
who settled cleruchs as entire communities, as opposed to Egypt where
they were almost always settled individually. This was a continuation of
the policy of Alexander himself, who had settled many of his mercenar-
ies throughout the Near East.56 The Seleucids continued the scheme, and
granted land in communities to veterans and ex-mercenaries. Not only
did the cleruchs therefore provide troops for the army, but their settle-
ments served as garrisons for some of the far reaches of the Seleucid king-
dom. Those in the east mostly tended to contain native troops such as
Indians, Medians, Parthians and Persians, while the urban centres west of
the Euphrates contained mostly Macedonians, Greeks, Carians, Thracians,
Pisidians and Cappadocians. Many of these retained strong Greek identi-
ties and took on the characteristics of poleis, with similar social, religious
and political organization.57

A situation similar to Ptolemaic Egypt developed in the Seleucid realm
in terms of decline, as from the early third century we find cleruchs holding
land well beyond the age at which they could possibly serve in the military.

52 Austin (1981) 249 (with commentary); C. Ord. Ptol. 24; P Ent. 12; P Petr. 3.20, 104; P Teb. 54, 61a,
62–3; see Crawford (1971) 52; Rostovtzeff (1941) i.285–6.

53 P Petr. 1.14, 23.
54 Bagnall (1984) 18–19; contra Griffith (1935) 117; Lesquier (1911) 113, 134, who argue that the system

of recruiting cleruchs continued unabated well into the second century.
55 It should be noted that this process worked both ways, as evidence exists for Greek cleruchs

adopting native customs as well as the reverse. See Crawford (1971) 92 n. 1.
56 Billows (1995a) 150–1.
57 For the cleruchy system under the Seleucids see SEG xlviii.2129; Joseph. AJ 12.148–51; Griffith

(1935) 147, 162–3; Musti (1984) 198–9, 201; Tarn (1985) 7–9; see also Bikerman (1938) 51–105.
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Here as well, inheritance was the norm, and it seems from the very beginning
that women were included. Thus, even earlier than in Egypt, the Seleucid
cleruchs became more like a very well-off landed class rather than a major
source of troops for the army.58

Although the Seleucids expanded Alexander’s settlement policy, their
cleruchy system never reached the same heights as that in Ptolemaic Egypt.
The Seleucids in the third century were still able to rely on recruiting
Greek and Macedonian troops supplemented by mercenaries. After 200

they came to depend more on the descendants of their third-century forces,
who had often settled or been settled in Asia. They are known to have used
native levies, particularly for their cavalry and light infantry, but, unlike the
example of Rome and the Italians, the Seleucids did not treat the natives
as partners in the empire, and as a result they never mustered the full
manpower potential of the Near East into their armies.59

The Seleucids paid for these forces by a number of means. First, their
empire also produced a fair amount of profit; they accumulated a good
deal of cash from the annual tributes and irregular gifts paid to them
from various regions and cities, and they are known to have levied heavy
taxes and customs duties on goods travelling to or within their realm. Their
greatest means of regular income, however, were their royal estates that were
scattered throughout the Near East. These places were worked by tenant
farmers and functioned similarly to their Ptolemaic counterparts, though
to what extent is impossible to say, since we know far less about these lands
than we do for their equivalents in Egypt. They were surely less numerous
and less profitable than their Egyptian counterparts, but they do seem to
have generated a large amount of wealth on a dependable basis for the
Seleucids.60

Although the Seleucids could maintain their realm on the wealth that
their lands generated, they required a far greater source to have the ability
to wage their frequent wars and to expand their empire. This source was
mainly plunder. The amount of plunder taken by the Seleucids in the period
323–168 should not be underestimated, nor should its impact upon royal
finances and the ability of the dynasty to wage war. As such, the seizure of
Asia in 301 represented a highly significant advance in finances for Seleucus
I Nicator, and the sheer volume of wealth that he was able to seize from
the Asian coffers of Antigonus Monophthalmus significantly enhanced his
ability to compete with the other Diadochoi.61

Conquest of Coele-Syria also brought with it a large amount of money
and timber, and this goes a long way towards explaining the perennial wars
fought between the Seleucids and the Ptolemies over that very area. Every

58 Musti (1984) 200. 59 Bar-Kochva (1976) 48–53.
60 RC 18; Macc. 1.10.29–30, 42; Polyb. 21.41.2; [Arist.] Oec. 2.1.4–6 (1345b–1346a). See Aperghis (2001)

76–82; Bikerman (1938) 106–7; Musti (1984) 193.
61 Diod. Sic. 18.50.3; see Billows (1995a) 88–90.
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time it changed hands, the conqueror was able to lay his hands upon much
movable plunder.62 Moreover, within these wars, if an aggressor was able to
push even further than Syria, then the plunder only increased. Antiochus
IV’s two invasions of Egypt between 170 and 168 produced enough booty to
finance his kingdom for decades (Polyb. 30. 25–6). On the brink of disaster
because of the crippling war between Antiochus III and Rome from 192 to
188, the haul that was taken in Egypt allowed the Seleucid empire to make
a full recovery. Simply put, for all of the Successors, war was profit. It was
a major source of revenue, and for the Seleucids, was in fact their chief
source of military funding.63

From 276 the Antigonid dynasty ruled Macedonia. The kingdom had
been greatly weakened by the acute losses of manpower that it had been
experiencing for over half a century. Financially, Macedonia was still wealthy
enough to seek continued control over Greece, but not to such an extent
that the Antigonid dynasty could ever really compete financially with the
Seleucids or the Ptolemies. Although the Macedonian levy still produced
upwards of 20,000 soldiers, the Antigonids nevertheless were forced to
rely more on mercenary forces for large campaigns and for garrison duty.
This proved an even further strain upon Macedonian finances, and the
reduced capital is evident in the fact that the Antigonids were forced to cut
back severely on their navy. All the same, the destruction of the Antigonid
monarchy in the second century was not due to either a lack of manpower
or financial resources, but to the military superiority of Rome.

Although geographically small by the standards of the time, the Attalid
kingdom of Pergamum was nevertheless one of the Hellenistic world’s
wealthiest states. From the outset, the lands that were left behind by Lysi-
machus after his death in 281 were immensely wealthy. Pergamum had
been Lysimachus’ main treasury, and as such held a fortune of 9,000 tal-
ents. This money funded the lucrative expansions undertaken by Eumenes I
and Attalus I in the third century, as Pergamum assumed control of some of
Asia Minor’s wealthiest territories. By siding with Rome in the war against
Antiochus III, Eumenes II benefited greatly from the Peace of Apamea
in 188, with the new lands making the kingdom wealthier than ever. The
Attalids personally and skilfully supervised the finances of their kingdom,
and derived a great deal of wealth from the tributes exacted from the cities
within their realm, as well as royal revenue from trade in olives, wine and
timber. Pergamum remained a wealthy Hellenistic capital even after much
of the East came under the influence or direct rule of Rome, until Attalus
III bequeathed the kingdom to the Romans upon his death in 133.64

62 Austin (1986) 461; Bellinger (1963) 83–5; Pédech (1964) 141; Shipley (2000) 287.
63 Plunder was usually a far greater source of income than annual revenues, though it came in less

frequently. See Billows (1990) 257–8.
64 Allen (1983) 109, 114.
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The only place in the Hellenistic world where the linkage between war-
fare and financial profit was broken was in the western Mediterranean,
and this was largely due to the smaller nature of the states there, as well
as the more immediate influence of Rome. Agathocles, like so many Sicilian
tyrants before him, derived the monies with which to wage his wars from
the profits of the tithe system that existed in his kingdom, Syracuse. His
successor Hieron II not only continued this tithe, but reformed it, and
made it into a highly regimented system that by all accounts functioned
very well and yielded unprecedented profits for his realm. His system bears
many resemblances to the tithe in Ptolemaic Egypt, yet, while this may
have influenced him (or vice versa), it is unlikely to have been a direct copy,
since the two schemes developed contemporaneously.65 It is with Hieron
II and his tithe system that we diverge from the Hellenistic East, however,
since for the most part profit was now no longer equated with imperialism.

Although Hieron, like Agathocles before him, used the profits of his
tithe to hire and equip his navy and a mercenary army to fight his battles
(first as a general from 275, then as strategos autokratôr from 271, and finally
as king from 269), from 263 until the end of his reign in 215 he was an ally
of Rome, and as such was unable to conduct a foreign policy in any type
of independent manner. While his kingdom was certainly free and did not
constitute part of the Sicilian provincia, he was nevertheless a client king
whose every decision had to be taken with Rome in mind. Thus, from
this point onwards, the profits of his tithe system no longer went towards
warfare, as Hieron needed only a small land and sea force for defence,
mostly from Rome’s enemy Carthage. Hieron was forced to break with
the tradition of rulers of his generation and channel his profits into other
pursuits. This he did by using them to style himself as a Hellenistic monarch
on a par with his contemporaries in the East; he illustrated the wealth of his
kingdom by coming to the aid of eastern Mediterranean states in times of
crisis and by engaging in expensive competitive philanthropy with the other
Hellenistic kingdoms, in particular Ptolemaic Egypt. In fact, the extended
peace and the security that his kingdom enjoyed through its alliance with
Rome bolstered his profits significantly and allowed these other pursuits to
become more extravagant.66

Hieron’s non-military economy was very much the exception that proves
the rule for the Hellenistic world. Most monarchs of the age, especially the
Diadochoi, had few if any actual fiscal policies, and thought of economic
profit only in terms of how it could provide them with the means to make
war. This of course was not new. War and the economy were intrinsically

65 Lintott (1993) 75 n. 29; Prichard (1970) 365–8; Serrati (2000) 125.
66 On Hieron see SEG xii.370; (Auctorum) De vir. ill. 37.5; Cic. Verr. 2.3.15; Diod. Sic. 26.8; Livy

22.37.10, 23.21.5, 25.28.8, 29.7, 26.30.1, 32.4; Mosch. ap. Ath. 5.209b; Polyb. 1.16.10, 5.88.5–8, 7.8.6; Sil.
14.83–4. See also Karlsson (1993); Serrati (2000) 116–9.
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linked in classical times as well, as states were expected to use the profits
of combat to make themselves strong militarily.67 The Oikonomika, per-
haps written by a student of Aristotle’s and dated to c. 320–300, speaks
of Hellenistic rulers all attempting to maximize their economies (2.1345b);
and this illustrates how in terms of finances the dynasts in fact had a great
deal in common with each other, and shared more similarities than differ-
ences.68 Even when they derived income from non-aggressive means, they
still used their profits not to directly benefit their people, their realms or
even themselves – they used these monies to wage war.

4. Hellenistic imperialism

Modern writers from the 1870s through to the 1970s often spoke of a
‘balance of power’ that was intentionally maintained in the East between
the negotiations of 311 (Diod. Sic. 19.105.1–4) and the time when Rome
began to intervene in the early second century. This assumed that, if one
of the Diadochoi ever tried to exert sovereignty over the others, or simply
became too powerful, then the rest would band together and force him
into acquiescence in the status quo.69 However, this theory has largely
been refuted as a reflection of European pre-First World War and then
Cold War political geography. Although each king did indeed attempt to
maintain as large, if not a slightly larger, force than his closest rivals, their
purpose in doing so was much more competitive and aggressive than the
‘balance of power’ image tends to imply.70

For Hellenistic monarchs, success in war was vital. Not only did they
require the finances that victory would bring, but due to the personal nature
of their reigns, they themselves had to be seen as warrior kings. Their forces,
their generals, their friends and even their kingdoms were attached to them
through their own personalities, and thus they had to be viewed by all as
successful. Defeat was equated with weakness, and once a king started to
show signs of weakness, those who surrounded him could quickly fall away,
and his power itself would be eroded. Successful campaigns, and the wealth
that accompanied them, were the life blood of the Hellenistic king, and so
each and every monarch was to an extent imperialist, seeking to illustrate
his power, and to gain more, at the expense of his contemporaries.

Aside from the desire to accumulate plunder and enrich oneself, and to
have the resources to provide for more forces, Hellenistic kings were, and
needed to be, imperialist for a number of other reasons. In direct opposition

67 Austin (1986) 460; Finley (1983) 61–4, 109–16; (1999) 204–7; Millett (1993) 184–94.
68 For [Arist.] Oec. 2.1345b see Finley (1999) 20; van Groningen (1933) 37–48.
69 For the ‘balance of power’ theory see Droysen (1836–78) iii.182; Klose (1972) 91–2; Rostovtzeff

(1941) i.23–4, 47, 552–3, ii.1026–9.
70 Heinen (1984) 419–20, 445; Will (1979–82) i.154–5 cf. Eckstein (2006).
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to the ‘balance of power’ theory, Hellenistic kings viewed themselves as
warriors and thought that when their domains ceased to expand then they
began to contract. Alexander’s immediate Successors in particular were all
technically usurpers and not as yet tied to specific lands or states, so they
waged war in effect to consolidate and maintain power over those lands that
they did possess (Theoc. Id. 17.91–105). Moreover, most of them had taken
their crowns after significant military victories, and they embodied the old
Macedonian ideal that a king won his position through force. Thus they
were also defending the fact that they themselves had a right to their crowns.
The implications of this process are obvious, for if the Diadochoi based their
monarchical power on its military equivalent, then in theory it was possible
for anyone to assume the diadem if they became powerful enough, as was
the case with Agathocles in Syracuse in 305 (Diod. Sic. 20.79.2) and Attalus
I in Pergamum in 238 (Polyb. 18.41). Hellenistic kings not only conquered
to justify their crowns, but also to keep monarchy exclusive. If the ‘balance
of power’ theory can be applied anywhere in the Hellenistic world it is here,
where kings cooperated to keep would-be claimants to the throne in their
place.

Such ideals would also be prevalent for new or young kings. They had
to make a name for themselves and to live up to and even surpass the deeds
of their predecessors. Young kings could easily be viewed as weaklings who
had not won their crowns in battle as their predecessors had, and thus
the deposition or assassination of young kings was not uncommon (see
Livy 24.21.7; Polyb. 4.48.7–8). Conquest would allow them to stamp their
authority upon the army, and from Alexander onwards, younger kings
tended to be some of the most imperialistic as well. Their Macedonian
subjects respected nothing more than a warrior king, and while a lack of
military success did not necessarily lead to ruin, the norm for a young
Hellenistic king was that, in order to have a successful reign, it needed to
be legitimized through war.71

The sources portray strong and successful leaders as honourable and
attractive figures, while defeated and weak kings are morally deficient and
of poor physical appearance.72 Groupings or communities of soldiers, as
well as entire regiments, could become fiercely loyal to one dynast if they
thought of him as a winner.73 Conversely, while some troops might stay
with a king if the pay was right, in other instances we find troops deserting

71 Beston (2000) 315; Walbank (1984) 81. Though a rarity, the reverse could also be true, as successful
Hellenistic warrior kings could still have unsuccessful reigns. See Bosworth (2002) 251–3, 268. See also
Gruen (1985).

72 Suda s.v. �������� (basileia); Ael. VH 12.17; Arr. Anab. 4.19.5; Polyb. 22.22, 26.15.1–3, 28.31.3, 32.15.9,
33.4; Plut. Alex. 46; Plut. Demetr. 9.3–4; Xen. An. 1.2.12; Cyr. 4.6.11. See also Arist. Pol. 1311b–1312a. See
Beston (2000) 316, 326, 328–9 n. 8; Roy (1998a) 120.

73 SEG xlviii.1487; Diod. Sic. 33.4a; Polyb. 5.57.6–8, 15.25–33.
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a king once he became perceived as a failure. Even worse, troops sometimes
actually switched sides, on one occasion even assassinating the king – the
unfortunate Seleucus III in 223 (Polyb. 4.48.7–8).74 Such disloyalty could
also be shown over pay – if a commander could not meet the pay demands
of his forces, he risked not just their loyalty but much of his power.75

The king also depended upon success in warfare to maintain the loyalty
of his friends. These friends formed his inner circle, and not only were his
advisors and companions, but from among them the king might recruit his
military officers, provincial governors, civil servants and ambassadors. The
king relied upon this group for advice and service, but their loyalty came
at a price; in return they expected not only prestigious positions, but also
lucrative gifts, and the latter often took the form of plunder accumulated
from a successful campaign. In fact, the king’s friends expected him to foster
their own economic aims by undertaking military campaigns. Even when
gifts in the form of plunder were not forthcoming, it was still essential that
the king be viewed by his friends as strong and powerful, since, as was the
case with the military, friends would desert a monarch whom they perceived
as weak, often taking up the friendship of a rival dynast afterwards.76

Thus, the maintenance of one’s friends was for Hellenistic monarchs an
integral part of showing themselves to be powerful, and the most respected
way of doing so was through military victories. A strong concept for many
Macedonian monarchs was that of ‘spear-won’ territory; they went to war
and conquered simply because that was what Macedonian kings did. They
considered it their natural aim in life to win territory by the spear.77 As
such, kings maintained Macedonian military traditions, including dress,
until the very end. The vast majority of dynasts also continued to lead their
troops from the front, as Philip and Alexander had done.

Leaders who were successful in warfare were quick to propagandize their
own victories.78 In direct opposition to mid-Republican Rome at this time,
where successful generals like Scipio Africanus were curbed by the collective
body of the Senate, in every aspect of self-presentation, from their inscrip-
tions to their coinage to their festivals, the Hellenistic kings stressed their
military achievements before their army, their friends and their subjects, to
the point where such achievements became the exclusive property of the
kings, as with the later monopoly on military glory by the Roman emperors
(upon which this Hellenistic practice had no little influence). Furthermore,

74 IG ii.2.469; Polyb. 5.40.57. See Griffith (1935) 33–56; Launey (1949–50) ii.690–5; Parke (1933)
206–26.

75 Diod. Sic. 20.113.3; Préaux (1989) i.306–9.
76 Diod. Sic. 18.14.1, 28.5–6, 33–6, 50, 53, 61–2, 19.25, 26; Livy 35.18.1; Plut. Dem. 49–50. For the

institution of monarchic friends in the Hellenistic world see Bringmann (1993); Herman (1980), (1997).
77 Billows (1995a) 24–9.
78 SEG xlviii.1507; OGIS 273–9 (277=SEG xlv.2230).
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both of these arrangements, with one’s friends and with one’s army, were
of course reciprocal, as in return for success in war, good kings received
obedience, loyalty, power, wealth, territory and fame.79

Unlike Rome, where warfare might benefit individuals or entire cities,
the Diadochoi used the profits of warfare to enhance their own imperial
ambitions. This was because their finances were personal finances, and not
those of a state. Kings actively sought to be associated with wealth, hence the
lavish processions, festivals and competitive philanthropy that characterized
the Hellenistic age. It should thus come as no surprise when we see a
number of Hellenistic wars started for economic reasons alone. Antigonus
Monophthalmus fought to gain control of the lucrative frankincense and
bitumen trades, Eumenes I incorporated the region around Mount Ida into
his kingdom of Pergamum in order to control the area’s lucrative timber
business, and the Seleucids and Ptolemies fought a number of bloody
campaigns over Coele-Syria, an area that contained a large number of
Alexander’s former mints.80 In just one of those campaigns, Ptolemy III
Euergetes seized 40,000 talents in gold and silver (Jer. Comm. Dan. 11.9), a
fortune by any standard. Successful warfare gave a dynast more money and
a greater ability to hire troops and build navies, and these in turn brought
him greater success.

Thus the ‘balance of power’ theory could never truly have applied, as
dynasts needed to wage warfare against each other to remain powerful. In
fact, it has been postulated that the Hellenistic world was in a constant
state of warfare, with treaties being only temporary halts to the violence.81

Leaders like Ptolemy III, Antiochus III (‘the Great’), and Philip V attempted
to live the very ideal of the Macedonian warrior king, and were keenly aware
of the achievements of their dynastic forefathers. Even beyond the three
major kingdoms, men like Agathocles of Syracuse, Pyrrhus of Epirus and
Demetrius I of Bactria embodied the spirit of the age as both monarchs
and conquerors. In this sense, the age of Philip and Alexander never really
passed – their spirits lived on through the belief that conquest was a nec-
essary requisite of kingship. Only the coming of the Romans brought an
end to this era of competing warrior kings.

i i . the roman republic

Warfare and the state were intrinsically linked for the Romans during the
Republic; in fact, with the possible exception of Sparta, for no other society
in the ancient world were the two more fundamentally related. Warfare

79 Van Wees (1998b) 16–17.
80 Diod. Sic. 20.94–100.2; Aperghis (2001) 94–5; Billows (1990) 288; Bellinger (1963) 83–5.
81 Austin (1986) 461.
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bonded all ranks of Roman society together and was an integral part of
the state’s social, political and cultural life. Warfare not only benefited
the Roman state, but it also crossed monetary divides and linked together
Romans of different classes. It therefore follows that the Roman state was
imperialist, and that the Romans themselves favoured war as an externali-
zation of their socio-political system.

1. Roman imperialism

The concept of imperialism, defined as ‘the behaviour by which a state
or people takes and retains power over other states or peoples or lands’,
first came into existence in the nineteenth century, and in many ways its
historiography for Rome mirrors how Europeans have written and continue
to write about empire.82 Imperialism then, as opposed to our Western
concept of the term now, was not seen in a negative light in the mid-
nineteenth century. In the political arena it was perfectly acceptable, and
even beneficial, for nineteenth-century politicians to throw out imperialist
rhetoric. In the realm of scholarship, this ideal was expounded nowhere
more firmly than in T. Mommsen’s seminal work Römische Geschichte,
which first appeared in 1854 and was largely a justification of the Roman,
and hence the German, empire.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, most European
empires had been consolidated, and as such the views of empire shifted
towards how states had acquired their overseas territories by legitimate and
righteous means, often in the name of defending themselves. This found
its way into ancient history in the early twentieth century through scholars
who originated the doctrine of ‘defensive imperialism’. Its central claim was
that, in their constant wars, the Romans were largely defending themselves,
and conquest occurred only to protect their own interests and those of their
allies.83 The main argument of this group of scholars is based on the idea of
a Roman fear of powerful neighbours; Rome had been going to war for so
long that a ‘neurosis of fear’ had developed within them, and their motives
were more psychosomatic than aggressively imperialist. In short, Rome
went to war only when necessary and did not always conquer, doing so
only when its own territory was threatened. Subscribers to this belief claim
that any profit incurred was purely coincidental, and that those who assign
economic motives to the Romans are being anachronistic, taking modern

82 Quotation from Harris (1979) 5. For historiographical surveys of the debate between Roman
aggressive and defensive imperialism see Frézouls (1983) 141–62; Hermon (1989) 407–16; Rich (1993)
38–44.

83 Badian (1968) 6; Eckstein (1985); Frank (1914) 90–1; Hoyos (1998) 19–22, 30, 54, 271–4; Sherwin-
White (1980) 178–9.
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concepts of a more mercantilist imperialism and placing them upon the
Romans.84

The defensive imperialism theory has been attacked and largely
debunked by historians such as Harris (1979), writing in the ‘post-colonial’
era, when the notion of empire was viewed in a much more negative light.
These scholars maintained that the Romans were in fact the aggressors in
most of their wars, finding excuses to declare a ‘just war’ solely for territorial
expansion, economic gain and individual political advancement. Moreover,
the fact that the Romans were so aggressive and mobilized for war year after
year proves that they were less, not more, afraid of powerful neighbours
than other states. Conquest was part of the socio-political make-up of the
Roman state, as success in politics revolved around war and militarism and
the desire for plunder was present within Romans of all classes. Further-
more, the constant warfare actually maintained a harmony between the
various different classes of citizens, as the Republic of the late fourth to
mid-second centuries, the period of greatest conquest, was largely free of
internal stasis.

Contemporary scholarship is rather more nuanced in its views. North
(1981) has highlighted the distinction between conscious Roman decision
making in specific instances, and the structural factors in Roman society
which shaped the policy context. Others have acknowledged the possibility
of some defensive wars (such as the early fourth-century Gallic conflicts)
and of a certain amount of Roman trepidation concerning other imperi-
alist states (for example the Roman concern over the rapid rearmament
of Carthage in the mid-second century).85 Nevertheless, it is now gener-
ally accepted that the Romans were an aggressive imperialist power, even
though not all of their wars fell into this pattern and not all of their aggres-
sion stemmed from conscious political choice.

Rome was a society for which war and conquest were the norm, and it
would not be too strong a statement to say that, during the early and mid-
Republic at least, the Romans were socialized to make war. Between the
beginning of the Second or Great Samnite War in 327 and the end of the
First Punic War in 241, an eighty-six-year period, the Romans mustered
their legions, called out their allies, and marched to war in all but five years,
an average of 94 per cent. During the eighty-one years that saw combat,
seventy-four triumphs were celebrated, meaning that on average, 91 per cent
of years witnessed this ceremony.86 The fact that we hear of little if any
grumbling on the part of even the common soldiery of this era shows that
warfare united Roman society, and that all levels of the citizenry could be

84 Badian (1968) 17–18, 20.
85 Hermon (1983) 177–84, (1989) 407–16; North (1981) 1–9; Rich (1993) 38–68, (1996) 1–37.
86 See Harris (1979) 9–10, 256–7; Nicolet (1969) 117; Rich (1993) 44.
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equally bellicose. Such attitudes towards warfare won for them first Italy
and eventually the entire Mediterranean.

As opposed to the Hellenistic world, where military finance and society
could be separated, the key issue in terms of the Republic is the interlinking
of war, finance and politics. Warfare was intrinsic to the Roman way of life,
and as such it did not require many special finance measures that were
present in other societies. Although Roman war financing and economic
planning were present, since they were necessary to get campaigns off the
ground in the first place, in the majority of years the plunder and lands
that were taken made any initial investment by the state or by private
citizens very worthwhile. Yet this was not the dominant factor in Roman
war-making, as society itself, with its assemblies set up along military lines,
its political systems, and its veneration of successful generals, must be seen
as the binding force between warfare and the state in Republican Rome.

Roman legions marched out to war nearly every single year, and warfare
represented more than just territorial ambition. Because of its location on
the River Tiber and because it controlled the nearby salt flats, Rome always
had a prominent position within Latium. Etruscan rule in the sixth century
appears to have ushered in a period of significant growth for the city, and
in the decades following the overthrow of the last Etruscan warlords in 509,
Rome assumed control of Latium and formed a common Latin army, which
it led. From the mid-fifth century onwards, Rome’s imperialist tendencies
were becoming more pronounced, and it was beginning to use the Latin
army to give itself a dominant position in central Italy, assimilating and
eliminating other states in the process, in particular the Etruscan city of
Veii (Rome’s main trading rival at the time), which was destroyed in 396.
A major incursion by Gallic tribes in the early fourth century, culminating
in the sack of Rome in 390,87 curtailed the city’s imperialism for a time,
but after the suppression of a Latin revolt from 341 to 338, Rome began a
new, more rigorous, period of conquest.88

These conquests were made possible by two crucial factors – the Roman
political system in the mid-Republic, and Rome’s alliance system. In terms
of the latter, as Rome expanded and conquered new territories, the places
that were absorbed were with a few exceptions left free to govern their own
affairs and not subject to Roman government or garrisons. Although the
relationship was not one among equals, the subdued Italian states were in
fact referred to by the Romans as their allies (socii), and their only obligation
was to contribute troops to the communal Italian army. Technically, any
state could call out the collective army, and whoever did so was allowed to

87 These are the conventional dates, according to the Varronian chronology. Greek sources, especially
Polyb. 1.6.1, suggest a real date three or four years later. See Cornell (1989a) 311–14.

88 See Alföldi (1964) 355–91; Cornell (1989b) 309–23, (1995) 202–4, 223–30, 293–326.
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lead it, but from a very early stage it was almost exclusively called out, and
thus led, by the Romans, and used for their purposes. Thus, it is technically
a misnomer to refer to the ‘Roman’ army of the mid-Republic, since it was
a force recruited from across Italy on behalf of what modern historians call
the ‘Italian confederacy’.

For the conquest of Italy, the system perpetuated itself, as the more
Rome expanded, the larger its collective army became. Some states even
joined the alliance system voluntarily, recognizing its benefits. Newly con-
quered areas were also made safe by a series of colonies that Rome planted
throughout Italy, many of which went on to become large cities in their
own right and provided Rome with even more troops. The confederacy
provided immense resources of manpower which go a long way towards
explaining Rome’s military success during the mid-Republic. The system
allowed Rome both to conquer large parts of the Mediterranean and to
defend Italy from incursions by the Gauls and by Pyrrhus and Hannibal.
They could now fight wars on multiple fronts and survive bitter and costly
defeats, as the human capital of Italy gave them enough resources virtually
to guarantee eventual success.89

The other major factor which facilitated Roman conquest was the polit-
ical system of the Republic. In third- and second-century Rome there was
as yet no difference between a politician and a general, and the greatest
exploit of any Roman aristocrat with political ambitions was victory in
battle. Warfare was the surest way of achieving dignitas, gloria and laus, and
the consul, who had but one year in office, always had to make sure that he
had equal access to the glories of his predecessors.90 Due to the brief period
for which every office lasted, Roman politicians spent most of their years
out of office and merely as senators, and thus the authority and dignity that
they had won as commanders were vital for them to exercise influence over
assemblies and over their peers. The Romans may have vigorously com-
peted with each other for political office, but at the same time they respected
nothing more in their fellow senators than military achievement.91 Hence,
warfare was a necessary means towards political advancement.

In Rome in the mid-Republic, schooling in rhetoric and philosophy was
rudimentary, and the part of a young man’s education which really mattered
occurred on the battlefield. No man could, in theory at least, even run for
political office before he had seen service in ten military campaigns, during
which he should have risen to the rank of military tribune (Polyb. 6.19.4).
Any man who was elected consul had served this as the bare minimum,
and probably significantly more, since he was required to hold (again, in

89 See Badian (1958) 289–95; Cornell (1989a) 365–8, (1995) 347–52; David (1996) 35–43.
90 Cic. Leg. Man. 6; Mur. 19–30; Off. 1.38, 74–8, 121; Rep. 5.7.9; Sall. Cat. 7.3–6. See Harris (1979)

21–2; Nicolet (1960) 248–51; North (1981) 5–6.
91 See Nicolet (1969) 144–6.
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theory) a series of lower offices before he reached the consulship. As an
elected quaestor and praetor he may have seen battle, and at some point he
may also have been appointed a military legate.

While one could achieve a degree of political prominence without being
a successful general, and while a military failure did not necessarily preclude
an individual from holding any future magistracies in the mid-Republic,
by and large the rule for this period was that to achieve the status of a senior
statesman, one normally had to have been a victorious general, as victory in
battle was looked upon as the crowning achievement in an aristocrat’s life.
Once a man had reached the consulship, it was almost inevitable that he
would take command of a Roman army in the field during his single year in
office. It was exceptionally rare for a consul not to do so in the mid-Republic,
and usually both consuls went into battle, at times to separate fronts and
at times even to separate wars. Warfare made a general famous and often
won him the ultimate prize of a triumph, where he, dressed as Jupiter,
would process in a chariot through the city with his army and his spoils
of war.92 A particularly lucrative or important victory might give him the
opportunity to erect a piece of monumental architecture or to dedicate a
temple, thus making his achievement immortal. Rome was covered with
such monuments, all glorifying both an individual’s and the state’s successes
in war. Moreover, both the general and those senators who served with him
would incur great monetary and occasionally territorial benefits from a
victory, and this in turn would gain the senator a stronger base of clients.93

Thus, a pattern developed whereby senators fostered each other’s aims on
the battlefield; a Roman aristocrat knew that, upon becoming consul, his
chances of being voted a war to wage as he saw fit would be much greater
if he had supported previous consuls in the same situation. Hence the
never-ending circle of warfare which characterized mid-Republican Rome.

This was the political climate that fostered Roman imperialism in the
early and mid-Republic. Not only did conquest and plunder actually main-
tain harmony among the aristocracy at Rome, but the initial conquest of
Italy had much to do with this harmony’s creation. The more Rome went
to war, the more the traditional aristocracy, the patricians, had to rely upon
wealthy plebeians to assume more military responsibilities. This is the so-
called ‘struggle of the orders’, whereby from the fall of the Etruscan kings in
509 until the late fourth century the plebeians clamoured for, and eventually
won, more rights from the patricians.94 While much of the struggle is mired
in myth and anachronism, it is nevertheless true that by the fourth cen-
tury plebeians began to hold higher offices and eventually won triumphs,
whereas previously they were absent from these areas, at least in terms of

92 See Versnel (1970) 56–93, 164–95, 313–49, 356–97. 93 Harris (1979) 11, (1984c) 14.
94 See Momigliano (1986); Raaflaub (1986a).
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our sources. There is little doubt that this would have been a two-way pro-
cess, as the patricians relied upon the plebeians to fight and take on more
responsibilities as wars became larger, and the wealthy plebeians themselves
wanted access to the wealth and prestige that accompanied consulships and
triumphs.

After the suppression of the aforementioned Latin revolt in 338, the
Second or Great Samnite War (327–304) was the ultimate test of Rome’s
hold on central Italy. The Samnites were in fact the peninsula’s second great
power, but lacked the urban infrastructure and the political cohesiveness
of Rome. For a time the fate of Italy hung in the balance, as from 321

until 315 Rome was actually on the verge of losing. However, the fact that
eventual Roman victory in this war came at the same time as the end of the
struggle of the orders should not be seen as a coincidence. This war taxed
Roman strength as no conflict had before, and as a result, more plebeian
participation was necessary, as evidenced by the fact that the first regular
plebeian triumphs occur in the war’s final years.95 Although this was not the
final chapter in the conquest of Italy, victory in the Second Samnite War
virtually sealed the peninsula’s fate. War itself had forced social harmony
upon Rome, and it was war which would allow this social harmony to
continue.

2. The financial dimension

While political success, glory and triumph-hunting were certainly impor-
tant elements of Roman imperialism, the prospect of financial gain was of at
least equal significance. This was not confined to the senatorial class, as all
groups of combatants in Rome benefited financially from warfare.96 This
is especially evident in the conquests of the third and second centuries, and
we have direct evidence that the Roman people themselves voted for and
wholly supported war when they envisaged the campaign would be lucra-
tive (Polyb. 1.2.2–4, 35.4.1–8). After Italy had been subdued or brought into
alliance, Rome turned its armies towards the Mediterranean, and delib-
erately sought conflict with wealthier areas such as Sicily, North Africa,
Macedonia, Greece and Asia.

Plunder was the chief source of remunerative profit from war, but it
was far from the only one. Rome frequently demanded war reparations,
indemnities and heavy tributes from defeated foes, all of which would
compensate the treasury for the initial cost of the conflict. Another impor-
tant factor would have been the state contracts that would arise from
a war. Expeditionary forces would have to be fed, and extended service
would mean that the arms that the soldiers supplied for themselves would

95 Diod. Sic. 20.101.5; Livy 9.44.5–15, 45.1–4. 96 See Brunt (1971) 394.
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eventually be damaged or lost and would have to be replaced through
private contractors at state expense.

The Roman Republic never had, nor would it ever develop, the means
by which the state could transport large quantities of goods, supply armies
or collect taxes; all of these things were farmed out to private contractors.97

Mostly made up of wealthy non-aristocrats, though often financed by sena-
tors, they banded together into groups to bid for state contracts and by the
mid-second century formed a visible class of businessmen in Rome known
as the publicani.98 They are known to have transported goods for the army
during the Second Punic War (Livy 23.48.4–49.4, 25.3.8–5.1), and by the
early second century they were collecting taxes in the provinces.99 Their role
in the Roman economy was made possible and greatly increased through
war and conquest, and their growth mirrors that of Rome’s empire. They
make their first appearances when Rome fights its early overseas conflicts,
where the publicani undertook contracts for long-distance military supply.
Soon after the establishment of the first provinces, they bid for the right
to collect and transport state taxes and revenues. It is safe to say that the
empire could not have functioned without them. War and empire for them
represented significant profit, and as the empire grew and incorporated
more and more territory, so too the publicani themselves became larger. By
the first century they had emerged as a powerful political force in Rome.

While plunder and indemnities might bring profit after a victory, financ-
ing was required to get a campaign off the ground. From 406 the Romans
began to issue their soldiers with pay, as they were spending more and
more time in the field (fig. 14.3).100 The cost of war must have increased
significantly in the First Punic War (264–241), partly because of the mas-
sive navies which Rome fielded in this conflict,101 and partly because the
Romans began to keep their troops in the field for more than just a single
campaign season – bringing them home every autumn from Sicily was now
both logistically difficult and strategically foolish.102 Finally, in 123, a bill
was passed that called upon the state to pay for the arms and equipment of
all legionaries.103

97 See Badian (1972) 16–18; Garnsey (1994) 32; Rickman (1980) 268–9; contra Erdkamp (1998) 58–61,
84–94, 112, 116–21.

98 On the origin of the publicani see Polyb. 6.17.2–3. The passage is certainly anachronistic and
probably refers to Polybius’ own time; see Badian (1972) 45.

99 Livy 34.9.8–11. See Badian (1972) 32–4; Brunt (1962) 105.
100 Diod. Sic. 14.16.5; Livy 4.58–60.
101 An often overlooked fact for the period after the First Punic War; see Rankov (1996) 49–57; Thiel

(1946) 183–9, 281–93, 420, (1954) 63–73, 83–96.
102 Polyb. 1.25.6, 40.1; Zonar. 8.9, 11, 15. See Krasilnikoff (1996) 11; Serrati (2000) 127–8. It is true

that a Roman army was kept in the field for the winter at the earlier date of 280–279, but this was a
punishment for troops who were defeated by Pyrrhus; see Frontin. Str. 4.1.24.

103 Asc. Corn. 68c; Diod. Sic. 34/35.25.1.
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(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 14.3 (a)–(f ) Early Roman coinage: aes signatum (‘signed bronze’) of the third
century bc.

The most direct method of financing was the regular vectigal, a tax on
public property (including not just ager publicus but also public pasture
lands, ports, gates, mines and salt-works), and also the irregular tributum,
a tax collected from all property-owners because of special circumstances,
often to raise money for a campaign. Warfare could also be financed via
private donations or an extra tributum in times of grave emergency,104 or a
commander could elect to forego state finance in the middle of a campaign

104 Livy 23.48–9; Polyb. 1.59.1–2.
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if he was deriving enough revenue to cover his expenses from plunder or
his demands from the locals, as was the case with Cato the Elder in Spain
in 195–194.105 This mostly changed after 167, however, when the Roman
general Aemilius Paullus plundered Macedonia and took control of the
mines there, supposedly bringing in the colossal sum of 120,000,000 ses-
terces to the coffers at Rome.106 After this date, Roman wars were financed
by these monies and by the additional plunder that continued to flow
into the treasury from the Mediterranean conquests. As a result, citizens
were now exempt from the tributum, and it was only levied again on rare
occasions.

In this sense Roman warfare fed off itself, and the wealth derived from
initial conquests facilitated future military endeavours. This can be seen
primarily with plunder and indemnities, but the natural resources that other
regions provided also contributed greatly to the financing of Roman warfare
in the Republic. The conquest of Sicily allowed Rome to take over the grain
tithe that was already present there, and then to use the island’s bountiful
yields to feed their legions in the East and in Spain. The latter region
also provided food for the legions, but more importantly supplied precious
metals for coins and the iron ore from which the Romans constructed some
of their weapons. Hence, as with the Hellenistic kingdoms, Rome’s military
power relied heavily on victory in war.

It has been argued that provincial taxation was only created by Rome
to replace plunder,107 yet this seems unlikely considering the fact that the
Romans certainly took over existing tax structures in Sicily and Macedonia,
and that Sicily, Sardinia and Spain were all taxed significantly before the
mid-second century, the age during which Rome was taking in its largest
amount of plunder. Provincial structure appeared in the Roman Empire
not as a result of conquest, but as the consequence of the expanding nature
of economic exploitation. Territories conquered by Rome often did not
become full provinces for a number of years, and were left without a Roman
administrative system until it became necessary to put one in place because
the economic exploitation of that area had grown, and thus now demanded
greater Roman supervision.

3. Control and exploitation

In the late third and early second centuries the Romans developed two broad
systems by which they exerted control over a particular area or people.

105 Frontin. Str. 4.7.31; Gell. 2.22.28; Livy 34.11–12, 16.7–10, 21.7, 46.2–3; Plut. Cat. Mai. 10.2. For
other examples see SEG xxxiv.558; App. B Civ. 3.11; Mith. 30; Pun. 94; Caes. B Afr. 24; [Caes] B Alex.
1, 9, 49, 51; B Civ. 2.66, 3.5, 43; B Gal. 1.16, 6.4.4–5; Cic. Font. 13; Livy 34.6.9–10, 43.6.1–9; Polyb. 1.18;
Sall. Ep. Cn. Pompei ad Senatum 9; Iug. 56.3. See also Erdkamp (1998) 98–100; Millar (1984a) 14.

106 Livy 45.40.1; Plut. Aem. 32. 107 Hopkins (2002) 204.
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Direct military conquest leading to the creation of a province was the
hallmark of their campaigning in the West, while influence and irregular
economic exploitation were characteristic of their Eastern wars.108 In the
western Mediterranean, specifically Sicily, Sardinia and Spain, the Romans
first established military control over these areas and in the process began a
system of economic exploitation. In Sicily and Sardinia this took the form
of the grain tithes that went to feed the legions, while Spain was exploited
for its agricultural and mineral resources. Assigning elected magistrates to
run these provinces was both necessary and beneficial to Rome. In all of
these places, security was essential, either because of external threats from
Carthage or internal rebellions by the natives. The creation of provinces
brought a degree of military and economic stability that allowed for the
more efficient collection of taxes, and it also required an increase in the
number of annually elected praetors, to four per year from 227 and six per
year from 197.

Another broad model of Roman control existed, and this was applied
in the eastern Mediterranean – specifically Illyria, Macedonia and Greece.
Here, the Romans conquered but did not occupy; they sought to subdue
and exploit the regions without committing any permanent forces or mag-
istrates to the area. Yet the Romans campaigned many times in the east
between the opening of the First Macedonian War in 215 and the creation
of the province of Macedonia in 146, and each time they eventually pulled
out and created anarchy either by disbanding leagues and turning states
against each other, or by breaking up larger states and installing puppet
governments. So, at least in theory, these states remained free.109

‘Defensive imperialists’ have traditionally placed great stress on this reluc-
tance to pursue eastern conquests.110 From this perspective, the presence of
Hannibal as a refugee in the east from 195 was a double-edged sword for
the Hellenistic kingdoms, since it served to awaken Roman nightmares of
another invasion of Italy if they did not take pre-emptive action. However,
as discussed in Chapter 10, Rome clearly felt that large parts of the East lay
within its ‘sphere of influence’ in the second century, long before formal

108 In this chapter, I use ‘province’ in its most common modern sense, meaning a defined area of
Roman control with a magistrate as its governor. I recognize that, for the third and second centuries,
the Latin term provincia in the military sense referred simply to any area of control, whether for only
one campaign season or on a more permanent basis. Thus, to the Romans of this time, there was little
if any difference between the provincia given to a general in which to fight a campaign, and a provincia
where the Romans simply maintained control and collected taxes. J. S. Richardson calls the latter a
‘regularised provincia’, and I am grateful to Prof. Richardson for numerous discussions on this topic as
well as allowing me to view sections of The Language of Empire: The Development of Roman Imperialism
from the Third Century bc to the First Century ad (forthcoming). This chapter has been much improved
as a result.

109 Macedonia was assigned as a provincia in 200–194, 191–187, 171–167, 149–146. For full references
see MRR 1; Brunt (1971) 423–9.

110 Badian (1958) 85–8.
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annexation.111 The fact that different policies were pursued from those in the
west does not in itself mean that Rome’s combative and acquisitive instincts
have been overestimated. It may simply be that occupation seemed a less
attractive immediate option in these specific cases, especially in light of
the demands imposed by Rome’s on-going expansion around the western
Mediterranean at the time.

Rome’s third extra-Italian conquest came with the First Illyrian War of
229, yet upon the conclusion of hostilities, unlike in Sicily, they did not
occupy. Instead, they established a protectorate in the area, and commis-
sioned Demetrius of Pharos to guarantee the peace.112 While this might
at first appear odd, it makes perfect sense if one considers what the area
had that would have been advantageous to Rome, and what protection it
needed. In 229 Rome had gone to war to protect its traders from Illyrian
piracy, and once that threat was eliminated, there was no need to con-
quer. The waters were policed by Demetrius, and Illyria, unlike Sicily and
Spain, had little to offer the Romans. Therefore, any occupation of the
area would have brought them little benefit. Rome made it clear that the
arrangement with Demetrius was only temporary, perhaps a premonition
of future hostility in the area (App. Ill. 8).

From the end of the Second Macedonian War in 196, Macedonia and
Greece were under the control of Rome, and although the Romans did
perennially assign Macedonia as an area of military command to an elected
magistrate during times of war and for the settlements that immediately
followed, they did not occupy with any permanency, and therefore no
province was formed in this region. Nevertheless, it is likely that the Roman
armies in Greece during the years 196–146 periodically requested grain from
the local populace. The powers contained within a consul’s imperium gave
him the right to make demands from civilians at any time (Sall. Cat. 29.3),
and a large amount of grain was demanded from the Epirotes in 169 (Livy
44.16.2).

Even when the Romans had withdrawn, their influence in Greece was
heavily felt. Rome practised a brand of political manipulation whereby it
attempted to turn states against one another in order to foster division, thus
keeping Greece disunited and lessening the chances that cities would com-
bine forces. Even friends were not immune; in 168 and 167 king Eumenes
II of Pergamum, one of Rome’s staunchest allies in the East, was treated
with disdain, as he was given no aid to bolster his claims to the throne and
he was blocked whenever he attempted to expand his territory.

In 168, over twenty years before the creation of a province, some of the
cities of north-western Macedonia and Illyria were ordered to begin to pay
taxes to Rome. The following year, Rome demanded that the Macedonians

111 Alcock (1993) 13; Larsen (1935). 112 App. Ill. 8; Polyb. 2.11.17.
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pay to them half of the tax they had formerly paid to their kings; iron and
copper mines were taxed at the same rate. The Romans now took control
of all reserve stocks of grain and oil in Greece; these they either seized for
themselves or distributed to loyal cities as they saw fit. Rome also began to
control trade, regulating the sale of salt. In 158 the Romans reopened the
Macedonian silver mines and began to exploit them for their own profits.
Finally, after his sack of Corinth in 146, Lucius Mummius imposed taxes
upon all of Greece in a blanket policy of exploitation, regardless of the fact
that many of the Greek states were still technically free, and some were even
allies.113 On all of these occasions, the Senate continued to claim that the
Greeks and Macedonians were in fact free. However, the fact that they paid
taxes to Rome suggests that they should be regarded as Roman subjects,
regardless of the fact that they were not within the boundaries of a province.

It has been argued that these taxes were not imposed with any regularity
or within any scope of a larger imperial plan, since the Romans had no long-
term design to conquer Greece, and mostly went through the first half of
the second century making ad hoc measures to meet certain situations.114 It
is certainly anachronistic to speak of Roman foreign policy in the modern
sense; they responded to each situation individually and differently, and it
is doubtful that they ever had any long-term foreign strategies or goals (the
desire of some to eliminate Carthage in the first half of the second century
being a possible exception). However, the sheer volume and indiscriminate
nature of Roman exploitation in the East does seem to suggest a deliberate
objective of establishing control with minimal use of the legions. In short,
the state sought to incur maximum profit, which went to funding its wars
elsewhere, with the least possible risk. This is further demonstrated by the
economic benefit that Rome incurred, not only from the taxes, but more
than anything else from the overwhelming amount of movable plunder
taken from Greece over half a century. These benefits meant that it may
actually have been more advantageous for Rome not to turn Macedonia
and Greece into provinces in the first instance.

4. Manpower and the allies

Just as gainful military campaigns account to a degree for the lack of internal
stasis in mid-Republican Rome, this type of warfare was also necessary for
Rome’s relationship with its Italian allies, as the latter were taxed not in

113 Eumenes: Livy 45.19–20.3; Polyb. 30.1–3; taxes upon Illyria and north-west Macedonia: Diod.
Sic. 31.8.5; Livy 45.18.7, 26.1–2,11–15; taxes upon Macedonia: Diod. Sic. 31.8.9; Livy 45.18.1–7; grain
reserves: Livy 45.33.3–4, Plut. Aem. 28.2–3; salt: Livy 45.29.12–13; mines: Cassiod. Chron. 2.130; taxes
upon Greece: Paus. 7.16.9. See Alcock (1993) 20; Hammond et al. (1972–88) iii.520; Will (1979–82)
ii.236, 326, 334.

114 Gruen (1984) ii.525–6, see Shipley (2000) 397.
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money or kind but in men for the communal army. This alliance system
served as indirect financing for the Roman state at war, as the costs of combat
for Rome itself were greatly reduced due to the large presence of the allies,
who met their own expenses. The system accounts for much of Rome’s
success on the battlefield, as the vast reserves of Italian manpower saw the
Republic through many long and bitter conflicts. Furthermore, many of the
allies did not serve by compulsion, as they saw for themselves the economic
benefits brought about by plundering others.115

It is clear that plunder played a major role in recruitment for the army.
Not only did the Romans unabashedly start wars with the specific design
of acquiring plunder, but the amount of plunder that could be won on
any given campaign was directly related to the ability of the Romans to
recruit citizen legionaries. After the Second Punic War, with Roman terri-
tory spanning from Spain to Illyria, the Republic came to depend more and
more on the allies as armies were required for fighting in multiple theatres
and garrisoning Rome’s new provinces. Yet the allies themselves did not
see increased benefits accompanying their increased service. The problem
became particularly acute after 146; this date witnessed the sack of both
Carthage and Corinth, but it also saw a significant break in Rome’s wars
of conquest.

From the mid-second century onwards provincial appointments could
and often did take the place of warfare in terms of the personal enrichment
of the senatorial class. The economic and administrative forms of Roman
imperialism that were now taking place in the provinces could prove more
lucrative and less dangerous for the ruling classes than military campaign-
ing.116 Warfare now took on a different form, in that campaigns for a time
ceased to be those of conquest in wealthy areas and instead were character-
ized by guerrilla fighting in areas nominally already under Roman control.
The wars in Spain and the slave rebellions in Sicily during this period
produced much danger and little plunder, and fewer and fewer Roman
volunteers stepped forward for service, so that the dependence upon the
Italian allies was only increased.

Part of the problem may have stemmed from what is traditionally
described as the Roman ‘manpower crisis’, where constant warfare saw the
impoverishment and eventual disappearance of the Italian small farmer,
the man who made up the bulk of the army’s heavy infantry. Toynbee
famously blamed this on ‘Hannibal’s Legacy’ from the Second Punic War,
an argument comprehensively rejected in Brunt’s classic work on Italian
manpower.117 Most scholars have tended to follow Brunt, especially since

115 See Harris (1984a) 13–58, (1984b) 89–113; North (1981) 7; Rich (1993) 43; Rosenstein (1999) 201.
116 Garrison work could sometimes still produce top-ups to a soldier’s pay, but it rarely proved lucrative.

See Sall. Iug. 44.1.
117 Toynbee (1965); Brunt (1971) esp. 269–77.
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survey archaeology has revealed little evidence of any decline in small-
holdings throughout this period.118 However, there must have been some
reason for the build-up of discontent which preceded the attempted agrar-
ian reforms of the radical tribunes Tiberius and Gaius Gracchus in the 130s
and 120s, and it is plausible that this lay in the centuries-old pressures of
military recruitment, capitalistic land demand and the ready availability
of slave labour, especially since the scope for new colonization was much
reduced after the Po valley and Liguria were settled in the early second
century.119 The Gracchan reforms saw a redistribution of some public lands
in Italy, and a law passed that from this point onwards demanded that the
state pay to equip and arm all soldiers. However, this probably had more
of an effect in harmonizing the arms and armour of the legions that had
previously been quite different depending upon one’s ability to purchase
such items.

Whatever the truth may be regarding the ‘manpower crisis’, a much
clearer reason for the dearth of recruits is that Roman wars were now
visibly less profitable.120 In 151, when the call went out for the dangerous
and non-lucrative wars in Spain, not nearly enough men could be found
and the Italian allies had to make up the numbers (Polyb. 35.4.1–8). Yet
when the Romans were undertaking an expedition to conquer wealthy
Carthage only two years later, volunteers abounded (App. Pun. 75). Thus,
the perception of how much plunder each individual soldier would gain
on a campaign was directly related to Rome’s success, or lack thereof, in
recruitment. The Italian allies were particularly badly affected, since not
only were they being required to contribute more men to less profitable
wars, but it was southern Italy which seems to have borne the brunt of the
agrarian crisis.121 Allied agitation eventually led them to call for citizenship
and then to rise up in the Social War of 90–88.122

The reforms of Marius at the end of the second century solved the
recruitment problem by abolishing the property qualification for service
once and for all, thereby giving the legions access to the landless proletarii.
These reforms, followed by the Social War and the extension of Roman
citizenship throughout Italy, laid the foundations for the more fully profes-
sional army of the late Republic.123 The age was characterized by renewed
conquest, but also by the rise of individual strongmen, a process which
transformed the relationship between war and the Roman state. The lucra-
tive nature of provincial appointments, combined with the fact that Italy
faced no significant threats from foreign invaders after the Gallic War of
104–101, helped drive aristocratic political competition to new levels of

118 Morley (1996) 103; Rathbone (1981) 18–19. 119 Cornell (1996) 97–113.
120 See Dyson (1992) 23–55; Rich (1983). 121 Cornell (1996).
122 Gabba (1976). 123 On the reforms of Marius see Gabba (1976) 9–19; Lintott (1994) 37–9.
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ferocity. With more troops now available, this competition for offices even-
tually spilled over onto the battlefield in what has been compared to an
internalization of Clausewitz’s famous dictum, as warfare now became a
continuation of domestic politics by other means.124 Although there was
nothing new in Roman aggression being driven by internal political fac-
tors, what had once united the Roman state now proved fatally divisive – a
phenomenon which will be explored in Volume II as it echoed throughout
the late Republic and the succeeding imperial eras.

124 Brunt (1988) 1–92; Rosenstein (1999) 210.
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CHAPTER 15

WAR AND SOCIETY

j . e . lendon

i. introduction

Peloponnese stretches three ambitious fingers towards the coast of Africa.
Taenarum is the middle cape, and the longest, a terror to mariners despite
the pleading temple to Poseidon set upon its rocky tip. And in the years after
the death of Alexander the Great, this crag redoubled its evil fame as a hiring
fair for mercenary soldiers.1 Here that breed of ‘exiles, deserters, a congeries
of evil-doers’ (Isoc. 8.44) awaited those who came to bid for their services,
thrust into the sea as far from respectable hearths as geography allowed. And
to Taenarum bidders came, for despite their dark reputation mercenaries
were ubiquitous in the armies of the Hellenistic world: sometimes whole
hosts were hireling, or nearly so; often mercenaries formed the corps in
which most confidence was placed; rarely were they absent.

Yet a mercenary arriving in Latium would despair of his reward. In the
middle Republic, when the Romans traded a parochial sway in Italy for lord-
ship of the Mediterranean world, they employed mercenaries only rarely.
This contrast between the Greek world and Rome betrays the dissimilarity
of their military cultures, the different ways Greeks and Romans thought
about the nature of military prowess. The Hellenistic Greeks, although
they valued inborn courage, were inclined to regard soldiering as a learned
craft, while the Romans, although they accepted that there was much to
learn about warfare, were more apt to think that fighting displayed inher-
ited virtue. This disparity of outlook is a matter of delicate shading rather
than stark contrast, but it has consequences for the evolution of military
technique, the harmony of society and the incidence of war.2

i i . the hellenistic world

That many in the Greek world were prepared to sell their swords requires
little explanation. Greece had always been rich in poverty; frequent warfare

1 Griffith (1935) 259–60.
2 That Roman culture was more martial than Greek, and that this contributed to Roman expansion,

is conventional: but note A. M. Eckstein’s attack on this view (2006) 118–243, more briefly (1997) and
(2000) 867–71.
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Figure 15.1 Third-century terracotta statuette of a mercenary, carrying
a sword and other gear, a caricature type also common in contemporary
comedy.

drove men from the land; the Greek genius for political tangle created tribes
of wandering exiles. For centuries Greeks had served as mercenaries, both
in the East where their reputation as infantry was high, and in the pay
of Greek tyrants – especially in the West, in Sicily – who could not trust
their own citizens in peace or in war.3 The question, rather, is why, despite
the expense, dubious loyalty and bad repute of mercenaries, Hellenistic
monarchs and Greek cities hired them in large numbers when they could
have used their own people as soldiers (fig. 15.1).

The widespread use of mercenaries by mainland Greeks pre-dates the
ascendancy of Macedon. In the Peloponnesian War Athens is found hiring

3 Parke (1933) 3–13.
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barbarian specialists, light infantry from Thrace.4 The hiring of mercenaries
with unusual skills – archers from Crete are perhaps the most prominent –
remains common in the Hellenistic era, and does not present the same
puzzle as the enrolment of outsiders to fight in ways that would have
been familiar to citizens.5 As fourth-century Greece staggered towards its
confrontation with Macedon the use of Greek mercenaries to supplement –
or occasionally replace – citizen-soldiers became more common.6 Orators’
railing at this development has been distilled into diagnosis of decline:
moral enfeeblement or decadence, learned men said once; now they speak
of the decay of civic patriotism or the expansion of the private sphere at
the expense of the public.7

Shifts in the Greek outlook there may have been, but they explain no
more than why citizens might have been reluctant to serve, not why hir-
ing mercenaries was more appealing than enticing or compelling natives.
Through the fifth century and beyond most Greeks believed that the state
was defended by a hoplite army that included, and drew its ethos from, its
social élite, ‘good’ men, to whose social superiority were ascribed aretê, excel-
lence, andreia, courage, and so success on the battlefield.8 Mercenaries –
‘murderers, mutilators, thieves, housebreakers’ (Polyb. 13.6.4) – were the
very opposite, destitute, criminals and exiles, the very type of ‘bad’ men,
a perception hardly leavened by the occasional exiled aristocrat or gentle-
man adventurer, like Xenophon, in their ranks. How could such wretches,
deficient by definition in aretê and andreia, possibly be victorious on the
battlefield? The widespread use of mercenaries in the fourth century and
the Hellenistic era necessarily implies a revolution in attitudes towards what
made an effective warrior.

1. Military excellence as craft

Polybius identifies skill at arms as the characteristic excellence of the mer-
cenary, and points to the technical skill of soldiers as a significant factor
in battle.9 With programmes of public military training for young men,
Hellenistic cities endorsed the importance of skill with sweat and treasure.
At Athens from the late fourth century ephebes – young men in training –
were instructed in hoplite fighting, the javelin, the bow and shooting the
catapult ([Arist.] Ath. Pol. 42.3). Young men’s games in many Hellenistic

4 Parke (1933) 17–18. Economically on fourth-century and Hellenistic mercenaries, Hamilton (1999)
180–3.

5 Griffith (1935) 236–63. 6 Burckhardt (1996) 76–153.
7 Compare, e.g. Grote (1846–56) xi.389–96 with Sinclair (1988) 59.
8 Van Wees (1995a); Pritchard (1998) 44–53. For the aristocratic ethos behind this conception,

conveniently, Donlan (1999).
9 Polyb. 11.13.3, 15.13.1; cf. Diod. Sic. 19.109.1–2; Arist. Eth. Nic. 1116b.
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towns had a military cast: they competed not only in running, wrestling
and boxing, but with the bow and the javelin; even in fighting in armour
and with the catapult. In the Hellenistic gymnasium expert teachers of
these martial skills were provided.10 This is far from the amateur ethos of
fifth-century Athens, where Thucydides could have Pericles boast that the
Athenian army took no training and needed none – the natural courage of
the free Athenian citizen would triumph – and where it could be seriously
debated (in Plato’s Laches) whether taking instruction in the technique of
hoplite fighting from a paid professional was of any use.11

It was not only skill with weapons that was acquired. Good order and
physical courage find more mention in Polybius than skill at arms as deci-
sive factors in battle. But good order – maintaining formation in all cir-
cumstances – was also understood to be a result of training and practice;
Hellenistic games gave prizes for eutaxia, ‘discipline’.12 And physical courage
could be conceived as a mixture of inborn quality and experience.13 To the
degree that military excellence – skill, order and courage – was understood
more as an acquired than an inborn quality,14 to that degree the merce-
nary could be conceived as a satisfactory replacement for, or superior to,
the citizen soldier (Diod. Sic. 29.6.1). The widespread use of mercenaries
depended on military quality being conceived less as inborn aretê, and more
as learned craft, technê.

It was not only the common soldier whose excellence was conceived as
a craft, but the excellence of generals as well. ‘Tactics is the highest craft
[technê] of war’, and tactics was the disposition, movement and formation
of troops upon the field of battle.15 Tactics and trickery – stratagems –
were the two main intellectual divisions of Hellenistic generalship. In a
battle opposing generals might first try to get the better of each other with
stratagems, but if ‘both outgeneral the other, as in a preliminary contest
of intellect’, and prove equal in that department, then they ‘use different
formations, vying with each other in this skill as well’ (Diod. Sic. 19.26.9–
27.1). If civic trainers were supplied to the young soldier-in-training, books
were written for the commander, both comprehensive military manuals
and (especially) books treating formations and offering lists of stratagems
used by generals of old. Books descended from these genres survive from
the Roman period: Asclepiodotus, Aelian and Arrian on tactics, Frontinus,
Polyaenus and Julius Africanus on stratagems. But practical experience was
better than reading, and at least one Hellenistic general is reported to have

10 Launey (1949–50) ii.815–35; Lendon (2005) 141–3. Cf. Plut. Phil. 7.4.
11 Thuc. 2.39; Pl. Lach. 182e–184c; see ch. 5 in this volume, p. 134.
12 Polyb. 10.23.1–9; games: Crowther (1991b). 13 Polyb. 6.48.3, 52.10.
14 Polyb. 1.6.6, 2.20.9, 3.35.8, 89.5; Diod. Sic. 19.30.5–6.
15 Quoted Plut. Phil. 14.5; cf. Polyb. 9.20.9.
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taken employment as a mercenary commander – on Crete, the very home
of diabolical stratagems – to keep up his skills.16

The Greeks had always admitted the existence of skills, technai, in which
anyone could be trained. But in the classical Greek city it was vulgar trades –
that of the potter, of the sandalmaker – that tended to be conceived in this
way. Aretê, prowess in noble activities – politics and warfare in particular –
tended rather to be ascribed, viewed as the nature or inheritance of man or
city: natural ability might merely (even this was disputed) be augmented
by training. To treat all warlike accomplishments, even the planning of
generals, fundamentally as a matter of training or experience – as a technê –
marks a shift from older thinking, or at least the victory of an advanced strain
of thinking, which can be seen in Thucydides and Plato and Xenophon,
over that of their traditionally minded contemporaries.17

In the fifth century the idea that skills suitable for upper-class persons
could be envisioned as technai is associated especially with the sophists,
itinerant intellectuals-for-hire who were ambitious to teach skills that had
traditionally been thought inborn, and who were thinking deeply about
whether men acted as they did because of their nature, physis, or human
convention, nomos. So there arose a distinction between socially acceptable
(military and intellectual) and déclassé (banausic) technai.18 In the late fifth
century teachers of military skills to the sons of the rich – military sophists –
appear in Greece; in the fourth, military experts become common, and
begin writing manuals. The question of whether to employ such men is the
pretext of Plato’s Laches and arises for discussion in Xenophon’s Cyropaedia
(1.6.12–14). Sophistic teaching can explain why generalship came to be
understood as a craft, and why formations and stratagems – the parts of
command most easily reduced to theory – were emphasized. The parallel
is to the contemporary formalization of training in rhetoric: in both cases
teaching came to emphasize what could best be taught rather than what
worked best in the real world, and students were left to hammer reality to
a matching shape. But even so this new vogue in aristocratic education,
limited to a tiny handful of the rich, can hardly explain why the business
of the common soldier in the line came to be understood to be as much
technê as aretê.

Perhaps mercenaries were not merely the beneficiaries of this change in
outlook, but were in part its creators. The Ten Thousand trod a deep-rutted
path east in the pay of a Persian dynast. But when they returned from their
miraculous march to the Black Sea – having demonstrated their quality
empirically under the most exacting circumstances – they were the first large

16 Plut. Phil. 13.3–6. On Hellenistic command, see Beston (2000); Lendon (2005) 143–52.
17 Thuc. 2.86–9; Pl. Resp. 374b-d; Xen. Cyr. 2.1.22–9, as against Arist. Eth. Nic. 1116b.
18 Compare Diod. Sic. 20.63.4 with 26.1.1; cf. Arist. Pol. 1337b.
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group of Greek mercenaries to be hired by a mainland Greek state, Sparta.19

The Spartans had hired Greek mercenaries in small numbers during the
Peloponnesian War, and had also sent helots out to fight their battles.20

These developments were predictable, because Sparta had the only Greek
army all of whose soldiers took regular training during the fifth century.21

The Spartans were the first to think military excellence acquired, rather than
inborn: ‘man differs little from man by nature, but he is best who trains in
the hardest school’, as Thucydides has a Spartan king say.22 So the Spartans
were the first to view fighting as – at least in part – a technê. As Xenophon
put it, ‘you’d think everybody else mere improvisers in soldiering, and the
Lacedaemonians the only artisans (technitai) of war’.23 And this Spartan
conception – fighting as technê – proved successful in practice: Spartan
victories in the fifth century, her triumph in the Peloponnesian War, and her
ascendancy thereafter, produced trained corps in imitation, most famously
the Sacred Band at Thebes.24 In the fourth century Thebes defeated Sparta,
and the trained army of Macedon defeated all: thus was the Spartan insight
spread and reinforced.

2. Consequences

The conception of warfare as a collation of crafts had, it is attractive to
suppose, a number of historical consequences. A first, strictly military, was
to allow more rapid innovation in military technique. By modern standards
military methods changed extremely slowly in antiquity – 1914–18 saw more
innovation than any ancient century – but some periods saw more change
than others, and the Hellenistic centuries were an era of comparatively
rapid evolution.

Where a dominant method of fighting – classical Greeks fighting in
the phalanx, for example – enacts a cultural ideal, like the brave immobil-
ity of the citizen-soldier, innovation is slow. Changes in ways of fighting
are resisted on cultural grounds, as when the Athenians used their heavy
infantry, their ‘steady hoplite foot soldiers’, as marines:

they are used to jumping ashore frequently and running back fast to their ships
again, and it does not seem shameful to them not to die bravely standing their
ground against the enemy onset, and fair excuses are ready to hand for them when

19 Cartledge (1987) 318–21. 20 Mercenaries: Parke (1933) 15–16; helots: Talbert (1989) 25.
21 Arist. Pol. 1338b; there are traces of élite – and perhaps trained – units in other fifth-century armies:

see ch. 5 in this volume, pp. 144–5, and Pritchett (1971–91) ii.221–2.
22 Quoted Thuc. 1.84.4; cf. 2.39.1; Lendon (2005) 106–14.
23 Quoted Xen. Lac. 13.5; cf. Plut. Ages. 26.4–5. Spartans were forbidden, of course, to practise any

banausic crafts, Plut. Lyc. 24.2; cf. Hdt. 2.167.
24 Pritchett (1971–91) ii.221–4; on the influence of Spartan ways in Greece after the Peloponnesian

War: Rawson (1969) 33–55.
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they cast away their arms and flee in what they call ‘not shameful flight’. Such
phrases are what usually result from using hoplites as marines, and rather than
being worth ‘a thousand praises’ they deserve the opposite. For one should never
accustom men to bad habits, especially not the best part of the citizens.

(Pl. Leg. 706c–d)

The view of fighting as craft, by contrast, is a weaker sea-anchor to change:
individual military crafts are less firmly rooted in the wider culture, and
there is less resistance to abandoning or modifying them. It had been a
great thing when Athenian cavalrymen were willing to serve as hoplite
marines at Salamis (Plut. Cim. 5.2–3); it had been an even greater thing
when prosperous Athenians had been willing to row in the Athenian fleet
at the battle of Arginusae (406).25 In classical Athens how a man fought
was an important part of who he was, an expression of standing not lightly
to be sacrificed. The soldiers of Philip V’s Hellenistic phalanx, by contrast,
easily adapted to rowing or even digging (Polyb. 5.2.5).

So in Hellenistic times it was possible – and common – to retrain sol-
diers and existing units to fight in a different style. Philopoemen reformed
the infantry of the Achaean League on the Macedonian model (Plut. Phil.
9.1–3). The generals of Ptolemy IV could take a variously armed body of
mercenaries, divide them by age and origin, and retrain them ‘paying no
attention to how they were armed before’ (Polyb. 5.64.1). Others could learn
the tactics of the cavalry of Tarentum in southern Italy, and so ‘Tarentine’
cavalry could appear all over the Hellenistic world.26 The large shield of
the Gauls could be adopted and fighting with it even become a contest in
Hellenistic games.27 When Pyrrhus fought in Italy his dispositions seem
to have been influenced by Italian tactics, and his revised tactics in turn
seem to have influenced tactics in Greece. Certainly Hannibal cast away
the Greek-style weapons his army carried to Italy and adopted Roman ones
(Polyb. 18.28.9–10). As the states of the eastern Mediterranean had more and
more contact with Rome, they experimented with Roman ways of fighting;
it has recently been argued that in the 160s the infantries of both Ptolemaic
Egypt and the Seleucid empire were systematically reformed along Roman
lines, and that by the first century bc, when Rome put an end to Hellenis-
tic armies, they were largely equipped and fighting in the Roman style.28

Conceiving military skills as crafts decoupled specific methods of fighting
from the ideals of their practitioners, and made them more amenable to
change.

25 Xen. Hell. 1.6.24; cf. Thuc. 3.18.3. 26 Griffith (1935) 241–51 cf. Lendon (2005) 153–5.
27 Polyb. 5.53.8, 10.29.6; games: Launey (1949–50) ii.817–20.
28 Sekunda (2001b), and esp. 117–24 for Roman influence before the 160s, and 176–9 for the first

century bc.
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Second, and more broadly significant, it may be that to conceive military
skills as technai played a role in social unquiet. The Greeks had never
wanted for reasons to divide into parties and murder their neighbours, but
these reasons had changed, or at least multiplied, over time. If in the fifth
century oligarchs killed democrats and democrats killed oligarchs, if helots
and Spartans slaughtered each other, and if haters and lovers of Athens
fell to blows, it appears that in fourth-century and Hellenistic Greece a
greater share of the pervasive unrest is to be attributed to the economic
resentment of the free poor for the rich, of debtor for creditor, and of
landless for landed.29 Yet changed economic circumstances are not a fully
adequate explanation: in the fifth century the social gulfs were vast enough,
and the misery of the poor abject enough, to justify any amount of strife.
But fifth-century Greek society was aristocratic in tenor. The poor looked
upon the rich with envy, but also with respect as their natural betters: ‘We
had our generals from the greatest houses, first in wealth and birth, and we
prayed to them like gods’ (Eup. fr. 103.4–6). A consequence of this attitude
was the long sequence of aristocratic politicians in democratic Athens. This
habit of deference depended in part on a set of intellectual heirlooms: the
assumption that aretê was heritable – ‘the aretê of those who are well born
shows in their children’30 – and the Homeric bundling of all ascribed aretai
together with wealth and birth. To be rich and well born, then, carried with
it the presumption that one was also better.31 Yet in the fourth century, at
least at Athens, deference tended to decay. Respect for the claims of wealth
and birth was unpredictable in the Athenian courtroom: a speaker might
argue that the rich and well born were usually quite worthless,32 and a
poor soldier might regard his out-of-shape rich comrade with contempt
(Pl. Resp. 556d–e). To envisage military skill as technê may have played its
part in tarnishing aristocratic glamour, for to understand martial prowess
thus was to untie the Homeric bundle of aretai and shake out its largest
element. If prowess in war was not an inborn virtue but a set of crafts that
anyone could learn, the powerful lost much of their right to respect: viewed
no longer as natural superiors, they may have come to be viewed as enemies
instead.

Military excellence as craft could also undermine civic harmony by reduc-
ing the dependence of the rich citizen upon his neighbours. If the artisan
of war – the mercenary – was as effective a soldier as the citizen, the
ordinary man was no longer necessarily his wealthy brother’s potential
shield-fellow (Pl. Resp. 556d). As the reliance of leading citizens upon their

29 Fuks (1984a). 30 Quoted Eur. fr. 232; cf. Arist. fr. 94 Rose. 31 Donlan (1999) 113–53.
32 Ober (1989) 192–259; cf. Dover (1974) 91–2. There had, of course, been plenty of doubts in

fifth-century Athens as well: Donlan (1999) 137–9. Speaker: Arist. Rh. 1390b–1391a.
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humbler townsmen declined, so might their need to treat them with tact.
In a world of mercenaries the rich could defend the city with their trea-
sure, and demand power in exchange. Perhaps this is one reason that in
the Hellenistic era democratic regimes commonly evolved into oligarchies,
de facto or de jure.33 And to fund expensive mercenary contingents the rich
might increase their pressure on the poor.

The old conception of military excellence as aretê tended to bind a
Greek city together: the poor admired the rich, and the greater needed
the lesser. Military excellence as technê cut at both roots of that concord.
It is against this troubled background that the military training of young
men in Hellenistic cities should perhaps be understood. It is sometimes
supposed that public military training – in the Hellenistic gymnasium or
ephebeia or both – was universal among young male citizens. But some
suspect that it was in practice confined to the upper strata of society.34

Certainly the Athenian ephebeia, even if originally universal, soon became
optional and socially élite,35 and the well-known gymnasiarchal law of
Beroea excludes tradesmen from the gymnasium, a gymnasium in which
the presiding official was to ensure that the ephebes practised their archery
and javelin-throwing every day.36 No doubt it was in the interest of the city
as a whole to have citizens trained in war. But in a world where rich and
poor increasingly regarded each other with suspicion, the warlike training
of the sons of the rich assumes a more sinister aspect. It may reflect at
least the anxiety of the rich to reclaim part of their ancestors’ immemorial
legitimacy: of old, great men had basked in the easy assumption that they
were best in peace and war, but the Hellenistic rich were obliged to practise
the crafts of war to reclaim by artifice the respect that had been rendered,
by nature, to their forebears.

Finally, conceiving the use of weapons, and generalship, as crafts had the
potential to be a structural cause of war. Hellenistic dynasts were heirs to
the martial tradition of Alexander the Great:37 Alexander had conquered
his realm with the spear and the might of his successors depended in part
on their too being conceived as warrior kings, able both to command in
war and to fight hand-to-hand in person, as Alexander had.38 Macedonian
soldiers ‘were wont of old to deem him kingliest who was best in arms’.39

But this model of kingship did not in itself compel the kings to make war.
For Hellenistic kingship had any number of ascribed qualities – qualities
that ruler and ruled conspired to accept that the king possessed unproven:
the king was divine, but never obliged to throw thunderbolts to prove
it; the king was the embodiment of the law; the king was the benefactor

33 De Ste Croix (1981) 300–26. 34 E.g. Ma (2000) 347. 35 Pélékidis (1962) 169.
36 For an accessible text, Gauthier and Hatzopoulos (1993); English translation, Austin (1981) 203–7.
37 Plut. Pyrrh. 8.1; Polyb. 5.102.1. 38 Gehrke (1982); Austin (1986) 457–9.
39 Quoted Plut. Demetr. 44.5; cf. Polyb. 11.39.16; Suda s.v. basileia.
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of all.40 Martial excellences could easily have been ascribed qualities as
well, assumed to be in kingship’s chrestomathy of merits and so needing
no proof; the military ability of some Romans of high family in the late
Republic was conceived in this way, or so Sallust had his Marius complain
(Iug. 85). But while the divinity of Hellenistic kings was assumed, kings felt
a powerful need to take training at arms and prove their military ability by
fighting actual wars, like the restless campaigns of Pyrrhus and Demetrius
Poliorcetes.41 Why? Was it in part the definition of command in war as a
set of learned crafts that barred it from the comfortable realm of a purely
ascribed quality – inherited or god-given – and compelled Hellenistic kings
to take the field to prove it? Was it in part the classification of actual hand-
to-hand fighting as a set of skills that compelled Hellenistic kings to throw
themselves into the heat of the action at the head of their troops,42 or
to seek out single combat with the enemy leader,43 as lesser generals also
did,44 despite the terrible dangers to man and state that the king’s hazarding
himself posed (Polyb. 10.32.7–33.6)? Did kings have to show they could fight
because fighting – unlike godhood, say – was understood to be a technê
that anyone could practise?

At the same time, for war-making to be imagined as a collection of crafts
implied that the king’s chosen wars would not necessarily command the
passion of all his subjects. The old ascribed military virtue – ascribed to
man, or family, or class or city – easily flattered all those to whom it was
ascribed to vindicate it in war. But conceiving fighting as craft was part of
the process of the ‘civilianization’ of Greek society, the growing distinction –
evident in the fourth century and tending to increase over time – between
those who practised civilian and military functions, be they mercenaries
or, more usually, citizen professionals.45 The boastful captain, brought on
stage for mockery in the Greek New Comedy (and so in Roman comedy),
emphasizes the extent of this cultural divide. Over time even different
regimens of exercise and diet were recommended for the civilian athlete
and the soldier (Plut. Phil. 3.2–4). The wars of fifth-century Greece were
the wars of the whole citizenry; the wars of the Hellenistic kings were the
wars of their hosts of martial craftsmen. For the rest, the kings’ wars crashed
terrifying overhead like the Wild Hunt in its career.

If in the Hellenistic period the idea of military excellence as an inborn
virtue tended to lose ground, among Greek-speakers, to the notion of such
excellence as a learned craft, the former concept – despite its diminution

40 Billows (1995a) 56–80.
41 Training: Polyb. 22.3.8–9; Plut. Phil. 13.3; wars: esp. Plut. Pyrrh. 13.1, 14.2–8, 22.1.
42 Polyb. 10.49; Livy 27.32.4–6, 31.24.11–17; Plut. Pyrrh. 22.6, 34.1–2.
43 Plut. Pyrrh. 7.4–5, 24.2–3. 44 Plut. Phil. 7.6–7; Polyb. 11.17–18; Livy 26.39.15–17.
45 Polyb. 24.11.2; Plut. Phoc. 7.3; Pyrrh. 16.2. Cf. the growing distinction between military men and

civilian politicians in fourth-century Athens, Hansen (1989b) 17–21.
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never extinct – found a new significance because of its age-old role in estab-
lishing the relative military quality of ethnic groups.46 Greeks had always
been contemptuous of the martial potential of non-Greeks, but before the
conquests of Alexander they had never had at their disposal large num-
bers of non-Greeks whom they could, if they chose, enroll as soldiers. Yet
Greek and Macedonian ascription of superior inborn prowess to themselves
ensured that Hellenistic kings did everything they could to recruit as many
ethnic Greeks and Macedonians as possible for their armies. This encour-
aged the use of Greek mercenaries – suspicion of mercenaries never died,
but even bad Greeks were better than barbarians – and enforced upon the
kingdoms elaborate measures for the care and breeding of scarce Greek and
Macedonian soldiers, in an attempt to maintain European standing armies,
a stage beyond the ad hoc employment of mercenaries. In Egypt this need
manifested itself in a system of land-grants to soldiers,47 in Asia Minor and
further east in chains of military colonies in which colonists from Greece
enjoyed lands in exchange for service.48 Only slowly and reluctantly, in the
face of an absolute scarcity of Greeks and Macedonians, did Hellenistic
monarchs yield to the necessity of training their native subjects for the pha-
lanx, and the subsequent revolt of the native Egyptian troops with whom
Ptolemy IV had won at Raphia in 217 did not encourage repetition of the
experiment (Polyb. 5.107.1–3). In the sandy penetralia of Alexander’s empire
all Greeks and Macedonians were nature’s noblemen and war’s adepts – at
least compared to their subjects: among Greek-speakers themselves excel-
lence was pursued by practice and training, as a craft.

i i i . the romans

By the third century Rome was a full member of the Hellenistic cosmos,
trading and treating and fighting with Greece, the Hellenistic kingdoms
and the Hellenized maritime power of Carthage. And if, unlike the Greeks
and Carthaginians, the Romans employed mercenaries rarely,49 this was
hardly for want of the treasure to pay them: by 300 Rome dominated Italy,
and could have laid her under tribute of money. In fact the Romans did not
employ mercenaries for a deeper reason: they saw no cause to pay others
to do something they yearned to do themselves, and they had allies who
shared their outlook. For centuries Romans of all classes – and many of

46 E.g. Polyb. 1.2.6, 2.38.2–3, 5.44.7, 6.52.10; Diod. Sic. 17.111.4, 19.101.1.
47 Lesquier (1911); and economically on Hellenistic military settlements, Hamilton (1999) 177–80.
48 Billows (1995a) 146–82.
49 Griffith (1935) 234–5 gathers the clear instances, but there are other cases, in which the status of the

Roman auxilia is unclear, where they might well be mercenaries, e.g. Livy 23.46.6–7 (215 bc), 24.47.11
(213 bc), 26.10.5 (211 bc), 27.8.15 (209 bc), 27.38.11 (207 bc), 28.20.1 (206 bc). Rarity of Roman use of
mercenaries is noted by Diod. Sic. 29.6.1; Livy 24.49.8.
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their Italian allies – felt a powerful urge to go to war in order to demonstrate
their courage, their virtus.

1. Military excellence as virtue

The Romans never doubted that there was much that could be learned about
fighting and commanding in battle, but early Romans did not conceive of
military excellence primarily as a set of learnable skills. Success in battle was
primarily the consequence of the inborn human quality that Romans most
admired, virtus or masculine courage (from which, eventually, the English
word virtue). Virtus is analogous to the Greek andreia, but is a value far
more basic to the Roman sense of self than Greek andreia had been to
Greek identity in historical times.50 Sings a wife in a Roman play:

I want my man to be cried as a victor in war: that’s enough for me. Virtus is the
greatest prize; virtus comes before everything, that’s certain: liberty, safety, life,
property and parents, homeland and children it guards and keeps safe. Virtus has
everything in it: who has virtus has everything good.51

Virtus was proved in battle, and ideally by young men in single combat
(Polyb. 6.54.4). The Romans imagined that the practice of single combat
was handed down hallowed from their most remote antiquity: Romulus, the
very founder of their city, was the first to win the honour of the spolia opima,
a dedication made by a Roman leader who killed the enemy leader with
his own hand. And seeking out single combat was a regular part of Roman
warfare in historical times. The late third-century Roman general Marcellus
fought many such fights, and the consul of 202, Marcus Servilius, killed no
fewer than twenty-three men in separate single combats.52 Victors in single
combat hung the armour of their victims on their houses, as ‘witnesses to
their bravery’.53 Under the Roman law such spoils could not be removed
even if the house were sold (Plin. HN 35.7). King Pyrrhus of Epirus was a
famous one-on-one fighter in the Macedonian royal tradition. But when
fighting the Romans, after an attack upon his person by an Italian officer,
even Pyrrhus wearied: he gave his cloak and armour to a friend who was
promptly killed by another Italian (Plut. Pyrrh. 16.8–17.2).54

50 Polyb. 31.29.1; McDonnell (2006); McCall (2002) 83–96.
51 Plaut. Amph. 648–53, long recognized as a Plautine addition to his Greek original: Genzmer (1956)

123–5.
52 Oakley (1985). 53 Quoted Polyb. 6.39.10; see Rawson (1991a).
54 Since Hellenistic generals and monarchs sought out single combat as well (above nn. 43–4) can

this practice be used to distinguish Roman martial culture from Greek? Eckstein (2006) 198–9 thinks
not. But Greek single combats (which are fewer, and individual Greeks fighting more than a handful
are unknown) mostly seem to involve supreme commanders: Hellenistic single combat was entwined
with leadership, proving a leader worthy of obedience. At Rome single combat was a rite de passage.
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The Roman sense that virtus was inborn was emphasized by their scornful
treatment of their own soldiers who fled in battle or were taken prisoner.
Romans taken prisoner in war lost their citizenship. Those who survived
the blood offering of Cannae by flight were banished to Sicily and heaped
with obloquy, despite Rome’s need for men in that hard hour.55 Those
who surrendered to Hannibal the Romans refused to ransom, preferring to
free and enrol slaves, which was more costly than paying Hannibal for the
captives.56 ‘No state has ever held prisoners of war as more worthless than
ours’, Livy has an envoy from the prisoners admit to the Senate (22.59.1).
Against the captives’ plea for ransom Livy has the stern voice of Roman
tradition inveigh, ‘Fifty thousand citizens and allies lay fallen around you
on that day! If so many examples of virtus did not move you, nothing ever
will!’ (22.60.14). Who has once failed in virtus, an innate quality, will do
no better in future. The Greeks usually ransomed their prisoners: to them
military excellence was in some sense exterior to the soldier, an acquisition.
Greeks thought that bad craftsmen could be retrained in their craft, Romans
that nothing could be done with born cowards.

The Roman cult of virtus manifests itself in the degree to which Roman
society was adapted to the making of war.57 The Roman religious calendar
bristled with military festivals; the city of Rome was crowded with temples
vowed to the gods in time of war and pompous structures built by
victorious generals with the spoils of victory. Military decorations were
worn in religious processions in the city (Polyb. 6.39.9). A coward in battle
was mocked at home by his own relations (Polyb. 6.37.13). To run for
political office a Roman had to have served in ten campaigns: for the first
five at least he served in the ranks – of the cavalry if he was rich enough to
have political ambitions – and only thereafter could he be elected an officer,
a military tribune. It was during these youthful years that an ambitious
Roman sought single combat, a famous single combat – recalling that of
Manlius Torquatus or Valerius Corvus – being a launching pad to a mete-
oric political career (Plut. Marc. 2.1–2). Rome’s aristocracy was narrowly
military: until the late Republic only fighting brought advancement to an
ambitious young Roman of high family. The sons of great Romans could
not forswear violence and achieve eminence as jurisconsults or rhetoricians
or bishops, as their descendants did: their choice was the sword or the shad-
ows. Even the reputations of Romans known for accomplishments other
than war – like Cato the Elder, say – were undergirded by military success
(Plut. Cat. Mai. 1). A great Roman was a warrior first, and a politician or
an orator or a lawyer only second. The glory of military accomplishment

55 Rosenstein (1990) 102–4. 56 Polyb. 6.58; Livy 22.57.11–61.2.
57 For what follows see Harris (1979) 9–53, and Hopkins (1978) 25–37; but Rich (1993) adds important

nuance and Eckstein (2006) 191–229 argues that Rome was not exceptional in this respect.
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Figure 15.2 Sarcophagus of Lucius Cornelius Scipio Barbatus, consul of 298 bc, with an inscription
dating to c. 200 bc which illustrates the competitiveness of the Roman élite: the text boasts that he
‘captured Taurasia and Cisauna in Samnium, subdued all Lucania and brought back hostages’.

was indispensable to election to high office: candidates showed their hon-
ourable scars to the voters.58 The ultimate reward of a successful political
career was the consulship (fig. 15.2), and with it command of an army. And
a successful consulship was crowned with a triumph, celebrating a bloody
victory.

Their corporate behaviour lets us see the Romans beneath the highest
classes following the same path of virtus as their superiors. Rome of the mid-
Republic went to war nearly every year.59 The Roman people voted wars in
assembly – the comitia centuriata, itself a body with military origins – and no
case is known of its refusing a war the Senate wanted.60 Individuals might
have resisted the call to arms with impunity, since the Roman state was quite
incapable of compelling the unwilling to serve in the army, but Roman men
did not (Polyb. 6.26.4). When there was widespread resistance to the call-
up in 151 Polybius reports that this was new to Roman experience.61 And
comparison of the size of Roman armies to census numbers reveals that
the Romans were able to mobilize a remarkably large proportion of their
men for war. From 200 to 168, when the Republic faced nothing we would
accept as a threat to its security, nearly one out of six adult male citizens
was in the field every year. During the crisis of the Second Punic War

58 McCall (2002) 91–5. 59 Harris (1979) 9–10, 256–7; Oakley (1993) 14–16.
60 Harris (1979) 41, 263; Gabba (1984). The people were initially unwilling in 200, but the consul

talked them around, Livy 31.6.1–8.1.
61 Polyb. 35.4.2–6. He was not quite right, but close: Rich (1983) 316–18.
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(218–201) the proportion had been higher – more than a quarter. Apply
these figures to individuals and their terrible significance becomes clear:
to field one-sixth of the adult male citizens, the average male citizen must
spend one sixth of his adult life in the army (at least during campaigning
season).62 The conclusion to be drawn is that middling and even quite
humble Romans – for the absolutely destitute were excluded from the army
in the mid-Republic – were as eager to fight as their betters. If the aristocracy
wore gold rings to signal their status, the commons wore iron rings as an
emblem of their virtus.63 Virtus was as central to their identity as it was to
that of the noble families.

All ancient states were far more bellicose – they devoted proportionally
far more of their attention, energy, time and resources to war – than con-
temporary democracies. Yet even among ancient states Rome of the middle
Republic seems to stand out for its warlike culture. When and why did
Rome become so singularly concentrated upon war? At any rate before 338,
when Rome’s victory in the Latin War set the stage for her rapid march
to dominate Italy. Had Rome once been a more ordinary place – as some
think – driven to a bloody way by the alarms of the previous century and
a half?64 This is to see Rome in the shadow of Sparta, where the terrible
Messenian Wars are supposed to have made a glade of the muses into a
barracks-state. Or did Rome’s domestic politics – in particular the conflict
of the orders, which opened offices and commands previously the domain
of a hereditary caste to a wider circle of the wealthy – exacerbate aristocratic
competition and so encourage war?65 Or was Rome driven to perpetual war
by her alliance system?66 We know too little about Rome in the fifth and
early fourth centuries ever to be certain.

2. Consequences

One consequence of envisaging warfare as a contest in virtus may have
been to discourage rapid innovation in one realm of military technique.
Polybius praises the Romans for being very quick to embrace new methods
of fighting, and instances their adoption of Greek cavalry equipment (Polyb.
6.25.3–11). But the way the infantry of the middle Republic fought battles
on land – in the array we call the manipular legion (see ch. 11 in this
volume, pp. 349–51) – is a striking exception to this flexibility. We do not
know exactly when the Romans adopted the manipular system: probably
some time in the fourth century. But they were still using it at the turn of
the first century: they fought in this way, with some small adjustments, for

62 Rosenstein (1999) 206; Hopkins (1978) 31–5. 63 Livy 22.12.1–2 vs. Plin. HN 33.9.
64 Raaflaub (1996) contra Eckstein (2006) 229–37. 65 Harris (1990) 505–6; Hölkeskamp (1993).
66 Momigliano (1975) 45–6; and now Cornell (1995) 365–6.
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two centuries at least. Such a lack of change is a puzzle, given the different
peoples – with their different styles of fighting – the Romans faced in
battle over those hundreds of years. Might not a people as adaptable as
the Romans have modified or abandoned the formation after defeats by
the Macedonian-style phalanxes of Pyrrhus and Hannibal, and some very
narrow victories in Greece?67

One reason for the longevity of the manipular legion is that it responded
to a cultural imperative: the pressure to prove virtus in single combat left its
mark on Roman tactics. The Roman cavalry often dismounted to fight on
foot, so that its members – the sons of Rome’s great families – could fight
single combats.68 The manipular array accommodated the identical desire
of Rome’s less superb youth.69 We may never fully understand the working
of the manipular legion. But we know that the youngest soldiers fought in
a swarm in front of the formed array of the maniples. These velites often
wore a wolf skin on their heads, or some other distinguishing mark so that
their brave deeds could be recognized (Polyb. 6.22.3). As for the decorations
given to Roman soldiers, for wounding and stripping or killing a foe,

these are not given to a soldier if in the formed array . . . he should wound or despoil
one of the enemy, but to those who in the skirmishing or in similar circumstances
in which there is no need to engage in single combat, have voluntarily and by
choice placed themselves in danger.

(Polyb. 6.39.4)

The velites were placed in front of the array, then, partly so that the boldest
of the young men could distinguish themselves in the ancestral fashion
by seeking out single combat with individual enemies.70 This is why they
needed to be identifiable, and why they, rather than the soldiers in the
array behind them, were awarded decorations. The velites performed two
different roles: the first parallel to Greek skirmishers, harassing the foe
before the onslaught of the formed infantry and forming a fast-moving
body that could be sent on independent missions. To fulfil this role any
Roman soldier, of whatever age, who could not afford the equipment of
the formed array, was enrolled in the velites (Polyb. 6.21.7). But the young
warriors – however wealthy, as long as they could not afford to serve in

67 Even after the Roman victories over the phalanx in the early second century, it seems – since
Polybius had to argue the opposite (18.28.5, 31–2) – that most Greeks thought the phalanx superior to
the manipular system, and attributed Roman success to fortune.

68 Polyb. 3.115.3; McCall (2002) 69–72 on the Roman custom of dismounting. The Roman cavalry
also fought single combats mounted, and many recorded Roman single combats are on horseback,
McCall (2002) 84–5: given our sources, it is naturally the single combats of the highest class that we
hear about.

69 For this interpretation of the manipular array, see Lendon (2005) 178–91.
70 In a confused passage (8.8.6) Livy describes the first line of the manipular array, including the

skirmishers, as the florem iuvenum, the ‘flower of the youth’.
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the cavalry – fought in the velites also as an expression of Roman ideals;
and the highborn cavalry might dismount to fight on foot amongside the
velites (Livy 31.35.5). The articulation of the rest of the manipular array into
lines according to the age of the warriors (Polyb. 6.21.7) so that the younger
fought in front, also reflected the need for young Roman men to display
their virtus, to compete with their elders who had proved theirs in campaigns
long ago.71 The manipular legion was a way of fighting embedded in the
martial culture of the Romans. Traces can be seen of intense resistance to
another aspect of the Roman way of war that seemed contrary to virtus: the
use of strategy and trickery in warfare,72 which manifested itself most clearly
in the opposition to Fabius Maximus’ strategy of delay against Hannibal,
denounced as cowardly and cast jeeringly aside by the Romans who rushed
to slaughter at Cannae.73 Nor did the Romans all learn their lesson there:
eight years after Cannae the Senate still puzzled as to where it could find
cautious generals (Livy 27.33.9–11). No surprise, then, that the manipular
array lasted so long: it could hardly be changed until the cultural need it
met weakened, when the ambitions of young Romans shifted in the late
Republic.

If the Hellenistic conception of military excellence as craft had the poten-
tial to be socially disruptive, the Roman reverence for virtus might con-
tribute to social cohesion. Virtus was an ideal shared between high and
low and played a part, as a common core value, in the remarkable con-
sensus of the Romans of the mid-Republic. All praised virtus, all agreed
that it should be rewarded.74 Virtus was expected to be hereditary, and the
young men of the ruling families vindicated that claim with their blood
on a hundred stricken fields.75 So the nobles excelled in a quality that the
commons admired, and as a result the nobles were not merely richer, but
seemed better – like Greek aristocrats they called themselves ‘the good’ –
and the commons regarded them with deference. At the same time the
contest of virtus was open to all Romans who served in the army: not just
to the richest, but to all but the poorest, who were not allowed to serve.
The swarms of the velites, again, their fighting the particular arena of virtus,
were constituted of the young and the least well-off.

On a practical level the societal urge to demonstrate virtus produced brave
armies (Polyb. 1.64.6), large armies, and armies that could be reconstituted
year after year even in the wake of bloody defeats, as during the Second

71 In the same confused passage (8.8.8) Livy describes the triarii, the furthest back and oldest line,
as ‘veterans of tried valour’ (spectatae virtutis), and the rorarii, an older name for the velites, as minus
roboris aetate factisque, ‘weaker in age and deeds’, i.e. young and yet to prove themselves.

72 Polyb. 13.3.7, 36.9.9; which is not to say that there were not Romans who advocated trickery:
Wheeler (1988c); Lendon (2005) 193–211; the Romans were conflicted.

73 Polyb. 3.89.3, 90.6, 94.8, 103.3–4; cf. 3.80.4. 74 Cf. Diod. Sic. 31.6.
75 Hereditary: e.g. ILLRP 316; Plaut. Pseud. 581; and implied by the provision in the Twelve Tables

that the military decorations of a son may be worn by his father: Cic. Leg. 2.60 = Crawford 1996:
708–10.
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Punic War. Roman manpower poured forth like a fountain (a Greek might
observe); fighting the Romans was like fighting the hydra, cut one head off,
and others sprung forth in its place.76 Roman opinion demanded that wars
that were going badly should not be settled, but fought more fiercely.77

The consequence was eventual victory over all the foes the Romans faced
during the middle Republic. And in the short term victory reduced the
tension between rich and poor – a salient characteristic of Rome in the
fifth century – as the confiscation of Italian land made it possible to settle
poor Romans confortably on conquered farms.78 Eventually the unequal
distribution of the treasure of conquest was to have terrible consequences –
the rich, who got more of it, were moved to push the poor from their land –
and the resulting agrarian crisis is often thought to be a central cause of
the fall of the Republic. But before the Romans choked on the surfeit, the
bounty of conquest bought their nation centuries of social tranquillity.

Finally, as well as contributing to social stability, the Roman cult of virtus
was a structural cause of war in the middle Republic.79 A nation in which the
most admired human quality could best be displayed in war naturally made
war frequently. All wanted to compete in virtus: the rich also needed war for
political advancement, while the poor yearned for loot. There is therefore
a certain unreality to the scholarly industry of investigating the ‘origins’ of
individual Republican wars, if to look for origins is to seek grave causes
adequate to get a modern, and peaceable, democratic state to go to war. The
Romans (at least judging by their reports of themselves) did not cheerfully
attack their neighbours crying that they were doing it to display their
courage. Like us, they liked to think (and to convince others – for they cared
what others thought of them) that their wars were justified, and to Romans
justified wars were those fought to defend the state or its allies or to avenge
an insult. But the Roman cult of virtus manifested itself instead in extreme
tenderness about their and their allies’ security and national honour. Nearly
any act that could be construed as unfriendly or inadequately deferential,
however weak and distant its practitioner, was a potential justification for
war.80 Given the rough-and-tumble of international politics, the Romans
always had an enticing collection of potential opponents at their disposal
(Polyb. 32.3.12). The trick was to choose which wars to fight in a given year
(so as not to over-tax Roman resources) (Polyb. 32.13.4), to select which wars
could not be fought, and to decide which wars (like the Second Macedonian
War against Philip of Macedon) would have be postponed with quiet regret
until a greater war (that against Hannibal’s Carthage) had been brought to
a victorious end.81

76 Plut. Pyrrh. 21.10, 19.5. 77 Polyb. 3.118.7–9, 6.52.7. 78 Rosenstein (1999) 197–8.
79 Harris (1979) 9–53. 80 Polyb. 1.6.5, 35.2–3; Mattern (1999) 213–22; see Vol. ii ch. 1.
81 Livy 31.1.8–10; cf. Polyb. 1.7.9, 36.2.1; Diod. Sic. 30.8. Although the Romans fought somewhere

nearly every year, the size of their wars and the number fought simultaneously did vary: Rich (1993)
53–65.
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iv. conclusion

In the old days, the belief that the Romans were like us, and that we were
good, blinded us to the Roman taste for blood. But eventually we came
to suspect that we were not so very good, and so the Romans were not
constrained to be good either. And now we suspect that the Romans were
not much like us, anyway: so for twenty years a picture of the Romans
has been wrought by many hands, a picture nearly of a river of driver
ants, pure appetite, careless of their own single lives, irresistible as a body
and destructive of everything in their path. This conception by the very
force of contrast encourages a vision of the Romans’ Hellenistic Greek
contemporaries as peace-loving and flower-sniffing. Not so: the Greek cities
of the Hellenistic world fought petty wars among themselves just as the cities
of the classical world had done.82 They fought for territory and they fought
for revenge; they fought for freedom and they fought for loot. Leagues of
cities fought to defend themselves and to bring other cities under their
domination just as the Athenian empire had done in the fifth century. And
just as in classical times, wars were also fought against invading barbarians:
the Gauls, who crashed down into the Greek world in the third century,
and the Romans. But added to these conflicts were wars on a whole new
plane: the wars of the kings. The Hellenistic world was a world where war
was pervasive.83 It was only pacific in contrast to Rome, where war was
continuous.84

For war held a different place in Roman than in Hellenistic culture. If the
Romans were like the shark, the Greeks were like the dolphin: both ravening
predators, but the one morose and single-minded, the other playful and
inquisitive. In the Greek world war had become a craft and therefore a
choice: other choices might be made, other arts exercised. In Rome war
was the ground of masculine self-respect: a Roman’s choice was battle or
disgrace. Civilian Greeks might hire journeymen of war – mercenaries –
to do their fighting for them. The Romans did not. In Italian wars and
foreign, in disaster and in triumph, virtus manned the legions.

82 Ma (2000). 83 Lévêque (1968); Eckstein (2006) 79–117.
84 For what it is worth, Polybius hints (31.29.1) that Rome was especially warlike, ‘a reputation for

courage being important in any state, but especially at Rome’; cf. 1.37.7.
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1600–1100 Late Bronze Age.
Introduction of chariots.
Supposed era of thalassocracy of Minos and of

legendary wars against Troy and Thebes, c.
1200.

Mycenaean kingdoms; New Kingdom in Egypt; Hittite, Babylonian
and Assyrian empires.

1100–750 Early Iron Age (or ‘Dark Ages’ in
Greece).

Introduction of cavalry (first attested in Assyria,
c. 900).

Neo-Assyrian empire, c. 900–612.
776 Traditional date of first Olympic games.

From c. 900, Phoenician settlement in West.

From c. 750 First signs of urbanization in Greece. From c. 750, Greek settlement in West;
foundation of Syracuse (trad. date 733).

725–700 First hoplite armour; traditional date
of conquest of Amyclae by Sparta and
destruction of Asine by Argos.

First settlement at Rome (trad. foundation date
753).

First settlement at Carthage (trad. foundation
date 814).

700–479 Archaic age in Greece.

c. 700 Approximate date of destruction of
Melia, Lelantine War, First Messenian War (?).

c. 680 onwards Expansion of Lydia under
Gyges (c. 680–652) and Ardys (c. 652–630)
against Greek cities.

664 First Greek mercenaries hired in Egypt;
first Greek naval battle, between Corinth and
Corcyra (?).

c. 650 Cimmerian invasions.
c. 640–600 Second Messenian War (?).

Cypselus of Corinth, c. 650.
Chigi vase, c. 640.

c. 650 First signs of urbanization in Rome.

c. 625 Single thrusting-spear becomes main
hoplite weapon.

c. 615–605 Lydian war against Miletus.
612 Sack of Niniveh.

Sadyattes of Lydia, 630–610.
612 Neo-Babylonian and Median empires established.
Alyattes of Lydia, 610–560.

616–578 Traditional dates for Tarquinius
Priscus’ reign in Rome.
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c. 600. Athenian conquest of Salamis and
Sigeum; final Spartan conquest of Messenia (?);
First Sacred War (sack of Cirrha), c. 590 (?).

Periander of Corinth, c. 600.
Bias of Priene, c. 600.
Thales of Miletus, c. 600.
Reforms of Solon, 594.

c. 600 Foundation of Massalia by Phocaeans.

c. 560 War between Sparta and Tegea (battle of
the Fetters).

Lydians subject Greek cities in Asia.

Peisistratus, 561–527.
Croesus of Lydia, 560–546.
Cyrus II the Great, 559–530.

578–534 Traditional dates for Servius Tullius’
reign in Rome.

c. 550 Persians defeat Medes, create
Achaemenid empire (c. 550–330).

c. 550 Sparta seizes Cynouria; Athenian force
takes Chersonese. c. 550

c. 550 Peloponnesian League formed (?); alliance between Sparta
and Lydia.

550–500 (?) Introduction of public messes and ‘Lycurgan’ regime in
Sparta.

c. 550 Sybaris creates alliances with many
cities in southern Italy.

Persians conquer Lydia (c. 546), Greek cities of
Asia Minor (c. 545) and Babylon (539).

Battle of the Champions, 546.
c. 530 Introduction of trireme to Greek cities.

525 Persians conquer Egypt.
525/4 Sieges of Siphnos and Samos.
525–500 Naval pay attested in Eretria.

Polycrates, c. 535–522.
Cambyses II, 530–522.
Hippias of Athens, 527–510.

534–509 Traditional dates for Tarquinius
Superbus’ reign in Rome.

513/12 Persians invade Scythia.
511, 510, 508, 506 Spartan campaigns against

Athens.
506 Thebes and Chalcis invade Attica.

Cleomenes I, c. 520–490.
Darius I, 522–486.
Demaratus, 515–491.
Reforms of Cleisthenes, 508; military reform, 501.

511/10 Sack of Sybaris by Croton.
509 Creation of Roman Republic; first treaty

between Rome and Carthage (?).

c. 500 Athenian conquest of Lemnos.
c. 500–491 Athenian war against Thebes and

Aegina.
500/499–494 Ionian Revolt.
498 Persian siege of Old Paphos on Cyprus.
494 Battle of Lade.
c. 500–480 War between Phocis and Thessaly,

incl. ‘Phocian Despair.
494 Sparta invades Argos; battle of Sepeia.

493 Persians impose new ‘democratic’ regimes and stricter control
on Greek cities in Asia.

493 First fortification of Piraeus in Athens.

494–287 ‘Struggle of the Orders’ in Rome.

492 Persian conquests in Thrace. Leotychidas II, 491–469.
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490 Persian conquests in Aegean: sack of
Eretria; battle of Marathon.

489 Athenian siege of Paros. 489/8 Death of Miltiades.

488–481 Athens and Aegina at war.
483 Athenian naval expansion.

Xerxes, 486–465. 485–478 Conquests of Gelon of Syracuse.

480–479 Xerxes’ invasion of Greece: battles of
Thermopylae, Artemisium, Salamis (480);
Plataea, Mycale (479); siege of Sestus (479).

481/80 Hellenic League.
Leonidas I, 490–480.
Pausanias, regent, 480–c. 470.
Pleistarchus, 480–459.

480 Carthage intervenes in Sicily; defeated by
Gelon in battle of Himera.

479–323 Classical age in Greece. 479 Athens’ city-walls (re-)built.

478 Allied Greek campaigns in Cyprus and
Byzantium.

478/7 Athens creates Delian League.

476 Athenians capture Eion. Hiero I of Syracuse, 476–466.

c. 475 Athenians capture Scyros. 475 Syracusans defeat Etruscans in battle of
Cumae.

c. 474 Athenians capture Carystos. 472–456 Building of temple of Zeus at Olympia.

c. 469 Athenians capture Naxos. Archidamus II, 469–427.

c. 466 Battle of Eurymedon. 460s Death of Themistocles.

465–463 Siege of Thasos.
465 Athenian defeat at Drabescus.
465 Argives capture Mycenae.

Artaxerxes I, 465–423.
464 Earthquake hits Sparta.
464–455(?) Messenian revolt.

462 Egyptian revolt from Persia. 462 Ephialtes’ reforms.
Alliance between Athens, Megara, Argos, Thessaly.

c. 461 Building of Long Walls of Megara.

460/459–446 First Peloponnesian War.

460/459–455/4 Athenian expedition to Cyprus
and Egypt in support of revolt.

459/8 Battles at Halieis, Megara; naval battles
off Cecryphaleia, Aegina.

458/7 Battles of Tanagra, Oenophyta; Athenian
conquest of Boeotia, Aegina.

Pleistoanax, 459–409.
c. 459 Building of Long Walls of Athens.

459–440 Sicel revolts.
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456–454 Athens raids Peloponnese.
454 Athens intervenes in Pharsalus.

454 Transfer to Athens of Delian League treasury.

451/50 Athenian expedition to Cyprus and
Egypt.

450s (?) Introduction of hoplite pay in Athens.

451 Five-year truce between Sparta and Athens.
451 Thirty Years’ Peace between Sparta and Argos.
451/50 Death of Cimon.

451–449 Decemviri compile laws of the
Twelve Tables in Rome.

448 Second Sacred War. 449 Peace of Callias (?).

447.6 Athenians lose control of Boeotia; battle
of Coronea.

446 Revolts of Athenian allies.
446 Spartan invasion of Attica.
446 Athenian reconquest of Euboea.

447–432 Parthenon built.
447 Boeotian League established.
446 Thirty Years’ Peace between Sparta and Athens.

440/39 Athenian siege of Samos; first Greek use
of siege engines (?).

437/6 Foundation of Amphipolis.

435–433 War between Corinth and Corcyra;
battles of Leucimme (435), Sybota (433).

434/3 Expansion of Piraeus.
433/2 Athens’ alliances with Rhegium, Leontini renewed.

432–430/29 Siege of Potidaea. 432 Megarian decree.

431–404 Peloponnesian War.
431–421 Archidamian War.

431/0 Pericles’ funeral oration.

430–426 Athenian campaigns in W. Greece
(Phormio, 430–428; Asopius, 428/7;
Demosthenes, 427–426).

430–428 Plague in Athens.

429–427 Siege of Plataea. 429 Death of Pericles.

428–427 Mytilenean Revolt. 427 Civil war in Corcyra.

427 Demosthenes’ defeat in Aetolia.
426 Battle of Olpae.

Agis II, 427–399. 427–424 Athenian interventions in Sicily.

425 Athenian campaigns in Peloponnese:
capture of Sphacteria; battle of Solygea.

424 Athenians take Cythera, Nisaea.
424(?) Sparta occupies Lepreum.
424–421 Spartan and Athenian campaigns in

northern Greece.
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424 Athenian intervention in Boeotia; battle of
Delium.

423 Spartans capture Amphipolis, Torone,
Lecythus; Athenians capture Mende; 423–421

siege of Scione.
423/2 Battle of Laodocium between Mantinea

and Tegea.

Darius II Ochus, 423–405.
423/2 Armistice between Sparta and Athens.

422 Battle of Amphipolis.
422 Boeotians capture Panactum.

422 Deaths of Brasidas and Cleon.

421 Sparta invades Parrhasia.
421 War between Phocis and Locris.

421 Peace of Nicias.
421 Alliance between Argos, Mantinea, Elis and Corinth.

420 Alliance Argos–Athens.

419–418 Argos attacks Epidaurus.

418 (First) Battle of Mantinea. 418 Alliance Argos-Sparta.

417/16 Spartans sack Hysiae.

416 Athenians sack Melos.

415–413 Athenian expedition to Sicily. 415 Athenians sack Hyccara.
415 Battle of Syracuse.
414–413 Siege of Syracuse; sea-battles in Great

Harbour.

413 Spartans take and fortify Decelea.
413 Mercenaries sack Mycalessus.

412/11 Spartan sack of Iasus.
412/11 Naval battle off Cnidus.

412 Revolts of Athens’ allies.
412/11 Sparta–Persia treaty.

411 Naval battles of Cynossema and Abydus. 411 Oligarchic coup of the Four Hundred in Athens.

410 Thrasyllus’ campaign in Ionia.

409 Siege of Byzantium. Pausanias, 409–395. 409 Selinus and Himera sacked by
Carthaginians.
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406 Battle of Arginusae.
406/5 Eteonicus’ fleet at Mytilene.

406 Military pay in Rome.
406/5 Carthaginian invasion of Sicily.

405 Battle of Aegospotami. Artaxerxes II, 405–359. 405–367 Dionyius I of Syracuse.

405/4 Spartan sack of Cedreae and Lampsacus;
siege and surrender of Athens.

404 Death of Alcibiades.
404/3 Regime of the Thirty in Athens; civil war.

402–400 Sparta invades Elis. Agesilaus II, 400–360.

401–399 Revolt of Cyrus the younger against
Artaxerxes; battle of Cunaxa; return journey of
Greek mercenaries (the Ten Thousand).

399 Trial and execution of Socrates.
399 Conspiracy of Cinadon.

399 Syracusan siege of Motya; introduction of
non-torsion artillery and quinqueremes.

399–395 Spartan campaigns in Asia; siege of
Atarneus (398); battle of Sardis/Pactolus River
(396).

Agesipolis I, 395–381.

395–386 Corinthian War.

395 Battle of Haliartus.

394 Battles of the Nemea, Coronea; naval battle
of Cnidus.

392–388 Spartan invasions of Argos; Spartan
defeat at Lechaeum (390).

c. 392 Roman capture of Veii.

389 Spartan invasion of Acarnania; Athenian
siege of Methymna.

387 Teleutias’ raid on Aegina, Piraeus.

386 Peace of Antalcidas (King’s Peace). 386 Gallic invasion of Italy; battle of Allia;
sack of Rome.

385 Spartan siege of Mantinea.

382–379 Spartan war against Olynthus; Spartan
occupation of the Cadmea at Thebes.

381–379 Spartan siege of Phlius. Cleombrotus I, 381–371.

379 Sphodrias’ raid on Attica.
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379/8–375 Spartan campaigns in Boeotia; battle
of Tegyra (375).

378/7 Second Athenian Confederacy established. 378 ‘Servian’ walls built at Rome.

376 Naval battle of Naxos.

375 Spartan force to Phocis.
375–372 Athenian and Spartan campaigns in

Corcyra.

c. 375–370 Jason of Pherae tagos of Thessaly.

374/3 Iphicrates’ expedition to Egypt.

373/2 Thebans sack Plataea, Thespiae.

371 Spartan invasion of Boeotia; battle of
Leuctra.

Agesipolis II, 371–370.
371 Renewal of King’s Peace.

370 Spartan campaign in Mantinea.
370/69 Theban invasion of Laconia; liberation

of Messenia; first all-stone city walls in Greece
(Messene).

Cleomenes II, 370–309.
370 Mantinea refounded; Arcadian League created.
370/69 Messene founded.

369–368 Theban campaigns in Peloponnese,
Thessaly and Macedon.

369–358 Alexander tyrant of Pherae.

368 Sparta sacks Caryae, invades Parrhasia, wins
‘tearless battle’ against Arcadians and Argives.

368 Megalopolis founded. 367–344 Dionysius II of Syracuse; first
construction of ‘sixes’.

366 Theban campaigns in Peloponnese,
occupation of Oropus; Athenian campaign in
Sicyon and siege of Samos (366/5).

366 Peace treaty between Syracuse and
Carthage.

365–363 War between Arcadia and Elis. c. 365 Satraps’ Revolt.

364 Theban campaigns in Aegean and Thessaly. 364–352 Clearchus tyrant of Heraclea Pontica.

362 Theban campaign in Peloponnese; (second)
battle of Mantinea.

362/1 Common Peace.

360 Chares’ expedition to Corcyra. Archidamus III, 360–338.
Philip II, 360–336.

359/8 Military reforms of Philip II: creation of
the Macedonian phalanx.

350s Invention of torsion artillery (?).

Artaxerxes III, 359–338.
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357 Athenian intervention in Euboea.
357–355 Social War.

357–354 Campaigns of Philip II in N. Greece:
Amphipolis (357); Potidaea, Edonis (356);
Methone (355/4).

355–346 Third Sacred War.

353 Chares captures Sestos.

352 (Second) battle of Thermopylae.

349/8 Philip II occupies cities of Chalcidice,
including Olynthus.

348 Treaty between Carthage and Rome.

347 Athenian intervention in Euboea. 346 Peace of Philocrates. Timoleon, 344–337; war against Carthaginians;
battle of the Crimisus (341).

343–340 Athenian campaigns in northern
Greece.

343–341 First Samnite War.
342 War between Tarentum and Lucanians,

Messapians.

340 Philip II captures Perinthus, attacks
Selymbria, Byzantium.

341–338 Latin War.
340 Devotio of Decius Mus.

338 (First) battle of Chaeronea. Artaxerxes IV, 338–336.
Agis III, 338–331.
338/7 League of Corinth.

336/5 Greek revolt against Alexander.
335 Sack of Thebes.

336–323 Alexander III ‘the Great’ of Macedonia.
336–330 Darius III of Persia.

334–323 Alexander III’s conquest of the Persian
empire.

334–341 Alexander of Epirus intervenes in S.
Italy.

334 Battle of the Granicus; capture of Sardis;
sieges of Miletus, Myndus and Halicarnassus.

333 Battle of Issus.

332/1 Sieges of Tyre, Gaza; treasuries at
Damascus seized; Egypt conquered.
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331 Battle of Gaugamela (Arbela); capture of
Babylon and Susa; suppression of Greek revolt;
reorganization of Macedonian infantry into
chiliarchiai.

Eudamidas I, 331–305.
331 Alexandria founded.

330 Capture of Persepolis and Ecbatana. 330 Expansion of Piraeus.

329–328 Pursuit of Bessus; campaigns in Bactria
and Sogdiana (crossing of Hindu Kush;
capture of Cyropolis; battle of Jaxartes, 329).

327/6 Invasion of India; siege of Rock of
Aornus/Heracles.

326 Battle of the Hydaspes; siege of Sangala;
mutiny at the Hyphasis/Beas.

326/5 Conquest of the Malli.

326 Death of Lycurgus. 326–304 Second (Great) Samnite War.

325 March through Gedrosian desert.

324 Inclusion of ‘barbarian’ troops in
Macedonian army; mutiny at Opis.

323–31 Hellenistic age.

323/2 Greek revolt in Bactria suppressed by
Peithon.

323–322 Lamian War; naval battles off Abydos,
Amorgos; battle of Crannon.

Philip III Arrhidaeus, 323–317.
Alexander IV, 323–310.

322–276 Wars of the Successors.

322 Perdiccas and Eumenes of Cardia conquer
Cappadocia.

322/1 Ptolemy I conquers Cyrenaica.

322–317 Oligarchy imposed on Athens.

321 Coalition against Perdiccas and Eumenes.
Perdiccas attacks Ptolemy in Egypt; Craterus

and Neoptolemus attack Eumenes at the
Hellespont.

321–319 Antipater regent 321 Perdiccas assassinated; deaths in battle
of Craterus and Neoptolemus.

321 Romans defeated by Samnites at Caudine
Forks.
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320–316 Antigonus I attacks Eumenes and
Alcetas in Asia; battles of Paraetacene (317),
Gabiene (316).

319–317 Polyperchon regent; recall of Olympias.

318–315 Antigonus I and Cassander attack
Polyperchon and Olympias: siege campaigns in
Greece (318–315).

Naval battles between Cleitus and Nicanor in
Hellespont (318); defection of Eurydice’s army
(317).

317–307 Demetrius of Phaleron governs Athens.
317 Nicanor assassinated.
317 Olympias and Eurydice compete for regency.
316 Death of Olympias.

316–288 Agathocles tyrant of Syracuse (king
from 304).

315–311 Cassander, Ptolemy and Lysimachus
make war on Antigonus I and his son
Demetrius Poliorcetes.

315 Siege of Tyre.
Invasion of Nabataea, battle of Gaza, 312.

315–297 Cassander rules Macedonia (king from 305).
315/14 Foundation of League of Islanders.
314 Revolt of Argos.

312–309 Seleucus drives Antigonus out of
Mesopotamia and Iran.

312 Start of dating by ‘Seleucid Era’. 312–307 War between Syracuse and Carthage;
battle of Himeras R. (311).

311 Roman consular armies doubled in size.

309/8 Ophellas of Cyrene attacks Carthage. 309 Alliance between Ophellas and Agathocles.
Areus I, 309–265.

310–307 Agathocles invades Africa.

308–303 Seleucus campaigns in India.

307 Cassander’s and Demetrius’ campaigns in
Greece; Demetrius takes Athens.

306 Antigonus and Demetrius take Cyprus;
naval/land battles of Salamis; first attested use
of naval catapults. Antigonus’ failed invasion
of Egypt.

Antigonus assumes kingship.
Antigonus I the One-Eyed (Monophthalmus), 306–301.

305–4 Demetrius’ failed siege of Rhodes. Archidamus IV, 305–275.
New kings established: Cassander, 305–297; Ptolemy I Soter, 305–283;

Lysimachus, 305–281; Seleucus I Nicator, 305–281.

305 Battle of Torgium between Agathocles
and Sicilian exiles.
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302–1 Coalition of four kings campaigns against
Antigonus and Demetrius; battle of Ipsus (301).

302 Demetrius etablishes new League of Corinth.
301 New territories agreed.
Demetrius I Poliorcetes (the Besieger), 301–286.

303–293 War between Tarentum and the
Bruttii; interventions of Cleonymus of Sparta
and Agathocles of Syracuse.

300/299 Foundations of Antioch, Seleucia-in-Pieria.

Philip IV, 297.
Antipater and Alexander V of Macedon, 297–294.
297 Foundation of Museum and Library at Alexandria.

298–290 Third Samnite War; battle of
Sentinum, devotio of P. Decius Mus, 295.

296–291 Demetrius campaigns in Greece and
Macedonia.

Demetrius king of Macedon, 294–288. 295–294 Agathocles attacks Croton and
Hipponion.

288 Lysimachus and Pyrrhus of Epirus conquer
and partition Macedonia.

285 Lysimachus drives Pyrrhus out.

Pyrrhus king of Macedon, 288–285.
Lysimachus king of Macedon, 285–281.

Ptolemy II Philadelphus, 283–246.

282/1 Seleucus attacks Lysimachus, who is
defeated and killed in the battle of
Corupedium (281).

281 Seleucus assassinated; Antiochus I Soter succeeds, 281–261.
Ptolemy Ceraunus rules Macedon, 281–279.
280 Achaean League revived.

281 Alliance of Tarentum and Pyrrhus of
Epirus against Rome.

280–275 Pyrrhic War; battles of Heraclea
(280), Asculum (279), Beneventum (275).

279–277 Gauls invade Macedonia, Greece and
Thrace.

278/7 Gauls invade Asia Minor.

279 Treaty between Carthage and Rome.

270s Adoption of thureos shield by Achaean and
Boeotian leagues.

270s Aetolian League gains in prominence.
c. 277–239 Antigonus II Gonatas king of Macedon.

274–1 First Syrian War, between Ptolemy II and
Antiochus I.

274–272 Pyrrhus of Epirus campaigns in
Macedonia and Greece.

Eudamidas II, 275–244.
272 Pyrrhus killed during capture of Argos. 272 Rome defeats Tarentum.
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c. 270 Antiochus I defeats Gauls in ‘Elephant
Battle’.

Hiero II, 270–215.

267–261 Chremonidean War, of Greek states
against Antigonus II.

Acrotatus, 265–262.
Eumenes I, 263–241.

264–241 First Punic War.

260–253 Second Syrian War, between Ptolemy
II and Antiochus II; incl. naval battle off Cos.

c. 260–257 Parthia, Bactria break away from
Seleucid kingdom.

259 Ptolemy II institutes new tax system. 260 Naval battles of Lipari Islands and Mylae;
Romans introduce the corvus.

259–257 Roman attacks on Sardinia and
Corsica.

Leonidas II, 254–236.

256 Naval battle of Ecnomus.
256–255 Campaigns of M. Atilius Regulus in

Africa.
254 Capture of Panormus.

251 Achaean League captures Sicyon. 251–249 Siege of Lilybaeum.
249 Battle of Drepana.

246–241 Third Syrian War, between Ptolemy
III and Seleucus II.

Ptolemy III Euergetes, 246–221; Seleucus II, 246–226/5.

c. 245 Adoption of Macedonian phalanx in
Boeotia.

243 Achaean League takes Corinth. Agis IV, 244–241; reforms in Sparta, 242.

Eudamidas III, 241–228.
Attalus I, 241–197.
Demetrius II, 239–229.
Cleomenes III, 236–222.

241 Final Roman naval victory off Aegates
islands.

241–238 Mercenary War in Carthage.

228/7 Reforms in Sparta, incl. adoption of
Macedonian phalanx.

Antigonus III Doson, 229–221.
Archidamus V, 228/7.
Eucleidas 227–222.
Seleucus III, 226/5–223.

229/8 First Illyrian War.
226 Ebro treaty between Rome and Carthage.

222 Antigonus III defeats Spartans in battle of
Sellasia; Spartan reforms undone and kingships
abolished.

Antiochus III the Great, 223–187.
Philip V, 221–179.
Ptolemy IV, 221–204.

225 Romans defeat Gauls in battle of
Telamon; 224–222 conquest of Cisalpine
Gaul; 222 Marcellus’ spolia opima.
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220–217 Social War (Macedon and Achaean
League vs. Aetolian League and Sparta). Philip
V captures Ambracus (219), Psophis (219/218);
attacks Cephallenia, 218), captures Phthiotic
Thebes (217).

220/19 Second Illyrian War.

219–217 Fourth Syrian War (Ptolemy IV vs.
Antiochus III); capture of Seleucia-in-Pieria
(219); battle of Raphia (first mobilization of
native Egyptian levies, 217).

219 Hannibal campaigns in Spain, captures
Saguntum.

218–206 Spanish campaigns of the Scipios:
captures of New Carthage (209), Iliturgia
(207); battles of Baecula (208), Ilipa (206).

218–201 Second Punic War (‘Hannibalic
War’) in Italy.

218 Hannibal crosses Alps; battles of Ticinus,
the Trebia.

217 Battle of Lake Trasimene.
216 Battle of Cannae.

215 Alliance between Hannibal and Philip V. 214 Rome lowers property qualification for
soldiers.

213–211 Roman siege of Syracuse.

212–205 Antiochus III recovers eastern
territories, incl. Bactria (208).

212 Hannibal captures Tarentum.

211–205 First Macedonian War (Philip V and
Achaean League vs. Rome, Aetolian League,
and Sparta).

211 Roman treaty with Aetolia. 211 Romans capture Capua, adopt Greek
cavalry equipment.

209–208 Reforms of Achaean League cavalry
and infantry by Philopoemen.

210 First mention of a cohort (in Spain);
209 (?) Romans adopt Spanish sword.

207 Philopoemen defeats Sparta in (Third)
Battle of Mantinea.

Nabis, sole king/tyrant of Sparta, 207–192. 208 Hasdrubal’s campaign; battle of the
Metaurus (207).
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202–200 Fifth Syrian War (Ptolemy V vs.
Antiochus III); battle of Panium (200).

202–201 Philip V’s Aegean offensive; siege of
Abydus, naval battle of Chios.

Ptolemy V, 204–180. 204 Romans invade Africa; battle of Great
Plains (Scipio vs. Syphax, 203); battle of
Zama (202); surrender of Carthage (201).

200–197 Second Macedonian War.
Romans invade Illyria, sack Chalcis (200); Philip V captures Eretria (198); siege of Atrax (198); battle of Cynoscephalae (197); surrender of Philip and proclamation of Greek

freedom (196).

Eumenes II, 197–159. 197 Spanish ‘rebellions’ quashed in 196 (Cato),
191–189 (Paullus), 179–178 (Gracchus).

192–189 Rome’s ‘Syrian’ war (vs. Antiochus III
and Aetolian League).

First mention of cataphract cavalry (Antiochus); Sparta joins Achaean League (192); Antiochus defeated in (Third) Battle of Thermopylae (191); naval battles between
Antiochus and Rhodes (Panhormus, Side, 190); Romans capture Phocaea, invade Asia, win battle of Magnesia (190); defeat of Aetolians (189); defeat of Galatians in battle
at Mt Olympus (189). Peace of Apamea, 188.

186–183 Prusias I of Bithynia attacks Eumenes
II of Pergamum; naval battle won for Prusias
by Hannibal (184).

Seleucus IV, 187–175.
Ptolemy VI, 180–145.
Perseus, 179–168.
Antiochus IV, 175–164.

183 Death of Scipio Africanus.
182 Death of Hannibal.

171–167 Third Macedonian War. Battle of Pydna (168). Partitioning of Macedon (167).

170–168 Sixth Syrian War: Antiochus IV
invades Egypt. War ended by Roman
intervention.

Ptolemy VIII, 170–163, 145–116.
Cleopatra II, 170–164, 163–116.

166 Antiochus IV holds parade at Daphnae;
intervenes in Jerusalem.

166/5 Maccabean Revolt in Judaea.
163 Antiochus V intervenes in Judaea.

158 Macedonian silver mines reopened under
Roman control.

Attalus II, 159–139. 154–150 Spanish revolts.

149–148 Fourth Macedonian War. 149–146 Third Punic War; sieges of Nepheris
and Carthage.
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146 Achaean League defeated by Lucius
Mummius. Corinth destroyed.

146 Creation of provinces of Macedonia and Africa. 147–139 Revolt of Viriathus in Spain.
146 Carthage destroyed.

Cleopatra III, 139–101.
Attalus III, 139–133.
133 Rome inherits Pergamum.
129 Creation of province of Asia.

143–133 Revolt of Numantia in Spain; siege of
Pallantia (136), sack of Numantia (133).

136–132 Slave revolt in Sicily.

125–123 Roman conquests in Transalpine Gaul; 123–121 occupation of the Balearics; 123 reforms of C. Gracchus; state
begins to provide arms and armour for legionaries.

111–105 Jugurthine War; 109–107 campaigns of Metellus, incl. capture of Thala (108) and last known use of velites.

105 Roman defeat by Cimbri and Teutones at Arausio.
104–101 Slave revolt of Tryphon in Sicily.
104–101 Gallic War. Marius abolishes property qualification for legionaries.
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agema ‘leading unit’: the name used for a division of several Greek and
Hellenistic armies.

agogê ‘education’, used by modern scholars as a technical term for the
Spartan programme of education for boys between the ages of seven
and twenty.

agonal, –istic ‘competitive’, a technical term for institutions, customs
and attitudes which treat war as a rule-bound and game-like contest
(Greek: agôn).

agora ‘(place of ) assembly’, open meeting and marketplace in Greek
cities.

akolouthos ‘follower’, a Greek soldier’s personal attendant.
amicitia ‘association’, a relation of mutual obligation between peers.
Amphictyony a group of states reponsible for managing and protecting

a sanctuary.
andreia ‘manliness’; classical Greek word for ‘courage’.
anthippasis a sham cavalry battle, staged as a public show in Athens.
antidosis ‘exchange’, a legal procedure which allows a person reluctant

to perform a liturgy to nominate another man who must either
perform the liturgy instead or hand over his entire estate in exchange
for the estate of the original appointee.

Apaturia a three-day festival celebrated by Ionians in Octo-
ber/November.

apoikia ‘settlement abroad’, a new town founded either as the result of
private emigration or as a state-controlled ‘colony’.

archê ‘leadership’; in modern usage a technical term for ‘empire’ as
opposed to ‘hegemony’ (hegemonia ). In classical Greek, the terms
are interchangeable.

aretê ‘excellence’ in any and all personal qualities, both physical
(‘prowess’) and mental (‘virtue’); a prominent Greek ideal.

argyrologia ‘silver-collection’; euphemism for extortion of money by
military force.

aristeion, –eia ‘prize for valour’. Aristeia can also mean ‘a display of
valour’.

533
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aspis ‘shield’, especially the two-handled hoplite shield.
astrateia ‘draft-dodging’, a criminal offence in classical Athens.
asylia ‘immunity from plunder’, a special status which makes a city invi-

olable.
auletês ‘aulos-player’ or piper; pipers played at sacrifices and other ritual

occasions, as well as setting a rhythm for rowers and, in Sparta, for
marching soldiers.

auxilia troops provided by Rome’s allies (soc i i ).
barbarians Greek term for all those who spoke no Greek (barbaroi).
bellum iustum ‘just war’; a concept central to Roman international rela-

tions.
boulê ‘council’; Greek term for deliberative bodies smaller than the

popular assembly, such as the classical Athenian Coucil of Five
Hundred.

Cadmea the acropolis of the city of Thebes.
Carneia a nine-day festival celebrated by Dorians in August/

September.
catapult generic term for a mechanical missile launcher (Greek kat-

apeltês).
centuria the smallest unit of the Roman army, notionally (and perhaps

originally) consisting of 100 men led by a centurio, but normally (and
later) consisting of some 60–80 men.

centurion officer in charge of a century (centur ia )
choinix Greek measure of volume; the Attic choinix held just over 1 litre.
cleruchs see klerouchoi.
cliens, –entes ‘client’; person(s) formally obliged to perform certain ser-

vices for a patron (patronus ) and entitled to receive certain benefits
in exchange.

cohort (cohors) a military unit forming one-tenth of a legion ,
ususally formed of six centur iae ; first mentioned as in use in
209 bc adopted as the main tactical unit by the end of the second
century bc; also used by auxiliary infantry.

comitia formal assembly of the people in Rome, organized either by
fictive kinship units (curiae > comitia curiata), territorial units (tribus
> comitia tributa) or military units (centur iae > comitia centuri-
ata).

Common Peace a multilateral peace treaty which obliges all parties not
to attack one another, and to join forces against anyone who breaks
the treaty (see King’s Peace).

consuls the two chief annual magistrates of the Roman Republic.
Contio an informal gathering of the people in Rome.
deditio in fidem ‘surrender into our good faith’; Roman form of uncon-

ditional surrender.
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deilia ‘cowardice’; in classical Greece a criminal offence on the battlefield.
dekatê ‘tithe’; specifically, one-tenth of the spoils dedicated to a

god.
Delian League modern term for a network of military alliances created

and led by Athens, named after the original location of its meeting
place and treasury on Delos; also known as ‘the Athenian empire’.

diabatêria ‘crossing-sacrifice’ made before an army crossed a border.
Diadochoi see Successors.
dictator Roman magistrate with sole power appointed for six months to

replace the consuls in times of emergency.
diekplous ‘sailing-through-and-out’; a naval manoeuvre designed to ram

an enemy ship; probably the movement of a single ship breaking
through the enemy line before turning round (see per iplous ) and
catching an enemy ship in the flank from behind.

Dorians one of the major ‘ethnic’ groups within Greece, alongside
the Ionians and others. Dorians – including Spartans, Argives and
Corinthians – claimed common descent from a mythical ancestor
Doros and a common origin in the region Doris.

doriktetos chora ‘spear-won land’, a Macedonian and Hellenistic con-
cept which expresses the idea that military conquest brings legitimate
power over territory.

dory ‘spear’, especially the 1.8–2.4 m (6–8 ft) thrusting-spear of the
hoplite .

drachma a common Greek unit of silver currency; the Athenian (Attic)
drachma weighed c. 4 gr. and consisted of 6 obol s.

eisphora ‘contribution’; a one-off tax occasionally levied in Athens, espe-
cially to raise money for military purposes.

ekecheiria ‘a hands-off’, a formal cessation of hostilities, especially for
the duration of religious festivals, such as the Olympic truce.

ekklesia the popular assembly, especially in Athens.
enomotia ‘sworn band’, the smallest military unit in Sparta (and in the

army of the Ten Thousand), consisting of thirty to forty men com-
manded by an enomotarchês.

eparitoi the standing forces of the fourth-century Arcadian League.
ephebes eighteen- and nineteen-year-old youths (epheboi), specifically

those who in fourth-century Athens undertook a two-year programme
of military training (ephebeia).

ephors a college of five magistrates which held supreme judicial power in
Sparta, and took a leading role in political decision making alongside
the kings and council of elders.

epibatês, –tai ‘passenger’; a hoplite serving as a marine on board a
trireme .

epidosis ‘extra gift’; a voluntary donation to state (military) funds.
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epilektoi ‘picked men’: an élite unit, whether permanent or selected ad
hoc.

epimachia (colloquial) term for a defensive alliance.
epiteichismos ‘building a wall against [the enemy]’; the strategy of build-

ing a fortified position in enemy territory as a base for raiding expe-
ditions.

ethnos ‘a people’; in modern usage a term for a political entity which
contains a number of settlements of roughly equal status (‘tribal state’),
as opposed to the pol i s , a political entity dominated by a single major
settlement (‘city-state’).

fetial law early Roman procedure for the ritual declaration of war by
priests known as fetiales.

foedus, –dera Roman term for a treaty of alliance.
formula togatorum the Roman roster of Italian military manpower.
gymnasion a public place for recreational athletic exercise.
gymnetês, –tai ‘naked soldier’, unarmoured infantryman equipped only

with missiles.
hamippos ‘horse-escort’, light infantryman attached to a cavalry troop.
hegemonia ‘leadership’; in modern usage a technical term for ‘hegemony’

as opposed to ‘empire’ (arch ê ). In classical Greek, the terms are
interchangeable.

Hellenotamiai ‘treasurers of the Greeks’, a body of Athenian magistrates
in charge of the treasury of the Delian League.

helot (heilotês) a ‘serf’ in Sparta, assigned to the service of an individual
master but subject to various kinds of public control.

Hexapolis a group of six cities; used of the six Dorian cities in SW Asia
Minor.

hippagogoi ships designed for, or converted to, use as ‘horse-transports’.
hipparch ‘cavalry commander’ (hipparchos).
hippeis ‘horsemen’, in one of four senses: (1) most commonly, cavalry;

(2) in Athens, the second highest of four property classes; (3) in Sparta,
an élite unit of 300 hoplite s, perhaps originally mounted; (4) in
archaic Greece, mounted hoplites .

hippotoxotai ‘horse-archers’, a classical Athenian unit of 200 mounted
archers.

holkas a merchant cargo-ship, as opposed to a trireme .
hopla (sg. hoplon) generic Greek term for (pieces of ) military equip-

ment, sometimes applied specifically to the hoplite shield (aspis).
hoplitagogos ship designed for, or converted to, use as ‘troop-transport’.
hoplite (hoplitês) heavy infantry soldier, named after his equipment

(hopl a ), including a distinctive two-handled shield (asp i s ).
hoplomachos a specialist trainer in weapons-drill (hoplomachia).
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Hyacinthia a festival celebrated by Dorians in late summer.
hybris an attitude or act of unprovoked aggression which humiliates the

victim.
hypaspist (hypaspistês) ‘shield-bearer’, a hoplite ’s personal atten-

dant.
hyperesia ‘staff’, the sailors (helmsman, look-out, keleust ê s ,

aulet ê s , purser, shipwright and deck-hands) on board a trireme .
hyperetês ‘servant’, specifically a hoplite ’s personal attendant.
hypozugoi ‘yoked animals’, including both the pack- and the draught-

animals, whether belonging to private soldiers or a public supply
train.

imperium the formal power of military command in Rome.
Ionians one of the major ‘ethnic’ groups within Greece, alongside the

Dorians and others. Ionians – including Athenians, Samians and
Milesians – claimed common descent from a mythical ancestor Ion
and a common origin in Attica.

isopolity an agreement between two pole i s to grant equal rights to
one another’s citizens (isopoliteia).

katalogos ‘list’, specifically the list of names of hoplites (or sometimes
rowers) levied for an expedition; perhaps also a list of names of all men
liable for military service.

katastasis ‘establishment grant’, an Athenian state subsidy towards the
cost of acquiring and maintaining a cavalry horse.

keleustês ‘caller’, the rowing-master on a trireme .
keras ‘horn’: (1) the wing of a battle formation; (2) a marching column.
keryx ‘herald’, a sacrosanct public official who conveys messages both

within the community and in international relations.
King’s Peace a common peace treaty among Greek cities negotiated

and (notionally) upheld by the king of Persia; the first such peace was
concluded in 386 bc.

kleros, –oi an allotment of land; see klerouchoi
klerouchoi ‘allotment-holders’: Athenian citizens to whom a share of

conquered territory is assigned; they usually, but not always, leave
Athens to settle on their land.

koinê eirenê see common peace .
kratêr a vessel for mixing wine and water.
Lacedaemonians the common Greek name for the Spartans, including

all free inhabitants of the region of Laconia, both full Spartiate citizens
and subordinate per io iko i .

laphyropolai ‘booty-sellers’, officials in the classical Spartan army.
League of Corinth an alliance of all Greek states (except Sparta) imposed

and led by Philip II of Macedon from 338 bc onwards.
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legion (legio) largest unit of the Roman army. Originally Rome had
a single legion which comprised the entire citizen militia of perhaps
6,000 men, but by 500 bc citizen troops were divided into two legions,
from 311 bc into four, and the number continued to grow thereafter.
The normal strength of these later legions was 4,000–5,000 men.

leia ‘booty’, ‘spoils’, ‘plunder’.
leistêr, leistês ‘freebooter’, ‘booty-chaser’, a private raider or pirate.
lembos, –oi a fast and highly manoeuvrable light ship which played a

significant role in Hellenistic naval warfare.
lipotaxia ‘leaving the ranks’, the criminal offence of desertion.
liturgy a form of semi-voluntary public service (leitourgia) whereby rich

men contribute to financing major public expenditures, above all the
trierarchy .

lochagos the commader of a lochos .
lochos a generic Greek term for a sub-division of a military force, appli-

cable to units of widely varying sizes and at different levels of the
hierarchy. In classical Athens, a sub-division of the tribal tax i s ;
in Sparta, variously the largest military unit or a subdivision of the
mora ; in Argos the largest military unit; among the Ten Thousand,
the largest sub-division of the mercenary contingents. Small units of
picked troops are also called lochos, as in Thebes (the ‘Sacred Band’,
hieros lochos), and in Hellenistic authors lochos often means a single
file.

logadês ‘picked troops’: an élite unit, whether permanent or selected ad
hoc.

lustratio a Roman ritual of purification for armies at the end of cam-
paigns.

maniple (manipulum) ‘handful’: military unit consisting of two
centuriae; adopted as the main tactical unit of the Roman army in
the (late) fourth century bc; later superseded by the cohort .

mantis, –teis ‘seer’, ‘diviner’, an expert interpreter of sacrifices, omens
and other divine signs; professional diviners were employed by classical
and Hellenistic Greek armies.

maza barley bread or porridge, a staple of the Greek soldier’s diet.
medimnos a Greek measure of volume; an Attic medimnos holds just over

52 litres; an Attic medimnos of barley meal weighs about 33.5 kg.
Medism, –izing collaboration with the ‘Medes’, i.e. the Persians.
meson ‘the middle’, an important concept in Greek moral and political

philosophy; in Aristotle also specifically ‘the middle class’.
metaichmion ‘the space between the spears’: the no man’s land on the

battlefield.
metic (metoikos) ‘fellow-dweller’ or resident alien, an immigrant with-

out citizen rights.
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military fund see stratiotic fund .
misthos ‘pay’, specifically the wage of citizen-soldiers, mercenaries (often

called misthophoroi) and naval personnel.
monomachia ‘single combat’, sometimes fought before, or instead of,

pitched battle.
mora the largest unit within the Spartan army, attested from 403 to 371

bc, probably consisting of c. 600 men commanded by a polemarch .
neodamodeis ‘new citizens’, emancipated helots with limited citizen

rights.
obol a common Greek unit of currency; there were six obols to a

drachma .
officium Roman term for a formal obligation.
oikist (oikistês) founder of a new settlement, often worshipped after his

death.
oikoumenê ‘the inhabited world’, i.e. the known world.
othismos ‘the push’: the decisive moment in a hoplite battle at which

the enemy is ‘pushed’ back and driven off the battlefield; the term
can be used both literally and metaphorically and it is debated which
interpretation is appropriate in hoplite battle.

ouragos ‘tail-commander’: the soldier stationed at the end of a file.
paean (paian) a song in honour of a variously identified god, sung dur-

ing the advance into battle, to mark a victory in battle and on other
occasions.

pandemêi mobilization ‘by the whole people’, i.e. a general levy (=
panstratiai).

panoplos ‘fully equipped’: another word for hoplite .
panstratiai mobilization ‘by the whole army’, i.e. a general levy (= pan-

demêi).
parataxis ‘an organized formation’, i.e. a set-piece, open battle.
pater patratus ‘fathered father’, a member of the Roman élite (patres)

appointed to act as Rome’s public representative, specifically in
fetial law .

patronus ‘patron’, person formally obliged to perform certain services
for a client (cliens ) and entitled to receive certain benefits in
exchange.

Peloponnesian League modern term for a network of military alliances
created and led by Sparta, normally referred to in antiquity as ‘the
Lacedaemonians and their allies’.

peltast a type of light-infantry soldier, equipped with a light shield made
of wicker or leather (peltê), especially common in northern Greece
and Thrace.

penteconter see pentekontor(os)
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pentekontor(os) a fifty-oared ship, used for both military and other pur-
poses, especially in archaic Greece, before the invention and spread of
the trireme .

pentekostys ‘a fifthieth’ (or ‘a fifty’), a military unit in Sparta and
among the Ten Thousand, led by a pentekontêr, between the
enomot ia and the lochos and/or mora .

perioikoi ‘neighbours’, inhabitants of subject communities with reduced
citizen rights, as in Sparta, Thessaly, Crete, Elis and elsewhere.

periplous ‘sailing round’; a naval manoeuvre designed to ram an enemy
ship; probably the movement of a single ship turning round after
breaking through the enemy line (see diekplous ) and catching an
enemy ship in the flank from behind.

phalangite heavy infantry soldier of the Macedonian phal anx ,
equipped with a distinctive long pike (sarissa ).

phalanx an infantry formation; in modern scholarship applied specifi-
cally to the formations of the classical Greek hoplite and Macedo-
nian phalangite .

philia, philoi ‘friendship’, ‘friends’: a recognized form of relationship
between states in Greek international relations. In Hellenistic king-
doms, philoi is also used for the ‘friends’ of the king who act as his
informal advisors and form his ‘court’.

phoros ‘contribution’, the term used for payments made by members
of the Delian League to the common treasury; usually translated as
‘tribute’ by modern scholars.

phratries ‘brotherhoods’ (phratria, patra), fictive kinship groups which
formed the basis of administrative, and sometimes military, units in
many Greek states.

pleonexia ‘desire for more’, whether wealth or honour, a key concept in
Greek thinking about the causes of war and conflict.

polemarch ‘war-leader’ (polemarchos), the title of various high-ranking
military officers: the supreme commander of the archaic Athenian
army (later superseded by the stratego i ), and the commander of
a lochos or mora in the classical Spartan army.

polemos ‘war’, sometimes qualified as ‘heraldless’ (akeryktos, see kery x )
or ‘truceless’ (aspondos, see sponda i ) to indicate a war fought with
particular ferocity.

polis, poleis ‘city’, as a political community; in modern usage a term
for a political entity dominated by a single major settlement (‘city-
state’), as opposed to the ethnos , a political entity which con-
tains a number of settlements of roughly equal status (‘tribal
state’).

pomerium the ritually marked boundary of a city, specifically Rome.
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praetor one of the chief Roman magistrates, ranking below the con-

suls , charged with administering justice in Rome and later governing
provinces.

presbeis ‘elders’; Greek term for ambassadors.
prodromoi ‘advance runners’, infantry or cavalry used as scouts.
proeisphora ‘advance contribution’, the payment of e i s phora by one

person on behalf of an entire group of taxpayers (symmory ).
protostatês ‘the man who stands in front’, i.e. the soldier at the head of

a file.
proxenos ‘representative of foreigners’, a citizen officially appointed by

another community to represent their interests in his home state.
psiloi ‘the light ones’: Greek term for unarmoured infantry.
rerum repetitio ‘demand for the return of things’, the formal Roman

procedure for making claims against an enemy.
rhipsaspia ‘shield-dropping’, the criminal offence of throwing away one’s

shield while running away from the enemy.
rorarii light-armed soldiers similar to, or identical with, the vel ite s .
salpinx a trumpet-like reed instrument used to give a variety of military

signals.
sarissa a pike, between 3.6 and 4.8 m (12–16 ft) in length; the distinctive

weapon of the Macedonian phalangite .
satrap (satrapês) governor of a province in the Persian empire.
scutum curved rectangular shield used by legionary heavy infantry.
sitos ‘wheat’, ‘bread’, ‘food’, especially soldiers’ rations (as opposed to pay).
skeuophoros ‘baggage carrier’, a Greek soldier’s personal attendant.
socii ‘allies’, specifically the Italian allies of Rome.
Sophists Greek derogatory term for professional teachers of ‘higher’ edu-

cation.
spear-won land see dor iktetos chora .
sphagia blood-sacrifice, specifically of a goat or ram just before hoplite

battle.
spolia opima ‘fat booty’, the spoils taken by a Roman general who has

personally killed an enemy general in battle.
spondai ‘libations’, i.e. pledges; the Greek term for a formal cessation of

hostilities, whether a short-term truce or a long-term peace treaty.
stadion a Greek measure of distance of c. 180 m (600 ft).
stasis ‘a stand-up (fight)’; Greek term for civil conflict and civil war.
stichos ‘row’, ‘line’; Greek term for a single file (later lochos ) or col-

umn.
strategos, –oi ‘army leader’, ‘general’. In classical Greece, the term nor-

mally refers to a member of an elected board of generals; Athens
annually elected ten strategoi.
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stratiotês ‘soldier’, literally a ‘member of the army’ (stratos, strateia,
strateuma); the term may be applied to both citizen-soldiers and mer-
cenaries.

Stratiotic Fund or Army Fund; a separate public treasury created in
fourth-century Athens to provide better financial support for military
enterprises.

stratiotidês ships designed for, or converted to, use as ‘troop-transports’.
Successors the first generation of Hellenistic rulers (323–281); the com-

manders who, after the death of Alexander the Great, took control of
the various territories conquered by him.

symbola a treaty to regulate the private dealings and disputes between
citizens of one state with the citizens of another.

symmachia a treaty to ‘fight together’, i.e. a military alliance, whether
defensive, offensive, equal or unequal. The ally is called symmachos,
‘fellow fighter’.

symmory a group of men formally designated to share between them the
burden of the taxes and/or liturgies to which they are collectively
liable.

sympolity ‘shared citizenship’ (sympoliteia, also homopoliteia), a formal
treaty by which two states mutually grant full rights of citizenship to
one another’s citizens.

synedrion ‘council’, specifically a congress of representatives of allied
states, as in the Second Athenian League.

syngeneia ‘kinship’, including perceived kinship between communities
and nations.

synoecism ‘settling together’ (synoikismos); the merging of settlements
into a single political unit, by administrative unification or by physical
migration to a new centre.

syntrierarchy ‘joint command of a trireme ’; a sharing of the financial
and other responsibilities of the trierarchy between two or more
men.

talent Greek measure of weight and unit of currency (talanton); the Attic
talent weighed 26.2 kg, and as a unit of (silver) currency it was subdi-
vided into 60 minae (mnai) and 6,000 drachmas.

taxiarch (taxiarchos) ‘commander of a tax i s ’.
taxis ‘formation’, ‘organization’; a term used for (1) battle order or battle

stations and (2) units within armies. In classical Greece, the taxis is
often the largest sub-division of an army (as at Athens, where each
of the ten tribes formed one taxis), but in Hellenistic authors the
term is also used of much smaller units.

technê (professional) ‘skill’.
Ten Thousand conventional name for the more than 10,000 Greek mer-

cenaries hired by Cyrus the Younger for his attempted rebellion against
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his brother, the Persian king Artaxerxes II; after his defeat, they fought
their way back home, and many were subsequently hired by the
Spartans for their campaigns in Asia Minor and in the Corinthian
War.

tetradrachm a silver coin worth 4 drachmas.
thalassokratia ‘sea-power’, thalassocracy; a form of hegemony based on

naval power which was among the major military ambitions of many
Greek states.

Theoric Fund a treasury set up c. 350 bc to subsidize the attendance of
citizens at the dramatic performances at Athenian religious festivals.

theoroi ‘spectators’; sacred envoys sent abroad by a state to consult
oracles or attend major religious festivals, including the Panhellenic
games.

thes, thetes ‘hired labourers’; a term used not only in the literal sense but
also as the name of the lowest of the Athenian property classes, which
provided much naval manpower.

thureophoroi ‘door-carriers’: a type of Hellenistic and Celtic infantry
whose name derives from the large size of their shields.

timê ‘honour’, ‘respect’, a key Greek value.
triarii the oldest and most experienced soldiers who formed a third and

final line of maniples in the mid-Republican Roman battle order,
originally armed with thrusting-spears.

tribes important administrative units in both Greece (where they are
called phylai) and Rome (tribus); they sometimes serve as mili-
tary units, as probably in archaic Sparta and certainly in classical
Athens.

trierarch ‘commander of a trireme’, captain of a warship (trierarchos).
trierarchy the position of trierarch ; in Athens and probably else-

where this position was held as a form of liturgy .
trihemolia a hybrid of the trireme and the hemiolia (a light warship

widely used by pirates), developed in Hellenistic Rhodes.
trireme (trierês) ‘three-oared’, a galley with three banks of oars.
tropaion ‘trophy’, literally ‘turning-point marker’; a temporary monu-

ment consisting of armour hung up on a tree trunk, set up to mark a
victory in battle at the point where the enemy turned to flight (or in
sea battles on the nearest island or headland).

velites a distinctively equipped body of light-armed infantry attached to
the Republican Roman legion; see also rorar i i .

virtus ‘manly courage’, ‘excellence’, a key attribute of the ideal Roman
male.

xenia, xenos ‘guest-friend(ship)’, a formal relation of private friend-
ship between ‘strangers’ (xenoi), i.e. members of different political
communities; see also proxenos .
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zeugitês member of the Athenian property class of zeugitai, ranked above
the thet ê s and consisting of those who had an annual income
equivalent to between 200 and 300 medimnoi (of barley) and were
obliged to provide themselves with hoplite arms and armour.

zugon ‘yoke’, a term used also to refer to a rank (as opposed to a file) in
an infantry formation, usually in the expression ‘the first yoke’, i.e.
the front rank.
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Aelian (1): Aelianus Tacticus, second century ad, a Greek resident in
Rome; author of a treatise on tactics (Tactica), probably written in ad

106.
Aelian (2): Claudius Aelianus, c. ad 170–235, from Praeneste; author of a

variety of works, including Historical Miscellany (Varia historia), a col-
lection of historical anecdotes.

Aeneas Tacticus/the Tactician, c. 350 bc, perhaps from Stymphalus in
Arcadia; author of one of the earliest Greek military manuals. Its
only surviving portion (Poliorcetica) is variously known as On the
Defence of Fortified Positions or On Siegecraft or How to Survive under
Siege.

Aeschines, c. 390–314 bc, from Athens; a politician who became one of the
ten canonical Attic orators. Three of his speeches survive.

Aeschylus, c. 525–456 bc, from Athens; composer of tragic plays, including
The Persians (472 bc). He fought in the major battles of the Persian Wars.

Aesop is a semi-legendary figure who was believed to have lived in the early
sixth century bc and to have created a large repertoire of fables. These
were probably current only in oral form until written collections were
compiled from the fourth century bc onwards; the surviving Fables are
a compilation made by the Byzantine monk Maximus Planudes, c. ad

1300.
Agathias, ad 536–82, from Myrina; a poet and author of a contemporary

history covering the years 552–8, a sequel to the work of Procopius.
Alcaeus, c. 600 bc, from Lesbos; a poet whose work survives only in

fragments.
Alcman, c. 600 bc, from Sparta; a poet whose work survives only in frag-

ments.
Ammianus Marcellinus, c. ad 330–400, from Antioch; author of a history

of the Roman Empire. Only books 14–31, covering the years ad 354–78,
survive.

Anaximenes, c. 380–320 bc, from Lampsacus; a rhetorician who wrote his-
tories of Greece and Philip II (fragments in FGrH 72). He accompanied
Alexander the Great on his campaigns

545
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Andocides, c. 440–390 bc, from Athens; a politician who became one of
the ten canonical Attic orators. Several of his speeches survive.

Androtion, c. 350 bc; author of an Atthis, a history of Attica.
Anthologia Palatina is an anthology of about 4,000 ancient Greek poems

compiled from earlier anthologies by the Byzantine scholar Constantinus
Cephalas in the tenth century ad.

Antiphon, c. 480–411 bc, from Athens; one of the leaders of the oligarchic
regime established in 411 and a writer of law court speeches who came
to be regarded as one of the ten canonical Attic orators. Several of his
speeches as well as his collection of rhetorical exercises, the Tetralogies,
survive. Perhaps the same person as Antiphon ‘the sophist’, fragments of
whose philiosophical work also survive.

Apollonius Rhodius/of Rhodes, c. 270–190 bc, from Alexandria (but for
a time resident in Rhodes); a teacher of rhetoric and head of the Library
at Alexandria who composed the epic Argonautica.

Appian of Alexandria, second century ad; author of a Roman history cov-
ering civil wars and foreign wars, arranged by geographical area (Italy,
Libya, Sicily, Syria, etc.).

Archilochus, c. 680–640 bc, from Paros; a poet whose work survives only
in fragments.

Aristophanes, c. 445–385 bc, from Athens; a comic poet whose plays
included Acharnians (425), Knights (424), Wasps (422), Peace (421),
Lysistrata (411) and Frogs (405).

Aristotle, 384–322 bc, from Stagirus; a philosopher and teacher (of among
others Alexander the Great), who wrote treatises on a vast range of
subjects, including Politics and two works on Ethics. A series of stud-
ies of the political institutions of city-states, including The Athenian
Constitution (Ath. Pol.), and a treatise On Economics (Oikonomika) are
also attributed to him, though they were probably compiled by his
students.

Arrian (Flavius Arrianus Xenophon), c. ad 85–175, from Nicomedia;
consul in 129 or 130, governor of Cappadocia 130/1–137/8, and author of
many works, including The Formation against the Alans (134/5), Tactica
(136/7), and the later Anabasis of Alexander.

Asclepiodotus, first century bc; author of a treatise on Tactics.
Asconius (Quintus Asconius Pedianus), mid-first century ad, probably

from Patavium; author of commentaries on Cicero’s speeches.
Athenaeus, c. ad 200, from Naucratis; author of Deipnosophistae, a

miscellany in the form of an erudite conversation at a dinner
party.

Augustine (Aurelius Augustinus), ad 354–430, from Thagaste; bishop of
Hippo in north Africa, and author of the Confessions (397–8) and The
City of God (413–26).
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Bacchylides, c. 505–425 bc, from Iulis on Ceos; composer of Odes dated
to c. 480–450 bc.

Caesar (Gaius Julius Caesar), 100–44 bc, from Rome; general and states-
man who wrote Commentaries on his own campaigns: the Gallic War
and the Civil War. Falsely attributed to him are Commentaries on the
Spanish War, African War and Alexandrine War.

Callisthenes, c. 360–328 bc, from Olynthus; author of histories of Greece
and ‘court’ historian of Alexander the Great. His work survives only in
fragments.

Cassiodorus (Flavius Magnus Aurelius Cassiodorus Senator), fl. c.
ad 484–585, from Scyllaceum; Roman statesman who served under
Theoderic the Great, and author of works including Chronica, a world
history up to ad 519, and a History of the Goths.

Cassius Dio (Dio Cassius Cocceianus), ad 155 – after 229, from Nicaea;
Roman senator and governor, and author of a world history up to ad

229 in eighty books.
Celsus (Aulus Cornelius Celsus), first century ad, from Rome; author of

an encyclopedic work of which only the medical section (De Medicina)
survives, but which also covered military tactics.

Chronicle of Pseudo-Joshua, a history of events in Edessa and Meso-
potamia from ad 494 to 506, attributed to the Syriac Christian writer
Joshua the Stylite.

Cicero (Marcus Tullius Cicero), 106–43 bc, from Arpinum; Roman ora-
tor, statesman and prolific author. Almost a thousand of his letters to
family and friends, and in particular to his friend Atticus, survive; as do
dozens of his speeches (including those against Verres and Catiline and
the Philippics against Mark Antony) and twenty philosophical
studies.

Claudius Quadrigarius, Quintus, first century bc; author of an annalistic
history of Rome from at least 390 to 78 bc.

Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus, ad 905–59; emperor of Byzantium
and scholar, who produced (or had produced in his name) several com-
pilations of older works.

Critias, c. 460–403 bc, from Athens; member of the oligarchy of the Thirty
in 403, and author of a range of literary works, including a Spartan
Constitution.

Ctesias, c. 400 bc, from Cnidus; served as physician at the court of Artax-
erxes II and wrote a number of works about Asia, especially Persica, of
which only fragments survive.

Curtius Rufus, Quintus, first century ad; Roman author of a History of
Alexander.

De Viris Illustribus is an anonymous collection of biographies of famous
men of the Roman Republic, compiled in the fourth century ad.
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Demetrius of Phaleron, late fourth century bc; ruler of Athens, 317–307

bc, and author of a number of philosophical works, including a lost
treatise on international relations.

Demosthenes, 384–322 bc, from Athens; statesman and orator. The cor-
pus of sixty political and legal speeches which survive under his name
also includes a number of speeches composed by others, most notably
Apollodorus, son of Pasion.

Digest (Digesta) is a collection of laws and legal rulings, compiled in the
sixth century ad on the orders of the emperor Justinian, including much
earlier material, especially from the late second-century jurists Ulpian,
Paulus and Papinius.

Diodorus Siculus/of Sicily, c. 80–20 bc, from Agyrium; author of the
Library of History, a forty-book history of the world, compiled from
earlier sources, including Ephorus.

Dionysius of Halicarnassus, late first century bc; Greek teacher of
rhetoric in Rome under Augustus, and author of Roman Antiquities,
a history down to 264 bc, in twenty books.

Ephorus, c. 400–330 bc, from Cyme; author of a Universal History, in
twenty-nine books, edited and published by his son Demophilus, who
added a thirtieth book.

Eupolis, c. 446–411 bc, from Athens; author of comic plays which survive
only in fragments.

Euripides, 484–407 bc, from Athens; author of almost a hundred tragic
plays, of which seventeen survive; he also composed a victory ode for
Alcibiades at Olympia (416).

Fabius Pictor, Quintus, c. 200 bc, from Rome; author of the first Roman
history (Annales).

Frontinus (Sextus Julius Frontinus), ad 40–103, from Rome; magistrate
and general whose works on the water supply of Rome and on stratagems
(Strategematica) survive.

Gellius, Aulus, c. 130–80 ad, probably from Rome; author of Attic Nights
(Noctes Atticae), a miscellany of historical and other information in
twenty books.

Hellenica Oxyrhynchia is the modern title given to the fragments of
a fourth-century continuation of Thucydides discovered in 1906 in
Oxyrhynchus in Egypt. Its author is unknown but highly regarded:
Theompompus and Cratippus are among the candidates.

Hero(n), first century ad, from Alexandria; author of a number of treatises
on aspects of engineering and measurement, including Mechanics and
Pneumatics.

Herodotus, 480s–420s bc, from Halicarnassus; author of the Histories, a
universal history which culminates in an account of the Persian Wars.
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Hesiod is a semi-legendary poet from Ascra in Boeotia to whom in antiq-
uity many epic poems were attributed, including the Theogony and Works
and Days (c. 700 bc ?).

Hieronymus of Cardia, c. 360–260 bc; a general and magistrate who
played a role in the wars following the death of Alexander, support-
ing Eumenes of Cardia and later the Antigonids; author of a history
covering the period 323–272 bc.

Hippocratic Corpus is the modern name for a collection of about sixty
treatises on medicine, dating from 430 bc to ad 200, falsely attributed
to Hippocrates of Cos, c. 460–380 bc.

Hippodamus of Miletus, early fifth century bc; an architect and town
planner who also wrote a treatise on the organization of the ideal state.

Homer, semi-legendary poet to whom in antiquity many epic poems were
attributed, including the Iliad and Odyssey (c. 750–650 bc ?) and a number
of archaic Hymns.

Horace (Quintus Horatius Flaccus), 65–8 bc, from Venusia; poet of the
Epodes, Satires, Odes, Epistles and Carmen saeculare.

Isaeus, c. 415–340 bc, from Chalcis; one of the ten canonical Attic orators,
eleven of whose speeches survive, along with some fragments.

Isidore of Seville, ad 560–636, from Cartagena; archbishop of Seville
(canonized in 1598) and prolific scholar whose works included a uni-
versal history (Chronica), a History of the Goths, and an encyclopedic
compendium of ancient literature, known as Etymologiae.

Isocrates, 436–338 bc, from Athens; one of the ten canonical Attic orators.
Twenty-one of his speeches and rhetorical showpieces, and nine Letters,
survive.

Itinerarium Alexandri (‘The Journeys of Alexander the Great and
Trajan’) is an anonymous account of Alexander’s expedition, written
for the emperor Constantius in ad 340.

Jerome (Eusebius Sophronius Hieronymus), c. ad 340–420, from Stri-
don; canonized translator of the Bible into Latin and author of
many theological studies, historical works (including a continuation of
Eusebius’ Chronicon and biographies of Christian writers), a commen-
tary on the Book of Daniel and letters.

John of Ephesus, c. ad 505–85, from Amida; bishop of Ephesus under
the emperor Justinian and author of hagiographies and an Ecclesiastical
History.

John the Lydian (Joannes Lydus), sixth century ad; public official under
the emperor Justinian and author of a number of works, including On
Magistracies.

Josephus (Flavius Josephus), ad 37–101, from Jerusalem; author of an
account of the Jewish Revolt of ad 66–73 (The Jewish War), a history of
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the Jews until ad 66 (Jewish Antiquities) and a defence of Jewish traditions
(Against Apion).

Justin Martyr, c. ad 105–65, from Flavia Neapolis in Palestine; canonized
Christian preacher and martyr, who published a number of works in
defence of Christianity.

Justinus (Marcus Junianus Justinus), third century ad; author of an
Epitome of Gnaeus Pompeius Trogus’ Philippic Histories, a universal his-
tory centred of the rise and conquests of Macedon, composed under
Augustus.

Livy (Titus Livius), 59 bc–ad 17, from Patavium; author of Ab urbe con-
dita, a 142-book history of Rome to 9 bc, of which books 1–10 and 20–45,
plus summaries of the rest, survive.

Lucian, c. ad 120–80, from Samosata in Syria; Greek author of many satiri-
cal works, including the Dialogue of the Dead and How to Write History.

Lucilius, Gaius, c. 180–102 bc; Roman author of satires of which fragments
survive.

Lysias, c. 458–380 bc, foreign resident of Athens; businessman and profes-
sional speechwriter, one of the ten canonical Attic orators. Thirty-one
of his speeches, and fragments, survive.

Malalas (John Malalas), c. ad 491–578, from Antioch; author of Chrono-
graphia, a chronicle ranging from the mythical past to contemporary
events of the reign of Justinian.

Malchus, c. ad 500, from Philadelphia, author of a detailed history covering
the years ad 473/4–91 of which only fragments survive.

Marcellinus Comes, c. ad 500, from Illyria; author of Chronichon covering
ad 379–534.

Menander Protector, c. ad 600; author of a continuation of the history of
Agathias, covering the years ad 558–82.

Mimnermus, c. 640–600 bc, from Colophon, poet whose work survives
only in fragments.

Mnesimachus, c. 350 bc, from Athens; author of comic plays which survive
only in fragments.

Nepos (Cornelius Nepos), c. 100–25 bc, from Cisalpine Gaul; author of
De Viris Illustribus, a series of short biographies comparing famous
Greeks and Romans.

Nicolaus of Damascus, c. 65 bc–ad 5; prominent figure at the court of the
kings of Judaea, and author of a Life of Augustus and a universal history
in 144 books.

Notitia Dignitatum is an official listing of all Roman civil and military
posts, c. ad 400.

Old Oligarch (or Pseudo-Xenophon) is the modern name given to the
late fifth- or early fourth-century anonymous author of a political pam-
phlet on the Athenian constitution.
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Onasander, c. ad 50; Greek author of a military treatise, The General (Strate-
gikos).

Orosius, fifth century ad, from Bracara in Portugal; author of works in
defence of Christian orthodoxy and of a History against the Pagans, com-
pleted in ad 418.

Pausanias, c. ad 175, from Asia Minor; traveller and author of a Description
of Greece.

Philo(n) of Byzantium, late third century bc; author of work on Mechan-
ics, including artillery.

Philochorus, c. 320–261 bc, from Athens; author of an Atthis covering
events to 262 bc.

Pindar, 522–443 bc, from Thebes; poet of whose many works forty-five
victory odes for winners at the Olympic, Pythian, Isthmian and Nemean
games survive intact.

Plato, 427–347 bc, from Athens; author of numerous philsophical studies
in the form of conversations attributed to his teacher Socrates. Some
Socratic dialogues ascribed to Plato, such as Alcibiades are the work of
unknown other authors.

Plautus (Titus Maccius Plautus), c. 254–184 bc; Roman actor and author
of twenty-one comic plays. .

Pliny the Elder (C. Plinius Secundus Maior), ad 23–79, from Como;
Roman official and author of an encyclopedic work of which thirty-
seven books on Natural History survive.

Plutarch, c. ad 45–120, from Chaeronea; Greek author of a vast and highly
influential body of work of which fifty biographies (Parallel Lives) and
seventy-eight essays (Moralia) survive.

Polyaenus, second century ad, from Macedon; rhetorician who compiled
a collection of some 900 historical anecdotes on Stratagems, published
at the start of the Parthian War in ad 162.

Polybius, second century bc, from Megalopolis; leading figure of the
Achaean league and author of a history covering the rise of Rome, 220–
146 bc, part of which survives.

Porphyry, ad 232–305, from Tyre; Neo-Platonic philosopher and polymath
whose many works include Against the Christians, On Abstinence and a
Life of Plotinus.

Posidonius, c. 135–51 bc, from Apamea; Stoic philosopher and polymath,
who taught in Rhodes. His (lost) history in fifty-two books covered the
years 146–88 bc.

Priscus, fifth century ad, from Panium; philosopher and author of a his-
tory in eight books, probably covering ad 433–74. Surviving fragments
include an account of the court of Attila.

Procopius, c. ad 500–565, from Caesarea; assistant to Belisarius, who in
the 550s wrote two accounts of the reign of Justinian, one favourable (the
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Histories or Wars, covering the emperor’s campaigns up to 554 bc) and
one extremely hostile (Secret History).

Pseudo-Joshua Stylites See Chronicle of Pseudo-Joshua.
Pseudo-Maurice is the name now given to the anonymous author of

the sixth-century ad treatise Strategikon, traditionally attributed to the
Byzantine emperor Maurice I (bc 539–602).

Ptolemy (Ptolemaeus), 367–283 bc, from Eordaea; Macedonian general,
and later king of Egypt, who wrote an account of Alexander’s campaigns,
now lost but much used by Arrian.

Sallust (Gaius Sallustius Crispus), 86–34 bc from Amiternum; Roman
magistrate who in the late 40s bc published accounts of the Catiline
Conspiracy and the Jugurthine Wars, both extant, and subsequently a
History of the years 78–67 bc, of which only fragments survive.

Sappho, c. 600 bc, from Lesbos, poetess whose work survives only in
fragments.

Seneca (Lucius Annaeus Seneca), 4 bc–ad 65, from Corduba; Stoic
philosopher, magistrate and tutor to Nero who wrote many works,
including a treatise on ‘favours’ (De beneficiis).

Silenus of Caleacte, late third century bc; (lost) historian of the Hanni-
balic War.

Silius Italicus, c. ad 25–101, no birthplace known; Roman magistrate and
author of Punica, an epic poem on the Hannibalic War.

Simonides, c. 556–469 bc, from Iulis on Ceos; poet of a variety of works
commissioned by powerful families and city-states, including epigrams
on the dead of the Persian Wars and an elegy on the battle of Plateae,
fragments of which were rediscovered in 1991.

Solon, c. 600 bc, from Athens, statesman and poet whose law code of 594

bc and poetry survive only in fragments.
Sophocles, c. 495–406 bc, from Colonus; Athenian general in 440 bc and

author of many works of poetry, including about 120 plays, seven of
which survive.

Sosylus of Sparta/Lacedaemon, late third century bc; (lost) historian of
the Hannibalic War.

Stobaeus (Joannes Stobaeus), late fifth century ad, from Macedonia;
compiler of the Florilegium, a didactic work consisting of extracts from
some 500 earlier authors.

Strabo, c. 63 bc–ad 23, from Amasia in Pontus; author of a lost History
and of the Geography, a description of the known world, with historical
digressions.

Suda is the title of a lexicon compiled in the tenth century ad, which
includes many citations from earlier writers. The lexicon is also referred
to as Suidas, on the incorrect assumption that this is the author’s
name.
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Syrianus Magister, an author of the sixth century ad, responsible for works
on Strategy, Naval Warfare and Military Rhetoric.

Tacitus (Publius or Gaius Cornelius Tacitus), c. ad 55–120, from Gaul;
senator, consul and provincial governor, who in ad 98 wrote monographs
on Germania and on the campaigns of his father-in-law Agricola, between
ad 105 and 108 published Histories which originally covered the years 68–
96 but of which now only the section dealing with 68–70 survives, and
finally wrote Annals covering the years ad 14–68, three-quarters of which
survive.

The Contest of Homer and Hesiod is a short account of these two poets
and the fictional competition between them, by an anonymous com-
piler in the late second century ad, but mostly derived from Alcidamas’
Mouseion, written in the early fourth century bc.

Theocritus, third century bc, from Syracuse; poet of the Idylls, composed
under the patronage of Ptolemy II.

Theognis, c. 540 bc, from Megara, a poet whose work survives in a later
anthology.

Theophrastus, 371–287 bc, from Lesbos; philosopher and teacher active
in Athens; author of the History of Plants as well as comical sketches of
Characters.

Theophylact Simocatta, c. 580s–640s ad, from Egypt; Byzantine court
official and author of a History covering the reign of the emperor Maurice
(ad 582–602).

Theopompus, c. 378–320 bc, from Chios; orator and author of Hel-
lenica, a continuation of Thucydides covering 411–394 bc in twelve
books, and Philippica, a universal history in fifty-eight books, centred
on the reign of Philip II of Macedon; only fragments of both works
survive.

Thucydides, 460s–390s bc, from Athens; general in 424 bc and author of
a massively detailed history of the Peloponnesian War down to 411 bc.

Timaeus, c. 345–250 bc, from Tauromenium in Sicily; author of a (lost)
History covering the earliest times to contemporary events with particular
reference to Sicily and Italy.

Tyrtaeus, c. 640–600 bc, from Sparta, poet whose work survives only in
fragments.

Tzetzes, Joannes, twelfth century ad; Byzantine grammarian and author of
works on Homer, commentaries and the Chiliades, a miscellany quoting
some 400 earlier authors.

Vegetius (Publius Flavius Vegetius Renatus), c. ad 400; Roman official
and author of treatises on warfare (Epitoma rei militaris, c. 390) and
veterinary medicine.

Virgil (Publius Vergilius Maro), 70–19 bc, from Mantua; poet of the
Eclogues (37 bc), Georgics (30 bc) and the Aeneid (19 bc).
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Xenophon, c. 430–350 bc, from Athens; a mercenary commander and
author of a wide range of works, including an account of his own mer-
cenary expedition (Anabasis), a history of Greece from 411 to 362 bc

(Hellenica), a biography (Agesilaus), a historical novel (the Education of
Cyrus), a collection of anecdotes about Socrates (Memorabilia), a trea-
tise on household management (Oikonomikos) and several short tracts,
including Horsemanship, Cavalry Commander, Lacedaemonian Constitu-
tion, and Ways and Means (Poroi). A treatise on the Athenian constitution
is falsely attributed to him: see Old Oligarch.

Zonaras, Joannes, twelfth century ad; Byzantine court official who wrote
a number of theological works; author of a Historical Epitome in eighteen
books which covered events from the Creation to ad 1118.
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tural approaches have transformed our understanding of ancient warfare. Volume
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underlying the warfare of the Roman world from the late Republic to the sixth-
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in troop types, equipment, strategy and tactics are discussed. These are placed in
the broader context of developments in international relations and the relationship
of warfare to both the state and wider society. Numerous illustrations, a glossary
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EDITORS ’ PREFACE

Warfare was the single biggest preoccupation of historians in antiquity,
but modern academic interest in the subject has revived only in the last
few decades The narrowly focused studies of war written before the First
World War by Delbrück, Kromayer, Veith and others have now been super-
seded by a much wider spectrum of work, ranging from the individual
soldier’s experience of battle to the place of ancient warfare within wider
social, economic, political and cultural structures. Partly as a result of this
broader focus, and partly through richer textual analysis and a flood of new
archaeological discoveries, our understanding of ancient warfare has been
transformed.

With the exception of popular survey works, however, there is no compre-
hensive overview of this burgeoning field of study. The Cambridge History
of Greek and Roman Warfare aims to fill this gap: its two volumes survey
the advances made since the 1970s in all aspects of research on ancient
warfare, and provide an opportunity for a distinguished group of experts
in the field to take the subject further still by presenting an array of new
ideas and suggesting many new directions. Our aim in this work is not to
provide a narrative account of the countless wars which took place across a
period spanning fifteen centuries – such accounts are readily available from
any number of other sources, not least the Cambridge Ancient History – but
to offer a thematic analysis of the main aspects of warfare in the ancient
world.

Three important introductory chapters set the scene: the first puts the
present volumes in their historiographical context and explains further the
rationale for their publication; the other two address the nature of evidence
and the problems of its interpretation, two issues which are fundamental
to a new and better understanding of ancient warfare. The bulk of the
volumes is divided into four chronologically ordered parts, each covering a
span of three or four centuries. These chronological divisions serve to draw
attention to the broad changes which occurred in warfare and the societies
in which this warfare was practised and pursued. Detailed chronological
tables at the end of each volume also help readers to place the discussion
in its proper historical frame. The first part of volume i covers the earliest

xii
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editors’ preface xiii

centuries of Greek society, which generated our most famous accounts of
ancient warfare, Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey, as well as ‘proper’ historical
accounts of conflicts, with Thucydides’ record of the Peloponnesian War
often regarded as the acme of ancient historiography. In the second part,
early Rome and the Hellenistic world are dealt with in parallel, a rather
unusual combination designed to stimulate a fresh analytical perspective
and to overcome the common tendency to keep the Greek and Roman
worlds in entirely separate compartments. The first part of the second vol-
ume bridges one of the great political transitions of the ancient world, that
from the Roman Republic to the Principate of Augustus and his successors,
with the intention of highlighting continuing issues and recurrent themes.
The final part deals with the later Empire, a period long seen through the
prism of ‘decline and fall’ but one in which most scholars now identify a
robust and protracted defence of imperial interests in a world which was
experiencing profound changes, internally through the adoption of Chris-
tianity and externally through the arrival of the Huns.

Within each chronological part, the subdivisions are thematic and reflect
the key aspects of ancient warfare identified in modern historiography: (1)
the role of war and peace in international relations; (2) the nature, com-
position and status of different kinds of armed forces; (3) the practicalities
and ethics of the conduct of wars and campaigns; (4) the nature and experi-
ence of combat in pitched battles and sieges; (5) the political and economic
dimensions of war; and (6) the social and cultural dimensions of war. The
same sub-divisions are applied in each of the four parts, so as to enable
readers to make comparisons and to pursue particular themes throughout
antiquity.

‘War is terrible’, said Polybius, ‘but not so terrible that we should put up
with anything to avoid it’ (4.31.3). These volumes examine both the forms
taken by the terror of war in the ancient world and the forces which all
too often made it seem necessary to resort to violence at the cost of giving
up ‘the thing which we all pray that the gods may give us . . . the only
incontestable blessing among the so-called good things in life – I mean
peace’ (4.74.3).

Philip Sabin
Hans van Wees

Michael Whitby
2007
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CHAPTER 1

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

harry sidebottom

i. introduction

The study of Roman international relations and attitudes to war and peace
in the late Republic and the Principate poses fascinating problems. While
there are many excellent modern studies of specific aspects there are few
scholarly works which attempt an overview.1 In part this may be because
no Greek or Latin literature of the period discussed these themes in an
extended or systematic fashion. A modern appreciation has to draw on
material scattered in literary, epigraphic, papyrological, numismatic and
artistic sources.

It is vital not to elevate what have become, since the Renaissance,2 the
norms of Western diplomacy to the status of universal practices and atti-
tudes. We have to ‘forget about’ or, at least, question the existence in Rome
of various things which we tend to regard as timeless: diplomatic archives
and experts, topographical maps, continuity of relations between states
(permanent embassies and the like) and proactive policies, even coherent
and explicit policies at all. The preconditions which underpinned the emer-
gence of the Western norms (a multiplicity of stable polities which recog-
nized their broadly comparable levels of political power and cultural attain-
ment) did not exist for Rome in this period. As we shall see, Roman ways
of thinking about the Roman empire and its neighbours largely precluded
the creation of structures similar to those of the post-Renaissance West.

To understand Roman international relations we must first look at the
ideological frameworks within which they operated.

i i . ideology: empire and outside

Three logically incompatible views of the empire were available to its inhab-
itants. It encompassed the whole world, the best areas of the world or just
part of the world.

1 Millar (1982), (1988) and Mattern (1999) are general studies of diplomacy. Braund (1984) contains
much of use. Shaw (1986) and Talbert (1988) provide specific studies. Bederman (2001) is the latest in
a line of over-legalistic studies. For modern works on war and peace see section x below.

2 Mattingly (1955).

3
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4 the late republic and the principate

Jupiter in Virgil’s Aeneid famously promised the Romans ‘empire without
end’.3 The idea that the Romans had conquered the whole world was not
confined only to poetry. Philo described the Romans ruling over all the
earth and sea.4 This view was bolstered by Roman conceptions of the
nature of their empire. It ran where Roman power ran. It did not just
consist of provinces directly administered by Rome, but also of ‘client’
states.5 The Romans had strong expectations about how the ruler of a
‘client’ state should behave.6 He should control his subjects, not intrigue
with peoples hostile to Rome, not harm other Roman ‘clients’ or Roman
provinces and if they were wanted he should provide troops and material for
Roman campaigns. If he fulfilled these expectations Rome would probably
support his rule. If he were very favoured, Rome would approve his choice
of successor. There was always a tendency for Rome to try and absorb
‘client’ states into provinces, especially in the east. The process, however,
was not all one way. Some ‘provincialized’ peoples were given back to
‘client’ rulers. It would be wrong to talk of an abandonment of the client
system. The Romans always attempted to turn the peoples beyond their
provinces into ‘client’ states. The feeling that ‘client’ states were part of the
empire was supported by the language and practice of Roman diplomacy.
Subject peoples, on any objective view inside the empire, were called allies
(socii), with whom Rome had friendship (amicitia) and with whom Rome
observed diplomatic protocol. The same terms and forms were employed
with ‘client’ peoples to our eyes outside the empire.7 Furthermore from
the early second century bc the Romans, like the imperial Chinese, could
consider any diplomatic approach by another people as evidence of their
submission to Rome.8

The second, to us rather more plausible, view was expressed distinctively
by Greeks within the empire. The Romans held all the earth that was worth
having and maybe a bit more besides.9 This was compatible with the belief
that the empire was hedged round with strong defences (e.g. Aristid. Or.
26.81–2).

The third view, in contrast, saw imperial expansion as inherently glori-
ous and to be continued.10 This was often expressed as regret for missed
opportunities. The whole world would have fallen if Julius Caesar had not
been forced to abandon his Gallic campaigns (Dio Cass. 44.43.1). Again

3 Virg. Aen. 1.278–9; cf. 6.781–2; and Ov. Fast. 2.688.
4 Philo, Leg. 8; cf. the heading of Augustus, Res Gestae; Plin. HN 3.5; Dio Cass. 73.24.2.
5 Richardson (1991); Lintott (1993) 22–44.
6 Luttwak (1976) 20–40; Braund (1984); Millar (1993).
7 Millar (1988) 352–6. The archive wall at Aphrodisias preserves the most illuminating dossier of

imperial correspondence to an ‘allied’ city within the empire: Reynolds (1982).
8 E.g. Augustus, Res Gestae 26–33; Suet. Aug. 21.3; Badian (1958) 8–9 on early second-century change.

This ideology makes a Roman embassy to China unlikely: Campbell (1989) 373 n. 21; Peyrefitte (1989)
on Chinese attitudes.

9 Whittaker (2000) 299. 10 Brunt (1990b) 96–109, 288–323, 433–80.
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international relations 5

the emperor Maximinus Thrax would have reached the Ocean if not for a
revolt (Herodian 7.2.9). Or it could all be put down to the inertia of some
emperors.11

The Romans seem incurious about the realities of the world outside.
We hear of only a handful of official expeditions gathering information
beyond the empire,12 and it was thought that increased geographic con-
quest would normally bring knowledge.13 It appears that the Romans
tended to think not in terms of blocks of territory (‘cartographic think-
ing’) but in the linear terms (‘odological thinking’) of coasts, rivers, roads
or mountain ranges.14 The products of this ‘odological thinking’ were
written and pictured itineraries (lists of towns and stopping places along
roads) and periploi (lists of ports of call for coastal voyaging).15 It seems
that it was these, rather than topographical maps, that were employed in
strategic thinking (SHA Alex. Sev. 45.2–3). The east with its urban centres
linked by roads and with the Rivers Euphrates and Tigris flowing away
from the empire was thus easier to comprehend than the unurbanized
north.16

‘Map consciousness’ and geographic knowledge in general may have been
low but they could affect thinking about interstate relations. The inhabited
world was thought to stretch twice as far east–west as north–south, with
the northern coast of Europe considered a straight line.17 Such ideas under-
lie Agricola contemplating an invasion of Ireland because it was ‘halfway
between Britain and Spain’ (Tac. Agr. 24), and Herodian’s complaint that
the Romans concentrated on the northern frontier at the expense of the
eastern because the Germans were virtually adjacent neighbours to the
Italians (6.7.5).

The frontier of the empire could be seen as a moral barrier.18 Inside
were the arts, discipline and humanity (humanitas). Outside were wildness,
irrationality, savagery and barbarity (barbaritas).19 In large measure the
identity of a civilized member of the empire consisted in being the opposite
of a barbarian. But there were tensions and ambiguities in Roman thinking.
It was recognized that barbarians were not all the same. Those in the north
were generally stupider but more ferocious than those in the east.20 Some
barbarians, northern or eastern, could be thought of as good and wise. Dio
Chrysostom wrote up the Dacians as natural philosophers.21

11 E.g. Tac. Ann. 4.32; Flor. 1 praefatio. 8; Herodian 1.6.7–9.
12 Rawson (1985) 256–7; Austin and Rankov (1995) 30–1.
13 Millar (1982) 18; cf. Sherk (1974) 534–62 and, a more positive view, Syme (1988).
14 A view pioneered by Janni (1984); followed by Lee (1993b) 86–90 and Brodersen (2001) 7–21. See

Nicolet (1991) for a different view.
15 Brodersen (1995); cf. Salway (2001) 22–66. 16 Lee (1993b) 87–90.
17 Mattern (1999) 41–66. 18 Alföldi (1952) 1–16.
19 Woolf (1998) 54–60 for an overview; Ferris (2000) for these ideas in art.
20 Balsdon (1979) 59–64.
21 Sidebottom (1990) 180–204 on Dio; Momigliano (1975) on the phenomenon in general.
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6 the late republic and the principate

There was a tension between established traditions about barbarians and
new information. Cassius Dio (67.6.2, cf. 69.15.1) called the Dacians by
that name as it was what they called themselves, although he was aware
that some Greek writers called them Getae (as had Dio Chrysostom), the
name of a tribe known to the Greeks in classical antiquity.

From some stances the barrier could almost vanish. Some whole peoples
in the empire could be portrayed as barbarous, as Herodian did the Phoeni-
cians (5.3.3–8, 5.5.3–10).22 Indeed, the non-élite, whatever their ethnicity,
could be seen as being like barbarians.23

Ludicrous as such ethnic stereotyping appears to us, it shaped Roman
diplomacy. One of the two reasons Marcus Aurelius sent away empty
handed an embassy of the Iazyges was that ‘he knew their race to be untrust-
worthy’ (Dio Cass. 72.13.1).

i i i . decis ion making: government at rome

Under the Republic the legal ratification of war and peace depended on
a vote of an assembly of the Roman people.24 Diplomacy, however, was
the preserve of the Senate, which both received and sent embassies.25 As
Polybius commented (6.13.7–8), this could lead foreigners to assume that
the Senate was the sole government of Rome. The strength of feeling, at
least among senators, that the Senate as a body should conduct interstate
relations is shown by the outrage generated when popular politicians (such
as Tiberius Gracchus and Publius Clodius) removed it from the process.26

Individual senators could have important unofficial roles to play. As patrons
they were expected to further the diplomacy of their foreign clients, and
when abroad they might stay with kings.27 Some kings kept agents in Rome,
and legislation embodied justifiable fears that senators might be bribed.28

Conversely some senators loaned money to kings.29

Under the Principate this all changed. Now the emperor was the ultimate
decision maker. He was expected to consult a body of advisors (his consil-
ium). But the consilium was an informal group consisting of whomever he
chose to invite and he could overrule its opinion.30 Embassies now went
to and from the emperor. Only once under the Principate, in ad 24, do
we hear of the Senate receiving and sending an embassy (Tac. Ann. 4.26).
Yet there was an expectation that the Senate should have a role, if only a

22 Cf. Dio Cass. 79.27.1 on Moors. 23 Shaw (2000) 375–6.
24 Lintott (1999) 197, 201; it may be that the Senate took over these functions in the late Republic.
25 Millar (1988) 340, 367.
26 Stockton (1979) 67–9 for Tiberius Gracchus; Braund (1984) 24 for Clodius.
27 Badian (1958) 154–67; Braund (1984) 16.
28 Badian (1968) 64; Braund (1984) 59–60; Austin and Rankov (1995) 93.
29 Braund (1984) 59–61. 30 Crook (1955).
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Figure 1.1 Coin depicting Trajan presenting a
Dacian to a senator.

formal one, in diplomacy. In 23 bc Augustus introduced eastern envoys to
the Senate, which referred the matter back to him (Dio Cass. 53.33.1–2).31

The expectation of senatorial involvement is made clear by a coin depicting
Trajan presenting a Dacian to a senator32 (see fig. 1.1).

We last hear of an embassy being presented to the Senate in the reign of
Commodus.33 We can thus assume special pleading when in the early third
century ad the senator Cassius Dio, in a programmatic speech, argued that
foreign envoys should be taken before the Senate (53.31.1).

It was always customary for the emperor to inform the Senate of his
diplomatic activity. Marcus Aurelius sent details of all his treaties except
that with the Iazyges, when Avidius Cassius’ revolt forced him to make
peace against his will (Dio Cass. 72.17.1). After foreign envoys no longer
appeared before the Senate emperors continued to send details of their
diplomacy. In ad 218 Macrinus was criticized for sending an edited version
of his treaty with Parthia (Dio Cass. 79.27.1–3).

As from the start the emperor had the legal right to make war or peace;34

the role of the people was confined to that of spectators at diplomatic
spectacles (see below, section viii).

The transition from Republic to Principate brought changes in the types
of individuals who unofficially mattered in diplomacy. The new order is
revealed in the terms of a will made by Herod, king of Judaea. He left
1,000 talents to Augustus and half that sum to be divided between Augus-
tus’ wife Livia, the imperial children, imperial friends (amici) and impe-
rial freedmen.35 The great senatorial houses, which under the Republic
had acted as patrons for foreign rulers (e.g. the Gracchi and the Attal-
ids of Pergamum) were no longer central: indeed as Tacitus (Ann. 3.55)

31 Talbert (1984) 420. 32 BMC vol. iii. p. 65, no. 244, plate 13.14; Talbert (1984) 428.
33 Talbert (1988) 137–47. 34 Talbert (1984) 429.
35 Joseph. BJ 1.646; AJ 17.146. Under the Principate individuals other than the emperor could only

act as patrons to communities within the empire; see Eilers (2002) on Greek cities
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8 the late republic and the principate

makes clear, such contacts could bring senators into danger from suspicious
emperors.

It is debatable how informed the level of diplomatic discussion was in the
emperor’s consilium.36 As we have seen, the consilium was an informal body
to which the emperor could invite whomever he wished. We do not hear
of invitations to specialists on foreign affairs in specific areas or in general.
Again there is no trace of an imperial secretary devoted to foreign affairs.
Treaties with foreign powers were recorded (see below, section ix) and clearly
some archives existed for such matters as grants of Roman citizenship.37

Yet evidence for any archive devoted to diplomatic affairs remains elusive.
Without accurate topographical maps diplomatic debate must have been
conducted in terms of the prevailing ‘odological thinking’ about geography
and ethnographic understanding (see above, section ii). It has been pointed
out that Cassius Dio was an imperial advisor as well as historian. Debate
in the emperor’s consilium thus might be judged to have been at the same
vague level as it was in Cassius Dio’s history.38 Yet this could be to ignore
the conventions of ancient literary genres. As Cassius Dio’s contemporary,
Herodian, states (2.15.6–7), works of history should not get bogged down
in superfluous detail. Debate which led to decision making in foreign affairs
may have been rather more precise than its reflection in literary works, but
it still should not be thought of as producing a sophisticated grand strategy
close to modern versions.39

iv. decis ion making: distance and time

Given the huge size of the empire, factors of distance and time determined
how closely central government could control the diplomatic activities of
its governors on the frontiers. A glance at a modern topographical map of
the empire would suggest that the interior lines of communication offered
by sea travel would have been utilized. Yet this was not the norm. Even
though there were fleets stationed in the Mediterranean during the Prin-
cipate,40 they do not seem to have been used regularly for official com-
munications.41 On occasions we find emperors using merchant shipping
(Dio Cass. 65.9.2a). Sea travel was largely seasonal and often dangerous.
Probably more important, it was highly unpredictable.42 A death sentence

36 Millar (1982), (1988) are fundamental.
37 Millar (1988) 359–61; Ando (2000) 80–130 gives a thorough discussion of archives within the

empire, but does not address foreign diplomacy.
38 Millar (1982) 3.
39 The view of Luttwak (1976) that the Romans did produce a rational grand strategy comparable

to modern ones has found few followers: Ferrill (1991b); Wheeler (1993). Against: Mann (1979); Millar
(1982); Whittaker (1996); Mattern (1999).

40 Starr (1941); Reddé (1986). 41 Millar (1982) 10–11.
42 Duncan-Jones (1990) 7–29; cf. Horden and Purcell (2000) 137–43, 564–6.
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from Caligula in Rome for the governor of Syria was three months en route,
arriving twenty-seven days after news of the emperor’s death (Joseph. BJ
2.203; AJ 18.305).

The relative reliability of land communication was the preferred option.
Augustus is said to have introduced a system of runners (Suet. Aug. 49),
but if it was ever implemented it was soon abandoned. The Principate
relied on the imperial post (cursus publicus), a system where those with
official authorization (diplomata) could requisition horses and vehicles from
either private sources or official posting stations (mansiones).43 It has been
estimated that the average speed of this system was about 50 miles a day,
although for urgent messages it could have managed up to 160 miles a
day.44

In the Roman world diplomacy could be thought of as an activity requir-
ing speed. It was a literary cliché that diplomatic letters hurried to their
recipient,45 But to our eyes diplomacy was often conducted in a leisurely
way. Although Trajan had clearly announced his intentions of campaign-
ing against Parthia and raised new legions for the war, it was not until he
reached Athens that Parthian envoys came to him, and then he prevari-
cated, saying he would do all that was proper when he reached Syria (Dio
Cass. 68.17.2–3).

The sometimes leisurely nature of diplomacy can be accounted for by
the nature of ancient warfare. It was both seasonal, rarely being conducted
in the winter, and slow-moving, ancient armies usually only moving at a
speed of about 15 miles a day.46 There was often no need for diplomacy to
hurry. Time delays could be turned to Roman advantage. A governor of
Moesia Inferior told an embassy of the Carpi to come back in four months
for an answer to give him time to consult Gordian III.47

v. decis ion making: governors on the frontiers

Under the Republic Rome had a measure of control over its governors
on the frontiers. Customarily it was the Senate which assigned provinces
to senatorial magistrates or ex-magistrates, and decided the level of their
funding and the numbers of troops. The Senate debated any treaties entered
into by governors, and ultimately the people voted on decisions of war and
peace. Governors could be tried on their return to Rome and in the late
Republic laws attempted to govern their behaviour.48

43 Casson (1974) 182–90; Kolb (2001) 95–105. 44 Ramsay (1925) 63–5.
45 E.g. Juv. 4.147–9; cf. Herodian 6.2.1, 6.2.3, 6.7.2–3.
46 Lee (1993b) 90–101, seasonal; Luttwak (1976) 80–4, slow moving.
47 Petrus Patricius (Peter the Patrician), fr. 8 (FHG iv.186–7); Millar (1982) 11.
48 Lintott (1993) 43–50, 97–107.
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10 the late republic and the principate

In the middle Republic, although levels of control varied, the general
consensus among the senatorial élite and between it and the people meant
that the system worked well: governors seldom did things which were disap-
proved of at home.49 Things were often different in the late Republic. While
it was ever more invoked, consensus both among the élite and between
the élite and the people to some extent failed. From within the Senate
emerged popular politicians (the populares) who distinctively ignored it and
appealed direct to the people and at times intervened in foreign affairs.50

Connected to this, and in part caused by the huge size of the empire, a
special type of command was instituted, covering a wide geographic area
and capable of remaining for several years in force.51 As a result the Senate
had little control over some of the great dynasts in the last century bc.

The process can be well illustrated from the career of Pompey. Populares
tribunes of the plebs persuaded the people to vote Pompey special com-
mands against the pirates (in 67 bc) and Mithridates (in 66 bc). After
his defeat of Mithridates, Pompey created two new provinces (Syria and
Pontus) and greatly enlarged another one (Cilicia) as well as making treaties
with a large number of ‘client’ states. On his return to Rome in 62 bc Pom-
pey demanded that all his actions be put to just one vote in the Senate.
This extraordinary demand provoked furious opposition but, after Pompey
had entered into the political friendship (amicitia) with Julius Caesar and
Crassus known to modern historians as the first triumvirate, it was forced
through in 59 bc.52

Under the Principate all governors, whether notionally appointed by the
Senate or acting as deputies (legates) of the emperor, acted to some extent
under the auspices of the emperor.53 It seems that from the beginning of
the Principate all governors on taking up their posts received instructions
(mandata) from the emperor.54 Modern opinion is divided as to whether
these soon ossified into a formulaic pattern55 or they continued to contain
specific instructions.56 Whichever was the case, governors might receive
specific instructions during their term. Tiberius sent Vitellius, his governor
of Syria, detailed instructions on making a treaty with the king of Parthia
(Joseph. AJ 18.96–105). Sometimes governors are seen asking for guidance
before acting. Paetus, the governor of Syria, wrote to Vespasian, possibly
with false information, before acting against Antiochus of Commagene
(Joseph. BJ 7.219–44). Lack of imperial instructions made a good excuse
for inactivity. Corbulo refused to invade Armenia without orders (Tac. Ann.
15.17). Arrangements that a governor made with a foreign power were only
provisional until the emperor’s later decision. Even Paetus’ agreement with

49 Eckstein (1987) xxi, 319–20. 50 Wirszubski (1950) 39–40. 51 Wirszubski (1950) 61–5.
52 Seager (1979) 50–5, 72–87. 53 Millar (1992) 313–28.
54 Millar (1992) 314–17, 642–3; Burton (1976) 63. 55 Millar (1982) 8–9.
56 Potter (1996) 49–66.
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the Parthians that no Roman should enter Armenia, a thing so disgraceful
that Tacitus assumes it was invented to blacken Paetus, depended on Nero’s
acceptance.57 At times governors merely acted as conduits to the emperor.
Pliny as governor of Bithynia–Pontus did not accede to a procurator’s
request to hold up an embassy to Trajan from the king of Pontus.58

Sometimes governors are presented as acting on their own initiative. Tac-
itus thus portrays the actions of his father-in-law as governor of Britain.59

An inscription celebrating the achievements of Tiberius Plautius Silvanus
records him as governor of Moesia, among other things, bringing kings
previously unknown to the Romans to do reverence to the Roman stan-
dards, accepting hostages and deterring a king of the Scythians from hos-
tile actions.60 But to take these at face value might be to be misled by
the rhetoric. They vaunt the achievements of their subjects and seek to
place them in the tradition of Republican governors. To include instructions
from an emperor would be to undercut these aims. Governors were aware
that they had less freedom of action than their Republican predecessors.
Corbulo, on being recalled from a campaign against the Chauci, famously
exclaimed ‘how fortunate were the Roman commanders of old’ (Tac. Ann.
11.19–20; Dio Cass. 61.30.4–5). Making war without the emperor’s permis-
sion carried the death penalty.61

It may be that any attempt to find the normal level of independent action
of governors is doomed to failure. Several variable factors would determine
a governor’s independence: the perceived importance of an issue, the more
important being referred straight to the emperor, the less so being dealt with
initially by the governor; the pressing nature of the issue, the more pressing
being more likely to be handled at once by the governor; the governor’s
own desire for independent action; and finally the governor’s perception of
the character of the emperor and relationship with him.

vi . implementation

In Roman eyes it should have been barbarians who initiated diplomatic
activity. Part of Sulla’s good fortune was held to be that he was the first
Roman approached by a Parthian envoy (Plut. Vit. Sull. 5.4). Especially in
wartime it was considered an act of weakness to start negotiations. Herodian

57 Tac. Ann. 15.16. Presumably treaties made by the emperor’s legates only became valid ‘as if passed
by the Senate and people’ (Dio Cass. 60.23.6) after imperial endorsement.

58 Plin. Ep. 10.63, 64, 67. As with Paetus and Antiochus above, this reminds us that central govern-
ment only knew what it was told, and at times its agents told it different things.

59 Tac. Agr.; Millar (1982) 9.
60 ILS 986; translated in Sherk (1988) no. 64; discussed by Millar (1982) 7–8 and Mattern (1999)

162–3.
61 Dig. 48.4.3; Talbert (1984) 428.
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12 the late republic and the principate

strongly disapproved of the attempts of Alexander Severus to deal with
Persian aggression by diplomacy.62

Romans thought that barbarian envoys should be of high status. It was
part of Decebalus’ arrogance that it was only after a defeat that his envoys
were high-status ‘cap-wearers’ rather than the lower-status ‘long-haired
men’ previously sent (Dio Cass. 68.9.1). In envoys from the north rank
could matter more than age or sex. A king of the Senones was accompanied
by Veleda, a virgin priestess (Dio Cass. 67.5.3), and an embassy came to
Marcus in Pannonia headed by a twelve-year-old boy (Dio Cass. 72.11.1).

Best of all, the barbarian rulers should come in person. On one occasion
no fewer than eleven kings came to the governor of Pannonia to make peace
(Dio Cass. 63.3.1a; cf. ILS 986). Leaving a realm behind to go on an embassy,
perhaps protracted, was dangerous for a ruler. In an inscription the king
of Bosphorus thanks a town in his realm for not revolting while he was in
Rome.63 The barbarian envoy should be accompanied by a large entourage.
Three thousand horsemen as well as various royal princes followed Tiridates
to Nero (Dio Cass. 63.1.1–2.2; cf. Herodian 6.4.4–6).

Barbarian embassies travelling through the empire were supervised. A
papyrus from Dura-Europus includes a command from the governor of
Syria ordering the reception of a Parthian envoy as he passed through the
frontier forts.64 Envoys from Vologeses to Nero were escorted by a centurion
(Tac. Ann. 15.24–5). Such arrangements were in part practical. An escort
guided an Ethiopian embassy which did not know how to find Augustus.65

Yet such escorts also served both to honour the embassy and symbolically
to control it. It is significant that Vologeses wanted an assurance that his
brother would be allowed to embrace Roman governors and not be kept
waiting at their doors (Tac. Ann. 15.31).

The expenses of an embassy in Roman territory seem to have been met by
Rome. Such was the case with the embassy mentioned in the Dura-Europus
papyrus (above). At the top end of the scale Tiridates and his entourage
cost the Roman treasury 800,000 sesterces a day (Dio Cass. 63.2.2). When
in Rome embassies under the Republic were put up in the Villa Publica
on the Campus Martius or in a house provided by the Senate. Under the
Principate lodgings in Rome were provided by the emperor and a special
building was set aside in camps outside Rome.66

At Rome envoys were given seats of honour in the theatre. Augustus is
said to have forbidden this on learning that some ambassadors were ex-
slaves (Suet. Aug. 44). The ban had lapsed by the time of Claudius when
some German envoys, seeing Parthian and Armenian envoys seated among

62 Herodian 6.2.3, 6.4.4; Sidebottom (1998) 2810–11 on his attitude to Alexander Severus in general.
63 Braund (1984) 56. 64 P Dur. 60 = PNR 98; Austin and Rankov (1995) 171.
65 Strabo 17.820–1; cf. Tac. Ann. 14.25, guard; Dio Cass. 68.20.4, prevent troublemaking.
66 Platner and Ashby (1929) 581; Braund (1984) 10–11; Millar (1988) 370.
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the senators, went to join them on the grounds they were just as brave and
noble (Suet. Claud. 25; Tac. Ann. 13.54).

Senators, although they thought themselves at least the equal of for-
eign kings, served on embassies under the Republic.67 In the Principate no
king was considered the equal of the emperor.68 As subordinates foreign
rulers should come to the emperor. This had both a practical and sym-
bolic element. The treacherous capture of Crassus by the Parthians was a
lesson Valerian had failed to heed when the Sasanids took him prisoner
(by underhand means, according to Greek and Latin sources).69 Vologeses,
repeatedly summoned by Nero, suggested that the Roman travel to Asia
(Dio Cass. 63.7.2).

The prevailing ideology meant that most communication from the
emperor to foreign powers could be sent back with their embassies. When
that was not the case practice varied. If the diplomatic meeting was to
be held within or on the borders of Roman territory, and in the presence
of Roman forces, the emperor would send representatives of high status.
To meet the Parthian king the imperial prince Gaius Caesar was sent by
Augustus (Vell. Pat. 2.101–2), and the governor of Syria Vitellius by Tiberius
(Joseph. AJ 18.101–5). A different practice seems to have been followed if
the Roman envoys had to put themselves into the power of the other side.
We hear of a few individuals sent: an imperial secretary to a tribe in the
north (Dio Cass. 72.12.3), the son of a governor, rather than the governor
as requested, to the king of Armenia (Dio Cass. 68.19.1–2) and a centurion
to the king of Adiabene (Dio Cass. 68.2.3). As far as a pattern emerges it
appears they were never of the highest status. Possibly this was a strategy to
keep barbarians in their place.

Like the emperors Roman governors expected foreign powers to come
to them. One Longinus was foolish enough to visit Decebalus, taking with
him a centurion and a freedman. They were held as bargaining counters.
Longinus retrieved the situation via suicide (Dio Cass. 68.12.1–5). Diplo-
matic meetings between the leaders of three peoples of the middle Atlas and
the Roman governor of Mauretania Tingitana were held at the provincial
capital, where a series of extant inscriptions was set up as a record.70 When
a governor wished to send people into the territory of the other side we
find Corbulo in the east using centurions (Tac. Ann. 15.5 and 15.27) and
on one occasion an equestrian officer and the young son of a senator (Tac.
Ann. 15.28). Again those sent were not of the highest status.

Just as there were no permanent legations in Rome so the Romans never
maintained a permanent diplomatic presence elsewhere. On an ad hoc basis

67 Rawson (1975) 148–59.
68 E.g. Suet. Calig. 22; see section viii below, on the rare equality of a Parthian/Sasanid ruler.
69 Sherwin-White (1984) 279–90, on Crassus; Potter (1990) 331–7, on Valerian.
70 Shaw (1986) 66–89.
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Roman troops might be sent to support a client king.71 We are told that
Augustus appointed regents for kings who were unable to rule because
of youth or insanity.72 The practice is never heard of subsequently. Very
rarely individuals are found posted among barbarians: a centurion among
the Marcomanni (Dio Cass. 73.2.4), another near the Caspian gates (AE
1951.265) and an individual ‘with the Garamantes’.73

The languages employed in diplomacy would have varied. Herodian
imagines that one of the initial reasons for the Parthian king to reject
Caracalla’s proposal to his daughter was that they could not speak each
other’s language (4.10.5). It was not an insuperable difficulty. In the east
Greek would have been the lingua franca. The Hellenized Roman élite
and members of the Parthian court would normally have both spoken
Greek. Greek remained an official language under the Sasanid Persians.74

An interpreter recorded south of Damascus probably dealt with locals who
spoke Aramaic.75

The case was different on other frontiers. Cultural prejudice would have
inhibited many élite Romans from learning languages other than Greek,
although both Sertorius and Decimus Brutus knew some Celtic.76 Inscrip-
tions from the northern frontiers reveal several military interpreters, one
of whom could speak Dacian.77 Interpreters would not always have been
necessary even in the north. Some tribal leaders would have learnt Latin
either as hostages (Suet. Calig. 45; Tac. Ag. 21) or when serving as auxiliaries
in the Roman army (Tac. Ann. 2.9–10, 2.13). When Trajan was campaign-
ing against the Dacians a large mushroom was brought to him from some
allied tribes with a message written on it in Latin (Dio Cass. 68.8.1).

vii . content: religion

It is a truism that religion and politics could not be separated in ancient
Rome.78 This was never more the case than in interstate relations. The
Romans believed that early on they had established these on a sound footing
with the gods. Livy credits the third and fourth mythical kings of Rome with
the setting up of the rituals of a college of priests composed of senators (the
fetiales) who oversaw the making of treaties and the declaration of war.79

Last heard of in the third century ad
80 it is uncertain how continuous

71 Braund (1984) 94; Austin and Rankov (1995) 148–9.
72 Suet. Aug. 48. One example of each is known: Tac. Ann. 2.67; Dio Cass. 57.17.5
73 Austin and Rankov (1995) 189.
74 Millar (1988) 364–5; an Indian embassy carried a letter in Greek: Strabo 15.719.
75 Cf. Millar (1988) 372.
76 Plut. Vit. Sert. 3.2; App. B Civ. 3.97.404–7; cf. Ovid’s claims to know Getic, Pont. 4.13.17–38.
77 Austin and Rankov (1995) 28–9. 78 Beard and Crawford (1985) 25–39.
79 Livy 1.24, 1.32.6–14; Beard, North and Price (1998); see index under fetiales. 80 AE 1948.241.
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was the existence of the fetiales; yet their rituals were distinctive of Roman
thinking.

In what was believed to be the original form of declaring war the ritu-
als involved the fetiales making three trips to the enemy: first demanding
reparations, then issuing a formal warning and finally a formal declaration
of war. With the growth of the empire these were slimmed down to a
demand for reparations followed by a formal declaration of war carried out
at Rome.81 The demand for reparations does imply that the other side were
perceived to have done a wrong to Rome, but not that Rome or an ally
had necessarily been attacked. The whole process should be thought of as
putting the issue before a tribunal of the gods, which would give its verdict
in the outcome of the war. If Rome won the gods approved of Roman
actions and the war was a just war.82

In the late Republic Rome’s belief in its pre-eminence probably precluded
sending fetiales out to make treaties. Foreign embassies which came to Rome
were seen by the Senate. If the response of that body was favourable the
envoys would be escorted to the Capitol where they would be allowed
to make sacrifices and offer dedications. Decrees recognizing kings would
be deposited in the temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus.83 The practices
continued into the Principate. We hear of British chiefs making offerings
on the Capitol (Strabo 4.200) and a king of Iberia making sacrifices there
(Dio Cass. 69.15.3). Augustus ruled that when the Senate discussed war and
peace it should meet in the temple of Mars Ultor.84

When Tiridates of Armenia appeared before Nero in Rome he was
allowed to express his subordination in his own religious terms. He referred
to Nero as Mithras and himself as a slave (Dio Cass. 62.5.2). Usually Roman
sensitivities discouraged envoys from overt worship of the emperor as a god
in Rome. In the provinces, however, envoys were much encouraged to wor-
ship the standards of the Roman legions, which included portraits of the
emperor (Tac. Ann. 15.29; Dio Cass. 62.23.3). Client kings in the east, but
seemingly not elsewhere, were active in the imperial cult.85 The inscriptions
from Volubis recording the meetings of governors and native chiefs, which
usually start with an invocation to the god(s) and end with a reference to
the setting up of an altar, show that all diplomatic activity was structured
by religion.86

Diplomacy itself could be conducted at a supernatural level. A ritual
existed (evocatio) to encourage the gods of its enemies to come over to
Rome. The last evidence we have of this practice dates to 75 bc.87 Thereafter
supernatural diplomacy appears to move from the category of religion to

81 Serv., In Verg. comm. (Virgil commentary) 9.52.
82 Barnes (1986); on ‘just war’ see pp. 25–8 below.
83 Braund (1984) 24–7. 84 Talbert (1984) 427. 85 Suet. Aug. 60; Braund (1984) 112–15.
86 Shaw (1986) 7. 87 Beard, North and Price (1998) 133–4.
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that of superstition. As part of meddling in forbidden things bad emperors
could be accused of using magic to influence foreign affairs. Elagabalus is
said to have tried to cause war with the Marcomanni by these means (SHA
Heliogab. 9.1–2; cf. Marc. 13.1–2). The Alamanni claimed that they had used
charms to drive Caracalla insane (Dio Cass. 78.15.2).

Treachery and underhand dealings in diplomacy were an offence to the
gods. When a chief of the Chatti offered to poison Arminius Tiberius
invoked the example of the plan to poison Pyrrhus and announced that
Romans took vengeance via arms not underhand tricks (Tac. Ann. 2.88). It
was considered a rare bad deed by Marcus to put a price on the head of a
Marcomannic chief (Dio Cass. 72.14.1–2).

Envoys were sacrosanct and the Romans claimed to detest any wrong-
doing to them (Diod. Sic. 76.15). Treachery was seen as a barbarian trait
(see above, section ii). For Romans prevarication was acceptable (Dio Cass.
68.17.2–3; FHG iv .186–7) but treachery was not. Caesar makes great efforts
to explain away his seizure of a deputation from the Usipetes and Teneteri
(B Gall. 4.11–13), and Cato tried to have him handed over to the enemy for
his behaviour (Plut. Vit. Cat. Min. 51). Treachery was seen as a sign of a bad
emperor. Domitian executed envoys from the Quadi and Marcomanni.88

vi i i . content: symbolism

Diplomacy was, and is, a deeply symbolic activity. Ancient historians are
now prepared to think seriously about symbolism, and accept that it cannot
be separated from the realities of diplomacy.89 Yet after listing the Parthian
king’s requests for outward honours to be shown to his brother Tiridates
during his journey to Rome, Tacitus comments that Vologeses did not
understand that Romans valued real power but disdained its trappings (Ann.
15.31). This should not be taken at face value. Tacitus has just recounted
with approval Tiridates’ questions and Corbulo’s explanations of the time-
honoured externals of Roman power (Ann. 15.30). The new disjunction
between reality and outward appearance in Rome caused by the Principate
is a key theme in Tacitus’ text.90

The spatial setting of diplomacy was very important. As we have seen
(above, section vii), under the Republic envoys were received by the Senate
and then conducted up to the Capitol, and the practice continued under
the Principate. Envoys were presented to the Senate by the emperor in the
temple of Apollo and the temple of Mars Ultor, or came before the emperor
who was seated on a tribunal in the Forum with the Senate and others in

88 Dio Cass. 67.7.1; cf. Caracalla and Alamanni, Dio Cass. 78.13.5, and Parthians, Herodian 4.10.1–
11.9.

89 Sidebottom (forthcoming a).
90 Pelling (1993); O’Gorman (2000) 46–77 provide stimulating discussions of aspects of this.
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Figure 1.2 Engraved relief from the Boscoreale cup depicting Augustus, seated on a folding chair on a
dais with soldiers and a lictor in attendance, receiving a kneeling delegation.

attendance.91 Envoys were exhibited to the people at the spectacles where,
at times, some of them were given, or took, seats of honour.92

If the emperor was not in Rome envoys could be conducted to him in
the centre of his camp where he would be seated on a tribunal.93 Outside a
camp a meeting could be held on an open plain (Dio Cass. 68.30.3) or at a
river: on the banks, an island or a bridge (ILS 986; Dio Cass. 62.22.2). These
places were chosen partly with the practical aim of avoiding an ambush.
But they could also have symbolic evocations. Corbulo met Tiridates at the
site of a recent battle (Dio Cass. 62.25.1–2). Rivers were not only conceptual
barriers between the empire and outside, but were also considered realms
of gods.94

The crowd had a role in diplomatic space. The Roman principal actor
should be supported by an entourage including advisors (amici), ceremonial
attendants (lictors) and troops. This is well illustrated in two images of
barbarians before an emperor. One of the Boscoreale cups depicts Augustus
seated on a folding chair on a raised dais backed by soldiers and with a lictor
to his right hand95 (see fig. 1.2).

91 Temple of Apollo, Joseph. BJ 2.81; AJ 17.301; Mars Ultor, Suet. Aug. 21.2; 29.1–2; Augustus, Res
Gestae 29; Forum, Dio Cass. 59.12.2, 61.32, 4a; Joseph. AJ 19.275; Suet. Claud. 25.

92 Joseph. AJ 14.210; Tac. Ann. 13.54; Suet. Claud. 25; Dio Cass. 68.15.2.
93 Centre of camp, Suda � 336; tribunal, Dio Cass. 68.19.2. 94 Braund (1996) 43–7.
95 Kleiner (1992) 152–4; Kuttner (1995); Ferris (2000) 51–3.
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18 the late republic and the principate

Figure 1.3 Relief from the arch of Marcus Aurelius in Rome depicting Marcus Aurelius,
seated on a pedestal with standards, soldiers and an advisor in attendance, listening to
a request.

A relief from the arch of Marcus Aurelius shows the emperor (whose
features were later resculpted to resemble those of Constantine) again seated
on a raised pedestal with troops and standards in attendance and an imperial
advisor behind the emperor96 (see fig. 1.3).

Care was taken in the placing of the entourage. Aurelian arranged to
receive an embassy from the Juthungi while seated on a tribunal with
mounted commanders around him and his army on parade. The intent
was to instil fear in the other side.97

96 Hannestad (1988) 226–36, esp. 231; Kleiner (1992) 289–91; Ferris (2000) 98–9.
97 Dexippus, FGrH 100 F 6; Millar (1982) 15; cf. Septimius Severus at Dio Cass. 77.14.3–4. Spatial

arrangements were thought to matter to the other side, e.g. Plut. Vit. Sull. 5.
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Roman diplomacy always aimed to give an impression of immediacy and
openness. While the outcome might already be known, either to both sides
(as with Tiridates and Nero) or only to the Romans (as with Parthamasiris
and Trajan, below), the fiction that a decision would be made at the meeting
was maintained. Sometimes, as with some Jewish envoys before Augustus
(Joseph. AJ 16.335–55; cf. Dio Cass. 69.15.2–3), the Roman decision really
was formulated on the spot. Diplomacy should be conducted in plain sight
of the gods and men (Tac. Ann. 15.29). But if Roman women were to
play a part it would make the other side aware of Roman weakness (Dio
Cass. 61.3.3–4; cf. 61.33.7). Secret negotiations were activities for barbarians
and bad Romans. When Parthamasiris asked to speak to Trajan away from
the crowd the request was granted, but he was then required to say what
he wanted in public (Dio Cass. 68.19.5–20.2). Caracalla was said to have
privately instructed envoys from the northern barbarians to invade Italy
if anything should happen to him. To keep this secret only interpreters
were allowed at the meetings and they were subsequently killed (Dio Cass.
78.6.1–3).

Symbolic actions were important. Ideally the barbarians should express
their submission by kneeling, as on the Boscoreale cup. It was bad if a
barbarian’s attitude expressed contumacious pride. Scene 75 on Trajan’s
column depicts the end of the first Dacian War98 (see fig. 1.4). All the
Dacians have the appropriate submissive poses except for Decebalus on the
right of the scene who stands upright, his unrepentant bearing pointing to
the need to fight him again.

Conversely the Romans could admire a certain courageous yet respect-
ful pride in a defeated barbarian. Caratacus spoke boldly before Claudius
and won a pardon.99 The ideology of the defeated but noble barbarian
was expressed on the arch of Marcus Aurelius in the depiction of the
wounded barbarian chief helped to stand by his son. A hand gesture shows
his submission as he calmly waits for Marcus to read out the terms of
peace.

The Roman should be calm (as in figs. 1.1–4) but alert (as Josephus
depicts Augustus questioning Jewish envoys, AJ 16.335–53). If the barbarians
are suitably submissive, the Roman should exercise clemency (clementia),
expressed by the open-handed gesture of Augustus on the Boscoreale cup.
It was vital that the Romans should not lose face, but it was good if the
barbarians did. When the Roman crowd gave the customary shout fear
made Tiridates temporarily speechless (Dio Cass. 72.5.1) and Parthamasiris
try to run away (Dio Cass. 78.19.4–5).

The other side, of course, might interpret Roman actions in a different
way. Ironically it is Latin and Greek authors who preserve anecdotes of

98 Hannestad (1988) 154–67, at 161–2; Kleiner (1992) 212–20.
99 Tac. Ann. 12.36–7; Dio Cass. 61.33.3; cf. 61.32.4a.
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Figure 1.4 Relief from Trajan’s column depicting the conclusion of the First Dacian War, with the
Dacians submitting to Roman authority, except for the upright Decebalus.

Roman arrogance in a diplomatic setting, such as Julius Caesar seizing the
heir to the Numidian throne by the beard (Suet. Iul. 71).

Gift-giving was a vital element in diplomacy. Under the Republic it was
not unknown for foreign rulers to offer symbolic gifts to Rome (e.g. Polyb.
32.1.3), but their gift-giving usually consisted of giving money to individual
senators. This, of course, could often be interpreted as bribery. A striking
type of gift confined to the late Republic was when a king left his realm to
Rome in his will. The motivation behind this is uncertain: it was possibly
to deter conspirators in his lifetime, or to protect his kingdom from local
aggression after his death, or to spare his subjects the turmoil of a succession
struggle or even conquest by Rome.100 Such gifts caused problems at Rome.
This was not because Rome in general was reluctant to annex territories,101

but because the Senate was reluctant to let some within its ranks gain the
prestige, clients and capital which would accrue to anyone who set up a
new province.102

100 Braund (1984) 129–36, 144–55. 101 Pace Badian (1958), (1968); Sherwin-White (1984).
102 Harris (1979); North (1981) 1–9.
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Under the Principate symbolic gifts tended to go to the emperor, and
these were either costly or bizarre.103 Among Parthian gifts to Tiberius was
a Jew 7 cubits tall (Joseph. AJ 18.103). Trajan was given a horse which
did obeisance (Dio Cass. 68.18.2). Augustus received from India some
snakes, a tortoise and a partridge, all of huge size, and a man born with
no arms (Strabo 15.719). We should not assume that Romans found such
gifts a source of humour, as we do when Western heads of state receive
odd gifts. The emperor’s own subjects sent him much the same. Augus-
tus was presented with a talking crow, and the palace contained a triton
which had been presented.104 Such wonderful and abnormal things were
considered suitable to give to the emperor as he was the ultimate medi-
ator between mankind and the supernatural.105 Refusal of gifts was an
option, as when Trajan refused those offered by a Parthian embassy (Dio
Cass. 68.17.3), and was intended as a mark of displeasure and a deliberate
snub.

From at least the late third century bc Roman gifts, while they might
include artefacts in precious metal, which demonstrated both the wealth
and the technological skill of the empire (e.g. Livy 43.5.8; Tac. Germ. 5),
primarily consisted of marks of Roman status (on subsidies, see section ix

below). Under the Republic these could take the form of the symbols of a
Roman cavalry officer, magistrate, consul or holder of a triumph, and could
evoke the trappings of the early kings of Rome.106 Under the Principate
these types gradually disappeared, the last known being the symbols of
a praetor to Agrippa II of Judaea in ad 75. Probably from the time of
Julius Caesar they began to be replaced by grants of Roman citizenship.107

Such gifts at one level honoured their recipients, but at another enmeshed
them in the Roman system, symbolizing their subordination to Rome.
Cicero, while jeering at Antiochus of Commagene’s possession of the toga
of a Roman magistrate, made it clear that what Rome gave it could take
away (Q Fr. 2.12.2–3). As we will see, ultimately Romans considered that
their greatest gift to foreign kings was their very kingship. Augustus’ gift
to the Parthian king of a beautiful Italian slavegirl seems exceptional (see
section below ix).

Embassies from different peoples were treated differently. Some Romans
at some times could accept that their great eastern neighbour (Parthia,
then Sasanid Persia) was the equal of the Roman empire. This is implicit
in the arguments Herodian gives Caracalla when proposing to the king of
Parthia’s daughter.108 But more usually they were seen as just another client

103 See the examples collected by Friedlander (1928) iv.12–17.
104 Macrob. Sat. 2.4.29, crow; Paus. 9.21.1, triton. 105 Price (1984) 234–48.
106 Rawson (1975) 155–6; Braund (1984) 27–9. 107 Braund (1984) 39–53.
108

10.1–11.9; cf. Tac. Ann. 15.13; Dio Cass. 40.14.3, 66.17.3; Strabo 2.92; Just. Epit. (Trogus) 41.1.1.
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people. This was how Augustus dealt with them ideologically in the Res
Gestae (33), and how Trajan attempted to deal with them in practical terms
(Dio Cass. 68.30.3).

This ambiguity made Parthian and Sasanid Persian monarchs a spe-
cial case. No Roman emperor met them face to face until the capture of
Valerian.109 The arrangement whereby the Parthian king chose the king of
Armenia before formal investiture by Rome was unique.110 Parthian envoys
were given prestigious seats at Roman spectacles. But it is indicative that
they shared this honour with Armenian envoys, whom they could consider
their own vassals (Suet. Claud. 25). Although Parthia was unusual, it would
be a mistake to look for a rigid hierarchy in Rome’s treatment of foreign
powers.111 They were treated differently, but on an ad hoc basis. Marcus
varied his treatment of envoys from foreign peoples depending on how
they were behaving at the time (Dio Cass. 72.19.1–2).

Diplomacy was not primarily seen as an arena of cultural cross-over.
Romans and Parthians knew enough of the other’s culture to tender insults
by withholding titles in correspondence (Dio Cass. 55.10.20). Romans could
make allowances for some ‘otherness’, such as Tiridates’ wife being allowed
to ride and wear a helmet as a veil (Dio Cass. 62.2.3). But this seems to
have just made the other side exotic. Tiridates performing feats of arms
with a bow and arrows during a gladiatorial show (Dio Cass. 62.3.2), or
the son of an eastern king performing a barbarian dance before Trajan at
a banquet (Dio Cass. 68.21.3), show that such exoticism merely served to
symbolize the width of Roman power, much like displaying exotic animals
at the spectacles.112

When cultural artifacts were thought to come to Rome via diplomacy, it
was bad. Hostage kings taught Caligula to be a tyrant (Dio Cass. 59.24.1).
Tiridates’ visit introduced eastern magic to Rome (Plin. HN 30.16–18).
Caracalla attempted to win over the Germans by dressing in German cloth-
ing and a blond wig (Herodian 4.7.3–4). Attitudes to cultural exchange on
the other side could vary. Despite some kings boasting of Roman citizen-
ship, and using various artifacts to express their vision of their place in a
wider Roman world,113 some natives clearly disliked such cultural borrow-
ings. Diplomatic hostages in the Roman empire were sometimes taught
Latin,114 but evidence of Romanization could be held against them when
they returned home (Tac. Ann. 2.4, 11.16; cf. 2.56). An unsuccessful pre-
tender sent from Rome, Meherdates, was denounced as no Parthian king
but an alien Roman. Parthian clemency allowed him to live, but cut off his
ears (Tac. Ann. 12.14).

109 See section xi below. 110 Campbell (1993) 228–32; Mattern (1999) 176–8.
111 Pace Gagé (1959) 221–60. 112 Cf. Suet. Aug. 43, juxtaposition of hostages and animals.
113 Creighton (2000), on Britain. 114 Suet. Calig. 45; Tac. Ag. 21.
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ix . content: practicalities

One special kind of gift or loan was the giving of hostages.115 In the late
Republic and Principate, with a couple of possible exceptions,116 the traffic
was all from the barbarians to Rome. Hostages were thought important
to keep barbarians to their word. Tiberius instructed a governor only to
put faith in a treaty if the Parthian king gave hostages, especially his son
(Joseph. AJ 18.96). Augustus is said to have made innovations by demanding
women as hostages and allowing replacements to be sent.117 We do not
hear elsewhere of replacements, and from Augustus on hostages included
adults and children of both sexes.118 Clearly rank mattered; Pliny the Elder
thinks of eastern hostages as royal children (HN 6.23). So did numbers.
More hostages were demanded from the north, the Romans recognizing
the diffuse nature of political power there, than from the east.119 It should
not be assumed that hostages were always carefully vetted. Q. Popaedius
in the Social War passed slave children off as his own offspring (App.
B Civ. 1.6).

It must be uncertain whether barbarian hostages interpreted their role in
the same way as the Romans did. A Greek inscription records the death of a
brother of the king of Iberia. He died while accompanying Trajan towards
Nisibis as a companion of the leader of the Italians.120 Giving hostages to
Rome was double edged for a barbarian ruler. On the one hand it could be
used to remove high-ranking potential troublemakers; on the other they
became a potential weapon which Rome could use against the ruler who
sent them.121 Another useful diplomatic threat was high-ranking barbarians
who fled to Rome as refugees. Many were given somewhere to live, some
far away, others close by their native land.122

It is notable that some Romans attempted to flee outside the empire,
usually to the east.123 Several, like Zenobia, failed to make it, but a few of
those who did could prove useful to the eastern monarch, as Q. Labienus
was to the Parthians in the late Republic.124 Harbouring a refugee from

115 On which there is surprisingly little modern work: Aymard (1961) and Braund (1984) 12–16, who
cites Walker (1980).

116 Aymard (1961) 136–7 argued that Caes. B Gall. 1.14.7 implies that Roman hostages had been
given to the Helvetii; at Dio Cass. 72.15 Marcus and the Marcomanni exchange hostages (a mistake by
the Byzantine epitimator?).

117 Suet. Aug. 21. Aymard (1961) 136–40 argued that Augustus was showing awareness of German
thinking. Ferris (2000) 30 wrongly claims the passage talks about women and children.

118 E.g. Strabo 16.748–9; Braund (1984) 12–16. 119 Braund (1984) 16.
120 IGRom. xiv 1374; translated in Sherk (1988) no. 131. Even if he was leading a native contingent

he would have been in a sense in Roman eyes a hostage, a pledge for the good faith of his brother. The
point is that natives probably fitted their experience as hostages into their own value system.

121 Braund (1984) 13. 122 Braund (1984) 166–74; Austin and Rankov (1995) 24–5, 135–6.
123 Braund (1984) 166 n. 13.
124 Stoneman (1992) 176–7, on Zenobia; Syme (1939) 223, on Labienus.
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Rome, however, could also provide Rome with an excuse for war (Dio
Cass. 77.19.1–2).

Perceptions of their empire’s superiority over other powers precluded
the Romans from following Hellenistic Greek practice in using marriage
as an instrument of diplomacy in this period.125 Antony, vilified for his
relationship with Cleopatra, accused Octavian of betrothing himself to the
daughter of the king of the Getae and Julia to the king himself (Suet.
Aug. 63). Roman superiority was played out in stories of two individuals.
Augustus sent an Italian slavegirl, Musa, as a present to the Parthian king.
She became the Parthian queen, deposed her husband and set their son on
the throne.126 Felix, a freedman of Claudius, was said to have married three
queens.127

Roman thinking about tribute and subsidies was complex. There is sur-
prisingly little evidence for foreign rulers regularly paying tribute to Rome
beyond the often costly symbolic gifts discussed earlier.128 Yet when it hap-
pened it was a straightforwardly good thing, as when the Marcomanni
gave many horses and cattle to Marcus (Dio Cass. 72.11.2). Attitudes to
Romans paying subsidies to others were deeply ambiguous.129 If done by
someone the commentator considered a good Roman it would be seen
as an unforced gift and thus good. It was a sign of wisdom, even love of
mankind (philanthropia). But if done by a bad Roman then it was a forced
exaction and thus bad. It was a sign of weakness. Marcus is praised for giv-
ing some deserving tribes subsidies.130 Domitian is condemned for buying
peace.131

Extracts of Cassius Dio on Marcus and Commodus negotiating with
the northern tribes preserved in a ninth-century work on embassies to the
Romans provide a unique dossier on specific Roman diplomacy. As analysed
by Stahl patterns emerge in the treaties agreed.132 There are three main
elements: a treaty of friendship (including statement of relationship, return
of booty, prisoners and deserters, and contribution to the Roman army); the
regulation of tribal autonomy (including Rome choosing the tribe’s king,

125 Braund (1984) 173 n. 79. See Hopwood (1997) for the ideological problems caused by later
diplomatic marriages of imperial princesses to barbarians.

126 Bivar (1983b) 66–8.
127 Suet. Claud. 28. The case was different for descendants of Hellenistic royal houses whose king-

doms had been abolished and had themselves become high-status Roman citizens: Braund (1984)
173–4.

128 Above, section viii; Braund (1984) 62–6. In ILS 986 transdanubian kings settled in Roman
territory pay tribute; this is not mentioned for kings brought to the river to worship standards.

129 Mattern (1999) 121, 158–9, 178–80.
130 Dio Cass. 72.19.1; Mattern (1999) 180; cf. the wise Indian king in Philostr. V A 2.26.
131 Dio Cass. 67.7.4; Plin. Pan. 12.2; cf. Sidebottom (2005) for other examples of good/bad emperors

being praised/blamed for the same actions.
132 Stahl (1989) 289–317; summarized by Potter (1996) 55–6.
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Roman officers to be at tribal meetings, bans on alliance with other peoples
and supervision of dealings with other tribes) and a definition of the tribe’s
future relations with Rome (including bans on certain activities such as
settlements and commerce, future contributions to Rome, and Rome not
installing a garrison).

From these, certain general principles of Roman diplomacy emerge.
The barbarians should ask the emperor for things. The requests should
be based on their friendly attitude, loyalty and services to Rome.133 The
emperor, like the gods,134 could refuse the requests.135 The Romans, always
suspicious of barbarian ‘conspiracies’,136 desired to preclude any friendships
between the barbarians that were not initiated by Rome (Suet. Aug. 48). The
inherently treacherous nature of barbarians meant that a policy of ‘divide
and rule’ was always apposite (Tac. Ann. 2.26, 2.44; Dio Cass. 78.12.2a–3)
and supervision desirable. The emperor does not ask them for anything;
instead he tells them his decisions. In an ideal world the emperor had a
straight choice. He could station a garrison among the barbarians and begin
direct rule or he could appoint a king. This was the choice Trajan had when
Parthamasiris laid down his diadem, expecting its return. Instead Trajan
declared that Armenia belonged to the Romans and would have a Roman
governor.137 Yet the world was seldom ideal in Roman eyes. Armenia was
usually the focus of a unique working practice. The Parthian king would
choose a member of his own Arsacid house as king, and Rome would
formally invest the new ruler.138 This neatly shows the Roman stress on the
symbolic over the practical in diplomacy. The importance to Rome of at
least formally appointing kings is witnessed by the prevalence of coin types
boasting of the practice.139 One can stand for the many (fig. 1.5).140 Trajan,
seated on a tribunal, crowns the king of Parthia who stands below him,
while another kneeling Parthian makes a gesture of supplication.

x. ideology: war and peace

Cicero provides a retrospective justification for the Romans’ acquisition of
their empire (Rep. 3.34). It was all down to keeping faith (fides) and concern
for safety or health (salus). This should not be taken, as it has been in the

133 Myths of Rome’s Trojan origins meant that appeals to kinship were internal to the empire in this
period: Jones (1999) 81–121; Erskine (2001) 168–97.

134 Henderson (1998), see index under ‘Religion’.
135 E.g. App. praefatio. 7. Requests to send aid to the Romans should be refused, e.g. Dio Cass.

72.27.1a.
136 E.g. Sall. Hist. 4.67 (69), Mithridates’ letter to Arsaces.
137 Dio Cass. 68.19.1–20.4; App. Praef. 7, for general view.
138 Campbell (1993) 228–32; Mattern (1999) 176–8.
139 Mattern (1999) 178 n. 53; Gobl (1961) 70–80. 140 BMC, vol. iii, p. 223, no. 1046; pl. 43.1.
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Figure 1.5 Coin depicting the seated Trajan crowning a king
of Parthia.

past, to imply that Rome was a reluctant imperialist.141 Fides included a
Roman commitment to defend its allies/clients.142 But fides was reciprocal.
Rome’s clients should keep faith with Rome. Failure to comply with Rome’s
wishes was a breach of fides which allowed a Roman ‘retaliation’ to be a ‘just
war’. Concern for the salus of Rome obviously included wars of self-defence.
But it did not stop there. The Romans have plausibly been labelled ‘status
warriors’.143 Any injury to Rome or loss of face on its part was thought
to encourage arrogance and contempt for Rome on the part of ‘irrational’
barbarians (see section ii above). A bad attitude in a foreign power, or even
its mere existence, could be seen as a threat to the salus of Rome, and so
Roman aggression could be a ‘just war’.144

The blurring of subject and client peoples, both thought of as allies
(socii) with whom Rome had friendship (amicitia), led to a useful flexibil-
ity in categorizing armed conflicts. Provincial revolts, like the Dalmatian
one in ad 6, could be seen as foreign wars (Suet. Aug. 20; Tib. 16). Con-
versely Septimius Severus’ second campaign against the Caledonians and

141 Cf. Barnes (1986) 41–80.
142 Above, section ii; in this period all allies were considered subordinate to Rome.
143 Mattern (1999) 162–210.
144 On ‘just war’ see Bainton (1961) 33–45; Albert (1980); Grant (1980); Barnes (1986); Brunt (1990b)

288–323; Mantovani (1990).
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Figure 1.6 Rock-hewn relief depicting king Shapur of Persia humiliating defeated Roman rulers.

Maeatae could be conceptualized as an attempt to crush a revolt (Dio
Cass. 77.15.1).

Under the Principate members of the dominant Stoic school of phi-
losophy could see war, which was caused by the wickedness and greed of
men, as an aberration from a normal state of peace.145 In this they appear
out of step with popular ideas, which saw war as a necessary precursor to
and underwriter of peace. On the Altar of Peace (Ara Pacis) in Rome, the
most evocative and complex visual communicator of ideas about peace,
the goddess Roma sits on a pile of captured weapons and the god Mars
in full armour watches over Romulus and Remus.146 Again on the temple
of the divine Hadrian in Rome (Hadrianeum) peaceful personifications of
the provinces of the empire were separated by depictions of captured arms
and armour.147

Popular opinion was not unaware of the horrors of war. The explicit
justification for watching gladiatorial combat was that seeing criminals and
slaves meet death in the arena with courage prepared the audience to do
the same on the battlefield (Cic. Tusc. 2.41; Plin. Pan. 33.1). The horrors,

145 Sidebottom (1993) 245–50. 146 Zanker (1988); Elsner (1991).
147 Kleiner (1992) 283–5; Ferris (2000) 83–5.
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however, were usually considered in the context of the other side. Trajan’s
column revealed death, enslavement and exile repeatedly happening to
Dacians, with just one scene of Romans suffering torture.148 War indeed
could be considered a positively good thing. Cassius Dio believed that
Septimius Severus, on whose consilium he had served, started a war in
Britain to change his son’s mode of life for the better and because the
legions were becoming enervated by idleness.149

The self-same school of philosophy that could consider war a wicked
aberration also could produce an all-purpose justification of the emperor’s
wars.150 The emperor ruled because he had complete virtue (aretê), of which
the most important specific aspect was love of mankind (philanthropia).
This expressed itself in giving benefits to his subjects. The ruler should
fight and defeat tyrants so that he could give their subjects the benefits
of his philanthropia. If the emperor was faced with another good ruler he
should also fight him. The winner would be shown to have more virtue, and
would then give more benefits to the former subjects of the defeated. It may
be doubted whether Roman emperors much heeded this sort of thinking,151

but it gave intellectuals another way to justify any war-making on the part
of the empire.

xi . conclusion

Two pieces of evidence, one literary and one visual, sum up Roman ideal
interstate relations and their opposite.

Valerius Maximus (5.7) tells how Ariobarzanes of Cappadocia, when
sitting on a tribunal next to Pompey, saw his son sitting in the lowly
position of the ‘scribe’s corner’. Unable to bear this Ariobarzanes got down
from his chair and placed his diadem on his son’s head, telling him to move
to the tribunal. The young man cried, trembled and could not move, while
the diadem slipped down. Pompey then called the young man king and
forced him to sit on the tribunal. This is the Roman ideal. Native desires
are allowed where they are respectful of Rome, but the dominance of Rome
is symbolically played out.

A rock-hewn sculpture from Iran illustrates the opposite (fig. 1.6).152 It
depicts the Sasanid Persian king Shapur as a mounted warrior. His horse
tramples one fallen Roman emperor, while he holds another captive with
his right hand. In front of Shapur a third Roman kneels with his arms in

148 Scene xlv; Hannestad (1988) 162; Ferris (2000) 66–7.
149 Dio Cass. 77.11.1; cf. Herodian 3.14.1–2. See Momigliano (1966a) on the inadequate nature, to

our eyes, of ancient historians’ discussions of the causes of wars.
150 Sidebottom (1993) 256–7, on Dio Chrys. Or. 2. 151 Sidebottom (1990) 73–95.
152 Shepherd (1983) plate 91; discussion at 1082–3; cf. inscription of Shapur translated by Frye (1984)

371–3.
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a gesture of submission. Normally we only hear from the Roman side in
interstate relations.153 Here we have the views of the other side, and they
are a Roman nightmare154.

153 We lack anything comparable with, say, Liutprand of Cremona’s accounts of his two embassies
to Byzantium; translated by Wright (1993) 151–6, 177–210.

154 It was said that the Sasanids had the skin of the captured Valerian stuffed and hung in a temple
to impress Roman ambassadors: Lactant. De mort. pers. 5.6.
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CHAPTER 2

MILITAR Y FORCES

boris rankov

The story of the Roman army is one of almost constant evolution and devel-
opment. Even so, the period of the late Republic and early Principate stands
out as one in which Rome’s military forces underwent a transformation in
almost every aspect. This transformation reflected the social upheaval and
political revolution of the period, but also the massive physical expansion
of the empire which brought Rome into conflict with an unprecedented
range of enemies, geographically scattered and militarily diverse. It came
about little by little, but with major shifts at both the beginning and the
end of the first century bc.

i . from republic to principate

1. The decline of the manipular army

At the end of the second century bc, and even as late as the 80s, it may still
be possible to recognize the survival of the citizen manipular army described
in the sixth book of Polybius half a century before. However, as described
in chapter 11 in vol. i (pp. 356–7), it is clear that groups of three maniples
were increasingly being deployed together as a mass to form cohorts.1 The
cohort was essentially a massed grouping of a maniple of hastati, a maniple
of principes and a maniple of triarii or pilani, one behind the other as before
but no longer separated into three lines, and with ten cohorts forming a
legion. The maniple had had its day, and by the 50s bc there is little trace of
it in the Caesarian corpus, which describes Roman armies tactically almost
entirely in terms of cohorts (rather even than of legions).

There had also developed a tendency to longer military service, with
extended absence from home – up to six years at a time – as troops were
unable to return to their homes at the end of each campaigning season.
Some chose to continue volunteering for the full sixteen years of their
liability or more, as in Livy’s famous but perhaps apocryphal story of
Spurius Ligustinus, who had completed twenty-two years of service before

1 Bell (1965); Rawson (1971).
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volunteering again in 171 bc (42.34.5–11). Such centurions risen from the
ranks were later among the dictator Sulla’s staunchest supporters (cf. Sall.
Cat. 37; Tac. Ann. 3.75.1), and they frequently appear in the pages of Caesar.

Prolonged service also meant that, whereas previously individual legions
had been constituted annually only for the length of a single campaign-
ing season, they might now be maintained with a hard core of the
same personnel for years at a time, although their officers and even the
legionary number assigned to them might change annually. This would
inevitably have resulted in the emergence of some sort of unit identity, as
is very evident in Caesar’s armies.

2. The Marian reforms

Although the decline of the manipular army was part of a prolonged and not
necessarily linear evolutionary process, it is possible to identify as a major
catalyst the military humiliations of the last decade and a half of the second
century bc, at the hands of the Scordisci, Cimbri and Teutones, as well as
the Numidian king Jugurtha. A fifty-year-old senator of undistinguished
background, C. Marius, used the popular revulsion against the aristocratic
mismanagement of Rome’s armies to obtain the consulship of 107 and the
command in Africa for himself. His success there, together with the disaster
at Arausio in 105, prompted his re-election as consul for every year from
104 to 100. During this period, he led Rome to final victory against the
Teutones in 102 and the Cimbri in 101, though not before the latter had
invaded Italy itself.

The army he employed to win these victories had been subject to better
individual training than before, by gladiatorial instructors, at the behest
of P. Rutilius Rufus, one of the consuls of 105 and, ironically, a rival of
Marius.2 The Roman armies of this period also underwent a number of
general reforms which were attributed to Marius himself, although some at
least may only reflect the institutionalization by Marius of existing trends.

One of the most famous of the reforms, making Roman soldiers carry
their own equipment and turning them into ‘Marius’ mules’, in order
to limit the need for pack animals and camp-followers and so speed up
the march, seems to be little more than a reintroduction (with possibly
some extension) of earlier army discipline.3 Polybius (18.18.4–5) mentions
troops carrying their own shields, javelins and stakes, while Sallust claims
that Marius’ predecessor in Numidia, Metellus, had already enforced the
practice (Sall. Iug. 45.2). Similarly, the use of a wooden pin in the shank of
the Roman army javelin (pilum), so that if it stuck in a shield the pin would
break and the pilum could not be thrown back by the enemy (Plut. Vit.

2 Val. Max. 2.3.2; Frontin. Str. 4.2.2. 3 Frontin. Str. 4.1.7; Festus, Gloss. Lat. 267L.
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Mar. 25.1–2), can be seen as a refinement of the long-necked design which
went back to the fifth century at least, and which was developed further by
the introduction of a soft-metal shank in the Caesarian period.

The adoption of the cohort as a tactical unit was also a reform which had
been under way for over a century, since the Hannibalic War. Some of the
other reforms attributed to Marius are probably simple corollaries of the
adoption of the cohort formation (see pp. 127–30 below). This is true of
his supposed abolition of the velites or light-armed skirmishers, as well as of
the rear maniples of triarii ceasing to use the thrusting-spear and adopting
the javelin like the other maniples. From now on, all legionary foot soldiers
fought as pilum-equipped heavy infantry. Also to be connected with the
cohort reform is a development attributed by Pliny the Elder (HN 10.16)
specifically to Marius’ consulship of 104 bc, the adoption of the eagle as
the sole standard of the legion as a whole. The cohort formation does not
appear ever to have been given a standard of its own, and even in the Roman
imperial army a signum in the shape of a hand (manus) continued to be
used for every group of two centuries, i.e. maniple (compare Polybius’ use
of semaia or ‘standard’ as the Greek term for a maniple).

Finally, the most significant reform of all, the recruitment of capite
censi – men without any property qualification at all – into the Roman
legions, was probably a new departure at this period but was not unprece-
dented for times of crisis. This had been adopted as an emergency measure
as early as 280 bc for the war against Tarentum, and after the Cannae dis-
aster in 216 bc legions had even been recruited from slaves freed for the
purpose. The need for troops had been putting the property qualification
under pressure for some time, with the earliest recorded qualification of
11,000 asses (Livy 1.43.7) reduced to 4,000 by the time of Polybius (6.19.2)
in the mid-second century, and apparently to 1,500 by 129 bc (Cic. Rep.
2.40). The agrarian law of Tiberius Gracchus was in part an attempt to
maintain the number of peasants with the qualification by distributing
public land to the poor. What was new about Marius’ dispensing with the
qualification was perhaps that it was never reimposed thereafter, thus open-
ing the way for ambitious generals to turn the poorest of Rome’s citizens
into their own clients by the promise of obtaining land distributions for
them on discharge.4

3. Legionary recruitment in the late Republic

Before the death of Marius in 86 bc a major political change trans-
formed the nature of the Roman army. Since the early Republic
Rome’s citizen legions had been supported by auxiliary troops – alae or

4 Gabba (1976b); Keppie (1984) 57–79.
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‘wings’ – drawn from its subject allies, who were normally compelled to
provide military forces rather than financial tribute. These allies were mostly
Italian, although by the end of the second century Rome was also employ-
ing Spanish, Gallic and north African troops, especially as cavalry. Indeed,
the last recorded instance of the old system of using the wealthiest members
of Roman society – the knights or equites – as cavalry is in 102 bc, when
M. Aemilius Scaurus, the son of Rome’s senior senator, and his fellows ran
away in a skirmish with the Cimbri (Val. Max. 5.8.4).

For many years Rome’s Italian allies (socii) had felt themselves discrimi-
nated against, both politically and in sharing the spoils of the empire which
they had helped to conquer. Eventually this resentment exploded into the
so-called Social War between Rome and its central and southern Italian
allies which broke out in 91 bc. Although, after many setbacks, Rome
was victorious militarily, peace was bought only at the cost of accepting
all Italians south of the River Po into Roman citizenship. From the late
80s onwards these peoples became eligible to serve in the legions, creating
a vast new source of direct recruitment for Rome. By the middle of the
century the new citizens, enfranchised but also impoverished by the Social
War, were forming the backbone of the Roman legions. Light-armed troops
continued to be supplied mainly by Rome’s overseas allies. The latter also
provided specialist arms, such as the Balearic slingers and Cretan archers.
At the same time these armies became identified more and more with indi-
vidual leaders such as Sulla, Pompey and eventually Caesar rather than with
the Roman state. It was the pan-Italian legions, eager for pay and discharge
bonuses of land, which completed the conquest of the Roman empire, in
the east, in Spain and in Gaul, and which fought the civil wars which were
to bring an end to the Republic.

4. Julius Caesar and the origins of the Roman imperial army

When the consul Julius Caesar was allocated the provinces first of Cisalpine
and then of Transalpine Gaul (i.e. the territories either side of the Alps) in
59 bc, the territory under his control included the area south of the River
Po, which had become one of Rome’s best legionary recruiting grounds.
Between 58 and 49 bc he recruited Roman citizens from this area and ‘Latin’
citizens (i.e. people who had not yet been granted full Roman citizenship)
from north of the Po to build up a formidable army of ten legions. This he
used initially to conquer the whole of Gaul and then, when he fell out with
his political partner Pompey, to defeat the latter’s forces across the entire
Mediterranean world.

Most of Caesar’s legions from Gaul were subsequently disbanded and
their personnel settled in colonies in Italy and southern Gaul. For instance
veterans of the Seventh and Eighth were given land at Calatia and Casilinum
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in Campania, of the Ninth in Picenum, of the Eleventh at Bovianum in
Samnium, of the Twelfth perhaps at Parma and of the Thirteenth at Spello
in Umbria; meanwhile, those of the Sixth were settled at Arles and those
of the Tenth at Narbonne. New legions had been recruited by Caesar as
consul of 48 bc in Italy, and having gained experience in the early battles
of the Civil War, they now brought it to a successful conclusion for Caesar
in Asia, Africa and Spain.

After the murder of Caesar on the Ides of March, 44 bc, some of his
surviving legions were in Italy and the western provinces, while others had
been left behind as part of the garrison of Macedonia and Syria. These
had been supplemented by legions made up of former Pompeian troops.
His lieutenant M. Antonius (Mark Antony) reconstituted the Fifth Legion
from its veterans in Italy, M. Aemilius Lepidus the Sixth and Tenth in
Gaul, and Octavian, Caesar’s great-nephew who had been adopted by the
terms of Caesar’s will and now bore his name, the Seventh and Eighth in
Campania. Caesar’s assassins, Brutus and Cassius, took over the legions
left in the east, but after their defeat at Philippi in 42 bc the forces of the
empire were divided between Antony, Lepidus and Octavian. Inevitably,
these three became rivals for supreme power. Lepidus had been eliminated
politically by 36 bc, but Mark Antony and Octavian fought a final round
of civil war, culminating in Antony’s defeat at the naval battle of Actium
in 31 bc.5

Each of the armies of Antony and Octavian was built round a core of
Caesarian legions, and many of the others on both sides had previously
fought alongside each other either for the Caesarians or the Republicans.
These legions were frequently reluctant to fight each other. In 41 bc officers
on both sides had initially averted a conflict between Octavian and L.
Antonius, Mark Antony’s brother, by refusing to fight. The following year,
Antony and Octavian were forced to agree the Treaty of Brundisium when
the same thing happened. Lepidus fell from power in 36 bc when Octavian
simply (if bravely) walked into his camp and persuaded his troops to transfer
their allegiance to him and avoid further fighting. One may also speculate
that in 31 bc concern over such reluctance among some of his forces may
have been one of the factors which persuaded Antony to fight the final
battle at sea rather than on land.

While desertion from one faction to another, and even the murder of
generals, had not been uncommon previously, the sort of difficulty experi-
enced by Antony and Octavian in getting the armies to do their bidding was
in some ways a new factor in the political struggles of the period. With their
enemies less clear cut than in the past, the troops were more inclined to dis-
obey or even impose their own will on their leaders. They thus discovered a

5 Keppie (1984) 103–31.
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voice of their own as the power behind the military dynasts at precisely the
same time as they had lost it as citizens in the Roman assemblies. Antony’s
eventual suicide in 30 bc left Octavian in sole control of some sixty legions
who had at least an intimation of their potential to dominate their master
and many of whom had fought against him. The reorganization of these
forces was therefore the single most pressing issue for the new régime.

5. The creation of the Augustan legions

Discharge and settlement of Caesar’s veterans and those of the triumvirs
had been a primary concern since the latter had seized power. Finding land
for veterans in Italy inevitably involved confiscations from political enemies
and cities who had backed the losing side, and this was deeply unpopular. As
initially the junior partner in the triumvirate, this task was entrusted after
the battle of Philippi to Octavian, who had therefore been given control
of Italy, and it earned him deep hostility. The despair of the eighteen
cities whose land was taken away to settle the veterans of twenty-eight
legions forms the background to Virgil’s Eclogues, which were written at this
time. Despite mass settlements the problem continued to plague Octavian
and was only exacerbated by the defeat of the last Republican resistance
under Pompey’s son Sextus Pompeius in 36 bc, and then by the defeat of
Antony.

After Actium Octavian disbanded about half of the legions he had
acquired and discharged almost all the troops still under arms. This removed
from active service the generation of soldiers who had repeatedly held their
leaders to ransom. Nevertheless, maintaining control of the army remained
an underlying problem (and indeed necessity) for emperors throughout the
imperial period. The emperor Tiberius likened his position to ‘holding a
wolf by the ears’ (Suet. Tib. 25.1). Octavian’s own supporters were settled in
the twenty-eight veteran colonies which he now set up in Italy, correspond-
ing to the number of legions he aimed to maintain on a standing basis.
These colonies were intended to act as a source of manpower in a political
emergency, as loci for future veteran settlement and as long-term recruiting
grounds. The veterans of Antony’s legions were less favoured, perhaps, in
being allocated land in the provinces, although overseas colonies had been
used since the time of Gaius Gracchus in the second century bc.6

Octavian’s other solution to healing the wounds of the civil wars was
more imaginative. The mass discharges of 30 bc had to be made up by
mass conscription. Keppie (developing Schmitthenner) has argued that the
great majority of the legions into which these men were taken were not new
creations but essentially the legions of the triumviral periods which were,

6 Keppie (1983).
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for the first time, not disbanded when the vast majority of their personnel
were released. This can be seen as the turning point in the creation of the
standing army of the Principate. What is more, most of these survivals can
be recognized as continuations of the Caesarian legions of the Gallic and
Civil Wars, and some of the titles they bore later originate in that period
(legions previously only had numbers).7 These legions had been essential
elements of the claims of both Antony and Caesar to be the political heirs
of Julius Caesar (indeed, Octavian had not scrupled to give some of his
new legions the same numbers as Caesarian legions serving with Antony),
and it was of even greater propaganda value for Octavian now symbolically
to reunite Caesar’s old army.

Thus, the legions i Germanica, iiii Macedonica, vii Paterna (later Clau-
dia), viii Augusta, xiii Gemina and xiv Gemina on the side of Octavian,
and iii Gallica, v Alaudae, vi Ferrata, x Equestris (later Gemina), and xii

Fulminata on Antony’s side, may all have had their ultimate origins in
legions which served with Caesar. The majority of these adopted the bull
(taurus), the sign of the zodiac associated with Caesar’s supposed ancestor
the goddess Venus, as their legionary emblem.

In addition to these Caesarian legions, another sixteen with origins in
the triumviral period were kept in existence by Octavian: ii and iii Augusta,
v Macedonica, vi Victrix, ix Hispaniensis (later Hispana), x Fretensis, xi

(later Claudia), xv Apollinaris, xvi Gallica, xvii, xviii, xix, xx (later Valeria
Victrix) and xxi Rapax had been raised by Octavian either in the late 40s bc

or, in the case of the last two, possibly in 30 bc, while iii Cyrenaica and iiii

Scythica were created by Antony. Most of these adopted as their emblem
the sign of the zodiac associated with Octavian’s conception, the capricorn,
with a few exceptions including v Macedonica, vi Victrix and x Fretensis
which had been given pseudo-Caesarian numbers by Octavian and so used
the bull.8

To these must be added xxii Deiotariana, which had been formed as
part of the army of Deiotarus, the king of Galatia, in imitation of a Roman
legion, had fought alongside Caesar at the battle of Zela in 47 bc (‘I
came, I saw, I conquered’: Suet. Iul. 37.2), and was incorporated into the
Roman army sometime before 25 bc. This brought the total to twenty-eight
legions – twice the ten to fourteen legions which had been the normal estab-
lishment under the middle and later Republic – to defend the empire and
keep Octavian in his supreme position. Despite the total destruction or
cashiering over time of eight of these legions and one later foundation,
only fifteen more were created before the middle of the third century ad.
It can thus be seen that the reorganization of 30 bc established the basic
shape of the Roman army for the next 250 years.

7 Schmitthenner (1958); Keppie (1984) 132–44. 8 Von Domaszewski (1885); (1892).
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When Octavian declared a return to a state of peace and normality in
27 bc, he was granted the title by which he was henceforth known to pos-
terity, Augustus, and effectively became emperor. As consul, he received
a vast province covering Spain, Gaul and Syria. No fewer than twenty of
the remaining legions were attached to this province, giving him complete
domination without intemperately undermining the continuing impor-
tance of the Senate whose provincial governors controlled the other eight
legions. Military crises during his long reign of nearly forty-one years gave
him the excuse gradually to attach the provinces of these governors to his
own, leaving only a single legion, in Africa, under senatorial control by the
end of his reign; Caius Caligula took even that away in ad 39 (Tac. Hist.
4.48). In legal terms Augustus ruled this province as consul or proconsul,
and the governors of the individual territories (also known as provinces),
who were appointed directly by him, were his deputies bearing the title
legati Augusti pro praetore. These men were all ex-consuls, among the most
senior officials of the empire, and each commanded armies of several legions
in Augustus’ name.

The troops levied in 30 bc appear to have been discharged in 14 bc, having
served sixteen years (Res Gestae 16.1), although they were required to stay in
reserve for another four years. According to Polybius (6.19.2) sixteen years
had been the maximum liability for service under the Republic, although
under normal circumstances few served longer than six years in one stretch.
In 13 bc sixteen years was fixed as the normal term of service (Dio Cass.
54.25.5–6) and from then on voluntary recruitment became usual, although
some conscription continued, to keep up numbers.9 Moreover, since land
was becoming ever more difficult to obtain and mass confiscations were
no longer acceptable with the civil wars officially at an end, legionary
troops were rewarded in cash on discharge (see pp. 162–3 below). At some
stage after the death of Augustus the regular term of service for legionaries
became twenty-five or twenty-six years (new recruitment being annual
but discharges taking place only every other year), and it remained so
throughout the Principate.

In these ways, in the course of Augustus’ reign, a standing Roman army
was set up on a permanent basis, under the command of the reigning
emperor and the direct control of his appointed legates, swearing loyalty
directly to him and financially dependent upon him.

i i . the legions of the principate

The organization of the imperial legion was essentially unchanged from
that of the late Republic. It continued to consist of ten cohorts, each one

9 Davies (1969a); Brunt (1974).
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made up of six centuries (the equivalent of three maniples), except for
the First Cohort, which – for reasons which remain obscure – appears to
have had five double centuries both in the late Republican era (cf. Caes.
B Civ. 3.91.4) and again in the late first and early second century ad (the
evidence is unclear about other periods; see below). Since each century had
a paper strength of eighty men (not the literal hundred), each cohort would
notionally consist of 480 men and each legion of 5,120 infantry. In reality
legions would sometimes have been under strength and sometimes over.

In addition the legions of the Principate were equipped with 120 cavalry.
In the middle Republic, each legion had had 300, drawn from the very
wealthiest members of society, including senators. After the disgrace of the
younger Scaurus, however (see p. 33 above), it would seem that such cavalry
was no longer employed. Caesar appears to have had no cavalry at all in his
legions, relying instead on Gallic and German cavalry, and on one occasion
he had specially to mount some infantrymen of the Tenth Legion in order
to have a cavalry escort. It is probably from this incident that the legion
derived its later title Equestris (‘mounted’) (Caes. B Gall. 1.42.5–6). The
small body of cavalry reintroduced during the Principate does not seem to
have had a tactical role, which was left to the cavalry of the auxilia (see
pp. 50–5 below), and indeed inscriptions show that cavalrymen were
enrolled in the infantry centuries rather than in cavalry squadrons (tur-
mae). They probably acted as couriers and as escort and bodyguard for the
legate and his senior officers.

Under the Republic, legions had been commanded by their military
tribunes (tribuni militum), men of equestrian or senatorial status. This
was a post which was frequently held with pride by former consuls. The
tribunes of the first four legions, which were always attached to the consuls,
were elected by the people, while those of the other legions were normally
appointed by the army commander. Each legion had six tribunes, who
took it in turns to command in pairs for two months at a time (Polyb.
6.19.8–9, 6.34.3). During the second century bc, however, sections of an
army, including legions, had sometimes been commanded by legati selected
by the army commander. C. Marius had been serving in this capacity in
Numidia before his first consulship. This practice was used extensively
by Caesar in Gaul, who employed ten senatorial legati over several years,
including Quintus Cicero, brother of the famous orator. Some of these
legati became highly experienced and frequently commanded individual or
even groups of legions. As already discussed, Augustus used senior legati to
govern his provinces, but towards the end of his reign he also employed more
junior legati, ex-quaestors or ex-praetors, instead of tribunes, to command
individual legions. It thus became the norm for legions to be commanded
by ex-praetors with the title of legati Augusti, and when theirs was the only
legion in a province they also doubled as the provincial governor.
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There continued to be six tribunes to a legion, although only the senior
tribune (the tribunus laticlavius) was of senatorial rank, usually a youth of
nineteen or twenty waiting to begin his senatorial career. His principal role
was to shadow the legatus and learn for the future, and only rarely did he
command troops in battle. The other five tribunes (the tribuni angusticlavii)
were of equestrian rank (i.e. Roman knights), who had usually already
commanded an auxiliary cohort and were often significantly older than
the senatorial tribune (see pp. 51–3 below). Their role seems to have been
mainly administrative, although they sometimes commanded detachments
of troops.

Almost all of the senior officers of the legion, therefore, were men qual-
ified by birth or wealth rather than any great military experience. Con-
sequently, they are often characterized as amateurs by modern historians,
but the use of the word ‘amateur’ is misleading and would not have been
understood by the Romans of the period. The habits of command and
overseeing administration would have been inculcated from birth in a class
of men who grew up in households of dozens, perhaps hundreds, of slaves,
controlling vast estates scattered across the countryside. Much of the work
of running the legion, especially in peacetime, would have been seen as little
different from the duties of magistrates or imperial functionaries in Rome
or in the cities of the empire. Indeed traditionally, under the Republic, the
men the officers commanded in the legions were the same men who were
their clients and whom they had addressed in the assemblies at Rome. This
may have changed by the early Principate, but the ethos continued. What
was required of an officer was self-confidence and the ability to command
respect by innate bearing and character. It was the principle by which con-
temporaries justified the purchase of commissions in the British army of
the early nineteenth century or the list of ‘suitable’ schools which qualified
one to apply for an army commission during the First World War.

This approach operated with considerable success in part because it was
well established, because Roman army tactics were fairly straightforward
and easily learned and because command and control were relatively simple.
But the other key element which made this system work were the centuri-
ons. A centurion commanded each century, and each centurion and century
within a cohort occupied a particular position in the line of battle, to a cer-
tain extent reflecting the old manipular army. The relative ranking of the
centuries remained the same, but it is generally assumed (although there
is no real evidence) that their position within the battle line was reversed.
Thus the two centuries of pilani (the former triarii) would now have been
at the front, the principes still in the middle and the hastati now at the back.

The centurions were the pilus prior, and the pilus posterior, the princeps
prior and the princeps posterior, and the hastatus prior and the hastatus poste-
rior, and they were further designated by the number of their cohort within
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the legion. Most scholars have argued that all centurions ranked differen-
tially,10 while a minority view is that all the centurions of cohorts ii to x held
the same rank and differed only in their position in the line.11 The evidence,
which comes almost entirely from inscriptions, remains problematic.

All scholars accept that the centurions of the First Cohort, of which
there were only five (there was no pilus posterior), outranked all the others.
This is indicated, among other things, by the larger than normal houses
they were allocated within legionary fortresses. Also reflective of this, both
Ps.-Hyginus (De munitionibus castrorum 3) and Vegetius (Mil. 2.6 and 8)
indicate that the First Cohort consisted of the equivalent of ten centuries
(i.e. five double centuries), and this is confirmed in the layout of the late-
first/early-second-century legionary fortresses at Inchtuthil in Scotland,
Caerleon in Wales, Neuss in Lower Germany and Lambaesis in Numidia,
although not in earlier and later fortresses elsewhere.12 There was a clear
hierarchy among the five centurions, through which they progressed, hold-
ing each post for a year at a time. The sole pilus of the First Cohort was
known as the primus pilus, and he was the senior centurion of the legion.

The majority of centurions were promoted from the ranks of junior
officers (principales), usually after between thirteen and twenty years of
service. Unlike the ordinary troops they were not discharged after twenty-
five years but often remained in service. An inscription from Africa records
a man who had served for fifty years, forty-six of them as a centurion (CIL
viii 217 = ILS 2658). Others, usually Roman knights, could obtain direct
commissions as centurions, though these were perhaps in the minority. The
ex-rankers at least were men of very considerable experience, who had risen
through the junior grades by patronage or merit, and the centurions of
the First Cohort would all have served several years in the army regardless
of their origins. The youngest recorded primus pilus was forty-nine years
old (CIL vi 3580 = ILS 2461), and for most this was the culmination of
a long and very distinguished career. Such men at least would have been
entirely professional in all the technical aspects of soldiering, and would
have more than compensated for any weakness in those aspects among the
aristocratic leadership. There is plenty of evidence from Caesar and later
writers that the senior officers and centurions worked closely together and
complemented each other, but that at cohort level tactical command was
in the hands of the latter.

10 Von Domaszewski (1908), 80–112 was the first to put forward the basic argument. Further refine-
ments were made by Parker (1928), Passerini (1949) and Birley (1963/4). See the comments by Dobson
in the second edition of von Domaszewski (1967) xxiii–xxv.

11 Wegeleben (1913) first put forward the argument for this in direct reaction to von Domaszewski
(1908).

12 Breeze (1969); Frere (1980).
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Only the best or most favoured centurions reached the First Cohort,
and many of those retired after becoming primus pilus. The latter, at least,
held equestrian status, and early in the Principate a few were promoted to a
tribunate of the legion or directly to the post of prefect of the camp (prae-
fectus castrorum), which was the number three position in the legion after
the legatus and the senatorial tribune. It was usually the praefectus castrorum
who took command in the absence of the legate. From around the reign of
Claudius a minority of former primi pili would go to Rome and command,
in turn and for a year at a time with the rank of tribune, a cohort of vigiles,
an urban cohort and a praetorian cohort (see pp. 45–9 below). There-
after they would return to a legion as primus pilus bis (i.e. for the second
time) to act as praefectus castrorum. A very few even progressed from there
to one of the great equestrian procuratorships in the imperial service.13

Below the level of the centurionate there were a number of junior officers
(principales) either in the centuries or in the office staffs (officia) of the
tribunes, the praefectus castrorum or the legate.14 Their posts carried one-
and-a-half times pay, or double pay for the most senior. Principales in the
centuries included (in ascending order of seniority) the tesserarius, who was
in charge of circulating the password to the watch, the optio who acted
as deputy to the centurion and who carried a stick with which to keep
the rear of the line steady, and the signifer, who carried the manipular
standard (see p. 32 above). Centurions were usually promoted from among
the principales. The senior principalis of the legion was the aquilifer, the
man who carried the legionary eagle.

The office staffs normally consisted of beneficiarii (orderlies), with a cor-
nicularius in charge, and their relative ranking depended on that of the
senior officer they served. Some men might be seconded to a post in the
governor’s officium at the provincial capital as a frumentarius (courier) or
a beneficiarius consularis (governor’s orderly) and might then be promoted
within that officium to the higher ranks of speculator (examiner), commen-
tariensis (recorder) or even cornicularius consularis (chief of staff). The latter
was usually in line for promotion to centurion.15

Before becoming a principalis a man would usually have served as an
immunis, performing a specific role such as trumpet-player (tubicen) or
hunter (venator), or book-keeper (librarius) or bodyguard of the governor
(singularis consularis) which gave immunity from fatigues (cf. the German
army rank of Gefreite, roughly equivalent to lance-corporal). Immunes posts
were not ranks as such, carried no extra pay, and a man might return
to being an ordinary soldier (miles) after holding such a posting for a
time.

13 Dobson (1978). 14 Von Domaszewski (1908, 2nd edn Dobson 1967) xi–xvi, 28–50.
15 Rankov (1999); Nelis-Clément (2000).
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Breeze has estimated that a legion of 5,000 men would have had about
620 immunes (c. 12.4 per cent) and 480 principales (9.6 per cent). An immunis
post might be relatively easy to obtain after only a few years’ service or
even on entry to the legion if one had the right connections, especially
since tenure was not permanent and there would have been some turnover.
A principalis post, however, was much more difficult to obtain, perhaps
only after five, ten or even more years of service, and since the step-up in
rank was permanent, openings were available less frequently. Apart from
the few higher fliers on their way to the centurionate (only about 1.5 per
cent according to Breeze), the minority lucky enough to become principales
might only obtain a senior post towards the end of their service, if at all, and
could congratulate themselves on having had a very successful career. Thus,
although the army was undoubtedly an avenue of social advancement,
opportunities for promotion were really quite limited and only a very tiny
percentage rose to even an ordinary centurionate.16

In fact the coming of peace and prosperity to the interior of the empire,
and the shift to volunteer recruitment rather than conscription, meant
that Italians found army service both less attractive than before and more
avoidable. Those Italians who did wish to serve could find much better
terms and conditions in the praetorian cohorts than in the legions (see
p. 45 below). There were clear signs of strain at the death of Augustus
in ad 14 when Tacitus (Ann. 1.16–17) reports mutinies in the Pannonian
and German armies arising out of grievances which included poor pay,
harsh discipline, men being kept on in service for thirty or even forty years
rather than the sixteen promised, and discharge bonuses being paid out in
poor provincial land rather than cash. The work of Forni and Mann has
suggested that only about half of all legionaries were Italian by the middle
of the first century ad, and that the figure drops to about one in five by the
end of that century.17

From early in the reign of Augustus the legions were all stationed in the
provinces, and by the reign of Claudius most were garrisoning a relatively
fixed frontier line (see pp. 67–71 below). Almost inevitably, although there
were always some Italians serving in most legions, recruitment tended to
be from recently Romanized and newly enfranchised provincials in the
provinces nearer the frontiers. In the west these provinces included Spain
and Gaul in the first century ad, and in addition by the second century ad

the German and Danubian provinces, as well as Africa. Recruitment in the
east was mostly from Asia, Galatia and Syria. The only exception was when
wholly new legions were raised, usually when there was an expectation of
the annexation of new provinces. Legions such as xv Primigenia and xxii

Primigenia raised by Caligula or perhaps Claudius in the first century ad,

16 Breeze (1974a), (1974b). 17 Forni (1953); Mann (1983).
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Figure 2.1 Tombstone of Publius Flav-
oleius, a soldier of legio x iv Gemina.
Such tombstones are one of our major
sources of evidence on the Roman impe-
rial army.

and ii Italica and iii Italica raised by Marcus Aurelius in the second century,
were normally recruited in Italy (fig. 2.1).18

i i i . troops based in rome

Rome had never had a permanent garrison under the Republic, and indeed
there had always been an aversion to having armed troops within the city.
This is reflected in the fact that, when a proconsul returned from campaign,

18 Ritterling (1925); Parker (1928; rev. edn 1971); Passerini (1949).
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he officially laid down his imperium or power of command as he crossed the
pomerium or sacred boundary of the city. Likewise the troops who took part
in the triumphal processions of successful generals wore only their tunics
and military belts as they marched through Rome, and were unarmed and
unarmoured. Octavian stationed troops in Rome on a standing basis for
the first time, although both he and his successors were careful as far as
possible not to offend lingering Republican sensibilities.

1. The praetorian cohorts

The main military force which Octavian brought to Rome were the prae-
torian cohorts. The term cohors praetoria had been used informally during
the Republic for the group of friends and clients which Roman governors
and commanders took with them when operating abroad. During the first
century bc, however, it came to refer to a general’s bodyguard, especially in
the context of the civil wars. Appian (B Civ. 5.3) tells us that after the battle
of Philippi 8,000 of the troops of Antony and Octavian who were due for
discharge asked to be kept on, and were formed into praetorian cohorts.
Antony took three cohorts with him to the east (Plut. Vit. Ant. 39.2) and
honoured them with the issue of a special coin in 32 bc, while Octavian
had five cohorts with him at Actium (Oros. 6.19.8).

As with Antony’s legions, Octavian kept on some of Antony’s praetorians
as well as his own. There were nine of these cohorts, although only three
were kept in Rome, billeted around rather than in a military camp, while
the other six were distributed around Italy (Suet. Aug. 49.1; Tib. 37.1).
Inscriptions show that there were praetorian cohorts at Aquileia at the
northern tip of the Adriatic at the end of his reign, for instance. By that
time the number of cohorts had perhaps risen to twelve (AE 1978.286),
although it was back down to nine by ad 23 according to Tacitus (Ann.
4.5).19 It rose again to twelve either under Caligula (ad 37–41) or Claudius
(ad 41–54), and then to sixteen during the Civil War of ad 68–9 (Tac. Hist.
2.93), was reduced back to nine with the restoration of peace by Vespasian,
and was finalized at ten cohorts by Domitian in the 80s ad.

The role of the praetorians was to provide a sovereign’s escort both on
campaign and in Rome, for instance when the emperor attended the Senate,
and to provide the guard for the emperor’s residence on the Palatine hill. In
the early Principate this supplemented the personal bodyguard of Germans,
organized in para-military fashion, which was maintained by the emperor
(and initially by other prominent senators) as a relic of the Civil War period
when even the most loyal Roman troops could not always be trusted. Each
praetorian cohort in Rome mounted the guard for a month at a time, and

19 Keppie (1996).
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its tribune received the watchword nightly from the emperor himself (Tac.
Ann. 1.7, 13.2; Suet. Calig. 56.2, Ner. 9.1). It would appear that in deference
to civilian sentiment, in the early Principate at least, they wore the toga
over their uniform within the city of Rome, even when on duty (cf. Mart.
6.76; Tac. Hist. 1.38; Ann. 16.27).

The unit was specially privileged from the beginning. In 13 bc service
was fixed at twelve years (Dio Cass. 54.25.6), and this was raised to sixteen
in ad 5 (Dio Cass. 55.23.1), i.e. four years less than the legions in both cases.
Senior principales might be given the status of evocati Augusti on retirement
and be kept in reserve for appointment to the equivalent of a centurion’s
post should they be required.20 The discharge bonus was fixed at 5,000

denarii (compared with 3,000 for legionaries) at the same time (Dio Cass.
55.23.1), and by the end of Augustus’ reign their pay appears to have risen
from twice (Dio Cass. 53.11.5) to more than three times (Tac. Ann. 1.17) that
of the legionaries. They also received special donatives from the emperors
more frequently and at a higher rate than the legions. Such was the price
of their loyalty, vital for troops stationed so close to the centre of power.

The cohorts were most likely about 480 men (six centuries) strong,
like a legionary cohort, becoming milliary, i.e. 800 men (ten centuries)
strong from the reign of Vitellius in ad 69 (Tac. Hist. 2.93). As with the
legions there was a small contingent of cavalry in each cohort, perhaps
no more than 300 or 400 in total in the entire guard (cf. Ps.-Hyginus,
De munitionibus castrorum 7, 30), and these may have included the troops
known as speculatores (see below). Initially, each cohort was commanded by
its own tribune, but from 2 bc they were placed under the overall control
of two equestrian prefects (Dio Cass. 55.10.10), and command by one or
two prefects then remained the norm throughout the praetorians’ history.
From the beginning these prefects were among the most important men
in the empire, and from the second half of the first century the praetorian
prefecture was the summit of an equestrian career.

Unlike the tribunes of the legions, praetorian tribunes were normally
highly experienced men who had served as centurions in the guard or
perhaps in the legions, served in the First Cohort of a legion and risen
to be primi pili, and then returned to Rome to hold tribunates in the
vigiles, urban cohorts and the praetorians in turn for a year at a time. Those
who then returned to the legions as primi pili bis and praefecti castrorum
formed an important link of loyalty to the emperor. As with the legions,
praetorian centurions were appointed either from principales of the guard
who had risen from the ranks or from men of equestrian rank. Principales
and immunes were broadly similar to those of the legions.

20 Birley (1981); the same status was sometimes given to retiring principales of the urban cohorts.
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Figure 2.2 A famous sculpture of the praetorian guard, whose main role was not
as a military élite but as political power-brokers at the heart of the Empire.

Tacitus (Ann. 4.5) tells us that in the early Principate, under Tiberius,
the praetorians were recruited in Etruria, Umbria and Latium, and Dio
(75.2.5) that in the late second century they came exclusively from Italy,
Spain, Macedonia and Noricum (modern Austria), that is from the most
prosperous and Romanized parts of the western empire. These observations
are generally confirmed by the inscriptional evidence (see fig. 2.2).

A key turning point in the history of the praetorians came in ad 23

when their ambitious sole prefect, L. Aelius Seianus (generally known as
Sejanus), persuaded the emperor Tiberius to concentrate all nine cohorts in
a camp just outside the north-eastern section of the pomerium (Tac. Ann.
4.2; Suet. Tib. 37.1; Dio Cass. 57.19.6). The first stone camp appears to
have been built by Claudius, and the praetorians continued to be housed
in successive camps on this site throughout their history. They were soon
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revealed as a potential danger to the emperor himself should he lose their
loyalty. Sejanus almost seized the throne before falling from power in ad 31,
praetorian tribunes led the conspiracy which killed Caligula in ad 41 and
it was the desertion of the corps which forced Nero to commit suicide in
ad 68. The praetorians also soon realized their king-making potential,
proclaiming Claudius as Caligula’s successor, ensuring the accession of
Galba after Nero’s death and then lynching him in favour of Otho when
he failed to reward them. When Otho was in turn overthrown by Vitellius,
the new emperor executed their centurions and disbanded the cohorts,
replacing them with sixteen new cohorts, each 1,000 men strong, drawn
from members of his own German legions. The dismissed praetorians soon
joined a new pretender, Vespasian, and became the backbone of his army.

The legacy of ad 68–9 was that the political importance of the praetorians
and their commanders could never again be overlooked. When Vespasian
reduced the guard to nine milliary cohorts packed with his own support-
ers, he gave command not to an equestrian officer but to his own son,
Titus, the heir to the throne. Nothing could have signalled more clearly
the importance of the guard to the new dynasty, and it remained fiercely
loyal to Vespasian, Titus and Titus’ brother and successor Domitian, who
made much use of it as an élite force in his wars on the German and
Danube frontiers. After Domitian’s murder in a palace coup in ad 96 the
guard intimidated his successor Nerva, who had been chosen by the Sen-
ate. Nerva had to counter by adopting the governor of Upper Germany,
Trajan, as a way of maintaining his own position by threatening vengeance
from the German armies for any move against him. When Nerva died early
in ad 98 Trajan executed the praetorian prefect and other officers of the
Guard, but subsequently took care to rehabilitate the cohorts by giving
them a prominent role in the Dacian Wars of ad 101–2 and 105–6. He also
celebrated their victories on numerous public monuments, not least the
great column he erected in his new forum in the centre of Rome.21

2. The urban cohorts

If the praetorians fulfilled all the traditional roles of a guards unit – cer-
emonial escort and palace protection unit in the capital and élite striking
force in the field – their police function in Rome was complemented by the
urban cohorts (cohortes urbanae). Three such cohorts were created around
ad 13 to assist the prefect of the city (praefectus urbi), a very senior senator
newly appointed to maintain order in the city of Rome (Tac. Ann. 6.11).
The cohorts were numbered consecutively after the praetorian cohorts,
i.e. initially x, xi and xii, but they were renumbered as the number of

21 Durry (1938); Passerini (1939); Rankov (1994).
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praetorian cohorts varied. They were also housed in the praetorian camp,
not receiving their own separate camp until some time in the third century.
Since the number of praetorian cohorts seems to have dropped at around
the same time from eleven or twelve down to nine, it may be that, instead
of recruiting new cohorts, Augustus simply renamed the three newest prae-
torian cohorts.

The urban cohorts were equipped, organized and commanded in exactly
the same manner as the praetorians, and recruited from the same areas, but
their conditions of service were a little less favourable, albeit still superior
to those of the legions, since they served for twenty years. Further urban
cohorts were added over time, and by the middle of the first century ad

there was a new cohort at Ostia, the port of Rome, and another at Puteoli
(Pozzuoli) in the bay of Naples. Vespasian brought the Rome contingent up
to four cohorts, probably milliary, and installed one cohort at Carthage, the
capital of the senatorial province of Africa, and one at Lugdunum (Lyons),
the capital of Gallia Lugdunensis and the site of an imperial mint.22

3. The vigiles

Somewhat different from the praetorian and urban cohorts were the
vigiles, established by Augustus to act as a fire brigade for Rome, after
various civilian types of organization had proved unsatisfactory. Provision
of a fire brigade was a politically sensitive issue, and Augustus had been
embarrassed early in his reign by one senator’s attempt to use it to gain
political advancement. The creation of the vigiles as a para-military force
in ad 6 after a series of disastrous fires should also be seen in the context of
other developments at this date, when Augustus was putting the financing
of Rome’s military forces on a stable footing wholly under his own control.

The vigiles were organized in seven cohorts, one for every two of the
city districts (regiones) created by Augustus, and each cohort was divided,
uniquely, into seven centuries. What was really distinctive about the vigiles
was that they were initially recruited from the freedmen (ex-slaves) of the
capital. Over time, however, more and more free-born men joined, espe-
cially from Africa and the east, and by the third century ad they probably
made up the majority. As with other military units, immunes and princi-
pales were appointed by internal promotion. Centurions, however, were
normally drawn from other units, especially those in the capital, and the
tribunes in command of each unit were former primi pili in the legions who
would subsequently go on to tribunates of an urban and then of a prae-
torian cohort. The commander, the praefectus vigilum, was a very senior
Roman knight appointed by the emperor, who was expected to perform his

22 Freis (1967).
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duties through the night. Several of these prefects subsequently progressed
to the command of the praetorians.

Each cohort appears to have had its own barracks (castra) in a particu-
lar area of Rome, with additional outposts (excubitoria). There were also
detachments at Ostia and apparently at Pozzuoli. From these barracks the
cohorts fought fires in the two regions to which each was assigned. The most
recent study of the vigiles, by Sablayrolles, has, however, argued that their
primary function was fire prevention, by patrolling the city at night on the
look out for potential fire hazards. In addition, they dealt with any minor
criminal activity which they encountered. The criminals they arrested were
brought before the prefect, with the result that, like the praetorian prefect
and the prefect of the city, he became one of the chief judges in the capital.

Unlike the other military units in the capital, the vigiles never served
in the field. They were, however, militarily trained and were frequently
involved as troops in the upheavals of the capital. Most famously, they were
employed by their commander, M. Sutorius Macro, to arrest Sejanus in ad

31, but they also took part in the fighting in the capital in ad 69, and again
in the second ‘Year of Four Emperors’ in 193.23

4. The equites singulares Augusti

During the first century the emperors maintained a small personal escort
of mounted troops, known as speculatores, presumably because they orig-
inated in the squadrons of scouts employed by Republican commanders.
In addition, an informal unit of German bodyguards (Germani corporis
custodes), who had their own camp outside Rome across the Tiber, pro-
vided personal protection for the emperors while in the capital, but also
accompanied them as cavalry in the field.24 The speculatores were always
closely associated with the praetorians, and by the second century ad at
least (if not from the beginning) were fully integrated as cavalrymen within
the centuries of the individual cohorts (just like legionary cavalry).25 The
Germans were dismissed by Galba in ad 68, and it is not clear whether they
were reconstituted by the Flavians.

At the end of the first century, however, a new cavalry guard unit appears,
the equites singulares Augusti. It may owe its origin to the emperor Domitian,
but the most likely context for its creation is the beginning of Trajan’s reign,
after he executed the ringleaders of the praetorian intimidation of Nerva.
It was already well-established custom for provincial governors to form a
cavalry guard (equites singularis consularis) by seconding the best men from

23 Baillie Reynolds (1926); Rainbird (1976); Sablayrolles (1996).
24 Bellen (1981); Speidel (1984b), (1994) 12–31.
25 Durry (1938) 108–10; Clauss (1973) 46–58; Speidel (1994) 33–5.
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the auxiliary cavalry units (alae; see pp. 54–5 below) of their own armies,26

and it may be that Trajan simply took with him first to the Danube and
then to Rome the equites singulares of the two German armies. They were
then established as a permanent unit with its own camp on the Caelian
hill, and continued to be recruited mainly from the alae of the German
provinces, especially the Batavians who had formed the backbone of the
Germani corporis custodes in the Julio-Claudian period.27

Those selected to join the equites singulares Augusti would have served out
the remainder of their original twenty-five-year enlistment in the capital,
but unlike those they left behind they would have been granted immediate
Roman citizenship. They were probably 1,000 in number and would have
been equipped and organized like a regular ala. Members of this force of
singulares were often subsequently appointed to officer posts in units around
the empire. The commander – usually a high flier – was an equestrian
tribune, who may have been subject to the praetorian prefect, and who
would normally go on to command an urban and then a praetorian cohort.
The unit acted in the field as a cavalry escort for the emperor, and as such
presumably took part in Trajan’s Dacian Wars and certainly accompanied
Hadrian on his tour of the eastern empire in ad 130.28

iv. the aux i l i a

Under the Republic Rome’s allies had supplied both heavy infantry sim-
ilar to the legions and cavalry and light infantry to supplement those of
the legions (see vol. i, pp. 3–30, 335–6). At first these allied troops were
mainly Italians, but as time went on they were supplemented or replaced
by Numidians, Spaniards, Gauls and Germans in the west and by the forces
of local client kings in the east. In addition, there were specialist troops such
as archers from Crete and slingers from the Balearic islands.

In the middle Republic groups of allies would fight on the wings (alae) of
the Roman battle line under the command of specially appointed praefecti.
By the late first century bc the term cohors had come to be used for a
specifically infantry unit (although cohorts with both infantry and cavalry
elements appear from the early first century ad), while ala was used only

26 Speidel (1978a).
27 Trajan may also have established the nearby castra peregrina (‘foreigners’ camp’) on the same hill.

This camp housed another unit of men seconded from the provinces, the numerus frumentariorum. The
frumentarii were legionaries who carried messages between the provincial governors and the emperor,
and Trajan may have wanted to get them away from the praetorian camp where they had probably
been billeted up to this time. By the early third century, they appear to have been acting as a sort of
secret service, involved in internal espionage and political assassinations. See Baillie Reynolds (1923);
Clauss (1973) 82–113; Mann (1988); Rankov (1990).

28 Speidel (1965), (1993), (1994).
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for cavalry. When Augustus created the standing army after the defeat of
Antony some of the auxiliary units which had fought in the civil wars
were kept on as permanent contingents, as some of the legions had been.
New units of auxilia were then raised as the provinces took shape under
Augustus, especially those of the northern frontier.

The most important distinction between the auxilia and the legions
was that the former normally consisted of non-Roman citizens, although
some Roman citizens did join auxiliary units and a few volunteer citizen
cohorts were raised from time to time. Already in the late Republic Marius
(Cic. Balb. 46; Val. Max. 5.2.8) and the father of Pompey the Great (ILS
8888) had obtained the citizenship for members of allied units which had
distinguished themselves, and this practice continued into the Principate.
Then, from the time of the emperor Claudius, who set thirty years as
the maximum term of service, auxiliary soldiers of good character were
automatically given citizenship after twenty-five years. In addition, they
received the right of conubium, which legitimized any informal union with
a woman (Augustus had forbidden soldiers to marry), so that any children
born after the man had joined the army were Roman citizens also.

These grants were recorded on bronze tablets attached to temples in
Rome. Individual auxiliary soldiers could purchase a copy in the form
of a pair of bronze tablets which are referred to by modern scholars as
diplomata. The tablets were wired together and sealed, with the text of
the grant inscribed on both the inner and outer faces to prevent forgery.
Several hundred such diplomata have survived, most of them in fragmentary
condition. They are invaluable for our knowledge of the Roman army, since
each lists a number of auxiliary units, all from the same province, in which
the emperor authorized the grant of such privileges, as well as the name
of the governor and much other useful information. In the later first century
twenty-five years became the normal term of service for auxiliaries, and from
the time of Trajan, diplomas were issued only to men who had already been
discharged. From ad 140, for reasons which are not entirely clear, only the
children born after a man had been discharged benefited from the grant.
Roman citizenship was a highly valued prize, which seems to have been
given to auxiliaries in place of a monetary discharge bonus, and such grants
were highly effective both in maintaining recruitment and in spreading the
citizenship throughout the empire.29

Auxiliary units were initially commanded by, and often named after,
former centurions or legionary tribunes (and in addition Augustus is said
to have appointed pairs of young aristocrats to joint command of single
alae, to ensure that they had military experience before they entered the
Senate: Suet. Aug. 38.2). The commander might also be a local tribal leader:

29 Eck and Wolff (1986).
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Figure 2.3 Scene from Trajan’s column depicting Numidian light cavalry, which
played a prominent role against the Romans and later in Roman auxiliary service
from the Second Punic War onwards.

for instance the ala Indiana Gallorum, which later served in Germany and
Britain, was probably raised by Iulius Indus, a noble of the Treveri tribe
around Trier, who stayed loyal to Rome during the Gallic revolt of ad 21

(Tac. Ann. 3.42). Later, unit names tended to reflect the area of recruitment:
for instance cohors ix Batavorum, which was raised from German tribesmen,
is known from the famous wooden tablets found there to have garrisoned
Vindolanda in northern Britain at the end of the first century ad, and is
subsequently recorded in Raetia and Dacia. Members of such ethnic units
often continued to be recruited from the home region, even when the unit
had been posted to another province (e.g. fig. 2.3). This was especially true
where the troops had a specialist function. Batavian cavalry, for instance,
growing up around the mouth of the Rhine, were famous for being able
to cross rivers swimming alongside their horses, while the Hamian archers
who served on the northern frontier of Britain were drawn from Syria
throughout the unit’s history. Even with less specialized troops, only after
a unit had been part of a provincial garrison for a considerable period were
numbers maintained by local recruitment.

For a time, and while the units retained a strong ethnic identity, the
practice of having them commanded by tribal chieftains who had been
given Roman citizenship continued. Tacitus specifically says this of Bata-
vian cohorts (Hist. 4.12–13), and this may possibly be reflected in one of the
Vindolanda tablets in which a decurion named Masclus addresses Flavius
Cerealis, the prefect of cohors ix Batavorum, as ‘his king’ (regi suo).30 How-
ever, this sometimes facilitated revolt, especially during the troubles of ad

69–70, and it then became the norm to employ equestrian officers from
around the empire (former legionary centurions now tended to go on to the
Rome tribunates instead). Roman knights who wished to pursue a career

30 Bowman and Thomas (1996) 323–6.
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in the service of the emperor were required first to serve in a succession
of auxiliary commands, each for up to three years (prospective senators
needed to serve only a single year as a legionary tribune).

Claudius determined that such officers should first serve as prefect of
a cohort, then as prefect of an ala and then as equestrian tribune of a
legion before they became eligible for one of the procuratorships in the
imperial household or other senior equestrian posts (Suet. Claud. 25.1).
The sequence of the ‘equestrian military service’ (militia equestris) which
became established after his reign, however, was prefecture of a cohort,
followed by a tribunate, followed by prefecture of an ala. While Claudius’
sequence may have been determined by his perception of the relative status
of the units – cohort, ala, legion – the later sequence probably reflects the
relative level of responsibility involved (commanding an ala was presumably
more demanding than being one of five mid-ranking officers in a legion).31

Eric Birley calculated that in the mid-second century only two-thirds of
those who held prefectures of cohorts or the equivalent would progress
to be tribune of a milliary auxiliary or of a legionary cohort, and only
half of those (one-third of the original group) would become prefect of
an ala.32

As in the legions individual centuries of auxiliary infantry were com-
manded by centurions, who were either promoted internally or from
legionary principales. They could also be appointed direct from civilian
life, although most likely from the curial classes (i.e. town councillors)
rather than from the Roman knights as with the legions. Cavalry turmae
were commanded by decurions of similar rank to the centurions. The senior
centurion in a unit was designated centurio princeps, and the senior decurion
likewise decurio princeps, and only a very few were subsequently promoted
beyond this rank (usually by transfer to a legionary centurionate).

Auxiliary units also had principales and immunes. Infantry principales
included the tesserarius, the optio and the signifer, as in the legions, while the
corresponding ranks in the cavalry were sesquiplicarius (i.e. a man with one-
and-a-half times pay), duplicarius (a man with double pay) and vexillarius
(who carried the vexillum or flag which was the standard of the whole
cavalry detachment or ala rather than just the signum of a maniple or
turma). Immunes were in general similar to those of the legions.33

As time went on, quingenary cohorts and alae took on a more or less
standardized form and size, and were supplemented from the second half
of the first century by milliary units of both types.34 Papyri and inscriptions

31 Birley (1949); Devijver (1989), (1992). 32 Birley (1969) 72.
33 Von Domaszewski (1908, 2nd edn Dobson 1967) xvi–xvii, 53–9; Breeze (1971), (1974b), (1974a).
34 Cheeseman (1914); Saddington (1975); Holder (1980); Saddington (1982).
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indicate, however, that – as with the legions – paper strength hardly ever
corresponded with actual strength.

1. The cohortes quingenariae peditatae and equitatae

Like the cohorts of the legions, quingenary infantry cohorts – cohortes
peditatae – consisted of six centuries, nominally of 80 men each, to give
a paper strength of 480 men. From the reign of Tiberius, however, when
expansion of the empire came to a temporary halt and Rome’s forces became
more concerned with garrison and patrol duties, mixed units incorporating
a cavalry element begin to appear. Such cohortes equitatae comprised four
turmae of 30 or 32 cavalry each in addition to the six infantry centuries,
giving a paper strength of 608 men. By the mid-second century, there
were roughly the same number of infantry as there were mixed quingenary
cohorts – about 130 to 135 of each, it has been estimated – and both types
were commanded by praefecti at the first stage of the militia equestris.35

2. The cohortes milliariae peditatae and equitatae

From the reign of Nero, or perhaps a little later, milliary cohorts appear
in our literary and other sources. The cohortes peditatae consisted of ten
centuries, making 800 men in total, so that they were the same size overall
as the First Cohort of a legion at this time. The cohortes equitatae had an
additional 8 turmae of cavalry, 256 men in all, giving a grand total of 1,056

men. Once again, the numbers of the two types of unit were more or less
even, with about twenty of each, and both were commanded by tribuni at
the second stage of the militia equestris, as an alternative to serving as one
of the five equestrian tribunes in a legion.36

3. The alae quingenariae

An ala quingenaria consisted of 16 turmae, giving a total of 512 men. They
were commanded by praefecti at the third, and usually final, stage of the
militia equestris, from which a man would, perhaps after an interval, progress
to a junior procuratorship. There were about ninety such units.37

4. The alae milliariae

At around the same time as the milliary cohorts, a very few milliary alae also
appear. According to Ps.-Hyginus (De munitionibus castrorum 16) such alae

35 Cichorius (1901); Spaul (2000). 36 Cichorius (1901); Birley (1966); Spaul (2000).
37 Cichorius (1894); Spaul (1994).
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contained 24 turmae, making 768 men in all. These were clearly élite units,
and by the mid-second century there were still only eight or nine of them
in the entire empire. The commander was a praefectus who was serving in
what was regarded as an exceptional fourth grade (militia quarta) of the
militia equestris, and such a post was offered only to the most outstanding
candidates who were destined to rise high in the imperial service.38

5. The numeri

The later first century ad also saw the creation of some irregular formations,
designated simply as numeri or ‘units’ (the term cuneus or ‘wedge’ is also
found on occasion, possibly but not certainly referring specifically to cavalry
units). Some were ethnic units, others were units put together from exist-
ing troops for campaign purposes, especially for scouting as exploratores (see
pp. 82–3, 98–9 below).39 Hardly anything is known about the organization
of numeri, and the term seems to cover infantry, mixed and cavalry units
indiscriminately. They appear to have had the usual centurions, decurions
and various grades of principales, which suggests that they were formed on
normal Roman army lines and were irregular mainly in not being of a fixed
size. Their irregular nature was, nevertheless, recognized by the title of prae-
positus (‘officer commanding’) given to the legionary centurions who were
put in charge while retaining their existing rank, although some of the larger
units were assigned their own equestrian praefectus or even tribunus, One of
the praefecti of the numerus exploratorum Germanicianorum Divitiensium is
even recorded as serving a militia quarta in this command (CIL xiii 6814).
Leaving aside the provincial singulares and the units in Rome, there were
probably only about ten numeri by the mid-second century, most of them
small units in Upper Germany, and fewer than forty are known even in the
third century.40

v. the fleets (cl a s se s )

The origins of Rome’s imperial fleets were in many respects similar to
those of the legions and auxilia. In the final bout of civil wars, Octavian’s
struggle against Sextus Pompeius and the sea-battle at Actium in 31 bc

had highlighted the political importance of controlling the seaways of the
Mediterranean, and especially the waters around Italy (see pp. 143–6 below).
At the same time, Octavian had been left with some 700 ships on his hands
after the final victory. Much of Antony’s fleet was simply burned, but the

38 Cichorius (1894); Birley (1966); Spaul (1994).
39 Speidel (1983); Austin and Rankov (1995) 189–95.
40 Von Domaszewski (1908, 2nd edn Dobson 1967) xvii–xviii, 59–61; Callies (1964); Southern (1989).
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rest of the ships were sent with their crews to Fréjus (Forum Iulii) on the
southern coast of Gaul (Tac. Ann. 4.5), where a squadron was maintained
until the reign of Nero. The main Roman fleets, however, were stationed
at Misenum in the bay of Naples, in part to protect the grain transports
from Egypt, and at Ravenna at the head of the Adriatic.

These bases were most probably chosen for their large, safe harbours,
rather than for strategic reasons, but there were also detachments of the
classis Misenatium along the west coast of Italy at Ostia, Puteoli and Cen-
tumcellae. The Mediterranean was a Roman lake, known as mare nostrum
or ‘our sea’, and the main threat was from civil strife or piracy rather than
any external enemy. What mattered was for the emperor to maintain ‘fleets
in being’, which could be used if they were needed. In the event they were
not required for any major conflict until the civil wars of the early fourth
century, and the fleet was mainly used for transport of the imperial family
and of troops going on campaign. It is significant that a large detachment
of the sailors from Misenum could be kept in Rome to stage mock sea-
battles (Tac. Ann. 12.56; Suet. Claud. 12.6) and work the sun-awnings in
the Colosseum (SHA Comm. 15.6). The sailors of the Italian and other
fleets were normally, like the auxiliaries, non-Roman citizens. They even
included ex-slaves and Egyptians, who were barred from serving in most
other branches of the armed forces. Inscriptions show that the men of the
classis Misenatium were recruited mostly from the eastern provinces, espe-
cially Egypt, while those of the classis Ravennatium came mostly from the
Danube provinces.

A number of provincial fleets were also maintained. One, the classis
Alexandrina, was based at Alexandria from the time of Augustus, and was
probably a legacy of the war against Antony and Cleopatra. It too was
manned by Egyptians, but only those with Alexandrian and Roman cit-
izenship, even though ordinary Egyptians could and did join the Italian
fleets. The role of the classis Alexandrina was probably to protect the mouth
of the Nile from which the grain ships set sail for Rome, although it also
operated on the river Nile from time to time. A Syrian fleet, the classis Syri-
aca, was probably based at Seleucia at the mouth of the Orontes from some
time in the first century ad to protect the coastline of Syria and Judaea.
After ad 44 the Alexandrine and Syrian fleets also sent a detachment to
Caesarea (Cherchel), the capital of Mauretania Caesariensis in the western
Mediterranean.

The other provincial fleets were all based on the northern frontiers and
had their origins at the end of the first century bc and in the early first
century ad. Several of them were riverine rather than sea-going, including
the classis Germanica on the Rhine, with its main base at Cologne, the
classis Pannonica on the middle Danube, with its main base near Belgrade
(Singidunum) and the classis Moesiaca on the lower Danube, possibly based
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around the Danube delta. The duties of such fleets were mainly ferrying
and supply, although they did on occasion engage in hostilities on the river.
In the Black Sea itself the navy of the kings of Pontus was reorganized as the
classis Pontica based on the northern coast of Asia Minor and in the Crimea.
In addition, a British fleet, the classis Britannica, was established when the
province was invaded in ad 43, and had its main bases at Boulogne and
Dover. Its role, too, was mainly one of transport and supply.

The main capital ship of all the fleets was the trireme, a ship rowed at
three levels with a crew of around 200, although the riverine fleets consisted
mostly of much smaller biremes and single-level ships. The two main fleets
had a few quadriremes (a two-level ship with two men to each oar) and quin-
queremes (three-level with one or two men to an oar), and the Misenum
fleet had a flagship, named Ops (‘Wealth’) (CIL x 3560, 3611) which was a six
(three-level, two men to an oar). We know the names of eighty-eight ships
in the Misenum fleet: one six, one quinquereme, ten quadriremes, fifty-two
triremes and fifteen smaller vessels (liburnae). Since the names may have
been passed down from ship to ship, this may reflect the actual strength of
the fleet, and accords with other evidence for its size. For the Ravenna fleet
we know the names of two quinqueremes, six quadriremes, twenty-three
triremes and four liburnae, which suggests that it may have been around
half the size of the Misenum fleet (on vessel types, see vol. i, pp. 357–61).

Sailors served for twenty-six years (twenty-eight in the third century)
and were rewarded with Roman citizenship after that time. They were also
organized much like the auxilia. The sailors even call themselves ‘soldiers’
(milites) on inscriptions, and no distinction appears to have been made
between rowers and marines. We find the usual immunes, as well as tesser-
arii, sub-optiones and optiones, signiferi and vexillarii. In addition, however,
we also find specifically nautical principales, such as celeustae or pausarii who
called time to the rowers, proretae (bow-officers) and gubernatores (helms-
men). Individual ships were commanded by trierarchi and squadrons were
commanded by a nauarchus, the senior of whom was the nauarchus princeps.
All these last three appear to have ranked as centurions, and may even refer
to themselves as such on occasion, although some scholars believe that the
fleet centuriones were specifically officers of marines.

All the fleets were commanded by equestrian praefecti, mostly ranking
with junior procurators and just above the third grade of the militia equestris
(though under Claudius and Nero many procurators were still ex-slaves of
the emperor, and some of these were given fleet commands). The involve-
ment of the Misenum and Ravenna fleets in the Civil War of ad 68–9,
however, ensured that their special importance had to be acknowledged.
Vespasian gave them both the honorific title praetoria, and they were sub-
sequently entrusted to equestrian prefects who ranked only just below the
prefect of the vigiles and the other great prefectures. The prefect of the
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Misenum fleet in ad 79 was the author Pliny the Elder, who died when
he took his ships across the bay of Naples to rescue some friends from the
eruption of Vesuvius in that year. The dramatic story is told in a letter
(Ep. 6.16) written by his nephew, Pliny the Younger.41

vi . military dress and equipment

The study of Roman military equipment has been a growth area in recent
scholarship, with far greater attention being paid to archaeological finds and
to reliefs found on private funerary monuments (e.g. fig. 2.1). Inevitably
the picture which has emerged is significantly more complex and less clear
cut than when it was based mainly on depictions of Roman soldiers on
major monuments, and in particular on those on Trajan’s column in Rome
(see fig. 3.2).

In some ways it is misleading to speak of uniform for the Roman army,
since soldiers owned their own equipment, paid for by deductions from
their pay, and those who could afford it might often buy decorative or more
expensive items to make themselves stand out from their fellows. On the
other hand there had to be a certain standardization of types of equipment
for troops fighting together in formation. Moreover, the use of public
contractors for the late Republican armies, and of local manufacturers
close to or even within army camps once units had become settled on
the frontiers in the early Principate, would have tended to produce an
underlying uniformity, at least within individual units or provincial armies
(see pp. 167–9 below). Roman soldiers on parade would thus have looked
generally homogeneous, while varying in detail (which is true, to some
extent, even of modern armies).

The basic ‘uniform’ of the ordinary late Republican legionary was the
standard male dress of an undyed woollen tunic, but worn military fashion,
adjusted with a belt to mid-thigh rather than to knee length.42 A simple
cloak (sagum) was fastened round the neck with a brooch. As footwear,
soldiers wore hobnailed open-work sandals.

In battle the legionary protected himself with a helmet and a thigh-
length cuirass made of scale armour (lorica squamata) or of ringmail (lorica
hamata) worn with the belt over it to transfer some of the weight from the
shoulders to the hips. The mail cuirass, which was ultimately of Celtic ori-
gin, had doubled shoulder-pieces, which betrays a concern with protecting
the wearer from slashing blows from above. The helmet was of the Monte-
fortino, Coolus or similar type, a hemispherical bowl of copper alloy with
a projecting neck-guard at the rear and separate cheek-guards at the side,
and surmounted by a knob from which a horsehair crest could be hung.

41 Starr (1941, 2nd edn 1960); Kienast (1966); Viereck (1975); Reddé (1986); Rankov (1995).
42 Fuentes (1987).
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Further protection was afforded by the convex, oblong legionary shield
known as the scutum, which was made of plywood, covered in leather, and
had a central boss and edging of iron (cf. Polyb. 6.23). Greaves to protect
the shins were worn by centurions, possibly as a mark of rank.

Offensive weapons included two pila or javelins, one light and one heavy.
These had an iron head with a long, thin shank fitted into a wooden shaft,
which was designed to pierce shield and armour. The sword used was of
a Spanish type, the gladius Hispaniensis, which was shorter than the long
Celtic slashing-sword. Its shortness allowed it to be worn suspended from
a waist-belt (balteus) or a baldric on the right side of the body, and to
be drawn overarm without fouling the shield (although standard bearers
and centurions, who were unencumbered with large shields, wore their
swords on the left). In addition, a short dagger was worn on the left side,
suspended from its own waist-belt or, later, from the same waist-belt as the
sword.

With some modifications, this remained the basic equipment of the
legionary until the late second century ad. A purely ornamental addition
during the first century ad was the apron of leather strips decorated with
studs which hung down from the belt in front of the groin. Experiment
has shown that these can have offered no protection to that area, as was
once thought, and it is now believed that it was worn as a sign of military
status, which would jangle as the soldier marched. For campaigning in
cold climates, leggings (bracae) were adopted which reached over the knee,
while one of the Vindolanda tablets (T.Vindol. ii.346) reveals that troops in
northern Britain even wore underwear (subligaria). There is also evidence
for the wearing of sandals over open-toed and open-heeled socks. From the
early Principate, alongside the sagum, a hooded cape (paenula), open at the
front, began to be worn in bad weather.

The major change, or rather addition, to defensive equipment in the
early Principate was the segmented cuirass (referred to by modern scholars,
but not in any ancient text, as the lorica segmentata), which began to be
worn by some legionaries (and probably some auxiliaries) from the early
first century ad. Segmented armour may have been used first by gladiators
and then copied from them by the military. It was made of curved iron
sheets fitted on to an adjustable harness of leather straps, and may have
been worn over a padded shirt. As with ringmail cuirasses, the shoulders
were especially well protected. In the later first century ad some soldiers
appear to have supplemented their cuirass with segmented arm-guards and
occasionally even greaves.

Another change was the gradual development of the helmet to make it
stronger and give more protection against attack from above. Neck-guards
become much more prominent, and brow-guards and ear-protectors were
added. Attachments have also been found for fixing crest-boxes, which were
fitted fore and aft for ordinary soldiers. Principales may have been allowed
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to wear feathers in special holders either side of the crest, while centurions
apparently fitted their crests transversely to act as a mark of their rank, like
their greaves and the vine swagger-stick they carried. Crests may have been
done away with by the early second century when Roman armies encoun-
tered the fearsome Dacian falx, a sickle-shaped weapon which could slice
through helmets and armour. Instead, cross-pieces were added to helmet
bowls to help absorb blows from such weapons. Very little archaeological
evidence has yet been found for the Attic-style helmets with visors and
crests which are commonly depicted on public monuments, nor are there
any depictions on private monuments. It has even been suggested that such
helmets were never normally used by the Roman army, but were merely an
artistic convention representing an idealized Greek type.43

Legionaries continued to carry a large curved scutum, with the oblong
shape giving way to the classic rectangular form which appears on Trajan’s
column, although an oval shape also appears. The leather outer face was
painted with designs and perhaps colours which indicated the bearer’s unit
(cf. Tac. Hist. 3.23; Veg. Mil. 2.18). Offensive weapons, especially swords,
also show changes, but it is disputed whether these were functional (e.g.
making swords parallel sided to improve their slashing ability) or merely
stylistic.

It is also clear that modifications could be and were made to suit the local
situation or conditions, either to individual types of weapon or to the way
in which whole units were equipped. We hear from Suetonius (Dom. 10.3)
of a governor of Britain, Sallustius Lucullus, devising a new type of spear
(lancea) around ad 90 (and being executed by the emperor Domitian for
being foolish enough to name it after himself ). Arrian’s Ektaxis describes
how, as governor of Cappadocia around ad 135, he repelled a charge by
heavily armoured Alan lancer cavalry by arming the front ranks of his
own legions with long lances (conti) and backing them up with archers
deployed to shoot over their heads. The effectiveness of the Alan troops and
of similarly armed enemies in the east and on the Danube was nevertheless
recognized by the Romans, and units of similar cavalry, also armed with
conti, begin to appear in the Roman army at precisely this time.44

Finds of arrows and slingshots at many forts suggest that many soldiers
also owned bows and slings, possibly for hunting rather than for use in
battle. Vegetius (Mil. 1.15–16) says that some soldiers were trained to use
these weapons as part of basic training. He also tells us (Mil. 2.25) that
each legion, at least, possessed a number of artillery pieces. These were like
large cross-bows, with the wooden arms fixed into torsion springs. Some
(ballistae) were designed to shoot stones, others (catapultae) bolts, and parts
and ammunition of both types have been found on military sites across

43 Waurick (1983), (1988). 44 Eadie (1967).
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the empire.45 Such artillery pieces varied greatly in size: a panel on Trajan’s
column (scene 64) shows a catapulta mounted on a small cart, while Tacitus
(Hist. 3.23) records an incident involving a giant ballista belonging to the
Fifteenth Legion at the second battle of Cremona in ad 69. The machine
caused great slaughter among the Flavian troops, until two praetorians crept
up and cut the mechanism at the cost of their own lives.

In addition to their weapons and armour, legionaries on the march car-
ried a whole pack of other equipment with them, suspended from a pole
over their shoulders. This included a bag for personal possessions, bronze
saucepans (paterae) for cooking and an entrenching tool (dolabra) like a
pick-axe whose head incorporated both a pick and an axe.46 The latter
was used for removing turf and digging trenches for temporary-camp con-
struction (see pp. 66–7 below) or siege-works. They also carried stakes (pila
muralia) to build a barrier in the form of chevaux-de-frise on top of the ram-
part.47 Each contubernium of eight men took with it a leather tent, as shown
on Trajan’s column (scenes 8 and 21), which was normally carried on the
back of a mule. Fragments of such a tent have been found at Vindolanda.48

The praetorian and urban cohorts, as heavy infantry, appear to have been
equipped identically to the legions. Auxiliary equipment was different to
some extent, although it tended to converge with legionary equipment over
time. In the late Republic, while Italian allies had been equipped in the same
way as the Roman legions, ethnic auxiliaries had worn the gear traditional
to their region of origin. This continued to be the case for specialist units
such as archers and slingers, while Gallic and Germanic auxilia would in
any case have been using some equipment which had itself been adopted
by Roman legions.

The main differences were that auxiliary infantry appear to have used
flat rather than curved shields, which were oval or hexagonal in shape,
and that they were equipped with two spears with short, leaf-shaped iron
heads, which could be used either for throwing or stabbing. This equipment
presumably allowed auxiliaries to fight in a looser order than the legions,
whose shields allowed them to fight in a dense, mutually supportive line
in which each man could concentrate on the opponent immediately to his
right (see pp. 167–9 below). Auxiliary cavalry (like other cavalry) necessarily
used a long slashing sword (spatha), and are depicted as using both a spear
and a bundle of short, light javelins (or later perhaps a contus wielded
with both hands). Cavalry also had distinctive helmets with cheek-pieces
which enclosed the ear. Trajan’s column shows both cavalry and infantry
wearing ringmail cuirasses as an artistic convention to distinguish them
from legionaries and praetorians, but they certainly used scale armour as

45 Marsden (1969); Baatz (1994) 113–304. 46 Fuentes (1991).
47 Gilliver (1993). 48 Van Driel-Murray (1990).
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well, and perhaps even segmental armour, since pieces of lorica segmentata
have frequently been found in auxiliary forts.49

While the rank of centurions was marked by modifications and additions
to the ordinary soldier’s uniform, senior officers, from auxiliary prefects
right up to the emperor himself, all wore a distinctive uniform borrowed
from the Greek generals of the Hellenistic era. This consisted of a muscled
cuirass with front and back plates tied at the sides, and with shoulder plates
tied down to rings attached to the breast plate. It was worn over a woollen
tunic and a special padded leather tunic with strips of leather (pteryges)
hanging down at the shoulders and from the waist to the knee. A band of
cloth was tied round the cuirass at breast level, with an elaborate bow at
the front, and an ornamental dagger, known as a parazonium (Mart. 14.32),
was suspended alongside it on the left side. The uniform was finished off by
leather ankle boots and a large military cloak (paludamentum) fixed around
the neck with a brooch. For senatorial officers the cloak was bright red,
dyed with the blood of the cochineal beetle, while the emperor’s cloak was
of purple. This uniform remained essentially unchanged from the mid-
Republic until the late Empire.

In contrast, ordinary military dress saw rapid stylistic and some func-
tional change during the second and third centuries. This was partly the
result of contact with the Germanic peoples north of the Danube during
the major wars which began in the 160s and continued right through the
third century and beyond. In the course of the second century, the paenula
cape gave way entirely to the sagum, which was often fringed, and the
caliga sandal was replaced with a soft leather boot. Refinements are seen in
both scale and segmental armour, while helmet cheek-pieces became larger
to give added protection to the face. Swords appeared with ring-shaped
pommels, and were now commonly suspended from a baldric which ran
through a characteristic slide runner attached to the scabbard. Despite these
changes, the basic infantry equipment of scutum, javelins and short sword
remained in use, and it was only at the end of the second century ad that
significant functional alterations to these took place.

By the beginning of the third century the short stabbing sword had disap-
peared and the longer spatha was being used by both legionaries and auxilia,
presumably because a predominantly slashing weapon had been found to be
more effective against both the spear-wielding Germanic tribesmen and the
heavy lancers of the great Hungarian plain and the Syrian desert. Because
of its length it was universally carried on the left side and suspended from
a broad leather baldric, with elaborate metal fittings, running through a
scabbard slide. Although the scutum did not disappear entirely, as shown
by a spectacular third-century example found preserved at Dura-Europus

49 Maxfield (1986).
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in Syria, most troops appear to have adopted an oval type which was only
slightly dished and may have been easier to use with a spatha drawn from
the left side.

Thus, by the third century, there may have been relatively little differ-
ence between the equipment, and presumably also the fighting styles, of
legionaries and auxilia. Oddly it was at one time thought that helmets and
body armour disappeared at about the same time. This was because private
tombstones of this period tend to depict the deceased soldier wearing only
tunic and cloak, and equipped only with a sword and shield. The aban-
donment of all protective equipment is inherently unlikely, and it has now
been recognized that there is ample archaeological and iconographic evi-
dence to prove that both helmets and armour did survive. Indeed helmets
now offered even greater protection to the face and neck, with the bowl
and cheek-pieces almost enclosing the head apart from the eyes and nose.50

vi i . training, discipline and morale

One of the unifying aspects of the Roman army was its emphasis on training.
Much of what we know about the basic training of the army of the Principate
comes, unfortunately, from the fourth-century writer Vegetius (Mil. 1.9–28,
2.23–4), whose avowed agenda was to show how to restore the late Roman
army to its supposed former glory. There is no doubt, however, that he made
use of epitomes of earlier military manuals, and where he can be checked his
work is generally plausible, although unreliable in detail. Vegetius tells us
that recruits were taught how to march in step and were made to run, jump
and swim to build up their fitness. The last item seems to be confirmed as
an approved exercise by the presence of a full-size swimming pool within
the fortress of legio ii Augusta at Caerleon in south Wales.

Recruits were also given weapons training (armatura), which is attested
for the Roman army as early as 105 bc, when the consul P. Rutilius Rufus
employed gladiators to teach the proper use of the sword to the army
which C. Marius later used to defeat the Teutones and the Cimbri.51 Veg-
etius describes how recruits had to attack a stake with a wooden sword, and
learn to throw a javelin, use a bow and a sling and vault on to the back
of a horse. This involved getting seated in the leather saddle, which recent
finds have shown to have had four horns which held the rider firmly in
place without the need for stirrups.52 Exercise grounds have been identi-
fied outside a number of Roman forts53 and amphitheatres, which could

50 Robinson (1975); Bishop and Coulston (1993). 51 Val. Max. 2.3.2; Frontin. Str. 4.2.2.
52 Connolly (1987); Hyland (1990) 130–6; Dixon and Southern (1992) 70–5.
53 Davies (1968a), (1974b).
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have been used for the same purpose, are found outside several legionary
fortresses throughout the empire.

More advanced training mentioned by Vegetius includes practising for-
mations and manoeuvres. Josephus, a Jewish general who himself surren-
dered to the Roman army in ad 67, says (BJ 3.75) that these were particularly
realistic: ‘their exercises are bloodless battles, and their battles bloody exer-
cises’. Vegetius also speaks of the entrenching and building of temporary
forts, and of regular route marches with the infantry carrying full packs, as
depicted on Trajan’s column and just as ‘Marius’ mules’ had done. Camp-
building practice is referred to in a speech made to a cohort by Hadrian at
Lambaesis in Numidia (ILS 2487). Practice camps of turf have also been
recognized at a number of sites in Wales, often situated a few miles away
from the nearest fort, as though the digging of ditches and throwing up of
turf ramparts had been combined with a route march before and afterwards.
Many of these camps consist only of four corners separated by gateways,
which suggests that those were the features which required skill and practice
to build.54

Cavalry undertook specialized forms of training in addition to that
already outlined. It is not clear that ala cavalry were trained any differ-
ently from cohort cavalry, even though the former were probably regarded
as of higher quality and their higher pay allowed them to keep and
equip their horses better (cf. Hadrian’s address to the cavalry of cohors vi

Commagenorum: ILS 9135).55 The Ars tactica of Flavius Arrianus (also known
as Arrian), who was governor of Cappadocia in the 130s ad, describes cavalry
formations and exercises. These included special games (hippica gymnasia)
involving charges and wheeling and the discharge of missiles, with the
troopers and horses decked out in colourful equipment, and the men wear-
ing helmets formed to resemble human heads. A number of such embossed
helmets have been found and seem to portray both male and female figures,
possibly representing Greeks and Amazons.56 An inscription (ILS 2558; cf.
Dio Cass. 59.9.6) contains a poem describing another exercise put on for
the benefit of the emperor Hadrian in ad 118 when 1,000 Batavian cavalry
put on their party-piece of swimming the Danube with their horses.57

Training was routine in the Roman army, but some provincial gover-
nors allowed their troops to slack. It was sometimes necessary for incoming
governors to enforce hard training on their soldiers in preparation for a cam-
paign, like the great Domitius Corbulo who kept his army in Syria under
canvas for the whole winter of ad 57/8 (Tac. Hist. 13.35). This was regarded
as exceptionally tough, but Roman army discipline was always strict. Apart
from administering public humiliations to delinquent soldiers, centurions

54 Davies (1968b). 55 Davies (1971a).
56 Dixon and Southern (1992) 113–34; Hyland (1993). 57 Speidel (1991).
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could use the vine-stick they carried to give beatings (cf. Tac. Ann. 1.23).
Troops could also be given extra duty, docked of their pay, reduced in rank,
transferred to an inferior branch of the service, dishonourably discharged
(in which case they lost their discharge bonus) or even executed. Unit pun-
ishments included being made to camp outside fortifications, decimation
(i.e. the execution of every tenth man), disbandment or even being wiped
from all records (damnatio memoriae). In practice, the harsher punishments
were used only rarely, mainly for instances of desertion or mutiny. There
is certainly no reason to suppose that the Roman army was exceptionally
brutal in the way in which it treated its men. On the contrary it is clear
that military service was regarded as an honourable profession and that sol-
diers expected to be treated with respect. Both training and strict discipline
moreover played a part in maintaining soldiers’ self-respect and morale, not
least because they helped to ensure success in battle.58

As with all military organizations, loyalty to comrades and pride in one’s
unit were fostered. The habit of housing men in small groups (contubernia),
normally of eight men, within a barrack block housing their century (see
p. 68 below), anticipated the modern practice of creating ‘buddy-groups’.
Centuries, made up of ten or so of these contubernia, were named after
their centurion. Units had their own symbols recalling their foundation (see
p. 36 above) and decorations were commemorated on their standards. They
were also granted honorific titles for loyalty to an emperor or battlefield
success. Thus legio vii became Claudia Pia Fidelis (‘dutiful and loyal’) for
refusing to join a revolt against Claudius in ad 42, and legio xiv Gemina
became Martia Victrix (‘warlike and victorious’) for its defeat of queen
Boudicca in ad 61.

The cult of loyalty to the current emperor was institutionalized within
the army. The military oath (sacramentum) of the Republic became one of
personal loyalty to the emperor under the Principate. It was administered to
new recruits and renewed annually by each unit in a group ceremony at the
beginning of each year. Every unit had the emperor’s image displayed on its
own special standard which was carried into battle; the praetorians alone
had the privilege of incorporating this image into their unit standards.
The birthdays of earlier emperors who had achieved military glory and
of all the members of the current imperial family were celebrated with
sacrifices performed before the whole unit, as recorded on a calendar of
such festivals preserved on a third-century papyrus known as the Feriale
Duranum, found at Dura-Europus in Syria (P Dura 54 = RMR (1971) 117).
The emperor in turn was expected to show his devotion to his soldiers. In
Rome, he frequently took the opportunity to make an address (adlocutio)
to the praetorians, and he would address the legionaries and auxiliaries

58 Watson (1969) 117–26.
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whenever he was with them, as shown on several coins and on the columns of
both Trajan and Marcus Aurelius. Hadrian’s surviving speech to the troops
at Lambaesis has already been noted. The very title Imperator proclaims the
emperor as a victorious general, and imperial monuments regularly depict
the emperor in military dress.59

Loyalty and morale were also maintained in time of war through the
award of decorations for courage or outstanding service. This was a prac-
tice with firm roots in the Republican era. By the late Republic a variety of
awards (dona militaria) were available, ranging from small dishes (patellae)
and discs (phalerae) worn on the chest, to armlets (armillae) and necklaces
(torques), to spears (hastae) and flags (vexilla), to a variety of crowns (coro-
nae). Under the Republic and early Empire the different dona were awarded
according to the deed being rewarded, but by the late first century ad dona
were granted according to the rank of the recipient. Ordinary soldiers and
principales received some or all of torques, armillae and phalerae. Centurions
received all of these plus a gold crown (corona aurea), or when appropriate
a ‘rampart crown’ (corona vallaris) for being the first man over the rampart
of an enemy camp, or a ‘wall crown’ (corona muralis) for being the first man
over a city wall. Centurions of the rank of primus pilus received a miniature
spear in addition, equestrian officers a miniature spear and flag. Senatorial
tribunes received two crowns, two spears and two flags, legionary legates
three of each of these and consular governors and praetorian prefects four
of each.

After the early Principate successful army commanders no longer received
the supreme honour of an ovatio or a triumph, but were frequently given
the right to wear the appropriate trappings (ornamenta triumphalia). The
only award given without regard to rank was the corona civica, the Roman
equivalent of the Victoria Cross or Congressional Medal of Honor. In
practice dona were hardly ever given to auxiliaries or non-Roman citizens,
and were in any case awarded much more sparingly than modern decora-
tions. Awards also tended to be made most frequently during campaigns
in which the emperor was present in person. Their scarcity made dona all
the more sought after and valued by the troops.60 The most important
mechanism, however, for keeping the soldiery happy was their regular pay,
supplemented by occasional donatives, and culminating in a major grant
on discharge (see pp. 162–3 below).

vii i . forts and fortresses

Beyond paying its troops regularly the Roman army also paid a great deal
of attention to their everyday security and well-being. This was partly

59 Campbell (1984) 69–88. 60 Maxfield (1981).
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achieved by the systematic way in which the Roman army built overnight
encampments when on the march. While half the army kept guard the
other half would dig a defensive ditch and construct a rampart behind it,
usually of turf and soil taken from the ditch. As already noted, the troops
carried special stakes with them with which they formed a barrier atop
the rampart. Streets had been marked out within the camp by an advance
guard before the main body of troops even arrived, and the eight-man
leather tents were pitched at predetermined places along them according to
individual centuries and units. The whole process is described with wonder
in the mid-second century bc by the Greek Polybius (6.26.10–6.34.6) and
(probably) in the second century ad by Ps.-Hyginus in the De munitionibus
castrorum.

More permanent camps on a similar plan were built for longer-term
occupation or as winter quarters (hiberna). It is not, however, until the
creation of the standing army by Augustus, when units came to be based in
one place for several years at a time, that camps became permanent, albeit
still being constructed of turf and wood where the terrain allowed it. On the
northern frontiers in the first half of the first century ad, as the Roman army
was gradually established on the line of the Rhine and Danube, legionary
fortresses and auxiliary forts were constructed by individual units along the
‘Roman’ banks of the two rivers. After such forts had been occupied for
twenty or thirty years, individual buildings within them needed repair or
replacement, and from the reign of Claudius this was usually done in stone.

On the eastern frontier where, unlike on the northern frontier, long-
established cities existed, troops tended to be billeted within these rather
than in separate forts. This undoubtedly caused problems with discipline
and control, and the eastern units gained a reputation for laxity (cf. Tac.
Ann. 13.35), so that they too began to be moved into forts towards the end
of the first century ad. Here and in north Africa, the shortage of wood
and turf ensured that construction in stone tended to be the norm from
the beginning. By the reign of Hadrian, this was the case throughout the
empire.

In general the layout of forts and fortresses everywhere corresponded
to that of the camps described by Polybius and Ps.-Hyginus, but with an
infinite number of local variations. Augustan forts tended to be sited on
hills and to be irregular in outline following the contours. From the early
first century, however, they tended to be sited more to dominate lines of
communication and to have easy access to water, while the outline almost
universally followed a playing-card plan. They were usually protected by
two V-shaped ditches to break up rush attacks, the outermost placed at
about 30 metres from the rampart, which was the accurate killing distance
for a javelin. Ramparts were surmounted by breastworks and walkways, and
watchtowers were situated at intervals along them and at the four corners.
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Despite a recent tendency to play down the defensibility of such fortifi-
cations and to stress that Roman forts of the Principate were not intended
to operate like medieval castles, there is no doubt that the layout was meant
to allow defenders on the walls to hold off a surprise attack, at least initially.
The sheer size of the garrisons housed in such forts, however, meant that
the normal reaction to an attack would have been to get the mass of troops
out of the fort in order to counterattack in the open. This was facilitated
by the presence of a gate, protected by towers, in each of the four walls, so
that it was almost always possible to exit on the side away from the enemy.

A road ran around the inside of the rampart to facilitate movement, and
four roads ran from the gates to the centre of the fort where the headquarters
building (principia) was situated. The principia was normally constructed
as a basilica with a parade ground in front of it, where the commander
could address his troops from a tribunal. There was a range of offices at
the rear of the basilica where the unit’s records were housed and which
included a shrine for the unit standards and imperial images. This layout
was utimately modelled on the civilian fora of Italy, and in turn acted as a
model for the civilian fora of the western provinces. The commander’s house
(praetorium) was normally situated to one side, and other major buildings,
perhaps granaries, a workshop (fabrica) or a hospital (valetudinarium) on
the other.

The remaining four corners of the fort were normally taken up with
barracks. These were long narrow buildings with a verandah. Each barrack
housed a century (or two turmae), and was divided up into eight to fourteen
sets of rooms, with a storage room for equipment to the front and a living
room supplied with bunk beds to the rear. Each set housed a contubernium of
up to eight men, but some sets may have been reserved for the principales
of the century. Barracks were usually grouped in twos (recalling the old
manipular grouping of two centuries), with front doors facing each other
across a street where the men could be formed up to march out. Men slept,
ate and socialized in their contubernia, cooking for themselves in large ovens
let into the back of the rampart away from the barracks, for safety from
fire. Latrines were also situated at the ramparts, and bath buildings were
normally built outside the fort, again to avoid the risk of fire. Stables have
also been identified within some forts, but relatively few, and it may be that
horses were normally kept in enclosures outside.61

Centurions (or decurions) had their own houses with several rooms, sit-
uated at the end of their century’s barrack nearest the rampart. In legionary
fortresses the centurions of the First Cohort and the equestrian tribunes
had still larger houses, while the senatorial tribune lived with the legate in
his palatial praetorium which was built round its own courtyard.

61 Von Petrikovits (1975); Wells (1977).
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The Roman fort was essentially laid out like a planned city, which is
effectively what it was to its garrison. This was the base from which it trained
and carried out its military duties. It was the soldiers’ source of supply
for food and materials, since, for logistical reasons, units were responsible
for their own supply, which had to be obtained locally if possible.62 It
was also, at least in the Principate, where most of their equipment was
made and repaired, and many forts had their own workshop (fabrica).
The principia was where the commander’s staff (officium) was based. Such
officia were vital to the efficient functioning of an army in which men served
professionally, had to be paid and supplied regularly and expected to be
discharged with due benefits at the proper time. It was undoubtedly the
creation of permanent bases which allowed a proper military bureaucracy
of this sort to develop. The unit officia, moreover, were the models for
the officia of the imperial governors, which eventually administered up to
three-quarters of the empire. It can be no accident that even the civilian
bureaucrats of the late Empire were militarily organized and wore military
uniform.63

The principia was also the centre of the unit’s religious observances,
where the unit would parade to be addressed by the commander from a
tribunal and observe the rites of the imperial and state cults and of the sacred
standards of the legions. Roman state religion was essentially a matter of
contract between the community, who offered sacrifice, and the deity, who
offered protection and success. While it thus functioned as a focus of loyalty
to emperor, state and unit, it had no real spiritual aspect. Individual soldiers
might enter into private ‘contracts’ to cover themselves, erecting an altar to
the local deity (genius loci), but for the comfort of a personal religion as we
understand it they turned to eastern mystery cults such as those of Jupiter
Dolichenus or Mithras. The latter was especially popular with the Roman
army, and devotees constructed Mithraea outside (and sometimes inside)
several forts throughout the empire, though this normally reflected private
initiative rather than official sanction.64

If the Roman army paid little attention to the troops’ spiritual needs, it
was extremely careful of their physical. Apart from ensuring that the men
were regularly fed (a real privilege in the ancient world), and seeing to their
personal hygiene with baths and latrines, the army provided outstanding
medical care. The use of herbal medicines and ointments (especially for
the eyes) is well attested by botanical remains and inscribed stamps and
containers. Units are known to have employed wound dressers (capsarii),
who are shown at work on one of the panels of Trajan’s column, as well as
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paramedics (medici) and fully qualified doctors who appear to have ranked
as centurions (medici ordinarii). Doctors were attracted to the service by
the opportunities for learning far more about anatomy than was possible
in civilian practice, as noted by Celsus (Med. pr. 43). Both Celsus and
Galen note the skill of army doctors with wounds, and finds of surgical
equipment on military sites confirm the sophistication of their procedures.
A number of hospitals have been identified at both legionary and auxiliary
sites. The legionary valetudinarium at Neuss in Lower Germany had sixty
small wards, one for each century, each large enough for four men (implying
the expectation that a maximum of 5 per cent of the manpower would be
hospitalized at any one time). Like other military hospitals it appears to
have had an operating theatre.65

The soldiers’ other needs, including drink and women, were supplied
by traders and others attracted by a ready-made market consisting of one
of the few groups in the ancient world to receive regular pay. Their settle-
ments or vici which appeared outside forts often grew into major towns,
although paradoxically full civilian development tended to be inhibited
until the army moved on. Legionary fortresses in particular frequently
spawned conurbations which have since become major cities, including
Bonn, Vienna, Budapest and Belgrade.66

It is conventional to think of each of the forts and fortresses as being
fully occupied by a single unit, but the reality is far more complex. Some
were built for two units, like the first-century legionary fortress at Mainz
in Upper Germany. Some, like Maryport in Cumbria, were too large, and
some, like Birrens north of Hadrian’s Wall, appear to have been too small
for the single unit attested for them. In Britain a number of first-century
‘vexillation fortresses’ have been discovered which have acreage for half a
legion but no more, suggesting that legions had been split into smaller
battle groups (vexillationes) during the conquest. Tacitus tells us that when
Suetonius Paulinus defeated Boudicca in ad 61 he had with him ‘the Four-
teenth legion and detached members of the Twentieth’ (Ann. 14.34). The
legionary fortress of legio xx Valeria Victrix at Chester, which had accom-
modation for all ten of its cohorts, is known to have housed only a fraction
of that force for most of the second century, even though it remained
the base of the legion throughout. And as we have already noted, lorica
segmentata, once seen as purely legionary equipment, is frequently found
in auxiliary forts, which may imply either that auxiliaries did sometimes
use it or that legionaries were often housed alongside auxiliaries. All this
suggests that it was quite normal for units (especially legions) to oper-
ate in sub-groups, both on campaign and in order either to garrison the

65 Davies (1969c), (1970). 66 MacMullen (1963) 119–32; Vittinghoff (1968); Sommer (1984).
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many small fortlets known to us or to supplement the garrisons of larger
forts.67

It is almost impossible to explain this fragmentation in detail. Permanent
forts were established in particular places for a variety of reasons: to patrol
frontiers, defend river crossings, police local tribes, simply to spread the
burden of supplying and feeding the army or for any combination of these
reasons. The exact size and layout of the forts and their garrisons would
have been determined by local requirements at the time of building, and
both forts and garrisons would have undergone modifications as those
requirements changed. As with modifications of equipment, such decisions
would have been taken mostly by local commanders at governor or even
junior level, once again reflecting the overall flexibility of the Roman army.68

ix . late-second/third-century developments

Although the Roman army evolved steadily during the first two centuries
ad, there were no really major structural changes to compare with the Mar-
ian reforms and the Augustan revolution. However, towards the end of the
second century and at the beginning of the third, the pace of change began
to accelerate under the pressure of external threat and internal discord.

On the basis of the estimates for unit numbers given above,69 in the
middle of the second century the paper strength of the twenty-eight legions,
the praetorian and urban cohorts, and the equites singulares Augusti, was
approximately 160,000 men, of whom some 5,000 were cavalry. This was
supplemented by approximately 156,500 auxiliary infantry, 27,500 cohort
cavalry and 53,000 ala cavalry. This gives a total paper strength for the
regular Roman army (excluding the vigiles, the numeri and the fleets) of
around 311,500 infantry and 85,500 cavalry. The percentage of cavalry is
very high, at well over 20 per cent.

It is often assumed that units were normally under strength, but this
was not always the case: cohors xx Palmyrenorum milliaria equitata appears
to have had 1,210 men on its books in ad 219, although its paper strength
should have been only 1,056 (P Dura 100 = RMR (1971) 1). Even under
strength the size of the army was a considerable economic strain on the
empire (see pp. 173–6 below), and there is no doubt that the wars of the
late second and third centuries produced a considerable increase in the
overall number of units in the Roman army.

Two new legions – ii and iii Italica – were raised by Marcus Aurelius,
largely from Italians, and three more – i, ii and iii Parthica – by Septimius

67 Bishop (1999); see pp. 278–9 below. 68 A. Johnson (1983).
69 Based on Hassall (2000) 332–4, but generally corresponding with Birley (1969) 72. MacMullen

(1980) gives a similar estimate of overall troop numbers.
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Severus, bringing the total to thirty-three.70 New auxilia were raised in pro-
portion. The legions were recruited (or conscripted) from scratch, as were
some of the auxilia, but some numeri were scraped together from the men
seconded from other units for a particular campaign, like the exploratores
Germaniciani (see p. 55 above), and then made permanent. Sometimes the
governor’s equites singulares, themselves seconded from the provincial alae,
were formed into a permanent ala and dispatched elsewhere. We do not
know if the losses to the original units were made good in such cases by
fresh recruitment, but this must have become more and more difficult to
achieve as the empire’s manpower became stretched to its limit. At the
same time the practice intensified of dispatching vexillations around the
empire to deal with the latest threat, and by the later third century some
of these appear to have become permanently detached from their mother
units, whose names they nevertheless retained.71 We cannot track the pro-
cess in detail but it would appear that a combination of such factors led,
in the course of the third century, to legions, cohorts and alae which had
only a fraction of the personnel of their first- and second-century counter-
parts. This makes it very difficult to determine whether the Roman army
actually grew in size from the second to the third century ad, or whether
it had more units but maintained the same number of troops or even
shrank (see pp. 278–9, 284–5 below).

Another phenomenon, which is first seen during the Marcomannic Wars
but then rapidly develops, is the emergence of successful equestrian officers
who enjoy extended military careers rather than being promoted to ‘civilian’
procuratorships. One such was M. Valerius Maximianus, who in addition
to going through the four militiae under Marcus, was put in charge of a
number of task forces on the Danube, went on to senior procuratorships in
areas of active warfare and was then promoted to the senate, commanding
several legions and eventually becoming governor of Numidia and con-
sul (AE 1956.124). The result was the emergence in the late second and
early third century of a number of high-ranking equestrian officers who
were virtually military ‘professionals’. Some of them even rose from the
ranks.

Further changes were brought about as a result of the civil wars which
broke out after the murder of Marcus Aurelius’ son Commodus on the last
day of ad 192. When Septimius Severus eventually defeated his rivals, the
praetorians who had previously auctioned the throne had to be dealt with
and his own troops, especially the Danubian legions, had to be rewarded.
The existing praetorians were therefore humiliated, dismissed and replaced
with his own legionaries. Henceforth the guard was recruited from men

70 Mann (1963). 71 Saxer (1967).
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who had already served a number of years in the legions, and were mostly
from the Danube. Severus’ contemporary, the senator and historian Cassius
Dio, complains that he had filled Rome with ‘a motley bunch of soldiers,
who were fierce to look at, frightful to hear and rustic in behaviour’ (75.2.6).
Their years in the legion counted towards their total length of service, which
was probably raised to eighteen years. It has also been suggested that cohort
strength was now doubled to around 1,500, but there is no good evidence
for this although it may have been the case for the urban cohorts (cf. Dio
Cass. 55.24.6).72

Like Trajan Severus may have brought with him his singulares as gov-
ernor in Pannonia and added them to the equites singulares Augusti. Their
numbers were certainly doubled at this time and Severus built a new fort
(castra nova) under a separate tribune for the extra troopers, situated next
to the old fort (castra priora) on the Caelian hill.73 He also raised three
new legions commanded by equestrian prefects, of which two (i and iii

Parthica) were used to garrison the new province of Mesopotamia, and the
third (ii Parthica) returned with Severus to Italy in ad 202 and was installed
in a new fortress in the Alban hills outside Rome. Severus thus surrounded
the capital with a force of 8,000 praetorians, 6,000 urban troops, 5,000

legionaries and 2,000 equites singulares Augusti, the numerical equivalent
of four legions. Not only did this make him much more secure against
any potential provincial usurper, it also greatly strengthened the central
striking force available to the emperor and anticipated the fourth-century
development of the central field armies (see pp. 272–6 below).74

The Severan dynasty nevertheless fell in ad 235, and there followed fifty
years of immense turbulence which saw at least twenty-one legitimate
emperors and several usurpers, many of them career soldiers. The army
was stretched to the limit by continuous warfare, both external and civil.
Armies and task forces were put together from vexillations to deal with crisis
after crisis, and a new title appears, borrowed from the Republican era, for
equestrian officers put in charge of these, that of dux (‘leader’).75 Cavalry
(see fig. 2.4) became an increasingly important arm because of its mobility,
and Gallienus put together at Milan a massive mobile force of irregular
cavalry units (equites), using men seconded from the provincial armies, like
the equites Delmetae from Dalmatia. A number of special gold coins found
in northern Italy, whose legends appeal to the loyalty of the Rhine and
Danube legions, suggest that he also maintained legionary vexillations in
the area. This was in addition to the praetorians and legio ii Parthica, and
further extended the notion of a central army.

72 Kennedy (1978); contra Cowan (2002). 73 Speidel (1994) 57–60.
74 Birley (1969); Smith (1972a). 75 Smith (1972b).
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Figure 2.4 Scene from Trajan’s column depicting Roman cavalry pursuing heav-
ily armoured horsemen equipped with bows. The rise of effective cavalry among
Rome’s opponents was a significant challenge to the infantry-based warfare of
the legions, and prompted the Romans themselves to place growing emphasis on
horsemen from the third century ad onwards.

Gallienus was also responsible for two significant changes which rec-
ognized the standing of the equestrian officer class. Senators were now
excluded by law from holding army command (Aur. Vict. Caes. 33.34), and
a new body of imperial staff officers was created, known as protectores divini
lateris (‘protectors of the imperial flank’). Governors had had protectores,
who seem to have been simply senior bodyguards, since earlier in the third
century, but Gallienus gave the title to middle-ranking equestrians such
as praetorian tribunes or legionary prefects (i.e. commanders) who were
marked out for higher command; later on, centurions were also appointed.
In the fourth century the corps became highly prestigious as the protectores
domestici, and their commander was one of the most important military
officers in the empire.76

Under the emperor Aurelian construction was begun on the walls of
Rome itself, more than 12 miles long with projecting towers to allow artillery
to shoot along them. Significantly, it is around the same period that external
towers begin to be added to existing forts and fortresses and to be incor-
porated into the design of new ones, as for instance in the so-called ‘Saxon
shore’ forts at Burgh Castle and Richborough. By the end of the third cen-
tury external towers were a standard feature of forts and walls throughout
the empire, which suggests a change of mentality from one in which the
army moved out to fight to one in which they sought to defend themselves
within the walls. That in turn accords with the decline in unit size which is
suggested for the third century and confirmed for the fourth by our other
evidence.77

76 Jones (1964) 53–4; de Blois (1976) 85, 106; Speidel (1986).
77 S. Johnson (1983); Maxfield (1989b).
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Despite the problems with our sources, it is just about possible to dis-
cern a number of important changes in the Roman army in organization,
equipment and fortification at this period. These show a clear line of devel-
opment from the second-century and even the Augustan army, but they
also point the way to the reforms of Diocletian and Constantine over the
next half century which created the late Roman army (see chapter 8 in this
volume).
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CHAPTER 3

WAR

adrian goldsworthy

Two parties are needed to fight a war, and both have motives. While
a war is being fought the aims of both sides will change in accordance
with developments in the field, and whatever is achieved may be
completely different from what was anticipated. Nor is it necessarily
true that a consensus exists on each side as regards aims and methods.
All this may seem commonplace. It is, however, often ignored by the
historians of the Principate.1

This chapter will discuss the types of war fought by the Roman army in
the late Republic and Principate. It will consider the context in which
these conflicts occurred, their frequency, duration, decisiveness and results.
Yet, although our main theme is Roman warfare, we should never forget
Isaac’s point that any conflict involves at least two sides. The Romans did
not wage war in a vacuum, but against opponents who had their own
reasons for fighting and their own expectations of how the conflict would
be fought and what its outcome should be. (In the main, Roman armies
fought against foreign peoples, and civil wars will be treated separately.) The
military culture and practices of Rome’s opponents were as important in
shaping each conflict as the behaviour of the Roman army. It is vital to study
these, even though the overwhelming majority of our evidence must come
from Greek and Roman accounts and such sources may contain deliberate
distortions, cultural misunderstandings and straightforward errors.

Isaac was also pointing to a fundamental truth when he emphasized that
war aims are frequently subject to change, and may not in any case be clear
or universally held even by those fighting on the same side. The larger the
scale of a conflict, and the longer its duration, the more likely that each
side’s objectives would alter. The eventual outcome might well not be the
one anticipated by either side, and could create new problems or sources
of conflict. We must be very careful not to be too rigid in our analysis of
warfare in any period. Even the supposedly rational war plans of modern
nations have been heavily modified by political pressure, personal rivalries,
confused objectives, chance and incompetence. We should not be surprised

1 Isaac (1992) 3.
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to discover similar factors in Rome’s wars, and must be careful in drawing
general conclusions from particular incidents.

This discussion of Roman warfare and the Roman state’s use of its mili-
tary power forms part of a wider debate on the very nature of Roman society.
In recent years scholars have questioned how far the Roman system can
ever be understood in modern, rational terms. Roman emperors have been
depicted as essentially passive, reacting to an appeal or a problem rather
than actively pursuing conscious and consistent policies. The bureaucratic
machinery available to administer the provinces at local and wider levels
has been seen as primitive and ineffective, sometimes even as almost purely
symbolic. In a similar way the empire’s economy is held to have been unso-
phisticated, imposing severe limits on growth and prosperity. The success
of Rome in creating and maintaining such a large empire, which endured
for many centuries and had a profound influence on later history, cannot
be doubted. However, the trend of much modern scholarship is to question
whether this empire was created because of the strength of Rome’s insti-
tutions or in spite of their deficiencies. The actual performance, role and
capability of the professional army, apparently the most sophisticated and
modern of all Roman institutions, must lie at the heart of this debate.2

i . introduction: strategy and grand strategy

Much of this chapter will deal with strategy, or the practical factors such
as intelligence, communications and logistics which impose limits upon
it. Strategy embraces all the plans, decisions and actions taken before and
during the course of a campaign to achieve an army’s objectives. Modern
commentators have created another term, grand strategy, to define the high-
est level of decision making, where the leaders of the state balance political
and military concerns to foster its long-term interests. This deals less with
the running of a particular war, and not at all with specific campaigns, but
more with how individual conflicts combined with diplomacy and politics
to achieve a state’s ambitions in foreign affairs. The definitions of either of
these terms employed in contemporary strategic studies inevitably assume
the existence of many institutions of the nation state which have no parallel
in the Roman period. There is no Latin or Greek word meaning precisely
the same thing as strategy, and certainly no expression equivalent to grand
strategy. It is important, therefore, to consider the extent to which it is
appropriate to employ these terms for the Roman period.

2 E.g. Millar (1977) passim; Isaac (1992) esp. 5–6. For a depiction of Roman bureaucracy as ineffi-
cient, see Garnsey and Saller (1987) 20–40; for an opposing view, dealing in the main with military
administration, see Rankov (1999) 15–34.
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In some respects it is true that warfare has not changed throughout
human history. Soldiers or warriors must eat and drink if they are to func-
tion effectively. Orders or plans, however rudimentary, need to be passed
around the group if it is to move in any coordinated fashion. There are lim-
its to the speed at which men and animals can move and severe restrictions
on such movement can be imposed by physical geography, since rivers or
mountain ranges may only be traversed at certain points. These are basic
problems unavoidable in any sort of military operation from Caesar’s con-
quest of Gaul to the massively larger and more complex campaigns of the
twentieth-century world wars, or indeed in raids involving a dozen or so
warriors mounted by Apache Indians in the 1880s or one of the ‘Stone
Age’ tribes studied by anthropologists in New Guinea in the twentieth
century.3 Technology – the improvements in transport, communications
and production of material – may have altered the means of coping with
these problems, but it has not solved them altogether. Yet, while the dif-
ficulties faced by armies have remained remarkably consistent throughout
history, their attempts to solve these problems have differed greatly over
time and from culture to culture. Wars have varied immensely in scale,
type and intensity of fighting, in their original motivation and ultimate
consequences. What makes military sense for real or hypothetical warfare
between modern states with large, sophisticated, professional or conscript
armies fighting within the context of clearly defined national boundaries
and under the scrutiny of international law and opinion need not necessar-
ily have any relevance for conflict between loosely organized tribal peoples
or between Rome and its enemies.

Analogy with more recent conflicts is probably unavoidable in any con-
sideration of Roman warfare, for there are significant gaps in the informa-
tion provided by our primary sources. Few detailed accounts have survived
for many of the wars of the second and third centuries ad, and for the
entire Principate there is no narrative of a war with peoples outside the
empire comparable in detail to Caesar’s Bellum Gallicum. There is really
very little information in our literary sources to help us understand the vast
amounts of archaeological and epigraphic data associated with the army’s
deployment on the empire’s frontiers. This has given scope for some radi-
cally different interpretations of what these frontiers were for and how they
worked. Although comparisons with other periods of military history have
proved useful these must be employed with extreme caution and should
never be given precedence over our primary sources.

More than anything else, scholarly attention has focused on the higher
levels, and the vexed question of whether or not Roman emperors were

3 E.g. see Gardner and Heider (1974). Keegan (1993) deals with cultural influences on methods of
waging war.
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capable of devising a grand strategy for the defence of the empire. As yet
no consensus has emerged, and the debate continues to rage (see pp. 3–11

above). There have been far fewer investigations of the strategy employed by
Roman armies on campaign. Many have commented on particular strategic
decisions made during the course of a specific campaign, but this has usu-
ally involved at best rather haphazard comparison with other Roman opera-
tions.4 In the sense that every strategic decision is unique, determined by the
peculiar circumstances of current events and the degree of knowledge con-
cerning these available to those making the decision (factors about which
we usually have very limited and imprecise information), this treatment of
each choice in isolation is justified. However, while each military situation
may represent a peculiar problem, individual commanders from the same
society, who achieve rank through the same selection process (whatever
this may be) and with similar types and levels of experience, will tend to
seek solutions in similar ways. It is to these, the common principles which
underlay the army’s behaviour on campaign, to which we shall now turn.

Surprisingly there have been very few attempts to examine Roman strat-
egy in this way. This has not been for lack of evidence, for descriptions
of wars figure prominently in the accounts of many Greek and Roman
historians. It therefore seems appropriate to begin at the level of campaign
strategy, before moving on to discuss the controversial, but also poorly
documented, questions of grand strategy and frontier defence. It may also
prove easier to understand some of the problems raised by the debate over
these higher levels of military activity and planning, if these are considered
in the light of the Roman army’s performance on campaign.

i i . roman strategy

1. Permanent factors

In the late second and first centuries bc the process through which the
Roman army evolved from a citizens’ militia to a professional force was
completed. In the past some Roman armies had achieved exceptionally high
levels of discipline and morale, most notably the legions which remained
in service for a decade or more during the intensive campaigning of the
Second Punic War and its immediate aftermath. These legions proved
capable of complex grand tactical manoeuvres and consistently out-fought
the professional soldiers of Carthage and the Hellenistic world (see vol. i,
p. 433). Yet whenever such an army was demobilized, its collective knowl-
edge and experience were largely lost. Although individual soldiers and
officers may well have seen subsequent military service, they did not do so

4 E.g. Maxfield (1986) 60, 70–1, (1989a) 24–5; Hanson (1987) 128.
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in the same units with the same officers. Therefore each time a new army
was raised by the Republic, the process of training and preparing the legions
for battle had to begin afresh. The growing permanence of the legions, a
process finally confirmed by Augustus, changed this, making it possible for
much accumulated experience to be passed on to successive generations of
recruits.

This certainly did not mean that all legions under the Principate
remained permanently at the peak of efficiency, since this required extensive
and successful campaigning experience. We may note Hirtius’ statement
that in 51 bc the Eleventh Legion was serving in its eighth campaign, but
had still not yet equalled the quality of the veteran legions in the army
(Caes. B Gall. 8.8). This was despite its having fought for most of Cae-
sar’s campaigns in Gaul, a period of far more intensive fighting than was
commonly encountered by the army of the Principate. The literary ideal of
the good Roman commander continued throughout this period to depict
him as a man who would not risk leading his men into battle until they
had undergone rigorous training.5 Yet it is clear that the average quality
of one of the professional legions of the late Republic and Principate was
higher than the average achieved by the units raised according to the old
militia system. Even more significantly, the professional army displayed a
far higher level of engineering skill, manifested both in its building projects
and especially in a greatly increased success rate in taking fortifications (see
pp. 147–55 below).6 This was a direct consequence of the greater continuity
in personnel within the professional legions and their inclusion of specialist
officers and men trained as engineers, craftsmen and artillerymen, as well
as the willingness of legionaries to serve as a labour force. With the creation
of the regular auxilia during the first half of the first century ad the quality
of non-citizen troops serving with the army became far more predictable.
These troops not only supplied a considerable part of the army’s manpower
but also supplied it with a well-disciplined and mounted cavalry arm, as
well as specialist archers, slingers and some lightly armed infantry. Most
Roman field armies under the Principate were well-balanced, highly flexible
forces.

None of Rome’s foreign enemies in this period possessed sizeable forces
of well-trained professional soldiers. The Parthians and Sasanid Persians –
the strongest independent kingdoms in direct contact with the Empire –
had armies formed from a mixture of soldiers permanently supported in the
royal household and the contingents supplied by sub-kings and noblemen.
This produced heterogeneous armies, usually well provided with high-
quality horsemen, but lacking effective infantry. Although the Sasanids
were more skilled in this respect than the Parthians, neither could rival

5 Davies (1989b) 71–90. 6 Luttwak (1976) 40–1.
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the Romans’ capacity for taking fortified positions. Elsewhere the Romans
faced peoples whose social organization was considerably looser. For most of
the tribal peoples of Europe armies consisted of the small warrior bands per-
manently maintained by individual chieftains, together with much larger
numbers of those free tribesmen able to equip themselves, fighting in famil-
ial or clan groupings. In most of these societies the power of a leader was
marked by the number of warriors he was able to maintain in his following.
Some men, such as Ariovistus, Maroboduus and Arminius in Germany, or
Burebista and Decebalus in Dacia at the height of their power, seem to
have controlled bands of many thousands of warriors, but more commonly
these groups were numbered at most in hundreds.

There is little suggestion that even these semi-professional warriors prac-
tised anything other than individual military skills. Tribal armies were
frequently large, but invariably clumsy in their movements. With very few
exceptions they did not possess the capacity to supply themselves for a long
campaign and were forced to disperse or starve if no result was achieved
within a matter of weeks. The armies formed by rebellious populations
within the provinces varied immensely. If the rebellion occurred in the ear-
lier years of occupation, then the army might well be organized and fight
according to native traditions. In provinces occupied for longer periods
the population became to a greater or lesser extent demilitarized, and the
rebels usually had difficulty organizing large, properly equipped and effec-
tive armies, even if they included small contingents of highly motivated
individuals.7

In most respects the Roman army was significantly superior to any of the
opponents it faced during this period. This was especially true in larger-
scale actions, where discipline, drill, and command and control became
more important, and in siege warfare. This gave the Roman army what
Luttwak termed ‘escalation dominance’ over its enemies.8 If reasonably
trained, properly supplied and competently led, all of which were usually
but not invariably the case, then the Romans were more likely to win a cam-
paign fought on anything like equal terms. As men like Lucullus, Pompey
and Caesar demonstrated, well-trained legions under gifted commanders
could defeat far more numerous enemies with dismissive ease. Any discus-
sion of Rome’s wars against foreign opponents in this period must bear in
mind their marked technical and tactical inferiority to the Roman army.
Roman commanders were usually confident, sometimes to the point of
rashness.

7 For a discussion of Gallic, German and Parthian armies, see Goldsworthy (1996) 39–75; Kennedy
(1996) 67–90, esp. 83–4. Much of the discussion of the western barbarians in late antiquity in Elton
(1996b) 45–88, is also relevant for the earlier period.

8 Luttwak (1976) 42.
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2. Political and physical geography

More important, there can be no doubt that the focus of Roman imperialism
tended to be ethnic rather than territorial or geographic. The Romans conquered
peoples, not land. This is clear from the terminology used in numerous sources.
Romans talked of ‘Imperium Populi Romani’, the power of the Roman people,
not of ‘Imperium Romanum’ in any geographical sense. Latin literature invariably
speaks of war with a people or its king.9

As Isaac points out, there is no evidence for the Romans ever fighting a
war simply to control territory. Wars were always fought against a human
opponent, a socio-political grouping such as a tribe, kingdom or chief-
dom, city-state, or an alliance of several such units. Physical barriers and
difficult terrain could never be ignored, but political geography was the
most important single factor in determining where Roman armies fought
(see pp. 3–6, 25–8 above). Many of the boundaries between such political
units are now very difficult to discern. It is virtually impossible to identify
the border between the territory of two tribes archaeologically, although
attempts have often been made using coin finds or pottery types, and it is
in any case probable that such things were rarely static. The relationships
between and possible hierarchy among some of the named groups in, for
instance, the Gallic and German tribes are equally hard to discover from
the surviving sources, and it is distinctly possible that the Romans had only
the vaguest appreciation of such divisions. It also seems probable that these
borders fluctuated with the power of individual chieftains.10 It was in this
environment that the wars of this period occurred.

The modern instinct in studying a campaign is to trace its course on a
map. This is useful, since no army can ignore the realities of the terrain over
which it is moving; but it is also highly deceptive. Detailed, accurate maps
are a very recent innovation, and even now large parts of the world remain
poorly covered. Understanding the actual lie of the ground from the best
of maps is also a highly specialized skill. Even where good maps are avail-
able a modern army would always hope to reconnoitre an area with men
on the ground before moving through it. Most armies until well into the
nineteenth century had to create their own maps before or during a cam-
paign, this being an important function of developing the military staffs.
The Romans certainly appreciated the need for topographical information
in the area of a campaign, although they did not gather this into maps
in the modern style. Most of the information needed by the army had to
be gathered by patrols, which sometimes included senior officers and even

9 Isaac (1992) 395.
10 See Elton (1996b) 30–44. For some attempts to deduce tribal boundaries from material culture

see Webster (1993) 41–75; Todd (1999) 29–42.
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the army commander himself. Patrols did not simply inspect the ground:
they also questioned the local population and sometimes employed local
guides. Nearly all of this information was described in words rather than
represented in diagrammatic form.11

How little or how much geographical information was available to
Roman commanders before a campaign varied considerably according to
the situation. A province within the empire would inevitably be better
known than territory not administered by Rome. Even so, there is some
evidence to suggest that full records were kept only of official Roman roads,
while other routes, however well established, were recorded only vaguely.
Garrisons in the area were presumably able to supply information about
such paths.12 Much of the available information seems to have dealt with
routes connecting major settlements along which an army might march.
This was marked in the army’s actual behaviour on campaign, for there was
a great tendency to follow the same routes as earlier Roman forces operat-
ing in the area. Britain and Germany in particular offer many examples of
successive marching camps constructed on the same site, so that Roman
armies, sometimes decades apart, chose not only to march along the same
route, but even to stop at the same intervals and camp on virtually the same
spot. The factors which made a site an attractive location for a temporary
camp in an earlier campaign may still have been apparent to later forces,
but this tendency does reinforce the picture of an army primarily concerned
with routes to an objective.13

3. Types of war

The Romans always fought for victory, but the causes of individual wars did
much to shape their course. Each war had an alleged motive and objective,
even if this was not always universally accepted. The question of to what
extent Roman society, especially under the Republic, needed to fight a
constant succession of wars to provide the aristocracy with glory and wealth
or the economy with a supply of servile manpower, is discussed in vol. i

(pp. 483–97) and pp. 199–205 below. Here we are concerned more with
how the Roman army waged war.

It is convenient to divide the foreign wars fought by the army in this
period into four broad groups:

1 Wars of conquest: these involved an attack on an independent people,
kingdom or state. In some cases a Roman victory did result in the creation
of a new permanent province to administer the conquered territory, but

11 See Betrand (1997) 107–22. See also Nicolet (1991), which did much to encourage the debate over
maps in the ancient world.

12 Isaac (1996). 13 E.g. Hanson (1987) passim, esp. 121–7.
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it was equally possible for the defeated enemy to be reduced to client
or allied status. As far as the Romans were concerned, both methods
incorporated the defeated enemy into the empire.

2 Wars to suppress rebellion: these involved the defeat of a people, king-
dom, state or the followers of a leader/leaders within the empire. A Roman
victory meant the re-establishment of control over the region and its pop-
ulation.

3 Punitive expeditions: these were attacks on a people, kingdom or state
that were not intended to result in their permanent incorporation into the
empire. Our sources frequently explain such Roman attacks as provoked
by enemy raiding, but sometimes they were also intended to avenge earlier
defeats. There does not seem to have been any set time period within
which the Romans felt that their retribution must occur. We do not
know to what extent Roman claims of provocation were justified in each
instance. The objective in these expeditions was to generate fear in the
enemy by a display of Rome’s overwhelming might. The acquisition of
loot was not supposed to have been a primary motive for such expeditions,
although this rule seems sometimes to have been broken.14

4 Wars fought in response to invasion or raiding: these were operations
intended to confront and defeat armies, bands or entire peoples entering
Roman or allied territory without permission.

Reality is rarely neat and these categories are not intended to be rigid, merely
aids to discussion. A war fought to suppress a successful rebellion within a
province might well have become virtually a war of reconquest. This was
true of the campaigns in Judaea after the failure of Cestius Gallus’ drive
on Jerusalem in ad 66. Similarly, one type of operation might well lead to
another of a different type and objective. The initial phase of a conquest
was frequently followed by periods of rebellion, while raiding or incursions
into the provinces might well provoke the invasion and conquest of, or a
punitive attack against, the enemy held responsible. Campaigns with some
or all of these objectives might form part of the same overall conflict. During
his Gallic campaigns Caesar’s army mounted operations of all four types.
The attacks on the Belgic tribes and on individual peoples like the Veneti
and, probably, the second British expedition were wars of conquest. Major
rebellions were faced and defeated in 54–53, 53–52 and 51 bc. The forays
across the Rhine and the first British expedition were all justified as punitive
expeditions. Finally the destruction of the Helvetii was in response to their
incursion into Transalpine Gaul, as were some of the smaller operations
mounted as reprisals for raids on allied tribes, especially during the major

14 Unnecessary campaigns waged for profit, e.g. App. Hisp. 9.51; SHA Avid. Cass. 4.3.
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Figure 3.1 Coin of Caesar depicting a defeated Gaul
(possibly the rebel leader Vercingetorix) surmounted
by the triumphal display of captured Gallic armour.

rebellions. Whatever Caesar’s personal motives for his aggressive campaigns
in Gaul, these did not alter to any great degree the actual conduct of the
operations once he had decided to embark upon them.

4. Targets and objectives

Wars of conquest
The aim of an army of conquest was to achieve and maintain control over the
invaded people. The best means of achieving this varied according to their
social and political organization. If they possessed a field army then its defeat
in a pitched battle, or occasionally a series of battles, could well precipitate
surrender. Such defeats demonstrated clearly that the Romans were stronger.
All of the Belgic tribes present at the Sambre in 57 bc capitulated in the
aftermath of the battle. In other phases of the Gallic campaigns the defeat
of the tribal army in Gaul, Britain or Germany (see the coin in fig. 3.1)
frequently prompted the tribe to seek terms (e.g. Caes. B Gall. 2.28, 3.27).
In the case of the Veneti their navy rather than their army was the chief
source of the tribe’s martial pride, and it was only when this was brought to
battle and destroyed that the campaign was concluded (Caes. B Gall. 3.9,
3.12, 3.14–16). Winning a pitched battle offered the opportunity of a swift
and decisive victory.

As we have seen, Roman armies enjoyed many advantages over their
opponents, especially in this type of fighting. Yet this did not mean that
a Roman general would seek battle under all circumstances. Earlier in the
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57 bc campaign Caesar had refused to fight a battle against the massed army
of the Belgic tribes, despite the two sides remaining in close proximity for
some time. Neither army had proved willing to leave its own strong position
to attack at a disadvantage (Caes. B Gall. 2.7–8). Battles always involved
an element of risk, and the mark of the good commander was to fight
them only in the most favourable circumstances and when they offered
tangible gain.15 At the beginning of our period in 134 bc Scipio Aemilianus
refused to meet the Numantines in battle, even though he enjoyed a massive
numerical superiority (App. Hisp. 87, 90–2). The caution of one of Rome’s
ablest generals to risk a battle may be explained by the recent series of
humiliating defeats inflicted by the Celtiberians. The morale of the Roman
soldiers was low, and battle in this period depended more than anything
else on morale.

Avoiding battle, Scipio instead blockaded Numantia and starved the
defenders into submission. The final surrender of Numantia brought the
war to an end. Both before and after the Sambre Caesar defeated several
Belgic tribes by attacking their most important town or oppidum (Caes. B
Gall. 2.12–13, 2.29–33). The capture of a people’s most important settlement,
especially if it possessed strong political or religious significance, often
prompted capitulation. Trajan seems to have made the Dacian capital of
Sarmizegethusa the target in both the First and Second Dacian Wars, and
the siege of the city figures prominently on Trajan’s column. In 102 the direct
threat to the capital prompted Decebalus to seek peace. In 106 its capture,
following on from a series of defeats and the loss of many strongholds,
prompted the king’s suicide.16 An enemy who refused to risk its field army
in a battle might be forced to do so by threats against its strongholds.
Both Metellus and Marius targeted the walled cities of Jugurtha’s Numidia,
gradually reducing these strongholds. This prompted the Numidian king
to risk a massed encounter.17

The professional Roman army possessed great skill in siege warfare and
was frequently willing to accept the heavy casualties likely in direct assault.
Even so, success was never certain and the siege of any sizeable fortified
position took considerable time. Keeping a strong force concentrated in
one place inevitably caused supply problems which were greatly exacerbated
when the climate, season or local conditions reduced the amount of food,
water, fodder and timber which could be gathered locally. The long supply
lines supporting a besieging army offered tempting targets to a mobile
enemy army. Mark Antony’s Parthian expedition failed after attacks on his

15 E.g. Caes. B Gall. 7.52–3, and see discussion in Goldsworthy (1998) 204–6.
16 Dio Cass. 68.9.4–7, 14.3; Xiphilinus 8.3; Lepper and Frere (1988) 304–7.
17 Sall. Iug. 56. The situation was often similar in the campaigns against Parthia, e.g. Dio Cass.

40.13.1, 40.16.3, 40.20.3; Tac. Ann. 13.37–41.
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supply lines, particularly one which wiped out a convoy with most of his
siege engines.18

A politically united people could usually be forced to seek terms by either
the defeat of their main military force, whether army or navy, or the loss of
their most important centres. Peoples with a looser social and political orga-
nization rarely presented such clear targets. Where the enemy was divided
into many semi-independent towns or villages, or small sub-divisions of
larger tribes, then each of these communities needed to be defeated sep-
arately. Such conflicts were waged on a smaller scale, the Roman army
dividing into smaller detachments to capture each village or beat its war-
riors in battle and so subjugate each distinct community. The reconquest
of Judaea following the initial success of the rebellions against Nero and
Hadrian in each case required the capture of very large numbers of for-
tified towns and walled villages (Dio Cass. 69.12.3–13.3). Such fighting
could be arduous, but as long as the Roman army possessed the resources
and the determination to complete the task then its eventual success was
certain.

In 56 bc Caesar’s first attack on the Menapii and Morini failed to achieve
much when the tribesmen refused to be drawn into open fighting and hid in
forests and marshes, emerging only to ambush the Romans. Caesar ravaged
their fields, burned down a few villages and farms, but then withdrew to
winter quarters, even though the tribes had not surrendered (Caes. B Gall.
3.28). The next year, some but not all of the Morini sent envoys to sue for
peace. Yet the tribesmen readily broke the peace to attack an isolated group
of 300 Romans whose ships had been blown further along the coast than the
rest of the fleet returning from Britain. Cavalry were sent to rescue this force
and in the next days Caesar sent Labienus with two legions against the tribe.
The Morini rapidly surrendered, Caesar claiming that the marshy areas
were drier that year and offered little sanctuary. Another Roman column
was sent against the Menapii and once again devastated their territory but
failed to persuade the tribe to give in (Caes. B Gall. 4.36–8). A legion was
stationed to watch the Morini in the winter of 54–53 and at some point
Caesar made the tribe tributary to his ally Commius the Atrebatian (Caes.
B Gall. 5.24, 7.76). When Caesar again attacked the Menapii in 53 bc, the
Gauls retired with their families and possessions into the least accessible
forest and marsh areas. This time the Romans built causeways across the
marshes and, dividing into three fast-moving columns, devastated farms
and villages, capturing cattle and many people. This finally prompted the
tribe to seek peace (Caes. B Gall. 6.5–6).

The loose social structure of some tribal peoples, who frequently had
many petty chieftains but no clear central authority, and in particular the

18 Plut. Vit. Ant. 38; cf. Dio Cass. 68.31.1–32.1.
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independence of many warriors, often seem to have puzzled the Romans
(see pp. 16, 23 above). In Spain in 152 bc Claudius Marcellus accepted
the surrender of the Nerobriges and demanded that they provide him
with a hundred cavalrymen. Soon afterwards his column was attacked
by some warriors from this tribe. When the agreed number of auxiliaries
arrived, Marcellus had them put in chains, despite their pleas that the
ambushing warriors had not known of the agreement. It is possible that
the treachery had been deliberate, but far more likely that the tribesmen
could not understand why the Romans should hold them responsible for the
actions of their kindred who, like them, were free warriors (App. Hisp. 9.48).

Claudius’ invasion of Britain saw fighting of all the types and scales
mentioned above. At first the main target was the strong tribal confed-
eration based around the Catuvellauni and Trinovantes, led by Caratacus
and Togodumnus. The Britons possessed a sizeable army and were will-
ing to face the Roman invaders in battle. The delay in the launching of
the expedition had led to the dispersal of the British army, and so first
Caratacus and then his brother at the head of smaller forces were defeated
independently. Once the tribal levy had mustered again the British leaders
once more chose to risk battle, defending a river (almost certainly the Med-
way) where they were defeated after a hard-fought two-day action. Soon
afterwards the Romans forced the passage of the Thames and in subsequent
fighting killed Togodumnus. For political reasons the Roman army paused,
its commander, Aulus Plautius, summoning the aid of the emperor. After
Claudius’ arrival the Romans once again defeated the Britons in battle and
went on to capture the main oppidum of Camulodunum. Although there
had been some minor defections from the dependants of the Catuvellauni
after the initial defeats, most notably of a section of the Dobunni, it was this
which marked the collapse of their confederation, as many leaders formally
surrendered to the emperor (Dio Cass. 60.19–22.2).

With the strongest and most united British power defeated the invasion
army divided into smaller detachments to continue the campaign. At least
one of the legionary commanders, the future emperor Vespasian, seems
to have enjoyed considerable freedom in his operations in the south-west.
Suetonius (Vesp. 4) claims that he overcame two tribes – one of which
was certainly the Durotriges – fighting thirty battles and taking twenty
oppida and also the Isle of Wight. The Durotriges appear to have lacked
a strong central authority, with power probably focusing on the chieftains
of the numerous multi-banked hill-forts dotting their territory. The large
number of battles and sieges carried out by a force of no more than a single
legion (ii Augusta) and its auxiliaries, probably not much more than 10,000

men, strongly suggests that many of these were small-scale affairs. These
campaigns demonstrated the Roman army’s ability to adapt to the local
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situation, operating in a way and on a scale most likely to overcome the
enemy.19

Wars to suppress rebellion
At the beginning of a rebellion, the initiative inevitably lay with the rebels.
It was the first priority of Roman officers attempting to suppress an insur-
rection to regain the initiative and attempt to dictate the course of the
campaign. When in ad 48 and 60 the Iceni rebelled the Romans responded
on both occasions by immediately counterattacking with whatever forces
were available at short notice (Tac. Ann. 12.32, 14.31–9). Caesar’s response
to the revolt of the Eburones and Nervii in the winter of 54–53 bc was
similarly prompt. With only two weak legions (Caesar had tried to sum-
mon a third but had backed its commander’s decision to remain where he
was lest the rebellion spread to that region) and some cavalry, the Roman
general marched to relieve the besieged garrison of Quintus Cicero. The
little column had few supplies, could expect to draw few resources from
the winter landscape and was not prepared for a long-drawn-out campaign.
However, the Roman commander managed to lure the Nervii into attack-
ing his force and defeated them in battle, relieving Cicero’s camp.20 Other
rebellions during the Gallic campaigns prompted a similarly quick and bold
response from the Romans. In 52 and 51 bc Caesar launched immediate
counterattacks against rebellious tribes, often taking the field with small
and inadequately supplied forces.21

At the beginning of a revolt any success for the rebels encouraged others
to join them. The Nervii only rebelled in 54 bc after the Eburones had
attacked and defeated Sabinus and Cotta. Even inaction on the part of the
Romans could be interpreted as weakness and help the rebellion to spread. A
swift and bold response by the nearest Roman forces created an impression
of strength and confidence which was sometimes enough to overawe the
opposition. In Judaea in 4 bc the Syrian governor Publius Quinctilius Varus
managed to suppress the disturbances which followed the death of Herod
the Great by a rapid display of force. A similarly aggressive response by
the same man to rumours of insurrection in Germany in ad 9 resulted in
disaster. Similarly in ad 66 the arrival of a hastily mustered field army from
Syria failed to quell the rising at Jerusalem and produced another, if less
spectacular, Roman disaster.22

19 Maxfield (1986) 70–1, (1989a) 24–5.
20 Caes. B Gall. 5.24–52. For a more detailed discussion of this campaign see Goldsworthy (1996)

79–84.
21 Caes. B Gall. 7 passim, esp. 6.13, 8.3–13. 22 Joseph. BJ 2.39–79; Dio Cass. 56.18–22.
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Commanders faced with the outbreak of rebellion had to balance the
need for immediate action with the risks of exposing small and poorly
prepared forces to defeats which would inevitably encourage the enemy.
Good commanders attempted to gather as large and as high quality a force
as possible. Both Caesar in 54 bc and Suetonius Paulinus in ad 60 sent
messengers to summon additional legions. Yet when these did not arrive,
and there was no prospect of further reinforcement in the immediate future,
both commanders made do with the troops already under their command.
These rebellions occurred while the conquest of a province was still under
way and thus the Romans were maintaining strong forces in the field.
When provinces had been occupied for a considerable time then there is no
evidence to suggest that the garrisons in them remained permanently ready
for war. Army units provided detachments for many duties, and sometimes
were poorly trained and weak in numbers. It was also exceedingly difficult
at short notice to gather the provisions and transport necessary to support
an army in a long campaign.

Several of the disasters already mentioned occurred because the Roman
columns were not properly prepared for fighting an actual campaign. If
such a force met real opposition then its defeat was likely. Yet waiting to
amass a more powerful army was only worthwhile if reinforcements and
resources could realistically be expected. If no such prospect existed then
most Roman commanders normally chose to attack with whatever forces
were available. In ad 26, when rumours that Thracian auxiliaries were no
longer to serve in ethnic units and might be sent abroad prompted some
of the tribes to rebel, Poppaeus Sabinus delayed the enemy by pretending
to be willing to negotiate. Once the expected reinforcements of a legion
and auxiliaries arrived from Moesia, he advanced boldly. Fortified positions
were stormed and any concentration of rebels confronted. When the main
Thracian force refused to join battle Sabinus began to besiege their hill-fort.
Only a few of the tribesmen were able to escape from the Roman blockade,
and the rebellion ended when the remainder surrendered.23 In this case
Sabinus postponed action until he had adequate resources at his disposal,
since he knew that these were on their way.

In ad 26 the Thracians proved reluctant to fight a pitched battle and
were defeated when their main stronghold was captured by siege. During
the Bar Kochba revolt Julius Severus was reluctant to face the rebels in
open battle. Instead he fought a war of raid and ambush, winning many
small-scale fights, and concentrated on capturing enemy strongholds.24

Although the Roman army usually enjoyed significant advantages in the

23 Tac. Ann. 4.46–51.
24 Dio Cass. 69.13.1–14.3, cf. the revolt of the Bucoli in ad 172, Dio Cass. 72.4.2.
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highest levels and most intensive forms of fighting, this did not mean
that Roman armies always attempted to fight in this way. The Romans
adapted to fight different enemies in different ways and, as with wars
of conquest, might choose to attack an enemy’s main strongholds or its
field army or instead ravage its farms and villages, destroying crops and
rounding up livestock. The ablest Roman commanders took care to exploit
all possible advantages over the enemy and did not wage war in a rigid
way.

Punitive expeditions
The object of a punitive expedition was to inflict sufficient harm on an
enemy to deter it from future hostile actions against Rome. They allowed
the Romans to dominate a region without physically occupying or annex-
ing it. Frequently such campaigns were declared to be responses to raiding
against Rome’s allies, but just as often they were intended to exact vengeance
for blows to Roman pride.25 Operations of this type were most commonly
fought against tribal opponents. In 51 bc Cicero led such an expedition of
two weak legions plus allies against the peoples of Mt Amanus, his army
dividing into three columns to launch surprise attacks on a number of vil-
lages. One of the more important strongholds was besieged, surrendering
after fifty-seven days. The threat of siege prompted the surrender of another
nearby fortified village (Cic. Fam. 15.4). This expedition demonstrated to
the local population that the Romans could and would attack their moun-
tain strongholds if provoked. Spending almost two months besieging an
obscure village emphasized their determination and technical superiority,
as the effort and time devoted to the defeat of the small number of rebels on
Masada would later emphasize the commitment of the army to stamping
out all traces of resistance in Judaea.26 It created an impression of over-
whelming strength, although this could easily be dispelled by subsequent
Roman defeats. Shortly after Cicero’s Cilician campaign, the governor of
Syria, Bibulus, launched a punitive expedition of his own into the same
mountainous region. He suffered a costly defeat, denting the illusion of
Roman might (Cic. Att. 5.20).

Caesar launched many punitive expeditions during the Gallic campaigns.
As in Cicero’s case he emphasized surprise, attacking unexpectedly or out-
side the normal campaigning season, and moving with little baggage to slow
the column. Usually the army’s baggage was deposited in a defended posi-
tion, while the remainder of the army marched out unencumbered for brief
forays into the surrounding area. On one occasion his troops abandoned
the usual practice of setting fire to each settlement they passed, knowing

25 A theme discussed in Mattern (1999) passim. 26 Luttwak (1976) 117.
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that the plumes of smoke would warn the enemy of their presence (Caes.
B Gall. 8.3). Caesar repeatedly emphasized the importance of raiding among
most Gallic and Germanic peoples. During these operations the Romans
were effectively employing similar tactics to the tribes themselves, though
often more efficiently and on a larger scale. Germanicus and Caecina led
columns of four legions and auxiliaries in their forays across the Rhine in
ad 14–15.27 It took time for a tribal army to muster, and in many cases the
Romans encountered no sizeable opposition. If a battle did take place it
was usually as the Roman column was withdrawing.28

In most cases the Roman aim was not to provoke the enemy into battle.
Caesar considered that having bridged the Rhine and advanced confidently
to the east was sufficient achievement in both 55 and 53 bc (Caes. B Gall. 4.19,
6.29). When the Suebi withdrew deeper into their territory and began to
form an army, Caesar decided against engaging them in battle. It was enough
to show that the Romans could reach a tribe, devastating its land with
impunity. Devastation was often the principal aim of these operations.29

Buildings and crops were burned and the enemy’s herds rounded up. The
impact of such a raid was doubtless terrible on the communities in the direct
path of the army, although those even a comparatively short distance away
from the Romans’ line of march and the reach of their marauding parties
would not have been directly affected. Unless repeated year after year it is
unlikely that such activities would cause serious economic problems for the
targeted tribe or state. Earth and timber houses could be readily replaced,
animals and food stores hidden out of reach of the Romans. Yet the failure
to prevent such attacks emphasized a tribe’s vulnerability and was a serious
blow to its pride. Fear of further assaults often forced a people to submit,
though the resentment the attacks caused may have fostered future wars.

On other occasions the Romans did seek a direct confrontation with the
enemy army. In ad 28 the Frisii attacked Roman troops collecting tribute,
massacring some of the party and surrounding the remainder in the fort
at Flevum. Lucius Apronius, the legate of Germania Inferior, reacted with
the usual Roman promptness in the face of rebellion. He rapidly gath-
ered strong detachments of legionaries and auxiliaries, transported them
down the Rhine and attacked the tribe. Although Tacitus notes that the
general began to construct causeways and roads to allow his columns and
supplies easier passage through the marshy and difficult terrain, Apronius
chose to launch an attack before these were complete. Clearly there was a
desire to strike at the enemy army as soon as possible. The Roman attack
was poorly coordinated and their troops were defeated piecemeal. Heavy

27 E.g. Tac. Ann. 1.50–1, 1.55–7, 1.60.
28 E.g. Tac. Ann. 1.51, 1.56 where it is noted as exceptional that the Chatti did not attack the rearguard.
29 For a discussion of pillaging, see Roth (1999) 148–54.
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casualties were suffered and the main body was extricated only with diffi-
culty (Tac. Ann. 4.72–3).

Wars fought in response to invasion or raiding
Operations of this sort represented the opposite of the last category. If the
Romans were perceived to be unable to protect their allies and provinces
from raiding, then this weakened their reputation for strength and invited
further attacks. In the mid-second century bc a series of charismatic Lusi-
tanian leaders led large-scale raids in the Roman province. At one stage
Viriathus forced many communities allied to Rome to pay tribute. Succes-
sive Roman governors made every effort to intercept the raiders or, failing
that, to launch a punitive expedition in response. Each raid which gathered
booty and escaped attack or defeated the Roman column sent against it
encouraged more, larger-scale attacks.30

In ad 50 some parties of the Chatti raided Germania Superior. The
governor, Publius Pomponius Secundus, sent auxiliary infantry and cavalry
to catch the raiders while he gathered his main army. The auxiliaries were
ordered to head off the barbarians as they escaped or, if the enemy split into
smaller groups, to catch and surround each party. The Romans divided
into two columns, one of which found a party of returning barbarians
laden down with booty. The enemy, many of whom were drunk, were
easily killed or captured. The other Roman column encountered a force
willing to fight a battle and defeated them. Re-forming with the main force,
Pomponius hoped that these defeats would sting the Chatti into seeking
revenge and confronting him in battle. Instead the Germans sent envoys to
make peace, unwilling to wage a serious conflict against the Romans and
lay themselves open to attack by their traditional enemies, the Cherusci
(Tac. Ann. 12.27–8). It was very difficult to intercept raiders on their way
into a province. They moved quickly and had the advantage of surprise. It
also took time for warning of their presence to spread and for the Romans
to react. Once the marauders had reached their target and acquired plunder
their progress became slower. It was far more likely that raiders would be
caught as they withdrew rather than as they advanced. Laden with plunder,
such forces were often highly vulnerable and on more than a few occasions
were surprised by Roman troops and easily vanquished.31

The main problem posed between ad 17 and 24 by Tacfarinas’ rebellion
was one of raiding into a settled province. Although Camillus defeated the
Numidian in a pitched battle this did not break the former auxiliary’s power.
In the aftermath Tacfarinas led small-scale raids, moving quickly to avoid
interception, and when these succeeded he gradually increased the scale
of his attacks. The rout of a Roman cohort further boosted Tacfarinas’

30 See Dyson (1985) 187–97, 199–216. 31 E.g. Tac. Hist. 1.79; cf. Elton (1996b) 214–17.
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reputation and confidence, even encouraging him to risk another direct
attack on a Roman garrison. The failure of this attempt deterred future
direct attacks on Roman bases, but did not prevent an escalation of the
raiding against undefended settlements, the fast-moving marauders easily
evading pursuit. One successful foray into the coastal regions of the Roman
province produced so much booty that the need to carry and protect it
restricted the raiders’ movements, allowing a Roman column to catch and
defeat them. Yet raiding continued unabated and the next governor, Blaesus,
divided his forces into three mobile columns to pursue the small groups of
swift-moving raiders. Care was taken to defend as many of the settlements
as possible by the presence of troops or by fortification. This achieved some
success, but the small scale at which the enemy operated necessitated the
Romans dividing into even smaller forces and continuing the war into the
winter months.

The victory was not complete and it was not long before the problem
recurred, Tacfarinas spreading the rumour that the Romans planned to
evacuate Africa because of widespread problems throughout the empire.
In response the Romans used four field columns, each with contingents of
Moors acting as guides and auxiliaries, matching the enemy’s own field-
craft and familiarity with local conditions. Tacfarinas’ camp was located
and a surprise attack launched by Roman troops who had made a forced
march to reach it. Tacfarinas was killed and, as was often the case with
the death of such charismatic leaders, the will of the enemy to resist then
collapsed.32

These campaigns emphasize the flexibility and willingness to adapt of
the Roman army, with a range of solutions to the military problem being
attempted. However, they also illustrate the difficulty of defending a large
number of settlements spread over a wide area. This point is important
for our consideration of how Rome’s frontier areas functioned militarily.
Blaesus was only able to provide protection for so many communities
because the forces at his disposal had been virtually doubled with the arrival
of legio ix.

There seems to have been a common perception among many tribal peo-
ples that a Roman province was especially vulnerable during the period of
transition between two governors. Newly arrived legates such as Corbulo in
Lower Germany and Scapula and Agricola in Britain found their provinces
disturbed, but surprised the enemy with the rapidity with which they took
the field.33 In ad 57 a rumour that Nero had forbidden his legati to lead
their armies against the enemy prompted the Frisians to occupy an area
of fertile land along the Rhine, only to be forcibly ejected by the Romans
(Tac. Ann. 13.54). Soon afterwards the Ampsivarii, dispossessed from their

32 Tac. Ann. 2.52, 3.20–1, 3.73–4, 4.23–5. 33 Tac. Ann. 11.18–19, 12.31, Agr. 18.
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own lands as a result of war with the Chauci, arrived to occupy the same
stretch of land. Acting in concert with the governor of the other German
province, who mounted a show of force against the Ampsivarii’s potential
allies, the commander on the spot once again ejected the settlers.

There appears to have been little or no actual fighting in this campaign,
displays of Rome’s military might being sufficient to cause the allies to back
down and the Ampsivarii themselves to abandon the disputed land (Tac.
Ann. 13.15–16). Demonstrations of power and implicit or direct threats
of the use of actual force were common in Rome’s relations with other
peoples. Few if any of the achievements recounted in the famous inscription
recording the Moesian governorship of Tiberius Plautius Silvanus (ILS 986)
actually involved his forces in real fighting. Parades of Roman power and
threats of actual force were commonplace in Roman diplomacy, against the
Parthians as much as a small barbarian tribe.34

5. War in the mind

The way in which a Roman army prosecuted a campaign varied according to
local circumstances, but also with the nature of the enemy. Some opponents
were defeated in one large-scale battle, others in a series of engagements.
Alternatively, the capture by the Romans of an important centre, such as
a city or town, ended some conflicts, while in others the destruction of
farms and crops and the seizure of cattle persuaded an enemy to submit.
Sometimes the means by which the Romans sought victory altered during
a conflict, either because initial plans had failed or because the situation
had changed. The army was flexible enough to adapt, although just like
any other military force in any period of history, the process was not always
an easy or steady evolution and could contain any number of false starts.

There does not appear to have been a single preferred way in which
to prosecute a war. The Roman army enjoyed many advantages in pitched
battles, where its superior organization, command structure, drill, discipline
and tactical flexibility outclassed all foreign opponents. Sometimes Roman
commanders deliberately ravaged an enemy’s fields or sacked his towns in
an effort to force a reluctant enemy to risk an open battle and be destroyed.
Yet on other occasions generals refused to meet an enemy who offered battle
and chose to wage war in a different way. Similarly, although the professional
army was skilled in siegecraft and won many wars by capturing the enemy’s
strongholds, it did not always choose to make such centres the main object
of its attack. Roman armies sometimes avoided such high-intensity warfare

34 E.g. Tac. Ann. 6.36, where the threat of a Roman invasion prompts the Parthians to withdraw
from Armenia; see also Luttwak (1976) 32–3, although his claim that threats of force were more effective
against more civilized states is highly questionable.
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as battles and sieges and chose instead to fight by surprise attack and raid.
Discipline and a clear line of command and sense of purpose made Roman
raids fast moving and in many ways more effective than those launched by
peoples who were culturally disposed to fight in this way. In addition the
Roman logistical support system made it possible to attack with sizeable
forces outside the normal campaigning season, a factor which frequently
increased the surprise achieved over the enemy.

Wars ended when one side was willing to concede defeat and seek peace.
Rarely did either side have the capacity to destroy completely an enemy’s
ability to continue the struggle. Heavy losses might be inflicted on an army
in battle, or on the population in general and its economic resources by
widespread raiding, massacre and enslavement, but such losses were rarely
if ever serious enough to justify some modern claims that the Romans
waged wars of extermination. Domitian’s infamous comment that he had
‘forbidden the Nasmones to exist’ referred to a heavy defeat inflicted on
their army which resulted in many casualties among their camp-followers,
and not the annihilation of an entire people.35 The destruction of an entire
tribe or people was not a realistic option, but a troublesome enemy could
be transplanted and resettled elsewhere. This was done to some Ligurians
in the early second century bc and by Pompey to the pirates during his
spectacularly quick victory in 67 bc.36 Ostorius Scapula is supposed to
have threatened the Silures with similar punishment (Tac. Ann. 12.39). The
death of a king or other strong leader might result in the fragmentation
of his confederation, and certainly often concluded a war.37 Caesar’s mass
execution of tribal elders can only have had a drastic impact on the life of
a community, and the archaeological record can be interpreted as showing
major social dislocation in some regions as a result of the Roman invasion.38

Yet most peoples defeated by the Romans continued to exist after the war,
many of them, of course, becoming allies.

Usually a war ended with one side conceding defeat. With very few
exceptions in this period it was Rome’s enemies who admitted that they
had lost. The Romans fought wars with great determination, relentlessly
pursuing victory, a trait which they had displayed since at least the third
century bc. Generals were not expected to negotiate a peace treaty which did
not make clear Rome’s total victory, although under the Republic the desire
to gain the glory of having ended a war sometimes encouraged commanders
to offer the enemy more favourable terms.39 Tacitus criticized Tiberius for

35 Dio Cass. 67.4.6; Luttwak (1976) 46.
36 Dyson (1985) 55, 90, 100–1, 104–6, 113, 205–6, 213–14, 226; Plut. Vit. Pomp. 28.
37 Goldsworthy (1996) 94.
38 E.g. Caes. B Gall. 2.28, 3.17. For the archaeological evidence for the impact of Caesar’s campaigns

on Gallia Belgica, see Roymans (1983) 43–69, (1990).
39 E.g. App. Hisp. 9.49; Caes. B Gall. 5.22–3; cf. Polyb. 18.11.1–2.
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failing to renew the war against the Frisians after the reverse suffered by
Lucius Apronius, and was equally scathing of Domitian’s partial victories
in Germany and Dacia. The terms of his treaty with Decebalus, by which
the Romans paid a subsidy to the king and lent him technical aid, made
it evident that Dacia remained an independent power and not a clearly
subordinate ally, which would have been the proper outcome for a Roman
war.40 Such unsatisfactory treaties made a renewal of the conflict almost
inevitable. This was even more true of Roman defeats, and Tacitus (Germ.
37) implied that the subjugation of the German tribes was an on-going
struggle. Similarly, the memory of defeats inflicted by the Parthians ensured
that war was resumed every few decades in the east, the majority of the
conflicts seemingly initiated by Rome.41 When Nero and his consilium
debated what should be done after the disaster in Armenia in ad 62, they
were faced with the ‘the choice between a hazardous war and an ignominious
peace [bellum anceps an pax inhonesta]. There was no hesitation about the
verdict for war.’ This was one of the few decisions made by Nero of which
Tacitus clearly approved (Ann. 15.25).

The Romans’ refusal to concede defeat, combined with the quality of
their army and the extent of their resources, made it very difficult for
their opponents to win a permanent victory. A rebellious people could
rarely hope that their continued resistance would persuade the Romans to
withdraw. In the initial period of conquest, there was a chance that a single
great victory might expel the occupying army, as happened in Germany
in ad 9 and might have happened in Gaul in 52 bc or Britain in ad 60.
However, the consequences of resisting Rome were usually appalling. The
proper outcome of a Roman battlefield victory was a concerted pursuit
led by the cavalry in which the aim was to inflict as heavy losses on the
enemy as possible. The sack of a city or the devastation of villages and farms
were deliberately made as brutal as possible. The Romans had a pragmatic
attitude to savagery and atrocity, believing almost any action justifiable so
long as it achieved a useful purpose.42 Severed heads might be fired into a
besieged city or captives crucified en masse in view of its walls to frighten
the enemy into submission.43

It was not just the ferocity of Roman warfare which intimidated oppo-
nents. In all of the types of campaign discussed in this chapter the behaviour
of Roman armies was always remarkably aggressive. From the beginning
generals sought to seize the initiative and then maintain it, constantly
renewing the assault. Even when reluctant to fight a pitched battle the
Romans still attacked the enemy in another way, targeting his strongholds
or launching raids against his fields. There were no cases of a Roman army

40 Tac. Ann. 4.74, Agr. 41; Dio Cass. 67.6.1–7.4. 41 Isaac (1992) 28–33.
42 See Gilliver (1996b). 43 E.g. Frontin. Str. 2.9.4; Joseph. BJ 5.446–51, 7.202–6.
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maintaining a passive defence for any length of time. Instead the instinct
of Roman officers appears to have been to confront the enemy as soon as
possible, so that outnumbered and poorly prepared Roman forces often
still launched bold attacks. The confidence shown by the Roman army
implied that its victories were inevitable and effortless. Since wars were
decided once one side lost the will, rather than the ability, to fight on, such
displays of supreme confidence were very intimidating. The bold actions
and assurance of Roman armies were vitally important in an era when the
appearance of strength played so great a role in warfare. Roman comman-
ders were consistently bold, sometimes to the point of recklessness, and
it is worth remembering that Fabius Maximus was unique among Roman
commanders in being celebrated for his caution and reluctance to fight.44

6. Practicalities

Intelligence
The amount and quality of intelligence available to Roman armies on cam-
paign varied considerably.45 The armies in this period were comparatively
small in numbers but operated over large areas, and it was sometimes dif-
ficult for each side to locate the enemy field army. Yet in comparison to
the middle Republic Roman armies in this period took great care to recon-
noitre their line of march and seek information about the enemy’s strength,
location and intentions. Sometimes armies were surprised to encounter the
enemy, as was the case when German raiders ambushed the cavalry and then
the main army of Lollius Urbicus in 15 bc, or most famously in the disaster
of ad 9 (Dio Cass. 54.20, 56.18–22). However, such incidents were rare, and
in the last case explained by the defection of Varus’ German scouts.

The amount of information available to a commander depended to a
great extent on where the campaign occurred. Areas outside the provinces
or where Roman armies had not campaigned in the past were often poorly
known. Caesar sent an officer to reconnoitre the coast of Britain before his
expedition in 55 bc, but failed to gain very much information.46 In 53 bc

Crassus led his army through open plains instead of hilly country less suited
to the Parthian horsemen as a result of faulty information (Plut. Vit. Crass.
20–1). Far more information was normally available concerning regions
where there had long been Roman presence or action. Caesar was able to
get some information about the Gallic tribes from Roman traders who
had long been active in their oppida (e.g. Caes. B Gall. 1.39, 4.20). Later, in
frontier areas where the army had long been present, there were instances of

44 Goldsworthy (1998) 200–1.
45 Only fairly recently has a systematic study of Roman intelligence gathering been produced in

Austin and Rankov (1995).
46 Caes. B Gall. 4.21, and see comments in Austin and Rankov (1995) 13, 100–1.
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centurions or other officers attending meetings of tribal chieftains (e.g. Dio
Cass. 73.2.4). Perhaps this was one of the duties of the regional centurions
mentioned in Britain.47

Roman allies among the peoples outside the provinces were further
sources of information. It should never be forgotten that alongside Roman
warfare went very active diplomacy, with representatives, often army offi-
cers, going to foreign leaders, and many friendly chieftains receiving subsidy
or other aid (see pp. 11–14 above). Power among the tribal peoples tended
to be unstable since much depended on the prestige of individual leaders,
and the degree of unity within and outside a people fluctuated over time.
The details of such changes can only have been complex, but the Romans
clearly had at least some knowledge on which to base their reaction. Caesar,
among others, had persuaded the Senate to recognize Ariovistus as a ‘Friend
of the Roman People’ during his consulship and long before the German
leader had come anywhere near the Roman province. In the Commentarii
Ariovistus is even supposed to have received messages from Caesar’s political
enemies in Rome (Caes. B Gall. 1.36, 1.40, 1.44).

Caesar was informed of the approach of the migrating Helvetii while
in Rome (Caes. B Gall. 1.7), presumably either by an allied tribe or from
information gathered by the garrison of Transalpine Gaul. The amount
of long-distance intelligence varied considerably, but major movements or
migrations were usually detected, although sometimes not until a people
had reached Roman territory, as was the case with the Frisians and Ampsi-
varii. Messages could pass more quickly and reliably through settled regions.
Cicero’s dispatch informing Caesar that his camp was under attack could
only be carried by the servant of a loyal Nervian chieftain through the
enemy lines (Caes. B Gall. 5.45–6). The reply to this message was attached
to a javelin and hurled by a Gallic auxiliary into the beleaguered camp, but
went unnoticed for several days (Caes. B Gall. 5.48). Caesar was able to
communicate far more easily with the legions under Fabius and Labienus
in coordinating the relief expedition.

Many of the details of Roman intelligence gathering elude us. We do
not know precisely who on a governor’s staff was responsible for receiving,
processing and recording intelligence reports. Our sources emphasize that
careful gathering of intelligence was one of the many attributes of a good
commander. Roman armies are unlikely to have been much worse (and were
probably often better) at gathering intelligence than most armies until the
nineteenth century, when improvements in communications and the rise
of professional staffs placed more and more information in the hands of
army commanders.

47 E.g. RIB i.152, T.Vindol. ii 250; cf. the district centurions in Egypt, see Alston (1995) 86–96.
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Figure 3.2 Scene from Trajan’s column depicting legionaries constructing a fort. The
skill and commitment of Roman armies in such field engineering was a major foun-
dation of their military success.

Field engineering
The engineering skill of the professional Roman army remains justly
famous, although sometimes the apparent enthusiasm of the legions for
building fortifications has led to unjustified accusations of a ‘trench-warfare’
mentality.48 In 58 bc Caesar had his men construct a line of fortifications
eighteen (Roman) miles long to block the route of the Helvetii (Caes.
B Gall. 1.8). Actively defended by legionaries stationed in a series of forts,
it proved impossible for the migrating tribe to break through. On other
occasions fortifications were employed to protect bridges or river crossings,
or occasionally to secure an army’s flanks in battle.49 In the Civil War, most
notably at Dyrrachium in 48 bc, both armies constructed extensive lines
of defences facing each other (Caes. B Civ. 3.44–74). Defensive lines, both
those of circumvallation (which surrounded an enemy) and contravallation
(which faced outwards) were especially common in situations of siege or
blockade. The use of such lines of fortification does not seem to have made
Roman war-making slow and methodical, still less as static as more recent
trench warfare. If Roman armies were very ready to make use of fieldworks
where these served a purpose they rarely showed any reluctance to abandon
these positions as soon as that purpose had been served.

The construction of a temporary camp – the scale of its defences varying
with the nature of the local threat – after each day’s march helped to
accustom soldiers to labouring on projects which were only expected to
serve for a comparatively short period of time. These bases gave Roman
armies security against sudden attacks, and a place to form before, and
reorganize and rest after, battle. If the army remained in one place for any
length of time then the walls of such forts could be made higher, the ditches
deeper and towers added to create very strong positions (fig. 3.2). All types

48 E.g. Fuller (1965) 74–87. 49 E.g. Caes. B Gall. 2.5, 8, 6.29; Frontin. Str. 2.3.17.
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of fortification employed by the Roman army were intended to function
as part of an aggressive defensive system, mobile units advancing to fight
in the open. It was not the role of such works to stop and defeat an enemy
attack through their strength alone.

The grand lines of fortification sometimes constructed by the army
served a practical purpose, but they were also visually very impressive,
and as a result intimidating to an enemy, most of whom were inca-
pable of constructing comparable works. This same combination of spec-
tacle and utility was also a feature of the roads, causeways and bridges
which the army constructed to facilitate its advance. In the provinces
the programme of road construction was already well under way in
this period. Temporary roads were also constructed by a campaigning
army, and columns were regularly preceded by detachments tasked with
improving existing tracks and clearing any obstacles.50 Several of the cam-
paigns described earlier in the chapter included a phase when the Romans
cleared forests and established routes into marshland before mounting their
attack.

Bridges were an especially impressive statement of the Romans’ deter-
mination not to be prevented by nature from achieving their objectives.
A road supported by moored boats was one of the commonest methods
of river crossing, the Roman equivalent of a pontoon bridge, and such
structures are frequently mentioned in our sources (e.g. Dio Cass. 71.3) as
well as appearing on monuments such as Trajan’s column. Caesar tells us
that he felt crossing the Rhine by boat was both too risky and beneath
the Romans’ dignity, and he goes into great detail in describing the bridge
which he built, supported on piles driven into the river bed. Neither of his
expeditions across the Rhine involved any serious fighting, but he clearly
felt that the details of his bridge would interest and impress his audience
(Caes. B Gall. 4.17). The epitomator of Dio included rather more detail
about Trajan’s bridge across the Danube than any other episode in the
Dacian Wars (fig. 3.3).51 Inscriptions testify to the symbolic importance
of the triumph over nature represented by bridging a river.52 Caesar with-
drew back to the west bank of the Rhine after a very short period in both
55 and 53 bc, in each case breaking down his bridge after the army had
recrossed. This action did not weaken the achievement of either expedi-
tion. Caesar had demonstrated the Romans’ determination to reach an
enemy regardless of the difficulties involved. The bridge was destroyed to
prevent its use by the barbarians, but there was nothing to prevent the
Romans from repairing it or constructing another whenever they chose
to do so.

50 E.g. Joseph. BJ 3.115–26; Ps. Hyginus, De munitionibus castrorum 24.
51 Dio Cass. 68.13.1–6; Trajan’s column scenes 259–61. 52 See Braund (1996) 43–7.
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Figure 3.3 Scene from Trajan’s column depicting the Roman army crossing the
Danube into Dacia on a bridge of boats. Roman bridging abilities and the contri-
bution of naval forces even to such inland campaigns were further elements in their
military dominance.

Logistics
Roads, causeways and bridges made it easier for the marching columns of
Roman soldiers to reach their objectives. They were even more important
in allowing those columns to carry their baggage, supplies and equipment
with them. The logistic system of the Roman army was one of the most
important factors in its success. Much of the system had already developed
by the beginning of our period, the pressure of the Punic Wars and subse-
quent conflicts throughout the Mediterranean having contributed greatly
to this. It became commonplace for armies to draw supplies from distant
provinces, huge amounts of material being transported, usually by sea, and
accumulated in supply dumps in the campaigning zone. The basic system
altered little under the Principate, although the administrative system to
control it crystallized and became permanent.53

The need to keep his soldiers and their mounts fed and equipped placed
heavy restrictions on what a commander could actually expect his army to
do. Caesar constantly mentions the need to keep his army properly supplied
as influencing his decisions during the campaigns in Gaul and the Civil
War.54 However, it is vital to remember that feeding the army was not an
end in itself, merely a way of allowing the army to perform its military
function. When the military situation justified taking such a chance by
offering the prospect of real gain, a commander could ignore the demands
of logistics, at least in the short term, as Caesar did at Avaricum in 52 bc

and in the invasion of Greece in 48 bc.55 Depriving the enemy of supplies
was a recognized strategy, Plutarch telling us that the Romans referred to

53 For logistics in general, see Roth (1999) and Erdkamp (1998). Also of note are Labisch (1975) and
Breeze (1986–7).

54 E.g. Caes. B Gall. 1.23, 2.10, 2.38, 4.7, 5.31, 6.10, 7.10, 7.32, 8.3.
55 This point is well emphasized by Erdkamp (1998) passim.
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this as ‘kicking the enemy in the belly’.56 An enemy commander unable to
feed his soldiers could be forced to disperse them, the small detachments
then becoming vulnerable as they withdrew and perhaps laying important
assets such as towns or farmland open to Roman attack. Alternatively the
enemy might be forced to fight in an unfavourable position.57

The Roman army’s system of logistic support was markedly superior to
that of all of its opponents in this period (see pp. 169–73 below). With
sufficient preparation Roman forces could operate in extremely harsh con-
ditions, as when Aelius Gallus marched through the desert in the Nabataean
campaign, his troops carrying all the food and water which they needed
(Strabo 16.4.24). At other times Roman armies were able to continue oper-
ating in the African winter in the struggle with Tacfarinas, or to launch
punitive expeditions against Gallic, German or British tribes before or
after the normal campaigning season. Tribal armies were rarely able to stay
in the field for more than a few weeks, though smaller bands of raiders or
larger groups of migrants could do much better than this. A few barbarian
leaders or tribes were singled out as taking more care over arranging the
supply of their forces, and in the case of Vercingetorix deliberately trying to
deprive their Roman enemies of food and fodder; but that such occurrences
were worth remarking upon emphasized just how rare they were.58 Few of
the barbarian tribes were capable of keeping enough warriors in one place
to permit the successful prosecution of a siege.59 Parthian invasions of the
eastern provinces tended to take the form of large-scale raids which avoided
defended places. In part this was a reflection of their consisting predomi-
nantly, or perhaps even exclusively, of horsemen, able to move quickly but
lacking skill in siegecraft. Supply problems may also have deterred such
armies from pausing for too long in one place.60

Roman armies could operate outside the campaigning season and in
inhospitable regions, but it required special care and planning for them to do
so. Most campaigns were more conventional, occurring in the period from
spring to early autumn and in areas where at least some of the provisions
the army needed could be obtained locally. Allies were often called upon
to supply Roman armies, most often with food but also with such items
as clothing. Wood, either for cooking fires (the army’s ration was issued
unprepared) or for construction, was usually available, as was water. Food
for both men and animals could usually be found locally, for a small part of
the year through harvesting the crops, but most often through confiscating
the food stores of the local population.61 Yet few areas could easily provide

56 Plut. Vit. Luc. 11; cf. Veg. Mil. 3.3, 3.26. 57 E.g. Caes. B Gall. 2.10–11; App. Hisp. 11.65, 12.68.
58 Tac. Germ. 30; Caes. B Gall. 3.23, 7.14, 7.18, 7.20–1.
59 E.g. Dio Cass. 56.22; Tac. Ann. 4. 72–3; cf. Goldsworthy (1996) 58.
60 See Goldsworthy (1996) 63; Kennedy (1996) 83–4.
61 Roth (1999) 117–55; Erdkamp (1998) 122–40.
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for a surplus population of some tens of thousands. Inevitably a considerable
amount of various provisions and material always needed to be carried by
the army.

How much was carried in an army’s baggage train varied according to
its size, the season, the nature of the campaign and the proximity of secure
bases. Even with Caesar’s campaigns, which are by far the best documented,
it is not possible to create a full picture of his supply system, although we
can deduce some of the details. A considerable sum of supplies, documents
and other things such as hostages were massed in the army’s baggage train,
which was carefully protected whenever the Romans moved through hostile
territory. This might be left and suitably guarded while the army moved off
with minimal provisions and gear. This allowed the unencumbered column
or columns to move far more rapidly. Yet such expedita forces could not
survive for long without fuller logistic support, so such operations rarely
lasted for more than a week or two.62

Roman armies could move relatively swiftly for long periods through
settled territory, where it was easier to arrange for supplies to be gathered
in advance. This encouraged civil wars to be fought at a faster pace than
foreign conflicts, permitting forces to move rapidly over great distances to
make contact with the enemy. By this period, most foreign wars occurred
in far less settled and prosperous territory, forcing Roman campaigns to
take place at a much slower pace. Victory in one region might be swift, but
it then took time to arrange to supply the army in the next phase of the
advance, as supply dumps were established in the forward area. No Roman
conqueror was ever able to rival the rapid conquests of Alexander the Great
when he overran Persia (see vol. i, pp. 391–2).63

The navy
From the time of the First Punic War the Roman navy played a major
part in allowing Rome to project its power throughout the Mediter-
ranean and beyond. The development of the navy mirrored the evolu-
tion of the army, and under the early Principate it became a fully profes-
sional force. It was never an independent service, but always a part of the
army. In the first century bc there were numerous occasions when fleets
of hundreds of vessels were mustered. Pompey’s operations against the
pirates in 67 bc were on an enormous scale, involving some 500 warships
supported by 120,000 infantry and 5,000 cavalry. This was a combined

62 E.g. in 53 bc Caesar’s punitive columns were to return to the army’s baggage train within a week,
Caes. B Gall. 6.33.

63 Roth (1999) and Erdkamp (1998) both discuss the pace of Roman campaigning. For one view of
logistic organization permitting the rapid pace of Alexander’s campaigns, see Engels (1978).
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operation, a massive army supporting a huge fleet, both operating under a
single command structure at the head of which was Pompey himself wield-
ing imperium that covered not just the Mediterranean but extended for
fifty miles inland as well.64 The limited range of oared warships ensured
that fleets could never become truly independent of land bases, and hence
of the military support required to secure and protect these. During the
civil wars a number of naval encounters were fought on a grand scale,
most notably at Naulochus in 36 bc and Actium in 31 bc. These battles
were fought with essentially the same tactics as the naval clashes of earlier
centuries.

Some foreign wars also included significant fighting at sea. In 56 bc

Caesar’s campaign against the Veneti was not decided until the Romans
had defeated the Gallic fleet. By the first century bc few of Rome’s oppo-
nents possessed fleets of any size. In ad 47 the former auxiliary Gannascus
raided Lower Germany and the coast of Gaul, employing large numbers of
small ships or boats. Corbulo, the newly arrived governor of the province,
responded by massing units of the army and ships from the Rhine fleet
to pursue the raiders. In a series of small actions fought on land or sea
depending on where the enemy were found, the Romans defeated or drove
off the Germans (Tac. Ann. 11.18–19). This operation was typical of the
navy’s role under the Principate, acting as part of the army under the same
commanders and in much the same way. In many respects, the navy was
simply that part of the army which usually operated on water (although its
personnel could also be called upon to act on land if required).

The fleet permitted the Romans to mount invasions across seas or lakes
(as in Caesar’s and Claudius’ invasions of Britain), helped patrolling and
communications along navigable rivers, and could follow an army advanc-
ing along a coast, as famously described by Tacitus in the Agricola. The navy
also protected the seaborne movement of supplies and material needed by
armies in the field. Its independent operations were small scale, mainly
combating piracy. It is difficult to estimate just how serious a problem
this was at any period after the first century bc.65 The Roman response
to such problems was very similar to their response to raiding on land,
with a mixture of interception of raiders and rigorous punitive action.
Terms like latrones or leistai were interchangeable, meaning either ban-
dit or pirate depending on whether the raiders operated on land or sea.66

They presented much the same problem, to be dealt with in much the
same way.

64 On the campaign against the pirates, see App. Mith. 94–6; Plut. Vit. Pomp. 26–8.
65 See Braund (1993). For the navy in general, see Starr (1941). 66 Braund (1993) 196–7.
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i i i . grand strategy and frontiers

1. Central planning

What is at issue, therefore, is not whether we can find examples of Roman planning,
proof of which must exist on almost every page of Caesar’s Gallic Wars. But, if any
and all planning is to be defined as strategy . . . the term becomes so all-embracing
that it ceases to be a useful instrument of analysis . . . Strategy has many levels of
planning and even tactics can involve manoeuvring an entire army.67

That the Romans were capable of at least some central decision making and
planning is indisputable (see pp. 6–11 above). From at least the third century
bc the Senate each year reviewed the number of legions and alae that would
take the field and where they would go. Consuls normally received armies of
two legions and two alae, praetors one legion and one ala. Yet if the military
problem was considered to be more serious, then any magistrate could be
given more units. The size of the units composing the army, and the propor-
tion of infantry to cavalry within them, could also be varied depending on
the nature of the anticipated conflict. The scale of naval support allocated
to a magistrate also made clear the role planned for his forces.68 The nature
of the perceived military problem was one factor affecting the Senate’s
decision on these matters, but it is also clear that political factors were
sometimes of equal, if not more, importance than a pragmatic assessment
of the situation. It is claimed that rivals in the Senate managed to reduce
the number of troops allocated to several Roman commanders fighting
important campaigns, while in the late Republic men such as Pompey and
Caesar received massive armies and great freedom once they were in their
provinces.69 Once again, this should not surprise us, since many more
recent military operations owed their creation, development and scale to
the influence of particular soldiers or politicians and their ambitions every
bit as much, or even more, than cool assessment of the military situation.

In the Principate, central decision making and forward planning must
have occurred to at least a similar degree. There were around thirty legions in
the Roman army (see pp. 35–6, 71–2 above). These units not only provided
the strongest military force in the major provinces, but also the adminis-
trators, engineers and technicians who fulfilled a host of essentially civilian
or bureaucratic roles. Moving a legion, or even a significant vexillation, to
another province was a major decision, altering the balance of military force
in the provinces and disturbing the administration. Such decisions could
only be taken by the emperor and his consilium, if only because he needed
to prevent any senatorial governor, and potential rival, gaining control of
too many troops.

67 Whittaker (1996) 25–41. 68 E.g. in 218 bc, Polyb. 3.40.3–13; Livy 21.25.1–14.
69 E.g. Scipio in 205 bc, Livy 28.45.13–46.1.
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Sometimes decisions were made to redistribute legions out of fear of
rebellion rather than for military needs, as when Domitian abolished the
practice of basing two legions in the same camp (Suet. Dom. 7). At other
times forces were transferred to reinforce an army weakened by casualties, as
in Britain in the aftermath of Boudicca’s rebellion. Legions were sent from
the Danube to reinforce armies operating in Armenia or Africa, although
in each case the move was temporary and the unit eventually returned to
its original station. Q. Junius Blaesus received legio ix Hispana to reinforce
iii Augusta during the struggle with Tacfarinas. At the end of his gover-
norship, for which he was awarded triumphal honours, legio ix returned
to Pannonia, in spite of the fact that the war was far from over. Blaesus
was the uncle of Sejanus, an important factor in getting him the presti-
gious proconsulship for Africa and perhaps in ensuring that he received a
larger army. Tacitus (Ann. 4.23) claims that the refusal to detract from his
achievements prevented any move to keep the extra legion in the province.
Once again, although political concerns had affected the decision-making
process and overridden military considerations in this particular instance,
this does not mean that the latter were always ignored.

Emperors closely supervised the movements of legions, and to a lesser
extent of auxiliary units, at least when the latter were sent from one province
to another. They also took some care over the appointment of officers,
although it is not quite clear how far down the rank structure this inter-
est extended. Some mechanism existed for transferring centurions between
legions stationed in distant provinces, but it is unclear how this worked
or how much care was taken over these appointments. There are some
cases where we are told that generals were picked for command in impor-
tant conflicts on the basis of ability as well as loyalty.70 Tiberius advised
the Senate to take into account the need for military skill when choos-
ing a proconsul for Africa – the only senatorial province with a legionary
garrison – during the rebellion of Tacfarinas.71 However, attempts to dis-
cern a system through which senators were assessed on the basis of ability
before receiving important commands, or certain legions received more
experienced officers because of the problems of their station, have failed
to convince.72 Patronage dictated most of the appointments in the Roman
military, as it did in so many other aspects of the Roman world. The actual
ability of an individual might be taken into consideration, but it was never
the sole, or even the most important, factor.

70 Tac. Ann. 13.8, 14.29, Hist. 4.8; Dio Cass. 69.13.2.
71 Tac. Ann. 3.32, 3.35. Tiberius subsequently appointed Manius Lepidus, who withdrew on grounds

of ill health, and then Junius Blaesus.
72 Contrast Birley (1988a), (1988c) with the more plausible view in Campbell (1975). Dabrowa (1993)

attempts to show that officers in the Tenth legion were specially selected for ability, but does not
convince. See the review by Isaac (1995).
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It is also uncontroversial to state that the emperor did take decisions
determining the activities of his armies in the provinces. The scope of
a governor’s mandata – the list of instructions and orders issued to each
appointee – is not definitely known, but they do seem to have made clear
where and under what circumstances the army of the province was per-
mitted to take the field.73 Sulla’s maiestas law had also restricted a governor
from fighting a war outside his province without the Senate’s permission,
but then, as throughout the Republic, the more influential senators were
able to escape punishment for infractions of this. This was harder under
the Empire, Gnaeus Calpurnius Piso being prosecuted under Tiberius for
returning to Syria after he had been removed from office.74 In ad 47 Cor-
bulo, following up on his success against Gannascus, invaded the terri-
tory of the Chauci. Ordered to withdraw by Claudius, Corbulo famously
exclaimed ‘How happy were the Roman commanders in the old days’, as
he began to retreat to the west bank of the Rhine (Tac. Ann. 11.19–20).
It is unclear how Claudius knew of his generals’ actions, but it has been
plausibly suggested that Corbulo’s own dispatches had informed him of his
actions and intentions.75

Emperors certainly ordered any major new conquest, in part because
wars of conquest required long-term preparation and the use of men and
material from more than one province. Politically it was also unwise to
allow governors too much freedom to fight aggressive wars lest they emerge
as rivals. Most of the major wars of conquest fought under the Principate
were at the very least presided over by the emperor, who made sure that he
alone gained the chief glory of this expansion. Yet much of the information
on which emperors based their decisions came from reports forwarded by
governors, and it is possible that these men sometimes deliberately distorted
the situation to encourage annexation.76 However passive Roman emperors
may have been in most respects, most scholars acknowledge that they did
occasionally actively decide to conquer new provinces.

2. Grand strategy

No one would dispute that the Roman emperors and their consilia were
capable of some degree of central planning.77 Yet debate continues to rage
fiercely over the context in which this activity occurred. At its heart is the
question of how rational was the process which produced each decision,
and whether each problem was treated individually or as part of a broad and
coherent grand strategy which directed the entire empire. This in turn raises

73 See Potter (1996). 74 Potter (1996) 49. 75 Potter (1996) 52.
76 E.g. Commagene, Joseph. BJ 7.219–29, and comments in Isaac (1992) 22, 39–40.
77 E.g. Whittaker (1996) esp. 28–30.
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the question of whether Roman emperors had any long-term objectives at
all and, if they did, then what these were.

Although some issues had been raised before, the debate in its cur-
rent form was provoked by Luttwak’s Grand Strategy of the Roman Empire
(1976). This argued that the central aim of Roman policy under the Prin-
cipate was to protect the empire from external threats, in order to allow
the provinces to prosper and Rome to remain strong. Luttwak saw three
phases in which the Roman army attempted to achieve this end by dif-
ferent means. In the first, under the Julio-Claudians, the army remained
deployed in much the same way as it had been during the conquest period,
and extensive use was made of client kings and states. In the second, the
frontiers crystallized, the army being distributed in bases of various sizes
along the perimeter of the provinces and the aim being to defeat any attack
before or soon after it entered the empire. Finally, in the third century ad

a system of defence in depth evolved which accepted enemy incursions
into the provinces, choosing instead to defeat them there while defend-
ing all vital settlements and assets. This system was less satisfactory, but
Luttwak did not go on to explore the military problems of late antiq-
uity in much depth. Throughout the three phases the Roman army was
depicted as behaving in essentially the same way throughout the frontier
provinces of the empire. Military installations, be they forts, fortresses, lin-
ear boundaries or bridges and communication roads were constructed in a
logical way to assist the army in its task. When it first appeared this book
attracted considerable support, and a number of scholars, most notably
Ferrill and Wheeler, have refined and staunchly defended the Luttwak
model.78

A few early reviewers, most notably Mann, were more critical of Luttwak,
or at least of the assumptions behind the works which the latter had used to
produce his model.79 The most important attack came with Isaac’s Limits
of Empire (1990, rev. edn 1992), which looked at the role of the Roman
army in the east. This argued that the Romans rarely if ever faced serious
threats from their Parthian and Persian neighbours, or from the desert
nomads. However, some regions of the eastern provinces maintained a
strong resistance to Roman rule for centuries, and this required a significant
part of the army to be deployed as an army of occupation. Opposition
varied from banditry to open rebellion, and required the Romans to deploy
detachments of soldiers in major cities and in some cases even in such small
communities as villages, as well as along roads.

Isaac warned against assuming that there was a logical strategic reason for
the location of every fort or base established by the Roman army, pointing
out many other factors that could easily have played a role in such decisions

78 Ferrill (1991a), (1991b); Wheeler (1991), (1993). 79 Mann (1979).
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and that once built, a fort might remain on the same site long after the
original reason for its location had been forgotten. He saw no evidence of
scientifically planned frontiers in the east, and doubted that the Roman
mentality was capable of such things. The main task of the army during
the Principate was to control the eastern provinces rather than to defend
them against external enemies. Indeed, far from facing serious threats from
outside, the Roman ideology remained one of expansion, aiming at eventual
world empire. Thus the Romans provoked most of the conflicts with Parthia
and Persia, as successive emperors dreamed of imitating Alexander’s eastern
conquests.80 Isaac’s book has received considerable attention and much
praise. Although he only dealt with the eastern part of the empire, others
have wondered whether his ideas might also be usefully applied to the
west. In one case he has even been accused of not being radical enough, by
a scholar who argued that Roman warfare could be even less logical and
more haphazard.81

The ancient literature can accommodate elements of both views (see
pp. 3–5 above). Some authors, notably Greeks like Strabo and Aelius Aris-
tides, spoke of the Romans already owning the best part of the world and
disdaining to conquer the rest, or of the Roman army as a wall around the
provinces.82 Others clearly felt that further expansion was both possible
and desirable, and criticized emperors who were less aggressive or, even
worse, abandoned conquered territory.83 There does not appear to have
been a clear consensus.84 We should also always remember that, as in the
Republic, the increase of Rome’s power did not necessarily mean the phys-
ical occupation of new provinces. Rome may have remained ideologically
inclined to further expansion, but conquests, although they did occur, were
far rarer than they had been in the two centuries before ad 14.

Certain emperors wanted or needed to make great conquests, but the
majority did not add provinces to the empire. Political factors, the fear
of successful generals becoming rivals, and the reluctance of many emper-
ors to spend many years supervising foreign campaigns, often discouraged
further expansion.85 Although it has been suggested by Luttwak that the
empire ceased to expand when it encountered peoples whom the Roman
army could not easily defeat or whom the Roman system could not read-
ily absorb, this does not seem to take account of the army’s remarkable
flexibility. The Romans had already conquered a diverse range of societies,
and there is no real reason to believe that the Germans or Parthians were
so different from other peoples that the army could not have overcome
them. Whether the resources for such projects in men and material, and

80 Isaac (1992) esp. 372–418. 81 Freeman (1996) esp. 114–15.
82 E.g. Strabo 4.5.32; Aristid. Or. 82; cf. App. Praef. 7. 83 See discussion in Isaac (1992) 24–6.
84 Woolf (1993) esp. 189–91. 85 Campbell (1984).
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equally the determination to complete them, were ever available is another
question.

Isaac was surely right to emphasize the role of the Roman army in con-
trolling occupied communities (see pp. 222–4 below). The legions in Syria
were usually stationed in cities, and those in Egypt remained near Alexan-
dria to control the population of that vast city.86 Yet Roman troops were
as likely to be called in to stop fighting between rival communities, or dif-
ferent sections within the same city, as they were to curb violence directed
against Roman rule. Most of the best evidence for long-term resistance to
Rome comes from Judaea and it is very difficult to know whether or not
we can consider the Jews to have been typical or exceptional in this respect.

We must also remember Isaac’s own point that the location of a garrison
does not necessarily tell us what it was doing. Evidence of Roman troops
within a town or city and away from the frontiers need not be an indication
of urban resistance. The same logic would dictate that the presence of so
many military installations around Aldershot in twentieth-century Britain
was evidence for major unrest throughout the region, or alternatively of the
proximity of an external threat. Units might be stationed in major cities
because this placed them near important road junctions and made them
more easily mobile. Alternatively it might be easier to supply and billet them
there, while such a station would clearly be attractive to officers and men.
The administrative and technical skills of the legions were valuable assets
which aided the functioning of many provinces. The distinction between
policing and occupation is very difficult to draw and depends to a great
extent on political viewpoint. Roman units may have been stationed in
cities for any or all of these reasons.

Yet Isaac acknowledged that there were sometimes external threats facing
the Roman army in the east, even if he is inclined to believe that these
were not its most important concern. (Indeed, both Luttwak and Isaac
were far more flexible in their interpretation of the evidence than many
of their supporters or critics would suggest.) It is also undeniable that,
outside Syria, Egypt and some of the other eastern provinces, the majority
of Roman units were stationed near the fringes of the empire. Soldiers may
not have been quite as unfamiliar a sight within settled provinces as was
once thought, nor the garrisons of forts as static as traditionally believed,
but this does not alter the fact that most Roman bases under the Principate
were near the external borders of frontier provinces. In some cases army
bases appear to have been positioned away from areas with the highest
civilian population.87 Whatever the Romans’ concept of what a frontier
was, and whether their ideology was aggressive or defensive, we do need

86 Isaac (1992) passim; Alston (1995) 74–9. 87 Pigott (1958).
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to explain why such a strong military presence was felt necessary in these
areas for such long periods.

Some of the activities of the army in these regions continue to baffle
scholars. There is no real consensus as to what such monumental linear
boundaries as the walls in northern Britain or between the Rhine and
Danube in Germany were for and how they functioned. Almost as puz-
zling are cases where Roman soldiers were distributed in very small detach-
ments, often less than ten men, manning watchtowers, constructed in lines
following roads or along ridges.88 Such deployments seem to make little
sense if the primary aim of the Roman army was to defend the provinces
since any serious attack would surely have overwhelmed these weak
defences.

Neither the view of the Roman empire during the Principate as essentially
defensive, nor the view that it was aggressive and still hoping to expand,
explains properly what the army was actually doing. Mattern has recently
suggested that the defensive–offensive distinction is anachronistic, and that
we should view Roman foreign relations more in terms of concepts of
honour and power.89 The theme of her book was essentially the ideology
of empire, and it did not really explain how the army operated or whether
or not its activities were effective. The shift in emphasis was very useful,
for (as discussed at pp. 11–29 above) it is important to understand how the
Romans conceived of their relations with other peoples, and it is within
this framework that we should attempt to understand what their armed
forces were actually doing.

For all the insights generated by this debate, the question remains of
whether or not the Romans developed something which could reasonably
be described as grand strategy. As with so many labels, there is a tendency for
each contributor in the debate to provide his own definition for this term,
making it easier to prove that the Romans either did or did not have one.
The term was created in the twentieth century, and most of the definitions
employed by modern strategic literature assume the existence of institutions
and ideas utterly alien to the Roman empire. For most modern states the
ideal of international affairs is peaceful coexistence with their neighbours.
Each state is considered to have a right to govern itself in its own way and by
its own laws. In the modern world war is the anomaly, shattering the natural
state of peace. For many societies in the ancient world the reverse was true,
and peace was an interruption of the normal international hostility.90 The
Romans were inclined to think of peace as the product of an enemy’s utter
defeat, hence the verb ‘to pacify’ (pacare) was a euphemism for ‘to defeat’.91

88 E.g. Isaac (1992) 136, 200–6, 252; Alston (1995) 81–3, 85, 87; Bishop (1999) esp. 113.
89 Mattern (1999) esp. 162–210; see also the discussion in Lendon (2002).
90 Dawson (1996). 91 Woolf (1993) 172–89.
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Peaceful coexistence with other nations, and most of all former enemies,
was never a Roman aspiration.

In some way we must relate our understanding of Roman ideology to
the reality of military deployment in the frontier zones, many areas of
which were constantly occupied for centuries on end. It is therefore worth
considering the army’s deployment in these areas and trying to reconstruct
what it was doing. In doing so we must try to look at the fringes of the
Roman empire from both directions.

3. The other side of the hill

We are the Little Folk – we!
Too small to love or to hate.
Leave us alone and you’ll see
How we can drag down the Great!
We are the worm in the wood!
We are the rot in the root!

Rudyard Kipling, ‘A Pict’s Song’,

from Puck of Pook’s Hill (1906)

The Roman empire was large and powerful. Reaching the peak of its terri-
torial extent in the second century and early third century ad it was to suffer
some reduction in area but remain substantially intact for most of the next
two hundred years. No rival power possessed strength in any way compa-
rable to Rome’s, and throughout the Principate no conflict ever threatened
the very existence of the empire. Realization of Rome’s overwhelming might
and the bias of our sources have tended to focus attention on Roman aims
and ambitions to the exclusion of those of their contemporaries. It is worth
beginning our consideration of the empire’s frontiers with some discussion
of the peoples on the outside.

Parthia, and its successor Sasanid Persia, were the largest states whose
territory bordered on the empire. On a few occasions Parthian or Per-
sian armies overran much of Syria, threatening Antioch and reaching the
Mediterranean coast, but they were never able to establish control of this
area. Even more frequently Roman armies went down the Euphrates and
sacked Ctesiphon, again without ever remaining there permanently. In
the main the conflicts between the two states focused around control of
border areas, especially the kingdom of Armenia and later Mesopotamia.
Isaac argued that the Romans were usually the aggressors in these con-
flicts, and that Parthian and Persian ambitions never really extended to
more than domination of the contested border provinces.92 Although
some have disputed this interpretation of Roman-Parthian relations it does

92 Isaac (1992) 19–53.
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Figure 3.4 Coin of Augustus depicting the recovery
from the Parthians of the standards lost by Crassus in
his disastrous defeat at Carrhae.

seem that the eastern kingdom lacked the strength to conquer Rome’s
eastern possessions.93 Parthian and Persian monarchs had limited power,
relying on support from the main noblemen to maintain control and
form armies, and these men always threatened to become rivals. Nor was
Rome the only neighbour of the eastern kingdom, and the Romans were
aware that some of their victories came at a time when Parthia faced seri-
ous threats from other directions or was suffering from serious internal
problems.94

It is clear that some modern commentators exaggerate the real threat
posed to the Roman east by both the Parthians and Persians.95 We should,
however, be cautious before assuming that the Romans appreciated this.
Carthage does not appear to have posed a real threat to Rome in 149 bc, but
the Romans do seem to have genuinely feared their old enemy.96 Former
opponents were always treated with suspicion unless they had ceased to be
even a potential threat to Rome. The border with Parthia presented different
problems from frontier areas elsewhere. Raiding was less likely, but there
was the real possibility of a full-scale war, such a conflict breaking out on
average every generation (fig. 3.4). Diplomatic contact was maintained on
a regular basis with the Parthian or Persian monarch. Both sides wanted to
dominate the disputed border territories and were fully capable of planning
to seize control in Armenia by supporting claimants to its throne. At least
until the fourth century, Roman emperors continued to hope for ultimate
victory over Parthia or Persia, but they were never able to achieve this.
On this frontier, the aim of further conquest was not abandoned but that
does not mean that lesser aims, including those of defence, were not also

93 Campbell (1993). 94 Kennedy (1996) 67–90. 95 Isaac (1992) 19–53.
96 Rich (1993) 38–68, esp. 64.
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pursued. The threat of war was used by Rome to achieve lesser diplomatic
ends.

Nowhere else did the Romans face such a large, relatively unified state
or kingdom. Most of their neighbours on the other frontiers were tribal
peoples whose socio-political organization was loose and central authority
weak. If the Parthians lacked the military capacity to invade and perma-
nently occupy Roman territory other than on their immediate borders, let
alone destroy Rome itself, this was even more true of the tribal peoples.
Until very late antiquity no tribal peoples from outside the empire were ever
able to conquer and permanently occupy all or part of a Roman province
(regions such as Dacia and northernmost Britain being deliberately aban-
doned rather than taken by force). Tribal armies were impermanent, mus-
tering for short campaigns and then dispersing, with only the bodyguards
and attendants of powerful chieftains remaining permanently under arms.
The numbers of the latter were few, only the highly exceptional leaders of
tribal confederations such as Arminius, Maroboduus or Decebalus main-
taining sizeable armies of retainers. The power of such charismatic leaders
was personal and temporary, their confederations collapsing as soon as the
leader died. Under normal circumstances a number of chieftains or kings
exercised power at the same time, the prestige and authority of each varying
with their wealth and military reputation. None had the power to organize
concerted campaigns waged by sizeable armies, and certainly not to develop
a concerted strategy pursued over years.

There were three scenarios which could bring all or part of a tribe into
conflict with Rome. The first was as a response to Roman attacks, when the
tribal army might be mustered and an attempt made to confront the Roman
force in battle. Secondly, the tribe might migrate to settle on land within
a province, usually because its own territory could no longer support the
population or as a result of pressure exerted by other tribes. Finally the tribe
could attack a Roman province or ally. Such an attack usually took the form
of a raid on a greater or lesser scale, with the main aim of acquiring booty.
Raiding was by far the most common military activity for nearly all of these
peoples. Sometimes such an attack, especially those delivered on a larger
scale, might be a response to Roman offensive actions, but most were simply
delivered when the raiders believed that the target was vulnerable. In broad
terms the style of warfare and the military capacity of the tribal or barbarian
peoples with whom Rome came into contact does not appear to have
significantly developed from the second century bc to the fourth century
ad.97 Some peoples were more aggressive than others, and there must also
have been considerable variation over time, but there appear to have been

97 Very many of the conclusions in Elton’s (1996b) assessment of the methods of warfare of Roman
and barbarian nations in late antiquity hold good for much of the earlier period.
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relatively few peaceful societies which came into contact with Rome.98

Rome’s often aggressive foreign policy may in any case have prompted
some more peacefully inclined communities to turn to violence.99

Raiding does appear to have been endemic in the tribal societies of
Spain, Britain, Gaul, Germany, Thrace, Illyria and Africa. Caesar claimed
that the Helvetii migrated to occupy lands which would give them more
opportunity to raid their neighbours (B Gall. 1.2). We are told that German
tribes tried to keep a strip of depopulated land around their borders as a
protection against enemy raids. This was also a measure of a tribe’s martial
prowess and thus a deterrent to attacks. The Belgian tribes grew thick
thorn hedges as boundary markers that were intended to delay raiding
groups. They may also have been a sign that crossing them would be met
with force, and it was probably no coincidence that Caesar’s army had to
fight a battle at the Sambre soon after passing such a barrier (B Gall. 2.17,
6.23). The archaeological record of weapons burials in many regions of
Europe confirms a picture of societies in which martial symbols were very
important, and it is implausible to suggest that many Celtic tribes were not
warlike warrior societies.100

Our sources inevitably only report raids carried out on a large scale,
usually by thousands of warriors. Only well-established leaders in reason-
ably united tribes could ever have mustered such forces. The warriors in
many societies were strongly independent, choosing whether or not to join
a leader who proclaimed that he was to lead a raid. Most raiding bands were
probably much smaller. Even Ammianus, who provides far more detailed
accounts of activities in the frontier provinces than any earlier source, never
specifically mentions groups of fewer than 400 marauders.101 The distribu-
tion of Roman troops in penny packets to man lines of watchtowers might
make a lot more sense if they were facing raids by equally small or smaller
groups of warriors. The distinction between warfare and banditry blurs at
this level, but there are many hints that small-scale violence was common
in the empire.102

Isaac could see no evidence that the Arabian nomads posed a serious
threat to the Roman frontier until late antiquity. Small-scale raiding, if it
did occur, and here the evidence is not good enough to say one way or
the other, did not cause problems that would have worried the Roman
government or challenged Roman authority.103 In Africa there is far more

98 Treaties with Germanic peoples did treat some as more peacefully inclined, and therefore per-
mitted more access to Roman territory, e.g. Tac. Germ. 41; Dio Cass. 72.11.2–3.

99 Freeman (1996) 102, 114 suggests that the Roman occupation of Arabia may have created a
military problem there. The evidence in this case is insufficient to prove the case one way or the other,
but we must certainly consider the possibility that this occurred there and/or elsewhere.

100 Contra Webster (1994).
101 Elton (1996b) 206, who argues that smaller groups may have been stopped by the limitanei.
102 Bishop (1999) 113–14. 103 Isaac (1992) 72–4.
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evidence that the nomads were seen by the Roman army as posing a problem
and efforts were made to control their movements.104 There is, of course, no
good reason to assume that nomadic peoples in different regions should all
behave in the same way. Apart from when a strong leader such as Tacfarinas
emerged, it seems that whatever raiding was carried out by African nomads
was on a small scale. Such attacks had only local impact, and in themselves
did not threaten Roman power. Yet such forays were only one part of warfare
as understood and practised by these peoples.

Tacitus claimed that Tacfarinas began his marauding career with a small
group of followers. With each small success his reputation grew, swelling the
numbers of his followers, and permitting more frequent, larger-scale and
deeper attacks. The same pattern continued throughout his career, successes
boosting and failures damaging his reputation and affecting his power.105

Successful raids, whatever their scale, encouraged further attacks. Each
dented Rome’s reputation for invincibility and encouraged other leaders
to try to copy the success. Therefore, while such little forays into Roman
territory did not have a serious impact on Roman power, they dented it
ever so slightly and invited more and bigger assaults. Few of the tribal
peoples can have had much sense of the real size and power of Rome or the
military resources at its disposal. When we talk of the limited geographical
information available to the Romans (see p. 5 above), we should never
forget that considerably less even than this was available to most of their
opponents, especially in non-literate cultures. With hindsight we can clearly
see that no tribe had the resources to win a permanent military victory over
Rome. At best they could persuade the Romans that it would require too
much effort to conquer them and so persuade them to go away. We know
this, but in most cases many of the communities who came into conflict
with the Romans did not.

The local impression of Roman strength was what mattered. Where
the provinces were perceived to be weak, they would be attacked, for no
more reason than that their prosperity offered a good prospect of gain
and glory. As we have seen earlier the tribal peoples are depicted in our
sources as inclined to act on sudden rumours and not according to any
long-term plan. While this is doubtless a great oversimplification, it surely
must contain more than a grain of truth.

4. The Roman army on the frontiers

As discussed in chapter 2 (pp. 71–2 above), for most of the Principate
the Roman army consisted of about thirty legions, supported by auxiliary
troops and the navy. Conventionally, although without much evidence, it is

104 Rushworth (1996) 297–316. 105 Tac. Ann. 2.52, 3.20–1, 3.73–4, 4.23–5.
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assumed that the auxiliaries roughly equalled the number of citizen troops.
Assuming a strength of 5,000 men for each legion, roughly the same for
the auxiliaries, and allowing for the fleet and other miscellaneous units, the
Roman army numbered somewhere between 300,000 and 400,000 men,
though probably near the lower end of this range. This was a very small
proportion of the population of the empire, even if the lowest modern esti-
mates are accepted. It was also a small force to control such a vast empire.
Some troops, especially in the eastern provinces, but also in some areas
elsewhere, were stationed in cities and acted as internal policemen or an
occupying force. Most were spread around the frontiers, but not evenly
distributed. Some provinces, most notably Britain, received disproportion-
ately large garrisons for their size. Even within Britain the troops were
concentrated in certain areas and, if all of the forts on either of the walls
were ever entirely occupied by full garrisons, then these must have been
some of the densest long-term troop concentrations in the entire empire.
Yet this garrison appears to have been necessary, with problems occurring
when it was significantly reduced.106

The Roman army was small for the area of ground that it occupied, but it
was a professional and extremely efficient force. As we have seen it was flexi-
ble enough to adapt to local conditions and defeat almost any opponent. Yet
its behaviour was consistently aggressive in all types of campaign, Roman
commanders seizing the initiative and invariably mounting offensives. If it
did not defeat the enemy in battle, either through choice or because it would
not be drawn into open confrontation, then the Roman army targeted com-
munities, strongholds and agricultural resources. A small, highly efficient
army was not suited to the static defence of wide frontiers even if it had
wanted to be. The Romans did not have the manpower to garrison every set-
tlement or position of importance, and nor would this have been a sensible
use of highly trained soldiers. In this period few Roman forts were defensive
in the sense that medieval castles could be seen as defensive. Their fortifi-
cations were modest, but they provided secure bases and living quarters for
large numbers of troops who were intended to operate as mobile field forces.

For centuries on end many Roman provinces were bordered by peoples
for whom raiding was a normal part of life and a source of aristocratic
prestige. For whatever reasons, the Romans did not choose to annex the
lands of the vast majority of the peoples. The prosperity which unquestion-
ably developed in the provinces provided an additional incentive for raids,
while Roman presence restricted the free movement of tribes who came
under pressure from others. It was difficult to intercept all raids, even when
they were retiring, for it required rapid communications, quick responses
by local officers and no small degree of luck to catch marauders. Roman

106 Todd (1999) 96–9, 132–8.
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armies were better suited to mounting punitive expeditions, often on a
massive scale, to inflict savage blows on the communities held responsible
for the raids. By such overwhelming attacks, real or threatened, tribes could
be overawed into submission.

The Roman empire was not based upon peaceful coexistence with its
neighbours but on warlike domination. This was achieved through various
means. Roman power extended through military force and active diplomacy
well beyond what would be considered by modern standards the boundaries
of the empire. No Roman ever doubted his right to do this, and Roman
actions were unfettered by any concept of the rights of other races. The
Roman empire always extended to include many peoples considered to
be under Roman power but whose territory was not physically occupied.
The Roman army remained best suited to mobile action. Sometimes it
constructed networks of fortifications as solid bases from which to launch
its offensives. One of the most striking features of Hadrian’s Wall was the
almost excessive number of gateways through it.107 From its creation it was
never intended as a barrier to the forward movements of the army. Yet
such solid features could serve a purpose in controlling the movement of
population, regulating trade and making it easier to prevent or discover
small raiding parties. Ultimately, the most important part of any system,
whether it was a linear barrier or line of forts, fortlets and towers, was not
the physical structures themselves but the men manning them.

Much of the warfare fought around the fringes of the Roman empire
was very small scale. Yet there was no clear division between low- and
high-intensity threats, and one could very easily turn into the other. For
this reason the army had to try to cope with all types of warfare, from
intercepting groups of a few raiding warriors to launching grand attacks on
neighbouring tribes. It was an on-going struggle, for memories of Roman
power among the tribes were not long lived and any cracks in the façade
of Roman majesty invited attacks to avenge old wrongs. At some peri-
ods raiding grew in scale until Roman provinces were seriously disturbed,
and failure to deal with this reflected very badly on the emperor.108 Such
occasions were comparatively rare until the third century and ultimately
had to be dealt with by major military action. The attacks on Moesia by
Decebalus and the humiliation of Domitian led to the conquest of Dacia
under Trajan. The relentless pursuit of victory characteristic of the Romans
sometimes led to such decisive action. Lesser setbacks could be adequately
dealt with by inflicting a defeat on a tribe, accepting their surrender but
not actually occupying their land on a permanent basis.

The peoples beyond the frontiers in Europe, Africa and parts of the east
were loosely organized into tribes. The power of each group and of leaders

107 Breeze and Dobson (1987) 60–1. 108 E.g. Tac. Ann. 4.74; Dio Cass. 67.6.1–9.6.
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among them fluctuated greatly over time. None presented a concerted and
consistent threat to the empire but they did cause local problems. It must
seriously be questioned whether in such circumstances a grand strategy
would have been of any practical use to a Roman emperor. Most of the
problems were so small scale that they were most easily dealt with on the
spot. An emperor did not need to know about the activities of hundreds
or thousands of petty kings and chieftains, or bandit leaders, and did not
have the time – even if he had the inclination – to make decisions relating
to any but the most powerful. He controlled the overall distribution of
the army, deciding when to shift troops from one province to another, and
deciding on or approving major campaigns outside the provinces. Beyond
this, and the desire to prevent the movement of troops for one operation
causing problems in other areas, it is hard to see how any form of grand
strategy could have coped with so many local, ever-changing problems. The
Romans did not exist in a world of a relatively small number of comparably
powerful competing states with clear policies of their own, but in a far less
organized environment. The debate over grand strategy may no longer be
a helpful one.

iv. civil wars

Civil wars occurred with frequency between 88 and 31 bc, again in ad 68–9

and 193, and once more became common after the death of Caracalla. The
strategy in such conflicts was always simple and wars ended with the death
of one of the rival leaders. Compromises, as between Severus and Albinus,
were inevitably temporary. Such campaigns were not about domination
or overawing the enemy but achieving a clear decisive victory. Most were
decided by one or more pitched battles. The armies involved in these actions
were some of the largest ever put into the field by the professional army,
for victory went more often to numbers and determination than tactical
subtlety. Often the need to gain a numerical advantage resulted in hastily
raised and poorly trained units taking the field to bolster the size of the
army. The forces were often composites, not only containing a mix of raw
and veteran troops, but also units from several provinces who were unused
to operating together and were seldom given the time to practise doing so.
Battles were often confused, long-drawn-out slogging matches, as the two
sides ground away at each other.

There was always an element of chance in determining the balance of
power during a civil war, for any governor at the head of significant numbers
of troops could become a major player if he was able to win their loyalty.
Occasionally men were able to create an army after the war had begun.
Pompey raised legions on his own initiative during the struggle between
Sulla and the Marians, and so became too powerful for either side to ignore.
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Catiline was unable to recruit, train and equip sufficient soldiers to avoid
the swift defeat of his bid for power. Some conflicts were anticipated and
prepared for. The years leading up to Caesar’s crossing of the Rubicon had
seen Pompey securing command of an army comparable in size to that of his
rival, while the divisions of power between the conspirators and Caesarians
after 44 bc had much more to do with securing their position against other
Roman leaders than facing external foes.

Under the Principate emperors took great care to maintain the loyalty of
the army (see pp. 185–92 above). The size of provincial armies was limited
and the activities of governors closely observed. Domitian abandoned the
practice of allowing two legions to share the same camp to make it harder
for mutiny or rebellion to spread. Similarly limits were placed on the savings
each soldier was permitted to keep in the unit’s treasury, to deny potential
usurpers this convenient source of funds (Suet. Dom. 7). Yet in other respects
the army was not deployed to defend the emperor against potential rivals.
As noted in chapter 2 (pp. 72–4 above) this began to change when Severus
bolstered the garrison of Italy and augmented the guard units in Rome.
This was an important stage in the development of the personal armies
which guaranteed the security of later emperors.

Once a civil war began it was usually pursued with the same aggression
and combination of force and diplomacy as a foreign war. Lacking any
inherent tactical or organizational advantage over the enemy, commanders
were perhaps a little more cautious in risking battle, but such decisions
were rarely lightly made in campaigns even against foreign foes, and the
difference was mainly one of degree. Though the differences between rival
leaders could rarely be reconciled, it was common to encourage the defec-
tion of enemy troops or civilian communities. Most civil wars were fought
within the provinces or in Italy itself, and this usually ensured that the
commanders had far more detailed geographical information available to
them. Armies were also able to make use of the communications infras-
tructure of roads and canals to move men or material more quickly than
was usually possible beyond the frontiers. The control of major towns and
cities, most of all Rome itself, brought political advantage, but ultimately
civil wars were decided by military force. It was not Pompey’s decision to
abandon Italy in 49 bc that lost him the Civil War, but his failure to beat
Caesar in the Macedonian campaign. As long as a rival leader was alive and
maintained the loyalty of significant numbers of soldiers, then he could
only be defeated by force.
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CHAPTER 4

BATTLE

catherine m. gilliver

Throughout the period of the late Republic and Principate Rome was the
dominant military force in the Mediterranean. With the exception of a few
noted and quite spectacular disasters it was not until the latter part of the
period that Roman military superiority came to be challenged regularly.
There is a wealth of archaeological and epigraphic evidence relating to the
Roman imperial army, its arms and equipment, its organization and rank
structure, its fortifications, its religious beliefs and practices and so on. The
majority of studies of the Roman army, whether for reasons of evidence or
because of the prevailing social and political atmosphere, have tended to
concentrate on these issues rather than on the army as a fighting force.1 It is
only in the last decade or so that this imbalance has begun to be redressed.2

When it comes to actual fighting the evidence (except for Caesar’s cam-
paigns) is far less extensive. Narratives of campaigns by historians of the
imperial period often lack the detail of earlier writers such as Polybius and
Livy, and though Tacitus, the ‘most unmilitary of historians’, might have
complained about the lack of wars of conquest and battles to describe in
his histories, when he has the opportunity with the Parthian campaigns
under Nero, he deals with them in an almost cursory fashion (Ann. 4.33).
Events in Rome were much more interesting. The virtus of the battlefield
surrenders to the vice of the imperial bedchamber.

The descriptions of engagements that survive are of course shaped by
the different expectations of ancient literature. Caesar’s commentaries on
his Gallic and civil war campaigns provide some of the best accounts of
warfare that survive from antiquity. They are packed full of military details,
and their value is enhanced because they are eye-witness accounts, or com-
piled from the reports of subordinates. Some of Caesar’s descriptions may
lack the heightened drama of more conventional historical narratives, but
despite the propaganda element in his works, much of their value to the
military historian lies in his avoidance of literary formulas common in

1 Parker (1928); Robinson (1975); Webster (1985); Keppie (1984), (1997); Le Bohec (1993); Marchant
(1990); Bishop and Coulston (1993).

2 Lee (1996); Goldsworthy (1996); Gilliver (1999); Lendon (1999, 2005); Sabin (2000, 2007); Kagan
(2006); Zhmodikov (2000).
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histories. The latter were often more concerned with the moral education
and entertainment of their audience than in accurate reporting of events,
and warfare offered plenty of opportunity for entertaining drama.

Whereas sieges gave greater scope for literary variation because the actions
of attacker and defender could be very unpredictable, the pitched battle
narrative can be rather formulaic in structure. The reported speeches of
the opposing generals, an opportunity for rhetorical flourish rather than
accurate description, might be given significantly greater emphasis than the
more ‘military’ aspects of battle – the deployments and fighting, flight and
slaughter.3 Accounts of civil war battles might include the literary theme or
topos of close relatives meeting on opposing sides in battle and killing one
another in tragic ignorance of their identity, not because such a misfortune
actually happened, but to highlight the awfulness of civil war.4 Appian
likes the idea of opposing sides in civil war going into battle in unnatural
silence, omitting the war-cry because it is a waste of energy against fellow
(disciplined) Romans. In fact they did raise a war-cry.5 Meanwhile Cassius
Dio’s description (75.12) of the late second-century siege of Byzantium
by Severan forces includes such ‘old favourites’ as using women’s hair as
rope (a variation on it being used to power torsion catapults), the eating
of soaked leather to stave off starvation, and accusations of cannibalism.
Historical accounts of battles and sieges can be so stuffed full of such topoi
that some would compare them to a post-match football analysis, though,
like the football analysis this does not necessarily diminish their accuracy.
The battle narrative can appear formulaic precisely because pitched battles
frequently developed as a predictable series of events.

Depictions of warfare and combat abound in Roman culture of the impe-
rial period. A graphic pitched battle narrative or detailed description of a
siege (complete with gruesome embellishments) was a must for any decent
history, as even Tacitus recognized. Despite the comparative rarity of such
events in this era the growing use of iconographic evidence, especially for
propaganda purposes, ensured that an increasingly demilitarized popula-
tion was none the less exposed to images of fighting and military success.
The sculptural evidence, whether propaganda monuments in the capital
such as Trajan’s column or private tombstones in the frontier zones, can, like
the literary, be subject to quite a high degree of stylization. Sculpture does
not necessarily attempt to provide an accurate account of an event or cam-
paign and some sculptors, primarily those working in the capital, may never
have seen Roman soldiers properly equipped for war, let alone actually
fighting. The sculpture from the frontier zones, whether private funerary

3 Hansen (1993).
4 Livy, Epit. Per. 79; Sen. Epigr. 69, 70; Tac. Hist. 3.25; 3.51; for further discussion of this topos, see

Woodman (1998a).
5 App. B Civ. 2.79, 3.68; on raising a war cry, Caes. B Civ. 3.92; B Hisp. 31.
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monuments or public sculpture such as the Tropaeum Traiani at Adamk-
lissi, is frequently regarded as providing a more accurate representation of
the equipment and actions of soldiers, because the artists were a part of the
military society they were depicting.6 The inhabitants of Rome saw soldiers
of the urban units and those seconded from the frontier provinces; they even
witnessed re-enactments of successful operations from campaigns as part of
the victory celebrations (Suet. Claud. 21), but this would not have provided
anything like a realistic impression of pitched battle or siege warfare.

i . tactical manuals

Contemporary Roman handbooks are valuable texts that describe or pre-
scribe a range of military formations and procedures, or provide the
blueprints for military machines such as catapults. The latter tend to
be highly technical and aimed squarely at army engineers and surveyors.
Although they provide such detailed instructions on the construction and
maintenance of engines of war that modern scholars have used them to
build working reconstructions of catapults, they lack advice on the prac-
tical application of the weapons in the field. In addition, writers of such
didactic literature often reproduced material from earlier works despite it
being obsolete, such as Heron’s description of a centuries-old catapult.7

More general manuals on warfare are much more accessible to the ordi-
nary reader, whether ancient or modern.8 Such was the genre of didactic
literature that even philosophers with no military experience claimed that
their manuals on warfare were of practical value. Some are clearly not, such
as those produced in the early imperial period that describe the organization
and manoeuvres of the Macedonian phalanx, though Arrian’s version of this
in his Tactica included (11.1–2) an anomalous but extremely useful descrip-
tion of the hippica gymnasia, an elaborate series of exercises carried out by
auxiliary cavalry units at the Roman equivalent of a military tattoo exhibit-
ing the skill and manoeuvrability of the cavalry.9 Despite their authors’ lack
of experience some of these manuals can provide valuable evidence for mil-
itary practices, because they are based on earlier works and because much
of what they say is timeless and often basic but sound military sense. The
advice of the early imperial Greek philosopher Onasander, for example, is
frequently very well illustrated by the Strategemata, examples of military
stratagems collected by Frontinus, a writer of handbooks and one of Rome’s
leading generals in the late first century ad. These textbooks describe con-
temporary, or past, practices rather than recommend new theories, and for

6 Bishop and Coulston (1993) 20–8.
7 Cf. Vitr. De arch. 10.14.7; Ael. Tact. 27.1; Marsden (1971).
8 Campbell (1987); Spaulding (1933).
9 Kiechle (1964); Wheeler (1977), (1978); Stadter (1978), (1980); Hyland (1993).
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this reason can provide valuable insights into military procedures, tactical
thinking and Roman understanding of success in war.

i i . land battle

While the set-piece battle with its formulaic structure was a requirement
of ancient literature, it was also perceived in Roman military thinking as
providing the most likely means of achieving victory against an enemy. In
pitched battle the Romans knew that they were unlikely to experience a
reverse (Tac. Ann. 1.68); when it came, defeat by a foreign enemy was rarely
in pitched battle, but was usually as a result of an attack or ambush on
an army on the march.10 For a commander seeking an impressive victory
during either the late Republic or the imperial period, pitched battle could
bring speedy success and political advancement, for in the Roman view it
gave the greatest and most honourable results. In civil war it could be even
more important as the security of a future emperor might depend on having
proved himself in battle, and a swift result enabled a successful candidate
to return to Rome for acclamation by the Senate (see pp. 120–1 above).
Historical accounts comment on the eagerness of even the rank and file to
commit to battle. Historians are keen to emphasize the bloodiness of civil
war and lack of control among lower-class soldiers, so almost certainly place
undue stress on this: soldiers might be keen to enter battle against foreign
enemies too if their morale was high.11 The eagerness of the two lines of
infantry to get into action at Pharsalus, as reported by Caesar, is likely to
have been encouraged by a combination of factors, including morale, the
quality of leadership and perhaps a desire on the part of veteran troops to
‘get it over and done with’ once the two generals had finally committed to
pitched battle.

1. Deployment

The perceived importance of pitched battle meant that commanders were
often very willing to accept battle, and sometimes precipitated it regardless
of difficulties such as adverse terrain.12 Comments on terrain are a regular
feature of the pitched battle narrative, especially if it was difficult, usually
meaning hilly, boggy or badly cut up by natural obstacles.13 At the second
battle of Cremona in ad 69 the opposing armies established their centres on
the narrow via Postumia, perhaps the only clearly recognizable topograph-
ical feature. The fields themselves were criss-crossed by irrigation ditches
and in many of them vines were being cultivated, along with the trees which

10 Dio Cass. 56.20; Tac. Ann. 14.32; Joseph. BJ 2.540–5. 11 Tac. Ann. 14.36; Agr. 35.
12 Tac. Agr. 35; Hist. 5.14. 13 Caes. B Gall. 2.22; Tac. Hist. 2.41; Cic. Fam. 10.30.
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were grown to serve as supports for the vines and which severely hampered
the proper deployment of units because they simply could not see what
was going on. The attempt to deploy in darkness added to the confusion,
with the result that on the Flavian side, although the standards had some
kind of order to them, the various units and centuries were not necessarily
in contact with their standards (Tac. Hist. 3.21).

Such circumstances were hardly ideal though, and when possible com-
manders chose flatter, more open ground on which to deploy, perhaps on
a slight rise so that missiles could be thrown with greater effect and ranks
charge with greater impetus. This also gave a psychological advantage of
appearance of strength, the enemy being able to see the whole army.14 The
variety of forces Roman armies had available ensured that when battle was
accepted under less than favourable topographical circumstances (that is,
not on open, reasonably level ground), they could none the less still operate
with considerable success.15 Armies on the defensive made careful use of ter-
rain in making their deployments to ensure that they were not outflanked,
and might aim to engage under very specific topographic circumstances,
while battlefields with unsuitable terrain or which left armies vulnerable to
flank attacks might be further adapted before engagement.16

Field engineering played a major role in Rome’s military success, as Cor-
bulo was aware when he pronounced the virtues of the dolabra (Frontin.
Str. 4.7.2). Battlefields could be prepared through the digging of trenches to
limit the area of operations and protect infantry from outflanking attacks,
through the fortifying of small redoubts for the siting of bolt-firing cat-
apults, through the filling in of ditches to improve communications or
through the setting of obstacles in the battlefield to hamper the advance
of one side and lay it open to missile attack once its ranks had become
disordered.17 Peacetime training at entrenching, the use of the army in
civilian construction projects and the practice of entrenching camp nightly
when on campaign ensured that soldiers were used to this kind of physical
labour, and such operations could be carried out without significant risk.
The preparation of battlefields in this way is comparatively rare, however,
unlike the ubiquitous marching camp (see pp. 66–7 above), which was
usually fortified before a Roman army accepted pitched battle and served
as ‘a shelter for the conqueror, a refuge for the vanquished’ (Livy 44.39).

It was unusual for an army to march a long distance and then fight a
battle without first resting. It was very unusual for a Roman army to face
battle without a marching camp nearby; if necessary one would be built
during combat by troops not engaged in the fighting or withdrawn from

14 Tac. Agr. 35. 15 Tac. Ann. 2.14; Hist. 2.25–45, 3.16–25; Cic. Fam. 10.30; App. B Civ. 3.66–72.
16 Tac. Ann. 14.34; Arr. Expeditio contra Alanos 19.
17 Frontin. Str. 2.3.17; Caes. B Gall. 2.8; Tac. Hist. 2.25; Dio Cass. 76.6.
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the rear ranks for that purpose.18 At Forum Gallorum in 43 bc, on learning
that his side had been ambushed, the quaestor Torquatus automatically
directed troops not involved in the fighting to entrench a camp to the rear
of the action. Torquatus’ camp served as a rallying point for retreating and
newly arriving forces, which were able to overturn Antony’s initial success.
The camp allowed the army to spend a secure night before battle, even
though sleep might be impossible because of tension or the attentions of
the enemy (Tac. Ann. 2.13). Marching camps were usually garrisoned by
newly recruited legions, veteran troops and army servants, but were an
obvious target for the enemy force. This was particularly the case in civil
war, since both sides usually built camps before battle and capturing the
enemy’s camp was a part of achieving victory, ensuring that the defeated
side could not easily regroup.19 The capture of an enemy’s marching camp
in civil war also provided a welcome opportunity for plunder (Caes. B Civ.
3.96), since captured prisoners were mostly fellow citizens and could not
be sold for profit. It was usually from the marching camp that an army
deployed for battle directly on to the battlefield or after a short march.

There were few significant alterations in the basics of troop deployment
in the period under study, and the battle tactics in the civil wars of the
late second century ad were not dissimilar from those of the first century
bc. The move from manipular to cohortal legions necessitated some shift,
principally because of the phasing out of the velites (see vol. i, pp. 356–7), but
even in the imperial period the cohortal legion could include differently
equipped soldiers.20 As discussed in chapter 2 (pp. 58–63), the image of
homogeneity in Roman equipment is decreasingly credible.21 It is highly
likely, and indeed only to be expected given the extent of the Roman
world, that throughout the empire there was a significant degree of regional
variation in military equipment along with differences in deployments and
fighting styles to respond to different threats. Caesar’s legionaries discovered
this in Spain where they were put off by the ‘barbarian’ fighting style of
fellow legionaries, and with units permanently stationed in provinces in
the empire it is likely that these differences became accentuated.22

The screen of light infantry, seen as so integral a part of the manipular
legion, had all but disappeared in the late Republic, and by Caesar’s time it
was the ‘heavy infantry’ rather than lightly armed skirmishers who began
battles, whether fighting against ‘barbarian’ Gauls and Germans or fellow
Romans.23 In general, though, the deployment of infantry and cavalry in
the Roman battle line was not greatly different from that of the armies of the

18 Cic. Fam 10.30; Tac. Ann. 2.21.
19 Caes. B Gall. 1.24, 2.24; B Civ. 3.96–7; App. B Civ. 1.82, 2.81; Dio Cass. 76.6.
20 Arr. Expeditio contra Alanos 16–18; Balty and van Rengen (1993).
21 Bishop and Coulston (1993); Rossi (1971); Settis et al. (1988).
22 Caes. B Civ. 1.44; B Afr. 71. 23 Caes. B Gall. 1.24, 1.52; B Civ. 3.92–3.
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middle Republic described by Polybius: the heavy infantry of the legions
held the centre, flanked by other infantry and cavalry, the latter sometimes
interspersed with light infantry or archers (see vol. i, pp. 404–6). During
the imperial period, two basic battle-line organizations were employed. The
more traditional one had the legions in the centre, flanked by auxiliaries and
with auxiliary cavalry on the wings.24 An alternative to this deployment was
for the auxiliaries to take the role usually associated with the legionaries,
and for the latter to be deployed only if needed (Tac. Agr. 35–6). Though
both Tacitus and some modern historians have suggested that this was to
preserve the lives of the citizen legionaries, it was contemporary with the
arrangement described above in which the legionaries bore the brunt of
battle. Auxiliaries tended to be deployed in the front ranks for fighting on
‘difficult’ terrain, probably because their equipment and fighting skills were
better suited to it than those of the legionaries.25

Missile troops, usually archers and occasionally slingers, might be sta-
tioned on the wings or at the rear of the battle line.26 The positioning of
archers at the rear of the battle line was criticized by some military theorists
because they had to fire above the heads of the infantry in front of them and
so fired with less force and accuracy (Onasander 17), but it allowed them
to continue firing even after the opposing battle lines had moved to close
combat, which could be particularly effective if the army had deployed on
rising ground, providing greater range. This may be a development of the
imperial period (the arrangement is illustrated on Trajan’s column scene 70

as well as in written narratives) when there appears to be greater emphasis on
the use of missile troops throughout battle. Catapults added to the army’s
fire-power and would have had a psychological impact as well as a physical
one (fig. 4.1). Bolt-shooting scorpiones were quite mobile and could be car-
ried into position or mounted on carts, as illustrated on Trajan’s column.
The much larger stone-throwing ballista was primarily a siege engine, but
they were occasionally deployed in pitched battle, to considerable effect
(Tac. Hist. 3.23).

The organization and arrangement of legions and cohorts within the
battle line is a topic on which there is scarce and contradictory informa-
tion, and considerable modern bibliography.27 The ‘classic’ organization
of the cohortal legion for battle is the triplex acies in which each legion’s
cohorts were deployed in a 4–3–3 formation, echoing the three lines of the
manipular legion. This is the battle line Caesar regularly used throughout
the Gallic and civil wars. As with the manipular legion the rear lines of
cohorts automatically served as reserves which could turn to fight a new

24 E.g. Tac. Ann. 13.34; Arr. Acies contra Alanos 12–21.
25 Gilliver (1996a); Rainbird (1969).
26 Caes. B Civ. 3.88; Arr. Acies contra Alanos 18; Dio Cass. 75.7.
27 See Goldsworthy (1996) 171–3; Bell (1965); Speidel (1992b).
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Figure 4.1 Parts of a small catapult from Ampurias in Spain. Var-
ious sizes of bolt- and stone-throwers were an important part of
the Roman army’s arsenal, especially in the attack or defence of
fortifications.

threat from the rear, as happened against the Helvetii in 58 bc, or could be
used to strengthen the battle line, execute outflanking manoeuvres or be
sent to ambush the enemy.28 At Chaeronea in 86 bc Sulla kept five cohorts
to the rear of his battle line as a reserve force, which at the moment of
greatest pressure he divided, sending the majority to prevent the Roman
left being outflanked and taking a smaller force himself to the right wing
where he helped to rout the Pontic left (Plut. Vit. Sull. 17–19).

While the rear line of cohorts acted as the reserve, the role of the sec-
ond line in the triplex acies is less clear. Caesar’s account of Pharsalus
(B Civ. 3.89–94) appears to indicate that the first two lines of cohorts
acted together, though most battle narratives unfortunately lack the detail
to confirm whether this was the norm. Caesar himself fails to make clear
whether the cohorts from the first two lines united to form one single front
or if the second supported the front line of cohorts in the way that the
principes did the hastati in the manipular legion. There is certainly no clear
evidence to suggest that cohorts deployed on the battlefield in a quincunx
or chequerboard formation with the second line covering the gaps between
the first.29 This may have been possible with the much smaller maniples (see
vol. i, pp. 428–9), but while moderate gaps between units were necessary to
allow ranks to advance and manoeuvre without bumping into each other,
it is unlikely that legions in the late Republic went into battle with gaps the

28 Caes. B Gall. 1.26; B Civ. 3.89. 29 Schenk (1930).
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width of a cohort in the front line. It is clear from the literary evidence that
rear lines were still able to replace the front-rank fighters once the latter
had become weary, as had happened in the manipular legion. Caesar’s third
line did this at Pharsalus, and the fresh troops maintained the impetus.

When we have details for battle lines of the imperial period (which are
admittedly scarce), there is no sign of the triplex acies. Instead, legions appear
to be deployed in a single line with a depth of up to eight men.30 At most,
that is two cohorts, each four deep (and it may indeed have been a single line
of cohorts, each eight deep), but all the cohorts were an integral part of the
battle line and not held back as a reserve, a development that may have been
possible because Rome was facing fewer enemies in pitched battle whose
infantry could pose a serious threat. Such shallow formations are indicative
of high morale, good training and discipline, and they allowed a higher
proportion of the infantry to engage in combat simultaneously, a desirable
situation for any army reliant on swordsmen.31 Equally problematic is the
positioning of individual infantrymen within the battle line, for there is
no information on this in either histories or manuals. We may speculate
and suggest that within their centuries infantrymen may have been able
to place themselves where they wished, so that the bravest, those seeking
recognition and promotion, may have fought in the front ranks.32

2. Combat mechanics

Battles frequently began with a cavalry skirmish as each side attempted
to neutralize the opposing cavalry; the superior cavalry force provided the
option of flank attacks which could prove devastating against light infantry,
particularly missile troops who wore virtually no armour and could be cut
to pieces.33 As the lines of battle moved in to engage each other they might
be accompanied by missile troops, and here we can see the effectiveness
of positioning the archers at the rear of the battle line. The purpose of
these missiles, and indeed of the pila of the legionaries, was to break up the
opposing battle line so that it lacked physical integrity and was therefore
more vulnerable when hand-to-hand combat began. The large scuta of the
legionaries (fig. 4.2) could provide an effective defence against missiles,
and soldiers could hold their scuta in front of them and above their heads
when advancing into battle against a missile barrage. Dio reports that the
Severan soldiers did this at the civil war battle of Issus in ad 194, and
he describes it as a testudo, though clearly it was not the same compact
formation used in siege warfare or when facing highly mobile mounted

30 Arr. Acies contra Alanos 15–17; but see Goldsworthy (1996) 176–83 for alternatives.
31 Goldsworthy (1996) 176–7.
32 On the role of the antesignani or ‘front-rank fighters’, see Caes. B Civ. 1.57, 3.75, 84.
33 Caes. B Civ. 3.93; Dio Cass. 75.7.
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Figure 4.2 A second-century ad shield boss of tinned brass found in the River Tyne, belonging
to Junius Dubitatus of legio viii Augusta. The decoration shows Mars, the four seasons and the
legion’s standards and bull emblem. The boss protected the hand grip of the shield, and could
be used offensively during close combat.

archers such as the Parthians.34 The Severan legionaries gained protection
from the missile barrage, but this technique may have caused difficulties in
an orderly approach.

The pila themselves were thrown on the charge, just before contact with
the enemy, and this may have been at fairly close range, for in some battles
the legionaries did not have time to throw their pila before the enemy were

34 Dio Cass. 40.22, 49.29, 75.7; Frontin. Str. 2.3.15; Onasander 20.
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Figure 4.3 A sculpture from Mainz of Roman legionaries of the first
century ad in fighting pose. The artistic quality is poor compared to
other depictions of this era, but the sculpture nicely shows the protec-
tion afforded by the helmet and large rectangular shield as the soldier
looks for an opening with his sword.

upon them.35 Legionaries then drew their swords and charged into close
combat (fig. 4.3), yelling a battle cry intended both to dismay the enemy
and encourage themselves (Caes. B Civ. 3.92). The shock of the pilum volley
and din of the charge may have encouraged some enemies to think of flight
very quickly, since ‘close quarters fighting and the battle cry fill the enemy
with the greatest terror’ (Caes. B Hisp. 31). And the legionary was equipped
with a sword designed for fighting at very close quarters. Though trained to
stab with their swords Roman legionaries also slashed at their opponents,
as illustrated in reliefs from Adamklissi in Romania, and probably targeted

35 Caes. B Civ. 3.93, B Gall. 1.52; Tac. Hist. 2.42.
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the enemy’s torso, and sometimes his face.36 During this phase of combat,
missiles and pila might continue to fall on both sides, causing casualties to
those standing behind the front lines as well as the front-rank fighters.37

At Chaeronea in 86 bc the infantry at the rear of the Roman battle line
who could not engage in hand-to-hand fighting hurled pila and slingshot
at the densely packed Pontic phalanx. The hail of missiles helped to break
the Pontic lines.38

Roman infantry formations were often loose enough to allow for new
troops to join the front ranks and for casualties to make their way to the rear.
However, there is no sign of the system of whole ranks of men withdrawing
and being replaced by a fresh line as Livy (8.8) seems to imply happened
with the manipular legion, if indeed that ever happened with anything
like the degree of organization that he suggested. Though Vegetius (Mil.
3.15) recommends three feet of frontage per infantryman, the density of
the formation seems to have varied according to the tactical situation, and
possibly the morale of the troops. Roman infantry formations that were
deploying on the defensive seem to have used a tighter formation, as did
those expecting to face a heavy cavalry charge like Arrian’s legionaries in
Cappadocia in ad 135, because cavalry will rarely charge a dense formation
prickling with spears.39

Some scholars have suggested that this is indicative of a ‘phalangic ten-
dency’ on the part of Roman legions, and that during the imperial period
legions may have regularly deployed as a kind of phalanx.40 There is no
evidence for this, however, and there is no indication that even the most
compact legionary formation fought in a way at all similar to a Greek or
Macedonian phalanx. A tight defensive formation, which legions did use,
was simply one variation of legionary organization on the battlefield. A for-
mation in which the infantry were spaced closer to each other was less likely
to be broken up and reach the vulnerable point at which it turned to flight,
especially if facing heavy cavalry as Arrian was doing. Units coming under
pressure may have been forced together if an attack was coming from the
flank, or may have naturally bunched together for greater security.41 Con-
fident infantry on the offensive may have adopted a looser formation but
one that was more risky if the battle turned against them. Tacitus contrasts
the more open formation of the attacking Vitellian legionaries with the
closed ranks and solid front presented by the Othonians; the Vitellians
were repulsed (Hist. 3.18; cf. 2.42). On the other hand Caesar ordered his
legionaries, who were in a very defensive formation, to open out their ranks

36 Veg. Mil. 1.12; Frontin. Str. 4.7.32; Caes. B Civ. 3.99; Tac. Ann. 2.21, Agr. 36; Connolly (1991);
Hazell (1981).

37 Zhmodikov (2000); Sabin (2000). 38 Tac. Hist. 3.23; Dio Cass. 75.6; Plut. Vit. Sull. 18.
39 Bosworth (1977). 40 Wheeler (1979).
41 E.g. Tac. Ann. 13.40.
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in order to launch a counterattack against the Nervii (B Gall. 2.25). This
looser formation was also used to allow infantry in the front ranks of the
battle line to retreat through the ranks, and perhaps this is the kind of
system to which Livy (8.8) was referring.

What is clear is that if the integrity of the front ranks was broken the line
was vulnerable to attack by enemy infantry and particularly by cavalry. It
was the Numidian cavalry tactics that destroyed the Caesarian army under
Curio’s command in Africa in 49 bc: the Numidians broke up the Roman
infantry by pretended retreats, and the scattered groups of legionaries were
cut down by the swiftly moving cavalry. Curio’s own cavalry were too few
and too tired after a forced march to have any effect (Caes. B Civ. 2.41). It
was when the ranks had been broken up that retreat and flight were most
likely. Enemy battle lines were broken up through feint attacks, missiles
and battlefield obstacles, attacks in the flank and rear, and through face-to-
face combat and fear.42 Ordered retreat was possible for disciplined troops,
and they might be pushed into renewing the fight, even successfully, by
strong leadership.43 But retreat could swiftly turn into flight, and panic
and wholesale flight rather than withdrawal in formation were more likely
for both Roman and non-Roman troops.44 Enemies were encouraged to
flee in great panic, since then they were less likely to want to regroup and
more casualties could be inflicted. Cavalry (especially mounted archers)
and light infantry therefore played a central role in pursuit.

The hippica gymnasia that Arrian describes give a good impression of the
role of light cavalry in engagements, including pitched battle, for although
these elaborate exercises were put on for display, they were based on the
manoeuvres of the battlefield.45 The cavalry practised using javelins and
spears, hurled stones, fired arrows, shot slings and even hand-held cat-
apults from horseback. All were weapons designed to disrupt a body of
enemy troops, whether infantry or cavalry. The use of these weapons was
practised in formation manoeuvres involving shooting or throwing the mis-
siles, then wheeling away from the enemy lines, the formations intended
to reduce the likelihood of the attacking cavalry being put to flight them-
selves. Feint attacks were also practised, designed to draw the enemy out
from their own formation and break it up, making infantry particularly
vulnerable to renewed charges by the cavalry. They also practised forming
a cavalry version of the infantry’s testudo formation of locked shields to
protect themselves against missile attacks. Towards the end of the display
they simulated charging after a fleeing enemy with spears, then ‘drawing
swords, they hack with them all around, as if lunging after an enemy in
flight or cutting down one who has fallen’ (Arr. Tact. 42).

42 Tac. Hist. 3.18; Caes. B. Civ. 1.44. 43 Caes. B Alex. 40; Tac. Hist. 3.16–17; Dio Cass. 75.6.
44 Caes. B Civ. 3.94; Tac. Ann. 2.17; Agr. 37; Dio Cass. 75.7. 45 Dixon and Southern (1992).
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The great mobility of cavalry made them extremely valuable in all forms
of combat, as long as they were reliable. Cavalry of low morale were a
liability, mainly because of the very speed with which they could move.
Flight was comparatively easy for horsemen and their mobility meant that
they were unlikely to be completely destroyed as infantry could be; it was,
however, correspondingly easier for them to regroup and re-enter combat
if they had the moral strength. Pompey’s cavalry at Pharsalus, which was
not highly skilled, was by its numerical superiority able to dislodge Caesar’s
cavalry from their position, leaving the way open to outflank and attack the
right wing, but they were themselves comprehensively routed by Caesar’s
infantry.46 The mostly Gallic cavalry in Caesar’s army that was attacked by
the Nervii were driven off twice, but returned to the battle towards the end
to join in the slaughter (B Gall. 2.19–27). As indicated above one of the
principal roles of cavalry in pitched battle was to outflank the enemy and
disrupt the ranks on one wing, or to attack in the rear where troops could
more easily turn to flee. Here their role as highly mobile missile troops was a
great advantage, but most Roman cavalry, perhaps excluding horse archers,
could also act as shock cavalry if necessary, charging infantry and other
formations of cavalry. As with infantry tactics there was often a preference
for close-quarters fighting, which could have had a devastating impact on
enemy morale (see vol. i, pp. 422–5).47

Roman infantry could sometimes experience difficulties facing cavalry,
especially the light, highly mobile cavalry encountered in north Africa and
the east. After the destruction of Curio’s army by Numidian cavalry, Caesar’s
campaign in the same province was dogged by the same enemy (Caes. B Afr.
15). Various expeditions to Parthia in the late Republic found it impossible
to cope with the harrying tactics of the large numbers of mounted archers
– Antony was humiliated and Crassus had his seven-legion army wiped
out without the need for the close infantry combat in which the Romans
would undoubtedly have had the upper hand.48 As with other tactical
problems they faced, though, with good leadership and proper training
Roman infantry could defend themselves properly against such attacks,
though the mobility of these cavalry units meant that they were extremely
resilient.

Against infantry the speed and terrifying noise of a cavalry charge could
in itself be all that was necessary to make them turn and flee rather than
form a dense formation with spears or pila extended to break the charge,
a manoeuvre which could then be turned to the offensive once the cavalry
had come to a stop (Dio Cass. 72.12). The heavily armed cataphracts or
clibanarii that were introduced into Roman armies during the period were

46 Caes. B Civ. 3.93; Frontin. Str. 4.7.32. 47 McCall (2002) 55–77; Hyland (1990), (1993).
48 Dio Cass. 40.22, 49.29.
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exclusively shock cavalry, but their effectiveness could be dependent on the
weather.49 If it was hot both horses and riders could fade quickly, while if it
was wet or icy underfoot they could have difficulty keeping their footing.50

If a battle line did break in the face of cavalry the speed and height of the
cavalryman gave him an ideal platform from which to cut down fleeing
infantry in the way that Arrian describes. The only defence was for a group
of infantry to make a stand together and form the dense group that could
repel cavalry (Caes. B Gall. 6.40), but few soldiers were likely to have been
able to control their natural desire to flee in such a situation.

3. Command

The role of the general in battle has been studied in considerable detail
and shown to have been far more active, influential and skilful than had
previously been supposed.51 Roman battle tactics were not simple enough
to be ‘point and shoot’. They were too complicated for a commander to
line up his troops and simply expect them to get on with it without further
intervention, and issues of morale within battle frequently required the
general’s presence among the deployed troops. The commander addressed
the personal needs of his troops before battle through taking the auspices
and making a speech, sometimes visiting troops the night before to ascertain
the strength of their morale and to encourage them by his presence (Tac.
Ann. 2.12–13). During the battle he had to gauge the movement of troops
across the battlefield and the commitment of reserves, a skill that required
careful timing in the heat and confusion of combat (Caes. B Hisp. 31).

Commanders were advised to lead from the rear rather than risk death
by fighting with their troops.52 But they did fight and command from the
mêlée, throughout the period, and they tended to be particularly prominent
in the fighting in civil wars, and when the rewards of military success
and the possession of loyal soldiers were especially valuable for political
advancement.53 Agricola at Mons Graupius and Arrian against the Alans
exemplify the ‘textbook’ general of the Roman empire, both directing the
action from the rear. Though probably visible to their men, and able to
control the engagement of reserves, they did not really need to set an
example of courage and leadership from the front, for neither battle was
likely to be anything but a Roman success; Agricola’s gesture of sending his
horse away seems rather empty in this context (Tac. Agr. 35).

Sulla’s behaviour at Orchomenus in 86 bc is typical of the ‘hands-on’,
proactive Roman general, abandoning his horse, grabbing a standard and
taking his place with the front-rank infantry to shame his men into making a

49 Eadie (1967). 50 Tac. Hist. 1.79, but cf. Dio Cass. 72.12.
51 Goldsworthy (1996) 116–70; Kagan (2006). 52 Onasander 33; Tac. Hist. 3.20.
53 Caes. B Civ. 3.59; App. B Civ. 3.69, 71; Dio Cass. 75.7.
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stand and renewing the fight.54 Though potentially risky such actions could
have a decisive effect on morale and army loyalty. A compromise between
remaining at the rear of battle and leading from the front was to command
from just behind the front ranks.55 At the second battle of Cremona in ad

69 the commander of the Flavian forces, Antonius Primus, led his men in
this fashion. While avoiding the gesture of joining the front ranks with a
sword in hand, he moved along the lines, maintaining some idea of events
in a large-scale and complex battle, sending in reserves when necessary, and
addressing troops at different points of the battle to boost morale (Tac.
Hist. 3.20–4). This could make full understanding of the tactical situation
harder, something that could be compounded by poor visibility caused by
dust or if the action took place at night. The dust thrown up at Philippi
meant that Cassius was unable to see that Brutus’ forces had been successful,
which probably contributed to his precipitous suicide.56

Arrian gives us a good example of command in battle at the senior level;
while he took overall control, the legate of legio xv commanded the whole
of the right wing, including the cavalry, and the tribunes of legio xii (who
presumably held joint command of that legion), had responsibility for the
left wing. The prefect of an auxiliary cohort commanded the artillery and
missile troops stationed on the hill at the right of the battle line, and he
had two subordinate officers appointed to assist him. These officers would
be expected to respond to developments and emergencies in their area of
the battlefield and to note acts of conspicuous courage by soldiers under
their command (cf. Caes. B Gall. 1.52). Commanders of auxiliary units
and centurions and decurions in cavalry units completed the chain to the
century or turma. Orders from the commander could be disseminated by
messengers, and relayed to units by standards or musical instruments, but
it was the standards that were most important in forming troops up and
moving them around the battlefield (Tac. Hist. 3.16).

Infantry and cavalry looked to their standards and eagles in battle and
followed them, which could cause difficulties if standards became bunched
together or were captured by the enemy.57 Standard and eagle bearers would
be expected to show bravery and initiative in battle, to lead and encourage
their men, as would of course the centurions.58 Promoted because of brav-
ery (or social status), centurions were expected to, and did, lead from the
front, and not surprisingly they and standard bearers suffered dispropor-
tionately high casualty rates even in victory, and could take the blame when
things went wrong.59 Units in battle benefited from effective leadership at
a junior level, but individual soldiers also showed initiative and courage,

54 Plut. Vit. Sull. 21; Frontin. Str. 2.8.12. 55 Goldsworthy (1996) 156–63.
56 App. B Civ. 4.112–13; cf. Plut. Vit. Mar. 26. 57 Caes. B Gall. 2.25; Tac. Hist. 3.22.
58 Caes. B Gall. 4.25; B Civ. 3.91.
59 Caes. B Gall. 2.25, 7.47–50; B Civ. 3.64, 3.74, 3.99; Tac. Hist. 3.22.
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encouraged to do so by a system that valued and rewarded individual as
well as communal bravery (Tac. Hist. 3.23; see pp. 39–41, 63–6 above).

4. The aftermath of battle

The purpose of the line of battle was to force the enemy to turn and flee in
panic; this was when the majority of casualties occurred, as those in flight
turned their backs to escape and their ranks lost their integrity, allowing
pursuing infantry and cavalry to kill almost at will. For Roman troops
on the defensive this should have been the point at which, if they were
able, they made for their camp or a nearby defended city, or retreated to
high ground in a close formation.60 In civil war pursuit might turn into
assault on a fortification, the pursuers-turned-attackers encouraged not
just by their recent victory in battle but by the possibility of plunder from
the capture and sack of a city (Tac. Hist. 3.26–33). Roman armies rarely
completely enveloped opposing armies, since military theory believed that
a surrounded army was more likely to resist.61 The flight of ‘barbarian’
armies could be obstructed by their own ‘grandstands’ of wagons located,
according to historical narratives, so that non-combatants could watch the
anticipated victory, but there were sound military reasons for this practice
(Tac. Ann. 14.34–6). It was believed that warriors would fight harder if their
families were watching them, especially since the barrier of wagons would
both hinder their flight and expose their families to slaughter in the event of
defeat (Caes. B Gall. 1.51). If flight were not impeded, it would normally be
continued for as long as possible, until natural obstacles or nightfall made
further pursuit impossible.62

Cavalry was vital for successful pursuit and slaughter of the enemy, and
with their height and speed they added to the panic, making rallying less
likely. Caesar felt the absence of cavalry most keenly during his first expedi-
tion to Britain. Although his infantry were twice able to beat the Britons in
battle, he was unable to turn these advantages into proper victories because
he did not have the cavalry to inflict the slaughter indicative of success in
a major encounter (Caes. B Gall. 4.26, 35). Light infantry also joined the
pursuit, with missile troops being particularly valuable for adding to the
panic and shooting those trying to escape up trees or across rivers (Tac.
Ann. 2.17–18). Pursuing troops of necessity broke formation in the chase
and could become separated from each other, placing them at risk if the
defeated were able to counterattack (Tac. Hist. 3.25).

60 Caes. B Afr. 85; Caes. B Hisp. 31; B Alex. 40.
61 Onasander 32; Frontin. Str. 4.7.16; Veg. Mil. 3.21.
62 Caes. B Gall. 1.53; Tac. Ann. 2.17; Agr. 37.
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Concerns about over-extending forces in the pursuit after battle, or in
the slaughter following the capture of a fortification, are clear; commanders
were reluctant to allow their forces to enter a city in the dark, preferring
instead to wait until daylight (Joseph. BJ 7.402). Caesar (B Gall. 2.33)
candidly admits that he pulled his men out of the oppidum of the Aduatuci
on the first night of occupation to protect the inhabitants from them, but
with the town not fully secured, he was also concerned about the safety
of his own men (and rightly so, since the Aduatuci took advantage of the
darkness to launch a counterattack). Even if unsuccessful a counter like this
could cost unnecessary lives, especially in an unfamiliar urban environment.
Counterattack was clearly something Arrian was afraid of when he planned
his pursuit of the Alan heavy cavalry; when the infantry had repulsed the
Alans, they were to open out their ranks to allow the cavalry through. Half
the cavalry would then pursue the Alans while the remainder followed in
ranks to attack in case the Alans began turning to renew the battle, or to
take over the pursuit if the Alans were pressed into full rout. Meanwhile
the light infantry, archers and javelin men would join the pursuit, and
the legions would advance, maintaining formation so that if the pursuing
cavalry met stiff resistance they could retreat behind the heavy infantry,
who would be ready to resist the cavalry charge again (Expeditio contra
Alanos 27–9).

The size of the victory could be gauged by the comparative casualty fig-
ures of the two armies. These were usually very one-sided, whether Romans
were beating foreign enemies, being beaten by them or fighting each other.
The sizes of opposing armies and casualty figures in historical accounts are
notoriously unreliable, and a source of controversy among ancient writers
as well as modern.63 Suetonius Paulinus’ army supposedly killed 80,000

Britons in Boudicca’s army, with 400 Roman losses, a ratio of 200:1; at
Mons Graupius it was a more believable figure of 28:1.64 Caesar claims a
ratio of 75:1 (15,000 to 200) at Pharsalus, but if we believe Asinius Pollio’s
figure of 6,000 for Pompey’s casualties, the ratio is reduced to 30:1; none the
less this is still indicative of an overwhelming victory.65 Our sources suggest
that slaughter and destruction was greater in civil war because the opportu-
nities for enrichment (at least from the sale of prisoners) were restricted, but
the casualty figures do not seem to bear this out; this may be because it was
easier for defeated troops in civil war to surrender to fellow Romans.66 The
numbers of standards captured could provide an immediate indication of
the size of the victory well before any rough estimate of body count. Sulpi-
cius Galba reports two eagles and sixty standards captured from Antony’s

63 Cf. App. B Civ. 2.82; Caes. B Civ. 3.99; Livy 26.49, 36.19; Delbrück (1975) 33–52; Sabin (2007).
64 Tac. Ann. 14.37, Agr. 37. 65 Caes. B Civ. 3.99; App. B Civ. 2.81.
66 Caes. B Civ. 3.97–8; Tac. Hist. 2.45.
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army at Forum Gallorum, in a letter written immediately after the battle
when he cannot have had any idea of the casualty figures.67

During engagements medical staff were active at the rear of the lines,
assessing injuries as they were brought in, and in the aftermath troops not
engaged in the pursuit may have checked the battlefield for survivors, and
quite possibly finished off the enemy wounded.68 A campaign frequently
halted for several days after a major engagement to allow the wounded to
be treated and to give the army time to rest and recover (Caes. B Gall.
1.26). Onasander recommends this as a time for the general to decorate and
promote soldiers who showed outstanding valour, to punish the cowards
and to allow the troops to plunder the camp and baggage train of the enemy
(or the town if it had been a siege, though this might be denied if the place
had surrendered).69 Our sources rarely mention the despoiling of the enemy
dead, but it must have happened, carried out by soldiers, military servants
and camp followers. Nor do they give much prominence to the award
of decorations to the soldiers, something that was clearly of fundamental
importance to the recipients themselves given their prominent display in the
epigraphy and accompanying sculpture of the Roman army.70 Punishments
inflicted on those who had shown cowardice or given way in battle are given
greater prominence in the literature, which may hint at a contemporary
view of the source of Roman military success.71 The treatment of prisoners
depended, as Onasander recommended (35, 38), on the broader strategic
aims of the campaign. Large-scale wars of conquest might lead to the taking
of many prisoners to be sold by the commander for profit, or in the case
of the Helvetii, sent to reoccupy their homelands which Caesar did not
want settled by Germans.72 In smaller wars, however, prisoners might be
an encumbrance for a force that needed to move swiftly, so surrender might
be refused or few prisoners taken (Tac. Ann. 4.25, 12.17).

Roman dead were usually buried in a funeral mound on or near the
battlefield, a task that would normally have been done swiftly.73 Unfortu-
nately, none of these mounds has ever been identified. Victorious generals
also erected trophies of enemy weapons to commemorate the victory and
dedicate it to the gods, or more permanent trophy monuments might be
erected to publicize permanent conquests, such as the series of trophies
Pompey constructed in the Pyrenees and the Augustan trophy at La Tur-
bie above Monaco.74 The physical relationship between funeral mound,
battlefield trophy and permanent structure is unclear; at Adamklissi, an

67 Cic. Fam. 10.30; cf. Caes. B Civ. 3.99; B Hisp. 31.
68 Dio Cass. 68.14; Trajan’s column scene 40; App. B Civ. 3.70.
69 Onasander 34; Caes. B Civ. 3.97; Tac. Hist. 3.33. 70 Maxfield (1981).
71 Caes. B Civ. 3.74; Tac. Ann. 3.20, 13.36; Frontin. Str. 4.1.21. 72 Caes. B Gall. 1.28, 2.33, 3.16.
73 App. B Civ. 2.82; Tac. Ann. 1.62.
74 Tac. Ann. 2.22; Trajan’s column scene 78; Plin. HN 3.18, 136–8.
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altar and cenotaph accompanied the trophy, which itself was adorned with
metopes illustrating Roman soldiers in action. The complex at Adamklissi
commemorated Trajan’s Dacian campaigns, but it is not known if the loca-
tion has any significance. An unusual feature of the Adamklissi cenotaph
is the inscription listing the Roman casualties, probably of Trajan’s first
campaign rather than those lost under Domitian, dedicated ‘in memory of
the bravest men who died in the service of the state’ (ILS 9102). There is
no indication that the casualty lists of campaigns were regularly posted in
Rome or elsewhere, and at least one suggestion of attempts to conceal the
extent of losses in battle (App. B Civ. 1.43).

i i i . low-intensity warfare

Roman historians liked to regard the legion as a unit that was armed and
trained specifically for the set-piece battle, and suggested that it could have
difficulties in operating as an effective fighting force outside that scenario.75

This is not entirely true; legions could and did operate very successfully
outside of pitched battle, but the establishment of auxiliary units during
the early Empire provided a permanent source of flexibility of arms that the
legion did not possess, particularly strength in cavalry. The tactical flexibility
offered by the auxiliary units was especially valuable in the smaller-scale
wars of the imperial period, and for frontier and internal security.76 This
applied most of all to the part-mounted equitatae units (see pp. 50–5 above).
Though they did not fight together in pitched battle it is very likely that
the foot soldiers and cavalrymen of these cohorts were used to operating as
a unit in small-scale fighting and raiding.

As noted above (pp. 93–4) the revolt of Tacfarinas provides a good exam-
ple of the nature of the fighting in these smaller-scale wars; having served as
an auxiliary, Tacfarinas turned his knowledge of Roman military procedure
against his former comrades and raised a force, part of which was armed
in Roman fashion. After being defeated in pitched battle, he resorted to
hit and run tactics, operating in difficult terrain and avoiding contact with
large Roman forces, though setting traps for Roman units and making
sudden attacks on small, isolated units. He scored a notable success early
on against a legionary cohort, which resulted in one of the last recorded
instances of decimation, and successfully disrupted the province for four
years (Tac. Ann. 2.52, 3.20–1).

Roman forces experienced similar warfare in Aquitania during Caesar’s
campaigns, in the treacherous bogs of northern Germany, in mountainous
Thrace and in Britain where Caratacus and the Silures made excellent

75 Livy 22.18; Plut. Vit. Sert. 12.
76 Cheeseman (1914); Holder (1980); Saddington (1975), (1982).
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use of the mountains of south and central Wales from which to harass
the Romans.77 It is with exactly this type of hit and run fighting that Livy
claims the legions in Spain had difficulty, and in responding to these threats
imperial Rome did indeed make particular use of auxiliary units. When
reacting to an uprising in the client state of Thrace, the commander of
the nearest Roman forces sent legionaries to raise a siege and the auxiliary
cavalry and infantry to deal with other groups of insurgents who were
raiding the countryside and recruiting in the mountains (Tac. Ann. 3.39).

Roman military thinking appears to agree with the view of the historians
that the legions were not the most appropriate troops for some operations,
those requiring fast-moving forces or combat in mountainous or other diffi-
cult terrain, and that they were more appropriate to siege warfare (including
capturing strongholds in mountainous terrain) and pitched battle. In this,
Roman understanding was remarkably similar to the military theory of the
late nineteenth-century British empire, which saw regular army units that
relied on major engagements to achieve success as being at a disadvantage in
guerrilla warfare.78 The campaign against Tacfarinas does, however, illus-
trate that some legionaries at least could operate with auxiliaries as highly
mobile infantry.

Good intelligence was necessary to deal effectively with this ‘guerrilla’
warfare; enemy bases had to be identified and attacked while occupied,
preferably by the enemy leader as well as his forces.79 Armies were either
trained to deal with the different type of warfare, or learned through experi-
ence, and specialist knowledge of both terrain and local fighting techniques
might be obtained through locally levied troops such as the Batavians and
Canninefates during Roman raids into Germany.80 However, such warfare
could be far riskier than pitched battle, in which properly trained and led
Roman armies would normally expect to defeat a non-Roman enemy. It was
poor intelligence and misinformation that contributed to the Varian disas-
ter in ad 9 when Varus’ marching column of three legions was ambushed
and caught unprepared on poor ground and wiped out (Dio Cass. 56.20).

This kind of warfare was fragmented and often fast moving since, for
the enemy, success relied on the ability to strike swiftly and escape before a
Roman army could react. To contend with this, armies were frequently split
into smaller columns to increase their mobility and to carry out counter-
raids with the advantage of surprise. Against Tacfarinas the army was divided
first into three divisions and later subdivided into smaller groups com-
manded by experienced centurions who could be trusted with indepen-
dent command.81 The use of smaller fast-moving columns also reduced

77 Caes. B Gall. 3.23–4; Tac. Ann. 1.65, 4.46–9, 12.32, 38–40. 78 Callwell (1906).
79 Austin and Rankov (1995) 42–54; Tac. Ann. 3.21, 4.25. 80 Caes. B Afr. 71; Tac. Ann. 3.74, 4.73.
81 Tac. Ann. 3.74, 4.24; cf. Ann. 1.41, 12.27–8.
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the logistical problem of operating in desert or other inhospitable terrain
with difficult communications, though it did open up the danger of being
defeated in detail, which Agricola just managed to avoid in Scotland (Tac.
Agr. 26).82

Auxiliary units offered the combination of mobility and strength neces-
sary for success, partly because of the cavalry they provided, which could
dismount and fight on foot if the terrain demanded (Frontin. Str. 2.3.23),
but also because the infantry of at least some units seems to have been
able to move faster than most legionaries. Light-armed (levis armatura) or
mobile infantry units (expeditae cohortes) were regularly used for the kind
of raiding operations being carried out in both Germany and Africa, and
these could be accompanied by fast-moving legionaries.83 Precisely how
these legionaries were ‘fast-moving’ (velocissimi) compared with ordinary
legionaries is uncertain; they and the auxiliaries may just have been travel-
ling without packs and with only essential kit and supplies, which is how
Caesar ensured that he had fast-moving infantry to work with his cavalry
against Labienus’ cavalry threat in Africa (B Afr. 75). There is no indica-
tion that they were using anything other than usual weapons or armour.
A surprise attack by one of these small, highly mobile forces ended the
war against Tacfarinas in (Victorian) textbook fashion. Travelling through
the night, the Roman cavalry and ‘light’ infantry caught the Numidians
and Tacfarinas in an old fort that had poor defences and no sentries. The
Romans attacked at dawn with shouting and trumpet blasts and took the
Numidians completely by surprise, wiping them out. Tacfarinas was killed
rather than captured because, as Tacitus points out (Ann. 4.25), the war
would only come to an end with his death.

iv. naval and amphibious warfare

It is ironic that, at the very time Rome established its naval forces on a per-
manent footing with fixed bases, large-scale naval warfare became obsolete,
at least for the next couple of centuries.84 Actium and the destruction of
the Egyptian fleet led to the reduction of the last remaining kingdom in the
Mediterranean with any significant naval forces; the newly created Roman
imperial fleets patrolled the seas, dealt with pirates and raiders, provided
support for land operations and worked the velarium on the Colosseum.
The hypothetical army of the military surveyor Ps.-Hyginus does contain
marines, but for the purposes of route clearance and road building rather
than any maritime role.85 None the less, the few fleet actions that occurred
in our period illustrate many of the same concerns relating to deployment

82 Hanson (1987). 83 Tac. Ann. 1.50, 2.8, 3.21, 4.25. 84 Starr (1941).
85 Ps.-Hyginus, De munitionibus castrorum 24; Lenoir (1979).
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that we see in land battles. Naval battles were more likely to be influenced
by the vagaries of weather and wind than those on land, so there could
be some delay before conditions allowed a battle to take place, and there
was also a much greater random factor than existed in land battles.86 At
Actium Antony was greatly outnumbered by Octavian and so risked being
outflanked and his ships taken from both front and rear. As with a land-
based battle he made use of the terrain, deploying as close inshore as he
could, with his wings protected by the shallow waters that Octavian’s ships
could not enter.87

As in land engagements missiles played an important role in Roman
naval warfare and the ships were frequently equipped with towers to give
slingers, archers and artillery greater range and power. Incendiary missiles,
particularly fearful weapons at sea, formed part of the arsenal. A missile
barrage was fired before ships closed for close combat, and missiles con-
tinued to fire throughout the engagement, though not incendiary devices
once the ships were at close quarters (App. B Civ. 5.119). Tactics varied
depending on the size and manoeuvrability of the ships. As discussed above
(pp. 55–8) in this volume, the imperial navy, which was unlikely to face a
large-scale naval engagement, consisted mostly of smaller ships appropriate
to their duties – triremes and two-banked liburnians. The civil wars at the
end of the Republic provided the last encounters that involved the larger
quadriremes and quinqueremes that had been developed in the arms race
of the Hellenistic era (see vol. i, pp. 357–61, 434–43); in the naval battles of
the 40s bc size and design proved significant.

At Mylae, Sextus Pompey had smaller, more easily manoeuvrable ships
manned by more experienced sailors, so he avoided ramming the enemy
head on and instead concentrated on disabling Agrippa’s ships by breaking
off the oars and rudders (which required considerable skill and timing), or
isolating them and attacking them from all sides. With his sturdier, taller
ships which were probably designed with his intended tactics in mind,
Agrippa aimed to ram Sextus Pompeius’ ships anywhere and bring the
battle to close quarters as soon as possible. Here he had the advantage of
size, since his ships could hold more troops, and had the additional height
to bring fire to bear on the Pompeian ships. His ships also used a grap-
pling hook to haul the Pompeian ships in to the point where they could
be boarded, a device that worked very well both at Mylae and Naulochus
(App. B Civ. 5.106, 119). At Actium both sides were content to engage at
close quarters, boarding ships and capturing them or destroying them, and
this was probably not because of inexperienced or incompetent rowers
(fig. 4.4). The preferred Roman tactics allowed them to play to their
strengths in numbers and heavily armed infantry and were probably

86 Plut. Vit. Ant. 65; Caesar B Gall. 3.14. 87 Plut. Vit. Ant. 65; cf. App. B Civ. 5.107–8.
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Figure 4.4 Marble relief from Praeneste depicting a war galley of the late first century bc. The
crocodile emblem suggests this formed part of Antony and Cleopatra’s fleet at Actium. The troops
are obviously over-scale, and the tower illustrates the importance of deck fighting and boarding
tactics for these large galleys, rather than the ramming manoeuvres emphasized by the most skilful
exponents of trireme tactics.

developed (along with the sturdier ships) for that reason, rather than because
the Romans made poor sailors.

As with land battles, once the integrity of the line of battle was broken
one side might turn to flight, at which point ships became isolated and
more vulnerable to enemy attack. Because naval battles usually took place
near to land, fleeing ships might be driven on shore, but pursuing ships
had to curb their enthusiasm for the chase or they might end up on shore
too (App. B Civ. 5.121). The majority of casualties drowned because they
could not swim or because they could not get out of swamped ships, but at
Mylae Sextus Pompeius’ smaller boats rowed round picking swimmers out
of the water, and it is possible that such lifeboats were deployed in other
naval battles (App. B Civ. 5.107).

Command and control in naval warfare was challenging because of the
difficulties in seeing what was going on in the midst of battle from the deck
of a ship, and also given the problems in communicating. Generals seem
to have acted in much the same way as in land battles, commanding from
the rear, often on land, or from a flagship in the middle of battle, as both
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Antony and Agrippa did at Actium.88 Agrippa had smaller auxiliary craft
available at Actium to relay orders and information in the same way that
cavalry did in engagements on land (Dio Cass. 50.31), and this was most
probably a regular feature of naval battles. Sextus Pompeius controlled his
fleet at Mylae from a hill and was able to signal them to disengage because
he could see, probably more clearly than anyone commanding on the water,
that they were being beaten (App. B Civ. 5.107).

In the Empire, naval operations tended to be on a much smaller scale and
usually, with no other naval powers surviving, part of land-based operations
such as supporting Trajan’s campaigns across the Danube and into Parthia.89

Even when fleets and marines were not available, soldiers still made use of
the water when appropriate, and were able to operate effectively, mounting
artillery on boats at Cyzicus in the civil war between Severus and Niger to
fire at the flanks of the enemy armies that had deployed near the lake in
an attempt to secure their wings (Dio Cass. 75.6). On Lake Gennesaret, in
response to the Jewish waterborne attack, Roman soldiers ensured that their
infantry skills could still be an advantage, building rafts which provided a
relatively sturdy fighting platform from which soldiers fired on the Jewish
boats and boarded them when they came too close (Joseph. BJ 3.505).

Caesar’s warships in the Channel played a key role in supporting the
transports involved in his first landings, providing covering fire from
slingers, archers and artillery, and ultimately driving the Britons back suf-
ficiently for the infantry to start landing (B Gall. 4.25). The disadvantage
with landing troops from warships was that their keels were too deep to
beach properly, and the infantry were less than keen to jump into the
deeper water; Caesar had transports with him that had a shallower draught,
but was unable to use them under the threat from the Britons. For other
waterborne operations armies usually had to construct small craft which
were agile and had a shallow draught, able to transport infantry and cav-
alry and capable of acting as landing craft. They were used extensively in
raids in northern Germany and in Suetonius Paulinus’ attack on Angle-
sey in ad 60 (Tac. Ann. 2.6, 14.29). These transports were less suitable for
working at sea than on rivers, and nervousness on the part of soldiers in
the vessels contributed to the huge losses sustained by Germanicus’ fleet
when it was wrecked on the German coast in autumnal storms (Tac. Ann.
2.23–4).

Waterborne operations eased logistical difficulties and enabled troops
to be moved swiftly into terrain that would have otherwise been diffi-
cult to penetrate, taking the enemy by surprise. Operating in that terrain
once there, though, was a particular difficulty for legionary troops who, as
we have seen, were not well equipped for operating in wetlands. Such

88 Carter (1970). 89 Dio Cass. 78.28; Belfiglio (2001).
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amphibious operations regularly involved auxiliary units of Batavian
infantry and cavalry. They, along with other tribes living in the Rhine
delta such as the Cherusci and Canninefates, were skilled at fighting in
flooded and marshy terrain, and caused major problems for successive
Roman armies operating in northern Germany by meeting them on ground
that they had chosen. As usual Rome recruited from the areas in which it
was fighting and raised units of both Batavians and Canninefates, though
it is the former who get all the glory. Batavians carried the river crossing in
Kent that caught the Britons by surprise in ad 43, and were very probably
the auxiliaries who crossed the Menai straits to capture Anglesey for Agri-
cola.90 They could cross fast-flowing rivers under arms, providing a valuable
element of surprise and fear. They provided both cavalry and infantry (who
could also fight highly successfully in the front line of pitched battle) and
were inordinately proud of their abilities.91 Their boastful behaviour and
eagerness to show off their skills might be suggestive of the behaviour of
élite troops, but Rome had no ‘special forces’ and generals probably made
the best use of the particular skills their units possessed.92

v. s iege warfare

The ability to besiege fortifications and capture them either through block-
ade or by violent assault was essential to a state that desired to create and
maintain an empire, but not every ancient state possessed the advantages
that enabled it to conduct successful siege warfare. It was an expensive
way to wage war and could be immensely time consuming. Rome had
traditionally been a successful besieger and was able to maintain an army
over the winter if necessary, even during the relative inactivity of a passive
siege when blockade and starvation were the aim. The trained and special-
ist troops needed particularly for offensive sieges were available, and the
logistical support system could provide for an army that was essentially
static even after it had consumed all raw materials in the vicinity, includ-
ing the vast quantities of timber necessary for circumvallation and assault
machines.93

All this was aided by the professionalization of the army in the late
Republic and the presence in the army of engineers, artillery specialists
and soldiers whose training included entrenching and field engineering.
Rome could also deploy complex siege machines and artillery, something
its enemies outside Parthia rarely saw, and their very arrival on the scene
could provoke terror in the hearts of ‘barbarian’ enemies (Caes. B Gall.
2.12). As siege warfare involved all members of a community, terror tactics

90 Dio Cass. 40.20; Hassall (1970); Tac. Agr. 18. 91 CIL iii 3676; Dio Cass. 69.9.
92 Tac. Ann. 2.8, Hist. 2.66. 93 Roth (1999).
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could be especially effective. The need for an imperial power to set an
example to foreign enemies, and particularly to rebels and potential rebels
within its empire, meant that, once begun, a siege was virtually never
abandoned until the objective was captured or surrendered. Masada was
assaulted and captured after the ‘official’ end of the Jewish revolt when
Vespasian and Titus had held their triumph in Rome. There was little
prospect of booty or prisoners from the capture of the stronghold, but its
capture served as a symbol not just of Rome’s authority but also that of
the newly established emperor. Nevertheless, despite Rome’s superiority in
siege warfare, reputations in war were made by speed, and success in a siege
might be tempered if it had been dragged out, so commanders may have
been encouraged to attempt risky assaults (Joseph. BJ 5.502–7).

Surprise was a valuable asset in siege warfare, as a stronghold or city
that had not expected an enemy army was more vulnerable to blockade
if it had not stockpiled supplies, or to assault if the walls could not be
properly manned. The speed at which Roman armies were able to move
could prove significant, especially if they travelled through inhospitable
terrain, in a type of warfare in which gaining a psychological advantage
over the enemy could be of great significance (Sall. Iug. 76). The cities
of Thessaly were intimidated into surrender partly by Caesar’s treatment
of the town of Gomphi, which was comprehensively sacked, but also by
the speed with which he then moved on to the neighbouring town of
Metropolis, outstripping news of Gomphi’s fate (B Civ. 3.80–1). Speed
in the construction of siege engines and fieldworks could have a similar
effect, the defenders at Jerusalem very probably being intimidated (though
not sufficiently to surrender) by the rapid construction of 7 kilometres of
siege-works in only three days (Joseph. BJ 5.491–511).

It was unusual for a Roman army to begin blockading an objective
without first having attempted some kind of assault, which could take
place swiftly on arrival in an attempt to take advantage of an unprepared
enemy and to achieve an immediate and spectacular victory. Sudden assaults
could prove extremely successful, with the Armenian city of Volandum
being captured by Corbulo in less than a morning (Tac. Ann. 13.38), but
the danger they involved required discipline and high morale on the part
of the besiegers. The success at Avaricum may have encouraged Caesar and
his men to over-ambition in attempting to carry Gergovia by assault; the
reverse there may in turn have contributed to an entirely passive approach
at Alesia with a strategy of starving out the Gauls, though the huge size of
the Gallic army trapped in the hill-fort doubtless influenced the decision
(B Gall. 7.69–74).

The artillery trains with Roman armies gave them a significant advantage,
and the covering fire that could be laid down meant that an assault could
be effective even without any other specialist siege equipment. Intelligence
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Figure 4.5 Scene from Trajan’s column depicting Roman troops attacking a Dacian
fortification, using the famous testudo (tortoise) formation to shield themselves from
missiles. Like earlier dominant military powers such as the Assyrians, the Romans
needed to be expert in sieges so as to confront opponents who understandably avoided
open battles.

was usually gathered to identify the most vulnerable parts of the defences,
and several sections were likely to be attacked simultaneously, with terrific
shouting and activity, to divide the enemy defenders and cause maximum
confusion (fig. 4.5).94 If such an assault failed, or if a more cautious approach
was demanded, a combination of blockade and assault might be employed.
It was unusual for a Roman army to undertake an entirely passive siege like
Numantia or Alesia, which would be very expensive in terms of time and
resources, and could be considered bad for the besieging army, reflecting
Roman military thinking that idleness led to poor morale and discipline
(cf. Joseph. BJ 5.496).

Camps similar to those used in open campaigns, though usually with
more substantial defences, were entrenched very early on in a siege to
provide a refuge in case of sortie by the besieged or attack by a relieving
force. Metellus did not begin his offensive against Zama in 109 bc until
he had built such a camp, which Jugurtha proceeded to attack when the
Romans were occupied in an all-out assault on the town, intending to
capture it and deny the Romans a chance of refuge before turning on them
and catching them in the open (Sall. Iug. 56). These camps were established
at strategic points, often the more vulnerable areas likely to be attacked,
with good lines of sight, and hence equally visible to the besieged (Caes. B
Gall. 7.69, 80). The camp most likely to be Silva’s headquarters at Masada
has excellent views of the siege ramp, the main area of operations in the
siege, though it is set back from the circumvallation wall for additional
protection. Even without a circumvallation wall the presence of several
Roman camps would have sent a clear message to the besieged. This was

94 E.g.: Sall. Iug. 57–9; Caes. B Gall. 5.21; Tac. Ann. 13.38.
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an added bonus when the objective was, usually, to force the enemy to
surrender rather than have to capture the place by storm.

As indicated, at Alesia Caesar had the circumvallation dug at once, but
the amount of work such an undertaking required meant that this was not
always the case. Titus, to whom Josephus was referring when he commented
that reputations were won by speed, did not circumvallate Jerusalem until
various assaults had failed and he realized that the siege would be a long
one. His aim was to deny the defenders communication with the outside
world and to attempt to enforce a strict blockade – he seems to have
been successful in this respect, if Josephus’ tales of food shortages and
the inevitable accusations of cannibalism are anything to go by; morale
would have been severely damaged, aggravating existing schisms between
the defenders. Circumvallation lessened the chance of a successful break-
out by the besieged, and provided morale-boosting additional security to
the besieging force. Lines of circumvallation are not uncommon in sieges
of the imperial period, especially in the eastern empire with its established
cities with well-defended stone walls, a very different siege proposition from
the hill-forts of the north-western provinces.

Usually circumvallations made best use of the topography to enhance
their defensive capabilities, often following contours and making use of
steep slopes, though where the land was especially steep at Masada, the
wall was dispensed with. Despite Caesar’s claims of completeness at Alesia,
fieldwork has revealed that there were gaps in his lines too, where defences
were unnecessary because the terrain was so difficult. Towers were often
built with the dual purpose of providing look-out posts and artillery posi-
tions. Caesar claims that at Alesia the towers were at eighty-foot intervals,
so they were well within covering fire of each other in case of an attack
on any one (B Gall. 7.72). At Masada, however, artillery towers were only
constructed on the eastern side of the fortress where the slope was less
severe, because that was where any attack was most likely to come.95 Where
topography demanded, a ditch might accompany the earth rampart or
stone wall of the circumvallation, but the double ditches of the works at
Alesia are unique, perhaps a pointer to Caesar’s intention to sit tight within
his fortifications and run a passive siege, waiting until starvation forced
surrender.

An army scattered among different camps along a line of circumvalla-
tion probably experienced difficulties in communication, though this is
not something that most of our sources care to mention. Appian (Hisp. 92)
shows some awareness of this problem and offers a solution in his descrip-
tion of the siege of Numantia in 133 bc, where the raising of a flag sent out
the message that a fort was under attack. Although there is no mention of a

95 Richmond (1962); Hawkes (1929).
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similar system being set up at other sieges, it seems likely to have happened,
and towers on circumvallations probably had basic signalling capabilities
too. The need to establish communications between forts is likely to have
had an impact on their positioning since it would have been necessary to
locate them in line of sight of each other if there were no towers to relay sig-
nals. A general coordinating an attack must have had messengers with him
to convey instructions to other areas of the assault; Caesar implies this when
he says that he found a vantage point from which to direct his response
to the Gallic attacks on his siege lines at Alesia and send instructions to
various parts of the line (B Gall. 7.85).

Once a blockade was established attention would usually return to the
assault, and it was here that the specialist engineers of the army came
into their own. Even if no elaborate siege engines were employed or siege
ramps built, catapults needed to be properly positioned and fired by skilled
artillerymen to ensure accuracy; the most able could pick off an individ-
ual behind a loophole at considerable distance (Zos. 1.69–70). Artillery,
along with slingers and archers, provided covering fire for attacks or other
operations within range of whatever missiles the defenders had available.
The stone-throwing ballistae could cause damage to walls, but both types
of catapult were essentially anti-personnel devices; the bolt-shooting scor-
piones provided rapid, accurate fire at defenders on the walls while the
ballistae had a slower rate of fire because of their size, and were proba-
bly less accurate, but could project stone missiles over city walls, bring-
ing terror and death to civilians as well as those under arms (Joseph.
BJ 3.257). Both types could protect the besiegers from counterattacks.96

Under this covering fire and with additional protection from mobile shel-
ters the besiegers could approach the walls and attempt to scale them with
ladders, undermine them, knock holes in them with battering rams, or
if the walls were particularly high or well protected, build a siege ramp
to access them and a mobile siege tower with battering ram to breach
them.

The use of mines in the imperial period, either to undermine and destroy
walls or towers or to burrow a way into a city, seems to have been extremely
rare. Caesar’s engineers attempted to enter Marseilles this way during the
civil wars because they had had no success with other assault methods,
but they were thwarted by the standard defence of digging a ditch within
the city walls and filling it with water. When the mine was opened up it
instantly flooded, killing the sappers (Vitr. De arch. 10.16.11–12). There is
virtually no further evidence of Roman armies using mines in the context
of siege warfare until the fourth century, a rare hint being one of the panels
on the early third-century arch of Severus, which may illustrate a mine or

96 Marsden (1969).
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alternatively an attack on a wall under cover of shelters. While mining was
obviously not always appropriate to a siege, its absence is perhaps indicative
of the extraordinary success armies had with blockade and heavyweight
assault.

The size and complexity of siege-works varied considerably. The siege
tower that scared the Aduatuci into surrender was probably rather modest
compared with the ninety-foot iron-clad engine that was built at Masada.97

With the exceptions of Avaricum and Alesia, armies encountered few hill-
forts in the western provinces that proved a serious obstacle. Many were
taken swiftly by direct assault, and it is highly unlikely that Vespasian
encountered any major difficulties in capturing any of the twenty oppida
in southern Britain (Suet. Vesp. 4). Hod Hill in Dorset may have been
forced into surrender by an artillery barrage, or taken by storm under
the cover of artillery, and the same may have happened at Maiden Castle.98

There are no indications of any siege-works or of serious resistance. As with
circumvallation speed was an important factor in building siege engines and
constructing the ramps from whatever materials were most easily available,
usually turf and timber in the western empire, stone and timber in the
east. A siege ramp rapidly approaching a city’s walls would have shown
that the besieger meant business, and put added pressure on the defenders
to surrender before the place was taken by storm. Given the expense of
siege warfare, and the logistical difficulties of keeping a large static army
supplied, the sooner the siege was over the better.

The besieged were encouraged to surrender by a variety of means – by
direct plea (though this might be interpreted as a sign of weakness or lack of
resolve), through shows of strength such as parading the army before the city
walls, by flaunting supplies of food at those starving within, through terror
tactics such as executing captured enemy leaders or simply by the knowledge
that the normal conventions of siege warfare rewarded surrender with better
treatment than that reserved for a town taken by storm.99 Commanders on
the whole preferred surrender to the dangers of an assault, but for soldiers
that was not necessarily the case, for assault meant sacking the city and
opportunities for plunder. Entering a city through a wall-breach or narrow
opening such as a gate exposed soldiers to great peril despite the protection
offered by covering fire and by their armour and shields. They were open
to fire from the flanks and from above, and probably having to make their
way through debris, with the constant danger of being cut off from their
comrades; once within the walls they lost artillery support, and until the
walls and strategic points were in Roman hands there was the constant

97 Caes. B Gall. 2.31; Joseph. BJ 7.307.
98 Richmond (1968) 33; Wheeler (1943) 62; Rivet (1971).
99 Joseph. BJ 5.360, 348–56, 522, 7.202; Caes. B Civ. 3.48; Frontin. Str. 2.9.3, 5; Gilliver (1996a).
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danger of counterattack. Little wonder that incentives were offered to the
first man on the walls.100

The sack of Avaricum was managed with reduced risk because the
Romans were able to gain possession of the whole interior of the walls
without descending into the town proper. This was possible because the
oppidum was not particularly large and lacked complex defences. Polybius
gives the impression that, after capture by assault, a city was sacked in
a kind of organized mayhem, but this is an idealized view.101 Control is
conspicuously absent in the vast majority of sacks conducted by Roman
soldiers, as they were given free rein to destroy, murder, rape and pillage as
a reward for the hardships of the siege. There is no indication of the kind
of systematic clearance of buildings that we are familiar with from modern
urban warfare. Nor is there any evidence that any of the instruction recruits
received included training for siege warfare or fighting in urban areas, and
this may have added to the confusion of the sack.

While blockade and assault were intended to inflict appalling suffering
and destruction upon communities, siege warfare could expose the ordinary
Roman soldier to unusual hardship and stress. Thirst, hunger and even
starvation could threaten a blockading army, particularly if supply lines
were difficult, and a blockade could become a game of who starved first. At
Dyrrachium it was Caesar who had to abandon his blockade of Pompey,
while the allegedly well-supplied Paetus surrendered in ad 62 to the Persians
who had themselves almost run out of food.102 Thirst was undoubtedly a
problem for the army besieging Masada with its distant supplies of water
and desert climate; soldiers attempted to overcome extremes of temperature
by constructing dwarf walls around their tents.

If a siege progressed slowly, or was extremely difficult and heavy casu-
alties were taken, morale could become a problem. A splendid parade at
which the Roman legionaries besieging Jerusalem were paid, all dressed in
their finest equipment, was intended to intimidate the defenders through
a display of strength and discipline, but was probably also intended to
restore morale after the extremely difficult and costly capture of part of the
city, and with the prospect of moving on to take the fortress of Antonia
(Joseph. BJ 5.353). Morale was such a problem for Severus at Hatra that he
was forced to abandon the siege, though he contributed to the problems
himself.103 Morale was sapped by the hardships of the desert, the effec-
tiveness and range of the defenders’ artillery, the burning naphtha thrown
down on siege engines and soldiers and raids on foraging parties; the army
may have been low in confidence because it had also failed to capture
Hatra the previous year. Despite these difficulties Severus’ troops broke

100 Caes. B Gall. 7.27; Joseph. BJ 6.33. 101 Polyb. 10.15; Ziolkowski (1993).
102 Caes. B Civ. 3.74; Tac. Ann. 15.15. 103 Campbell (1986); Kennedy (1986).
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down part of the walls, only to be recalled by their emperor who hoped
Hatra would surrender, an action that would have denied the soldiers the
opportunity to enrich themselves through plunder and take revenge on
the Atreni for their sufferings during the siege. The unaccommodating
Atreni not only refused to surrender but rebuilt the wall, and the Roman
troops mutinied when ordered to attack it again, ending the siege (Dio
Cass. 76.11–12).

Scaling walls and storming breaches was exceptionally dangerous, and
the men who undertook these tasks may have been a self-selecting group
of the bravest, or generals may have called for volunteers (Sall. Iug. 57, 93).
The number of men at the front of an assault on a breach was of necessity
very small, and those seeking military decorations, rewards of money or
promotion may have been encouraged to volunteer. Titus seems to have
identified a group of the bravest legionaries and auxiliaries in the army from
whom he then pressured men into volunteering for an absurdly dangerous
attack on a secondary wall built to cover a breach in the outer wall at
Jerusalem (Joseph. BJ 6.36). The high visibility of Titus at Jerusalem owes
much to Josephus’ desire to portray a heroic leader, but the difficulties of the
siege may have demanded a much closer relationship than usual between
general and ordinary soldiers, and this may have been the case in other
sieges too.

Speed was not the only means of surprising the enemy, and Frontinus’
Stratagems (3.1–11) are full of examples of cities captured by deception,
feigned retirements, drawing out the besieged and surprising them in the
open, and attacks from unexpected quarters, all stratagems which reduced
the length and dangers of a siege. Surprise attacks were frequently oppor-
tunistic, and suggestive of a high degree of initiative on the part of ordinary
soldiers, such as the snail-seeking Ligurian auxiliary who discovered a way
up into Jugurtha’s mountain citadel near the Muluccha (Sall. Iug. 94).
More surprising are the actions of legionaries and auxiliaries in capturing
the fortress of Antonia at Jerusalem, not because of their initiative and
the ingenuity of their plan (killing the guards, sneaking into the fortress
under cover of darkness and then sounding the trumpet to alert Titus), but
because they carried it out without first having consulted any officers, let
alone the commander (Joseph. BJ 6.68–70).

This section, like most military handbooks of the imperial period, has
concentrated on Roman armies attacking fortifications rather than defend-
ing them. Regular troops rarely found themselves besieged by large enemy
forces in the period under study, partly because of a strategy of meeting
the enemy in open warfare and pitched battle where they usually had a
significant advantage. Forces with good morale were normally able to hold
off enemy assaults, even with the defences of a winter camp rather than
city walls, though weak morale and leadership might lead to ignominious
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surrender to the enemy.104 Large-scale sieges in civil war in which Roman
armies were both attacking and defending almost invariably ended in nego-
tiated surrender of the besieged rather than assault and sack, as soldiers and
their commanders seem to have made an effort to avoid slaughtering their
fellow soldiers.105 Non-Roman forces lacked the equipment and siege tech-
niques necessary for success, particularly against Roman defenders, and
while the Parthians had the equipment, Tacitus suggests that they lacked
the courage in hand-to-hand combat to prosecute a siege, a comment that
would appear to confirm the particular courage required in siege warfare.106

vi . the secret of roman success

Roman military thinking believed that a pitched battle fought on a fair or
level battlefield would bring a certain victory. Throughout the period Rome
dominated not just in the pitched battle but in other types of engagement
too, or it made them obsolete. The tactical manuals provide some insight
into how the Romans themselves explained their military success. ‘The
Roman people conquered the whole world with its military drill, camp
discipline, and military skill’ claims Vegetius, writing at a time when, in
his belief, the absence of these factors had contributed to Rome’s military
decline. He goes on to say that a small well-trained army is always likely
to win whereas an inexperienced and undisciplined horde will be slaugh-
tered.107 The move towards a standing army in the late Republic made it
more likely that troops would be better trained, and Rome could rely more
on the drill and discipline Vegetius admired rather than manpower, though
the comparatively small permanent armies of the Principate never had to
face a Hannibal or a Mithridates (see vol. i, pp. 429–33).

A standing army contained experienced soldiers and could afford to keep
them well trained; trained veterans could withstand both the physical and
moral shock of combat far better than new recruits.108 They could react
quickly to a developing situation in combat and respond without the need
for orders from their officers and they could also use their initiative.109 At
Pharsalus Caesar’s veterans checked their charge and halted to regain their
breath when they realized that Pompey’s troops were stationary, so that they
would not meet the enemy breathless. Caesar (B Civ. 3.93) puts this down
to their training and experience from previous battles. In Africa he trained
his legionaries to cope better with the hit and run fighting they were facing,

104 Caes. B Gall. 5.39–52; Tac. Ann. 15.5, 14; Hist. 4.60; Trajan’s column scene 78.
105 Caes. B Civ. 1.22–3; App. B Civ. 5.39–49; but cf. Tac. Hist. 3.33; Dio Cass. 75.12.
106 Tac. Hist. 4.23, 29–30; Ann. 15.5. 107 Veg. Mil. 1.1; cf. Onasander 6, 10.
108 App. B Civ. 3.67–9; Sall. Iug. 86.
109 Caes. B Gall. 2.20; Tac. Hist. 2.23; Joseph. BJ 6.68–70.
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and acquired some elephants so the men and horses could become more
familiar with them and learn how to fight and counter them (B Afr. 71–2).

Training and discipline, however, were by no means everything; effective
leadership and control on the battlefield played its part too, from gener-
als playing an active role in the direction of battles and the fighting of
them when necessary, down to centurions and standard bearers. Until the
early Principate, and even afterwards when social status could bring such
appointments, centurions were promoted because of their leadership skills
and courage, and the high casualty rates they incurred are indicative of the
vital role they played in combat. With good officers morale in a professional
army on campaign was likely to be high, and fellow soldiers would know
each other well, increasing their effectiveness in fighting together and for
each other. Commanders made the most of the specialist skills their troops
possessed. Part-mounted auxiliary cohorts brought considerable tactical
flexibility, as did units like the Batavians, while the continued use of allied
troops recruited locally for a single campaign provided specialist knowl-
edge of the enemy and topography. This was not a homogeneous army in
which all legions and auxiliary units were armed and equipped identically,
or fought in the same way. Units were trained and equipped to deal with
the opponents and type of warfare that they were likely to meet in their
part of the empire; if they moved to another theatre, they might have to be
retrained to cope with the different style of warfare.

Manuals do not boast of Rome’s technological superiority, for it prob-
ably contributed less to its military success than other factors. Indeed the
literary topos relating to equipment is of Rome being willing to adopt the
weapons and successful techniques of its enemies and adapting them to
its own needs.110 Few of the enemies Rome encountered in this period
had artillery pieces, and most of those who did had plundered them from
Roman armies anyway, but outside of the siege, artillery rarely played a
decisive role in engagements. The equipment available for siege warfare
was highly effective, but no better than that of the neighbouring Parthians.
It was the existence of a standing army, training and logistical organization
that allowed Rome to use this equipment so successfully.

The final ingredient of Rome’s success lay in the weaknesses of its ene-
mies. During this period Rome rarely had to face an enemy with anything
like its own military organization and strength. Most of its enemies were
unable to maintain an army in the field for any length of time – they might
have difficulty in mustering a force in the first place, or would be com-
pelled either to seek a swift victory under unfavourable circumstances or to
dissipate.111 When they were able to fight to their strengths, using hit and
run tactics on difficult terrain, ambushing vulnerable marching columns

110 Diod. Sic. 23.2; Arr. Tact. 4.1; Suda 303.1. 111 Caes. B Gall. 2.10; Goldsworthy (1996) 45–7.
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and avoiding pitched battle, they could be devastatingly successful. But
with Rome usually on the offensive this could be difficult to engineer. The
Romans were confident that their armies would continue to be success-
ful. Appian, writing in the ‘golden age’ of the mid-second century ad, saw
trained veteran legionaries as almost invincible in battle against raw recruits
or ‘barbarians’, the latter a concept constantly illustrated in the iconography
of Rome.
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CHAPTER 5

WARFARE AND THE S TATE

A. MILITARY FINANCE AND SUPPLY

Dominic Rathbone

The extant literature of the Roman world of the late Republic and Principate
has only occasional brief references to soldiers’ pay, preparations for particu-
lar campaigns and the burden of military expenses. No coherent discussion
survives of the financing of the Roman army, let alone of the economics of
Roman war. The province of Egypt furnishes a broad but random sample
of records on papyrus and ostraca from the first to third centuries ad (and
beyond), mostly about supplies, which is supplemented by sparse docu-
ments elsewhere, notably the tablets from Vindolanda (Britain) and Vin-
donissa (Upper Germany), the Bu Njem ostraca (Africa) and Dura-Europus
papyri (Mesopotamia). Soldiers’ dedicatory and funerary inscriptions, of
which the richest concentration is from Lambaesis (Africa), occasionally
help, and other archaeological finds in and around military camps, mainly
in the north-western provinces, represent further potential data on the
military economy.1

i . the remuneration of soldiers

In the long first century BC, as part of the revolution from Republic to
Principate, the Roman army was transformed from an annual peasant levy
to a standing professional force (see pp. 30–7 above), although formal
recognition of changes often lagged behind them. The Republican ideology
that legionary service was restricted to property-owners who could arm
and maintain themselves lived on into the second century ad, although
landless volunteers must have been enrolled in large numbers from the late
third century bc, and their recruitment had supposedly been regularized in

I am grateful to the Leverhulme Trust for the Research Professorship during which I wrote this piece,
and to Dr J. C. N. Coulston for his helpful critique.

1 RMR; DERE; O Claud. i–iii; O Florida; T.Vindol. i–iii; T.Vindon.; O BuNjem; CIL viii, with Le
Bohec (1989).
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107 bc by Marius.2 ‘Pay’ to Roman soldiers began in the fourth century
bc with occasional distributions of weighed bronze (see vol. i, pp. 488–
91). From the third century bc to the late first century ad a fixed daily
sum was paid to those on active service, notionally as a reimbursement
of expenses, which was therefore subject to deductions for supplies which
soldiers should, in theory, have provided themselves. By the second century
bc all soldiers who wished were issued with armour and weapons, and
clothing too from 123/122 bc, but the cost of replacement equipment, and
of their wheat ration, was deducted from their wages, and this continued
through the Principate.3 Another persistent idea was that farmers made the
best soldiers and that discharged soldiers should return to farming, where
they would produce sons for future recruitment.

From the reform of Roman coinage around 214 bc the cash allowance
of the Roman legionary was fixed at 3 copper (sextantal) asses a day, that
is 3/10 of a denarius, the standard silver coin. Centurions received twice
this and cavalrymen, in part to support their horses, three times as much.
Occasionally, triumphant commanders used booty to double the pay of
their troops. When the copper coinage was again reformed around 140 bc

the daily rate in the old asses was retained and was converted into silver
denarii for payment, usually made long in arrears. Almost a century later
Julius Caesar permanently doubled the basic rate to 10 (uncial) asses a day,
that is 10/16 of a denarius, which made it more like pay than expenses;
payment was still made mostly in silver denarii and long in arrears.4 Daily
pay became annual salary when Augustus instituted long-term enlistment,
in 13 bc of sixteen years, in ad 5 of twenty years with five years’ recall (often
more in practice; see p. 37 above); the year was reckoned at 360 days, making
an annual legionary salary (stipendium) of 225 denarii.5 The stipendium was
paid in arrears, apparently in three four-monthly instalments (also called
stipendia), an arrangement which continued into the fourth century. The
Caesarian-Augustan rate lasted until ad 84, when Domitian increased it by
a third to 300 denarii a year, a salary no longer based on a daily sum.6 This
rate in turn lasted for over a century until Septimius Severus’ increase.

Contemporary historians say that Septimius Severus increased military
pay in 197, but not by how much, and that in 212 his son Caracalla increased
by a half the pay of the praetorian guard. In 217 Macrinus claimed that

2 Rich (1983); Rathbone (1993a) esp. 139–45.
3 Polyb. 6.39.12–15; Plut. Vit. C. Gracch. 5.1. Principate: see pp. 163–5 below.
4 Polyb. 6.39.12; Suet. Iul. 26.3; with Rathbone (1993a) 151–2. Pedroni (2001) is ingenious but

implausible. It seems that Caesar left the cavalry rate unchanged, so the pay ratio of infantry to cavalry
changed from 1:3 to 1:1.5 (see further pp. 160–1, 168–9 below).

5 Suet. Aug. 49.2: Dio Cass. 54.25.5–6, 55.23.1; Tac. Ann. 1.17. The most important modern discussions
of military pay in the Principate are Brunt (1950); M. A. Speidel (1992) (cf. T.Vindon. 64–6); and Alston
(1994).

6 Suet. Dom. 7.3; Dio Cass. 67.3.5.
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Caracalla’s pay rise was costing 70 million denarii a year and revoked it
for new recruits, but in 218 he promised to, or did, reinstate Caracalla’s
‘rations’ and other increases. The troops found the reign of Severus Alexan-
der ‘unprofitable’, and in 235 the usurper Maximinus Thrax promised to, or
did, double the pay of the troops with him.7 Inscriptions from Lambaesis
reveal that the detachments of the legio iii Augusta which served in the
eastern campaigns of Septimius Severus (195, 197–8) and of Caracalla and
Antoninus (215–17) were rewarded with double pay, and so, presumably,
were the other units involved.8 Two third-century military accounts from
Egypt record credits to soldiers (type unknown) of just under 258 denarii
out of one stipendium instalment, which implies an annual salary of well
over 773 denarii, perhaps 900 denarii.9 A series of official letters of ad 300,
under Diocletian, order payment of lump sums to various units: on the
most plausible interpretation, auxiliaries in a cohort received 1,200 denarii
as annual stipendium plus 600 denarii ‘for the price of annona’, and those in
an ala 1,800 denarii stipendium plus 600 for annona; the annual stipendium
of a detachment of legionaries (cavalry?) escorting the governor could have
been 1,200 or 1,800 denarii or more.10

This incomplete and tangled record of rises, whether promised or imple-
mented, whether to all troops or specific units, does not permit any secure
reconstruction of developments. Perhaps Septimius Severus doubled the
pay of his triumphant eastern forces (i.e. to 600 denarii for legionaries),
then extended this to all troops to compensate them for recent price rises
(see p. 165 below); conversely, Caracalla’s smaller rise, perhaps adding a
separate 300 denarii for ‘rations’, was resisted by the civilian élite because
it was a real increase. Aurelian, or his successors, may have been respon-
sible for the increase, or increases, from the Caracallan stipendium to the
Diocletianic 1,200 plus 600 denarii.

The pay rates for auxiliary infantry and cavalry in the Principate, and for
legionary cavalry, remain uncertain and disputed. The simplest solution,
which fits the available data and the low rate of legionary pay (see pp. 164–5

below), is that auxiliary infantry, and the navy and vigiles too, received the
same stipendium as legionaries, and that cavalry in legions and alae, but not
in mixed cohorts, received basic stipendium and a half.11 Differentiation

7 Septimius: Herodian 3.8.4–5; cf. SHA Sev. 12.2. Caracalla–Macrinus: Herodian 4.4.7; Dio Cass.
78.12.7, 28.2–4, 34.2–3 (trophê, ‘rations’), 36.1–3. Alexander–Maximinus: Herodian 6.8.4, 8. For ‘pay’
Herodian uses the Greek siteresion, which also means ‘(wheat) rations’, like the Latin annona; cf. Develin
(1971).

8 AE 1895.204, with Dessau (1908) 462–3; CIL viii 2564, with 18052. Principales at Lambaesis also
made dedications to Severan emperors ‘from their most generous pay’ (e.g. CIL viii 2553, 2554).

9 ChLA x 446 and xi 495, with Jahn (1983) but also n. 11 below on interpretation.
10 P Panop. Beatty 2.36–42, 57–60, 292–8, with Duncan-Jones (1978); cf. Jahn (1984).
11 M. A. Speidel (1992) and Alston (1994) review and supersede previous views. The sums in ‘pay’

accounts, such as RMR 68 and 69 and P Masada 722, which Speidel takes to be auxiliary stipendium
at five-sixths the legionary rate, are better explained by Alston, following Watson, as the proportion of
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was made in other ways: in the first century auxiliaries did not receive
donatives, and legionaries always enjoyed greater discharge benefits than
auxiliaries (see pp. 162–3 below).

Most soldiers in the Roman army remained on the basic stipendium
throughout their service. In the Republic individual or collective prowess
might be rewarded with double pay and rations. From the 130s bc the
praetorian cohort, the general’s guard, received pay and a half. Centurions,
the only rank between legionaries and officers, received double pay in the
second century bc, perhaps raised to five times basic pay by the 40s bc,
but in the Republic this post was only held temporarily at each general’s
whim.12 In the Principate double pay was still used as a special reward, but
all units had a few special posts, the principales, who received pay and a
half (sesquiplicarii) or double pay (duplicarii, duplari).13 The new praetorian
guard in Rome, recruited directly in Italy, was paid three times the basic
rate, 675 denarii per annum, and the urban cohorts probably received pay
and a half (see pp. 39–48 above).14

Being a centurion or cavalry decurion was now a lifetime appointment,
more often by direct commission from among leading municipal families
than by promotion from the ranks, at least until the third century. Offi-
cers from tribunes and prefects upwards were normally drawn from the
equestrian and senatorial orders (see pp. 37–9, 51–3 above). The pay rates
of centurions and officers are uncertain. Legionary centurions probably
received fifteen times basic pay, 3,375 denarii per annum, centurions of the
first cohort perhaps twice as much, and primi pili 13,500 denarii, sixty times
basic pay. Praetorian tribunes apparently were paid between 25,000 and
50,000 denarii a year, other tribunes and prefects perhaps between 10,000

and 25,000 denarii. It is normally assumed that these rates were increased
proportionately in ad 84, 197 and so on, but this is not proven; in ad 300 one
praepositus (centurion, or tribune?) of legionary cavalry received an annual
stipendium of 54,000 denarii, forty-five times the infantry stipendium.15

legionary stipendium retained by military accountants to cover their deductions. Other key evidence
includes: P Vindon. 2 (ad 36): eques cohortis probably has an annual stipendium of 225 denarii; AE
1969/70.583 (100s): duplicarius of legionary cavalry becomes duplicarius of ala; ILS 2487.Aa (128):
Hadrian says cohort cavalry receive less stipendium than ala cavalry; CPapLat 188 (140): to repay loan,
eques cohortis must earn over 237 denarii a year; RMR 70 (later 190s): stipendium of auxiliary infantry
is over 253 denarii a year; P Panop. Beatty 2 (300): stipendium of ala cavalry is a half more than that
of cohort soldiers. The assumption that all ‘career’ moves attested in inscriptions were promotions
accompanied by rises in pay is modernizing and false.

12 Rewards: Livy 7.37.2; Varro, Ling. 5.90; Caes. B Civ. 5.53.5 etc. Praetorians: Festus 249 L.
Centurions: Polyb. 6.39.12; App. B Civ. 4.100, 120: quintuple donatives promised in 42 bc.

13 Breeze (1971) and (1974a). He estimates almost 10 per cent principales, but a norm nearer 2 per
cent is attested in RMR 47, 50 and 63; CIL viii 18068; AE 1969–70.633.

14 Dio Cass. 53.11.5 (29 bc): ‘doubled’, with Brunt (1950) 55; Tac. Ann. 1.17 (ad 14): a denarius a day,
roughly. Tac. Ann. 1.8; Dio Cass. 59.2.1–3 (ad 14, 37): urban cohorts received donatives of 125 denarii,
probably their stipendium instalment of 112.5 denarii rounded up to the nearest aureus.

15 Dobson (1972), (1974); with Brunt (1950) 67–9; M. A. Speidel (1992) 102–3; Campbell (1984)
101–5; Hassall (2000) 327–9. ad 300: P Panop. Beatty 2.197–203, with no allowance for annona.
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Other payments to soldiers included a ‘travel allowance’ (viaticum) of 25

denarii on enlistment.16 Increasingly, soldiers were compensated for main-
tenance expenses: in ad 65 Nero granted the praetorians free wheat rations;
by Flavian times, ‘hobnail-money’ (clavarium) was paid for long marches; in
ad 179 some auxiliary cavalry were receiving 25 denarii each for grazing(?); by
ad 300 all auxiliary soldiers were receiving a flat 600 denarii per annum ‘for
the price of rations’.17 Booty from campaigns was rarer than in the Repub-
lic, but rewarding when rich cities were sacked, like Jerusalem in ad 70 or
Ctesiphon in 197. Soldiers seconded to administrative and escort duties had
opportunities to take gifts and make deals; military administration itself
was greased with gifts, including the notorious perks of centurions.18

Cash donatives from emperors, to reinforce loyalty at critical moments
such as accessions and adoptions, were irregular in frequency and size until
the late third century. From Augustus to Septimius Severus, most recorded
sums are of 250 denarii or less; the exceptions are the 2,500 denarii given
to his army by Octavian, and Claudius’ 3,750 denarii, Marcus Aurelius’
5,000 denarii and Caracalla’s 2,500 denarii to the praetorian guard, all
(except Marcus?) to smooth the seizure of power. Originally, auxiliaries did
not receive donatives; the first known case is from Hadrian. By ad 300

standardized flat-rate donatives for all troops and officers were being paid
regularly: 2,500 denarii for imperial birthdays and accession days and 1,200

denarii for imperial consulships, which implies at least 10,000 denarii a
year for the two Augusti, over five times the basic infantry remuneration
of 1,800 denarii and twice that if similar donatives were paid for the two
Caesars too.19

Other benefits came on discharge. The traditional idea in the Republic
was to settle poor citizens on allotments of land which made them possessors
of the property qualification for self-funded military service. Increasingly,
however, the Romans had to recruit landless men and allot them farms
on discharge. Veterans disliked settlement in the overseas provinces where
there was spare public land, but confiscation of private land in Italy by civil
war generals from Sulla to Octavian caused political turmoil (see pp. 177–85

below). Hence in 13 bc Augustus himself started paying discharge bounties
in cash instead of granting land. In ad 5–6 this system was made official,
with state funding. The bounty was set at 3,000 denarii for legionaries after

16 Tac. Hist. 1.57 (ad 69): BGU ii 423 = Sel. Pap. i 112 (second century ad, in cash); RMR 70 (late
190s); perhaps P Thomas 21 (third century ad).

17 Tac. Ann. 15.72; Tac. Hist. 3.50 and Suet. Vesp. 8.3; RMR 76; P Panop. Beatty 2.36–42, 292–8, with
Duncan-Jones (1978).

18 Secondment: Davies (1974a). Centurions: Tac. Ann. 1.17; Hist. 1.46, 58. Corruption: Plin. Ep.
7.31.2.

19 Watson (1983) 108–14 is the fullest list of donatives; Campbell (1984) 165–71, 188–98 is the best
discussion, despite Stäcker (2003). Auxiliaries: ILS 9134; cf. O Claud. ii 58; O Florida 6. ad 300: P
Panop. Beatty 2, with Duncan-Jones (1978).
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twenty years and 5,000 denarii for praetorians after sixteen years, with much
larger sums for centurions; in ad 215 Caracalla increased it to 5,000 denarii
for legionaries and perhaps 6,250 denarii for praetorians.20 Up to ad 83 the
bounty represented 40 per cent of a legionary’s total remuneration (over
twenty years), and from 84 to 197 it was still 33 per cent, which made it a
powerful inducement to discipline, loyalty and survival; from 215 onwards
it was only 22 per cent, and by the end of the third century it seems to have
faded into obsolescence, in effect replaced by regular donatives.

Emperors continued to try to settle veterans in underdeveloped areas to
aid their pacification, normally by allocating individual farms, but some-
times, up to Hadrian, by settling men en bloc to create or revive communi-
ties with the status of ‘colonies’; it is usually assumed, but not certain, that
such land allotments were made in place of the cash bounty. On average 120

men per annum were discharged from a legion, which will have needed 200

recruits annually to maintain it at 80 per cent strength at normal mortality
rates; a recruit had a 60 per cent chance of living to collect his discharge
bounty.21 Auxiliaries did not receive a cash bounty or land on discharge;
instead, in the first to second centuries, they were granted Roman citizen-
ship (see p. 51 above). Legionary veterans in theory enjoyed immunity from
imperial and civic liturgies on the person, although they sometimes found
this hard to maintain; from Domitian onwards, they also enjoyed immu-
nity from imperial customs dues. Auxiliary veterans were still not exempt
from liturgies in Diocletian’s day.22

The economic position of the soldier in the Principate, or his disposable
cash income, are not easy to assess. The Roman army used a complex
system of accounting which makes it difficult to interpret the few surviving
fragments of particular types of accounts (fig. 5.1). In the first and second
centuries it seems that around 80 per cent of each soldier’s pay, minus a 1 per
cent accounting fee, was credited to a sort of ‘bank account’ with his unit,
against which regular deductions were made for the basic food ration, boots
and leggings and so on (accommodation was free), and ad hoc deductions
were made for extra supplies and replacement equipment. If a surplus was
left, a soldier could withdraw it as cash or transfer it as a ‘deposit’ to the
unit’s strongbox.23 Most rates of stipendium, the viaticum and donatives
were multiples of 25 denarii, the value of the main gold coin (aureus), but
because gold coins had an intrinsic premium value, the state reserved them

20 Augustus: Dio Cass. 54.25.5–6, 55.23.1, 57.4.2; Suet. Aug. 49.2; Tac. Ann. 1.17; cf. section iii below.
Caracalla: Dio Cass. 77.24.1. Cf. Watson (1965); Corbier (1977).

21 Allotments: Mann (1983). Survival: Scheidel (1996a) (amended). If the bounty was paid when
due, after twenty years’ service, even if soldiers were retained for another five years, more will have
received it.

22 Link (1989); Wolff (1986); cf. Alston (1995) 60–8.
23 M. A. Speidel (1992); Alston (1994).
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Figure 5.1 Fragment of pay account of legionary (ad 70s).

for special payments and the coins normally disbursed to soldiers were
silver denarii and their copper fractions. Mass payments of soldiers in cash
seem to have been occasional and staged to reinforce the authority of the
commander. Even donatives were made half in cash and half ‘on account’,
and the discharge bounty could, it is thought, be replaced by a grant of
land.24

It is unlikely that the disposable cash income of the average infantryman
could have exceeded a third of his annual stipendium, even after Domitian’s
pay rise. The total savings on discharge of one second-century cavalry-
man, paid 450 denarii a year, were 1,459 denarii; we must allow for sums
he had withdrawn during service, but also for the extra payments he had
received.25 None the less, since the army of the Principate was a volun-
teer army, service had to be attractive, socially and economically. In the
mid-first century bc a clerk in a Caesarian colony was to be paid 300

24 Coins: e.g. Wolters (1999) 234–53; Casey (1996). Pay parades: Joseph. BJ 5.349–56 (ad 70, Titus);
Arr. Peripl. M. Eux. 6 (c. 132). Donatives: Veg. Mil. 2.19–20.

25 RMR 73.ii.1–2 (cf. DERE 34).
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denarii a year, and a municipal dogsbody 150 denarii.26 The Caesarian-
Augustan stipendium of 225 denarii was reasonable but not generous. More
attractive were the extra payments, including bribes when on administra-
tive or supply duties, the anticipated job security and discharge bounty,
and the sense of superiority which soldiering conferred. Most soldiers also
had private economic interests (see p. 176 below).

Price evidence from Egypt, which probably reflects empire-wide trends,
shows stability from the 70s to 160s ad, then a doubling of prices set off by
the Antonine plague, another period of stability from the 190s until 274,
when Aurelian’s reform of the coinage unleashed a tenfold rise in prices, and
further rises in response to Diocletian’s coinage reforms of 294–6 and 301.27

Against this background, Domitian’s pay-rise of ad 84 probably meant a
small increase in real terms. Septimius Severus’ increase in 197, if of 100 per
cent, restored the real value of the stipendium, and Caracalla’s 50 per cent
rise was then a pure increase in remuneration; however, if Septimius’ rise
had been 50 per cent, even Caracalla’s rise would have left soldiers only 12.5
per cent better off in real terms than before the Antonine plague. By ad 300

the real value of the stipendium had plummeted: 1,800 denarii is ten times
less than the maximum daily wage of 50 denarii prescribed for craftsmen
in Diocletian’s Maximum Price Edict of 301, probably over ten times less
than the real value of the stipendium from Caesar to Septimius Severus;
to reach parity, a soldier would have needed to receive over 16,000 denarii
in donatives every year. Some scholars suggest that rations and equipment
were by now supplied free, but the specific allowance for annona still paid
in ad 300 tells against this, as does the stated aim of Diocletian’s edict to
stop greedy suppliers depriving soldiers of their donative and stipendium
in one purchase.28 However, the old monetary system was collapsing, to
be replaced in the fourth century with a new state economy based on gold
coins and rations (see pp. 401–2 below).

i i . equipment and supplies

Roman forces, in war and peace, were considerable consumers of raw mate-
rials, craft products, agricultural produce, foodstuffs, labour and transport
resources (fig. 5.2).29 The four centuries of the late Republic and Principate
are supposed to have seen two major changes in Roman military provision-
ing. The first was the replacement of the Rome-based private contractors
used in the Republic to supply the expeditionary forces levied for each war

26 Roman Statutes i no. 25, ch. lxii (re-inscribed in the Flavian period).
27 Rathbone (1997). 28 Frank (1940) 314 (preface to edict), 336–46 (wages).
29 This section draws especially on Kissel (1995); Roth (1999); Wierschowski (1984); also Whittaker

(1994); Mitthof (2001); Erdkamp (2002).
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Figure 5.2 Scene from Trajan’s column depicting soldiers foraging for supplies. Living
off the land was a vital part of campaigning throughout the pre-modern era, despite
the vulnerabilities it created to enemy action.

(see vol. i, pp. 488–9) with a province-based civil administration supplying,
still from taxation and purchases, the dispersed units of the standing, largely
peacetime, army of the Principate. The second change was the abandon-
ment of this system in the third century ad in favour of direct requisitioning
of supplies, without compensation, by the army, the so-called annona mil-
itaris (see pp. 403–8 below). The first supposed change masks important
continuities; the second is probably a scholarly misunderstanding. Schol-
ars also disagree over the extent to which army units supplied themselves
through their own craft and agricultural production, and whether this dif-
fered between the western and eastern provinces or changed over time.

The legions levied and disbanded as needed in the Republic had no
permanent bases. When campaigns lasted more than a year they might build
as winter camps slightly more elaborate versions of the normal temporary
marching camp with an earth embankment and palisade of wooden stakes.
A few drawn-out sieges, such as those of Numantia and Alesia, required
substantial siege-works. The materials were to hand; soldiers provided the
labour; costs were minimal. Even the armed forces of the Principate had low
infrastructure costs. The twenty to thirty legionary bases in the provinces
started as wooden structures and only gradually became monumentalized
in stone. The forts for auxiliary units and detachments, perhaps some 500

throughout the empire, were built of wood or local stone. Large defensive
works were rare: the palisading of the Rhine–Danube re-entrant, and the
unique folly of Hadrian’s Wall, half built in stone. The most impressive,
primarily military, installation was the empire-wide network of paved main
roads, but these also served civilian needs (see pp. 66–71, 100–2, 118–19

above).
The initial labour was often military, but maintenance was frequently by

conscript or hired civilian workers; on one day at Vindolanda, there were
343 men employed on ‘jobs’ (officia), many engaged in constructing and
repairing buildings. The main materials, timber and stone, were taken from
public lands and quarries or enemy territory. The distribution of terracotta
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rooftiles with legionary stamps in some north-western provinces is best
explained as private use, perhaps after purchase, of surplus production in the
fabricae.30 Individual numbers can impress, such as the 16-kilometre radius
within which all trees were felled during the ad 70 siege of Jerusalem, or the
million iron nails (10 tonnes) buried when the legionary base of Inchtuthil
was abandoned around ad 86; but military building activities and costs
were insignificant compared to civilian urban construction.31 The standing
navy of the Principate, with a total of perhaps 200 to 250 triremes, was small
compared to the aggregate Mediterranean fleets of the Hellenistic states.
Physical and documentary evidence for naval dockyards and their workers
is rather sparse, but while the ships were probably relatively inexpensive to
build, maintenance was a regular, and probably quite heavy, expense (see
pp. 55–8 above, and vol. i, pp. 361–7).32

Throughout the period from the second century bc to the third century
ad the production and supply of armour and weapons was mostly regional
and relatively small scale. This was because communication and transport
facilities did not make centralized supply easy, because techniques of pro-
duction allowed only limited economies of scale, and because of the con-
tinuing tradition that soldiers should equip themselves.33 Through to the
Civil Wars Republican armies were normally levied en masse and equipped
in Italy, and then demobilized there. The basic equipment was simple:
helmet, heart-protector (metal disk), greaves for some, shield, sword and
two javelins (pila). Although soldiers were meant to arm themselves, and
richer ones certainly did so, some wearing expensive ringmail, the poorer
recruits were loaned equipment by the state, and increasing recruitment
of landless men is reflected in the production of more standardized and
poorer-quality helmets and swords. Normally the state engaged private
contractors (publicani) to meet this need, and perhaps also to provide the
repair and resupply facilities essential on campaigns, for which workshops
are attested archaeologically in camps in Spain. In times of crisis allied or
subject communities could be asked or required to provide arms as well
as other supplies. In either case, the system to be envisaged is groups of
small private workshops, most in the towns of central western Italy, whose
products were bought individually by richer soldiers or ordered in quantity
by contractors.34

30 T.Vindol. ii 155, corr. iii pp. 155–6 (early 90s). Tiles: Bérard (1992) 79, 85; Swann and Philpott
(2000).

31 Jerusalem: Joseph. BJ 5.262–4, 522–3. Inchtuthil: Pitts and St Joseph (1985) 289–92; cf. Shirley
(2001). Totals: see section iii below.

32 Starr (1993); Reddé (1986). Hellenistic fleets: see ch. 13, vol. i. Costs: cf. Rathbone (2003); RMR 82

(second century ad, maintenance). CIL x 3392 and 3418–27 attest a naval architect and ship’s carpenters
of the Misenum praetorian fleet.

33 The best syntheses are Coulston (1998) and Kissel (1995) 177–95, with extensive bibliographies.
34 Polyb. 6.22–3 (mid-second century bc); with e.g. Diod. Sic. 5.13.2 (by first century bc); Caes. B

Civ. 1.6.8 (46 bc); Dio Cass. 46.31.4 (43 bc). Helmets: Paddock (1985). Camps: Mutz 1987.
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The army of the Principate, in contrast, was permanent, scattered in
bases across the empire, with increasing functional differentiation of units
and men, and hence more complex equipment. Heavier body armour was
standard, whether ring- or scalemail or the individually fitted lorica segmen-
tata, with a varied array of weapons (see pp. 58–63 above). On the one hand
this encouraged a more dispersed supply system; on the other, the more
bureaucratic form of government and permanence of the units permitted
more centralized direction. Archaeological finds show an endless variety
of detail in arms, but movements of men and units diffused new fash-
ions, and through patterns and inspection the army maintained sufficient
standardization for tactical functionality. There is considerable evidence,
mainly archaeological and from the western and central provinces, for pro-
duction of arms by the army, and considerable evidence, mainly written
and from the eastern provinces, for civilian production. Although some
scholars believe that this reflects a regional difference of practice they are
different aspects of a common system.

Excavations and inscriptions in the west show that the major military
bases of the Principate had arms stores (armentaria), supervised by cus-
todes armorum, and workshops (fabricae) for the production and repair of
weapons. Stocks of scrap arms were kept for recycling, which produced a
distinctive copper alloy. Soldiers sometimes marked equipment with their
name and unit, and reissued items with up to four names are known.35

The implication that basic equipment could be provided, replaced and
repaired by the state, and had to be handed back on discharge, is echoed
in the east. Pay records show soldiers being debited with fixed sums for the
provision of boots and leggings, and charged irregular variable sums for
replacement of, or repairs to, clothes and arms, while other accounts show
repayment to veterans or their family of the notional value of arms handed
in on discharge or death.36 Gravestones and other texts from the west attest
craftsmen, such as sword- and shield-makers, and ship’s carpenters, who
were serving soldiers, but a document from Egypt also reveals a fabrica
staffed mainly by legionaries, and a legal text of general import says that
soldiers exempt from fatigues (immunes) included craftsmen who produced
arms.37

On the other hand there is evidence from east and west that soldiers
might purchase basic items of equipment, or extras like sword-arm guards
(manicae), on the private market, and the equipment which soldiers pledged

35 Bishop (1985a); MacMullen (1960); cf. Tac. Hist. 2.67 (ad 69).
36 Charges: e.g. P Masada 722, RMR 68 and 69 (first century ad), P Princ. Univ. ii 57 (third century

ad?). Refunds: RMR 73.ii.18 = DERE 34; SB x 10530 (both second century ad).
37 E.g. RIB i 156 (Bath, first century ad); T.Vindol. ii 160 (late first century); CIL x 3419–27 (Mis-

enum, second century ad). Egypt: ChLA x 409 (second to third century). Immunes: Dig. 50.6.7
(late second).
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as security for loans, or dedicated as offerings to deities, must have been
private. Also, as in the later Republic, soldiers of all ranks were keen to
personalize their equipment, often with elaborate ornamentation in tin or
aniello (to look like silver). Hadrian said that he expected the cavalry of an
ala to have finer horses and richer equipment than the cavalry of a cohort
because their stipendium was greater.38 Texts of various kinds randomly
attest private arms manufacturers and dealers across the empire, often in
the vicinity of military camps. Civilian producers are also found working
for the army, sometimes under military supervision, but whether as direct
employees or as contractors is unclear. Materials to make weapons and
related equipment could be levied from taxpayers just like other supplies.39

When major expeditions were being mounted for external or civil wars,
weapons and armour were among the supplies requested or demanded from
civic communities, following Republican practice, not just in the east but
in western provinces too. Local workshops are said to have turned to arms
production; probably the communities farmed out the task of collection
and delivery to contractors or liturgists.40

The common system seems to have been that state production, by a
mixture of army craftsmen and civilian contractors in fabricae in camps or
nearby towns, was intended to meet a fair proportion of the normal steady
peacetime demand for arms, but individual soldiers were constantly buying
items from private craftsmen, and when speedy large-scale provision was
necessary, the state depended, just as it had in the Republic, on the ability of
the civil administration to mobilize the production of private, often non-
specialist, workshops. Indeed, these flurries of production before major
campaigns imply that there was no planned build-up of stocks of equip-
ment in peacetime, a legacy of the ad hoc arrangements and financing of the
Republic. By the fourth century ad more planned and centralized equip-
ment of strike forces had been facilitated by the institution of large regional
fabricae staffed by conscripted civilian workers (see pp. 406–8 below).41

Both in the Republic and the Principate the state was meant to supply its
soldiers with basic rations, clothing, tents or housing, horses for the cavalry
and their fodder, and transport when needed. The basic ration for soldiers

38 E.g. Suet. Iul. 67.2 (mid-first century bc); SB xvi 12609 (ad 27); Tac. Hist. 1.57 (69); P Mich. viii

467 (early second century); CPapLat 189 (153); cf. Coulston (1998): 170–5. Hadrian: ILS 2487.Aa.
39 Civilian supply: e.g. CIL xiii 11504 (Vindonissa, first century ad; perhaps a freedman of a soldier);

W Chrest 326, and P Mich. viii 467 (Egypt, early second century ad); CIL xiii 6677 (Mainz, late second
century; a veteran). Army supervision: T.Vindol. ii 155 (ca. 90s); CIL xiii 2828 (Gaul, third century
ad). Levies: DERE 58 (ad 143); 60 and 62 (early third century); 61 (265). The lack of gravestones of
shipyard workers at Misenum and Ravenna hints that they were civilians, not soldiers (unlike the ship’s
carpenters above).

40 E.g. Tac. Ann. 1.71 (Gaul, Spain and Italy, ad 15); Tac. Hist. 2.82 (eastern provinces, 69); Dio Cass.
69.12.2 (Judaea, c. 130); CIL xiii 6763 (Italy, 238).

41 P Panop. Beatty 1.213–16, 342–6 (September 298) shows an early, but perhaps emergency, case.
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was 4 modii of unmilled wheat a month (around 25 kg), or one artaba (30 kg)
in Egypt, plus small quantities of wine, oil and meat. Horses were allowed
around 2.5 kg of barley a day, rather low by modern standards, and so must
have needed 7 kg or more of hay. These rates, which remained standard
from the second century bc into the fourth century ad, were adequate but
not generous, and soldiers purchased their own extras. Probably the supply
system was extended to cover civilian workers in forts, but not the personal
dependants of soldiers, unless they were employed as workers. In theory it
is possible to quantify the aggregate annual demand of a military unit and
the area of production needed to meet it, but such estimates are plagued
with uncertainties and do not correspond with the actual system of supply.

In the Republic it was ultimately the responsibility of each general to see
to the supply of his army on the campaign for which it had been raised;
the Senate would allocate him funds, and might arrange some supplies
through other magistrates or contractors.42 The preferred Roman strategy
was to prepare adequate logistical support for expeditions, rather than to
rely on living off enemy or allied territory (see pp. 102–4 above, and vol. i,
pp. 383–8). From the late third century bc the provision and transport
of supplies was assigned by competitive tendering to private contractors
(publicani). For a flat fee paid by the state, they undertook to acquire and
transport a certain quantity of, say, wheat for the Roman armies in Spain.
Or they might contract just to transport supplies already acquired by the
state through provincial taxation, additional compulsory purchase (best
attested in Sicily) or gifts. The publicani ran their own businesses alongside
state contracts – in the late second and first centuries bc, for example,
enormous quantities of Italian wine were exported into Celtic Gaul, and
slaves acquired in return, by the same shippers and merchants who were
supplying the Roman armies in the west. When major campaigns were
mounted, allied or subject states sometimes volunteered to provide supplies
free, and sometimes to transport them where they were needed. Following
Achaemenid and Hellenistic precedents generals could requisition supplies
from subject communities, including the use of ships, animals and men
for transport, billet of troops, and raise ad hoc cash taxes to fund pay and
supplies. The distinction between voluntary and enforced contributions
was often muddy, and as direct Roman rule of provinces spread, the senate
tried to restrict requisitions and the soliciting of offers to emergencies;
inevitably requisition was rife in the civil wars which ended the Republic.

The standing army of the Principate in peacetime instead required a
steady dispersed provision of supplies (see pp. 226–30 below). In the western
empire legions and some auxiliary units were assigned areas of frontier land,
or of Roman public land in provinces, sometimes demarcated by boundary

42 See Erdkamp (1998); also Badian (1972); Scramuzza (1937); Tchernia (1986) 66–107.
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stones, to use for grazing their horses and other animals (prata legionis) to
meet the large need for soft fodder. There may have been less suitable public
land in the east and so more purchasing of fodder was necessary. There is,
however, no sound evidence anywhere for the regular breeding of animals
or any other agricultural production by the military.43

Peacetime supplies of rations and other essentials were organized, as far
as possible, within each province by the governor and procurator. Normal
taxation in kind and cash was used to provide the basic pay and supplies
of the units in each province, supplemented by the produce of imperial
estates. Where troop concentrations exceeded the fiscal capacity of the
immediate provinces or items were not available locally (mainly along the
northern frontiers), the state arranged transfers of the tax surplus from less
heavily garrisoned provinces, such as the Baetican olive oil shipped to the
Rhine bases. Taxpayers, as individuals or communities, were responsible
for delivery of their taxes in kind to regional centres, which could include
army bases, but the state still used publicani to ship inter-provincial transfers
like the Baetican oil, or the annona (food supply) of Rome (including its
garrison), and within provinces it still contracted out at least some of the
supply of posts outside the normal range of civilian liturgists, like those at
Vindolanda (Britain) or Mons Claudianus and Pselkis (Egypt).44

Taxes in kind were paid mostly in wheat or other agricultural produce,
or were commuted to cash payments, and so did not satisfy all the state’s
material needs. To bridge the gap an empire-wide system of compulsory
purchase was developed, based on Republican precedent (in Sicily, for
instance), which is best documented in second- and third-century Egypt.45

An annual schedule issued by the governor allocated to each nome, roughly
the Egyptian equivalent of a civic territory, its quota for supplies of all types,
and the nome authorities distributed the allocation among the villages.
The nome, or civic, and village officials were responsible for acquiring and
delivering the goods, and delegated the task to associations of craftsmen and
others as a liturgic obligation, or to contractors; deliveries were checked and
escorted by a soldier from the receiving unit, who issued a receipt. Probably
allocations changed little from year to year; some units seem to have had
regular links with particular nomes. The local officials used the receipts to
reclaim from the state the cost of supplies at the price set in the governor’s
schedule, which was funded out of the basic taxation in cash. The Egyptian

43 Bérard (1992); cf. Mason (1988); Dixon and Southern (1992) 206–17.
44 Local taxes: e.g. Tac. Ann. 2.6 (Gaul); Tac. Agr. 19.4–5 (Britain); RMR 81 (Egypt); O BuNjem 75

(Africa). Imperial estates: e.g. P Dura 64.A.i (Mesopotamia); P Panop. Beatty 1.205–12 (Egypt). Baetican
oil: Remesal Rodriguez (1986), (1997). Rome: Sirks (1991). Distant posts: T.Vindol. ii–iii, especially iii

649; O Claud. i–iii; RMR 78.
45 See Carrié (1977); Kissel (1995); Mitthof (2001) 37–81. Important texts include: P Oxy xix 2230

(ad 119); SB xx 14155–62, DERE 54 etc. (185); BGU iii 842 (187); PSI vi 683 (199); DERE 60 (215); 65

(220); P Oxy xii 1414 (c. 274); cf. P Dura 129 (225, Mesopotamia).
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evidence shows that the prices paid by the state were centrally fixed, not
local market rates, but were fair averages of the usual price range, and were
raised if prices were unusually high. Military accounts show that soldiers
were charged notional sums for supplies, probably the same, like their pay,
across the empire, for instance an unvarying 125 denarii for a horse, and
that the regular debits for food, boots and hay were increased by a third in
ad 84 to match Domitian’s pay-rise.46

Other measures provided for troops on the move. Individual soldiers
or units, like civilian officials, travelling on state business had the right,
of Persian (Achaemenid) imperial origin, to requisition food, accommo-
dation and carriage from individual subjects and communities (angareia);
frequent abuse of the right is attested by numerous edicts from governors
and other sources.47 Preparations for major campaigns with unusual troop
concentrations followed Republican practice: special levies of supplies were
imposed, normally with cash compensation but not in crises such as civil
wars, when there might be extra cash levies too. Wealthy individuals or
communities sometimes offered free or cheap logistical support either vol-
untarily or under pressure. Transport of supplies to the front was arranged
through a mixture of liturgic imposition and paid contracting.48

The variety and complexity of mechanisms used to supply the Roman
imperial army, and the biases of place, period and type in the survival of
evidence, make it difficult to be sure whether apparent differences between
regions or across time were real or are illusory. There was much continuity
from the second century bc to third century ad. The increasing urban-
ization, more bureaucratic government and standing army of the Princi-
pate led to the development of a regular system for regional provision, an
annona (as some third-century Egyptian documents call it), but without
excluding publicani, who were still used for long-distance, especially mar-
itime, transport (fig. 5.3), and without obviating the need for the traditional
ad hoc solutions when supplying major strike forces. No new system was
introduced by the Severan emperors. Dio’s complaint against Caracalla,
which Egyptian documents endorse, is of frequent requisitions with no
cash reimbursement, and additional cash levies too – that is, abuse of exist-
ing practices.49 Rather than Caracalla’s pay increase, the principal problem
was the much greater frequency of major civil and external campaigns in

46 Purchase prices: Rathbone (1997) 197–8. Horses: RMR 75 (Egypt, ad 139); 99 and 83

(Mesopotamia, 208 and 251). ad 84 increases: compare RMR 69 (late first century) with 68 (ad 83).
47 AE 1976.653 = SEG xxvi 1392 (Galatia, c. ad 15) is a classic example.
48 Roth (1999); Kissel (1995) 54–77.
49 Dio Cass. 77.9.3, 21.3, with P Yale iii 137; P Stras. vii 688. For the idea of a Severan annona

militaris see van Berchem (1937), modified by van Berchem (1977); Mitthof (2001) 37–81 (56–64 on
the term annona). The novelties which Mitthof sees in some third-century documents are the result of
Septimius Severus’ introduction of town councils to Egypt in ad 200/1, which ‘normalized’ local civil
administration in Egypt (see below pp. 226–31).
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Figure 5.3 Scene from Trajan’s column depicting horses and supplies being trans-
ported by boat. Water transport was a key element of Roman military activity, as it
was in the Roman economy as a whole.

the third century, for which supplies had constantly to be mobilized by
extra levies. Amazingly the system saw the Empire through these crises. It
collapsed when Aurelian and Diocletian inadvertently destroyed the mon-
etized state economy through their coinage reforms. By 298–300 a new
structure was in place in Egypt: although many old elements were re-used,
there was now a single assessment system for all taxation and levies, intro-
duced by Diocletian in 297, and tax-paying communities were directed
to deliver supplies, and also large cash sums for pay and donatives, directly
to detachments or soldiers, and even to individual officers.50

i i i . impact on the economy

The lack of ancient statistics makes it very difficult to assess the overall
impact of the Roman army and warfare on the economy of the Roman
world.51 All estimates of the annual pay bill of the army of the Principate
have arrived at different figures because of uncertainties about the number
of units, pay rate of auxiliaries, actual strength levels, number of higher
ranks, inclusion or not of donatives and discharge bounties and so on;
no one has yet even tried to cost supplies.52 In the mid-first century, when
there were twenty-eight legions and probably a similar number of auxiliaries
(i.e. a further 150,000 men), the theoretical annual pay bill, including the

50 Diocletian’s system: P Cair. Isid. 1; P Panop. Beatty 1–2.
51 The only attempt at a general survey is Wierschowski (1984); cf. Hopkins (1980) for a crude

economic model. There are many regional discussions, e.g. Whittaker (1994).
52 Pre-ad 84, e.g. 68 million denarii a year, under Augustus: Frank (1940) 4–5; 59, 88 or 92 mil-

lion denarii: Wierschowski (1984) 213; 110 million denarii: Hopkins (1980) 124–5; 125 million denarii:
Duncan-Jones (1994) 33–7. Second century ad, e.g. 105 million denarii: MacMullen (1984b); 210 mil-
lion denarii: Duncan-Jones (1994) 33–7. Frank, Wierschowski and MacMullen assume low pay rates
for auxiliaries and omit bounties.
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troops in Rome and the fleets, but excluding officers, was probably over 100

million denarii. Over a third of this was for the legions and roughly a half
for the auxiliaries, who provided most of the cavalry. Discharge bounties
for the legionaries and Rome garrison in theory required another 11 million
denarii per annum, and for their centurions perhaps another 3 million.

In the mid-second century, after Domitian’s pay-rise, with the same
number of legions (thirty after ad 166), a larger garrison in Rome, and many
more auxiliary units (now well over 200,000 men), the theoretical total,
again excluding officers and discharge bounties (unchanged), was probably
around 170 million denarii. The legions now accounted for under 30 per
cent of the total and the auxiliaries for almost 60 per cent.53 One area of great
uncertainty, whose impact should be stressed, concerns the pay rates and
discharge bounties of centurions and decurions. On standard assumptions,
15 per cent of the salary bill of a legion was attributable to its centurions, and
the officers’ salaries should also be added. The command costs, in annual
pay, of the Roman army were substantial and mostly represented actual
cash expenditure, unlike the salaries and bounties of ordinary troops. The
Severan increases of pay and the discharge bounty, with thirty-two legions
and an enlarged praetorian guard, will have roughly doubled the total pay
bill. Later third-century pay is still more hazardous to estimate because of
suspected structural changes such as smaller-sized units, and a larger cavalry
component; it is unlikely, however, that Diocletian’s army was as large as
the Severan one.54

All these estimates are only half the story because we must allow for
the heavy debits made against soldiers’ pay for equipment and supplies,
and conversely the cost of acquiring them. Insofar as basic supplies were
provided by taxation in kind the pay debits represented an important cash
saving to the state, although tempered by expenditure on compulsory pur-
chase of extra items. At a crude estimate the real peacetime cash cost of
the Roman army was probably significantly less than its total theoretical
pay bill. Mounting major campaigns, however, increased costs dramatically,
partly because of recruiting to make up unit strengths, but mainly because
of the costs of moving troops, and of acquiring and transporting the extra
equipment and supplies needed. Some figures, none beyond suspicion, may
indicate the scale of expenditure: in 52 bc the Senate voted Pompey 6 mil-
lion denarii per annum to feed and equip his enormous forces; under Nero
a campaign by a small force in Armenia cost 3.25 million denarii; the much

53 Number/size of units: see pp. 71–2 above; Hassall (2000); Roth (1994). Various documents suggest
that cavalry units were on average at 90 per cent strength, infantry units at 80 per cent. For pay rates,
percentage of principales, survival to discharge, etc., see pp. 159–63 above.

54 John Lydus, De mensibus 1.27 gives 389,704 men, plus 45,562 in the fleets, under Diocletian. The
land forces of the mid-second century already totalled some 375,000 men, the Severan forces over
400,000.
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grander Parthian expedition of Caracalla and Macrinus in 217–18 allegedly
cost 50 million denarii. Around 170, after three years of the Marcomannic
Wars, and on top of heavy civil expenditure, Marcus Aurelius had exhausted
the treasury and auctioned off the palace treasures rather than impose levies
on the provinces.55

Roman sources variously claim, for their own purposes, that Roman tax-
ation was necessary to pay the armies which brought peace, or that civilians
were overtaxed to pay greedy soldiers.56 On the whole military expenditure
was met out of general imperial revenues, that is provincial taxation in cash
and kind. Payments were still in theory routed through the aerarium, the
old state treasury, although in practice units in the provinces were normally
paid by the local imperial finance official (the procurator Augusti), under the
central supervision of the emperor’s finance staff (fiscus). There were only
two exceptions. First, in ad 6 Augustus had established a separate aerarium
militare solely to pay the discharge bounties of the legionaries out of two
new revenues invented to fund it: a 5 per cent tax on significant non-familial
inheritances by Roman citizens and a 1 per cent (sometimes 0.5 per cent)
tax on sales by auction in Italy (i.e. mostly of property), in effect charging
landowners in Italy instead of confiscating their land; in ad 17 Tiberius
added the tribute of the new province of Cappadocia. Second, donatives
were supposed to be paid out of the emperor’s patrimonium (‘privy purse’).

In broad historical terms the Roman state had, and implemented, an
ideology of low taxation, and the army was not the only call on funds.
Imperial expenditure on civil administration and distributions, shows and,
above all, on building works, is often greatly underestimated: two first-
century aqueducts, for example, cost 87.5 million denarii; Domitian spent
74 million on gilding the roof of a temple.57 The total fiscal income in
the ad 70s has been estimated, very conservatively, at 200 million denarii;
it might well have been 50 per cent greater.58 The army was probably the
single largest item of expenditure borne by the imperial treasury, though
less than 50 per cent of the total. A proper estimate of the fiscal burden of
the army on the Roman empire should factor in the revenues and civilian
expenditure of the myriad local civic governments, which would reduce
the share of military spending to 25 per cent or less.

The increases in cost between the first, second and third centuries, after
stripping out price inflation, were covered by increased tax revenues as new
areas were made provinces and existing provinces were developed econom-
ically. Basic tax rates remained remarkably stable through to late antiquity.

55 Plut. Vit. Pomp. 55.7; Plin. HN 7.129; Dio Cass. 78.27.1; SHA Marc. 17.4–5.
56 See Rathbone (1989), (1996) for imperial finances in general.
57 Plin. HN 36.122; Plut. Vit. Publ. 15.3.
58 Duncan-Jones (1994) 45–6, underestimating indirect taxes. His view that in the second century

the army consumed 75 per cent of cash tax revenues is implausible: what paid for everything else?
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There were two types of problem: finding the hard cash to make pay-
ments due for donatives and discharge bounties, and the sudden need
for resources to fund campaigns. In the third century the latter became a
chronic problem, which required constant extra levies in cash and kind,
provoking squeals from large landowners like Dio. The general policy in
the Principate of low taxation, along with a commitment to high spending
on civic amenities, severely constrained military expenditure, producing
a small army with low stocks of equipment; only in crises was taxation
temporarily driven by military needs.

The Roman army of the Principate is often portrayed as an agent of eco-
nomic development, especially in less developed provinces. The material
wants of the soldiers supposedly stimulated local agricultural and craft pro-
duction, and their purchases spread the use of money (see pp. 226–31 below).
The impact of the military should not be exaggerated. It accounted for less
than 1 per cent of the total population of over 50 million. The million or so
inhabitants of Rome, more than twice the army’s size and concentrated in
one place, presented a far more testing logistical challenge, and urbanization
was the main motor of economic development in the provinces. However,
through the participation of individual soldiers in the civilian economy, the
army did help diffuse a more sophisticated model of economic behaviour.
Roman soldiers of the Principate belonged to the largest salaried labour force
known before the Industrial Revolution. Their lives were highly monetized;
they used accounting based on paper credits and debits; they constantly
borrowed and lent; they had frequent contact with civilian craftsmen, mer-
chants and transporters; they travelled and took this behaviour with them.
Tacitus derides the legionaries in peacetime Syria around ad 55 as men
‘who had completed their years of service in towns as sleek businessmen’;
the Egyptian and British evidence for the daily life of soldiers and vet-
erans suggests that this was not unusual, and that one of the attractions
of military service in the Principate was the private economic openings it
offered.59

B. THE MILITARY AND POLITICS

Richard Alston

The Roman political system that had sustained the city through its expan-
sion from a small central Italian power to mastery of the Mediterranean
collapsed in the two decades from Caesar crossing the Rubicon in 49 bc

to Octavian’s triumphal processions in 28 bc. Octavian, renamed Augustus

59 Tac. Ann. 13.35; cf. Alston (1995) 102–42; Rathbone (2003); T.Vindol. ii–iii.
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by a grateful Senate following his conquests in the east and the defeat of
Antony and Cleopatra, laid the foundations of a new political system, the
Principate, ending centuries of Republican rule.

For a century the old Republic had creaked under the pressures of a series
of brutal internecine conflicts. The gang warfare that had caused the deaths
of the brothers Tiberius and Gaius Gracchus escalated into military strife.
Romans fought Italians (the Social War), Sulla fought Marius and Mar-
ius’ supporters, the Senate crushed Lepidus, Pompey and Metellus fought
Sertorius, Crassus (joined by Pompey) repressed the rebellious slaves of
Spartacus, Cicero led the Senate against Catiline, Pompey was destroyed by
Caesar, the triumviral successors of Caesar hunted down Caesar’s assassins,
Sextus Pompeius and Octavian fought a series of naval engagements, and
finally Octavian and Mark Antony disputed dominance over the empire.
The Republic died in a welter of civil wars.

As in all such civil conflicts a crucial role was played by soldiers who
showed themselves willing to engage in their generals’ political battles and
to march against Rome in furtherance of political objectives. The new
system of government created by Augustus transformed the military from
a source of political instability and the instrument of conflict into one of
the props of the new regime. Six decades of regular civil wars ushered in
a period of two centuries in which, with the exception of ad 68–9, civil
political conflicts did not escalate into war. This sub-chapter concentrates
on this Roman revolution and the subsequent removal of the soldiery from
the politics of the imperial centre.

i . the sociology and politics of the

second-century bc army

It has long been assumed that the army of the mid-Republic, the army
that brought Italy under Roman rule and saw Rome through the first
conflicts with the Carthaginians, was a citizen army, recruited from the
smallholders of the Roman territories in central Italy. Most of the evidence
for this army is considerably later, preserved in the annalistic tradition which
comes down to us mainly through the historians of the mid- or late first
century bc. Elements of the historical tradition, however, seem relatively
secure. High levels of mobilization combined with brief periods of service,
annual campaigns and mass conscription to produce a male population
which had extensive military experience. Although conscription placed the
citizen in an unusual and peculiar legal and political situation, a specific
and differentiated military identity was impossible to maintain.60

60 Smith (1958) 1–5. See also Harris (1979) 41–67, and the summary position in Hopkins (1978)
19–37, 74–5.
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Although difficult to quantify, the census requirement for service in the
army was very low, so that peasants who had land sufficient to provide
for them at or even just below subsistence could be recruited into the
army.61 There was no social, cultural or economic difference between
the Roman citizens and the Roman soldiery that could form the basis of
the formation of a separate military identity. Such peasant soldiers came to
be romanticized in later traditions as the backbone of the Roman army on
whose prowess Rome survived the Hannibalic conflict and became great,
but also as a repository of traditional Roman values, a moral touchstone
for the Republican state.62

One of the best examples of such romanticization comes with the story
of Spurius Ligustinus. In 171 bc this small farmer with many years of
military service reputedly shamed other former centurions who wished to
retain their rank in the new army into ceasing their protest and allowing
the levy to proceed (Livy 32.34). Oddly, this same army needed a very
similar patriotic education on its return four years later, when the soldiers
moved to reject Paullus’ triumph for his victory in Macedonia, probably
because of discontent at his disciplinarian character. They were checked
only by the intervention of a number of leading senators, among them
Marcus Servilius, who gave a very long speech which culminated in a nude
display of his battle scars and a call to the Romans to display similarly old-
fashioned virtues (Livy 45.35–9). In both cases there is an explicit contrast
between the unruly soldiers of contemporary Rome who opposed their
generals, and those who endured the antiqua disciplina of an earlier age.
Moral decline was already presented as a feature of the Roman army even
before extensive contact with the notoriously immoral and wealthy east
(Sall. Cat. 11).

Whatever the historical realities that lay behind these two figures and
speeches, such stories provide evidence of an emerging structural differ-
entiation between soldiers and civilians. The soldiery of the mid-second
century are depicted acting as a political unit, with specific political interests
and policies (even if negative in this case), suggesting that soldiers operated
as a differentiated sub-group within Roman society. Such political activism,
however, is a feature of very particular circumstances and, of course, relates
to the actions of a single army. One may presume that other armies would
have had no interest in Paullus’ triumph. Nevertheless, the politicization
of this army was not unique. The Scipiones had a particular rapport with
the soldiers and, later, soldiers may have been crucial in elevating Marius to
the first of his consulships and to command in the war against Jugurtha.63

61 Rathbone (1993a). 62 Woolf (1990) 197–228. See also Ando (2002).
63 Sall. Iug. 41; see Astin (1989). See also Astin (1967), (1978) for the politics of the second century

bc.
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These armies show some of the characteristics conventionally associated
with the post-Marian army.64

The literary evidence suggests that Italy in the late second century bc

was undergoing a political and economic crisis, which we tend to associate
with the Gracchan reforms.65 The traditional Roman peasant is depicted
as poor, and the area of land granted to men who joined the colonies of
the early and mid-Republic was tiny, often merely 7 iugera, barely enough
to support a family. It seems likely that those farming such plots would
need additional paid work to supplement household income.66 Such plots
are not readily identified in the archaeological record, perhaps because the
level of material culture that such peasants would enjoy would be so poor
that it would be unlikely to leave sufficient traces to allow their shelters to
be detected (see pp. 200–5 below).

Archaeologists, however, have been very successful in uncovering the
settlement patterns and agricultural regimes of Italy in this period through
methodical field survey. Such surveys have produced surprising results,
demonstrating conclusively that economic developments in, and the sub-
sequent settlement patterns of, the various regions of Italy show a marked
lack of homogeneity. Some areas appear to show a decline in the density of
settlement in the late second century and early first, but many others show
the second century to be an era of unprecedented density of settlement.67

The overwhelming conclusion to be drawn from the archaeological evi-
dence is that Italy, with certain exceptions, was very densely settled in the
last two centuries bc.68

Settlements identified by field survey and later excavated have tended not
to be small peasant cottages, but rather larger, often well-built, houses with
considerable evidence of storage and food-processing equipment. Some of
these farms were quite small, but still represented a considerable investment
of capital, rather more than might be expected of small peasant landown-
ers.69 It is possible that such farms were worked by tenant farmers, the
farm buildings themselves being constructed by the landlord.70 The gradual
commercialization of at least some Italian farming and perceptible growth
in villa estates may well have led to the dislocation of some traditional agri-
culturalists, though it probably provided a much-needed source of income

64 For the debate on whether the Marian reforms transformed the political role of the army see
Smith (1958); Harmand (1967); Harmand (1969) esp. 61–73; Nicolet (1980) esp. 92–3. Gabba (1976a)
reacts against this traditional model.

65 Plut. Vit. Ti. Gracch. 8.7; App. B Civ. 1.7–8, with discussion in Patterson (1987). See also Champlin
(1981); Cornell (1996a) 97–117.

66 Evans (1980).
67 See for instance, Crawford (1980); Crawford et al. (1986); Wightman (1981) 275–87; Pasquinucci

and Menchelli (1999); Voorips et al. (1991); Sallares (1999); Barker (1995).
68 See summaries in Potter (1979) 95–6; Rathbone (1981), restated in Rathbone (1993b).
69 De Boe (1975); Alwyn Cotton and Métraux (1985); Gazzetti (1995). 70 Foxhall (1990).
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for some. Labour in agriculture is seasonal, and although some needs might
have been met by slaves from the newly conquered territories it would have
been uneconomic to buy and support a slave for a year just for three weeks
of labour during harvest. Nevertheless, service in the Roman army almost
certainly remained a major and possibly crucial source of additional income
for these archaeologically almost invisible Italian smallholders.

Marius, as consul, recruited men with little or no property into the
army which, it has been argued, created a professionalized force. This army
developed an ésprit de corps and, isolated from conventional Roman mores,
the men were guided by their need for financial security on discharge, which
could easily produce greed and unwavering support for their generals. Yet
the willingness of the earlier Roman population to be conscripted in such
numbers and to engage in the long succession of wars that marked Rome’s
rise to domination was probably due to the poverty of those peasants who
formed the backbone of the army.71 The Marian abolition of the census
requirement was the culmination of a long process of diminution of the
required census level for military service (see vol. i, pp. 494–7). Dropping
the property qualification merely opened service to yet another sector of
the population who needed the financial support, and may reflect Marius’
populism or perhaps a desire to make some provision for the propertyless
underclasses of Roman society. There was probably virtually no economic
or sociological distinction between the soldiery of the mid-second century
and those recruited by Marius.72 The Marian reforms did not mark a sea-
change in the political nature of the army.

i i . the cris is of the republic

The army of the first century bc took an increasingly important role in
Roman politics. Marius was asked by the Senate to use troops against
Saturninus, the man who had secured a colonization programme from
which his troops might have expected to benefit. The soldiers followed
Marius’ commands and crushed Saturninus and his supporters. This was an
extreme military intervention in politics for which there was little historical
precedent, and could be represented as an escalation of the political strife
in the city of Rome, even though it had the support of the traditional
oligarchy of the city. We cannot reconstruct the political rationale that
drove the soldiers’ actions. They may have assumed that Marius and the
Senate were the true guarantors of their land settlement, or may simply
have followed their commander blindly.

The most obvious break with precedent, however, came in 88 bc with
the First Civil War. Sulla had been removed from his command against

71 Harris (1979) 41–67; 101–4. 72 Rich (1983); Rathbone (1993a).
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Mithridates by a riotous assembly in Rome. He returned to his army and
persuaded them to march on Rome to remove his political opponents.
The troops, who had possibly already served with Sulla during the Social
War, were prepared to follow him. Their officers deserted. Sulla’s troops,
expecting to be sent on a potentially lucrative campaign against Mithridates
in the east, may have felt that they would be replaced by Marian legionaries,
and thus they themselves had an interest in the coup (App. B Civ. 1.57). The
officers, however, appear to have had finer feelings and could not associate
themselves with this assault on the city. Five years later, when Sulla returned
from the east and embarked on the far bloodier civil war of 83–82 bc, he
won significant and perhaps crucial support from the political class (App. B
Civ. 1.84–96). In 88 bc the soldiers were either uninterested or unconcerned
by the legitimacy of the regime in Rome and were prepared to act against
it, while their officers were not. In 83–82 bc many more of the élite agreed
with Sulla’s soldiers. This was not merely a military coup, but a general
crisis of legitimacy in Roman politics.

Polybius (6.11–18), writing for a Greek audience, described the Roman
constitution as mixed, containing elements of monarchy (the consuls), oli-
garchy (the Senate) and democracy (the popular assemblies), but he ascribed
most power to the popular assemblies. Millar has urged us to take this
passage seriously, pointing to moments when the crowd appears to take
a dominant role in Roman politics, overturning political convention.73

Nevertheless not only was one of the more important assemblies heav-
ily weighted towards the wealthy but participation levels in the electoral
and legislative processes are uncertain. Electoral and legislative assemblies
required the physical participation of the people which, as Roman territory
spread (especially after the Social War) must have required significant jour-
neys to Rome and perhaps a stay of several days. It seems very likely that
few of the 300,000 registered citizens of the second century and even fewer
of the c. 1,000,000 of the first century would actually vote. The electoral
machinery of Rome was not sufficiently sophisticated to cope with more
than a small proportion of the citizen body.74

Given that the population of Rome itself may have had its electoral power
limited by being registered mainly in four of the thirty-two tribal units,
the democracy was probably far from representative. Comparatively small
assemblies were, however, manageable, capable of being ‘packed’ by mem-
bers of the élite who could ‘bring in’ a vote by using urban and rural depen-
dants. Such a managed democracy may have appealed to the aristocratic
Polybius.75 Nevertheless, although ensuring a certain political stability the
managed assemblies had certain faults. First, small special interest groups

73 Millar (1984b), (1986), (1989), (1995), (1998). 74 Mouritsen (2001) 18–37.
75 Vishnia (1996).
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(such as clients of senators) could capture the democracy. This appears to
have happened with the Macedonian army which, though a comparatively
small element of the citizenry, was able to control an assembly. Significantly,
the complaint of the oligarchs in this case was not against the ‘unconsti-
tutional’ or undemocratic dominance of the assembly, but the use of that
assembly to attack traditional senatorial authority.

More dangerously, genuinely popular politicians such as the Gracchi,
even without majority support, could establish overwhelming control of
the assembly, sweeping aside the oligarchs’ ‘machine politics’.76 The Grac-
chi were broken by force, but they had shown other politicians of the
second and first centuries a route to power. In many modern states democ-
racy has been seen as the best way of achieving political consensus. Yet
a democracy that empowers only a small proportion of the population
risks not achieving that legitimacy. In the last century of the Republic
the pervasive use of violence to control the assembly by all sides in polit-
ical arguments (in itself evidence of comparatively low levels of political
participation) must have further weakened the legitimacy of the political
system.

The weight of tradition and the accumulated success of the Roman
political élite over the previous centuries were potentially powerful means
of securing the support of conservative Romans. One could guess that it was
this traditionalism that led to the defection of the officers from Sulla’s army
in 88 bc. The Marians were not, however, able to achieve legitimacy in Sulla’s
absence, and the political dynamics changed. After Sulla the use of soldiers
in political battles was still a radical step, and one that came at a political
cost, but it was not in itself revolutionary. The military interventions of
the first century were justified in terms that suggested that the generals
were attempting to defend the Roman state against special interest groups
that threatened to seize power. Caesar fought Pompey for the rights of the
tribunes and against the tyranny of a faction, while Pompey fought for
the Senate. The conspirators killed Caesar and fought the Caesarians for
the liberty of the Republic, and the triumvirs fought the assassins to restore
the Republic, threatened by the tyranny of a faction. Antony claimed that
he wished to restore the Republic, but was prevented from so doing by
Octavian who was, in turn, to restore the same Republic on his return from
Actium.77

76 Plut. Vit. Ti. Gracch. 20 suggests that Gracchus had 3,000–4,000 followers, but the veracity of
such numbers is impossible to establish.

77 Suet. Aug. 28.1; coinage proclaims Octavian in 28 bc to be Imp. Caesar Divi F Cos vi Libertatis P R
Vindex (The General Caesar, son of the deified, Consul six times, defender of the liberty of the Roman
people) (Roman Imperial Coinage, 476); Res Gestae 1: ‘At the age of nineteen on my own responsibility
and at my own expense I raised an army, with which I successfully championed the liberty of the
republic when it was oppressed by the tyranny of a faction.’
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However tenuous the ancient reasoning, such rhetoric defined the issues
of political dispute by which each side sought to achieve support, and the
similarity of the claims demonstrates at least a shared set of rhetorical values
and a high political valuation of the Republic. Nevertheless there was only a
limited consensus as to what constituted that Republic. For some it was the
power of the magistrates and the prerogatives of the Senate, while for others
the Republic defended the liberty of the individual and the community of
citizens. In rhetorical terms there was little difference between Caesar’s
invasion of Italy to protect his dignitas, his right to be great without the
supervision of Pompey and his supporters, and the conspirators, whose
libertas was offended by the rule of Caesar (B Civ. 1.22.5). The extent to
which such rhetoric was directed at the political élite and ignored by other
social groups, including the soldiers, cannot be established. The soldiers
of the first century, however, recruited from an Italy recently and bloodily
unified, were unlikely to be swayed by a tradition of subservience to a
senatorial elite, or an emotional attachment to Rome, especially when they
saw the political spoils distributed through violence or threat of violence,
corruption and the machinations of a politically remote élite.

i i i . the political mobilization of the roman soldier

We know very little about the social origins of Roman armies. Significantly,
we have little epigraphic evidence for the Roman army before the Augus-
tan period, and we are forced to rely on the literary material. Such material
tends to obscure sociological problems, such as the origins of the soldiery.
In a few cases it seems likely that armies were raised from particular locali-
ties. Pompey raised troops to support Sulla’s second march on Rome from
the region with which his family had a special relationship and it seems
possible that it was these soldiers who formed the basis of Pompey’s army
in Spain.78 Caesar’s rapid advance into Italy in 49 bc may have been not
just a demonstration of his famous celeritas, but also an attempt to separate
Pompey from his recruiting grounds (Caes. B Civ. 1.15). Scipio Aemilianus
levied troops from his supporters for his campaign in Spain, but it is not
clear whether these troops had a particular sociological or geographical
origin.79 However usual or unusual such focused recruitment may have
been, long service with a particular general offered opportunities for the
formation of a close political relationship with that general and for welding
the inevitably disparate elements of a new army into a more homogeneous
political and military unit.

78 App. B Civ. 1.80, 1.190. Given the chaos of the period, it is possible that Pompey’s troops were
those most easily available to the Senate and this is why they were sent.

79 Rich (1983).
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Soldiers and general were inevitably dependent on each other, and that
relationship could continue beyond the period of actual service. The general
could offer soldiers money for continued political support, but land appears
to have been a more popular gift.80 The power of colonization programmes
was discovered in the second century. One of the fears aroused by the
Gracchan colonization programme was that it gave institutional support
to the Gracchan faction which could be easily mobilized thereafter. Marian
colonists were crucial in the restoration of the Marian faction following
Sulla’s march on Rome, a political lesson which Sulla appears to have learnt
(Sall. B Cat. 16 4, 28.4).

The most aggressive use of colonies, however, came at the end of the
Republic. Caesar helped Pompey establish colonies for the Pompeian
legions returned from the east, a move which bound Pompey and Caesar’s
political futures together. Caesar’s enemies could hardly attack his actions
as consul, including securing himself the powerful Gallic province, without
also questioning his land bill and bringing Pompey back into the political
fray to support his troops.81 Crucially Pompey’s troops were stationed in
Italy, and he was able to call upon them to establish his power in Rome
after the murder of Clodius and to demonstrate to the senators their need
for a strong man to preserve order and, later, to threaten Caesar.82 In turn
Caesar’s veterans were roused from their new colonies to avenge the dead
dictator in 49 bc, and provided at least some of the troops that launched
Octavian on his career. Octavian later resettled troops after the defeat of the
conspirators, earning himself both unpopularity with the displaced Italian
population and also the hostility of Antonians who regarded the settlement,
correctly, as establishing an independent power base.83

However, the soldiers themselves were more than mere playthings whose
support was bought and used by their generals as the latter desired. Some
generals found winning the political support of their troops very difficult.84

Moreover, the soldiers pursued their own political agendas. Even Caesar
found his soldiers mutinous during the civil wars when not provided with
the rewards they felt they had been promised.85 After Caesar’s murder
the Caesarian legions had a clear interest in avenging their former patron
(since this would secure his land settlements), but this did not translate into
uncritical backing for any of the various contenders for Caesar’s mantle.

80 On this issue, see Brunt (1962).
81 Cicero raised the issue of the Campanian land settlements with disastrous results for his political

position. See De provinciis consularibus with the background provided from Fam. 1.9.8–10.
82 For a summary narrative account, see Gruen (1974) 150–5.
83 Keppie (1983), App. B Civ. 5.12–14; Dio Cass. 48.6–7. For the unpopularity of the settlements,

see, for example, Verg. Ecl. 1.70–8, 9; Prop. 1.21–2. Also Gowing (1992) 77–84.
84 Perhaps the best example is provided by Lucullus in the east, Plut. Vit. Luc. 24; 32–6.
85 Chrissanthos (2001).
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The veterans were unwilling to back Octavian’s attempted coup against
Antony in 44 bc and also refused to fight fellow Caesarians when Octavian
and Antony confronted each other at Brundisium in 40 bc (App. B Civ.
3.40–8, 5.59–65). Similarly, the third member of the triumvirate, Lepidus,
twice found that the troops under his command were more loyal to Caesar’s
heirs than him – when prevaricating as to whether to support Antony or
destroy him after Antony’s defeat at Mutina, and later when confronting
Octavian in Sicily. On both occasions Lepidus went to sleep commander
of an army and woke to find that his troops had made all the decisions for
him (App. B Civ. 3.83, 5.123–6).

It is no coincidence that it is in this period that we begin to have an epi-
graphic record of soldiers and their colonies. Caesar’s soldiers, and especially
their immediate successors, caught the growing epigraphic habit and iden-
tified themselves as soldiers and veterans in death and in benefactions.86

Their identity was bound up with their military service. Unlike Spurius
Ligustinus, for whom soldiers were simply citizens in arms, by the 40s bc

being a soldier was to lay claim to a particular and unusual status.
The particularity of the soldiers was emphasized by the clashes at the

end of the Republic. Soldiers profited from the civil wars at the expense of
the Italian population. The great colonization programmes after the civil
wars established new communities and displaced an unknown but possibly
significant proportion of Italian farmers. Soldiers fought Italians for these
lands. If I am correct in assuming that soldiering was a means of survival
for an extremely poor social stratum of Italian society, then many of the
soldiers had an overwhelming interest in winning sufficient land to ensure
their security and relative prosperity. The army was their ‘meal-ticket’ while
they served, and the political power of the colonists acted as a guarantor
of their prosperity when they retired. For such reasons, the soldiers had
an interest in retaining their social separation from civilian society before
and beyond discharge, and the mobilization of their political interests was
a crucial factor in the destabilization and eventual collapse of the Republic
(see pp. 208–11 below).

iv. the augustan settlement

The collapse of the Republican state left a void that was filled by the
rival generals. Caesar failed to secure his position. His dictatorship failed
to legitimate his authority, and at his death in March 44 he was about
to launch an ambitious campaign to the east, a venture which may have
been calculated to win him further prestige and political support and hence
justify his power in Rome. The triumvirs ruled by diktat backed by military

86 Keppie (1977).
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force and it was, presumably, an option for Octavian to maintain his rule
through the same means after 30 bc. Nevertheless, the new master of Rome
embarked on a policy seemingly designed to secure his legitimacy and
establish a political consensus in support of his new regime. In 28–27, he
restored the Republic through a variety of measures which culminated in a
constitutional debate in January 27 bc which later historians have identified
as the first constitutional settlement.87

As a result of this debate, Octavian acquired the name Augustus, was
given authority over a large number of provinces and consequently con-
trol over most of the armies active within Roman territory, and was
confirmed in his consulship, which he held repeatedly until 23 bc. The
settlement changed the way in which Augustus presented his relationship
to the military. Suetonius (Aug. 25) tells us that he no longer addressed the
troops as commilitones (comrades), showing himself to be their comman-
der, appointed by the Senate, and not their colleague in a political and
revolutionary adventure. This was not, however, a civilianization of gov-
ernment. The military remained a significant pillar upholding his political
position. Nor was this reliance on the military hidden. The dichotomy that
has existed in some liberal states between legitimate civilian government
and illegal military regimes was not part of Augustan ideology. Augustus
celebrated his military prowess, displayed his connection to the soldiers
and arguably justified his pre-eminence largely on the basis of his role as
military leader.

Augustus reshaped the political heart of Rome. The forum was deco-
rated with reminders of his triumphs over Antony, Sextus Pompeius and
the killers of Caesar.88 The most significant new building was the temple
of the deified Julius, which adorned one end of the forum. Either in 28 bc

or a decade later, the temple came to be flanked by a triumphal arch.89 A
series of bronze columns made from the prows of Sextus Pompeius’ ships
stood prominently in the centre of the forum, and a new rostrum was built
displaying the beaks of ships taken at Actium. In so doing, Augustus mim-
icked the ancient triumphal monuments of Roman history and represented
his victories as being of similarly historic importance.

Sculptural references to naval victory adorned various temples, but most
pointed was the installation of an ancient statue of victory in the Julian
senate house, so that the senators would meet under a symbol of a military
success that could be seen as ensuring their political subservience. Above
the forum stood the gleaming temple of Palatine Apollo, the god whom
Augustus proclaimed as being particularly responsible for his military tri-
umphs. The temple formed a single complex with Augustus’ house.90 In

87 See most recently and fully, Rich and Williams (1999).
88 For what follows, see Zanker (1988) 79–89.
89 Rich (1998); Kleiner (1988); Wallace-Hadrill (1990); Gurval (1995) 36–47; Scott (2000).
90 Carettoni (1983); Dio Cass. 53.16.4–5; Suet. Aug. 29.3; Prop. 2.31.
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due course he constructed a new forum in which he celebrated military
success. The centrepiece of this forum was a huge temple to Mars Ultor,
Mars the Avenger, making reference to Octavian’s avenging of the murder
of Caesar. The forum was flanked by a sequence of statues which recalled
the mythological origins of Rome, and also commemorated those generals
who had been responsible for the expansion of Roman power. Many of the
statues had tituli which described their contributions to the Roman state.
The forum was thus a textual and sculptural representation of Rome’s impe-
rial history, dominated by the temple of Mars, both a mythical forefather
of the Roman people and the god of war.91 Augustus’ own contribution was
marked by a central statue of the emperor which proclaimed him as father
of his country.92 Augustus could be seen as the culmination of the military
history of the state in this, the largest monument of Augustan Rome.93

Augustus established the Roman soldiery on new terms of service. The
legions left to him after the defeat of Antony and Cleopatra were discharged
or amalgamated to produce an army of twenty-eight legions which were
then stationed across the empire (see pp. 35–7 above). Although many earlier
Roman armies had spent long periods in the field, the fiction that they
were required for but a single campaign had been maintained. Augustus,
however, used his army in a different way. The early Augustan period
saw unprecedented expansion, with wars in Spain and expansion into the
Alpine region and Germany, towards the Danube, to the south of Egypt
and a diplomatic-military triumph in Parthia.94 Continual military activity
justified the necessity of Augustus’ control over such a large army. Yet
continuous danger also meant that the soldiers remained in service, as
there was no reason to disband the legions. Gradually, and perhaps more
by accident than design, Augustus created a standing army. He also had
to establish a legal framework to define the status of these citizens, now
removed from Italy and Rome, and to procure rewards for the soldiers on
discharge.95 Much of the financial infrastructure required to support these
rewards only emerged progressively during Augustus’ reign, normally at
moments of crisis when substantial numbers of troops became eligible for
discharge (see pp. 162–3 above).96

This new army was not just paid for and regulated by Augustus, it
was also commanded by him or his close allies. He initially shared mil-
itary responsibilities with Agrippa, who was responsible for much of

91 Luce (1990); Ov. Fast. 5.550–98.
92 Ov. Fast. 5.551–66; Suet. Aug. 29, 31; Zanker (1988), 108, 113–14, 129, 194–5, 210–15.
93 Nicolet (1991) 15–27, 95–122. 94 Gruen (1990) 395–416; Wells (1972).
95 Suet. Aug. 49. Wells (1989 [1998]) and also Phang (2001) 344–83.
96 Dio Cass. 54.25 suggests that Augustus had problems with his troops in 13 bc, roughly sixteen

years after the post-Actium settlement. The normal limit of service during the Republic appears to have
been sixteen years. Augustus set terms of service for the praetorians at this stage. Roughly a military
generation later, Dio Cass. 55.23, 55.25 and Res Gestae 17.2 for ad 5 and 6 attest further institutionalizing
of the army’s finances.
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Augustus’ early success, but with the adulthood of Tiberius and Drusus,
sons of Augustus’ wife, he was able to use two more generals to launch ambi-
tious campaigns into Germany. The death of Drusus and the temporary
retreat from office of Tiberius caused a pause in Roman military activity,
but following Tiberius’ return to favour, campaigning resumed along the
Danube and in Germany. In ad 14 when Tiberius acceded to the throne,
the young Germanicus was emerging as the next leading general. Military
glory came to be monopolized by the imperial family.

The intention of the Augustan settlement seems clear. Augustus wished
to maintain a relationship with the soldiers who had brought him to power.
In so doing he both institutionalized his own power over the army and effec-
tively created a standing army whose loyalty to the imperial family could
be sustained over a long period. Only the most trusted friends or fam-
ily members were allowed to act as intermediaries between the army and
emperor, restricting access to that most powerful of political weapons, the
troops. Furthermore, Augustus was able to control access to military pres-
tige. This was not covert. Augustus used his relationship with the military
as a major part of his self-presentation to the people of Rome and to that
group whom one might expect to be most hostile to his monarchic ten-
dencies, the senators. It can hardly be coincidental that Augustus’s greatest
military and diplomatic triumph, in 20 bc, forcing the Parthians to sur-
render the standards captured at Carrhae, brought an end to a period in
which Augustus was under political pressure with conspiracies, problematic
trials and changes in his legal authority, and led to a new and confident
political period in which he embarked on a programme of religious and
moral renewal centred around the declaration of a new Golden Age, which
was celebrated by poets loyal to the regime.97 The military was a pillar of
the Augustan regime, and military success reinforced the legitimacy of that
regime in a way rather more radical than that used by the generals of the
Republic to boost their prestige.

Much of the political impact of the military in the Augustan period was
at the level of symbolism. After 30 bc Augustus did not have to call on
the loyalty of the troops in civil war, and it is only with Claudius that we
see the first major test of the loyalty of the troops to the imperial regime.
Judging the attitudes of the individual soldiers is, therefore, difficult. The
Augustan colonization programme continued that of the triumviral period,
and Augustus appears to have visited colonies and shown generosity to
the settlers even after the immediate settlement period.98 The continued
appearance of military tombstones suggests that the soldiery continued to
portray themselves as a class apart, thus justifying and asserting a particular

97 Dio Cass. 54.10; Res Gestae 6; Dio Cass. 54.16, 54.18; Hor. Carm. saec.
98 Suet. Aug. 56–7; Keppie (1983) 112–27; Res Gestae 15–16, 28.
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claim on privilege. A triumviral decree preserved in Egypt suggests that
soldiers were granted a number of privileges in relation to taxation and
the legal status of their families, signifying Augustus’ desire to be seen to
be supporting his troops.99 One would expect, therefore, that Augustus’
implicit claim to be a leader at the head of a loyal army had some veracity,
and that troops identified their interests as being with the emperor.

This mutually supportive relationship collapsed at the end of the reign,
the problems surfacing in the mutinies of ad 14. Notably, the mutineers
identified a moment of political weakness in the regime, either because
their loyalty to the old emperor made rebellion against him impossible or
because the inevitable insecurity of a new emperor seemed to allow the
option of a political choice or an opportunity to press demands (Tac. Ann.
1.16–49). Those demands related to the collapse of the Augustan military
administration, probably under the strains placed upon it by the Pannonian
revolt and the subsequent slaughter of three legions in the Teutoburger
Wald (see p. 142 above).100 The soldiers of the German and Danubian
armies complained that they were retained in service beyond their legal
term, that their pay was often embezzled by their officers, that their duties
were violently and corruptly enforced and that their pay was too low. The
German armies offered to ally with Germanicus to raise him to the throne,
presumably on the understanding that their demands would then be met.
Such complaints in fact demonstrate the political failure of the soldiers
rather than their strength, since a politically rampant soldiery would hardly
have suffered the indignities forced upon them at the end of the Augustan
period. Nevertheless, the mutinies of ad 14 showed that the soldiers’ power
was merely controlled, and certainly not dispelled.

v. the politics of the early imperial army

Generalizing about the politics of the Julio-Claudian dynasty is rendered
difficult by the distinctive and often rather peculiar styles of government
adopted by the various emperors of the dynasty. The military remained of
political importance, but each emperor used military imagery and his rela-
tionship with the soldiery in different ways. Tiberius was the only emperor
of this dynasty after Augustus who had any military experience on his acces-
sion. He was also the most pacific of emperors when in power, and this
can hardly be coincidental. Although this policy ensured that none could
rival his military experience and status it also meant that he could not
use military success to bolster his political position. Germanicus had been
allowed considerable freedom in his war in Germany and was then sent east,

99 BGU ii 628 = CPapLat 103 = W Chrest 462; Alston (1995) 217.
100 Dio Cass. 56.18–25; Vell. Pat. 2.117–22; Schlüter (1999).
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possibly with a view to a military campaign against the Parthians, but the
relationship between Germanicus and Tiberius has been so blurred by the
events surrounding the death of Germanicus, and the subsequent general
hostility towards Tiberius, that it is difficult to assess whether Tiberius had
intended Germanicus to take an active military role in the region.

Even after Germanicus’ death had robbed Tiberius of a potential general,
he still had the option of promoting his natural son Drusus, but did not do
so. The frontier army became marginal to Tiberius’ self-representation, as
the emperor concentrated on his relationship with the Senate. Yet Tiberius
made very obvious use of the praetorian guard, concentrating the praeto-
rian cohorts in Rome under the command of a single individual, Sejanus,
and elevating that individual to the status of a primary advisor and political
manager for the emperor (see pp. 46–7 above). Even before Sejanus rose
to prominence, if Tacitus (Ann. 1.7) is to be believed and is not just fore-
shadowing the prefect’s rise, Tiberius’ first acts as emperor were to secure
the loyalty of the praetorians and to appear in Rome accompanied by the
guard. Such obvious reliance on the military, while deferring to the Senate,
probably contributed to the confusion that seems to have characterized
Tiberius’ relations with senators.

Gaius and Claudius both took care early in their reigns to seek military
prestige and to associate themselves with the troops, Claudius with rather
more success than Gaius. Claudius’ military adventures acknowledged his
reliance on the troops. His accession had been made possible by the support
of praetorians who first found and saved him from possible assassination,
then were instrumental in his elevation to the purple. It was a debt that
Claudius acknowledged and, at moments of crisis, such as at the fall of
Messalina, he returned to the praetorian camp.101 His accession was also
marred by a conspiracy led by a certain Scribonianus who attempted to use
the Dalmatian legions under his command against Claudius. At the last
moment, however, the legions refused to move against the emperor and
Scribonianus and his associates were arrested and transported to Rome.102

Claudius almost immediately launched the conquest of Britain and then
heavily publicized his victories with monuments in Britain, Gaul and Rome,
and by celebrating a triumph in the city.103

With the exception of the brief British campaign and Gaius’ rather
odd expedition to Gaul, the Julio-Claudian emperors did not personally
undertake campaigns. Indeed, it was not until Domitian that we again
see an emperor actively campaigning. Claudius and Nero were content to
allow others, notably Corbulo, to do their fighting for them (see pp. 10–11

101 Tac. Ann. 11.35. For an aureus of Claudius celebrating the loyalty of the praetorians, see Mattingly
(1923) 165 (no. 15), 166 (no. 8).

102 Tac. Hist. 1.89; Suet. Claud. 13; Dio Cass. 60.15–16; Plin. Ep. 3.16.
103 Mattingly (1923), 168 (no. 29); ILS 213, 216, 217; Tac. Ann. 12.36–8.
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above), winning a reputation for administrative efficiency in dealing with
war rather than associating themselves directly with the troops. Gaius,
with his emphasis on divinity, and Nero, with an emphasis on cultural
excellence, used different means of establishing their legitimacy. The army
became increasingly marginal to politics.

The crisis of ad 68–70 again saw a period of civil war in which military
support was crucial. The fall of Nero was sparked by the revolt of an obscure
Gallic governor, Vindex, which appears to have set off a chain of events
which meant that Nero’s position disintegrated with remarkable rapidity.
Unfortunately, we do not have the last sections of Tacitus’ Annales which
would have provided the political background to these events. Although
Nero’s enemies were in the gubernatorial class rather than among the sol-
diers, Tacitus gives the soldiers a crucial role in the fall of Galba, who failed to
win the support of any significant military group and fell to the praetorians,
encouraged by Otho. Vitellius is also supposed to have acted only when the
soldiers rioted, though one wonders whether the portrayal of the emperor
as indolent encouraged the historian towards this reading. Soldiers disgrun-
tled at their treatment or at the rise of other armies appear to have been
instrumental in the wars; Vitellius’ troops were annoyed that Galba had
honoured Vindex, whose revolt they had crushed, and later the Danubian
legions, who would win the crucial victories for Vespasian, were aggrieved
since they had arrived too late to support Otho and had been sent away.
The civil wars themselves were a crisis of legitimacy. Nero held the throne
by hereditary right, but Galba, Otho, Vitellius and, finally, Vespasian were
powerful primarily because of their armies, and were thus open to challenge
from any who felt that their right or ability to rule was equivalent.

The military continued to be politically significant, but its changed
importance can be seen in the way in which generals treated the troops.
Roman generals could be divided into two stereotypes: the indulgent com-
manders suspected for currying favour with the troops and encouraging
indiscipline and the martinets, such as Corbulo, who restored discipline to
the slack troops (Tac. Ann. 13.35). Forced marches, ferocious discipline and a
fondness for ‘old-fashioned’ values marked these men. Yet the old-fashioned
discipline meted out by men such as Corbulo, Galba and Piso looked back
to a very remote age.104 The Roman citizen-soldier had never been without
rights during the Republic, and it seems unlikely that Republican generals
would have ruled with such severity. Severity was a mark of the soldiers’
lack of political power; it was a gesture to a different political audience, a
display of authority over social inferiors calculated to impress the conser-
vative political élite of Rome. What mattered in the politics of imperial
Rome was not the political support of the soldiery, but to demonstrate

104 Tac. Hist. 1.18; Sen. De ira i.18.3–6.
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competence to the emperor and to the political élite, for it was that compe-
tence and trustworthiness that would secure further advancement. Remote
from Rome, without an obvious impact on imperial politics, the attitudes
of the soldiers themselves were mostly irrelevant. In normal circumstances,
the emperor did not depend on his soldiers and commanders could afford
to treat soldiers harshly. Should the soldiers gain political power, as they
did temporarily in 68–70, such harshness doomed the commander.

Domitian and Trajan associated with the army much more closely than
their predecessors, yet the same factors apply. The army was a potential prop
for Domitian’s regime, and his increase in military pay and campaigns in
Germany and along the Danube appear to resurrect the military monarchy.
Yet the army was too remote from Rome to ensure Domitian’s political
survival. Our universally eulogistic sources on Trajan make it rather difficult
to find a balanced view of his reign. Unsurprisingly, Pliny’s Panegyricus
celebrates his military triumphs and does not suggest that Trajan was a
military dictator, reliant on the troops to sustain his rule. Trajan spent much
of his reign on campaign and thus away from Rome, and this perhaps eased
potential tensions between the general and senators. The enormous victory
monuments in Rome would seem to suggest that he wished to display and
emphasize his military prowess in Rome, but even if Trajan and Domitian
could be seen as partially returning to the military monarchism of a century
earlier, this was not a form of the imperial position that came to dominate.
The post-Augustan monarchy appears to marginalize the troops, though
promoting military success as an attribute of the monarch. The soldiers
were not at the political heart of the Principate (see pp. 211–15 below).

vi . the provincial soldiers

The relationship between the soldiers of the Roman imperial army and
provincials was complex and, at times, difficult (see pp. 215–31 below). The
epigraphic record, especially the funerary inscriptions, shows that soldiers
remained a distinct social group, structurally differentiated from the rest
of society, who celebrated their elevated status in death either as soldiers
or veterans. No other professional group appears so distinctly within the
epigraphic record.105 It is not hard to find examples of soldiers accused of
corrupt dealings, and the braggart, bullying soldier was almost a literary
convention for the period.106 From Judaea to Britain, in documentary
evidence and poetry, the rapacious soldiery appear to tyrannize local
populations.

The welfare of the soldiers was of obvious concern to emperors eager to
be shown as the soldiers’ friend and to have a happy, healthy and well-staffed

105 Hope (2001).
106 Petron. Sat. 82; Apul. Met. 9.39–42; Luke 3.14; Epictetus, Discourses 4.1.79; Juv. Satires 16.
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military establishment. Privileges, such as having cases against them heard
in camp and enjoying certain immunities from civic duties and taxation,
may have been calculated to avoid soldiers being drawn away from camp.
Other privileges, such as those concerning wills (which did not have to
conform to the normal complex Roman rules of inheritance) and marriage
(allowed with non-Romans), may have ameliorated the legal disadvantages
faced by soldiers serving away from home for a substantial part of a lifetime.
Nevertheless they were also gestures of imperial favour.107

Soldiers also had some ill-defined rights to demand services from local
populations when passing through or billeting in an area, and these were
clearly of immense practical value.108 Such powers, together with the sol-
diers’ ability to wield violence, were open to abuse, and there can be little
doubt that soldiers were often corrupt. Their closer proximity to the cen-
tres of political and judicial power, and their greater familiarity with the
workings of the administration, probably meant that soldiers were difficult
to bring to justice, and if there was a suspicion that the commander or the
judicial official tended to indulge the wayward tendencies of his troops or
even benefit from the loot flowing into the camp, then forgiveness may
have been a more advisable policy than prosecution (see pp. 217–19 below).

Roman soldiers were in a powerful position in provincial society. They
were representatives of the Roman state, and attacking a soldier could be
seen as an act of rebellion. In Egypt we have a very large number of petitions
from villagers asking local centurions to intervene in matters mostly relating
to public order and security. The documentary material from Egypt is far
richer than from elsewhere, but inscriptions from other provinces suggest
that centurions may have performed similar functions across the empire.109

In Egypt the centurion was a symbol of Roman order and was closely
connected to the political networks of Roman administration. Although
there is no definitive documentary evidence it is a reasonable assumption
that these centurions were sometimes accompanied by soldiers – some
surviving duty rosters do show soldiers on extended duty away from camps
with centurions.110

Nevertheless the situation was probably not uniform across the empire.
In a hostile province such as Britain in the 60s ad, with an ill-formed local
political and administrative system which was not fully under the control
of Rome, the soldiers may have had rather more importance as a politi-
cal and security force than in urbanized and essentially peaceful provinces
such as Syria or Egypt.111 Notably, even in Egypt, the centurions appear to
have exercised influence in villages, but not in the cities. Cities may have

107 Alston (1995) 53–68; Campbell (1984). 108 Mitchell (1976).
109 Millar (1981); Sasel Kos (1978), 22–6; RIB 17, 491, 492, 152.
110 P Gen. Lat. 1, RMR 68. See now Hanson (2001) 91–97; Alston (1995) 86–96.
111 Tac. Ann. 14.31; Alston (1999).
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been perceived as sufficiently developed not to need Roman security, and
responsibility for security probably fell to the urban élites. Also, whereas
villagers might be overawed by the power and prestige of the Roman sol-
diery, urban élites, often wealthier even than centurions and with their own
separate access to political authority, were unlikely to allow themselves to
be dominated by soldiers and their officers, at least not without complaint.
The provincial governor not only needed the acquiescence of the soldiers to
govern effectively, but also the support of the local élites. We would expect,
therefore, gubernatorial reliance on the military, and hence the political
power of the centurions and the soldiers, to decline as local élites learnt
to exploit Roman political networks and as Roman officials grew to trust
them.

Modes of interaction between soldiers and civilians were probably
affected by social and ethnic changes in the soldiery themselves. During
the first century ad the differences between legionaries and auxiliaries were
eroded. The legions were recruited through a mixture of local enlistment
and emergency drafts of soldiers from other provinces, and only when new
legions were recruited was the Italian population drafted into the army.112

Perhaps unsurprisingly soldiers who had served in provinces for up to
twenty-five years tended to settle in those provinces on discharge. Some
may already have formed liaisons with local women which were converted
into marriage when the men left the army, though there is substantial cir-
cumstantial evidence to suggest that soldiers married late or tended not
to marry, in marked contrast to what is known of the rest of provincial
societies.113

There is considerable disagreement among historians as to the nature of
the relationship between veterans and other elements of provincial societies,
and it seems very likely that this disagreement reflects considerable variance
in the social situation in the provinces.114 The richest documentary evidence
relates to the soldiers and veterans serving in Egypt, but this evidence,
coming overwhelmingly from veteran communities in villages in the north-
east Fayyum, may not be typical of the social situation even in Egypt. The
papyri from these villages show soldiers and veterans working and living
alongside seemingly ordinary Egyptian villagers and being recruited from
among that social group. There seems very little to separate villagers from
soldiers in social or cultural terms.

Although the soldiers of the Fayyum clearly formed a distinct com-
munity, as can be seen in their letters and legal documentation, this
is not evidence of ethnic or social segregation within the village, but

112 Mann (1963), (1983). 113 Phang (2001).
114 Shaw (1983); Pollard (1996) 211–12; Fentress (1979), (1983); MacMullen (1963), (1984a); Carrié

(1989); Alston (1995); Isaac (1992) 269–310; Alston (1999); Pollard (2000).
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of the formation and manipulation of social networks, networks which
may have eased individuals’ paths into the army and helped create the
connections which made life bearable. Most letters of the period attest the
importance of these social networks for soldiers and civilians, and it was
obviously an important means of social interaction in Egyptian society
which has many anthropological parallels.115 It should come as no surprise
that soldiers interacted with soldiers in a non-military sphere. Further-
more, military status and Roman citizenship brought legal privileges and
at least some claim on the special attention of political authorities. Sol-
diers and veterans were a special group, but the Egyptian evidence, which
finds support elsewhere, suggests that they were within society rather than
outsiders (see pp. 219–22 below).

As noted earlier (pp. 164–5) it is very difficult to assess the comparative
economic status of the soldiers. The papyri suggest that soldiers received
only a small proportion of their assigned pay, the rest being deducted by
the army to meet camp expenses.116 Nevertheless, soldiers were probably
often able to accumulate significant savings, and at least some of their
capital might have been investable while they were still in service.117 The
evidence for the payment of the bonus at discharge, which would have
provided the soldiers with a considerable cash sum, is unfortunately vague
and indecisive, and it is not clear whether land granted to soldiers, which
continued irregularly at least through the first century ad, supplemented
or replaced the discharge benefit. Tacitus’ version of the complaints of the
mutineers of ad 14 suggests that the state may have saved considerably by
allotting land in lieu of cash, and the failure of Nero’s colonies in Italy also
suggest that a land grant might have been unpopular.118

Egyptian soldiers appear to have been at the upper end of the social
spectrum in the villages of the Fayyum, but they were certainly in no
position to rival local aristocrats.119 We do, however, sometimes find former
soldiers enjoying high status in urban communities after discharge, though
the origins of their comparative wealth may not have been military, and it
is possible that a paucity of children may have encouraged veterans to be
more generous benefactors. Recent work on inscriptions has suggested that
those most insecure about their status are most prone to monumentalize
that status after death, and the high numbers of inscriptions relating to
what must have been a tiny element of the population may reflect the
social insecurity of those whose status was elevated by service and related
benefits.120

115 Alston (1999). 116 Alston (1994); P Gen. Lat. 1, 4, RNR 68–9; P Yadin 722.
117 P Mich. vii 435, 440. 118 Suet. Nero 9; Tac. Ann. 13.31, 14.27; Mann (1983) 56–7.
119 Alston (1995) 105–8. 120 Woolf (1996). See also Hope (1997).
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In the west the location of military camps appears to have had some
effect on the process of urbanization, since the presence of soldiers
probably encouraged the development of amenities and the camps were
obvious possible centres for administration (see pp. 230–1 below). Soldiers
were also probably prime consumers of imported goods, especially wine
and oil, and the movement of pottery across northern Europe can, at least
in the initial phases of imperial economic integration, be related to the
location of the army.121 In much of the east and Africa, the situation was
probably very different. Highly developed urban centres probably had more
powerful effects on the highly monetized and comparatively sophisticated
market than did the location of soldiers, and many of the major camps in the
east were in any case placed in the environs of established cities.122 The real
wealth of the ancient world lay in the land, and it seems improbable that sol-
diers were in any region ever able to hold significant quantities of it. Even if
there was a bonanza in a newly conquered and unsophisticated province, the
next generation of soldiers probably faced a wiser and more economically
educated provincial population.

Without notable education, wealth or ethnic claims on loyalty (though it
is uncertain how important these last were for any population in antiquity)
soldiers were not in a good position to compete with local élites for political
favours. Many of the accusations levelled at soldiers, which one presumes
contain more than nuggets of truth, are contained in the literature of the
élite. It is very difficult to imagine Apuleius, author of the Golden Ass,
or Juvenal, author of satire 16, or Petronius, power-broker at the court of
Nero and author of the Satyricon, quailing before soldiers as they depict
their characters doing. Although soldiers were instruments of power and
could be used by governors or emperors to intimidate or kill members
of the aristocracy, such actions would smack of military dictatorship and
be redolent of a corrupt and vicious emperor or governor, breaking the
rules that were meant to establish government by consensus. Emperors
and governors who wished to proclaim their virtues and win friends would
exercise very public control over their troops and corrupt officials, and long
decrees against abuses, such as Germanicus’ decree on his visit to Egypt or
Tiberius Julius Alexander’s celebration of a new reign in declaring the reform
of a corrupt system, were probably more the norm.123 Soldiers might not
have been able to win a favourable hearing in Rome complaining about
the harsh discipline of a provincial governor, but provincials complaining
of military indiscipline and corruption could ruin a governor’s reputation.
Disciplina may have been a symbol of military unity, but it was also a stick
with which to beat the soldiers.

121 Hopkins (1980); Fulford (1996). 122 Pollard (2000). 123 Chalon (1964); Sel. Pap. ii 211.
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Roman soldiers were always persons of power. There can be little doubt
that their power was often used corruptly. Although no single description
of the political and social relations of soldiers with provincial populations
is ever likely to prove adequate, it seems that the power and influence of
the soldiers declined over the generations, while their integration with local
societies deepened. This gradual but never complete process of integration
during the Principate parallels the emergence of the soldiery as a structurally
differentiated group in the second and first centuries bc.
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CHAPTER 6

WAR AND SOCIETY

colin adams

This chapter has two main themes: the impact of society and social struc-
tures on the conduct of war, and the reciprocal effect of war on society. It
concentrates on the changing character of external wars in the late Repub-
lic, the pressures which this caused in Rome and Italy, both politically and
socially, and how these were eventually to lead to internal or civil wars
which tore the Roman Republic apart. The imperial system which grew
out of these struggles, and which in many ways was their logical outcome,
saw radical change. Warfare again changed in character and purpose, if
it is true that the reign of Augustus saw the end of imperial expansion.
Political and social structures are at the heart of both the extreme belliger-
ence of Rome in the late Republic and the relatively peaceful years of the
Principate, the pax Romana. There is certainly a reciprocal effect: warfare
and imperialism had a profound effect on the society of Roman Italy. The
massive influx of wealth into Italy during the third and second centuries
bc might have continued into the first century bc, but with it came severe
political and social tensions. It is impossible to separate army and politics
in the late Republic or Principate, but under Augustus the character of the
army changed radically from that of a non-professional citizen army to a
professional standing army. Links between war and social change were as
much a part of the Roman revolution as anything else: ‘as states change their
nature, so will their policy change, and so will their wars’.1 The presence of
the Roman army in the provinces and the wars fought there had dramatic
effects on the provincial landscape, from the destruction of territory, to the
demands made by armies for sustenance and later the function of the army
as an instrument of law and order.

i . the late republic

The historian Sallust identifies many of the salient factors that ushered in
the collapse of the Roman Republic, and it is worth quoting a long passage,
as it is relevant for much of the subsequent discussion:

1 Howard (1976) 76, cited by Patterson (1993) 109.
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Before the destruction of Carthage, the Roman Senate and the Roman People
managed the affairs of state in quiet and restrained co-operation, and there was no
struggle for glory or domination between them. Fear of external enemies ensured
that they conducted themselves sensibly. But, once that apprehension had vanished,
in came arrogance and lack of self-restraint, the children of success . . . For the
nobility proceeded to convert the dignity of their position, and the people their
liberty, into self-indugence, every man seeking to twist and turn and force it
to his own selfish advantage. As a result the whole nation was split into two
divisions, and Rome was torn to pieces in the middle. However, the nobility drew
superior strength from its cohesion, while the strength of the People was diluted
and dissipated by their greater numbers, and so was less effective. Domestic and
foreign affairs were in the hands of a small group who also controlled the Treasury,
the provinces, the great offices of state; theirs too the glories and the triumphs.
The People were worn down by military service and poverty; the spoils of war
were seized by the generals and shared with only a few, while the parents and
little children of the soldiers were driven from their homes by neighbouring rich
landowners. So power and greed ran riot, contaminated and pillaged everything,
and held nothing sacred or worthy of respect, until they plunged themselves to
their own destruction.2

We have all of the ingredients of change and socio-political tension: the
changing character of warfare, dissatisfaction among soldiers, problems
with land, inequalities in wealth, claims for land redistibution. Additionally,
the end of the second century bc saw the development and culmination of
the ‘Italian question’, which produced huge social tension and a civil war
in Italy. The provinces too were not free from problems. Their societies
were not only forced to adjust to new rulers, to the presence of Roman
citizens, but also their lands could be the host of unwanted warfare, civil
or otherwise, with its accompanying destruction.

i i . structural causes of war and the changing

pattern of warfare

The nature of war in the late Republic was very different from what had
gone before; perhaps most striking is the multiple theatres of war, which
placed a heavy toll on Roman and Italian resources. After the destruction
of Carthage and the reduction of Greece to a province in 146 bc, Rome
was involved in a series of less glamorous and profitable engagements. Our
evidence for the mid-Republic, in large part Livy and Polybius, tends to
emphasize foreign affairs over domestic, but that for the late Republic,
principally Appian and Cicero, is more concerned with the political crises
of the first century bc. Internal and external issues interacted, for example
in Africa where the defeat of Carthage had left Rome with interests in Africa

2 Sall. Iug. 41.2–9, anticipated by Polyb. 6.57.5–6.
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and Numidia. The most serious problem was the outbreak in 112 bc of war
against Jugurtha, a Numidian king. The war was bitter, not so much in
itself, but in the alleged corruption and incriminations of various kinds
found and exchanged among the ruling classes of Rome. These resulted,
so the traditional view, in a feeble and inconsistent policy on Rome’s part.
Recently scholars have defended Roman policy: a war in Africa would be
expensive, and it would have been better to rule through a client king.3 What
we see in the last years of the second century is an increasing willingness,
though certainly not universal tendency, often arising from the pressure
imposed by other commitements or political tensions in Rome, to avoid
major conflicts, if they could be solved in other ways.

But Rome was still involved in major overseas wars, and with the growth
of empire Rome automatically took on responsibilities for pacification and
administration.4 Wars of expansion continued apace (for example, Cae-
sar’s Gallic campaigns and Crassus’ and Marcus Antonius’ failed Parthian
campaigns), but increasingly wars were fought to protect Roman territory,
inside and outside Italy. Marius was entrusted with the defence of Roman
interests against German tribes – and took some years to negate the danger.
Roman interests in Asia Minor were famously threatened by Mithridates,
and in Cilicia and Syria Parthia was a constant danger, and indeed invaded
Syria. But more sinister conflict took place, which had a profound effect
on social and political life in Rome and Italy – civil wars and disturbances.
The Social War, the civil wars arising from the struggle between Marius
and Sulla, the slave revolt of Spartacus, the war against Catiline and his
conspirators, the civil war between Pompey and Caesar, and finally the
civil wars following the assassination of Caesar, had serious consequences
for Italy, and arguably nearly all had their roots in similar tensions. The
competition for office and political tensions of the late second century
gradually manifested themselves in armed struggle in Rome and Italy.

i i i . socio-economic effects of roman imperialism

No matter what the causes of wars or motives behind them, and these are, to
some extent, irrecoverable, there is no doubt that there was a massive influx
of public and private wealth and slaves into Italy in the second century
bc and beyond. The scale of this influx of wealth is difficult to gauge, but
it was certainly unprecedented, and came not only from booty and direct
profits from war, but as time went on, from regular tribute imposed on
Rome’s provinces. We should also bear in mind that although there was
undoubtedly a huge import of slaves into Italy, large numbers of people

3 Syme (1964) 174ff. 4 Lintott (1981); Brunt (1978).
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enslaved in the process of war would have been sold locally.5 We are not,
therefore, considering the transfer of whole populations to Italy.

In the city of Rome programmes of monumental building coincide with
periods of Roman expansion: the fourth century bc saw a programme
of building directly linked to expansion in Italy, especially dramatic in
the years 340–270. The Punic Wars, although draining of resources, also
generated vast profit and the accompanying building is striking. Indeed
it is the case that the majority of temples built in the Republican period
were financed by the spoils of war (ex manubiis), and there is a direct link
between patronage of civic architecture and political and military success.6

The character of Rome changed, not only in its urban topography, but in
its role as a city. We should note here the functional changes that took place
which are directly linked to success in war – for example on buildings along
the triumphal procession route.7 But the dedication of temples forms only
part of the building that took place. As Rome’s wealth grew and the size
of the city increased, there came an increasing need for civic buildings and
public amenities – the city’s infrastructure. Such building brought honour
and prestige not only to individuals, but to their gens.

The pace of public building was determined by success in war, the acqui-
sition of booty and the income of newly generated provinces. It is notable
that after 167 bc tributum (a tax levied to meet military expenses) was no
longer collected in Italy. It fell to the provinces to provide tribute to Rome
in the form of taxes. But there is a noticeable decline in public building
in the later half of the second century bc and, in the period following the
Gracchi, internal political conflict and civil war heralded a decline in the
fabric of the city, not properly reversed until the time of Augustus. That
is not to say that there was no significant building: Pompey’s theatre and
portico were built between 61 and 55 bc, Julius Caesar dedicated his basilica
in the Forum in 46 bc and had grandiose plans for the Villa Publica in the
Campus Martius. But the pace was not so frantic as in the third and second
centuries.8

In the cities of Italy more generally the profits of war, both generated by
Rome itself and by Italian communities and individuals, were enjoyed. A
large-scale programme of colonization in Italy during the early part of the
second century substantially changed the urban geography of the Italian
peninsula, especially in northern Italy, where colonies such as Bononia,
Parma, Mutina and Aquileia helped provide protection from Gallic incur-
sions and were also administrative centres. An enormous amount of build-
ing activity took place in the cities of Italy, especially in Campania, and a

5 Note the important points of de Ste Croix (1981) 230–1; Millar (1984a) 11–12.
6 Favro (1994) 159; (1996) 53; Cornell (1996b). 7 Favro (1994).
8 Pompey’s theatre: Plut. Vit. Pomp. 50–2; portico: Prop. 2.32.11–16. On Caesar’s building, see Meier

(1995) 467–8.
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large road-building programme had the effect of improving communica-
tions throughout the peninsula. Perhaps the best example in Italy of the
results of this wealth is the construction in the second century bc of the
monumental sanctuary complex at Pietrabbondante in Samnium. Both
magistrates and private individuals paid for the construction of the com-
plex, which included a temple, theatre, terraces and porticoes, with its own
water supply.9 But such sanctuaries were more than simply religious sites;
they had economic functions and became a focus of cultural interaction.

In the first century bc the Social War in Italy brought devastation to
many regions and bitter divisions between communities, but its aftermath
saw a greater integration of Italian communities into the government of
the empire, and the rise of the Italian aristocracy – the New Men of Roman
politics. All now shared in the profits of empire.

Personal gain is important. Indeed it could be said that the Roman state,
although it might have enjoyed economic gain from war, also had to foot
the bill for military campaigns. Individuals, on the other hand, stood to
gain massively; so Rome’s expansion had a profound effect on the economic
life of the aristocracy.10 The wealth of individuals like Marcus Crassus and
Julius Caesar could not easily be measured. Crassus’ property alone was
valued by Pliny the Elder at 200 million sesterces, his wealth by Plutarch
at 7,100 talents before his expedition to Parthia, which no doubt generated
more wealth even though he did not return.11 It is not coincidental, or
insignificant, that Crassus claimed that no one could be considered rich
if he could not support an army from his own resources.12 Julius Caesar’s
campaigns in Gaul generated vast income, even though he was considered
not entirely honest in matters financial.13 Cato’s concern about the decline
of the Roman virtues of simple living is not without foundation, even if it
was exaggerated (and hypocritical). The competition among the aristocracy
to exceed each other in their patronage of temple construction and public
building is reflected by an equal extravagance in their private residences.
Lucullus’ villa was notorious for its lavishness and his hedonistic lifestyle
notable.14 The import of exotic marbles characterized public building, but
these also found their way into private villas. In 58 bc Marcus Scaurus
imported 360 marble columns for a temporary theatre before removing
them to his villa.15 While such conspicuous opulence might attract criticism,
it also brought prestige, which is illustrated nicely by a passage of Cicero.
He states that ‘a man’s dignity may be enhanced by the house he lives in,
but is not wholly dependent on it’, but he goes on to say that in the case

9 Salmon (1965) on Samnium; Strazzula (1972) on Pietrabbondante.
10 De Ste Croix (1981) 347–8 has pointed out observations of Marx on the development of private

fortunes during British imperial control of India.
11 Plin. HN 33.10.134; Plut. Vit. Crass. 2.1–6. 12 Cic. Off. 1.25.
13 Vell. Pat. 2.39; Suet. Iul. 54. 14 Plut. Vit. Luc. 39. 15 Plin. HN 36.4–8.
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of one particular villa, ‘everyone went to see it, and it was thought to have
secured votes for the owner’.16

Public and private economic gain is sometimes hard to distinguish. As
Rome’s empire grew booty and direct profits from war were supplemented
by a more regular income from the provinces, which is what made the can-
cellation of tribute in Italy in 167 bc possible. However, some provinces were
richer than others; indeed some may have cost money to protect and police.
But profits made in Asia and Sicily were so great they probably offset other
losses. Occasionally large injections of wealth came in the form of legacies
left to Rome by allies or client kings, the best example being the kingdom of
Pergamum in 133 bc.17 Similar bequests followed: in 96 bc Rome acquired
Cyrene from Ptolemy Apion, and it became a Roman province in 74, the
bequest of Egypt itself after the death of Ptolemy XI Alexander II in 80 bc

was unfulfilled, and in 74 bc Bithynia became a province after the death of
Nicomedes III.18 But the lack of any structured financial policy, the control
of finances by the Senate and political bodies of the state and the increasing
influence of individual senators and magistrates meant that funds of the
state could be diverted in the pursuit of personal political goals. Tiberius
Gracchus did so with the Pergamene legacy mentioned above.

In the provinces, tribute was collected – tax both in kind and cash,
under the direction of provincial governors. The legitimate profits of empire
boosted the revenues of Rome, but there was much profit to be made ille-
gitimately by governors. Verres in Sicily famously made a massive profit in
a rich province; if we are to believe Cicero, he profited by 40 million sester-
ces.19 Cicero himself made some 2.2 million sesterces in his time in Cilicia,
he argues through legitimate means.20 What is more interesting, however,
is the resentment caused between himself and his staff when he repaid some
million sesterces to his provincial treasury.21 The implication is not only
that governors could expect profits from their office, but so could their
staff, who felt that this was part and parcel of provincial appointments.22

But the profits of empire were not only enjoyed by senators, but by many
others – including tax-farmers, merchants and traders.23

No doubt there were many throughout Italy who enjoyed similar
increases in prosperity, but the picture is not universally rosy. As the nature
of Rome’s wars changed, campaigns becoming longer and further from
home, pressures on Italy in general grew. As there was a property quali-
fication for military service soldiers came from farms throughout Roman
territory. The traditional view is that taking farmers away on campaign for
long periods of time, not to mention the casualties of war, had a profound

16 Cic. Off. 1.39. 17 Plut. Vit. Ti. Gracch. 14; IGRom. iv 289 = OGIS 338.
18 See Lampela (1998) 227–8 for the will of Apion, 229–30 for the will of Alexander II.
19 Cic. Verr. 1.56. 20 Cic. Fam. 5.20.9. 21 Cic. Att. 7.1.6. 22 See Hopkins (1978) 43.
23 On tax-farming, see generally Badian (1972).
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effect on Italian agriculture. Unprecedented wealth flowed into the hands
of the upper classes, while small farmers had to sell off their land to them,
with a concomitant increase in the divide between rich and poor. Land
thus came to be concentrated in the hands of the wealthy, in large estates
called latifundia, and this precipitated the political crisis which came to a
head in 133 bc. Together with the decline in agriculture came a decline in
the number of recruits to the army (see pp. 179–80 above).24

Recent scholarship, however, has doubted this traditional picture on
three main counts. First, there is no real evidence for a lack of recruits;
they still came forward (especially if the campaigns were perceived to be
profitable).25 Secondly, it is not clear whether the pattern of warfare in
the late second century was much different from what had gone before,
when campaigns were similarly long, with sometimes little reward (in Spain
particularly so). If this is the case, we should expect to see damaging effects
on Italian agriculture earlier than the mid-second century bc. Thirdly,
and perhaps most importantly, there is no archaeological evidence for the
growth of latifundia at the expense of small farms in this period.26 The
political crisis of 133 bc concerned the allocation of ager publicus not the
plight of small farms.

But there is little doubt that poverty and pressure on public land formed
part of the crisis of the Republic. This pressure depended on population
size, and this has been the subject of some debate.27 It is argued that there
was a decrease in the population of Italy in the period from the third
century bc to the first imperial census in 28 bc.28 But if we accept this, why
is there pressure on public land? We must ask also why Rome fought so
many wars if there was a manpower shortage in Italy in the late Republic.29

It seems more likely that the population of Italy was larger than has been
traditionally held, and that there was competition to exploit land. The
success of already wealthy individuals in securing it would have therefore
created resentment. Limited amounts of land available for the settlement
of veterans made land a political issue.

In the relationship between the army and its commanders, land came
to be a matter of central importance. Marius, according to our sources,
was the first military commander to open the army to landless recruits
(capite censi), although it is equally likely that he was merely formalizing an
existing unofficial practice.30 Landless soldiers, upon completion of their
service, expected the provision of land. This became a central political issue,
and Sulla’s failure to provide for his veterans created a lasting problem; the

24 See the discussion in Rich (1983). 25 Rich (1983) 297–9.
26 Of principal interest here is the villa of Settefinestre; see Carandini (1985).
27 The standard work is Brunt (1971), but see most recently Morley (2001).
28 For discussion, see Lo Cascio (1994). 29 See Rich (1983).
30 Sall. Iug. 86; Gell. NA 16.10.10.
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Senate’s failure to so provide helped strengthen the position of the first-
century bc dynasts Caesar and Pompey.31 As we shall see one of the central
aspects of the imperial period is the move away from the farmer/soldier
of the Republic to a distinct separation between professional soldiers and
civilians. These issues were central to the transformation of Italy in the late
Republic, not only in social terms, but political.

iv. the effects of war in italy in the late republic

The effects of the Hannibalic War in Italy had been serious, but it is
testament to Rome’s strength, and more especially that of its allies who
suffered the most, that recovery was swift. The long-lasting effects of the
war have often been exaggerated, and in them some have found the origins
for the serious social problems that developed in the late Republic.32 But
they could not have damaged agricultural land irretrievably, could not have
caused the problems of the rural poor associated with the decline of Italian
agriculture or even had an effect on levels of manpower, which were only
to become a serious problem sixty years later. Yet it is the case, as is often
glossed over in modern scholarship, that the human cost of wars in Italy,
and indeed throughout the Mediterranean world, must have been great.
Probably more important than the legacy of the Second Punic War in Italy
were the effects of contemporary wars and civil disturbance in the first
century bc.33

The historian Florus claimed that the devastation caused by the Social
War was great.34 Indeed if we are to believe our sources, the atrocities car-
ried out in the course of the war were considerable, and in the spirit of
civil war perhaps even more ferocious than those sanctioned in Roman
foreign wars.35 But during other conflicts destruction of property and the
spoiling of land and crops was widespread, as was the drain on resources
imposed by foraging armies. Two foraging parties might even come to
blows, as Diodorus reports in his account of the siege of Mutina in
43 bc.36 In 83 bc Sulla prohibited his troops from ravaging Italy, but to
little avail. It was at this time that the regions close to Rome suffered –
especially Campania and Etruria, which in turn led to hardship in the city
itself through food shortages. Ancient sources are united in describing the
bleak times extending from the Social War to Sulla’s dictatorship.37 There

31 Brunt (1962), revised in Brunt (1988) 240–80, is of central importance to this issue.
32 See Toynbee (1965); Hopkins (1978) 1–98; Rathbone (1981); de Neeve (1984); Carandini (1988);

and Morley (2001).
33 Most important here is Brunt (1971) 285–93. 34 Flor. 2.6.11.
35 Diod. Sic. 37.12 on the murder of Romans at Picenum; App. B Civ. 1.38 for violence against

Romans at Asculum.
36 Diod. Sic. 37.24, with Roth (1999) 311. 37 For example, App. B Civ. 1.95; Strabo 5.4.11.
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was little respite, since in 77 the consul Lepidus, in revolt, clashed with
Pompey and much destruction followed before Lepidus fled to Sicily. The
revolt of Spartacus soon followed, and even if the details are unclear this was
a serious matter. For two years an army of slaves, which was large enough to
demand the allocation of eight to ten legions to destroy it, roamed through
Italy in a frenzy of pillage. This was bad enough, but coupled with the
economic demands of mobilizing such a large force to deal with Sparta-
cus, the removal of so many individuals from their farms to serve in the
legions and the fear that the revolt must have engendered among slave-
owners throughout the peninsula, the economic effects of the revolt are
easily underestimated. Cicero aptly described the situation: ‘when hostile
armies are not far away, even if no real attack has taken place, even then
herds are deserted, the cultivation of the land is given up, the merchant’s
ships lie idle at port’.38

The wide support for Catiline after his flight from Rome under the cloud
of his alleged conspiracy was also potentially serious – according to Cicero,
all those in debt rallied to Catiline.39 The burden of debt, the failure of
Sulla to provide properly for his veterans, the misery brought to many
by Sulla’s proscriptions, the aftermath of the ravages of years of civil war
and the draining effects of the Mithridatic War, were serious issues causing
considerable distress and political upheaval. There might have been dire
consequences for Rome if not for the swift action of Cicero.40 More serious
yet, but averted by Caesar’s swift advance, was the civil war between Caesar
and Pompey. Caesar was careful to ensure that his soldiers were disciplined,
as far as possible, but in the struggles following his death, the soldiers of
the triumvirs ravaged Italy. Appian describes an almost total breakdown
of order (B Civ. 5.14–18). It is easy to assume that soldiers and veterans
were behind the pillaging and destruction of Italy, but arising out of the
ravages of civil war came brigands and kidnappers, unrestrained until the
victory of Octavian (Suet. Aug. 32). Even peace did not terminate the social
consequences of warfare since demobilization of very substantial forces
entailed massive programmes of land allocation and resettlement.

v. effects of imperial expansion in the provinces

The effect of Roman imperialism in the Mediterranean and beyond was
determined not just by events on the ground, but in the political devel-
opments in the city of Rome itself. It is difficult, however, given the
Romanocentric nature of our evidence, to establish a detailed picture of
how the lives of provincials were affected by Roman expansion. There
is a tendency to think that Rome was always the aggressor, the cause of

38 Cic. Leg. Man. 32. 39 Cic. Off. 2.84; Cat. 2.8; Dio Cass. 37.25. 40 Cic. Sest. 12.
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inhabitants’ distress, but this does not take into account the fact that even
by the time of Caesar, large parts of Spain, Gaul and Asia were not fully
under Roman control, and that there existed other extremely aggressive
parties, some local tribes, others powerful kings, of whom Mithridates VI
of Pontus is the best example.41

There is little doubt that the immediate effects of war could be catas-
trophic, and there are certainly horrific accounts of battle and its aftermath
in our sources. Beyond the destructiveness of war itself, important cam-
paigns meant large armies had to be fed, and this had a profound effect on
local economies. But small raids could be equally destructive. Particularly
illuminating in this respect is a letter written to Cicero by Decimus Brutus
in 43 bc in which he mentions his advance against the Alpine tribes of
Cisalpine Gaul: he attacked ‘not so much looking for the title of Impera-
tor as wishing to satisfy the troops’, and in the course of the engagements
‘captured many fortified villages and laid waste to many’ (Fam. 2.4).

But what effect did warfare have on the lands in which battles were
fought? In a recent study Paul Erdkamp has studied the effects of war-
fare on food supply and agriculture, and argued that these were uneven,
and differed according to military circumstances.42 Some regions would
hardly be affected, others devastated. But such devastation was probably
less than what might have been experienced during a natural disaster, was
clearly more localized and recovery in many cases could be speedy. Even
the ravaging of landscapes by armies was not so destructive to long-term
agriculture as it was to the ‘societal fabric’ of regions.43 In Roman war-
fare ‘the economic strength of a people and their reserves of manpower
were decisive factors’,44 so that destruction was designed to shock enemies
into submission. However, it is clear from our sources that the economy
of regions, even commercial activity, largely continued despite war. Some
individuals, such as slave-traders, may even have profited from it.

Politically the threat of Rome and the effects of Roman domination
could be profound, but they should not be exaggerated. The regions of
the eastern Mediterranean had not enjoyed ‘freedom’ since Alexander the
Great, and especially for some regions in the Levant, and later Egypt, the
domination of Rome merely replaced that of another foreign power. But in
the time leading up to war, states were faced with difficult political decisions,
with potentially devastating results if the wrong decision was taken. How
to choose between supporting Rome or Antiochus in Asia Minor? There
could only be one victor, but at times it must have seemed unclear who
that would be. The end result was domination of one party or another;

41 Millar (1984a). 42 Erdkamp (1998), esp. 208–69. See also Roth (1999) passim.
43 Foxhall (1993) 143. 44 Goldsworthy (1996) 285.
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taxes would still have to be paid.45 Such decisions were equally faced in
the late first century, when communities chose between dynasts in the civil
war – to be either Pompeians or Caesarians: many inevitably made the
wrong decision.46

The domination of Rome, however, brought a new culture, one which
was to dominate the Mediterranean and beyond for many centuries. It is
difficult to trace the process of acculturation in the provinces during the
Republican period, but from the time of Augustus on, Rome’s hold, both
militarily and culturally, on this region grew.

vi . politics , the army and the fall of the roman

republic

Political developments and the increasing tendency to circumvent the con-
stitution provided the necessary environment for the dynasts Pompey and
Caesar. In many ways these were the logical outcome of the political and
social tensions of the late Republic. Ultimately, though, it was the Senate’s
failure to control both its own members and the army which led to civil
war – indeed it was the Senate’s failure to bind the soldiers to it that allowed
Marius, Pompey and Caesar to act according to their own agendas. Appian
puts it thus (B Civ. 5.17.1):

the majority of the commanders were unelected, as happens in civil war, and their
armies were recruited neither from the register according to ancestral custom, nor
to meet any need of their country. Instead of serving the common interest, they
served only the men who had enlisted them, and even so not under compulsion
of the law, but by private inducements.

The army of the early Republic had been a citizen militia, recruited from
property-owners.47 But any notion of this was lost in the late Republic
through a gradual process firmed up by the military reform of Marius
in 107 bc, which abolished the property qualification for military service.
Anti-Marian sources would have us believe that this was crucial. But Marius
was a pragmatist and was merely recognizing the status quo; there is neither
reason to believe that there was a sudden rush to enlist among the landless
poor nor that the levy became obsolete.48 Perhaps of more importance
than the Marian reforms was the aftermath of the Social War, when Roman
citizenship extended throughout the Italian peninsula, effectively removing
the distinction between Roman and allied contingents. It seems clear that

45 See Millar (1984a) for discussion.
46 On Pompeians and Caesarians, see Caes. B Hisp. 17. Gruen (1974) 374–5 rightly points out,

however, that the civil war had been raging for four years at this point, and that it is wrong to see this
as a typical situation.

47 Plut. Vit. Mar. 9.1; Val. Max. 2.3.1. 48 Brunt (1971) 403–8, and on the levy 408–10, 635–68.
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the individuals who made up the legions came from the Italian countryside.
All of this is significant in that it shows the changing character of the army,
which in turn implied changing motives for military service. We should be
wary of the comments of ancient authors on this matter, for they are loaded
with class bias. Sallust’s comments on Marius’ recruits are illustrative: ‘And
indeed, if a man is ambitious for power, he can have no better supporters
than the poor, for they are not concerned about their own possessions,
for they have none, and whatever will put something into their pockets
is right and proper in their eyes.’49 A fragment of Dio repeats this theme
for followers of Sulla, saying that they would do anything for the right
reward.50 But it is only right that payment should have been made for the
risks taken. In addition to this, commanders had an obligation to their
soldiers extending beyond their period of service.

The army of the Republic was not the professional standing army of the
Empire, and soldiers were not pursuing a military career. They enlisted for
short lengths of time (in the first century bc, usually no more than six years),
but came to expect to be settled on land upon discharge, which generated
problems in itself, as there was not enough land for all.51 Not all wars were
profitable, and we should not forget the threat of horrific injury or death.
There are instances also when pay for soldiers was overdue and mutinies
were not unknown.52 The wars against Sertorius in Spain did not generate
vast booty, and there were sometimes difficulties in paying troops, even
if Sertorius was able to reward his own.53 Indeed military service was not
always lucrative, and a man of middling means could be reduced to a state
of poverty.54 Land was therefore the guarantee of a reasonable future after
service. The fact that it was not always forthcoming was a great destabilizing
factor in the late Republic as we have seen.

But there can be no doubt that booty and donatives were an important
incentive. A moralizing approach to this issue is unreasonable, for all armies
engaged in the demand for booty and all expected reward for their service;
such things were neither unexpected nor new, nor are they indicative of
moral decline. The important question is whether this engendered an undis-
ciplined army, only willing to fight for the highest bidder. Was this very
different from the armies of the mid-Republic? We should be reminded
of the well-known passage in Polybius, which describes the advantages
for all in plunder which could be derived from war against Carthage in
264 bc.55 Precisely what the attitude of normal Roman citizens was to war
is unclear in our sources, but it is likely that they were just as aggressive as

49 Sall. Iug. 86.3. 50 Dio Cass. fr. 108.1–2.
51 In 13 bc, Augustus substituted cash for land upon discharge, probably because it was impossible

to provide enough land; cf. Suet. Aug. 56; Dio Cass. 54.25.5.
52 Cic. Q Fr. 1.1.5. 53 Cic. Pis. 92–3; Plut. Vit. Sert. 10.3.
54 Brunt (1988) 256. 55 Polyb. 1.11.
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their senatorial counterparts.56 So for the ordinary soldier economic gain
was an important incentive. But this did not necessarily mean disloyalty
to the Republic and indeed examples of desertions from one general to
another can be cited which demonstrate loyalty to the Republic – Sulla’s
march on Rome, for example, rallied soldiers to its defence. So it is unwise
to make broad statements about where the army’s loyalty lay .57

What can be said of military commanders? Personal gain was important
to them too. Power and prestige was brought by military commands; success
in war and the wealth it generated meant political success – for Rome’s
generals were magistrates. Their political clout arguably came from their
client base, and although it is simplistic to argue for client armies, large
numbers of clients undoubtedly rallied in support of their patron; clients,
too, could be generated by the distribution of beneficia in return for military
support. But it is certainly inaccurate to speak of private armies, except in
periods of civil war, and the notion that oaths of allegiance to commanders
undermined the authority of the state or were somehow more sinister in
the late Republic is not entirely true.58 None of these factors were new or
revolutionary. Arguably, all war was fought for economic reasons, and from
this resulted power:

Most conflicts between states were simultaneously economic and political in
character: exploitation and subjection were synonymous. In the ancient world
power and wealth were not independent notions; each fed on the other . . . power
was used to seize wealth . . . wealth was seized in order to enhance power.59

A particularly striking statement of Cassius Dio, concerning Julius Caesar,
neatly brings out the important link between economic and political gain:
‘There were two things which created, preserved, and increased domina-
tions, soldiers and money, and these two were dependent on each other.’60

This helps to explain the competition for important military commands
and provinces in the second and first centuries bc – of which there are a
number of good examples. In 88 bc, after his consulship, Sulla was assigned
the command against Mithridates VI. Asia was seen as a lucrative stage for
war, and Marius, in collaboration with the tribune P. Sulpicius Rufus,
endeavoured to have the command transferred.61 A number of Pompey’s
commands were highly sought after prizes – his success against the pirates
ensured that considerable booty went to Pompey.62 Although in the wake
of the Catiline affair Caesar’s appointment to the province of the tracks and

56 Harris (1979) 42. 57 See Brunt (1988) 257–65.
58 Brunt (1988) 261, who does suggest that in the turbulent times of the late Republic it may have

been tempting for soldiers to seek clarity in their oath of allegiance.
59 Garlan (1975) 183. 60 Dio Cass. 42.49.4.
61 App. B Civ. 1.55; on Mithridates, see McGing (1986).
62 On the feeling of relief that Pompey’s command against the pirates brought in Rome, see Cic.

Leg. Man. 44.
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forests of Italy was not necessarily an insult, it was not good enough for
Caesar, who obtained by a law of the people the command in Gaul, contrary
to senatorial arrangement.63 The transfer of commands undermined the
authority of the Senate in foreign affairs, and in many ways foreign affairs
came to be driven by the interests of individuals.

To return to Sallust’s statement, quoted above, there is no one reason for
the collapse of the Roman Republic, but what is certain is that the fabric
of Roman society was torn apart in the last two centuries bc. The causes of
this are inextricably linked to war and imperialism, but more importantly
to the profound effects that they had on Roman society and politics. It is
all too easy to see the collapse of the Republic arising out of the rivalries of
individuals, and they indeed played a vital role, but the part of the people is
equally important – they passed the laws which bypassed the Senate. Also,
with the wealth generated by empire came social problems, the answers to
which often damaged the interests of the very aristocracy that opposed the
ambitions and tactics of reformers. The unwillingness to respond to such
problems helped to create the environment necessary for the rise of the
dynasts. The Civil War brought unprecedented upheaval to Italy and the
provinces, and although none of the great figures of the late Republic, even
Caesar, might have envisaged an autocratic government, Augustus had no
such scruples.64

vi i . the early empire

If the Roman Republic can properly be viewed as a militaristic society,
Rome under the emperors is surely a military autocracy. Where the senate
had failed to bind the army to itself, Augustus made no such mistake – the
army remained, throughout the period, bound to the emperor (see pp. 191–
2 above). This link was made in several ways: through an oath of allegiance,
the emperor’s personal link to the soldiers in his role as supreme comman-
der, through imperial propaganda – for example, the emperor’s projection
of himself as fellow soldier (commilito) and, perhaps most importantly, the
army’s reliance on the emperor for its pay and donatives.65 The relation-
ship was not always an easy one – indeed, the emperor Tiberius famously
compared it to ‘holding a wolf by the ears’.66 Our sources betray a com-
plex relationship – in return for their loyalty, soldiers could expect pay and
privileges, including the right to appeal to the emperor, and presumably
receive favourable treatment. But the lengths to which emperors had to go

63 Suet. Iul. 19.2, with Brunt (1971) 291.
64 By far the best account of the fall of the Republic remains Brunt (1988) 1–92.
65 The most important treatment of the relationship between army and emperor is Campbell (1984).

See also Campbell (2002).
66 Suet. Tib. 25.1.
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to ensure loyalty and keep soldiers in line is noteworthy; witness the regu-
lar pressure placed on emperors to increase pay and donatives to the army,
especially in times of political crisis. Domitian increased military pay by
one third to 1,200 sesterces and at the end of the second century, Septimius
Severus, and later Caracalla, introduced substantial pay-rises. Donatives
were especially important during the uncertainty of imperial accessions:
Claudius granted 15,000 sesterces to each of the praetorians, and even the
prudent Marcus Aurelius paid out 20,000, again to the praetorians. All of
this placed a heavy burden on the Roman state. There are many examples
of rebellion or unrest among the soldiery, even in the early Empire. Tiberius
thought the mutinies in Pannonia and Germany serious enough to send
Drusus and Germanicus to deal with soldiers’ grievances.67 The mutiny
of the invasion force of Britain before its departure is obscured by its later
success.68 There are many other episodes – ‘the tips of a permanent iceberg
of potential or actual soldierly unrest’.69

In order to help fund the military Augustus established the aerarium
militare in ad 6 with a substantial grant from his own fortune (see p. 175

above).70 For the first time in over 150 years, a tax was levied in Italy to ensure
on-going funding for the treasury. The cost of the army was substantial,
perhaps as much as 40 per cent of Rome’s income from the provinces.71

But this, of course, depended on the province – some were militarily more
important than others, and it is most likely that military units stationed in
provinces would be paid directly from the tax profits from those provinces
rather than from the central treasury.

Several points emerge from this: control of the army and foreign affairs
came to be centred in the hands of the emperors, and the payment of the
army from imperial funds should be viewed as an important facet of the
gradual blurring of differences between imperial private funds and those of
the state.

The scope for military glory, for developing clientelae among the soldiery
and in the provinces, so important to senators in the late Republic, was
largely removed. After Augustus all emperors assumed charge of military
deployment, and of declarations of war and peace; indeed, Strabo claims
that Augustus was ‘lord of war and peace’.72 The political ramifications
of this are not strictly relevant here: it suffices to note that emperors or
members of their immediate family, rather than senators, assumed most
important military commands. Probably with a mind to their political

67 Tac. Ann. 1.16ff. 68 Dio Cass. 60.19.1–3. 69 James (2001) 79.
70 Dio Cass. 55.24–5; Res Gestae 17.2.
71 For a summary, see Campbell (1999); for more detail, Hopkins (1980) 124–5; Campbell (1984)

161–76. For Egypt, and an argument that, at least there, the cost of the army was a small percentage of
the province’s income, see Carrié (1977).

72 Strabo 17.3.25 (840).
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safety, emperors were reluctant to involve senators in military activity. But
below the senatorial class the imperial period heralded a distinct change in
the nature of military personnel.

The professional soldier of the imperial period was perhaps little differ-
ent from his Republican counterpart in terms of social standing, but what
marked him as different was his professional status (see pp. 192–3 above).
Soldiers continued to come from poor social backgrounds and rural com-
munities and recruitment in the provinces gathered pace as time progressed.
By the time of Hadrian most legions were recruiting locally. Soldiers and
veterans are often considered to be privileged in relation to civilians, and in
many cases they were, for example in terms of local economies (see below),
but we should not exaggerate this. It is unlikely that wealthy individuals
volunteered for service and it is likely that they could avoid conscription.
Military pay, while certainly more than an average wage, was not very sub-
stantial (at least until the third century and Septimius Severus’ increase),
and while the discharge bonus might have permitted a veteran to invest in
a modest amount of land, when compared with the basic property quali-
fications for, say, the equestrian class, it was modest indeed. Soldiers may
have been able to become men of some influence in an Egyptian village like
Karanis, but they rarely appear holding local magistracies, which entailed
expense.73

A professional army meant bureaucracy. For the army of the Republic
we rely primarily on literary evidence, especially Livy, but in the Empire
bureaucracy generated huge numbers of documents, and the growing
amount of documentary evidence for the army certainly supplements the
meagre literary evidence for the soldiery, where mentions of soldiers are usu-
ally anecdotal or derogatory. The complex military bureaucracy is evidenced
through inscriptions, Egyptian papyri, the Vindolanda writing tablets and
ostraca, most importantly from Egypt and Bu Njem in Libya.74 These have
allowed some insight into the literacy of soldiers, which appears not to have
been high, and thus the specialized bureaucracy was a preserve of very few.
The picture of soldiers as limited in education and literacy is to some
extent supported by our documentary evidence, but it is nowhere more
strongly stated than in the comments of writers like Cassius Dio. In his fic-
tional speech of Maecenas to Augustus, preserved in Book 52 of his history,
Dio has Maecenas advise Augustus not to admit equites who had served
as soldiers to the Senate. He considered it shameful that such individuals
should be admitted the highest order. This is highly anachronistic, however,
and reflects Dio’s opinion about such promotions in his own day. Other

73 On Karanis, and the social status of veterans in Egypt, see Alston (1995) passim.
74 Many papyri relevant to the military are conveniently gathered in RMR, and the best sourcebook

on the army is Campbell (1993). The Vindolanda tablets are discussed by Bowman (1994). The ostraca
from Bu Njem are published with a commentary by Marichal (1992).
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writers, like Juvenal (satire 16) and Apuleius (Met. 9.39, 9.42, 10.1, 13) paint
a similar picture of brutish, uneducated soldiers.

Dio’s comments are interesting, however. It became possible in the impe-
rial period for soldiers to progress through the ranks and achieve senior social
standing. The careers of hardy professional soldiers in the imperial period
are well attested on inscriptions from around the empire, but there are
limitations to our evidence. Among the ranks we have evidence for many
different special appointments, and soldiers performing these came to be
known as immunes. Some time during the second century ad a distinction
emerged between these and the more senior ranks, or principales. However,
we know little of the pattern of promotion and advancement. It is difficult
to say whether there was a deliberate policy to develop the skills and expe-
rience of these men in an administrative or military capacity, but we can
be sure that broad experience brought with it the chance of advancement.
A good example is a letter of ad 107 from Julius Apollinarius, stationed in
Bostra in Arabia, to his father in Karanis, in which he writes: ‘I have asked
Claudius Severus, the governor, to appoint me as a clerk on his staff, and
he said, “There is no vacancy; nevertheless, in the meantime I shall appoint
you as a clerk of the legion with expectation of advancement.”’75

More senior officers, from centurions upwards, came to be very well
incorporated into the fabric of Roman bureaucratic life, not just in the
army (and of course its policing and administrative dealings with local
communities) but also in the imperial administrative structure. The centu-
rionate was dominated by legionaries of long standing, but was also open
to men of equestrian status, which is indicative of its importance. For non-
equestrians promotion to the rank of chief centurion (primus pilus) brought
admission to the equestrian class. This brought opportunities for further
promotion to procuratorships and even equestrian governorships.76 The
more senior ranks of prefect and tribune were held by men of equestrian
class, and were often promoted centurions. These posts, known as the tres
militiae, were prefect of a cohort, military tribune and prefect of an ala.
These ranks served to increase the number of experienced men available
for administrative posts, and holders of such ranks often progressed into
the most senior equestrian prefectures: prefect of the corn supply, prefect
of Egypt and the praetorian prefectures.77

In terms of Roman society generally these posts offered social mobil-
ity and had the effect of integrating the military career structure with
the civilian. Although it is fair to say that in the imperial period there
comes a separation of soldiers from civilians, these career structures pro-
vide one area of symbiosis. They represented an important method of

75 P Mich. vii 466 = Campbell 36. 76 See Dobson (1972), (1974), (1978).
77 See Brunt (1983) and on the prefect of Egypt Brunt (1975).
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securing advancement and often marked the beginning of careers in public
life. The patronage of senators was often sought to secure these posts for
young men (and perhaps occasionally seasoned campaigners). Letters of
the younger Pliny clearly show the importance of patronage in securing
a tribunate, and inscriptions show the privileges and honours awarded to
these men and, often, imperial patronage.78 It was the advancement of sol-
diers into the upper echelons of society, and especially the Senate, which
so annoyed Cassius Dio. These specialist soldiers, described as viri mil-
itares, some have argued, enjoyed particular influence with the emperors
and fast-track careers, becoming consuls after only two previous posts as
legionary commanders and a praetorian legateship in an imperial province.
A tendency to systematize our evidence has resulted in the theory that these
individuals formed a homogeneous group, specially favoured, which they
did not.79 It seems that many soldiers in the army had an opportunity to
gain wide experience in a range of different posts, and this was also true of
the more senior appointments which might lead to careers in the imperial
administration after a period of military service. The idea of specialist viri
militares is anachronistic; most men gained wide experience in the same
way as their civilian counterparts.

vii i . army and society in the provinces

The issue of military administration and its link to civil bureaucracy neces-
sarily leads on to the major theme of the army and provincial society. Over
a period of centuries Roman conquest effectively brought a vast territory
under Roman control, stretching from the River Tyne in Britain to the
Rhine and Danube in Europe, the Euphrates in Syria and the deserts of
north Africa. A professional standing army under the Empire was perma-
nently stationed in the provinces by the end of the second century ad. This
army was made up of both legions and auxiliaries, and in smaller provinces
detachments of these larger units were dispersed. The result was that some
400,000 soldiers were spread throughout the empire and came to form an
important feature in its fabric. At a provincial level the army represented
a significant component in everyday life, at once a source of exploitation
and a focus of trade and investment. But just as every Roman province was
different in character, so was the relationship between each province and
its military residents. Recent studies have stressed that soldiers became well
integrated into provincial life, but at the same time maintained a separate
identity.80 While every province of the empire was different, and while it is
possible to some degree to see the empire as a system of semi-independent

78 Plin. Ep. 3.8. 79 See Campbell (1975). 80 See Alston (1999) 175–9 for a summary.
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regions bound by a loose imperial bureaucracy, the army was the most
significant and visible reminder of Roman control.81

Any study of the formal and informal interaction between soldier and
civilian in the Roman empire must take account of both archaeological and
historical evidence – literary and documentary texts. However, this is not
as easy as it might appear. We do not have enough of either type of evidence
and, more importantly, it is rare for both historical and archaeological evi-
dence to turn up at the same location. Vindolanda in Roman Britain and
Dura-Europus in Syria are exceptional. Egypt provides much documentary
evidence but little archaeology, the northern frontiers much archaeology
but almost no documentary evidence. It is difficult also to make obser-
vations about the relationship between the army and local government in
the provinces (and indeed any directions from Roman officials) precisely
because most of our information about provincial government comes from
non-military provinces such as Bithynia–Pontus. To this extent we need to
turn to Egyptian papyri – there is no need to assume that Egypt was any
more unusual as a province than any other.

Soldiers could have a profound effect on the regions in which they were
based, and indeed those stationed in outposts are far more likely to have
had an impact on local society than those in barracks. So, the further
from formal control (in the form of the emperor or commander) the wider
the impact on society. On one level the army provided a medium for
cultural integration and assimilation, on another a force of occupation. It
is all too easy to forget the often miserable and horrific circumstances of
the initial conquest and establishment of Roman rule, to view it as some
glorious crusade and civilizing mission.82 Is it universally correct to think
of Roman conquest and rule as a ‘good thing’? Some provincials certainly
thought otherwise – the classic example is the famous speech of Calgacus
on Agricola’s attempt to invade Caledonia in northern Britain: ‘They rob,
butcher, plunder, and call it “empire”; and where they make a desolation,
they call it “peace”.’83

Roman sources show two main things: soldiers were ubiquitous and they
oppressed local populations.84 Certainly abuses did occur, and as we shall
see this precipitated a serious attempt by Roman authorities to prevent
them; but we should not automatically assume that such abuses repre-
sent normality. We should not generalize; exception to normality is exactly
what we would expect to find in our sources. We should also bear in mind
that the perception of the Roman army as a force of occupation or of
peacekeeping depended on the loyalties or prejudices of the viewer. Few

81 On the minimalist view of the Roman empire, see Garnsey and Saller (1987) 20–40.
82 Drinkwater (1990); Woolf (1998), for example. 83 Tac. Agr. 30.
84 The most frequently cited passages are Apul. Met. 9.39–42; Juv. Satires 16; see also Philo, De

specialibus legibus 3.159–62.
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Roman provinces were free from revolt or local disquiet. Newly established
provinces and notoriously difficult ones needed pacification and control
rather than mere policing. The eastern provinces demanded a large mili-
tary presence for different reasons. Those provinces, such as Syria, which
bordered on Parthia, needed protection. Egypt was notoriously resistant
to civil law, but this traditional picture is surely not so simple. However,
the area from Egypt through the Levant did see several serious rebellions
against Roman rule. Even the more ‘Romanized’ provinces in the west, such
as Gaul, experienced revolts in the early imperial period. These revolts are
certainly evidence for resistance to Roman rule, but we should also view
them as part of a larger process of assimilation and acculturation, in that at
least some inhabitants of rebellious provinces had an opportunity to display
their loyalty to Rome.85

It is argued that provinces were better off materially under Roman con-
trol, and this would certainly be the case with the upper classes, from whom
the Romans would ultimately derive the local functionaries on which their
control of provinces depended. As we shall see, profit from Roman occu-
pation could extend far down the socio-economic scale. There were always
dissenters, but for every Calgacus declaring the pax Romana a desolation
there would be provincials eager for further incorporation into Roman soci-
ety. Generally, and in many respects by virtue of the willingness of Rome
to admit provincials to its citizenship, most rebellion or dissension was of
a local nature and easily dealt with.

ix . military oppression of civilians

The brutish soldier oppressing provincial civilians is not just a literary topos.
It is not only from documentary, literary evidence, or the valuable evidence
of the New Testament that we hear of oppression; it is also the subject of
governors’ edicts, imperial legislation and Roman law. The lawyer Ulpian,
writing on the duties of a provincial governor, states that the governor
must ensure that ‘nothing is done by individual soldiers exploiting their
position and claiming unjust advantages for themselves, which does not
pertain to the communal benefit of the army’.86 He is also clear on the
governor’s duty to ensure that no illegal financial exactions are made from
civilians. Even emperors showed concern, one of the best examples being
Tiberius’ response to a prefect of Egypt sending more tribute than had been
stipulated: the emperor said that he ‘wanted his sheep shorn, not flayed’.87

However, such stipulations in law or imperial concern for provincial
flocks was probably small comfort to civilians. Some of our best evidence

85 Woolf (1998) 32. 86 Dig. 1.18.6.5–7. On illegal financial exactions, see Dig. 1.18.6.1.
87 Dio Cass. 57.10.5.
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for relations between soldiers and civilians comes from the New Testament.
John the Baptist advised two soldiers, possibly of king Herod, not to ‘extort
money from anyone, do not act as an informer, and be satisfied with your
own pay’.88 In other parts of the New Testament, soldiers who displayed
humanity and kindness were singled out for praise, just because they were
exceptions in a body widely thought to be unjust and greedy.89 Just how
common extortion could be is well illustrated by a number of papyri from
Egypt. The most telling is a private account dating to the second century,
where along with unsurprising disbursements such as 20 drachmas for a
suckling pig, entries are made for payments to guards: 100 drachmas to two
police agents, a further 100 to another police agent and, most surprising,
2,200 drachmas ‘for extortion’ (diaseismos, literally ‘shaking down’).90 A
papyrus from Oxyrhynchus, dating to ad 37, seems to be the testament of
a village secretary to the effect that he knows of no extortion by soldiers
taking place.91 Such declarations, however, should not be taken at face value,
as we have examples of complicity between local officials and soldiers in
wrongdoing.92

One point that arises from the Egyptian evidence, however, is that such
extortion in Roman provinces was nothing new. The Ptolemaic kings had
issued ordinances to prevent it, but it seems without much success. It is likely
that the same is true for most, if not all Roman provinces. Roman adminis-
trators did likewise, especially in connection with unlawful requisitioning
of goods and services. Epictetus, in his Discourses, advised against strug-
gling with a soldier attempting to requisition one’s mule, as it would result
in a beating and the mule being taken anyway.93 Petronius and Apuleius
convey the same message – soldiers were universally unjust and violent. If
our evidence for abuses by soldiers is substantial, so too is our evidence of
attempts to curb such bad behaviour. Several edicts of Egyptian prefects
concern the illegal requisitioning of transport, as do inscriptions record-
ing governors’ edicts in Asia Minor.94 The edict of Mamertinus concerns
requisitions made without a certificate, and states that because of these
‘private persons are subjected to arrogance and abuse and the army has
come to be censured for greed and injustice’. He insists that such prac-
tices stop and threatens severe punishment otherwise.95 In ad 185 or 186

the governor of Syria, Julius Saturninus, similarly censured soldiers’ actions
in illegal requests for billeting. He issued a programma to the people of
Phaenae telling them of his actions and directing them to place his letter
in a public place to ensure their protection. Such publication of letters and

88 Luke 3.14 = Campbell 295. 89 Campbell (1984) 248.
90 SB vi 9207 = Campbell 297. 91 P Oxy. i 240 = Campbell 296.
92 See McGing (1998) on P Mich. vi 412 (reign of Claudius); P Oxy. xix 2234 (ad 31).
93 Epictetus, Discourses 4.1.79 = Campbell 298. 94 See generally Mitchell (1976).
95 PSI 446 (ad 133–7) = Campbell 293.
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orders from governors is common and gave some weight to a civilian’s right
to refuse illegal exactions. More often than not any threats that such orders
contained were hollow, and it is likely that these letters and their public
display were simply designed to appease public opinion – governors were
seen to be doing something. The efficacy of the law in dealing with such
matters is questionable; so too is the will of the state.

However, although soldiers might be abusive and unjust, this was not
always the case. Indeed they might also ensure the protection of civilians’
rights and, as we shall see below, their security. A good example of this is from
an inscription from Sulmenli in Asia Minor, dating to ad 213, concerning
a long-running dispute between several villages belonging to an imperial
estate over contributions of transport for state officials. As we have seen
this was often a source of complaint among provincial communities, but
in this case they ask for a soldier to be sent so that their obligations with
respect to each village can be monitored.96

x . legal status of soldiers

One major difficulty for local communities was in seeking redress. What
comeback did they have in the face of abuse? Soldiers were untouchable,
privileged and, Campbell argues, difficult to prosecute in court.97 Juvenal
states that soldiers enjoyed much greater advantages than a civilian, and that
the outcome of the case would usually be in the soldier’s favour, whether in
prosecution or defence.98 While Juvenal’s subject is probably the praetorian
guard there is little doubt that what he claims rings true in the provinces.
The received picture is therefore of the soldier as a thug, enjoying as he
did legal privileges by virtue of the emperor’s patronage, which made him
virtually unassailable. Several salient points concerning soldiers’ legal posi-
tion are the lack of a right to enter into a legal marriage (before Septimius
Severus), the ban on owning land in the provinces in which they served
and the rights of a soldier’s father over his son’s property being altered so
that the soldier had legal control. These issues had knock-on effects in the
realms of status and inheritance. Several initiatives introduced by emper-
ors eased the legal difficulties of soldiers in drawing up wills and receiving
inheritances and gave certain legal privileges which excused them several
civilian commitments, including inalienability of property until the com-
pletion of military service, and exemption from liturgical or compulsory
state services.

Evidence from Egypt is important in assessing the veracity of the hos-
tile view of soldiers and the law promoted by our literary sources. It is
clear that soldiers became involved in relationships which might seem like

96 Campbell 188. 97 Campbell (1984) 253–4. 98 Juv. Satires 16.32.
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marriage; but the legal difficulties were presented by the status of any
offspring, especially if the mother were a non-citizen. Alston cites three
examples of legal hearings in which decisions were made against the soldier
in question. He argues also for a steady erosion in the privileges accorded
to soldiers in the treatment of their wills which in effect denied them the
right to bequeath property to non-citizens. Any residual problems of status
differences between veterans and their partners and children were resolved
by the grant of conubium by Hadrian.

The restriction on marriage probably had its roots in military discipline
and logistics, in the same way as these may have affected soldiers’ rights to
own property. Effectively they were not allowed to buy land. But what is
clear from the Egyptian evidence is that they did, and often. It seems that
practice often departed from legal entitlement and that in the interests of
smooth running, a blind eye could be turned to soldiers’ private dealings.
The right of marriage awarded soldiers by the emperor Septimius Severus
can be seen as an acceptance of the status quo.

One final issue to mention is the legal status of soldiers and social mobility
and the effects of the army on the cultural identity of recruits.99 In the
second century ad the orator Aelius Aristides claimed that ‘on the day they
joined the army, they lost their original city, but from the very same day
became fellow-citizens of your city [Rome] and its defenders’.100 Joining
the auxilia was a recognized stepping-stone to Roman citizenship and must
have been attractive for its pay and ultimate reward.

All such issues of legal status are closely bound up with the relations of
soldiers and veterans with local provincial communities.

xi . families and friends

The dynamics of soldiers’ relationship with communities are complicated.
While it is clear that they were bound closely through family relationships,
soldiers and veterans living in provinces had wide social circles.101 It is only
documentary evidence in the shape of papyri or wooden tablets that shed
light on these aspects of a soldier’s life. But within this broad category
of evidence there are still problems of interpretation and disagreement
over the level to which soldiers were integrated into provincial society.
Much of our evidence comes from the Egyptian village of Karanis, in the
Fayyum, and is archival in nature. Thus we have a good picture of life
in one particular village, but this may not be representative of Egypt, or
indeed the Roman empire as a whole, though it is unlikely to have been
purely local. Indeed, there are many difficulties in dividing populations

99 On this issue in the western provinces, see Haynes (1999). 100 Aristid. Or. 26.75.
101 Alston (1995) 117–42; (1999); see pp. 194–5 above.
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into neat cultural identities, not least, as Alston points out, because these
identities may not have been clear in antiquity, either de facto or de jure, and
even naming practices cannot be held to be clear evidence of ethnicity.102

What seems reasonably clear, however, is that the social circle of soldiers
was diverse, aided no doubt by the fact that many of the soldiers would
have been recruited in the region. Indeed it has been argued that, in the
absence of military camps throughout Egypt, recruitment of the army and
auxiliaries was made through village contacts among veterans and families
of serving soldiers. These networks of relationships were central to the lives
of soldiers, no matter where they were stationed. We have good evidence
among the letters for regular correspondence between soldiers and their
families, not just within Egypt, but from Italy and Syria.

Friendships made in the course of military service also provided the entrée
to these communities for comrades in arms. Personal recommendation was
an important aspect of life in the ancient world generally, and certainly in
the army.103 The following letter is a good example:

Receive with my recommendation the bearer of this letter, Terentianus, an hon-
ourably discharged soldier, and acquaint him with our villagers’ ways, so that he
isn’t insulted. Since he is a man of means and wants to live there, I have urged
upon him that he rent my house for this year and the next for 60 dr, and I would
like to use the 120 dr to buy for me from our friend the linen-merchant by the
temple in the city . . .104

We know from other letters that Terentianus was the son of a veteran and
that he had served in the fleet at Alexandria. Here he uses a personal contact
in order to smooth his acceptance into the village of Karanis, where he even-
tually bought land. Social connections seem to have been very important in
tenancy agreements.105 One interesting impression emerges, however, and
that is that, despite Alston’s belief that soldiers and veterans were well inte-
grated into village life, there seems to have been a natural barrier between
them and the local population – their ways are considered rather odd by
the writer. Such a climate of strain is suggested by other documents which
record complaints made by veterans of beatings that they had received at
the hands of Egyptians, and that their various privileges, such as exemption
from liturgies, were being denied them by local officials, whether because
they were forced to bend rules in order to deliver the appropriate number
of liturgists or because of disaffection not being clear.106 It is certain that
soldiers and veterans were integrated into local communities, but we should
not underestimate levels of tension between the two groups.

102 Alston (1999) 180. 103 See Cotton (1981). 104 SB vi 9636 (ad 136).
105 Rowlandson (1996) 272–8.
106 SB v 7523 = Sel. Pap. ii 254 (ad 153); BGU i 180 = Sel. Pap. ii 285 (ad 172) = Campbell 339.
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Dislike and distrust of soldiers and veterans among the indigenous pop-
ulation, at least in Egypt, is easy to understand and is manifested on several
levels. There is no reason to doubt that soldiers and veterans enjoyed a
privileged existence. They had more money than their civilian counter-
parts, which enabled them to buy more land. Despite the ban on soldiers
buying land during their service, it seems that in practice a blind eye was
turned on this by the state. In addition a generous discharge bonus added to
their wealth. Legionaries possessed Roman citizenship, auxiliaries obtained
it upon discharge, and this brought with it legal privileges, among which
exemption from poll tax was perhaps the most enviable. Veterans enjoyed
exemption from liturgies for a period of five years,107 and also had, de facto,
the same rights of access to authorities, even the emperor, which ensured a
privileged position in law, with the ability to seek redress with more hope
of success than a civilian. Fellow villagers no doubt looked on this with
envy and disaffection, and they may also have remembered the miserable
treatment that they received from soldiers collecting the taxes and enforcing
the will of the state.

Outside Egypt we have similar evidence for veterans. In inscriptions and
papyri from Syria, they appear as wealthy landowners, local benefactors and
generally wealthy individuals of local prominence. It may even be the case
that veteran settlement changed the economic and agricultural develop-
ment of regions.108 There is little doubt, however, that veteran settlement
and its effect on local society varied in different parts of the empire, just as
did the economic effects of the army generally.

xii . the role of the army in the provinces

The principal role of the army was to fight wars. But wars, on balance,
rarely affected daily life in provinces, so the army’s secondary function,
the maintenance of law and order, was an important feature of provincial
life.109 Guard duty and surveillance took up much of the army’s time:
Ps.-Hyginus, writing in the first or second century, stated that about 20

per cent of a legion might be on such duty at any time during a night.110

Documentary evidence from Dura-Europus and Egypt corroborates this.111

Guard duty included watching the army camp and also manning outposts in
the provinces. Commitments of soldiers to such duties were long standing,
and soldiers could find themselves serving at the same post for years. A
good example of this is that of Aelius Dubitatus, a member of the ninth
praetorian cohort, based in Numidia during the third century ad who

107 See for example BGU i 180 = Sel. Pap. ii 285 (ad 172) = Campbell 339.
108 Fentress (1979) 150–60.
109 See Isaac (1990) passim, but especially 54–100; Alston (1995) 81–6; Pollard (2000) 96–9.
110 Ps.-Hyginus De munitionibus castrorum 1. 111 RMR 12–19 and 51 for examples from Egypt.
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guarded the staging post at Veneria Rustica for nine years.112 Some posts
were, no doubt, more pleasant than others.

Such activities could be so demanding that the efficiency of a garri-
son as a fighting force could be affected. But one of the most important
tasks of the army was the upkeep of peace and law and order within each
province – the army did not sit idle, waiting for revolt or external attack. It
was an important duty of the provincial governor to ensure law and order in
his province.113 Banditry was a serious problem, for which there is copious
evidence.114

A series of ostraca from Upper Egypt provide evidence for the daily duties
and lives of soldiers on outpost duties. Several documents provide lists of
individuals on watchtower duty, presumably protecting desert routes, and
other documents provide evidence for the supply of units guarding watering
points along desert routes.115 Travel along these routes seems to have been
carefully regulated, with passes (pittakia) being issued, and charges were
made for the use of the roads.116 Watchtowers were also set up in the Nile
valley, possibly for the protection of caravans carrying grain, but also to
protect villages from banditry, which seems to have been rife in Egypt if
we are to believe our literary sources (who did not generally think much
of Egyptians), especially in times of economic hardship. Documentary
evidence, while less colourful, is probably more reliable. A group of papyri
from the Egyptian village of Thmouis in the delta, which dates to the
ad 160s, illustrate a period of extreme economic pressure, exacerbated by
low Nile floods and, perhaps more drastically, plague. This led to a steep
decline in population, increased pressure to keep paying taxes, and flight
from such responsibilities (anachoresis).117

Centurions and decurions, when necessary, could be dispatched to inves-
tigate crimes, and in Egypt centurions became a regular feature of the main-
tenance of law and order throughout the countryside (chora).118 In other,
less problematic provinces, soldiers with special duties, such as beneficiarii
or stationarii, took on such tasks when they were not in the hands of local
magistrates.119

112 ILS 9073 = Campbell 187.
113 Ulp. 1.18.13. For an example in practice, see BGU i 372 (ad 154) with P Fay. 24 (ad 158).
114 See MacMullen (1966); Shaw (1984); and more recently, McGing (1998).
115 Bagnall (1977) and (1982); Alston (1995); Adams (1999) on supply. Bagnall (1977) concludes that

watchtowers were often manned by civilians, which cannot be ruled out; see O Claud. i 175 (early
second century). It is certain that soldiers often performed such duties, and outside of Egypt this might
certainly be the case, in the absence of a developed system of liturgies.

116 Pittakia, see O Claud. i 48–82; charges, OGIS 671 (ad 90).
117 On the Antonine plague, see Duncan-Jones (1996); on anachoresis, see Lewis (1993).
118 See Alston (1995) 86–96.
119 Davies (1974a); Austin and Rankov (1995) s.v. beneficiarii and stationarii.
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Troops were stationed throughout provinces, largely in the countryside,
unless certain cities were considered to be trouble spots – Alexandria, and
the cities of Jerusalem, Caesarea and Byzantium are good examples. Duties
ranged from guarding harbour facilities and granaries, to guarding individ-
uals during trials.

xii i . the army and internal administration

Whether the army was viewed as an occupying army or a peacekeeping
force, it was the most tangible evidence of Roman control in a province. It
was the natural extension of Roman authority and thus, in the absence of
a large provincial bureaucracy, it had a role to play in the internal adminis-
tration of a province. Not surprisingly local communities tried to maintain
good relations with soldiers, often through the public voting of honours in
the form of votive inscriptions which name them as ‘friends and benefac-
tors’.120 More senior officers were engaged in the dispensation of justice.
Clearly some provincial governors were also military commanders (the gov-
ernors of Syria for example), so they would naturally deal with legal matters
in the course of their duties. There is evidence for procurators and military
prefects having such roles delegated to them. There are also cases of soldiers
being attached to the staff of the provincial governor, appointments which
brought seniority and influence.

Soldiers were allocated tasks that required a strong arm. Evidence, pri-
marily from Egypt but also from Dura-Europus and Syria, exists for them
supervising local markets, especially the weighing of goods for sale.121 They
might also supervise the weighing of state grain, or act as guards on grain
ships.122 Soldiers were often attached to the staff of local officials such as
procurators, not only to provide security, but in clerical roles where their
administrative experience could be useful.123 Perhaps most important, and
least surprising, was the role of soldiers in tax collection in the provinces.
This is well documented in the papyrological record in Egypt. Soldiers
manned customs points throughout the empire, directly in support of
civilian tax-collectors. In fact it seems that it was common for soldiers to
spend considerable periods of time away from their units on such duties.124

xiv. the army as a workforce

The Roman army had among its ranks many soldiers with experience
in building and engineering. There is little doubt that these skills were

120 See Pollard (2000) 88. 121 CIL viii 18219 = ILS 2415.
122 See generally MacMullen (1963) for the third century ad and beyond; Alston (1995). 79–81

123 Pollard (2000) 100–4, citing Plin. Ep. 10.27 where soldiers are appointed to the staff of an imperial
freedman in the employ of a procurator.

124 The best evidence for this is CPapLat 106 = RMR 10 = Campbell 184.
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generated in response to the army’s own requirements for the construc-
tion of forts, accommodation and of course roads for its own use.125 Any
advantage to the civilian population in the provinces derived from mili-
tary facilities was incidental, but there is no doubt that roads and bridges
benefited them greatly. There is evidence for soldiers being employed more
generally in construction projects in the provinces.126 But it is likely that,
because of their technical skills, surveyors, engineers and craftsmen were
quite widely employed, but that ordinary soldiers were only used occa-
sionally for provincial building projects.127 It is often difficult, however, to
separate military and civilian building projects, and the role of soldiers in
civilian projects is difficult to gauge: state interests often lay behind such
projects. It is clear also that emperors carefully guarded the use of soldiers
in such activities, for in the Digest laws governing this are preserved: leave
to soldiers was ideally to be granted sparingly (presumably to discourage
them becoming involved in private projects), and in a law of Augustus it
was laid down that:

Although I know that it is not inappropriate for soldiers to be occupied in build-
ing work, I am nevertheless afraid that if I grant permission for anything to be
done which might be in my interest or yours, it would not be done in a fashion
which would be acceptable to me.128

But elsewhere in the Digest Ulpian notes that provincial governors had
a responsibility for the upkeep of buildings in the provinces and should
appoint soldiers to assist in inspections of buildings if necessary.129

Epigraphic and papyrological evidence clearly shows that soldiers were
involved in provincial building projects and other forms of economic activ-
ities, such as the supervision of quarries and mines and the production
of metalwork. Milestones are testament to the manifold road-building
schemes throughout the provinces, and many mention the use of soldiers
at imperial command. These also might open up new areas for military
or economic control – the building of a road from Syria to the Red Sea
by Trajan is a good example, as is the via Hadriana linking the Nile to
the Red Sea.130 Specialist military surveyors and architects are requested by
Pliny in Bithynia–Pontus, in the course of his duties supervising building
and improving the province’s communication network.131 The army seems
to have had specialists in various crafts, such as stonemasons and builders
among others.132 We have examples of these soldiers engaged in the repair
of city walls in Syria and Mesopotamia and building walls for the colony

125 On the role of the army in road-building, see Kissel (2002) 155–7.
126 The evidence is collected by MacMullen (1959) and discussed by Pollard (2000) 242–9.
127 Suet. Aug. 28; SHA, Prob. 9 for soldiers engaged in the maintenance of irrigation channels which

had fallen into disrepair, although we should note the striking similarity between the two accounts.
128 Dig. 49.16.12.1 = Campbell 192. 129 Dig. 1.16.7.1 = Campbell 193.
130 ILS 5834 = Campbell 198; IGRom. 1142 = OGIS 701. 131 Plin. Ep. 10. 41.
132 Stonemasons – AE 1973. 473 = Campbell 200; builders – CIL x 3479 = Campbell 195.
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of Romula in Dacia.133 We know from evidence from the eastern desert of
Egypt, and especially from Mons Claudianus, that soldiers were engaged
in the protection of imperial quarries and desert routes, and it is likely also
that they added welcome engineering skill to quarry work and the transport
of stone. The lot of ordinary soldiers was probably better than that of civil-
ians working in these conditions, and that of army officers better still. An
interesting letter written by a soldier (a legionary accountant) stationed at
quarries in Bostra in Arabia to his family in the Egyptian village of Karanis
illustrates this: ‘I give thanks to Sarapis and Good Fortune that while all
are labouring the whole day through at cutting stones, I as an officer move
about doing nothing.’134

All of this opens up the broader issue of the role of the army in the
upkeep of provincial infrastructures and of state investment in provinces.
It may be that some profits from taxation were reinvested by Rome in the
infrastructure of the provinces, and the army did participate in building
projects. It is certainly the case, however, that reinvestment never made up
for the systematic exploitation of the provinces, both through taxation and
the draining of natural resources. The army’s involvement in building in
the provinces was largely connected to the state’s own interests, and any
benefits to the provinces purely incidental.

xv. soldiers and regional economies : supply and trade

The distribution of the legions over provinces and within provinces meant
that there was no universal system of supply. The army was certainly not
self-sufficient, although soldiers did produce a small amount of food on
the land attached to camps (territorium) or perhaps through small-time
gardening. This can be seen at Vindolanda, and is evidenced by the writing
tablets.135 Soldiers had direct responsibility for the upkeep and production
of agricultural land attached to the fort, and for the maintenance of live-
stock. However, as in other regions of the empire, it is unlikely that direct
cultivation and animal husbandry by the army could cater for all its needs –
it required large quantities of grain, meat, other foodstuffs, wine, water (in
desert outposts), animals, clothing, weapons and other commodities. A
considerable portion of military supplies came from tax payments made
in kind in the provinces, but by no means all. The army came to con-
stitute a real focus for trade, both local and long distance.136 Its demands
were considerable – perhaps as much as 150,000 tonnes of grain alone by
the end of the second century ad.137 Evidence from Egyptian papyri sheds

133 Pollard (2000) 244–5; Dacia, ILS 510 = Campbell 203. 134 P Mich. viii 465 (ad 107).
135 See Bowman (1994) 44–45. 136 Hopkins (1980); Middleton (1983).
137 Garnsey and Saller (1987) 88–95.
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considerable light on the supply system, and while such a system had
regional and local variations in practice, similar evidence from Bu Njem in
Libya, other parts of the Near East and from Vindolanda in Britain, enables
us to compare military supply systems to some degree.

The system for supplying armies was central to military life. During the
Republic campaigning armies relied on two levels of supply – those brought
in from outside the operational region, and those derived from it by requisi-
tion or foraging.138 But as armies began to become more permanently based
in particular regions, a pattern which began in the late Republic, more com-
plicated mechanisms of supply had to be developed. By the imperial period,
and certainly by the end of the second century ad, legions became almost
permanently based in particular provinces. Supplying legionary bases was
obviously a priority, but the picture becomes more complicated with the
fragmentation of legions into smaller units, and the outposting of soldiers,
clearly shown in duty rosters from Dura and one from Vindolanda.139 This
fragmentation arguably aided Rome’s firm control of territory – units could
quickly respond to limited local threats. Efficient communication between
units (and here we see the importance of communication, and indeed lit-
eracy, to the development and upkeep of the Roman empire) could ensure
this. But not only that, efficient communication and record-keeping were
essential to supplying the army with its needs. What marks the period of
the Roman Republic from that of the Empire is the profound importance
of record-keeping – it is an accident of preservation which has provided
documentary evidence for military supply in Egypt, Syria and Britain, but
clearly documents of this kind saw much greater use under the standing,
professional army of the imperial period.140

How, then, were military units supplied? Our evidence consists in part of
isolated references in literary sources; these are profuse for the late Repub-
lican wars, but logistics were not a central concern for them, while for
the imperial period our literary sources are very limited and only inciden-
tal details are preserved. Sub-literary texts or technical handbooks, such
as Vegetius’ Epitome of Military Science, preserve ideals, but not structural
detail. For evidence of how supply systems work, we must turn to papyri
from Egypt and Syria and wooden tables from Vindolanda in Britain.

For Roman Egypt there has been a trend towards seeing the supply system
as essentially an ad hoc demand for and supply of staple foods.141 But this has
avoided the issue of bureaucracy, and most especially the very tight control
exercised by state authorities over the requisition of goods and services.142

The system of supply seems to have followed the following basic format:

138 See Roth (1999) and Erdkamp (1998) passim.
139 Sample the duty registers collected by RMR, especially 14–16; T.Vindol. i 154.
140 Adams (2001) 466. 141 For Egypt, see Alston (1995) 110–12. 142 Adams (1999).
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the military commander assessed the needs of his troops and formulated
lists of his demands; these were sent to the provincial governor for his
approval before any requisition was made, as we know from a number of
sources that tight controls were exercised over requisition. Once approval
had been given soldiers were given the task of collecting the supplies they
needed. The army’s requirements were divided up among the nomes and
their villages by the senior nome officials, the strategoi, which indicates
significant bureaucratic and central control over the system. Soldiers with
specific supply duties collected the goods and organized their transport
to the military units.143 Our evidence shows that, contrary to what we
might expect, grain was transported considerable distances, although it is
certainly possible that in this respect Egypt may have been different to other
provinces, given its importance to the grain supply of the Roman world
generally and the fact that the Nile served as an ideal transport highway.

Long-distance transport was necessary also for desert outposts. Cara-
vans regularly supplied locations in the western desert such as Douch, and
watering stations along the eastern desert routes. In these cases civilian
transporters seem to have carried supplies in some instances.144 It is diffi-
cult to establish how important the role played by civilians in the system
of military supply was, as our evidence is rarely specific on such an issue.
Civilian contractors may be involved in the procurement of grain and other
supplies in quite a number of documents. Outside Egypt the situation was
similar. Ostraca from the fort at Bu Njem in Libya show significant car-
avan activity, with large amounts of grain being transported considerable
distances, most probably by civilians.

To what extent were soldiers involved? We have some indication from
duty rosters, and most importantly from one preserved on a papyrus from
Egypt which relates to the cohors i Veterana Hispanorum equitata, based
in Stobi in Macedonia at the time when the document was written.145 In
this document we see soldiers, on detachment to obtain grain and fodder,
procuring livestock. Some were detached outside the province of Mace-
donia, others within. In one particularly interesting example from Egypt,
which concerns the procurement of hay intended for disbursement as fod-
der to a turma, a member of the unit (who styles himself with the unmilitary
title ‘procurator’) writes to the hay contractors (conductores faenarii – who

143 The best example of the system is P Amh. ii 107 (ad 185), which forms part of a larger archive
of documents relating to the strategos Damarion, many of which concern military supply. See Adams
(1999) and Daris (1992).

144 Sample the material collected in O Douch i–v. For the eastern desert, see O Petr. 245, with Adams
(1996).

145 RMR 63 = Campbell 183 (ad 105 or 106). The document is no longer considered a pridianum,
but an extraordinary strength report drawn up during the Dacian wars and used to draft a pridianum.
Presumably it was taken to Egypt by its recipient.
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were most likely civilians), to say that he had paid for the freight charges
himself. No doubt he would be reimbursed.146

What this shows is that there was probably no universal system of supply,
but that it was determined by local conditions of both bureaucracy and
economy. Additionally it is very difficult to distinguish between military
personnel and civilians in our evidence, and only in a very small number
of cases can we be sure of the status of an individual. However, we should
perhaps not trouble too much about this, as we shall see that the army
in the provinces very quickly moulded itself into the economic life of its
regional base, attracting traders, merchants and suppliers to communities
built around camps and forts.

The army became a focus of trade. It is probable that such trade was
primarily local in nature, and certainly the presence of an army unit in any
locality would have encouraged production of both staple goods and other
commodities. While this form of trade was predominant there is evidence
to suggest that certain items were transported very long distances to cater
for the tastes of soldiers, who we should remember were often from different
parts of the empire than where they were stationed, and had a considerable
income in comparison to their civilian counterparts. Wooden tablets from
Vindolanda near Hadrian’s Wall in Britain preserve documents remarkably
similar to those we find on Egyptian papyri, and incidentally show that mil-
itary documentary practice was standard throughout the empire, whether
in Latin or Greek. Wine from Gaul seems to have been favoured, perhaps
not surprisingly, over local beverages, and on one tablet a man describes
himself as a hominem trasmarinum (a man from across the sea), which sug-
gests that he may have been a merchant. Amphorae from the quarries at
Mons Claudianus, deep within the eastern desert of Egypt, show that wines
were transported there from Italy and Gaul, and ostraca show a considerable
amount of trade at this remote location.147

At a more local level the presence of soldiers could have a profound effect
upon the economy – the army created ‘networks of contact that resulted in
the interplay of Roman and native groups’.148 Apart from Egypt, some of
our best evidence for this comes from Roman Britain, where we see what
Bowman describes as a ‘flexible and sophisticated “local economy”’.149 Evi-
dence from the Vindolanda tablets shows commodities of a diverse nature,
from luxury items such as Massic wine from Campania to the more mun-
dane apple, being consumed by the commanding officers of the garrison.
What is striking is that, although many items are imported in order to cater
for more Mediterranean tastes, many local commodities are consumed. But

146 P Lond. i 482 = RMR 80 = Campbell 236 (ad 130).
147 Tomber (1996); van der Veen (1998); O Claud. i 137–71 (second century).
148 Middleton (1983) 75. 149 Bowman (1994) 68. See most recently Whittaker (2002).
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these items seem not to have been requisitioned, as cash is paid for them,
and the tablets suggest a flourishing local trade at markets. The frequent
reference to clothing at Vindolanda raises the question of the supply of
garments to the army and the broader issue of how self-contained military
units might be. It is probable that local manufacturers provided almost all of
the clothing needed by the army in Roman Britain, and it is likely that the
local climate determined local clothing – cloaks for use in northern Britain
would be of little use in the deserts of Syria. Papyri from Egypt show a sim-
ilar pattern: in one text an individual with the liturgical task of delivering a
consignment of blankets for legio ii Traiana Fortis based at Alexandria was
detained longer than he expected.150 However, localities that specialized
in the production of textiles were expected to provide clothing for troops
serving elsewhere, as is shown in a papyrus from Philadelphia in Egypt,
which preserves particularly interesting details on the nature of military
clothing and the price paid by the state.151 Rather more specialized items
could be requested – such as spear shafts or other wooden components.152

xvi . cities , canabae and v ic i

In the Roman east military units were situated within or near urban centres.
This precipitated unsurprising criticism in the ancient sources – garrisons
in the east enjoyed the lavish comfort of city life, while western legions lived
in tents. In the west, as we shall see, military sites were eventually to turn
into urban centres (see p. 196 above). In the east the opposite was the case.
This had an effect on the creation and distribution of military forts, which
tend to be less common.153 Our best evidence for the relations between cities
and the military comes from Dura-Europus, which was occupied between
ad 165 and 256.154 It is clear that the military presence had a profound effect
on the economic and social life of the city, the more so because military
personnel were billeted within the city walls. The result of basing the army
in cities was that the army had much less influence or impact on the everyday
life of the rural regions of eastern provinces. But it is fair to say that the
eastern provinces were generally much more developed and set in their
ways than the western, which were more malleable in their societal fabric.
It is arguable, however, that the effects were the same. In the west, with the
creation of a provincial landscape, the Romans, through the establishment
of urban centres based around military units, could control regions more
easily. In the eastern provinces these urban centres were already established,
so it was logical to base military units in these strategic cities. It seems clear
though that both cities and military benefited from this arrangement.

150 P Oxy. xxxvi 2760 (ad 179/80).
151 BGU vii 1564 = Sel. Pap. ii 395 = Campbell 239 (ad 138).
152 Campbell 238; T.Vindol. ii 309. 153 Isaac (1990) 133.
154 The most recent treatment is Pollard (2000) passim.
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So the important difference between military organization in the Roman
east generally and elsewhere in the Roman empire was that military bases
in the east tended to be located in existing cities, while in the western
provinces, which were characterized by lower levels of urbanization, gar-
risons were placed where there were no existing cities, and thus communities
tended to spring up near army camps.155 These camps were usually located
at important strategic locations, and lines of communication and elaborate
systems of fortification developed. Armies attracted traders who wished to
profit both from the soldiers’ desire to be distracted from the rigours of
military life and their ability to pay for it. Such settlements began hap-
hazardly, but as legions developed or acquired semi-permanent bases they
became more sophisticated and may also have benefited from the building
and planning expertise of the army, as evident in some grid plans. With
increased sophistication came the development of quasi-municipal struc-
tures – magistrates appointed by and responsible to local military comman-
ders, as canabae, settlements of Roman citizens, were built on the territorium
legionis.156 Non-Romans settled around camps in vici, which seem gener-
ally to have been smaller is size than canabae. Although vici seem to have
developed near almost every garrisoned fort there is no consensus on the
nature of their development or whether they were established more or less
simultaneously.

Communication was of clear importance, not just to the establishing
of forts, but also to their associated settlements. There is therefore a link
between the layout of vici and local road networks.157 This must also con-
nect such settlements and forts to the annexation of provinces and the
exertion of control over space.158 For example, in south-west Germany all
vici and forts lie on new sites, with no sign of earlier occupation, and there
is a tendency for settlements to develop slightly later than their associated
forts, which suggests annexation and pacification before settlement.159 The
pattern seems to be of a spread of urban centres based on military forts,
which provided markets, distribution centres and even administrative cen-
tres located at intervals through the province. These settlements were thus
central to the development of the urban landscapes of Roman provinces.

xvii . conclusion

Warfare was central to Roman society. During the Republic, Roman cit-
izens and their allies benefited materially and territorially. Perhaps more
importantly Roman aristocrats pursued policies designed to enhance per-
sonal prestige and gain, and all of this had a profound effect on the politics,

155 On the army and urbanization in Britain, see Millet (1990); on Syria see Pollard (2000).
156 MacMullen (1963) 119–24. 157 Sommer (1999).
158 See Purcell (1990) for the creation of a provincial landscape.
159 Sommer (1999) argues for an almost planned settlement and colonization of south-west Germany.
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society and economy of Republican Rome and Italy, sometimes to the
good, sometimes not. Ultimately, though, competition for prestige, office
and power was to lead to the collapse of the Republic. Arguably the logical
outcome of the power struggles of the last century bc was the creation of
autocratic government. This resulted in an entirely different environment
for warfare and a similarly different effect on society. In the Republic while
wars may have brought devastation this was probably of much less signifi-
cance in itself than in its effect on the social fabric of society. In the imperial
period, with the presence of a standing army in the provinces, the effect
on society can only have been more profound. From cities to rural villages
the army represented the visible power of Rome. It policed the empire,
but also created the environment enabling a vibrant economy to develop.
The presence of the army helped to create the provincial landscapes of the
Roman world.
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CHAPTER 7

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

mark humphries

i . theodosius i at constantinople and rome

In 390 Constantinople’s urban prefect Proculus erected an Egyptian obelisk
on the central spine of the city’s hippodrome to celebrate the recent victory
of the reigning emperor Theodosius I over the western usurper Magnus
Maximus.1 The granite monolith was supported by a marble plinth deco-
rated with reliefs showing Theodosius with his court presiding, appropri-
ately enough, over circus spectacles. On the west face (see fig. 7.1) Theo-
dosius, together with his fellow emperors Valentinian II, Arcadius and
Honorius, is seated in the imperial box and flanked by guardsmen and
court officials. Below them approach, crouching in attitudes of supplica-
tion, two groups of barbarian envoys, each distinguished by stereotypical
clothing, Persians on the left, western foes on the right.2 The relief is a potent
statement of imperial ideology, the effortless dominance of the imperium
Romanum over its neighbours: the emperors sit calm and majestic, while
their enemies, by contrast, cower in subjugation.

Proculus was not the only loyal servant of the emperor to connect cel-
ebration of the victory over Maximus with the Empire’s superiority over
its barbarian neighbours. Around the same time Theodosius himself, on a
visit to Rome, listened to the panegyrist Pacatus celebrate this victory and
restoration of unity to the empire; Pacatus also reflected on Theodosius’
dealings with the barbarians. When Theodosius had been appointed to
the throne, Pacatus observed, ‘the state was lying grievously afflicted, or,
should I say, rendered lifeless, by innumerable ills, and barbarian peoples
had flowed over Roman territory like a flood’. Yet Theodosius had reme-
died the situation since his victorious army now contained large numbers of
barbarian recruits who ‘followed standards which they had once opposed,

The major recent studies of the subject matter of this chapter are Blockley (1992), (1998); Lee (1993b);
and the essays in Shepard and Franklin (1992); for the post-Roman west, Gillett (2003). There remains
much of use in Helm (1932).

1 Marc. Com. Chron. s.a. 390.3; CIL iii.737. Cf. PLRE 1.746–7, Proculus 6.
2 MacCormack (1981) 56–7.
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236 the later roman empire

Figure 7.1 Relief from the base of Theodosius’ obelisk in the hippodrome of Constantinople depict-
ing Theodosius I, seated with co-emperors Valentinian II, Arcadius and Honorius, receiving kneeling
foreign envoys.

and filled with soldiers the cities of Pannonia which they had not long ago
emptied by hostile plundering’. Furthermore, ‘there was no disorder, no
confusion, and no looting, as was customary among barbarians’ (Pan. Lat.
2 (12)3.3, 2 (12).32.3–4).

Such self-confident assertions of imperial superiority turned out to
be hollow indeed. Those same barbarian troops were soon to become
embroiled in a series of conflicts that would seriously undermine the stabil-
ity of the empire and eventually produce a very different balance of power
between the empire and its neighbours. It is this changing balance of power
in late antiquity and its ramifications for imperial foreign relations that this
chapter sets out to trace. The reign of Theodosius I provides an appro-
priate moment at which to throw these developments into high relief. He
was, though he can hardly have known it, the last emperor to rule over
a united Roman empire, stretching from Britain to the Sahara, and from
Spain to the Near East. He thus stands at the end of a line of emperors for
whom imperial unity and universal supremacy – precisely those aspirations
advertised on the obelisk base and in Pacatus’ panegyric – were more or
less realistic ambitions. After him came a sequence of rulers whom the twin
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spectres of unity and universalism continued to haunt, but whose ability
to achieve them was continually frustrated by strategic considerations and
limited resources.

i i . late antique geopolitics : the roman

empire and its enemies

Before examining the mechanics of international relations it is necessary to
set them in the broader context of shifting geopolitics in the late Roman
period. Perhaps the chief characteristic of this era was the retreat of the
imperial frontiers and the establishment within them of new polities by
non-Roman peoples. There is a danger that this process can seem precipitate
when, for example, Rome’s Mediterranean empire at Diocletian’s accession
in 284 is compared with that of the much smaller state confined to the
Balkans and Asia Minor that remained at the death of Heraclius in 641.
Such comparisons assume that the territorial limits achieved by the Empire
at its height should be regarded as somehow normal, even preordained, and
that the Empire’s major concern in its foreign policy was the maintenance
of those limits.3 It is also easy for teleological assumptions to dominate any
narrative of the Empire’s fortunes in late antiquity. Such a narrative might
see potential collapse in the third century ad followed by the restoration
of stability under Diocletian, and then the balance of power beginning
to shift in favour of Rome’s enemies after Valens’ defeat by the Goths at
Adrianople in 378. Thereafter the Empire was consistently on the retreat
with any territorial expansion, e.g. the Justinianic reconquests, only serving
to weaken it and lay it open to further dismemberment.

There is admittedly much in this picture that is true, but none of the
trends just described was a simple, linear process. Abandonment of imperial
territory had occurred before late antiquity, while aggressive foreign wars
continued to be fought. But any understanding of the changing territorial
limits of the empire, if it is not to seem overtly catastrophic, must be set
in a context that takes account of factors that facilitated or limited Rome’s
ambitions with regard to its enemies. The Roman ability to pursue an effec-
tive foreign policy could be seriously circumscribed by limited resources.
Diocletian’s currency and prices edicts showed a concerted imperial effort
to assert greater control over the deployment of resources. Later in the
fourth century the anonymous author of the De rebus bellicis tied defensive
concerns to problems of revenue (5.1); at the end of the fifth century, the
Senate of Constantinople voiced similar complaints to Zeno (Malchus fr.
15). Just as fiscal resources were beginning to show signs of strain military
manpower, even if it was by no means yet in short supply, was nevertheless

3 Isaac (1992) 373–418.
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coming under pressure.4 Such constraints on resources became especially
acute when the Empire was confronted by a number of different threats at
once.

Such limitations may well explain the Empire’s collapse in the west in
the fifth century as it sought to meet the needs of constant defence against a
multiplicity of enemies from an ever-diminishing pool of fiscal and military
resources.5 Even in the fourth century, when the Empire was still able to
muster large numbers of troops, it was often impossible to fight simulta-
neous wars on different frontiers: in 374 Sarmatian and Quadi attacks on
Pannonia terminated Valentinian I’s campaigns along the Rhine (Amm.
Marc. 30.3.2–3).6 The resources of the east were not inexhaustible. Jus-
tinian’s reconquests over-stretched the capacity of the eastern army, partic-
ularly in terms of the financial base upon which military activity depended;
outbreaks of the plague after 541 further undermined the east’s resilience.7

Under Justinian’s successors money and personnel were overstretched in
periods when the empire was fighting several wars at once. Tiberius II was
unable to commit the required forces against the Avars because his armies
were campaigning in the east, and when he sought to end his Persian war
in 582 the Persian ambassador pointed out that the Romans were in a weak
position because they were fighting on so many frontiers (Men. Prot. fr.
25.2, 26.1). In the late sixth and the seventh centuries the repercussions for
the integrity of the empire became all too apparent, particularly in terms of
the threat along the lower Danube.8 By the end of the seventh century con-
siderable stretches of the Balkans and Greece were all but lost to the Empire,
with imperial power limited to Constantinople’s Thracian hinterland and
a few coastal possessions around Thessalonica and in the south. Meanwhile
in the eastern provinces Heraclius’ devastating wars against Sasanid Persia
in the 620s left the empire exhausted and easy prey for the Muslim armies
that soon emerged out of Arabia.

Nor was the empire always able to mount a united response to such
outside threats. The problem of usurpation, endemic in late antiquity,
drained internal resources and undermined ambitions. Thus Constantius
II’s plans for war with Persia were repeatedly thwarted by western rebellions,
and Valentinian I was compelled to rethink his strategic priorities in the west
when his eastern colleague Valens was challenged by Procopius. Internal
and external crises could become intertwined. Already in the third century
the failure of the central authority to deal with invasions across the Rhine
and Near Eastern frontiers had resulted in the establishment of separatist
regimes in Gaul and Palmyra. The situation became more protracted in the
fifth century in the west. While the regime of Honorius was distracted by

4 Elton (1996b) 152–4; Whitby (2000b) 307–8. 5 Elton (1996b) 13, cf. 118–27.
6 Cf. Blockley (1992) 111–12. 7 Whitby (2000b) 306–8. 8 Whitby (2000c) 720–1.
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Gothic invasions of Italy after 401, the north-western provinces, dismayed
by apparent imperial neglect of their security, threw up a string of usurpers;
for his own part, Honorius was compelled to accept the Gallic usurper
Constantine III as co-emperor in 407 because problems in Italy prevented
him from doing otherwise (Olymp. fr. 13.1). For many of the middle years
of the fifth century, particularly around the time of the invasions of Attila’s
Huns, different regional interest groups, dominated by the aristocracies of
Gaul and Italy, were caught up in rivalries about whose priorities should
prevail when it came to deploying imperial resources.9 In the east the
usurpations of Phocas (602) and Heraclius (610) each facilitated enemy
attacks.

The division of the Empire at the death of Theodosius I in 395 into west-
ern and eastern halves created difficulties. Although imperial propaganda
insisted on the unity of the state the problems faced by the west did not
meet with a concerted response from the east. Relations between the two
parts of the Empire were often strained. Until 408 the western emperor
Honorius’ magister militum Stilicho seemed more interested in asserting
his influence over the east than in dealing with threats to western security.
When Constantinople established its own appointee Anthemius (467–72)
on the western throne, this provoked a hostile reception from the magis-
ter militum Ricimer in Italy. Moreover eastern emperors had to contend
with problems of their own, such as the emerging Ostrogothic power in
the Balkans and the perennial threat of brigandage among the peoples in
the mountains of eastern Asia Minor. Also, even if Sasanid Persia was on the
whole quiescent for most of the fifth century, the eastern frontier remained
an important outlet for Constantinopolitan emperors’ foreign ambitions.
Interventions in the west did occur but were rarely successful. The naval
expedition against the Vandals in 441 was recalled when the Huns invaded
Thrace the following year.10 Another huge fleet, sent by Leo I in 468, was
completely destroyed; the cost of this loss was immense and even a century
later was recalled as nearly rendering the eastern Empire bankrupt.11 In
such circumstances most eastern emperors were either unwilling or simply
unable to intervene in western affairs.

If the contraction of the empire is suggestive of imperial shortcomings,
so too it would appear to imply that Rome’s enemies enjoyed an increased
capacity for success. In turn, this could lead to assumptions that the peoples
against whom the Empire found itself ranged in late antiquity were qualita-
tively different from those whom it faced in earlier centuries, particularly in
terms of greater organizational sophistication and political stability. Such

9 Humphries (2000) 526–7.
10 Theophanes, Chron. 101.21–4, 102.13–103.6 (AM 5941–2); cf. Marc. Com. Chron. s.a. 441.1 and 3

for further pressures at this time; Blockley (1992) 61–2.
11 Procop. Wars 3.6; John Lydus, Mag. 3.44; cf. Hendy (1985) 221, 223 for analysis.
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presuppositions play a significant part in the traditional narratives of the
period, but need to be subjected to scrutiny if late antique international
relations are not to be misinterpreted. A fundamental given of modern
international relations is interaction between stable states; but for all the
tendencies towards confederation and state formation that had occurred,
this condition did not exist among most peoples living across the empire’s
frontiers. It has been assumed, for example, that in the world beyond the
Rhine frontier there was a significant realignment of tribal units during the
third century as confederations such as the Franks and Alamanni emerged
and absorbed many of the smaller political units of earlier centuries. Yet
it is possible to exaggerate the cogency of the western Germanic peoples
in fourth and later centuries.12 The smaller units of earlier times did not
disappear entirely. As is clear from Ammianus Marcellinus’ account of the
various Alamannic invasions across the Rhine in the fourth century, such
Germanic hostings were often led by a number of different kings work-
ing in concert.13 A similar situation seems to have obtained among the
Gothic tribes beyond the lower Danube. Although there was a tendency
towards broad confederations among them this was held in tension by the
persistence of more localized power structures. The Hunnic onslaught of
the 370s first caused the Goths to coalesce, but when the Greuthungi were
overwhelmed small groups emerged under a variety of leaders.

The array of peoples who faced the Empire was subject to constant
change in late antiquity. This was particularly apparent along the middle
and lower Danube. The Goths migrated there in the third century but
were largely displaced by the arrival of the Huns c. 400. For a century
thereafter the geopolitics of the empire’s northern frontier was dominated
by dealings with various Hunnic and Gothic groups. The influence of the
Huns disintegrated after Attila’s death in 453, leading to a fragmentation –
though not a diminution – of the threat on the Danube.14 Among these
the Ostrogoths posed immediate problems for the Romans. They were
induced to migrate to Italy by Zeno in 489, but this brought no respite
for the Empire as various groups – Gepids, Lombards and Heruls – jock-
eyed for position in eastern and central Europe. By the sixth century they
were joined by Kotrigur and Utigur Bulgars and the Slavs, and later by
the Avars.15 Following the collapse of Avar ascendancy, a conglomeration
of Slavic peoples came to dominate affairs in the Balkans, followed, by the
end of the seventh century, by a variety of west Turkic groups, among them
Bulgars and Khazars.16 Similar shifts in the balance of power may also be
observed in the west after the end of Roman rule there. The Visigoths,

12 Any appeal to archaeological evidence to show political realignment is fruitless: Todd (1998) 461–3.
13 Elton (1996b) 35, 38, 72–3. 14 Heather (1995). 15 Whitby (2000c) 714–21.
16 Obolensky (1994) 32–5.
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for example, first carved out a polity in southern Gaul, whence they were
later displaced by the Franks; however, Visigothic power endured in Spain
from the fifth century until the eighth. Similarly the Vandal and Ostro-
gothic kingdoms in Africa and Italy were destroyed by Justinian’s recon-
quests, but in turn both territories were invaded by other peoples: Italy
by the Lombards in the late sixth century and Africa by the Arabs in the
seventh.

There is a risk, when looking at these peoples from the perspective of
the Empire (or of sources written within the Empire), of misinterpreting
their ambitions. In particular, the entire rationale for their activities can
be reduced to rivalry with Rome; but their interactions with the Empire
were driven not simply by hostile or covetous intentions towards Roman
territory but also by internal concerns. Germanic societies set considerable
store by martial ability and raiding the empire could reflect efforts by
Germanic leaders to establish themselves as warlords.17 Meanwhile, on the
eastern frontier, the practice of transhumance by Arabs seeking pasturage
could be interpreted as an attack.18 Similarly unforeseen problems, such
as food shortages or droughts, facing peoples beyond other frontiers could
provoke movements into the empire.19 More seriously, onslaughts from
other peoples, such as the Hunnic attacks on the Goths in the mid-370s,
precipitated large-scale movements.

Viewed from within the dynamics of non-Roman states have their own
logic. The eastern frontier provides instructive examples. From Armenia in
the north to Axum (Ethiopia) and Himyar (Yemen) in the south the bor-
derlands between Rome and Persia were occupied by a series of polities that
found themselves caught up in the conflicts between their neighbouring
great powers. Such peoples were far from being mere pawns: they exploited
their positions to further their own ambitions, regardless of the interests
of their alleged Roman or Persian overlords. We are told, for example, that
the Anastasian war of 502–6 ‘was the cause of enrichment for the Tayyaye
[Arabs] of both sides, and they did as they pleased in both empires’ (Ps.-
Joshua Stylites 80). A similar independence of mind and action can be seen
in Armenia. Following the murder of king Arsak (Arsaces) in 368, the Persian
king Shapur II launched incursions into Armenia. Arsak’s son, the prince
Pap, was installed as king with Roman assistance. In turn, however, and
partly driven it would seem by conflict with the Church in Armenia arising
out of his dealings with the emperor Valens, Pap turned against his erstwhile
imperial allies and sought a rapprochement with the Persians. Such inde-
pendence angered the Romans and in 375, following a botched kidnapping

17 Elton (1996b) 46–7. 18 Hoyland (2001) 96–102.
19 Shortage of food: Priscus fr. 37; Procop. Wars 3.3.1. Drought: Isaac (1992) 242.
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attempt, Valens ordered Pap’s assassination.20 In the end Armenia was
carved up between Rome and Persia, but even after this various Armenian
potentates pursued their own ambitions (e.g. Sebeos 67–8). At other times
different barbarian peoples sought to maximize their effectiveness against
the Romans by combining forces. Ammianus described the concurrent
attacks of the Picts, Attacotti and Scots on Britain in 367/8 as a ‘barbar-
ian conspiracy’ (27.8.1). Later, the Ostrogothic king Vitigis attempted to
distract Justinian from attacking Italy by asking the Persian shah to invade
the east (Procop. Wars 2.2); during his attack on Constantinople in 626

the Avar Chagan presented the Persian commander Shahvaraz, who was
occupying Chalcedon, as his ally and assistant (Chron. Pasch. s.a. 626).

Sasanid Persia provides some instructive examples of these various inter-
pretative problems. On the one hand, it would appear to epitomize the
greater stability of the Rome’s enemies in late antiquity: certainly no other
state was able to mount such sustained opposition to the Empire. Yet the
Sasanid shahs were faced, like Rome’s European enemies, by their own
problems that could compromise their ability to mount hostilities against
the Empire. Although Sasanid Persia was to a large extent a sophisticated,
centralized, bureaucratic state,21 the authority of the shahs was often under-
mined by conflict with their nobles. Several revolts are known to have
occurred, not only on the fringes of the Sasanid realm among the rulers of
frontier marches such as the Kushanshahs in the north-east, but also among
rival claimants to the throne, such as when Khusro II found himself ejected
by his nobles in 590.22 There are also different assessments of the nature of
Persia’s rivalry with Rome. Roman authors expressed concerns at Sasanid
territorial aims, seeing them as bent on restoring the ancient Achaemenid
empire destroyed by Alexander the Great in the fourth century bc.23 Such
fears may represent Roman misunderstanding of Sasanid territorial ambi-
tions since the shahs were content to consolidate their territorial hold-
ings in Mesopotamia and their influence over intermediate states such as
Armenia.24 Moreover it would be erroneous to assume that hostilities with
Rome were the single most important driving force behind Sasanid foreign
policy, since the frontier with Rome was but one of several to be watched. In

20 Amm. Marc. 30. 1 omits reference to Pap’s problems within his kingdom that led him to deal
with Shapur. These are narrated, albeit from a hostile perspective, in Pawstos of Buzand (attrib.), Epic
Histories 5.22–4, 29, 31–2; cf. Blockley (1992) 34–6.

21 Thus Howard-Johnston (1995b) 211–26; Rubin (2000) argues for weaker royal authority.
22 Bivar (1983a) 209–12; cf. p. 267 below for Khusro II.
23 Dio Cass. 80.4.1; Herodian 6.2.2; Amm. Marc. 17.5.5–6. Cf. Seager (1997) 253–9 on Ammianus’

distortion of Shapur II’s foreign policy ambitions in 359.
24 For Sasanid territorial ambitions, see Fowden (1993) 24–36; Rubin (2000) 638–44; contrast

Wiesehöfer (1996) 165–9 for Sasanid kings’ notions of their dominion. Nostalgia for the Achaemenid
past is conspicuously absent from the Persian tradition on the rise of the Sasanids, but may be implied
by the erection of inscriptions and reliefs by Sasanid monarchs alongside examples by their Achaemenid
forebears at Naqsh-i Rustam near Persepolis: Hermann (2000).
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particular the Caucasus and Khorasan mountains flanking the Caspian Sea
witnessed numerous confrontations between the Sasanids and the nomads
of the central Asian steppes; just as the Romans were faced by Hunnic inva-
sions in the late fourth and the fifth centuries so too were the Sasanids.25

Indeed the geographical horizons of Sasanid rulers could stretch further
still: at the end of his reign, as a fugitive from the conquering Muslim
armies, Yazdgerd III sought the help of the Chinese emperor.26 Likewise
the Sasanids had interests to the south-west in the Arabian peninsula: in the
third and fourth centuries, Ardashir I and Shapur II campaigned along the
Arabian shores of the Persian Gulf as far as Bahrain; by the end of the sixth
century, Sasanid intervention in this region extended to the imposition of
governors.27

i i i . ideology in foreign relations: romans

and barbarians

The substantial geopolitical transformations experienced by the Empire
between Diocletian and the Arab conquest affected its perspectives both in
terms of the ideological underpinnings that guided policy and the goals it
sought to achieve through diplomacy. The Romans did not view the various
peoples living across the Empire’s frontiers as a uniform non-Roman mass:
distinctions were made not only according to the varying dangers that dif-
ferent groups were perceived to present but also in terms of their significance
as enemies worthy of Roman attention. This arose out of the framework
within which the Romans sought to comprehend their enemies, with infor-
mation gathered from a variety of sources interpreted within the classical
ethnographic tradition. This entailed some conservatism in the names used
to describe non-Roman peoples, so that ‘Scythians’ could be used to desig-
nate Goths, Huns, Avars or Turks who lived beyond the Danube.28 More
fundamentally the ancient ethnographic tradition stressed the inherent
moral superiority of Greeks and Romans over their neighbours: Romans
perceived their opponents in terms of how their lifestyle and environment
compared with what was considered normative within the Empire. Such
ethnographic prejudice can be seen in Ammianus’ description of the Huns,
whose bestial nature was connected with their harsh environment (Amm.
Marc. 31.2.1–4). A key feature of such culturally embedded stereotypes was
that the barbarians’ lack of civilization made them inherently unstable, so

25 Bivar (1983a) 211–14.
26 Tabari i.2683, 2688–9, 2690–2. Contacts with China were continued by the Arabs: Istanbuli (2001)

67.
27 Tabari i.820 (Ardashir), 838–9 (Shapur). For Sasanid interests in Arabia: Hoyland (2001) 27–30.
28 At times, the nomenclature used by late writers descends (or ascends) to the level of the surreal,

as when George Syncellus renders the Heruli as ‘Ailouroi’ (literally, ‘the cats’): Chron. p. 467.
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that they were believed to be fickle and treacherous in negotiations,29 while
their military tactics were devious, a form of banditry. In large measure this
reflected the nature of barbarian attacks, which often took the form of swift,
brief raids that sought no greater objective than the collection of portable
booty.30 Nevertheless such prejudices could have ramifications for Roman
actions towards barbarians. Ammianus notoriously reports how a band of
Saxons was ambushed and slaughtered by Roman troops after terms had
been agreed; the historian acknowledges that the act was harsh but states
that it was permissible given that the Saxons had behaved like bandits.31

Yet for all their apparently trenchant character, late Roman attitudes to
foreigners were never simply a distinction between a Roman ‘us’ and a
barbarian ‘them’. The realities of good foreign relations demanded modi-
fication of Roman prejudices and an effort to understand the concerns of
foreign allies. Thus, when Julian was ordered to send troops from Gaul
to assist in Constantius II’s war with Persia, he objected that this would
threaten good relations with Germans from across the Rhine who had
enlisted in the Roman army on the understanding that they would never
be moved to a theatre of war distant from their homeland (Amm. Marc.
30.4.3–4). This presence – and later prominence – of foreigners in Roman
armies demonstrates how culturally embedded prejudices could be over-
come. Indeed as the western provinces were being taken over by Germanic
peoples in the fifth century, the Roman military showed no reluctance to
join forces with ‘barbarian’ armies when it was deemed expedient.32 Stereo-
types of what constituted barbarian and Roman persisted through the fifth
century and beyond, but the location of individuals and groups within this
framework was subject to change.33 The conquest of Roman territories by
such peoples came to be accepted in practical terms as a fait accompli quite
quickly; in certain quarters there remained a hankering after the imperial
past, but others saw their new rulers as receptive to civilizing influences
which they now helped to protect.34 The reasons for such variations in atti-
tudes were complex. Policies could change swiftly as well as gradually, and
often for reasons not wholly related to attitudes to barbarians. The aggres-
sive anti-Gothic postures adopted by the eastern and western courts in
the first decade of the fifth century partly reflected reactions against recent
pro-barbarian policies that were deemed to have failed, but they were also
caused by the ascendancy of new factions in the imperial government.35

Not all foreigners were regarded as being equally contemptible. In 362

Julian gave short shrift to threatened hostilities by the Goths: eager to launch

29 Elton (1996b) 138–45; Hoyland (2001) 96–8. 30 Elton (1996b) 48–54; Isaac (1992) 235–43.
31 Amm. Marc. 28.5.7; cf. Elton (1996b) 175 and n. 1.
32 Elton (1996b) 134–52: Heather (1992) 89–93. 33 Heather (1999b) 242–54.
34 See the various essays assembled in Drinkwater and Elton (1992).
35 Cameron and Long (1993) 323–33; Elton (1996b) 142–3.
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his campaign against Persia, he sneered that the Goths were more appropri-
ate as the quarry of slave-traders than of the emperor (Amm. Marc. 22.7.8).
Implicit in Julian’s assertion was the superiority of the Persians among
Rome’s enemies, and this became a familiar topos in late antique interna-
tional relations. The process reached its apogee in 590–2 when Maurice
helped the fugitive Persian shah Khusro II reclaim his throne. By this point
the Roman Empire and Sasanid Persia could be regarded as the world’s
‘two eyes’, great powers ordained by Heaven to impose order on uncivi-
lized barbarians.36 The reasons for this different attitude to the Persians are
never stated explicitly. In part it could reflect Roman acknowledgement
of Persia’s superior power and resources when compared with those of the
Empire’s other enemies. No other foreign polity was so long lived in this
period; none was able to mount such repeatedly successful invasions of
the Empire; and nowhere was diplomatic activity so intense as across the
Romano-Persian frontier.37 Indeed diplomatic exchanges between Rome
and Persia alluded to the superiority of the Persians over other barbar-
ians.38 Certainly Romano-Persian relations in late antiquity could aspire
to high goals, such as cooperative defensive measures to control the passes
through the Caucasus mountains.39 The phenomenon is also reflected in
the famous story that the dying eastern emperor Arcadius entrusted the
care of his young son and successor Theodosius II to the Sasanid Yazdgerd
I (Procop. Wars 1.2.7–10; Agathias 4.26.3–7). The story is suspect, being
unreported by any source before the second half of the sixth century; even
so, it suggests a high regard for the Persians.40

Yet admiration for Persia was not unqualified and could be forgotten
at times of conflict. Around the time of Galerius’ Persian campaigns the
tetrarchs claimed that the Manichaeans were seeking to corrupt Romans
‘with the accursed customs and perverse laws of the Persians’.41 Negative
stereotypes could reappear even after periods of amity. Romano-Persian
relations suddenly deteriorated when Khusro I was succeeded by his son
Hormizd IV in 579. In the view of Menander Protector the fault lay entirely
with the Persian king himself, whom he characterized as a wicked and arro-
gant barbarian (Men. Prot. fr. 23.9). A more extreme example is provided
by Khusro II who developed from a potential Christian convert in 590/1 to
the ‘cursed’ and ‘God-abhorred’ enemy of the 620s.42

36 Theophyl. Sim. 4.11.2–3; cf. Men. Prot. fr. 2; see p. 267 below.
37 Lee (1993b) 103–4 (Roman acknowledgement of Persian sophistication), 143–4 (frequency of

conflict), 169–70 (level of Romano-Persian diplomatic contact).
38 Men. Prot. fr. 9.1: the Roman envoy Comentiolus invited Khusro I to consider the barbarous

and duplicitous nature of the Saracens, implicitly contrasting their lack of civilization with Persian
sophistication.

39 See below p. 249. 40 Greatrex and Bardill (1996) 171–80; cf. Blockley (1992) 51–2.
41 Collatio legum Romanarum et Mosaicarum (FIRA) 15.3.
42 Excoriation: Chron. Pasch. s.a. 628. For his pious dealings in 590–2, see p. 267 below.
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However much images of the Empire’s barbarian neighbours underwent
subtle change in the period between Diocletian and Heraclius, the Romans
seem never to have lost sight of their own perceived cultural superiority. The
Empire remained a paradigm of calm order amid the wild disorganization
of the barbarian world: at the end of the fourth century Pacatus extolled
Theodosius I for imposing orderly behaviour on the Goths, Huns and
Alans in his armies; two centuries later, Justin II reminded the Avar envoy
Targites that it had been Rome’s destiny, from the beginning of time, to
teach the earth’s nations civilization.43 Through such organizational com-
plexity the Romans believed they had attained their imperial supremacy;
and knowledge of it was enough to strike terror into the hearts of their
enemies.44 Yet the means by which the Empire was able to translate this
ideological assumption into foreign policy were transformed as imperial
territories were lost and fiscal and manpower resources contracted.

iv. foreign policy aims and international relations:

from war to diplomacy

During the late Republic and the Principate Rome asserted its supremacy
and pretence to universal dominion through acts of war, imperial expansion
and the construction of a network of client kingdoms along its frontiers. In
late antiquity the Empire retained that ideal of its own supremacy. There
are striking parallels between the early and later Empires in this regard: just
as Augustus boasted that he had received embassies from far beyond the
Roman world, including India, so too both Justinian and Heraclius (the
latter specifically on account of his victory over Persia) received embassies
and gifts from Indian kings.45 The image of emperors as successful military
leaders endured into late antiquity: in inscriptions, they were accorded
cognomina commemorating the peoples they had vanquished; on coins and
in sculpture they were often depicted in military dress, triumphing over
barbarian foes.46 Nor was there an immediate end to acts of aggression:
between Diocletian’s accession and the death of Theodosius I numerous
campaigns were waged across the frontiers, and Symmachus, for example,
enthused that Valentinian I’s activities in barbarian lands effectively created
new provinces (Or. 2.31). After the fourth century, however, such campaigns
became much less frequent, although they could be on a grand scale, such
as Justinian’s western reconquest and Heraclius’ Persian War. But none of
these campaigns seems to have been engaged to bring about new conquests:

43 Pacatus, Pan. Lat. 2(12)32.3–4; Justin II: Men. Prot. fr. 12.6. Cf. Theophyl. Sim. 4.11.2–3.
44 Veg. Mil. 1.1 (importance of military efficiency); Zos. 2.12 (Valentinian I’s military organization

terrifies Germans).
45 Malalas 18.106 Thurn = 484.9–10 Dindorf; Theophanes, Chron. 335.10–12 (AM 6123).
46 McCormick (1986) 11–79.
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even Justinian’s wars were fought avowedly to reassert Roman power over
territories that had been lost (Nov. 30.11.2). The aims of warfare, and of
foreign relations generally, seem to have been directed at securing the image
of imperial supremacy and reasserting a status quo that the Romans felt
had been damaged by foreign aggression. The pressure that we have seen
being exerted on imperial resources ultimately forced the Empire to adopt
new strategies in securing its strategic aims, and among these was a greater
reliance on diplomatic activity as an adjunct, substitute or delaying tactic
for war.

It is generally asserted that diplomacy became a dominant element in
Roman foreign relations in the fifth century, particularly in the reign of
Theodosius II.47 If fragments in John of Antioch and the Suda are rightly
ascribed to his lost history, then Priscus of Panium both acknowledged the
shift in policy and judged the emperor harshly as unwarlike and cowardly,
preferring to buy peace rather than fight for it.48 Priscus wrote after Theodo-
sius’ death but contemporary authors such as the Church historians Socrates
and Sozomen were more favourable to the emperor’s bloodless ‘successes’.
After the mid-fifth century the Empire developed an elaborate diplomatic
apparatus with cogent norms; but their origins were apparent already in
the fourth century, when the emperors themselves often led armies in the
field and presided directly over the use of diplomacy as an adjunct to war.
Valentinian I, for example, campaigned extensively along the Rhine and
later the Danube, even crossing into barbarian territory. Such actions cor-
responded neatly with the practice of war under the Principate as a means
to reinforce imperial supremacy: Valentinian took the appropriate cognom-
ina but never aimed at conquering new territory so much as emphasizing
Roman power, consolidating client networks and guaranteeing imperial
security.49 Moreover, he did not succeed solely through active campaign-
ing, but restored defences along and across the Rhine and Danube and
enhanced security by a variety of diplomatic initiatives: thus he attempted
to undermine the power of the Alamanni by persuading the Burgundi-
ans to attack them; he secured the assassination of one of their kings and
sought to kidnap another, Macrianus; and when the attempt on Macrianus
failed, he tried to outflank him by supporting a rival (Amm. Marc. 27.10.3–
4, 28.5.8–15, 29.4.2, 7). These various efforts culminated in a treaty with
Macrianus in 374. Valentinian approached the Rhine accompanied by an
impressive host of his troops. The ideal of these encounters had been articu-
lated in Symmachus’ panegyric of 370, in which the Burgundians, terrified
by the presence of the emperor and his army, had submitted. The Geneva

47 Blockley (1998) 433–6. 48 Priscus fr. 3.1–2 = John of Antioch fr. 194 and Suda �145.
49 Strategic superiority is emphasized throughout Symmachus’ panegyrics of 369–70 (Or. 1–2).

Security is implied by such coin legends as Restitutor reipublicae and Securitas reipublicae.
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missorium of Valentinian reiterated the point: the emperor, surrounded by
his troops and presented with the attributes of victory, stood triumphant
over discarded barbarian arms. In 374, however, Valentinian did not pos-
sess the advantage, even though ultimately he secured the treaty he wanted.
He had been compelled to seek peace by the outbreak of trouble on the
Danube frontier; and Macrianus, significantly, approached the negotiations
haughtily and refused to cross the Rhine to offer submission.50 This was
less important than the basis upon which the encounter was predicated.
The meeting was intended to encapsulate an ideal, that barbarians could
be made to submit through the awe-inspiring presence of Roman might,
and that such diplomacy underscored imperial hegemony.51

After the fourth century emperors rarely went into battle themselves,
but through the ceremonial character of diplomatic encounters they still
sought to present an overpowering image of imperial might.52 Yet for all
the rhetoric of superiority it was apparent that diplomacy was often used
in place of warfare precisely because the Empire had no alternative, as
when Valentinian was confronted by twin threats in 374. As pressure on
imperial resources increased thereafter, a major function of diplomacy was
to prevent the Empire from becoming embroiled simultaneously in costly
wars on multiple fronts. In 578–9 embassies from Rome asked Tiberius II
to assist the beleaguered Italians against the Lombards; but the emperor,
already engaged in other wars, sought instead to use diplomacy either to win
Lombard loyalty or to persuade the Franks to fight against them (Men. Prot.
frr. 22, 24). Even in these constrained times some emperors preferred to
fight if they could and only used diplomacy to resolve the messy aftermath
of defeat. Justin II refused to reach terms with the Avars until they defeated
his forces, at which point he had little option but to negotiate (Men. Prot.
fr. 15.1).

The Romans appreciated that diplomacy could secure strategic advan-
tage by exploiting enemy weaknesses and divisions. The Sasanid shahs were
often distracted by conflicts on Persia’s other frontiers so that the Romans
could try to persuade them to accept terms.53 Rivalries between various
barbarian peoples could be exploited or encouraged. Justinian sought to
neutralize the Kotrigur Huns north of the Black Sea by persuading the
neighbouring Utigurs to attack them (Men. Prot. fr. 2). Later, when the
Persians antagonized the Turks, Justin II exploited the situation and allied
them instead with the Roman Empire (Men. Prot. fr. 10.1). These examples

50 Amm. Marc. 30.3. Burgundians: Symmachus Or. 2.13. Missorium: Delbrueck (1933) 179–82 and
pl. 79. In 375 a less successful encounter with the Quadi ended in Valentinian’s death after a fit of
apoplexy occasioned by the envoys’ obduracy: Amm. Marc. 30.6.1–3.

51 E.g. Amm. Marc. 17.13.3, 31.12.9; Gregory of Tours, Hist. 2.9; cf. Theophyl. Sim. 5.3.3 for a later
example.

52 See pp. 255, 258–9 below.
53 Amm. Marc. 16.9.2–4 for the unsuccessful initiative by Musonianus in 358: Lee (1993b) 106–42.
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show how strategic advantage could be secured by outflanking enemies
on their other frontiers, a concern that explains both Roman and Persian
activity in southern Arabia and Axum from the fourth century until the rise
of Islam. The Empire was also prepared to use underhand tactics like mur-
der and kidnapping (as Valentinian did against the Alamanni) to maintain
strategic superiority.54 Yet diplomatic manoeuvres brought responsibilities
and had their limits. Both Rome and Persia used Arab allies – by the sixth
century, the Ghassanids and Lakhmids respectively – to secure the desert
frontier zone, but it was an avowed ideal, as set down in the treaty of
562, that neither Rome nor Persia would encourage their Arab allies to
attack the other empire (Procop. Wars 2.1.1–4; Men. Prot. fr. 6.1). At the
northern end of the Romano-Persian frontier Armenia was frequently
the focus of diplomatic and military interventions. In the fourth century
the Romans had used (or sought to use) Armenia as a client state, with
kings appointed by and beholden to Roman emperors. This made Arme-
nia a focus of Rome’s conflicts with the Sasanids, and even after the division
of the kingdom between Rome and Persia Roman diplomatic manoeuvring
in Persian Armenia continued, often at the urging of Armenian nobles and
in ostensible defence of the region’s Christians.55 Eventually this conflict
frustrated both parties and Maurice and Khusro II could agree that the
Armenians were ‘a perverse and disobedient race’ who should be split up
and relocated (Sebeos 15).

A variation on this type of initiative occurred when the Romans coop-
erated with foreign peoples on matters of mutual interest. The settlement
of the Goths in Gaul in 418 required them to provide military forces to
assist the Romans in maintaining their crumbling authority in the west.
In 489 Zeno delegated to Theoderic the Ostrogoth the responsibility for
reintegrating Italy into the empire; but this served Zeno’s interests too in
that it enabled him to rid himself of the problems posed by the Ostrogoths
in the Balkans.56 Again Romano-Persian relations provide some of the most
striking examples of the phenomenon, notably Maurice’s support for the
fugitive Khusro II in 590–2. In other circumstances the Romans and Per-
sians debated about how to manage joint defence of the Caspian Gates in
the Caucasus against the Sabir Huns, although the precise arrangements
for this collaboration often provoked disagreement; moreover, the Romans
were concerned about Persian ambitions in the region between the Black
Sea and the Caspian because of the extent to which it encroached on the
Roman client kingdom of Caucasian Lazica.57

54 On such duplicity, see Whitby (2008). 55 Thomson (2000) 668–75; cf. p. 242 above.
56 Heather (1991) 221–4, 295–308.
57 Caspian Gates: Priscus fr. 47; Ps.-Joshua Stylites 9–10; Procop. Wars 2.10.21–4; with Blockley

(1992) 61, 89–91, 93. Lazica: Procop. Wars 2.15.27, 2.28.23, 8.7.12; Agathias 2.18.7; with Lee (1993b)
23–4, 116–17.
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In Roman eyes most such diplomatic arrangements served to underpin
imperial supremacy. Relationships with clients or allies were expressed in
hegemonic terms: the kings of Lazica received their royal insignia directly
from the Roman emperor; recalcitrant kings could be removed, as when
Valens had the Armenian Pap assassinated or Tiberius II and Maurice exiled
the Ghassanid phylarchs al-Mundhir and al-Nu’man.58 Maurice’s support of
Khusro established a close relationship between the Persian shah that could
be represented in terms of Roman hegemony: in return for imperial help
Khusro relinquished control over the Persian Armenia and Iberia as well
as the frontier fortresses of Dara and Martyropolis.59 Indeed, throughout
its foreign relations, and regardless of the straightened circumstances in
which it found itself, the Empire sought to maintain an image of its own
superiority and ability to dictate terms. Disadvantageous arrangements were
represented in positive terms. Thus Jovian’s treaty with the Persians in 363,
though denounced by Ammianus as shameful, did not prevent the emperor
from presenting himself to his new subjects as victorious and triumphant.60

Not long afterwards Themistius put a positive gloss on Valens’ less than
categorical victory over the Goths by extolling the emperor’s generosity to
his enemies.61 Payments of tribute by the Romans could be presented as acts
of imperial magnanimity; but requests that the Romans should pay tribute
often foundered precisely because paying tribute made the Empire look
subservient.62 That was not the Roman way; instead, it was the barbarians
who should beg for terms.

v. the formation of foreign policy: spies , merchants

and frontiers

To assert supremacy through diplomacy is one thing; to be well enough
informed to be able to outflank an enemy through negotiations is another.
In some cases the Romans had sufficient knowledge of the problems facing
their enemies to be able to apply diplomatic pressure to them, though
those same enemies were often well informed about the Empire’s dif-
ficulties. Equally, bad or contradictory information could prove costly:
Musonianus’ attempt to make peace with Shapur backfired because his
information about Persian commitments in the east was outdated (Amm.
Marc. 16.9.2–4). The gathering of intelligence in late antiquity saw much
interpenetration between formal and informal networks; boundaries were
comparatively fluid and did not act as impenetrable barriers to movement

58 Lazica: Procop. Wars 2.15.2; Pap: n. 20 above; Ghassanids: Shahı̂d (1995) 455–622.
59 Whitby (1988) 297–300.
60 Them. Or. 5.66a–c; cf. CIL v 8037, a milestone from northern Italy describing Jovian as victor ac

triumfator semper Augustus.
61 Heather and Matthews (1991) ch. 2. 62 See pp. 259–60 below.
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of people and information. This is not to say that the Romans (or some
Romans) had no concept of a territorial distinction between the Empire
and its neighbours: certainly, an anonymous fourth-century treatise argued
that defence of the limites imperii should be the state’s primary concern
and suggested various administrative reforms and ingenious inventions to
render it more efficient.63 It is clear that traffic travelled in both direc-
tions across the frontiers. Trade was a major reason: peoples neighbouring
the Empire sought goods produced within it, while the Romans imported
products from beyond their frontiers, such as the luxurious spices and silks
acquired from the caravan routes that traversed the Near East. Barbarian
recruits in the late Roman army also reflect cross-frontier contact. Move-
ment could occur for reasons unconnected with the economic and military
life of the Empire. The frontier between Rome and Persia cut through a
zone whose cultural interconnections came to be more pronounced with
the advent of Christianity. This encouraged movement for various reasons.
Armenian and Persian pilgrims travelled to the Holy Land and Egypt,
while pious Christians on both sides of the frontier sought out martyr
shrines and ascetics in Syria and Mesopotamia.64 Christian communities
within Persia communicated with their brethren in the Roman empire
for other reasons too, through attendance at theological schools in Edessa
and Nisibis or for consultation about matters of ecclesiastical administra-
tion.65 Similar contacts also existed between Jewish communities in Pales-
tine and Persia.66 In these circumstances the best the Roman authorities
could do was to seek to control movement, a factor that emerges in treaties.67

Otherwise freedom of movement seems to have been unchallenged,
although the outbreak of war could cause disruption in such cross-border
contacts.68

Such traffic could carry with it information useful to strategic initia-
tives.69 In 533 the Visigothic king Theudis used intelligence garnered from
merchants about the fall of Carthage to Belisarius to inform his response
to a Vandal embassy asking for his help (Procop. Wars 2.2). Justin II
learned of Persian military manoeuvres against Nisibis in 573 through the
agency of bishops.70 Not all such information was accurate: in 532 a false
report that Justinian had rejected Persian requests in negotiations prompted
Khusro I to renew his offensive against the Empire; and in 559/60 erroneous
rumours that the Persians were advancing on Amida provoked mass hysteria

63 De rebus bellicis 20 for defence, and passim for suggested innovations.
64 Lee (1993b) 56–7; Key Fowden (1999) 94–100, 123–9.
65 Lee (1993b) 58–60. Euseb. Vit. Const. 3.7.1, 4.43.3 claimed that Persian bishops attended the

councils of Nicaea (325) and Jerusalem (335), but his account deliberately constructs these councils as
universal and thus is not above suspicion: Cameron and Hall (1999) 263, 331.

66 Lee (1993b) 60–1. 67 See below pp. 261–2. 68 Lee (1993b) 54–5. 69 Lee (1993b) 161–5.
70 Evagrius, Hist. eccl. 5.9; Lee (1993b).
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throughout the region.71 Nevertheless the potential for information to pass
in such ways was taken seriously. A law of 408/9 limited the markets on
the eastern frontier at which Roman merchants traded lest the Persian king
should somehow learn secret information, while those travelling across a
frontier were scrutinized by border guards.72 Similar concerns are evident
among the Empire’s enemies. Sasanid kings were warned that their Chris-
tian subjects might betray them, and the ageing Ostrogothic king Theoderic
suspected Italians in contact with Constantinople of treachery.73

In addition to using these informal sources of information it is clear
that the Romans took steps to acquire strategic intelligence for themselves.
Procopius reports that both the Romans and Persians were accustomed to
use spies funded by the state and contemporary manuals laid down detailed
requirements for the selection of spies and the arrangements of their mis-
sions;74 yet our knowledge of the technical arrangements for spying is thin.
The sources use a wide variety of terms (e.g. arcani, exploratores, kataskopoi,
speculatores) for spies; they also suggest a range of activities from scouting
while on campaign to espionage deep within enemy territory.75 Even the
Notitia Dignitatum, with its extensive lists of troop deployments, helps lit-
tle in understanding how spies operated in connection with the rest of the
army. It lists exploratores among the troops attached to a few, but only a few,
commanders of frontier troops.76 In some cases it is clear that individuals
who would not normally be designated as exploratores were used to gather
intelligence. Ammianus, a protector domesticus, was sent on a mission to Per-
sian Corduene, and Belisarius dispatched his secretary Procopius to Sicily
to seek information about the Vandal navy.77 Clearly espionage worked
in conjunction with other means of collecting information. Embassies to
foreign courts could provide useful information. Agathias’ account of the
Sasanid kings, for example, was based on information gathered for him in
the Persian royal archives by Sergius, an interpreter who travelled to the Per-
sian court (5.30). In this context, it was recognized that the participants in
embassies could be gathering covert intelligence, and a sixth-century writer
on strategy stated categorically that embassies needed to be watched and
their movements controlled to ensure that they did not discover sensitive
military information.78 Equally the situation could be exploited: Khusro I
brought the ambassador Theodorus with him on campaign and used every
opportunity to demonstrate the capacity and size of his forces (Men. Prot.
fr. 18.6).

71 Procop. Wars 1.22.9–10; Ps.-Dionysius, Chron. pp. 115–16.
72 Markets: Cod. Iust. 4.63.4. Scrutiny of travellers: Jer. Vit. Malch. 10; August. Ep. 46–7.
73 Persian Christians: below pp. 265–6. Italy: Anon. Val. 85–93.
74 Procop. Wars 1.21.11; Maurice, Strat. 2.11, 7.3, 9.5; Syrianus Magister (Anon.), Peri strat. 42.
75 Lee (1993b) 170–2. 76 Austin and Rankov (1995) 237–9.
77 Amm. Marc. 18.6.20–2; Procop. Wars 3.14.1–5; and see generally Lee (1993b) 170–82.
78 Syrianus Magister (Anon.), Peri strat. 43; Lee (1986).
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The systems for gathering and acting upon intelligence operated under
certain limitations. There was a risk that defectors might betray strategic
intelligence, and spies operating in enemy territory were acknowledged
as potential deserters so that loyalty was a key factor in their selection
(Syrianus Magister (Anon.), Peri Strat. 42; cf. Procop. Wars 1.21.12). At
a more mundane level there were problems about the speed with which
information could reach those responsible for taking decisions. Socrates
claims that Theodosius II’s courier Palladius could reach the Persian frontier
from Constantinople in only three days. Even if true this must have been
exceptional, and in general information on the time taken by envoys to reach
their destinations suggests that movement could be slow and that rapid
communication of intelligence was unusual (Socrates, Hist. eccl. 7.19). A
more piecemeal acquisition of intelligence was perhaps normal. Ammianus
reports that Constantius II heard of Shapur II’s preparations for war in
359 first by rumour and then through reliable reports, but the flow of
information did not stop there. Soon afterwards, Antoninus, a protector of
the dux Mesopotamiae defected to the Persians bringing with him details
of Roman troop dispositions, and later Ammianus went on his mission to
Corduene to observe the Persian preparations.79 This sequence of events
suggests that the gathering of intelligence was a haphazard combination of
system and opportunism, with rumours, espionage, reports and betrayals
overlapping.

vi . the practice of foreign relations

The processes by which information gathered about foreign peoples was
translated into action depended on a variety of factors. In the absence of
anything like a modern government’s department of foreign affairs, the
late Empire had to rely on a rather more fluid decision-making process that
meant the implementation of foreign policy was rarely consistent. Even so
it is possible to see some specific developments in the conduct of foreign
relations when looking at the ways in which decisions were made, the means
by which diplomatic exchanges were conducted and the peace settlements
that resulted from them.

1. Personnel

Throughout late antiquity the emperor maintained a central role in the
formation of policy, although the circumstances in which he pursued this
function changed. While emperors spent much of their time campaigning
with their armies they were well placed to take appropriate action based on

79 Amm. Marc. 18.4.2; 18.5–6; see Matthews (1989a) for problems caused by the delays in receiving
this information.
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information received from across adjacent frontiers, as the case of Valen-
tinian I demonstrates.80 In these circumstances local commanders were
reluctant to engage in diplomatic activity in the emperor’s absence: for
example, commanders along the lower Danube in 376 refused to grant the
Goths permission to migrate into the empire until they received orders
from the emperor Valens (Eunap. fr. 42). This pointed to a weakness in the
system: an emperor faced difficulties in making decisions about a troubled
frontier from which he was absent, as Valentinian I found when he first
received reports of the invasion of Pannonia by the Sarmatians and Quadi.
After 395 the emperors’ personal role in conducting foreign policy under-
went a significant change as they came to reside more or less permanently in
the imperial capital, which shifted the location of much diplomatic activity
from the frontier to the palace. This did not mean that emperors became
irrelevant to the decision-making process, particularly if they favoured an
aggressive foreign policy. Justin II had a grand conception of Roman dignity
and preferred fighting to concessions: for this reason he refused to continue
the payments that Justinian latterly had made to the Saracens (Men. Prot.
frr. 15.1, 9.1). Emperors could take stern measures against governors and
commanders whose actions displeased them. Bonus, Justin II’s general at
Sirmium, refused to make terms with the Avars, stating that it was not
within his power to do so without the emperor’s permission (Men. Prot. fr.
12.5).81 There was no guarantee, of course, that emperors would necessarily
make the right decisions on the basis of the information they received. In
573 Justin II preferred rumours of the death of Khusro I over reports that
the Persians were massing their forces for a counter-offensive against the
Roman assault on Nisibis. He also rejected advice about negotiations with
the Avars from Tiberius, chief commander in the Balkans, who was well
placed to observe what the Avar Khagan realistically could be expected to
offer (Evagrius, Hist. eccl. 5.9; Men. Prot. fr. 15.1).

Emperors did not make decisions about international relations on their
own, but relied heavily on advice given to them by groups of advisors. In late
antiquity this role was performed by members of the sacrum consistorium
(sacred consistory), the inner circle of the imperial court. Its precise defini-
tion was subject to change. In the fourth century, with emperors actively
involved in campaigns along the frontiers, the consistorium included, besides
the chief palatine officials, members of the military high command, as well
as the emperor’s friends and favourites. The influence of these various indi-
viduals is apparent in the sources, for instance when Ammianus attributed
Valens’ decision to admit the Goths to the empire to ‘experienced flatterers’

80 See p. 247 above.
81 Compare Heraclius’ efforts to reassert his authority after the Yarmuk (636) by dismissing governors

who agreed terms with Muslim armies, contrary to imperial policy: Theophanes, Chron. 340.7–10 (AM
6128) (cf. 338.18–21 (AM 6126)); Kaegi (1992) 159–63.
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(Amm. Marc. 31.4.4). After the move from a mobile court on the fron-
tier to a static one in the capital, the military, in the shape of the magistri
militum praesentales, remained influential, particularly in the fifth century,
when many took an active role in the formation of foreign policy. Stilicho
dominated Honorius’ dealings with Alaric; later Aëtius oversaw western
negotiations with Attila.82 Although distant from the frontiers, the palace
was not cut off from them. Theodosius II arranged that reports about
the disposition of frontier troops should be sent to the consistorium every
January, which was perhaps useful in making foreign policy decisions.83

Nevertheless powerful civilian courtiers, regardless of their area of compe-
tence, became increasingly influential. For instance Theodosius II’s eunuch
chamberlain Chrysaphius conducted negotiations with the Hunnic envoy
Edeco (Priscus fr. 11.1). Imperial women too could drive policy. Theodosius
II’s renewed hostilities with Persia were encouraged by his sister Pulcheria,
and during Justin II’s madness the empress Sophia exercised his authority,
including the conduct of foreign relations and the reception of envoys.84

Since access to the emperor was central to the conduct of diplomacy,
those officials who managed the emperor’s day-to-day business exerted
great influence. The most important was the magister officiorum. His role
as overseer of ceremonial procedures at court, particularly access to the
emperor, and his command over channels of communications, such as
the imperial post and the agentes in rebus, meant he controlled many of
the processes directly related to information gathering and the conduct of
diplomacy.85 This by no means implies that the magister officiorum was in
any way analogous to a modern minister of foreign affairs. To be sure, some,
such as Peter the Patrician, had previously acted as ambassadors and would
have brought to their new position an expertise in foreign relations.86 On
occasion the magister officiorum could be sent to the frontier to oversee
negotiations, as was Helion in 422, while Celer in 506 and Hermogenes
529–30 not only negotiated but participated in campaigns as well.87 But
in general the importance of the magister resided in his position at court,
not any degree of specialization in diplomacy. All told, there was no fixed
group of advisors that could provide cogency or continuity that might be
expected of a modern government department.88 Nor could the quality of
advice be guaranteed.

A similar picture emerges from any study of ambassadors who con-
ducted most of the minutiae of Roman international relations. There was

82 O’Flynn (1983).
83 Nov. Theod. 24.5; cf. Elton (1996b) 243 highlighting its significance for strategic intelligence.
84 Pulcheria: Holum (1977); Sophia: Men. Prot. fr. 18.1.
85 Blockley (1992) 155–8; Lee (1993b) 41–4. 86 PLRE iii 994–8, Petrus 6.
87 PLRE ii 275–7, Celer 2; 533, Helion 1; PLRE iii 590–3, Hermogenes 1.
88 Barnish, Lee and Whitby (2000).
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no corps of career diplomats so envoys were specially chosen for each mis-
sion. Roman emperors were particularly concerned that envoys should have
a high level of cultural attainment. Theodosius II’s envoys to the Huns, for
example, included Epigenes who had also been involved in the compila-
tion of the Theodosian Code.89 Eunapius explains why Romans thought
cultured ambassadors were useful: when the philosopher Eustathius went
on an embassy to Shapur II his wisdom so beguiled the shah as to make
him contemplate renouncing his throne (Eunap. VS 466). The honour and
rank of envoys was important too. Hence Valens scorned the low-born
individuals sent to negotiate with him by the Goths on the eve of the bat-
tle of Adrianople (Amm. Marc. 31.12.12–13). Later, when Tiberius II sent
the physician Zacharias and the imperial bodyguard Theodorus to Persia, he
granted them enhanced status, as ex-prefect and general respectively (Men.
Prot. fr. 23.8). The status of envoys seems to have become an established
aspect of diplomatic protocol and was also recognized by foreign kings:
Attila, for example, demanded that ‘ambassadors come to him and not just
ordinary men but the highest ranking of the consulars’ (Priscus fr. 11.1).
Personal connections of friendship were also important. It is possible, for
example, that when Ammianus was sent to Corduene to make contact with
the Persian satrap Jovinianus, he was chosen because they had known each
other in the past.90 Certainly some individuals are known to have served
as envoys on several occasions. This trend grew more pronounced between
the fourth and sixth centuries.91 Anatolius served as Theodosius II’s envoy
to Attila on three occasions; a bond of trust apparently developed between
them since Anatolius was one of the envoys whom Attila later demanded
Theodosius send to him.92 A striking example is provided by one of Jus-
tinian’s envoys to the Persian court, Rufinus, who ‘was well known there as
one who had often been sent as ambassador to Kavad and was his friend,
and had bestowed many gifts on the leading men of his kingdom, and the
queen, Khusro’s mother, was well-disposed to him, because he had advised
Kavad to make her son king’. Furthermore, Rufinus’ father Silvanus and his
son John also served as ambassadors to Persia.93 Such examples suggest that,
even if there was never a coherent system in place, there were nevertheless
basic principles that determined the composition of embassies.

In addition to policy decisions made at the level of the court, many dif-
ferent layers of personnel were involved in the diplomatic process. Dealing
with the Empire’s polyglot enemies required a host of interpreters, who are
mentioned in the Notitia Dignitatum and some of whom can be glimpsed in
accounts of diplomatic contact.94 Negotiations also generated considerable

89 PLRE ii 396, Epigenes. 90 Matthews (1989a) 44. 91 Lee (1993b) 46–7.
92 PLRE ii 84–6, Anatolius 10; Priscus fr. 13.1.
93 Zach. Hist. eccl. 9.7; cf. PLRE ii 954–7, Rufinus 13; 1011–12, Silvanus 7; PLRE iii 625–6,

Ioannes 7.
94 Not. Dign. occ. 9.46 and or. 11.52.
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documentation as letters were exchanged and treaties were drafted, copied,
translated and archived. This presupposes a number of secretaries, but they
rarely make their appearance in the sources, apart from individuals such
as Constantius, whom Aëtius sent to Attila and Bleda (Priscus fr. 11.2), or
Armonius, who drafted Anastasius’ treaty with the Persians (Marc. Com.
Chron. s.a. 504). Military personnel were involved in the arrangements of
negotiations or in the facilitating of envoys’ travel. Duces and magistri on
the frontiers, as well as Persian satraps, often engaged in negotiations, even
though they knew the final say in such matters lay with their rulers. At
times when we see them making decisions, it emerges that they, like the
emperor, did not act alone, but relied on the counsel of soldiers and civilians,
including local bishops.95 Envoys could get embroiled in other activities:
the magister officiorum Celer, in the course of resolving the Anastasian war,
arranged for the financial relief of cities in Mesopotamia (Ps.-Joshua Stylites
99–100), while John, on a mission from Justin II to Persia, also oversaw the
restoration of the water supply at Dara (Men. Prot. fr. 9.1).

2. Embassies

Like the selection of envoys, the conduct of embassies was subject to elab-
oration in late antiquity, reaching a highly developed form in the sixth
century. By this point diplomatic exchanges occurred with some regularity:
in addition to traffic in the lead up to war or during negotiations for
peace, the Romans dispatched embassies to their neighbours to announce
an emperor’s succession, a practice also observed by Persian and western
barbarian kings.96 Similarly embassies were sent to reaffirm treaties or to
follow up earlier negotiations (Men. Prot. frr. 19.1, 20.1). This led to a con-
siderable volume of diplomatic traffic in which embassies could overlap:
when Priscus reached Attila’s camp he found there an embassy sent from
the western Empire (fr. 11.2). Personnel within an embassy could also be
detached from it to perform some special task, such as going ahead to
prepare for the arrival of the rest of the delegation (Men. Prot. fr. 10.4).

The powers of ambassadors seem to have varied, particularly in terms of
the extent to which they were at liberty to negotiate terms or whether every-
thing they agreed was provisional until ratified by the emperor. Menander
Protector, for example, distinguishes between ‘major’ and ‘minor’ embassies
to the Persians: empress Sophia dispatched Zacharias to make a truce and
announce that Constantinople ‘would send a major embassy with full
authority to discuss everything and end the war’. Minor embassies were
used primarily to convey messages, whereas greater embassies had fuller

95 Cf. Men. Prot. fr. 26.1: Persian governors at a meeting. 96 Chrysos (1992) 31–3.
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powers to negotiate settlements without reference to the emperor.97 On
the other hand, during negotiations in 531/2 talks had to be suspended for
seventy days while Rufinus returned to Constantinople to consult Justinian
about a Persian request for the cession of fortresses in Armenia (Procop.
Wars 1.22.6–8). In general, it seems that ratification by the emperor was
required for any treaty arrangement (e.g. Men. Prot. fr. 18.3).

It was expected that diplomacy should be conducted according to law
and custom and that embassies should enjoy certain privileges. The work
Peri strategikes summarizes the view, stating that envoys sent to the Romans
‘should be received honourably and generously, since everyone holds them
in esteem’ (Syrianus Magister (Anon.), Peri Strat. 43). Conversely, ambas-
sadors should not behave arrogantly (Men. Prot. fr. 25.2). The Romans
assumed that their embassies would be well treated on their arrival at a for-
eign court: Priscus’ famous description of the hospitality offered by Attila
provides an extravagant example of how an embassy should be received
(Priscus fr. 11.2). Safe passage should also be guaranteed, which usually
required that ambassadors and their associates were unarmed.98 The mal-
treatment of envoys was considered wrong: according to Menander Pro-
tector it contravened universally observed laws about how ambassadors
should be received, and lapses from this code of conduct were associated
with the lawlessness of barbarians.99 This explains the anxiety of Kavadh
in 505/6, when he sent the body of the dux Mesopotamiae Olympius back
to the Empire in a coffin as proof that the envoy had died of natural causes
(Ps.-Joshua Stylites 80). The inviolability of envoys was underpinned by
notions that diplomatic activity was sacred (Men. Prot. frr. 6.1, 19.1), as
were the treaties that resulted.100

Embassies sent to the Romans culminated with their reception by the
emperor or his representatives. This had reached a degree of considerable
sophistication by the sixth century, by which stage the Byzantine court was
approaching the dizzying ceremonial spectacle recorded by Constantine
Porphyrogenitus and Liutprand of Cremona. The envoys would approach
the emperor in his palace, where they would find him surrounded by
his courtiers and bodyguards. The purpose of such display is reiterated
in numerous accounts of the reception of envoys, particularly those pro-
vided by encomiasts reiterating imperial ideals. Paul the Silentiary in his
description of Justinian’s masterpiece Hagia Sophia recounts that a group
of Africans visiting Constantinople was so overwhelmed by the majesty

97 Men. Prot. frr. 18.2, 18.6, 20.1, 23.8; see Blockley (1992) 152–3 for the possible origins of this
practice.

98 Ps.-Joshua Stylites 97, uproar at the discovery that attendants of the Persian negotiator in 506

were armed; Men. Prot. fr. 10.5, Alans demand that Turkish envoys disarm.
99 Men. Prot. fr. 12.4: ton koinon tôn presbeôn thesmon; cf. frr. 5.3, 19.1, 21.

100 Priscus fr. 2; Procop. Wars 1.15.23; Men. Prot. fr. 6.1.
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of the church that they willingly submitted to both the Christian faith
and the emperor.101 Corippus’ account of the reception of an Avar embassy
at the court of Justin II makes the power dynamics explicit. As the Avars
entered the audience chamber, they gazed in amazement at the imposing
architectural space, which to them (so Corippus supposed) looked like an
image of Heaven. They were struck dumb by the sight of the emperor
in his purple robes seated on his golden throne and the lines of soldiers
with their glittering armour. In response the Avars threw themselves on the
floor in fear; even when their chief envoy tried to berate the emperor, he
was soon reduced to a condition of awe-struck terror (Corippus, In laud.
Iust. 3.191–401). This image of Roman might was also communicated at
those meetings that occurred at the frontiers. When the magister officio-
rum Celer met the Persians at Dara in 506, the whole Roman campaigning
army accompanied him (Ps.-Joshua Stylites 97).102 In all cases foreigners
were expected to recognize the superiority of Roman power from these
dazzling displays of opulence. The origins for such displays lie in those
fourth-century encounters between emperors and barbarians on the fron-
tiers where the array of troops attending the emperor demonstrated Roman
military supremacy.103

3. Making peace

The ultimate goal of diplomatic activity was to secure an outcome that was
advantageous to both sides, but which, from the Roman perspective, could
be represented as underpinning the Empire’s supremacy over its neighbours.
It was assumed that foreign leaders would come to terms following defeat
or surrender; therefore any treaty would provide a statement of Roman
superiority. As the Empire and its resources became ever more beleaguered
after 400, however, this was a less easily realizable goal. Nevertheless the
fiction if not the reality of imperial initiative and supremacy ought to
be maintained, as was recognized by Khusro I who was willing in 574

to allow Tiberius and empress Sophia to save face after the loss of Dara
had sent Justin II mad (Men. Prot. fr. 18.1). The payments that emperors
regularly made to their enemies provide a good example. Such transactions
could be costly, particularly to an Empire with strained resources: hence
the newly crowned emperor Anastasius rejected a request from Kavadh
that payments to the Persians should be continued precisely because of the
costs incurred in his other conflicts.104 More seriously, they could be taken
to signify Roman weakness. Hence, when peace was made with Persia in

101 Paul. Silent. 983–90.
102 An unsuccessful example is provided by Heraclius’ attempt to impress the Avar Chagan, which

nearly resulted in the emperor’s capture: Chron. Pasch. s.a. 623, Nicephorus 10.
103 See pp. 247–8 above; Whitby (1992a). 104 Ps.-Joshua Stylites 20; cf. Blockley (1992) 88.
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551 Justinian preferred to pay the agreed annual tribute in a single lump
sum because he did not want to be seen as tributary to Khusro I.105 The
Romans claimed not to see payments in this light. Justinian paid money
to the Huns ‘out of pity not fear, because he did not wish to shed their
blood’, while Justin II reserved the right to cancel payments, asserting that
they were a sign of imperial generosity and kindness, not an inalienable
right to be claimed by Rome’s enemies (Men. Prot. frr. 9.1, 12.6). Tribute
payments could therefore be considered as gifts or signs of good faith.
Gifts, which were often exchanged in diplomacy, were designed to impress
the barbarians, in the way that Priscus’ embassy impressed the Hunnic
queen by offering her exotic goods otherwise unobtainable among the
Huns.106 Despite Roman protests payments and gifts nevertheless came
to be accepted as an integral part of peace settlements, as in the repeated
Persian demands for the Romans to share the cost of defending the passes
in the Caucasus.107

The ideological foundation of peace settlements is also apparent in the
terminology used to articulate relationships between Roman and foreign
rulers. The equality of Persian and Roman rulers was reflected by the way
they referred to each other in correspondence as ‘brothers’, though when
Tiberius II called himself the ‘son’ of Khusro I this reflected a need which
subordinated him to his elder neighbour.108 Relationships with northern
barbarians were also couched in similar terms: the Avar envoy Targites
presented his Khagan as Justin II’s son, disingenuously arguing that the
emperor should behave towards him with appropriate generosity.109 On
occasion western barbarians attempted to improve their diplomatic lever-
age by securing marriages with members of the imperial family: hence the
Gothic leader Athaulf married Honorius’ sister Galla Placidia and the Van-
dal Gaiseric sought to marry his son Huneric to Valentinian III’s daughter
Eudocia. This seems to reflect a diplomatic commonplace for the Ger-
manic barbarians, among whom other marriage alliances are known.110 If
the Romans were unwilling to offer their daughters and sisters as wives to
barbarian kings they were prepared to offer honours and offices as a way of
securing peace or achieving foreign policy aims by proxy. The Ostrogothic
invasion of Italy was led by Theoderic as Zeno’s magister militum with the
rank of patrician.111 The Frankish king Clovis received an honorary con-
sulship from Anastasius, perhaps in recognition of his orthodox Catholic

105 Procop. Wars 8.15.7.
106 Priscus fr. 11.2; cf. Greatrex (1998) 117–18 for gifts and payments as a statement of good faith.
107 Blockley (1985a). 108 Whitby (2008).
109 Brothers: Euseb. Vit. Const. 4.11.1; Amm. Marc. 17.5.3, 10; Malalas 18.44 Thurn = 449.19–450.1

Dindorf. Fathers and sons: Men. Prot. frr. 12.6, 20.1; Theophyl. Sim. 4.11.11.
110 O’Flynn (1983) 90–5; cf. Wolfram (1988) 307–15 for the use of marriages in Theoderic’s foreign

policy in the west.
111 Heather (1991) 304–8.
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beliefs which set him apart from the Arian kings who ruled elsewhere in the
west (Gregory of Tours, Hist. 2.38). Regardless of their recognition by the
emperor such Germanic leaders ruled as kings, but the title (rex or basileus)
was sometimes delegated to barbarian leaders, as it was to the Ghassanid
phylarch Arethas (al-Harith) in 529. This involved no diminution of the
emperor’s authority, however: such kings were regarded as subordinates.112

The fine detail of treaty arrangements seems to have been governed
by legal circumscriptions. The terminology is perhaps not as precise as
we might wish, particularly in the literary sources.113 Agathias (5.1) called
the Tzani of the Caucasus hypospondoi (bound under a treaty) and katekoöi
(subjects); but Procopius referred to them prior to their treaty arrangements
with Romans as autonomoi (independent) who nevertheless received annual
payments in gold in a futile effort to prevent them from attacking Roman
cities (Wars 1.15.19–25). Terms like symmachos (ally) or symmachia (alliance)
reveal little about the legal basis upon which treaties were made. Other
terms seem more precise: foederati and hypospondoi or enspondoi were bound
by some form of treaty (foedus or spondai). Even so, the meaning of such
terms could evolve over time. Procopius states that the Romans called the
Goths foederati because they had been bound to the Empire by a foedus and
had ‘come into the Roman political system not in the condition of slaves,
since they had not been conquered by the Romans, but on the basis of
complete equality’. Procopius acknowledged, however, that the term was
used in his own day to designate other kinds of troops regardless of their
ethnicity. Moreover, his definition of foederati seems out of keeping with
fourth-century usages of the term, where it was associated with surrender –
although, even then, the term foedus could designate a variety of treaty
arrangements.114

Of course treaties were not only connected with expressions of imperial
ideology, but had practical concerns also. The text of the Romano-Persian
accord of 562 preserved by Menander Protector provides excellent exam-
ples.115 Not only was it agreed that neither the Romans nor the Persians
should attack each other, but both were required to keep a tight rein on
their Arab allies and subject cities to prevent them from inflicting harm;
nor were the Persians or Romans to attack each other’s clients. Neither
state was to fortify specified cities in the frontier zone, while the Romans
were limited as to how many troops they could station at the fortress of
Dara. Furthermore, communication across the frontier was to be strictly
controlled: merchants were only permitted to trade at certain markets and
were required to travel by specific roads; emigrants, refugees and deserters

112 Arethas: Shahı̂d (1995) 95–124; cf. Chrysos (1978) more generally.
113 Obolensky (1994) 14–17; Pohl (1997a) esp. 78–87.
114 Procop. Wars 3.11.3–4, 8.5.13; cf. Heather (1997); Wirth (1997).
115 Men. Prot. fr. 6.1; commentary in Isaac (1992) 260–4.
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were to be returned to their respective states; and ambassadors from both
states were to be accorded treatment commensurate with their status and
rank. Such terms responded to grievances expressed repeatedly throughout
the period. Moreover, they show a concern not only with limiting conflict,
but also with asserting Roman and Persian control over their respective
spheres of interest. Practical concern for a state’s subjects was also a fea-
ture of treaty negotiations: Roman subjects and allies were permitted to
evacuate to Roman territory in Jovian’s treaty with Persia in 363 (Amm.
Marc. 25.7.11), following the Roman withdrawal from Persian Armenia
in 576 and in the surrender of Sirmium to the Avars in 582 (Men. Prot.
frr. 20.2, 27.3). Finally, all treaties seem to have been given a specific dura-
tion. That of 363 was intended to last thirty years; that of 408/9 a full
hundred. Shorter terms were possible, such as in 506, when the peace was
to endure for seven years (it lasted twenty). But the Eternal Peace of 532 was
precisely that: it was intended to last for as long as the Persian and Roman
empires endured.116 It did not, of course.

vii . god and empire: religion and late roman

international relations

1. From pagan to Christian

From its earliest days, Rome’s achievements both at home and abroad were
viewed as depending on the maintenance of the pax deorum through the
proper observance of religious ritual.117 The traumas of the third century
ad do not seem to have dented these beliefs, and under the tetrarchy the
assumption remained that peace on the frontiers and victory in battle were
secured by close cooperation between the emperors and their gods sealed
by acts of piety. Imperial iconography emphasized the connections between
imperial victory and religion, depicting members of the tetrarchy engaged
in acts of sacrifice, while a relief on the north face of the arch of Galerius
at Thessalonica showed the tetrarchs surrounded by the divine attributes
of victory and of cosmic and universal dominion.118 The phenomenon
was found also in imperial titles. Diocletian and Maximian were known
respectively as Jovius and Herculius, reflecting how Maximian assisted Dio-
cletian on an earthly plane just as Hercules assisted Jupiter on a cosmic one
(Pan. Lat. 10.11.6). When neither security nor victory obtained, however,
it suggested that the gods were angry. Against this background we can
comprehend the remark made by an onlooker who, on the day the perse-
cution edicts against the Christians were posted, exclaimed: ‘These are the

116 Blockley (1992) 162.
117 For religion and foreign relations in the Republic and Principate see pp. 14–16 above.
118 L’Orange (1965) 66–8, 92–3; MacCormack (1981) 176–7.
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victories of the Goths and Sarmatians!’ (Lactant. De mort. pers. 13). Similarly,
when Diocletian and his colleagues persecuted Manichaeism – a religion
that had the misfortune to be a recent import ‘from the Persian people, our
enemy’ – they condemned the sect as one that was intent on ‘driving out
to the benefit of their depraved doctrine what was formerly granted to us
by divine favour’.119 As threats to the pax deorum and stable world order
created by the tetrarchs, Christianity and Manichaeism demanded ruthless
extirpation.

The Christian Empire appropriated surprisingly much from pagan impe-
rial ideology, a circumstance explicable by the manner in which Constan-
tine came to announce his public support for Christianity. Shortly after
his victory, as the Christian God’s champion, at the battle of the Milvian
Bridge in 312, Constantine, together with his eastern colleague Licinius,
issued a directive to provincial governors about religious toleration. Its
key statement was that the emperors would grant freedom of worship to
all religions ‘to the end that whatever divinity there be on the heavenly
seat may be favourably disposed and propitious towards us and all those
placed under our authority’.120 In other documents, where Constantine
dealt directly with Church affairs, a more explicitly Christian formulation
appeared. Writing to a north African official Constantine remarked that
failure to resolve schism at Carthage ‘might perhaps arouse the Highest
Deity not only against the human race, but also against myself, to whose
care He has by His celestial nod committed the regulation of all things
earthly’ (Optatus, App. 3). Just how traditional Constantine’s formulations
were is revealed by the letter, written a year before the battle of the Milvian
Bridge, in which the dying pagan tetrarch Galerius revoked edicts against
Christians, who would be ‘bound to implore their own god for our safety,
for that of the state, and for their own, so that on every side the state may
be rendered secure’.121 Pagan and Christian expectations were the same:
piety brought god-given rewards in terms of imperial security and stability.
Rome’s imperial destiny received a Christian gloss: God had ordained the
establishment of the Roman Empire in order to facilitate the spread of the
Gospel (Euseb. Tric. 16.4).

Constantine’s adoption of Christianity nevertheless engendered changes
in the notion of Empire that were to have ramifications for the role of
religion in foreign policy, particularly in terms of the emperor’s universal
dominion. With Constantine the phenomenon was given a new, tangible
expression: Christian communities outside the Empire could become the
emperor’s responsibility through his god-given duty to regulate ‘all things

119 Collatio legum Romanarum et Mosaicarum (FIRA) 15.3.
120 Lactant. De mort. pers. 48 = Euseb. Hist. eccl. 10.5.
121 Lactant. De mort. pers. 34 = Euseb. Hist. eccl. 8.17.
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earthly’. Preparations for a final war with Persia in 337 certainly saw Chris-
tianity loom large in the emperor’s mind: his entourage included bishops
who would beseech God for Constantine’s victory.122 Already under the
first Christian emperor, then, a connection was established between the
new faith and the conduct of foreign policy

2. Christianity, war and diplomacy

Although some Christian writers of the pre-Constantinian age had been
hostile to the notion of war, the emperors’ adoption of Christianity did
not prompt a move towards pacifism.123 Rather it enhanced notions of
imperial dominion and, as such, could provide new pretexts for war. In 421

Theodosius II was prepared to go to war with Persia to avenge Christians
persecuted there, even in contravention of an existing treaty.124 Later wars
against Persia were also cast as holy wars, notably Heraclius’ campaigns
against Khusro II in 622–8 which liberated Jerusalem: the city’s patriarch
Zacharias was restored to his see from Persian captivity; the relic of the True
Cross, stolen by Khusro’s troops, was returned to the church of the Holy
Sepulchre; and at Constantinople a proclamation of the victory, casting
Heraclius as God’s champion and Khusro as the embodiment of impiety,
was read out from the ambo of the great church of Haghia Sophia.125 Such
actions provide eloquent symbols of the theory articulated in Justinian’s
justifications of his foreign wars. Just as the grand reconquest began, he
issued a novella stating that peace with Persia and victory over the Vandals,
Alans and Moors had been granted by God; furthermore, the emperor
hoped that God would ‘consent to our establishing our Empire over the
rest of those whom the Romans of old ruled from the boundaries of one
ocean to the other’.126 Thus imperial victory and universal dominion were
a gift bequeathed by God.

An important consequence of this developing political theology was that
outsiders came to regard adherence to Christianity as overlapping to some
extent with loyalty to the Roman Empire. The phenomenon is particu-
larly visible in Romano-Persian relations. On the whole the attitude of the
Sasanid kings towards Christianity was determined by the internal concerns
of the Persian kingdom.127 Christians had been persecuted in Persia even
before Constantine’s conversion. During the reign of Vahram I a number of

122 Crusade: Fowden (1993) 96; but contrast Cameron and Hall (1999) 335–7.
123 Haldon (1999) 13–17; Ubina (2000). 124 Socrates, Hist. eccl. 7.18.6–8; Holum (1977).
125 Jerusalem restored: Georg. Pis. In restitutionem S. Crucis; Theophanes, Chron. 328.13–5, AM 6120;

Sebeos 131; victory statement: Chron. Pasch. s.a. 628; on the campaign, Butler (1902) 116–37.
126 Justinian, Nov. 30.11.2; the theory is reiterated elsewhere, for example the prefaces to the Digest

and Institutes.
127 In general, see Brock (1982).
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martyrdoms occurred, but this belongs to a period when the Persian court
was under the exceptional influence of Kartir, the Zoroastrian high priest,
who advocated a harsh policy of repression against a variety of religions –
Christianity, but also Judaism, Buddhism, Hinduism and Manichaeism –
that he perceived as challenging Zoroastrianism.128 Individual Christians
could suffer persecution when they came into conflict with the Persian
religious authorities: indeed, the war begun in 421 had been prompted by
the execution of Christians who had destroyed a Zoroastrian fire altar.129

At other times the Persian kings were often indulgent towards the Chris-
tians. Shapur I treated the Christians he deported from the eastern Roman
provinces so well that they seemed better off under Persia than Roman
rule.130 Similarly, in the aftermath of his conquest of Palestine in 613–14,
Khusro II took steps to ensure that Christians there were treated well.131

Even so, Constantine’s conversion together with his assertion that Persia’s
Christians were the Christian Roman emperor’s personal responsibility
meant that the fortunes of Christians living under Sasanid rule became
politically charged.132 The fifth book of the Demonstrations attributed to
Aphrahat, which was composed while Constantine was preparing to attack
Shapur, expressed the hope that the Romans would be victorious, and that
a rightful, Christian king (Constantine) would prevail over an evil, pagan
one (Shapur II).133 Persecution under the Sasanids was generally sporadic,
but intensified during conflicts with Rome with concentrations of martyr-
doms under Shapur II, Vahram V and Yazdgerd II.134 On the other hand
faith in Christ and loyalty to the Persian king were compatible: the martyr
Pusai refused to swear oaths by Persian gods, but acknowledged Shapur
II as Shâhanshâh (king of kings).135 The Nestorian dispute, so disruptive
to the Roman Empire, rescued Persian Christians since their adherence
to this heresiarch alienated them from the imperial Church. During per-
secution Persian Christians plainly saw the Roman Empire as a haven of
safety. When Vahram V began to repress the Church in 420 Christians fled
to Roman territory to enlist imperial help (Socrates, Hist. eccl. 7.18.2–3).
War soon followed and in the ensuing atmosphere of suspicion an official
prosecuting an apostate from Zoroastrianism to Christianity told Vahram
that Christians were suspect because ‘they hold the same faith as the
Romans, and they are in entire agreement together: should a war interpose
between the two empires these Christians will turn out to be defectors from

128 Chaumont (1988) 99–120; cf. Frye (1984) 303–4 for Kartir’s influence over Vahram.
129 Theodoret, Hist. eccl. 5.38; Theophanes, Chron. 82.25–83.2 (AM 5906). Persecution of individuals:

Brock (1982) 5–7.
130 Chron. Seert 2 (PO 4.222–3).
131 Sebeos 116, with Thomson and Howard-Johnston (1999) 208–9. 132 Brock (1982) 8.
133 Brock (1982) 7–8; cf. Barnes (1985b) arguing that Aphrahat wrote before Constantine’s death.
134 Brock (1982) 5 and n. 15. 135 Brock (1982) 14.
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our side in any fighting, and through playing false will bring down your
power’.

The Persians were by no means the only ones to equate Christianity with
Roman power: the Goths made the same connection, since the perception
that Christianity was somehow identifiable with the Roman Empire prob-
ably provoked persecution.136 Of course the first appearance of Christian
groups in Gothic territory, as in Persia, pre-dated Constantine’s conversion.
When the Goths raided Asia Minor in the mid-third century, Christians
were among the captives carried off, and the integration of such Chris-
tians into Gothic society led to some evangelization (Philostorgius, Hist.
eccl. 2.5). But imperial initiative by Constantius II was also a key factor
and determined the Arian character of Gothic Christianity for the next
two centuries: the anniversary of his death was recorded in a sixth-century
Gothic martyrology.137 The conversion of the Goths is intertwined with
Romano-Gothic international relations. Certainly, when choosing ambas-
sadors to negotiate with Christian emperors, Gothic leaders seem to have
seen Christians as particularly well suited: thus Ulfila was sent to Constan-
tius II; later, on the eve of the battle of Adrianople, Fritigern chose Christian
clergy to negotiate terms with Valens.138 Eunapius alleged that the Goths
claimed to be Christians to persuade Roman authorities to accept their
migration into the Empire in 376.139

If the Empire’s neighbours were increasingly associating Christianity
with Roman power, they had plenty of encouragement from the emperors
who recognized that Christianity could be harnessed to the needs of foreign
policy. Whether or not his final war with Persia was a holy war Constantine’s
letter to Shapur showed him using Christianity as an instrument in his
foreign policy. Like his father, Constantius II was prone to think of his
rule in universalist, cosmic terms, and was convinced that God guided
his destiny and guaranteed his victories, in return for which he had to strive
for unity in the Church. Sacred duty and universalism affected Constantius’
foreign policy, and he sent Ulfila to evangelize the Goths, seeking through
this to encourage them to live in peaceful coexistence with the Empire
(Philostorgius, Hist. eccl. 2.5). He repeated the experiment beyond other
frontiers: under his aegis, Christian missionaries were sent to Himyar and
Axum, both efforts apparently designed to outflank Persian interests in the
region.140

By the sixth century the notion that mission could be used to buttress
Roman foreign policy was firmly established. Justinian’s treaty with Per-
sia in 561 included an appendix that guaranteed the rights of Christians

136 Heather and Matthews (1991) 103–17. 137 Heather and Matthews (1991) 129–30.
138 Ulfila: Philostorgius, Hist. eccl. 2.5; Fritigern: Amm. Marc. 31.12.8. The practice was also adopted

by the Persians: Men. Prot. frr. 16.1, 23.7.
139 Eunap. fr. 48.2; Heather (1986). 140 Fowden (1993) 110–12.
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living under the Sasanids so long as they did not to engage in missionary
activity among the Persians.141 This last term, surely insisted upon by the
Persians, suggests that conversion to Christianity was potentially a pro-
Roman action. Justinian had used Christianity to further his ambitions
across other frontiers, including in Himyar.142 Moreover, he stood as god-
father to barbarian kings who came to Constantinople for baptism. Grepes
of the Heruli, after being baptized with some of his chief officials and mem-
bers of his family, was sent back to his kingdom with the understanding
that Justinian could call on him at any time for assistance. The baptism of
Grod, king of the Crimean Huns, was accompanied by a treaty that set out
arrangements for the defence of the city of Bosphorus and trading relation-
ships between local Romans and the Huns.143 Perhaps the most remarkable
instance of the role of Christianity in international relations occurred under
Maurice. When Khusro II was ejected from his kingdom by a palace coup
in 590 Maurice gave him sanctuary, from which he was able to regroup his
forces and reclaim the Persian throne. Christianity played a key role in these
events. Khusro sought Maurice’s assistance by appealing to the notion that
the Persian and Roman states had been ordained by God. He dangled the
prospect of conversion to Christianity to bishops Domitian of Melitene
and Gregory of Antioch, and on setting out to regain his throne, Khusro
prayed to St Sergius of Resafa to assist him; later he bestowed lavish gifts
on the martyr’s shrine.144

The prominent place of Christianity in the conception of international
relations was also reflected in the minutiae of diplomatic activity. Treaties
between the Romans and their enemies were sealed by oaths sworn in
churches or on copies of scripture.145 Christians and their clergy have already
been glimpsed acting in negotiations between Romans and Persians and
Goths. Indeed, one of the most prominent roles for Christianity in late
Roman international relations was providing ambassadors from among the
clergy: during the Persian siege of Bezabde on the River Tigris in 360,
for example, the city’s bishop volunteered to go to the enemy camp to
negotiate a truce (Amm. Marc. 20.7.7). Diplomatic activity by bishops
became more pronounced, particularly in the west, as the edifice of the
Roman state collapsed and bishops increasingly took on leadership roles
in their cities. When the Lombards invaded Italy in 568 the surrender of
Treviso was negotiated by the city’s bishop, Felix (Paul. Diac. Hist. Lang.
2.12). Such endeavours were not wholly divorced, however, from the appa-
ratus of the state; in large measure the increased importance of bishops in
diplomatic efforts reflected an increasing congruence between imperial and

141 Men. Prot. fr. 6.1. 142 Greatrex (1998) 225–39.
143 Malalas 18.6, 18.14 Thurn = 427.17–428.4, 431.16–433.2 Dindorf.
144 Evagrius, Hist. eccl. 6.18, 21–2; Whitby (1988); Key Fowden (1999) 134–40.
145 Theophanes, Chron. 76.11–14 (AM 5894); Men. Prot. fr. 25.1.
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ecclesiastical structures in the late antique world. When, for example,
bishop Leo I of Rome made his famous embassy to Attila in 452, he was
accompanied by the ex-consul Avienus and the former prefect Trygetius,
who had previously negotiated with the Vandals on behalf of Valentinian
III (Prosper, Chron. ss.aa. 435, 452). In some cases it is clear that clerics
were chosen deliberately as envoys: both Arcadius and Theodosius II sent
Marutha, bishop of Martyropolis, to the court of Yazdgerd I.146 The reasons
for selecting such bishops to serve in embassies were a mixture of delib-
erate choice and opportunism. Domitian and Gregory, who were meant
to further Khusro’s conversion (Evagrius, Hist. eccl. 6.18), were noted for
their learning and eloquence. Marutha too was known for his skill and
it is recorded that he cured the shah’s son of demonic possession. But it
was important also that his see was located in the midst of a great slew of
Christian communities that straddled the frontier between Rome, Arme-
nia and Sasanid Persia, thus making him well connected and well informed
about affairs across the region. Moreover Marutha was famously multilin-
gual, even for a man from such a cultural crossroads, making him an ideal
candidate for a mission to the Persian court.

The deployment of Christianity in international relations could also
present problems. Christian Armenia in the fourth century saw a rift within
the kingdom as the clergy remained loyal to the creed of Nicaea, while the
kings espoused instead the Arian theology shared by many emperors of
the period.147 In the fifth and sixth centuries the conversion of many non-
Roman peoples to Christianity complicated matters when Romans and
barbarians subscribed to different definitions of orthodoxy.148 In spite of
such difficulties Christianity nevertheless came to occupy a central place
in the configuration and implementation of late Roman foreign relations.
The emperor was the viceroy of God, ruling over an oikoumenê on earth
much as the Divine Creator did in the cosmos. The stage was set for the
development of medieval Byzantium’s Christian commonwealth.149

vi i i . conclusion: the avars at singidunum and sirmium

In the late 570s and early 580s the cities of Singidunum and Sirmium on
the Danube frontier came under attack from the massed war bands of the
Avar tribes. An uneasy peace had obtained between Romans and Avars
for some years, but now the Avar leader, the Khagan Baian, adopted a
more aggressive policy towards the Empire. Distracted by the demands
of war with Persia, imperial forces were incapable of mounting a coher-
ent response in the Balkans. Local communities and garrisons throughout

146 Key Fowden (1999) 52–6; Whitby (1988) 300, 305. 147 Garsoı̈an (1967).
148 Cf. Shahı̂d (1995) 990–5. 149 Obolensky (1971) passim; cf. Fowden (1993) 100–37.
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the region were thrown back on their own resources and sought salvation
through diplomacy rather than confrontation. At Singidunum the Roman
authorities sought to secure their city by persuading the Khagan to swear
not to attack it. Baian agreed and swore first his barbarian oath and then
a Roman one, sworn on a copy of the Bible offered to him by they city’s
archbishop. Baian, however, was not to be distracted from his wider ambi-
tions in the region and, after leaving Singidunum, pressed on to besiege
Sirmium. The emperor Tiberius II was appalled: the Khagan had ignored
the treaty he had made and the oath he had sworn; divine vengeance could
be expected to follow, but in the meantime Tiberius stated that he would
never abandon any part of Roman territory. His ambition was thwarted,
however: Baian’s investment of Sirmium placed the city’s inhabitants under
horrendous pressure, while Tiberius, committed to wars elsewhere, simply
could not spare the troops to relieve the city. In the end, he agreed to cede
it to the Avars; thus another part of the Balkans was lost to Roman control
(Men. Prot. frr. 25.1–27.3).

These events at Singidunum and Sirmium provide an appropriate snap-
shot of the predicament in which the Empire found itself in the late sixth
century. Tiberius II’s circumstances contrast markedly with those enjoyed
by Theodosius I some two hundred years earlier. First, the Empire’s ability
to fend off its enemies through acts of war had been compromised by the
depletion of resources, itself exacerbated by the competing interests of sev-
eral frontiers. In these years of turmoil in the Balkans Tiberius had also had
to refuse requests for assistance from the beleaguered cities of Italy. Mean-
while his envoy Zacharias, meeting with the Persian ambassador Andigan
at Dara, was told quite bluntly that, given the number of wars the Romans
were fighting, the last thing they could afford was another with Persia.
Zacharias rejected this notion, claiming that the Romans were invincible
and that they would outlast the Persians in any war. Zacharias’ claims, how-
ever confidently they were stated, were as empty as Tiberius’ initial refusal
to give up Roman territory. The Romans continued to state the ideal of
their superiority over their foes, but more often they sought to achieve it
through diplomacy. It was a specifically late antique brand of diplomacy
too. Christianity played a part in it, as in the oath Baian swore and the
expectation that God would smite him for breaking it, but Tiberius had
earlier tried to deflect the Avar assault by seeking to foment war between
Avars and Slavs. Through such machinations Tiberius sought to realize the
ideology that the Roman emperor was still the supreme authority on earth.
But while the Empire would still assert its military supremacy, notably in
Heraclius’ invasion of Persia, the harsh reality was that by this stage its goals
were achieved better by diplomacy than by war.
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CHAPTER 8

MILITAR Y FORCES

hugh elton

The Roman army developed continually from the third to the seventh
centuries ad, adapting to changes brought about by enemies beyond the
imperial borders, as well as to changes in the structure of the Roman imperial
state itself.1 Along with the change went much continuity and the army was
always a standing force of long-service soldiers commanded by professional
officers. This examination of the forces of the Roman Empire is divided
into three parts: the structure of armies, the structure of regiments and the
structure of individual careers.2

Although the idea of an army often suggests rigid structures and placing
square pegs into round holes, the forces of the Roman state were char-
acterized by their structural flexibility and standard practices were often
bypassed if necessary.3 Almost any imperial official could act as a military
commander, regardless of whether he was of the ‘correct’ rank, or even if he
was a soldier. Thus in 361 Iovius, who as quaestor sacri palatii usually dealt
with imperial correspondence, commanded part of Julian’s army in the civil
war against Constantius II and in 553 Bonus, who as quaestor exercitus was a
senior supply officer on the lower Danube, was in charge of the garrison at
Luca in Italy during the reconquest of Italy (Amm. Marc. 21.8.3; Agathias
1.19.1).

Such flexibility is the sort of detail that tends to be preserved by histori-
ans. The core of our knowledge of how the army operated during this period
comes from two historians, Ammianus Marcellinus and Procopius of Cae-
sarea. Ammianus served as a soldier in the mid-fourth century and took part
in Julian’s campaign in Persia in 363. Procopius served on Belisarius’ staff
in Persia, Africa and Italy in the 530s. Both tell us much about how systems
worked. However, they are often weak on numbers and technical terms,
because these details were not appropriate for the literary genre of history.
Thus Ammianus Marcellinus described two field army cavalry regiments in

1 Still basic are Jones (1964) ch. 17 and Grosse (1920); more recently, Elton (1996b); Haldon (1999);
Lee (1998); Nicasie (1998); Whitby (2000b); review articles, Carrié and Janniard (2000–2).

2 This chapter contains a large number of technical terms, italicized in Latin and Greek; for further
details of individuals, see entries in the relevant volumes of PLRE.

3 Crump (1973).
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359 as turmae when the technical term was vexillatio. Procopius frequently
referred to officers in vague or anachronistic terms as strategoi (generals) or
archontes (commanders).4 In contrast a valuable source of technical vocab-
ulary is the Notitia Dignitatum, which lists officials and their staffs around
ad 400, though with some later updating.5 For military officials the subor-
dinate officers and sometimes their headquarters are listed, allowing us to
construct an army list and some regional deployments. However, its pre-
cise date and the way in which information was entered and updated are
still uncertain.6 The accounts of various historians and the details in the
Notitia Dignitatum can be supplemented by laws and papyri, inscriptions
and theoretical handbooks. Late Roman legislation often recorded matters
of military concern, and book seven of the fifth-century Theodosian Code
was devoted to military affairs.7 Papyri, for the most part from Egypt,
include the private papers of Flavius Abinnaeus, who commanded the ala
quinta praelectorum based at Dionysias in the mid-fourth century. Much
information about logistics comes from the Panopolis Papyri, an archive
which contains numerous receipts relating to the supply of troops in Egypt
between 298 and 300.8 Many inscriptions record the burial of soldiers,
with significant collections from graveyards at Concordia in Italy, Apamea
in Syria and Istanbul in Turkey.9 Other inscriptions commemorate build-
ing by military units. Like the historians, these are often a good source for
the titles of men and units, showing how official terminology was actually
used. Lastly, a number of handbooks give advice as to how armies should be
structured and operate, though this material is more often theoretical than
descriptive. The Strategicon written by the emperor Maurice (582–602) is
the most useful document here.10 Despite the large number of sources of
various types there remain many gaps in our knowledge.

Quite apart from our ignorance, understanding the structural organiza-
tion of the army is complicated for a number of reasons. The late Roman
army is an enormous topic in terms of time (some four centuries), space
(the Mediterranean basin and beyond) and numbers (over half a million
men, over a thousand regiments). We should thus expect to find regional
variation and change over time, features which are made more complicated
by the fragmentary nature of the sources and their different characters.
Particular problems are presented by the technical vocabulary. As we have
already seen, even ex-soldiers did not always use technical vocabulary. The
Latin term dux, for example, could be used generically, to mean any leader

4 Amm. Marc. 18.8.1–2; Nicasie (1998) 44. 5 Seeck (1876) remains the standard edition.
6 Brennan (1996), (1998a); Kulikowski (2000). 7 Mommsen (1905).
8 Bell et al. (1962); Skeat (1964).
9 Concordia, Hoffmann (1963) and Tomlin (1972); Apamea, Balty (1988); Istanbul, Kalkan and

Sahin (1995).
10 Dain (1967); Dennis (1981b); English trans. Dennis (1984).
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of troops, or precisely, as a rank. Although all military administration was
theoretically carried out in Latin until the early sixth century, many private
papers, histories and local documents were written in Greek. The official
Latin terms in such documents were not consistently translated into Greek,
so the rank of tribune, in Latin tribunus, might be transliterated as tribounos
or translated as chiliarchos. However, in some sources, chiliarchos was used
as the equivalent of dux, a much higher rank than tribune. Lastly, from the
end of the second century, units were often referred to by their base rather
than their official title, a practice sometimes found in official documents.
The Notitia Dignitatum thus records that the garrison of the Saxon shore in
Britain included the equites stablesiani Garianenses, named after their base
at Gariannonor. This practice can mask unit identities. In the case of the
numerus at Elephantine recorded in sixth-century papyri we can only guess
that this is the cohors i Felix Theodosiana recorded in the Notitia Dignitatum
from the end of the fourth century.11

i . army structures

This first section deals with the structure of the Roman army above the
level of operational units. Three major phases can be distinguished between
the mid-third and mid-seventh century, the period between Gallienus and
Constantine (c. 260–320), the Constantinian to Maurician period (c. 320–
580) and the Maurician period (c. 580 onwards). Down to the mid-third
century most Roman troops (infantry legions and auxiliary cohorts and
cavalry alae) were assigned to provinces on the edges of the empire under
the command of provincial governors. For offensives, expeditionary forces
were drawn from the whole empire, usually led by the emperor in person.
These forces normally returned to their bases at the end of a campaign,
but from the reign of Gallienus (253–68) frequent military crises meant
that the emperor was continually on campaign.12 The troops with the
emperor became known informally as the comitatenses and functioned as
the core of a field army. At its heart was legio ii Parthica, to which were
added detachments from legions (vexillationes) and newly created units,
especially cavalry regiments known as Illyriciani.13 The Danubian legions
iv Flavia, vii Claudia, and xi Claudia were particularly relied on during the
first tetrarchy.14 When there was more than one emperor, e.g. during the
tetrarchy, each had his own comitatenses. Diocletian’s was formed around
the legions of the Ioviani and Herculiani, the élite cavalry regiments of
lanciarii and comites and new units split off from existing units (lanciarii

11 Not. Dign. occ. 28.17; Keenan (1990). 12 Cooper (1968); Ibeji (1991).
13 Brennan (1998a); Scharf (2001); Ritterling (1903); cf. p. 73 above.
14 Van Berchem (1952); Seston (1955); Speidel (1987) = AE 1994.1797; P Oxy. 43.
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and equites promoti). These troops could travel extensively and Aurelius
Gaius in the late third century served on both the Rhine and Danube, as
well as in Asia Minor, Syria, Gaul, Spain, Mauretania and Egypt.15

In the mid-third century a new office of dux began to appear in bor-
der provinces. Duces could command frontier regions, e.g. the dux ripae
Mesopotamiae at Dura-Europus, although similar officials in north Africa
and Europe were still under the authority of the provincial governor.16

Other duces led small field armies, e.g. Aurelius Augustianus who com-
manded a force including a pair of vexillationes from legio ii Parthica and
legio iii Augusta in Macedonia under Gallienus.17 The military roles of duces
were expanded by Diocletian who began separating military and civil hier-
archies, establishing new duces to command troops in some provinces and
confining provincial governors to civil administration. These new frontier
commands often covered more than one province, producing officers such
as the dux Pannoniae Primae et Norici Ripensis or the dux Aegypti Thebaidos
utrarumque Libyarum. The process of separating military and civil hierar-
chies took place very slowly and some governors retained military functions
into Constantine’s reign, like Arrius Maximus who governed Syria Coele
after 324. In Tripolitania the governor still had some military authority well
into the fourth century and the province’s first dux is not attested until
393. At the end of the fourth century, the Notitia Dignitatum records two
ducates in Britain, twelve along the length of the Rhine and Danube, eight
in the east and seven in Africa.18

Land troops were supported by the Roman navy which was part of the
army and not a separate service. Standing fleets of warships (for fighting) and
merchantmen (for supply and transport of troops) were based throughout
the empire.19 Individual squadrons were commanded by praefecti. In the
west the major fleet was based at Ravenna, though there were other fleets
in Italy, Gaul, Africa and Britain. In the east Constantinople became the
major fleet base, while other smaller fleets were based in Egypt, Antioch
and the Crete–Rhodes region. As part of the army naval expeditions were
commanded by generals. In 324 Constantine’s fleet was commanded by his
son Crispus, while Licinius’ was under an otherwise unknown Amandus.
Later in the sixth century Belisarius reconquered Africa as the magister
militum per Orientem.20

The second major period was between Constantine and Maurice
(c. 320–580). Although each of the tetrarchs had his own field army, Con-
stantine’s defeat of his civil war rivals by 324 allowed the recreation of a
single field army attached to the emperor. Constantine now made a per-
manent distinction between the field army troops (comitatenses) and the

15 AE 1981.777. 16 Gilliam (1941). 17 AE 1934.193. 18 Mann (1977).
19 Kienast (1966); Reddé (1986). 20 Elton (1996b) 97; Cod. Iust. 1.27.2 (534).
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border troops (variously known as limitanei, burgarii or ripenses). As far
as military administration was concerned border troops differed from field
army troops only in physical standards, service length and tax benefits on
retirement.21 The border troops remained under the command of duces,
but a new structure was created for the field armies. Initially, Constantine
led the new field army himself but by the end of his reign it was com-
manded by two new officers, the magister peditum and magister equitum.
Magistri peditum and equitum both commanded infantry and cavalry, with
common variants in these titles including magister utriusque militiae and
magister equitum et peditum.22 This imperial field army always accompa-
nied the emperor and units in this force travelled widely. The brigade of
the Celtae and Petulantes was part of Julian’s army in Gaul in the late 350s,
before travelling with him to Illyricum in 361 and to Persia in 363. It then
returned to Gaul with Valentinian I in 364 and was still with the imperial
army in Italy in the early fifth century.23

After Constantine’s death in 337 his three sons divided the empire and
the imperial field army, creating separate field armies in Gaul (Constantine
II), Illyricum (Constans) and the east (Constantius II). Both Constan-
tine and Constans had their own magister equitum and magister peditum,
while Constantius II divided his forces between the Balkans and the east
(where he commanded himself ) with a magister militum in each region.
This structure changed after 353 when Constantius II became sole emperor.
There now developed a central imperial army with two magistri militum
(which from at least the 390s was known as the praesental army). Although
this army was administered by two equally ranked magistri militum prae-
sentales, operationally it functioned as a single force, sometimes referred
to as ‘the great army’. There were also three regional field armies, in Gaul
usually based at Trier, in Illyricum at Sirmium and in the east at Antioch.24

The structure of regional field armies supported by praesental armies
remained intact until the seventh century, although the numbers of regional
field armies and the structure of the praesental armies changed. Thus with
Valentinian and Valens’ division of the empire in 364 two praesental armies
were created. The western praesental army was based in Italy, often at
Milan or Ravenna. The eastern praesental army was based at Constantino-
ple. Hoffmann argued that this was when most field army regiments were
divided into seniores and iuniores. This is probably the case, though at least
one regiment had such a title in 356, the Iovii Cornuti seniores, and units
created after 364 were sometimes given seniores or iuniores titles.25 The
Illyrian field army was under western control until Valens’ death in 378,

21 Isaac (1988); van Berchem (1952); MacMullen (1963) 153. 22 Demandt (1970).
23 Elton (1996b) 208. 24 Elton (1996b) 209–10; P Oxy. 56.3872.
25 Hoffmann (1969–70) i.117–30; Drew-Bear (1977); Nicasie (1998) 24–35; Scharf (1991b).
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after which it was transferred to the eastern empire. A second Danubian
field army was created in Thrace (based at Marcianopolis) during the 370s to
reinforce the Illyrian army. These regional field armies were supplemented
by small field armies (less than 10,000 strong) in western Illyricum and
Spain, led by comites rei militaris. The western Illyrian army was probably
a response to the transfer of the Illyrian field army to eastern control after
378 and the Spanish army was perhaps created after the Vandal invasion
of Spain in 409.26 An occasional development was the creation of new
praesental armies during a usurpation, like that of Constantine III, drawn
from troops in Britain and Gaul, though these were rapidly reintegrated
into the rest of the army at the end of the civil war. A last fourth-century
development was the centralization of the western praesental army under
the command of the magister peditum, a result of Arbogast’s and Stilicho’s
political domination.

Field and border troops were part of a single military system. The duces
were responsible to the magister militum of their region, at least from the
reign of Valentinian I and probably earlier.27 Comitatenses could be trans-
ferred from field armies and attached to ducates, e.g. in Britain in response
to an attack in 367 and in Africa from 373 in response to Firmus’ revolt.28

If this happened the duces were promoted to comites rei militaris (another
new office created by Constantine). At the end of the fourth century there
were seven border commands under comites, the Saxon shore, the Armori-
can shore, Egypt, Africa (i.e. modern Tunisia), Tingitania, Britain and the
southern Rhine (comes Argentoratensis), as well as two internal commands in
Isauria and Italy.29 These promotions were temporary, and with the removal
of the field army troops, the position could revert to a ducate. Thus Isauria
was under a comes in the 350s and in the fifth century but in 382 was under
a dux.30

Troops could also be transferred from border commands to field armies.
Julian’s expedition against Persia in 363 included two border legions, i and ii

Armeniaca. In other cases, particularly on the Persian frontier, duces led their
troops on campaigns alongside comitatenses. In 528 the two duces of Phoenice
Libanensis, the brothers Cutzes and Buzes, led troops to reinforce Belisar-
ius’ field army, though these forces never returned to border service. Border
troops also carried out limited operations, e.g. in 528 the duces of Phoenice
and Euphratensis, together with some Arab phylarchs and a small force of
comitatenses pursued the Arab leader Alamundarus (Procop. Wars 1.13.5–8;
Malalas, 18.16 Thurn, 435.2–17 Dindorf). The transferred units were given
the status of pseudocomitatenses, a title first attested in 365, though the

26 Elton (1996b) 200, 209–10.
27 Mann (1977) 11–15; hierarchy, Cod. Theod. 7.17.1 (412); Nov. Theod. 24.1 (443); Cod. Iust. 12.59.8

(Leo).
28 Elton (1996b) 210. 29 Mann (1976) 7. 30 Jones (1964) 125 and n. 26.
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practice occurred earlier. Thus legio i and ii Armeniaca were based at Bez-
abde in 360 when it was lost to the Persians. After their transfer to the
field army they were still under the command of the magister militum per
Orientem as legiones pseudocomitatenses in the 390s. This practice continued
throughout the late Roman period and in 594 the magister militum Peter
tried to incorporate a regiment of border troops from Asemus, close to the
Danube, into his field army.31

In the fifth-century west, the structure of the two major field armies,
the regional army in Gaul and the praesental army in Italy changed little.
Parts, at least, of the Gallic army continued to exist into the 460s under
Aegidius and then Syagrius, outlasting direct imperial control of Gaul.32

The same is true of forces in Italy. The border troops in Raetia and Noricum
continued to serve into the 450s while the praesental army put up stiff
resistance to Theoderic’s invasion in 489 under the magister militum Libila
(Eugippius 4.1–4, 20; Anon. Val. 11.51–4). In the east the only change was
in Asia Minor, where at some point in the fifth century new comitivae (of
Pisidia, Pamphylia and Lycaonia) were added and Isauria was permanently
upgraded to a comitiva, probably in response to problems with bandits
(Cod. Iust. 12.59.10 (472)). The collapse of the western Empire involved
the loss of troops and territory, but there was little structural impact on
the surviving eastern Empire, though the Illyrian army may have acquired
more responsibility.

The changes from the sixth century are more minor modifications than
responses to western collapse. At the end of the fifth century Anastasius
(491–518) created a command of the Long Walls for the local defence of
Constantinople, commanded by a vicarius of the praesental army and sup-
plied by a vicarius of the eastern praetorian prefect (Justinian, Nov. 26 (535)).
Units of field army troops continued to be assigned to border commands.
This caused problems on some occasions, forcing Anastasius to issue a law
in 492 making it explicit that duces were in command of all comitatenses
troops in their area of responsibility.33 Under Justinian (527–65) there were
more significant changes.34 The eastern field army was divided into two
sectors in 528. In the north was a new post of magister militum per Armeniam
(based at Theodosiopolis), who had direct authority over the five Arme-
nian ducates; the south remained under the magister militum per Orientem.35

Extra duces were added to the eastern army’s command, at Circesium in
Mesopotamia and Palmyra in Phoenice Libanensis. The two vicarii of the
Long Walls were replaced in 535 with a single praetor Thraciae with military

31 Cod. Theod. 8.1.10 (365); Amm. Marc. 20.7.1; Malalas 13.23 Thurn = 332.9–13 Dindorf; Not. Dign.
or. 7.49, 50; Theophyl. Sim. 7.3.1–7.

32 Elton (1992); MacGeorge (2002) 153–8. 33 Cod. Iust. 12.35.18 (492); Jones (1964) 660–1.
34 Ravegnani (1988); Müller (1912). 35 Cod. Iust. 1.29.5; Greatrex (1998) 154.
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and logistical duties.36 The large expeditionary forces sent to the west in
468, 533 and 535 were all created by pooling various field army units under
a magister militum drawn from elsewhere in the empire. Thus Basiliscus
(whose 468 expedition against the Vandals included western troops) was
either magister militum per Thracias or an eastern praesental magister mili-
tum (Priscus fr. 53.1). Belisarius invaded Africa and Italy as magister militum
per Orientem. Following the Justinianic reconquests new field armies were
created under magistri militum in Africa (in 534 based at Carthage), Italy
(554? at Ravenna) and Spain (552?). At the same time limitanei units were
re-established in Africa and possibly by Narses in Italy. Although Procopius
stated that eastern frontier troops were not paid by Justinian, this is an
exaggeration.37

The last major phase was the Maurician period (c. 580 onwards). Under
the emperor Maurice (582–602) a series of major changes took place in the
structure of the field armies. Maurice had a military career before becoming
emperor so it is tempting to see the reforms and the composition of the
Strategicon as the result of his own experiences.38 After the loss of Sirmium to
the Avars in 582 the Illyrian field army disappears from our sources and was
probably incorporated into the Thracian field army. The magistri militum
in Italy and Africa were upgraded to exarchs (first mentioned in 584 and 591)
who had authority over their praetorian prefects, similar in concept to the
praetor Thraciae and perhaps making it easier to supply troops in regions
still recovering from the wars of reconquest. In the seventh century the two
magistri militum of the praesental army, now renamed the Opsikion, were
formally replaced by a single commander. This post was the comes Opsikion
(possibly attested as early as 626, otherwise 680).39

In the seventh century the empire was severely disrupted by the Persian
invasions, but the system of border troops supported by regional and prae-
sental field armies continued to function after Heraclius’ reconquest into
the 630s. Field armies were still mobile and troops from the Thracian army
helped defend Egypt against the Arabs in 640 (Nicephorus 23.4). However,
the enormous losses of territory to the Arabs and Avars forced changes to
be made. As territory was lost, the field armies were established as territo-
rial commands (themes) in Asia Minor, though (with the exception of the
Opsikion under its comes) still under magistri militum.40 The Opsikion was
based around Constantinople and the north-west of Asia Minor, the east-
ern field army (Anatolikon) was in the south-east, the Armenian field army

36 Jones (1964) 271; Justinian, Nov. 26 (535).
37 Cod. Iust. 1.27.2 (534); ILS 835; Casey (1996) showing problems with Procop. Secret History

24.12–14.
38 Whitby (1988).
39 Probably in Chron. Pasch. s.a. 626 where text reads Comes Opsariou; Haldon (1984) 176–8.
40 Haldon (1990a) 208–20; Haldon (1995); Lilie (1995).
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(Armeniakon) in the north-east, and the Thracian field army (Thrakesion)
in the south-west. There was also a new command of the Karabasianoi on
the south coast and the Aegean islands.

The system of field armies and border troops lasted for more than three
centuries, from its uncertain beginnings in the third century to the trans-
formation into the thematic system. Although there were changes in orga-
nization, the principles of mobile forces supporting troops based on the
borders was not challenged by contemporaries, even after disasters like the
battle of Adrianople in 378. When lost territory was reconquered, as by
Justinian in Africa, the field and border troop system was restored. The
changes that occurred after the reign of Maurice were reactive, and were
driven by logistical rather than operational considerations.

i i . regimental structures

All late Roman armies were made up of individual regiments that had their
own histories and traditions. Some had been in existence for centuries,
e.g. legio v Macedonica and x Gemina, both Republican foundations, were
part of the army of the magister militum per Orientem c. 400 (Not. Dign.
or. 7.39, 42). Legio iv Parthica was stationed in Syria at least between the
compilation of the Notitia Dignitatum (c. 395) and 586 while the equites
Theodosiaci iuniores, mentioned in the Notitia Dignitatum as part of the
Thracian field army, were still in existence in 935.41 Although there was
institutional continuity, there were also changes in the organization of
existing units, destruction of old units and the creation of new ones. In all
cases we are poorly informed about their internal structures. Terminology
is often confusing and despite the many varieties of unit, generic terms like
numerus, arithmos or tagma were common, the equivalent of the modern
use of regiment or unit. Lastly, the discussion here focuses on establishment
strengths, though as in most armies, units were under strength for much of
their existence and had to be brought up to strength before campaigning.

Under the early empire legions were composed of ten similarly equipped
cohorts, each about c. 500 strong (see p. 38 above). During the course of
the third century this simple structure became more complex, reflecting
both an increasing tactical sophistication within legions and the inflexi-
bility of large units optimized for field battles. From as early as the first
century ad legions sent detachments (vexillationes) to campaigning armies
and in border provinces were broken up into detachments as garrisons.42

In the third century many of these detachments became permanently

41
iv Parthica, Theophyl. Sim. 2.6.9; Not. Dign. or. 35.24; Theodosiaci, Const. Porphy. 663; Not.

Dign. or. 8.27; Haldon (1993); Kaegi (1975).
42 Jones (1964) 680–1; Zuckerman (1988); Brennan (1980); see pp. 70–3 above.
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separated from their parent unit, so that at the end of the fourth century,
legio iii Diocletiana was part of the Thracian field army but also existed in
four places in Egypt.43 Also during the third century some eastern legions
strengthened their combined arms capacity by creating sub-units of lancia-
rii, missile-armed infantry, and cavalry promoti. Thus in Egypt in 299 legio
ii Traiana was represented by a vexillatio, some lanciarii and some promoti,
with a base unit elsewhere. During the first quarter of the fourth century
many of these sub-units of lanciarii and promoti were split off as indepen-
dent formations.44 But not all legions fragmented. Vegetius’ statement that
Diocletian’s new legions of Ioviani and Herculiani were 6,000 strong is sup-
ported by an inscription from Sitifis in Mauretania which mentions cohorts
vii and x of legio ii Herculia.45 The latest record of legionary vexillationes
comes from 321 when detachments of legio iii Gallica and i Illyricorum were
attested at Syene in Egypt.46 By the mid-fourth century field army legions
had become smaller in size, c. 1,200 strong.47

At the same time as eastern legions were developing sub-units and proba-
bly in response to the same pressures, a new type of infantry unit, the auxilia
palatina, appeared in the western empire. Some, like the Batavi, Tungri,
Nervii or Mattiaci, were older auxiliary cohorts that were transferred into
the field armies and upgraded in status. Others were new creations, and a
particularly large number of these were raised by Constantius I and Con-
stantine I. At the point of recruitment many of their number were of
extra-imperial origin, but subsequent recruits diluted this character. These
regiments appear to have been c. 1,200 strong (though the evidence could
support 600).48 The eastern creation of promoti was matched by the cre-
ation of several new series of cavalry regiments, generically referred to as
Illyriciani, and incorporating units of Dalmatae, Mauri, Scutarii and prob-
ably Stablesiani.49 These new regiments, like the promoti, were known as
vexillationes and had an establishment of c. 600.50

The praetorians were organized into ten cohorts at Rome each 1,000

strong under an equestrian tribune and supported by the equites singulares,
a cavalry regiment of 1,000 men (see pp. 49–50 above). With the creation
of the tetrarchy, the ten cohorts of praetorians were split between all the
emperors.51 Constantine disbanded Maxentius’ praetorians after the bat-
tle of the Milvian Bridge in 312, Licinius’ (and probably his own) after

43 Not. Dign. or. 8.37, 28.18, 31.31, 33, 38.
44 Balty (1988) 101; Hoffmann (1969–70) i.218–20; Brennan (1998b).
45 Veg. Mil. 1.17; ILS 4195; Christodoulou (2002). 46 AE 1900.29.
47 Elton (1996b) 89–90; Coello (1996).
48 Speidel (1996c); Zuckerman (1993); Hoffmann (1969–70) i.131–72.
49 Ritterling (1903); Speidel (1974), (1975).
50 Elton (1996b) 89–90; Agathias 3.6.9, two tagmata totalling 600.
51 Zos. 2.9.1, 3; Speidel (1988).
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Chrysopolis in 324.52 With Constantine’s dissolution of the praetorians,
the scholae palatinae took over their role as the imperial guard.53 These élite
cavalry regiments, 500 strong, are first mentioned during the reign of Dio-
cletian when they supplemented the praetorians.54 In the fourth century,
the changing arrangements of emperors probably caused many transfers
and reorganizations. In the 350s and 360s there were several units of scu-
tarii, a unit of armaturae and a unit of gentiles et scutarii; by the end of
the fourth century, the Notitia Dignitatum records seven eastern and five
western scholae.55 The corps as a whole was administered by the magister
officiorum, though from the fifth century it had become known as the obse-
quium and came under the command of the comes domesticorum.56 The
close guarding of the emperor himself in the fourth century was carried
out by forty candidati, selected from the scholae.57 In the west the scholae
were disbanded by Theoderic in 493, but in the east, the appearance of
several comites scholarum at the battle of Cotyaeum in 492 and perhaps the
tombstone at Dorylaeum of Theodulus, comes of the gentiles iuniores, sug-
gest their participation in Anastasius’ Isaurian War (491–8).58 In the sixth
century Justinian raised four additional scholae. At this point they were
still of military use since in 559 they were used to defend the city against a
surprise Hunnic attack; but their worth was lower in 626 when there was
an attempt to divert their rations to regular troops during the Avar-Persian
siege of Constantinople (Chron. Pasch. s.a. 626).

The other troops on the borders were infantry cohorts and cavalry alae
(variously described as equites, vexillationes or cunei).59 In the third century
these units were usually c. 500 strong, occasionally 1,000. In 533 the arithmos
of the Numidae Justiniani at Hermopolis in Egypt had 508 men, suggesting
no change in establishments. As this unit’s title suggests, new alae and
cohorts continued to be raised throughout the period. In the west regiments
served in Noricum until the 450s, and in the east we hear of equites Illyriciani
in Palestine in the 630s.60 There were also flotillas (classes), separate units
based at a fort garrisoned by an infantry or cavalry unit. In 412 the ducate
of Scythia boasted 125 lusoriae (light boats), with a further 119 iudicariae
and agrarienses (categories of patrol boat) being built in the space of seven
years (Cod. Theod. 7.17.1).

The size of fleets is hard to determine, particularly as merchant ships
were requisitioned when needed. In the later fourth century the Italian and

52 Speidel (1994).
53 Frank (1969); Jones (1970); Barlow and Brennan (2001); Lenski (2000); Haldon (1984) 119–28.
54 ILS 2791; Lactant. De mort. pers. 19.6; Woods (1997). 55 Not. Dign. occ. 9.4–8, or. 11.4–10.
56 Cod. Theod. 7.1.17 (398). 57 Frank (1969) 127–42; Haldon (1984) 129–30.
58 Theophanes, Chron. 138.10, AM 5985; Drew-Bear and Eck (1976) 305–7.
59 Van Berchem (1952); Scharf (2001).
60 P Lond. 1663; Eugippius, 4.1–4, 20; Miracula s. Anastasii Persae 14.
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Gallic fleets found it easy to transport a few thousand troops in one lift to
reinforce Africa and Britain. These fleets were probably similar to the 100

transports and 100 warships which carried 8,000 men against Theoderic in
Italy in 508. In civil wars or for bigger major operations, like those mounted
against Africa, much larger fleets were assembled. In 324 Constantine’s fleet
apparently numbered over 200 warships and over 2,000 transports, while
Licinius had 350 warships. Leo’s 468 expedition against the Vandals was
supposed to have involved 1,100 ships and Belisarius’ fleet in 533 had 92

warships escorting 500 troop transports which carried a force of 16,000.61

After the changes under the tetrarchy, the next major change was the
development of a new type of cavalry regiment called foederati in the late
fourth century. These were permanently established cavalry units, with titles
like Honoriaci. Their duties were the same as those of regular regiments,
e.g. sent to reinforce Africa in the 420s or deployed to garrison Italy against
the Vandals in the 440s. Since foederati were initially deliberately recruited
from barbarians, many units had a distinct identity, like the Saracens used
against the Goths in 378, the Alans in the 401–2 campaign, or the Huns led
by Olympius in 409. However, this ethnic identity was the result of their
recent recruitment and would have become weaker over time as casualties
were replaced by men of various origins within and beyond the empire.62

Roman field armies were often supplemented by allied barbarians (var-
iously and loosely described as foederati, auxilia, symmachoi, misthotoi or
homaichmiai).63 Allies were summoned by the Romans for a single cam-
paign and dismissed at the end of it. They were used as single units, orga-
nized and fighting in their own fashion, but supplied by the Romans.64

Many of these forces came from the Danube. Licinius had a large number
of Goths fighting for him in the 324 campaign against Constantine, Theo-
dosius used Goths against Eugenius in 394 and Zeno sent Goths against Illus
in 484.65 In the sixth century, Hun allies were used in Lazica in 556 and
in Italy, with Narses paying off Lombard allies in Italy in 552 (Agathias
3.17.5; Procop. Wars 8.33.2). These forces came under Roman strategic
command: thus during the Frigidus campaign of 394, the Roman officers
Bacurius (magister militum?), Gainas (comes) and Saul (rank unknown)
commanded the allied contingents in Theodosius’ army. But the actual
allied contingents were led by their own leaders, so that Alaric fought at
the Frigidus in 394 and in 556, a force of Hunnic Sabiri fought with the
Roman army in Lazica under Iliger, Balmach and Cutilzis (Zos. 4.57.2;
John of Antioch fr. 187; Agathias 3.17.5). In some cases allied leaders were
given Roman positions, like Theoderic Strabo who was magister militum

61
508, Marc. Com. s.a. 508; 324, Zos. 2.22.1–2; 468, Priscus fr. 53.1; Belisarius, Procop. Wars 3.11.1–16.

62 Elton (1996b) 91–4; Teall (1965). 63 Elton (1996a) 570.
64 Liebeschuetz (1986); Elton (1996b) 96–7.
65 Zos. 4.57; Anon. Val. 5.27; Evagrius, Hist. eccl. 3.27; Heather (1991).
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praesentalis in 473 or Cutzinas in north Africa in the late 540s (Malchus fr.
2; Corippus, Iohannis 6.247). In the east, the Romans had semi-permanent
arrangements with a number of Arab dynasties (Tanukh, Salih, Ghassan,
Kinda), from at least the early fourth century to the seventh century. The
leaders of these groups were called phylarchi by the Romans.66

The excubitores were founded by Leo I (457–74) as an imperial bodyguard
unit 300 strong. The unit was commanded by the comes excubitorum who
reported directly to the emperor. They fought during Anastasius’ Isaurian
war and were still an active regiment in 610.67 Many generals had their
own bodyguards, often of a few hundred cavalry. In the fifth and sixth
centuries these were usually known as bucellarii (though other terms like
domestici, hypaspistai or doryphoroi were used).68 But on some occasions
the numbers could be quite large, though Procopius’ report that Belisarius
equipped 7,000 mounted bodyguards from his own resources is probably
an exaggeration. These men were not confined to bodyguard duties, and
Belisarius sent 300 of his as an advance guard on the march to Carthage.
Many later became officers (Procop. Wars 7.1.20; cf. 3.17.1).

In the sixth century field army troops (by now known as katalogoi
rather than comitatenses) were supplemented by new infantry regiments
with regional names, e.g. Isaurians, Thracians, Tzannici and Armenians.69

This is a description of a Roman army in Lazica in 555:

In front, Justin the son of Germanus and the crowd around him were drawn
up on the highest point facing the sea, with Martinus the general [strategos] and
the forces of Martinus stood on a nearby place. In the centre, Angilas had the
Moorish peltasts and spearmen, Theodore the Tzannic hoplites and Philomathius
the Isaurian slingers and javelin-men. At some distance from these were placed a
detachment of Langobards and Heruls; Gibrus led them both. All the rest of the
wall which ended at the eastern part of the town was guarded by eastern regiments
[tagmata] being drawn up by Valerian the general [strategos]. . .

(Agathias 3.20.9–10)

These new infantry units were several thousand strong, i.e. larger than
fourth- and fifth-century regiments, and had multiple officers. In the sixth
century there was a tendency to create operational units larger than individ-
ual regiments, as shown by the brigading of various cavalry forces and the
new larger infantry regiments. These larger infantry regiments may have
been brigades (moirai) rather than regiments (tagmata). The regiment of
Isaurians that fought under Belisarius at Callinicum in 531 was probably
the same unit (3,000 strong) sent to Italy in 535 under the command of the

66 Whittow (1999); Shahı̂d (1995); Isaac (1990); Mayerson (1991); Graf (1979).
67 Whitby (1987); Haldon (1984) 136–9.
68 Diesener (1972); Liebeschuetz (1990) 43–7; Whittaker (1993).
69 Phasians, Suda � 122; Armenians, Chron. Pasch. s.a. 626 (p. 724); Tzanni, Agathias 2.20.7–8.
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Isaurian Ennes. It was reinforced in 537 by 3,000 Isaurians under Paulus
and Conon before being split into two parts in 538 during operations in
northern Italy (Procop. Wars 1.18.5–7, 5.5.2–3, 6.5.1). New cavalry regiments
continued to be formed, like the Numidae Justiniani, the Justiniani Persae
and Justiniani Vandali. During the sixth century the term bandon began to
be used. Since Maurice describes banda as being from 200 to 400 strong,
commanded by a comes or tribune, the term was probably an alternative
to tagmata. They may, however, have been subdivisions of existing regi-
ments, as suggested by an inscription from Yalova in Turkey mentioning
the second bandon of the Constantiniaci in 531.70

As in the late fourth and fifth centuries the katalogoi were supported by
cavalry regiments of foederati. By the early sixth century the foederati had
become administratively separate from the katalogoi, a result of creating a
corps of foederati regiments under a comes foederatorum.71 Foederati operated
in most major campaigns in the sixth century. In 538 three Herul officers
led 2,000 men into Italy. This force returned to Constantinople in 539,
but returned to Italy in 545 where they fought continually until 554. There
were several units of Heruls, since the force led by Sindual in Italy in 554

was not the same as that led by Uligagus in Lazica in 555.72 These foederati
regiments were supplemented by the creation of two similar groups of
cavalry, the bucellarii and optimates, in the late sixth century, probably in
the reign of Tiberius. The bucellarii were formed of two tagmata. The
optimates, many of whom were Goths, contained several tagmata. Both of
these formations were attached to the eastern praesental army.73

Although individual regiments were independent manoeuvre and orga-
nizational units, they were often brigaded into higher formations. The
terminology for these brigades and their commanders changed frequently.
In the third century, legionary vexillationes were combined in pairs (or
sometimes more than two units) under a dux or praepositus (or on occa-
sion a centurion). Thus the praepositus Victorinus commanded a vexillatio
drawn from legio iii Gallica and i Illyricorum at Coptus in Egypt in 316.74

From the early fourth century to the early sixth century brigades were
under a comes rei militaris, as when Libino led the Celtae and Petulantes
against some Alamanni in 360 (Amm. Marc. 21.3.2). During the mid-sixth
century brigades were commanded by a taxiarchos. By the end of the sixth
century brigades were known as moirai and commanded by a chiliarchos,

70 Zuckerman (1995) 233–5 = AE 1995.1427; Maurice, Strat. 1.4; Miracula s. Anastasii Persae 26.
71 Malalas 14.23 Thurn = 364.12–13 Dindorf (ad 422), perhaps an anachronism; Procop. Wars 7.31.10

(ad 548) for the first conclusive attestation; Maurice, Strat. 2.6.20, 3.8.3; Theophanes, Chron. 251.27

(AM 6074); Haldon (1984) 246–8.
72 Procop. Wars 6.13.18, 6.22.8, 7.13.22; Agathias 2.20.8, 3.6.5.
73 Haldon (1984) 96–102; John of Antioch fr. 218f5; Maurice, Strat. 1.4.
74 Dux, AE 1934.193; praepositus, ILS 8882.
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dux or moirarchos, though the brigade officer of the élite optimates was still
a taxiarchos (Maurice, Strat. 1.3, 1.4).

There were no fixed formations above brigade level. Although armies
were usually divided into a centre and two wings (sometimes called meroi)
for battle, these were battlefield arrangements rather than permanent
organizational structures. Regiments and brigades were not permanently
attached to armies, but were often transferred between them. Several cavalry
regiments had originally been stationed in the west, e.g. the Cataphractarii
Biturigenses, named after Bourges in Gaul, by the late fourth century had
been transferred to eastern armies. The same processes also occurred in
reverse, with the equites scutarii Aureliaci found first in Syria then later in
Britain.75 These transfers were usually to reinforce existing armies, as in 360

when Constantius II demanded the brigades of Heruli–Batavi and Celtae–
Petulantes from Julian for his Persian campaign (Amm. Marc. 20.4.2). But
they could also be used to create expeditionary forces, as in 431 in Africa
when Aspar led a combined force of his own eastern and Bonifatius’ western
troops and probably when Anthemius came to the west in 468.76 Similar
transfers occurred over shorter distances and in the fifth century, Zeno
assembled reinforced troops in the Balkans with units ‘from Asia and the
East’ (Malchus fr. 18.1).

Late Roman unit structures are complicated, though this should not be
surprising given the size of the army and the time period under examination.
Further research will probably modify some of the conclusions presented
here.

1. Troop types and numbers

The army was the largest and most expensive part of the Roman state, but
attempting to estimate just how big and how expensive it was is very diffi-
cult.77 During the late Empire there is only one figure for the whole military
establishment, that of John Lydus who, writing under Justinian, stated that
Diocletian had an army of 389,704 and a navy of 45,562. This figure may be
accurate, since John worked in the office of the praetorian prefect and could
have had access to official records. His near contemporary Agathias stated
that there were ‘now’ 150,000 men to defend the whole empire, whereas
‘previously’ there were 645,000. Agathias was hostile towards Justinian, so
both figures may be exaggerated to show how the emperor had diminished
imperial resources. Other evidence is even less reliable, e.g. Lactantius’ sug-
gestion that Diocletian quadrupled the number of troops by creating new
armies for each of the tetrarchs.78

75 Not. Dign. or. 5.34; Speidel (1977). 76 Elton (1996b) 212.
77 Treadgold (1995) 43–64; cf. pp. 173–6 above.
78 John Lydus, Mens. 1.27; Agathias 5.13.7–8; Lactant. De mort. pers. 7.2.
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Because of the lack of reliable numbers provided by the sources, many
historians have used the lists of units in the Notitia Dignitatum and estimates
of unit sizes to calculate the size of the army. A. H. M. Jones thus estimated
overall army size at the end of the fourth century as c. 600,000.79 However,
other historians have difficulties in relating the smaller sizes of attested forces
to such a large total. Duncan-Jones has argued against Jones’s suggested unit
sizes, though his arguments have been criticized by Coello and Zuckerman.
Although fourth-century legions were smaller (about 1,000 as opposed
to 5,000 men), there were far more of them than in the second century
(forty-eight border and niney-six field in the late fourth century as opposed
to thirty or so under the early Empire), resulting in similar numbers of
men. There were perhaps twice as many non-legionary units in the late
fourth century as in the second century, of approximately the same size, as
suggested by the Numidae Justiniani who were still over 500 strong in the
sixth century. Duncan-Jones, however, has argued that non-legionary units
were much smaller. These arguments are derived from receipts for supplies
and donatives, which show that, e.g. the ala i Hiberorum at Thmou was
116 strong in 298 and 118 strong in 300. However, there were many more
bases than units and outposting to several locations was common. With
this in mind, and since these receipts cannot be shown to have been for
whole units, they do not provide conclusive evidence for smaller unit sizes.80

Although the evidence is weak, there seems to be no reason to doubt that in
the fourth century the late Roman army was approximately half a million
strong, little different from the establishment of the early imperial army. By
the sixth century numbers were smaller, partly because of the contraction
of the empire, but 300,000 seems a reasonable estimate for a reduced
empire.

The number of men under arms always differed from the size of expedi-
tions. When on campaign most regional field armies fielded some 10,000 to
20,000 troops. In 357 the Gallic field army under Julian at Strasbourg had
approximately 10,000 infantry and 3,000 cavalry (Amm. Marc. 16.12.2).
The eastern army in 531 had 20,000 men while the army of Armenia had
15,000 in 530 (Procop. Wars 1.15.11, 1.18.5). These figures are close to the
establishments for regional field armies calculated by Jones from the Notitia
Dignitatum. He estimated strengths for the Gallic army as 34,000; west-
ern Illyricum, 13,500; Thrace, 24,500; Illyricum, 17,500 and for the eastern
field army 20,000.81 These figures are similar to the recommendation in
Maurice’s Strategicon of an ideal army as 24,000 infantry and 10,000 cavalry
(Strat. 12.B.8).

79 Jones (1964) 682–6, 1434, 1449–50.
80 Duncan-Jones (1990 [1978]), 105–17, 214–21; Coello (1996) 37–42; Zuckerman (1988).
81 Jones (1964) 1434.
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Figure 8.1 Armoured infantry, mid-third century, from the fresco of the crossing of the Red Sea in the
synagogue at Dura-Europus.

Larger armies were created by reinforcing regional field armies with the
praesental armies. In 363 Julian combined the eastern and western praesental
armies with the eastern field army and some eastern border troops to create a
force of 83,000.82 For a planned campaign against the Goths in 478, 12,000

men under the magister militum per Thracias were to be supplemented
by 26,000 from the eastern praesental army. Joshua the Stylite mentions
52,000 men from the eastern armies and the two praesental armies in 502.
In the Balkans early sixth-century armies of 60,000 or 65,000 men were
presumably formed by combining the praesental, Thracian and Illyrian
armies.83 For comparison, Jones’s estimates from the Notitia Dignitatum
were 28,500 for the western praesental army and 42,000 for the eastern.

2. Equipment

Between the third and seventh centuries there was little development in
equipment and most Roman troops were armed with a spear, sword, shield,
helmet and metal body armour (fig. 8.1). Light troops on horse or foot
carried less defensive equipment, while some heavy cavalry wore more.84

82 Zos. 3.12.5–13. 1 (the text is ambiguous and could also be interpreted as 65,000).
83 Malchus fr. 18. 2; Ps.-Joshua Stylites 54; Marc. Com. s.a. 514; Victor Tonnensis s.a. 511.
84 Kolias (1988); Haldon (1975); James (1986); Bishop and Coulston (1993) 122–82.
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Figure 8.2 Remains of a skeleton and the armour of an infantryman, mid-third
century from a collapsed mine in Dura-Europus.

The most common type of armour was mail, usually in the form of a corselet
covering the body to below the waist or (less often) as a hauberk extending
below the knees with a coif protecting the head (fig. 8.2). Other types of
armour included corselets of scale or lamellae (horn plates) and iron or
bronze cuirasses. Although Vegetius stated that infantry stopped wearing
armour from the reign of Gratian (375–83), he probably misinterpreted an
event in the Gothic wars of the 370s when, according to another writer,
the general Modares ‘ordered his men, armed only with swords and shields
and disdaining heavier armour, to abandon the usual fighting in close
order’.85 Most troops carried large oval shields, about 1–1.2 metres high,

85 Veg. Mil. 1.20; Zos. 4.25.2; Coulston (1990).
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Figure 8.3 Relief from the arch of Constantine, Rome, depicting infantry on the march, c. ad 312–15.

and 0.8 metres wide (fig. 8.3). Infantry greaves were not common and may
have been confined to front ranks. The most heavily protected troops were
the cataphracts (also known as clibanarii) whose body armour was either
a cuirass or mail, with facemasks on their helmets and segmented plate
armour on their arms and legs. Some may also have carried shields and
ridden horses protected with scale, mail, leather or felt barding.

The standard hand-to-hand weapon for infantry and shock cavalry was
a spear about 2–2.5 metres in length (fig. 8.4). As a secondary weapon
many troops carried a straight two-edged sword about 0.7–0.9 metres long
known as a spatha, which could thrust and cut (fig. 8.5). Occasionally other
weapons such as axes, maces and lassoes were used (figs. 8.6, 8.7). Archers
were armed with composite bows, infantry bows being larger than the
compact reflex bows used by cavalry (fig. 8.8). Cross-bows (manuballistae),
slings (fundi) and staff slings (fustibuli) were rare. An assortment of shorter-
range throwing weapons was carried (often in multiples) by both infantry
and cavalry, including short light darts (mattiobarbuli or plumbatae) and
javelins of various types (fig. 8.9).

Soldiers also carried other equipment besides weapons, armour and uni-
form (boots, woollen tunic, belt, military cloak (chlamys) and trousers).
These items included a waterbottle, mess kit, blanket, at least three days’
rations, spare clothing and personal effects to make a basic fighting load of
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Figure 8.4 Mosaic of hunters from Piazza Armerina, Sicily, showing the probable appearance of infantry,
early fourth century.

25–30 kg. On occasion a pick-axe, tent quarter and stake may have been
carried, though these would usually have been transported by the squad
mule (fig. 8.10).86 The will of Valerius Aion, centurion of the equites pro-
moti of legio ii Traiana in Egypt in 320, gives a partial list of equipment

86 Elton (1996b) 115–16.
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Figure 8.5 Late antique relief depicting armoured infantry.

Figure 8.6 Armoured infantrymen in the Virgilius Vaticanus MS, early fifth century.
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Figure 8.7 Battle scene, mid-fifth century, from a mosaic depicting the flight of the Amorites.

which soldiers might have carried with them. Besides a shield and lance
(fig. 8.11) a soldier was expected to have an alabandicum (probably a type
of tunic), two hatchets, a cloak, two haircloth sacks, a haircloth thallium
(?), two saddlebags (one leather, one haircloth), a belt, a bronze table and
a bronze measuring cup.87

There were several types of cavalry and infantry units and the precise
balance in armies and on expeditions would have depended on the forces
available, local terrain and the enemy faced. Although from the third cen-
tury cavalry began to play a larger role within the army, both tactically

87 P Col. 7.188; Woods (1998).
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Figure 8.8 Armoured infantrymen in the Virgilius Romanus MS, late fifth century.

Figure 8.9 Battle scene showing armoured infantry in a MS of Homer’s Iliad, c. ad 500.
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Figure 8.10 Infantry, late sixth century, from the relief depicting the meeting of Joseph and Jacob
at Goshen, from the throne of Maximian in Ravenna.

and numerically infantry forces were always at the army’s core. The Noti-
tia Dignitatum suggests that the late fourth-century army as a whole had
approximately twice as many infantry units as cavalry. Since cavalry reg-
iments were smaller than infantry regiments, this shows the numerical
domination by infantry. Recorded numbers for expeditions also support
the numerical dominance of infantry. Julian at Strasbourg in 357 led approx-
imately 10,000 infantry and 3,000 cavalry (Amm. Marc. 16.12.2), similar
proportions to a Balkan force in 478 of 8,000 cavalry and 30,000 infantry
(Malchus fr. 18.2). Some sixth-century armies had a few more cavalry. Belis-
arius invaded Africa in 533 with 10,000 foot and 6,000 horse, although
Narses’ army at Busta Gallorum in Italy in 552 contained some 8,000

infantry and 1,500 cavalry (Procop. Wars 3.11.2; 8.31.1–7). Both the lists in
the Notitia Dignitatum and recorded figures match the recommendations of
military writers. The infantry appendix of the Strategicon recommended an
ideal army as 24,000 infantry and 10,000 cavalry. The Strategicon’s chapter
on mixed formations of cavalry and infantry suggested that a convenient
proportion of such forces was one-third cavalry, two-thirds infantry and
‘even if the cavalry forms only a fourth, the army will not be unbalanced’.
These are figures for large armies and smaller forces might be made up
differently. In difficult terrain infantry might be preferred, while raiding
and scouting forces could be entirely cavalry (Strat. 2.4, 12.B.8, 12.A.7).
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Figure 8.11 Armoured and unarmoured infantry, early seventh century, from a silver plate
depicting the battle between David and Goliath.

In the early empire most infantry regiments fought in close order in
the main line of battle, supported by separate units of archers (sagittarii).
By the third century legions had begun to develop specialist sub-units like
lanciarii, archers and artillery (ballistarii). Front-rank men were generally
given better equipment and more armour. There were also specialist units
of artillery, archers and other missile units. Most cavalry units were multi-
purpose, able to fight hand to hand or at a distance. These units were
supplemented by cataphracts and clibanarii, more heavily armoured shock
cavalry (fig. 8.12), which were concentrated in the eastern armies.88 There
were also large numbers of light cavalry and mounted archers, best suited
for skirmishing. As with infantry, cavalry front ranks were better protected
(fig. 8.13) and in some units were known as cataphractarii (fig. 8.14).89 From

88 Speidel (1984a).
89 Syrianus Magister (Anon.), Peri strat. 17; Maurice, Strat. 1.2; Rea (1984); Speidel (1984a); Coulston

(1986).
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Figure 8.12 Graffito of a charging clibanarius from Dura-Europus, mid-third century.

the sixth century many cavalry units were armed with both bows and lances
(fig. 8.15), though it is clear that not every trooper was able to shoot. Maurice
noted that ‘all the younger Romans up to the age of forty must definitely
be required to possess bow and quiver, whether they be expert archers or
just average’.90

Fleets consisted of two types of ships, warships and transports. Warships
were oared galleys (sometimes described as triremes or dromones) with sails,
rams and sometimes bolt-shooting artillery. Transports had sails only and
would be almost defenceless if attacked. Both cavalry and infantry were
transported, the mounts for the cavalry being carried in special ships.91

The border troops usually used smaller vessels, though some could be
equipped with bolt-shooters. Julian sent 300 men across the Rhine in 359

in forty boats. These were probably similar to the fourth-century longboats
found at Mainz (about 10 metres long and 4 metres wide with a shallow
draught).92

90 Maurice, Strat. 2.8; cf. p. 368 below.
91 Elton (1996b) 98–9, 100; MacGeorge (2002) 306–11.
92 Amm. Marc. 18.2.11–12; Höckmann (1982); Maurice, Strat. 12.B.21.
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Figure 8.13 Cataphract horse armour from Dura-Europus, mid-third century.

i i i . individual career structures

It is sometimes argued that the late Roman army suffered from severe short-
ages of manpower and was thus forced to rely on non-Roman manpower.
The manpower shortage was a view particularly expressed by Boak, though
heavily criticized by Finley since it is based mostly on legal evidence that
shows that there were problems involved in recruiting in the fourth century.
However, problems in keeping armies up to strength were not confined to
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Figure 8.14 Relief from the arch of Galerius in Thessalonica depicting cataphracts, late third
century.

the late Roman period, nor does concern for recruiting prove a shortage
of troops.93 Much of the evidence for recruiting problems is concerned
with excluding certain groups, e.g. slaves, heretics and curiales, though no
distinction was made between citizens and non-citizens. Besides legislation
there is little other evidence for shortage of troops, though at times there
were difficulties in paying for them.

Soldiers were either conscripts or volunteers, but it is not possible to assess
the relative importance of the two.94 A major source of conscripts was sons of
soldiers since military service was theoretically hereditary. How rigorously
this was enforced is unknown, though the government was concerned
that defaulters be made to serve.95 St Martin, whose father was a soldier,
tried to avoid service, but eventually served as a scholarius for five years
during Constantius II’s reign. But by the mid-fifth century practices seemed
more relaxed and neither Marcian nor Saba was forced to join his father’s
regiment, suggesting that enough troops were available. Sons of soldiers

93 Boak (1955); Finley (1958).
94 Haldon (1989); Whitby (1995); Brennan (1998b); Martin, Sulpicius Severus, Vit. Mart. 2.1–6.
95 Elton (1996b) 129; Cod. Theod. 7.22. 1 (313(S)).
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Figure 8.15 Unarmoured cavalryman, fifth–seventh century, from a fresco depicting St Sisinnius spear-
ing a female demon, in the monastery of St Apollo, Bawit, Egypt.

were a particularly important source of troops in the less mobile border
troops. In sixth-century Egypt military service was popular enough for
there to be a waiting period before being able to join a regiment.96

Other conscripts came from annual levies of both free Romans and
barbarians (laeti, gentiles, dediticii or tributarii) settled within the empire.97

A 409 law for the settlement of some prisoners from the Danubian tribe of
Sciri declares that they should not be required to provide recruits for the
army for twenty years (Cod. Theod. 5.6.3). The reason for this restriction
was ‘because of a shortage of farm produce’ and suggests that most settlers
would be subject to conscription immediately. A panegyrical description
of a settlement of Franks made by Constantius I in Gaul boasted that ‘the
barbarian farmer pays taxes. What is more, if he is called for military service,
he hurries up, is improved by the discipline and is proud to serve under the

96 Sulpicius Severus, Vit. Mart. 2; Barnes (1996); Cyr., Scyth. Vita Sabae 9; Evagrius, Hist. eccl.2.1;
Keenan (1990).

97 Elton (1996b) 129–33; Whittaker (1982); Zuckerman (1998).
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name of soldier’ (Pan. Lat. 4(8).21). Of course, not all men were as willing
to be conscripted as these Franks were supposed to be. A letter to Abinnaeus
pleaded for the release from service of a nephew. ‘He is a soldier’s son and
he has been enrolled to go for a soldier. If you can release him again, it
is a fine thing to do . . . but if he must serve, please safeguard him from
going abroad with the draft for the field army’ (P Abinn. 19). A few were so
desperate to avoid service that they mutilated themselves (a problem which
also occurred in the first century ad: Suet. Aug. 24), though Valentinian I,
a notoriously fierce man when it came to the law, ordered that such men
be executed by burning (Cod. Theod. 7.13.5).

Another source of conscripts was defeated enemies. In some cases, the
Romans negotiated recruits (tributarii or dediticii) from a defeated enemy
as part of the peace treaty.98 Prisoners could also be drafted directly into
the army, sometimes in large numbers. After Stilicho defeated Radagaisus
in 406 he took 12,000 barbarians into service (Olymp. fr. 9). In Justinian’s
reign several regiments were formed from defeated prisoners, e.g. the five
regiments of Justiniani Vandali who were sent to the eastern army after the
reconquest of Africa (Procop. Wars 4.14.17). Individual prisoners were also
recruited, like Vadomarius, a king of the Alamanni, who was kidnapped in
Gaul during the reign of Constantius II but later served as dux Phoenices
in the early 360s.99

The conscripts were supplemented by volunteers from within and
beyond the empire. Their motivations varied, some wanting adventure,
others regular pay or food. The future emperor Justin I and his friends
Zemarchus and Ditubistus from Dacia Mediterranea joined the recently
formed excubitores in the reign of Leo ‘in an effort to better their condition’.
Many non-Roman volunteers were exiles or defectors, like Sarus, a Gothic
aristocrat who entered Roman service in the early fifth century because of
his hostility to other Goths, Pusaeus, a Persian officer who surrendered to
Julian in 363 and who was later promoted to dux, or Aratius, who deserted
the Persians in 530 and served in Italy in 538.100 Some volunteers had con-
tracts to limit their area of service; in a fourth-century case men from across
the Rhine limited themselves to the area north of the Alps (Amm. Marc.
20.4.4).

At different periods certain areas of the Roman world had reputations
for contributing large numbers of troops, whether as volunteers or con-
scripts. In the third century many successful officers came from the Danu-
bian provinces. In the fourth century Gauls, Illyrians and Germans from
across the Rhine had favourable reputations. From the 460s in the eastern
empire Isaurians were prominent, while large numbers of Goths served

98 Elton (1996b) 135. 99 Hoffmann (1981).
100 Procop. Secret History 6.2; Olymp. fr. 3; Amm. Marc. 24.1.9; Procop. Wars 6.13.17.
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throughout the fifth century in both east and west. In the sixth century
Armenians were used in large numbers. Moors and Persians were found
in the army in small numbers through the period. This regional origin
was often exploited to create a strong esprit de corps, especially in the sixth
century. Officers were often of the same origin as their men, so Franks led
Franks, Tzanni led Tzanni and Thracians led Thracians, though in such
cases the units were usually deployed away from their area of origin. Thus
the Isaurian regiment deployed in Italy in the 530s was commanded by the
Isaurian Ennes and the Tzannici in Lazica in 554 by the Tzannian Theodorus
(Agathias 2.20.7–8).

As in all armies recruiting campaigns occurred before major campaign,
intended to bring units up to strength. Before Constantine invaded Italy
in 312, he was involved in ‘levying troops from the barbarians he had
conquered and the Germans and the other Gauls, together with those
collected from Britain’. In extreme situations like Radagaisus’ invasion of
Italy in 405 slaves were offered freedom if they volunteered for military
service.101 Tiberius recruited new contingents aggressively, some of whom
were named Tiberiani after himself, for his Persian war of 575 (Evagrius,
Hist. eccl. 5.14; Theophanes, Chron. 6074).

The number of soldiers recruited from outside the empire is unknown,
although substantial, a process often described as ‘barbarization’.102 The
causes for this were complex, and not dependent on any shortage of man-
power alone; use of troops recruited outside the empire had also occurred
often during the early Empire. The extent of non-Roman recruiting is often
exaggerated and the majority of regular Roman regiments continued to be
composed mostly of non-barbarians. Much of the evidence for non-Roman
recruits comes from names, many of which were not of a traditional Roman
form. The Roman Empire was a highly cosmopolitan society, used to dif-
ferent accents, regional customs and naming practices. Moreover, names
alone are not reliable indicators of ethnicity, since soldiers with names
like Mascezael, Dagalaiphus, Ardaburius and Chilbudius were all second-
generation Romans. Some non-Romans did change their names, but the
extent of this practice is unknown. The large numbers who did not change
their names suggest that pressure to change names was not in fact severe.
And even if a soldier might think that he was of non-Roman origin, others
might disagree. When Silvanus, whose father was a Frank who had served
under Constantine, was suspected of plotting treason by Constantius II he
contemplated flight to his father’s people. He was persuaded against this by
another Frankish soldier, who suggested that he would probably be killed

101 Zos. 2.1.1; Haldon (1989) 20–8; Whitby (1988) 111, 147; Cod. Theod. 7.13.16 (406).
102 E.g. Liebeschuetz (1990) 52–3.
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or sold back to the Romans (Amm. Marc. 15.5.15–16). Silvanus would thus
be seen as a Frank by some Romans but as a Roman by some Franks.

A crude estimate, based solely on names, suggests that in field armies
one soldier in four was of non-imperial origin, a proportion that seems
not to have varied over late antiquity. Among the border troops almost
all recruits had Roman names. This does contrast with older views, which
suggested the domination of the army by non-Romans.103 Any non-Roman
troops, however, were not distributed evenly within the army. When ini-
tially recruited, many units had a distinct ethnic character, particularly
foederati and auxilia palatina regiments. When Constantine I raised sev-
eral new auxilia palatina regiments for the campaign against Maxentius,
most of the troops were Gauls and Germans from the Rhineland. But a
generation later, as the auxilium palatinum of the Victores tunnelled into
the Persian fort of Maiozamalcha in 363, the first men out of the tunnel
were Exsuperius and Magnus, probably from within rather than beyond
the empire (Amm. Marc. 24.4.23). Some modern scholars have suggested
that the auxilia palatina and scholae regiments were composed mostly of
barbarians, though such arguments depend heavily on Synesius and other
writers who were objecting to change and engaging in political posturing
rather than in serious debate about military effectiveness.104 So, though
many scholares were from northern Europe, many were not. Franks were
particularly numerous in the scholae in the fourth-century west but later in
the east Isaurians dominated.105

Once recruited many soldiers had long careers. In the mid-fourth century
Flavius Memorius spent twenty-eight years in the Ioviani as well as fourteen
years in other positions for a total of forty-two years of service. Even in the
seventh century Heraclius in 627 was able to talk to a few men serving who
had mutinied against Maurice in 602.106 To receive a full discharge bonus,
twenty years of field army service or twenty-four years of service in the
border troops was required; many men must have qualified for this. Careers
followed a graded system from recruit (tiro) to soldier (miles or eques) and
beyond. The official terminology was in Latin, though Greek terms often
appear in our sources. The units in existence in the mid-third century,
legions (and their detachments), alae and cohorts, maintained their rank
structures into the seventh century (though internal organization may have
changed) (see chapter 2 in this volume). The legionary garrison at Syene
in the late sixth century thus incorporated several centurions like Flavius
Cyrus.107 The new field army units of the late third and early fourth century,

103 Elton (1996b) 136–54; Nicasie (1998) 97–107; Frank (1969) 59, 62–72; MacMullen (1988) 201;
Waas (1965) 11; Hoffmann (1969–70) i.299–300; Barlow and Brennan (2001).

104 Hoffmann (1969–70) i.137–41; Cameron and Long (1993) 301–36.
105 Barlow (1996); Agathias 5.15. 106 ILS 2788; Theophyl. Sim. 8.12.12.
107 P Lond. 1729.48; Keenan (1990); see pp. 71–5 above.
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Figure 8.16 Porphyry statue of tetrarchs, depicting the probable appearance of senior
officers, c. ad 300.

the scholae, auxilia palatina and cavalry vexillationes (except those like the
equites promoti derived from legions), had a new rank series above miles
or eques. The next rank was semissalis, biarchus, circitor; and centenarius.
Above centenarius were a series of junior officer ranks, ducenarius, senator
and primicerius. There was also a rank of exarch found only in cavalry
units.108

Officer ranks were more complicated as they changed over time and there
were numerous exceptions. Here a functional distinction is made into four

108 Jones (1964) 1263 n. 57.
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Figure 8.17 Missorium of Theodosius I depicting emperor and guards.

groups, unit commanders border troop commanders, field troop comman-
ders and army commanders. In theory, appointment and promotion were
based on seniority and ability, but in practice were affected by other fac-
tors. When Abinnaeus arrived at Alexandria to have his appointment as
praefectus of the ala quinta praelectorum confirmed c. 340 he discovered
that other officers claimed the same post. It took an appeal to the emperor
to have his position confirmed. Despite this, he was dismissed in 344, but
appealed to the emperor again and was back in command of his regiment
until at least 351.109 Proximity to the emperor made rapid promotion easy
(figs. 8.16–8.18). Guard officers were often selected as imperial candidates.
Jovian was primicerius domesticorum in 363 before his elevation, Justin I
was comes excubitorum in 518 and Tiberius was comes excubitorum in 574

109 P Abinn. 1; Barnes (1985a).
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Figure 8.18 Consular diptych of Stilicho showing the probable appearance of an officer c. ad

400.

before being made Caesar.110 Successful relatives also helped careers. Sil-
vanus, son of one of Constantine I’s generals, Bonitus, was tribune of a
regiment of scholae in 351. In the fifth century Aspar was son of a magis-
ter militum, Ardabur, and father of another magister militum, Ardabur. In
the sixth century the nephews of Solomon, the praetorian prefect of Africa,
were made duces of Tripolitania and Pentapolis. The most useful relative, of
course, was the emperor. Thus Basiliscus, Leo’s brother-in-law, maintained
his position as magister militum despite having a reputation for being easily
taken in and his disastrous performance in the Vandal campaign of 468. In
the early sixth century Anastasius’ nephew Hypatius was magister militum
praesentalis, while at the end of the century, Maurice’s brother Petrus and
brother-in-law Philippicus had long careers.

110 Lenski (2000); Woods (1995b).
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At the start of the third century most unit commanders were aristocrats,
not professional soldiers, and military posts were only part of a politi-
cal career. Legions were commanded by senatorial legates (except in Egypt
where they were under equestrian prefects), alae and most cohorts by eques-
trian prefects, a few cohorts by equestrian tribunes. Private soldiers could
progress as far as centurion, and in a few exceptional situations could com-
mand cohorts and even be promoted to equestrian dignity. Appointments
were made by imperial bureaucrats, though the emperor was ultimately
responsible for approving promotions. However, during the third century
many senatorial families ceased to compete for or hold military positions
and from at least the reign of Gallienus, legions began to be commanded
by equestrian prefects and legionary legates disappeared (though there was
no ban on senatorial officers).111 At the same time many equestrian families
continued to hold military positions, but far fewer civil posts. There thus
evolved separate civil and military hierarchies within the imperial admin-
istration, by accident rather than by design. The evolution of a separate
military hierarchy thus led to the development of a professional officer class.
By the second half of the third century this allowed men of low social ori-
gin to progress further than they could under the early Empire. Diocletian,
born, at best, son of a freedman, and Galerius, who had been a herdsman,
benefited from these changes, eventually becoming emperors. Less spec-
tacular was the contemporary career of Valerius Thiumpus, who served in
legio xi Claudia, then as a lanciarius in the comitatenses before becoming
a protector and going on to command legio ii Herculia (ILS 2781). Other
officers of extra-imperial origin also did well. Gainas, a Goth from the Black
Sea region, advanced from miles to comes rei militaris by 394, and by 399

was magister militum praesentalis in Constantinople.
Many of those promoted to unit commands during the third century

held the office of protector Augusti. This could either be held on its own
or at the same time as commanding units. Thus under Gallienus P. Aelius
Aelianus served as prefect of legio ii Adiutrix and protector Augusti.112 Some
of these men were part of guard units, e.g. Mucianus, centurio protector in
the praetorians or Licinianus, protector of the schola senior peditum.113 Many
protectores were promoted directly from the ranks after long service, like
Abinnaeus who served for thirty-three years in the Parthosagittarii. Others
were invited to apply by the emperor, e.g. Leontius, inducted by Julian,
while sons of senior officers and barbarian royalty were often appointed
directly (Julian, Ep. 152). In the fourth century, protectores had come to
act as staff officers and were organized into scholae of domestici peditum and
equitum under the command of the comes domesticorum. These men were
technically protectores domestici, distinguishing them from the protectores

111 AE 1965.9. 112 AE 1965.9. 113 ILS 9479; AE 1939.45.
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attached to each magister militum. By the sixth century these positions had
become honorary and the staff roles were held by scribones, though they
seem less common than protectores had been.

By the early fourth century field army regiments were commanded by
tribunes (chiliarchoi or lochagoi), border troop cohorts by tribuni, all other
units by praefecti (eparchoi). However, even in official documents, holders
of these posts could be designated as praepositi, a term simply meaning
‘commanding officer’.114 In the fourth and early fifth centuries the majority
had served as protectores for a few years (three to five?). Men whose careers
started in the ranks of non-guard units were rarely promoted past unit
commander, though Flavius Memorius ended his career as comes Maureta-
niae Tingitanae after twenty-eight years in the Ioviani (ILS 2788). From the
fifth century, with the ossification of the protectores, unit commanders came
either from direct commission or as a result of long service. Conon, con-
scripted in 444 into a regiment of Isaurians, became its tribune c. 464 and
remained there until his death in 491. Generals could also promote their
bucellarii to become officers.115 By the 420s the commanders of scholae
had been upgraded to comites and by the late sixth century, all regimental
commanders in the field army were technically comites, though often still
referred to as tribunes (Maurice, Strat. 1.3.16).

The ranks above unit commander were far more flexible, and distinct
career patterns are even harder to establish. Along the borders third-century
troops were usually commanded by provincial governors. Some had large
commands, e.g. in Syria where there were three or four legions and about
twenty auxilia regiments, though others, e.g. in Raetia, had only a few aux-
iliary regiments. From the mid-third century duces (archai) began to appear
in numbers, initially subordinate to the governor and with a particular geo-
graphical focus, but replacing the governor by the end of the fourth century
(see above). The careers of duces could be long and not always rewarding,
particularly after the early fourth-century creation of the comites. But for
every officer like Cassianus, who was dux Mesopotamiae between 356 and 363

and then is not heard of again, there are men like Rhecithangus who served
as dux in Syria in 541, and was later assigned to field commands in Lazica
and Illyricum.116 Although duces usually only commanded border troops,
on some occasions field army troops were transferred to their commands.
In these cases the dux was promoted to comes rei militaris, though when
the field army troops were removed, the office reverted to a ducate.117 By
the late sixth century duces often received the additional honour of magister
militum, especially in Italy.118

114 Jones (1964) 640; Grosse (1920) 143–51. 115 Cyr. Scyth. Vita Sabae 1, 9, 25; Jones (1964) 667.
116 Mann (1977); Lib. Or. 47.28. 117 Mann (1976) 7.
118 PLRE iii 1505–6 for a list of possible cases.
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Field troop commands varied in size from brigades to whole field armies.
In the third century centurions, praepositi or duces could lead small field
forces, like the vexillatio drawn from legio i Illyricorum and iii Gallica
which the praepositus Victorinus led in 316 (ILS 8882). These roles were
taken over in the fourth century by comites rei militaris, a new rank created
by Constantine.119 Some of these officers had a great deal of experience,
like Sebastianus who had first served in the 350s as a border troop officer,
comes et dux Aegypti. He was then attached to the comitatus as a comes
rei militaris in Persia in 363, before moving with Valentinian I to fight in
Gaul, still as comes, in 368. He was still in the west in 378 when he lost his
post in a court intrigue but was soon summoned by the eastern emperor
Valens to act as magister peditum against the Goths. From the early fourth
century the comes domesticorum was usually in operational command of
all of the scholae, a group collectively known as the obsequi.120 Brigade
commanders were taxiarchoi during the middle of the sixth century, with
Goudouis holding this rank when he led 2,000 men against the Avars in
595 (Theophyl. Sim. 7.12.2, 7). By the end of the century they were duces
or chiliarchoi. Although the Strategicon suggests they could also have been
called moirarchai, no individual is known to have carried this title. In the east
duces often carried out field operations in support of large armies, like Cutzes
and Buzes. Others had important field commands. Thus Eiliphredas, dux
Phoenices Libanensis, led the Roman left wing at the battle of Solachon
in 586 while the right was under the taxiarchos Vitalius (Theophyl. Sim.
2.3.1–2).

The position of army commander also varied. Third-century armies
were usually led by the emperor in person, as when Aurelian fought against
Zenobia at Immae in 272 or Galerius against the Persians in 298. The
emperor was usually accompanied by a praetorian prefect, who led troops
and organized supplies. From the 260s a cavalry commander was created
to lead the Illyrian cavalry portion of the comitatus. No precise title is
known, but this post was held by Aureolus, Claudius and Aurelian. In
extreme situations praetorian prefects could act alone, as when Volusianus
led an army of Maxentius against Alexander in Africa in 309 (Zos. 2.14.2)
or Maximianus led troops to Italy in 542 (Procop. Wars 7.6.9–12), while
on other unusual occasions in late Roman history officials without mil-
itary posts were placed in command (like Jovius and Bonus mentioned
above).

In the early fourth century, probably after 324, Constantine eliminated
the command role of praetorian prefects, replacing them with the new rank
of magister militum who led armies on their own or assisted the emperor.
Emperors continued to lead troops in the fourth century, but after the

119 Mann (1977). 120 Cod. Theod. 7.1.17 (398); Haldon (1984) 142–50.
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death of Theodosius I in 395 emperors rarely led armies in the field, though
many, like Marcian or Justin I, had had military careers. But this was not
impossible, and Zeno caused great excitement when he proposed to lead
an army in 478 (Malchus fr. 18.3). Maurice commanded the defence of the
Long Walls in 585 (Theophyl. Sim. 1.7.2), and after this emperors again
began to lead troops in the field, most notably Heraclius. Before 337 there
were only two magistri militum, but with the creation of regional armies,
there was an increase in the number of magistri. In the east around 395

the praesental army was led by two equally ranked magistri militum prae-
sentales, who were also equal in rank to the other three eastern magistri
(Thrace, Illyricum, Oriens). The situation was similar in the west until the
minority of Valentinian II (375–92), when one of the two magistri militum
commanding the imperial army, Arbogast, so dominated the emperor that
the magister peditum took charge of all western military positions, includ-
ing regional magistri. After this the western magister peditum or magister
utriusque militiae was often described as ‘the patrician’ and Arbogast, Stili-
cho, Aëtius and Ricimer used this position to control the western empire
down to the 470s. By the mid-fourth century most magistri militum had
previously served as comes rei militaris or comes domesticorum.121 Although
there was some expectation of passing through all stages, swift promotions
did occur. Ammianus commented (20.2.5) that Agilo was promoted with
‘unseemly haste’ from tribune of a unit of scholae to magister peditum in
360. Comentiolus was a scribo in the Balkans in 583, led troops successfully
in 584 and by 585 was magister militum (Theophyl. Sim. 1.4.7, 1.7.3–4).
Some magistri militum held office for long periods, e.g. Aspar, magister
militum praesentalis in the east from 434 to 471. This was an extreme case,
but many men served as magistri for a decade or longer. As late as the early
fifth century it was possible to have a career spanning both east and west.
In 393 Varanes was at Theodosius’ court in Constantinople and probably
accompanied the emperor to Italy against Eugenius. He was given a west-
ern military position and by 408 had been promoted to magister peditum.
Soon after this he was replaced and returned to Constantinople in 409

where he was appointed consul for 410. After this point careers were con-
fined to either east or west. But it was still possible to have wide-ranging
careers, and John Mystacon served as magister militum in Thrace, Armenia
and Syria in the late sixth century. Towards the end of the sixth century
there was an increasing tendency to combine offices and Maurice in 577

simultaneously held the offices of comes excubitorum, comes foederatorum
and magister militum per Orientem. In the late sixth century the two eastern
magistri militum praesentales were replaced by a single comes obsequii. In the

121 Demandt (1970).
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reign of Maurice (582–602) the position of exarch was created, upgrading
the magister militum in Africa and Italy.

Military service in the late Roman Empire was a professional career, with
many men serving long terms in all parts of the empire. Reconstructing
standard careers is difficult because of the patchiness of the evidence, but
for most men and officers, for most of this period, it was a steady job,
dominated more by regulations and relationships with colleagues than by
the irregular situations which our evidence preserves.

iv. conclusion

Throughout its history, the late Roman army was a standing professional
force. Although it failed to perform well on some occasions, the loss of
the western territories cannot be attributed to structural failure. There was
no major change in the structure of the Roman army during most of this
period. Justinian reconquered Italy and Africa in the sixth century with
armies similar to those destroyed in the fifth-century west. The outstand-
ing characteristics of the army were continuing small-scale change and
institutional flexibility. But if the army was not structurally weak, why did
the western Empire fall in the fifth century and the eastern Empire suffer
so grievously in the seventh century? Good armies can and do lose wars. In
the fifth century the Empire suffered irremediable problems only after the
loss of Africa to the Vandals. Africa’s importance is shown by the series of
efforts to recapture it, ultimately successful in 533. In the seventh century
financial exhaustion from the Persian wars explains much of the Roman
inability to deal with the Arab attacks.
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CHAPTER 9

WAR

michael whitby

The third century ad saw a fundamental shift in the circumstances of
Roman war. For several centuries, indeed since the defeat of Hannibal,
Romans had usually enjoyed the luxury of deciding when and where to
go to war against foreign enemies: civil wars were clearly an exception,
but opponents such as Mithridates who challenged the Romans to a con-
frontation were rare. As a result, the Romans could, to an extent, arrange
their campaign commitments to suit themselves. In late antiquity almost
the opposite situation prevailed: the majority of wars were undertaken in
response to external threats, serious ones in contrast to the excuses which
were sometimes exploited during the Republic to justify expansionist cam-
paigns. This meant that the Romans no longer controlled so securely the
place, timing or even nature of the wars which they had to fight; more cam-
paigning occurred within the Empire’s borders, and emperors were more
often embarrassed by the need to deal with multiple threats; enemies might
even have specific knowledge about Roman commitments elsewhere, and
exploit this in their dealings (e.g. the Persians in 582: Men. Prot. fr. 26.1.40–
58). Occasions when an emperor felt able to take the initiative were very
rare: Julian’s decision to invade Persia in 363 is one example, although that
was in the context of a war which had already been running for twenty-five
years; Justinian’s plans for reconquest are a clearer case, since he deliberately
set out to create stability on the eastern frontier in order to permit a strategic
redeployment to the west, a policy which worked in the short term even if
it was upset by Khusro’s invasion in 540.

i . a defensive world?

One provocative analysis of late Roman warfare has suggested that the
Empire moved from a system of preclusive defence to one of defence in
depth:1 Roman emperors came to accept that frontiers would be breached,
with the result that sites in the interior had to be fortified and garrisoned;

1 Luttwak (1976) ch. 3, though this does not deal with the post-Constantinian period; see pp. 108–13

above, and 425–6 below.
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local troops, limitanei, whose quality supposedly declined, lost the ability
to conduct major operations and the task of repelling invaders increasingly
fell to units of the mobile army which might take time to arrive on the
scene. The key change is connected by some with Constantine, on the
basis of Zosimus’ attack on his military policies (2.34):2

Through Diocletian’s wisdom all the frontier areas of the Roman empire had been
protected in the way described above with settlements and strongholds and towers,
and all the soldiers were based here. The barbarians therefore could not break in,
as forces with the ability to repulse invasions would encounter them everywhere.
Constantine put an end to this security by withdrawing most of the troops from
the frontiers and stationing them in cities that did not need protection, thereby
depriving of protection those who were suffering from the barbarians and afflicting
peaceful cities with the plague of soldiers . . .

Even if the pagan Zosimus can be trusted to report Constantine’s actions
correctly, which is dubious since he may have elevated the short-term mea-
sures of a civil-war campaign into a formal strategy, alternative explanations
for redeployment are available: logistics and internal security may have
influenced changes in military dispositions in some parts of the empire,
while elsewhere, for example in Syria, Roman troops had always been dis-
persed quite widely around the region’s cities.3 Another relevant issue is the
Roman attitude to frontiers. Modern views may privilege the role of fron-
tiers as boundaries to jurisdiction or limits whose upkeep or breach merits
the commitment of significant effort. The construction of Hadrian’s Wall
could suggest that such an approach is relevant to the Roman empire,
but broader ranging studies of Roman frontiers point to the exceptional
nature of the north British arrangements and suggest that for much of the
empire frontiers were often permeable zones.4 Nevertheless, while accept-
ing the importance of cross-border trade and the benefits it brought to
both sides, Roman boundaries existed for a variety of purposes, religious,
fiscal and legal as well as military;5 some notice was likely to be taken of
them both by outsiders who understood the difficulties of crossing contrary
to Roman wishes (Amm. Marc. 31.3.8–4.5; Eunap. fr. 42) and by Romans
who attempted to control all types of movement (Men. Prot. fr. 6.1.323–6,
332–40).

Neither defence in depth nor areas for mutual interaction can entirely
explain the nature of late Roman frontiers, since exclusion was also an
objective. The anonymous author of a submission, probably to Valens, of
assorted and largely impractical military ideas stated: ‘an unbroken chain of
forts will best assure the protection of these frontiers, on the plan that they

2 Cf. pp. 416–17 below. 3 Wheeler (1996); Pollard (2000) 66.
4 Whittaker (1994); see also Elton (1996b).
5 Cf. Braund (1996) on the varied significance to Romans of rivers as natural boundaries.
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should be built at intervals of one mile, with a solid wall and very strong
towers’ (De rebus bellicis 20). The orator Themistius, possibly a close con-
temporary of this author, spoke of Valens’ achievement on the Danube as
‘from the hinterland to the coast you would think that an adamantine wall
had been drawn out: with such a rampart of fortresses, arms and soldiers
was it strengthened’ (10.136c).6 The interpretation of panegyrical rhetoric
is not straightforward,7 but it is wrong to dismiss such assertions as empty
boasting simply on the grounds that the defences in question were soon
proved inadequate. The campaigning emperors of the fourth century are
presented, in historiography as well as oratory, as devoting personal atten-
tion to defensive works on the Rhine and Danube, and allocating signifi-
cant military resources to them (Amm. Marc. 16.11.11, 28.2.1–9; Them. Or.
10.137b–138b), while the sedentary Justinian considered plans and issued
instructions about defences to provincial governors (Procop. Build. 2.3.1–
15; Justinian, Nov. 26.4). Roman writers believed that enemies did regard
new fortifications as a serious issue (Amm. Marc. 17.1.11–12; Procop. Wars
1.10.16–19).

However powerful the rhetoric of frontier defences may have been, it was
also recognized that there would always be occasions on which enemies did
manage to penetrate into the interior, and for this reason ‘fortification in
depth’ had to be implemented.8 Julian wrote of the Gallic provinces being
rendered unsafe to a depth of a hundred miles (Epistula ad Athenienses 279a),
and Justinian attended to linear defences at Thermopylae and Corinth in
spite of the claim to have secured the Danube (Procop. Build. 4.2.2–15,
27–8). Exclusion might be the imperial ideal, and was sometimes achieved,
but more often the provincial reality would have been a variable level of
provision: ‘preclusive’ and ‘in depth’ were not mutually exclusive strategies,
and the latter was a sensible supplement to the former. Aurelian’s massive
circuit of walls for Rome was a sign of changed times: if the eternal city
needed such protection, lesser places would follow. Other cities used as
imperial capitals, such as Antioch and Thessalonica, were given impressive
circuits; Constantinople eventually had three sets of walls, Constantine’s
defences which embraced the main inhabited area, the Theodosian walls
(fig. 9.1) which protected most of the suburbs as well as essential cisterns
and the Long Walls, also initiated by Theodosius II but refurbished by
Anastasius and Justinian, located about 40 miles from the city.9 Although

6 For similar sentiments with regard to Justinian’s defensive works, see Procop. Build. 2.1.3, 4.1.3–10

etc.
7 For defence of the view of panegyric as official message in the case of Themistius, see Heather and

Moncur (2001) ch. 1; for relatively sympathetic assessments of Procopius’ Buildings see Whitby (1988)
71–9 and many of the papers in Antiquité Tardive 8 (2000).

8 Tomlin (1987) 119–20.
9 Mango (1985) 24–5, 46–50; Whitby (1985) on the Long Walls; Crow and Ricci (1997) continue to

favour construction by Anastasius.
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Figure 9.1 Late Roman walls: Theodosian walls of Constantinople, early fifth century.

walls were probably built in a considerable hurry in some places, for example
Nicaea where materials from earlier buildings (spolia) were reused to create
the base, and might exclude suburbs and block off streets, as at Philippopolis
or Athens,10 it also seems that fortifications could become a matter of pride
as well as reassurance to inhabitants. Ausonius, who was certainly not a
military man, commented positively on the defences of many of the cities
in his little collection On the Order of Famous Cities – Trier, Milan, Aquileia,
Toulouse, and his own city of Bordeaux: ‘The four-square aspect of her walls
is so elevated with their tall towers that their tops reach the clouds in the
sky’ (Ordo nob. urb. 20.13–14).

Another sign of changed times is provided by a sixth-century military
manual: in a chapter on defence, the author states:

The fifth way applies when we are in absolutely no condition to continue fighting.
We then choose to make peace, even though it may cause us some disadvantage.
When faced with two evils, the lesser is to be chosen. Negotiating for peace may
be chosen before other means, since it may very well offer the best prospect for
protecting our own interests.

(Syrianus Magister (Anon.), Peri strat. 6; p. 22.25–9 Dennis (1985))

Such sentiments are implausible in earlier Roman history; those who nego-
tiated to save their lives were worthless, as the survivors of Cannae discov-
ered, and on the rare occasions when formal agreements were reached they
were rapidly disowned. Responses to Jovian’s predicament in 363 point to

10 Foss and Winfield (1986) 80, 100; Hoddinott (1975) 291–3; Frantz (1988) 5–8.
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the difference: he had to agree to surrender substantial frontier regions in
order to extricate Julian’s army from Persia, but was then urged to repudiate
the deal as soon as he had reached safety, with the Republican precedents
for disregarding dishonourable agreements with Samnites and Numan-
tines being cited (Eutr. 10.17; Amm. Marc. 25.9.11); Jovian insisted that he
did not wish to be a perjurer (Malalas 13.27 Thurn = 336.19–21 Dindorf )
but was prepared within the empire to be represented as a victor.11 In the
sixth century numerous cities in the eastern provinces found it expedient
to come to local agreements with invading armies, purchasing immunity
from attack for substantial sums of gold (e.g. Edessa in 540), while in the
seventh century these cities often struck deals which placed them under
Arab control.12

In this situation it is not surprising that Romans began to pay closer
attention to their neighbours, to discover more about them and to think
of ways of securing military advantage without the risks of direct warfare.13

An enemy might now even threaten the very elimination of the Empire, as
the Avar Chagan boasted during the 626 siege of Constantinople:

Look the Persians have sent an embassy to me and are ready to give me 3,000 men
in alliance. Therefore if each of you in the city is prepared to take no more than
a cloak and a shirt, we will make a compact with Salbaras [Shahvaraz], for he is
my friend: cross over to him and he will not harm you; leave me your city and
property. For otherwise it is impossible for you to be saved, unless you become fish
and depart by sea, or birds and ascend to the sky.

(Chron. Pasch. 721.14–21)

In the mid-fifth century Attila had made similar, though rather more dis-
tant, threats to both halves of the empire, with the Persian kingdom also on
his list of prospective conquests (Priscus fr. 11.2.620–36), but most enemies
had more limited aims. In normal circumstances groups such as the Franks,
Alamanni, Quadi or Tervingi were powerful enough to withstand all but the
most determined of Roman attacks, although repeated ravaging of their ter-
ritories could bring them to heel; they could also cause significant damage to
frontier provinces, especially if Roman defenders were distracted by internal
conflicts or by military threats in other areas. The Alamannic army of 35,000

which faced Julian at Strasbourg represented a major mobilization under
a charismatic leader who had managed to secure the cooperation of sev-
eral lesser rulers (Amm. Marc. 16.12.26). Other comparably powerful tribal
groups, for example the Ostrogoths and Vandals, appear to have been able
to field 25,000–30,000 fighting men.14 Peoples such as the Slavs who lacked
recognized hierarchies fought in much smaller units, hundreds rather than
thousands of fighters, but their fluidity and lack of structure made them

11 Them. Or. 5.66a; cf. CIL 5.8037 for a milestone from north Italy which describes Jovian as victor
et triumphator.

12 Kaegi (1992) 100–9. 13 Cf. pp. 246–50 above. 14 Heather (1996) 176.
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difficult to subdue and control (Maurice, Strat. 11.4.3–7, 51–68). Small bod-
ies of Slavs were adept at avoiding Roman attacks by withdrawing to hills,
woods or swamps (Procop. Wars 7.40.7; Theophyl. Sim. 6.8.10–12, 7.5.1–5).

On two occasions in late antiquity warfare on European frontiers was
transformed by the arrival of a ‘super-élite’, the Huns in the fifth century and
the Avars in the late sixth, ruling groups who had emerged from the south
Russian steppe where their terrifying qualities as leaders had been honed;
in each case they settled in the Hungarian plain, from where they imposed
their control over other groups north of the Danube and attempted with
less success to assert themselves to the west.15 Both Huns and Avars first
affected the empire indirectly through the impact of their reputation on
other tribes who might regard the challenge of tackling Roman frontiers
as less dangerous than awaiting the arrival of new masters, e.g. the Goths
in 376, but they were also exceptionally destructive. At the height of their
power they each controlled very large fighting resources, the equivalent of
several normal tribes, and they had to exploit this manpower to generate the
booty which sustained the cohesion of their federation: it was impossible
for them to stand still since this would only encourage disaffection within
subordinate groups. Regular warfare, much of it against the Romans as the
richest source of booty, was inevitable.

Hun and Avar rulers had little concern for casualties, since losses would
have fallen most heavily among the lesser tribes and so helped to maintain
the élite’s overall dominance. One consequence was that both groups were
unusually good at capturing fortifications. On this activity the attitude
of most of the empire’s European neighbours is epitomized by the Goth
Fritigern’s comment that ‘He had no quarrel with stone walls’ (Amm. Marc.
31.6.4; cf. 16.2.12 for the Alamanni avoiding towns ‘as if they were tombs
surrounded by nets’). Places might be captured by surprise or deception,
as when Slavs lured the defenders of Topirus outside their walls (Procop.
Wars 7.38), but full-scale sieges were rare – Cologne succumbed after long
resistance but at Lyons the loss of surprise doomed an attack (Amm. Marc.
15.8.19, 16.11.4). By contrast the Huns and Avars managed to overrun most
of the major fortified cities in the Balkans, thereby destroying the centres
of Roman control and making the process of imperial recovery much more
difficult. Both groups had some capacity in using siege machinery,16 and
the Avars are associated with fearsome stone throwers and towers (Miracula
S. Demetrii 200; Chron. Pasch. 719.14–720.3), but they also relied on human
waves to overrun defences.

For the Empire’s European enemies organization was a common weak-
ness, which affected their ability to maintain an army in the field or endure
a protracted series of campaigns, especially if their homelands were under
threat. Even the Huns and Avars were fallible in this respect, relying on

15 Thompson (1996) ch. 2; Heather (1995). 16 Cf. pp. 349–62 below.
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rapid results when on the offensive and vulnerable to direct pressure in
Pannonia, as the Avars showed in 599. The Sasanid Persians by contrast
matched the Romans in sophistication and organization, having the capac-
ity to field armies as large as anything which the Romans could mobilize,
perhaps in the order of 50,000–60,000 men at the very largest,17 and being
able to sustain the strains of protracted conflict, for decades if necessary.18

Persian society was geared to war and Sasanid rulers depended heavily on
military success for the prestige to dominate their nobility and priesthood.19

Like the Romans the Persians had to contend with different enemies on
their various frontiers, and evolved the appropriate strategies for dealing
with each.20 As a result their armies contained a variety of elements, some
raised internally others hired from abroad. Of particular importance for the
nature of conflict in the Middle East was the capacity to capture cities: the
Persians rivalled Roman engineering skills, as they displayed in a tradition
of successful sieges (e.g. Singara, 360; Amida, 502; Antioch, 540; Dara, 573).

It might seem strange that the Empire did not succumb in either east
or west to its most powerful enemies, the Huns, Avars or Persians: on the
Rhine the simultaneous invasions of several moderately powerful tribes
in 406 placed the west on a cycle of declining resources and diminished
power,21 while in the Balkans it was the lowly Slavs who, in part fleeing from
Avar domination, in part exploiting the destruction of Roman cities and
other defences by the Avars, came to occupy Roman territory.22 The Middle
East, the whole of the Sasanid kingdom as well as the wealthiest of Roman
provinces, fell to the Arabs within a couple of decades (630s–640s), an
achievement which reflected the dynamism of Islamic warriors, organized
in the name of religion but inspired by traditional raiding objectives,23 as
well as the exhaustion of their established neighbours who had just spent
almost half a century in mutually destructive conflict (572–91, 602–27).
Numbers, fluidity and unpredictability all contributed to the unstoppable
nature of the early Islamic expansion, but, before the seventh century, Arab
contribution to warfare in the Levant had been of modest proportions.24

i i . patterns of war

Most warfare had the predictable rhythms imposed by seasons and logistics.
In the east Roman commanders could forecast when Arab tribes would be
inactive because of religious celebrations (Procop. Wars 2.16.18), a period

17 Howard-Johnston (1995b) 165–9.
18 Disagreement about the fiscal underpinning for Persian military activity does not affect this

conclusion: for conflicting views, see Howard-Johnston (1995b) and Rubin (1995).
19 Whitby (1994). 20 Cf. pp. 242–3 above.
21 Heather (2000). 22 Whitby (1988) 174–6, 185–91. 23 Conrad (2000) 697–700.
24 Whitby (1992b); contrast Shahı̂d (1989) and (1995), but see Whittow (1999).
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which happened to coincide with the months when flooding may have
been problematic. In Armenia the harsh winters meant that major Persian
expeditions were unlikely to arrive before August, although Khusro man-
aged to suprise the Romans in 576 (Men. Prot. fr. 18.6.18–26); the severity
of conditions is alluded to in Heraclius’ victory dispatch from Ganzak in
628 (Chron. Pasch. 731.10–732.15). In the Balkans it appears that the Avars
tended to launch attacks in the early autumn, probably to exploit the avail-
ability of supplies. Winter was normally the time for the dispersal of armies
between several bases for ease of supply, before reassembling in the spring
– at Monocarton in the east in the 570s and 580s, and at Heracleia on the
sea of Marmara in the 590s (Theophyl. Sim. 3.1.3, 6.6.3). After an abnor-
mally deep invasion an army might have to winter in enemy territory and
stay in a relatively compact disposition, as Justin II did near the Caspian
in 576/7 and Heraclius at Ganzak in 627/8 (Theophyl. Sim. 3.15.2; Chron.
Pasch. 732.6–18). Determined sieges might also entail that fighting contin-
ued into the winter, as at Amida in 502/3 and Dara in 573, but on other
occasions a looser blockade seems to have been maintained, as on Marty-
ropolis in 589/90 (Evagrius, Hist. eccl., 6.15). Maurice’s determination that
his troops should campaign against the Slavs during winter (Strat. 11.4.82–
6), though strategically intelligent, was contrary to contemporary military
practice and provoked mutiny (Theophyl. Sim. 8.6).

The prominence of defensive activity in late antiquity helped to deter-
mine the location and nature of Roman fighting. With many wars occur-
ring within the empire, Roman commanders usually had the necessary geo-
graphical knowledge to fight effectively, and indeed might be able to exploit
this, for example in 479 when Sabinianus attacked a Gothic wagon train in
the central Balkan mountains and secured substantial booty (Malchus fr.
20.226–48).25 Problems, however, could arise when Roman authority was
being reasserted over an area: in the autumn of 599 the general Comentiolus
encountered severe difficulties while attempting to reopen the Trojan Pass,
an important route across the central Haemus which had apparently not
been used for ninety years (Theophyl. Sim. 8.4.4–7). Expeditions outside
the empire were also often fought on relatively familiar terrain, so that his-
torical precedents could be consulted: Constantius’ campaign against Persia
in 337 seems to have inspired the publication of the Itinerarium Alexandri,
which had originally also contained information on Rome’s great eastern
conqueror, Trajan.26 Here too there were limits to knowledge. It was possible
for locals to mislead Julian’s army as it manoeuvred near Ctesiphon (Amm.
Marc. 24.7.3, 5), an area that would have been less familiar to Romans than

25 Comentiolus’ campaign in 587, when he first disengaged his army from the Avars and then
organized a surprise night attack, is another, though less successful, example (Theophyl. Sim. 2.11.3–
15.12).

26 Barnes (1985b) 135.
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the invasion route down the Euphrates. Problems beyond the European
river frontiers were generally more severe since here the presence of forests
and/or marshes gave a significant advantage to up-to-date local knowledge:
Romans frequently had difficulty in penetrating such inhospitable terrain,
and in the late sixth century the Romans depended heavily on securing
local cooperation to reach their enemies (Theophyl. Sim. 6.8.13–9.13).

With regard to the typology of warfare presented by Goldsworthy in
ch. 3 in this volume, it will be no surprise that late antiquity presents a
very different balance. Wars of conquest are extremely rare, the clearest
examples being the Justinianic campaigns of reconquest in Africa and Italy.
Justin II’s attack on Persia in 572 may have begun as an attempt to recapture
Nisibis, but it quickly reverted to the customary struggle to preserve existing
possessions;27 Heraclius’ eastern campaigns in the 620s shared some of the
grand sweep of a war of conquest, and effectively involved the reconquest of
most of the empire’s territory in Asia. On the European frontiers there was
never an attempt to assert more than patronal control over external peoples
and their lands; in the east, although the Romans gained significant territory
after the victories of Galerius (298) and Heraclius (628), expansion was not
the primary motive for conflict even for the most substantial invasions of
Persia such as those of Carus (283) and Julian.

Internal security was always an issue,28 and banditry a problem espe-
cially in areas recently affected by invasions or civil war, but there were few
occasions when rebellions needed to be suppressed. Not surprisingly the
two major Justinianic acts of conquest generated the sort of second-phase
reaction which the Romans experienced more often in the early Empire,
with a sequence of revolts in Africa in the 530s and 540s and the revival of
Gothic resistance after the surrender of Ravenna; the Tzanni also had to be
pacified soon after their subordination to Roman control (Agathias 5.1–2).
In the west the diminution of imperial authority occasioned bouts of local
self-help to which the name bacaudae was attached,29 the Samaritans twice
caused serious trouble in Palestine, in 529 and 555, partly for religious rea-
sons,30 and at the end of the sixth century the Aykelah brothers led a serious
but obscure revolt in the Egyptian delta.31 The most destructive acts of civil-
ian unrest were the occasional bouts of urban rioting associated with the
circus factions, some of whose conflicts were virtual battles, especially the
Nika riot of 532 when troops had to fight their way into Constantino-
ple from their suburban bases and 30,000 perished in the Hippodrome

27 On this, see Whitby (1988). 28 Isaac (1990) esp. ch. 2.
29 Interpretations of these shadowy people vary, but this is the plausible theory of Drinkwater (1992).
30 Malalas 18.35 Thurn = 445.19–447.21 Dindorf; Excerpta de insidiis 173, Malalas fr. 48. See Winkler

(1965); Rabello (1989).
31 John of Nikiu 97; Liebeschuetz (2001) ch. 8.
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massacre on the final day.32 Overall religion occasioned the most frequent
disruptions to require military intervention, for example the campaign of
Marcellus of Apamea to destroy pagan temples (Sozom. Hist. eccl. 7.15), or
the Christological disputes at Alexandria which resulted in the patriarch
Proterius being ripped into small pieces in 457 and subsequent orthodox
leaders only dominating the city with military support (Evagrius, Hist. eccl.
2.8).

Punitive expeditions and raiding were the most common form of cam-
paigning on all fronts, being particularly suited to the overall defensive
tendency of late Roman warfare. In Europe the targets were manpower
and food reserves. The mechanics are clear from two campaigns under-
taken across the Rhine by Julian after his proclamation as Augustus had
increased the need to secure the frontier in advance of any confrontation
with Constantius: secrecy was vital, to prevent the targets from melting
away into forests, marshes or similarly difficult terrain where the rela-
tively cumbersome Roman army would be unable to pursue quickly; there
should be a short sharp engagement, preferably with a reasonable number
of enemy casualties to encourage their leadership to come to terms, and
then a rapid withdrawal (Amm. Marc. 20.10, 21.4.7–8). Success was elu-
sive as campaigns on the Danube and Rhine in the 360s demonstrate: in
three successive attacks Valens failed to engage the Goths decisively, partly
because the Goths were reluctant to confront him, partly because flooding
impeded progress, with the result that peace was agreed on relatively equal
terms, the leaders meeting on boats in the middle of the Danube (Amm.
Marc. 27.5);33 Valentinian found it difficult to catch the Alamanni and
even when the ravaging of crops brought them to battle the unfavourable
conditions meant that the Romans could only achieve an expensive victory
(Amm. Marc. 27.10.6–16). Maurice’s Strategicon devoted particular atten-
tion to the challenge of confronting the Slavs in these conditions (11.4,
12.B.20–1). In the east acquisition of booty played a part (e.g. Theophyl.
Sim. 1.13.5), but here the nature of Persian control of territory meant that
the construction or capture of fortresses was also a significant element in the
establishment of tactical superiority on the frontier, for example Belisarius’
destruction of Sisauranon in 542 or Maurice’s capture of Aphum in 578

(Procop. Wars 2.19.1–25; Theophyl. Sim. 3.15.13–15).34 For a ravaging expe-
dition to have a substantial impact on the Persian state it was necessary to
penetrate deep into the empire towards sensitive locations such as Seleucia–
Ctesiphon in lower Mesopotamia or the fire temple at Takht-i Suleiman in
Azerbaijan.

32 Bury (1897); Greatrex (1997); Whitby (1999).
33 Discussion in Heather (1991) 115–21. Contrast Eunap. fr. 18.6 for the ideal result from the Roman

perspective.
34 Whitby (1988) 209–13.
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External action was frequently insufficient to blunt enemy aggression
and the Romans often had to fight defensively within their own frontiers:
much of the campaigning during the ‘crisis’ of the third century was of this
nature. Different strategies were involved, since the Romans often had the
advantage in local knowledge, internal lines of communication, logistical
support and access to secure bases. In 377 Valens’ generals attempted to
deal with the Gothic disruption in the Balkans by blocking the passes
across the Haemus and starving the enemy into submission (Amm. Marc.
31.8.1); these passes were a possible obstacle to the Avars in the late sixth
century (Theophyl. Sim. 6.4.7–12). There were other barriers further to the
south at Thermopylae, the Isthmus of Corinth and the Gallipoli peninsula
where emperors supplemented natural defences (Procop. Build. 4.2.2–15,
4.2.27–8, 10.1–23), and the approach to the suburbs of Constantinople was
blocked by Long Walls from Selymbria to the Black Sea (Build. 4.9.1–13).
In the east the Euphrates constituted a similar barrier to invasion, and in
359 Constantius II was prepared to sanction a scorched-earth policy to the
east of the river in order to deny supplies to the Persians with the river being
strongly defended to prevent deeper penetration (Amm. Marc. 18.7.3–6).
During two decades of war against the Persians Constantius relied on the
frontier provinces, and especially the major fortified cities such as Singara,
Nisibis and Amida, to soak up the Persian pressure, a policy which worked
reasonably well.35 In Gaul, once the Rhine was crossed, there were no
obvious internal barriers until the Pyrenees and Alps were reached; in the
third and fourth centuries invasions did not penetrate that deeply, though in
the troubled circumstances of the early fifth century both mountain ranges
played their part in blocking movement (Zos. 6.2.5–6, 6.5.1). If invaders
were successful in securing booty, they might find it no easier to withdraw
than Romans did from their cross-border forays: after the Laeti ravaged the
vicinity of Lyons, Julian had their three possible escape routes watched with
the result that the tribesmen were slaughtered and their booty recovered
(Amm. Marc. 16.11.4–6).36

In such circumstances the duration of conflicts was not always under
Roman control. A successful punitive expedition could be over quite
quickly, but in the late sixth century the attempt to dominate the Slavs on
the Danube posed considerable problems since the lack of recognized cen-
tres of authority entailed that the Romans had to overawe a wide spread of
local leaders through constant campaigning; in the end the strain, especially
of proposed winter campaigns, proved too great for the Roman armies.37

A single successful attack on the empire might be enough to produce the
offer of a peace payment, especially if cities had been captured: this was
the experience of the Huns in the 440s and the Avars in the 580s and early

35 Warmington (1977). 36 Cf. Tomlin (1987) 119–20. 37 Whitby (1988) 165–9.
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seventh century when substantial gifts appeared to be the best method of
securing short-term peace. In the east wars might last a very long time –
twenty-five years in the cases of the wars inititated by Constantine (337–63)
and provoked by Maurice’s overthrow (603–28) – or be finished rapidly: on
two occasions in the fifth century the Persians seemed to exploit Roman
problems in the Balkans and the west to pursue minor grievances (421–2,
440–1),38 although each time the combination of a spirited Roman response
and Persian distractions in the north-east soon led to the re-establishment
of peace.

i i i . termination of war

It was usually to the Romans’ advantage to confirm the cessation of hostil-
ities with a formal agreement.39 In the east written treaties became increas-
ingly more specific during the fifth century as the two great powers of the
Middle East attempted to identify and resolve potentially disruptive issues
such as the reception of each other’s allies, construction of frontier forti-
fications, costs of defending the Caucasus passes and freedom of religious
worship.40 This process culminated in the Fifty-Years’ Peace of 561, whose
detailed provisions are preserved by Menander (fr. 6.1.314–407). On the
other hand even in the relatively stable east treaties succumbed to the pres-
sure of events and personalities: Kavadh attempted to squeeze money out of
Anastasius on several occasions between 490 and 502, partly to pay off the
Hephthalites on his north-east frontier but partly as well to bolster his posi-
tion internally, and he eventually went to war to obtain it;41 Justin II took
an equally belligerent approach to the Persians in 572 when he refused to
make the payments due under the Fifty-Years’ Peace.42 In this well-regulated
arena conflict could be confined to specific areas such as Lazica (545–50) or
Armenia (575–8), or war might just peter out if attention was distracted, as
probably happened when the seven-year truce of 506 remained in effect for
two decades. Down to the end of the fourth century the most significant
agreements involved territorial adjustments (299, 363, 376), whereas in the
sixth century the Romans accepted that it was necessary to pay Persia in
order to secure compliance, at 500 or 550 pounds of gold per year in 506 and
416 pounds in 561 with the Endless Peace of 532 costing 11,000 pounds (or
about twenty years’ payments). Transfers of money might suggest a mutual
lack of confidence, but they also reflected a recognition of the stability of the
current frontier whose disruption on the basis of limited advantage would
merely provoke retaliation: Khusro II was keen to recover the enforced

38 For the opposite interpretation, with the Romans to blame, see Rubin (1986).
39 See further pp. 259–62 above.
40 Blockley (1992) 57–8, 61; cf. p. 260 above. 41 Blockley (1992) 88–90.
42 Whitby (1988) 250–3.
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concessions of 591 which had placed him in the shameful position of failing
to preserve his inherited kingdom (cf. Men. Prot. fr. 23.9.83–9 for Hormizd
in 579). The return to territorial switches in 591 and again in 628 brought
short-term benefits to the Romans,43 but also perhaps signalled an overall
decline in the solidity of relations.

On European frontiers the durability of agreements depended largely on
the authority of individual tribal leaders, who needed to be overawed by
the impression of Roman power and soothed by Roman gifts and money.
Payments without the backing of military might were only effective in
the short term, as was demonstrated by escalating demands from Huns
in the 440s and Avars in the 580s and early seventh century. As a result
Roman emperors were keen to secure at least a diplomatic success to shore
up agreements, but it was rarely possible to achieve the coup de théâtre
over the Chamavi that Julian arranged when he displayed their leader’s son
who was believed to have perished (Eunap. fr. 18.6). On other occasions
the encounter might be more balanced, as when Valens met Athanaric in
the middle of the Danube to agree a treaty (Amm. Marc. 27.5.9),44 or even
turn out unfortunately for the Romans: in 375 Valentinian died of apoplexy
during a confrontation designed to overawe representatives of the Quadi
(Amm. Marc. 30.6), while in 623 Heraclius only narrowly avoided capture
by the Avars whom he had been hoping to impress with a full-scale ceremo-
nial meeting at Heracleia (Nicephorus 10). It was common for Romans to
consolidate these agreements by demands for hostages who could, if they
were young, be educated and perhaps even shaped into appreciating the
benefits of cooperation with the Empire: a good example is Theoderic the
Amal who was sent to Constantinople at the age of eight and remained for
ten years (Jord. Get. 269–71, 281). In the seventh century Romans, including
members of the imperial family, found themselves being sent as hostages
to the Avars (Nicephorus 13.4–9).

iv. preparations

Warfare was preceded by careful preparations, not just of men and material
but also of information, as appears from a tenth-century account which
purports to describe Constantine’s practice:

When he was intending to go on an expedition, Constantine the Great was accus-
tomed to take counsel with those who had experience in the relevant matters, such
as where and when the expedition should be undertaken. When he had ascertained
from this advice the place and time for the expedition, he was also accustomed to
enquire as to which others knew about these matters, particularly those with recent
experience. And when he had found whether any others were knowledgeable, he

43 Whitby (1988) 303–4. 44 For the context, see Heather (1991) 117–20.
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summoned these also and asked each one individually how long the route was
which ran from home territory to the objective, and of what sort; and whether
one road or many led to the objective; and whether the regions along the route
were waterless or not. And he then enquired as to which road was narrow, precip-
itous and dangerous, and which broad and traversible; also whether there was any
great river along the way which could not be crossed. Next he enquired about the
country: how many fortresses it possessed, which were secure and which insecure,
which populous and which sparsely populated, what distance these fortresses were
from one another; and of what sort were the villages about them, large or small,
and whether these regions were level or rough, grassy or arid. He asked this on
account of fodder for the horses. He then enquired about which army was available
to support these fortresses in time of war . . .

(Const. Porph., B.1–19, trans. Haldon (1990b))

Such thoroughness may well have been an ideal, but the interest demon-
strated by emperors in foreign places and peoples (e.g. Men. Prot. fr. 10.1.68–
88, for Justin II’s questions about the Turks) renders the description plau-
sible, even if it runs counter to minimalist views on the strategic capacity
of emperors.45 The intention was to have only one ‘active’ frontier, and
to focus resources on that particular area, for example Persia in 363, the
west in 533–40, the Balkans in 592–602, though such control of external
affairs was rare since, as noted above (p. 310), enemies might specifically
exploit the diversion of Roman resources away from their area (e.g. Attila
in 441; Khusro in 540). More often emperors had to indulge in strategic
juggling, by pursuing ‘passive’ or ‘reactive’ strategies in certain areas, for
example the east during Constantius II’s reign or the Balkans in the 570s
and 580s.46 The late imperial army was very large, but the deployable pool
of manpower was quite limited once its numerous static or institutional
commitments were taken into account.47 Large campaigns involved the
assembly of troops from different provinces: in 359 Constantius instructed
Julian to send troops from Gaul to the east, while in 591 a substantial por-
tion of the eastern army was switched from Armenia to the Balkans (Amm.
Marc. 20.4.1–7; Theophyl. Sim. 5.16.1). Most transfers marched along the
road network, but occasionally troops were moved by sea: campaigns in
Britain were an obvious case, as when Maximian prepared to oust Carau-
sius (Pan. Lat. 10.12), and the various attempts to eject the Vandals from
Africa required substantial naval expeditions from Constantinople, culmi-
nating in Belisarius’ successful campaign in 533 which involved 500 ships
with an escort of 92 warships (Procop. Wars 3.11.13–15). Movement by ship
could be much more rapid than on land, as Julian demonstrated in 360

when he travelled down the Danube from Raetia to surprise Lucillianus at

45 E.g. Millar (1982).
46 Cf. Whittaker (1996) 33 for the emergence of coordinated frontier policies in late antiquity.
47 Treadgold (1995) 58, 86; Elton, ch. 8 in this volume.
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Sirmium – though he did not permit his troops to land to collect supplies
(Amm. Marc. 21.9).

Logistics were a vital underpinning to any military activity,48 and an area
in which the Romans usually surpassed most of its enemies. The Empire
was in effect a machine geared towards the production of resources to
support the armies which upheld its existence: the closeness of the link
underlies a hypothetical response to emperor Probus’ statement that there
would soon be no need for soldiers, ‘The entire world will forge no arms
and furnish no rations’ (SHA Prob. 20.5–6). Military needs are seen as a
major factor behind the changes in the tax system during the third century
when a proportion of imperial revenues were exacted in kind.49 An increas-
ingly complex system emerged, probably being organized across the empire
under Diocletian: supplies were extracted from the agricultural tax base,
transported to military warehouses and then disbursed to units as their
subsistence allowance (annona). The process generated a substantial body
of legislation, with the title ‘Concerning the Issue of the Military annona’
being the largest section in the coverage of military affairs in the Codex
Theodosianus (7.4). Most of the laws concern possible abuses of the sys-
tem, accountants who sold supplies for personal gain or refused to provide
the requisitions from units, and officers who declined to accept supplies
so as to be able to squeeze exactions directly from producers, but there is
also some information on actual campaigns: Constantius II decreed that
‘Soldiers must receive from the state storehouses rations for 20 days, so
that they may convey these supplies along with them to provide for their
personal needs on campaigns’ (Cod. Theod. 7.4.5), and observed that:

Study of past practice has revealed that our soldiers, during the time of a campaign,
are accustomed to receive hard tack [buccellatum] and bread, ordinary wine and
also sour wine, and meat, both pork and mutton, as follows: hard tack for two
days out of three, bread on the third day; ordinary wine on one day, sour wine on
the other; pork for one day out of three, mutton on the other two days.

(Cod. Theod. 7.4.6)

Although Roman armies might on occasion hope to support themselves
from ravaging (e.g. Theophyl. Sim. 3.16.2), it is clear that most campaigns
depended on the careful organization of supplies: thus Constantius, rec-
ognizing that he would have to confront the usurper Julian, ensured his
control of Africa and its vital food supplies well in advance of his intended
move westwards (Amm. Marc. 21.7.2).50 Because the Romans were often

48 For discussion of supplies from the perspectives of official organisation and civilian providers, see
pp. 409–12, 445–9 below.

49 Jones (1964) 29–32; Garnsey and Humfress (2001) 19–20; see further Fear, ch. 12 in this volume.
50 See also Amm. Marc. 19.11.2 for availability of supplies contributing to Constantius’ enthusiasm

to campaign at Sirmium in 359; for other references, see Elton (1996b) 237.
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operating on the defensive, their armies were able to rely on powerful for-
tifications to protect supplies. The scale of preparations could be massive,
as a contemporary observer records at Edessa for the Persian war under
Anastasius (Ps.-Joshua Stylites 54, 70).51 Ideally supplies were generated in
the nearest provinces, as revealed by a tax-remission edict of Tiberius II
which refers to the continued need for exactions in kind for storage and
military needs in Osrhoene and Mesopotamia (Nov. 163.2). But if fron-
tier areas had been severely ravaged or were unsettled, supplies had to be
brought from further afield, in which case transport by boat for the substan-
tial quantities required was particularly important: Julian in Gaul arranged
for grain to be shipped from Britain to the Rhine armies (Lib. Or. 18.83),
and Justinian’s construction of a new administrative unit which combined
the Danubian provinces of Scythia and Moesia ii with the Aegean islands,
Caria and Cyprus is best understood as a response to the supply problems
of the forces in the north Balkans (Nov. 51).52 Here the Danube was vital
for the maintenance of the Roman front line, especially after the Hunnic
invasions of the 440s had devastated the cities and rural infrastructure of
the interior: fortified cities could hold out provided that they had access to
the river, but the obstruction of communications by boat would eventually
be fatal, as the Avar Chagan well knew when he ordered the construction of
bridges above and below Sirmium – Roman attempts to breach the barriers
failed and the city succumbed after a three-year blockade (Joh. Eph. Hist.
eccl. 6.24, 30; Men. Prot. fr. 25, 27).

Control of supplies became an important weapon against invaders, whose
initial thrusts could be blunted as parts of their force had to be assigned
to foraging.53 Even the relatively well-organized Persians experienced these
problems (Ps.-Joshua Stylites 58), but they were more acute on the European
frontiers: starvation was deployed against Gothic invaders of the Balkans
in 377; ‘they hoped . . . they would perish from lack of food; for all the
necessities of life had been taken to the strong cities’ (Amm. Marc. 31.8.1).
Allocation of food was one of the most powerful levers to regulate the
behaviour of tribal invaders, and access to Roman ration allocations was a
recurrent demand in the dealings of Gothic and other leaders with successive
emperors, especially Zeno (e.g. Malchus fr. 18.1, 20.48–58).

Offensive operations also depended upon secure supply lines, as Anasta-
sius’ generals explained when challenged about their failures in the eastern
campaigns of 502–5:

it was no easy matter for them to subdue Nisibis, because they had no engines
ready nor any refuge in which to rest. For the fortresses were far away and were
too small to receive the army, and neither the supply of water in them nor the

51 For the legal position on production see Cod. Theod. 7.5.
52 Jones (1964) 280; Hendy (1985) 397–404. 53 Tomlin (1987) 119–20.
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Figure 9.2 Granaries at Dara, early sixth century.

vegetables were sufficient. And they begged him that a city should be built by his
command beside the mountain, as a refuge for the army in which they might rest
and for the preparation of weapons . . .

(Zach. Hist. eccl. 7.6)

As a result Dara was constructed, and the remains of large cisterns and
granaries are still clear in the ruins of the site (figs. 9.2, 9.3). For substantial
thrusts into lower Mesopotamia the Euphrates served as the supply route:
Julian’s invasion in 363 was accompanied by a fleet of grain ships which
had to be destroyed when the army began to withdraw up the Tigris; there-
after Persian scorched-earth tactics caused problems and officers’ supplies
were distributed throughout the army (Amm. Marc. 24.7.4–8, 25.2.1–2; cf.
Theophyl. Sim. 3.17.10 for Maurice in 581). In the Balkans Attila’s demand
that the Romans leave deserted a tract of land five days’ journey wide to
the south of the Danube impeded the Romans’ ability to intervene in the
affairs of his empire. The intensity and duration of ravaging in the Balkans
meant that provincial campaigns came to resemble external expeditions: in
499 the magister militum per Illyricum Aristus led an army of 15,000 and 520

wagons to defeat in Thrace (Marc. Com. s.a.); in the 590s it is noticeable
that Roman armies mobilized and retired to winter quarters near the Black
Sea coast and the sea of Marmara, an indication that it was difficult to
base troops in large groups further north (e.g. Theophyl. Sim. 6.6.3, 7.1.3).
Rivers again offered good support, with the fleet being an essential element
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Figure 9.3 Plan of Dara, early to mid-sixth century.
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in offensive actions north of the Danube (Maurice, Strat. 12.B.21). How-
ever, unless supplies had been secured well in advance, probably as part of
a regular requisitioning process, action could be seriously delayed and the
chance of surprise lost: in 375 Valentinian spent three months at Carnun-
tum gathering materials for a campaign against the Quadi (Amm. Marc.
30.5.11). The Justinianic expeditions to the west were inevitably supplied
by sea, and Procopius records problems caused for the Vandal campaign
by alleged penny-pinching in the production of the staple hard tack (Pro-
cop. Wars 3.13.12–20). Control of the sea remained crucial during the pro-
tracted war in Italy, especially during the Gothic revival of the 540s which
forced the eastern armies to rely on imported supplies, and even a small
Gothic flotilla managed to cause significant problems for Belisarius (Procop.
Wars 7.13.6–7).

v. campaigns

So spoke Bouzes; and in his words he seemed to set forth the advantageous course of
action, but of what was necessary he did nothing. For he chose out all that portion
of the Roman army which was of marked excellence and went off. And where on
earth he was neither did any of the Romans in Hierapolis nor the enemies’ army
manage to discover.

(Procop. Wars 2.6.7–8)

This description of the reaction by a leading Roman commander in the
east to Khusro’s invasion of Syria in 540 represents a familiar vision of
the reduced military capacity of the late Roman army, a force whose paper
strength could not be mobilized to defend imperial territory and whose con-
siderable cost produced results such as the sack of Amida in 359, as the comes
sacrarum largitionum (imperial treasurer) Ursulus sarcastically commented
(Amm. Marc. 20.11.5). Roman generals and armies supposedly lost confi-
dence in their ability to defeat enemies, with the result that containment
might become a primary objective: Roman forces turned to guerrilla tactics
while cities drew on their own wealth to purchase temporary salvation.

This negative view of the late Roman ability to fight appears to be
corroborated by the simple fact that the armies which had for centuries
dominated their neighbours found it increasingly difficult to hold frontiers
and suffered a number of defeats: that the western Empire ceased to exist
as different tribal groups forcibly established their authority over different
provinces, while the east lost most of its territory after its army had been
annihilated at the Yarmuk in 636, demonstrated a shift in the balance of
military power. If the end result is incontrovertible, the process by which it
was reached and the explanations should not be prejudged. Thus, although
the inaction of Buzes appears to be paralleled by that of Magnus on the
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eastern front in 573 (John of Epiphania 5), while in the Balkans the escape
of Ildigisal in 552 (Procop. Wars 8.27.1–18) or the advance of Zabergan
across a deserted countryside in 558/9 (Agathias 5.11.6) suggest a simi-
lar picture of military weakness, it is wrong to write off Roman forces
even in the latter part of the sixth century: in the 580s the Romans won
two substantial battles against the Persians (Monocarton, 582; Solachon,
586), and in 599 a series of victories against the Avars rocked even these
mighty enemies and demonstrated Roman tactical superiority (Theophyl.
Sim. 8.2.8–8.4.1).

The Roman capacity for recovery is illustrated by the contrast between
the ‘crisis’ of the third century when the empire came close to fragmentation
and the situation in the early fourth century when the Romans were in the
ascendant on all frontiers. Any impression that the Romans had lost the mil-
itary initiative and had resorted entirely to a passive or reactionary mode of
operation can be challenged by considering the conflicts of Justinian’s reign:
analysis of the eastern or Danube frontiers would indeed suggest a reactive
mentality, but this has to be balanced against the major undertakings in the
west whose demands can be seen as the explanation for defensive behaviour
elsewhere. A similar broad view needs to be taken of Constantius II’s east-
ern strategy, where the emperor remained substantially on the defensive
throughout the twenty-four years of his reign with only one pitched battle
being fought (Singara, 344) and the other major engagements consisting of
sieges of Roman frontier positions.54 But repeated internal problems and
the needs of the Danube frontier distracted the emperor, as can be deduced
even from the unfavourable presentation of his actions in Ammianus,55

and his defensiveness was sandwiched between bouts of extreme aggres-
sion, unfulfilled in the case of Constantine who died in 337 at the start of
an eastern campaign to bring Christianity to Persia and unsuccessful for
Julian in 363.

The Roman military machine was cumbersome, especially if the emperor
was personally involved, as the detailed arrangements for the arrival in Egypt
of Diocletian reveal,56 but the machine was designed to move. Troops were
trained to march, both at the standard rate of 20 Roman miles (about
30 km) and at the full pace of 24 miles in five hours, as well as at running and
jumping (Veg. Mil. 1.9). Military handbooks paid attention to marching
order, with different arrangements indicated for different conditions and
threats, and emphasized the importance of reconaissance (e.g. Veg. Mil.
3.6; Maurice, Strat. 9.3–4). Thorough preparation was advised: the sensible
general

54 Warmington (1977); Hunt (1998) 13–14. 55 Matthews (1989a) ch. 3. 56 Skeat (1964).
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should have itineraries of all regions in which war is being waged written out in
the fullest detail, so that he may learn the distances between places by the number
of miles and the quality of roads, and examine short-cuts, by-ways, mountains and
rivers accurately described. Indeed the more conscientious generals reportedly had
itineraries of the provinces in which the emergency occurred not just annotated
but illustrated as well, so that they could choose their route when setting out by
the visual aspect as well as by mental calculation.

(Veg. Mil. 3.6)

This quotation, which recalls at a tactical level the more strategic discussions
of Constantine quoted above, illustrates the importance for military move-
ment of the road network, and its upkeep is one of the less visible factors
in the maintenance of Roman power: milestones were no longer inscribed
to record the regular repair of this infrastructure, and literary sources only
rarely attest more major contributions such as Justinian’s bridge over the
Sangarius (fig. 9.4) and roads and bridges in Cilicia (Procop. Build. 5.3.8–
11, 5.5). Roads had to be kept open and the wayside stations manned and
supplied: one of the consequences of the Slav migrations into the Balkans
was the gradual choking of travel as tribal groups and bandits attacked
travellers; Justinian responded with the construction of forts, such as that
at Adina in Scythia on the route from Marcianopolis to the Danube (Procop.
Build. 4.7.13), but even official travel might still be disrupted and important
routes fell out of use (Men. Prot. fr. 15.6; Theophyl. Sim. 8.4.3–5).57 This
passage of Vegetius also points to the crucial role of information in securing
military success,58 information which had to be denied to the enemy, as
Constantine well recognized (Const. Porph. Three Treatises B.22–6; cf. Veg.
Mil. 3.6), as well as acquired by the Romans.

Not all campaigns involved pitched battles, sometimes because the
Romans were reluctant to commit themselves if conditions did not appear
favourable, as Buzes decided in 540, but more often because their enemies
did not wish to confront the full might of a Roman army.59 In the first
Persian War of Justinian’s reign there were three major battles, at Dara and
Satala in 530 when the Persians, encouraged by minor successes in previous
years, unsuccessfully threatened frontier fortresses, and at Callinicum in 531

when Belisarius, whose army was now more confident, opposed the retreat
of an invasion force.60 The two victories of 530 had been secured at engage-
ments when the proximity of a major fortification offered security to the
Romans, but Roman overconfidence may have been a factor in the defeat at
Callinicum. Anastasius’ Persian War offers a contrast since, although there
were several minor engagements and major sieges at Amida and Edessa,
there was no clash of the main armies, which were of very substantial size:61

57 Cf. Whitby (1988) 71. 58 Cf. pp. 252–3 above.
59 For further discussion of battles and more limited forms of combat, see pp. 350, 354 below.
60 For details see Greatrex (1998) pt iii. 61 Discussion in Greatrex (1998) pt. ii.
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Figure 9.4 Sangarius bridge, c. ad 560.

the main Persian objective was booty, while the Romans were concerned
to limit damage by confining Persian ravaging as close to the frontier as
possible and to persuade Kavadh to discuss peace by raids into his territory.
Circumstances, usually local but sometimes strategic, dictated the methods
of conflict used. In Africa in 533 it was expedient for Belisarius to engage the
Vandals since a speedy battle allowed him to defeat them before they had
gathered their full forces and spared his army a potentially demoralizing
siege of Carthage. In Italy by contrast the reconquest progressed by siege
and countersiege, and important battles were reserved for the very end of
the long campaign when the Goths under Totila and Teias had to confront
the superior army of Narses in a bid to prevent his inexorable reassertion
of Roman control across the peninsula. If, however, objectives could be
achieved without risking battle, the results could be just as creditable for
the general: in 542 Belisarius was able to cut short Khusro’s ravaging in Syria
by threatening his line of retreat, a strategy which Procopius presented very
favourably (Wars 2.21; cf. Maurice, Strat. 8.B.4).

Sieges are prominent in accounts of late Roman warfare,62 which reflects
an increase in their military significance. In part this responded to the
nature of warfare and of frontier organization. In the east the regularity of
Persian aggression led to improvements in the fortifications of major sites

62 E.g. Amida in 359 (Amm. Marc. 18.9–19.8); Rome in 537 (Procop. Wars 5.17–6.10); Edessa in 544

(Procop. Wars 2.26–7; Evagrius, Hist. eccl. 4.27); Constantinople in 626 (Chron. Pasch. 716–26; Georg.
Pis. Bellum Avaricum; Theodore Syncellus’ homily). See further pp. 359–62 below.
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in the more exposed provinces, and the development of some strategic mil-
itary positions such as Amida under Constantius II, Dara under Anastasius
and Citharizon under Justinian. As a result if the Persians were to secure
significant booty, or to gain territory as they were attempting in the fourth
century, they had to tackle the urban defences which protected movable
wealth and dominated the surrounding land. Some places even developed
a personal significance for individuals, becoming a challenge which they
could not avoid: Nisibis appears to have acquired this status for Shapur II,
Edessa certainly did for Khusro I who was determined to demonstrate the
ineffectiveness of the Christian God by capturing the city whose safety He
had guaranteed, and perhaps Dara too because of its location and the history
of its construction. In the west the lesser technical and logistical capacity
of Rome’s enemies produced fewer sustained sieges, until the advent of the
Huns and their assault on places like Naissus, but the Justinianic reconquest
of Italy focused around siege and countersiege because secure control of
the landscape was vital for both sides.

Agricultural devastation could be a powerful weapon, especially against
societies whose capacity to produce and preserve surpluses was limited: in
358 an Alamannic leader was excused from supplying grain to the Romans
since his territory had been so seriously ravaged, while in 368 the interrup-
tion to commerce compounded the difficulties which prompted the Ter-
vingi to negotiate with Valens (Amm. Marc. 17.10.9, 27.5.7; cf. 18.2.19).63

Even in the east the impact was occasionally significant: Agathias claimed
that Khusro I’s despair at the sight of Maurice’s ravaging of Arzanene led
to his death (4.29.7–10), and the loss of agricultural wealth and prestige
prompted rulers to negotiate, for example in 507 and 578.64 Effective rav-
aging, however, did take time and, although it directly benefited the troops,
this could also detract from the overall objectives of an expedition, as Valen-
tinian experienced in 372 during a raid to snatch the Alamannic leader
Macrianus:

but he was prevented by the continuous noise made by his men; for although he
constantly commanded them to abstain from plundering and setting fires, he could
not make them obey. For the crackling flames and the dissonant shouts awakened
the king’s attendants’. (Amm. Marc. 29.4.5)

The Romans suffered just as much. In the third century a swathe of
provinces along the Rhine frontier was devastated and the term agri deserti
appeared in the law codes and panegyrics. In 449 Attila demanded the
creation of a strip of no man’s land to the south of the Danube five days’
journey wide, and in 479 emperor Zeno could offer Theoderic the Amal the

63 On the Alamanni, see Matthews (1989a) 310–16; on the Goths, Heather (1991) 117–21.
64 Greatrex (1998) 114; Whitby (1988) 270–1. Agathias may well have exaggerated the impact of

Maurice’s actions.
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Figure 9.5 Relief depicting the battle of the Milvian Bridge from the arch of Constantine, Rome.

option of settling his followers in the vicinity of Pautalia, in the spacious,
beautiful, fertile but deserted province of Dardania (Pan. Lat. 8.21; Priscus
fr. 11.1.7–14; Malchus fr. 20.48–9, 201–4).

Civil wars are a special case with regard to battles and sieges, since the
basis for the conflict usually meant that the adversaries had to settle the
dispute as promptly and decisively as possible: troops had been withdrawn
from frontiers which might not remain peaceful for long, and the per-
sonal nature of the competition also led to a formal confrontation. Thus in
312, whereas Maxentius might appear to have been better advised to have
resisted Constantine from behind the walls of Rome, such action would
have displayed a lack of confidence that would at once have weakened
his own reputation and reinforced Constantine’s somewhat uncertain posi-
tion in the middle of his rival’s territory (fig. 9.5). Occasionally legitimate
emperors did delay their response to a challenge: in 361 Constantius chose
to attend to the eastern frontier, although he was also making preparations
against Julian; in 387 Theodosius I and in 421 Theodosius II waited at
least a year before committing eastern troops against the western usurpers
Magnus Maximus and John, probably because the usurper did not directly
challenge their own position. However, the price of ignoring a challenge
could be the enforced acceptance of a new imperial colleague, as the second
tetrarchy had to do with Constantine or Honorius with Constantine III.

Civil war campaigns were often very bloody since even in defeat the
losers would have little incentive to save themselves to fight another day:
survivors would be disgraced outcasts, such as the ‘brigand’ Charietto who
had supported Magnentius.65 Engagements such as Mursa (351) and the

65 PLRE i.200, s.v. Charietto 1. For the early empire, see pp. 120–1 above.
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Frigidus (393) were extremely expensive in manpower, and the latter in
particular weakened the western armies so seriously that the damage was
still being repaired a decade later when the upper Danube and Rhine
frontiers came under severe pressure. Occasionally a contender might find
his troops abandoning his cause, like Maximinus in 238; in 351 Constantius
achieved a famous success through an oration, possibly stage-managed, to
Vetranio’s troops (Them. Or. 2.37a–c). Usurpation and consequent civil
war were a much more serious problem for the western provinces than the
east, where Procopius was quickly eliminated in 365/6 and the troubles of
Zeno’s reign, when Basiliscus took power in Constantinople in 475/6 and
Marcian came close to capturing the palace in 479, were resolved without
the clash of armies. Full-scale sieges in civil wars were rare, with Julian’s
protracted attack on Aquileia in 361/2 an exception: the circumstances were
special, since the defenders knew that Constantius was preparing to march
west, while Julian needed to secure this key position in northern Italy; the
city held out until informed of Constantius’ death (Amm. Marc. 22.8.49).
In contrast to the waste of resources, commanders in civil wars might
attempt to prevent their troops from ravaging what was in effect their own
agricultural wealth: in 533 Belisarius extended this principle to protect the
Roman farmers in Africa who would return to imperial control once the
Vandals were removed (Procop. Wars 3.16.2–8). But civil war armies had to
be supplied and it is unlikely that official exactions by the army which lost
would be recognized by the victor.

Although fleets made a significant contribution to Roman military
power, through defence of the Rhine and Danube frontiers by river flotil-
las and logistical support, there were very few campaigns which could be
characterized as naval, primarily because Roman enemies rarely possessed
significant fleets of their own.66 By far the most important naval encounters
occurred in civil wars, the defeat of Licinius in the Bosphorus in 324 and
the failure of Vitalian’s attempt on Constantinople in 515 when Greek fire
was used to destroy his ships (Malalas 16.6 Thurn = 403.5–406.8 Dindorf ).
In the 250s and 260s Gothic groups north of the Black Sea gained control
of local fleets and rapidly became proficient at raiding, but their mot-
ley collection of fishing vessels, merchantmen, rafts and naval boats was
always vulnerable to challenge by a proper fleet.67 Carausius and Allectus
in Britain were a more formidable threat, since they had taken over the
imperial Saxon shore fleet, and their suppression by Constantius in 293–
6 entailed a substantial naval expedition (Pan. Lat. 8.11–19). The Vandal
capture of Carthage gave them control of Roman shipping and led to the
first serious challenge to imperial domination of the Mediterranean since
the Punic Wars of the Republic, but their main activity was ravaging; even

66 Cf. pp. 358–9 below. 67 Wolfram (1988) 48–56.
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the massive expeditions dispatched from Constantinople in 468 and 533

passed off without confrontation at sea, the former being disrupted by fire
ships at Syracuse and the latter arriving when the Vandal ships were busy off
Sardinia. In the east it was feared that Persian access to the Black Sea would
permit them to develop a fleet and threaten Constantinople (Procop. Wars
2.28.23), but when the Persians did eventually capture Phoenicia and Egypt
in the seventh century they did not exploit what maritime resources fell into
their hands: at Constantinople in 626 the Persians relied on Slav canoes
to ferry them across the Bosphorus (Chron. Pasch. 722.14–723.12). The
Slavs were effective raiders, but their light ships were no match for proper
Roman vessels, as the engagment in the Golden Horn in 626 demonstrated
(Theodore Syncellus 311.7–312.5; Georg. Pis. Bellum Avaricum 441–74). It
was left to the Arabs to create a powerful fleet, in spite of the reluctance of
the Caliph ‘Umar and their inexperience of maritime matters;68 the devel-
opment was as striking as the emergence of the Roman navy during the
First Punic War.

Generalship was clearly a factor in all types of campaign. During the
third century the recurrent challenges, both internal and external, ensured
a supply of competent commanders of whom only the ablest and luck-
iest survived; the senatorial amateurs of earlier periods were no longer
appointed. But imperial stabilization by the tetrarchy prompted a partial
return to the determination of appointment by non-military considera-
tions. Influence at court was a factor of which Ammianus complained
bitterly (e.g. 15.5.18–19, 20.2), especially as his patron Ursicinus appeared
to suffer discrimination, and kinship also now mattered69 – sometimes
kinship with the dominant military figure at court, so that one can trace a
fifth-century eastern nexus focused on Aspar, at other times kinship with
the emperor. Reliability and loyalty were among the key criteria for senior
posts,70 although the ability to organize resources and impose discipline
were also regarded as important qualities (e.g. Maurice, Strat. 8.A.3, 30,
8.B.19, 27, 99). Actual fighting was only one part of a commander’s role,
and there was relatively little that any general could do after an engage-
ment had begun – though the timing of the deployment of reserves to
threatened sections of the line at Strasbourg (357) and Casilinum (554) was
crucial. Personal bravery and individual prowess, of the sort which Are-
obindus displayed in 421, were a bonus, but since commanders were not
expected to be in the thick of fighting these were not essential; personal
involvement might lead to misfortune, as the deaths of emperor Julian
and the magister Mundus (535) illustrate. It was always accepted that the
essential elements of good generalship could be learned, and works such as
Maurice’s Strategicon offered the necessary tuition. Drawing on the lessons

68 Kaegi (1992) 246, 248. 69 Matthews (1989a) 35–6, 274–7. 70 Cf. Kaegi (1981) ch. 3.
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of the past was important, and Philippicus and Heraclius are both praised
in this respect (Theophyl. Sim. 1.14.3).71 Good education undoubtedly
played a part in Julian’s suprisingly successful career as a young comman-
der, while there is more substance to Eunapius’ criticism of Valens’ lack of
education as a factor in his defeat at Adrianople (fr. 44) than a sceptical
modern observer might suppose: a well-educated person might not have
succumbed to the pressures which led Valens to a rapid engagement, or
might have considered the possibility that only part of the Gothic forces
was visible on the plain. Among the basic tenets of the Strategicon was that
generals should be suspicious, take thought for the future, expect the unex-
pected and be well versed in all aspects of military knowledge (8.B.47, 55,
63, 98).

How many really good generals there were in antiquity is difficult to say.
Belisarius might appear to qualify on the basis of his victory at Dara (530),
the Vandal conquest and the initial Gothic campaigns, but at Callinicum
(531) he proved incapable of restraining the enthusiasm of his troops and he
was less effective in the 540s. Sabinianus was highly regarded by Marcellinus
Comes (s.a. 481.2), but we do not have enough information to corroborate
his assessment. Constantine’s sequence of civil war and external successes
indicates that he was talented, but we lack detailed descriptions of his
various engagements. The eunuch Narses stands out as a good organizer,
strict disciplinarian and clever tactician, though he was also helped by the
provision of substantial resources which had been denied to Belisarius in
Italy during the 540s. One factor which complicated the achievements
of even the best commanders was the reluctance of emperors to accord
supreme authority to any individual. Narses in Italy was exceptional in this
respect, as was Maurice on the eastern frontier in 578–82, but the sort of
wrangling which distracted Belisarius in Italy or the Anastasian generals in
Mesopotamia was more typical (e.g. Procop. Wars 6.18.3–29, 6.21.16–42,
1.8.20). This has plausibly been identified as, at least in part, a deliberate
practice which emperors tolerated to avoid the dangers of unlimited military
power.72 Of course when emperors campaigned in person this was not an
issue, at least in their own sphere of operations.

vi . religion and war

A papyrus discovered at Dura-Europus in a temple which served as the
archive for the twentieth Cohort of Palmyrenes preserves a military calendar
of festivals:

71 Heraclius: Kaegi (1992) 63. 72 Kaegi (1981) 30–3; cf. pp. 397–8 below.
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12 May For the circus races in honour of Mars, to Father Mars the
Avenger, a bull.

21 May Because the divine Severus was acclaimed imperator . . . to the
divine Pius Severus.

24 May For the birthday of Germanicus Caesar, a supplication to the
memory of Germanicus Caesar.

31 May For the Rose Festival of the standards, a supplication.
9 June For the Festival of Vesta, to Mother Vesta, a supplication.
26 June Because our lord Marcus Aurelius Severus Alexander was

acclaimed Caesar and was clothed in the toga of manhood, to
the genius of Alexander Augustus, a bull.

The entries record the celebrations of traditional Roman deities alongside
commemorations for legitimate emperors from Augustus (birthday cele-
brated on 23 September) to the current ruler Alexander Severus (26 June)
as well as for associates such as Germanicus (24 May); the calendar was
produced in the late 220s, so some of the imperial festivals date back two
centuries.73 This document powerfully demonstrates the significance of
traditional Latin religion in structuring the lives of Roman soldiers, which
was particularly relevant in a unit largely recruited from eastern provincials,
and in binding their allegiance to the current emperor. Soldiers and officers
regularly sacrificed and set up inscriptions to thank their chosen gods for
success in battle or just survival through to retirement age. The corollary
of such gratitude was the fear that failure and defeat reflected divine anger
at some lapse or misdemeanour, to be rectified by additional or purified
ceremonies and exclusion of non-participants.

Thus it was war which prompted both the great Christian persecutions of
the third century and the decisive imperial patronage for the new religion in
the fourth. Decius, who had defeated the invading Goths in the Balkans and
then overthrown Philip the Arab, entered the temple of Capitoline Jupiter
in Rome on 3 January 250 to present the traditional imperial prayers for the
year, but this ‘restorer of sacred rites’74 also instructed that his example be
followed in the capitols of all cities throughout the empire. Tertullian had
claimed that Christians did their religious duty by praying to the true God
for a peaceful empire and brave armies (Apol. 30.4; cf. Origen, C. Cels. 8.73),
but on this occasion public participation in the ceremonies was necessary:
Christians could bend their principles and superficially conform, evade
the challenge by withdrawing from cities, or accept martyrdom. Success in
battle demonstrated that a general or emperor prayed to the right divinities:
Aurelian advertised his connection with sol invictus, the unconquered sun,

73 Campbell (1994) no. 207, the most accessible substantial translation.
74 AE 1973. 63 no. 235.
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while Diocletian and Maximian were linked with ‘Jupiter, ruler of the
heavens, and Hercules, pacifier of the earth’ (Pan. Lat. 10.11.6). In keeping
with this tradition the usurper Constantine proclaimed his allegiance to
a new God when preparing for battle outside Rome against Maxentius in
312:75

Constantine was advised in a dream to mark the heavenly sign of God on the
shields of his soldiers and then engage in battle. He did as he was commanded
and by means of a slanted letter X with the top of its head bent round, he marked
Christ on their shields. Armed with this sign, the army took up its weapons.

(Lactant. De mort. pers. 44.5)

Eusebius, writing two decades later, after Constantine’s death, developed
the story so that the emperor and his entourage saw a midday vision of ‘a
cross-shaped trophy formed from light, and a text attached to it which read,
“By this conquer”’ (Euseb. Vit. Const. 1.28).76 The clash of Licinius and
Maximinus was also presented as a religious confrontation, with victory
going to Licinius after he ordered his army to offer a prayer he had received
from an angelic vision:

Supreme God, we beseech thee; holy God we beseech thee. We commend all
justice to thee, we commend our safety to thee, we commend our empire to thee.
Through thee we live, through thee we emerge victorious and fortunate. Supreme,
holy God, hear our prayers; we stretch our arms to thee; hearken, holy, supreme
God.

(Lactant. De mort. pers. 46)

The usurpation of Eugenius developed in 393, under the influence of its
military leader Arbogast, into a pagan challenge to the Christian empire of
Theodosius, and old rites were resurrected to support the cause; Theodosius
stressed his role as Christian protector, praying at the church of the Baptist at
the Hebdomon outside Constantinople and again during the hard-fought
battle of the Frigidus (Sozom. Hist. eccl. 7.22, 24).77

Throughout late antiquity the connection of correct worship and victory
remained vital, to the extent that the traditional celebration of a triumph
came to be replaced by ceremonies in church:78 Maurice marked a victory
with a vigil in Haghia Sophia, while Heraclius had the dispatch proclaiming
his victory over Khusro II, which was couched in explicitly Christian lan-
guage, read out from the pulpit of the same church (Theophyl. Sim. 6.8.8;
Chron. Pasch. 727.15ff.). Military action was preceded by appropriate rites:
bishop Epiphanius of Constantinople prayed for the Vandal expedition in
533 and placed a recently baptized soldier on the ships (Procop. Wars 3.12.2),
while before the battle of Solachon in 586 general Philippicus paraded an

75 Lane Fox (1986) 609–21; cf. pp. 262–4 above.
76 For discussion of the versions see Cameron and Hall (1999) 204–13.
77 Williams and Friell (1994) 129–33. 78 McCormick (1986).
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icon of Christ through the ranks and then entrusted it to a local bishop for
the duration of the conflict (Theophyl. Sim. 2.3.4–9). The generals Narses
and John Troglita were both known for their piety, which was believed to
contribute to their victories (Evagrius, Hist. eccl., 4.24; Corippus, Iohannis
7.84–103, 8.212–31). Soldiers would chant the Kyrie eleison and Deus nobis-
cum (Lord have mercy; God with us) on marching out of camp on the day
of battle (Maurice, Strat. 2.18.13–23), and in battle the Virgin Mary might
serve as password (Theophyl. Sim. 5.10.4).

One important aspect of religion in war was the maintenance of civilian
morale. In crises the empire’s inhabitants naturally turned to their gods for
reassurance, as the people of Stratonicaea in Caria did when worried about
Gothic raids in the third century:

Oracle of Zeus Panemerios. The city, under the instructions also of Sarapis, asks
through Philokalos, oikonomos, whether the sacrilegious barbarians will attack the
city or its territory in the coming year. The god gave his oracle. I see that you
are troubled but am unable to understand the cause for this. For I have arranged
neither to give your city for sacking nor to make it slave from free nor to deprive
it of any other of its good things.79

Four centuries later the people of Thessalonica received similar reassur-
ance from their patron saint, when an illustris received a dream in which
Demetrius refused an order to abandon his people even though his Master
had condemned the city to be captured (Miracula S. Demetrii 166–71).80

Edessa, ‘The Blessed City’, was guaranteed protection first by Christ’s letter
to Abgar and then by the acheiropoietos (not-made-by-human-hand) icon of
Christ; this special dispensation both challenged Persians to capture the city
and inspired the inhabitants to participate enthusiastically in its defence.81

Bishops, whose status as major property-owners and patrons made them
leading figures in local society,82 provided vital leadership in time of war
(fig. 9.6). The first book of the Miracles of Demetrius was composed by
Bishop John when Thessalonica was under threat from Slavs and Avars
in the early seventh century; emperor Maurice wrote to pope Gregory to
obtain his consent to the illegal deposition of a demented bishop of Jus-
tiniana Prima for fear that the city might fall to the enemy while it lacked
episcopal guidance (Gregory, Register Epistolarum 11.29); during the siege
of Amida in 502/3 the death of Bishop John was a factor in the city’s fall,
‘For there was no bishop in that city to be their teacher and to keep them
in order’ (Zach. Hist. eccl. 7.3).

Christianity was predominantly seen as a religion of war, led by a God
of Battles with a range of fighting prototypes in the Old Testament such
as Joshua and David. Even before the conversion of Constantine it is clear

79 Laumonier (1934). 80 See Whitby (1998) 201–7.
81 Whitby (1998) 198–200, (2000e) 225–8, 323–6.
82 For episcopal power, see Brown (1992) ch. 3.
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Figure 9.6 Mosaic of St Demetrius as protector of his city, with arms around the
bishop and governor. Thessalonica, church of St Demetrius.

that Christians served in the armies, presumably roughly in proportion to
their numbers in the general (or rural) population: a martyr like Marcellus
was a senior centurion, and so had probably served for several years, before
something prompted him to force his religious beliefs on the attention
of his superiors (Acts of Marcellus 2–3); many serving Christians felt no
need to imitate such attention seekers (Acts of Maximilian 2.8).83 After
Constantine’s conversion worship was regularized, with time off for services
and chaplains attached to individual units (Theodoret, Ep. ii). However,

83 Discussion in Ubina (2000) 386–411.
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the pacific tendency in Christianity with which we are more familiar was
also evident in antiquity.84 The future St Martin of Tours was handed over,
contrary to his religious inclinations, by his father in response to an edict
requiring the sons of veterans to enlist (Sulpicius Severus, Vit. Mart. 2).
Augustine of Hippo found it necessary to argue in favour of military service
as a defence of general peace and security, developing the notion of the just
war:

No one must ever question the justness of a war waged on God’s command . . .
God commands war to expel, crush or subdue the pride of mortals. Enduring war
exercises the patience of His saints, humbles them and helps them to accept His
fatherly correction.’ (contra Faustum 22.75)

Basil of Caesarea rebuked suffragan bishops for accepting for ordination
men who wanted to evade conscription, and even expelled recent ordinands
until each case was examined on its merits (Ep. 54). Although in theory
religious convictions might offer an escape from enlistment (Cod. Theod.
7.20.12.2), clergy were impressed during crises, as when Maurice struggled
to create an army to defend the Balkans (Mich. Syr. 10.21).

vii . epilogue

War shaped the existence of the Roman empire, determined its decline
and conditioned the nature of post-Roman structures. In the west the
tribal kingdoms which progressively took over Roman territory during the
fifth century were units bound together by successful fighting;85 surviving
Roman populations might gain in security and influence their new rulers
in cultural and religious spheres, but war was the prerogative of the new
tribal élite and such Romans as chose to adapt themselves to their ways.
In the east Islamic invaders occupied Persian and Roman territories as
conquerors whose privileges were guaranteed by their inscription on the
diwan, the provincial list of those entitled to monthly payments from tax
revenues.86 The Byzantine rump of the Roman empire reorganized itself to
channel resources to the support of frontier armies, especially in Anatolia,87

and predictable questions were asked about the empire’s religious practices:
when Pergamum was besieged by the Arabs in 717 the defenders allegedly
resorted to human sacrifice (Theophanes, Chron. 390, AM 6208), while
more generally, Islamic rejection of images fuelled imperial iconoclasm at
Constantinople.88

84 For the general tendency of the Church to be less radical in practice than theory, see Garnsey and
Humfress (2001) ch. 9.

85 See Ward-Perkins (2005) for powerful rebuttal of arguments for ‘accommodation’.
86 Kennedy (1995). 87 Haldon (1990a). 88 Mango (1980) 98–9.
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CHAPTER 10

BATTLE

philip rance

The army that the emperor Heraclius led to victory against the Persians
in the 620s undoubtedly differed in composition and appearance from the
army with which Constantine restored imperial unity in the 320s,1 but per-
ceptions of the nature and pace of change over these three centuries must
be balanced by an awareness of fundamental continuities in the combat
operations of the Roman army. This period has long been characterized
rather simplistically as the dawning of a new age of ‘medieval’ warfare,
when armoured horsemen came to dominate the battlefields of Europe
and the Near East. The Gothic victory at Adrianople in 378 traditionally
heads the chronology of this development, but has itself been the sub-
ject of considerable reinterpretation.2 Recent studies have stressed the very
gradual nature of this transformation, which was one of changing roles
and emphases rather than revolutionary innovation, and which was only
profound towards the very close of this era. As with the army of the Princi-
pate, however, scholarship has generally concentrated on aspects of the late
Roman army other than its performance in combat, the supreme test of
any military organization’s effectiveness and arguably its primary function.
Emotive perceptions of ‘decline and fall’ continue therefore to mould mod-
ern assessments, and inefficiency, indiscipline and low morale are charges
regularly levelled against late Roman soldiers, often in the context of their
perceived ethnic heterogeneity and ‘barbarization’. The persistent applica-
tion of the term ‘Byzantine’ to eastern Roman armies in the fifth and sixth
centuries is also unhelpful, by separating the military and political fate of
the western Empire and creating a false impression of discontinuity in late
antique military practices.3 These are important considerations in evaluat-
ing the capabilities of late Roman armies and the nature and diversity of
combat in which they participated. Ultimately, it is necessary to assess those
factors which distinguished Roman armies from their various opponents:
the tactical roles of the different troops deployed; their training, discipline

1 See ch. 8 in this volume. 2 Burns (1973); Nicasie (1998) 233–56.
3 Note the very western perspective and fifth-century terminus of recent surveys: Southern and

Dixon (1996); Richardot (1998b); Le Bohec (2006); Whitby (2004) discusses empire-wide changes in
the third and fourth centuries.
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and morale; and whether their attitudes to and preparation for combat were
equal to the operational tasks they faced.

i . the theory of combat: military treatises

Like their predecessors, later Roman emperors and officers embarking on
military operations had at their disposal a number of military treatises or
tactica. These texts are important but problematic sources for late Roman
military theory and practice, and reveal varied contemporary perceptions
of the capabilities of Roman armies. Their existence expresses a particu-
lar approach towards theoretical preparation for combat that continued
to distinguish the Romans from their opponents; only the Persians pro-
duced comparable texts.4 Earlier works of this genre continued to be read,
excerpted and paraphrased, but from the fourth century several new trea-
tises were produced both in Latin and Greek. Previous works tended to
be specialized monographs on siege machinery, encampments or the late
Hellenistic phalanx; the lost treatise on military engineering ascribed to
the emperor Julian (361–3) demonstrates continuity in this tradition.5 The
most representative form of late antique tactica, however, was a broad com-
pendium, which variously discussed equipment and training, battles and
field operations, and fortifications and sieges. They are also marked by a dis-
tinctly more cautious attitude to pitched battle, which remained the most
important aspect of strategy, with the greatest potential for decisive victory,
but also the most dangerous of military endeavours, ordinarily not to be
undertaken without the advantage of numbers, position or surprise. In a
period characterized by defensive strategy and low-intensity warfare asso-
ciated with the on-going maintenance of imperial security, the dangers of
defeat in a large-scale action far outweighed the benefits of victory. ‘Risk’
(periculum, kindunos), therefore, has an entirely pejorative sense in their
vocabulary, while ‘opportunity’ (opportunitas, kairos) is their watchword.
They increasingly accentuate the importance of various ruses de guerre in
creating favourable conditions for battle, or even as preferred alternatives
to a general engagement; victory by such means was no less glorious and
much less dangerous.6 The ideal late Roman commander therefore engi-
neered advantages and opportunities through various stratagems in order
to realize the full potential of Roman troops in combat.

Later Roman tactica pose two main questions of interpretation: first,
the extent to which a text describes existing military practices or proposes
future reforms or outlines an ideal rarely met in reality. Second is the degree

4 Inostrancev (1926); Kollautz (1985) 120–32; Hamblin (1986). 5 John Lydus, Mag. 1.47.
6 Veg. Mil. 3.6, 9–11, 22; Syrianus Magister (Anon.), Peri strat. 33, 39–40; Maurice, Strat. 2.5, 4,

7.A.11–12, 9.1–2, 10.2.
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to which its contents truly reflect contemporary circumstances or merely
rework earlier treatises, though essential continuities in many aspects of
ancient warfare often permitted an author to re-use much older material
without compromising the practical utility of his text, and even the more
original works combine contemporary practices with traditional material.
The authors differed in their knowledge and authority, ranging from vet-
eran senior officers to ‘armchair generals’ and courtiers devoid of military
experience; some works were clearly officially sponsored, others personal
musings. In style they range from the plain vernacular replete with technical
terminology to a classicizing idiom. These stylistic differences can be decep-
tive – the continued interest in traditional treatments of the late Hellenistic
phalanx is not as absurdly archaic as is often assumed, but relates to topi-
cal concerns for well-ordered infantry and their contemporary deployment
in relatively inflexible compact formations. It is also true, however, that
the genre, by accommodating a tradition of antiquarianism, maintained an
interest in earlier military ‘classics’ more for intellectual and cultural reasons
than for their practical value.

The degree to which tactica were read and their precepts applied is diffi-
cult to determine, and it would be easy to exaggerate the didactic element
of such ‘manuals’, at least in the modern sense of systematic self-tuition.
Their continued composition and adaptation, and their recommendation
by ancient authors, suggest that, along with collections of historical exem-
pla, they at least served as useful guidelines to readers and in some cases
‘codified’ regulations or general principles to be adapted to circumstances.
As often well-planned and logically structured works of reference they were
an adjunct to military training and experience, though by no means a sub-
stitute. Their contemporary value has been questioned, but the utility of
each treatise needs to be considered on its individual merits and in light of
the author’s purpose, rather than judged by the conventions of what is a
broad genre.

The Epitoma rei militaris of Publius (Flavius) Vegetius Renatus is a unique
example of a general military treatise in Latin.7 Its author was a vir illustris
and comes, a high-ranking civilian bureaucrat, who also wrote the equine
veterinary treatise Digesta artis mulomedicinae. The Epitoma was written
and dedicated to an unnamed emperor at a much-disputed point between
383 and 450, with a date in the reign of Theodosius I (379–95) preferred
here.8 To some extent the problematic character of the work’s purpose,
content and sources makes its precise date unimportant; what is required
is an appreciation of Vegetius’ aims. The Epitoma is wide ranging, its four

7 Reeve (2004); Milner (1996).
8 Barnes (1979); Goffart (1977); Sabbah (1980); Zuckerman (1994c); Milner (1996) xxxi–xlii;

Richardot (1998a).
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books covering respectively recruitment and training; organization and
deployment; field operations and tactics; siegecraft and, briefly, naval war-
fare. It is nevertheless not a comprehensive study of contemporary warfare,
but a critically selective epitome. Vegetius restricts his interests to those
areas he deems in need of reform; he expressly neglects cavalry, for exam-
ple, on the grounds that ‘present practice suffices’ (1.20, 3.26). His primary
concern is to remedy the deficiencies he perceives in contemporary field
armies, notably unsuitable recruits and laxity in training, and he is par-
ticularly polemical on the enlistment of barbarians as both a source and
indication of Roman military weakness.

Typically for the genre, Vegetius addresses his proposals to the emperor,
and books ii to iv enjoyed imperial patronage following a favourable
response to book i. He advocates a return to the traditional methods of
recruitment, training and deployment that had made Rome great. He bases
his reforming programme on selected earlier practices culled from ancient
authors, partially modified in accordance with later developments and con-
temporary vocabulary. His model for military organization is the ‘ancient
legion’, antiqua legio (2.4–18), to some extent Vegetius’ own construct
using Republican and earlier imperial sources, probably known imperfectly
through later epitomes, and elaborated by his historical speculations and
etymological deductions. Much of the Epitoma, therefore, is not a descrip-
tion of the contemporary army, but rather a prescription for the army as
wished for, and this from an essentially civilian and amateur, albeit well-
informed, perspective. There is much of contemporary utility in the treatise,
more so in books iii and iv; indeed the generality of the work accounts
for its long-term popularity with medieval and Renaissance readers.9 A
significant part, however, is undoubtedly ‘antiquarian’, albeit antiquarian-
ism of method rather than an end in itself; Vegetius certainly intended
his work to be of contemporary value. This characterization of Vegetius’
Epitoma as a ‘blueprint’ for reform, combined with the complex nature of
its sources, makes identifying genuinely late Roman practices in its various
chronological and textual strata very problematic.

The anonymous De rebus bellicis is a short treatise produced in the mid-
fourth century, probably in the reigns of Valentinian I (364–75) and Valens
(364–78).10 The author proposes improvements to the imperial defences,
some emphasizing existing practices and equipment, others advocating
new machines and devices, often of dubious practicality. The work falls
into a category of amateur compositions, often seeking victory through
technological innovation, which were addressed to imperial incumbents

9 Richardot (1998b).
10 Thompson (1952); Hassall and Ireland (1979); Wiedemann (1979); Liebeschuetz (1994), though

note Brandt (1988) for arguments for a later date.
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and sought as much to express intellectual pretensions and curry favour
at court as to offer practical advice. A similar work is the Epitedeuma of
Urbicius, an important figure at the Constantinopolitan court. This opus-
culum proposes to the emperor Anastasius (491–518) a type of cheval-de-frise
designed to bolster Roman infantry; there is no evidence that this device
was ever employed, though it is not dissimilar in function to the prefabri-
cated giant caltrops and ericius or ‘hedgehog’ attested from the first century
bc to the second century ad.11 The Epitedeuma was originally appended to
another short text by Urbicius, the Tacticon, an abbreviated summary of
Arrian’s treatment of the Hellenistic phalanx (c. 136). Urbicius’, albeit ama-
teur, interest in effective infantry deployment and fieldworks is nevertheless
of contemporary relevance.12

To Syrianus Magister must be ascribed ‘three’ military treatises preserved
separately in the manuscript tradition, which have long remained ‘anony-
mous’ and/or unconnected, despite studies since the eighteenth century
maintaining their textual unity.13 These are elements of an extensive and
well-structured compendium which treats all branches of military science.
The largest section, hitherto ascribed to ‘Sixth-Century Anonymous’, and
known by the modern title Peri strategikes or De re strategica, broadly covers
land warfare.14 It includes provisions for the construction and defence of
fortified sites, as well as field operations, weaponry and training, notably the
insertion of an earlier treatise on archery. Syrianus’ discussion of tactics is in
part a selective reworking of Aelian’s Tactica Theoria (c. 106–13), but specif-
ically where he considers it of contemporary relevance. Such ‘phalangic’
deployment is less anachronistic than is often supposed, and Syrianus’ classi-
cizing idiom gives his work a deceptively archaic character. Another section
of the compendium known as Rhetorica militaris, periodically ascribed to
the same ‘Anonymous’, comprises examples of military speeches. It is unique
to the tactical genre, though influenced by earlier rhetorical treatises.15 A
third section devoted to naval warfare, usually entitled Naumachica, bears
the ascription to an otherwise unknown ‘Syrianus Magister’, and is the
only comprehensive treatment of naval warfare to survive from antiquity.16

Parts are manifestly based on earlier material, with descriptions of naval
manoeuvres such as the periplous (9.24–7) and diekplous (9.35–40), as per-
formed by classical triremes. These elements of Syrianus’ compendium
have traditionally been dated to the reign of Justinian (527–65), though
the evidence is far from compelling; the work may in fact date to any
period between the mid-sixth and late ninth centuries, with some schol-
ars now preferring to place it after the development of Arab naval power.17

11 Gilliver (1993).
12 PLRE ii.1190; Epitedeuma: Greatrex et al. (2005); Tacticon: Förster (1877) 467–71.
13 Most recently Zuckerman (1990); Cosentino (2000) 248–62. 14 Dennis (1985) 10–135.
15 Köchly (1855–6); Zuckerman (1990) 219–23. 16 Dain (1943) 43–55.
17 See especially Cosentino (2000) 262–80; Rance (2007b).
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Syrianus’ first-hand experience of warfare is disputed; though some have dis-
cerned a particular interest in engineering projects, a tenth-century descrip-
tion of his work as a ‘historical book’ is perhaps a better characterization
of its literary milieu and cultural function.18

The Strategicon ascribed to the emperor Maurice (582–602) is an
extremely important text in the history of late Roman warfare.19 This
treatise discusses every aspect of contemporary land warfare, including
organization, weaponry, training, battle tactics, stratagems and logistics. Its
ethnographic excursuses on the empire’s varied enemies – Persians, ‘Scythi-
ans’, Germanic and Slavic peoples – are an innovation to the genre, which
present four generic models of military deployment applicable to differ-
ent circumstances, but also reflect the influence of foreign technology and
practices on Roman equipment and tactics.20 The Strategicon or ‘Book of
the General’ is a work of outstanding utility, whose author combined, in
deliberately simple Greek, earlier written material with practical military
experience. It also reveals an acute understanding of the realities of combat
and an insight into the psychological preoccupations of both generals and
troops. The ascription to Maurice is doubted by some, but the Strategicon
was undoubtedly sponsored by central government, in effect an official
handbook rather than personal reflections, the first such imperial liter-
ary initiative.21 Although like other tactica it is often branded ‘theoretical’,
overall the treatise offers a description of the late sixth-century army and
its practices. Maurice seeks to rectify problems of poorly trained men and
inexperienced officers not so much by reform or innovation as by codifying
and explaining existing regulations, commands and procedures (pr. 10–17;
12.B.pr.). Where he describes ideal conditions he expresses an awareness
that reality might sometimes be otherwise. The prescriptive element of the
Strategicon is largely restricted to recommending the tactical flexibility of
Avar cavalry, clearly based on lessons learned in Balkan campaigns of the
580s–590s (2.1, 4.5, 11.2). Maurice’s primary concern to encourage better
cavalry deployment and tactics has often been misinterpreted as further
evidence for the contemporary redundancy of infantry, whose importance,
on the contrary, he explicitly stresses.

Prima facie the Strategicon appears to be unrelated to earlier tactical
literature and to describe a ‘new’ military system, a feature accentuated
by its frequent labelling as a ‘Byzantine’ text. Consequently, its impor-
tance as a source for Roman military methods dating back to at least
the fourth century is often overlooked.22 The novelty of much of the

18 Const. Porph. in Haldon (1990b) Text C, 106.198–9; see Consentino (2000) 277–80.
19 Dennis (1981a), (1984); Mazzucchi (1981). A new translation with commentary is in preparation

by Rance (2007c).
20 Zástrová (1971); Dagron (1987), (1993).
21 See Schiller (1970) for the ad hoc character of earlier imperial constitutiones.
22 For exceptions see Haldon (1993); Speidel (2000); Rance (2000), (2004a), (2004b).
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Strategicon is deceptive. Given the extent and nature of mimesis in the genre,
Maurice’s debt to previous literary compositions is indeed relatively slight,
but his deliberate choice of a colloquial idiom obscures many similarities
with earlier tactica written in a classicizing style (Maurice pr. 16–17, 27–31,
12.B.pr. 9–10). Maurice was certainly familiar with earlier treatises, which
he utilized not so much as ‘sources’ as to assist him in broadly concep-
tualizing his subject, but the Strategicon is explicitly ‘a modest elementary
handbook or introduction [eisagoge]’.23 It covers the most basic topics and
mundane technical minutiae, and much of its contents seems ‘new’ only
because these subjects, as Maurice himself notes, were usually overlooked in
more polished literary compositions. Clearly compilatory in character, the
Strategicon is based in part upon documentary rather than literary sources
– official ordinances, disciplinary regulations, equipment inventories and
‘drill-books’, some possibly translated from Latin into Greek for the first
time, or non-literary monographs and ‘pamphlets’, informal compositions
by definition unlikely to survive. Maurice consequently preserves a great
deal of traditional material, still current in his own time, and of value in elu-
cidating earlier Roman practices. The Strategicon stands midway between
the classical genre of tactica and the subsequent Byzantine military cor-
pus which it profoundly influenced, effectively the last Roman and first
Byzantine military treatise.

i i . tactical roles

Late Roman armies, especially of the fifth and sixth centuries, have been
traditionally characterized as predominantly heavily armoured cavalry, and
increasingly horse-archers, an image classically presented in the introduc-
tion to the Wars of the sixth-century historian Procopius. Cavalry cer-
tainly enjoyed a higher profile in later Roman sources, but cavalry charges
are intrinsically more noteworthy and impressive spectacles than infantry
engagements, and invited the dramatic prose sequences expected by a civil-
ian readership relatively uninterested in technical detail. The roles and capa-
bilities of late Roman infantry have consequently been underestimated and
the nature of contemporary combat misunderstood.24 Infantry continued
to form the bulk of the relatively small Roman field armies. At Strasbourg in
357 Julian deployed 10,000 infantry and 3,000 cavalry (Amm. Marc. 16.12),
while in 478 a large eastern force contained 30,000 infantry and 8,000

cavalry (Malchus fr. 18.2.14–1). In 533 Belisarius led to north Africa 10,000

infantry and 5,000 cavalry (Procop. Wars 3.11). Certainly from the third

23 Maurice, Strat. pr. 17–27. For Maurice and Onasander see Kučma (1982–6); for Maurice and
Aelian and Arrian, see Rance (2008).

24 Oman (1898) 25–37; Lot (1946) 1.32; Ferrill (1986) 49–50, 128–9, 144–5; Elton pp. 293–5 above.
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century new cavalry units were created, some with a heavier panoply, but
this numerical increase alone gives a crude impression of tactical changes
during this period.

The real issue is less the number of cavalry regiments than their deploy-
ment in combat. At end of the fourth century infantry remained tactically
the most important branch of the Roman army, with cavalry in a sup-
porting role – securing flanks, disrupting enemy formations and exploiting
successes. By the early sixth century the tactical emphasis seems to have
shifted towards cavalry as the main offensive arm on the battlefield, and
increasingly so towards the end of the century. The causes of this devel-
opment are by no means clear, not least because the obscurity of the fifth
century precludes detailed study. Roman contacts with nomadic ‘steppe’
peoples, notably the Huns from the 380s and the Avars from the 550s,
certainly left their mark on the equipment and techniques of Roman cav-
alry, and it is probable that Roman efforts to develop at least an adequate
response to ‘steppe’ cavalry tactics placed greater emphasis on the existing
attributes of Roman cavalry, principally its tactical mobility, and to some
extent required new capabilities, including greater flexibility and especially
improved mounted archery. It is also possible that changing Roman social
and cultural attitudes to the mounted warrior were significant over and
above his intrinsic military applications; certainly his combat skills came
to be considered the proper martial accomplishments of the late Roman
political and military élite.25 The effects of these changes are easy to exag-
gerate and should be viewed in the context of the long-term development
of Roman cavalry since the second century. In the battles of Belisarius’
campaigns infantry appear to play a very limited role, as at Dara in 530, Ad
Decimum and Tricamerum in 533 and outside Rome in 537–8. Indeed Pro-
copius assigns the full credit for Belisarius’ conquest of the Vandal kingdom
(533–4) to his 5,000 cavalry (4.7.20–1).26 It is a cliché of modern literature,
however, to dismiss sixth-century Roman infantry as ‘unreliable’, ‘inexperi-
enced’ or of ‘poor quality’ and, moreover, to argue that these generalizations
in fact explain the tactical role of infantry.27 Roman cavalry rarely operated
in isolation, and infantry was often vital for converting the limited tac-
tical successes of what were essentially mounted skirmishes into strategic
victories (Procop. Wars 3.19.11–13, 4.2.1–2, 3.1–3, 3.17–24).

Roman military treatises maintained an interest in infantry deployment
and even in the late sixth century infantry remained essential for certain

25 Amm. Marc. 21.16.7; Veg. Mil. 3.26.35–8; Sidonius Apollinaris, Carm. 2.134–46; Procop. Wars
4.13.11–17, 5.22.1–7; Corippus, lohannis 4.538–43; Theoph. Chron. 318.19–28; John of Antioch fr. 201.5;
Gregory of Tours, Hist. 2.8.

26 See Procop. Wars 7.1.18–21 for Belisarius’ ‘household’ conquering Italy.
27 Mazzucchi (1981) 132–4; Ravegnani (1998) 58–65; Greatrex (1998) 38–40, 171.
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forms of combat.28 On the battlefield infantry retained an important albeit
more passive role, principally as a stable battle line and rallying point for
the cavalry, which employed highly fluid tactics subject to sudden reverses.
Even where cavalry was the decisive striking force, it often required the
support of steady infantry to engage and hold the enemy. Belisarius’ appar-
ent scepticism concerning Roman infantry, often cited as evidence of its
‘unreliability’, reflects his insistence that infantry should avoid an offensive
role in battle, especially in the context of the hit-and-run mounted archery
he employed during the defence of Rome (537–8); but he appears confident
in the infantry’s defensive abilities to stem a potential rout of the Roman
cavalry (Procop. Wars 5.28.22–9, 29.38–41).29 The style and interests of Pro-
copius’ narrative highlight ‘heroic’ mounted engagements, but in the few
decisive set-piece battles of the Justinianic reconquest of Italy – Taginae
and Mons Lactarius in 552, and Casilinum in 554 – the main Roman bat-
tle line comprised infantry or dismounted cavalry. Furthermore, in sieges,
which formed the majority of military operations in this period, infantry
remained indispensable for garrisons, engineering and assaults.

Battles and sieges tend to dominate contemporary campaign narratives,
but their prominence belies the variety of combat operations in which
the Romans regularly engaged. The low-intensity warfare of the period
more frequently saw Roman forces engaged in irregular combat in which
well-trained infantry was essential for raiding, skirmishing, ambushes and
night attacks or any operations on uneven, wooded or marshy terrain,
in which circumstances cavalry was forced to dismount and operate as
infantry.30 Throughout the period Roman infantry was very proficient in
such tactics, operating in small units and regularly inflicting decisive defeats
on scattered enemies through numerous minor actions without recourse
to pitched battle at all.31 Comparison between Ammianus Marcellinus’
account of campaigns against the Alamanni and Franks on the Rhine in
the 350s–360s, and Theophylact Simocatta’s reports of irregular combat
against the Slavs on the Danube in the 590s, suggests long-term continuity
in Roman operational capabilities and tactics when confronting similar
enemies and terrain.32

28 Maurice, Strat. 9.2–4, 11.1.42, 11.2.66–70, 11.85–9, 11.4.69–74, 141–61, 12.A-B; Haldon (1999) 193–7;
Rance (2005) 427–35.

29 Procopius commends the conspicuous bravery of some infantry in this role and in fact blames the
defeat on the Roman cavalry. Procopius’ rhetorical comments at 1.14.13–27 on recent Roman ‘disorder’
refer to the whole army, not to infantry specifically: see Rance (2005) 433–5, contra Haldon (1999)
194–5.

30 Cavalry dismounting: Maurice, Strat. 9.4.2–9, 11.1.64–7, 12.B.20.3–29.
31 Traina (1986–7); Whitby (1988) 174–6, 179–80; Whittaker (1994) 132–91; Elton (1996b) 72–82,

214–27; Nicasie (1998) 170–2; Richardot (2001) 266–8.
32 Amm. Marc. 17.1–2, 27.2; Theophyl. Sim. 6.8–9, 7.4–5 (with Whitby (1988) 98–104, 159–61 for

distorting bias in Theophyl. Sim.); 8.3.11–15, with Maurice, Strat. 9.4, 11.4, 12.B.20.
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Figure 10.1 Late Roman infantryman and his equipment from a MS of De rebus bellicis.

The varied requirements of infantry combat are reflected in distinct
changes in equipment. Vegetius’ problematic, and certainly rhetorical, com-
ment that from the reign of Gratian (375–83) Roman infantry neglected
armour and helmets has until recently been accepted (Veg. Mil. 1.20).33

Vegetius’ precise meaning is disputed, but the artifactual, monumental
and historical evidence points to the infantry’s continued use of mail or
scale armour (fig. 10.1).34 This continuity, however, depended on context,
best examplified by the versatile fourth-century auxilia palatina, whose
capabilities embraced both pitched battle and irregular warfare. Skirmish-
ing and raiding operations were regularly conducted by unarmoured and
lightly equipped soldiers; Maurice specifically requires infantry to discard
armour and helmets for combat on rough terrain, arming themselves with
short javelins (12.B.20).35 Heavy armour became increasingly restricted to
the battlefield and the defence of exposed fortifications, and by the sixth
century Roman infantry clearly possessed a lighter panoply. Sixth-century
texts note that men in the front ranks, who were the more experienced
junior officers, were issued with additional equipment often unavailable to
the rest of the unit, including basic items like corselets, as well as greaves
and stronger shields, while Maurice recognizes that even these men might
be unarmoured.36 As a broad generalization, from the fourth to the sixth

33 See pp. 286–91 above for further discussion.
34 Coulston (1990); Bishop and Coulston (1993) 167–72; Charles (2003).
35 See Modares’ infantry ‘disdaining heavier armour’ in 379, Zos. 4.25.2–3.
36 Agathias 2.8.4; Syrianus Magister (Anon.), Peri strat. 15.89–90, 16.3–12, 54–8; Maurice, Strat.

12.B.4.5–8, 16.31–2, 54–5; see Janniard (2004a).
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centuries the standard equipment of the Roman infantryman increasingly
suited him to forms of combat other than pitched battle.

The defensive role of Roman infantry on the battlefield is reflected in
tactical adaptation away from the ‘volley and charge’ shock tactics of the
earlier legion towards a less flexible and more compact deployment, which
often remained stationary to receive the enemy attack while discharging a
more sustained barrage of missiles. The ‘legionary phalanx’ dated back at
least to the early second century, albeit then just one option in a broader
tactical repertoire, but from the third century became the standard battle-
field deployment.37 This tactically simple formation did not require inde-
pendent action by sub-units, but nevertheless encompassed a number of
combat roles. Vegetius describes his so-called legio antiqua arrayed in dif-
ferently equipped ranks, with heavily armoured troops to the front and
rear sandwiching variously armed missile troops. Vegetius implicitly com-
pares this deployment to the manipular legion of the Republic, but it is
less antiquarian than it appears and is consistent with both contemporary
historical narratives and the Strategicon written two centuries later.38 The
heavily armoured junior officers in the front ranks engaged in close-quarters
combat with thrusting spears and long slashing-swords called spathae, their
circular or oval shields, smaller than the earlier legionary scutum, being bet-
ter suited to combat in a compact battle line. The role of the ranks behind
was to fire projectiles over the heads of these ‘file-leaders’.

Late Roman close-order infantry employed an impressive number and
variety of missiles, though ambiguous terminology sometimes renders pre-
cise identification problematic. Vegetius equates the earlier pilum with the
contemporary spiculum, and the Germanic ango was a similar type of heavy
javelin (2.15).39 In the military handbooks the verutum was the most com-
monly attested of a number of short, light javelins, including ‘Moorish’
and later ‘Slavic’ designs. In pitched battle these were most effective in
short-range volleys, and were favoured by infantry as a primary weapon in
irregular combat.40 Vegetius also mentions manuballistae and arcuballistae,
different types of cross-bow, though the solenarion listed in the Strategicon,
once considered a similar device, is now identified as a reed-like arrow-guide
offering greater range to conventional bows.41 Mattiobarbuli were lead-
weighted darts, known generally as plumbatae. First attested in the late third
century, and of varying size, weight and design, mattiobarbuli were probably

37 Arr. Acies contra Alanos 15–19; Wheeler (1979); (2004); Nicasie (1998) 210–14; Haldon (1999) 192–3,
205–8; Menéndez Argüı́n (2000); Richardot (2001) 253–7; Janniard (2004a).

38 Veg. Mil. 2.15–17, 3.14–15; Julian. Or. 2.57C–D; Amm. Marc. 14.6.17, 24.6.9; Procop. Wars 8.29–31;
Agathias 2.4–5; Syrianus Magister (Anon.), Peri strat.16; Maurice, Strat. 12.A.7, B.9, 12, 16.39–55.

39 See Bishop and Coulston (1993) 69, 160–2 for linguistic confusion about shafted weapons.
40 Veg. Mil. 1.20, 2.15; Maurice, Strat. 11.4.71–4, 12.B.5, 20.7–10, 84–90; Theophyl. Sim. 7.4.2.
41 Veg. Mil. 2.15, 3.14, 4.20, 22; Maurice, Strat. 12.B.6.8–9. Haldon (1970); Dennis (1981a); Nishimura

(1988); Chevedden (1995) 138–52; Baatz (1999) 11–16.
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used en masse as a shock tactic. Vegetius asserts that by their long range they
effectively gave close-order infantry the firepower of archers (1.17).42

Vegetius’ comment is significant and more broadly instructive. Through-
out this period Roman light infantry (leves armaturae, psiloi) appears in bat-
tles, sieges and irregular combat, and there is a notable increase in the num-
ber of specialist archer units (sagittarii). The appearance in the second cen-
tury of lanciarii or ‘javelineers’, first as a distinctive class of soldiers within
certain legions, later as a legionary title, perhaps implies a more prominent
or specialized use of the lancea, a short-shafted, small-headed javelin, though
it is disputed whether by the late fourth century the regimental designation
still reflected these units’ contemporary tactical function or merely their ori-
gins (the modern British army contains tank regiments entitled ‘Hussars’ or
‘Lancers’).43 It is also possible that certain ethnic designations implied light
infantry – Isaurians, for example, appear to have functioned as specialist
javelineers.44 Nevertheless, late Roman close-order infantry clearly pos-
sessed capabilities traditionally assigned to light infantry. Vegetius requires
a quarter to a third of all recruits to be trained as archers (1.15), while
Maurice indicates that ad hoc light infantry units were regularly formed
by drawing off a third to a half of those close-order infantrymen most
adept at archery (12.B.9.3–8).45 Both authors assume universal proficiency
with slings, which were especially effective in disrupting cavalry forma-
tions (Veg. Mil. 1.16; Maurice 12.B.3–4, 18.11–12). Although much remains
unresolved, this intra-unit diversity in armament and weaponry, and espe-
cially the greatly increased fire-power of close-order infantry, appears to be
a continuation of early third-century developments or even earlier.46 This
is not to say that specialist light infantry became redundant, only that the
role and capabilities of close-order infantry were increasingly versatile or
‘despecialized’, making late Roman armies potentially more adaptable and
better able to improvise in different combat situations.

Throughout this period cavalry became the best-trained, best-equipped
and most versatile warriors in the Roman army. Yet while Roman cav-
alry became more effective in fulfilling its existing tactical roles, the fun-
damentals of mounted combat remained unchanged. Different types of
cavalry fulfilled distinct roles at different phases of combat, but the most
significant attribute of cavalry remained its tactical mobility, which deter-
mined its specific utilization on the battlefield. First, it countered and

42 Kolias (1988) 173–6; Eagles (1989); Bennet (1991); Völling (1991), (1991–2); Degen (1992); Buora
(1997); Charles (2004).

43 Brennan (1980) 553–4; Elton (1996b) 103–4; Nicasie (1998) 190–92.
44 Amm. Marc. 14. 2.7; Procop. Wars 5.29.42; Just. Nov. 85.4; Agathias 3.20.9.
45 This appears to be what is described at e.g. Zos. 2.50.2–3; Procop. Wars 8.31.5.
46 Drew-Bear (1981) 103–9; Coulston (1985) 282–5; Balty (1988) 99–101; Nicasie (1998) 189–92;

Janniard (2004a).
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drove off opposing cavalry, depriving the enemy of the tactical initiative its
presence afforded; thus battles frequently opened with all-cavalry skir-
mishes. Second, it assisted in breaking up enemy infantry formations, pres-
suring them into collapse through a combination of missiles and psycho-
logical impact, especially on exposed flanks. Third, it harried the defeated
enemy or, conversely, covered a retreat. Until the fifth century, the majority
of comitatenses cavalry units were armoured and shield-bearing troops armed
with spears and javelins. They were capable of both skirmishing and close-
quarters fighting, attempting to break opposing formations with a charge
but, if meeting resistance, wheeling aside and disconcerting the enemy with
javelins, a manoeuvre requiring considerable training and equestrian exper-
tise. Their harassing the enemy and undermining his morale was often a
prelude to the main attack by infantry.

The most conspicuous cavalry units were the heavily armoured cat-
aphracti and clibanarii, but there were never large numbers of these, and it
would be a misconception to view the late Roman period as one of unilin-
ear ‘progress’ towards heavier cavalry. Nevertheless, they were a potentially
decisive force in Roman battle tactics. While the precise differences, if
any, between cataphracti and clibanarii are disputed, there appears to have
been no significant distinction in their combat roles.47 Their chief weapon
was a cavalry lance or contus, usually wielded two-handed, although across
the empire there was probably greater variety in equipment than is often
assumed.48 Both cataphracti and clibanarii enjoyed extensive protection
against missiles that would otherwise disconcert the cohesion of close-
order cavalry formations. There is some evidence that maces or clubs were
regarded as the most effective close-quarters weapons against cataphracti,
though their character is unclear.49 The literary and sculptural evidence for
horse armour is ambiguous, perhaps reflecting regional variations; certainly
the mounts of the front ranks were armoured, though their flanks, bellies
and legs remained vulnerable.50 These ‘shock’ units aimed to overwhelm
the enemy’s morale rather than clash directly at close quarters, and con-
temporary descriptions attest their imposing spectacle on the battlefield.51

They could drive off opposing cavalry, but were particularly effective against
infantry already revealing signs of disorder or weakness. Seasoned Roman

47 Eadie (1967) 165–9; Hoffmann (1969–70) 1:265–77; Bivar (1972); Diethart and Dintsis (1984);
Speidel (1984a); contra Mielczarek (1993) 41–50

48 The equites sagittarii clibanarii in the north African establishment, for example, appear to have
been equipped with bows (Not. Dign. [occ.] 6.67).

49 Nazarius, Pan. Lat. 4 (10).24.3; Lib. Or. 59.110; Zos. 1.52–3, with comments by Kolias (1988) 173–84.
50 Heliod. Aeth. 9.15; Nazarius, Pan. Lat. 4 (10).22.4; Lib. Or. 18.206; Amm. Marc. 16.12.22; 24.6.8;

Syrianus Magister (Anon.), Peri strat. 17.12–16, 44.31–6; Maurice, Strat. 1.2.35–9; Theophyl. Sim. 2.4.7;
Atheoph. Chron. 318.25–8 (AM 6118).

51 Nazarius, Pan. Lat. 4 (10).22.3–23.4, 24.5–7; Julian Or. 1.37; Amm. Marc. 16.10.8; Veg. Mil. 3.23

with Harl (1996).
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infantry usually possessed the discipline, morale and armament to with-
stand such onslaughts by Persian or Sarmatian cataphracti, but few of the
empire’s enemies regularly fielded infantry of comparable quality. If the
prospect of their approach failed to break the enemy, Roman cataphracti
usually drew rein and continued to menace, while accompanying bow- or
javelin-armed cavalry further disrupted the enemy line.

Long before the advent of the Huns in the late fourth century there were
numerous Roman horse-archer units, usually recruited among eastern sub-
jects with established toxological traditions, notably the Osrhoeni in the
third century, or from among allied Armenians and Saracens, an indication
of the importance and rarity of the relevant expertise. Nevertheless, horse-
archers appear infrequently in fourth-century histories. Their role was to
utilize their tactical manoeuvrability and fire-power to drive off oppos-
ing missile troops and to weaken enemy formations and morale, often as
preparation for an attack by cataphracti.52 Although accounts of individual
precision shooting impressed historians, horse-archers were most effective
through the shock tactic of general barrages of archery, as a galloping horse
is not an ideal platform for accurate shooting.53 The fifth-century develop-
ment of the Roman horse-archer is obscure, though it probably saw long-
standing traditions of armoured horse-archery from Mesopotamia substan-
tially modified by contact with the Huns. Hunnic influence included new
designs of heavier composite bows, archery equipment and techniques,
and high-arched saddles, probably diffused during the fifth-century Hun-
nic wars or via Hun and Alan horse-archers in Roman service from the
early fifth century.54

By the reign of Justinian (527–65) ‘native’ armoured horse-archers
become prominent, with a reputation owing much to Procopius’ well-
known introductory eulogy (1.1.12–14):

Contemporary bowmen [toxotai] go into battle wearing corselets and equipped
with greaves extending to the knee. On the right side hang their arrows, on the
other their sword. And there are some who have a lance also attached to them and,
at the shoulders, a sort of small shield without a grip, such as to cover the region
of the face and neck. They are expert horsemen, and are able without difficulty to
direct their bows to either side while riding at full speed, and to shoot an opponent
whether in pursuit or in flight.

Procopius’ cavalryman is often taken as the model of a new type of ‘compos-
ite archer-lancer’, who combined the roles of missile and shock troops, and

52 For cooperation between cataphracti and horse-archers: Julian Or. 1.37A; 2.60A-B; Amm. Marc.
16.12.7; see Coulston (1986) on combined tactics.

53 See Wheeler (2001) 180–1 for ancient fire-power generally. For sixth-century precision shooting,
see e.g. Procop. Wars 4.13.14–16, 24.11, 5.22.1–7; Agathias 2.14.1–4.

54 Veg. Mil. 1.20, 3.26.36; Bivar (1972) 283–6; Maenchen-Helfen (1973) 221–32, 255–8; Coulston
(1985) 241–5, 271–8; Elton (1996b) 92–4. See James (1987) for possible earlier developments.
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Figure 10.2 Sixth-century Egyptian ivory relief depicting a mounted armoured archer and armoured
infantry.

whose appearance perhaps embodies a distinct break between ‘Roman’ and
‘Byzantine’ armies (fig. 10.2). But Procopius describes essentially a Roman
horse-archer, defined by his archery skills; the historian’s very purpose is to
refute comparisons between contemporary archers and their pitiful Home-
ric namesakes. He notes lances only as additional weapons used by a few,
and to this extent Procopius’ ‘composite archer-lancer’ is an ideal, possi-
bly attained only by officers or élite cavalry such as bucellarii.55 Procopius
lauds the horse-archer precisely because of his conspicuous role in Jus-
tinian’s reconquest of the west. Superiority in archery was fundamental to
Roman success against the Vandals and Ostrogoths, who deployed few if
any horse-archers and thus preferred close-quarters combat, while Belis-
arius, in assessing the relative strengths of Roman and Ostrogothic arma-
ments, required its strict avoidance. Roman archery was chiefly responsible
for the spectacular victories of Taginae and Casilinum, but appears at its
most effective in the numerous small skirmishes around Rome in 537–8.56

Different tactics were required, however, when facing peoples who them-
selves fielded large numbers of expert horse-archers. The Huns and Avars
possessed long-standing expertise in mounted archery, which, with their
flexible tactics, rendered Roman fire-power relatively less effective.57 Rapid
Persian archery remained a tactical problem throughout the entire period,

55 Breccia (2004) 73–7. See Agathias 2.8.1, where some horse-archers also have sarissae. For the
impressive military skills of an élite warrior see e.g. Procop. Wars 4.13.13–17.

56 Procop. Wars 3.8.27, 4.3.9, 5.27, 8.32.6–10; Agathias 2.9; see Rance (2005) 465–9.
57 Amm. Marc. 31.2.8–9; Zos. 4.20.4; Maurice, Strat. 11.2.24–30, 52–4. For possible ethnographic

stereotyping, see Lindner (1981); Elton (1996b) 25–9.
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despite the fact that, missile for missile, Roman archery was more pow-
erful.58 In these circumstances Roman troops avoided missile combat and
sought to close with the enemy as fast as possible to negate their superior
fire-power.59 These are, of course, basic military tenets, but they underline
that armament, troop types and tactical deployment varied considerably
according to location and adversary.

While Procopius’ ‘ideal’ warrior marks a stage in the development of
the late Roman ‘composite archer-lancer’, this type appears as the standard
Roman cavalryman only at the very end of this period. In the Strategicon all
cavalrymen are expected to be proficient with both lance and bow, switching
easily from one to the other (1.1). Cavalry units were trained to deploy as
cursores – in open order, harrying enemies with archery – and defensores – in
a well-ordered close array which could support the cursores if these failed to
break the opposing formation and had to retire to regroup. While cursores
and defensores have their origins in the respective roles of Roman shock and
missile cavalry of an earlier period, Maurice expects every cavalry unit to be
able to perform both roles (3.5.63–76, 86–109). Indeed, ‘despecialization’
in armament, training and tactics is a defining characteristic of later sixth-
century cavalry, perhaps reflected in the apparent disappearance of specialist
unit designations like sagittarii or cataphracti. A significant influence may
be identified in the empire’s eastern enemies, who had for long effectively
combined the tactics of horse-archers and cataphracti. The equipment of
some sixth-century Persian cavalry, and certainly the panoply required by
the reforms of Khusro I (531–79), suggests that they were expected to fulfil
both roles (Tabari i.1.964,5:262–3, Yarshater).60

The most immediate tactical model, however, was Avar cavalry operating
in the Balkans from the 560s (Maurice 11.2.24–30). Listing the Roman caval-
ryman’s regulation equipment, the Strategicon repeatedly specifies items ‘of
Avar design’, including kaftan-like tunics, personal and equestrian armour,
and tents (1.2); in many respects Roman and Avar cavalry would have
been indistinguishable.61 The only Avar-inspired weapons listed are ‘cav-
alry lances with thongs in the middle’, a simple modification which allowed
a more dextrous control in combat (1.1.16–21, 2.18–19).62 Stirrups (skalai),
first mentioned in the Strategicon, are not specified as Avar in origin, but
the connection has long been recognized (1.2.41–2).63 Stirrups are no longer
considered to have been of such revolutionary significance to mounted

58 Procop. Wars 1.14.35–7, 18.31–4, 8.8.33–4; Maurice, Strat. 11.1.16–17.
59 Amm. Marc. 24.2.5, 6.11; 25.1. 17; Procop. Wars 2.18.24; Theophyl. Sim. 3.14.6–7; 8.2.11; Maurice,

Strat. 7.A.pr.33–4; 11.1.43–5. 59–63, 2.52. 70–2.
60 Bivar (1972) 275–6; Coulston (1986); Michalak (1987); Movassat (2005) 62–79.
61 Haldon (1999) 128–31; Nagy (2005). On Roman-Avar conflict see Whitby (1988), 84–6, 169–74,

176–9.
62 Haldon (1975) 21; Coulston (1986) 65–6; Kolias (1988) 200–1; Nagy (2005) 136–7.
63 Maenchen-Helfen (1973) 207–8; Bivar (1955), (1972) 286–8; Littauer (1981); Werner (1984).
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combat, since contemporary saddles – both the Roman horned type and
the later ‘steppe’ high-arched saddle – afforded riders considerable stabil-
ity.64 Stirrups probably made easier what was already possible, but this
innovation still had clear benefit. The Roman cavalry’s rapid and univer-
sal adoption of stirrups is best explained in the context of the more rapid
training of new cavalry units in the demanding tactics of the later sixth
century, and especially horse-archers, who required greater lateral support
and control of their mounts as they twisted in the saddle. Maurice nowhere
expects the ideal ‘Procopian’ warrior, but requires of all troopers a mod-
erate degree of mounted marksmanship (1.1, 2.28–36, 5.8–9). Indeed, it is
probable that Maurice’s ‘composite archer-lancer’ was also something of an
ideal. The eastern empire continued to raise barbarian cavalry units with
specialist weapons skills, including Hunnic and Turkic peoples serving as
horse-archers, and Germanic peoples as traditionally lance- and shield-
armed cavalry, notably Lombards recruited by Tiberius II (578–82).65 That
Maurice envisages these allies performing their respective specialized tacti-
cal roles in the Roman battle line is a comment on the potentially limited
numbers of ‘native’ composite archer-lancers (1.2.21–2, 2.6.33–5).

Although fleets had logistical importance, combat in late antiquity was
overwhelmingly terrestrial. Certainly naval actions could be strategically
significant, famously in 324 when Constantine’s fleet forced a passage of
the Hellespont against Licinius’ larger fleet, but even after the 430s, when
the Vandals challenged Rome’s 600-year mastery of the western Mediter-
ranean, set-piece naval engagements were rare. There survives only one
detailed account of a late Roman naval battle, off Ancona in 551 (Pro-
cop. Wars 8.23), which must be supplemented by brief and potentially
antiquarian treatments in military handbooks.66 Naval battles appear to
have remained the traditional inshore clashes, though between increas-
ingly smaller and lighter warships, in which exchanges of missiles, artillery
and incendiaries inflicted losses and disorganized formations, while careful
manoeuvring preceded ramming or boarding and close-quarters combat
by heavily armoured troops identical in equipment to land forces.67 In the
broader context of riverine and maritime security, patrol vessels – scaphae
exploratoriae, lusoriae, dromons – were regularly employed in sudden raids
and intercepting enemy incursions, such as against the Alamanni on the

64 Ghirshman (1973); Hermann (1989); Connolly and van Driel-Murray (1991); Junkelmann (1998)
iii.34–74. See e.g. Nazarius, Pan. Lat. 4 (10). 24.4.

65 Haldon (1984) 96–101; Christie (1991); Whitby (1995) 89–92.
66 Though see also Procop. Wars 3.6.17–24; Malalas 16.6 Thurn = 402.22–406.8 Dindorf. For

military handbooks see Veg. Mil. 4.31–46, and Syrianus Magister, Naum. 9; on which see Lammert
(1940); Baatz and Bockius (1997). It is significant that Maurice omits naval warfare from his otherwise
comprehensive treatise cf. pp. 334–5 above.

67 Reddé (1986) 338–49, 584–92; Elton (1996b) 257.
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Rhine and the Slavs on the lower Danube.68 In such combat the Romans
always enjoyed superiority in vessels and seamanship, easily frustrating the
seemingly hapless efforts of barbarian peoples to undertake waterborne ini-
tiatives, most decisively in the destruction of large numbers of Slavic canoes
(monoxyla) during the Avaro-Slavic siege of Constantinople in 626.69 It was
not until the development of Arab fleets in the mid-seventh century that
east Roman naval ascendancy was seriously challenged.

i i i . s iegecraft

Sieges constitute over half the military engagements in late antiquity. Given
the relative rarity of large-scale Roman offensives before the sixth century,
Roman troops were ordinarily in the role of defenders, and more likely
to be limitanei than comitatenses. This changed perspective is evident in
contemporary treatises, which hitherto dealt almost exclusively with offen-
sive siegecraft.70 Although sieges featured in civil wars, only on the eastern
frontier were Roman forces periodically required to undertake major siege
operations. Indeed siege warfare in this theatre was altogether more com-
plex. Of the Romans’ enemies only the Persians, partly through imitating
Roman siege techniques, partly by inheriting long-standing poliorcetic tra-
ditions of the region, regularly possessed the technological and logistical
expertise required to mount lengthy and tenacious siege operations, such as
their three-month siege of Amida in 502/3 (Procop. Wars 1.7.29) and their
six-month siege of Dara in 573 (Joh. Eph. Hist. eccl. 6.5).71 In Europe Ger-
manic peoples usually lacked the logistical and technological capabilities for
successful long-term investments of Roman fortifications, but were adept
at other methods such as surprise assault, treachery and deception (Amm.
Marc. 31.6.4).72 The Huns were more successful, owing to the availability
of large numbers of expendable subjects and occasional access to Roman
siege technology, as during their determined sieges of Naissus in 442 and
Aquileia in 452 (Priscus frr. 6.2, 22.1).73 Similar factors underlie Avar suc-
cesses in the late sixth and early seventh centuries, though also significant
were new types of siege engine they introduced to Europe from the Chinese
cultural sphere.

The essentials of siegecraft changed little in late antiquity, an impression
accentuated by the stylistic interests of historians who sought to imitate the

68 Amm. Marc. 17.1.4–7, 13.16–18, 18.2.12; Veg. Mil. 4.37, 46; Theophyl. Sim. 7.5.3; Maurice, Strat.
12.B.21; Rupprecht (1986); Whitby (1988) 176–80; Elton (1996b) 78–9, 245–6; Richardot (2001) 165–75;
Lee (2002).

69 Zos. 4.38–9, 5.21.2–4; Agathias 5.21.6–22; Chron. Pasch. 719.14–720.3, 725.1–5 (trans. Whitby and
Whitby (1989) 174–5, 177–9). See Howard-Johnston (1995a) 139–41.

70 Veg. Mil. 4; Syrianus Magister (Anon.), Peri strat. 11–13; Maurice, Strat. 10.
71 Leriche (1993); McCotter (1995) 405–29. 72 Thompson (1982) 84–6; Elton (1996b) 82–6.

73 Tausend (1985–6) cf. pp. 331–2 above.
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elements of a ‘Thucydidean’ siege; nevertheless, there were developments
specific to this period.74 The two basic methods of siege, blockade and
assault, were employed separately and in combination. Blockades aimed
to restrict and manipulate supplies and information in order to reduce the
resources and morale of the defenders, terrorize the civilian population and
foment treachery and factional strife. Roman defenders were determined
to maintain high morale, especially among civilian populations, and in this
religious ideology, institutions and personnel played an increasingly impor-
tant role, most conspicuously bishop Eunomius’ defence of Theodosiopolis
(Resaina) in c. 421/2 with a stone-throwing machine christened ‘Thomas the
Apostle’, and the monks who manned the battlements of Mardin in c. 608

after its garrison fled the advancing Persians.75 To the unhurried besieger
blockade was clearly economic in terms of casualties, though it required
sufficient logistical support and the absence of the enemy field army for
the duration. Limitation of food and especially water was possibly a more
frequent phenomenon than the sophisticated machinery and engineering
prominent in historical narratives. The Romans could mount very large-
scale blockades, isolating whole regions under enemy occupation, such as
the Goths in the Haemus range in 377 or Alaric in the Po valley in 402.
Late Roman sieges, however, appear generally less determined or thorough.
The circumvallation standard to earlier operations is a rare expedient after
the early third century.76 ‘Blockade’ in effect frequently amounted to close
encampment and associated reconnaissance and foraging, which left the
investment less complete and the besiegers vulnerable to sorties. Within
the context of blockades varied instances of surprise assaults, treachery and
deception resulted in either the seizure or surrender of fortifications.

Open assault was usually attempted only after more economical means
had failed or to anticipate a relief force. Superiority in engines, engineering
and especially fire-power was often decisive. Clearing the defenders from a
section of wall through concentrated missiles was an essential preliminary
to assault, while the defenders sought through missiles, physical obsta-
cles, sorties and counter-engineering to destroy the besiegers’ equipment
and keep them from the walls. The Romans continued to construct and
deploy artillery and siege engines, which were usually beyond the means
of their enemies.77 The bolt-projecting, two-armed torsion engine called
a catapulta up to the fourth century was thereafter designated a ballista, a
term previously applied to a two-armed, torsion stone-projector (fig. 10.3).

74 Blockley (1972); Adshead (1990).
75 Theodoret, Hist. eccl. 5.36; Mich. Syr. 10.25. See generally Whitby (1998) and p. 339 above.
76 For circumvallation see e.g. Theodoret, Hist. eccl. 2.30.4; Procop. Wars 5.16.16; Joh. Eph. Hist.

eccl. 6.5; Theophyl. Sim. 3.5.14.
77 Marsden (1969) 188–9, (1971) 234–48; Baatz (1978), (1994), (1999); Chevedden (1995); Southern

and Dixon (1996) 152–67.
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Figure 10.3 Late Roman artillery piece from a MS of De rebus bellicis.

Ballistae were important principally for anti-personnel fire but could also
affect enemy morale.78 The only late Roman stone-projecting device was
the onager or ‘wild ass’, a single-armed sling inserted into a massive torsion-
spring mounted on a heavy base. It was cruder and less accurate than its
predecessor, the two-armed stone-projecting ballista, but simpler to con-
struct and operate.79 Stone-projectors, while also anti-personnel devices,
could create and exploit weaknesses in defences, especially by concentrat-
ing fire upon gates or towers, but were particularly useful against opposing
artillery and machinery. Both bolt- and stone-projecting artillery also fired
a variety of incendiaries.

It is often assumed that torsion-powered base-mounted artillery contin-
ued to be used throughout the whole period, but the issue is unclear.80

The simpler torsion-powered machines like the onager undoubtedly per-
sist, while archaeological finds confirm the continuance of torsion-powered
bolt-projectors also into the later fourth century, but the design of ballis-
tae attested thereafter is ambiguous. Certainly the base-mounted ballista
described by Procopius in the 530s appears rather to be a tension-powered

78 Amm. Marc. 19.1.7–8, 5.6; Zos. 1.70; Procop. Wars 5.23.9–12.
79 Amm. Marc. 19.7.6–7, 23.4.4–7, 24.4.28. Marsden (1971) 249–65; Chevedden (1995) 137–8; Baatz

(1999) 10–11.
80 Chevedden (1995) challenges some long-held assumptions.
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device (5.21.14–18).81 This transformation in Roman artillery need not be
indicative of technological ‘decline’, but rather reflects the relative utility
of tension-powered artillery, which although less powerful than torsion
machines was more reliable and much easier to manufacture, calibrate,
maintain and operate. Additionally, the Avars introduced new traction-
powered ‘stone-throwers’ (petroboloi), first noted at their siege of Thessa-
lonica in 586. These giant devices of oriental origin were easy to build and
operate and ‘hurled mountains and hills’ with great destructive force. This
machine was a distant ancestor of the medieval counterweight trebuchet.82

Mobile siege towers gave artillery improved trajectories and, terrain per-
mitting, offered assault troops access to battlements. They were within the
capability of most Roman enemies, including the Goths in the Balkans in
the 240–250s and before Rome in 537, and the Avaro-Slavic sieges of Thes-
salonica in c. 616–18 and Constantinople in 626.83 Siege mounds, or ramps
of timber and earth, provided higher shooting platforms and facilitated
engineering work against walls, which the defenders might correspond-
ingly heighten while attempting to undermine the besiegers’ structures.84

The Persians occasionally also employed elephants as mobile shooting plat-
forms.85 Engineering operations, conducted beneath mobile penthouses
and screens, principally involved filling in ditches, removing obstacles to
siege machinery, undermining foundations or tunnelling within fortifica-
tions.86 Rams were applied to identifiable points of weakness, often gates
or sections damaged by mining, the defenders making strenuous efforts to
destroy the ram’s vehicle, deflect its blows or thicken the wall.87 A breach,
however achieved, usually precipitated an open assault by heavily armoured
troops expecting fierce fighting and extensive casualties. Contemporary
treatises, supported by several historical instances, advise that strong gar-
risons be allowed to escape when cities fell in order to avoid the damage
they could inflict in a desperate defence.88 The sack of a town, should
political circumstances allow, rewarded besiegers for this gruelling ordeal
and reinforced the relationship between commander and troops.

81 Marsden (1971) 246–8; Chevedden (1995) 160–3; Baatz (1999).
82 Miracula S. Demetrii 139, 146, 151–4; Needham (1976); Whitby (1988) 116–21; McCotter (1995)

212–13, 440–3; Tarver (1995); Chevedden (2000), 73–5; Chevedden et al. (2000). The story concerning
the Roman inventor of Avar siegecraft in Theophyl. Sim. 2.16.10–11 is implausible.

83 Dexippus frr. 25, 27; Veg. Mil. 4.17–18; Procop. Wars 5.21.3–4, 6.12.1–12; Chron. Pasch. 720.1–3

(trans. Whitby and Whitby (1989) 174). See Howard-Johnston (1995a).
84 Veg. Mil. 4.15; Procop. Wars 1.7.14–15; 2.26.23–30; Ps.-Joshua Stylites 50, 53; Zach. Hist. eccl. 7.3.
85 Julian. Or. 2.64B, 65B-66A; Amm. Marc. 19.7.6–7; Sozom. Hist. eccl. 2.14; Procop. Wars 8.13.4–5,

14.34–8; Build. 2.1.11–16. See Rance (2003) 362–4, 368–71.
86 Amm. Marc. 24.4.21–3; Veg. Mil. 4.24; Zos. 3.21–2; Procop. Wars 2.13.20–8; Agathias 1.10; Men.

Prot. frr. 23.7, 40; Leriche (1993) McCotter (1995) 375–80.
87 Amm. Marc. 20.6.6–7, 11.11–15; 23.4.8–9; Veg. Mil. 4.23; Procop. Wars 5.21.6–12.
88 Procop. Wars 2.8.20–8; 7.20.20–1; Joh. Eph. Hist. eccl. 6.5; Maurice, Strat. 8.A.25, B.92, 9.2.45–8.
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iv. the late roman battle

The prevailing interest of military historians in the detailed reconstruction
of ordinary soldiers’ combat experiences has yet to consider the late Roman
battle. Although much is hard to discern, and the ‘typical battle’ is a mis-
leading abstraction, it is possible to identify consistent characteristics in the
way Roman armies fought battles between the late third and early seventh
centuries, and in some measure to elucidate the experience of fighting.
Late Roman commanders deployed their forces according to their size and
composition, local terrain and the particular adversary. Having obtained
information from scouts, captives or deserters, and with particular care to
evade potential stratagems, generals selected the ground best suited to an
ambush or pitched battle, the two being by no means mutually exclusive.
Against dispersed barbarians Roman commanders employed irregular tac-
tics to induce them to concentrate their forces, thus both compounding
their logistical difficulties and precipitating a general engagement in which
the Romans would usually have the advantage. These were the tactics pur-
sued by the magister militum Sebastianus against the marauding Goths in
378, leading directly to the desired enemy concentration at Adrianople,
where the emperor Valens’ decision to engage the united Gothic forces
before they dispersed again was less rash than is commonly assumed.89

Deployment for battle remained the traditional battle line of the Princi-
pate – close-order infantry massed in the centre, cavalry on the flanks, and
archers usually firing overhead from the rear. The Romans deployed in this
manner at Strasbourg and Adrianople, and the same serried infantry ranks
formed the battle lines at Taginae and Casilinum.90 The slight increase
in the number of cavalry units and the changed dynamics of sixth-century
battles did not significantly alter this standard arrangement. The stability of
the infantry line might be reinforced by artillery to the rear and flanks. Car-
roballistae were originally torsion-powered, later probably tension-powered
bolt-projectors mounted on wagons; although few in number their sophis-
tication and accuracy could damage enemy morale.91 Artificial obstacles
such as ditches, lines of wagons, caltrops and other chevaux-de-frise might
be employed to bolster the infantry line or break up the enemy’s attack.92

Outflanking and envelopment were at once a Roman commander’s great-
est fear and aspiration, and often the decisive point of an engagement.

89 Amm. Marc. 31.11–12; Eunapius fr. 44.5; Zos. 4.23.1–4; Elton (1996b) 214–18. Nicasie (1998) 242;
contra Speidel (1996c). See similarly Julian at Strasbourg (357): Amm. Marc. 16.12.14.

90 Pacatus, Pan. Lat. 2. (12) 35.3; Julian. Or. 1.35D–36A, 2.57C–D; Lib. Or. 18.54; Amm. Marc.
16.12.21, 31.12.11–12, 16; Veg. Mil. 2.15, 3.16, 20; Procop. Wars 4.17.2–6, 8.29–32; Agathias 2.8.1–5; Syrianus
Magister (Anon.), Peri strat. 35; Corippus, lohannis 4.472–563, 6.516–27; Maurice, Strat. 12.B.8, 12–13.

91 De rebus bellicis 7; Veg. Mil. 2.25.3.14; Urbicius, Epitedeuma 8–9, 15–16, with Greatrex (1998) 171–3;
Maurice, Strat. 12.B.18.9–11. Marsden (1969) 190–91; Chevedden (1995) 141–2, 154–60.

92 Cassius Dio 75.7.3; Procop. Wars 1.13, 4.17.2–4; Urbicius, Epitedeuma; Maurice, Strat. 4.3, 12.B.18.
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Where possible one or both flanks were anchored upon natural obstacles
such as hills, rivers or marshes, or alternatively ‘refused’ or extended to
avoid outflanking.93 Contemporary historians frequently mention a ‘cres-
centic’ (lunaris, bicornis, menoeides) battle line; Julian ‘arrayed his line in
a two-pronged form’ near Brumath in 356, and ‘in the form of a crescent
with curving wings’ at Maranga in 363. At Taginae and Casilinum Narses’
extending ‘crescent formation’ utilized devastating archery to inflict enor-
mous casualties on the nearly enveloped enemy, and Priscus used a similar
deployment successfully against the Avars near Viminacium in 599.94

The maintenance and timely application of reserves, so fundamental
to earlier Roman tactics, appears to have persisted, at least to the late
fourth century, for countering breakthroughs and outflanking manoeu-
vres, and renewing the impetus against wearying opponents. Most clearly
at Strasbourg in 357 the successive involvement of reserve units halted the
Alamannic onslaught.95 By the sixth century the more defensive role of
infantry in battle is typically reflected in a single battle line apparently
without differentiated tactical sub-units other than a broad tripartite divi-
sion into right, centre and left. Nevertheless, troops were still retained to
react to emergencies or exploit successes; at Casilinum Narses plugged a
gap in his line at the apex of the Frankish-Alammanic wedge with a reserve
force of Heruls.96 Too much should not be made of Maurice’s criticism
of Roman (and Persian) deployment in a single line devoid of reserves,
contrasting with Avaric and Turkic practice; this statement expressly relates
to all-cavalry forces, prone to loss of coordination and unexpected reverses,
and its context is Maurice’s encouragement of better cavalry tactics (2.1–
2). Infantry reserves might be deployed in a cuneus or ‘wedge’, also called
caput porcinum or ‘swine’s head’, a dense and narrow-fronted formation,
which could break the enemy line. Often assumed to be of Germanic ori-
gin, a similar svı́nfylking (‘swine array’) later appearing in Viking warfare,
the ‘swine’s head’ may however be an instance of a ‘barbarian’ expression
popularly applied to an existing Roman formation, and not evidence for
the ‘Germanization’ of Roman tactics.97

93 Julian. Or. 1.35D-36A, 2.57D; Amm. Marc. 27.2.5; Procop. Wars 1.18.26, 35–49; Veg. Mil. 3.18–20;
Maurice, Strat. 2.4–5, 3.5.110–19, 3.10, 3.13–14, 6.5, 12.A.7.

94 For historical instances see Dexippus fr. 6 (457.1–4); probably Pan. Lat. 12. (9). 6; Nazarius, Pan.
Lat. 4 (10).24.1–2; Amm. Marc. 16.2.13, 25.1.16, 27.10.13; Procop. Wars 8.32.5–10; Agathias 2.9.2–6;
Theophyl. Sim. 8.3.1–5. See also envelopment tactics for cavalry prescribed in Maurice, Strat. 3.10, 13,
14, 6.1, 12.D; cf. Onasander 21.5. See Rance (2005) 462–5.

95 Amm. Marc. 16.12.42–9 (Lib. Or. 18.59 appears to give a confused version of the same); cf. Amm.
Marc. 25.6.2–3 (cf. Zos. 3.30.2–3), 27.10.10–15, 31.7.12.

96 Agathias 2.7.2–7, 8.5, 9.7–9 with Cameron (1970) 48–9 for problems with Agathias’ account. Cf.
Veg. Mil. 3.17; Procop. Wars 8.31.6–7; Maurice, Strat. 12.B.8.28–32.

97 Amm. Marc. 17.13.9; Veg. Mil. 1.26, 3.17, 19–20; Agathias 2.8.8; Maurice, Strat. 12.A.7.22–3. See
Neckel (1918); Beck (1998); Nicasie (1998) 110–12; Wheeler (2004) i.321–2, 342–50; Janniard (2004b).
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After issuing battle orders to unit commanders, a general’s capacity to
control the course of events was limited. His role was primarily to direct
reserves and stimulate morale by conspicuous displays of leadership. His
personal entourage of bucellarii provided officers to whom he could dele-
gate specific tasks as well as troops with outstanding training and weaponry
skills, enabling him to intervene more effectively than as a mere personal
presence; Belisarius and Narses both undertook successful tactical opera-
tions with only these immediately available troops.98 Conveying commands
and signals, both visual and oral, were important subjects in military trea-
tises, especially in the context of the noise, confusion and stress emphasized
by historical sources. The limitations of communication in battle are illus-
trated by Procopius’ remark that by his day the various trumpet signals of
the Roman army had fallen into disuse.99 The main divisions of the Roman
battle line, therefore, had a considerable degree of tactical independence
in combat, and important responsibilities and critical decisions were del-
egated to senior and junior officers. Poor coordination between divisional
commanders could be disastrous, notably at the battle of Yarmuk in 636,
where a large east Roman army, deployed on broken terrain across a wide
front, was destroyed piecemeal in a series of isolated actions.100

As the contending armies approached, preliminary skirmishing by
archers and slingers, commencing at extreme bow range (c. 300 metres),
depleted enemy ranks, undermined morale and caused confusion.101 The
effectiveness of archery might be impeded by wind conditions or even
humidity.102 The Roman close-order infantry closed ranks until they were
‘almost glued to one another’, their disciplined and silent array potentially
undermining the enemy’s confidence. Such compact formations required
little initiative or ability from the majority of soldiers. The less experienced
were positioned in the centre of the formation, with junior officers to the
front and rear, respectively the heavily armoured ‘file-leaders’, and the ‘file-
closers’ who prevented flight and literally shoved men into formation. In
this solution to the problem of arranging troops of varied quality, success
depended less on individual weapons training and bravery than on unit
cohesion, discipline and stamina (Maurice 12.B.16.20–7, 17.40–4).

Late Roman infantry usually remained stationary to receive attacks of
opposing infantry, especially Germanic peoples, whose onslaughts were
broken by the combination of a compact formation and a sustained barrage

98 Procop. Wars 5.18.1–33; 7.1.18–21; Agathias 1.22;. Cf. Julian at Amm. Marc. 16.12.28. For bucellarii,
see Schmitt (1994).

99 Veg. Mil. 2.22, 3.5; Procop. Wars 6.23.23–8; Syrianus Magister (Anon.), Peri strat. 30; Maurice,
Strat. 2.14–15, 17–20, 12.B.11.24–7, 14.2–16.7.

100 Kaegi (1992) 119–34.
101 Veg. Mil. 2.17; Amm. Marc. 27.1.3; Zos. 2.18.3–4, 19.2; Procop. Wars 1.14.35–7, 18.31–4.
102 Procop. Wars 1.14.36; 4.15.41–2; Zach. Hist. eccl. 7.3; Maurice, Strat. 8.B.48, 11.1.41–2; Theophyl.

Sim. 8.3.5.
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of missiles. Within penetrative range of the enemy’s missiles (about 120

metres), the front ranks consolidated their ‘shield-wall’. Maurice calls this
a fulcum:

the men deployed right at the very front mass their shields together until they come
shield-boss to shield-boss, completely covering their stomachs almost to their shins.
The men standing just behind them, raising their shields and resting them on the
shield-bosses of those in front, cover their breasts and faces, and in this way they
engage.

(Maurice, Strat. 12.B.16.33–8).

The term is Germanic in origin, but Maurice’s fulcum is not an innova-
tion or ‘barbarization’; late Roman historical narratives report comparable
‘shield-walls’ or ‘shield-linkage’, sometimes described in terms of the tra-
ditional testudo.103 At Strasbourg the Roman infantry ‘covering their heads
with barriers of shields . . . fashioned a front with their bucklers joined fast
together’, until the Alamanni ‘by incessant sword blows broke asunder the
tightly bound structure of shields, which protected our men like a testudo’.
The ‘shield-wall’ was difficult to manoeuvre but afforded protection against
missiles during the last and most dangerous stage of approach, while the
close-order infantry behind maintained a constant shower of javelins and
plumbatae, and archers fired at a higher trajectory from the rear. Immedi-
ately prior to engaging, a war-cry steeled their collective spirit. If neither
side broke, the front ranks engaged hand to hand with spears and spathae,
which could penetrate armour and shatter planking shields.104 The extra
armour of the ‘file-leaders’, together with unit cohesion and often missile
superiority, made the Romans much better suited to this style of warfare
than many of their enemies, especially if it was prolonged beyond the ini-
tial engagement. The Roman battle lines at Strasbourg and Casilinum held
even when breached by the enemy (Amm. Marc. 16.12.42–9; Agathias 2.9),
and apparently only gave way at Adrianople in an untenable position after
a long mêlée (Amm. Marc. 31.13). High levels of casualties occurred when
one side broke because of numerical inferiority, doubtful morale or attacks
to its flanks or rear.

Similar compact infantry formations were employed effectively through-
out the period against mounted opponents. Holding firm in the face of
charging cavalry was one of the most demanding tasks, but contrary to the
conventional image, not only was late Roman infantry capable of stand-
ing up to cavalry attacks, but deterring cavalry was one of its primary
functions. Maurice categorically states, ‘Do not involve many cavalrymen
in infantry battles’, and believes that even the appearance of well-ordered

103 Rance (2004a). See Amm. Marc. 16.12.36–7, 44, 29.5.47–8, 31.7.12; Agathias 2.8.4, 3.27.6; Syr-
ianus Magister (Anon.), Peri strat. 16.5–10. See Wheeler (1979), (2004) i.350–3 for earlier historical
development.

104 Amm. Marc. 16.12.36–7. 42–51; Maurice, Strat. 12.A.7.57–60; B.16.39–55.
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infantry would avert enemy cavalry attacks (12.B.23.14–20).105 Infantry had
the advantage of being able to deploy on rough terrain, but even on open
ground a densely packed and well-shielded formation presented an immov-
able obstacle, thoroughly at odds with the see-saw nature of mounted
combat. Against cavalry charges Maurice requires the front three ranks to
construct a fulcum, a shield-wall bristling with spears, and to ‘lean their
shoulders and put their weight against the shields so that they might easily
endure the pressure’ (12.A.7.49–57). Again, Maurice’s fulcum is less novel
than it appears, and recalls the tactics described in Arrian’s Acies (c. 135),
a text Maurice appears to have known and adapted to contemporary cir-
cumstances, itself an indication of long-standing continuity in the Roman
tactical response to cavalry. Historical narratives attest similar deployments;
near Constantina in 502 the Roman infantry, facing Persian cavalry, ‘drew
up in battle array, forming what is called a “tortoise”, and fought for a
long time’ (Ps.-Joshua Stylites 51). When such formations combined with
archers the effects were devastating, most famously at Taginae in 552, where
the Roman line withstood the frontal charge of the Ostrogothic cavalry
(Procop. Wars 8.29.11–21, 32.5–10). Roman infantry formations also acted
as firm bulwarks behind which Roman cavalry could withdraw and regroup
if pushed back.106 After the defeat of the Roman cavalry at Callinicum in
531, a small force of infantry covered their retreat in a manner strikingly
reminiscent of Maurice’s fulcum:

the infantry, and few of them indeed, were fighting against the whole Persian
cavalry. Nevertheless, the enemy could neither rout them nor otherwise overpower
them. For constantly massed shoulder-to-shoulder in a small space, and forming
with their shields a very strong barrier, they shot at the Persians more conveniently
than they were shot at by them. Frequently withdrawing, the Persians would
advance against them so as to break up and destroy their line, but retired again
unsuccessful.

(Procop. Wars 1.18.45–8)

Late Roman infantry, with sufficient training and morale, had the potential
for greater cohesion and more accurate fire-power than cavalry.

Unfortunately, the only technical treatment of Roman cavalry combat
comes at the very end of the period in the Strategicon, where the ‘composite
archer-lancer’ has, in theory, subsumed the tactical roles of earlier shock
and missile cavalry, though it is worth reiterating Vegetius’ satisfaction
with the cavalry of his day. Maurice devotes two books (2–3) to a schematic
treatment of the fundamental principles of mounted combat, which gen-
erally accord with evidence for cavalry of other periods. The ideal cav-
alry charge aimed to break enemy formations, both infantry and cavalry,

105 Cf. A.7.68–77; cf. Syrianus Magister (Anon.), Peri strat. 36.
106 On Maurice see Rance (2004a) 276–8, 295–304, (2005) 438–41, (2008).Amm. Marc. 16.12.37–9;

Procop. Wars 1.18.41–8, 5.28.22–9, 8.8.16, 29–30; (probably) Theophyl. Sim. 6.9.15.
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by delivering a wall of horsemen, with maximum psychological impact
dependent on effective close-order manoeuvring and supporting missile
fire. Loss of cohesion was a potential problem; a number of references to
cataphracti record uncontrolled charges or disorderly withdrawals.107 Con-
sequently cavalry attacks were delivered over short distances, across level
terrain and ‘in good order at only a canter and not impulsively, lest the
formation be disrupted by the swift pace before engaging hand-to-hand,
which is a real danger’ (Maurice, Strat. 3.5.34–6). Cavalry deployment for
most of the period is obscure, but the Strategicon describes units up to ten
deep, depth rather than length of formation being conducive to cohesion
while manoeuvring, though this depth could be reduced in élite regiments;
‘since very few outstanding soldiers are found in any unit, namely the
file-leaders, those who must engage hand-to-hand, it is necessary to regu-
late the depth according to the quality of the units’ (Maurice, Strat. 2.6;
cf. Syrianus Magister (Anon.), Peri strat. 17). As in infantry formations,
experienced and heavily armoured junior officers formed the front rank,
sometimes additionally equipped with shields; indeed it appears that junior
cavalry officers were collectively called cataphractarii even in units not so
designated. Maurice has the lighter-armed men in the centre of the for-
mation fire barrages of arrows overhead to further disconcert the enemy
during the attack, though in the fourth and fifth centuries, and probably
even in Maurice’s day also, this role would be assigned to supporting units
of specialist archers, whether Roman sagittarii or allies.108

The essential factor in these provisions was the extreme fluidity and
unpredictability of mounted combat, especially in the early stages of battle
when opposing cavalry forces endeavoured to drive one another from the
field. In these circumstances hand-to-hand fighting in a mêlée was both
brief and volatile. Maintaining or regaining the impetus of the attack was
the single most important consideration. Maurice characterizes mounted
combat as a series of ‘pursuits and counter-pursuits’, and this ‘see-saw’
nature is recorded by contemporary historians, especially Procopius, who
notes ‘the battle had become a fierce close-quarters fight. And each side
kept making quickly-turning pursuits of one another, since they were all
cavalry’, and ‘when the opposing forces advanced, each hesitated and kept
advancing in turn as their opponents retired, and consumed much time
in retreats and counter-pursuits and quickly-turning manoeuvres’.109 The
best Roman cavalry units were trained to regulate their withdrawals and

107 E.g. Nazarius, Pan. Lat. 4 (10).24; Amm. Marc. 16.12.37–9, 25.1.7–9; Procop. Wars 1.18.37–48,
5.29.35–40.

108 Mazzucchi (1981) 125–7; Rea (1984); Speidel (1984a) 154–5; (2000); Zuckerman (1994a); Maurice,
Strat. 2.8, 3.1–4, 5.26–36. Compare, perhaps, Julian. Or. 2.57C-D; Agathias 2.8.1.

109 Maurice, Strat. 3.15.14; Procop. Wars 1.15.15, 8.8.20; cf. Veg. Mil. 1.27; Procop. Wars 3.18.5–11,
19.11–24, 30–2; 6.2.11–12; Georg. Pis. Exp. Pers. 2.153–8.
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renew their attack. At Tricamerum in 533 the Roman cavalry made three
consecutive charges against the Vandal line, each time involving more
Roman units (Procop. Wars 4.3.10–15).110 With these characteristics in mind
Maurice stresses the importance of deploying cavalry in more than one line,
especially when fighting the Avars. Ideally, if the first line failed to rout the
enemy in its initial charge it should fall back and wheel around upon
the pursuing enemy; the second line should engage only when the first had
made several attempts to regroup and re-engage (Strat. 2.1–2, 13, 3.8–12, 15).

Ultimately, it is because of the volatile nature of mounted combat that
Maurice, despite providing theoretical models for all-cavalry forces relevant
to different eventualities, rarely envisages their practical application in the
field without the presence of an infantry force as a fixed rallying point.
The clearest indication of the hazards involved is the regularity with which
cavalry transformed itself into infantry.111 An action in Lazica in 550 is
particularly instructive, where Roman and allied cavalry, finding themselves
suddenly outnumbered by Persian horseman, dismounted and

arrayed themselves on foot in a phalanx as deep as possible, and all stood forming a
close front against the enemy and thrusting out their spears against them. And the
Persians did not know what to do, for they were unable to charge their opponents
now that they were on foot, nor could they break up the phalanx.

(Procop. Wars 8.8.31–4)

In moments of crisis or uncertainty – having lost impetus or on rough
terrain – or simply where tactically beneficial, late Roman cavalry preferred
the advantages that infantry possessed over cavalry. Although in all cases this
was expedient rather than desirable, it was nevertheless a rarer phenomenon
in previous centuries, and should perhaps modify strict categorizations of
‘infantry’ and ‘cavalry’ in late antiquity.112

Roman cavalry also operated in various ‘irregular’ or non-linear forma-
tions, including the traditional so-called cuneus or ‘wedge’, and the drun-
gus, first attested in the late fourth century but almost certainly older.
The term drungus, originally military slang of Gaulish origin, applied
to a flexible grouping most suitable for ambushes and surprise attacks,
and especially important in sudden outflanking manoeuvres on the bat-
tlefield.113 The capabilities of Roman cavalry in various stratagems appear

110 See also cavalry combat at Dara in Procop. Wars 1.14.45–51.
111 Julian. Or. 1.36D, 2.60A; Procop. Wars 1.18.41–8, 8.35.19; Malalas 18.60 Thurn = 464.14–465.1

Dindorf; Theophyl. Sim. 2.4.5–7; Maurice, Strat. 7.B.11.45–52, 8.B.85, 11.1.64–7, 3.7–9, 12.A.7.83–7,
B.13.19–20. See Rance (2005) 459–62.

112 For late Roman cavalry attacking as infantry: Procop. Wars 4.11.50–6; Theophyl. Sim. 7.2.1–9.
For infantry serving as cavalry: Procop. Wars 5.28.21, 7.18.15–16. For instances in earlier Roman history,
see McCall (2002) 69–72.

113 Veg. Mil. 3.16, 19; Maurice, Strat. 3.5.63–75, 3.14, 4.5. For such tactics, see e.g. Procop. Wars
1.14.33, 39–42. See Rance (2004b).
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to broaden through contact with peoples with steppe antecedents, such as
the Huns, Ostrogoths and possibly the Danubian Sarmatians. This was
particularly the case with feigned flight, which Roman authors regularly
designate ‘Scythian’ or ‘barbarian’, in which cavalry simulated retreat and
then wheeled about upon their disorganized pursuers, sometimes in com-
bination with concealed ambushers.114 This extremely difficult manoeuvre,
always liable to degenerate into genuine retreat, was rare among earlier
Roman cavalry, the first clear instance being Aurelian’s defeat of Palmyrene
cataphracti at Immae in 272 (Zos. 1.50.3–4).115 Thereafter the effective use
of feigned flight is frequently recorded and deemed by tactical authors to
be within the capabilities of Roman cavalry, a testament to their training
and coordination.116 Late Persian cavalry appears to have developed similar
tactics.117

Roman cavalry was responsible for transforming the enemy’s defeat into
a decisive rout. Throughout the period, accepting the victors’ hyperbole,
the Romans’ ability to maximize victories is indicated in typically asymmet-
rical losses; at Strasbourg 243 Roman soldiers and four senior officers were
killed, perhaps 1,000 total casualties, while the Alammani lost 6,000–8,000.
Outside Ctesiphon in 363, 2,500 Persians were killed in flight compared
with around 70 Romans, and similarly 800 Vandal dead to 50 Romans
at Tricamerum. The two-thirds of the Roman army killed at Adrianople,
however, was an exceptional massacre.118 Maurice vigorously condemns the
current Roman practice of disorganized and limited follow-ups (Strat. 3.11,
7.B.12, 11.2.55–65). Certainly several sixth-century victories proved indeci-
sive or transitory, often when victorious troops turned aside prematurely
to plunder the enemy’s dead and baggage, behaviour that the military
penal code equated to desertion, likewise meriting capital punishment.119

The problem was neither universal nor new, however; Maurice’s criticisms
relate rather to contemporary conditions, notably the ability of defeated
‘Scythian’ peoples to turn suddenly upon their pursuers. In this context he
outlines tactical arrangements in which cursores and defensores cooperate in
operations that are neither partial nor reckless, though in large part these

114 Syrianus Magister (Anon.), Peri strat. 40; Maurice, Strat. 2.1.44–51, 4.2–3, 11.3.33, 11.4.124–7.
Sarmatians: Arr. Tact. 44.1; Amm. Marc. 17.12.3.

115 Downey (1950); Watson (1999) 73–5; cf. Joseph. BJ 4.1.8 (60) 7.4 (421–36).
116 Ps.-Joshua Stylites 75; Malalas 18.65 Thurn = 468.15–21 Dindorf; Agathias 1.22; Theophyl. Sim.

2.17.10–11; Georg. Pis. Exp. Pers. 3.186–219 (= Theophanes, Chron. 305.24–306.2, AM 6113); Zonaras
13.5.

117 Malalas 18.60 Thurn = 4.63.15–20 Dindorf; Theophanes, Chron. 313.16–314.21, Am 6116;
Tha’alabi, Histoire, 647.

118 Amm. Marc. 16.12.63, 24.6.15, 31.13.18; Lib. Or. 18.60; Zos. 3.25; Procop. Wars 4.3.18. For casualty
figures, see Mazzucchi (1981) 136–7.

119 Ps.-Joshua Stylites 51; Procop. Wars 1.14.53, 4.4.1–9, 5.29.25–34, 38–42; Theophyl. Sim. 2.4.1–4;
Maurice, Strat. 1.8.16, 7.A.14, 9.2.62–6, 9.3.50–61, 117–21.
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merely reiterate the combined tactics of Roman ‘light’ and ‘heavy’ cavalry
of the Principate.120

The disparity in casualties reflects the opportunity afforded the victors
to treat their wounded and finish off the enemy’s. Roman casualties were
also less likely to prove fatal given the existence of medical orderlies to
remove the wounded even during combat and the continued provision of
impressive medical expertise into the sixth century.121 The fate of prisoners
varied considerably according to circumstances; the long Roman tradition
of enlisting captives certainly continued, while Romans who fell into bar-
barian hands could expect a life of slavery or to be ransomed according
to treaty terms.122 The civil wars of the period were usually followed by
reconciliatory measures, at least for the lower ranks, though soldiers who
deserted from Roman service to fight alongside barbarians or rebels received
no mercy even after surrender.123 Roman regulations required that booty
collected from the battlefield be distributed equitably at the conclusion
of the campaign, though officers were often unable or unwilling to cur-
tail plundering; Procopius graphically describes the complete collapse of
Roman discipline in the captured Vandal camp at Tricamerum (4.4.1–8).
For barbarians superior Roman equipment could be a valuable supple-
ment to resources – in this way the Goths rearmed themselves prior to
Adrianople – and was significant in the diffusion of military technology
between peoples.124 Finally, although detailed information is lacking and
physical remains continue to elude archaeologists, Roman commanders
attached great importance to appropriate arrangements for the dead. These
satisfied religious observance and reassured survivors, but also concealed
losses from the enemy, the Persians also being meticulous in retrieving
bodies apparently for this purpose.125

v. training, morale and motivation

Having considered the varied roles and capabilities of Roman troops in com-
bat, it is necessary to assess how they were prepared for action. Narrative

120 Maurice, Strat. 3.5.37–50, 11.2.92–5; Maurice, Strat. 12.A.7.23–49 reiterates Arr. Acies contra Alanos
27–30. For effective pursuit see e.g. Procop. Wars 8.32.22–8.

121 Davies (1989a); Elton (1996b) 90; Veg. Mil. 2.10, 3.2; Amm. Marc. 16.6.2, 19.2.15; Malalas 12.36

Thurn = 304.22–305.2 Dindorf Theophyl. Sim. 2.6.10–12; Maurice, Strat. 2.9, 7.B.6, 8.B.43. Procop.
Wars 6.2.15–18, 25–32 describes sophisticated surgery corresponding to medical treatises on missile
wounds; see Celsus, Med. 7.4.D5–C2; Paul. Aeg. 6.88.2. See generally Salazar (2000) 34–6.

122 Elton (1996b) 129–35, 185.
123 Amm. Marc. 29.5.19–24; Procop. Wars 8.32.20–1.
124 Amm. Marc. 31.5.9, 6.3; see also Oros. 7.34.5 on Huns and Alans; Joh. Eph. Hist. eccl. 6.10 on

Persians; 6.25 on Slavs. For Roman reuse of captured Persian equipment see SHA Alex. Sev. 56.5, but
Zos. 3.18.6 for Julian destroying Persian equipment because ‘unsuitable’.

125 Amm. Marc. 17.1.1, 25.6.4, 31.7.16; Zos. 3.30.4; Maurice, Strat. 7.B.6, 8.A.16. For Persians, see
Zach. Hist. eccl. 9.3; Evagrius 5.14; Maurice, Strat. 11.1.10; but see Tabari i. 2319 (p. 108).
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historical sources rarely refer to military training and it is often impossible
to identify specific practices in their general vocabulary. Vegetius’ Epitoma
is usually cited as the principal source for late Roman infantry training, but
his reconstruction of an ancient training regime is not necessarily evidence
for contemporary procedures. Moreover, his primary concern is the basic
weapons training of new recruits, with a near-complete neglect of tactical
training and field manoeuvres (1.8–28, 2.23, 3.4). Maurice’s Strategicon sug-
gests broad continuity in basic training up to the late sixth century, which
combined regular trials of fitness with exercises in a range of weapons,
including one-to-one combat with an opponent (1.1, 12.B.2–3). There are,
nevertheless, some changes of emphasis. Special arrangements for archery
training developed range, accuracy and hitting power. Syrianus includes a
notable four-chapter section devoted to all aspects of archery instruction,
which appears to rework an earlier introductory manual, while Maurice
requires that all Roman cavalry recruits up to the age of forty receive some
training with a bow.126 Changes in tactical training are also identifiable.
Vegetius typically bemoans the demise of armatura, an advanced exercise
combining tactical drill with controlled close-quarters combat. Previously
a universal requirement, by Vegetius’ day armatura was a purely festive
display by specialists (1.13, 2.23). This was due to its tactical redundancy,
however, rather than reprehensible neglect and relates to long-term changes
in which individual weapons skills and the operations of tactical sub-units
became less significant. In contrast the Strategicon outlines contemporary
close-order infantry drills conducted by campidoctores,127 which continued
to distinguish Roman from barbarian (12.B.14–17, 24).

Given Vegetius’ lack of interest in cavalry, the Strategicon provides the
bulk of information regarding late Roman cavalry training (1.1, 3.1–7, 6.1–
5). Maurice describes a number of drills that expressly belong to an earlier
period and exhibit some resemblance to exercises dating to the Principate
(6.1). Some of these appear in other late Roman sources as part of the
cavalry games traditionally held in spring.128 Although Maurice calls these
‘additional and non-essential’, their practical utility should not be under-
estimated, as they developed unit identity and cohesion, and routinely
rehearsed tactical procedures which he elsewhere deems fundamental, such
as pursuing defeated opponents or regrouping in the event of enemy recov-
ery or ambush .129 Maurice’s detailed treatment of cavalry training, however,
reflects more recent military developments, and in particular the influ-
ence of Avar mounted tactics. The distinct tactical roles earlier served by

126 Syrianus Magister (Anon.), Peri strat. 44–7; Maurice, Strat. 1.1, 2.28–34. Schissel von Fleschenberg
(1941–2); Amatuccio (1996) 74–80.

127 Horsmann (1991) 101–2, 146–8; Rance (2000) 247–52. On campidoctores, see Rance (forthcom-
ing).

128 Greg. Nyss. In Quad. Martyres, PG 46, col. 773; Agathias 2.1.2; Miracula S. Anastasii Persae 23.
129 Speidel (1996a); Rance (2000) 251–4.
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different cavalry types or allied contingents came to be required, at least in
theory, of all recruits, who trained both as cursores and defensores, skirmishers
and close-order cavalry, exchanging positions to ensure a broad experience
and proficiency at regimental, brigade and divisional level. To enhance
the tactical versatility of the individual trooper, while increasing coordi-
nation both within and between units, Roman troops simulated enemy
formations or represented neighbouring units in the Roman battle line,
so that recruits could understand the spaces available for deploying and
manoeuvring.130 Cavalry units were especially required to practise with-
drawing, wheeling about and renewing the attack, manoeuvres essential to
maintaining momentum in mounted combat, as well as ad hoc exercises in
irregular formations.131

There is evidence for continuity in field training, previously called ambu-
latio, decursio or decursus, equating to ‘manoeuvres’ in modern military
parlance. These large-scale exercises combined route marches over different
types of terrain with tactical deployment for both infantry and cavalry. They
might also be the occasion for large-scale mock battles, which trained units
to cooperate in a battle line, offered a psychological taste of combat, and
tested officers’ skills of command. There was a long tradition of simulated
combat in the Roman army, which was designed to bring all ranks, recruit
and veteran, away from parade-ground drill and to minimize the shocks
and imponderables of battle.132 A related aspect of Roman cavalry training
was large-scale hunting, which provided tactical experience and weapons
training of marked realism.133 Military authors had a long-standing inter-
est in cynegetica or hunting treatises. The detailed description of a grande
chasse appended to the Strategicon, however, is unprecedented, involving
up to a thousand cavalrymen in a gradually contracting ring over seven or
eight miles, which rehearsed tactics for enveloping enemy formations and
rounding up captives for interrogation (12.D). The explicit similarity to the
‘Scythian battle line’ suggests a Hunnic origin, a hypothesis supported by
its close resemblance to the later Mongolian nerge – a combination of mili-
tary training and hunting expedition – the Roman army having re-created
a practice whose origin lay in nomadic steppe society.134

Success in combat is undoubtedly determined to a very large degree by
troops’ morale and esprit de corps. Late Roman commanders, no less than in
any other period, were interested in ways of motivating men, often fright-
ened or disaffected, by various incentives and deterrents, while simultane-
ously breaking the enemy’s confidence. Modern assessments of the morale

130 Maurice, Strat. 3.5.87–99, 114–19, 12.B.17.1–13. Rance (2000) 234–6.
131 Maurice, Strat. 3.5.63–76, 86–109, 4.5.
132 Veg. Mil. 1.27, 3.9; Maurice, Strat. 12.B.17.1–13; Georg. Pis. Exp. Pers. 2.120–62; Rance (2000).
133 Amm. Marc. 24.5.2; Zos. 3.23.1–2; Procop. Wars 2.21.2; Theophyl. Sim. 6.2.2–3, 7.2.11–13, 7.4,

with Whitby (1988) 101–2. See Junkelmann (1998) i.157–73.
134 Rance (2000) 254–8.
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of ancient armies risk devolving into generalities and anachronisms based
on modern psychological frameworks, but it is possible to identify broad
factors inhibiting or promoting morale in combat during this period.135

Traditionally the disciplina of long-service professionals was for Roman
authors the quality that most distinguished Roman troops from barbar-
ians, though the distinction is to some extent rhetorical. Contemporary
sources bemoan declining discipline, which appears to have been a genuine
concern, especially in the sixth century, though it would be easy to exag-
gerate the problem. Certainly there are instances of soldierly indiscipline,
particularly among ‘barbarian’ soldiers billeted upon civilian populations,
but similar criticisms echo throughout Roman history.136 Ultimately, there
is no evidence that this off-the-field indiscipline led to poor performance in
combat; it was perhaps even a good indication of martial temperament. Dis-
cipline and motivation in the field combined persuasion and example with
compulsion and punishment, and depended considerably on the authority
of the commander and his officers, and the quality of the troops, especially
when armies contained large allied contingents. At least until the fourth
century poor performance in battle was deterred by traditional threats,
humiliations and exemplary punishments, often meted out to whole regi-
ments to encourage collective responsibility and unit loyalty. Capital pun-
ishment was now rare and decimation unheard of, though both remained
regulation penalties.137 There were problems in sixth-century service con-
ditions related to lengthy overseas campaigns, notably deficient pay and
irregular supplies, which contributed in different circumstances to military
unrest.138 Desertion and mutiny were hardly new phenomena, however,
nor are they necessarily indicative of low morale. The mutinous Balkan
army of 602 was well trained, tactically cohesive and recently victorious
over Avars and Slavs.

It has often been assumed that the heterogeneous ethnic composition of
later Roman armies affected their performance in combat. The traditional
image of inherently unreliable ‘barbarian’ troops corrupting Roman disci-
pline, training and morale is part of a perceived late Roman military malaise,
alongside indiscipline, unsuitable recruits and draft-dodging.139 Given the
long-term focus of recruitment on rural, less ‘Romanized’ regions of the
empire, Roman armies had for long successfully accommodated ethnically

135 Lee (1996) offers an excellent framework. For refreshing criticism of the fashionable ‘face of
battle’ approach, see Wheeler (1998), (2001); Lendon (2004) 443–7.

136 Wheeler (1996).
137 Humiliations: Zos. 3.3.4–5; 4.9.2–4; Amm. Marc. 29.1.7–9. See Maurice, Strat. 1.6–8 for penalties

including capital punishment, and decimation at 1.8.17. See Giuffrida (1985); Lee (1996) 203–6; though
for capital or corporal punishment see Amm. Marc. 24.3.1–2, 29.5.22–4, 31, 49; Procop. Wars 3.12.7–22,
4.18.8; Agathias 2.7; Theophyl. Sim. 6.9.15, 7.4.6.

138 Kaegi (1981) 41–63.
139 For this traditional view see e.g. Ferrill (1986); Southern and Dixon (1996) 52–5; Richardot (2001)

63–73, 293–318.
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diverse recruits even without recourse to ‘external’ barbarians, who once
recruited, often into élite units, rarely remained ethnically distinct.140 There
is also no evidence that the Roman army’s cooperation with varied allied
forces under their own commanders, raised ad hoc for particular campaigns,
was detrimental to its performance in combat. With significant exceptions,
‘barbarian’ warriors employed similar weaponry to Roman soldiers; any
diversity in tactics or equipment, such as Hunnic horse-archers, increased
rather than reduced operational capabilities. Federates and allies may well
have been less subject to Roman military discipline and lacked certain skills,
notably the engineering expertise required to entrench and palisade camps
that was traditionally a mark of Roman training and discipline.141 Vegetius,
perhaps wilfully, misses the point, however, that a Goth could be entirely
ignorant of Roman training and still be an expert warrior; Vegetius himself
compliments the Alans, Huns and Goths as cavalry (1.20). Furthermore,
battle tactics for much of the period, certainly among infantry, were rela-
tively unsophisticated. Aëtius’ notoriously heterogeneous army at Châlons
in 451 was very different in composition and appearance from Julian’s at
Strasbourg in 357, but they probably fought these battles in much the same
way, with a tightly packed line of infantry serving both as a barrier to
enemy assaults and a fixed base from which cavalry could launch tacti-
cal strikes.142 Ultimately, unit morale and cohesion were more important
than uniformity and ethnic homogeneity throughout the army as a whole.
Long-standing Roman organizational practices, such as the contubernium
of ‘tent-mates’, and clothing and shields of distinct regimental colours,
continued to reinforce small-scale unit identity.

Late Roman military treatises typically stress troop quality over quantity,
but their authors realistically presumed the presence of poor or inexperi-
enced soldiers in every unit. A commander therefore had to be familiar
with certain morale-boosting measures. His personal and patronal links
throughout the army were important stimuli in combat; his presence or par-
ticipation could induce troops to fight with greater determination, though
endangering himself was considered foolhardy, and his actual or rumoured
death could cause panic.143 Frequent instances in contemporary histories of
the general’s pre-battle speech are difficult to assess in view of their long lit-
erary tradition, but it was a regular procedure, especially prior to hazardous
operations, for commanders to single out veterans or to affirm the loyalty

140 Whitby (1995) 103–10, (2004) 165–70; Elton (1996b) 136–52; Nicasie (1998) 107–16.
141 Veg. Mil. 1.21–5, 3.8; Amm. Marc. 18.2.6; cf. Men. Prot. fr. 23.3 for Maurice’s ‘restoration’ of

earlier practices.
142 Jord. Get. 36.38–41. The recent reconstruction of Châlons by Richardot (2001) 327–41 as a contest

between two gigantic cavalry armies is not supported by the evidence for this campaign or the period
as a whole.

143 Procop. Wars 5.18.4–15, 6.27.12–14, 7.5.10–16; Malalas 18.60 Thurn = 463.23–464.5 Dindorf;
Agathias 5.23.3; Joh. Eph. Hist. eccl. 6.26; Maurice, Strat. 2.16, 12.B.11.18–24; Theophyl. Sim. 2.3.10–13;
Theophanes, Chron. 318.19–28 (AM 6118).
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and morale of their troops by swearing additional oaths. Generals are also
recorded scrutinizing their forces’ attitude to combat and even leaving men
behind because of their ‘feebleness of spirit’, and it was customary to assign
the poorest men in each unit to baggage duty during combat.144

As with soldiers of all periods, the most profound motivation was mate-
rial, which included the pay and provisions due from central administration.
In the field a general could raise morale by distributing recently captured
booty or dispensing rewards for outstanding conduct, which tended to
replace formal decorations. Most graphically, before the battle of Taginae,
Narses rode along the Roman lines ‘holding aloft on poles bracelets and
necklaces and gold girdles and displayed certain other incentives to bravery
in danger’ (Procop. Wars 8.31.9).145 Problems in distributing booty resulted
in disaffection, apparently the direct cause of the Roman defeat by the
Moors at Cillium in 544 (Procop. Wars 4.21.23–8).146 In the sixth cen-
tury especially, soldiers fighting far from home, chronically underpaid and
poorly provisioned, naturally felt irritation when deprived of the additional
benefits for which they endangered themselves.

Preparing troops for combat had to balance the demands of discipline and
order with the necessary bloodlust and mass demonstrations of collective
determination. Fourth-century Roman troops used the barritus, a war-cry
of Germanic origin probably originating among Rhineland auxilia, which
began low and crescendoed to loud roaring.147 This was later replaced by
a variety of Christian slogans. Frequent shouting, however, was considered
detrimental to discipline, generating alarm or impetuosity, and war-cries
were permitted only immediately prior to engagement. Such restraint was
a considerable feat, especially in the presence of less disciplined allies, and
given that Roman enemies habitually employed terrifying war-cries.148

An alternative channelling of violent emotions were organized sessions
of reviling the enemy, often focusing on martial displays or duels enacted
between the battle lines, events that Procopius in particular chose to empha-
size. These single combats were undoubtedly expressions of personal brav-
ery or enmity, and are usually seen as reflections of the martial values of
‘non-Romans’ serving in Roman armies. They were effective in goading
soldiers into a state of battle-readiness, but often served to delay combat to
await reinforcements or outflanking manoeuvres. Procopius’ ‘Homerizing’

144 Hansen (1993); Amm. Marc. 16.12.8–13, 29–34; Veg. Mil. 3.12; Procop. Wars 7.5.7–9; Theophyl.
Sim. 1.15.15, 2.10.8–9, 3.7.8–10, 15; Syrianus Magister (Anon.), Rhet. mil. 50.1; Peri strat. 39.5–12; Naum.
9.18; Maurice, Strat. 8.A.29, B.70; 9.3.62–74; 12.B.9.9–10.

145 Cf. Amm. Marc. 24.4.24, 26–7, 6.16; Zos. 5.46.5; Procop. Wars 7.1.8; Theophyl. Sim. 2.6.10–11,
6.7.6–8.3.

146 Though apparently in accordance with standard procedure, as 6.7.33–4; cf. also Theophyl. Sim.
6.7.6–8.3.

147 Tac. Germ. 3; Amm. Marc. 16.12.43, 31.7.11; Veg. Mil. 3.18. See Alföldi (1959).
148 Amm. Marc. 27.10.10, 28.5.6, 31.7.11, 12.11; Veg. Mil. 3.18; Men. Prot. fr. 12.3; Theophyl. Sim.

5.9.5–7; Maurice, Strat. 2.17–18, 11.4.53–9, 12.B.11.24–7.
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should not mislead; he vividly dramatizes monomachy partly for literary
effect, partly because of his close connections with the very cavalry officers
from whose ranks these champions emerged.149 Such individual bravado
could not be more removed from the prosaic unit discipline and cohesion
of the Strategicon, and indeed expressly contravenes its precepts (1.8.16,
12.B.11.16–22, 17.51–5, D.26–35). Furthermore, similar instances of duelling
throughout Roman military history cast doubt on any characterization of
late antiquity as a period of especially ‘heroic’ combat, an impression in
some measure inspired by the vaguely ‘Arthurian’ associations of late Roman
warfare.150

Similarly, while Christian religious ceremony, imagery and belief offered
another source of reassurance, late Roman soldiers were never ‘proto-
crusaders’. Maurice requires all soldiers to attend pre-battle services, where
regimental chaplains, probably introduced by Constantine I, blessed each
unit’s standard (2.18.13–23, 7.A.1).151 Generals sought divine aid for their
armies through the collection and display of icons and relics, though their
popularity is difficult to assess. Although these measures represent genuine
conviction of the importance of heavenly protection, no Roman military
author saw faith or ideology as substitutes in combat for training and dis-
cipline.152 An exception may be found in the early Islamic armies that
inflicted such devastating defeats on the Romans in the 630s–640s. While
jihād would be an anachronistic concept in this period, Islam does seem to
have conferred on Muslim Arabs advantages in morale, cohesion and lead-
ership, possibly the only respects in which they were identifiably superior to
their opponents in combat.153 It is interesting to note that morale-boosting
Christian motifs are most clearly stressed in Roman campaigns against the
Persians, whose state-sponsored Zoroastrianism offered a religious coun-
terpart, but whose military methods, of all the late empire’s opponents,
also differed the least from Roman practices. Both possessed comparable
capabilities in logistics, field engineering, siegecraft, cavalry deployment
and military literature, which marked them out from other nations.

At the end of this period Roman cavalry was attempting to develop
more sophisticated tactics based on Avaric models, but in the long term
what really differentiated Roman forces in combat – infantry and cav-
alry – was their continued training in close-order manoeuvres and tactics,

149 Procop. Wars 1.13.29–39, 4.13.5–17, 24.9–15, 5.18.18, 29.20–1, 7.4.19–31, 8.8.25–8, 31.11–21, 35.11;
Evagrius, Hist. eccl. 5.14, 6.9, cf. Sebeos 28 (trans. 52–3); Theophanes, Chron. 318.19–28 (AM 6118).
Cameron (1970) 47–8, (1985) 202–4; Trombley (2002) 246–7; Rance (2005) 428–9.

150 Glück (1964); Oakley (1985).
151 Corippus, Iohannis 8.206–388; for chaplains: Jones (1953); Dennis (1993) with Miracula S. Anas-

tasii Persae 14, Maximi Confessoris Acta, PG 90, col. 168c.
152 Theophyl. Sim. 2.3.4–9, 3.1.11–12; Corippus, Iohannis 8.206–388; Georg. Pis. Exp. Pers. 1.139–50,

2.86–7, Heraclias 212–15; Theoph. Chron. 298.15–16 (AM 6102); Whitby (1998) 192–5.
153 Kaegi (1992) 127–44, 265–76; Kennedy (2001) 1–14.
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underpinned by military discipline, drill and tradition. Although conspicu-
ous disasters like Adrianople and Yarmuk provide convenient chronological
points in the long story of Roman ‘decline and fall’, put simply, over this
period the Roman army won far more actions than it lost, and the worst
casualties of most of its defeats were trained personnel and Roman prestige
rather than territory and cities. Above all, late Roman armies were of neces-
sity highly adaptable to combat against very different enemies on various
types of terrain, and that Roman ability ‘to adapt’ (harmozesthai) to enemy
strengths and weaknesses underlies Maurice’s analysis of the diverse fight-
ing methods of hostile nations. Insofar as battles and sieges win wars, these
are more important considerations in assessing the nature of contemporary
combat than traditional and simplistic notions of late Roman ‘defeat’, for
which broader strategic and political circumstances offer better contexts
and explanations.
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CHAPTER 11

WAR FARE AND THE STATE

a. d. lee

The relationship between war and the state was always a close one through-
out Roman history, but never more so than during late antiquity. Indeed,
one might legitimately talk in terms of an increased degree of militariza-
tion of the Roman state in this period. The impetus in this direction
came during the mid-third century when the Empire faced severe strategic
problems, both externally and internally. The empire’s frontiers suffered
repeated breaches by a resurgent Persia to the east and by confederations of
Germanic tribes to the north, while the inability of the central government
to deal satisfactorily with these problems led to the emergence of indepen-
dent ‘Gallic’ and ‘Palmyrene’ empires which broke away from centralized
authority in the west and east respectively, raising the very real danger that
the empire might fragment permanently. That this potential scenario did
not occur was largely the result of the efforts of the so-called ‘soldier emper-
ors’ of the late 260s, 270s and 280s who gradually reunited the empire and
restored its fortunes. The most successful of these, Diocletian, expanded
the size of the army and overhauled the Empire’s fiscal system to meet the
army’s needs more closely. Symptomatic of this prioritization of military
needs was the way in which, by the late third century, even service in the
Empire’s civilian bureaucracy came to be referred to as a form of militia,
the term traditionally used of service in the army, with civil servants being
treated as a type of quasi-soldier complete with rations, uniform and mili-
tary belt (cingulum).1 Even if after the fourth century the great majority of
emperors refrained from direct involvement in military campaigning and
civilian power was reasserted, especially in the east, the Empire continued
to experience periodic crises of various sorts and so the fundamental insti-
tutional priorities established in the late third century remained in place,
just as the administrative fiction of civil servants as soldiers persisted. The
sixth century even witnessed the extension of militarization into new areas,
with Justinian amalgamating civilian and military responsibilities in a sub-
stantial number of provinces, and military commanders dominating the

1 Jones (1964) 566; Brennan (1996) 154, 157.
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civilian administration in the newly reconquered regions of north Africa,
Italy and south-eastern Spain.2

The theme of this chapter is, then, one which can be studied particularly
fruitfully in the late Roman context.3 Of the various directions in which
the theme can be pursued, perhaps the most obvious is the question of how
the late Roman state extracted the necessary resources from the empire to
maintain the army and engage in war making. There is also, of course, the
important question of the extent to which military factors contributed to
the collapse and disappearance of the Roman state in the west in the fifth
century, and its corresponding survival in the east. These are issues addressed
later in this chapter,4 but the point of departure is the interrelationship
between military and political power in late antiquity, first, with reference
to the legitimation of the emperor’s position, and second, with reference
to the scope for military challenges to imperial power.

i . the military basis of imperial power

During the early Empire the relationship between military and political
power was particularly evident in two interrelated areas. Maintenance of
the emperor’s political position was dependent to a significant degree on
the projection of an image of military success, an essential ingredient in
the legitimation of his rule,5 but also on retaining the loyalty of the army.6

The former aspect was epitomized by the victory monuments on display
for all to see in the city of Rome, such as the arches of Titus and Septimius
Severus and the columns of Trajan and Marcus Aurelius, the latter rather less
publicly by Septimius’ alleged deathbed advice to his sons – ‘Be harmonious,
enrich the soldiers, and despise all the rest.’7

Events during the course of the third century intensified the importance
of both these aspects. Military defeats on an unprecedented scale raised
serious doubts about the integrity of the imperial office, while the often
desperate military circumstances of the Empire in this period, particularly
during the 260s and 270s, meant that the legions came to play a critical role
in its survival, one of the corollaries of which was a strengthened conviction
on their part that it was their right to determine who should be emperor.

2 Jones (1964) 280–2, 656; Brown (1984) ch. 3. Note that there is debate as to whether late Roman
society (as opposed to the state) should be regarded as becoming increasingly militarized (Whitby
(2000a) 481–2) or undergoing demilitarization (Liebeschuetz (1990) 1–4, (2001) 403).

3 Cf. Cameron (1995) for a valuable collection of relevant papers.
4 However, since ch. 8 on military forces and ch. 12 on war and society in this volume give consid-

eration to issues relating to recruitment and conscription, the relevant section of the present chapter
will focus on the subject of material, as opposed to human, resources.

5 Gagé (1933); McCormick (1986) ch. 1.
6 Campbell (1984).
7 Dio Cass. 76.15.2; cf. Suet. Calig. 46, and Justin II’s advice to Tiberius at the time of his appointment

as Caesar, or ‘junior’ emperor, in 574, which, among other maxims, included ‘Pay attention to your
army’ (Theophyl. Sim. 3.11.11; Joh. Eph. Hist. eccl. 3.5).
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Understandably, they wanted to be led by men who would ensure victory,
and so practical military experience and ability became crucial criteria in
the selection of emperors. As a result fewer and fewer emperors were drawn
from the traditional pool of aristocratic senatorial candidates, and more
and more were chosen from the officer corps of the army, many of whom
had risen by merit through the ranks from quite humble backgrounds.
A harbinger of what was to come was provided by the overthrow of the
emperor Severus Alexander by a military officer, Maximinus the Thracian,
in 235:

Maximinus’ army was now in sight and the young recruits began to call out [to
the soldiers in Alexander’s army], urging their fellow soldiers to desert their ‘mean
little sissy’ or their ‘timid little lad tied to his mother’s apron strings’ and to come
over to the side of a man who was brave and moderate, always their companion
in battle and devoted to a life of military action. The soldiers were persuaded, and
abandoning Alexander, they joined Maximinus who was universally acclaimed as
emperor.

(Herodian 6.9.5, Loeb trans.)

Emperors of senatorial origin continued to predominate for the next three
decades, but the nadir of the Empire’s fortunes during the 260s brought a
clear shift in the social origin of the holders of the imperial office. Claudius
II Gothicus (268–70), Aurelian (270–5), Probus (276–82) and Carus (282–
3) were all men whose military abilities enabled them to gain the throne
despite coming from families of undistinguished social status; these were
the ‘soldier emperors’ largely responsible for the Empire’s recovery during
the 270s and 280s. As one fourth-century commentator grudgingly con-
ceded, ‘although they were deficient in culture, they had nevertheless been
sufficiently schooled by the hardships of the countryside and of military
service to be the best men for the state’ (Aur. Vict. Caes. 39). Diocletian,
who may, according to one source, have been of servile origin (Eutr. 9.22), is
rightly regarded as the most successful of these ‘soldier emperors’ because,
among other things, he managed to retain power for more than twenty
years (284–305), an achievement due in part to his willingness to share it
with three co-emperors from similar backgrounds to himself – the so-called
tetrarchs. The famous porphyry sculpture of them which now adorns St
Mark’s in Venice (part of the booty carried to the west by the crusaders
who sacked Constantinople in 1204) exemplifies this change in the type of
men who now held the imperial office. The embrace of the figures was no
doubt intended to convey a strong visual message about tetrarchic solidar-
ity, but what is equally striking is their practical military attire (fig. 8.16).
Their military pedigree and identification with their troops was also pro-
jected in contemporary depictions of their campaigning which emphasized
their close involvement in the actual fighting, as in the following example
concerning the activities of Diocletian’s colleague Maximian on the Rhine
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frontier in the late 280s: ‘What need of a multitude [of troops] when you
yourself took part in the fray, when you yourself did battle in each spot
and over the whole battlefield, and you yourself ran to counter the foe
everywhere, both where he resisted, and where he gave way and fled?’8

Although the dynastic principle of succession reasserted itself during the
fourth century in the form of the Constantinian, then the Valentinianic,
and finally the Theodosian dynasties, the legacy of the third-century soldier
emperors also continued to exert an important influence in various ways.
First, it was taken for granted until 395 that emperors personally led impe-
rial forces on active campaigning (the only exception in this period was
the teenage Valentinian II). Second, when non-dynastic candidates were
required in 364 and 379, the chief qualification of those appointed to the
imperial office (Valentinian I and Theodosius I) was military competence.9

Third, the army continued to take, or be given, a prominent role in the
formal accession of new emperors. This was to be expected in the cases
of Constantine in 306 and Julian in 360, who were effectively challeng-
ing for the throne and could hardly do so without military support,10 as
also, rather differently, in the somewhat obscure and bloody circumstances
surrounding the accession of Constantine’s sons in 337 when ‘the will of
the soldiers’ was used to justify the murder of other relatives with poten-
tial claims (Zos. 2.40.3; cf. Euseb. Vit. Const. 4.68.2). A number of other
fourth-century emperors – Jovian in 363, Gratian in 367 and Valentinian II
in 375 – acceded to the throne in a military camp during campaigning, so
it is hardly surprising to find them being formally acclaimed by the troops
(Amm. Marc. 25.5, 27.6, 30.10). Theodosius I was proclaimed emperor in
379 at the frontier city of Sirmium after a period of campaigning, one
source emphasizing that he was ‘chosen ruler . . . by the vote of all the
soldiers’,11 while the remaining two instances – those of Valentinian I and
Valens in 364 – did not occur during campaigning or in military camps,
yet still involved their acclamation by the army as a central feature (Amm.
Marc. 26.2, 4). Last, fourth-century emperors made a point of emphasizing
their special concern for the interests of their troops, as seen in Licinius’
grant of tax privileges to his soldiers and veterans in 311, preserved in the
so-called Brigetio tablet, where it is not just the privileges themselves which
are important, but also the language with which they are justified and the

8 Pan. Lat. 10 (2).5.3, trans. Nixon and Rodgers (1996). For discussion of the depiction of emperors
as military leaders in the Latin Panegyrics more generally, see Mause (1994), 183–204.

9 Matthews (1975) 34–5, 88–100; the selection of Jovian after Julian’s death on campaign in Persia
in 363 was of course affected by unusual circumstances, geographical and religious: for discussion, see
Heather (1999a) 105–8.

10 Eutr. 10.2; Anon. Val. 3.6; Zos. 2.9.3; Amm. Marc. 20.4.
11 Pan. Lat. 2 (12).32.2 with Nixon and Rodgers (1996) 461 n. 40, who comment that the context is

likely to have been ‘an assembly [of troops] in full battle array ready to meet any inroad of the enemy’.
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practical steps taken to disseminate knowledge of them among the rank
and file of the army:

Since in all matters we desire that provision shall always be made for the advantage
and profit of our soldiers on account of their loyalty and labours, in this matter
also . . . we believe that we must exercise our forethought in making arrangements
to provide for our said soldiers. Wherefore, in consideration of our said soldiers’
labours, which they undergo through continual expeditions for the State’s mainte-
nance and benefit, we believe that we must make arrangements with foresight, not
only that during their period of military service they may delight in the enjoyment
of the rewards that we have provided suitable to their labours, but also that after
military service they may obtain a quiet repose and suitable freedom from care
[details of the tax privileges then follow] . . . The said soldiers shall receive the
rewards that they deserve from us, rewards earned through their military service,
and that they may enjoy forever the eternal benefits of our said indulgence and
that the eternal provision of our ordinance may steadfastly endure, it is our will
that the text of this our indulgence shall be inscribed on tablets of bronze and shall
be dedicated among the [military] standards in each camp . . .12

The year 395, when Theodosius I died, marks a watershed in relation to
the themes of the previous paragraph. Thereafter, it became the exception,
rather than the rule, for emperors to campaign in person. This pattern is
especially clear in the eastern half of the empire where, with some minor
exceptions, no emperor led the army in person until the early seventh
century (Zeno expressed his intention to lead an army into Thrace in 478,
though in the event he did not do so (Malchus fr. 18.3); Maurice led two
brief forays into Thrace in 584 and 591).13 This was also the pattern in
the west from 395 until 455; thereafter, some emperors – Avitus, Majorian,
Anthemius, Nepos – did campaign in person but this was almost essential
in the chaotic circumstances of the time; their reigns were invariably short-
lived and within little more than two decades the western half of the empire
had ceased to exist. In the east this development did not go unchallenged.
In the late fourth century, during the reign of Arcadius (395–408), the
philosopher Synesius strongly asserted the importance of the emperor’s
military role in his pamphlet On Rulership.14 The overall trend, however, is
clear.

How is this significant change in campaigning habits to be accounted
for? In the immediate circumstances of 395, it began for the simple reason

12 FIRA2
i.93 (trans. Johnson et al. (1961)) with discussion in Corcoran (1996) 145–8. The Brigetio

tablet is itself presumably one of the ‘tablets of bronze’ referred to in the final sentence.
13 For Malchus, see Blockley (1983); on Maurice, see Theophyl. Sim. 1.7.2, 5.16.–6.3, with Whitby

and Whitby (1986) 155 n. 86–7; Kaegi (1981) 20 claims, on the basis of Theodore Lector, 60, that
Marcian campaigned in Thrace in September 451, but the text makes no reference to his leading out
an army or waging war; cf. Dagron (1974) 86.

14 Cameron and Long (1993) 104–5, 137–8; Whitby (2004) 179–86, (2005) 368–77.
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that on their accession neither of Theodosius’ sons was old enough to have
any military experience – Arcadius was eighteen, Honorius was eleven.
Even once they were older, neither son seems to have had any desire to
become militarily active, and there were a number of able and ambitious
generals during their reigns who were more than happy to relieve them
of the responsibility (Stilicho and Constantius in the west, Gainas in the
east). In 408 Arcadius died and was succeeded by his seven-year-old son
Theodosius II, and since Theodosius reigned for more than four decades
and likewise had no military inclinations, the pattern was perpetuated in
the east. Similarly in the west Honorius died in 423 and after a period of
turmoil was eventually succeeded in 425 by the six-year-old Valentinian III,
who reigned for three decades without ever trying to engage in campaigning
himself, even once an adult.

Yet it seems unlikely that the initial youth and inexperience of emperors
in the first half of the fifth century is the full explanation. After all, Arcadius,
Honorius, Theodosius II and Valentinian III were adults for part of their
reigns, and nearly all subsequent emperors were adults at their accession,
with many of them, moreover, having gained military experience prior
to their attaining the imperial throne. One sixth-century source claimed
that Theodosius I had explicitly ruled that his sons were not to engage in
campaigning (John Lydus, Mag. 2.11, 3.41), but this seems more likely to
reflect a desire on the part of emperors and/or courtiers to offer an apologia
and counter the sorts of criticisms Synesius had voiced. More plausibly, it
has been suggested15 that the shift to non-campaigning emperors may in
part have been the result of the experience of Julian and Valens in the second
half of the fourth century; the deaths of both emperors in the course of
campaigning – Julian in Persia in 363, Valens at Adrianople in 378 – may well
have persuaded prominent officials that the risks entailed by the personal
involvement of emperors in warfare outweighed any benefits and that it
was better to encourage emperors to leave the dangers of the battlefield to
the generals.16

Whatever the explanation for this change, however, it raised even more
acutely the twin issues of maintaining imperial legitimacy through the
ideology of victory and of the emperor’s relationship with the army. How
were emperors in the fifth and sixth centuries to project a convincing image
of military success and to retain the support (or at least acquiescence)
of the army when they did not themselves campaign in person? To take
the latter issue first, part of the answer lay in the continuities embodied
in the rituals of accession ceremonial, even if with the passage of time

15 Kaegi (1981) 21–3; McCormick (1986) 47; Whitby (1992a) 302–3.
16 Cf. the teenage Valentinian II’s apparent attempt to lead a campaign in his own right in the early

390s, thwarted by the general Arbogast (O’Flynn (1983) 9).
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these rituals gradually metamorphosed away from a military emphasis.17

The endorsement of Valens’ accession by the troops in 364 had taken
place at the Hebdomon, the military parade ground on the outskirts of
Constantinople, a precedent exploited at the proclamation of a succession
of (non-campaigning) emperors until the mid-fifth century – Arcadius,
Honorius, Theodosius II, Marcian and Leo I.18 In the second half of the fifth
century the location for accession ceremonies shifted to the hippodrome,
and then in the second half of the sixth century to the imperial palace, but
an element of military involvement was still signified through the presence
of the palace guards, and also through the continued role of rituals with
military connotations – crowning with a torque, being raised on a shield,
and the distribution of an accession ‘donative’ or bonus to the troops
present. The first two elements, both symbolic and first used in the context
of Julian’s elevation in 360, can be traced through to the accession of Justin
II in 565,19 while the third, material, element was of long-standing usage
and recurs regularly, apparently at a standardized amount.20 Donatives
were also issued on other occasions, notably the five-yearly anniversaries
of accession, and formed an important supplement to soldiers’ income.21

Their wider significance is illustrated by the following episode from the
reign of Anastasius:

And on 29th the emperor assembled all the commanders of the forces and all the
officers of the scholarians [the imperial guard] and the patricians, and he said to
them, ‘According to my regular custom I wish to give a donative’. For so it had
been his practice to give it once every five years ever since he became emperor, at
the same time requiring oaths from all the Romans to the effect that they would
not act treacherously against the empire. But on this occasion he required them
to take the oath in the following manner: a copy of the gospel being placed for
them, they went in and received the five denarii [i.e., solidi] each, and they swore
as follows: ‘By this law of God and by the words which are written in it, we will
contend with all our might for the true faith and for the empire, and we will not
act treacherously either against the truth or the emperor’. In this manner, indeed,
he required them to take the oath, because he heard that Macedonius [patriarch
of Constantinople] was trying to raise a rebellion against him. On 30th July the
emperor gave a largesse to the whole army.

(Zach. Hist. eccl. 7.8, trans. Hamilton and Brooks (1899))

17 For more general discussions of late Roman accession ceremonies, see MacCormack (1981) pt iii;
Olster (1993) 159–63; also Whitby (2004) 182–3.

18 Chron. Pasch. 556, 562–3, 568, 590; Chron. min. 1.298; Const. Porph. 1.91 (p. 410 Reiske); on the
Hebdomon and adjacent area of the Kampos, see Janin (1964) 408–12.

19 Corippus, In laud. Iust. 2.130–9 with Cameron (1976) 159–61 for development.
20 Jones (1964) 624; Bastien (1988) 24, with Campbell (1984) 165–85 for practice during the early

Empire.
21 See Bastien (1988), 17–27, 53–117 for a tabulation of occasions as reflected in the literary sources

and in the numismatic evidence from the late third to the late fifth century; Justinian is alleged to
have abolished donatives (Procop. Build. 24.27–9), but ‘as regards the field armies, at least, this seems
unlikely’ (Hendy (1985) 178), and, even if so, it was resumed by Tiberius II (Joh. Eph. Hist. eccl. 3.11).
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The importance of material incentives is further highlighted, negatively, by
instances of unrest and mutiny on the part of some troops during the sixth
century precipitated by delays in receipt of their pay.22

Accession ceremonies and anniversaries will have provided comparatively
rare opportunities for non-campaigning emperors to address at least some
of the empire’s troops in person,23 which increased the importance of other
symbolic strategies for retaining the loyalty of the troops, all with precedents
during the early Empire.24 The moral and religious force of the military
oath which soldiers swore at the time of their enlistment ought not to be
underestimated.25 The Christianized form it had assumed by the late fourth
century is recorded in a military treatise:

They swear by God, Christ and the Holy Spirit, and by the Majesty of the Emperor
which second to God is to be loved and worshipped by the human race. For since
the Emperor has received the name of the ‘August’ [i.e. Augustus], faithful devotion
should be given, unceasing homage paid him as if to a present and corporeal deity.
For it is God whom a private citizen or a soldier serves, when he faithfully loves
him who reigns by God’s authority. The soldiers swear that they will strenuously
do all that the Emperor may command, will never desert the service, nor refuse to
die for the Roman State.26

It is noteworthy that obedience to all the commands of the emperor receives
priority. There is only limited explicit evidence for the military oath after the
fourth century when the advent of non-campaigning emperors increased
its importance – it is alluded to in a number of laws from the first half of
the fifth century27 – but it would be very surprising if it lapsed, particularly
given the importance Anastasius attached to more general oaths of loyalty
in the episode in the preceding paragraph; soldiers are certainly presented
as wishing to swear oaths of loyalty to Justinian before confronting rebel
soldiers in north Africa in 537 and an oath of loyalty to the emperor was
regarded as standard procedure when a commander enrolled a bodyguard
in the same period (Procop. Wars 4.16.25, 18.6).

Another long-standing strategy was the language of identification which
emperors used with reference to their troops. During the second century this
had been particularly evident in emperors’ talk of troops as their ‘fellow

22 Kaegi (1981) chs. 3–4; see further pp. 400–1 below.
23 The only other potential instance of which I am aware is Justinian seeing off the Vandal expedition

from the seaward side of the imperial palace in 533 (Procop. Wars 3.12.1–2).
24 Campbell (1984) ch. 2. 25 Lee (1996) 207.
26 Veg. Mil. 2.5 (trans. Milner (1993)) with discussion of the date in Milner (1993), xxv–xxix.
27 Cod. Theod. 7.8.15 (430/3) (militare sacramentum); Nov. Theod. 4.1.2 (438) (sacramenta); Nov.

Val. 15.1 (444/5) (qui novis sacramentis obligantur). Maurice, Strat. does not, unfortunately, discuss the
induction of new recruits, the only item of potential relevance being the ambiguous recommendation
that ‘the general should make sure of the good disposition of his troops by an oath’ (8.2.70); Maspero
(1912) 52–8 discusses sixth-century papyri bearing on the induction of new recruits into the army, but
does not refer to any evidence for oath-taking as part of this process, nor, more generally, does Grosse
(1920).
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soldiers’, a practice which can be paralleled during the fourth century.28

After 395 it became less plausible for non-campaigning emperors to talk in
precisely those terms, although Honorius did so on one occasion,29 as also
did Leo I at his accession – the latter with greater justification since he was,
after all, an army officer immediately prior to becoming emperor (Const.
Porph. 1.91 (p. 412)). However, this did not prevent non-military emperors
from employing other analogous phraseology suggestive of familiarity with
and/or deference towards their troops – ‘our army’, ‘our soldiers’, ‘our
gallant soldiers’, ‘our very gallant army’, ‘our loyal soldiers’, ‘the most noble
soldiers’, ‘our victorious eagles’, ‘our standards’.30

A related way of trying to reinforce mutual identification was through the
use of unit names which incorporated the emperor’s name. Even a brief skim
through the Notitia Dignitatum reveals many regiments whose names reflect
the holders of imperial office during the fourth century – for example, legio
iii Diocletiana Thebaeorum, legio i Flavia Constantia, placidi Valentinianici
felices, equites Theodosiani. In the absence of a comparable document for the
fifth and sixth centuries and the reluctance of narrative historians to include
unit names on stylistic grounds, it is more difficult to establish continuity
of practice in this respect during the period of non-military emperors,
but there is some suggestive evidence, mostly derived from inscriptions
and papyri, indicating units with the following names: Leones clibanarii,
Numidae Justiniani, equites Perso-Justiniani, primi felices Justiniani, Scythae
Justiniani, Justiniani Vandali, Libyes Justiniani, Paraetonitae Justiniani and
Tiberiani.31

The other, related, issue of sustaining the ideology of victory is also
relevant to the emperor’s relationship with the army, but of course bears
more widely on the legitimation of the emperor’s political position in the
Empire as well. In discussing this aspect, it is important to make clear at
the outset that in the late antique world victory over a usurper seems to
have been regarded as comparable in importance to victory over a foreign
invader.

As devastating as the barbarian incursions may have been to the particular regions
they afflicted, it is easy to forget that they remained a localized phenomenon . . .
An imperial rival, on the other hand, was a more dangerous foe and a deeper threat
to a nascent dynasty . . .32

28 Lee (1998) 224–5. 29 Sivan (1985) 274 (sanctissimi nostri commilitones).
30 Nov. Theod. 6.1 (438); Justinian, Nov. 130.1, 6, 7 (545); Cod. Theod. 7.1.18 (400); Nov. Theod. 4.1.2

(438); Justinian, Nov. 130.8, 9 (545); Cod. Theod. 7.6.4 (396), 7.6.5 (423); Nov. Maj. 1.1 (458); Cod. Just.
12.50.22 (Leo); Cod. Theod. 7.5.2 (404), 7.8.13 (422); SEG ix.356 (501); Cod. Theod. 7.18.9 (396).

31 Jones (1964) 655; Maspero (1912) 3, 50–1; Hoffmann (1961–2); Whitby (1988) 259; note also the
eighth-century evidence for a bandus secundus Tiberiacus posted at Ravenna (Brown (1984) 281 s.v.
Vitalis 4) which presumably was originally formed or renamed by Tiberius II.

32 McCormick (1986) 82–3. Constantius II’s negative reputation for achieving greater success in civil
than in foreign wars (Eutr. 10.15.2; Amm. Marc. 16.10.2, 21.16.15) might give pause for thought, but
those contemporaries who emphasized this point were hardly impartial observers.
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The most obvious way in which military success was exploited to bolster the
emperor’s position was through victory celebrations. The historical record
concerning such occasions from the late third to the late sixth century is
necessarily incomplete, but the available evidence shows a gradual move-
ment away from the traditions of the Republic and early Empire: triumphal
entries gave way to celebrations which focused on the hippodrome, and the
impact of Christianity made itself felt with the passage of time.33 It has also
been suggested that the regularity of such occasions increased at times when
the Empire’s military position was particularly weak – ‘there appears to be
a correlation between severe and widely perceived blows to imperial pres-
tige and intensification in the rhythm of imperial victory celebrations’.34

Hand in hand with this went the continued use of victory titles, in the
form both of epithets such as triumphator and victor, and of commemora-
tions of success against specific peoples, especially Alamannicus, Francicus,
Germanicus and Gothicus.35

A panoply of other media was also available to emperors to reinforce
an aura of military success. It may well merely be an accident of source
survival, but interestingly, much of the evidence for this in the fifth and
sixth centuries pertains to emperors who lacked military experience even
before their accession – that is, those who had the greatest need to enhance
the military dimension of their image. Literary expressions in the form of
panegyric were one important medium. Arcadius’ reign saw the produc-
tion of an epic poem commemorating the victory over the usurper Gainas
in 400 (Socrates, Hist. eccl. 6.6), while Roman successes against Persia in
the early 420s were publicized in various panegyrics, including a poem
by Theodosius’ own wife (Socrates, Hist. eccl. 7.21.7–10); the context of
an anonymous hexameter encomium which survives only in fragmentary
form may well be Zeno’s suppression of the revolt of Illus;36 Anastasius’
victory over the Isaurians in the 490s was celebrated in a six-book epic by
Christodorus, and another poet of this period, Colluthus, obliged in a sim-
ilar way after the conclusion of his war against the Persians in the following
decade;37 likewise, the panegyrics of Anastasius by Procopius of Gaza and
Priscian made much of his military successes against the Isaurians,38 with
the latter also claiming for him descent from that great general of Republi-
can days, Pompey the Great – a well-established strategy;39 when Justinian
commissioned John Lydus to write an account of his successful war against

33 McCormick (1986) chs. 2–3 for detailed discussion. 34 McCormick (1986) 59.
35 Rösch (1978). 36 McCail (1978). 37 Suda, s.v. Christodorus, Colluthus.
38 Procopius Gaz. 9–10; Priscian 16–139, with discussion by Chauvot (1986).
39 Priscian 10ff.; cf. claims in panegyric for Constantine’s descent from the militarily successful third-

century emperor Claudius Gothicus; (Pan. Lat. 6 (7).2, with discussion by Nixon and Rodgers (1996)
219 n. 6) and for Theodosius I’s descent from Trajan (Them. Or. 16.205, 19.229; Claud. Cons. Hon. iv,
17ff., with discussion by Syme (1971) 101–3).
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the Persians (Mag. 3.28), presumably following the victory at Dara in 530,
the expectation on the part of both men must have been that it would be
laudatory in tone. When Justin II ascended the throne in 565, he could
not claim any military successes, either directly or indirectly, a potential
problem which his panegyrist cleverly solved through his description of the
formal apparel which Justin donned for his accession:

He put on his royal limbs the red thongs . . . with which the victorious Roman
emperor tramples conquered kings and and tames barbarian necks. Only emperors,
under whose feet is the blood of kings, can adopt this attire . . . The chlamys, which
was adorned with tawny gold and outdid the sun as the emperor stretched out his
right hand, covered the imperial shoulders in glowing purple. A golden brooch
fastened the joins with its curving bite, and from the ends of chains hung jewels
which the fortunate victory in the Gothic war produced and which Ravenna, loyal
to our rulers, brought back, and which Belisarius carried from the Vandal court.
The indications of your triumphs, pious Justinian, will remain while Justin is safe
and rules the world.40

Visual depictions and commemorations of imperial victory were another
important medium, especially since some of these would have been acces-
sible to a much wider audience who lacked entrée to the imperial court
where celebratory panegyrics were presented, let alone the education to
appreciate them.41 It is telling that when the late fourth-century preacher
John Chrysostom wanted to draw a spiritual analogy from the process of
painting, he took for granted that his congregation were familiar with such
imperial imagery and that typical content would be the following:

Let us consider the images that painters delineate. You have often seen an impe-
rial image covered with blue colour [the background wash]. Then the painter
traces white lines and makes an emperor, an imperial throne, horses standing by,
a bodyguard, and fettered enemies lying underneath.

Elsewhere he comments, ‘Have you not observed this on imperial images,
namely that the image itself representing the emperor is placed at the top,
while underneath, at the foot, are inscribed the emperor’s trophies, victories
and achievements?’42

Actual examples of such paintings have, understandably, not survived,
and it is a similar story with other types of victory monument, knowledge

40 Corippus, In laud. Iust. 2.105–27 (trans. Cameron) with commentary by Cameron (1976) 158–9.
At 3.308–401, Corippus goes on to present Justin as achieving a ‘diplomatic victory’ over arrogant Avar
envoys (cf. Men. Prot. fr. 8).

41 Cf. the observation on Corippus’ panegyric that it was a poem ‘intended for a court audience
which would be able to understand the intricacies of the important ceremonies and the political nuances
of Justin’s accession’ (Cameron (1976) 4).

42 In dictum Pauli (PG 51.247, trans. Mango (1972)); In inscript. altaris 2 (PG 51.71, trans. Mango
(1972)). For portable icons of emperors, cf. MacCoull (1988) 72–5; Theophyl. Sim. 3.8.2.
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of which derives from written descriptions or other evidence. A triumphal
arch was erected in Rome during Honorius’ reign to commemorate success
against the Goths in 402; the arch itself is no longer extant, but is known
from an inscription which indicates that it was decorated with statues
of the then emperors (Honorius, Arcadius and Theodosius II) and with
representations of the spoils as ‘an enduring memorial of the triumphs’
(ILS 798). Arcadius erected a victory column in Constantinople, modelled
on that of Trajan, to celebrate the suppression of the revolt of Gainas,
including a depiction of himself in military dress,43 and Anastasius built a
palace in honour of his Isaurian victory (Anth. Pal. 9.656). Although not
known to be linked to any particular event, Marcian had a statue made of
himself on horseback trampling a defeated enemy (Anth. Pal. 9.802), while
a number of equestrian statues of Justinian, clearly designed to emphasize
the emperor’s military prowess, adorned Constantinople. The most famous
was the one on a column in the square in front of the senate house:

At the summit of the column stands a huge bronze horse turned towards the east,
a most noteworthy sight . . . Upon this horse is mounted a bronze image of the
emperor like a colossus. And the image is clad like Achilles, for that is how they
call the costume he wears. He is shod in ankle boots and has no greaves on his
legs. Furthermore, he wears a cuirass in heroic fashion and his head is covered in a
helmet which gives the impression of swaying, and a kind of radiance flashes forth
from there . . . He gazes towards the rising sun, steering his course, I suppose,
against the Persians. In his left hand he holds a globe, by which the sculptor has
signified that the whole earth and sea were subject to him, yet he carries neither
sword nor any other weapon, but a cross surmounts his globe, by virtue of which
alone he has won kingship and victory in war. Stretching forth his right hand
towards the regions of the east and spreading out his fingers, he commands the
barbarians that dwell there to remain at home and not to advance any further.44

A second equestrian statue, in the hippodrome, probably included figures
of the defeated enemy lying prostrate before Justinian and commemorated
Roman successes against the Persians and Bulgars in 530.45 Also during
Justinian’s reign, the entrance to the imperial palace was decorated with a
large mosaic depicting the successes of his armies against the Vandals and
Goths:

On either side are war and battle, and numerous cities are being captured, some
in Italy, others in Libya. The Emperor is victorious through his lieutenant, the
general Belisarius, who returns to the Emperor, his whole army intact, and offers

43 Liebeschuetz (1990) 120–1.
44 Procop. Build. 1.2 (trans. Mango (1972)) with discussion in Downey (1940), Mango (1993a),

Whitby (2000d) 65–6 (the last in particular emphasizing the close association between this statement
of Justinian’s military prowess and Haghia Sophia, his most spectacular architectural achievement).

45 Anth. Pal. 16.62 with Croke (1980).
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him booty, namely kings and kingdoms and all other things prized by men. In
the center stand the Emperor and Empress Theodora, both seeming to rejoice
as they celebrate their victory over the kings of the Vandals and the Goths, who
approach them as captives of war being led into bondage. They are surrounded by
the Roman Senate, one and all in festive mood. This is indicated by the mosaic
cubes which on their faces take on a joyful bloom. So they smile proudly as they
offer the Emperor divine honors because of the magnitude of his achievements.

(Procop. Build. 1.10.15–19 (trans. Mango (1972)))

Although more restricted in terms of audience, mention should be made
of both the golden tableware Justinian had made for use at palace ban-
quets, with engravings of the triumph over the Vandals, his richly deco-
rated funeral vestment which showed him symbolically trampling on the
neck of the Vandal king, and the golden throne which his successor Justin II
ascended, adorned with winged Victories;46 similarly, the famous Barberini
ivory, which may or may not be Justinianic, certainly depicts an emperor
of the late fifth or early sixth century in triumphal mode (fig. 11.1), while
another item of ivory from the early fifth century portrays the emperor
Honorius in military garb (fig. 11.2).

The most effective medium for conveying visual images, however, was
coinage, because this had by far the best chance of reaching the largest num-
ber of people on a regular basis, particularly the army; indeed, the donatives
to the troops referred to earlier were major occasions for the minting of
coinage.47 The motifs on coins assumed increased importance with the
advent of non-campaigning emperors at the end of the fourth century, but
were obviously also significant before then in terms of advertising imperial
achievements and aspirations, and military success was a consistent theme.
The silver coinage of the tetrarchs bore images which were ‘almost wholly
military’, linked to legends which focused on three main themes – victory
over the Sarmatians, the valour of the soldiers and the foresight of the
emperors.48 During Constantine’s reign,

the warlike aspects of the emperor’s position are strongly underlined by the wearing
of the helmet [on imperial busts on the obverse of coins], with or without additional
adjuncts such as spear and shield. Characteristically they dominate the two bronze
coinages alluding to the Imperial Victory (and the same or related types in gold)
or to the Valour of the Army.49

Images of Victory on a globe were also prominent on the obverses of
Constantinian coinage,50 while representations of Victory and of the army,
accompanied by appropriate legends, appeared periodically on reverses.51

46 Corippus, In laud. Iust. 3.120–5, 1.272–93, 3.190–204 with commentary by Cameron (1976) 184–5,
140–2, 187–9.

47 Kent (1994) 3. 48 Sutherland (1967) 110. 49 Bruun (1966) 36.
50 Bruun (1966) 40–1. 51 Bruun (1966) 46–56.
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Figure 11.1 The Barberini ivory, depicting a late Roman emperor, perhaps Justinian, as a victorious
cavalryman.

The coinage of Constantine’s sons included images of Victory and reference
to the courage or glory of the army, while the principal solidus type of
Julian’s reign depicted a soldier holding a trophy over his left shoulder and
his right hand on the head of a captive, with the legend ‘the valour of the
army’.52 The most common motifs on the coinage of the Valentinianic

52 Kent (1981) 32–47.
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Figure 11.2 Ivory diptych of Anicius Petronius Probus, depicting the emperor Honorius in military
dress.

dynasty included the emperor holding Victory on a globe and a standard,
Victory writing vota on a shield, the emperor dragging a captive and the
emperor standing on a vessel steered by Victory, with legends such as ‘the
valour of the emperors’, ‘the valour of the army’ and ‘the victory of the
emperors’.53

During the fifth century a very common image on the obverse of coins
was the emperor in military costume, wearing cuirass and chlamys, while
in the eastern half of the empire the emperor’s bust is typically cuirassed but
not cloaked, and bears a crested, diademed helmet. In the right hand and

53 Pearce (1951) xl.
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Figure 11.3a Solidus of Arcadius, in military
dress, c. ad 400.

Figure 11.3b Solidus of Honorius in military
dress, c. ad 400.

carried over the shoulder behind the head is a spear, and in front of the left
shoulder a shield which usually carries the motif of a horseman riding to
the right over an enemy and striking with a spear’54 (figs. 11.3a and 11.3b).
This type continues in use on the solidus (and sometimes other issues)
throughout the reigns of Anastasius, Justin I, Justinian, Justin II, Tiberius
II and Maurice (though in this last case, many mints ceased to include the
shield after early years).55 As for the reverses of fifth-century coins,

Victory is the abiding theme of the coinage. It may be represented by Victory
herself, by the victorious emperor, or by a Christian emblem, usually within the
victor’s wreath of laurels . . . Victory herself may be standing, sometimes with a
captive at her feet . . . Seated Victory usually inscribes, or points to, imperial vota on
a shield or in a wreath, or more rarely a Chi-Rho. An important and seminal type
of the early 420s, brought into general use in the East at the start of Marcian’s reign,
showed Victory supporting a long jewelled cross . . . The figure of the emperor
appears in many contexts, usually as an armed man . . . Imperial attributes may
be a standard, a long cross, a spear, a shield or a globe, the latter with or without a
Victory or Cross upon it . . . Occasionally the emperor kicks, suppresses or stands
over a captive [fig. 11.3b], or extends his right hand to a suppliant figure . . .56

Depictions of Victory remain a feature of reverses during the reigns of all
sixth-century emperors, with the exception of Tiberius II, and likewise the
emperor in military garb is standard for the reigns of Justin I, Justinian and
Justin II.57

54 Kent (1994) 46–7. 55 Bellinger (1966). 56 Kent (1994) 54–5. 57 Bellinger (1966).
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i i . military challenges to imperial power

The strategies for retaining the loyalty of the army discussed in the previous
section could go some way towards securing imperial power against threats
from that direction, but they could never guarantee the troops’ loyalty,
and during the course of late antiquity challenges to imperial power did
periodically emerge from within the Empire’s own armed forces. Some of
these were the result of ambitious individuals exploiting the interests of
troops for their own ends, others were the result of widespread dissatisfac-
tion on the part of the rank and file. Broadly speaking these two problems
were associated with successive periods – the former with the fourth and
fifth centuries, the latter with the sixth – and so will be discussed in that
sequence. An important sub-category under the first heading is that of gen-
erals who sought to exercise a controlling influence in state affairs without
overthrowing the reigning emperor – a phenomenon of the late fourth and
fifth centuries.

One of the themes that emerges from a study of army-based usurpations
during the fourth and fifth centuries is the willingness of troops to support
an individual who could claim blood ties with a recent ruler. Constantine
capitalized on the loyalty of troops in Britain to his father, the emperor
Constantius I, in 306; Nepotianus, one of those who tried to seize power
in 350, could claim blood ties to Constantine (Zos. 2.43.2);58 Procopius,
who led a revolt against Valens in 365, played on his relationship with
Julian (Amm. Marc. 26.6.18, 7.16); and both Basiliscus and Marcian, who
revolted against Zeno in the 470s, had ties to the recently deceased emperor
Leo; indeed, Marcian even claimed that he had a better right to the throne
than Zeno because Zeno’s wife Ariadne had been born before Leo became
emperor, whereas Marcian’s own wife, Leo’s younger daughter Leontia, had
been born ‘in the purple’ – that is, while Leo was emperor.59 Legitimacy
along these lines was clearly something that counted with elements in
the army. Equally, disgruntlement with a current emperor could play a
part in alienating troops and making them receptive to overtures from
a commander. Constantine’s son Constans is reported to have become
(for reasons unknown) ‘unpopular with the soldiers’ (Eutr. 10.9), which
facilitated Magnentius’ plans for a coup in 350; some of Julian’s troops
in Gaul were apparently not at all happy with Constantius II’s plans to
transfer them to the east for his Persian campaign in 360 (Amm. Marc.
20.4), in addition to which Julian was himself a member of the imperial
family; and some of Gratian’s troops had become disaffected through his

58 Cf. also Vetranio in 350 who, according to one version, was endorsed in his claim to imperial
power by Constantius’ sister, Constantia (Chron. Pasch. p. 539).

59 PLRE ii, s.v. Fl. Marcian 17.
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evident favouritism towards a body of Alan recruits (Zos. 4.53.2–3), on
which Magnus Maximus was able to capitalize in 383.

Other attempts by military commanders to unseat a reigning emperor
involved more specific circumstances. The attempt of Illus to overthrow
Zeno in the mid-480s was essentially a case of factional infighting between
fellow Isaurians who were both in a position to call upon the support of
retainers from the region, while Vitalian’s campaigns against Anastasius
during the middle of the second decade of the sixth century appear to have
been motivated on his part by genuine religious disagreements prompted
by the fall-out from the council of Chalcedon and Anastasius’ apparent
sympathy for Monophysite views.60

A related phenomenon during the late fourth and fifth centuries was
the emergence of powerful and ambitious generals who did not seek to
overthrow the reigning emperor, but who sought to exercise a controlling
influence in political affairs. In the west this trend began with Arbogast,
who dominated the court of Valentinian II in the early 390s and then, after
the latter’s death, established Eugenius as his effective puppet on the impe-
rial throne (392–4). Stilicho was the arbiter of power during the first half
of Honorius’ reign (395–408), while Aëtius exercised comparable influence
throughout much of the reign of Valentinian III (425–55). After Aëtius’
elimination Ricimer became ‘king-maker’ for most of the remaining two
decades of the existence of the western half of the empire, establishing and
removing a succession of emperors.61 In the east a comparable figure can
be identified in the person of Aspar, who probably had some influence
over the succession of Marcian to Theodosius II in 450,62 and certainly
determined the succession of Leo to Marcian in 457 (Candidus fr. 1). While
the correlation between the emergence of these ‘generalissimos’ and the
advent of (initially) under-age and non-campaigning emperors is presum-
ably no accident, this intriguing phenomenon nevertheless raises a number
of questions.

Perhaps the most obvious question is why these individuals did not seize
the throne for themselves. In most cases there was at least one obvious
obstacle – with the exception of Aëtius, all were of foreign origin. Arbogast
was a Frank, Stilicho’s father was a Vandal, Ricimer was the son of a Suevic
father and Visigothic mother and Aspar was an Alan – a consequence
of the wider late Roman phenomenon of significant numbers of troops

60 Failure of supplies to arrive in 513 had also contributed to the troops’ dissatisfaction and willingness
to back Vitalian: John of Antioch fr. 214e (FHG v.32).

61 For a convenient account of all these western figures, see O’Flynn (1983).
62 Note, however, the fascinating suggestion of Zuckerman (1994b) 172–6 that another powerful

general during the final years of Theodosius’ reign, Flavius Zeno (not the later emperor), may also have
played a key role in this.
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being recruited from non-Roman peoples.63 Religious affiliation presented
an additional problem for some of them: Arbogast was a pagan, Aspar
and Ricimer were heterodox Arian Christians;64 indeed, according to one
ancient source, it was Aspar’s Arian commitment which was the prime
obstacle to his becoming emperor.65 Aëtius’ evident reluctance to replace
Valentinian III with himself was indicative of the strength of feeling that
blood ties to the imperial family were a crucial ingredient in legitimacy.
This would also explain why he tried to arrange the marriage of his son to
one of Valentinian’s daughters.66 Stilicho established marital ties with the
family of Honorius (he was married to the latter’s cousin, while his own
daughters were successively married to the emperor), and Aspar organized
the marriage of his son Patricius to one of Leo’s daughters, no doubt hoping,
like Aëtius, to legitimate his family’s claim to the imperial throne.67

Another question is why there should have been a preponderance of
these generalissimos in the west. Part of the answer seems to have been the
presence in the east during the first half of the fifth century of a number of
assertive and capable civilian officials. Their effectiveness was particularly
illustrated during the crisis of 400 when the Gothic general Gainas tried
unsuccessfully to seize power in Constantinople.68 Another part of the
answer is that Stilicho created a highly centralized army structure in the
west which concentrated military power in the hands of one individual,
whereas in the east control of the armed forces remained more dispersed
among five field armies – two stationed near Constantinople, and one each
in Illyricum, Thrace and on the eastern frontier.69 Not only did this latter
arrangement reduce the chances of any one individual having too much
military power at his disposal, it also diverted the energies of generals into
rivalry with one another. Leo’s elimination of Aspar also showed greater
foresight than Valentinian did in comparable circumstances vis-à-vis Aëtius.
Both emperors eventually murdered their respective generals – Valentinian
did so personally in 454, while Leo arranged for Aspar’s assassination (along
with one of his adult sons) during a banquet in 471. Leo may thereby have
acquired the unsavoury epithet of ‘the butcher’ (Candidus fr. 2), but he
had also taken the precaution of establishing over a period of several years
prior to this a counterbalance to Aspar in the form of another general,
the Isaurian Zeno, as well as organizing additional security measures in the

63 See further below and ch. 8 in this volume.
64 According to PLRE, Stilicho was a Christian; it offers no comment on the religious affiliation of

Aëtius, but the fact that his son Gaudentius was baptised (PLRE ii, s.v. Gaudentius 7) implies that he
too was probably a Christian.

65 Procop. Wars 3.6.3; cf. n. 67 below. 66 Prosper Tiro s.a. 454, O’Flynn (1983) 95.
67 PLRE ii, s.v. Iulius Patricius 15. Even then, Patricius’ Arianism was regarded by the populace of

Constantinople as an obstacle to his becoming emperor: see Greatrex (2001) 76 for references.
68 Liebeschuetz (1990) pt ii (esp. ch. 12), Cameron and Long (1993) ch. 8.
69 Jones (1964) 609–10.
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form of a new palace guard known as the excubitores, and these steps proved
sufficient for him to weather the inevitable backlash by Aspar’s supporters;
Valentinian had taken no such precautions and within six months was duly
slain by disgruntled retainers of Aëtius.

The sixth century witnessed a significant change in the pattern of mili-
tary challenges to imperial power. Apart from Vitalian’s unsuccessful revolt
against Anastasius, there were no attempts by commanders to seize or
exercise a controlling influence over imperial power.70 Military challenges
instead assumed the form of disgruntled rank and file soldiers expressing
their dissatisfaction with their conditions of service. Why were generals no
longer such a threat? A major part of the answer must surely be that sixth-
century emperors took care to appoint to military commands a significant
number of individuals who were either related to them or were otherwise
trusted associates.71 Anastasius’ nephews Hypatius and Pompeius both held
military commands during his reign;72 Germanus, nephew of Justin I, and
his son Justin (not the later Justin II), were generals under Justinian, as
was Sittas, husband of the empress Theodora’s sister;73 two of Justin II’s
generals, Marcian and Justinian, were also relatives of the emperor,74 as
were the commanders Peter (brother) and Philippicus (brother-in-law) of
the emperor Maurice.75 Justinian’s major reorganization of the eastern mil-
itary command in 528, reducing the remit of the master of the soldiers in
the east (magister militum per Orientem) by creating a separate Armenian
command in the north with equal status,76 may also be significant in this
respect; while no doubt serving an eminently practical purpose,77 it may
also have been a decision taken with an eye to its political advantages –
to curtail the potential power available to holders of this geographically
extensive command and perhaps to encourage some distractive rivalry with
his Armenian counterpart.

The sixth-century general in the best position to have challenged for
the throne was Belisarius, and it is worth giving some consideration as to
why he did never did so. That Justinian came to regard him as a threat is
clear. Although Belisarius did not enjoy uninterrupted success on the bat-
tlefield throughout his career, his remarkably speedy capture of Carthage
and destruction of Vandal rule in north Africa in 533–4 with comparatively

70 This is not to say that there are not indications of dissatisfaction with the emperor on the part of
some generals at times during the sixth century, but nothing serious came of them: see Procop. Build.
4.2; Wars 7.31–2; Gregory of Tours, Hist. 5.30.

71 Cf. Jones (1964) 1153 n. 38; Kaegi (1981) 60–1; Whitby (2000a) 473–4. The adverse experiences
of Leo and Zeno with various relatives and in-laws in positions of military command during the fifth
century show that this was not, however, always the perfect solution.

72 PLRE ii, s.v. Fl. Hypatius 6, Pompeius 2.
73 PLRE ii, s.v. Germanus 4; PLRE iii, s.v. Iustinus 4, Sittas.
74 PLRE ii, s.v. Marcianus 7, Iustinianus 3. 75 PLRE iii, s.v. Petrus 55, Philippicus 3.
76 Jones (1964) 271, 655. 77 Cf. Greatrex (1998) 153–4.
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small forces, against expectations informed by painful memories of the
emperor Leo’s disastrous Vandal expedition in 468, ensured his reputation
as a general and earned him enormous and enduring kudos in Constantino-
ple. Justinian was already greatly indebted to Belisarius since the latter had
played an important role in January 532 in suppressing the so-called Nika
riot in Constantinople which had threatened an early end to Justinian’s
reign, but he was also alive to the danger to his own position posed by
Belisarius’ African success. In the immediate circumstances a careful bal-
ancing act was required. Belisarius was awarded the consulship for 535

78 and
was allowed a triumphal procession through the streets of Constantinople,
albeit with important modifications of the traditional format designed to
ensure that Justinian was not eclipsed: unlike Roman generals of old who
were borne along in a chariot, Belisarius proceeded on foot and he joined the
vanquished Vandal king Gelimer in prostrating himself before the emperor
in the hippodrome.79 However, Belisarius’ distribution of gold and other
Vandal booty to the public on ceremonial occasions during his year as
consul (Procop. Wars 4.9.15–16, 5.5.18–19) clearly alarmed Justinian, whose
subsequent restrictions on the consular distribution of gold have been seen
plausibly as a reflection of his worries about Belisarius’ popularity.80 Also
telling is Justinian’s reaction when Belisarius returned to Constantinople
in 540 with the captured Gothic king Wittigis in tow and the war in Italy
apparently also brought to a successful conclusion:

When he received the wealth of Theoderic [the most famous Gothic king], a notable
sight in itself, Justinian merely laid it out for the senators to view privately in the
palace, since he was jealous of the magnitude and splendour of the achievement. He
did not bring it out before the people, nor did he grant Belisarius the customary
triumph, as he had done when he returned from his victory over Gelimer and
the Vandals. Nevertheless, the name of Belisarius was on everyone’s lips . . . The
inhabitants of Constantinople took delight in watching Belisarius as he came out
of his house each day and proceeded to the city centre or as he returned to his
house, and no-one could get enough of this sight. For his progress resembled a
crowded festival procession, since he was always escorted by a large number of
Vandals, as well as Goths and Moors.

(Procop. Wars 7.1.3–6 (Loeb trans. with revisions))

It is of course possible that Procopius deliberately overdrew the extent to
which Belisarius experienced apparent ingratitude at the hands of Justinian
as part of a polemic against the latter, but even if so, the question must
still stand as to why Belisarius did not capitalize on his popularity and

78 Cf. Anastasius’ care in likewise honouring the two generals, John Gibbus and John the Scythian,
responsible for the suppression of the Isaurian revolt in the opening years of his reign.

79 Procop. Wars 4.9.1–12 with McCormick (1986) 125–9.
80 Nov. 105 (537) with Cameron and Schauer (1982) 140–1.
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attempt to seize power. A range of possible factors may have played a part in
strengthening his resolve not to act against Justinian: recollection of their
common, humble Balkan background; residual gratitude for Justinian’s
early advancement of his career; the close friendship between their wives
Antonina and Theodora; the prestige which he continued to enjoy despite
Justinian’s best efforts to limit his opportunities to be in the limelight;
recognition that his popularity had alienated the support of other powerful
individuals which would have been necessary to the success of any attempt
on the throne.81

As already noted, the main source of military challenge to emperors in
the sixth century was from the rank and file of the army. Although there
are some indications of mutinous behaviour in army units during the late
fifth century,82 it is during the sixth century that there are well-documented
cases. A combination of specific circumstances arising from the reconquest
of north Africa from the Vandals in 533–4 spawned a mutiny by a significant
proportion of troops stationed there in 536–7. Many of these soldiers mar-
ried Vandal women and duly took offence when the government claimed
Vandal land for itself and discriminated against Vandals who persisted in
adhering to heterodox Arian Christianity. Belisarius returned from Sicily
and was able to defuse some of this discontent through his personal popu-
larity and judicious distribution of largesse, but it took military action by
another general to suppress hardliners.83 Discontent among the troops in
north Africa, however, rumbled on during the 540s, fuelled now by delays
in receipt of pay.84 This too was the reason given for the decision of the gar-
rison at Beroea in Mesopotamia to surrender to the Persians in 540 (Procop.
Wars 2.7.37), and it was also the cause of problems on the eastern frontier
in the 570s (Men. Prot. fr. 18.6; Joh. Eph. Hist. eccl. 6.28). Reduction of
pay by one quarter was one of the stimuli to the serious revolt of troops at
Monocarton on the eastern frontier in 588, in addition to the replacement
of one general by another less popular one.85 There was also unrest among
the troops on the lower Danube in the mid-590s when the emperor Maurice
tried to introduce changes in military pay: it seems he wanted to replace the
cash allowances which soldiers received for clothing and equipment with
distributions of the actual articles; ‘the soldiers, who naturally preferred not
to spend their full allowances on equipment, objected and it is likely that
the attempt was abandoned’.86

The fact remains, however, that these instances of unrest during the
sixth century were localized, mostly distant from the capital, and sporadic.

81 On this last point, cf. Greatrex (2000b) 227. 82 Kaegi (1981) 34–40.
83 Procop. Wars 4.14–16 with Kaegi (1981) 47–9.
84 Procop. Wars 4.18.2–9, 4.26.10–12 with Kaegi (1981) 49–52.
85 Kaegi (1981) 68–72; Whitby (1988) 286–90.
86 Whitby (1988) 160 on Theophyl. Sim. 7.1.2–9.
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With hindsight, however, they acquire greater significance, because of the
mutiny which broke out at the end of the century in the Balkans and
which culminated in the overthrow of the emperor Maurice in 602. The
action which provoked the troops’ anger was Maurice’s command that they
spend the winter north of the Danube. Explanations for Maurice’s deci-
sion have included positing a desire to economize by making the troops
live off enemy land, or alternatively a wish to punish them for recalcitrant
behaviour in recent years, but neither of these is convincing. More persua-
sive is the argument that Maurice was acting on the basis of sound military
reasoning:

The truth was that winter was regarded as the time of year when the Slavs were most
vulnerable to attack. The Strategikon (11.4.82ff.) specifically recommends winter
raids across the Danube since Slav retinues were smaller, the bare forests could
offer no protection, the snow would reveal their tracks, and the frozen rivers could
easily be crossed by the less mobile Romans.87

Perhaps understandably, however, the troops were not impressed with the
idea of forgoing their winter break from campaigning, and they may also
have feared that Maurice would try to reintroduce economizing measures
like those he attempted in the mid-590s. Certainly their initial aim was
not to overthrow Maurice, but their attitude hardened when their com-
mander Peter refused to disobey his brother’s order. Eventually one of
their junior officers Phocas took the lead and marched on Constantino-
ple. Maurice’s position was weakened by his unpopularity within the
capital, he panicked, fled, was captured and executed, and Phocas was
proclaimed emperor.88 Given the role of the army in his elevation to
the throne, it is hardly surprising that Phocas’ proclamation as emperor
should take place at the Hebdomon and included his being raised on a
shield by soldiers (Chron. Pasch. 693–4; Theoph. Chron. 289.10–14 (AM
6094)). After a century during which the army had kept a compara-
tively low profile on the political stage, it suddenly reasserted itself with a
vengeance.

i i i . army and economy

As will be apparent from the references in previous sections to donatives
and material incentives, and to mutinies over slowness of or reductions in
pay, the economic dimensions and ramifications of military affairs were
very important. This section explores those dimensions and ramifications
in more detail. To begin at the most basic level, the late Roman army was

87 Whitby (1988) 165–6.
88 For discussion and references, see Whitby (1988) 24–7, 165–9, including instructive comparative

comments on Vitalian’s ultimately unsuccessful advance on Constantinople during Anastasius’ reign.
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the largest employer in the empire and it was of course a standing army,
which meant that its demands on the empire’s economic resources were
constant, as opposed to occasional. Moreover those demands increased
when it was involved in active campaigning. If the net result of such cam-
paigning had been to expand the empire’s territory significantly, then this
otherwise economically unproductive institution might have gone some
way towards offsetting the resources it consumed. Major territorial expan-
sion was, however, a rare phenomenon during late antiquity. The most
notable exception was Justinian’s reconquest of north Africa and Italy in
the mid-sixth century, but even these (re-)acquisitions have been adjudged
‘a dead loss’ from an economic point of view.89 The late Roman army, then,
consumed resources without producing anything of real economic value in
return. It was therefore a net burden on the economy – but how much of
a burden?

Contemporaries had little doubt that the army was a very serious bur-
den.90 The anonymous author of a fourth-century pamphlet appealing to
the emperor for reforms in various areas of government included a section
entitled ‘The reduction of military expenditure’ in which he argued that
‘the vast expenditure on the army . . . must be cut down . . .; because of
this expenditure, the whole system of tax-collection is in trouble’ (De rebus
bellicis. 5.1, trans. Ireland in Hassall and Ireland (1979)), while the author of
a military treatise, probably sixth century in date and sometimes attributed
to Syrianus Magister, observed that ‘the financial system was set up to take
care of matters of public importance that arise on occasion . . . But it is
principally concerned with paying the soldiers. Each year most of the pub-
lic revenues are spent for this purpose’ (Syrianus Magister (Anon.), Peri
strat. 2.4 ). The fact that the identity of these authors is largely unknown
makes it difficult to judge how good their knowledge of imperial finances
was, though their evidence is at least valuable in terms of public percep-
tions. Moreover it is corroborated by the presumably well-informed senior
financial official who is reported to have commented with bitter sarcasm,
when surveying the ruins of the frontier city of Amida after its sacking by
the Persians in the mid-fourth century, ‘See with what courage our cities
are defended by men for whom the resources of the empire are denuded
to supply them with pay!’ (Amm. Marc. 20.11.5, trans. Hamilton (1986)).
Although detailed statistical information does not exist, and ongoing debate
about the size of the army further complicates attempts at calculations,91 the
evidence that is available, combined with comparative data, supports the
conclusion that the army was the largest single item of expenditure in the
empire’s annual budget during late antiquity, on one estimate accounting

89 Hendy (1985) 171. Cameron (1993) 121 is less pessimistic.
90 Cf. Hendy (1985) 158; Elton (1996b) 118. 91 Cf. pp. 174–6 above.
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for at least 50 per cent of imperial expenditure and possibly as much as 75

per cent.92

Expenditure on the army necessarily involved a range of discrete ele-
ments. The annual formal pay of soldiers, which in the early Empire had
been their main source of income, had by the fourth century become nomi-
nal in value, due to the dramatic debasement of coinage and accompanying
inflation during the third century. It was such an insignificant element in
the equation that, under the impact of further depreciation of base-metal
coinages, it lapsed by the end of the fourth century.93 This deterioration
in the value of annual pay had been offset during the third century by the
distribution to soldiers of a substantial ration allowance (annona), com-
prising bread, meat, wine and oil, with an additional allowance of fodder
(capitus) for cavalrymen. What was effectively a system of payment in kind
had developed as a way of surmounting the hyperinflation of the mid-third
century; as the economy stabilized during the fourth century, however, the
annona was increasingly commuted into money.94 The deterioration in the
value of annual pay was also offset by the bonuses or donatives issued to
soldiers on the accession of new emperors and on the five-yearly anniver-
saries of such occasions; since the (apparently standard) accession donative
of 5 gold solidi (a coin which was very stable in value) and one pound
of silver was equivalent to the commuted value of almost two annonae,
and the quinquennial donative of 5 solidi to the value of about one, these
donatives represented a substantial and important addition to the income
of soldiers.95 In addition to these expenses, there was also the provision of
clothing, armour and weapons, and in the case of the cavalry, horses. These
were all given direct to troops for most of the fourth century, after which, at
different times, their provision was gradually commuted into a monetary
payment with which the troops themselves were expected to purchase what
they needed.96

During the period when these different elements were given to troops in
kind – that is, in most cases until at least the end of the fourth century –
the government acquired them from a variety of sources. The annona was
the product of the tax system which evolved out of arrangements estab-
lished by Diocletian which, broadly speaking, assessed the liability of the
rural population of the empire in terms of land area and head count of
humans and animals (the official units for which were the iugum and the

92 Hendy (1985) 157, (1989a) study i, 17; cf. Treadgold (1995) 194–8 and by way of comparison,
the recent estimate that ‘army cost makes up approximately three-quarters of the Empire’s budget in
the mid second century’ (Duncan-Jones (1994) 45). Elton (1996b) ch. 4 also offers some interesting
calculations (marred, however, by discrepancies in and between figs. 8 and 9).

93 Jones (1964) 623–4. 94 Jones (1964) 626–7, 629–30; Banaji (2001) ch. 3.
95 Jones (1964) 624, Hendy (1989a) 18; on one estimate, one solidus ‘would buy about 1000 lb of

bread or about 200 lb meat; a poor man might survive on less than 3 solidi a year’ (Davis (2000) 137).
96 Jones (1964) 624–6.
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caput respectively, though it was not long before the two were equated
for fiscal purposes); this assessment was carried out by means of a census,
though it unclear how regularly it was updated and revised. By totalling
the army’s (and bureaucracy’s) need for grain, meat, wine and olive oil,
and dividing that by the number of iuga in the empire, it was possible
to calculate how much each iugum had to provide and so determine the
tax liability of individuals.97 All of this process was the responsibility of
the praetorian prefect and his staff – in contrast to the early Empire, this
important and powerful office was in late antiquity purely a civilian one
with responsibility for finance and justice, and there were usually a num-
ber of praetorian prefects at any one time with responsibility for different
geographical regions of the empire. Another responsibility was the orga-
nization of all of this revenue in kind reaching the troops who were not,
of course, evenly distributed throughout the empire. Once collected, the
produce was stored in public granaries and storehouses from which it could
either be distributed to military units in the region or, if there were no mil-
itary units based in the locality, transported to appropriate locations fur-
ther afield using the government transport service (cursus publicus) which,
in addition to a fast service (cursus velox) for the movement of officials,
also included a heavy wagon service (cursus clabularis) for the transporta-
tion of military supplies and matériel.98 Mounts for the cavalry were also
levied as part of the tax system, supplemented by horses raised on imperial
estates.99

Provision of donatives was the responsibility of another financial official,
the comes sacrarum largitionum (‘count of the sacred largesses’), whose par-
ticular remit was coinage and precious metals. Donatives were funded from
a number of special taxes which fell on the empire’s wealthier classes or on
urban tradesmen – the groups in late Roman society who could reasonably
be expected to have access to gold and silver. On the occasion of new acces-
sions and subsequent quinquennial anniversaries, the senatorial and curial
classes were expected to pay the aurum oblaticium (literally ‘freely offered
gold’) and the aurum coronarium (‘garland-like gold’) respectively (the lat-
ter group being the élite of the empire’s cities who served on their local
town council), while the collatio lustralis or chrysargyron (‘the five-yearly
collection’ or ‘gold and silver [tax]’) was, as its Latin name implies, levied
on a five-yearly cycle on craftsmen and merchants (though later changed
to every four years). The timing of these various taxes in the late Roman
period was clearly related to the need to raise the necessary funds for the
donatives which troops expected to receive at new accessions and the quin-
quennial anniversaries of accessions.100 As for the comparative incidence of

97 Jones (1964) 61–6, 448–58. 98 Jones (1964) 67, 458–9, 830–1. 99 Jones (1964) 625–6.
100 Jones (1964) 430–2, 624; King (1980a).
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these taxes, the following conclusions have been drawn on the basis of the
surviving data concerning actual amounts levied:

What is significant about the figures for the aurum coronarium and the collatio
lustralis is that an admittedly small number of nevertheless always relatively, and
often absolutely, wealthy curiales were expected to produce appreciably less than an
admittedly much larger number of relatively, and often absolutely, poor artisans,
merchants and members of the professions. What is significant about those for
the aurum oblaticium is that, while they are huge in comparison with the others,
the sums involved are nevertheless minute in comparison with those for senatorial
revenues and fortunes. Even the larger of the two [216,000 solidi in 578] amounts to
less than the annual cash revenue of a single major Roman senatorial household.101

The first of these two points perhaps helps to explain why there was such
rejoicing at Anastasius’ decision to abolish the collatio lustralis in 498 – a
gesture he was able to afford at least in part because of judicious manage-
ment of the economy, which resulted in the accumulation of a substantial
surplus in the imperial treasury by the end of his reign.102

Military clothing was for the most part provided under a special clothing
tax known as the vestis militaris, also administered by the comes sacrarum
largitionum. In the early Empire uniforms seem to have been provided
through a process of the government making contracts directly with cloth-
ing manufacturers. By the end of the third century a new system had been
instituted whereby the onus of providing military clothing had been placed
on individual communities and then, with the passage of time, on larger
administrative units, as in the following extract from an imperial law of
377:

The provinces of Thrace shall contribute one outfit of clothing [vestis] for each
twenty land tax units [iuga] or personal tax units [capita]. Scythia and Moesia,
meanwhile, shall make an annual payment of one outfit for each thirty land tax
units or personal tax units. Throughout Egypt and the districts of the East one
outfit shall be furnished for each thirty tax units . . .

(Cod. Theod. 7.6.3)

It has been estimated that Egypt, for example, must have been responsi-
ble for providing approximately 9,000 garments annually.103 Although the
tax was expressed in terms of items of clothing, it is apparent from papy-
rological evidence in Egypt that individuals did not pay the tax in kind,
but in money, which was then used by the local authorities to purchase
the amount of clothing stipulated by the central authorities. The likeliest
explanation for the apparent oddity of clothing vocabulary being used as the
unit of revenue for what was in fact a money tax is that it served to remind
the taxpayers of the practical purpose towards which their money was

101 Hendy (1985) 175–6. 102 Jones (1964) 237. 103 Sheridan (1998) 88.
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contributing.104 In addition to the clothing acquired through the clothing
tax the government also produced some directly through state-operated tex-
tile mills – woollen (gynaecia) and linen (linyphia) – and dyeworks (baphia);
those in the western half of the empire in the early fifth century are listed
in the administrative document known as the Notitia Dignitatum. Produc-
tion of military clothing was not their exclusive function, since they also
made clothing for civil servants and high-quality garments for the imperial
court, but the latter must have accounted for a relatively small proportion
of output.105

Unlike clothing, where much of the production could be left to private
enterprise, security considerations required manufacture of armour and
weapons to be closely supervised by the government. This was done in late
antiquity through state-owned and -run arms factories (fabricae) whose
empire-wide geographical distribution in the early fifth century is also
known from the Notitia Dignitatum (fig. 11.4).106 The location of the facto-
ries in relation to the frontier regions along the Rhine and Danube implies
an underlying rationale to their distribution.107 In addition to factories
which produced general arms, there were a number which had specialized
output – for example, armour for heavy cavalry, bows, arrows, lances and
artillery (ballistae). Iron, wood and charcoal were levied by the praetorian
prefect to supply the factories,108 and the siting of some factories well away
from the frontier regions has been plausibly explained in terms of their
proximity to iron-producing regions of the empire.109

As already noted there was a gradual movement towards commutation
of taxes in kind into money taxes (increasingly in gold) from the late fourth
century onwards, though it was by no means uniform or universal; the
trend was more pronounced earlier in the western half of the empire than
in the east.110 According to one ancient source, the systematization of com-
mutation in the east was ‘an attempt to prevent the exploitation of the
tax-payers by the soldiers through constant demands for foodstuffs and
provisions, since the collection of the taxes in gold and their forwarding
to Constantinople would severely limit this possibility’.111 However, com-
mutation was also an attractive option from the government’s point of
view for a variety of less altruistic reasons. It greatly simplified the process
of collection of taxes, it significantly eased the headache of transporting
large quantities of grain and other foodstuffs from producers to (military)
consumers, and it also created the possibility of building up a reserve of

104 Sheridan (1998) 89–90 for this last point and more generally ch. 3; Jones (1964) 624–5, 836–7.
105 Jones (1964) 836–7; Wild (1976).
106 Jones (1964) 625, 834–6; James (1988).
107 James (1988) 262–5 with helpful maps at 327–31. 108 Jones (1964) 835.
109 James (1988) 267–9. 110 Jones (1964) 207–8, 629–30.
111 Haldon (1994) 119 with reference to Malalas, 16.3 Thurn = 394.8–10 Dindorf.
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Figure 11.4 Page from a MS of Notitia Dignitatum depicting the
insignia of the magister officiorum, who was responsible for the
fabricae – hance the weapons and armour.

gold and silver in the imperial treasury.112 With regard to the elements of
military expenditure detailed above, the shift towards commutation did
not mean the end of the annona in kind. While Anastasius systematically
commuted the greater part of the land tax to payment in gold in the east-
ern half of the empire, a proportion (usually known as the embole) was
still levied in kind specifically to supply local military units, an arrange-
ment which appears to have continued to some degree throughout the
sixth century. At the same time, compulsory purchase or requisitioning
of foodstuffs by the army from local populations (coemptio or synone) was
forbidden apart from in exceptional circumstances.113 Although the evi-
dence is limited, it looks as if sixth-century soldiers received cash to pur-
chase their clothing and arms since an attempt by the emperor Maurice to
return to the previous arrangement proved unpopular with the troops, while

112 Hendy (1989) 17. 113 Jones (1964) 235, 671–3; Haldon (1994) 118–22.
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cavalrymen were generally given money to buy their horses. Since the state
textile mills and arms factories remained in existence in the sixth century
and Justinian issued a law suppressing private manufacturers of arms, sol-
diers were presumably expected to purchase these items from these govern-
ment outlets, though the poor state of attire and weapons of some, which
prompted Maurice’s attempted reform, shows that this expectation was not
always realistic and that soldiers often spent some of the money on other
things.114

There were some important regional variations on these general develop-
ments in the eastern half of the empire, specifically with reference to Thrace.
This region had suffered the inroads of foreign invaders on a regular basis
since the final quarter of the fourth century – Goths in the late fourth
century, Huns for much of the first half of the fifth century, more Goths
in the second half after the break-up of Attila’s empire, and Bulgars in the
early sixth century – and its agricultural productivity had suffered.115 As a
result the tax yield was too low to support the army in the area and so this
was the one region where Anastasius did allow the compulsory purchase of
supplies by the military on a regular basis:

Since the taxes are not collected in full in Thrace because the number of farmers
has been reduced due to foreign attacks and the tax in kind is not sufficient for the
troops stationed there, and since above all else the military units there need to be
fed without interruption, it is not possible for the soldiers there to be fed without
recourse to requisitioning [synone].116

The poverty of the region is presumably also at least part of the explanation
for Justinian’s decision to establish the quaestura exercitus (‘quaestorship of
the army’) in 536. Although the full details are a little unclear because the
relevant law is only partially preserved, the provinces of Moesia and Scythia
on the lower Danube and the Asian provinces of Caria, Cyprus and the
Islands were detached from the praetorian prefecture of the east and placed
under the authority of a new official, the quaestor of the army, effectively
an additional praetorian prefect.117 While this configuration of provinces
at first appears odd, the rationale seems to have been to ensure the efficient
provision of supplies to the armed forces on the lower Danube from the
resources of the wealthier and more secure Asian provinces, presumably
making use of the latter’s shipping to transport the supplies to the Black
Sea and up the Danube.118 The continued existence of the quaestura in the
later sixth century is confirmed by a law of 575 (Justin II, Nov. 11), before

114 Jones (1964) 670–1; James (1988) 281–2. 115 Whitby (2000c).
116 Cod. Iust. 10.27.2.10; Jones (1964) 235.
117 Indeed, another source refers to the position as ‘prefect of Scythia’: John Lydus, Mag. 2.28–9;

cf. p. 325 above.
118 The law is Justinian, Nov. 41 with discussion in Jones (1964) 280.
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it eventually metamorphosed during the seventh century into the naval
theme of the Karabisianoi.119

A further point at which army and economy intersect is the evidence for
soldiers acquiring and farming land. During the fourth century an allot-
ment of land was one of the discharge options open to veterans, which
implies that soldiers were not normally already in possession of land while
serving, a conclusion supported by other evidence and arguments.120 In
the fifth and sixth centuries, however, there is evidence of garrison troops
in frontier regions (limitanei) being given land to farm.121 This does not,
however, mean that they had become ‘soldier farmers’ or a peasant militia,
with all the pejorative connotations these phrases imply for their military
worth.122 They also continued to receive a salary, at least until Justinian’s
reign, and ‘they need not have physically farmed their lands in person,
or at least not been the main labour force for their property’.123 Indeed,
possession of land in frontier regions could provide troops with a personal
stake in the security of the region and an added incentive to resist invaders,
as the late Roman government seems also to have appreciated in its deal-
ings with foreign tribes settled on imperial territory in return for military
service.124 These developments could be seen as anticipating one aspect of
the arrangements which emerged in the second half of the seventh century
whereby, under the successive impact of twenty-five years of fighting the
Persians and the onslaught of the Arabs, late Roman armies were regrouped
within Anatolia into the so-called themes. While the best soldiers continued
to be paid by salary, they were supplemented by a militia who supported
themselves by farming land but were liable to call-up when needed.125

Thus far the focus has been on the economic impact of the army arising
from the sheer existence of the institution and the need to maintain it in
peacetime. Mounting a military expedition or assembling an army to meet
an enemy in battle, however, posed additional logistical problems which
placed further demands on the empire’s economy. One rather precise index
of those demands is the weight of coinage, which has been observed to
become lighter at times which correlate with increased military expenditure
associated with major campaigns, presumably due to manipulation of the
metal content with a view to making what was available go further: ‘it
seems clear . . . that any extraordinary military effort imposed a heavy
strain on the financial resources of the empire, and this strain was likely to

119 This development does not, however, warrant the assumption of Treadgold (1995) 15–16 that
the original quaestura was also primarily a naval command, particularly since it is clear that the sixth-
century quaestor’s duties, like those of praetorian prefects, also included the administration of justice
in the relevant provinces (Justinian, Nov. 50).

120 Jones (1964) 636, 649–51. 121 Jones (1964) 653–4, 663.
122 Isaac (1988), an important article cited with apparent approval in one sentence, then promptly

ignored in the next, by Ferrill (1991b) 50–1; cf. MacMullen (1988) 175–6.
123 Whitby (1995) 112–13. 124 Whitby (1995) 114–16. 125 Haldon (1990a) ch. 6.
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be reflected in a fairly immediate and direct way in its coinage’.126 A good
sense of what expeditions might involve in practical terms is conveyed by
the following description of Zeno’s preparations for a campaign against the
Goths in Thrace in the 470s:

Zeno speedily summoned all the legions, both those stationed near to the Black
Sea and those throughout Asia and the eastern districts. A large force assembled
from all quarters; baggage wagons were prepared, cattle and grain were purchased,
and all things of use to an army were made ready.127

An upper limit for the scale of repercussions of military expeditions is
provided by three episodes from successive centuries during late antiquity.
Julian’s assembly of his forces in Syria prior to his invasion of Persia in
363, numbering at least 65,000 men, precipitated a famine in the city of
Antioch requiring the import of grain from Egypt to alleviate it;128 Leo’s
disastrous expedition against the Vandals in 468, involving an armada of
perhaps a thousand ships and a hundred thousand troops, is reported to
have cost somewhere between 7.5 and 9 million solidi – ‘a sum that prob-
ably exceeded a whole year’s revenue’;129 and the Roman army assembled
to meet the Persian invasion of 502, comprising 52,000 soldiers according
to one contemporary local source, required special arrangements for feed-
ing the troops involving the appointment of a deputy praetorian prefect
on the spot to organize the baking of the requisite bread and the dis-
patch of additional supplies from Egypt.130 These expeditions, the largest
known during late antiquity, are, however, atypical. Armies of 10,000 to
25,000 men feature more regularly in the sources: one of Constantius II’s
generals commanded a force of 25,000 in 356, Julian’s army at the bat-
tle of Strasbourg in the same year numbered 13,000, forces of 15,000 and
10,000 confronted Balkan invaders in 499 and 505, Belisarius had armies
of 25,000 and 20,000 respectively at the battles of Dara and Callinicum in
530 and 531,while his Vandal expedition comprised about 15,000 men and
600 ships.131 Even so, the logistical requirements of forces in this sort of
range were still formidable: on one estimate, Julian would have needed 30

tons of grain, 13 tons of fodder and 30,000 gallons of water every day for
his army of 13,000 at Strasbourg.132

That was for an essentially stationary army assembled to fight a set-piece
battle; an army on the move presented even greater challenges. When that
movement occurred within the empire, then it might be possible to organize

126 Hendy (1985) 233; cf. pp. 324–8 above.
127 Malchus fr. 18,1; in the event, the campaign did not take place.
128 Matthews (1989a) 409–11. 129 Hendy (1985) 221, 223.
130 Ps.-Joshua Stylites 54, 70, 77 with Jones (1964) 673, Scharf (1991a).
131 Jones (1964) 684–5. 132 Elton (1996b) 237.
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the building up of supply dumps along the anticipated route, which would
reduce the burden to be carried by the army itself. For example, in advance
of his planned campaign against Julian in 360, Constantius II had 3 million
bushels of grain stockpiled in Raetia (Julian, Ep. ad Ath. 286b). That the
fourth-century administrative apparatus kept itself well informed about
the supply situation is also evident from the case of the government official
Antoninus who deserted to the Persians in 359: before absconding, he was
able to extract from army records a great deal of valuable information about
the logistical state of Roman forces in the eastern half of the empire:

He devoted himself to prying secretly into all the departments of state. He had a
command of both languages [i.e. Latin and Greek] which enabled him to examine
the records and to note what forces were serving where and in what strength, and
what would be their objective when they took to the field; and he was indefatigable
in his inquiries into the stocks of arms and provisions and other military supplies.

(Amm. Marc. 18.5.1–2, trans. Hamilton (1986)).

When such forward planning was not possible or when it came to invad-
ing enemy territory, the challenges multiplied, for not only were vast quan-
tities of food for men and horses required but also substantial numbers
of pack animals and wagons to carry the supplies – and the pack ani-
mals themselves needed to be fed, further increasing the weight of food
to be transported.133 One ancient source refers to an army of 10,000 being
accompanied by 520 wagons (Marc. Com. s.a. 499), while according to one
modern estimate, an army of 10,000 (comprising 6,000 infantry and 4,000

cavalry) would have needed more than 9,000 mules to campaign for three
weeks, suggesting that while an expedition for this length of time was ‘logis-
tically quite feasible . . . armies substantially larger than this would rapidly
lose flexibility and speed’.134 Of course other variables also impinged on
the size of baggage-train required: the time of year would affect the scope
for living off the land, as also would the character of the terrain through
which the army passed – imponderables which are difficult to factor into
generalized reconstructions such as that above.

In the final analysis, however, whatever the precise mechanisms for pay-
ing soldiers or the economic strains of individual campaigns, the funda-
mental determinant of the Empire’s ability to maintain an effective army
was the maintenance of an adequate income to support that army, and in
the technological and economic conditions of antiquity the overwhelming
source of such income (in the form of taxes) was of course agricultural
land. During the course of late antiquity the western half of the Empire

133 Elton (1996b) 238–9 for references in the sources to use of wagons and pack animals.
134 Haldon (1999) 289–1.
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increasingly lost control of territory which in turn affected its capacity to
acquire enough revenue to sustain its armed forces, and in due course it
ceased to be a viable political entity; the eastern half, on the other hand,
continued without serious loss of territory until the early seventh century.
The final section of this chapter will investigate in more detail the reasons
for these divergent fates.

iv. western collapse and eastern survival

The fate of the Roman empire during late antiquity has exercised the
intellects and imaginations of countless individuals over the centuries, most
famously in such substantial and influential works as Augustine’s City of
God and Edward Gibbon’s Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. A primary
stimulus to this fascination has usually been the attempt to understand the
demise of Roman political control in western Europe during the course of
the fifth century: how could a state which had dominated the Mediterranean
world with apparent ease for six centuries lose control of half its territory,
including the city from which it had originated? Inevitably, there can be
no easy or simple explanations for such a fundamental reordering of the
Mediterranean world, but the challenge it presents is further complicated
by the fact that it was only the western half of the Empire which ceased
to exist as a political entity in the late fifth century, whereas the eastern
half continued to exist in one form or another for a further millennium.
With the passage of time, that surviving half developed in ways which
took it further and further away from its Roman roots – a development
reflected in its modern designation as the Byzantine empire; until the early
seventh century, however, it remained recognizably the Roman empire of
late antiquity. Any attempt to explain the collapse of the west must therefore
also accommodate the survival of the east, a fact which serves as a useful
constraint on the temptation to indulge in all-embracing generalizations.
A hypothesis based on a posited decline in population, for example, must
not only demonstrate its role in the demise of the west but also explain
why it did not affect the east in the same way, or at least to the same
extent.

Given the focus of this volume, however, it would be inappropriate
to canvass the full range of explanations that have been offered for the
divergent fates of east and west.135 In what follows, the concern is rather
to examine the extent to which military factors played a role. One ancient

135 For a good survey, see Jones (1964) ch. 25, though, in keeping with the character of the work as
a whole, he refrains almost entirely from discussing modern scholarship; for a thoughtful overview of
some central aspects of the historiography, see Liebeschuetz (1990) 236–52.
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commentator had no doubt that military factors had indeed played an
important role in the deterioration of the Empire’s power, and he was also
in no doubt as to where the blame lay:

Constantine did something else which gave the barbarians unhindered access to
the Roman empire. By the forethought of Diocletian, the frontiers of the empire
everywhere were covered, as I have stated, with cities, garrisons and fortifications
which housed the whole army. Consequently, it was impossible for the barbarians
to cross the frontier because they were confronted at every point by forces capable
of resisting their attacks. Constantine destroyed this security by removing most
of the troops from the frontiers and stationing them in cities which did not need
assistance, thus both stripping of protection those being molested by the barbarians
and subjecting the cities left alone by them to the outrages of the soldiers, so
that henceforth most have become deserted. Moreover, he enervated the troops
by allowing them to devote themselves to shows and luxuries. In plain terms,
Constantine was the origin and beginning of the present destruction of the empire.

(Zos. 2.34)

Although Zosimus’ analysis has found, and continues to find, its support-
ers,136 it presents many problems which can be briefly enumerated here. Its
polemical tone betrays the author’s antagonism towards Constantine (this
is even clearer when his whole account of Constantine’s reign is read); like
Eunapius, the writer on whom he relied heavily for his account of the fourth
century, Zosimus was a committed pagan who was therefore predisposed
to admire Diocletian, persecutor of the Church, and revile Constantine,
the first emperor to lend his support to Christianity. The passage’s sharply
drawn contrast between a Diocletian who strengthened frontier defences
and a Constantine who neglected them is belied by archaeological evidence
which shows Constantine to have been energetic on this front,137 while
Zosimus’ assertion that the development of mobile field forces based away
from the frontiers was a retrograde step strategically has been described as
‘a wilful misunderstanding of the strategy of the late Roman Empire’:

It was impossible to hold the frontier line against all attack, since external enemies
retained the initiative and could always concentrate superior forces locally. Instead,
the screen of garrisons in the frontier zone would, at least in theory, check minor
incursions, and hinder major invasions by holding fortified towns and supply-
bases, and strongpoints of all kinds along the lines of communication. This would
protect the civil population (tax-payers, if nothing else), deny food to the enemy,
and gain time to concentrate mobile forces for counter-attack. The invaders would
either be forced to disperse over the countryside to forage, where they could be
hunted down piecemeal by small mobile detachments; or if they massed together,

136 Gibbon (1994) i.619–21; Ferrill (1986) 43–9.
137 S. Johnson (1983); Whittaker (1994) 206–7.
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they could be brought to battle, when the Roman mobile army, better armed
and disciplined and regularly provisioned, had a good chance of winning against
numerical odds. Once defeated in the field, invaders could be pursued into their
homeland, and reprisals would follow until they made peace.138

This strategy made particular sense in the late Roman context when the
Empire faced simultaneous threats on a number of frontiers from neigh-
bours to the east and the north who were better organized than had been
the case in earlier centuries. Moreover, it has been observed that Ammianus’
account of military affairs during the third quarter of the fourth century
‘reveals that this innovation had considerably enhanced the army’s power
to react’.139

Although his claim about the enervation of urban-based troops is also
questionable, since ‘the corruption of soldiers who lived in cities was a
literary commonplace’,140 Zosimus was not the only writer in late antiquity
to express reservations about the quality of late Roman troops. Indeed, some
scholars have assembled a litany of such complaints which cumulatively
would seem to point inexorably towards only one conclusion.141 Yet the
moralizing character of these complaints should give pause for thought,
while careful consideration of individual instances often reveals problems
with taking them at face value. Consider, for example, the following passage
from Ammianus Marcellinus’ account of the start of the emperor Julian’s
reign:

These moral blemishes were accompanied by shameful defects in military disci-
pline. Instead of their traditional chants the troops practised effeminate music-hall
songs. The soldier’s bed was no longer a stone, as of old, but a yielding down
mattress. Their cups were heavier than their swords, since they now thought it
beneath them to drink from earthenware, and they expected to be housed in mar-
ble, although it is recorded in ancient history that a Spartan soldier was severely
punished for daring to appear under a roof at all during a campaign. Moreover,
the troops of this period were brutal and greedy in their behaviour towards their
own people, and weak and cowardly in the face of the enemy.

(22.4.6–7a, trans. Hamilton (1986))

This description has been taken by some as a general indictment of the
Roman army of the mid-fourth century.142 However, with greater atten-
tion to its context, it becomes apparent that Ammianus’ strictures relate

138 Tomlin (1987) 119–20 (who acknowledges that the strategy also had its weaknesses); cf. Tomlin
(2000) 168, where he cites the dictum of Frederick the Great: ‘He who defends everything, defends
nothing.’

139 Crump (1975) 65 (who also acknowledges that the strategy had its weaknesses as well).
140 Warmington (1953) 175; cf. Wheeler (1996). 141 MacMullen (1988) 175.
142 Gibbon (1994) i.620 n. 129; Demandt (1965) 28.
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very specifically to the élite palace guard in Constantinople, the scholae
palatinae.143 Similar care needs to be taken with other such complaints.144

A variation on this theme is the concern expressed by Vegetius, author
of a military manual in the late fourth century, about a decline in the level
of training soldiers were receiving and in their discipline (Mil. 1.28).145 The
more specific nature of this criticism lends it greater credence, so that it
has gained a place in some modern analyses,146 yet there remain grounds
for caution. First, Vegetius’ criticisms include a specific statement about
soldiers’ armour which is open to doubt:

From the founding of the City [of Rome] down to the time of the deified Gratian
[375–83], the infantry army was equipped with both armour and helmets. But
upon the intervention of neglect and idleness field exercises ceased, and arms which
soldiers rarely donned began to be thought heavy. So they petitioned the emperor
that they should hand in first the armour, then helmets. Thus with their chests and
heads unprotected our soldiers have often been destroyed in engagements against
the Goths through the multitude of their archers. Even after so many defeats,
which led to the sacking of so many cities, no one has troubled to restore either
armour or helmets to the infantry.

(1.20, trans. Milner (1993))

Although some scholars have taken this statement at face value,147 others
have drawn attention to the fact that it is a literary commonplace in Roman
historical writers of earlier centuries and is belied by iconographic evidence
of the fifth and sixth centuries;148 it is possible that Vegetius was generalizing
from a specific episode.149

Secondly, Ammianus’ narrative of the army in action during the third
quarter of the fourth century, the period immediately prior to when Veg-
etius was probably writing, does not suggest any falling off in traditional
military skills such as the construction of camps (to which Vegetius devotes
much attention in book i of his manual),150 while sixth-century sources indi-
cate considerable continuity in training practices.151 Nor does there appear
to have been a significant decline in discipline during battle. The fourth-
century army undoubtedly suffered some major defeats, but it is arguable

143 Wheeler (1996) 246–7. Wheeler’s interpretation of the palatini in Amm. Marc. 22.4.1–8 as the
palace guard rather than the civilian palace administration is strengthened by Ammianus’ comment
(22.4.5) that ‘triumphs in battle were replaced by triumphs at table’.

144 See Lee (1998) 233–6 for discussion of further examples.
145 See Milner (1993) xxv–xxix for the date, and cf. pp. 287, 372 above.
146 Including Montesquieu in the eighteenth century (as summarized by Liebeschuetz (1990) 236–7);

see also Ferrill (1986) 128–9; Southern and Dixon (1996) 54–5.
147 Ferrill (1986) 50; MacMullen (1988) 175, 274 n. 15; Liebeschuetz (1990) 25.
148 Coulston (1990) 149; Milner (1993) 18 n. 2; Elton (1996b) 110–11; cf. p. 351 above.
149 Milner (1993) 18 n. 6; Elton (1996b) 110, who refers to an incident from 379 when some Roman

troops made a point of relinquishing their heavier armour in order to enhance their chances of catching
Gothic raiders unawares (Zos. 4.25.2) – though in this instance, the tactic resulted in success, not defeat.

150 Tomlin (1987) 117; Elton (1996b) 235. 151 See ch. 10 in this volume.
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whether these were due to poor fighting ability. The most notorious
cases – Julian’s Persian expedition (363) and the Gothic victory over Valens
at Adrianople (378) – are attributable above all to poor planning and deci-
sion making.152 The heavy losses of seasoned troops in 363 and 378 were
serious blows, but these setbacks were never such as to jeopardize the terri-
torial integrity of the empire, and it is worth emphasizing that both affected
the eastern half of the empire more immediately than the west. Surviving
sources from the fifth century do not provide battle narratives with the
same degree of detail as Ammianus’ history, but the army in the west dur-
ing the first half of the fifth century was certainly not ineffective, halting
two attempted invasions of Italy by Alaric in the opening years of the cen-
tury, dealing with Radagaisus in 405/6, containing the Goths in Gaul in
418 and seeing off Attila in Gaul in 451. It was only in the 460s and 470s
that its military capability appears to have been seriously eroded, while the
fact that the army in the eastern half of the empire maintained a generally
competent fighting record during much of the fifth and sixth centuries is
a warning against the dangers of generalizing too readily about the state of
military discipline.153

Another variation on the theme of decline in quality relates specifically
to the limitanei, that is, the troops deployed in frontier provinces. The
mistaken notion that limitanei were ‘soldier farmers’ has already been noted
in the previous section, but the more general claim has also been made that
they were treated as second-class troops by emperors and must therefore
have been second class in terms of performance: ‘the limitanei probably
went into immediate but gradual decline [from Constantine onwards] –
the evidence for their tactical deployment is nearly non-existent’.154 The fact
that limitanei are rarely mentioned in narrative sources does not, however,
mean they were unused and useless: it reflects rather the fact that the
Roman historiographical tradition focused on major set-piece battles in
which limitanei were less likely to have participated, dealing, as they must
have been, primarily with the interception of smaller-scale raiding parties.155

As for privileges, there is no doubt that soldiers in the units of the mobile
field army received greater recognition than limitanei, but the latter did
none the less receive privileges (such as tax concessions).156 Units of limitanei
were sometimes incorporated into field armies, while Justinian’s legislation
in the mid-sixth century continued to treat them as an integral part of the

152 Lee (1996) 212–14; cf. Elton (1996b) 266; Nicasie (1998). Tomlin (2000) 173–4 emphasizes the
role of the indiscipline of a Roman cavalry unit at Adrianople, but this was only one factor among
many and ought not to be used as the basis for generalizations about the state of discipline in the army
as a whole.

153 Cf. Elton (1992), (1996b) 265–8; Whitby (2000b) (2004) 173–4; cf. pp. 342, 374 above.
154 Ferrill (1986) 46–9 (quotation at 49). 155 Cf. Elton (1996b) 200–1, 206–8.
156 See e.g. Cod. Theod. 7.20.4 (325) (where limitanei appear under the earlier, alternative nomen-

clature of ripenses).
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army (including re-establishing them in north Africa after its successful
reconquest in the 530s) – all of which implies that this category of soldier
was regarded as having at least some military value.157

A final issue which falls under the general heading of ‘quality’ is that of
‘barbarization’ of the army, a development which has sometimes been seen
as contributing to the Empire’s problems.158 The term traditionally refers
to the steady rise in the number of individuals from outside the empire who
found employment within the Roman army during the course of the fourth
century, some of whom even became senior commanders. It is, however,
difficult to see how ‘barbarization’ in this sense seriously compromised the
military effectiveness of the late Roman army. That the possibility should
have been entertained is due in part to the ill-founded assumption that
the loyalty of, for example, Germanic tribesmen serving in the Roman
army must have been suspect when they found themselves fighting against
Germanic tribes. There is little evidence to support such a conclusion,
which also overlooks the fragmented nature of tribal groupings beyond the
Rhine and Danube, and underestimates the Romanizing potential of army
service. ‘When young barbarians were enrolled in Roman units mixed with
experienced soldiers and trained by officers and NCOs of long service, they
became simply professional soldiers.’159 There is certainly no suggestion in
Ammianus’ detailed narrative of warfare during the third quarter of the
fourth century that soldiers of non-Roman origin serving in the Roman
army were inferior in quality.160

If, then, there was no significant deterioration in the effectiveness of
Roman soldiers, was it perhaps the case that they were overwhelmed by
superior enemy numbers? A number of difficulties present themselves with
any simple explanation along these lines. To begin with, the image of vast
hordes of fierce northerners overwhelming the empire’s frontiers which a
phrase such as ‘barbarian invasions’ tends to evoke is belied by the likely size
of northern tribal forces. Of course, if calculating the size of the late Roman
army is fraught with difficulty, then it is even harder to determine the num-
bers of the empire’s foreign enemies. Available figures for enemy armies in
this period suggest that maximum sizes were usually something of the order

157 Jones (1964) 651, 661–723.
158 Gibbon (1994) i.623–5; Ferrill (1986) 19; MacMullen (1988) 176.
159 Liebeschuetz (1990) 25; for critiques of ‘barbarization’ as a factor, see also Jones (1964) 621–2;

Elton (1996b) 136–52; Lee (1998) 223–4; Nicasie (1998) ch. 4. For helpful discussion of some of the issues
raised by use of the term ‘barbarians’ in the late Roman context, see Garnsey and Humfress (2001)
95–104.

160 ‘Barbarization’ is sometimes also used in the another sense – with reference to the way in which
the Roman army, particularly in the west during the fifth century, came to rely increasingly on allied
units, or federates, consisting entirely of non-Romans and commanded by non-Romans. This was a
more serious development with significant implications for the fate of the west, which will become
apparent below.
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of 30,000 to 40,000,161 while the lack of anything other than the most basic
sort of logistical structure to support their campaigns implies that forces
will more often have been rather smaller in size, as does the characteristi-
cally fragmented nature of Germanic tribal organization. There certainly
were invasions on a large scale, the long-term significance of some of which
is not to be underestimated – notably that of 406 (see further below) –
but these were the exception rather than the rule, and the sources sug-
gest that smaller-scale raiding was more common.162 Significantly, what
may well have been the largest influx of a northern people into the
empire – that of the Goths in 376 – actually took place with imperial
approval and under imperial supervision.

In fact the empire’s most powerful enemy in late antiquity was situated
adjacent to the eastern half – Sasanid Persia. This was the empire’s only
neighbour which controlled substantial economic resources and possessed
the administrative infrastructure to mobilize those resources for military
purposes on a large scale. One would therefore have expected the greatest
threat to the empire’s territorial integrity to have come from this direction,
in the east. That threat was particularly realized in the mid-fourth and mid-
sixth centuries when the energetic Shapur II and Khusro I were kings, and
especially in the early seventh century when the Persians, under Khusro II,
occupied substantial tracts of the eastern provinces and threatened Con-
stantinople itself in 626. That successive Roman emperors took this threat
seriously throughout late antiquity is reflected in their deployment of troops
and investment in fortifications in the eastern frontier region. Yet the fact
remains that the Roman Empire rarely suffered territorial losses to the Per-
sians during late antiquity, and only on a really significant scale in the
early seventh century. This paradox can be accounted for in a number of
ways. It is a reflection partly of limited Persian aims throughout most of
late antiquity, partly of the increasingly developed deployment of diplo-
matic communications to tackle disagreements between the two powers,
partly of the Persians, like the Romans, facing the distraction of threats on
other fronts, and partly of the inability of either empire to launch major
expeditions against the other without having their intentions betrayed or
discovered.163

One perhaps less obvious military factor which warrants attention is
that of civil war.164 In general terms, civil war was bound to have a negative
impact on the military capabilities of the empire insofar as it involved the
redeployment of military resources away from external concerns towards

161 Cf. Elton (1996b) 72–3; cf. pp. 314–16 above.
162 For evidence and discussion, see Jones (1964) 194–6; Goffart (1980) 231–4; Whittaker (1994)

210–13; Elton (1996b) 47–56, 72–3.
163 Jones (1964) 1030–1; Blockley (1992) 151–68; Lee (1993b).
164 Shaw (1999) gives this factor effective emphasis.
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ends which entailed the destruction of some of those resources, irrespective
of which side in the conflict was ultimately successful. Constantius II’s
defeat of the forces of the usurper Magnentius at the battle of Mursa in
351 is a case in point; as one contemporary commentator observed of the
battle with a tone of bitterness, ‘great resources were wasted, adequate for
any number of foreign wars’.165 The great problem is to quantify the extent
and significance of the losses on occasions such as these. What is clear,
however, is that the negative impact of civil war was not felt evenly across
the empire, for a preponderance of civil wars during late antiquity occurred
in the western half of the empire. During the fourth century significant
internal conflict in the east occurred between Constantine and Licinius in
324 and Valens and Procopius in 365; during the fifth century, between
Zeno and Basiliscus, and Zeno and Illus, in the late 470s and mid-480s
respectively, and between Anastasius and the Isaurian rebels in the 490s;
and during the sixth century, between Anastasius and Vitalian in the mid-
510s – a total of six major civil wars across the space of three centuries. By
contrast, almost as many can be identified in the west during the fourth
century alone – Constantine and Maxentius in 312, Constantine II and
Constans in 340, Constantius II and Magnentius in 351–3, Theodosius I
and Magnus Maximus in the late 388 and Theodosius I and Eugenius in
394

166 – while the fifth century witnessed even more cases. To be sure, the
east–west divide is not quite as clear cut as this might suggest, since three
of the fourth-century western cases did involve the deployment of eastern
resources in the west (those involving Constantius II and Theodosius I).
However, since these cases involved the defeat of western forces, it was the
west which lost more in the way of military resources, while the deployment
of eastern forces to the west rarely occurred during the fifth century when
the incidence of internal conflict there escalated alarmingly – the obvious
exception is the eastern expedition of 425 which overthrew the usurper
John and installed the juvenile Valentinian III on the western throne. Why
there should have been this bias towards the west in the pattern of civil war
remains to be explained satisfactorily. However, in addition to the depletion
of manpower it necessarily entailed, its regular occurrence during the fifth
century not only served to undermine the symbolic potency of imperial
authority in the west but also contributed to the material loss of significant
areas of territory.

It is this progressive loss of territory in the west which is of funda-
mental importance because land was the overwhelming source of govern-
ment revenue and any serious reduction in the volume of revenue would

165 Eutr. 10.12 (though note the cautionary remarks on the significance of this episode by Wardman
(1984)).

166 I exclude Julian’s march against Constantius II in 360–1 since Constantius’ unexpected death
before their forces had engaged resolved the issue without bloodshed.
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compromise the government’s ability to maintain at adequate levels the
chief consumer of that revenue – the army. Loss of territory of course also
had implications for manpower and recruitment. Although civil war played
a contributory role in the loss, as will be outlined below, the process can
also be traced back to two crucial events – the admission of the Goths
to the empire in 376, and the invasion of Gaul by the Vandals and other
Germanic tribes in 406. The admission of the Goths by Valens need not
have been of fatal significance, even after the Roman losses at the battle of
Adrianople in 378, for they were but one more in a long line of barbarian
settlers within the empire and their success at Adrianople did not alter the
balance of power decisively. In the ensuing decades, however, the Goths,
though contained, remained a semi-independent entity within the Balkans
who then moved to the west under the leadership of Alaric at the start of the
fifth century. The breakdown of cooperation between the imperial courts
at Ravenna and Constantinople, resulting from the bitter infighting and
rivalry between Stilicho, the dominant figure in the western court from 395

to 408, and a succession of leading individuals at the eastern court (notably
Rufinus and Eutropius), did not help in the resolution of ‘the Gothic prob-
lem’, but even the eventual sacking of Rome by the Goths in 410 was not
fatal, whatever the symbolic significance of that event. Alaric died soon
after, and the Goths were in due course contained by the Roman general
Constantius who settled them in southern Gaul. With the passage of time,
they might well have been integrated into the society of late Roman Gaul,
but their presence there during a period of recurrent civil war and occa-
sional foreign invasion heightened their importance as a military resource
which different parties sought to exploit. For example, Constantius used
Gothic forces to defeat the usurper Jovinus and one of the Vandal groups
in Spain,167 while Aëtius’ forces against Attila in 451 included a signifi-
cant Gothic component (Jord. Get. 180ff.). Their independent identity and
influence were gradually enhanced to the point where they were able increas-
ingly to expand the territory under their control so that important regions
were no longer paying taxes to the imperial government. The ways in which
northern peoples contributed to the collapse of the west could therefore be
much more complex than the traditional language of ‘barbarian invasions’
implies.

While the Goths originally entered the empire in 376 with imperial
permission, the advent of the Vandals and other tribal groupings at the
end of 406 was a clear case of invasion. Its success is not necessarily a
reflection on the poor quality of Roman troops stationed on the Rhine, for
this invasion involved four or five separate groups, occurred in the middle

167 Olymp. fr. 18 ; Jord. Get. 163–6; Hydatius 70.
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of winter, and at a time when Roman defenders had been redeployed to
deal with another invasion across the middle Danube the previous year
(that led by Radagaisus). Attempts to contain these invaders during the
years immediately following were not aided by the imperial court having,
of necessity, to focus on the more immediately pressing threat posed by
the Gothic forces of Alaric in Italy and by the political chaos which ensued
from the execution of Stilicho in 408. In the short term the groups who
crossed the Rhine at the end of 406 caused significant disruption to normal
life in Gaul and Spain, but it was the longer-term trajectory of one of them,
the Vandals, which proved to be of critical importance: after progressing
southwards into Spain, they eventually crossed into north Africa in 429

and a decade later captured Carthage. From there they took to the seas
and became a piratical menace in the western Mediterranean; but it was
their occupation of the wealthy lands of north Africa which was critical, for
this removed from imperial control the most important revenue-producing
regions of the western empire. Again, civil war played a part in this sequence
of events, for the Vandal crossing from Spain to north Africa took advantage
of the conflict in the late 420s between the Roman commander in north
Africa, Bonifatius, and Aëtius in Italy.168

The longer the government in the west was deprived of the income (and
recruits) from north Africa and significant parts of the Gaul, the greater the
likelihood that its ability to sustain military capability would haemorrhage.
The problems are reflected as early as the mid-440s in the preamble to a law
of Valentinian III (expressed in the prolix language typical of late Roman
legal pronouncements):

Nothing is so necessary as that the strength of a numerous army should be prepared
for the exhausted circumstances and the afflicted condition of the State. But neither
have we been able, through various kinds of expenditures to effect the arrangement
of a matter so salutary, in which must be placed the foundations of full security for
all, nor has any person been found who will regulate this matter by his own efforts.
And thus by experience itself, neither for those who are bound by new oaths of
military service, nor even for the veteran army can those supplies seem to suffice
that are delivered with the greatest difficulty by the exhausted taxpayers, and it
seems that from that source the supplies which are necessary for food and clothing
cannot be furnished. Unless the soldiers should be supported by trading, which is
unworthy and shameful for an armed man, they can scarcely be vindicated from
the peril of hunger or from the destruction of cold. Wherefore, the mind of Our
Serenity seethes as to the remedies that must be provided for these difficult times.
For if we require these expenses from the landholder, in addition to the other things

168 Whether or not Bonifatius actually invited the Vandals into north Africa, as some sources allege
(Procop. Wars 3.3.25; Jord. Get. 167–9), remains uncertain; for differing views, see Jones (1964) 1106 n.
40; Whitby (2000b) 296.
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which he furnishes, such an exaction of taxes would extinguish his last tenuous
resources. On the other hand, if We should demand this from the merchants, they
would be oppressed by the huge mass of so great a burden and would necessarily
be overwhelmed.169

A number of attempts were made to regain control of north Africa during
the fifth century, but none succeeded. An eastern expedition dispatched in
441 was forced to return to the east from Sicily to meet a Hun invasion of
the Balkans, an invasion fleet assembled by the western emperor Majorian
in 461 was destroyed, and the mighty eastern expedition sent by Leo in 468

appears to have been undone by a combination of poor Roman coordination
and clever Vandal diplomacy.

The critical importance of north Africa is highlighted by comparing
the Empire’s situation in the mid-third century. The decades of the 260s
and 270s were another period of grave crisis for the Empire, when civil
war was endemic and the empire was in serious danger of fragmenting
permanently. A separatist ‘Gallic empire’ had been established in the west,
while control of many eastern provinces (including Egypt) had also been lost
by the central government to Palmyrene forces. The empire was gradually
reunited through the endeavours of the succession of able ‘soldier emperors’
referred to earlier in this chapter, but it is surely also significant that at no
point during those critical years were these men deprived of the resources
of north Africa.

Also instructive is the position of the eastern half of the empire during
the fifth and sixth centuries in relation to economic resources. There the
wealthiest regions of the empire – Asia Minor and above all Egypt – did
not suffer any direct significant enemy encroachments and remained firmly
under imperial control. This was in part due to their geographical position
which effectively protected them from serious inroads, as well as their not
having any major military threat immediately adjacent (though it is worth
noting that north Africa was in a similar position in this respect, yet did
not escape major invasion). Military factors did therefore play an important
part in the collapse of the west, even if not in the more obvious or direct
ways which one might have anticipated.

The economic base of the eastern half of the empire, on the other hand,
remained relatively unscathed by foreign invasion and occupation, at least
until the seventh century.170 Prudent financial management by Anasta-
sius and his officials in the late fifth and early sixth century helped the
east to recover from the financial strains of the mid-fifth century and cre-
ated a buffer for the increased expenditure which followed from Justinian’s

169 Valentinian III, Novel (‘New Law’) 15, preface (trans. Pharr). Recruiting problems are reflected
in other legislation from the same time: Valentinian III, Novel 6.

170 Banaji (2001).
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expansionist policies. Those policies, together with the impact of the great
plague in the mid-sixth century, eventually placed renewed stresses on the
financial health of the Empire and its ability to cope with conflict on three
fronts at the same time – Persia, the lower Danube and Italy. Nevertheless,
the empire weathered those pressures with reasonable success and was in
a militarily stable position by the end of the century. It was only a sus-
tained period of rebellions, usurpations and foreign invasions by Persians
and Avars in the first three decades of the seventh century that brought the
empire to the brink. It recovered even from this, only to prove unable to
deal with the Arab invasions which followed hard on the heels of Heraclius’
successes against the Persians. The Arab invasions, which resulted in the
loss of Egypt, Palestine and Syria, were a devastating blow to the impe-
rial economy and necessitated radical changes to the structure of the army
and its financing.171 But the fact that it was only under such circumstances
that this happened is testimony to the essential health of the army and its
economic infrastructure prior to the seventh century.

171 Haldon (1990a) ch. 6.
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CHAPTER 12

WAR AND SOCIETY

andrew fear

For inhabitants of the early Empire, the Roman army was a somewhat
distant feature of society. Garrisoned in large fortresses whose barracks
accommodated the vast majority of troops and often supplied by military
workshops, the army would have seemed a world set apart. Its separation
from the civilian world would have been emphasized all the more by the
fact that most of these fortresses were stationed in frontier areas away from
the main centres of population. Therefore for most of those living in the
empire everyday contact with the army was minimal and a matter of choice,
for while the dilectus or enforced levy was a legal possibility it was rarely
used. Troops were volunteers and this lack of enforced recruitment suggests
a high degree of satisfaction with a soldier’s lot. Many veterans retired into
respectability in various communities around the empire.

Oddly, this highly professional, and somewhat hermetically sealed, world
was run by amateurs. Throughout Roman history arms and politics had
been inextricably mixed; no ambitious Roman would wish to miss out on
the possibility of military glory. Yet this glory was set very firmly into the
context of a broader political career. Apart from the wobble of ad 68/9
which was resolved by the rapid emergence of the Flavian dynasty, Cicero’s
maxim of ‘let arms yield to the toga’ found its most perfect expression in
the early Principate when the army was of no weight in political matters.1

Before the death of Pertinax in ad 193 only Nero had met his death as the
consequence of a military uprising.

The distant army was a matter of pride for those it protected; Tacitus,
while excoriating the failings of various emperors, holds up as a contrast
to them the great generals of the time – Corbulo, Suetonius Paulinus and,
above all, Agricola. For Valerius Maximus the ‘unrelaxing bond of military
discipline’ was the chief ‘glory and mainstay’ of the Roman Empire (Val.
Max. 2.7. pr.).

By the late Empire all the circumstances listed above had changed rad-
ically. An inhabitant of early Roman Chester would have been amazed to
revisit his home in the fourth century. The walls of the legionary fortress

1 Cic. Off. 1.77, cedant arma togae.
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were still in place, as was its administrative centre, but many of its bar-
rack blocks had been demolished or allowed to fall into decay. As for the
fortress’s former occupant, the Twentieth Legion, its fate is unclear.2 Nor
was Chester an exception; in Britain Caerleon, ‘the city of the Legion’,
also seems to have lost its barracks. On the continent a similar process
of shrinking occurred on the Danubian frontier, where we see both the
legionary fortress at Carnuntum and the fort at Eining dwindle in size.
Even forts retained at full size seem to have had a much-reduced gar-
rison. But neither the semi-abandonment of bases such as Chester nor
the disappearance of the units traditionally associated with them meant
that the army was in numerical decline. Rather they indicated a change
of fashion from the deployment of large and concentrated formations to
the use of a larger number of individually smaller and more dispersed
units.3

Overall the army may have grown in size. The polemical Christian writer
Lactantius implies that under Diocletian its numbers increased fourfold
and while this statement, made to vilify the emperor, is not to be taken
at face value, other sources with less of an axe to grind do imply an
increase of at least 33 per cent in the number of those serving with the
colours.4 But while growing in numbers the legions shrank in individual
size – the post-Diocletianic legions numbered around 1,100 men – and
were housed in smaller forts. El Lejjun built for legio IV Martia in Jor-
dan was only eleven acres as compared with Caerleon’s fifty and Chester’s
fifty-six.5

The world too had become a much more violent place. Wars were no
longer confined to Rome’s frontiers, since construction of defences deep
in the interior reflected the ability of its enemies to make deep incursions
into imperial territory. Julian (Ep. ad Ath. 279a), albeit in special circum-
stances, claimed in ad 355 that the Gallic frontier was in danger of raids for
a depth of a hundred miles.This, along with the various breakaway move-
ments within the empire itself, meant that the danger of war and actual
conflict was present throughout the empire rather than merely at its edges.
The result of these changes was to give the army a much more perceptible
presence in the civilian world. There were many more forts, a large num-
ber of them now in areas of high population. Moreover the style of these
forts was different from the larger bases which had gone before: they pos-
sessed much more substantial curtain walls which were thicker and higher
than those previously found and incorporated tall projecting towers. On

2 Hoffmann (2002); Mason (2001) ch. 13.
3 For a discussion of army reorganisation see Nicasie (1998) ch. 2; cf. pp. 284–6 above.
4 Lactant. De mort. pers. 7. See, however, the discussion by Elton, ch. 8 in this volume; also Tomlin

(2000).
5 Tomlin (2000).
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occasions the army physically intruded into the civilian world. At Amiens
one quarter of the walled town in the late Roman period consisted of a mil-
itary arsenal and administration block, and the area destroyed to create this
complex included the old forum, marketplace and amphitheatre of the ear-
lier town.6 Psychologically these developments would not have been likely
to reassure the civilian population. The old establishments had been bases
from which the army had sallied forth to fight; the new forts were built for
defence and, however powerful they looked, they were an admission that
the Roman army could no longer be guaranteed to take the initiative in
war.

But public opinion had not moved with the times and there was still
an expectation that wars would be fought on the frontiers; the emperor
Valens, for example, was abused when he arrived at Constantinople prior
to the battle of Adrianople on the grounds that he had deliberately and
selfishly led the enemy into Roman territory. Valens left the city in anger
threatening to use the army against it on his return. That return never
happened, but the incident illustrates the growing rift between soldier and
civilian (Socrates, Hist. eccl. 4.38). The protests at Constantinople can be
understood when it is realized that the more mobile units of the army,
‘the field army’, often lacked permanent bases and hence required billets
in towns (discussed below) and such permanent barracks as there were lay
close to major population centres This meant that the army came into
closer, and much more unhappy, contact with civilians than in the past.
This contact was certainly noticed by the pagan historian Zosimus who
attacked Constantine for his policy, as he saw it, of removing troops from
the frontier and stationing them in cities, something which he believed was
detrimental to both parties: ‘[he] subjected the cities . . . to the outrages of
the soldiers so that from that time on most of them have become deserted.
In addition to this he weakened the troops by letting them give themselves
over to shows and luxuries’ (Zos. 2.34). Zosimus, like Lactantius, had a
religious axe to grind and his statement is at least partially self-contradictory.
Nevertheless the sentiments he expressed struck a chord among many of
his contemporaries. Libanius complains bitterly of soldiers’ behaviour in
Antioch, accusing them of brawling and armed extortion, going on to note
that their camp-followers were no better (Lib. Or. 47.13–14).

In the realm of high politics the relationship between soldier and civilian
had also changed greatly. The army now enjoyed an independent power
that it had not possessed since the days of the late Republic: different
armies became king-makers and civilians were powerless to stop them.
Cicero’s nightmare vision of ‘the law silenced by arms’ (Cic. Mil. 4.11) had
finally become a reality. Stability was restored in the fourth century, but

6 Bayard and Massy (1983) ch. 9.
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the world of politics had changed forever. There was now a firm divide
which had not existed before between the military and civilian worlds.
This fracture in the Roman power structure is illustrated by the careers of
Libanius’ pupils. In the early Empire all of these young aristocrats would
have had military appointments during their lives, but the new ‘two-career’
system meant that very few of them served with the army. While this
divide was welcomed by military men such as Ammianus Marcellinus,
who praises Constantius II for keeping the sets of positions apart (Amm.
Marc. 21.16.2), the senatorial class were much less happy with the change,
which substantially weakened their grip on power.7 The venom poured
out on Gallienus by the aristocratic fourth-century author Aurelius Victor
and his contemporary anonymous colleague, the author of the Scriptores
Historiae Augustae, accurately reflects this senatorial dislike of the new state
of affairs.8 Its cause was clear: the army had now entered the political arena
as a constant, serious and independent player which could overrule civilian
politics in a way that had not been true since the end of the Republic over
two hundred years previously. John Lydus’ view that Constantine dispersed
the former Danubian garrisons of the army over Asia Minor because he was
afraid of usurpers may be false, but points to a late Roman view of an army
which was politically powerful and only loyal on sufferance to those in
power.9

The Roman state in the fourth century had become in most respects a
para-military one. Work in the civil service was now described as ‘militia’,
a word previously reserved for military service; civil servants were called
soldiers (e.g. Lib. Ep. 301.8 21), used military terminology, and their badge
of office was the cingulum or military belt. The depth of the penetration of
military jargon and the style of thinking which went with it can be seen by
the way that Jerome uses the verb accingere – to put on the military belt –
to describe his appointment as secretary to pope Damasus.

Yet this militarization of society came with a general loss in esteem for
the army. By its very nature and composition no army is likely to behave
as if it were composed of angels and there is plenty of evidence of military
brutality and abuse of civilians from the early Empire. The New Testament
is a good source for such behaviour, giving as it does a ‘bottom-up’ view of
Roman rule, and here we see the abuse of vehiculatio, compulsory transport
requisitions, and a view of the world where extortion is almost expected of
soldiers (Matt. 5.41; Luke 3.14). It is likely therefore that the soldier caught
going into the ladies’ baths in Daphne near Antioch in Alexander Severus’
reign and ‘indulging in things forbidden to soldiers’ had plenty of errant

7 See the protests of Symmachus, Or. 1.23. 8 Bird (1984).
9 John Lydus, Mag. 3.31. For a detailed account of the development of politics in this period, see

ch. 11 in this volume.
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colleagues in earlier times (SHA Alex. Sev. 53). What had changed was that
the soldier’s arrest in this case provoked a mutiny, showing a relaxation
in discipline and an assumption among the soldiery that such behaviour
would go unpunished.10 Incidents of this kind were bound to increase given
the new proximity of the army to civilians. A vital insight into interaction
between soldier and civilian comes from an archive of letters belonging to
Abinnaeus, commander of the fort at Dionysias (modern Qasr Qarun) in
Egypt in the mid-fourth century. It contains a variety of complaints about
his men’s behaviour. A Demetrius writes to protest to Abinnaeus that one of
them, Athenodorus, is making village life unbearable (P Abinn. 28), while
Aurelius Aboul of Hermopolis complains that another, Paul, had with a
variety of accomplices stolen some of his pigs and shorn eleven of his sheep
(P Abinn. 48). An earlier papyrus from the mid-third century shows that
such abuses were not a new development: in it an octogenarian Serapion
from Philadelphia protests that when he asked a soldier called Julius whether
he had in his possession a sow which belonged to his daughter, he was beaten
up by Julius for his pains (P Graux 4, dating to ad 248). But such violence
was not all one way: Luppicinus complains that the son of Serapion, one of
Abinnaeus’ troops had been beaten up ‘with clubs and swords’ by villagers
in Philagris (P Abinn. 12). Such incidents may all be simply typical records
of everyday village life, but they also hint at an underlying tension between
soldier and civilian.

It is likely that there was a general lowering of military discipline in the
late period. While bitter, moralizing comments on the poor state of the
army are to be expected from sources such as Vegetius (Mil. 1.20), even
enthusiasts for the army such as Ammianus Marcellinus lament the fickle
behaviour of the troops and complain that their intemperantia has often
been harmful to the state (Amm. Marc. 26.1.6, 29.5.6). He comments that
Constantius’ soldiers were ‘rapacious towards civilians, but cowards in the
face of the enemy’ and that discipline among them was lax (Amm. Marc.
22.4.7, 22.4.6). After launching his coup Julian pleaded with his troops
not to molest the civilian population of Gaul, but their later behaviour in
Antioch was appalling (Amm. Marc. 21.5.8, 22.12.6). Even when we take
into account the Roman tendency to look to the past with nostalgia, it is
significant that unlike earlier authors such as Tacitus, late authors, rather
than seeing the army as a glowing alternative to the politics of the day, are
interested in reasons for its decline. John Chrysostom’s view that soldiers
were not watchdogs of their flock, but rather wolves that preyed on it would
have seemed as incredible to an audience of the first century ad, as it seemed

10 On the other hand, Alexander Severus was perceived as a weak commander and this may have
encouraged the troops to be more truculent than normal.
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all too plausible to his contemporaries such as Themistius who also uses
this imagery.11

To this problem could be added another one, that of military success –
or rather the lack of it. The army of the Principate may have been brutal,
but it was seen to be effective. Rome’s enemies were regularly defeated and
held at bay beyond the empire’s boundaries. This was no longer the case in
the later Empire when it was by no means guaranteed that the army would
be triumphant. The population were therefore confronted with evidence
of greater military failure, but at the same time increased expenditure on an
army which seemed to fail to produce the goods. In the early sixth century
a Roman spy ingratiating himself with the Persian commander of Amida,
echoing Ammianus’ earlier complaint, refers to the Roman army as ‘robbers
who have since time immemorial feared the Persians and done violence to
farmers’, underlining this perceived double failing of the army.12

The new deployment of the army led to its intrusion on civilian space.
Forts had always had a territorium, but as they were in the main in sparsely
populated areas this caused little friction. This now changed, which made
clashes inevitable. In ad 384 Gratian, Valentinian and Theodosius legislated
against soldiers trespassing on private land. There was also a tendency to
graze animals belonging to the army on municipal land and the land of
private landowners. Estates at Antioch are said to have been ‘devastated’ by
such behaviour by Arcadius, and Honorius in a decree of ad 398 banned
the practice; but enforcing a ban against armed men proved difficult and
seventeen years later Honorius and Theodosius II were forced to reissue the
prohibition against this ‘ruinious practice’.13 Legislation was also produced
in an attempt to force soldiers not to pollute rivers or to offend public
sensibilities by bathing naked in them.14

Civilian relations with the army also changed on a much more personal
level in that now civilians could be, and were, forcibly incorporated into
the army. The heavy use of conscription marks a sharp departure from
earlier practice. Some volunteers did still come forward; one was the future
emperor Marcian (Evagrius, Hist. eccl. 2.1), but in contrast to the early
empire there were nowhere near enough. One explanation sometimes put

11 Joh. Chrys. Hom. in Mat. 61.2–3; Them. Or. 8.117. On discipline in general see Jones (1964);
Rémondon (1955). For a more positive view see Williams and Friell (1994) ch. 6, and cf. pp. 414–16

above. The speeches given by Procopius to Belisarius and the Persian commander Firuz before the
battle of Daras in 530 both presuppose ill-discipline on the Roman side: Wars 1.14.13–20, 21–7.

12 Procop. Wars 1.9.7. See also the comments of the comes largitionum, Ursulus, at Amida in ad 360,
Amm. Marc. 20.11.5 – comments for which he was to pay with his life (Amm. Marc. 22.3.7–8).

13 The reissuing of imperial decrees opens the question of whether this showed a failure to comply
with the original decree or whether it was done as a mere ideological gesture. Given the disturbed
nature of the period, the former seems a more sensible interpretation unless the latter can be clearly
demonstrated. However, for a strong view to the contrary, see Harries (1998) 82–8. See also Whitby
(2004) 169–71.

14 Estates, Cod. Theod. 7.1.12; pastures, Cod. Theod. 7.7.3 and 7.7.5; rivers, Cod. Theod. 7.1.13.
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forward to explain this phenomenon is that the expanded size of the army
led to demand outstripping the supply of volunteers. The size of the late
Roman army is unclear; estimates range from to 380,000 to 650,000.15 If
we take a high estimate of 550,000 men, it would require around 24,000

recruits each year, 10,000 for the field army and 14,000 for the frontier
forces, to keep the army up to strength.16 Even on a low estimate of the
total imperial population at around some 21 million in this period,17 this
demand for manpower, while not insignificant (it perhaps represents some
1.5–2 per cent of the eligible male population), would not have been an
intolerable burden on the population and it is thus difficult to see such a
shortfall as the reason for the change. More likely solutions are to be found
in the declining status and conditions of the troops (pay may have dropped
by as much as 80 per cent in real terms)18 and the fact that service was
now much more likely to involve serious and prolonged periods of fighting
for which there was by no means certain a successful outcome, as opposed
to minor policing expeditions of the earlier period. Not only were troops
being asked to live in worse conditions, they also had to face on a regular
basis the possibility of violent death. Neither factor would have been an
aid to recruitment.19

Officialdom’s solution to this problem was threefold. First, soldiers
became a legally entrenched caste as the sons of soldiers and veterans were
forced to serve with the colours; second, general conscription became an
annual event; and third, troops were recruited from outside the empire.

Veterans’ sons were given a slightly higher rank on enlistment than
other recruits (Cod. Theod. 7.1.5 dating to ad 364), but nevertheless there
was resistance to their enforced enrolment, and within six months of
the above privilege being granted a further law threatening veterans who
were not complying with the regulations had to be passed. These threats
were repeated by Gratian, Valentinian and Theodosius in ad 380 (Cod.
Theod. 7.1.8, 7.22.9). A few years earlier another decree by the same three
emperors had attempted to close the excuse of physical weakness by stat-
ing that such veterans’ sons who would not qualify for the field army
could be enlisted into the frontier troops (Cod. Theod. 7.22.8, dating to ad

372). Another temporary form of persuasion used by Constantine was to
offer compulsory enrolment in the local town council, something which
would have involved considerable expense, as the only alternative to military

15 For a detailed discussion of this issue, see Treadgold (1995) ch. 2 and cf. pp. 284–6 above.
16 See Nicasie (1998) 83 n. 1.
17 McEvday and Jones (1978) 21–2; but see also the comments of Treadgold (1995) 160–4.
18 For a discussion of the effects of inflation on soldiers’ pay see Duncan-Jones (1978) 549–51. For

the latter part of the period under discussion see Haldon (1999) 121 and n. 47.
19 For a negative view of the late Roman army see Southern and Dixon (1996) ch. 9. See, however,

Elton (1996b); Whitby (2004), (2005) for a more positive picture.
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service. This provision carefully encompassed those who had been muti-
lated, no doubt as a deterrent to the practice (Cod. Theod. 7.22.1, dating
to ad 319). Nevertheless this seems to have been a gambit which failed:
Constantine was forced to reiterate these provisions in 326 and in 332 (Cod.
Theod. 7.2.2, 7.22.4) and later enactments provide for no alternatives to
military service at all. Instead, we are confronted with a sequence of laws
which enact that veterans’ sons who try to evade service by enrolling in
civilian imperial offices be forcibly recruited into the army or, in the case
of those who have succeeded in draft-dodging into their old age, be given
a compulsory place on the town council (Cod. Theod. 7.22.7, dating to ad

365). Constantine’s failure and the legislation which followed highlights the
reluctance to serve among a population which had during the early Empire
traditionally been a secure recruiting ground for the army, providing the
most important source of troops in the early third century;20 it is thus
telling evidence for the increasing unpopularity of military service.

Apart from veterans’ sons, conscription from the free-born community
now became a regular fact of life. Conscription appears to have been intro-
duced by Diocletian, though some would place its inception in the 370s,
and levies were held annually. The age of liability for conscription appears to
have been 18.21 The levy was not organized centrally, but made the respon-
sibility of local authorities who were obliged to provide a set number of
recruits for the state using a mixture of persuasion and coercion to do so.22

These recruits would then be brought before the provincial governor for
approval. On occasions it appears that military commanders could recom-
mend that men be recruited. It is unclear whether such recommendations
were made with or without the consent of those involved.23 Cities were
charged individually with finding recruits, large landowners had their con-
tributions assessed individually, while smaller ones were grouped together
into assessment units known as capitula (Cod. Theod. 7.13.7). The burden
of conscription hence fell squarely on the rural population who by a happy
coincidence were also regarded as providing the best soldiering stock.24 At
times recruitment officers would descend on villages in the manner of the
press-gangs of eighteenth-century England to extract recruits. The Abin-
naeus archive contains a letter of complaint from Chaeremon, the president

20 See Mann (1983) 65.
21 Amm. Marc. 31.4; for conscription’s inception in the 370s, see Zuckerman (1998), contra Whitby

(2004) 70–3; ages: Constantine, twenty to twenty-five years old, Cod. Theod. 7.22.2, Constantius II,
sixteen years old, Cod. Theod. 7.22.4, thereafter eighteen years old, Cod. Theod. 7.13.1. For a different
view, see pp. 297–300 above.

22 See Brunt (1990a).
23 Involvement of the provincial governor, Cod. Theod. 7.13.1, Acta Maximiliani 1; letters of recom-

mendation, Rea (1984).
24 For an expression of this common prejudice see Veg. Mil. 1.3, a tradition which stretches back to

the Elder Cato (Agr. Orig. praef. 4).
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of the council at Arsinoe, to Abinnaeus about military violence in the village
of Theoxenis which is likely to have been caused by the arrival of such a
press-gang. Another letter to Abinnaeus, this time from a civilian in charge
of such a gang, Paesius, ruefully reports that he has failed to drag away even
a single individual during his three-day stay at Karanis. After his failure
Paesius had the village surrounded and its inhabitants finally paid 2 solidi
and 50 pounds of silver in lieu of providing recruits. Such incidents must
have been common in the late Empire.25

There was frequent pleading for exemption from service on the grounds
that the prospective recruit did not meet the minimum standards for army
life. One papyrus still extant pleads that a finger infection will make it
impossible for the plaintiff to serve in the army. The plea’s pretext is carefully
tailored for military considerations as it implies that the sufferer would be
unable to hold a weapon. Such forms of pleading were not new – Polybius
records similar behaviour in the second century bc – but their frequency
had increased dramatically.26 This reluctance to serve is seen even more
graphically in a growing willingness, reflected in an increased amount of
legislation on this issue, to indulge in self-mutilation or the mutilation
of sons to avoid service. Again, the most common form of this practice
took the form of amputating fingers in order to make holding weapons
impossible.27 Ammianus Marcellinus uses the fact that the Gauls did not
indulge in this practice as evidence of that race’s warlike disposition; that
he does so suggests that the practice was current elsewhere (Amm. Marc.
15.12.3). In 367 Valentinian and Valens decreed that mutilated individuals
would not be exempted from service, but forced to serve in some capacity
(Cod. Theod. 7.13.4). This appears to have proved a failure as a deterrent
as a later decree by the same emperors enacted that a self-mutilator be
burned alive along with his master if he had colluded in his disfigurement
(Cod. Theod. 7.13.5). These draconian laws against mutilation were clearly
unenforceable as in 381 Gratian, Valentinian and Theodosius, no doubt
helped by the shortage of manpower caused by the disaster at Adrianople,
decided that supplying two mutilated recruits would be the equivalent
of producing one whole-bodied recruit and that self-mutilators should be
specially tattooed to mark out their shame (Cod. Theod. 7.13.10). The hint in
these laws at the potential involvement of recruits’ civilian masters (domini)
in the practice of mutilation raises the question of exactly who wished to
avoid military service.28 In the above law we can perhaps see the lengths to
which landowners would go in order to retain good workers, possibly with,

25 P Abinn. 18, 35. For objections to this interpretation, see Zuckerman (1998) 81–6.
26 Finger infection, P Herm. 7; Polyb. 35.4.
27 Again the practice is attested, but as a rarity, in the reigns of Augustus (Suet. Aug. 24.1) and Trajan

(Digest 49.16.4.12).
28 Earlier commentators, e.g. Liebeschuetz (1990) 20, took the view that service was unpopular; for

doubts, however, see Nicasie (1998) 93; Whitby (1995), (2004).
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or possibly without, those workers’ collusion. Landowners appear to have
been able to choose which of their labourers they despatched to the army
and would naturally have wished to send away the weakest workers while
keeping the better ones for themselves. Vegetius notes this practice with
disgust, remarking that landowners would turn over only men that they did
not want on their estates in the first place (Veg. Mil. 1.7). Another common
trick for landowners was to substitute slaves for the free born in the levy.
Slaves were normally ineligible for service, as were various other disreputable
kinds of workers, for example cooks and breadmakers (Cod. Theod. 7.13.8).
But exceptions could be made: during the Radagaisus’ invasion of Italy in
ad 406 slaves were offered their freedom if they would join up (Cod. Theod.
7.13.16).

A monetary escape route from the levy was provided whereby cash could
be accepted in lieu of recruits. This was known as the aurum tironicum and
appears in the first instance to have proved highly lucrative for recruiting
officers as landowners were willing to pay over the odds to keep their best
workers (Cod. Theod. 7.13.2, 7.13.7.1). Ammianus Marcellinus notes the
popularity of paying the aurum tironicum with dismay, alleging that it was
a major contribution to Rome’s military decline (Amm. Marc. 14.11.7).
The emperor Valens regularized a recruit’s value at 30 solidi plus a further 6

solidi for his equipment, remarking that prior to his regulations ‘outrageous
prices had been demanded’ in lieu of recruits (Cod. Theod. 7.13.7).29

After the Christianization of the Empire another potential escape route
from serving in the army was the Church. The most famous veteran’s son
who was conscripted was St Martin of Tours. Sulpicius Severus tells us that
Martin wished for religious life from his youth and that his father willingly
enrolled him as a way to purge his son of Christianity; however, his attitude
seems to have run against the current of contemporary opinion (Sulpicius
Severus, Vit. Mart. 2). Steps were taken to plug this drain on resources.
According to the hostile Trinitarian tradition, the emperor Valens forcibly
conscripted monks in the Egyptian desert because they were opposed to
Arianism, but he may simply have been rounding up men who were evading
military service. This problem certainly persisted: Arcadius and Honorius
noted that ‘many men either just before their military service or when it
has just begun are hiding under the pretext of religious devotion . . . they
are drawn not so much by devotion to their faith as by their love of sloth
and idleness. We allow no one whatsoever to be so exempted.’30

The unpopularity of conscription, at least for those subjected to it rather
than their masters, was centred on the way it detached the levies from their
communities, although in the case of limitanei this was less and less the

29 Discussion in Zuckerman (1998).
30 Valens: Gregory of Tours, Hist. 1.41; Arcadius and Honorius: Cod. Theod. 7.20.11.2; cf. also

pp. 340–1 above.
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case as the period went on. A third-century papyrus from Oxyrhynchus (P
Oxy. 1666) talks of a Pausanias being able to get his son out of the legion
he had enlisted in and transferred to a cavalry squadron based at Coptus.
We are not told why Pausianias’ son wished to transfer, but the reason
is likely to have been that a legionary posting would have taken him far
from home, whereas being stationed with the squadron would keep him
much nearer to his family. Pausanias says that he used ‘many means’ to
effect the transfer which we must assume is a euphemism for bribery. The
strength of feeling about being posted away from home can be gauged from
Ammianus Marcellinus who tells us that one of the reasons Julian’s army
mutinied against Constantius II was their fear that Constantius intended
to transfer them to the east away from their homeland.31 A more personal
illustration of the same point is provided by an anonymous letter from the
Abinnaeus archive pleading with Abinnaeus to release the writer’s brother-
in-law from military service although he was a veteran’s son on the grounds
that his widowed mother was dependent on him. Aware that he is unlikely
to succeed in his plea, given that he is urging Abinnaeus to break the law,
his correspondent adds a second, lesser request – if his wife’s brother does
have to serve, Abinnaeus might at least ensure that this would not be with
the field army (P Abinn. 19). Conscription to the field army would involve
major dislocation of the recruit’s life as he would be removed from his own
region and, as the field army had no fixed abode, be subsequently rootless
until he was discharged. Such a posting would probably destroy the recruit’s
family life. Occasionally women elected to follow their husbands; the wife
of John, St Saba’s father, went with him from Cappadocia where he was
conscripted to his posting in Alexandria in Egypt, but the price was to
leave the young Saba behind.32 More often however it appears that the
conscript’s wife did not, or could not, go with her husband. This problem
may be reflected in a posthumous law of Constantine allowing a woman to
remarry if she had heard nothing from her absent husband in the army for
four or more years, providing that she notified her husband’s commander
(Cod. Iust. 5.17.7); the law both recognizes the problem and then makes
it virtually impossible for the woman to do anything about her state. A
decree of Constantius in ad 349 allowing families to be sent to some troops
is in this respect an exception which proves the rule and may be a grant to
troops recruited outside the empire (Cod. Theod. 7.1.3).

Travel within provinces did occur. In a papyrus dating from ad 293 sent
by a soldier, Paniscus, from Coptus in upper Egypt to his wife Plutogenia
in Philadelphia in the Fayyum (P Mich. iii 214), Paniscus urges Plutogenia
to get ready to come to Coptus and asks her to bring a variety of supplies.

31 Amm. Marc. 20.4.10 – Julian is said to have found this fear rationabilis.
32 Cyr. Scyth., Vita Sabae 1.
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These include his new shield, implying that there were at least two in
the family home, his helmet, javelins and tent fittings. Paniscus envisages
the move as permanent, as he also tells his wife to bring all their clothes
and her gold jewellery (though he advises her not to wear the latter on the
boat trip). The protests that Plutogenia’s sister lives near Coptus shows that
Paniscus thought there would be some resistance on her part to moving and,
alas, we do not know the end of the story. Plutogenia’s move is awkward,
but possible. It is likely that moves further afield would have simply been
impossible.

A conscripted army is much more liable to desertion than a voluntary
force, and this was certainly the case with the later Roman army at every
point in a soldier’s career. Desertion began as soon as the conscripts were
led away to join the army (Cod. Theod. 7.18.9.1); in the Life of Pachomius
we read of how recruits marched off to join the field army were held under
lock and key at night to prevent desertion. A circular letter sent from the
count of the east to the riparii on the route from the Thebaid to Antioch
in the 380s warns them to take precautions to ensure that none of the new
recruits from Egypt deserts. The penalty for lack of vigilance is to recapture
the deserters or provide new men in their place and to suffer punishment
for a dereliction of duty (W Chrest 469).

On enrolment recruits were immediately tattooed, something previously
done only to slaves and criminals. Vegetius is unhappy about this, but fails
to see the reason behind it – namely an attempt to ensure that deserters
were easily recognized.33 Desertion appears in fact to have been common:
the extent of the problem is perhaps revealed by Gratian and Theodosius’
decision in 380 to pardon deserters who returned to the colours (Cod. Theod.
7.18.4.3). In the Abinnaeus archive we have evidence not of desertion, but
of something which could and no doubt did turn into it – unauthorized
absence without leave. Caor, the village priest, asks Abinnaeus to forgive
one of his soldiers, Paul, precisely for this offence (P Abinn. 32), though
in fact Abinnaeus would have been forbidden to grant even authorized
leave – something which may in itself have aggravated the problem of
desertion (Cod. Theod. 7.12.1). There was an attempt to force officers to
live up to this law as each soldier on leave could cost the officers concerned
a fine of five pounds of gold (Cod. Theod. 7.1.2), but the law seems to have
been honoured more in the breach than the observance: the Abinnaeus
archive contains two further letters which are requests for leave, one from
Clematius who asks that a kinsman of his, Ision, be given leave, and one
from a mother who asks that her conscripted son, Heron, be given leave for
a few days as she is dependent on him (P Abinn. 33, 34). Unfortunately we

33 Tattooing, Veg. Mil. 1.8, 2.5; its purpose, Cod. Theod. 10.22.4; Zuckerman (1998).
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do not have Abinnaeus’ replies, but the tone of the letters suggests that his
correspondents did not think what they were asking for was exceptional.

Desertion could be a lucrative business and it would be surprising if an
underworld industry to aid deserters did not grow up, paralleling that which
aided runaway slaves. Forged documents were a common way of trying to
plead honourable discharge when caught, and judges are warned to be
careful about this by an edict of Arcadius and Honorius in ad 403 (Cod.
Theod. 7.18.11). No doubt their manufacture provided gainful employment
for some. The wide variety of those involved in this shadowy world is
shown by an earlier law of Valentinian and Valens of ad 365 which provides
for low-class harbourers of deserters to be condemned to the mines, while
high-class harbourers were to be fined half their property (Cod. Theod.
7.18.1).

This second category of harbourer points to a less than selfless form
of help. Some landowners were certainly not adverse to lending a hand
to deserters who could provide them with a source of cheap and easily
exploited labour such as illegal immigrants furnish today. It is moreover
clear that on occasions landowners took an active part in seducing troops
into deserting in order to have enough labour for their estates.34 Quite
apart from providing their own labour, deserters gave landowners another
useful ploy which can be identified by laws attempting to prohibit it –
namely the recycling of deserters into the army as part of a required levy,
thus preserving the better elements of the farm workforce (Cod. Theod.
7.13.6.1).

Again the extent of these problems is perhaps shown by the increasing
severity of the laws dealing with punishments for the harbouring of desert-
ers. Gratian, Valentinian and Theodosius provided in ad 379 for the burning
alive of farm overseers (actores) who harboured deserters as well as the con-
fiscation of the estate where the deserter was found (Cod. Theod. 7.18.2). All
provincials were empowered to seize deserters (Cod. Theod. 7.18.4, 7.18.13)
and rewards for revealing their whereabouts were great, including a grant of
freedom for any slave informants (Cod. Theod. 7.18.4). Those on whom the
original levy had been placed were required to pay for each of their recruits
who deserted within a year: as a law of 382 dryly put it, ‘those constrained by
this duty ought to have the foresight to provide as necessary reinforcements
for the army men who will fight, not those who will desert’ (Cod. Theod.
7.18.6). Not all deserters acted on individual initiative, however, and some
seem to have either deserted en masse or coalesced after deserting into gangs
of brigands. These provoked a special, but rather lame, decree of Arcadius

34 Cod. Theod. 7.14.1. Landowners were not the only potential seducers; gladiatorial impresarios
were also known to lure men from the colours, and some actively offered themselves as gladiators, Cod.
Theod. 15.12.2.
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and Honorius to Longinianus the praetorian prefect in ad 406 which stated
that such individuals would not escape justice.35

The state did not merely rely on legal deterrents and informers to hunt
down deserters. High-ranking staff officers (protectores) were detached espe-
cially for this purpose (Cod. Theod. 7.18.10). As they were forbidden to cause
damage to landholders in the execution of their duty, it is likely that such
damage was not an infrequent occurrence; indeed given the collusion of
landowners in desertion, positive pleasure was no doubt taken in caus-
ing damage in the course of such operations. This probably involved the
destruction of or violent entry into potential hiding places. In 412 the
tribunes detailed to seek out deserters in Africa were abolished because,
according to the decree, they were in the words of the edict ending their
existence ‘devastating the province’ (Cod. Theod. 7.18.17). Despite all of
this, the problem did not go away and in the end the western Empire was
broken down by its gravity. Between 396 and 412 Honorius issued no fewer
than nine edicts on desertion and punishments to be meted out to their
harbourers. The following year he and Theodosius II essentially gave up
and enacted that if an individual abandoned his post and lived at home or
anywhere else he was to lose status among those waiting to be promoted.
The edict gives details of loss of status for those who have gone absent
without leave for up to three years. It is only in the fourth year that they
are to be struck off and regarded as deserters. The length of the period of
absence envisaged here and the implication that many of those who had
gone absent without leave were easy to locate shows that the state had finally
surrendered in its attempt to stop the problem and now sought to reach an
accommodation with it (Cod. Theod. 7.18.16).

Press-gangs and soldiers seeking out deserters were not the only form
of military imposition civilians suffered. The field army had no perma-
nent home and was therefore billeted on towns. Unsurprisingly this was
extremely unpopular: on occasions owners would barricade their houses in
an attempt to prevent soldiers entering to find quarters (Life of Pachomius
ch. 102). Although Libanius in his Antiochus (Or. 11) speaks of the Anti-
ochenes being glad to have troops billeted on them prior to Constantius’
Persian campaign, this is special pleading on his part and given the lie by
the rest of his pronouncements on the army which are uniformly hostile
(Lib. Or 11.178). Various groups obtained exemptions from having to pro-
vide billets; these included, inevitably, senators, but also school-masters,
orators, doctors, and philosophers.36 Such was the dislike of the system
that the Jerusalem Talmud, compiled around ad 500, allows the faithful to

35 Mass desertion: Digest 49.16.3.9 (Modestinus); brigands: Digest 49.16.5.8 (Menander); imperial
decree, Cod. Theod. 7.18.15.

36 Cod. Theod. 7.8.1; Digest 50.4.18.30 (Arcadius Charisius).
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resort to bribery to avoid having to provide a billet (y. Bava Qamma iii 3c).
Around half a century later it was the introduction of billeting on the philo-
Roman Lazi of Colchis and the appearance of its attendant abuses which
was enough make the tribe switch their allegiance to Persia. The same effect
was produced on another philo-Roman people, the Abasgi.37

The victims of the system were forced to surrender one-third of their
house to the billeted soldier. Which part of the house fell to whom was
a contentious issue – Arcadius and Honorius enacted that the house be
divided into thirds, that the owner be given choice of the first third, the
soldier the second, with the remaining third also falling to the owner (Cod.
Theod. 7.8.5). The soldier’s third had to include stabling or this had to be
provided as an extra. Technically only the rooms had to be provided, but it
is clear that this was often the thin end of the wedge (Cod. Theod. 7.8.12).
Food was commonly demanded and owners were often used as personal
servants – Ammianus Marcellinus records that Julian’s troops forced their
billet-owners in Antioch to carry them home at night (Amm. Marc. 22.12.6).
A letter allegedly written by the emperor Aurelian on how to keep order
in the ranks gives a good impression of the forms of abuses that were
common:

Let no one steal another man’s chicken or lay hands on his sheep. Let no-one steal
grapes or appropriate another’s corn. Let no one extort oil, salt, timber, and let
each man be content with his allowance . . . Let them behave correctly in their
billets and let any one who starts a fight be flogged.

(SHA Aur. 7)

The village of Scaptopara in Thrace was particularly unlucky as it lay
between two army camps and was the site of a locally renowned festival.
In their petition to Gordian III dating to ad 238 the villagers describe how
troops demanded not merely billets, but also ‘many other things’ for which
they did not pay. They also allege that troops on the march would divert
from their proper route in order to exploit Scaptopara (CIL iii. 12336). Such
things could be and were legislated against. This was done by Constantine
II and Constans in 340, but the continuing sequence of legislation in 342,
393 and 416 shows that the problem was never resolved.38 For civilians the
opening lines of Constantine and Constans’ decree, ‘If any person of his
own free will wants to help the man he has received into his home by
supplying him with such necessities as oil, wood, and other things of this
kind, let him know that this privilege is granted to him’, must have seemed
bitterly ironic. At the heart of the letter from Scaptopara is the crux of the
problem:

37 Procop. Wars 2.5.6,12, 8.16.1. The Lazi, however, found that they had jumped out of the frying
pan and into the fire, 2.28.25–6. The Abasgi, Procop. Wars 8.8.10.

38 Cod. Theod. 7.9.1, 7.9.2, 7.9.3, 7.9.4; cf. n. 13 above for different views of repeated legislation.
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For a time the decrees of the governors prevailed and no-one troubled us with
demands for hospitality or supplies, but after some time had gone by, that whole
crowd who despise us because we are defenceless imposed themselves on us again.

Similar complaints are made by the imperial tenants of Aragua in Phrygia
in a document dating to the 240s. Two hundred and fifty years later Pseudo-
Joshua Stylites offers a lurid account of billeting in Edessa in ad 503–5 on
the same lines. His account also shows that corruption would allow the rich
to escape from billeting at the expense of the poor. When justice is finally
done and the wealthier citizens are forced to provide billets, the account
ends on a highly suggestive note – the rich ask the local dux to stipulate
precisely what must be handed over to the troops to prevent them ‘looting
the houses of the wealthy when they enter them just as they looted the
poor’ (Ps.-Joshua Stylites 93).

Sexual excesses also took place. Simple adultery no doubt was not uncom-
mon. Soldiers used both their status and their mobility as an attempt to
avoid its consequences. A law of 383 dealt with both problems by providing
that being a soldier was no excuse for adultery and that the case should be
heard in the home town of the plaintiff (Cod. Theod. 9.7.9). The fourth-
century author of SHA marks out the emperor Aurelian as a martinet for
his practice, when tribune of legio vi Gallicana, of punishing troops for
adultery committed with the wives of those upon whom they were bil-
leted. According to the Scriptores Historiae Angustae, offenders were ripped
apart by having each of their legs tied to separate bent-down saplings which
were then released to spring upright. It would be naive to assume that the
adulteria which was being punished here was simply that of women being
seduced by the glamour of a uniform and did not include rape (SHA Aur.
7). The author notes that Aurelian was the only commander to behave in
this fashion, which probably bodes ill for the time in which he himself was
writing. On a related matter we have the bizarre Syriac story of Euphemia
and the Goth from late fourth-century Antioch. In this tale Euphemia, a
widow’s daughter, marries a Gothic soldier in Edessa and is taken back
by her husband to his own country. Here she finds that she is a victim of
bigamy and is forcibly enslaved until the martyrs of Edessa miraculously
save her.39 It is hard to determine the truth of this particular tale, but at all
events it must be portraying a set of circumstances that seemed plausible
to its audience. It was not always the case that the civilians were the vic-
tims of soldiers when billeting happened. One court case from Egypt has
the plaintiff pleading that her husband stole from the soldier billeted with
them and then fled leaving her to face the music (P Oxy. L3581). No doubt

39 See Burkitt (1913, repr. 1981).
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there were other such incidents too, but there can be little doubt that the
extortioner’s boot was mainly on the military foot.

Billeting was a temporary misfortune for some cities, but a permanent
feature of life for others.40 The result was a de facto divide of the town into
military and civilian sectors. At Hermopolis the military area was known as
the citadel (phrourion) as opposed to the civilian polis, and at Oxyrhynchus
the military zone was known as the campus. Our best evidence, however,
comes not from Egypt, but Dura-Europus in Syria. Here the troops were
stationed in a special quarter of the city separated from the rest of the town
by a 5-foot-high wall. In this area houses were simply altered in accordance
with the troops’ tastes, the temple of the local god Azzanathkona was
modified to accommodate army offices (in a similar way the temple of Allat
in Palmyra was subsumed into the army’s headquarters building there), and
another house used to quarter prostitutes and theatrical entertainers paid
for by the army. In general the picture is one of two separate worlds. One
was no doubt sullenly resentful of the other, but permanent billeting of this
sort probably allowed a modus vivendi to be worked out between the two
groups better than the temporary imposition of billeting on a town.

One way out from this latter torment was to insure against it by building
special facilities to accommodate troops should they arrive. By ad 185 the
village of Phaenae in Syria had built a ‘hostelry’ or xenona which secured
them exemption from billeting in private homes.41 A lack of billets could
lead to the occupation of a town’s public spaces, which, given the nature of
ancient society, would probably be regarded as a worse misfortune than the
loss of individual houses. At Rome Severus’ men on their arrival occupied
porticoes and religious buildings (SHA Sev. 7). Nor was this exceptional:
as noted above, the temple of Azzanathkona in Dura-Europus was com-
mandeered and a suggestive edict of Valentinian and Valens specifically
prohibits the use of synagogues as billets, going on to state that only private
houses not religious buildings were to be used for this purpose (Cod. Theod.
7.8.2).

Far from Libanius’ disingenuous delight, cities were horrified at the
prospect of billeting and willing to pay to avoid it. The descent of a field
army on a town meant great hardship, especially for the aristocracy. In
extreme circumstances the consumption of local supplies could lead to
famine;42 when Theodosius announced that he would use his own resources

40 According to Procop. Secret History 23.24, even Constantinople itself was not exempt, with 70,000

‘barbarians’ being billeted there.
41 OGIS 609. At least this was the theory; the very existence of this inscription, which is an official

reply to the town, shows that private houses must have been illegally used for billeting on at least one
occasion.

42 See Downey (1950). The enormous scale of supplies needed for a major expedition is illustrated
by Skeat (1964) papyrus 1 dating to ad 298, which deals with the preparations for a visit by Diocletian
to Alexandria; see also Amm. Marc. 21.6.6 and 16.4.1.
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to fight his campaign against the usurper Firmus this was, according to
Ammianus Marcellinus, ‘to the joy of the landowners’ who would other-
wise have been forced to finance the operation. The cry of the mob in
Constantinople to Valens in 378 that, if he gave them weapons, they would
fight themselves is unlikely to have been simple vainglory, as has often been
assumed, but rather provoked by a wish to get the army away from the
town as soon as possible. This dread of visiting armies opened up finan-
cial opportunities for unscrupulous commanders. Synesius comments that
the dux of Africa, Cerealis, made money in precisely this way by moving
his units around for no military reason but simply to extort money from
various cities.43

If conscription and billeting were not enough in themselves to create ill-
feeling, the duties now undertaken by the army would also have made its
relationship with the civilian population tense on at least some occasions.
The army was increasingly used to collect taxes, and no one likes the tax-
man, however just he may be. In theory the army was only to be used as
a last resort for tax collection: a year of defaulting was allowed before the
troops were sent in. However, it is clear that many civil authorities ille-
gally contracted soldiers straight away to make their life easier, as a law of
Arcadius and Honorius threatens severe penalties for this abuse, including
personal liability for twice the amount due and deportation.44 Abinnaeus
was instructed to provide his local procurator of the imperial estates, Flavius
Macarius, with a detachment to help him collect taxes that were due and
another, fragmentary, letter of complaint sent to Abinnaeus hints that his
men were none too gentle in their approach to this duty (P Abinn. 3, 27).
Such brutality was certainly not new in Abinnaeus’ time: over a hundred
years earlier we see similar complaints from the Saltus Burritanus, the mod-
ern Sidi Ali Djebin. Here a tax-collector has used soldiers to ‘arrest, molest,
and throw in irons’ various members of the local community and ordered
them to be beaten with rods and clubs. These included Roman citizens,
showing that even at this relatively early date citizenship was no protection
against official thuggery (CIL viii.10570).

However, it appears that the army was not always on the side of the
authorities. According to an aggrieved Libanius, troops quartered in coun-
try villages would side with the villagers against the tax-collectors and so
prevent rich landowners collecting their tax revenue (Lib. Or. 47.13). For
this protection the soldiers were rewarded with meat and wine by the vil-
lagers. The irony here is that the reward provided by the villagers is precisely
that which their taxes would have contributed (being liable the collectors

43 Theodosius, Amm. Marc. 29.9.10; Constantinople, Socrates, Hist. eccl. 4.38; Synesius, Ep. 129.
44 Soldiers to be used as a last resort, Cod. Theod. 11.1.34; penalties for premature use of soldiers,

Cod. Theod.11.7.16; Arcadius and Honorius, Cod. Theod. 11.7.16.
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would of course have to pay the amount to the authorities anyway). While
Libanius presents the whole business as a form of military protection racket,
Rostovtzeff stood this accusation on its head and saw it as evidence that the
Roman army was now one of ‘mobilised peasants’ or ‘peasant proletarians’
who would be naturally inclined to sympathize with their fellow peasants.45

Neither view is likely to be wholly correct. We are probably seeing here an
advanced stage of an army being integrated into the local community and
regarding itself as part of that community. The troops themselves might
have been recruited from the village and hence have an immediate fellow
feeling with the rest of the inhabitants who could well have been their rela-
tives. This would not necessarily entail that they would have had a general
sympathy with the peasants of other communities, and letters of complaint
to Abinnaeus show that soldiers were happy to collect taxes in a more than
enthusiastic fashion. That the arrangement worked indicates the level of
extortion which was likely to occur when tax-collectors arrived.

It was not, however, just the rank and file who would resist tax-collectors.
According to Libanius many commanders were happy to do this as well.
Again the reward might be simply the produce the tax would have collected
in the first place, but Libanius darkly hints that this was a tactic to obtain
land on the cheap, as the town councillors would be forced to sell to meet
their tax obligations. There were official concerns about soldiers acquiring
land in the province where they served and the practice was expressly for-
bidden, though the inheritance of such estates was permitted.46 The reason
given for the ban is to avoid soldiers being distracted from their duty by
farming. Libanius’ complaints, unless they are simply the moans of a dis-
gruntled aristocrat for once not getting his own way, suggest that this law
was much honoured in the breach.

The army was also used for other policing duties. Some of these were
religious and may have caused severe local tension. During the great perse-
cution soldiers were used to search out Christians. It is possible that Julian’s
troops forced the Antiochenes to carry them home after their feasts in the
town’s temples in order to insult the predominantly Christian population
there, but Julian’s army also produced Christian martyrs who refused to
countenance the stripping of Christian emblems from the standards and
perhaps a Christian regicide.47 But the army was equally deployed against
pagan places of worship – Artemius, the dux Aegyptii, for example, used
his men to destroy pagan temples and idols in Alexandria. The praeto-
rian prefect of the east, Cynegius did the same, destroying, inter alia, the
massive temple of temple of Jupiter at Apamea in Syria and the temples

45 Rostovtzeff (1957) i.467. 46 Digest 49.16.9 (Marcian), 49.16.13 (Macer).
47 The best-attested martyrs in Julian’s army were the standard bearers, Bonosus and Maximilianus,

BHL 1427; for a full discussion of this text see Woods (1995a). Julian’s assassin, Baynes (1937).
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of Gaza, billeting his troops on pagans in the town and using them to
cow any opposition with violence.48 After the triumph of Christianity, the
army was employed in inter-Christian disputes too; for example the Arian
bishop of Alexandria, Lucius, sent the army to attack Trinitarian monks
in the neighbouring desert. Soldiers were also used against the Donatists
in the equally bitter and more protracted struggle between them and the
official Church in north Africa.49 Troops were deployed to suppress Mono-
physite rebellions in Palestine and Egypt after the council of Chalcedon;
in Alexandria this involved the Massacre of a pro-Monophysite crowd in
the theatre. The Monophysite chronicler Pseudo-Dionysius of Tel-Mahre
records a number of attacks on the Monophysites in the eastern empire
by soldiers. Some of these may have been the work of zealous sectarians
acting on their own initiative, for example the two speculatores who killed
ninety Monophysite monks in ad 502. On other occasions, however, troops
were used in an official capacity – the stratelates of Edessa, Pharasmenes, was
instrumental in expelling Monophysite monks from their monasteries, and
later the patriarch of Antioch, Ephrem Bar Aphiana, used troops to per-
secute the Monophysites in a systematic fashion and administer orthodox
communion to unwilling locals at sword-point.50 In these cases, however,
the army simply seems to have been obeying orders rather than acting out
of religious zeal. A wide range of religious beliefs were to be found in its
ranks. We find military personnel making dedications at the pagan shrine
at Lydney in Gloucestershire in the late fourth century. The army’s ranks
also contained Donatist sympathizers, and heretics were allowed to serve
with the colours.51 One Donatist author, perhaps predictably, describes sol-
diers involved in the persecution of his sect as ‘summoned to perform a
crime, they thought only of their pay’, rather than dwelling on any reli-
gious motives they might have had, implying a professional indifference
to sectarian matters on their part. At Alexandria troops were happy to
suppress Monophysites at the instance of the Chalcedonian patriarch, Pro-
terius, but soon afterwards were, according to the Monophysite Peter the
Iberian, equally happy to arrest and kill Proterius when his actions looked
like provoking civil war.52 Similarly although the Byzantine fleet was blessed
before it set out on its expedition against Arian Vandal Africa in ad 533, it is

48 Artemius, Theodoret, Hist. eccl. 3.14; Sozomen, Hist. eccl. 4.30; Cynegius, Apamea, Theodoret,
Hist. eccl. 5.21; Gaza, Mark the Deacon 63–4.

49 Lucius, Sozomen, Hist. eccl. 6.20; army used against Donatists, see Passio Benedicti Martyris
Marculi, PL viii.760–6, esp. §3.

50 Ps.-Dionysius of Tel-Mahre, Chronicle (Witakowski (1996) trans.): speculatores, 5; Pharasmenes,
27; Ephrem Bar Aphiana, 37.

51 Donatist martyrs in the army, Acta Maximiani et Isaac = PL viii.767–74; heretics in the army,
Cod. Theod. 16.5.65.3; Lydney, RIB 2448.3.

52 Mercenary soldiers, Sermo de passione SS. Donati et Advocati = PL viii.752–8, §6; Proterius, Life of
Peter the Iberian, 64–6. The orthodox Evagrius, while happy to record the suppression of Monophysites
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striking that Belisarius uses no sectarian rhetoric when addressing his troops
in the course of the campaign.53 This wide spread of religious belief in the
army and its seeming willingness to enforce commands against any sect
suggests that the army should be seen as a tool in religious disputes rather
than having a view which it wished to enforce on the population at large.
Some care was taken, however, to avoid the use of local limitanei forces in
enforcing religious decrees on the local population from which they were
drawn, showing that service in the army did not divorce the troops from
their local communities’ sensibilities.54

More normal police work was also carried out by the army. The most
spectacular examples are the suppression of riots in Antioch in 387 and
of the Nika riots of 532 in Constantinople itself.55 Troops could supervise
those performing manual labour for a town and were not averse to whipping
those they thought were shirking (Lib. Or. 1.27). Demetrius, an official in
charge of enforcing the imperial natron monopoly, instructed Abinnaeus
to seize any contraband natron that came to his attention (P Abinn. 9). A
certain Alypius wrote a sharp letter to the village scribe of Thraso, pointing
out that if he did not report how much grain was stored there he would
be forced to do so ‘in the presence of a soldier’ (P Flor. 137). This became
a common threat and is an indication of the army’s increasing role in this
field.

This involvement brought the army into conflict with the local civil
authorities. While some areas of the empire, such as the north of Britain,
were under martial law, most areas had civil authorities whose powers were
slowly being usurped. Troops appear to have been immune from civilian
courts, so some use of military courts was inevitable (P Flor. 137). Libanius
outlines the abuses which could happen in such circumstances:

a soldier provokes a market trader, jeering at him and being provocative. Then he
grabs hold of him and pushes him about. Then hands are laid on the soldier too,
but it seems that this is a different matter – such men may not raise either their
voices or hands against a soldier, so this man, doomed to suffer, is tied up and
taken to the military headquarters where he pays not to be beaten to death . . .

This, according to Libanius, an admittedly hostile source, was a daily occur-
rence with the poor being helpless in the face of abuse from soldiers.56

However, military jurisdiction appears to have crept into the wider sphere
with commanders beginning to act as judges for their local communities,
effectively cutting out the civilian powers from one of their important roles;

by soldiers (Hist. eccl. 2.5), attributes Proterius’ death to rioters in the town rather than the troops (Hist.
eccl. 2.8).

53 See Kaegi (1965). 54 See MacCoull (1995).
55 Antioch, Lib. Or. 19.34–36; Nika riots, Procop. Wars 1.23–4.
56 Lib. Or. 47.33; maltreatment, Lib. Or. 47.6.
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an example is Laronius Secundinus, the prefect of cohors xx Palmyrenorum,
who was acting as a iudex in civilian cases in ad 235 at Dura-Europus
(P Dura 125, 126, 127). Appeals to military, rather than civilian, authorities
grew in the fourth century, despite a string of legislation declaring it to be
illegal to act in this way.57 This encroachment is illustrated by the Abin-
naeus archive. Some grey areas are present here such as the case of Flavius
Priscus and his wife who asked Abinnaeus for redress against those who had
burgled them. As Priscus was a veteran, perhaps Abinnaeus’ intervention is
understandable, but this is not the case with a civilian litigant from Her-
mopolis who asks Abinnaeus to arrest another civilian, Zoilus, because he
has stolen his pigs, or with Aurelius Sacaon from Theadelphia who accuses
Heron of stealing eighty-two of his sheep.58 Attempts were made to keep
the two centres of authority apart – military commanders were instructed
to have nothing to do with municipal authorities and attacks on local coun-
cillors were subject to heavy fines (Cod. Theod. 12.1.128) – but it appears
that these rules were unenforceable on the ground. By the sixth century
the commanders of the numeri based at Nessana and Syene seem to have
become the local legal authorities for their entire communities.59 Such a
shift should not come as a surprise; military commanders would often be
nearer to the point of grievance than the civil authorities and, as their men
began to blend with, and be drawn from, the local civilian community, be
at least as familiar with the complaints. They would also be more able to act
to deal with problems and no more venal than their civilian counterparts.
For many civilians therefore military intervention in judicial matters may
not have seemed like an imposition at all.

If there is one thing that late antique sources are agreed upon, it is that the
army cost a lot of money. When complaining about Diocletian’s expansion
of the army Lactantius draws the following conclusion:

There began to be fewer men who paid taxes than there were who received wages;
so that the means of the husbandmen being exhausted by enormous impositions,
the farms were abandoned, cultivated grounds became woodland, and universal
dismay prevailed . . .

(Lactant. De mort. pers. 7)

Lactantius is writing Christian polemic against a pagan emperor and so
cannot be taken at face value; but nevertheless the sentiments he expresses
seem to be generally held at some level or other. The anonymous author
of De rebus bellicis, for example, who had less of an axe to grind against
the establishment than Lactantius, nevertheless believed the army cost too

57 Cod. Iust. 7.48.2 (Gordian); Cod. Iust. 3.26.7 (ad 349), P Oxy. 1101 (ad 367–70); Cod. Theod. 2.1.9
(ad 397).

58 Priscus, P Abinn. 47; Zoilus, P Abinn. 53; Aurelius, P Abinn. 44.
59 For the Nessana papyri see Casper and Kraemer (1958); the relevant document here is papyrus 19.

For Syene, see Keenan (1990).
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much and wrote precisely to solve this problem (De rebus bellicis 1 and 5).
The demands made were harsh and bitterly resented. SHA’s Life of Probus
reflects a general prejudice when it states that Probus made the army work
for the annona as it had no right to it for free, implying that the civilian
population often believed that it received nothing worthwhile in return for
paying the annona to the army. The author goes on to draw a picture of a
hypothetical golden age when there would be no soldiers and no provincial
would have to pay for their upkeep; contemporary rabbinical texts also
paint a bleak picture of the tax regime.60

The breakdown of the Empire in the third century had led to the general
payment of the army in kind. Such levies had always been possible, but it
was only in the later period that they were institutionalized as the normal
form of payment.61 Abuse of taxation in kind was not a new phenomenon
in the late Empire: it is mentioned by Tacitus in his Agricola as occurring
in the first century ad (Tac. Agr. 19). The amount of these taxes, known
as an indiction, varied annually. Normally the high command sent the
data of how many men were under their command and this was used to
compute the amount required. If an underestimate was made or allegedly
made, a second levy, a superindiction, could be raised. This cumbersome
system gave enormous opportunities for corruption at every stage of the
operation.62 While provision was made for the crediting of overpayments
for the following year, this occurs in a law ordering that only produce that
was strictly necessary be procured, so it is likely that overtaxation was a
regular form of abuse (Cod. Theod. 11.5.1).

At times provisions were demanded which did not exist in the province,
causing enormous problems. The author of Scriptores Historiae Augustae
notes that one of the ‘30 tyrants’, Ballista, made a point of exacting from
a province material not produced there. The same grievance is mentioned
by Procopius in the sixth century.63 An unnecessary superindiction was an
obvious way for a local governor to make money; in 357 Julian while Cae-
sar in Gaul refused to countenance one which Florentius the praetorian
prefect wished to hold. Ammianus comments that superindictions were
prone to inflict ‘incurable wounds’ on provinces and that Julian went on
to prove that the initial indiction, far from being an underestimate, was an
overestimate of what was required (Amm. Marc. 17.3.1–5). Julian appears
to have stumbled on what, according to Libanius writing in Antioch at the
other end of the empire, was a standard form of corrupt behaviour – the

60 SHA Prob. 20, 23; discussion of rabbinical material, Isaac (1990) 285–91; cf pp. 401–6 above.
61 For a detailed discussion of these taxes, see pp. 403–9 above. For a general discussion of taxation

during this period, see Kelly (1998) and Barnish et al. (2000) 170–93.
62 For the prohibition of superindictions without express imperial permission see Cod. Theod. 11.6.1

and 11.16.11. See also the general discussion in Jones (1964) 451.
63 Ballista, SHA Tyr. Trig. 18; Procop. Secret History 23.9–17.
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keeping of dead men on the books in order that their rations could be
claimed, an accusation echoed by Themistius.64 When emperor, and pos-
sibly as a result of this experience, Julian required all superindictions to
have the emperor’s direct permission (Cod. Theod. 11.16.10). His law was
reaffirmed by Valens in 365 and Gratian in 382. This continuing sequence of
laws probably indicates a continual problem, something confirmed by the
fact that being exempted from superindicta was a sought-after privilege.65

The responsibility for procuring the tax, like that for providing recruits,
was laid at the door of the local authorities. Tax-collectors (normally called
procuratores or susceptores) were appointed by city councils who were liable
for the amount of tax demanded, though this liability was underwritten
by the council itself to ensure that the central authorities would not lose
out (PSI 684). Oddly, tax collection was a popular duty as it opened plenty
of opportunities for illegal money-making. One way of doing this was
to combine the duty of tax-collector with that of money-lender; such an
individual would force the poor to pay their entire contribution in one
fell swoop (Amm. Marc. 16.5.15), and if they were unable to do so, they
would then be offered the chance to ‘borrow’ money at exorbitant rates of
interest to meet the demand. The procurator of the lower Thebaid in the
mid-fourth century, Aurelius Isidorus, notes that some of the collectors of
meat for the army went against orders and accepted cash instead of meat,
demanding a rate much higher than the official one. Aurelius proclaims that
this is ‘utterly unacceptable to the taxpayers’ and threatens the perpetrators
with capital punishment. He then goes on the blame the victims too by
commenting that they should not submit to illicit demands, but only hand
over what is stipulated by the regulations. How they would be able to resist
armed extortion is not a matter he sees fit to discuss (P Panop. 2 col. 9).

Delivery of goods demanded was again made the responsibility of local
council officials who could be ordered to travel anywhere within their own
province at a great deal of expense and inconvenience. At Oxyrhynchus the
councillors given the task of transporting wine and barley to the army simply
fled, and the council was reluctant to name substitutes in case the same
thing happened again (P Oxy. 1414, 1415). Another papyrus records how an
official in charge of the annona was beaten up and thrown off a grain ship
by one Aurelius Claudianus assisted by the convoy’s commander. Probably
the official had either uncovered criminal activity or was attempting to set
up some of his own (P Panop. 2 col. 4; PSI 298).

At their final destination the goods would be placed into a public
storehouse (mansio publica) whose upkeep was also the local community’s
responsibility. Its superintendent (again local) then handed over the pro-
duce to an army quartermaster (actuarius). Field army units were given

64 Lib. Or. 47.31; Them. Or. 10.136b. 65 Cod. Theod. 20.16.11, 11.6.1.
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warrants to draw supplies from provinces which possessed a surplus, their
quartermasters (opinatores) being required to present these warrants to the
provincial governor who had to pay up within a year (Cod. Theod. 11.7.16).
Abuses did not stop at the warehouse: simple thieving was a problem and
supplies were kept under lock and key (P Abinn. 26). The handing over of
provisions without a record being kept, thus allowing them to be drawn
again, was an obvious form of illegal practice. In an attempt to stop this
Valentinian required the production of official receipts from the military
quartermaster, the actuarius, before the civil superintendents of the gra-
naries handed over anything to them (Cod. Theod. 7.4.11). Aurelius Victor
gives a particularly savage account of the actuarii, who were not only at
the end of the redistribution chain, but possibly also responsible for the
initial assessments of foodstuffs as well, which put them in a particularly
powerful position to abuse the system. Victor’s comments suggest that this
power was all too obvious to their contemporaries. According to Victor the
actuarii were

worthless, venal, deceitful, seditious, and grasping – created by nature so to speak
to perpetrate and hide fraud. They control supplies and so are the enemies of
those who collect the produce and of the well-being of farmers since they are adept
in bribing at the right time those whose stupidity and ruin has provided their
wealth . . .

(Aur. Vict. Caes. 33)

Victor’s comments come in a description of a third-century coup, but he
also takes care to say that the sins of the actuarii are to the fore ‘especially in
these times’, i.e. in the fourth century. Valentinian made actuarii personally
responsible for the goods that they did not deliver within thirty days, which
might suggest that much corruption occurred at this point. As an incentive
for honest behaviour if an actuarius had a clean record for ten years he
would be raised to the rank of perfectissimus.66

Not all corruption was due to the actuarii; often there was an attempt
to collect allowances in cash rather than in kind and to do so in arrears in
order to wait for a time of shortage when the market price would be higher.
This led to food rotting and the potential imposition of a superindiction
on the provincials.67 Field army commanders would help themselves from
storehouses without getting previous permission from the civil authorities
(Cod. Theod. 7.4.3). Army units would also on occasions simply demand
extra supplies from the local population, the nickname for these being
cenaticum, or ‘dinner-money’ (Cod. Theod. 7.4.12). One potential reason
for this abuse may have been the habit of some officers of simply stealing
the lower ranks’ allowances and then letting them off their duties so that

66 Cod. Theod. 7.4.16; Cod. Iust. 12.38; Cod. Theod. 8.1.10.
67 Cod. Theod. 7.4.1, 7.4.17, 7.4.20, 8.4.6.
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they could scrape a living. This is a complaint we hear from Libanius
and, according to Synesius, was the practice of dux Cerealis in Africa.68

This abuse may also explain the phenomenon of ‘wandering soldiers’ who
occasionally terrorized the countryside. Such errant soldiers are used in a
plausible lie told by a Roman spy to the Persian commander of Amida in
ad 503 who refers to small bands of soldiers ‘who are forever wandering
around the countryside in fours or fives, attacking the local country-folk’
(Procop. Wars 1.9.7).

The requisitioning of transport was also a major problem. The utopia in
the SHA Life of Probus, as well as envisaging a world without the annona,
also longs for a time when ‘oxen will be used for ploughing and horses born
for peaceful use’, for all too often in the writer’s day they were removed
by the army. Constantius noted that ‘the exaction of extra post-horses has
destroyed the estates of many while fattening the greed of a few’. We may
have an incident involving a dispute over requisitioned transport from
Oxyrhynchus where Horigenes writes to a friend that he had been delayed
three days there as he had been arrested by one of the governor’s soldiers
‘on a pretext to do with horses’.69 Although technically such animals had
to be returned to their owners, very often they were not. If they were
they were likely to be in a poor state. The emperor Constantine noted and
attempted to stop the overdriving of commandeered animals and prohibited
the confiscation of oxen which were used for tilling. His son Constantius
limited the number of wagons a legion on the march could take, and
Valentinian and Valens later placed a limit on the amount of weight to be
carried by commandeered wagons and animals. Whether such laws could be
enforced is, of course, a different question.70 The army may also have been
able to exact forced labour from civilians. A series of slabs marking repairs to
Hadrian’s Wall, and normally attributed to the rebuilding of the wall under
count Theodosius (ad 368–9), record work done not by soldiers, but by
tribal groups. The majority of these groups are from the south of Britain, so
we have evidence of at least enforced payment for military work (something
paralleled in the east) and perhaps for this civilian labour transported over
some considerable distance.71

The relationship between soldier and civilian was therefore a fraught one.
The army was seen as expensive, its behaviour rapacious and its efficiency
questionable. Nevertheless not all aspects of living near to soldiers were
bad. Soldiers dabbled in, and gave a boost to, the local economy. Abinnaeus
had a rentier income from Alexandria and seems to have had other business

68 Lib. Or. 2.37; Synesius, Ep. 62. 69 Cod. Theod. 8.5.7; Horigenes, P Oxy. 3859.
70 Cod. Theod. 8.5.1, 2; Cod. Theod. 8.5.11, 8.5.17.
71 RIB 1672, 1673 (the Durotriges of Ilchester), RIB 1843 (the Dumnonii, based in Devon), RIB 1962

(the Catuvellauni based in Essex). The local tribe, the Brigantes, are also recorded as working on the
wall: RIB 2022.
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interests, while another soldier at Dionysias was able to loan a villager wheat,
suggesting that he may have been a landowner in the locality (P Flor. i 30).
Soldiers provided a ready market, albeit a potentially dangerous one, ripe
for exploitation. The introduction to Diocletian’s price edict states that its
prime purpose was to stop merchants exploiting the army with inflated
prices (the merchants’ opinion is not recorded).72 Therefore wherever the
army was to be found, there were also entrepreneurs ready to tap this
source of revenue. The enervating luxus of the army in Asia which upset
Ammianus, and his complaint that some soldiers had cups heavier than their
swords, shows that there was money to be made.73 The evidence of the hiring
of actors and prostitutes in Dura-Europus discussed above shows that this
market was in both goods and services. Apart from the trappings of luxuria,
soldiers also have a tendency to be obsessed with their equipment, and this
market too found eager suppliers: from South Shields close to the Scottish
border we have the case of a Palmyran flagseller, Barates and his former
slave and then wife, Regina, a Catuvellaunian from southern England who
might also have once formed part of the military service industry (RIB
1065). Manufacturers of various other military artifacts such as swords,
shields, shield-covers and cloaks also abounded. An edict requiring that
soldiers in Illyricum be given a solidus each for buying cloaks shows the
circular nature of this economy, as the tax would be taken from the civilian
population and then recycled into it by such purchases. On occasions the
army would even buy bricks from civilians to build its outposts.74

Despite the problems outlined above, as has already been seen, soldiers
could sometimes take the side of the local community against outsiders. In
particular, we may expect that this was the case with the limitanei who in
part seem to have lived among the local community. Paniscus’ letter to his
wife asking her to bring his military equipment suggests that he was living
at home not in barracks, and when Serapion was beaten up by the soldier
Julius for daring to ask about his daughter’s sow the implication of the
complaint is again that Julius was living in Philadelphia, not in his unit’s
barracks. Similarly the tenor of Demetrius’ complaint to Abinnaeus about
the behaviour of Athenodorus is that Athenodorus too was living among
civilians in the village of Ibion, as Demetrius tells Abinnaeus that he has
written to him in preference to others because he is sure that Abinnaeus will
summon Athenodorus to the camp (castra) and do the right thing ‘in all
ways’. In the same way Aurelius Aboul’s complaint that one of Abinnaeus’
men, Paul, has shorn eleven of his sheep by night and was accompanied in
the crime by another soldier, Melas, and the son of the local nightwatchman
suggests that these soldiers were living away from barracks. We also have

72 Lauffer (1971) 95, l.8. 73 Luxus, Amm. Marc. 27.9.6; cups, Amm. Marc. 22.4.6.
74 Cloaks: Cod. Theod. 7.6.4, see also Cod. Theod. 7.6.5; bricks: MacMullen (1963) 91.
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evidence for the dispersal of troops from Dura-Europus where papyri show
that scattered detachments of cohors xx Palmyrenorum were active in villages
around the town. The references are opaque, but at the very least these
troops were undertaking police action in these localities and might well
have been billeted or simply lived there too (P. Dura 100, 101). Moreover,
while previous views of the limitanei becoming ‘soldier-farmers’ are now
heavily challenged, these static troops do seem to have become a part of
the local community where they lived.

The last phases of the occupation of Hadrian’s Wall saw standard barrack
blocks replaced by ‘chalets’ which may have housed not simply soldiers but
soldiers and their families.75 An example of a unit which was completely
integrated with the local community in the eastern Empire is the ‘Numerus
of the most loyal Theodosians’ stationed at Nessana in the mid-sixth cen-
tury. The members of this unit owned property and had business interests
in the village. One of the unit’s soldiers, Abd al-Gâ, sold his set of fields
for a share in a courtyard and baker’s oven, another, Flavius Aws, owned
an olive press, while a third, Menas, appears to be the lesee of a vineyard.
The soldiers also married into the local community. This integration is also
seen at Syene, where troops continued with civilian jobs such as that of
boatman while serving in the army. Despite this high degree of integration,
the papyri from these sites also show that the units retained their military
integrity and boasted a complex command structure of ranks.76

A spindle whorl found in the fort at Nessana probably dates from after
the fort was abandoned, but forts, like the units they contained, became
intimately bound to the local civilian population. When numeri were sum-
moned away to serve, the local population often moved into the aban-
doned fort. Fortifications also began to be built by private individuals
and the Church. The numerus of Adrona had its fort provided by a local
landowner, Thomas, and his nephew Jacob, who had also built a bath-house
in the village. The fort’s dedicatory inscription states, ‘It is customary to
serve the many by volunteering funds for local defence’. The fort contained
a church which was a place of worship for the entire community, not just
the numerus. Similar actions and sentiments are found at Salamis on the
Orontes and Anasartha. At Bouz-el-Khanzir the town fort was funded by
the local bishop, and the Church was also involved in building fortifica-
tions at Taroutia, where local landowners also played a role in this activity.
Such initiatives are normally seen as reflecting on the state’s inability to pro-
vide defences for local communities – Procopius comments that Justinian
neglected the limitanei to such a degree that they were forced to rely on

75 Daniels (1980); for a general discussion of the last phases of Hadrian’s Wall, see Casey (1993) and
Wilmott and Wilson (2000).

76 The Nessana papyri are conveniently collected in Casper and Kraemer (1958): sale, no. 23; plot,
no. 24; vineyard, no. 34; marriage and divorce, nos. 20 and 33. For Syene see Keenan (1990).
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charity. Procopius’ statement that Justinian used the reconstitution of a
garrison at Thermopylae as an excuse to seize the civic funds of Greek
towns, leaving them devoid of any funds for civilian repair work, may sug-
gest another motive – that of protecting oneself against the rapacity of the
centre by building a fort in the same way as the building of a xenona would
avoid the problem of billeting.77

As well as serving troops, veteran soldiers were also a common feature
in civilian life. As at this date soldiers were mainly drawn from the locality
where they served, it may be otiose to speculate on how successful their
integration into those communities was. Iulius Ianuarius, a troop comman-
der of the ala Sebosiana who settled outside Lancaster in the third century
ad, was happy to dedicate to the local Celtic god of the area, quite pos-
sibly because he was a local and this was his god (RIB 600). No tension
is recorded as existing between veterans and the communities into which
they moved.78 Yet privileges which distinguished veterans from their fel-
lows were expected and obtained by veterans: ‘why have we been made
veterans if we have no grant of special imperial privileges?’ was the chant of
some before Constantine in ad 320 (Cod. Theod. 7.20.2.1). Some of these
privileges involved immunity from degrading punishments such as being
thrown to beasts or beaten with rods, but more importantly the veteran
was immune from having to perform compulsory municipal duties and
enjoyed, often with other members of his immediate family, substantial
immunity from taxation.79

These latter immunities included that from taxes levied on traders and
customs duties. The privileges of the veterans naturally made this a status to
be claimed without justification but, as has been seen, these privileges did
not in contemporary eyes outweigh the benefits of attempting to escape
from service in the first place.80 Veterans were also given a bounty on
discharge. Constantine made provisions for a tax-free start-up grant of
100 folles to be given to a veteran who wished to set up in trade (Cod.
Theod. 7.20.3.1). The normal veteran’s grant, however, was land. Under
Constantine this was specified as ‘vacant’ land, i.e. either land devoid of
previous owners or which had been abandoned. A more generous start-up
grant of 25,000 folles, a yoke of oxen, and 100 measures of grain was made
to veterans who wished to start farming (Cod. Theod. 7.20.3). The author
of De rebus bellicis proposed a more rapid discharge from the colours as a

77 Civilian occupation of forts, John of Epiphania, 6; Adrona, IGLSyr. 1682; Salamis on the Orontes,
IGLSyr. 2524; Anasartha, IGLSyr. 281; Bouz-el-Khanzir, IGLSyr. 270; Taroutia, IGLSyr. 1630, 1631;
neglect of the limitanei, Procop. Secret History 24.12–14; Thermopylae, Procop. Secret History 26.31.

78 Van Damm (1985) 125 suggests that Martin of Tours’ failure to establish a monastery at Milan
shows a lack of ‘toleration for ex-soldiers . . . who refused to “retire” and become civilians again’, but
produces little concrete evidence for this view.

79 Degrading punishments, Digest 49.18.1 (Arrius); tax immunities, Cod. Theod. 7.20.2.2.
80 Attempts to usurp veterans’ privileges, Cod. Theod. 7.20.12.
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way of restoring the farming community. For him these veteran farmers
would then become taxpayers and thus contribute to the economy; what
he forgets is that the privileges demanded by veterans would stop this
happening. Town councils, however, had a natural tendency to forget these
privileges and attempt to draw veterans into the economy. Valentinian,
Valens and Gratian restated all veteran privileges in ad 366, which perhaps
shows that such forgetfulness could enjoy short-time success. Another peril
facing veterans dealt with by these three emperors was that owners of
abandoned land would turn up at harvest time and demand part of the
produce as rent (Cod. Theod. 7.2.9). As in the early Empire, veterans became
discontented with the quality of land they were given. Valentinian and
Valens extended Constantine’s provisions for veterans’ land to include land
other than vacant land (Cod. Theod. 7.20.8.1), creating a potential flash
point with the civilian population as this new dispensation could have
involved forcible dispossession of civilian landowners. However, despite
recent research showing the vibrancy of rural life in late antiquity and thus
underlining such a problem,81 no cases of clashes of this kind are recorded
in our sources.

Veterans could prove a useful pool of military expertise in hard times: at
Autun, for example, it was the veterans rather than the imperial garrison
who provided an effective defence for the town in ad 356. Yet despite their
privileges not all veterans integrated, or at least lived peaceably alongside
the civilian population. Some, presumably those farming ‘vacant lands’ on
the edge of the empire, saw fit to collude with barbarians, others indulged
in banditry. This problem was apparent as early as the reign of Constantius
II, who stipulated that such veterans be put to death and others be stripped
of their privileges if they disturbed the peace. Nor were veterans allowed
more freedom than other civilians to form religious associations, which
often formed the core of political activity.82

Alongside veteran farmers in the late Empire was another military inno-
vation – barbarians given land within the empire in return for military
service. The army may increasingly have recruited from barbarian tribes
whose members seemed much more willing to serve than citizens of the
Empire.83 Whereas in the past the Roman army was an engine for at least
partial Romanization, in the late Empire there are some occasions when
such recruits were to serve under officers of their own race and retain their
own customs. An example of this is a dedication by ‘Hnaufridius’ unit’
to ‘the Alaisiagae, Baudihillia and Frigabis, and the divine inspiration of

81 See Banaji (2001) ch. 1; Whittaker and Garnsey (1998); Ward-Perkins (2000).
82 Autun, Amm. Marc. 16.2.1; collusion, Cod. Theod. 7.1.1; stripping of privileges, Cod. Theod. 7.20.7;

restrictions on association, Digest 47.112 (Ulpian).
83 But see Nicasie (1998); Whitby (2004) 165–70 for arguments against this view, and cf. pp. 298–300

above.
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the Emperor’ found at Hadrian’s Wall (RIB 1576). The epigraphic habit
and form of the altar are the only Roman things about this dedication
which otherwise has a strongly Germanic flavour. Ammianus records the
Goths recoiling in horror after confronting a blood-drinking Saracen serv-
ing with the Roman army.84 The barbarization of the army could have
led to the civilian population feeling less affection and identity with it.
Zosimus records barbarians in the army subjecting the citizens of Philadel-
phia in Lydia to armed extortion, but the incident is no worse than many
recorded of soldiers from inside the empire and Zosimus, despite his preju-
dice against barbarians, produces no further examples.85 Pseudo-Dionysius
of Tel-Mahre is always at pains to stress the foreign nature of the troops
involved in attacks on his community. This could suggest that both racial
and confessional tensions existed between the local population and troops
stationed among them; equally it could be a ploy by the chronicler to
emphasize the sanctity and fortitude of his own people to his readers.86

But, on the other side of the equation, barbarian troops were no doubt the
vectors of a striking phenomenon of late antiquity which could be regarded
as the reverse of ‘Romanization’, namely ‘barbarization’. The adoption of
non-Roman dress can be seen on a variety of well-known monuments
from late antiquity such as the missorium of Theodosius the Great found at
Almendralejo in Spain. Barbarian belt-buckles and fittings became popular
accessories to such an extent that they have led to confusion about the
degree of barbarian settlement in parts of the empire such as along the so-
called ‘Saxon shore’ in Britain. These trends were so powerful that Arcadius
and Honorius were moved to ban the wearing of trousers in Rome itself
(Cod. Theod. 14.10.2).

Alongside simple recruitment of barbarians was another phenomenon,
the settlement of barbarians within the Roman empire itself.87 The first
of these groups were known as laeti and were the product of defeated
people forcibly resettled by the Romans. Supervised by a Roman pre-
fect or placed under the jurisdiction of the local town, they were given
land to farm with the obligation to provide recruits for the army. Laeti
were heavily discriminated against under Roman law, which forbade their
inter-marriage with Roman citizens, but this was probably of little con-
cern to them as they appear to have retained their own social organiza-
tion. The laeti appear to have been restricted to Gaul and northern Italy,
but other groups were present elsewhere in the empire. Marcus Aurelius
despatched some 5,500 Sarmatians to Britain and Probus located groups of

84 RIB 1576, cf. RIB 1593, 1594; blood-drinking Saracen, Amm. Marc. 31.16.6.
85 Zos. 4.31.1. For this issue in general see Elton (1996b) 136–52.
86 For a different view of the extent of barbarian acculturation in the army see pp. 298–300 above.
87 For a comprehensive list of barbarians settled in the Roman empire, see de Ste Croix (1981)

Appendix iii.
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Burgundians and Vandals there who Zosimus says proved ‘very useful’ to
the emperor in subsequent revolts. In ad 372 Valentinian sent an Alaman
chief to Britain to command a substantial unit of Alamanni already sta-
tioned there.88 Such groups could be seen as providing the same sort of
local security for the central authorities as coloniae had once done, being
loyal to the centre and having no ties, at least initially, with the locals.
Early coloniae had been highly unpopular with the local population as they
involved the loss of land, but this is unlikely to have been the case with
these later settlements. The barbarians appeared to have been placed on
unfarmed or abandoned land. A panegyric to Constantius Chlorus of ad

297 emphasizes this point (adding that the process helped lower the rate
of the annona) along with the new settlers’ eagerness to join up and their
consequent Romanization as the result of their enlistment.89 Such settle-
ment may have been welcomed locally rather than resented, as cultivated
land would not provide shelter for bandits and the settlements would often
provide a buffer between other inhabitants and the barbarians beyond the
empire (Pan. Lat. 4.8–9).

This process of settlement changed out of all proportion when the
emperor Valens allowed a large number of Goths to enter Roman terri-
tory in ad 376. These Goths were given land in Thrace and gave pledges
to supply military recruits to the Roman army when requested to do so.
Although this migration had the trappings of a Gothic surrender, it is
likely that the agreement was on a more even footing than this as the Goths
appear to have had a say in where they were settled.90 Valens had initially
wished to inflict a crushing defeat on the Goths, but had failed to do so
and was forced to rationalize the circumstances as best he could to save
face in front of his people.91 However, according to Ammianus Marcelli-
nus, Valens acted in the hope that the Goths would provide recruits for
the army which would allow him to extract money rather than men from
the provinces and it is significant that the change from taxation in kind
to taxation in cash begins to take hold at this point in time. The Church
historian Socrates accuses Valens of simple greed and wishing to fill the
treasury coffers at the expense of the army, but as a Trinitarian Socrates was
naturally hostile to the emperor, who may well have seen Gothic immi-
gration as both a more efficient way of raising troops who were of both
a better calibre than those produced by the annual levy and one which

88 Sarmatians, Dio Cass. 71.16.2; RIB 589; Probus, Zos. 1.68; Valentinian, Amm. Marc. 29.4.7. The
Alamanni may have been settled near Almondbury in Yorkshire. For evidence of German troops in
Britain, see RIB 1102 from Ebchester and RIB 1180 from Corbridge.

89 The panegyric is perhaps a case of protesting too much. For settlements on abandoned land and
the amount of such land, see Liebeschuetz (1990) ch. 2.

90 See Heather (1991) 122–8 and (1996) 130–2.
91 This burden is shouldered by Them. Or. 10. See the discussion in Heather and Matthews (1991).
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caused much less resentment.92 Mutual distrust and mismanagement led
to open warfare between these Goths and the Romans which culminated
in Valens’ death at the spectacular Roman defeat of Adrianople in ad 378.
Peace was finally made in ad 382 by Theodosius the Great. This time the
treaty allowed the Goths to live within the Roman empire as an autonomous
unit which would provide troops when required. The loss of manpower
at Adrianople and Theodosius’ ensuing embroilment in civil war meant
that reliance on barbarian troops increased. The use of such troops caused
anxiety in some circles, an anxiety which can be seen in Pacatus’ Panegyric
to Theodosius which labours the point that the emperor’s new troops had
Roman commanders (Pan. Lat. 2.33).

Similar ‘federate’ groups also emerged in other parts of the empire, but
little attempt seems to have been made to integrate these barbarian settlers
into Roman society and while some of their leaders became thoroughly
Romanized, this is unlikely to have been the case with the bulk of the
immigrants. Legally the two groups remained separate and forbidden to
inter-marry (Cod. Theod. 3.13.14). Some upper-class writers were extremely
hostile to Germanic elements: a fine example is provided by Synesius who
advocated the removal of Germans from the army and the creation of all-
citizen forces (De regno 14). Such hostility is likely to have been a product
of senatorial jealousy and dislike of Romanizing German aristocrats such
as Stilicho reaching eminence in the Empire. Julian during his coup saw
fit to use this prejudice by writing to the Senate denouncing Constantine
the Great for raising barbarians to the consulate. Ammianus Marcellinus,
looking at matters from a soldier’s rather than a politician’s perspective, is
inclined to be more even handed; he censors Julian for his hypocrisy (Julian
raised the Frank Navitta to the consulate), and later is happy to liken the
courage of an Alaman in the Roman army, Natuspardo, to that of traditional
Roman heroes. Lower-class reactions to German soldiers and settlers may
also have been ambivalent: Libanius records a riot in Constantinople where
a Goth was lynched on account of his race and the pretender Procopius
saw fit to rally his supporters by demouncing Valens as a ‘base Pannonian’.
This line seems to have had some success as the population of Chalcedon
went on to abuse Valens as a ‘sabaia-swiller’ outside their walls. After his
removal of Stilicho, Honorius is said to have contemplated setting his
Roman troops on the Germans in his army, but decided against the plan
because the Germans were too numerous. Such a plan would have relied
on racial antipathy.93

92 Amm. Marc. 31.4.4; Socrates, Hist. eccl. 4.34. For a thorough discussion of the problem, see
Heather (1991).

93 Lynching, Lib. 19.12, 20.14; Synesius, De regno 22a–26c; Julian’s letter and Ammianus’ reproach,
Amm. Marc. 21.10.8; the courageous Alaman, Amm. Marc. 27.19.16; Procopius and Valens, Amm.
Marc. 26.7.16; sabaia-swiller (sabaia was a Pannonian beer), Amm. Marc. 16.8.2; Lib. Or. 19.16, 20.14.
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Set against this is evidence of cultural interchange between the two
groups. Cemeteries along the Rhine and Loire yield both ‘Roman’ and
‘Germanic’ style burials. Cemeteries in these areas with a long past produce
in this period a change to ‘Germanic’ style burials with no discernible
change in skeletal remains. Post-Roman Vindolanda on Hadrian’s Wall has
produced a contemporary amalgam of Romano-British and Saxon artefacts.
Roman and barbarian therefore were interacting culturally, if not mixing
physically. Such a mixture need not of course require any love lost on either
side. In the fifth century Salvian, albeit a polemical source, asserts that there
was flight even from the upper classes to barbarian areas in order to avoid
‘injustice’. Salvian’s near contemporary, Orosius, comments that units of
the usurper Constantine III’s army treated the inhabitants of Spain worse
than the barbarian invaders of the peninsula, giving support to the idea
of flight. In his account Salvian chooses to emphasize the wide differences
between the two groups:

Though they differ from those to whom they flee in religion and language and
are revolted by the stench of barbarian bodies and clothes . . . they still prefer
to endure an unfamiliar life among the barbarians to savage injustice among the
Romans.

Similar sentiments are echoed by the Aulularia, an early fifth-century play.
In both cases there is physical, but little cultural, interaction between
Roman and barbarian, though it suits Salvian’s aim in particular of empha-
sizing the high degree of injustice within the empire to make the barbarians
seem as primitive as possible. The barbarians themselves seem to have been
more open than Rome in accepting those who wished to join them, so such
flight would have been possible and was perhaps not seen by some in quite
the negative light Salvian that suggests. An anonymous commentator who
remarked ‘the poor Roman imitates the Goth, while the rich Goth imitates
the Roman’ may well have got the social dynamics of his time right.94

The final blending of the army and community may ironically have been
caused by the return of monetary stability and a corresponding tendency
to substitute cash payments for the annona, particularly in the western
empire; by the fifth century this appears to have been the norm.95 This led
to another potential sort of abuse – a demand for payment in kind after
monetary payment had been exacted. But more importantly it also led to
units simply abandoning the army after prolonged periods without pay-
ment, a process which is well illustrated by chapter 20 of Eugippius’ Life of St
Severinus. Some units probably simply dissolved into the local community

94 Cemeteries, James (1988) 44–51; Salvian, De gubernatione dei 5.22–24; Oros. 7.40; for a discussion
of barbarian openness, see Liebeschuetz (1990) chs. 2 and 3; Anon. Val. 12.61.

95 Cod. Theod. 12.6.28; Nov. Val. 3 13.
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as by this time the lack of pay would already have led to soldiers lead-
ing a quasi-agrarian life of necessity; others may have been recruited into
the ranks of landowners’ private armies, the so-called bucellarii.96 Another
alternative was to remain as a unit, but to create or serve in a newly inde-
pendent political unit. An incident of this sort is given by Jordanes who
records that among the army marshalled against the Huns at the Catallau-
nian fields were the Olibriones, whom he describes as ‘one-time Roman
soldiers’ (Jord. Get. 36.191), while the best example of this phenomenon is
the realm created by Aegidius and Syagrius in late fifth-century Gaul which
endured for around twenty-five years before it was overrun. This course of
action may have been the choice of what remained of the Roman army
in Britain after the curial class rejected Rome’s authority in ad 409; one
probable example of such a phenomenon may be found at Birdoswald on
Hadrian’s Wall where parts of the Roman fort were rebuilt as a high-status
hall. Similar traces of late occupation are to be found on other sites on this
frontier.97

These post-Roman kingdoms appear to have enjoyed local support and
the troops there would have been seen as a local force fighting for a local
cause, thus retaining a sense of identification with the local population
which the Roman Empire had lost. It would also be much more in the
interests of a local dynast than of a far-away emperor to restrain his men’s
depredations on the local population and they in their turn would have had
stronger ties to those they fought for and hence been less inclined to abuse
them in the first place than troops, particularly field army troops, of the
Roman Empire. These breakaway enterprises seem to have been attempts
to create local versions of a Roman-style political system and as such may
have helped to stem increasing acculturation towards the barbarian way of
life. The Olibriones must have been visibly ‘former Romans’ and Procopius
speaks of such military units jealously preserving their Romanitas even to
the extent of wearing the correct kind of shoes (Procop. Wars 5.12.17).
Ironically, therefore, after a long period of distrust and dislike soldier and
civilian may have become more united after the end of the Empire than
they had been while it existed, and the army emerged as a better defender
of Romanitas after the collapse of Rome than it had while it survived.

96 Cod. Theod. 7.14.1 (ad 398) is a warning against landowners attempting to seduce burgarii or
frontier troops. The equation here of burgarii with mule-drivers and slaves in imperial mills suggests
that their prompt payment was not seen as a priority. Cod. Theod. 7.1.15 (ad 396) introduces a fine of
five pounds of gold for keeping a soldier in one’s personal service.

97 See Dark (1992); Wilmott (1997); Wilmott and Wilson (2000).
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135–132 bc First Sicilian slave war.

133 Scipio Aemilianus takes Numantia in Spain. Tiberius Gracchus proposes lex agraria; it is
passed, but he is later murdered.

Attalus III of Pergamum dies and bequeathes
his kingdom to Rome.

124 Gaius Gracchus is elected tribune.

121 Gracchus and 3,000 followers are killed.

114 Mithridates VI of Pontus gains control of the
Crimea.

113 Jugurtha sacks the Numidian capital, Cirta.
The Cimbri defeat Cn. Carbo in Noricum.

112–111 Rome declares war on Jugurtha, but achieves
little, and makes peace.

110 Jugurtha in Rome; war re-opened but Albinus
and his army captured.

109 Metellus campaigns against Jugurtha.

108 Marius is first elected consul.

107 Marius takes Capsa in Numidia. Marius recruits from the proletarii.

106 Bocchus of Mauretania surrenders Jugurtha to
Sulla.

105 The Cimbri defeat the Romans at Arausio on
the Rhône.

104–100 Second Sicilian slave war. Marius reorganizes the Roman army.

102 Marius defeats the Teutones at Aquae Sextiae.

101 Marius and Catulus defeat the Cimbri at
Vercellae.

100–98 Marius is consul for the sixth time, but his allies
provoke violence and he leaves Rome.

90s Growing Italian pressure for Roman citizenship.
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91–90 Social War breaks out between Romans and
allies, and sees Roman reverses.

90–89 Marius and Sulla turn the tide in the Social War. Extension of citizenship defuses the Social War.

88 Remaining Samnite rebels are defeated; First
Mithridatic War breaks out; Mithridates
overruns Asia Minor and massacres Romans
there.

Sulla and Marius vie for power; Sulla marches
on Rome and Marius flees.

87 Sulla besieges Pontic forces in Athens. Cinna’s revolution in Rome; Marius returns and
massacres Sullans.

86 Sulla takes Athens and defeats Pontic army at
second Chaeronea and Orchomenus.

85 Mithridates brought to terms.

83–82 Second Mithridatic War. Sulla, supported by Pompey, returns to Italy,
takes Rome and institutes reign of terror.

81–79 Sertorius sets up anti-Sullan régime in Spain. Sulla dictator in Rome (dies 78).

77–76 Pompey campaigns inconclusively against
Sertorius.

74–72 Sertorius defeated in Spain.
Mithridates invades Bithynia, but is driven from

his kingdom by Lucullus.

73–71 Italian slave revolt led by Spartacus achieves
initial success but is suppressed by Crassus.

70 Trial of Sicilian governor Verres for corruption. Crassus and Pompey first become consuls.

69 Lucullus defeats Tigranes of Armenia at
Tigranocerta.

67 Pompey is given extraordinary powers, and
clears the Mediterranean of pirates.

66–62 Pompey campaigns in the east, creating
provinces in Bithynia, Cilicia and Syria, and
installing client kings.

Catilinarian conspiracy (63–62); consulship of
Cicero (63).
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60 Pompey, Crassus and Caesar form the first
triumvirate.

59 Caesar is consul for the first time.

58 Caesar defeats the Helvetii at Bibracte, and
Ariovistus’ Germans on the Rhine.

57 Caesar conquers the Belgae, and annihilates the
Nervii at the Sambre.

56 Caesar defeats the Veneti.

55–54 Caesar massacres the Teutones, crosses the
Rhine and invades Britain twice.

Rioting in Rome.

53 Crassus invades Parthia, and is defeated and
killed at Carrhae.

52 Revolt of Vercingetorix in Gaul; Caesar takes
Avaricum, is repulsed at Gergovia, but
defeats the rebels at Alesia.

51 Parthians invade Syria.

50 Caesar refuses to disband his army, and is
condemned by the Senate.

49 Caesar crosses the Rubicon, seizes Italy, captures
Massilia and defeats the Pompeians in Spain
at Ilerda.

Civil war between Caesar and Pompey.

48 Caesar invades Greece, is repelled at
Dyrrhachium but defeats Pompey at
Pharsalus and pursues him to Egypt where he
wins the Alexandrine war.

47 Caesar defeats Pharnaces at Zela, and pacifies
Syria and Asia Minor.

Caesar declared dictator.
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46 Caesar defeats the Pompeians at Thapsus in
Africa.

Leges Juliae enacted.

45 Caesar defeats the Pompeians at Munda in
Spain.

44 Caesar made dictator for life, but then
assassinated.

43 Octavian defeats Antony at Mutina. Octavian, Antony and Lepidus form the second
triumvirate.

42 Antony and Octavian defeat Brutus and Cassius
at Philippi.

41–40 Octavian captures Perusia in Italy. Antony and Octavian divide the Roman world
between them.

38–36 Octavian and Agrippa fight Sextus Pompeius in
Sicily, and defeat him off Naulochus.

36 Antony unsuccessfully invades Parthia. Lepidus forced into retirement by Octavian.

34–3 Antony campaigns in Armenia.

32 Mauretania falls to Rome. Octavian declares
war on Antony.

31 Octavian and Agrippa defeat Antony and
Cleopatra at Actium.

28 Octavian purges the Senate and holds a census.

27 Octavian is hailed as Augustus and Imperator,
thereby laying the foundations of the
Principate. He creates a new administrative
structure, reorganizes the provinces, and
reduces the army to a full-time professional
force of 28 legions plus auxiliaries, disbanding
and settling over 100,000 veterans.

26 Augustus begins the pacification of Spain.
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25–24 Rome annexes Galatia, and Numidia and
Tarraconensis become provinces; Aelius
Gallus campaigns unsuccessfully in Arabia
Felix.

Doors of temple of Janus closed, signifying
peace for the first time in two centuries.

23 Augustus’ illness tempts rebellion but he
survives the crisis.

22–20 Augustus visits Greece and Asia; Parthia is
coerced into returning the standards lost at
Carrhae.

19 Agrippa ends the pacification of Spain.

16–14 Augustus campaigns in Gaul, while Agrippa
settles the east.

13–12 Agrippa and Tiberius campaign on the Danube. Tiberius first becomes consul.

12–9 Drusus campaigns in Germany and advances to
the Elbe, but then dies.

Dedication of the Ara Pacis Augustae in Rome.

8–7 Tiberius subdues the Sugambri in Germany.

6 Tiberius retires to Rhodes.

2 Augustus is made pater patriae, and forms the
praetorian guard.

ad 2 Gaius Caesar parleys with the Parthian king.

4 Gaius Caesar dies, and Augustus adopts
Tiberius as his heir.

4–5 Tiberius and Germanicus campaign in
Germany.

6 Judaea made a province. Creation of the aerarium militare and the office
of the praefectura vigilum.

6–8 Revolt in Pannonia and Illyricum gradually
suppressed by Tiberius.
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9 Three legions under Varus in Germany
massacred by Arminius at the Teutoburger
Wald.

10 Germanicus campaigns inconclusively against
Arminius until ad 17.

14 Augustus dies and Tiberius succeeds him. Rhine
and Danube legions revolt, but are pacified
by Germanicus and Drusus.

17 Revolt of Tacfarinas in Africa.

17–19 Germanicus in the east; Cappadocia and
Commagene become imperial provinces.

Jews banished from Italy.

21 Revolt in Gaul suppressed. Praetorian camp constructed in Rome.

24 Tacfarinas defeated by Dolabella.

27 Tiberius retires to Capri, while Sejanus
tyrannizes Rome until executed in 31.

37 Tiberius dies and Caligula succeeds him.

39–40 Caligula campaigns ineffectually on the Rhine
and the Channel coast.

41 Caligula murdered and Claudius made emperor.

42 Mauretania organized as two provinces.

43 Britain invaded with four legions, joined later
by the emperor.

47 Romans establish a frontier from Trent to
Severn.

51 Caratacus defeated in Wales.

54 Claudius poisoned and succeeded by Nero.

58–61 Corbulo campaigns successfully against Parthia
and Armenia.
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61 Boudiccan revolt in Britain, narrowly defeated
by Suetonius Paulinus.

62 Fall of Seneca.

64 Fire in Rome, and persecution of Christians.

66 Tiridates crowned king of Armenia by Nero;
revolt against Florus in Judaea.

Nero travels to Greece.

67 Vespasian campaigns in Judaea and takes
Jotapata.

68 Vespasian attacks Jerusalem; rebellion of Vindex
in Gaul suppressed.

Nero commits suicide, sparking the Year of the
Four Emperors.

Galba elevated by Spanish and Gallic legions.

69 Rising of Civilis on the Rhine; civil war
throughout the empire.

Praetorians kill Galba and elevate Otho;
Vitellius acclaimed by the German legions,
and defeats Otho at Bedriacum; Vespasian
takes power in the east and on the Danube,
and his legions defeat Vitellius at Cremona.

70 Civilis defeated by Petilius Cerialis. Titus
assaults and captures Jerusalem.

Vespasian takes power in Rome.

71 Triumph of Titus, and Temple of Janus closed.

73 Romans capture Masada.

78 Agricola conquers Wales and Brigantia.

79 Agricola campaigns in Scotland. Eruption of Vesuvius.
Fire in Rome, followed by plague.

Vespasian dies and Titus succeeds him.

80 Colosseum completed.

81 Titus dies and is succeeded by Domitian.

83 Agricola defeats Calgacus at Mons Graupius;
Domitian attacks the Chatti, and establishes
a new frontier between Rhine and Danube.
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85–6 Dacians invade Moesia, and defeat Roman
armies.

88 Dacians defeated at Tapae, but Domitian agrees
a compromise peace.

Rebellion of Saturninus in Germany.

89–96 Domitian campaigns on the Danube (92). Terror in Rome.

96 Domitian is assassinated, and succeeded by
Nerva.

97 Custom revived of imperial adoption of a
chosen successor.

Unsuccessful revolt by the praetorian guard.

98 Trajan campaigns on the Rhine. Nerva dies, and is succeeded by Trajan.

101–2 Trajan invades Dacia and forces Decebalus to
surrender.

105–6 Dacians rebel, but Trajan invades with ten
legions and makes Dacia a province.

106? Rome annexes Arabia Petraea.

111 Pliny the younger sent to govern Bithynia.

114–16 Trajan conducts campaign of conquest in the
east, creating new provinces and capturing
Ctesiphon.

115–17 Revolts break out in many parts of the empire,
often begun by Jews of the diaspora.

Trajan dies (117), and is succeeded by Hadrian.

118–20 Hadrian halts the expansionist policy, and
withdraws behind the Euphrates.

121–30 Hadrian’s Wall built between Tyne and Solway. Hadrian travels throughout the empire,
prompting reforms and public works.

132–5 Jewish revolt led by Bar-Kochba, finally
suppressed with the expulsion of Jews from
Judaea (now renamed Syria Palaestina).

135? Arrian defends Cappadocia against the Alans.
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138 Hadrian dies, and is succeeded by Antoninus.

141–3 Lollius Urbicus conquers lowland Scotland and
constructs a new frontier between Forth and
Clyde.

145–52 Suppression of uprisings in Mauretania.

mid–150s Brigantes revolt in Britain.

157–9 Dacian unrest put down, and Dacia divided
into three provinces.

161 Marcus sets a precedent by sharing power with
Lucius Verus.

Antoninus dies, and is succeeded by Marcus
Aurelius

162–6 Parthia invades Armenia, but it is repelled and
Seleucia and Ctesiphon are taken. Revolts in
Britain and Germany.

167–9 Marcomanni and others cross the Danube and
besiege Aquileia; Marcus and Verus beat
them back.

Plague is brought back from the east, and
ravages the empire.

Lucius Verus dies (169).

170–5 Marcus campaigns successfully against the
Marcomanni, Quadi and Iazyges on the
Danube.

175 Cassius rebels unsuccessfully in Syria.

178–80 Marcus and Commodus campaign again on the
Danube.

Marcus dies (180), and Commodus succeeds
him.

181–91 Unrest in Britain, Germany and Africa
suppressed.

Commodus disports himself in gladiatorial
shows.

192–3 Praetorian guard reorganized by Severus after
putting the throne up for auction.

Commodus is murdered, as are Pertinax and
Didius Julianus who follow him; Septimius
Severus, the commander in Pannonia, takes
power.
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194 Civil war. Severus defeats his eastern rival Niger at Issus,
while placating Albinus in Britain with the
title of Caesar.

195–6 Severus captures Byzantium and defeats the
Parthians.

197 Denuded British frontier overrun, but the
invasion repelled by Virius Lupus.

Severus defeats Albinus at Lyons.

197–9 Severus renews his Parthian war and destroys
Ctesiphon.

Severus’ sons Caracalla and Geta made Augustus
and Caesar.

199–204 Severus visits Egypt and Africa, and appeases
the army by increasing pay and allowing
soldiers to marry.

208–10 Severus campaigns in Scotland.

211–12 Severus dies in York; Caracalla kills Geta and
becomes sole emperor.

213–14 Caracalla campaigns against the Alamanni on
the Rhine.

215–16 Caracalla invades Parthia.

217 Caracalla is murdered by his troops, and
replaced by Macrinus.

218 Macrinus is killed by Julia Maesa in favour of
her grandson Elagabalus.

222 Elagabalus is murdered and replaced by Severus
Alexander.

224–7 Parthia is overthrown by the Sasanid Persian
dynasty of Ardashir.

230–3 Ardashir invades Mesopotamia, and Alexander
campaigns against him.

234–5 Alamanni and Marcomanni cross the Rhine
and Danube; Alexander confronts them but
has to buy them off.
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226

235 Ardashir overthrows Parthian dynasty. Alexander killed by his mutinous troops, and
replaced by Maximinus.

235 Murder of Severus Alexander by troops. Accession of Maximinus the Thracian.

238 Persians attack eastern frontier. Revolts against Maximinus; accession of
Gordian.

241 Death of Ardashir; succession of Shapur I.

243/4 Gordian defeated by Shapur I of Persia.

249/50 Goths raid Balkans.

251 Death of Decius in battle against Goths.

259-73 Separate empire in Gaul under Postumus and
successors.

260 Defeat and capture of Valerian by Persians.

Franks invade Gaul; Alamanni invade Italy;
revolts in Balkans.

261-8 Odaenathus of Palmyra takes control of eastern
provinces.

260s Senators cease to be appointed to
military commands.

262-7 Goths invade Asia Minor.

267 Goths sack Athens. Zenobia succeeds murdered Odaenathus.

270 Accession of Aurelian.

271 Romans withdraw from Dacia.

Circuit of walls for Rome.

272 Aurelian defeats Palmyra.

273 Aurelian reconquers Gaul.

275 Murder of Aurelian.

284 Accession of Diocletian.
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293 Tetrarchy with Maximian as co-Augustus and
Constantius and Galerius as Caesars.

290s Reorganization of frontier commands to
separate military duties, performed by dukes
(duces) from civilian administration; overhaul
of tax system and coinage.

301 Edict on Maximum Prices issued in response to
complaints from troops.

290s-320s Development of new imperial guard, the
scholae, under command of master of offices
(magister officiorum).

305 Abdication of Diocletian and Maximian.

312 Constantine captures Rome after battle of
Milvian Bridge.

310s Creation of stable gold currency, the
solidus; introduction of 15-year indiction
cycle of tax assessment.

Constantine adopts Christianity.

324 Constantine defeats Licinius and becomes sole
emperor.

310s–320s Emergence of field armies of
comitatenses, under command of master of
infantry (magister peditum) and master of
horse (magister equitum).

328 Foundation of Constantinople.

330s Creation of regional praetorian prefectures.

337 Constantine launches campaign against Shapur
of Persia.

Provision of field army for each division of
empire; emergence of regional field armies,
first in east and Illyricum.

Death of Constantine and division of empire
between three sons.

344 Constantius fights inconclusive battle of
Singara against Persians.

350 Third siege of Nisibis by Shapur. Usurpation of Magnentius in Gaul; death of
Constans.

353 Constantius II defeats Magnentius at Mursa
and reunifies empire.
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355 Julian co-opted by Constantius as Caesar.

357 Julian defeats Alamanni at Strasbourg.

359 Shapur captures Amida.

360 Troops at Paris acclaim Julian as Augustus.

361 Julian marches east against Constantius. Death of Constantius.

363 Julian invades Persia; Jovian surrenders territory
in return for peace with Persia

Death of Julian in Mesopotamia.

376 Goths seek to cross Danube to escape from
Huns.

370s Probable date for composition of
anonymous De rebus bellicis. Overhaul of
recruitment system to place burden on
consortia of property-owners.

378 Goths defeat and kill Valens at Adrianople.

382 Theodosius settles Goths in Balkans as
federates.

383 380s Probable date for composition of
Vegetius’ Epitome of Military Science.

Magnus Maximus overthrows Gratian in Gaul
and drives Valentinian II from Italy.

388 Theodosius defeats Magnus Maximus.

392 Arbogast proclaims Eugenius emperor in west.

394 Theodosius defeats Eugenius and reunifies
empire.

395 Death of Theodosius; empire divided between
Arcadius and Honorius.

396 Alaric and Gothic war band ravage Greece.

400 Gainas and Gothic followers driven from
Constantinople.

Compilation of Notitia Dignitatum.

406 Vandals, Alans and Sueves cross Rhine frontier.

408 Alaric enters Italy. Death of Stilicho.
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410 Sack of Rome by Alaric and Visigoths.

418 Establishment of Visigoths in Aquitania.

429 Vandals cross into Africa.

439 Vandals capture Carthage.

440s Attila’s Huns overrun Balkans.

451 Attila invades Gaul; defeated at Catalaunian
Plains.

453 Death of Attila.

455 Vandals sack Rome.

460 Failure of Majorian’s expedition to recover
Africa.

468 Eastern expedition under Basiliscus fails to
recover Africa.

460s-470s Introduction of new element of
imperial guard at Constantinople, the
excubitores, under the command of a count.

476 Odoacer deposes Romulus Augustulus, last
western emperor.

480s Goths overrun much of northern Balkans.

489 Theoderic the Amal leads Goths from Balkans
to Italy.

493 Theoderic captures Ravenna and kills Odoacer. Start of Ostrogothic kingdom.

497 Suppression of Isaurian revolt.

502 Kavadh invades eastern provinces and captures
Amida.

505 Truce on eastern frontier; Anastasius initiates
construction of Dara.

507 Clovis and Franks defeat Visigoths at Vouillé.
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527 Renewed warfare in east. Justinian creates separate command for
Armenia.

Accession of Justinian.

530 Belisarius defeats Persians outside Dara.

531 Belisarius defeated at Callinicum.

532 Endless Peace with Persia. Nika riot at Constantinople.

533 Belisarius defeats Vandals and recovers Africa. 530s Suspension of quinquennial donatives.

536 Belisarius lands in Italy, captures Rome.

540 Belisarius enters Ravenna. Khusro I invades
eastern provinces and captures Antioch.

End of Ostrogothic kingdom.

542 Arrival of bubonic plague.

544 Belisarius’ second expedition to Italy. 540s Emergence of separate Monophysite
Church hierarchy in east.

546 Totila recaptures Rome.

552 Narses defeats and kills Totila at Busta
Gallorum.

562 Fifty Years’ Peace with Persia.

565 Death of Justinian.

568 Lombards invade Italy.

572 Justin II launches new war on eastern frontier.

578/9 Avar invasions of Balkans start.

586/7 Slav raids reach Athens and Corinth.

4
7
4
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591 Romans restore Khusro II to Persian throne;
peace with Persia.

590s Restoration of Roman authority in Balkans. Compilation of Strategicon of Maurice.

602 Revolt of Balkan army and overthrow of
Maurice. Khusro II invades east.

610 Heraclius captures Constantinople and kills
Phocas.

614 Persians capture Jerusalem.

622 Muhammad leaves Medina (Hijra).

626 Avar siege of Constantinople.

627 Heraclius defeats Persians at Nineveh.

632 Death of Muhammad.

636 Arabs defeat Romans at River Yarmuk.

638 Arabs capture Jerusalem.

639 Arabs attack Egypt.

642 Arabs capture Alexandria.

651 Death of Yazdgard III, last Sasanid ruler.

4
7
5
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actuarius quartermaster.
aerarium militare the military treasury established by Augustus to pay

the discharge bonuses for veterans.
ager publicus Roman public land in Italy under the Republic.
agri deserti deserted lands.
ala/alae ‘wing(s)’, the term used for Italian allied formation(s) in the

mid-Republic, or for cavalry unit(s) in the Principate.
amicitia ‘association’, a relation of mutual obligation between peers.
ango Germanic heavy javelin.
annona ‘corn supply’, especially for the city of Rome or the military;

also ration allowance.
annona militaris a tax in kind, used from the third century ad to support

the army.
antesignani ‘before the standards’, troops who fought in the front ranks

of a legion; these seem to have equated to the hastati and velites of the
mid-Republican era, and formed a swifter and more lightly equipped
group within the cohort legion.

aquilifer ‘eagle bearer’, who carried the main legionary standard.
arcuballista type of cross-bow.
armatura military training regime.
as a copper coin, originally one pound, but later reduced considerably

in weight.
aurum coronarium ‘gift’ of gold from senators and curiales at imperial

accessions and important anniversaries.
aurum tironicum tax payment in lieu of military recruit.
auxilia troops provided by Rome’s allies (socii).
auxilia palatina military units attached to the emperor.
bacaudae rural brigands.
ballista/ballistae stone-throwing artillery piece(s), often synonymous

with catapulta.
bandon military unit.
barritus late Roman war-cry, originally Germanic.
beneficia benefits, rewards.

476
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beneficiarius/beneficiarii ‘orderly’, a soldier on the office staff of a mil-
itary unit or governor; soldiers entrusted with special duties.

bireme ‘two-oared’, a galley with two banks of oars.
bucellarii ‘biscuit men’, personal retainers of leading officers.
burgarii frontier, or local, troops.
caligae military sandals.
canabae civilian settlements which developed near camps.
candidati élite group of forty selected from the scholae.
capite censi ‘head counted’, the class of Roman citizens with too little

or no property to qualify for inclusion in the Roman census classes;
enlisted into the legions by Marius.

capitula groups of landowners for taxation purposes.
caput/capita taxation unit(s) comprising humans or animals.
carroballistae artillery pieces mounted on wagons.
castra military encampment or barracks.
cataphracti cavalrymen with full armour for both man and horse.
catapulta torsion-driven artillery piece, especially for shooting bolts.
centuria the smallest unit of the Roman army, notionally (and perhaps

originally) consisting of a hundred men led by a centurio, but normally
(and later) consisting of some sixty to eighty men.

centurion officer in charge of a century.
chrysargyron ‘gold and silver’ tax paid by merchants and craftsmen.
cingulum military belt.
circus factions organized groups of supporters of chariot-racing teams.
classis/classes fleet(s).
clibanarius ‘boilerman’, an evocative term for a heavily armoured cav-

alryman.
client kingdom modern term for a buffer state on the fringes of Roman

territory, whose ruler accepted Roman patronage and influence as a
rex sociusque et amicus.

clientela collective term for an individual’s clients.
coemptio compulsory purchase of food.
cognomina names assumed by generals, and later emperors, to commem-

orate victories.
cohort Roman infantry unit usually formed of six centuries, which super-

seded the mid-Republican manipular organization of the legion, and
which was also used by auxiliary infantry.

collatio lustralis same as chrysargyron.
colonia/coloniae Roman colony.
comes/comites count(s).
comes domesticorum commander of palace guard.
comes excubitorum commander of the excubitors.
comes foederatorum commander of federate troops.
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comes opsikion commander of central field army in seventh century.
comes sacrarum largitionum Count of the Sacred Largesses, senior

finance officer.
comitatenses companions, troops in close attendance on emperor.
comitiva/comitivae status of comes (count).
commilitio/commilitiones fellow soldier(s).
conductores contractors, businessmen.
consilium advisory council, and in particular the imperial advisory coun-

cil.
consistorium imperial advisory council in later Empire.
consul one of the two chief annual magistrates of the Roman Republic,

continuing under the Principate in an attenuated fashion.
contubernium the small group of soldiers who shared the same tent or

barrack room.
contus lance.
conubium right to marry, the legitimization on discharge of informal

unions adopted by soldiers during their service, from the mid-first
century ad

corona ‘crown’, the most prestigious decoration for soldiers’ bravery,
with several sub-types for specific circumstances.

cuneus ‘wedge’, a tactical formation employed by Roman units and com-
monly used by cavalry in aggression; also used to describe a unit of
irregular troops.

curiales/curial class élite of provincial cities who served on local coun-
cils.

cursores cavalry deployed in loose attack formation.
cursus clabularis heavy-wagon part of cursus publicus.
cursus publicus imperial public transport system.
cursus velox fast cursus publicus.
damnatio memoriae ‘retrospective condemnation’, a formal process by

the Senate to erase the memory of unpopular individuals after their
demise.

decimation the most serious collective punishment for Roman units,
nominally involving the execution of every tenth man.

decurion commander of a cavalry turma, similar in rank to an infantry
centurion.

dediticii surrendered enemies, often used for recruits.
defensores cavalry deployed in close array to support cursores.
denarius silver coin, equal in value to 10 (later 16) asses.
Deus nobiscum ‘God be with us.’
diplomata modern term for the bronze tablets recording grants of citi-

zenship and conubium to discharged soldiers.
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dolabra the ubiquitous entrenching tool, which Corbulo described as a
more important military asset for the Romans than the sword.

domestici bodyguards, often imperial.
dona militaria military awards, the most prestigious of which were coro-

nae.
donative monetary gift to soldiers at accessions and important anniver-

saries.
dromon principal decked warship in late Roman navies.
drungus flexible cavalry formation in late Roman army.
duplicarius ‘double paid’, one of the junior officers (principales) below

the level of centurion or decurion.
dux/duces title used from the third century ad to describe equestrian

commander(s) of vexillation(s), and later for the military comman-
der(s) of entire frontier areas.

eagle the principal legionary standard, which Pliny says became the sole
standard of the entire legion under Marius.

equestrian the old ‘knightly’ class, a wealth-based order second only to
the senatorial order in prestige, and which provided military com-
manders as part of the militia equestris.

equitatae epithet for an auxiliary cohort containing a mixed force of
infantry and cavalry.

equites ‘horsemen’, a general term for cavalry and a specific term for a
member of the equestrian order.

equites singulares the cavalry guard maintained by emperors and provin-
cial governors from the first century ad.

excubitores unit of imperial guard.
expedita ‘unencumbered’, a force travelling light and with limited bag-

gage.
exploratores ‘scouts’.
fabrica ‘workshop’, perhaps within a fort or fortress.
fabricae arms factories owned by the state.
falx Dacian weapon, like a scythe or billhook.
federates (foederati) allies bound to the empire by a specific treaty

(foedus).
fetiales group of priests in Roman Republic with special responsibility

for declaring war.
fides trust, good faith.
fiscus imperial treasury.
follis/folles unit(s) of base-metal currency in late empire, literally ‘bag’.
fort fortified base of an auxiliary cohort or ala.
fortress fortified base of one or more legions.
fulcum late Roman term for testudo.
gens Roman extended family group, clan.
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gentiles foreigners settled in Roman territory.
gladius characteristic short sword of the Roman legions.
hastati ‘spearmen’, the first line of the mid-Republican legionary heavy

infantry, equipped (despite the name) with pila.
hippica gymnasia ‘cavalry games’, the mounted military exercises

described by Arrian.
immunes the lowest non-commissioned ranks of the Roman army, bring-

ing exemption from fatigues but no extra pay.
imperium the formal power of military command in Rome; the power

and authority of Republican magistrates and later of the emperors
themselves.

iugum/iuga taxation unit of land.
katalogoi units of field army in sixth century.
kontos long cavalry lance.
Kyrie eleison ‘God have Mercy’; military chant.
laeti term for groups of defeated peoples settled in parts of Gaul (also a

unit in the Roman army).
lancea/lonche lance.
lanciarii legionaries from the third century ad, equipped with the lancea

(light spear) instead of the pilum.
latifundia extended estates, a term used mainly in Italy and Sicily.
latrones bandits or pirates, also termed leistai.
legatus ‘legate’, senatorial officer used from the second century bc to sup-

port senior magistrates and to exercise semi-independent commands
like that of a legion; employed also by the emperors in this capacity,
and to govern imperial provinces as legati Augusti propraetore.

legion standard unit of Roman citizen troops (mainly heavy infantry),
nominally containing around 5,000 men.

levis armatura ‘light armed’.
liburnian light, fast war galley, probably with two banks of oars.
limes/limites frontier(s) or frontier region(s).
limitanei frontier troops in late Empire
lorica corselet of mail, scale, or steel plates.
magister equitum master of cavalry.
magister militum master of soldiers.
magister officiorum master of offices, senior civilian official with respon-

sibilities including, at different times, palace guards, arms factories,
interpreters and much of the imperial secretariat.

magister peditum master of infantry.
maiestas lèse-majesté, especially the law revived by Sulla restricting the

conduct and movement of provincial governors.
mandata official instructions, especially those given to provincial gover-

nors.
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maniple ‘handful’, a unit composed of two centuries, which was the
main formation of the mid-Republican legion until superseded by
the cohort

mansio/mansiones posting station(s) on cursus publicus.
manuballista type of cross-bow.
mattiobarbuli lead-weighted darts.
metope square space between triglyphs in a Doric frieze.
miles soldier.
militia military service.
militia equestris equestrian career, involving prefectures and tribunates

in auxiliary or legionary units, and culminating in a senior post such
as a procuratorship.

milliaria epithet for an unusually large auxiliary cohort or ala, nominally
containing around 800 men.

missorium large serving dish, often of precious metal, used as important
gift

naumachia naval warfare.
novella law (literally ‘new one’) issued to supplement an existing collec-

tion.
numeri irregular formations which appear in the first century ad along-

side regular auxiliary units.
numerus unit of soldiers in late Roman army.
officium office staff of a legion or governor.
oikonomos administrator, often financial.
oikoumenê world, or inhabited or civilized part of world.
onager torsion-powered artillery piece, literally ‘wild ass’.
opinator quartermaster.
oppidum Celtic fortified town.
optio junior officer who acted as deputy to a centurion.
ostraca potsherds
parmula small round shield carried by velites.
pax deorum peace of the gods, divine favour.
peditatae epithet for an auxiliary cohort composed entirely of infantry.
perfectissimus senior rank in civilian hierarchy.
periplous/periploi account(s) of places passed on sea voyage.
phalanx Greek infantry formation of close-packed spearmen or pike-

men.
philanthropia generosity, love of mankind, a standard imperial virtue.
pilani another term for the triarii.
pilum the characteristic javelin of the Roman legion, with its long, thin

iron head.
plumbatae lead-weighted darts.
pomerium city limits, especially of Rome.
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popularis/populares popular or populist politician(s).
praefectus ‘prefect’, equestrian commander of an auxiliary unit.
praefectus castrorum ‘camp prefect’, an equestrian ex-centurion who

would command a legion in the legate’s absence.
praetor a Republican magistrate used especially to govern provinces and

to administer justice in Rome, the latter function continuing under
the Principate.

primus pilus the senior centurion of a legion.
principales junior officers, below centurions or decurions but above

immunes; also leading men in general.
principes the second heavy infantry line of the manipular legion.
proconsul originally a consul whose imperium was extended beyond his

year of office; later anyone holding a post of that rank.
procurator a senior official (usually equestrian) employed by the emperor

for civil administration such as provincial tax collection.
promoti (equites) units of cavalry formed from existing units in third

and fourth centuries.
protector/protectores ‘guardian(s)’, staff officer(s) from the third century

ad selected for high command.
province/provincia originally the sphere in which a Roman magistrate

was to exercise his imperium, later more specifically the administrative
sub-divisions of Roman territory.

publicani private contractors hired by the Roman state to perform duties
such as collecting taxes and supplying the army.

quadrireme ‘four-oared’, a large war galley with some combination of
multiple rowers per oar and multiple oar banks totalling four per
bay.

quaestor junior Roman magistracy commonly held in one’s late 20s,
often supporting more senior magistrates; in late Empire, official in
palace with legal responsibilities.

quaestor exercitus governor of province (quaestura) embracing lower
Danube and Aegean islands.

quincunx modern term for the ‘chequerboard’ arrangement of legionary
maniples described by Livy.

quingenaria epithet for a normal size auxiliary cohort or ala, nominally
containing around 500 men.

quinquereme ‘five-oared’, a large war galley with some combination of
multiple rowers per oar and multiple oar banks totalling five per bay.

riparii frontier troops, often stationed along rivers.
sacramentum oath.
sagittarii archers.
sagum military cloak.
salus safety.
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schola/scholae unit(s) of imperial guard.
scholaris/scholarius member of schola.
scorpion light bolt-shooting catapult.
scutum curved rectangular shield used by legionary heavy infantry.
senatorial province a province, usually without a legionary garrison,

governed by a proconsul rather than a legatus Augusti propraetore.
sesquiplicarius ‘one-and-a-half-paid’, one of the junior officers (princi-

pales) below the level of centurion or decurion.
sestertius/sestertii standard Roman coin in later Republic and early

Empire.
signifer ‘standard bearer’, a senior principalis.
signum military ensign or standard, originally of a maniple.
socius/socii ‘ally, allies’, specifically Italian communities before the exten-

sion of citizenship after the Social War.
solidus standard gold coin of late Empire.
spatha/spathae long slashing-sword(s) used by auxiliary cavalry and

from the third century ad by legionary and auxiliary infantry.
speculatores Republican scouts, and later the mounted escort for emper-

ors.
spiculum javelin.
stationarii soldiers entrusted with special guard duties.
stipendium the annual legionary salary, or its four quarterly instalments.
strategicon treatise on military matters.
stratelates general(s).
supplication religious ceremony to seek divine help.
symmachos/symmachoi ally/allies.
synone compulsory purchase of food.
tacticon/tactica treatise(s) on military matters.
tagma unit in later Roman army.
territorium tract of land, including that attached to camps.
tesserarius junior officer of the principales, in charge of circulating the

watchword.
testudo ‘tortoise’, the locked shields formation used by legionaries during

sieges to minimize exposure to missiles.
themes territorial units of military administration introduced in mid-

seventh century.
triarii the third line of heavy infantry in the manipular legion, originally

armed with thrusting-spears.
tribuni militum the six most senior officers of a legion before the

appointment of legates; they were mainly equestrians, though under
the Principate one was of senatorial rank.

tributarii foreign recruits provided under formal agreement.
tributum Roman tax levied for military expenses.
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triplex acies the three-line battle formation of the manipular and later
the cohort legion.

trireme ‘three-oared’, a galley with three banks of oars.
triumphator person accorded a triumph.
turma/turmae cavalry squadron(s), nominally numbering thirty-two

men.
vehiculatio system for requisitioning transport.
velarium ‘curtain’, or specifically the awning used to shade the Colos-

seum in Rome.
velites light javelin men of the manipular legion, who disappeared at the

start of the first century bc.
vexillatio/vexillationes ‘detachment(s)’ of legion allocated for separate

duties, an ad hoc unit which became more common in the Principate
as legions became more firmly committed to particular regions and
harder to move around en bloc; also unit of cavalry.

vicarius vicar or deputy commander.
vici small civilian settlements near camps.
vigiles units established by Augustus to act as a fire brigade for Rome.
viri militares ‘military men’, a term used for soldiers prominent in civil-

ian contexts.
virtus ‘virtue’, the kind of steadfast and warlike spirit in which the

Romans took such pride.
xenona hostel.
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Aelian (Aelianus Tacticus), second century ad, a Greek resident in Rome;
author of a treatise on tactics (Tactica), probably written in ad 106.

Aeneas Tacticus/the Tactician, c. 350 bc, perhaps from Stymphalus in
Arcadia; author of one of the earliest Greek military manuals. Its only
surviving portion (Poliorcetica) is variously known as On the Defence of
Fortified Positions or On Siegecraft or How to Survive under Siege.

Agathias, ad 536–82, from Myrina; a poet and author of a contemporary
history covering the years 552–8, a continuation of Procopius.

Ammianus Marcellinus, c. ad 330–400, from Antioch; author of a history
of the Roman Empire. Only books 14–31, covering the years ad 354–78,
survive.

Anonymus Valesianus, a work in two parts of which the first is a biography
of Constantine composed c. ad 390, and the second a brief chronicle of
the years 474–526 where Theoderic is the main focus.

Anthologia Palatina, an anthology of about 4,000 ancient Greek poems
compiled from earlier anthologies by the Byzantine scholar Constantine
Cephalas in the tenth century ad.

Aphrahat, fourth-century ad ascetic, resident in Persian Mesopotamia,
and attributed author of twenty-three Demonstrations, Syriac texts which
survey the Christian faith.

Apollodorus of Damascus, a building expert under Trajan and Hadrian,
who wrote a treatise on military machinery (Poliorcetica).

Appian of Alexandria, second century ad; author of a Roman history cov-
ering the Civil Wars (Bella civilia) and foreign wars, arranged by geo-
graphical area (Italy, Libya, Sicily, Syria, etc.).

Apuleius, mid–late second century ad, from Madaura in north Africa;
philosopher and rhetorician, best known for his Apologia, a defence
against accusations of magic, and the Golden Ass (Metamorphoses), a
Latin novel on a grand scale.

Aristides, Publius Aelius, c. ad 117–81, from Hadrianotherae in Mysia;
a sophist best known for his Oration to Rome and Sacred Discourses, a
detailed account of his own medical conditions and treatments.
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Arrian (Flavius Arrianus Xenophon), c. ad 85–175, from Nicomedia;
consul in 129 or 130, governor of Cappadocia 130/1–137/8, and author
of many works, including The Formation against the Alans (Acies contra
Alanos) (134/5) and Ars tactica (Ektaxis) (136/7).

Asclepiodotus, first century bc; author of a treatise on tactics.
Augustine (Aurelius Augustinus), ad 354–430, from Thagaste; bishop

of Hippo in north Africa, and author of the Confessions (397–8),
The City of God (De civitate Dei) (413–26) and numerous dogmatic
works.

Augustus, 63 bc–ad 14; adopted son of Julius Caesar and first emperor of
Rome (31 bc–ad 14); author of the Res Gestae (Index rerum a se gestarum).

Aurelius Victor, Sextus, an African who was governor of Pannonia Infe-
rior in ad 361 and praefectus urbi in 389, and who wrote De Cae-
saribus, a biographical history of the emperors from Augustus to
Constantius II.

Ausonius, Decimus Magnus, fourth-century ad rhetorician and author
of learned poetry who came to prominence as tutor to the future emperor
Gratian in the 360s.

Basil of Caesarea, c. ad 330–79,bishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia, author
of numerous doctrinal works and a large collection of letters

Caesar (Gaius Iulius Caesar), 100–44 bc, from Rome; general and states-
man who wrote narratives of his own campaigns: the Gallic War (Bellum
Gallicum) and the Civil War (Bellum civile). Accounts of the Span-
ish War, African War and Alexandrine War are falsely attributed to
him.

Candidus, from Isauria; author of a lost history which covered the years
457–491.

Cassius Dio(Dio Cassius Cocceianus), ad 155–after 229, from Nicaea;
Roman senator, provincial governor and author of a world history
(Romaika) to ad 229 in eighty books.

Cato the Elder, Marcus Porcius, 234–149 bc; Roman statesman famous
for affecting simple old-fashioned ways; author of the first history in
Latin, and works on agriculture (De agricultura) and military matters
(De re militari).

Celsus, Aulus Cornelius, first century ad, from Rome; author of an ency-
clopaedic work of which only the medical section (De medicina) survives,
but which also covered military tactics.

Chronica minora, ‘Minor Chronicles’, the term for a collection of brief
western accounts of events in the fourth and fifth centuries.

Chronicon Paschale, ‘Easter Chronicle’, a Constantinopolitan chronicle
extending from the Creation to ad 628 (where the text breaks off; the
original terminus was probably 630) which includes important accounts
of military events in the late 620s.
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Chronicle of Seert, a Syriac chronicle by a Nestorian writer which presents
some useful information on east Christian perceptions of events from
the fifth to the early seventh centuries ad.

Chrystostom, see John Chrysostom
Cicero, Marcus Tullius, 106–143 bc, from Arpinum; Roman orator, states-

man and prolific author. Almost a thousand of his letters to family and
friends, and in particular to his friend Atticus, survive; so do dozens of his
speeches (including those against Verres and Catiline and the Philippics
against Mark Antony) and twenty philosophical studies.

Claudian (Claudius Claudianus), fl. ad 400; a native of Egypt who
arrived in Italy c. 394 where for the next decade he produced several
panegyrical poems for emperor Honorius and Stilicho.

Codex Iustinianus, compilation of imperial legislation instigated by Jus-
tinian, published in ad 529 with a second edition in 534.

Codex Theodosianus, compilation of imperial legislation from Constan-
tine’s reign to the present, instigated by Theodosius II and promulgated
in ad 438.

Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus, ad 905–59; emperor of Byzantium
and scholar, who produced (or had produced in his name) several com-
pilations of older works, including the De legationibus (On Embassies),
the De caerimoniis, a treatise on the organization of court life at Con-
stantinople, and treatises on military matters.

Corippus, Flavius Cresconius, sixth-century ad Latin poet from north
Africa; author of an epic account of the Moorish campaigns of John
Troglyta and of the accession ceremonies of emperor Justin II.

Cyril of Scythopolis (Cyrillus Scythopolitanus), sixth-century
ad Greek monk from Palestine, author of the Lives of several
Palestinian abbots, including St Saba (Vita Sabae).

De rebus bellicis, anonymous treatise on military matters, probably com-
posed in the late fourth century ad, which is best known for its illustrated
sequence of implausible suggestions for military innovations.

Dexippus, Publius Herennius, late third century ad; Athenian leader who
organized resistance to a Gothic incursion in 267; author of a history in
twelve books which ran from mythical times to 270, as well as a narrative
of Gothic wars from 238 to 270; only fragments survive.

Digest (Digesta), a collection of laws and legal rulings, compiled in the
sixth century ad on the orders of emperor Justinian, including much
earlier material, especially from the late second-century jurists Ulpian,
Paulus and Papinius.

Dio Cassius, see Cassius Dio
Dio Chrysostom (Dio Cocceianus), late first–early second century ad;

Greek orator and philosopher from Prusa in Bithynia; a friend of Trajan
and author of numerous display speeches (Orationes).
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Diodorus Siculus, c. 80–20 bc, from Agyrium in Sicily; author of The
Library of History (Bibliotheke), a forty-book history of the world
from earliest times to the mid-first century bc, compiled from earlier
sources.

Ps.-Dionysius of Tel Mahre; a Syriac chronicle covering world history
down to ad 775, incorrectly ascribed to the ninth-century patriarch of
Antioch.

Epictetus, mid-first–early second century ad; Stoic philosopher who was
a slave at Rome before securing his freedom and establishing a school in
Epirus.

Eugippius, c. ad 453–535; abbot of a monastery near Naples and author of
the Life of Severinus of Noricum (Vita Severini).

Eunapius, late fourth century ad; pagan philosopher from Sardis and
admirer of emperor Julian, who wrote on the Lives of the Sophists (Vitae
sophistarum) and produced a historical continuation of Dexippus which
extended from ad 270 to 404; only fragments survive.

Eusebius, c. ad 260–340; bishop of Caesarea; author of the first Christian
history, a panegyrical biography of Constantine and numerous theolog-
ical works.

Eutropius, mid-fourth century ad; author of brief survey of Roman history
(Breviarium) in ten books which covered from Romulus to the death of
Jovian (364).

Evagrius, ad 535–c. 595; native of Epiphania in Syria who was employed as a
legal advisor by Gregory, patriarch of Antioch; author of an Ecclesiastical
History covering 430–592.

Festus, Italian senator who was proconsul of Asia from ad 372 to 378, and
who wrote a summary of Roman history from its origins to the accession
of Valens (Breviarium rerum gestarum populi Romani).

Florus (Lucius Annaeus Florus), mid-second century ad; author of a
brief account of Roman history (Epitome bellorum omnium annorum
DCC) which tends to focus on the wars of the Republic.

Frontinus (Sextus Julius Frontinus), ad 40–103, from Rome; magistrate
and general whose works on the water supply of Rome and on stratagems
(Strategemata) survive.

Galen, born in Pergamum in ad 129, court physician under Marcus Aure-
lius, and author of many works on medicine and philosophy.

Gellius, Aulus c. ad 130–180, probably from Rome; author of Attic Nights
(Noctes Atticae), a miscellany of historical and other information in
twenty books.

George of Pisidia, early seventh century ad; court poet at Constantin-
ople in the 610s and 620s who produced panegyrical works for emperor
Heraclius and other leading figures.
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George Syncellus, late eighth century ad; Palestinian monk who became
cell-mate (syncellus) to patriarch Tarasius of Constantinople; he com-
piled a chronicle from the Creation to the accession of Diocle-
tian (284), and supplied important materials for his continuator
Theophanes.

Gregory of Nyssa, c. ad 330–395; brother of St Basil and bishop of Nyssa
in Cappadocia; defender of Nicene Christianity and author of numerous
theological and spiritual works.

Gregory of Tours, ad 538–594; member of the Gallo-Roman aristocracy
who became bishop of Tours in 573; author of various hagiographical
collections and a History of the Franks.

Heliodorus, early second century ad; surgeon and author of several med-
ical texts.

Herodian, early third century ad; author of a History of the Empire after
Marcus which covered the years 180–238 in eight books.

Hero(n), first century ad, from Alexandria; author of a number of treatises
on aspects of engineering and measurement, including the Mechanics
and Pneumatics.

Hieronymus, see Jerome
Historia Augusta, also known as the Sciptores Historiae Augustae (SHA);

the name given to a collection of imperial biographies from Hadrian to
Carinus and Numerianus (ad 117–284), which, though it pretends to be
composed by several third-century authors, is in fact a compilation of
the late fourth century.

Horace (Quintus Horatius Flaccus), 65–58 bc, from Venusia; poet of the
Epodes, Satires, Odes, Epistulae and Carmen saeculare.

Hydatius, fourth century ad; bishop of Aquae Flaviae (northern Portugal)
and author of a chronicle which carries on Jerome’s Chronicle down to
468/9.

Ps.-Hyginus; an incomplete work On Camp Fortifications (named De
munitionibus castrorum in the sixteenth century), probably to be dated to
the late second or early third century ad, is attributed to this otherwise
unknown author.

Jerome (Eusebius Sophronius Hieronymus), c. ad 340–420, from
Stridon; canonized translator of the Bible into Latin and author of
many theological studies, historical works (including a continuation of
Eusebius’ Chronicon and biographies of Christian writers), and letters.

Jerusalem Talmud, see Talmud.
John of Antioch, early seventh century ad; author of a world chronicle

which reworked and extended that of Malalas; only fragments survive.
John Chrysostom, c. ad 347–407; pupil of Libanius, monk at Antioch and

in 398 patriarch of Constantinople, where he fell out with the imperial
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court and was exiled in 403. An exceptionally powerful orator, and author
of numerous sermons and treatises.

John of Ephesus, c. ad 505–585, from Amida; titular Monophysite bishop
of Ephesus under the emperor Justinian and author of hagiographies and
an Ecclesiastical History, of which part iii, covering c. 565–82, survives.

John of Epiphania, late sixth century ad; author of a history of the Persian
War of 572–91, of which only a fragment from the beginning survives,
although much more is preserved through the account of Theophylact
Simocatta.

John Lydus (Joannes Lydus), sixth century ad; official in the office of the
praetorian prefect under emperor Justinian and author of a number of
works, including On Magistracies (De magistratibus) and On the Calendar
(De mensibus).

John of Nikiu, seventh century ad; native of Egypt and Monophysite
bishop of Nikiu; author of a chronicle which drew heavily on Malalas
and John of Antioch for its earlier sections but then describes the end of
Byzantine rule in Egypt and the Islamic conquest. An Ethiopic transla-
tion of an Arabic translation of the original Greek text is all that survives.

Jordanes, sixth century ad; a Goth who composed two historical works,
On the Origin and History of the Goths (Getica) and On the Origin and
History of the Roman People (Romana).

Josephus (Flavius Josephus), ad 37–101, from Jerusalem; author of an
account of the Jewish Revolt of ad 66–73 (The Jewish War, Bellum
Judaicum) and a history of the Jews until ad 66 (Jewish Antiquities,
Antiquitates Judaicae) and a defence of Jewish traditions (Against Apion).

Ps.-Joshua Stylites, anonymous Syriac author of a contemporary history
of events (Chronicle) in Edessa and Mesopotamia from ad 494 to 506.

Julian the ‘Apostate’ (Flavius Claudius Iulianus), ad 331–363; emperor
361–3; author of a collection of letters (Epistulae), panegyrics of his rela-
tive Constantius II, and various anti-Christian tracts.

Justinian (Flavius Petrus Sabbatius Iustinianus), c. 482–565; emperor
527–65; instigator of a major legal codification in the first decade of
his reign, and thereafter responsible for numerous Novels.

Justinus (Marcus Iunianus Iustinus), third century ad; author of the
Philippic Histories, a digest of Gnaeus Pompeius Trogus’ Philippic Histo-
ries, of which only the Epitome survives.

Justin Martyr, c. ad 105–165, from Flavia Neapolis in Palestine; canonized
Christian preacher and martyr, who published a number of works in
defence of Christianity.

Juvenal (Decimus Iunius Iuvenalis), early second century ad; author of
a collection of indignant satires, which include attacks on the deceased
emperor Domitian and his courtiers.
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Lactantius (Lucius Caelius Firmianus), c. ad 240–320; a native of north
Africa who taught rhetoric at Nicomedia under Diocletian and was later
tutor to Constantine’s eldest son, Crispus; author of On the Deaths of the
Persecutors (De mortibus persecutorum).

Libanius, ad 314–393, native of Antioch; pagan orator and teacher, whose
pupils included John Chrysostom; in addition to numerous speeches, his
letters also reveal the social and political workings of the Roman empire
in the east.

Life of Pachomius; versions of the biography of the fourth-century ad

Egyptian founder of coenobitic monasticism exist in Greek, Coptic and
Arabic, with fact and legend intertwined.

Liutprand of Cremona, tenth-century bishop of Cremona, who produced
an account of the embassy he undertook to Constantinople in ad 968

on behalf of the Holy Roman Emperor, Otto I.
Livy (Titus Livius), 59 bc–ad 17, from Patavium; author of Ab urbe con-

dita, a 142-book history of Rome to 9 bc, of which books 1–10 and 21–45,
plus summaries (Epitomae, Periochae) of the rest, survive.

Lydus, see John Lydus
Macrobius, Ambrosius Theodosius, praetorian prefect of Italy in ad 430

and author of, among other works, the Saturnalia, a series of dialogues
set during the Saturnalia holiday devoted to literary, grammatical, philo-
sophical as well as many lighter topics.

Majorian (Iulius Valerius Majorianus), western Roman emperor, ad

457–61. He set in motion a legislative programme to restore the state
(Novels of Majorian).

Malalas, John, early–mid-sixth century ad; native of Antioch, and author
of a chronicle (Chronographia) ranging from Adam to the death of Jus-
tinian.

Malchus, c. ad 500, of Philadelphia; author of a detailed history covering
the years 473/4–491 of which only fragments survive.

Marcellinus Comes, early sixth century ad, from Illyria; author of a chron-
icle covering ad 379–534.

Mark the Deacon, early fifth century ad; author of the Life of Porphyry of
Gaza.

Martial (Marcus Valerius Martialis), Spanish-born Latin poet of the later
first century ad, whose work (Liber spectaculorum, or Spectacula) com-
ments on contemporary society in Rome.

Martianus Capella (Martinianus Minneeus Felix Capella), late fifth
century ad from north Africa; author of an encyclopaedic work on the
liberal arts, the De nuptiis philologiae et Mercurii.

Maurice, emperor ad 582–602; credited with authorship of the Strategicon
which was produced during the 590s.
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Menander Protector, late sixth century; author of a continuation of the
history of Agathias, covering the years ad 558–82, of which only fragments
survive.

Michael the Syrian, late twelfth century ad; author of a universal history
in Syriac.

Miracula S. Demetrii, two books of miracles performed in the late sixth
and seventh centuries ad by the patron saint of Thessalonica, especially
in the defence of his city against Avar and Slav attacks.

Nazarius, Gallic orator who composed a panegyric of Constantine in ad

321 (Pan. Lat. 4).
Nicephorus, ad 758–828, patriarch of Constantinople who, among other

works, produced a short account (the Breviarium) of Byzantine history
covering 602–770.

Notitia Dignitatum, an official list of all Roman civil and military posts
in the eastern (oriens) and western (occidens) halves of the empire, from
c. ad 400.

Novels, ‘new’ laws, those issued after the promulgation of the major col-
lections, the Codex Theodosianus and Codex Iustinianus.

Olympiodorus, early fifth century ad, from Egyptian Thebes; author of
a history in twenty-two books of the period 407–25, of which only
the précis by Photius survives, although his account was also used by
Philostorgius, Sozomen and Zosimus.

Onasander, c. ad 50; Greek author of a military treatise, The General.
Optatus, bishop of Milevis (north Africa) in the late fourth century ad and

author of a treatise against the Donatists, which included an appendix
that preserves several important imperial letters and decrees.

Origen (Origenes Adamantius), c. ad 185–254, Alexandrian theologian
who founded an important school at Caesarea in Palestine in 231; many
of his theological works and biblical commentaries are lost or preserved
only in fragments or translations.

Orosius, fifth century ad, from Bracara in Portugal; author of works in
defence of Christian orthodoxy and of a History against the Pagans (His-
toriarum adversus paganos libri vii), completed in ad 418.

Ovid (Publius Ovidius Naso), 43 bc–ad 17; Latin poet best known for
his love poems, but also responsible for a poetical calendar of the Roman
year (Fasti) and poems from his exile at Tomi on the Black Sea (Epistulae
ex Ponto).

Pacatus (Latinus Pacatus Drepanius), late fourth century ad; Gallic ora-
tor who delivered a panegyric of Theodosius I during the latter’s visit to
Rome in ad 389.

Panegyrici Latini (Pan. Lat.), the name for a collection of imperial pane-
gyrics in Latin which, apart from Pliny the Younger’s panegyric of Trajan
(c. ad 100), date from the period 290–390 and were composed by orators
with Gallic connections.
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Paul of Aegina, early–mid-seventh century ad physician at Alexandria;
author of numerous medical works.

Paul the Deacon, late eighth century ad; author of a History of the Lom-
bards from the mid-sixth century to ad 744.

Paul the Silentiary, mid-sixth-century ad poet who composed a panegyri-
cal epic in honour of the rededication of the church of Haghia Sophia
at Constantinople in 562/3.

Pausanias, c. ad 175, from Asia Minor; author of a Description of Greece.
Pawstos of Buzand, name associated with the creation in the late fifth

century ad of the Buzandaran Patmut‘iwnk‘ (Epic Histories), a history of
Armenia during much of the fourth century.

Peter the Patrician, early–mid sixth century ad; long-serving Master of
Offices (539–65) and frequent ambassador for Justinian; author of at least
three works, a History of the Roman Empire which probably ended in 361,
a history of the position of Master of Offices which incorporated much
information on imperial ceremonies, and an account of his embassy
to Persia in 561/2. None of these survives, but there are fragments of
the imperial history and Constantine Porphyrogenitus drew on Peter’s
ceremonial material for his own work on ceremonies.

Petronius, author of the Satyricon which satirizes Roman society of the
first century ad, possibly the same man who was a senator under Nero
until his suicide in ad 66.

Philo(n), late first century bc–early first century ad; philosopher, author
and leader of the Jewish community at Alexandria who conducted an
embassy to emperor Gaius in ad 39/40 (Legatio ad Gaium).

Philostorgius, c. ad 368–440; an ecclesiastical historian from Cappado-
cia, whose account of the period between the Council of Nicaea (325)
and the reign of Theodosius II favoured the ‘neo-Arian’ successors of
Constantine; only fragments survive, including an extended epitome in
Photius.

Philostratus, Lucius Flavius, late second century ad–240s; author of a life
of the holy man Apollonius of Tyana (Vita Apollonii) and a collection of
Lives of the Sophists (Vitae sophistarum).

Photius, c. ad 810–893; patriarch of Constantinople (858–67, 878–86); a
very well-read scholar, best known now for his Bibliotheca (Library) which
records in 280 chapters information about books read by Photius of
which some (e.g. Malchus, Olympiodorus) do not survive.

Pliny the Elder (C. Plinius Secundus Maior), ad 23–79, from Como;
Roman official and author of an encyclopaedic work of which thirty-
seven books on Natural History survive.

Pliny the Younger (Gaius Plinius Caecilius Secundus), c. ad 61–112;
nephew of Pliny the Elder; a successful senatorial career culminated in
the consulship in ad 100 and friendship with emperor Trajan, for whom
he composed a Panegyric (Panegyricus); his most important extant work
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are his letters (Epistulae), of which book 10 deals with his provincial
governorship in Bithynia (110–12).

Plutarch, c. ad 45–20, from Chaeronea; Greek author of a vast and highly
influential body of work of which fifty biographies (Parallel Lives, Bioi
paralleloi) and seventy-eight essays (Moralia) survive.

Polybius, second century bc, from Megalopolis; leading figure of the
Achaean League and author of a history covering the rise of Rome,
220–146 bc, part of which survives.

Posidonius, c. 135–151 bc, from Apamea in Syria; Stoic philosopher and
polymath, who taught in Rhodes. His (lost) history in fifty-two books
covered the years 146–188 bc.

Priscian (Priscianus of Caesarea), fl. ad 500; author of a work on Latin
grammar as well as a panegyric for emperor Anastasius.

Priscus, fifth century ad, from Panium; philosopher and author of a history
in eight books, probably covering ad 433–74 of which only fragments
survive.

Procopius of Caesarea, c. ad 500–565; assistant to Belisarius; author of
two accounts of Justinian’s reign, the eight-book History of the Wars of
Justinian which covers campaigns in the east, north Africa and Italy down
to 554 and the extremely hostile Secret History (Historia arcana), as well
as the panegyrical Buildings.

Procopius of Gaza, c. ad 465–528; a prolific orator whose speeches
included a panegyric to emperor Anastasius.

Propertius (Sextus Propertius), late first century bc; Latin love poet.
Prosper of Aquitaine (Prosper Tiro), c. ad 390–455; author of a Chroni-

cle which relied on Jerome’s translation of Eusebius and then Sulpicius
Severus as far as ad 417, who then extended this first to 443 and subse-
quently to 455.

Ps.-Dionysius, see Dionysius.
Ps.-Hyginus, see Hyginus.
Res Gestae, account in Greek and Latin of the achievements of Augustus,

inscribed on his mausoleum at Rome and various public buildings in
the provinces.

Sallust (Gaius Sallustius Crispus), 86–34 bc, from Amiternum; author
of the extant Catilinarian Conspiracy (Bellum Catilinae) and Jugurthine
Wars (Bellum Iugurthinum), and a History of the years 78–67 bc, of which
only fragments survive.

Salvian (Salvianus), c. ad 400–480, from near Trier; best known as author
of the De gubernatore dei which contrasted barbarian virtue with Roman
decadence.

Scriptores Historiae Augustae (SHA), see Historia Augusta.
Sebeos, late seventh century ad; Sebeos is the name traditionally attached

to a history of Armenia which focuses on the period between the mid-
sixth and mid-seventh centuries.
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Seneca (Lucius Annaeus Seneca), 4 bc–ad 65, from Corduba; Stoic
philosopher, magistrate and tutor to Nero who wrote many works,
including a treatise on ‘favours’ (De beneficiis) and Epigrammata super
exilio.

Servius (Marius Servius Honoratus), fourth century ad; grammarian
and commentator, best known for his commentary on Virgil.

Sidonius Apollinaris (Gaius Sollius Modestus Apollinaris Sidonius),
early fifth century ad, from Lyons; aristocratic bishop of Clermont and
author of collections of panegyrical poems and letters.

Socrates, c. ad 380–450; native of Constantinople who composed a Church
history (Historia ecclesiastica) covering the period between the Council
of Nicaea (325) and the reign of Theodosius II.

Sozomen, early-mid fifth century ad; author of a Church history cover-
ing the period between the Council of Nicaea (325) and the reign of
Theodosius II, which drew heavily on the work of Socrates.

Strabo, c. 63 bc–ad 23, from Amasia in Pontus; author of a lost History
and of the Geography, a description of the known world, with historical
digressions.

Suda, a lexicon compiled in the tenth century ad, which includes many
citations from earlier writers. Sometimes referred to as Suidas, on the
incorrect assumption that this was the author’s name.

Suetonius (Gaius Suetonius Tranquillus), c. ad 70–130; author of a col-
lection of twelve imperial biographies from Caesar to Domitian.

Sulpicius Severus, c. ad 360–430, from Aquitania; an advocate turned
ascetic who composed a Chronicle which extended from the Creation to
ad 400, and a biography and other works relating to his ascetic mentor,
Martin of Tours (Vita Martini).

Symmachus, Quintus Aurelius, c. ad 340–402; Roman senator, orator
and letter writer whose works reveal aspects of the life of the pagan élite
of Rome in the late fourth century and their links with successive western
imperial courts.

Synesius of Cyrene, c. ad 370–413; bishop of Ptolemais in Libya; author of
letters, hymns, and two rhetorical ‘pamphlets’, De regno (On Rulership)
and De providentia, which reveal views of imperial politics under emperor
Arcadius.

Syrianus Magister (Anon.), a sixth-century ad author responsible for
works on strategy (Peri strategikes), naval warfare (Naumachica), and
military rhetoric (Rhetorica militaris).

Tabari (Abu Ja‘far Muhammad ibn Jarir al-Tabari), c. ad 840–923, a
universal historian whose major work stretching from the Creation to
the ninth century contains much information from Sasanid sources on
Persian dealings with Rome as well as an account of the Islamic conquests.

Tacitus (Publius or Gaius Cornelius Tacitus), c. ad 55–120, from Gaul;
senator, consul and provincial governor, author of monographs on
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Germany (De origine et situ Germanorum) and the campaigns of his
father-in-law Agricola (De vita Iulii Agricolae), the Histories (of which
only the section covering ad 68–70 survives), and the Annals covering
the years ad 14–68, three-quarters of which survive.

Talmud, Jerusalem, one of several collections of Jewish legal opinions and
stories; the Jerusalem Talmud was compiled in Palestine in the early fifth
century ad.

Tertullian, Quintus Septinius Florens, c. ad 160–225; a well-educated
convert to Christianity who wrote prolifically and polemically on theo-
logical and apologetic matters.

Tha‘alabi (Abu Mansur al-Tha‘alabi), late tenth–early eleventh century
ad.

Themistius, c. ad 317–388; Greek philosopher and orator whose composi-
tions include panegyrical speeches (Orationes) for eastern rulers between
Constantius II and Theodosius I.

Theodore Lector, early sixth century ad; Church historian who produced
an amalgamation of the works of Socrates, Sozomen and Theodoret, and
then extended this combined account down to ad 527.

Theodore Syncellus, early seventh century ad; monk at Constantinople
who composed a sermon to commemorate the repulse of the Avar attack
on the city in ad 626.

Theodoret, c. ad 393–460; bishop of Cyrrhus in Syria and prominent
theologian who upheld Antiochene traditions of exegesis against their
Alexandrian rivals; author of a Church history which extended from the
Council of Nicaea (325) to the reign of Theodosius II.

Theophanes, ad 760–818; monk in Bithynia whose Chronographia con-
tinued the Chronicle of George Syncellus to cover the years 284–
813.

Theophylact Simocatta, c. ad 580s–640s, from Egypt; author of a History
covering the reign of emperor Maurice (ad 582–602).

Ulpian (Domitius Ulpianus), late second–early third century ad; eques-
trian official under Septimius Severus and his successors; author of
numerous commentaries and other works on Roman law.

Urbicius, late fifth–early sixth century ad; author of a military treatise
(Epitedeuma) under emperor Anastasius.

Valerius Maximus, early first century ad; author of a collection of mem-
orable deeds and sayings (Factorum et dictorum memorabilium libri ix).

Varro (Marcus Terentius Varro), 116–27 bc, from Reate; polymath and
voluminous author with works on Roman antiquities, grammar and
agriculture.

Vegetius (Publius (Flavius) Vegetius Renatus), c. ad 400; Roman official
and author of treatises on warfare (Epitoma rei militaris, c. 390) and
veterinary medicine.
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Velleius Paterculus, fl. ad 20; author of a brief history of Rome from
mythological times to ad 29.

Victor Tonnensis, mid-sixth century ad; bishop of Tunnuna in north
Africa who wrote a short chronicle which ended in ad 565/6.

Vindolanda tablets, writing tablets numbering several hundred discovered
during excavations at the fort of Vindolanda near Hadrian’s wall; all date
from the period c. ad 90–120.

Virgil (Publius Vergilius Maro), 70–19 bc, from Mantua; poet of the
Eclogues (37 bc), Georgics (30 bc) and the Aeneid (19 bc).

Vitruvius, first century bc, an architect and military engineer who served
Caesar and who wrote a treatise on architecture (De architectura) and
engineering addressed to Octavian.

Xiphilinus, a later epitomizer useful for reconstructing the work of Cassius
Dio.

Ps.-Zachariah of Mitylene, a Syriac chronicle compiled c. ad 570, which
incorporates Zachariah’s account of Church affairs in the fifth century
as well military and other secular events from the early sixth century.

Zacharias (Zachariah), late fifth–early sixth century ad; author of Mono-
physite (anti-Chalcedonian) Church history of the mid to late fifth cen-
tury which is preserved within the Chronicle of Ps.-Zachariah.

Zonaras (Joannes), early twelfth century ad; Byzantine court official who
wrote a number of theological works; author of a Historical Epitome in
eighteen books which covered events from the Creation to ad 1118.

Zosimus, late fifth–early sixth century ad; pagan who wrote an account of
Roman imperial history in Greek (Historia nova), covering the years 180

to 410.
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